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^^^P.^^ONI IS a dough of fine wheat flour, made into a tubular or pipe form ofthe thickness of goose-quills, which was first prepared in Italy, and introduced intocommerce under the name of Italian or Genoese paste. The wheat for this purposemust be ground mto a coarse flour, called gruau or semoule, by the French, by meansof a pair of hght mill-stones, placed at a somewhat greater distance than usual Ss
tr"i'rinS ^"^«*^°^%rPl°5-^'i for making the dough. For the mode of manufac!tunng It mto pipes, see Vermicelli.

^ somewhat thick, tough, unctuous membrane, reticulated, and of "a yel-lowish brown or orange colour. It forms the envelope of the shell of the fruit of theMyrrshca moschata, the nutmeg. It is dried in the sun, after being dipped in brine •

sometimes it is sprinkled over with a little brine, before packing, to prevent Ae riskof mou ding. Mace has a more agreeable flavour than nutmef with I warm andpungent taste It contains two kinds of oil ; the one of which is unctuous hllZ and
used r.'^ f ^^"T ' ^« ^°^^tile, aromatic, and thinnek Mace

°
s

NnxMEG ™' """^ "^^'^ occasionally in medicine.- See

'^117/ '
'^''/J'

^P"*^ peeuliar form of the same miner^mat er

'''Zltl^^Zl'f
''''^''^^^ P^'-ti^l^^ the actofZstaSo^^^

MADDFR ""^i?'"''
^hich are united, or which interpenetrate.^

sivdy^S ^yrgTs'the Vo^Tthf^T" r' f'^'^
'^^^''-^"^

was probably ident cd with hi ^TL r
^'^'"^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^-^d.

appearance and uses gf^riyanclnf au^^^^
description of its

was cultivated in Galilee Caria and r,Pnr R ^'"^^^ t^P^ *° "t'^^'' P'^"*- It

either among the olive trl? or inlldrdestfuedT? thn/''^^' "^""Z*

root. From Indi! the an of dyefnl tWs colour sZ,"^"', T^*^^^''
^he chaya

Armenia. Syria, and Gree eTwhel- was pracS ?o;T
'''''"^ P'-'''^^^'

became known in the western part of FuTone In ^1 centuries before it
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ap;es, according to Beckmann, madder went by the name of Varantia or Veranlta.

The cultivation of madder was introduced into the province of Zealand, in Ilolland,

in the reign of the Emperor Charles V., who encouraged it by particular privileges

conferred on the inhabitants for the purpose. According to Macquer, however, it

was to the Flemish refitge<!S that the Dutch were first indebted for their knowledge

of the method of preparing the plant. It is still grown very extensively in that part

of Holland, and large quantities are annually exported thence into other countries.

Until very recently indeed, the dyers of this country derived almost the whole

of their supply of madder from Holland, and it was the discovery that Dutch madder

was incapable of producing some of the finer colours more recently introduced, that

first led to its being to some extent supplanted by madder grown in other countries.

In the district of Avignon, in France, the cultivation of the plant commenced about

the year ir.66, under Colbert, but it was chiefly by the efforts of the Secretary of State,

Bertin, towards the close of the last century, that it became firmly established there.

The French dyers and printers are supplied with madder from Avignon and ^sace,

and large quantities are also exported from France into England and other countries.

Madder is also grown for the use of dyers in Silesia, Naples, and Spam. It was

formerly more extensively cultivated in England than it is now, when it can be

imported at a less expense than it can be raised. The Eubia peregrina grows wild m
the south of England, but is not applied to any useful purpose.

The Eubia tinctorum is one of the least conspicuous and ornamental of our culti-

vated plants. In external appearance it bears great resemblance to the ordmary

bed-straws or Galiums, with which it is also botanically allied. Some species of

galium seem also to contain a red colouring matter, and one of them, the G. verum, ^

used in the Hebrides for dyeing. The R. tinctorum belongs to the class Tetrandna.

order Monogynia, of the Linn^an, and the order Rubiacese, of the Natural system It

is a perennial plant, but has an herbaceous stem, which dies down every year. The

main part of the root, which extends perpendicularly downwards to a considerable depth,

is cylindrical, fleshy, tolerably smooth, and of a pale carrot cobur. On cutting it

acroVs transv'ersely! it is found to consist externally of a thin cortica layer or

epidermis, to which succeeds a thick, spongy mass of cellular tissue filled with a

ye low iu ce, and in the centre runs a thin tough string of woody fibre, of a rather

paler yellow colour than the enveloping cellular tissue, which may easily be peeled

S Tl e root when freshly cut has a yellow colour, but speedily acquires a reddish

t^nge on exposure to the air. Many side roots issue from the upper part or head of

the^parent root, and they extend just beneath the sur ace of the ground to a con-

sidemble distance. It in consequence propagates itself very rapidly, for these

nu^rot s ^ro^^^^ send forth many shoots, which, if carefully separated m the

STsoon after they are above ground, become so many plants. From the roots

"'^TtXmttnctfurn thrives best in a warm climate, and if grown in the north of

^Z^o;JltlT£:Z.^ situation f
-/d/e cho.m A^^^^

'lir^ZX'il^l
abundance of humus, is best adapted

/^^^^^"^ '^^^^ ;tiffer soils,

there is a large proportion of sand but
^s'veS years, it is not one which can

As the plant requires to be left m the giound several y^ars-
^^^.^^

be adapted to any system of rotation
°PJ' ^ ^'"^^ ^''^'''''^ *°

independently. Land which has lain for a
c^J^^JJ^^*^^^,;'; luow on root crops,

any other for the purpose. At
^^l^'-T^^Xreous soUs In the district called Palud,

The finest qualities of
'"^^^^W^^.fJ^J '^,,1^^^"^^^, the soil contains about 90 per

which produces the best quality 0^1;^^"^.'^";'^,,^ of yielding several successive crops

cent, of carbonate of limc, and is
^fJ.^^J^'JJl^trsecond quality called rosee is richer,

of the plant ; whereas the land ^J^eh gro« s he
^^^^^der'alternately with other crops,

but less calcareous, and can only be made to gro
• j„ autumn, and before

The land must be well dug up
fjf^^f mfxed^with e^th in a compost some

winter. The manure used must be well
^"^^5,^^^^^ to a certain degree and been
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should be put in layers with the earth, and if the whole can he well watered with
urine or the drainings of the yard, and then mixed up by the spade, the compost
will be much superior to fresh dung alone. The manure having been dug or ploughed
in the land is left over winter, and in spring it is turned over again, in order
to destroy all weeds, and make the soil uniform to the depth of two feet at least Afterhaving been harrowed flat it is ready for planting. Madder is generally grown fromsuckers or shoots, rarely from seeds. The shoots are prepared by cutti.ng in the pre-vious autumn, from the secondary roots of old plants, pieces at least 5 inches long and

of hnl nn^°f' •

length containing several joints for the developmentof buds and preserving them through the winter in a dry place by covering them overwith litter or leaves. Before planting, the land is in some districts laid in beds, abou

Lan oTa'dilS n""^ '""'T'' "^^V'^'^ ^P^^^' ^he layers are'set bymeans ot a dibble or narrow trowel in rows, each bed containing two rows about ifiinches apart, and the layers being at a distance of 4 to 6 inches f?om elch otSer {n

t ZTr''' ^r"' f'""' ' ^''P ^'^d ^* °r 2 feet apar are mnde", andm these furrows the suckers are placed at a distance of 1 foot from one another andthe furrows are then filled up with soil by means of a rake. Should tL weathe'r bedry, the plants must be watered. A watering with diluted urine after sLIet greatlyassists their taking root. After 3 or 4 weeks they appear above the ground Whenthey have grown to the length of a finger they must be well weeded^nd earthed upwith the hoe, and this process must be repeated 4 or 6 weeks later takinV r^rP tWhe roots be well covered with earth, which very much promote therrgrfw^h
'
Them t ^'^-T

""^^ ^-^^ to dio down, as winte^r approachesmere the winter cold ,s very great the roots should in the course of NoJember be

litterTs 2 •'^'^ ^'P'^. «^ 2 «^ 3 inches, and an add Lnal coveHng oflitter IS also advisable as a protection from the frost. Water must on no^conni hiallowed to stand in the furrows between the rows during ^he winter In surhTttl
velr f'hV'"""''''"^''-*^'

Pl-"t*en sends up fresh slalks and leaves as Tn thf first

Second Is theZf ^' ^^'^ "^^^'"S earthing up during the

tl^otTs s^u^LSl/^Lre^rbT^^^^^^^
^^,1X:^^^^, t^l 'f?

of time. The roofis the onlv Iw*^^^^^ -
^"'"'''^ ""'"^^

matter. ^ ^ ^ ordinary madder, and is comparatively poor in colouring

sorarrrstTeliiefL^Jeaira?^^^^^^ - ^er. In doing
fresh roofs obtained in Lnce from2 arne^^^^^ f r'''^^''

quantity of
varies from four to sfx thousand pounds ^ In °J^Tf ^^'OOO square French feet)
from 10 to 20cwt and ^1^^

^^^g^and an acre of ground will yield
to about 4075 sqlare yarrUr^ou^^

produce of 1 morgen of land (Jqual
as soon as they are taCn oiitS 1.^5 '^7 T^'' ^° ^li^^^t^^ the roots,
been separated from the eartS &c EXoC -7^'^ ^"^^ ^^er having
This kind of madder ITaltd ^ brought to market^
It consists of short twisted pieces f little th^^lT^i,

"""^ England A/adder roots.

rather rough e:.ternally. A nSerse ecf of^^^^^
^^'^^i^h-brown, and

-^a^ .rymg^ ^^^^^^

p eces about
7 or 8 'entim'etrefif engtl tL? a'r^ ttn"^^^ ^T''

^^'^^
order to remove what has been detached bv thre^hint %l ^^^^ winnowed, in
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furnaces so constructed as to allow an occasional current of fresh air to pass through.

It is afterwards taken to a large sieve with ditferent compartments,moved by machinery.

The compartment with the narrowest meshes serves to separate the portion of epider-

mis, earthy particles, and other refuse matter which had been left adhering to the roots

after the llireshing. The compartments with wider meshes are for tlie purpose of

sep irating the smaller roots from the larger ones, the latter being considered the best.

In France this operation is called robage. The roots are then subjected to the pro-

cess of grindin"-, by means of vertical millstones, and afterwards passed through

sieves of'dift'erent sizes, until they are reduced to a state of fine powder. When the

larger and better roots are ground by themselves, the madder is called m France

garance robee fine, or garance surfine, and it is marked with the letters 8 F. The smaller

roots yield an Inferior madder, which is called garance non robee, or mifine, and is

marked mf. When the different kinds of roots are not separated from one another,

but all ground together, the product is called garance petite robee, moins rob6e, ox fine,

and is marked f f. By far the greater portion of the madder consumed in France

consists of this quality, since it is found to be perfectly well adapted for all the pur-

poses to which madder is usually applied. The letter o is applied to the lowest quality

of madder or mull, which is obtained by grinding the epidermis and other portions

of the root which are detached after the first stoving, and durmg the process called

robao-e. The qualities c f and c f o consist of mixtures of m f and o. There is also

another quality which receives the designation s f f, and which is obtained by grinding

separately the internal ligneous part of the root, previously deprived of the outer or cor-

tical portion. This quality is employed for dyeing fine colours on wool and silk, as well

as for the preparation of madder lakes. Other marks, such as s f f f, e x s f f f, &c., are

also occasionally employed by French manufacturers and dealers, to distinguish

particular qualities. In Holland the product obtained by grindmg together the whole

roots, after the separation of the mull, is called onber, whilst the term crop is applied

to the internal part of the root ground separately.
_ , . t, .1,

The Levant madder, usually called Turkey roots, is considered to be the finest

quality imported into this country. It comes to us from Smyrna, and consists of the

whole roots broken into small pieces and packed in bales. It is ground as it is

without any attempt being made to separate the different portions of the
^/"J

''"8

then the appearance of a coarse dark reddish-brown powder. It is employed chiefly

for the purpose of dyeing the finer purples on calico. Next to this comes the madder

of Avignon, of which two varieties are distinguished in commerce, viz. PaJuds and

rLt/ The first, which is the finest, owes its name to the district in which 1 is

crown consis ing of a small tract of reclaimed marsh land in the neighbourhood of

iJi^'on Avignon madder is considered to be the best adapted for dyeing pink

^ has th; appearance, as imported into this country, of ^
^^^Vh Xt;^^^^^^^^^

roddish-brown powder. The paler colour, as compared with that ot ground roots

place of these lower descriptions, has become very general.

All Idnrls of madder have a peculiar, indescribable smel ,
and a taste oeiween

bitfer and sweet The r colour varies extremely, being sometimes yellow, sometimes

increase in weight, and at length lose tneir P"''^"' "
.

j ^ Qutch
coherent mass. This change takes P'^^^!;/, §

thiri^^^^^ change
madders, than with those of Avignon ^addei, whic^

is called by the French garance grappee It s
foj'f'^ Y'^' "^^g a dry place, and

tation goes on at the same time, for madder t^a l.ep m casks jn y P

as much out of contact with the air as possibl

J""^J;^^^^^^^^^^ Some kinds of

quality for a certain length of time, ^ft^'' J^/S water and left to

madder, especially those of Alsace and
not takcplace to the

stand a short time, give a thick co^S*^'^™
wilder of Avignon contains so much

same degree with Avignon ^^^^der /he jnadder ot A
g^^^^^ ^^^^^^

carbonate of hme as to effervesce with /^CKls. m
red colour to their bones,

when given as fodder to cattle, are f««°V^lwThundred years ago, and has been

a circumstance which was first oT^^^rved aboi^t a Im^r^^^^^^^^^^

employed by physiologists to determine 1 en« 5^^.^^.^
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a weighed qnnntity of the sample, and comparing the depth and solidity of the
colours with those produced by the same weight of another sample of known quality,

and even this method may lead to uncertain results, if practised on too small a scale.

The Paluds, which is the most esteemed of the Avignon madders, has a dark red hue,
whereas the other kinds have naturally a yellow, reddish-yellow or brownish-yellow
colour. Nevertheless, meaus have been devised of communicating to the latter the
desired reddish tinge, which, therefore, no longer serves as a test. A method formerly
employed to ascertain the comparative value of a number of samples of madder con-
sisted in placing a small quantity of each sample on a slate, pressing the heaps flat with

• some hard body, and then taking them to a cellar or other damp place. After 10 or
12 hours they were examined, and that which had acquii-ed the deepest colour, and
increased the most in volume was considered the best. This method led, however, to so
many frauds on the part of the dealer, for the purpose of producing the desired effect,
that it is no longer resorted to. Madder is sometimes adulterated with sand, clay,
brick-dust, ochre, saw-dust, bran, oak-bark, logwood and other dye-woods, sumac and
quercitron bark. Some of these additions are difficult to detect. Such as contain
tannin may be discovered by the usual tests, since madder contains naturally no tannin.
If the material used for adulteration he of mineral nature, its presence may be dis-
covered by incinerating a weighed quantity ofthe sample. Ifthe quantity of ash which
is left exceeds 10 per cent, of the material employed, adulteration may be suspected.
The as!i obtained by incinerating pure madder consists of the carbonates, sulphatesj
and phosphates of potash and soda, chloride of potassium, carbonate and phosphate of
lime, phosphate of magnesia, oxide of iron and silica. If a considerable amount of
any oiher mineral constituent is found, it is certainly due to adulteration.

There is probably no subject connected with the art of dyeing which has given rise to
so much discussion as the composition of madder, and the chemical nature of the co-
lourmg matters to which it owes its valuable properties. The subject has engaged the
attention of a number of chemists, whose labours, extending over a period of about
fifty years, have thrown considerable light on it. Nevertheless, the conclusions at
which they have severally arrived do not perfectly agree with one another, nor with
the views entertained by the most inteUigent of those practically engaged in madder
dyeing. The older investigators supposed that madder contained two colourino-
matters, one of which was tawny, and the other red. Robiquet was the first chemis't
wtio asserted that it contained two distinct red colouring matters, both of which
contributed to the production of the dyes for which madder is employed ; and his
views, though they were at the time of their promulgation strongly objected toby some of the most emment French dyers and calico-printers, still ofiFer probably
the best means of explaining some of the phenomena occurring during the process ofmadder dyeing. The two red colouring matters discovered by RobiqSet were namedby him Alizarine and Purpurine, and these names they still retain. Several crystal-
lised yellow colouring matters have been discovered by other chemists ; but the only on»which ex.sts ready-formed m the madder of commerce is the Eu/nacine of Schunck"and this substance may also be taken as the type of the whole class, the members of

hvfwlZTir^- r; P^Pf*'^^- A^°"g the other organic substances obtainedby different chemists from madder, two resinous colouring matters, su-ar a bitterprinciple a peculiar extractive matter, pectin, a fermentative nitrogenous substance andmalic, citric, and oxalic acids, may be mentioned
suuMance, ana

a Zt^l
niadder is extracted with boiling water, a dark brown muddy liquid, havino-

to ts UQuid' alS Zi " "^^'"S ^ '"^^'^ of an acidto tms liquid, a dark brown precipitate is produced, while the supernatant lionidbecomes clear, and now appears of a bright yellow colour. The predpUare cons stsof ahzarme, purpurine, rubiacine, the two resinous colouring mS«ers nectic ^ci?oxidised extractive matter, and a peculiar nitrogenous substaSfe TS iiq^S filteredfrom this precipitate contains the bitter principle and the extractive rn!t T^f iJ
as well as sugar and salts of potash, lime and magnesS. X Sh ^m L t',can be detected in the watery extract. After the' madder ha been 'conJete^; eThausted with boiling water, it appears of a dull red colour. It still conta ns a nu^n"tity of colouring matter, which cannot, however, be extracted with hot lo.^even alkalies, since it exists in a state^f combi;ation with iTme and ot^^^^^^^forming compounds which are insoluble in those menstrua. If however b^v f '

be treated with boiling dilute muriatic acid, the latter dLolves a au '^k ^ofmagnesia, alumina, and peroxide of iron, as well as some phosphate an 1 Lnl
'"^p

hme, which may be discovered in the filtered liquid; and if the remT^iidm
' °^

well washed, be treated with caustic alkali, a dirk r'ed liquid is olSed l^^^^^^^^
^ -'"^

M;ith acids a dark reddish-brown precipitate consisting of" LarinTimi, r ^k'''erne, resin and pec.ic acid. That porlion of the nvJdev\Tah^VlTfl ^^^^^
M-ater, acids, and alkalies, consists almost entirely of woody fibre

"""^

B 3
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A short description of some of the substances just mentioned will not he out of

place here, as it may assist in rendering the process of dyeing with madder more
intelligible.

The most important of these substances is alizarine, since it forms the basis of all

the finer and more permanent dyes produced by madder. The muliere colorunte rouge

of Persoz and the madder-red of llunge also consist essentially of alizarine, mixed

with some impurities. Robiquet first obtained it in the form of a crystalline sublimate,

by extracting madder with cold water, allowing the liquid to gelatinise, treating the

jelly with alcohol, evaporating the alcoholic liquid to dryness and heating the residue

;

and since the application of heat seemed to be an essential part of his process, it was

for a long time doubted whether alizarine was contained as such in madder, and was

not a product of decomposition of some other body. It was proved, however, by the

experiments of Schunck that it does in reality pre-exist in the ordinary madder of

commerce, though not in the fresh root when just taken out of the ground. It has

the following properties :— It crystallises in long, transparent, lustrous, yellowish-red

needles. These needles when heated to 212° F. lose their water of crystallisation

and become opaque. At about 420'^ F. alizarine begins to sublime, and if carefully

heated may be almost entirely volatilised, only a little charcoal being left behind.

The sublimate obtained by collecting the vapours consists of long, brilliant, trans-

parent, orange-coloured crystals, which are pure anhydrous alizarine. If madder, or

any preparation or extract of madder, be heated to the same temperature, a sub-

limate of alizarine is also obtained, but the crystals are then generally contammated

with drops of empyreumatic oil, produced by the decomposition of other constituents

of the root. This oily matter may, according to Robiquet, be removed by washmg

the crystals with a little cold alcohol. Alizarine is almost insoluble in cold water.

It is only slightly soluble in boiling water, and is deposited, on the solution cooling,

in yellow crystalline flocks. When the water contains large quantities of acid or

salts in solution, it dissolves very little alizarine, even on boihng. The colour of the

solution is yellowish when it is quite free from alkalies or alkaline earths. Alizarine

dissolves much more readily in alcohol and ether than in water ;
the solutions have a

deep yellow colour. Alizarine is decomposed by chlorine, and converted mto a

colourless product. It is also decomposed by boiling nitric acid, the product being

a colourless, crystallised acid, phthalic acid, the same that is formed by the action ot

nitric acid on naphthaline. Alizarine dissolves in concentrated sulphuric acid, yield-

ing a Yellow solution, which may be heated to the boiling point without changing

colour and without any decomposition of the alizarine, which is precipitated unchanged

on the addition of water. Alizarine dissolves in caustic alkalies with a splendid

nurple or violet colour, which remains unchanged on exposure of the solutions to the

air The ammoniacal solution, however, loses its ammonia entirely on bemg left to

stand in an open vessel, and deposits its alizarine in the form of shining prismatic

ci vstals, or of a crystalline crust The alkaline solutions give with solutions of lime

Tnd Sryta salts prLipitates of a beautiful purple colour, with alumina salts a red wi.h

kon saUs a purple pi^cipitate, and with most of the salts of metallic oxides preci-

pUates of v^rioL shades of pilrple. The afiinity of alizarine for alumina is so grea^

fhat if Ae compound of the two bodies be treated with boiling caustic potash lye, it

merelv chanrs its colour from red to purple without being decomposed Alizarine

S not^ more soluble in boiling alum liquor than in boiling water. The chemical

formula of anhydrous alizarine is probably C„H,0 and 100 parts contam therefore
lorimiio, J

parbon 4-13 of hydrogen, and 26-45 of oxygen.

'''^"'^lS^Sli:lx?S:S:Aor, ^hat'is still better, in a freshly precipitated state

he suspended in distilled water, and a piece of calico printed with alumina and

?ron Xdants of ditferent strengths.be plunged into it, the latter, on gradua y
iron moraams

, , ^ °
r^lxQ process is necessarily a slow one, because

afiSe ^s ont'sligl tirsoSe in boiling water, and as the mordants can o^^^^^

SniWwith tL Jortfon actnal.y i^^^^^^^^^^^

must be kept up, in order to cause
^^^^f,^

P°^^'^^'
^^^^^ °ery small proportional

the place of that portion "P f, 7,^^^^^^^^^^

quant ty of alizarine is required in older to ""^ , _i '

cince the former
Secessaliy that the bath should contain no ^^^L
would combine with the

^^'^^'"''^^^^t,',^^^^ to have acquired various

process is complete t^e alumina moidant will b^^^^^^ i^.

^^^^^^
shades of red, while the iron mordant

^i'^.fPP^'/^/^^f'."^^^^^^^^ These colours are

of purple, according to the strength
^^^^^JJ^^^ 3e! by means of a long and
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produced on calico, such as pink or lilac, be examined, the colours are found to con-
tain, in combination with the mordants, almost pure alizarine. Hence it may be
inferred, that alizarine alone is required for the production of these colours, and
that the simple combination of this colouring matter with the mordants is the principal
end which is to be attained by the dyer in producing them.

Purpurine, the oiher red colouring matter of madder, with which the matiere
colorante rose of Gaultier de Claubry and Persoz, and the madder-purple of Runge, are
substantially identical, can hardly be distinguished by its appearance from alizarine
which it also resembles in most of its properties. It crystallises in small orange-
coloured or red needles. When carefully heated it is almost entirely volatilised,
yieldmg a sublimate of shining orange-coloured scales and needles. It is slightly
soluble m boilmg water, giving a pink solution. It is more soluble in alcohol thanm w-ater, the solution having a deep yellow colour. It dissolves in concentrated
sulphuric acid, and is not decomposed on heating the solution, even to the boilinff
pomt. It is decomposed by boiling nitric acid, and yields, like alizarine phthalic
acid. It IS distinguished from alizarine, by its solubility in alum liquor. When
treated with a boiling solution of alum in water, it dissolves entirely, yielding a peculiar
opalescent solution, which appears of a bright pink colour by transmitted light and
yellowish by reflected light. The solution deposits nothing on cooling but onadding to It an excess of muriatic or sulphuric acid, it becomes colourless,' and thepurpurine falls down in yellow flocks. On this property depends the method ofseparating It from alizarine. The compounds of purpurine with bases are mostly

'
,

dissolves m alkalies with a bright purplish- red or cherry-red colourIf the solution m caustic potash or soda be exposed to the air, its colour changesgradually to reddish-yellow, and the purpurine contained in it is decomposed acharacteristic which also serves to distinguish purpurine from alizarine, the alkalinesolutions of which are not changed by the action of oxygen. The composition ofpurpurine approaches very near to that of alizarine, but its chemicarformu?a isunknown. It communicates to calico, which has been printed with various mS-dantscolours similar to those imparted by alizarine, but the red is more fiery and theblack more intense than when alizarine is employed. On the other hand {he purnledyed by means of purpurine has a disagreeable reddish tinge! and presents anunpleasant contrast with the beautiful purple from alizarine.
^
The name oJ th's

itZvTl^SVV''''^^^^^^ '^''-'^'^^ to Sad Thecolours dyed with purpurine are less stable than those dyed with alizarine thevS nnf '° ' -''1 ^"^P ^^'l '^^^ tbe latter Hence verJ
1. h^v^ ^r^' combination with the mordants, in such madder coS
t^r- -Zt?T ^ of treatment with alkalies and kcids, afte^ havTng been

arid^tW t^bi
^"''"P'^ ^PP^^'-^ to be the removafof tWsand other substances, so as to leave compounds of alizarine only on the flhAo

«aS'°s^r;:s. ScS"S '1".^:?°^ ""-"^
madder-orange of Runge TVrvL^Wc • ?l properties with the

being decomposed. It difsdves ia c^'-^ - "^^^^

dissolves m boiling nitric acid without
poun'ds with'earths Ld metallic oxS° a e tostW^ ^
boiling solution of pernitrate or peSiide of Tron Tt H ''T''"^

'"''^ *
brownish-red solutio'n, which depoElfn^l^eool g ^t ''""^^ ^

^ precipiSt^Jss^o?:

l^^^^Xtri:tr^^^ compounds
boding water. One of them is a dark b^wrbrUtie ^es n SeS '"'"''^

atdilsbh "'i^'
"^'^^ ^ temperature a lUtle above 2 2° r'%r^.r"-^a reddish-brown powder, less snlnhlo L *i

"""^^ ^i-^ 1'. I he other is

colouring matters' together wi fSiacine const t^e ''^Pir^^i'^S- ^bese two
coW^•nff ma«er of the older chemists Thev doToi .^^ ^^"^ '""'"•^ ^'«"
colours dyed with madder, and ex rt a ve ^ p e^Sichl '^ffe t '"i!^"^'^^dyes. If printed calico be dyed with a mixtml nP

^"""''^y t'le
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than -when alizarine is employed alone. The red acquires an orange tinge, and the

purple a reddish hue, whilst the black is less intense, and the parts of the calico

which should remain white are found to have a yellowish colour. Hence it is of im-

portance to the dyer that their effect should be counteracted as much as possible, by

preventin<i them either from dissolving in the dye-bath or from attaching themselves

to the fabric.

The other constituents of madder possess no interest in themselves, but may be-

come of importance in consequence of the effects -which they produce during the pro-

cess of dyeing. The pectine, in the state in which it exists in the root, is probably

an indifferent substance, but in consequence of the ease and rapidity with which it

passes into pectic acid, it may in dyeing act very prejudicially by combining

with the mordants and preventing them taking up colouring matter. The extrac-

tive matter of madder, when in an unaltered state, produces no injurious effects

directly ; but by the action of oxygen, especially at an elevated temperature, it ac-

quires a brown colour and then contributes, together with the rubiacine and the

resinous colouring matters, in deteriorating the colours and sullying the white parts

of the fabric. The extractive matter, when in a state of purity, has the appearance

of a yellow syrup like honey, which is easily soluble in water and alcohol. When

pure it is not precipitated from its watery solution by auy earthy or metallic salt,

but if the solution be evaporated in contact with the air, it gradually becomes brown,

and then gives an abundant brown precipitate with sugar of lead. When its watery

solution is mixed with muriatic or sulphuric acid and boiled, it becomes green and

deposits a dark green powder. Hence this extractive matter has, for the sake ot dis-

tinction, been called Clilorogenine, 2.u& Rubichloric Acid. The bitter principle ofmadder

will be referred to presently. The Xanthine of Kuhlmann, and madder-yellow of

Kunee are mixtures of the extractive matter and the bitter principle. The sugar

contained in madder is probably grape sugar. It has not hitherto been obtained m a

crystallised state, but it yields by fermentation alcohol and carbonic acid, like ordi-

nary sugar. The woody fibre which is left after madder has been treated with

various solvents until nothing more is extracted, always retams a slight reddish or

brownish tinge from the presence of some colouring matter which cannot be com-

pletely removed, and seems to adhere to it in the same way as it does to the cotton

fibre of unmordanted calico.

There is a question connected with the chemical history of madder which must not

he passed over in silence, since it is one which possesses great "^^^'^^t
^^ioh

some future time become of great importance, viz.
'^^^^^f'^'^ZT^''^^^^^

the colouring matters originally exist jn the root. It has long been known, that when

Iround madder is kept tightly packed in casks for some time, it constantly improves

fn quaHtTfor several yeai'S, after which it again deteriorates ;
and it was alway sup-

pos'ed thit this effect was due to some process of slow ferrnentat.onW ^

interior of the mass, an opinion which seemed to be justified by the evident ^crease

fw t'ht and
"

urn and the agglomeration of the particles
jl^^^^.V^AJ w'no iiht

saJe time Nevertheless the earlier chemical examinations of madder t^rew no light

wTatever on this part of the subject, since the red colounng matters were found t

be vSy stable compounds, not easily decomposed except by the -Uon of very pote^

accents so that when once formed it seemed improbable t^at ^hey would be at au

pxist readv formed, even n the article as used by the dyer It
o'^'^^"f

ex racted luh^old water, the extract after being filtered has generally an acid re-

:S,tnd"canrot contain any of the -louring
-^^^^^^^

soluble in cold water, especially ^^en there is any acid
^^^^^'-^J^ ^ ^j^dder

extract when gradually heated is found capable
^^^'"f^^^^.en and

itself. If the extract be made tolerably strong, it possesses a «^^ep y

a very bitter taste ; but if it be al owed to stand m ^ warm Pl^^^^^^^^^
^,.^^1^ „^

it gelatinises, and the insoluble jeHy
'^^f™'*^iost rtS yXw colour and bitter

the tinctorial power of the liquid, which also los

J ^^^^^^^ .^^

taste. Hence, it may be inferred that the s^J^/^"^" the formation of a certain

bitter taste and yellow colour is capable also of giving rise to lue lo

quantity of colouring matter.
-npoKisne containing the results of an ana-

In 1837 a memo.r was pubhshcd ^J'/^^j^^''^',^;^^ con-

tomical and physiological examination of the " adOtr pa,
Academy

sidered so important that a pr.ze was ^^ard d to he m^^^^^

^ conclusion, that the

of Sciences of Brussels This >"--«t,ga mn led the a^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^

cells of the living plant coutaui no ready foiuita icu coiuui fa
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•with a transparent yellow juice, which on exposure to the atmosphere becomes
reddish and opaque in consequence of the formation of red colouring matter. Hence
he inferred that the insoluble red colouring matter was simply a product of oxidation
of the soluble yellow one, and that, consequently, the more complete the exposure of
the triturated root to the atmosphere, the greater would be its tinctorial power ; and
he even went so far as to assert that all the proximate principles obtained from the
root were derived ultimately from one single substance contained in the whole plant.
That the fresh roots, before being dried, do indeed contain no colouring matter-
capable of imparting to mordants colours of the usual appearance and intensity may
be proved by the following experiment: — If the roots, as soon as they are taken
out of the ground, are cut into small pieces as quickly as possible, and then extracted
with boiling spirits of wine, a yellow extract is obtained which, after being filtered
and evaporated, leaves a brownish-yellow residue. Now this residue on being redis-
solved in water is found incapable of imparting to mordants any but the slightest
shades of colour

;
and, on the other hand, the portion of the root left after extraction

with spirits of wine, on being subjected to the same test as the extract, is found to
possess as little tinctorial power as the latter. If, however, the roots, instead of beinff
treated with spirits of wine, are macerated in water, the liquor on being gradually
heated dyes the usual colours as well as ordinary madder. Hence it may be inferred
that by means of alcohol the colour-producing body of the root maybe separatedtrom the agent which, under ordinary circumstances, is destined to etfect its trans-
formation into colounng matter, the one being soluble and the other insoluble in that
menstruum. It was by this and other similar facts that Schunck was led to an exami-
nation of this part of the subject. He infers from his experiments that the colour-producmg body of madder is identical with its so-called bitter principle, to which hehas given the name of Rubian. This body, when pure, has the following pro-
perties

:— It IS an amorphous, shining, brittle substance like gum, dark brown andopaque m mass, but yellow and transparent in thin layers. Its solutions are of adeep yellow colour, and have an intensely bitter taste. It is easily soluble in waterand alcohol. The watery solution turns of a blood-red colour, on the addition ofcaustic and carbonated alkalies, and gives dark red precipitate with lime and barySwater. The solution gives a copious light red precipitate with basic acetate of leadbu yields no precipitate with any other metallic salt. On trying to dye with rubTaum the usual manner, the mordants assume only the faintest shades of colour If

?t jrr',
'7^'"'^ mixed with sulphuric or muriatic acid and boiledIt gradually deposits a quantity of insoluble yellow flocks, which after beiL spn.'rated by filtration and well washed, are found to dye the sam; coburs a those oUained

ttcToria t ^^
^^'l J" ^^"^'^^ t« ^l^ich they owe theirinctorial power but they also contain a crystallised yellow colouring matter simila^to but not identica with rubiacine, as well as two resinous colourin| ma ter^ whichSchinick has n^m,^ Verantine and Rubiretme, and which are probaWyX,ica7whh^le resinous colouring matters before referred to as being obtained f^l ordinaJv

similar tntW IK^-
^^'^''^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^'^^^^ uncrysta isTble suga7sim lar to that which is obtained from madder itself. Rubian is not i\Ztr^lr. /t '

ordinary ferments, such as yeast and decomposing casefn
; but by extrac"n^^^'^deJ

T^^tL
adding alcohol to the extract a substance is^reciSed Palered flocks, which possesses in an eminent degree the power of eff^rf no^Tifr \

^

verted nto a light brown
some hours, the mixture is con-

without its falling out Tht^ie^J when a^it^^ 'it 't''''''^
^^™<i

the latter very little colour or /n^tP ^ f ""^^^^ communicates to

solution. The cold water, however extract-? frnm tC 111 f-

^^^^^^^ ^^ded to its

sugar, while the portion left undissolved coma^rai?^^^
a crystalline yellow colouring matter besides a ni.tinn Af ? ^' '^^"•^t'^e, and
Rubian, thereLe, by the actiL ofstrong ^neralSs^"^ oTSr^'f^

'f'^'''''of madder, is decomposed, yielding sufa^Tnd a v rie^v of .nl
principal of which is 'alizarine. It fppeTs tlierefL S^^^^^not originally contained as such in he ro^ bi t a^^^^^

^^"'^^•^

of one parent substance, which alone is nrnr rl W ti f i
' decomposition

.h. p,.„. ..c oir^Viots."' C;,r,];r5';;i4'' ^rijisrs
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the root tlie decomposition of the colour-producing hody commences and continues

slowly during the period that the powder is kept before being used. It is finally com-

pleted during the process of dyeing itself, and hence no trace of colour-producing sub-

stance can be detected, either in the liquor or the residual madder, after the operation

of dyeing is concluded. 'J'he presence of oxygen does not seem to be essential during

this process of decomposition, as Decaisne supposed. Nevertheless, according to

Schunck, rubian does in reality sufi'er a partial oxidation, when its watery solution

mixed with some alkali or alkaline earth, is exposed to the action of the atmosphere,

giving rise to a peculiar acid, called by him rubianic acid. When rubian is heated at

a temperature considerably exceeding 212° F.,it is converted without much change

of appearance into a substance which yields by decomposition resinous colouring

matters in the place of alizarine. The great excess of these colouring matters con-

tained in the madder of commerce arises therefore most probably from the high

temperature employed in drying the root.

Employment of madder in dyeing After the account which has just been given of

the composition" of madder, it may easily be conceived that the chemical and physical

phenomena which occur during the various processes ofmadder dyeing, are of a rather

complicated nature, and that many of these phenomena have not yet received a per-

fectly satisfactory explanation. Nevertheless the present state of our knowledge on

this subject may enable us to give a consistent explanation of the facts presented

to us by the experience of the dyer, and even to indicate what direction our labours

must take if we wish to improve this branch of the arts.

In order to produce perfectly fast colours in madder dyemg, it is necessary that the

madder should contain a large proportion of carbonate of lime, and if the madder is

naturally deficient in that salt, the deficiency may be supplied either by using cal-

careous water in dyeing, or by adding a quantity of ground chalk If madder be

treated with dilute sulphuric or muriatic acid, so as to dissolve all the lime contained

in it and then washed with cold water until the excess of acid is removed, its tinc-

toria'l power will be found to be very much diminished, but may be entirely restored,

and even increased, by the addition of a proper quantity of lime water or chalk

Hence too Avignon madder, which is grown in a highly calcareous soil, and contains

so much carbonate of lime as to effervesce with acids, affords the most permanent

colours ; whilst Alsace madder requires the addition of carbonate of lime in order to

produce the same effect. This fact was first pointed out by Hausmann, who after

having produced very fine reds at Rouen, encountered the greatest obstacles m dyemg

Se same reds at Logelbach, near Colmar, where he went to live. Numerous trials

vmder^ken with thf view of obtaining the same success in his new establishment

Hved that the cause of his favourable results at Rouen existed m the water, which

Contained Lrbonate of lime in solution, whilst -ater of Logelbach was^ n^^^^^^^^^

nure He then tried a factitious calcareous water, by adding chalk to his dye-bath.

Saving obtained the most satisfactory results he was not long - P;;/ucmg h^^^^

beautiful and as solid reds as he had done at Rouen. This simple fact led to the pro-

dSon of a series of lengthy memoirs on the part of some of the French chemists and

ciico nSers ^h^^^^^^ fully confirmed the results of Hausmann, without, however,

fead'nfto ^satSctory explanation of them. The experiments of Robiquet prove

KTn dyeinrwith pure alizarine the least addition of lime is rather ^^J^^nous than

otherwise Ts it merely weakens the colours without adding to their durabihty. Hence

T^Iffi.inl Pffpct of lime can only be accounted for by some action which it exerts
the beneficial effect of

y^^f'
^'^'^

Bartholdi imagined that this action consisted

ZS^ trCCsi ion o/S sufpht of magn'esia, which he found to be con-

madder contain pectic acid, which
F^^^J'^ fV° '.^^ ^ f ^^th alizarine,

and that this acid, when m a free ^tate, acts mos mpric^^^^^^^ S
^^^^

but ceases to do so as soon a5 it is combined ^^'t^'^ l'"/^-

/^^J'; replace entirely such
der which is naturally deficient in bme

'^^^J^^^,'^^^^^^^ of chllk be
madder as has been grown in a f^^^.X^the corcrusion, t^^ the inferior kinds of

used in dyeing. Hence Robique
^^^^^^^^^ ^^?i^°°tTa?^ more purpurine and less

madder, which are also the
.""{f^JfJ jf.^'^eSnate of lime serves partly to com-
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mentally iu dyeing with pure alizarine, by deteriorating the colours and sullying the
•white parts of the fabric, and that these effects are entirely neutralized by the addition
of a little lime water to the dye-bath. If in dyeing with madder the whole of the
colouring matters were in a free state, the resinous and yellow colouring matters would,
according to Schunck, unite with the mordants, to the exclusion of the alizarine!
yielding colours of little permanency and of a disagreeable hue ; but on adding lime they
combine with it, and the alizarine, being less electro-negative, then attaches itself to
the mordants or weaker bases. A great excess of lime would of course have an
injurious effect by combining also with the alizarine, and preventing it from exerting
Its tinctorial power. In practice a little less lime is added than is sufficient to take
up the whole of the impurities with which the alizarine is associated, thus allowing
a portion of the former to go to the mordants, to be subsequently removed by treat-
ment with soap and other detergents. Lastly, it has been asserted by Kochlin and
Fersoz, that when lime is used in dyeing with madder the colours produced are not
simply compounds of colouring matter with mordants, but contain also in chemical com-
bination a certain quantity of lime, which adds very much to their stability. It is pro-
bable that all these causes contribute in producing the effect. The carbonates of
magnesia and zinc, acetate and neutral phosphate of lime, and the protoxides of lead
zinc and manganese, act in a shnUar manner to carbonate of lime in madder dveine-'
but are less efficient. ' °'

Dambourney and Beckman have asserted, that it is more advantageous to employ
the fresh root of madder than that which has been submitted to desiccation, especiallyby means of stoves. But in its state of freshness, its volume becomes troublesome inthe dye-bath, and uniform observation seems to prove that it ameliorates by a?e up to

ea8Uy'''°
' rendered susceptible of keeping and carrying

fnlfL«^'
T^>,P"°^^

''f
T^* "'^^'^ ereneral course of proceeding is asfollows :-The madder having been mixed in the dye-vessel with the proper quantityof water, and if necessary, with chalk, the liquid is heated slowly by means of fire Ssteam, and the fabric IS mtroduced and kept constantly moving, until the dyeiro-ls

shouM be ?r?d.?nir
°
•''"I^^T-^

temperature should be kept low at firs , Ld
noin .tl fh. ''''''''

V^''''^
it rea^^hes the boi ing-point

;
and the boiling may, if necessary, be continued for a short time. The chiff

t^ fL w ^^^""^K^'^^'^S seems to be to allow the ferment to exert its full poweron the rubian or colour-producing body, for this process, like all processes ofTer-mentation, is most active at a temperature of about 100° F. and is arrested at 212° FIn dyeing quickly, less permanent colours are also produced, in consequence probablyof the colounng matters combining with the more superficia portions of the Crdant^'and not penetrating sufficiently into the interior of the vegeSe fibre The fasS
UaZ i^Zr^rt ^'T^ " "^'^''^'^ temperature, and not allowLg the
il . ^

boil. By boiling, the madder becomes more thoroughly exhaustld^fnd agreater depth of colour is attained, but the latter resists less perfectly the a clion ofsoap and other agents, than the same shade dyed at a lower temperature The time

dyed with inferior qualities they would resS onlv imlS^^^^^
treatment, and great care must nw/,!!^ • ^ ™peifectly the requisite after-

dyeing. The aSn of oTer dye-stuffs fn [U'r'lTl^
temperature during

but positively injurious The Le of ^iSit i i J °
k*^-

°"'y useless,

junction, is often^founS to be attended wkhTen.^fn '
^''^'fI',

'"^'^^^^

stance of one kind supp yinrsome m^^^^^^^
^''^ ^^'•'^"m-

lime, in which the othe? fs Sent ' carbonate of

sho'rfi; de:S Xirw\"-^l\;re'L-^;Ta'" «f be
the more soluble constiturnt; of Jhl uai lef such as

dye-Lth%.xtrLts
h.tter principle. The latter subst.ire de^ompose^^^

extractive n.atter, and
>ng matter thereby formed is added to tliarwTi&;tI:;sT;hri'o:;:^
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temperature rises, the less soluble constituents, such as the alizarine, purpurme, ruhia-

cinc, the resinous colouring matters, the pectine and pectic acid begin to dissolve, and

as they dissolve they combine partly with the mordants of the fabric, partly with the

lime and other bases contained in the root or added to the dye-bath, and thus permit

the liquid to take up fresh quantities from the madder. If the quantity of madder

^vas exactly proportioned to the quantity of fabric to be dyed then it becomes, in this

way gradually exhausted of all available colouring matter. The extractive matter at

the same time acquires a bro^vn colour by the combined action of the heat and oxygen,

and covers the whole surface of the fabric with a uniform brown tinge When the

dyeing is concluded, the liquor appears muddy and of a pale dirty red colour. It still

contains a quantity of colouring matter in a state of combination with lime and other

bases from the madder, or with portions of the mordant mechanically detached from

the fabric. The residual madder at the bottom of the liquor also contams a quantity

of colouring matter in a similar state of combination. By mixing the residue and

tL iCor with sulphuric or muriatic acid, boiling, and then washing with water, the

variou base are removed, and the colouring matter is thus made available ^r dyeing

Occasionally when a very great depth of colour is required it is found advisable to

St tSe goodl'plss throug/aicond dyeing operation, instead of obtainmg the requisite

After\re'calico has been removed from the dye-bath and xvashed in water, it pre-

senTs a lei-y unsightly appearance. The alumina mordant has acqmred a dirty

browntsh i/d colour, a'nd \L iron mordant a
^J-Vb^o'^r'i?;^? t^'of o^tniy

U« stron<Tth whilst the white portions are reddish-brou n. In ihe case ot orainary

colours the feS s now passed through a mixture of boiling bran and water, or through

7^:,!,!fi^^f Phloride of lime, or it is exposed for some time on the grass to the
a weak f1'^^^°°/,^^^^^^°"^' S sub ected to several of these processes in succession, by

SSion^tfth'L^^^^^^^^^^ o^^y^^~ ^Srw^^^rto^s^o^cS
matters, may be proved by a -^y/-?^^ ^^P^^^?

;ed n dSlte muriatic acid in th^

^^.SX^l The ?c.ution wh^h i^Jj.
wmsl^red^ ^v^

of acid, a reddlsh-brown flf^^l^l^'^; P^^^^^^^^^^^

^,^^e ^onTy part ^Uy soluble in boiling

on a filter and well washed with water
^^^"^"'^JYe^^ ^eing left undissolved,

alcohol, a brown substance,
^^'''''''''IJ'^''^1^^^^^ a°brown crystalline

The yellow alcoholic solution leaves on spontaneous evap^^^^^^^^

^

residJe, which is found on examinatu^n
^^^^TZo ;^^^^^^^^^ The removal

cine, or some similar compound, and a brown amo p
seems to be the principal ob-

of these various impurities, associated
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ it is desired to give

ject of the treatment to which madder
*^°l«"^Y^^7h„r^^^^^ course of

ibem the highest degree of ^-Uiancy of -^^chJhe^^^^^^ ^S^, ,3 ^,,,,3 ,_The
treatment, as applied to P^'l

'd Tenerally with the addition of chalk, and then

goods, after being very fi^^^y ^^J*^*',
f'.^^f^'^ .^lution of soap, which is heated to a

fvashed, are passed for ^ime through a so^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^ ^.^^

moderate temperature. By this means
^
g'eat dea^

,,1,1^ ^tions is almost

seen by the
^^^^^^g^^^.^^/S^^rces; tie brown and yellow colouring matters are

entirely restored. During this process me
. ^ combining with

'probably removed by double
"il^-^-IIJ^JX;^.ifJi^e o^^^^^ fab'ric. After being

and dissolving them, while the
fa^ f^^d

takes thu^^^^^
^

washed the goods are P^^^ed through a wea^ soluU^
^^^^^^ ^^.^^^^

oxalic acid, or an acid tm salt which cause the co 0
^^^^^^^^

The point at which the action of this ^^^la iq"^^^^^

c ashing the goods, to treat

tained by practice. The
"<^^VhL'h"stoduX rS^ d the boiling point, and they

them again with soap liquor, which fraauii ly ra
^uder pressure. By ex-

are lastIV subjected to the ^^t'on of soap
soaping, the use of acid may

posing the goods on the S^ass for some t^^^^^

^ I„ tl.is ^ay are pro-

be obviated, but the process then becomes nnicli mo
combined with great

Suced those beautiful pinks
a'^^V'^nVSl^^- -^^^^ ''''

permanence, are not
^^'^^^^fify/isential constituent of these ;s not cer-

•at acid of the soap employed for ns an essm^^^^^
^ durabi 1 y. It

£r£?S:"s -S'r. acid. U a ,icc. otcLco w,..ch .as
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gone through the processes just described be treated with muriatic acid, the colour is

destroyed, and a yellow stain is left in its place. This yellow stain disappears on
treating the calico, after washing with water, with alkali, yielding a solution of a beau-
tiful purple colour. This solution gives again with an excess of acid a yellow floccu-
lent precipitate, which, after filtration, dissolves almost entirely in boiling alcohol,
and the solution on evaporation affords needle-shaped crystals of pure alizarine, mixed
with white masses of fat acid. The latter, therefore, seems to occupy the place taken
up by the impurities before the treatment with soap. This experiment serves also to
prove that it is alizarine which forms the basis of the more permanent colours
afforded by madder, though, on the other hand, as in dyeing the finer madder
colours, it cannot be denied that the colouring matters which are removed by the
treatment with soap and acids contribute to the effect produced in dyeing ordinary
madder colours.

The same result is attained in dyeing Turkey red, but the process employed is
somewhat different and much more complicated, (See Tukkey Red.)
The attempts which have been made at various times to obtain an extract of

madder, capable of being applied in making so-called steam colours for calico and
other fabrics, have not been completely successful. A very beautiful pink has been
produced by Gastard and Girardin, in France, by printing on calico, previously pre-,
pared with some mordant, an ammoniacal solution of an extract of madder, called
colorine, but it is not much superior, either as regards its hue or its degree of perma-
nency, to what can be obtained by easier processes from dyewoods and other materials.
Madder is not so much employed in woollen dyeing, especially in this country, as

in cotton dyeing and printing. Only, ordinary woollen goods are dyed red with
madder, since the colour is not so bright as that obtained from cochineal or lac,
though it is more permanent and cheaper. A mixture of alum and tartar is employed
as a mordant. The addition of a little muriate of tin in dyeing, imparts to the colour
a more scarlet tinge. The bath of madder, at the rate of from 8 to 16 ounces to the
pound of cloth, is heated to such a degree as to be just bearable by the hand, and the
goods are then dyed by the wince, without heating the bath more until the colouring
matter is fixed. Vitalis prescribes as a mordant, one-4th of alum and one- 16th
of tartar

;
and for dyeing one-3rd of madder, with the addition of a 24th of

solution of tin, diluted with its weight of water. He raises the temperature in the
space of one hour to 200°, and afterwards he boils for 3 or 4 minutes, a circumstance
which IS believed to contribute to the fixation of the colour. The bath, after dyeing,
appears to contain much yellow colouring matter. Sometimes a little archil is added
to the madder, in order to give the dye a pink tinge ; but the effect is not lasting,
^y passing the goods after dyeing through weak alkali, the colour acquires a blueish
tinge J3y adding other dye-stuffs, such as fustic, peachwood aud logwood, to the
madder m dyeing, various shades of brown, drab, &c., are obtained. Madder is also
used in conjunction with woad and indigo in dyeing woollen goods blue, in order toimpart to the colour a reddish tinge. (See Indigo.)

Silk is seldom dyed with madder, because cochineal affords brighter tints
Freparations of Madder. - The numerous analytical investigations of madder

undertaken chiefly in consequence of the Societe Industrielle de Mulhouse havino^
ottered in the year 1826 a premium for a means of discovering the real quantity
ot colouring matter in the root, and of determining the comparative value of differen tsamples ot madder, led to many attempts on the part of chemists to improve thequality of this dye-stuff by means of chemical agents, and thus render it more fit forthe purposes to which it is applied. Eobiquet and Persoz were the first to point out

th!
^'"'^^ ^^sult from submitting madder, previous to Its belng^used, tothe action of strong acids. They showed that, by acting on madder with strongsulphuric acid and then carefully washing out the acid Tvitli water, a product wafobtained, which not only possessed a greater tinctorial power than the .iri-inal

material, but also dyed much brighter colours. This important discovery, which wasnot, like so many others, arrived at by chance, but was purely the result of scientificmvestigation, did not at first receive, on the part of practical men, the appreciation

wJiS !
P' ""^"'' °f ^^^nAuri;^ acid in madde,Which ID the first instance was called cf,arl>on sn/furique, afterwards aarancine wn^first manufactured on a large scale by MM. Lngier and Thomas of Avigi ,^n &i^^^^^great were the prejudices entertained by dyers and calico-printers agains i ; use atthe commencement, that years elapsed before they could be overc<)mf h dee "tliev

Srr'y -""^"fi^^ V in'P^^rfect nature of the product itself! The perseic njeffo.ts to improve the method of manufacture, and adapt it to the I ants of he

^as cor't^l" ''.'f'
"^^'^ 'he presen7day g ranc
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It was supposed by Robiquet, tbat by tbe action of sulphuric acid on madder the

saccharine, mucilaginous, and extractive matters of the root were destroyed, and thus

hindered from producing any injurious effects in dyeing, and that the woody fibre

was at the same time charred, so as to prevent it from attracting and binding any

of the colouring matter. This explanation is not entirely correct, since it is not

necessary to carry the action so far as actually to carbonise any of the constituents

of the root, and it is also doubtful whether the woody fibre ever attracts the useful

colouring matters in any considerable degree. The account above given of the

chemicaf constitution of madder, may easily lead us to the conclusion, that, during

the action of the acid, the following processes take place 1. The bitter principle

or colour-producing body of the root is decomposed, yielding, among other products,

a quantity of alizarine which did not previously exist. 2. The red colouring matters

are rendered by the acid insoluble in water, and thus it becomes possible to wash out

the extractive matter, sugar, &c., without the madder losing any of its tinctorial

power. 3. The lime, magnesia, and other bases which are combmed m the root with

colouring matter, or would combine with it during the dyeing process, are removed

by the acid, and thus prevented from exerting any injurious action. The subsequent

addition of a suitable quantity of lime, soda, or other base, serves to neutralise the

effect of the excessive amount of pectic acid and resinous colouring matters, which

were set free by the action of the mineral acid.

The method of manufacturing garancinc, as practised at the present day, may be

shortly described as follows :—The ground madder is mixed with water, and the

mixture is left to stand for some hours. During this time it is probable that the

rubian is decomposed by the ferment of the root, otherwise a great loss would be

experienced. More water is now added, in order to remove all the soluble matters,

and is then run off. The liquid contains sugar, and is employed on the continent tor

the preparation of a kind of spirit, which on account of its peculiar smeU and flavour

cannot be consumed as a beverage, but is used in the arts for the preparation of

varnishes and other purposes. A sufficient quantity of alcoholic spirit is thus obtained

fpay for the whole^ost of the process. The residue left after washing the madder

may be employed for dyeing without any further preparation, and is then called^6«r

le aarance: In order to convert it into garancine, it is mixe^with sulphuric ac.d,

and the m xture is heated and left to itself for some time Water is then added in

successivTportions until the excess of acid is removed The pectic acid of the root

always detains a portion of the sulphuric acid in chemical combmation
;
and the

comoound being but little soluble in water would require for its removal a very long

wXg TTe^addition of a small quantity of carbonate of soda, by neutralisin^^^^^

loubleiid, serves to abridge the time of washing very considerably. The residue s

then filtered on strainers, pressed, dried, and lastly ground into a fine powder. This

required ^^er ^y^'"?:
/^^^^^^^^ ekvaUon Aan with madder, and a continued ebullition

of the dye-bath and
fJ^^^^XTJuxTsev^^^ to exhaust the material of all its colour-

matter 'Sn'thro h"^ ha^S gaiLcTnrLlours are not so fast as madder colours

not resist SO wel the ac ion of soap and acids, and hence garancine cannot be

years ago, and which is obtained by ^^P^^'^-.f ' , „, permanent a purple as with

^pressurf, it is indeed possible to
Jy^^f^Sc^^^le saving -c^l a? of dyeing

madder, and its use is attended by ^ co^^'^craWe saving
^^^^^^^^^

material and soap, but it is not so
f^f^^^^^^ serve as a perfect substitute

have not succeeded in obtaining a
P^-X^Ttrnues to be en ployed for some purposes,

for madder, and the latter
as the dyeing liquor still contain

The residue left ^^er dyeing wUh maddei a^^^^
,"'entioned above. By acting on

some colouring matter in a state «f
^o garancine, which is called

it with sulphur c acid it affords ^ P'^"3"J^\^'"Xfor dyeing red and black, as it

yaranceu.. This P^duct is, however adap^^^
^fuJrous other methods of

^oes not afford a fod purple
(ff .^''Je^^^^ and patented of late years,

Sll?y^a?etor:S description within the liniiU ot the

present article.
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Imports of Madder in 1857.

P^^^^
Computed real

Madder Roots - - - 293,989 £7&t,2,l\
Madder - - . 1 09,069 289,243
Oarancine - . - 30 998 2''9 385 F SMADDER LAKE The red pigment usually called madder Za^ which is much usedby pamters ,s made by treatmg madder, which has been previously washed with waterwuh a bo.hng solution of alum, filteriug the red liquid and adding a smaS qian^ ofcarbonate of soda, takmg care to leave an excess ofllumina in solution, washinX redprecpitate, winch is a compound ofcolouringmatter and alumina, with ^ater anddrvinfPersoz gives the following method for obtaining a madder lake'of g e"fSiUiancrOne part of madder which has been previously submitted to fermentat on or el^

"bShi":J f- '"'fr ^« '''^''"^ -^^^ ten times h weight of

rlJZ^ •
P«i-t of alum, for fifteen or twenty mSesThe filtered liquid is mixed, as soon as its temperature has fallen to about K no fwith a solution of carbonate of soda containing one-ei-hth or oSnth nf fL •

of the alum employed This quantity is insufficient lo ca^isc an^p Imitate ^temperature, but on boiling the liquid, the lake falls down in the sha%^ ofS uowder

he whole of the colouring matter soluble in that menstruum. It is evident tW tw

MADREPORES are calcareous incrustations produced by oo/rai contain^^ ;^

the horn silver presenf SerSiLvtl ?o, .n o ^""t' J-^^
P'^'P"'^ decomposing

MAGMA is the generic ^ame of a^^^rnr, ''f
* P'''''''' °f reduction.

^

in a thin pasty state
'^'^''''^ of mineral or organic matters

proJittortf'l'L^/siyt w^^^ sfSmstr^S"." ^^^^ ^«

rnanager of the estabHshnTent ThJword is derTvp^
/^'^ "'^ the

is one\rt£'M;rpro^^^m'j^A fhr^'d^^f
'^^ ofMa,nesium^

called maanesium. It is a fine lio-ht whitPnnwl^ -.1 ^ """"^^ °^etal, which he
5 150 parts of cold water and no less thanS 000 ^T.t °fV' ^^"^^ ^^^-^-^s
Its specific gravity is 2-.3. ItTs fusibt onlv h 1

1°''^°^ ''^^^'^ solution.
A natural hydrate said to Alt i T ^

by the heat of the hydroxvgen blowpipe
changes the^purpL infu it ofT ycIbiTo?!'" '^^^^ °' ^^^^'^^ ^aju'e^i^a
from the air, but much more slowly than quicklime ^ \' '^^'"^"^'^

basis, and 38 79 of oxygen
; and has before 90 / "'^f •

'^^ P^^^^ of metallic
hydrogen scale. Its onfy employSt in tbe a^s is ?oV L^""^ "P°°
the preparation of varnish ^ ^"'^ ^''^ purification of fine oil, in

witfp^oth'o^t&s^^^^^^^^^^^ o^^tained by precipitation
procured by calcining the artificfalt'natS S-botte ^I'-f ' Y "^"-"^
inagnes.a prepared by burning the dense ca Cmte Mr T

^.^'^^^-^ ^^l"n<^d
that a very dense and pure xnagnesia could be o^ainS hv".

7''-

44-69 magnesia, 35^Sonifadrar; '9-T5taS
\^"?^--^«-te, consisting of

the solution of the sulphate, or the muri-^t rtll /vf ^
Prepared by addin" to

.a solution of carbonate of^oda o7of aS^:5f^^^^
«^^a-salt evaporation woi-ksl
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of the carbonates of lime and magnesia in water saturated with carbonic acid. (See

Dolomite.) The subcarbonate, or magnesia alha of the apothecary, has been proposed

by Mr E Davy to be added by the baker to damaged flour, to counteract its acescency.

MAGNESIA, NATIVE HYDRATE OF. Brucite. This mineral consists of

mao-nesia, 68 97*, water, 31-03, according to analyses by Bruce. It accompanies

other magnesia minerals in serpentine at Swinaness in Unst, one of the Shetland

Isles, in the Ural Mountains, in France, and opposite to New York. — Dujia.

MAGNESIA, SILICATES OF. Compounds of this character are abundant m the

mineral kingdom. Meerschaum, French Chalk, Steatite, Talc, Serpentine, Asbestos,

and many other minerals are silicates of magnesia. (See these articles.)

MAGNESIA, SULPHATE OF, (Epsom Salts,) is generally made by actmg upon

mao-nesian limestone with somewhat dilute sulphuric acid. The sulphate of lime pre-

cipftates, while the sulphate of magnesia remains in solution, and may be made to

crystallise in quadrangular prisms, by suitable evaporation and slow coolmg. Where

muriatic acid may be had in profusion for the trouble of collecting it, as m the soda

works in which sea salt is decomposed by sulphuric acid, the magnesian limestone

should be first acted upon with as much of the former acid as will dissolve out the lime,

and then, the residuum being treated with the latter acid, will afford a sulphate at the

cheapest possible rate; from which magnesia and all its other preparations may be

readily made Or, if the equivalent quantity of calcined magnesian limestone be boiled

for some time in bittern, the lime of the former will displace the magnesia from the

muriatic acid of the latter. This is the most economical process for manufacturmg

magnesia. „ „ t
MAGNESIAN LIMESTONE. See Limestone.

, , . *

MAGNESITE Carbonate of Magnesia, Rhomb Spar. This native carbonate of

magnes[a, consisting of magnesia, 47-6, carbonic acid, 52-4, is found with serpentine

'"maSesTum"" Th? metal obtained from magnesia. It was first procured by

Bu^y aUhfugh previously shown to exist by Davy. It is now made by placing

Stassium or sodium in a platinum crucible, covering them with chloride of mag-

SmTastenin- down the cover of the crucible, and exposing it to the heat of a spirit

nesium,
!f

^^"'^^^
prepared by Bunsen by the action of the voltaic current.

X;esJum is rwhUe'S w'hich ta/nishes in dLp air. See Ure's Chenncal D.-

"'magnet a bar of steel, which, being imbued with a peculiar condition of

ele^tSe, is possessed PO^anty.Jhe m^^^^^^^^^

The deposition of metals. See Electrometallurgy.

TVTAPNFT NATIVE See Loadstone AND Iron.

JJipSf?TS\r A peculiar condition of electrical force. The phenomena of
MAGNEiis.vl. A pecuiidi ^"

.u^rts are detailed m special

magnetism which are -^/^^^ ^^^^^ must now be regard^ as

articles ; as Electro-
^nacnetism. It is understood that mag-

existing in one, of two, knownf°f
^,'^7 ^^^^^^ Every one is familiar with

netismis manifested
^^/JS^^^^/"^^^^^^^^ in a certain direction,

the fact, that a magnetised ba,
,

^'"f ^^d two or three other metals

^hich we call north and south B s^de "o^-^^^^^;^"^
^^^^j „,her substances

possess this property. wS is manifested in all these bodies

exhibit a magnetic force of a ^l^f°*
"I,^'^;'^^^^^^ or to the line of magnetic force,

bv their placing themselves at right angles to a m^^^^^^^

This condition has received name of DiA M^^
^ ^^^j ^ fermented

MAHALRB. The fruit of t^.s si rub affords a
-^^^^^^^^^^ ,^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

liquor like K^rschwasscr. It is a species
«/ ^^^^'/^J a/.o^o/n). which is a native of

MAHOGANY. The wood of a tiee
^^^"^'"^^^^ to England in 1724.

tbe West Indies. This wood aPPeais to have been n
^ ^^.^^^ ^^^.^^

Spanish mahogany is imported
^^^^J" ^^"^

J^^^^^^^ Its

several of the West India slands,
>^ ^f^^'^'ensive use in^abinet work,

general character is well known, f'""V.'^\^^;7i,^n the Spanish, and more open and
^ Honduras mahogany is gen'^'-a^'y

/
S^'''[^;^^^°^:,

n.any of 4 feet square and 18

irregular in its grain. This is
'^.P^jf^Vt^iSf 7 fek in width. According to Mr.

"^A^^^^^^ ''''
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midnight trucking ThT irf • /l^* Picturesque and striking scene, this

cries of'the me'^he resounZf ctct o'fT'' f ^he wheels! the shrill

torches, in the mikst of the dent dark^^^^^^^
^^^^lare of the pine

" An impression has latterl?exTs7ed thai almosr^ll tS
^PP^«achmg to sublimity,

duras has been cut Thi= w •
mahogany m Brit sh Hon-

abandoned, partly ofLcS of Ap tnT^'v T-*'^ ^^^^os* entirely

cut, and p'ar?ly Jn ZcTZ Stl elZ t'-"l^'"^.^^^
nearly all

>.hea vessels are loaded ofthL coast Fro^'^tb
^^^^^ ^''^ ^^^^i^^dW been lately sent, for\lT^lZ%i.^''^^^^^^ ^-^-^goes

of mfenor quality. The mahogany tree requires rrlrb drr^Mgany is found to the north of the river of RpH^! t
^ '""'^ ^^^t ^^^^o-

the soil in that district in which tbPrl L 5 l
^' consequence of the nature of

is longer coming rmaturTty but when ffn
?nimestone, the mahogany

texture than thai whiTh is &d?n tIp ,n ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^r and firmeV
no wood more durable tLfiVa' /tJ^^^^^ '^^^^^
stated in a little book called " The uIo^ny TZ^^^^^^^

generally useful. It is

the royal dockyards out of tbp L.-ffV ^ ^i, '
furniture is being made, in

line-of^battle ship the Xh w.T'h "ff"^
^^^^'^^"^ »P <^

English and French govern« ^""^ in Havana 100 years ago. The
their dockyards. Du?,ng the iS vea,^bf/Tl^ ^ ^"'^^ ^'"^""^ °f mahogany for
paying loZ 17.. 6d. pe^ S French

'"^""'"'^ 12,000 tons,
price. The royal yLht is built nrincSl/^^^^^

took 3000 tons at the same
builders are, however, reluctan to makp f

Honduras mahogany. Private ship-
Committee exclude all sMps of 12 vear,'

of.mahogany for their vessels, as Lloyd^s
timber, keelson, stem aS stern no^st trnnS ^C'

^°ors, futtocks, top-
anddeadwoodaremade of maholany^^^

knightheads. hawse timbers, aproS,

it is l^JS^Te^'^^S"^^*' I am informed,
mahogany differs very much n quairtv and

'^'^ ^'''^
bu.lt of good or bad v^ood. But thS diCpVl • ™P°f^^'f ^ know when a ship is
district in which it has grown If they SrLe'd^t'S-^'^^

''''''''^

^ood, they might admit vessels of 12 yLrs' sSfn5 to the northern
1846 the Honduras merchants prLeL^d a nS^^^^^^^^ 7n ^T,^V''^: ^^^r
foraremoval of the existing limitations7o tb™T 1

^^oyd's Committee, praying
of vessels of the highest clal Attached to tE. f "mahogany in the buildinf
from persons well Qualified to give afoninion on

""""" °>™erous certificate!

p'""', of mahogany for shipbu Wing Tantain F U •'''i'' Tl}'''^ ^^ig^^^st
Royal Mail S.eam-Packet bompan? says^ ' Has

'

een'^^P
' n 7 ^'

^'''''^'^ «^
which was broken up at Pembroke TV,,!' ^ °

,
^ Gibraltar, 80-gun shin

the Spaniards in 1780, allhTtMers Jonnd^": T'"''^^
of .mahogany

, captured of
navy made of the timbers ofZeGZaUar Tb? i'''

'^^^'^^ ^r the
MenziesofLeith,has as much ZLalny ^nt'^JJ^

steamer Forth, built by Mr.
use of mahogany ought to be twX L/n^f^t,

'^^^^ obtained. The
mahogany, wliicl reader hpecul art fitted ?or ZhSnT' -^'f-

^'^^''t'-
buoyancy, Its freedom from dry rot, and its non-Si?i t.^'f •

^^8^*"^^^
price of mahogany varies according to the size turlU ^'^'r ^^^P' The
One tree from the northern districts whiph^l?' f t"*^ Quality of the wood
or 10.. per superficial foo of T S''souSn wood"o/l'

' '"^s, sold for 180o7
has been sold at 3if/ n fm.f ^i '

^""'^'^f "
wood of small size and inferior oimlitJ

mahogany are to^'tttotl pJr foo't'Tr small-S pt

S

last te//eSsXuTei^SrSotrf:^^^^^^^ during the
the whole ten years, requiring 160,000 trees'

'^^^ ^00,000 tons in

^
mahogany, S.ietenia senc,^nsis, from Gambia, has been used of late
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vears for curriers' tables, mangles, &c.. and may be used for turning. It is denied by

T:er;r„c:' "oo'Sle f,om th. fouling ....e,.o„. ot .ho

ports of mahogany in 1857 :—
^^^^^ Computed real value.

S.t°°°. .... 5,538 64,272
Cuba

: Sd states - - -

J37
^5.63

SrS Ame'rica - - lijf 13 740

New Granada - - - 620 6,076

British West India Islands - 1,251 12,260

Honduras. British settlements 19,857 ^^ '

'A

„ Other parts . - - -

12,344 £424,030

MAIACHITE, or .o«n^am,.een, is native carb^^^^^^^^^^

colour, with variegated radiations and zones
'JPf-J^^-^^.^^f^i jt solution in the

mines of the Ural mountams, and is in
^^^f been obtained

Cr^:'^^^^^ - '-^^

^^tilSV-^^^^^^^ ^^i^, acid exists in the

MALIC ACID.
_ (^"f^fT/'Jo^e oT^ sS^ the citric, tartaric, and

juices of many frmts and p ants, ^^^^^'/^
f^^^^ li^e. Unripe apples, sloes,

oxalic acids; and occasionally combined with
P^^^f

barberries, the berries of the
"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ieWes, cherries, and

strawberries, raspberries, bilberries,
the malate of lime,

ananas, afford malic acid; the
^^fl-}''^^^^,^'^^^^^ of the berries of the

The acid may be obtamed
7^^,«™be?£^^^^^^ it with white of egg,

mountain ash or barberries. Jhis must be clan^^^^^^
^igestin| the clear liquor with

and heating the mixture to ^^-^ll^t^^J^;.
*^!\J eJaf^rating the saline solution, till

carbonate of lead, t'lV^^l"^"^^ ThTse a^e to be washed with cold water,

crystals of malate of lead be o^^^X^-^.S^ 'Ahe white salt in water, and passing

and purified by re-crystalhsation.
^^^^^f^^X^i' solution, the lead will be all se-

a stream of sulphuretted lifj;«f^,i^^""fi-,*,;/ after filtration and evaporation,

parated in the form of a «^ P^s '
caulifl^^^^^^^^^

will yield yellow granular crystals or
^'^'^^^^f.'^;"^ and re-crystallisation.

be blanched by re-dissolution and
^'g^^^^'^^J/''',^^^^^ by absorption of moisture

'''Malic acid has s^^llM^^-^^yj^^^^ decomposed at a heat of

from the air, is soluble ,^1^=0^°^'
^'^^'^f. f

'

-J the pyromalic. It consists in 100

bt^sr^^ „t:;;^^rrr;^r;.es, ... •,. ..s .....

nSSlfl^K';i.e?r:;Sfbe.o=ging » certain meuls of being «.e.de.

lES'\°ta,t»^=ofS„.e,.aS.^
fire stone. See Sandstone

^ dissolves in alcohol, as also in

MALTHA ;I?/<«me^Z«toeu:r, or mm^^^^^

naphtha, and oil of turpentine. It
^^^i^l^^^]' ZZlov grlin is prepared byarUfical

MALTING. The process by7^''^'^j''^ TL changes produced in its constituents,

germination for the purpose of brewing [Jji^./already given at length in

b rS>^tr^;^el tf describe the requisites of a malt-

house, and the mode of operation.
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The necessary apparatus for the production of malt is extremely simple ; that is

inVv^^h. fh S'' '^""P^°^ secondly, a floor on ^hich itmay be h.nly spread and allowed to vegetate
; and, lastly, a kiln or stove in whichthe newly formed malt may be dried. Specific size, position, or arrangement Is notneeded; but m th.s country, from the large amount of duty levied on thL manu-facture, fiscal regulations of the most oppressive and inquisitorial character interfere bythe most arbitrary enactments at every stage, and influence the whole arrangement

inhZZ ' /°™^'' ^''^ admirable specimen of legislativeinjust ce
;
the latter was mtended to ameliorate the provisions of its predecessor and

r f'' ^^j^^*- first contains no le s than 83 cLu es ; Inl

nc'r dfbtZ oVnrof ^Tf''''
^"^'^'''^^ ^" aggregate to theincredible sum of 13,500/. How much of this is negatived by the subsequent act

n-f^lJ^'^
*° though, as far as it |oes, the effect of No 2 is tostu tify the regulations of No. 1. Woe to that man, howe;er, who begins fhe man^-facture of maJt without having duly studied these incompatible acts.^ Havinneeafevoured with a perusal of the genuine « instructions for officers who survevmaltsters a clear insight may be had into the actual practice of the excTse for ourcopy IS duly emblazoned with the arms of England, and marked " byTuthoritv "

him no such nrivilee-e- wh^tha.^ *hT
wueu u naa not. Ihe law, however, allows

one._«r^Sstfrs SqS^^^^ moiU, is all

full space of 40 hourr, under th pStfoT^^^^^^ "Zr" .?r"''7'*^
'"^^

the appearance of the grain and spp^ • ^ ^'^^ ^^^"^^ occurring in

excuse the maltsteJ iuTo doinTunlersKdK j^^^'^
hy giving notice of his inteS to do%o t hJc • ^^^^ anticipated the occurrence
date 24 hours previous to rmlnoin^^ " ~ ^^^^^ must
of the day for beginnTng the stZ .11 . n?

"P^^^tion,- and give the day and hour
he ''begin^o wet'at anyVttr'S ^an^S^ftL^Srf Tnfhe

^ ^""^

m the afternoon," under a nenaltv of inn/ T l\ " morning and 2
cistern at any other time than bLepn t2;T.°°' ^^'f^

^'^''^ «^ g^^in from any
afternoon. To empty^orn or Sout ^? .nv" • f ^ '° ?t mo^^mg and 4 in the
from the time of the^larprecfdTn^ emntvin/of f'"' • f expiration of 96 hours
Tolves a penalty of 200/ J^A ^^^

emptymg of any cistern in the establishment in
emptied oTofIlfsXisterns at onTaM t'Sf" ""''T'

«^ b'^^o"
the clearing of the first cisS^L eo™^ ''"^'^ '"^^'^ ^°-s after

Maltsters are not to mix eithpi- nn tii<^ fl„^ '
1 •,

^ith corn or grain of an^Cfw^Tng'^nr a^e^n'liv'orioOZ '""Irf^
etting

couch, or place n which the orain nft^v kI,-
p°'^«y .or 100/. What is termed the

of genninftion, is aXp^ryl;;^^^^ P-pose
sary to the success of the malting process 4re t^eS nft ^'

""^^^^
m the steep, is again to be gaugfd with greS care fnd ?f ^1^°^ ^een gauged
or compress the conch, so aslo diminish itfbulk a penaUv of lOO/T"

" ^^."^^ ''^^^
s obvious that a power of loosening or compressin/Z couch^^i

operation of steeping; the consequence of whicl is that aft- •
''"""^ ^'^^
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the effect of drought. This condition is very frequent ahout the third and fourth day

fronfthe couch and is easily andeffectually put a stop to by the apphcation of a l.ttle

from ^^^^"'^"^ f^tl,^^ awkward dilemma for the maltster : if the gram con-

tinue on Zr wi^l out b ng sprinkled, it is greatly damaged or altogether spo.lt;

tmue on the
°;"'f- Restore vitality, the law says that " corn or gram,

If water be spnnkU^ upo^^
^^^.^^^ ^^p., ;

TVoI 'Tn^ .RsTourrifterTS same shall have been taken from or out of the

of 12 days or f^ '

f 2oJ" Where, however, the steep has lasted for the full

cistern,
"f^'^J P/^^^^^^J lere! consequently, the want of water is less likely to be

period of 50 hours, ana ^" ^ . ^44 hours; hut in no case less

kt, the maltster may sprinkle
^^^^^^ °*

'^^^fJ'' ^^ey ^ the sprinkling process

than this,-though as we have stat^^^^^^^ ^^^P

-;-^s:^rSwo:9^£i^^
^ast discriminating power confided to excise o^cejs

J ^ appearance of the

^""^''"^^b ;rThrtTt?arbet iiga^^^^^^^^
grain on the floor, that it Has oeen

^ eprvant of such suspicion, and make a

immediate notice to the maltster, or his
'j^^he memorandum book,

memorandum thereof, upon the f^™ P^^W by su^^^^^ or any person

mentioning whether anything, and what, ~ Dy sue j y

on his behalf," &c. Nay, t^^^ jaund-ed^^^^^^^^^
^ ^^ums^nces a^^^^^ which, of course,

record, as to an immense
"'^^J^'^ ^f^^^'^;'"^' ^^^^^ the kiln was loaded, and

receive an unfavourable ^^/^^ ^Jj^tl^e house s

whether fed by a brisk or slow
P_^hat the trader says, and what

or wetting, or committing any other and what ii^^^^
„_^^i so on, in the most

character' he bears in Ins
^-'^^^"^'^^.^l^^J'^^^^^

arbitrary and unconstitutional spmt imagi^^^^^^^^ ,

J^^^^^ ^^^^^

concerning the opmion ^^ich the excise autnom
unexpected returns

general, the officer is ^P^^^^^^^;^^^^^^

or visits, at unusual periods, ^^'^U we caii

J> f ^^ich he may
suspicions indications. Agam, of the Aree ^^Parate gaug

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

take, whether in the cistern in tbe <^ouch or on *e t^^ o^,

^^^^ ^^^^^^^

largest for charging duty upon. lhus,it ^^^^
c

, ^^^n the latter is pre-

In fhe couch subsequently 8\^-dica^ed and on he A-^^^^
order being that

ferred ; and so with ^^S^^^ *H ^^^^ floor gauge, then the best

« when the cistern or couch gauge is equal to o
^^^^ floor gauge,

cistern or couch gauge
.^.^^^^'^ ^^^f^^'f

»' Any accident or loss arising after the

then the floor guage will be the charge. a J
^.^^ bemg able to

cistern gauge is therefore thrown whoUy on tt'e maus
^ processes, finds himself

employ his'^ingenuity in the ^niprovement of
b;^«^^^^'^Ste^rests from the rapacious

Se than fully occupied m a Pe?-P«t"^l^ff°;* CSspi^it to that industry by which

Srasp of fiscal regulations conceived in t^e most n?siue p workmen may

Sone they exist.
^ The malice, f^-el^^S^^^^J KSgSom, not merely to charges

^tany moment subject the
.^Xc ceased 'to carry moral degra-

of dishonesty, but even to Pe^^l^^^f^f^^^^^^^ Itvrou d

dation with them, only beeause o th^^^
recaphulate the

^/f.^^^

country,L compared with that brought about ^n
.^.^^ atmosphere, or

apply a^y means which the nature the gram tne
germination.

ofheJ accidental circumstances, may require dur ng t P
^^^^ ^nly mdicate

HavTng thus seen the restrictions inaposed by the l^g'
.^apted to contain

thattrc%acitiesof thecister.Mbe cou^^^
,t T^

"/'l^w o/^
respectively the whole quantity of

''^^^^^y,"'^^^^

sS agafn have reference to the ^pace ^'Ij^t^^^^^ \« ^^^ference in their different stages

least three steepings to be workta on
^

of growth and withering.
. successive operations : the steepmg; tne

j:!i7r^^s!.rKT„d ^ „ ,.,0^ .ci=.

The s eepwg a performed in large
,i„„f torlev is shot mtolbem, and

Med'tith clear wat'ernp ,0 . eemn,
"-fJ^^Svy, and'sobsides , .he Ugh.or

ErSrr.o''™:^r.e»T'^V-i^^-«
-essWo. e.pued ,n.o
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tlie steep cistern, till the water stands only a few inches, about five, above its surface-when tins is evelled very carefully, and every light seed is removed The sSasts from forty to sixty hours, according to circumstances; new barley requirinralonger period than old, and bigg requiring much less time than barlev

^^""'"'"^ ^

wiS'le^aiL'whkhTt'tr''""'
'""^^^"^ ^"-""^ g'-^^i 'omhines

=r,Viii r i-
' ' ^ acquires a yellowish tinge and a strawvsmell, from dissolving some of the extractive matter of the barlev hfsks ThfSimbibes about one half its weight of water, and increases in s ze by about one fifth

patetr^*""*' '^^^'"^^ lightLtwergh\'^'d

way as the moisture of the earth prepa^resX tt ™th of^tTr^^ V^fm seed sown in it. Too long continuance in thl SpI • • • ^"'l^
^^"^ plumula

vents the germination at the proprtime anS t^^^^^^^^^^

injurious; because it pre-

vegetative power.: it causes also' T.^TloZ^? ^^^^^^^^^The maceration is known to be comnlPtP ^h^r, .^^^^"V'^^ matter by the water,

with a needle, and is swollen to its fiTsize ^b^fS,
S^'^'^.^^^y easily transfixed

If a barley-co'rn, when pr ssed bftwSn thimb anrfinf "''^T'' " ^'""^ ''''=-
husk, it is notsufficientlv steened • bnt if v 2 ^^^^t'^ues entire in its

When the substaTce SdesSl;Sm o'^^ X".*'' '."^^1^' ''^'y-

continued, and the barley is spoiled ?or germinalbV '
"'""^ ^"'^ ^'^"S

grafnlsTorrgS^tSff^^^^^^ ^« -scent before the
niust be imme<latJly obvidly LT^f.g o/tt fo^^^^^^^

'""^

bottom of the cistern, and replacing it wUh fresh co?d wnt nT^^ *^t'^P ^*

new it two or three times at one stfep
°° t° re-

thri;^M:t^h?wV™;S^^ ^ q-ntity passed
weather, the barley is now laid ,mon fL \ generated in warm
from 12'to 16 inchJs high^ld leftKat nosi^L^ ^""^l'

^° '^""^^ ^«^P«
bnlk of the grain being the ^reSfst it is usua Iv 1 A^°Y'' P^"^^, the
the quantit/then foufd mulJipS iVX^S^^^^^

revenue officers, and
generally charged. The moisture no/leaves tie sur^Le ofS T T^^'^ ^^^'^
that It miparts no dampness to the hand. BrLgreL twevpt •A '° completely,
temperature rising 10° above the atmn^nL^!^ ^^^^mes warm; the
evolved. At thislme, if the hand Tthrtt LI tt T ''"^'^

but It gets bedewed with moisture Atlh\LT.J Y""^' i.'
""^^ ^^^^^ ^a™.

the fibrils of the radicle first sp;out forthWhe S!.f
germination begins :'

vation appears, that soon separates into tW P ° ^^^""^ S''^'^' a white ele-
larger. About a dayXr thraptrrrnce tb'

^^^''^ ^^'"^ ^^Pidly
proceeding thence bLeath the hS^ to the oSr^^ PfP,' P«i°t.
green leaflet. of the seed, in the form of a

very great rapidity, Ld niusrS^Sefb/ar it ^°'=''i!?^l^
^^"^^^ -it^^

chief art of the maltster. He now WinTt^
^"'°cial means, which constitute the

and turns it over several times Jn thfcoVrL oTa dav^r^^^
''1°°^^ °° ^^^^

interior to the exterior surface
; by wWch Po"ions of the

bushy, and the germination uniform. TheS wl^r"''' "'^^^P*
inches, IS lowered a little at every turning ovefdinrS '"''^ originally 15 or 16
three or four inches. Two turnines a daf ^v^^- n

^^""^''^ eventuaUy down to
know when the grain requirS tu^^iTng by^S a"fndfu?"'.''V •

^^""^
r''^'^'the skm appears glossy and wet, it should at oLp i,?? '

'"'^"^ ^^'^t' and
smell fresh, and the skin will be d y and not HosL Th?'

' ^^'^ afterwards
due time will cause the roots to run out nnnnnlii ^1

omission of turning in
be spent before the other rrlldyXte k^lTl'^^^^^^^^^ ™aft To
the temperature in England is about 62° and jrwiV ? f 'P'"^^'^'"^"^ flooring.
About a day after the radicles appear 'the r Simenti f."'

' ^^^rees lower.
^

mala, sprout forth, called by the EnSisTmaltstPr.Z of the plu-
same end of the seed as the radicle but turl round ^r^'''' ^^^^
towards the other end, and would tffie come fo trr^'/rl husks

and .he „. «ook la;;L^1 ^.i^- ^^^^^^^ ^^^^
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breathing, but to a very lunited f '

fj^^^^ due to w^te particles. As the

.veight upon the malt Aoor, and ^ seS the farL within undergoes a remark-
acrospire creeps along the surface

in a great measure, the colour

able alteration. The gluten and ni"<;'l^f/'f
^^^^^^^^^ \hat it crumbles into meal be-

becomes whiter, and the substance becomes so tnab e^^^^

t^^een the fingers. This is the g""^^^
.
P^^f̂ ^^^/.^^^^^ of the seed. Now the

plished when the plumula or ac'^ff'^^^^^^^PP'^T^-^tten
^ may be reckoned the

Further growth must be completely stopped fourteen d^^^^^^^^

^ ^^^^^

usual duration of the germmatmg stage
"J'^j^^S

°P; 6
^^^^

in Scotland, where the temperature °f ^he

twenty-one, are sometimes required, ^^e s^^^^^ P^^
can turn over his capital

the more advantageous is the
P'^'^f^^/^*" ^^^^^ Bigg is more rapid in its ger-

the sooner, and his malt is also
^"^^Jf.^^^^more ca?efuUy watched. In dry

^^s^:^c^^ Sve'adSonXater by s^kUng the barley

^^Occtiotuy the odour disengaged fro^^^^^^^^^^^

rotten apples. This is a bad ^^^S^^X '^^^^''^^^'^^^^^^ erushed a number of

quality, or that the ^-^^'^1^'^;'%^^^^^,^^^^ causes too quick ger-

the grains in turning them f
^He°ce

"^"^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^„g

mination, it is better to check it
bjJ'T^^;_°|.*'^^^^^^^^ of barley, we shall find that

too frequently over. On
<=«°^Pf"Jf^^^f;^^^^^^^^^ the radicles, and thus oc-

the best develope the germ f.^f^^P'^'^ principle ; this conversion advances

casion a greater P^-o^uction of he saccharm^^ pr P^^.^^^
^^.^^

along with the acrospire
.^^^..^^ff

• P'^'naTtered starchy state. It is never complete

^hich it has not
'•f«b^^^^^f^^3j;e?os^^^^^^ come nearly to the end opposite to

for any single barley-corn till the acrospire
sugary, while the

that from which it sprang 5
otherwise one par^of the cor

y^^^^^^ ^^^^^

other is still insipid. If the
^J^^ tilr! stem would become visibly

radicles being fully one third of
^^^^.^^^^J^^S.

"^e^^^^
.^^ the grain would

n^^inSr;^=;who—
it on the floor more than 8 or

^O.^fJ^'J^^^f/^ f_'°iod, and hence they make mferior

not appear from under the husk
^J^^^^'^'^^^^ /^ring the heat of summer or the

to malting ;
therefo.^ it cannot

^^^^ff^^^"^,,^^^^
substantial thick-walled buildmgs

colds of winter. Malt-floors should ^e Jaced i

^^^^^^^ 1

without access of the sun so Aat

^J^'^^^'^'^ ii^^/^^der
the surface of the ground, if

inside Some recommend them to oe suui^

the situation be dry. perceptibly dry to the ha,nd upon

The kiln-drying. - When he malt has D w
^^^.^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^p 11 farther

the floor, it is taken to t^^^^'^V'? without change, for future use at any time. The

Irowth, and enable it to be kept without change.
^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^

maU-ki n, which is particularly described in tV^e nex^^
^hose area

raUer,'covered with perforated earth^^^^^^ ^„ malt is

is heated by a stove or furnace, so ^l^f the stratum of malt itself, with

aid are warmed, but the air ^'^^"^^ P^^
moistu e° from the grains. The layer ot

ihe effect of carrying off very rapidly he ^^'"^^^^
j a, and its heat shouW be

xnalt should be about 3 or 4 inches
^^^^^^^X d'egree of Fahrenheit's scale, till the

Seadily kept at from the 90th to the lOOtli
g^.^^ ^^^^

moisture be mostly exhaled from i .
Uming

^^^^^ ^^^^^ ,1 ^ry its

S first frequently, and latterly c^^;/J^J^^o^'to 165° F., and it must be kept at this

temperature should be raised to ^0" M-^
^^,,^i^l^ commonly a brownish

heat till it has assumed the desn^ed shajle °t c
^^^^^^ ^.^ ^^^^ ,^ ,^

vPllow or a yellowish brown. The fire
>f j . result promoted by the stream

feft on the plates till it has become c.mjp tdy cod ,^a
^^^^

P
^
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cooled upon the floor of an adjoining apartment. The prepared malt must be kept
in a dry loft, where it can be occasionally turned over till it is used. The period of
kiln-drying should not be hurried. Many persons employ two days in this operation.

According to the colour and the degree of drying, malt is distributed into three
sorts; pale, yellow, and brown. The first is produced when the highest heat to
whic-h it has been subjected is from 90° to 100° F.; the amber yellow, when it has
suffered a heat of 122°

; and the brown when it has been treated as above described.
The black malt used by the porter brewer to colour his beer has suffered a much
higher heat, and is partially charred. The temperature of the kiln should, in all
cases, be most gradually raised, and most equably maintained. If the heat be too great
at the begmnmg, the husk gets hard dried, and hinders the evaporation of the water
from the mterior substance ; and should the interior be dried by a stronger heat, the
husk will probably split, and the farina become of a homy texture, very refractory in
the mash-tun. In general, it is preferable to brown malt rather by a long-continued
moderate heat, than by a more violent heat of shorter duration, which is apt to car-
bonise a portion of the mucilaginous sugar, and to damage the article. In this way
the sweet is sometimes converted into a bitter principle.
During the kiln-drying, the roots and acrospire of the barley become brittle, and

fall off
;
and are separated by a wire sieve whose meshes are too small to allow themalt itselt to pass through.

A quantity of good barley which weighs 100 pounds, being judiciously malted, willweigh, after drying and sifting, 80 pounds. Since the raw grain, dried by itself atthe same temperature as the malt, would lose 12 per cent, of its weight in water, themalt process dissipates out of these remaining 88 pounds, only 8 pounds, or 8 per cent,of the raw barley. This loss consists of— > J ,
i-ci ..cm.

per cent, dissolved out in the steep water,
3 „ dissipated in the kiln,

3 „ by the removal of the fibrils,
O2 » of waste.

8 orTper cent.^""*^
^^'^'^ ^^"^"^ ^^"^ ^^^^^ ^^o"*

th^^iT (-^f
^' Germ-) The requisite conditions of a good malt kiln are

d rect a'^t^rlT.V^fi
"^'^

^'^i'' '''''''''' ^^^^ exposed too nea;

i^rfie? nei nfifVifif 'IX'^^T'
^^"'^ heated grain rapidly carried off.

JYa neo it f ', ^l'""^'^'*.*^^
construction of a well-contrived malt kiln.

a horizontal nn/ r F
^° ^''^^^ se°ti«°; hs- 1162 and 1163

dette the ime nl^r
''^^

u° 1^" malt-plates. The same lettersdenote the same parts m each of the figures. A cast-iron cupola-shaped oven is sup-

1161
1160

ported in the middle upon a wall of brickwork four feet hieh • ami .1 •

he grute and its ash-pit. The smoke passes off through two equ'dfstanrn"^the chimney. The oven is surrounded with four pillars, o^whosf on
* f^''r'"^?s laid

:
a is the grate, 9 inches below the sole of the oven b ; cc cc^ZL r^inch s rong pillars of brickwork which bear the lintel 7n dd dddTJ^. ^""^

inch pillars, which support the girder and joists upon which ptforalrni r"^
i^^lT arch ou each of the four sides of thl oven^ /rth, P''''V-^^P°««5
the kiln and the s de arch, into which n wnrl-m^n r,,! . ' ^P^^^ between
kiln

;
^^,the walls on either SdlSe l^n Zn S^^^^^^^ T^P'^^* ^"'^ the

for the ashes to fall ; the fire-door of the kX 7/ Innl? ' ^P^^^e
p.pes r r with the kiln

; the mode of at ael^ng ^hem^s^^^^^^^^
*° eonnect'the

-oke-pipes lie about three feet under the h-onVS. aVJriie^al- IIS^J^
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the side walls
; they are supported upon iron props, -which are made fast to the arches.

In Jiy. 108, u shows their section ; at s s,Ji(j. 1162, they enter the chimney, which is

1162

proTided with two register or damper plates, to regulate the draught through the

pipes. These registers are represented by t t,fig. 1163, which shows a perpendicular

section of the chimney. vi,fig. 1161, is the lintel, which causes the heated airtospread

laterally, instead of ascending in one mass in the middle, and prevents any com-

bustible particles from falling upon the iron cupola, n n are the main girders of iron

for the iron beams o o, upon which the perforated plates /> lie ; q,Jig. 1161, is the

vapour pipe in the middle of the roof, which allows the steam of the drying malt to

escape. The kiln may be heated either with coal or wood.

The size of this kiln is about 20 feet square ; but it may be made proportionally

either smaller or greater. The perforated floor should be large enough to receive the

contents of one steep or couch.
, . .

The perforated plate might be conveniently heated by steam pipes, laid zigzag, or

in parallel lines under it ; or a wire-gauze web might be stretched upon such pipes.

The wooden joists of a common floor would answer perfectly to support this steam-

range, and the heat of the pipes would cause an abundant circulation of air. For

drying the pale malt of the ale brewer, this plan is particularly well adapted.

The improved malt kiln of Pistorius is represented Jig. 1 1 64, in a top view ,fg.U65,

in a longitudinal view and section ; and Jig. 1166, in transverse section, a, a, are two

1 1 65

nuadrangular smoke flues, constructed of fire-tiles, or fire-stones and covered with

?ronpS over which a pent-house roof is laid; the whole bovmd by the cross p,ec.;s

n /?S 1 1 65 1166). These flues are built above a grating c c, which commences at c ;

in front of c' there is a bridge of bricks. Instead of such a br.ck flue covered with

pktes iron pipcrma^^ ufed, covered with semi-cylindrical tiles, to prevent the

£ t that ma? happen^to fall from being burned, d d are the breast walls of he kiln

3 feet high, furnished with two apertures shut with iron doors, through ^^'^ich he

malt that drops down may be removed from time to time e is a beam of wood ying

on the breast wall, against which the hurdles are laid down slantingly towards he

Mck wall of the kiln ; // are two vertical flues left m the substance of the walls,

S rou^h wWeh the hol^ir, discharged by open pipes laid in a subjacent furnace rises

into the space between the pent-house roof and the iron plates, and is theuce allowed
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to issue through apertures in the sides, g is the discharge flue in the hack wall of the
kiln for the air now saturated with moisture ; A is a smoke-pipe, from which the
smoke passes into the anterior flue fl(f provided -with a slide-plate, for modifying the
draught ; the smoke thence flows off through a flue, fitted also with a damper-plate,
into the chimney i. A is a smoke-pipe of a subsidiary fire, in case no smoke should
pass through h. The iron pipes are 1 1 inches in diameter ; the air flues/, 5 inches, and
the smoke-pipe A, 10 inches square ; the brick flues 10 inches wide, and the usual height
of bricks.

The following is an account of the total number of quarters of malt made in the
United Kingdom, from the 1st day of October 1856, to the 1st day of October 1857,
distinguishing the quantity made, and the quantity used by brewers, and by victuallers
and by retail brewers, in each country.

England -

Scotland -

Ireland

United Kingdom

Quarters of malt made.

Total.

Quarters of Malt used.

Total.Charged

with Duty,

Free of Duty
for Distillery
purposes and
Exportation

per Act
18 & 19 Vict,

c. 94.

By Brewers

and

Victuallers.

By Retail

Brewers.

4,645,074

152,396

216,666

89,265

489,087

118,782

4,734,339

641,483

335,448

3,748,415

153,565

260,491

394,172 4,142,587

153,565

260,491

5,014,136 697,134 5,711,270 4,162,471 394,172 4,556,643

The quantities of malt charged with duties of excise in the UnitedKingdom, quantities
exported on drawback, and retainedfor home consumption.

Years. Charged with Excise
Duty.

1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849

1850
1851

1852
1853
1854
1855
1856

Exported on Drawback

Bushels.

35,851,394

35,693,890

37,187,186

36,545,990

42,097,085

35,307,815

37,545,912

38,935,460

40,744,752

40,337,412

41,072,486

42,039,748

36,819,360

33,887,234

36,980,041

Bushels.

20,690
51,160

161,962

199,655

106,709
212,374

Retained for Home
Consumption.

Bushels.

35,851,394

35,693,890

37,187,186
36,545,990

42,097,085

35,307,815
37,545,912

38,935,460

40,744,752

40,316,722

41,021,326

41,877,786
36,619,705
33,780,525

36,767,667

white of a
a »««"«»«l<.;,Gcnn.) is a Ereyish-
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"^a^^^^^^^^^^^ Thus procured, it contains.

^TflnpVS«f 'ores of There are two principal ores of this metal which

occt'^fn^giaf'i'^es^ t^^^^^^^^^ and the hydrated oxide the first of wh.ch .

frequently found i°
P^'^^'^^f has a metallic lustre, a steel-grey colour.

1. 2'/'^'"*•''l^°VSJ'Ler Scratches calc-spar. It effervesces

and affords a black powder bpec
f^J-*

^
j disengagement of oxygen

briskly with borax at the blow-pipe, °' '"^^ very valuable one, being

gas. This is the most f Th^LrSre 'orchlo^^^^^^^

|:srn\TthrpS^^^^
-

£ Launceston Fn C-waik Man^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^Sr'-taUic lustre, affording a

2. Braunite )S a dark brown su^^t^^^^^^^^^
is scratched by quartz

brown powder. Spec. grav. 4 8. It
^^^a^^fL't 'uthtlv when fused with glass of

Infusible at the blow-pipe, and
'^^''^^''''l'''^^^^^^^

'r^^- es'- tygen /o-sT'toJal^fis'^rL: ZrJy of this ore

Manganese, 69 68 ;
oxygen,

jron-black, powder brown, with somewhat of a

3. Manganite is brown.sh-black "-"^^^a^^; ?
^ff.^ds water by calcination

metallic lustre. Spec grav.
f

3-
,

^craU^hes P ^ ^^^i ^^en fused with

in a glass tube ; infusible at the blow-p.pe ,
and eaervesce g ;

^^^^
glass%f borax. It consists ^f/anganese 62 68 ,

oxyg^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^

^ Manganese blende, or
^^^P^.^^^^Y/ ^^^^^^^^^^ cut finfusible, but affords

steel-grey ;
spec. grav. _3-95 ;

^\as no cleavage
^ ^.^^^^ ^.^ ^^^^

after being roasted distinct evidence of mangajiese oy g g
precipitate with

at the blow-pipe. Soluble m ^ ric ac d
; f-^^^^^^^^ manganese^ 62-10.

_

the ferro-cyanide of potassium. It consists ot sulpnur, ^ ^
b

^^.^ ^^^.^^

X»u,foc;ite,-
car5o«a«eo/manSfan^e^ Spec^graj^^^^^^

nitric acid ; solution,

^ith carbonate of soda
;

is

^^^^^f „7^,VZnia^ g^^^^^^^^^ ^vhite precipitate, with ferro-

^hen freed from iron
f J/™ of manganese, 61-80.

cyanide of potassium. Carbonic ^^i^. ' 1
. ^^^^.looj^iijg substance, which

Bhodonite,or k,drosdrcate^^^^^^
,^ J,^ by mur at.c

yields a yellowish-brown powder, and water D^^^^

protoxide of manganese, 54-1.

acid, but affords no chlorme. I^/^
EndishS byd^ated peroxide of man-

W^ad, or manganese, IS the old
^^^^.^g^ „pon other

ganese. It occurs in various '^^ative shapes
^ ^^^^^^^^ lustre. The

Minerals, as also massive. Some varieUes poss^^^^
the streak, only

external colour is a dark brown ofv™
Its specific gravity is about 3-7

shining. It is opaque, very sect^^e- ^nJ^J^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ spontaneously

Mixed^ith linseed oil into ^ d^-b
^^^^^^

LfdTeUf mffrom^^^^^^^^^^

-SrnWoffiintgl«
to correct the g'-^^'^^t^^g^jj

\t J ^ cons^ to get a native xnanganese con-

sand he employs. To
1^^°^ f/^^^gef since in fact the colour or limpidity of his

^StwK;^^^^^ into calico-printing to

^
Sulphate of manganese has been ot '^^^

. ^ ^y heating the black oxide,

give a chocolate or bronze ™P[«; ""-^^/l^L?^^ See Calico-Puintixg.

^ixed with a little ground c^^^^^^ ,f glass pastes, and m

The peroxide of manganebe is u
. , • ,

making the black enamel of pottery
-.de, for the chemical arts m which

^'h^• restoration of manganese to the state oi
I

. , ^ manufactures.

it s^ Ixtnsively -sunied
^^^^^^^^^^^^

and Cu.ouomkx.v.

Eor some of the uses of mangane^ m I

/,/,;jorte of manganese in 185».
.j,„„,.

^ ^

Hanse Towns - " "
„o ?Jo I - - 186.240

Holland- - - ^"^'-gg
. - - 1,912

France - ' ' ' 390 - - - ^^l^Q

Other parts - -
*

Our cWs in the same year being of- 2 - - '

Manganese -
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genal^^-^^^^'
Manganese is susceptible of five degrees of oxy-

1. The protoxide may be obtained from a solution of the sulphate by precipitation
Tvith carbonate of potash, and expelling the carbonic acid from the ..ashed and driedcarbonate, by calcination in a close vessel filled with hydrogen gas, taking care that noair have access during the cooling. It is a pale green powder, which slowly attractsoxygen from the air, and becomes brown; on which account it should be kept tnglass tubes containing hydrogen, and hermetically sealed. It consists of 77-57 metal

Tot:KJ 2^ °f a ^hite hydrate and w thacids saline compounds which are white, pink, or amethyst-coIouVed. They havea bitter, acerb taste and aff'ord with hydrogenated sulphide of ammonia a flesh rSprecipitate, but with caustic alkalies one which soon turns brown-red, andeventuaUy

2. The deutoxide of manganese exists native in the mineral called Braunite but itmaybe procured either by calcining at a red heat the proto-nitrafe o? b^ snontaneous oxidisement of the protoxide in the air. It is black; when findy pulverfsed

i 1^2 TV ^""^ ^onyevtMe, on being heated in acids, into protoxide!S dJen-gagementof oxygen gas. It consists of 69-75 metal and 30-25 ovv^Zn ff f

This oxide constitutes a bronze ground in calico-printing
3. Peroxide of manganese, Braunstein, occurs abundantlv in -n^u^r.^

^iistn^^^ - oxid»r:r- it^^coS°:j

frotf:ref%Tfon^roK
mcS^TSZSrT' -ta/a-d' 50-30 oxygen. See Ur,s

chloHnltdte'l^lf^^^^^^^^^^^^ substance in the production of
MANGLE. {CalanSeX^Ma^^^^^

chbrates, see Chlokometrv.
smoothing linen and cotton furniturT a! „

is a well known machine for

rectangular wooden cW filled w fh ;^.
"sually made, it consists of an oblong

that it^should Zeroise upon he t^o cv^^
" «^ P'-^^^"'-^

backwards and forwards over the Hnln a
""^'"^ " """^ ^7 rolling

render it smooth and ever The^^^^^^^^ T- ' ^^''^'^ ^^^'^ underneath,
both surfaces of its ptiphery and havw! I^'h '

>vith teeth upon
uniformly driven in one direction tT^fX ^ f""*

P^""^' ^ ^^on,
to cause the reciprocatingCiok ofle S^^^ outside and inside! so as
English invention; called the n.angle-wheel has^^^

^^"'''^d
'°'«*e machinery of the textile marfactures

^"''^^'^'^'^^'i ^^'^ S^eat advantage

tI!:«ePnrSK^^^^^ rf.
ago for a mangle, in

pressed downwards by heavy wei/hts hun/lor> '° stationary bearings is

n>ade to slide to and fro, or travIrsffTOm f
against a curved bed,

^
Mr. Hubie, of York, patented iHunri 8 fo .n f' f^

^'^l
alternately,

three rollers placed one above another 1 f fJ^""
^^ngle, consisting of

being pressed'downwardfby a powel sS tL ^^''/'^ "PP^"- '-"^'^^

are introduced into the machine hy vTJZ Ll f '^f smoothed

applied. Colonel G. A LtSrms"^ "^^^ been

fro. which« at~a^:/e m^^^^
shruy«..oMa r«„.7.,

MANNA is the concrete saccharine juice ofIfJw! n ' Tapioca
- Calabria. It is now itt^ nt/ .^""'^^ ^ -"ch cul-

0 her labourers m this field, we must state tW Mr^ if?
^° ^°""try^ Among
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aided by Dr. J. H. Gilbort, a skilful analytical chemist, he has been able to arrive at
conclusions of greater value and precision than the merely theoretical determinations
of the German professor. In the course of this inquiry, the whole tenor of the
results of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert, and also of information derived from intelligent

agricultural friends, upon every variety of land in Great Britain, has forced upon
them opinions different from those of Professor Liebig, on some important points

;

and more especially, in relation to his so-calk-d " mineral theory," which is embodied
in the following sentence, to be found at page 211 of the third edition of his work on
Agricultural Chemistry, where he says " the crops on a field diminish or increase
in exact proportion to the diminution or increase of the mineral substances conveyed
to it in manure."
Of the vast importance, both in a scientific and a practical point of view, of correct

ideas on the subject here at issue, a judgment may be formed from the manner in

which Liebig himself speaks of the mineral theory in this edition of his letters on
chemistry. Thus he says of the agriculturists of England, that " sooner or later

they must see that in the so-called mineral theory, in its development and ultimate

perfection, lies the whole future of agriculture." Messrs Lawes and Gilbert published

the following paper in reply to Liebig. It is of so important a nature that, acting

on the advice of the best authority in this country, it has been retained.

" Looking upon the subject in a chemical point of view only, it would seem that an
analysis of the soil upon which crops were to be experimentally grown, as well as

a knowledge of the composition of the crop, should be the first points ascertained, with

the view of deciding in what constituents the soil was deficient ; and, at the commence-
ment of our more systematic course of field experiments, the importance of these points

was carefully considered. When we reflect, however, that an acre of soil six inches

deep may be computed to weigh about 1,344,000 lbs. (though the roots of plants take a
much wider range than this), and taking the one constituent of ammonia or nitrogen as

an illustration, that in adding to this quantity of soil a quantity of ammonial salt, con-

taining 100 lbs. of ammonia, which would be an unusually heavy and very effective

dressing, we should only increase the percentage of ammonia in the soil by 0-0007, it

is evident that our methods of analysis would be quite incompetent to appreciate the

diff'erence between the soil before and after the application,— that is to say, in its state

of exhaustion, and of highly productive condition, so far as that constituent is con-

cerned ;
and, from our knowledge of the eff'ects of this substance on wheat, we may

confidently assert that the quantity of it supposed above would have given a produce

at least double that of the unmanured land. The same kind of argument might, indeed,

be adopted in reference to the more important of those constituents of a soil which are

found in the ashes of the plants grown upon it, and we determined, therefore, to seek

our results in another manner. Indeed, the imperfection of our knowledge of the pro-

ductive quality of a soil, as derived from its percentage composition, has been amply

proved by the results of analysis which have been published during the last ten years ;

and in corroboration we need only refer to the opinions of Professor Magnus on this

subject, who, in his capacity of chemist to the ' Landes-Oekonomie Kollegium
'
of

Prussia, has published the results ofmany analyses of soils. The truth is, that little is

as yet known of what a soil either is, or ought to be, in a chemical point of view; but

when we call to mind the investigations of Professor Mulder in relation to the organic

acids found in soils, and of Mr. Way and others as to the chemical and physical pro-

perties of soils in relation to the atmosphere and to saline substances exposed to

their action in solution, we may at least anticipate for chemistry that she will ere

long throw important light on this interesting but intricate subject.

" In our field experiments, then, we have been satisfied with preserving specimens of

the soils which were to be the subjects of them, and have sought to ascertain their de-

ficiency, in regard to the production of diff'erent crops, by means which we conceive to

be not only far more manageable, but in every way more conclusive and satisfactory in

their result. To illustrate : What is termed a rotation of crops is at least of such

universality in the farming of Great Britain, that any investigation in relation to the

aericulture of that country may safely be grounded on the supposition of its adoption.

Let us, then, direct attention for a moment to some of the chiel teatures of rotations

What is called a course of rotation is the period of years which includes the circle of

all the different crops grown in that rotation or alternation. The crops which thus

succeed each other, and constitute a rotation, may be two, three, four or more, varying

with the nature of the soil and the judgment of the farmer ; but whatever course he

adopted, no individual crop - wheat, for example-is grown immediately succeeding

one of the same description, but it is sown again only after some other crops have

been crown, and at such a period of the rotation, indeed, as by experience it is known

that the soil will, by direct manure or other means, have recovered its capability ol

producing a profitable quantity of the crop in question.
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" On carefully considering these established and well known facts of agriculture,

it appeared to us that, by taking soils either at the end of the rotation, or at least at

that period of it when in the ordinary course of farming farmyard manure would be
added before any further crop would be grown, we should then have the soils in what
may be termed a normal, or, perhaps better still, a practically and agricultui ally ex-
hausted, state.

" Now, if it is found, in the experience of the farmer, that land of any given qua-
lity with which he is well acquainted will not, when in this condition of practical

exhaustion, yield the quantity he usually obtains from it of any particular crop, but
that after applying farmyard manure it will do so, it is evident that if w? supply to
different plots of this exhausted land the constituents of farmyard manure both indi-

vidually and combined, and if by the side of these plots we also grow the crop both
without manure of any kind and with farmyard manure, we shall, in the compiirative
results obtained, have a far more satisfactory solution of the question as to what con-
stituents were, in this ordinary course of agriculture, most in defect in respect to the
proportion of the particular crop experimented upon, than any analysis of the soil

could have given us. In other words, we should have before us very good ground
for deciding to which of the constituents of the farmyard manure the increased pro-
duce was mainly due on the plot provided with it, in the case of the particular crops:
not so, however, unless the soil had been so far exhausted by previous cropping as to
be considered practically unfit for the growth of the crop without manure. We lay
particular stress on this point, because we believe that the vast discrepancy in the
results of comparative trials with different manures, by different experiments, arises
more from irregularity in what may be called thefloating capital of the soil, than from
irregularities in the original character of the soil itself, or from any other cause,
unless we include the frequent faulty methods of application.

" It is, then, by this synthetic vSiXhev than by the analytic method that we have sought
our results ; and in the carrying out of our object we have taken wheat as the type of
the cereaZ crops, turnips as the type of the root crops, and beans as the representative of
the leguminous corn crop most frequently entering into rotation ; and having selected
for each of these a field which, agriculturally considered, was exhausted, we have grown
the same description of crop upon the same land, year after year, with different chemical
manures, and in each case with one plot or more continuously unmanured, and one
supplied every year with a fair quantity of farmyard manure. In this way 1 4 acres
have been devoted to the continuous growth of wheat since 1843, 8 acres to continuous
growth of turnips from the same date, and 5 to 6 acres to that of leguminous corn crops
since 1847. And of field experiments, beside these, which amount in each year to from
30 to 40 on wheat, upwards of 90 on turnips, and 20 to 30 on beans, others have been
made, viz. some on the growth of clover, and some in relation to the chemical circum-
stances mvolved m an actual course of rotation, comprising turnips, barley, clover, and
wheat, grown in the order in which they are here stated.

" It may be stated, too, that in addition to these experiments on wheat and the other
crops usually grown upon the farm, as above referred to, we have for several years beenmuch occupied also with the subject of the feeding of animals, viz. bullocks, sheep and
pigs; as well as in mvestigating the functional actions of the growing plant in relation
to the soil and atmosphere

; and in connection with each of these subjects much labo-
ratory labour has constantly been in progress.
"The scope and object of our investigation has been therefore to examine in the fieldthe feeding-shed and the laboratory, into the chemical circumstances connected withthe agriculture of Great Britain in its four main features

; namely_
f>,orJf^' 1

of the cereal grain crops; secondly, thatof root crops; thirdly,

S^ntl. ''T ^""^^"^ "'^p ^^'^'•'^^y ^"^^ I'^stiy. that of the col:sumption of food on the farm, for its double produce of meat and manure
bo much then for the rationale and general plan of the experiments "themselvesand we now propose to call attention to some of the results which they have afforded us'
It IS to field experiments on wheat that we shall chiefly confine our attention onUiis occas^ion

;
for wheat, which constitutes the principal food of our population iswith the farmer the most important crop in his rotation, all Others being conside'redmore or less subservient to it ; and it is, too, in reference to the production of tWscrop in agricultural quantity that the mineral theory of Baron Liebig Ts perhansmore prominently at fault than in that of any other. It is true, that fn he'^case ofvegetation in a native soil manured by art, the mineral constituen of the p ants beinef..rn,shed from the soil, the atmosphere is found to be a sufflciertt sonrTof Sil

ZSrX^7e::j^wt -PP-'*-%*l-t ^hese circZsTan^oT^aW
Z- n r^K^

equally to the various crops when grown U7ider cultivation thit biQe^^ Baron Lieh.g to suggest that, if by artificial means we accumula ^w tL the soiluself a sufficiently liberal supply of those constituents found inT ashJ ofThe plan!.
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sphere, rather Uun
indeed, materiali; develope the accumulation of

be accounted for by the mere idea oi suppiy'"o
• , agriculture by a

It would seem, therefore, that ^ve can «"'y^^ "'/^Jj^of each partiS crop ^vhen

close examination of the actual
'^^'^^'^''^^J''^^^^^^^

upon
gro.u under cultivaUon.

^5 "^J^L .S,- i^l^^^ were selected when they

this sub ect. It has been said that all
f^^P^^^ '""^ ggids, however, after having

were in a state of agricultural ^^^bau^t J The co—^^'"^"t of the previous

able condition for the purposes of
^'JJ'^^^Pf"^^"^^^ ^cres was divided into about 20 plots,

'^n the first experimental season, the fiddom a^^^^^^^
^^^^^^.^^

and it was by the mineral
'''^''^J'^Xe eml^edTn he^mljority of cases. Ammoma,

manures : mineral manures were t^^'^f^^^^^P'^'.^f ^^^^^^^ was used in a few

on the other hand, being then ««°^^dered as of
1^^^^^^^

instances only, and ^^''^'^''^1^1'^^^^ minerals ;nd nitrogen, a

TeSl"^ ^^^^ ''-'^

abound, was also added to one or two of the plots.

Table I.— Harvest 1 844. Summary.

Description of the Manures.

Plot 15.

Plot 3. Unmanured -

2 14 tons of farmyard manure -

" 4' The ashes of 14 tons of farm manure
"

s" Minimum produce of 9 plots, with ar-

tificial mineral manures -

Superphosphate of lime, 3501bs.

Phosphate of potass, 364 lbs. -

Maximum produce of 9 plots with ar-

tificial mineral manures -

Superphosphate of hme, 3.50 bs.

Phosphate of magnesia, 168 IDs.

^
potass, 150 lbs.

Silicate do. 112 lbs.

Mean of the 9 plots with artificial mineral ma-

MeaTof 3 p^ots with m\neral' manures, and 65

lbs each of sulphate of ammonia
-

Mean of 2 plots with mineral manures and 150

l?s and ?30 lbs. of rape-cake respect-dy

Plot 18. With complex mineral manm^^^^^^^

sulphate of ammonia, and 150 lbs. oirape

~ ~
Ipn to be most conclusive, as showing what was the

» The indications of the table are
b^J^J ^^^j^,,^ by the previous heavy cropping

Dressed Corn
per Acre,
in Bushels
and Pecks.

Total
Corn

per Acre,
in lbs.

Straw
per Acre,
in lbs.

bush, pecks.

16 0

22 0

16 0

lbs.

923
1276
888

lbs.

1120
1476
1104

16 1 980 1160

17 3i 1096 1240

16 3| 1009 1155

21 0 1275 1423

18 If 1078 1201

1

22 Si 1368 1768
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mineral conditions,- supposing in some cases an abundance of every mineral ^on

TTrTo^lt require.-this deficiency would have be:7m"ade up ' Z
it wiTl\"e seen°tf.^whiir^ f ^'^''^^^ ^" ^^"^^^7 as our guide
h f ''^^^ ""'^'^""t ^a^^J'e o"ly 16 bushels of dressed corn w

of farmyard manure. ^ ' ^^^"^ ^ ^''^'^''^^ greater than by the 1 4 tons

smllfb;? U "nltr'tSeSrafmurh'wT^^^ '"'H'
^«''^^-^-We to it also-

from the ammoZcarsalts if a^we bllli'^^? ^Y^^^^en compared with that
crops is due to the nitrogen ;; contains

" '^P'-'^^' «°

on the other/was most strTkW in thp fi?t^ ° "° nitrogenous supply
lead us to give to SogTnous mLure^

expenmental produce, a^nd such Is^o
than we hall done to mfnerals in^ p'e'ot on T^l^™ ^"'"^'^^ P'""'"^"^^
to be regretted, as had we kent a seripl nf t.w!V respects, perhaps,
minerals alone, the evidencf^LuS at nrpln/°'flf°"''/'^'''

<^«°tinuously under
carried with it somewhat m:;e'S^l:Lrprf

^"''"^""^ ^^-^

of lS4Mt^ selTo^^IL^:^^^^^^^^^ "-^^ harvest
at the harvest of 1845 a nrod.i^P n^Tft seen that we have
kind, instead of onTy 1 6 ^^7844 fn^ ^S^^^^^
32 bushels in 1845/and only 22 in i844

^^'"^7^^^ manure gi
^

Table 11.— Harvest 1845,

Description and Quantities of the Manures per Acre.

ves

Selected Itesulls.

Dressed Corn
per Acre,
in Bushels
and Peclts.

Plot 3

,y 2.

5a.

5b.

9

, 1

Section 1.

No manure - _ .
14 tons of farmyard manure I !

Section 2.

No manure
Top-dressed with 252 lbs. o"f carbonate"

ot ammonia (dissolved) at 3 timesduring the spring - .
'>_"mes^

Section 3.

[ Sk;l?/'"''"°°''' ' 1 top-dressed

rs,Z.f J at once

L Muriate ofammonia, I681bs. j at4times

bush, peclcs,

23
32

Of
0^

22 2i

26 32

33

31

4

Total
Corn

per Acre,
in Ihs.

Straw
per Acre,
in lbs.

lbs. lbs.

1441 2712
1967 3915

1431 2684

1732 3599

2131 4058

1980 4266

result of flot 3 tt n f"
^'''^"^^ «f dressed corn tV. .

'''^^^""^

. ;
This^pt•iii.szu'i:" '''''' ^^-^^"Si,? oTfirr"

;s-re;';:';KTf =
^^^irZ^T^ ^^5^:in^^j^tiaT"^ ^ ^^^^^^^

spring, the mlcLj '"(^f''"! ^ it in solution T' a"<i
g, mc<f^c,.«/

.«,-6.«a.'e o/a;«,«.,H«, at the rate oV 2^501; peTaSe -^'anS^it't
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seen that we have, by this pure but highly volatile ammoniacal salt alone, the produce

raised from 22^ bushels to very nearly ^7 busnus
. ^^^^^^^

" In the next section of the table are given ^1^*?
^^^^^^^^ lii^e and a small

whieh had in the previous year
^-^.X^ktter bVsa'^^^^^^^^^^^

and silicate

quantity of sulphate of ammonia, '^^'i

'^^/''J^^,,,^^^ A cwt. of muriate of ara-

c!f potaL To each of these pMs '

-'^.^Z ^^f top-dressed,,

monia were now supplied. Upon plot 9 ine
^^^^^^ successive

once, early in the spring ;" P;°\iS3*^^^
periods. The produce obtained by these sa ts oi am

different times

Eighths, ^hen sown all at once,
^^^^'f^Sel^fl^^^^^ ^^'^^^"^"^

_ quantities which amount to about l^^^^^J^^'^P^^^^^^^^^ by U bushel that given

out manure. In the case of No 9 indeed, fJ^J^X ic^ with it. And if we

by farmyard manure, and m
l^^Jf,

^o
/^^^^^^^^^^

take the weights of total corn, ins ead of th^^^^^^^

reproduction of corn, a corn-exhausted soil, is borne oui oy

of Professor Liebig, but that
*i^'»«'""Vo,ds wbln commenting i.poo it, 'eould be

composition of wbieb, to r/thes "be due proportion ot the eonsu-

no secret, since every plant ;l'7'4'3.'y,Srite failure .Jas due to a yet impcrlect

tnents essential to its
S'''-'<-^'r}^^J'^f^i^^^l qualities required to be g.«n <.

riSa,;' ^o'nsSet-t"{--m£ tbeir
^^.^J-^ -^d

furpl%7aSa Sets Of tb^e constituents of .be asbes

"^^SSCinTttble gWes our selection of.tbe results of *e .bird season. 184.,

Table III.— Harvest 1846 Selected Results.

Description and Quantities of the Manures per Acre.

Section 1.

Plot 3. No manure -
"

2 14 tons of farmyard manure

Section 2.

106. No manure - -
"

10a. Sulphate of ammonia, 224 lbs.

Section 3.

5a'. Ash of 3 loads of wheat straw

>»

»

6a.

of ammonia - -
'

Section 4.

Liebig's wheat-manure
448 Ibs^^

Dressed Corn
per Acre,

in Bushels
j

and Pecks.

Total
Corn per

Vcre in lbs.

Straw
per Acre
and lbs.

bush, pecks. lbs. lbs.

17 3|
27 0|

1207
1826

1513
2454

17 2i

27 4
1216
18.50

1455
2244

19 Q\
1541

27 0
2309

20 U
1

1400 1676

e ,
29 0| 1967 2571

of ammonia
-

Tthe V?e»iouI yea.-s. and so h.gbly
"ftoScls The near approach, aga.n .0
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the different years' because S h^tCTnl unmanured plots of

equaTtoty°?\I^fX;/« byan..oniafal salts alone a produce
sulphate of ammonia has now ^iveri 85oTbs n^^^^^ ^

''""'^^^ f ^ cwt. of
is the produce on plot 2 The straw J °^ ' ^^G lbs., which
by the ammoniacal salt.'

^''"'^ slightly heavier than that

on'^^e'halfKt'Sam'ir^?S wetv^Jthtr^
T""""'-^^' -^^-^ed :

is an increase of\ather more thin 1 bushpf^^^^^
^^^^^^^^ Aere

half(or5a^) we have, besides the'rawr^^^^^^^ - other
as a top-dressing: 2 cwts of sulnhatP of ^ t ^^^^^P^^te of ammonia put on
the produce beyond that of ?«>3 77 ^^1^7.0 ^ ""1'.'^ '''''' ^^^^ ^°«'-«^«e<l
by 9i bushels of corn and 789 Z of s raw l?.b ^""M^^.^^'-

instead of
same amount of ammoniacal salt on i n'^T' T^'-*^^ obtained by the
however, that in thrfrmer case Ve amtn^^^T^"'* ^^^^ ^^^^rved!
latter they were Srilled aUhe t' me Sso^nl7Cf f'' T'' '.^P-'i^essed, but in the
in 1845 the result was better aTto Lr^^nW ^"^1Jt^iHbe remembered that
than on plot 10, where the top dr ss n" extended 'fn'^rt? '^K

''^'^ "^'^ ^'""'^ ^^^l'^'"'

several direct instances of this k ^fn our etpe^^^^^^^
sprmg We have had

suggestion, in most cases applicable that manm p= ? ' ^'^^ i* as a
niacal ones, should be applied before or at Thl ^Z 1^' ^^T^ ^"'^ especially ammo-
the apparent luxuriance of the crorfs great^^^^^^

is sown
;

for, although
by sprmg rather than autumn .Linfs of Pe?„vi«^^ ' °^i^'\^^"^"y^^a^i'^^
manures yet we believe that that of tfe cornS no^

and other ammoniacal
degree. Indeed, the success of the crop unToub ir i

^° ^° equivalent
progress of the underground growth dufin^thp iin/ P^"^' ^"^^ materially on the
thmgs being equal, upon the ?uSy o^ afa ab^^^

'
"""^ ^g^'^' «ther

so.
,
without a liberal provision of which the ranL n^^f

"^^^nis within the
yill not be such as to take up the miSls whSbf ''^f

^"'^^^''^ of ^^e plant
>n such quantity as will be VequirT during the aftP^'

competent to supp!y,^and
healthy and favourable growth ^ ^^"^ progress of the plant for its

eq^i S^^^^^^^^ r:X^t^^ - p'-
vr.^superphosphate of lime and the pho Late of m^S °- ^ ^''"P ^§44

superphosphate of lime, rape-cake and aS^L^^^ f ^^^^t of 1845
mental season, it was devoted to tV^itXhZltf''- ^^"^<i ^'^Pe^-

'~Xfar ^"'^ PateTtifiS^^^^
manufactured unde? the

20i bLhcL'iiktteriL^r^^^^
plot; but as the manure confined besides tt

Produce of the unmanned
compounds, giving off a very percepS^^^^^^ P''-"""^ nitrogenous
crease would be due to that sEn^^^'onTot fiA bn

V* ^he in!
1 cwt. each of sulphate and muriate of amnion! fvJ^^^^er the further addition of
g ves a produce of 29^ bushels In ntW T ^V^'^ so-called "mineral manure »
Liebigs mineral manure Jas in;reaseS fhe ammoniacal sa?t tobeyond that of the mineral manure ^foie S'fl ""'^ "^^^-'^ ' P^r acJe
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to the admirable investigations into the chemistry of agriculture of M. Bouss.ngau t

His exm H.ueuts, ho^vevt•r, have not received the attention >vhich they merit from the

nln ic'^ uris s of this coun ry ;
probably on account of the small amounts of produce

ch he Ob aiL^^^ muLt be remembered that his investigation had for its object

r i^. u'in tl,P nractices of airriculture as he found them in his own locality, before

IttanS i

"
S deS f oin itt^stablished rules. M. Boussingault sUtes the rotation

u"uUly adopted^ Beehelbronn, and throughout the greater part of Alsace, to be as

follows :
—

" Potatoes or beet-root
; " " Wheat ;

" " Clover
;

" " Wheat
;

"

«nd that the average of ^heat so obtained is, after potatoes 1 9| bushels after heet-root

n busfeIs anlaftfr clover 24 bushels. Now we find by reference to his table that the

I ; t-^?. nf wbP-it ffrain and straw removed 17 lbs. of phosphoric acid and 24 lbs. of

first crop ?f
'^^Z

S'^'J'^^^^^^^^ lbs. of phosphoric acid and 77 lbs. potash

?af«P he m "eS ™aLs Lsting ia'.he soil for wan. of
'"'>^'i:'i^:\^y;^:tX

Sdo";™ crop, not being so de^^^^^^^^^

minmals required for its growth, and e '
j ^

or its equivalent of nitrogen
f'XVlTthe rrs»^^^^^^^ » li«le doubt that

fact so well known to
f^^^^ ""^f^ll' it bv any direct experiments of our own.

seem quite superfluous to f^P"" H^'^fTf^f^^* of his ' Letters,' expressed

However, as Professor Liebig
«.f ^^^^^J^^Jff̂ ^'^il? refer to one or two of the

an opinion entirely inconsistent
".^^^^^^^"^ upon the opinion he has

results obtained m our exF-nmen a^^^^^^^^^

fi,f^xhausdo- of 'phosphate'of lime and

reiterated as follows : — thus, ^P^^'^^o ° „ ^ :_ ' It is certain that this

alkaline phosphates ^he sale <^f fl^^^^^ ^e^^ay
^ ^^^^

incessant removal of the
P^^^Pilf-fg^JJof Great Britain are in a state of progressive

capability of producing gram. The faelds oi ^reat
^ e^te^sion of the cultivation of

exhaustion fron this cause, as is Proved bj the r^^^^^S amount of the phosphates,

^^i£z^:s:^^:z:^^^. o,-

First, the continuously
»»""°"';"'j'?y,„pe„^^^

and

S^tr:iSan:rT.rrrsu155;'7p7ash^ith some soda and.^

addition to superphosphate of lime.

Years.

1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850

Totals -

Means -

Plot continuously
untnanured.

Tons. cwts.

4 3

2 4
0 13

qrs.

3

1

2

lbs.

2

0

24

Plot with
Superphosphate of Lime

alone every Year.

Tons. cwts. qrs,

12 3 2

14

13

18

11

11

15

9

7

12

1

5

10

3

11

lbs.

8

0

12

0

1

8

0

0

Plot with
Superphosphate of Lime

and mixed Alkalies.

Tons. cwts.

11 17

65 16 1

8

5

12

3

5

9

3

9

13

12

10

16

14

13

7

qrs.

2

2

2

1

0

2

2

1

lbs.

0
0
8

20
0

0

8

12

62

15

1 20

2 20



MANUEE
" If is seen, then, that in the thirr? Roncfin -rr-v lo^c ^i. . - .

ing to the season. ^ We see too' Shvit ZZ ^'i'^g'y/^ar by year, accord-
large quantity of the alkalies much ^i^tl ^

superphosphate of lime of a
average produce is not so great brneaTl^hd^ ""^^ '''' '^^^P'
alone. It must he admitted tha7fhi««t^In ^- superphosphate of lime
not be accounted for b^the i^ea o^mJ^ir^^

effect of superphosphati of lime can-
orop, but that it isL to some speeiS^

^^^"^^ constituents of the
the plant. This opinion islivSb.SSt thSl^^^^^^^of lime is at once neutralised by SSaSfir^^^^^^^
Avould seem to be thereby reduced In^ from ^h,

^^ ''^' '^^^^^J the manure
effect of the phosphoric add, as such cannot bTd , ^^T'

^\^°"I<i Esther that the
soil of its alkalies, or we shouirsu^nosrth.f tbT .'fi^^^^

the
least have been attended with some iSS of Iducf"'t.' fl'^-withstanding that by means of suDeroho.nbLfJ i

case, not-
the land more of the alkalies in Sh the ash of Z'f f™m
would have been lost to it in a cen^ry under the ord nTr" ^''^'^'^ '^^^
manurmg

!
Collateral experiments alLXrlv ''''"'"'^ '°*^t'°" ^nd home

of organic substance rich in cS-t^S a^^^^^^^^^nitrogen also -if we would in practical Srirnhnl ;

"' ^ <^ons.derab]e quantity of
the amount which can be obtained by minSll 1 ""'T'^

^'^^^ ""^l^ beyond
be ng fulfilled, the direct supply o?nUr"^^^^^^^^ f ^"^^idons
rally essential. And it is where we haS°'rovidpd k

" g^^^e-
organic formations, in addition toTCSe^ariSnrP. '"Pf constituents for
alkahes not to be without effect

manures, that we have found the use of

po;;?on^J; t^S^^^^S^,Sf:^:^^^^^ - s-H a pro-
as manure; and it is equally cerLin tha^ tt. ^

? ^^^^^^

Great Britain cannot be^ue'^tr th dett^cVo/?^^^^ Tf^^'^'^rcorn,^_nd to the less dependence upon ^71^Z c^trsu^^^oJed fyXon^
tb.JtShZ^i ^^t^^s^;: s^:tat^:j^^?r^ - -
sufficient to prove how impossible it is to forJ cor It ^ leguminous crops, are
mustry without the guidance of direct expfr™enUn?L '^'''^"'^"'•^l che-

Sn^ fb^StiSi^- ^^^^^^^^^^^ W^eTa^d7n—

in relation to the functLnTact^ o?S^^^^ the consideration,
manure required for their growth n a c^oSsJ of n^.'^^^^^^

character of the
consider for a few momenTs what really aJe thP

P',".""^^i/8J'cuIture. Let us now

that tbe turn pra:?er:rari»^^^ ^-'ey, Clover. Wheat

;

thus produced, 40 bushels of barley and 30Cb2 f°l ^"^ tbat the meathe farm, the manure from the coS'sumpI t
' «^,^beat, are all the exports from

per annum. In the sale of the animals there -^..VV Pbosphoric acid per acre
phosphoric acid, though especially if no if. !>^ ^ °^ '^""''"^ be an additional lo^nfmuch less considerabfe thTin of J,e Sl*;^ ^^P*' thiswould b c^ven
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it is to be built np, we fully and entirely assent to so evident a truism ;
but if, on tbe

other hand, he would have it understood that it is of the mineral constituents, as

would be collectively fonnd in the ashes of the exported produce, that our soils are deh-

cient relatively to other constituents, and that, in the present condition of agriculture

in Great Britain, 'we cannot increase the fertility of our fields by a supply of nitro-

cenised products, or by salts of ammonia alone, but rather that their produce increases

or diminishes, in a direct ratio, with the supply of mineral elements capal le of assimi-

lation
' wc do not hesitate to say that every fact with which we are acquainted, m

relation to this point, is unfavourable to such a view. We have before stated, how-

ever that if a cheap source of ammonia were at command, the available mineral con-

stituents might in their turn become exhausted by its excessive use.

MANURE, ARTIFICIAL. Agricultural writers usually divide manures into

two classes, natural and artificial.
-, i • „

The fii St division includes farmyard manure, liquid manure, and the various com-

posts that are occasionally made by farmers from cxcrementitious matters, earth,

lime and all sorts of refuse matters found or produced on the farm.
, ,

,

In the second division we find guano, bone dust, nitrate of soda, sulphate of

ammonia • also the waste of slaughter-houses, night-soil, the refuse of glue-makers,

w^rwa^^e and other refuse materials of certain factories; and likewise super-

Zosphate of lime, blood manure, and a great variety of saline mixtures which are

now ex ens vely 'manufactured in manure works, for the purpose of supply ng

Jarmers wUh special chemical fertilisers, such as wheat-, barley-, oat- Vofo-^nx-

certam amount of sk.ll is "1"'™,°" '™ P"' " ..jj , chili saltpetre) as artilieial

„,
''>-',f^''''lf--^Xr^^

'
fdescribe'tirm under'.a.uial manures.

fication we shall use the term artificial
"^^^Jf'.^^...^, -considered the only efficient

Not many years ago farmyard manure
"^^l^J^'J^'f^^^^^ crops: Recent

fertiliser to'restore the f^rdhty of land mipa^^^^
^^^^J^^

agricultural experience, however, has ^^own mat in u
^^^^^^^

iifanures may be employed with ^/vantage ins^^^^^^^^

respects artificial manures P'^^^^J^J f
*° ^ ^oSc^ the success with which

vanced state of British agriculture i in imate y conn^^^^^^^

^^^^

artificial manures have been introduced ^^he ord nary

The variety of artificials in Vre^'^} ^'"'^^^^^^^ manures

Some, like well prepared samples of
«'^P«^P^°Xrs -re less efficacious, or of a

distinguished for high

doubtful character ! and not a few hardly rep^^t^^^^^^^^ ^ J^^^^^^
of 10 miles. The fact that

'^^^^ profitable investment to

^hich, ifnotaltogether worthless of^er to say t^^^^^

the occupier of land, shows
P'^'^jyJ^;^;^^^ y u^^ as it is desirable

manufacture of artificial manures
.f^"^ ^'^J^^^'i industrial art, the manu-

they should be. In comparison with other branches o
expensive ma-

facture of manures is
<^""^P=^f^'J^ly ^^^LtioS ^rthe 'I

chinery beyond steani powcn- for the
p^^^^^^^^^ , l,,ge stock of

necessitate extensive P''actical expemnce, m
The limits of this article pre-

chemical knowledge, on the part o e "^'^^'^^^^^ find their way at pre-

clude the detailed description of aU the artifacml ma
^^^^^^^^.^ ^^^^^.^^

sent into tbe manure "market ; nor does it appeal
^^^^^^ ^^^^^.^^^^ ^^^^^

the various proportions in vvhich ^the
^^^^^^^^^^^^ fertilisers, for a manufacturer who

uses

up
of
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^^'^^ desideratum for the manufacturer ^f artificialmanures. W e therefore propose to reier, in the following pages, briefiy to the more im

The high esteem m which good farmyard manure is held bv nractical mpn U=uniformly beneficial effect upon almost every kind of crop, and\L SLtal ad

"'^'''^V
usually applied to the land, have^ induced ma?,?^ re

nd3ur": -"Sat: LT ^ manufacturer of artificial ma/ure hfu d

iliiSiiffli
v hat is really required in a good LTificiafLnurP 7f

'

?''T''^.
comprehending

position of goodVard manufe We thererre ub oi^
b'-iefly into the corn-

ago by Dr. foelcker of well rotted LmyaS LnuJe
""'^^ "^"^^

Cowositwn of Farmyard Rotted Dung ^Horses% Cows', and Pigs'), in 100 Parts.

Soluble organic matter* - . _ [ " * ' - 75-42

Soluble inorganic matter (ash): ' " " "
"3-71

Soluble silica .

Phosphate of lime - - . . " ~
-"254

Lime -
'^^^

Magnesia - -_ --•117
Potash - - . "047

Soda '-^46

Chloride of sodium --III""
Sulphuric acid _

'037

Carbonic acid and loss - . I " " "
,'?^f" " - '106

Insoluble organic matter f - . . _
'

^
'^^

Insoluble inorganic matter (ash) :
— ^^'^^

Soluble silica - - .
'

.
Insoluble silica ^

""^^^

1-010

•947
Oxides of iron and alumina, with phosphate's
(vontammg phosphoric acid - .

Equal to bone earth -
" '

-

Lime - - (-573)

Magnesia - .
" 1'667

Potash .
'""-- '091

Soda '^^^

Sulphuric acid '^^^

Carbonic acid and loss . I ' ' ' '
'^^^

- 1-295

6-58

Farmyard manure contains all the constituents T^T„-,.% ^
to come to perfection, and is sui ed for evprv / <;"1ti^ated crops require
As far as the inorganic fertiliSfsuttances^^e co^ 7 f ^^T^'^^^' P^"^"'^^-
manure potash, soda, lime, magnefia ov Hp •

^°^^erned, we find in farmyard
hydrochloric and cartonicadS short dl thf 'Z' -"d. s^lpturic acid,
of agricultural crops.

minerals that are found in the ashes
Of organic fertilisinpr substances wp finrl I'r, i

readily soluble in waterf and containrng a large ^rdoTof ^'r^*^
"^^^'^

soluble m water, and containing commratifpIv c
°'*^"OSen

;
and others in-

nitrogen. The former readilyS aZionirthp^ 1^^^^^^^ ^ small proportion of
formation of humic acids, and'^sfmnL organic ^^^'P^^^ ^'^.^ to the
stitute the mature of organic -tters,^whichTn7rSce

^a'f^^^^^^^^^^

Parmyard
.r experience and analysis alike

Equal to ammonia - -207

t Containing nitrogen - - .
• - -30

Kqual to ammonia . - '30^
Whole manure containing ammonia in free state" ' "

'^^

^g. form of suits I Z^j
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show that it contains all the
.T''i'"'°*\?'^f1u.^L^Sut'^ of

combination which appear to be especially iavourable to the luxuriant growth or

''''on''mo;t farms the supply of common yard manure is inadequate to meet the de-
On most larms ine suppiy "

farmine Hence the endeavour of enterprising
mands ot the

'""ff refuse materials into substitutes
men to supply this deficiency by c^^^

to approach farmyard manure m
for farmyard

.^^J'^^f tTmeS a the latter, and in a sfatc of combina-
their action should contain <dl he

^ too insoluble ; for it is evident that a

tion, in which t ley are
'^^f^^^''J,^^^^ maturity, only when aU tlie elements

trssry^rTtSce^'^^^^^^^^^^ fotS Estate ^i'n wlLh they can be assiml-

'''But'Lf^ueS; arises. Is it desirable to produce by art perfect substitutes for com-

^st» r;J^39=^ -

-

In every 3 tons of manure we have to pay ^arm^^
^ ^ dry condition,

in a much drier condition than common yard manure^^^^
farmyard manure

Again, several of the constituents which
g^^^^^^^^^^

are present in most soils in abundant quantities ,^hey ne^a
,

^^^^

to the land in the form of manure
;

/^^^^^^
Sp''^^^

If° therefore, these in-

be readily obtained almost every
w^^^^^^^^

expensive and more widely f ^^''^j^^
^nly in minute quantities, a

a manure, and those are
^'^^'^f^J^lf.^'ZZ^^^^ g^*^^^

SalfStntatnf^^^^^^^^^ ~—^
^
'''''

-Th2~t'^.S-every descri.tK>n is^^^^^^^^^^^^

pends on its composition is ^e

^-^^f ; p oduce different effects upon vege-

generally enter into the composition of manures pro^
^^^^ ^^^^^^

fation, it is of primary i^PO"-^^-?^^J° constituent,

acquainted with the special mode ^^^^"^^^^^^ effects, and the com-

We shall therefore make ^ome obsei vatio^^^^ on p
^ -^^^^ „,anures.

parative value, of the various
that, in one sense, all the

To guard against
PP'^^,^"„X°Vo7theY are all indispensable for the healthy

fertilising agents are alike ^^l*^^^^"
'

'
.eLeMly the absence of one is attended

condition of our cultivated crops and eo^^^^l^^^^'y
, t in abundance. Thus

^ith serious consequences though a ^Zh injury to the plant as that of

the deficiency of lime m the
If^f.^^^f/^f^^luable as phosphoric acid ; but inasmuch

phosphoric acid. In this ^e^se hme s as vaiua^^^^^
quantities, or, if deficient, can be

Is lime is generally foupdm mos soils - aWa^^J\
^-^^^ ^,,1, shell sand, &c., its

^S^^^^^^^^i^^^ --1^ recommendation to 1.

The principal consd^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Z nLic acid, and nitrogenised organic matters).

fZ:&^1?^^^ ^^^^^ soluble phosphates).

3 Potash (carbonate and silicate of potash).

t StirrgnS^Ccarbonate and sulphate of lime and magnesia).

?• littmlng organic matters (vegetable remains of aU kinds).

8 Sulphuric acid (sulphate of lime).

9. Chlorine (common salt). ^ _

shape of ammoniacal salts or nitrates or mtrogen
y^^^ _ ^^^^ cheapest nitrate is

The cheapest ammoniacal salt is ^^Iphate o
f ^^^^

^^^^

Chil saltpetre, or nitrate of soda; he^c^^^^^^^
the preparation of nitrogenised
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cially when applied to plants at an early stage of their growth ; at a later period ofdevelopment the application of ammoniacal salts or nitrate of soda appears much lesseffective, and sometimes even useless. For this reason nitrogenised manures suchas guano, soot, specially prepared wheat manures, &c., ought to be applied ehher In

atovrground.
^"^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ the young blade'has made'L appeaiSi;:

Ammoniacal salts, nitrate of soda, and decomposed nitrogenised organic matter.

corn-cZs and . L ^ action they ought to be nsed with caution in the case of

:t^:K^^^^^^^^^ otherwise, .ne

fartrrifrcir^^^^^^^^^

nitra e of soda anTmkl matters &c' .r^'^" *f "^^^^r"
^™i-cal salts

mo™a s" ts ni raS^^^^^ '^''J^T^'^'y'
'"^^ ammonia, am-

manures, especially in' InuTslr wS decomposition in

estimate the entii/vaTue ofTanuriL ^ i^^
^^'"^^ ^^^'^^ th«se who

they contain.
manuring substances by the proportion of nitrogen which

exists itSr/rn the gTain'o wh^t'^o'Ss'h 'f'^'
^^^^

turnips, mangolds, caS^, in clover' meall h'^'
^^^^^umi^ous seeds, likewise in

agricultural produce. fetLr we '^iTw 7' ^^^^^ ^ind of
there must be phosphoric acid iUffl ^' ? ^^^real crop or a fallow crop,
must be added tl thetiiTin Tlfe sL^e of ^1^^"'^ ^^^^-^

cui/r7xr ^lZri:Jifc:L^;mo^v^
acid than of any other soil-consUtuent thpTJ^ / -^t^'^^'K

phosphoric
itself known very soon. This L esnellh- >,

P'^o^Phoric acid makes
as turnips, mangolds, &c. TheSe pSd of vpt'! T^'^

q." ck-growing crops, such
only over four or five months, and thffiCus r^o^s ft tf

^ ^''^^^ ^™P« ^^^^"^s
like wheat the soil to any c^nsiSle dentr Fn -^fsome form or the other has to brafundan^ y sunnlL^^^^^^^^ "'T'"'

P^^^^Pl^o^i^^ acid in
has shown that no description of fS^ 3^^-/.° ^""^ experience
phosphate and similar manures which r-nnt?- i^

benefits so much roots as super-
it is readily assimilated by plan'ts

phosphate of lime in a state in which

boi^S^e^tea;^^^^^^^^^^^ -cu- in the shape of bone-dnst.
makers, &c.), or in the stntP nf v I / ^".''l^ '"'^''^'S' button
hone-materii s or from X^lalc^mSner^'^' ^^^^'^^^^'^ manufactu^;edTom

soStSr'lXrr^trr^^t^ hones practically speaking, is in-
containing _some ammonia, it is more soLTJ?w%!'^^^^^ in water
bone-dust in heaps it becomes a much more X ^v

^° fermenting
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The coraraercial resources of potash are limited, and salts of potash without excep-

tion far too expensive to be employed largely in the manufacture of artificial manures.

Potash consequently is rarely found in artificial manures. Fortunately potash exists

abundantly in most soils containing a fair proportion of clay. Its want in artificial

manures therefore is not perceived, at least not in the same degree in which the

deficiency of phosphates in a manure would be felt.

4. Sorfa.— Salts of soda are much less efficacious fertilising matters than salts of

potash. There are few soils which do not contain naturally enough soda, in one

form or the other, to satisfy the wants of the crops which are raised upon them.

However, common salt is largely employed in the manufacture of artificial manures ;

if it does no good, it certainly does no barm, and in this country is one of the

cheapest diluents which can be employed for reducing the expenses of concentrated

fertilising mixtures to a price at which they can be sold to farmers. In Continental

districts common salt proves more efficacious as a manure than in England, where the

neighbourhood of the sea provides the majority of soils with plenty of salt, which

by the winds is carried landwards with the spray of the sea to very considerable dis-

tances. , % , , j.

Salt, however, even in England, is usefully applied to mangolds, and enters

largely into the composition of most artificial manures expressly prepared for this

^^Tzime and Magnesia.—All plants require lime and magnesia in smaller or larger

Quantities. Many soils contain lime in superabundance ;
in others it is deficient. J o

the latter soils it must be added. This can be done by hme-compost, by slaked lime,

bv marl shell-sand, or gypsum. All these calcareous manures are cheap abnost

everywhere, for lime and magnesia are among the most widely distributed, and most

abundant mineral substances.
^ -u i;i

The addition of chalk, marl, and even gypsum, to artificial manures, should there-

fore be avoided as much as possible. .„ . , ^ v ;i a

At the best, carbonate and sulphate of lime in artificial manures must be regarded

t^'sMle SiUca.-The artificial supply of soluble silica to the land, as far as our

present experience goes, has done no good whatever to cereals, the straw of which

'''?^^'2::r^^t^'^S^ experiments with soluble silica, we cannot

venture to recommend the use of sQicate of soda, or soluble sihca to manure manufac-

'It^/X^ITS"-oft" constituent of which pcse^s UtUe value

I„ artffi1i.l manures sulphuric acid cliicfly occurs as gjpsum.

?„ '^tSr;/!" "rS™Sr^^^^^^^^^ -«,».e. in manures

little as possible of these matters.
. , , nitrogen in the shape of am-

"?hr»anl—r.r£fManures should the

?ToTod--anure,^^^S^^^^^^^ <"

nit^Is"
XChSes"Tn\lS=ufing^uri..ures, as is possihi. a. the prtceat

'«=VJfrd'j^=harp=&
nrs£.dii»LS,»r^'p"'ir^^^^^
readily through the manure

J""-
.

, „ „f manures to render more effective,

.ha\Ns"oTa;:„ret5d»^^S6^"c
"«' ^.-a""-'*
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remain inactive in the soil for years hpforp thc^v cnt^,. ;„f^ a
reduce by chemical means into™e convert s aL for S^°°?F'',^^^'°°'

to

ticular crop only ' ^ ^P^^^ll/ Prepared for a par-

policy of manu re
takers toTren^^^^^^ 'V ^^'^^ ^oubt the

doubf the necessitTof prepaS arSfr ''^^
T""""''''

time, we
Special naanures a,^. extSy fsefdttmeTrf%W «^ ^''^P-

manufacturers, who possess Efficient ctS knowfed" TTaS l\
"^'"^

every improvement that is made in manufacturing chemistrv andtknowsuftcient of agriculture to understand what is realTv wJ^fP^ in 1 i '^T 'T^words, except a manufacturer is a good practicd chemkf .1 f i

^°
he will not be able properly to ad3 ^hp T ' . ^ g°o<i ^^^^er,
nature of the soil, and the pLuh^ l^- t^'"''^^

fertilizers to the
on the part of the farmer

treatment which the land has received

unSrtToVeld? TheTlrelS^ ^"/^^^^^^^^^

Manures. -NUrogenized Manures, or, 2. Phosphatic

Jll '^LZl^Zitt gtf ^^"^^ ^'^^^^^^^ ^-^ey. oats, for rye,
The second are chiefly used for root-crops

gySTsTpTaS^^^^^ g-no, diluted with
xnanure; for w'hich reaso;x it L^o argely SplS^f^r V'

ainmoniacal
wheat manures, grass manures &c &c

employed for compoundmg low-priced

hone-trdl^sXe'^ir^^^^^^^^^ together fine bone-dust, or
These manures will be the bW the m'rS ^°<i Syps^^-

Turnip-manures, and artmcial m.^nr!e
°^ ammonia they contain^^

cipally of dissolved bones or dis?oWpH
,':°°t -«>'«P« general, consist prin-

They are, in fact, supeX'sphates o? iS"
'^"P'^'^^tes and other mineral phosphates,

soluble phosphate^ rSS3ure c^^^^^^^^
concentration. The^mort

which it is used.
contams, the better is it adapted to the purpose for

organt Sir tjZltlt^T '^''^ «^ ^— or nitrogeni.d

and '^^loi:^';:^^^^^^^^ in addition to soluble
Blood manure is a superphosnW

''''^ "^^tters.

In preparing superpL%Ta^7f?om\on ^if i^C^^^
^'ood is used,

to fine dust. This is moistened with about i s wpLi, p
' ^^^^ '-^d^^ed

third to one half of brown sulphurifS'ifarj^ another
cool, m the mixing yessel, or Shen lame Lf.t ^''^^ ^"owed to
mass in the mixer is run out stilfhot frefh a,»n T.^'^'P^'"*^'^' semi-liquid
are put ,n the mixer, and after 5 or 0 mTnmesX onL^'^^^'^r-^"^*' 'cid
fresh quantity preparedas before. The suicessive^?^ ''"^r,"*^

'° ^""^ out, and a
heap for

1 or 2 mouths; the heap is then turnprl .
"^'/".^ '^^Pt together in one

dissolved bones are passed through a rSlle
^""^ «ecessary,1he partiaUy

tre^d S^^rTtr^^^;^^^^^ -pother phosphatic minerals are
Phuric acid necessary fo? dissohin^ ;;:oiitTuTt t"' f'?

'^"^^"'^ ^-^^ "l-
coprohte powder, for coprolites containXc I carbonl nf l J ^^'g^^t of
phuric acid. Even 75 per cent, of brown acid are nnfn ^'"V-^^ch neutralises sul-
pletelycoprolitepowder.andastheroportTono^^^^^^^ to dissolve com-
phatic numerals varies considerably ircaZt brsH..H ^ ^^"'J'^'^^^P^^^'tesandphos-
yitnol should be used in every case Th? ! f definitely what amount of oil of

Insoluble
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phosphates in the shape of coprolite powder are not worth anything in an arti-

ficial manure, for they are too insoluble to be taken up by the turnip-crop. It is

tlierefore essential to employ a quantity of acid, which is amply sufficient to convert

the whole of the insoluble phosphate of lime in coprolites iuto soluble, as biphosphate

of lime. See CoPKOLiTiis.— .\. V.
. . ^ . .i, r<

MAPLE or PLANE. {Erable, Fr.; Ahorn, Germ.) Acer Campestre, the Eng ish

or field maple. The wood of this tree is compact and finely veined ; it is used in

France and other parts of the continent for furniture, and it makes excellent charcoal.

Acer platanoides. The Norway maple. This wood is soft, but being finely grained

is capable of receiving a good polish, and looks well.
^ ,

Acer pseudo-platanus. Sycamore, great maple, or false plane. The wood is of a

compact grain, and does not warp or become worm-eaten.

Acer succharium. Sugar maple. This tree is extensively cultivated in America

for the sugar which is extracted from it. The wood is frequently used for furniture,

having a silky lustre when polished.
• a • j „o

Aca-slriaLi. Striped barked maple. This tree is grown m America and as

the wood is finely grained and white, it is much used as a substitute for holly by

^"tL" RSan'maple is thought to be the wood of a birch tree. It differs in many

respects from the American maple, but is sometimes used as a substitute lor it.

The bird's eye maple is the American variety, the best bemg obtained from Pnnce

Fdward's Island The mottled maple is a commoner variety.

MARBLE This title embraces such of the primary, transition^ flP^^XTt
T)act limestones of the secondary formation, as may be quarried m solid blocks without

fi«fn Pr anrSe susceptible of a fine polished surface. The finer the white, or more

SSl' varieSted'Jhe colours of ^he stone, the more valuable, ceteris var^bus, is

thp marble Its general characters are the following :—
i, •j„i

Marble kervefces with acids ; affords quicklime by calcination ;
has a conchoidal

encrin^Yic limestones, subordinate to the coal format.^^^^^
transition

and compact to constitute a
^J'^^'^]^!^ "{ffj^^^/^^?^^ if called Forest

calcareo-siliceous sands and gritstone
tTprabirpolish and variegated with im-

marble in England, being susceptible f ,^
^^.f if Oxfordshire,

bedded shells, has sometimes
^^.f,*;;^ .^J^Jj^Cod f^^^^^ this case can hardly

^vhere it occurs m the neighbourhood of ^^P^^ To constitute a profitable marble-

be considered as an exception to the f"^^^^^J"!/',^Ji^'^^^^^^^^^
of trans-

quarry, there must be a large extent of of the

porting the blocks after they are dug ^n exanuning the e nat^u^^^^^^^

Lds of Carrara marble, we may
"-^f

^ fJ^^f,f,,^7een a^^^^^^^^^ come into compe-

dried at Uie fire ;
which shows as I>«1<---

^^PJ^^^^^^^^^ .^^e lo'ss Sf m'oisture.

a diminution of the attractive force
^'^^^^f^^^^^^^

from oxides of iron; but

The various tints of ornamental marbles
g<^"f^"yXute particles of hornblende, as

the blue and green tints are ^o'-t.mes caused by --^^^e Part
^^^^^^^

in the slate-blue variety
'^f

Jur'^hm.^^;"?
T^^^^^^ oeclsionally with sulphur and

The black marbles are coloured by chaicoai, uuaci^

bitumen ; when they constitute stinkstone . , ^^ch of which con-

Brard divides marbles, according to then locaiitRs,

tains eight subdivisions : —
_ j . ^ jl l^l^ck.

1 Uni-coloured marbles ;
including onlj tne ^^""^ '

2." Variegated marbles ; those with ^'^^^^ ^^'^ sj^ape of white or grey

S Madrepor c marbles, presenting anima uinaiub " tu ^

6po\ wlti 'egularly disposed dots and stars in the ceutie.
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4. Shell marbles ; with only a few shells interspersed in the calcareous base.
5. Lumaehella marbles, entirely composed of shells.

6. Cipoliu marbles, containing veins of greenish talc.

7. Breccia marbles, formed of a number of angular fragments of different marbles,
united by a common cement.

8. Puddingstone marbles ; a conglomerate of rounded pieces.

Antique marbles. ~ The most remarkable of these are the following:— Parian
marble, called hjchnites by the ancients, because its quarries were worked by lamps

;

it has a yellowish-white colour, and a texture composed of fine shining scales, lying
in all directions. The celebrated Arundelian marbles at Oxford consist of Parian
marble, as does also the Medicean Venus. Pentelic marble, from Mount Penteles, near
Athens, resembles the Parian, but is somewhat denser and finer grained, with occa-
sional greenish zones, produced by greenish talc, whence it is called by the Italians
Cipilino statuario. The Parthenon, Propyleum, the Hippodrome, and other principal
monuments of Athens, were of Pentelic marble ; of which fine specimens may be seen
among the Elgin collection, in the British Musuem. Marmo Greco, or Greek white
marble, is of a very lively snow-white colour, rather harder than the preceding, and
susceptible of a very fine polish. It was obtained from several islands of the Archi-
pelago, as Scio, Samos, Lesbos, &c. Translucent white marble, Marmo statuario of the
Italians, is very much like the Parian, only not so opaque. Columns and altars of
this marble exist in Venice, and several towns of Lombardy ; but the quarries are
quite unknown. Flexible white marble, of which five or six tables are preserved in
the house of Prince Borghese, at Rome. The White marble of Luni, on the coast of
Tuscany, was preferred by the Greek sculptors to both the Parian and Pentelic.
White marble of Carrara, between Specia and Lucca, is of a fine white colour but
often traversed by grey veins, so that it is difiicult to procure moderately large pieces
free from them. It is not so apt to turn yellow as the Parian marble. This quarry
was worked by the ancients, having been opened in the time of Julius Ccesar Many
antique statues remain of this marble. Its two principal quarries at the present day
are those of Pianello and Polvazzo. In the centre of its block very limpid rock
crystals are sometimes found, which are called Carrara diamonds. As the finest
qualities are becoming excessively rare, it has risen in price to about 3 guineas the
cubic foot. The White marble of Mount Hymettus, in Greece, was not of a very purewhite but inclined a little to grey. The statue of Meleager, in the French Museum,
IS ot this marble. '

Black antique marble, the Nero antico of the Italians. This is more intensely blackthan any of our modern marbles
; it is extremely scarce, occurring only in sculptured

pieces. The red antique marble, Egijptum of the ancients, and Rosso antico of theItalians is a beautiful marble of a deep blood-red colour, interspersed with white veinsand with very minute white dots, as if strewed over with grains of saud. There is inthe Grimani palace at Venice a colossal statue of Marcus Agrippa in rosso anticowhich was formerly preserved in the Pantheon at Rome. Grem antique marble, Trdeantico, IS a kind of breccia, whose paste is a mixture of talc and limestone, while the

nrl« ,^T/^^^'"'"''n.T''''
terpentine. Very beautiful specimens of it are

Se ^pi t T; -^^^ 1""'^*^ '^^^ ^ grass-green paste, with black spots of
^""^ ^'^^^ spotted green anLuer«a;We has a dark green ground marked with small red and black sjts with fSments ot entrochi changed into white marble. It is known only r ma^ tabLTLeek marble; a rare variety of that colour of which there is a taL in he itt aiParis. Marmo verde paglwcco is of a yellowish green colour, and is found onTv inAe rums of ancient Rome. Cervelas marble, of a deep red, wi h numerous ti ev andwhite veins IS said to be found in Africa, and highly esteemed in corme?ce

^ FeEantique marble, yzallo antico of the Italians ; colour of the yolk of an e- eithe; un iform

maSe Vf Tl^' '''''' y«"°7,-°g«- It is rare, but may be rTp a ed"y S eZmarble. Ped and white antique marbles, found only among the ruins of ancient RomPGrand antique, a breccia marble, containing shells, consists of large fragments ora
S t inThi\

r'"''''^ 7 ^ ^'^^^•"g -^ite. Thefe are four columnsof It in the Museum at Pans. Antique Cipolino marble. Cipolin is a name ItZ Z
^"^'^ ^'^^"'^^ P'^^^'^^ by green^alc their fraSIre is

L" .^'^'^^"g' ^i^d displays here and there pktes of tak. plrple Zlulbreccia marble is very variable in the colour and size of its snot. JJ^ a^-^
l^-ecc'^ has a black /round, variegated with laJge fragme ts of a^revl 1

1^^^^^^^^^
red, or purplish wine colour; and is one of the most bfauUfu Irbks ZJln/antique breccia marble is very scarce, occurring only in smXtaWets Th^^^^^^

XL:'"j^;s°'rr <7"^^ tedi^lCnicuw
a.d BonsalS;;;;;h![c;td i^Soulh ll^tli S^vl^Lf ~
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marbles of Devonshire arc generally reddish, brownish, and greyish, variously

veined with white and yellow, or the colours are often intimately blended
;

the

marbles from Torbay and llabbacombe display a great variety in the mixture ot

their colours; the Plymouth marble is either ash-coloured with blaclt veins, or

blackish-grey and white, shaded with black veins ; the cliffs near Marychurch exhibit

marble quarries not only of great extent, but of superior beauty to any other m
Devonshire, being either of a dove-coloured ground witb reddish -purple and yellow

veins or of a black ground mottled with purplish globules. T ie green marble of

Anglesea is not unlike the verde anlico ; its colours being greenish-Wack, leek -green

fnd sometimes dull purplish, irregularly blended with white. 'J he white part is

Umestone, the green shades proceed from serpentine and asbestos. There are several

fine varie ies of marble in Derbyshire; the mottled grev m the neighbourhood of

Monevash the li-ht grey being rendered extremely beautiful by the number of purple

fe^ which spread its polished surface in elegant irregular branches
;
but i.s

chief ornament is the multiUide of entroclu with which tins transition h-'>estone-

maSble abounds. Much of the transition and carboniferous -n-estone of Wales and

Westmoreland is capable of being worked up into agreeable dark niarblts.

InSand a fine variety of white marble is found in beds at Assynt m Suther-

Hndshire A beautiful asli-grey marble, of a very uniform grain and susceptible of

i fine noiish occu? on the north side of the ferry of Ballachul.sh m Invernesshire.

exceedingly fine bl?*"""^'''"'^*^™!^^ is foLd, ^hich

marbles, not unlike the Kilkenny.
_,,„„:ec which have been described by

'^fttfri.ory of Genoa
'-f^^^ff^^^^J^:^ J"^"

remarkable of which is the polzevera di ^f"°"' ^ .1^.^.^ ^nd serpentine sub-

IZ demer. It is a niixture of g-anul^^^^^^^^^^ P
This

pieces, but its sombre -PP-"-- mai^^^^^^^ g--' P"^^ '^'''^
^

Corsica possesses ^good statuary maible^^^^ ^
whiteness, quarried at Ornofr.o ; it will bear co^^^

.^^^^^ ^^^^ 1^^,

grey marble ibardiglw), t^'PO^^^f^tftrblackish-green veins.

IftS^^Ses, the following deserve e.pecial

^thV-;;.-..-o, a -^ite -rble found a^^^^^^^^^^t::^:^^^^
of which the cathedral and celebrated slanting towei a

^^^^^^ ^^^^

white with a tinge of g^ey, quarried at Magu^^

Mergozza a white n^^rble with grey veins is -nd, -th
^^^^ ^I^^^V'tI';

is built. The black marble ?f
^^^g^^^^J^^ ^ susceptible of a fine pohsh. The

like touchstone ; it has a pure m ense tin
,

su h
of Pistoya is a

pure black marble of Como is

f
^o muc^h esteemed

^^.^^ /^^^^^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^^^^

black marble sprinkled with ^^^y
^^"^^J^^^^^

decorating the interior of many

from the Lago Magg.ore, has been emi^U,ye
^^^^^^^^ several parts of he

churches in the Milanese The
fjj'g^^^'^^^j"

^om^oses part of the dome of U e

Milanese, is bluish veined with bi own ^^"^ J ^/.^ colour to a copious

iathedral of Milan. The 5^^^":
,,^ verdc di Prado, occurs in Tuscany,

admixture of steatite Another g eenjiar^^^^^
^ ^^^^^^ than he

near the little town of Prado. s m'^rkca ^^^^^^i
.^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^./t, j,

rest, passing even into blackish- Diuc.
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Siena, has a yellow colour like the yolk of an egg, "which is disposed in large irre-

gular spots, surrounded with veins of bluish-red, passing sometimes into purple. At
Montarenti, two leagues from Sienna, another yellow marble is met with, which is

traversed by black and purplish -black veins. The Brema marble is yellow M'ith

white spots. The mandelato of the Italians is a light red marble with yellowish-

white spots, found at I/Uggezzana, in the Veronese. The red marble of Verona is of

a red rather inclining to yellow or hyacinth ; a second variety of a dark red, composes
the vast amphitheatre of Verona. Another marble is found near Verona, with large

white spots in a reddish and greenish paste. Very fine columns have been made of
it. The occliio di pavone is an Italian shell marble, in which the shells form large
orbicular spots, red, white, and bluish. A madreporic marble, known under the name
of pietra steUaria, much employed in Italy, is entirely composed of star madrepores,
converted into a grey and white substance, and is susceptible of an excellent polish.

The village of Bretonico, in the Veronese, furnishes a splendid breccia marble, com-
posed of yellow, steel-grey, and rose-coloured spots. That of Bergamo consists of
black and grey fragments in a greenish cement. Florence marble, called also ruin
and landscape marble, is an indurated calcareous marl.

Sicily abounds in marbles, the most valuable of which is that called by the English
stone-cutters Sicilian jasper ; it is red, with large stripes like ribands, white, red, and
sometimes green, which run zigzag with pretty acute angles.

Among the Genoese marbles we may notice the highly esteemed variety called
porior, on account of the brilliant yellow veins in a deep black ground. The most
beautiful kind comes from Porto Venese, and Louis XIV. caused a great deal of it

to be worked up for the decoration of Versailles. It costs now two pounds per cubic
foot.

Of cutting and polishing marble.— The marble saw is a thin plate of soft iron, con-
tinually supplied during its sawing motion with water and the sharpest sand. The
sawing of moderate pieces is performed by hand, but that of large slabs is most
economically done by a proper mill.

The first substance used in the polishing process is the sharpest sand, with which
the marble must be worked till the surface becomes perfectly flat. Then a second,
and even a third sand of increasing fineness is to be applied. The next substance
is emery of progressive degrees of fineness, after which tripoli is employed ; and the
last polish is given with tin-putty (see Putty Powder). The body with which the
sand IS rubbed upon the marble, is usually a plate of iron ; but for the subsequent
process, a plate of lead is used with fine sand and emery. The polishing rubbers
are coarse linen cloths, or bagging, wedged tight into an iron planing tool. In every
step of the operation, a constant trickling supplv of water is required.
MARCASITE, or white iron pyrites, is of a pale bronze-yellow, or iron-grey

colour, with a metallic lustre. It is a bisulphide of iron, composed of iron 46-7, sulphur
63-3. Specific gravity 4-678 to 4-847.

This mineral was formerly much used for various ornaments, as shoe and knee-
buckles, pins, bracelets, setting of watch-cases, &c., and although the taste for it
has considerably declined now, probably owing in some degree to its abundance
immense quantities are still cut and manufactured at Geneva and in the French
Jura.

The marcasite of commerce is generally small, rarely attaining the size of a stone
ot two carats. It takes a good polish, and is cut in facets like rose diamonds. In
this state It possesses all the bright blue of polished steel, without the tendency of the
latter to become oxidized by exposure to the action of the atmosphere. It is princi-
pally procured from Germany and the Jura.—H. W. B.

J^tn^f'^T^'^f^f^f .^''"^ compounds of margarlc acid with the bases.MARGARIC ACID is one of the acid fats, produced by saponifying tallow with
alkaline matter, and decomposing the soap with dilute acid. The term Margaric sie-
nifies PEARLY-looking. ° °

The physical properties of the margaric and stearic acids are very similar ; the chief
difterence is that the former is more fusible, melting at 140° F. The readiest modeof obtaining pure margaric acid is to dissolve olive oil soap in water, to pour into the
solution a solution of neutral acetate of lead, to wash and dry the precipitate, and thento remove Its oleate of lead by ether, which does not affect its margarate of lead Theresiduum being decomposed by boiling hot muriatic acid, affords mtrgaric acid Whenheated in a retort this acid boils. It is insoluble in water, very soluble in alcohol and

stra'nd
P'P"' -ith the aid o? heat, tL carbonatrof

Margaric acid is obtained most easily by the distillation of stearic acid Thehumidity at the beginning of the process must be expelled by a smart heat, other^se
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explosive ebullitions are apt to occur. Whenever the ebullition becomes uniform, the

fire is to be moderated.
. j /•

MARINE ACID. Formerly so called because it could be obtamedlrom sea-water.

See Hydiiochi,oric Acid and Muriatic Acid.

MARINE SALT. See Salt.
. , , v • p

MARL (Marnc Fr.; Mergel, Germ.) is a mixed earthy substance, consisting of

carbonate of lime, clay, and siliceous sand, in very variable proportions
;

it is sometimes

compact, sometimes pulverulent. According to the predominance of one or other of

these three main ingredients, marls may be distributed into calcareous, clayey, and

MARL STONE. One of the members of the Lias formation. See Lias.

MARQUETRY is a peculiar kind of cabinet work, in which the surface of wood

is ornamented with inlaid pieces of various colours and forms. The marqueteurjuis

gold, silver, copper, tortoise-shell, mother-of-pearl, ivory horn, &c. under contribution

These substances being reduced to laminai of proper thinness, are cut out into the

deSed fonn by punches, which produce at once the full pattern or mould, and the

emity one, which enclosed if, and both serve their separate purposes m marquetry.

See Parqiietery. For the methods of dyeing the woods, &c., see Y, ood.

MARTIAL signifies belonging to iron; from Mars, the mythological name of this

"
MASsiioT 1J t?7ellow oxide of lead. The old name of litharge. See

^'mastic (Eno-. and Fr. ; Mastix, Germ.) is a resin produced by making incisions

in stl-onralcohol. Its solution in spirit of wine constitutes a good varnish. It dis-

solves also in oil of turpentine. See Varnish.

S is fLuL^Sa'JhTS bo..o„, Much used for digestions in

MrWs'fcmde Mack copper reduced, but not refined, from sulphur and other

heteros;eneous substances.

ME ADOW ORE, is conchoidal bog iron o^^.
. „ .^^^

„eS^^.?.p=^^

Of France at the epoch of the Sj^* revoluUon. Jhi^^^^^^

part of the quadrant of the terrestrial mend.an and fjo^ ^he me
^^.^^ ^^^^^^^^

Llationswhichweremade atthatpenod on an arc o^^^^^
.^^

from Barcelona to Dunkirk, it was reckoned to be 39 ^71
^

standard yard, -hich contained 36 inche^ T^^^^^^^
.^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

than the English yard by 3|
'^^^''J^

^l'^^'^' ^'^^TJl^^ are successively

of all the measures and weights of France
"hich signify 10,100, 1000, &c., times

denoted by the prefixes ^^'.'^-'^'^^"r^"^^^^^ by the prefixes

respectively ; and its decimal submultiples or c
The metre

deal centi, mlUi, &c.,
'Zfljl^^ZS iSra^y distances,

itself was made the unit of lineal
"^^'^/'t'^? ^^^^^^^^^ ^ uniform decimal system of

The International Association for ntrociuctio^^^

delivered at Belfast, by the

weights, me asures and coins, have publishe^^^^^^
Mea.sures,"

Reverend John Scott Porter «
we feel it is not possible to

:.^;it^th^^
"-^^^^""^ '

-^^re-^^Sspectl.^^^
Their introduction is coeval with ^awn

Bushmen, the Esquimaux,

out them, but not civilised society 1 he J.ap
^^^^ ^^^^.^^^^ ^ Id

the Red Indians, have "cither weights nor^
,t ^ .-ery early

not go on for a week without them, iiencc « ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^^ j^^^l^
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denotes etymologically 'a -weight;' but among the Hebrews, the 'shekel of the,
sanctuary ' -was defined to be of the weight of twenty gerahs, that is of twenty beans,
for so the word gerah literally signifies.* Let us not "despise these rude attempts to
fix a common and natural standard of measures and weights. Our own system \tos
originally founded on the very same principle. Silver among ourselves is sold by the
ounce, consisting of 480 grains ; and the grain was at first what its name implies, a
pickle of dried com taken from the middle of the ear. More bulky commodities are
often sold by the stone a term which explains itself, and bespeaks the rudeness oi
primeval times. In measures of length, we have the barley-corn, now never used,
except by boot and shoemakers, who call it a size, and in works of arithmetic, in
which it is preserved for the sole purpose, as it would seem, of presenting an ad-
ditional puzzle to the hapless children who are condemned to drudge at our dreary
and unaccountable system of counting ; we have the hand and the foot, taken of
course from the corresponding parts of the human form ; we have the yard, anciently
termed the ell {ulna), that is to say, the arm. The word ell is no longer used to
signify the arm in our common speech ; but it is retained in the compound el-bow,
which means the bow or bend of the arm. And the depths of the ocean are sounded'
in fathoms, that is to say, the expanse of the outstretched arms. These are very
rough standards of comparison

; they fluctuate in size and bulk ; in fact, they are
seldom exactly equivalent in any two individuals. Their employment for the pur-
poses of trade would open a door to continual frauds, and give rise to perpetual
bickerings, which it is the very object of a system of weights and measures to pre-
vent. Accordingly, means were early taken to reduce them to some definitely ascer-
tamed magnitude, which should be general, at least for each neighbourhood At
first, the plans employed for this purpose were almost as rude as the errors which
they were designed to correct. In France, for example, every province under the
old monarchy had its own system of weights, and its own system of measures both
tor lengths, surfaces, and capacities, quite independent of all the rest. Sometimes
these standards, thus differing from each other, went by difi-erent names in the dif-
ferent provinces, which occasioned considerable inconvenience to traders. Sometimes

.
the standards used in different provinces, and differing from each other in magnitude
passed by the same name, which led to still greater perplexity. In two, at least of the
largest and most populous provinces of France, it was the custom, which had the
force of law that the standard of length in each seigneurie, or manor, should bethe arm of the seigneur for the time being. In these districts, the death of a short

bil^S. '""^f^^? ^7 ^^^^^^ ^"'i ^'^^ ^ ^™ proportioned to

'.r""? Yl ^""^^^'^ ""^^ happened to have outstanding contracts,and make the fortunes o the remainder. All this has now been rectified , and there

ITr^T''^ '°
T:^^^ 'l^'

P.^^^'^^t benefit of a system of weights

l^iZlTZZT"" P^"j°«°P^^^^l^° US conception, more elegant in the relation of itsdifferent members, and more convenient in its application to all the purposes of

^Se'coXifofSor^"^^^^^^ ^'^'^'^ ^'^"^'^^'^ P^^''

1
necessity of a fixed and uniform standard was felt and acknow-ledged at a very early period. In the Anglo-Saxon times, so early as the ?eign^f

twlSf w^-T.
^"'"^'^ Conquest,; law wJs made requiringthat a set of weights and measures should be kept at Winchester, then the capital of

Snnhll? ™'^/r^^'^
those employed in other places should be regukted The

lTo?reS"Sis tht,r
should be the standard yard for his dominions Ss prLkfoSfailS n

7™
^e needful uniformity In Magna Charta, which wL7gned inteS of firv'sgreat-grandson. King John, it was stipulated, by the 41st section th^^hpr. r ^ilbe only one weight and one measure throughout the whole realm In iS^ti^ ^was enacted by Parliament that a standard yard a standard Bm,'.^^ a
gallon, all made of brass, under the directirVcommi^^^^^^^^^^
purpose, should be kept in the custody of the Speaker of tTe House of Co---that compared copies of them should be lodged in several important towns TnH .v, ;all local weights and measures should be conformed to them Thfrriginds were

sA7n?.^p;rno7f^^^^^ '^--•'>. to the principles of the Metrical

^1^-'— ^ Shekels =,r„an.h or the
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lost by the fire xvhich consumed the House of Cornmons in the autumn of 1834 ;
hut

certified copies, wliich were made with equal care and accuracy still exist.
_

"
t is to he 'remarked that three important portions of our method are quite inde-

pendent of each other. I allude to the measures of weight, length, and capacity.

The pound has nothing to do with the yard, nor the yard with the gallon 1 here

are tlms three distinct and separate standards; whereas, if a more rational method

haV been ^^"^^ ^'^^^ '^^'^^ '

'""lluJ:scTantrIs1:re purely artificial and arhitrary ; there is nothing in nature

that corresponds to any one of them, or from which they can, m any simple or

''•^"^ xL^dSns' of'ourtale, or rather of our manifold scales, are arhitrary ca-

pricious perplexing, and, in most cases, inconvenient to a degree that foreigner ,

accustomed to a sim% aild elegant system, find it difiicult t« «7P'-^b^"d^^„{,'^>Vd

ch cumstance which makesNhe study of commercial arithmetic so difficult and

Lei me illustrate this by a specimen of the subdivision of some of the larger units

of the scTle shSg the multipliers which are to be used in bnng.ng them to a
ot tne scdie, snoy u „ i

^rinffing lower to higher denommations, the

successively 20, 12, and 4. In subaiviQi g subdividing a

8, 40, 7, 3, 12, and 3 ; - England .hey are 8 40 5 ,

3,^^^^^^^^^^
_

ton, the multiphers are 20, 4, 28 and 1 6 ,
tor a to

i/subdividing a yard

for another sort of ton the mult.pl eis are 20, 4,
J\ ^ ^ ^ er sub-

a carpenter uses as multipliers 3, 12, 8, but a draper 4 ana 4 gr
^

divides his pound, using as mul iphers 16 and
J J ^^^^ ^ ,f ^if-

24; and an apothecary his by 12, 8, 3, ana 2U.
,'

-^^ 5 ygo grains;

fer^nt weights :

^}^lf'lX^iZ'^^^^^ tZf^TI^re is/succelively

the grocer's, of / 000. In the m^a^u'? "
multipliers 4,40, and 30^; the perch

reduced to its lo^er denominations by the multipu^^^^^
calculating capacity,

by 30i, 9, and 144. To take one out of many of o
J^^^,^ .^^^

we may select the authorised division of
t^^^

Jl'^^^^'^^
°J 4, And, as to the di-

its lowir component parts by
^^^'^^^'^Jy^^ i various rnV bo perplexing that I

visions of the bushel and tbe gallon

J^^^^^^ e'os^ng myself to the chance, or rather to

could not venture to set them S would confirm my argu-

tTS m^y r^gtrnVrs^t-^our;^^^^^^^^^^^
—Uy into mistakes.

regulated magnitude, so
--y/^^mT" p iL cu^^^^^^^^

--'"'-^
'I'

mfiltiples, that it is very difficult, from a P"f^ ^'^^ own nation. Suppose,

parative value of the same <=o™°t°'i^*;^^,^* 7"°3^'^hich I am anxious to dispose

for example, I have got a
^^t^V Jp^ the "nS Current" in all the newspapers

of to the best advantage, and I look over the F'^esj"
; ^ed at so much per

1 can find in the commercial
f^^^'H^^- ^Zlr in another, at per bushel

;

era,; in another, at per
^.^'^^^l^'i;'^^^^^^^^

per weight another,

in another, at per load, m ^^^other, a^tr oa^
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ p^^

at period/; in another, at '^^^Z^^t ver strike; in another, at per

winch; in another, at per
'f*"'''^ 'VP^fXre are fifteen different denominations to

another, at per Jhu^'il^'^",^'? ,hle market for the sale or the
measure ; in
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60 lbs.; 70 lbs. ; 65 lbs. ; 63 lbs.; 64 lbs.; 5 quarters ; 144 quarts; and 488 lbs. ; —
while, in the highly enlightened and commercial town of Manchester, a bushel of
English wheat is 60 lbs., but a bushel of American wheat is 70 lbs. On the other
hand, in live important markets in the United Kingdom, corn is sold by the bushel,
containing or made up to a certain specified weight. In these places the grain must
be measured first and weighed afterwards, and the deficiency, if any, made good.
Here we have the bushel fluctuating from 5 quarters to the eighth part of a quarter,
the quarter itself being an unsettled quantity ; and, where its value is given in
pounds weight, it varies from 60 lbs. to 488 lbs. So, a bag is, at Bridgenorth,
I Iscores, whatever maybe meant by a score (1 suppose it means 20 lbs.). In an
adjoining town, the bag is II scores and 4 lbs. In another place, it is 12 scores ; in
another, 12 scores 10 lbs.; in another, 2 bushels; but which of the many bushels is
intended, the return saithnot. In like manner, a weight is 14 stones, 36 stones 40
stones. It is useless to follow this line of illustration further. I may, however,' re-
mark, that similar variations exist in the system of linear measure, of land measure
of the weights and measures of oats, of barley, of butter, of potatoes, of coals, ofwool and flax

;
and, in fact, of almost every article that is in common use among usEven m the same town, the same name does not express the same quantity In

Belfast a stone of oats is 14 lbs. ; a stone of flax is 16| lbs. A stone elsewhere means
8 IDS., 14 lbs., 18 lbs., 16 lbs,, or 24 lbs., according to circumstances. Flax is sold in
Downpatrick by the stone of 24 lbs. Can any man tell me, witliout hesitation or cir-
cumlocution what IS meant by an acre ? I fancy there are few who know the answer
to that simple question. It means seven different quantities of land, varying from the
statute acre of 4840 square yards, to the Cheshire acre of 10,240, which is nearlyHalt as large again as our Irish plantation acre of 7840 square yards

,-c
^,

^™?™™t's consideration wiU satisfy us that the first thing to be determined
is the unity of length; for from it the measures of surface, of capacity, and of wei-ht

^ITlf^ ^?««'-<ii°g to the first of the condidons above stated,°wemust look for a unit that has its basis in nature, and is not peculiar to one locality

thp «-o °f
standards of this kind have been suggested. Inthe year 16/9, Locke recommended and employed the third part of a pendulumvibrating seconds as the unit of linear measure. But pendulums require to beS

dulum e^W t '"^'^ *° determine the exact length of the second's pen-

SiT^n .1^^^ particular latitude. Although this proposal

menSonP^n >f
for nearly 200 years, no one pendulum has ever yetTeen

sTnXd of ^l'^ 'l^'
""'^^^'^y ^'^'^ ^« "gl^t to adopt t as a

Srshould eiX a. thH
' ''^•"/'^'^ f-PP^'^' «Wion, which is, that

heavy CvSe^' ^''^.""g'^ of our linear system, the space through which a

voS aU Ae u"'
'° ^ ^^^'i'^^t that this suggestion in!

Sif J the difficulties connected with the pendulum, and some othirs besides

t! r^n'rl
require to have a pendulum swinging seconds with great exactness

tXr^ ^"^^ ^ pendulum, it is very difficult to procure a

fhfillTsrib^ySrtk^^^n''^^ 'I'
^^P™^"*- -«Vt« SeSrm

savs it i.imn!. -J
^""^y observation merely. Sir John HerschelSg bodrruTd L c^n^^

.TI^^ i-*^^ through wSh abycaL«
loul'g V Sstftr',1S^f ^'^-"'^ difF:re;t laiituS

fordiscSon whiLK ^^f^^^^^^

at each point The only proposal that remains
measure some' refinite ^0^°^^^^^^^ " /l^"*' «^ 1^°^"

lenl'' "a
"'^^ magnitudes thus reac/ed, wiS giveTunit of

t™»tl: nllSTrr'" "'S' '»T "»'lf been mel ed
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evt;ndinfffrom Dunkirk, in France, to the sea-shore near Barcelona, in Spain, was

meLured nT792 4, ^ith the utmost care, by Messieurs Mecham and Delambre;

Td f om'rtis was deduced the length of an arc extending from tl- North Pole to

tl P Fnuator The one I0,000,000th part of this arc was denommated the metre
,
a

lar of^pratTuum was constructed, representing this length as accurately as possible

,

j^vrw nr others directly or indirectlv copied from it, is the standard unit of

r ^ l,vonlo?t Saner an 1 in many other Countries which have herein followed

Example' if i^eq^^^^^^ English inches, and is about ^th of an inch

fonser than a pendullm vibrating seconds at the level of the sea in L"°do°: The

Se is d^^ided^decimally downwards, into dccimiitres, centimetres, and imllmietres

1167

mn
I m

1

1

1 1

1

1
1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1

rrmTTmmmiiLimiiiU-iAiijJ:^^

(Fin 1167); and multiplied decimaUy upwards into decametres

metres, and myriametres ; the latter being, as is implied by its name, equal to 10,000

metres of the scale.
• t fpntli r^nrt of a metre. In like manner a

names are perfectly precise
^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in their signifi-

all, are employed with a considerable degree «t "eeoo

cation. Thus, when a horse-dealer
^^^f/'^^^fj* T^ is, that the

does not profess to give its height with PfJ'^^^X^'J;,^ the divisions of a

horse's height is so many f ^'T'l'
"^^

, J.V con's^ond pretty nearly with

shoemakers size stick, ^ach of ^^^'^^
^^^^^^ often are' centimetres,

centimetres, so much so that
.^^^^"^^^

P'^^"
^ The term streep is

although he does not profess to use them
^I'llll^'^^ZTevev, that the term metre,

^^:^lS^-o^:'^^^ as ; linear measure, is a common

measure-, and a cube which has a dc^cimetre (o^^^^^^^
^^^J.^ .^^^^^^^^

ing line, is called a /^^re- the j^nit of^ e^^^^^^^^ ^ho
diminished by multiples

^^J'^
^^^^Pj,"'/**

'""te a^ often is, divided in this manner,

prefer halves and quarters to tenths, ^ach may be, ana on
,

f^^j^^jamental unit

fhough all arithmetical calculations are perfo m^^^^^^^
^.^^.^j^^ its

of weight is the kilogramme, which is weigtit or a
thousandth part of

greatest density, which is a l'"le above the^ree^^^^
^^^^.^^^ investigations.

I kilogramme is called a gramme ;
this i^^^^^^^^

shops, the kilogramme is

and in weighing ^'f^^^'^^i^T.^iC lLwsthe ton, which is 1000 kilogrammes,

most frequently emp oyed ; and on * W he ^
^^^^ ^^^^

These three prmcipal ^p-gb^s baj^?,^
^''J^ Zetve, as I have already shown, contams

buttothemetre the unit of lengh.^ T^^^^^^
,0 millimetres ; and, as

10 decimetres, the decimetre
multiplication by 1000 in the corre-

multiplication by 10
^
^^^^

^"^^f,'^';? ^/JJSHubic dicimetres, the cubic decimetre

sponding solids, the cubic metre contains 1000 cumc a
centimetre 1000

To called the litre, contains 1000 cubic cenum^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^ the ton, the

cubic millimetres ;
whence the

"1^^^^' ."",^'the and the millimetre the m.lli-

decimetre the kilogramme, the centimetre the g
^^^^^^ ^-/o, and is something

gramme. The kilogramme j,^^^^^^ in constant use, and is m some

Sore than 2lb. avoirdupois
'f^^J^^^'^' ^,i',e t^ term pound, which is of Latm

countries very properly called ^ P'^^f^^^Z approaching the half-kilo, such as the

derivation, has often been used for an^ -^

^^f^^
PP

^ ^^eir name, however they

English pounds Troy and No less than 1 50 different pounds

might vary from time to time '"^^e r real we^g
^^^^^ supplanted by the half-

^ere used in different parts of Europe be^^or*.
y ^^^^ ^
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the best that I have seen,—that the nomenclature is an unfortunate adjunct ; and -when
the system is introduced into this country, as I hope it -will be, I trust care will be taken
to employ terms less removed from the language of daily life.

" The advantage which a well-contrived system of weights, measures, and coins,
common to all nations, would produce to merchants, manufacturers, agriculturists,'
and travellers, is too obvious to require to be pointed out."
MEATS, PRESERVED. The interest which has of late attached to the subject

ofsuch meats, warrants us in bringing under examination the principles and practice on
which this important branch of industry is based. The art itself is of modern invention,
and differs in every respect from the old or common modes of preserving animal food!
These, as is well known, depend on the use of culinary salt, saltpetre, sugar, or similar
substances, which, when in solution, do not possess the power of absorbing oxygen
gas, and therefore cut off effectually all access of air to the meat they protect It
might be imagined that water alone would answer this purpose ; but the contrary is
the case, for pure water absorbs oxygen, and is, therefore, all the less adapted for
preserving meat, m proportion as it is free from saline matter, since it is then so much
the more capable of combining with oxygen gas.
Our remarks have been applied solely to raw or uncooked meats ; but the practical

bearmg of the object which we have in hand really points to those which are more
or less, cooked or preserved. We cannot do better than show the great importance
of this subject to a maritime nation lilse Great Britain, by stating, that these provisions
when sound, are an absolute preventive of sea-scurvy.

'

The first successful attempt at the preservation of unsalted meats is of French origin
and due to the mventive skill of M. Appert. This gentleman, so long ago as the vear
1810, received from the board of Arts and Manufactures of Paris the sum of 12 000
francs for his discovery of a mode of preserving animal and vegetable substances ;' the
results of which had been then amply attested, by a prolonged experience in theFrench navy. Short y after this period, Appert induced a Mr. Durant to visit London

'

for the purpose of taking out a patent; and this was accordingly done towards theend of the year 181 1. In this patent, however, the claims were ridiculously wide somuch so, that the patent right was subsequently infringed with impunity. The cla msincluded all kinds of fruit, meat, and vegetables, when subjected to the action of heatm closed vessels, more or less freed from air. As, however, the Society of Arts inLondon had presented m 1807 a premium to a Mr. J. Suddington, for " a method ofpreserving fruit without sugar for house or sea stores "-which method is exietWhe same as that of M. Appert,-the validity of Durant's patent wTs at once ca 1 Jm question. Nevertheless, so satisfactory were the results, when applied to animalfood, or mixed provisions, that the patent was eventually' purchas^ed from DurTnt
^f ^vT^ ^^"^^1^' t^^s^"^ of ioOOZ.; and the firm thusestablished, became at once the sole manufacturers of preserved meats in this countryThe process of Appert was, however, extremely defective in a manufacturinrS;of view. Nothing but glass bottles were to be used for containing the meats fnd MAppert remarks,-" I choose glass for this purpose, as being the most iSnefraWeto air, and have not ventured to make any experiment with a veTsel Se of .r,^other substance." Of course the fragility of this material, and the TreaTdiffiolv

troS^ "^^^ ^^^-^^ - incaClaWe i^peditntt^^^^^^

fro^lh^^^sJ^tt^
still practised, with such marked success, by the well known fi™ ^rGrble"^'"'^^^have had an oppor unity of examining the air contained in perfectly sound ca;i.t^«of Gamble's provisions, and have constantly found it to afford distinct f^TL f,^^presence of oxygen gas, even incases sLral years oMC^S^ H^^^^^^look for some other theory than that which refers nutrefaction .i

^
method. Appert seems to have had a decided doubt as to the suffldencv of h-

-

theory, for he tells us that, "fire has a peculiar property not on v nf 1 •

combmation of the constituent parts of vegetable and JnT^n^?
changing the

retarding, for „,any years at lea's?,1? notl Sstoyrng aC^^^^^^^^^ t«
°f

or.-ve/pHncipal^^^?^e^—-^-^^^^^
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^ill keep much longer from the effect of this process even though
f^^1/ f

or purposely impregnated with, oxygen gas. Now the method of Appert, as m-

provcd by Gamble, is to render the albumen of the meat or the vegetable msoluble,

and therefore scarcely if at all, susceptible of the action of atmospheric oxygen. By

£ cans [h^^ air from the tin cases is rendered unnecessary, for

even f rsmall quantity of air remain in the case it will exert no more mfluence

than happens to a piece of coagulated albumen, or hard boded white of egg winch,

as i^ well known, may be exposed to the air for years without sensible alteration,
as IS

"^^^^^^ ^state it immediately putrefies. If, therefore, we were

desirS n fferwo'c^,1o express the essential JhJracteristics of Gamble's process

it wou d no?he by referring to the exclusion of air, but to the thorough coagulation

of the alS^men, that we should look for a satisfactory description. In this process,

?i o T^/at more or less cooked, is placed, with a quantity of gravy, in a tin vessel,

be present m the fluid, as tnese xeua
improbable that a heat in

therefore depend ripon
Plf'^'^^^^Jlf'^'Z^^^

Although by no ™eans nee iiom
kgdwell; and provisions have

provement, the system of Gamble has in practice woiKe^^^ j ^^.^^^^^ ^^^^

Len kept in this way, for a Veno6. o{^^^^^

slightest alteration m their particular l^^'^^'f'^"?''' "-gseig leave our ports

appreciated by British naval officers lu general,
{^^^.^Vund by sJ John Ross that

wifhout at least a proper supply for
^^^^^^ i^ft for many years upon Fury

Humphry Davy, of enclosing
^^"'^.f were enclosed in canisters,

purpose the provisions, slightly
^^^ed/n t^e s^^^^^^^^^

^ ^^^^^^

similar to those of Gamble, j^'^* f ^^^^as effected by the application of a

cover. At this moment a slight
^^^^J^ JJ^f/^i^^ this the small opening was

cold and damp rag or and simulta^^^^^

soldered up. In theory, nothing con d seem be^^^^^^^^^ P
^^^.^^^ ^^^^^^ f the

from the parliamentary disclosures it is eviae^^^^ F^^^^^
^^^^ ^.^^^^^^

invention affords anything but a saUsfactory result.
^ heat

conceiving how this may arise
'^^.^^^^irSve "se^^to that peculiar condition

to non-conducting materia s, is

^^^"J ,f'"'as ^h^^^^ protected from the effect of

by which the interior of th^.^^^^^jT^i^.^^'^X^^ sVam in abundance may issue

heat as if no heat were applied,
^^^^f^'™ '

th the meat in the centre of

from the small opening in

^^^^^
J-^^^^

s do^s'i't the supposition that the

the vessel is even warmed; and stiU^^^^^^
^^.^^^ l^av, stated,

soluble albumen is thor«>^S^ly ^"'g^^^^ to this, the application of a damp

-with small canisters.— C/'/'e.
... Bronze and Copper.

.

MEDALS. For their composition
t„,, and kind being selected,

A medal die is thus formed :--Steel of 'in.toi

^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^

it is forged, softened ^7 ^-^^^^I'^f.'J,^,^ rJoceeds to cut away those parts of the

The design approved of, the <ii%«^°
f/^^P'X more minute details are taken out

greatest depth by means of small
„ fJ^^j^ fitted into wood handles very

by gravers, chisel- edged, and p^S*^? X work proceeds, proofs are taken

sh^orl and to fit the. palm of the hand As
^^/^ ^^^^ P.^.^^fieient in relief, it is

rk^i;p:;:^it^nroJ-^^^^^
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is intaglio in the die. The inscription is introduced by means of small letter-punches.
Then follows the hardening of the die, a stage of the business the most critical, as a
defect in the steel will at once be made apparent thereby, and the labour of months
rendered useless in a few minutes. If the die endures this, it has only another test,
viz., the making of a " hub," or copy of the die in steel, and used for the correction
of the duplicate copies of the die. The danger in this case arises from the want of
uniformity of hardness. If irregular, one portion of the die must suffer, and become
valueless.

Medal-making or stamping is thus carried on :—The press consists of a large and
close threaded screw, to the top of which a large wheel is attached horizontally. The
bed of the press is fitted with screws to secure the die in its place ; when this is done
the collar which gives the thickness of the medal is fitted on, the die forming the
reverse of the medal is attached to the screw ; a blank (a piece of metal cut out to
form the medal) is then introduced. Motion is imparted to the wheel, which operates
on the screw

; a blow is given, and if the impression is soft and shallow, a medal is
produced

; but if deep, repeated blows are given to bring the impression up When
bronze or silver is the material in which the medal is to be produced, as many as 20
or even 30 blows are necessary. The medal is then taken out of the press, the edge
turned, and the operation is complete.
By collar die, is meant that portion which gives the thickness to the medal or coin

to be struck. All medal dies are of three parts, viz., the reverse, observe, and collar
I he smaller class of dies are cut in steel entirely, the larger kinds for brass found rvand other purposes are " laid " or covered with steel on a foundation of iron When
indentations occur, the die is what is called « fullered " or hollowed, and the steel
lollows the same in a parallel thickness. See Mint MintingMEERSCHAUM (Germ.; sea-froth, Eng.; Ecume de Me'r, Magnesie carbonaUe

ZT-(TU } ^ f T"'''^'
\s«""ewhat earthy appearance, always soft, butdry to the touch, and adhering to the tongue. Specific gravity, 0-8 to 1-0 when

moist, nearly 2-0
;

affords water by calcination
; fuses with difficulty before the

S3r«n? ^ '
^''^ ^'''^ consists, when pure!of silica, 60-9

;
magnesia, 26-1

; water, 12-0. An analysis by Berthier gives, silica 50magnesia, 25, water 25. It occurs in veins or kidney-shajed nodules, amonrrocksof serpentine, chiefly at Kiltschik in Asia Minor; also in the island orNegmpont

?iedtont,'Vc" ' ^''""^ Baldirsero in

5t,yw°v''*
'^"^ "P'-'* «°^P ;

on which account, and from

known Turkey tobacco-pipes are carved from it. The bowls of the nines wbpnimported into Germany, are prepared for sale by soaking them Lt 1^11^ ihin
^ ^"''^^y polishing them with shave-grass.

'

JVIELAMINE C«H«m An alkali produced from melam under the influence of

MELLmo
(^ng. and Fr.;^on^^.^«»,, Germ.) See Honeystone.

crySsefifsmlS^ololSi!™ withtS smX of TJr' T'^'manent in the air, soluble in water aJd akotl as a/so^l P^^"

S^Srv^^L'' '^T^^'f "^'^ nitri:i?d,td ionsSi of 5o1l^ca^^borand
mab?e o'f.^"- "

'^^'''^""^'^
^ ^^'^-^ P-duction of Sny'inflam-

ly^.U^f^X^'^^^^ azote, discovered

puS:i;£^.uS?^s s^ifcSe- ?rr %

a ter being formed 'must be slowly drierand the"n p? p^flyCkel irthe' k^' ^T''cibles formed of a m xture of 8 narts /n hnli- ,.f v. ,
Cru-

coke, and 4 of graphite have beSLnd to stand ?o"mIir^ '
each, in the Ilo?al Berlin Foundry. Such c rudbles

"sS ft
P"""'" ''''''

heat that could be produced, in which even 4ouX iron t i

Po^^i^^e

sTtiiff ^fg-r'^^ bore sudden'Iooli^rSo^^^"
^^^^^^

^° ^^0°
s.tion for brass-founding crucibles is the following t ^T^^"" ^"'"P^"
burned clay cement.:

^,
coke powder;

I pipe clay.^^^tptsty'rr^^^^^
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pressed in moulds. The Hessian crucibles from Great Almerode and Epterode are

made from a fire-clay which contains a little iron, but no lime ; it is incorporated

with silicious sand. The dough is compressed in a mould, dried and strongly kilned.

They stand saline and leaden fluxes in docimastic operations very well ;
are rather

porous on account of the coarseness of the sand, but are thereby less apt to crack

from sudden heating or cooling. They melt under the fusing point of bar iron.

Beaufav in Paris has lately succeeded in making a tolerable imitation of the Jlessian

crucibles with a fire-clay found near Namur in the Ardennes.

Berthier has published the following elaborate analyses of several kinds of crucibles:—

Hessian. Beaufay.
English for

Cast Steel.

St. Eticnne
for

Cast Steel.

Glass Pots
at Nemours

Bohemian
Giass Pots.

Glass Pot^

of Creusot.

Silica - -

Alumina
Oxide of

iron - -

Magnesia -

70-9

24-8

3-8

trace

64-6

33-4

1-0

63-7

20-7

4-0

10-3*

65-2

25-0

7-2

trace

67-4

32 0

0-8

trace

68-0

29-0

2-2

0-5

68-0

28-0

20
trace
1-0

1

Cto^.Sa 10-1 ; alumina 65-4 ; oxides of iron and maganese 1;2 ;
lime 0^3 ;

water 23

Sand; „ 95-6; 2-1; 1-5 ; „ 0-8

The composition of some of the best varieties of fire-clay as deduced from the

analyses of Berthier and Salvetat, is given in the following table:—

Dried at 212°

Great Almerode
Hessiau Crucible Clay.

Beaufa/s
Department
of Ardennes.

Brierley Hill, near
Stourbridge.

Schierdorf,
near

Fassau.

Berthier. Salvetat. Berthier. Berthier. Salvetat. Salvetat.

Hygrometric wa-
ter-

Combined water -

Silica - - -

Alumina
Oxide of iron

Lime - - -

Magnesia -

Alkalies

15-2

46-5

34-9

30

0-43
14-00

47-50

34-37

1-24
0-50
1-00

trace

19-0

52-0

27-0

20

10-3

63-7

20-7

4-0

17-34

45-25

28-77

7-72

0-47

0-50

16-50

45-79

28-10

6-55

200

Quoted from Knapp's Technology.

Mr.C. Cowper has analysed the clays used at Birmingham for glass pots. His re-

In the dry state. In the ordinary state.

Best Stourbridge
Pot Clay.

Clay from
Monmouth.

Best Stourbridge
I'ot Clay.

Clay from
Monmouth.

Silica -

Alumina - -
-

Oxide of iron -

Carbonate of lime -

Do. magnesia

"Water - -
-

70 6

25-9

2 0
1-5

trace

80-1

17-9

10
1 0

63-3

23-3
1-8

1-3

trace

10-3

75-3

16-8

1-0

0-9

6-0

Total 100-0 100-0 100-0 1000

• This crucible had been analysed before being baked in the kiln.
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Black-lead crucibles are made of two parts of graphite and one of fire-clay ; mixed
-with water into a paste, pressed in moulds, and well dried ; but not baked hard in
the kiln. They bear a higher heat than the Hessian crucibles, as well as sudden
changes of temperature ; have a smooth surface, and are therefore preferred by the
melters of gold and silver. This compound forms excellent small or portable furnaces.
The crucibles from Passau or Ipser are made from one part plastic clay from

Schildorf, and from two to three parts of an impure graphite, which according to
Berthier's analysis consists of

—

Carbon 34
Silica 41
Alumina 1

5

Oxide of iron 8
Magnesia, water 2

100

Mr. Anstey describes his patent process for making crucibles as follows Take
two paits of fine ground raw Stourbridge clay, and one part of the hardest gas coke
previously pulverised, and sifted through a sieve of one-eighth of an inch mesh (if
the coke is ground too fine, the pots are very apt to crack). Mix the ingredients
together with the proper quantity of water, and tread the mass well. The pot is
moulded by hand upon a wooden block, supported on a spindle which turns in a
hole m the bench

;
there is a gauge to regulate the thickness of the melting pot and

a cap of Imen or cotton placed wet upon the core before the clay is applied to prevent
the clay from stickmg partially to the core, in the taking off; the cap adheres to the
pot only while wet, and may be removed without trouble or hazard when dry Heemploys a wooden bat to assist in moulding the pot; when moulded, it is carefully
dried at a gentle heat_ A pot dried as above, when wanted for use, is first warmed

1, t ^' '"/^^'^ ^^'^ ^° with the mouth downwards (thered cokes being previously damped with cold ones in order to lessen the heat) ; more

rP^L'^V Ti: T^'"*'?'^'^?*
is covered, and it is now brought graduali; to ared heat. The pot is next turned and fixed in a proper position in the furnace with-

SltPn^ 'T''^ \'- ""^^'^^^ ^it^ tl^-t the metal ^henmelted, shall have its surface a little below the mouth of the pot. The iron is meltedmahout an hour and a half, and no flux or addition of any kind is made u^e ofA pot will last for fourteen or even eighteen successive meltings, provided it is nota lowed to cool in the intervals; but if it cool, it will probabl| crack. These potsIt 8 said can bear a greater heat than others without softening, Ld will consequently
'
Z'^^

^ more fluid state than the best Birmingham p^ts wilL
^ ^'

Berthier has examined the crucibles of different districts, his resdts are as follows •

Silica. Alumina, Oxide of
Iron. Magnesia.

Crucibles from Gros Almerode -

„ Paris .

J, Saveignies (Bcaufay's) -

„ English (for steel)

" St. Etienne (for steel) -
Glass Pots from Nemours

» Bohemia

70-9

64-6
72-3

71-0
65-2
67-4
68-0

24-8
34-4

19-5

23-0

25-0

320
29-0

3-8

1-0
3-9
4-0
7-2

0-8

2-2 0-5

and are eiporled in considerable mmbers. Tlie base of these crucibL i. fh. p"7
v^.. ^iguco, auu. gruuuu pOTS,

Dr. Percy has favoured us with his analysis of the Cornish crucible :_
Silica

Alumina
Peroxide of iron
Lime
Magnesia
Potash

72-29

- 25-32

1-07

- 0-38

trace

1-14

i«Se vS/San,l° Zf.T'""' ''" " ""'ch Sows

IS 4
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MERCURY or QUICKSILVER, This metal is distinguished by its fluidity at

common temperatures; its density = 13-6; its silver blue lustre; and its extreme

mobility A cold of 39° below zero of Fahrenheit, or -40° cent., is required for its

congelation, in which state its density is increased in the proportion of 10 to 9, or it

becomes of spec. grav. 15-0. At a temperature of 662° V. it boils and distils ott in

an elastic vapour of spec. grav. 6-97 G, which being condensed by cold forms punhed

™*Me"cury combines with great readiness with certain metals, as gold, silver, zinc,

tin and bismuth, forming, in certain proportions, fluid solutions of these metals.

Such mercurial alloys are called amalyams. This property is extensively employed

in many arts ; as in extracting gold and silver from their ores ; in gilding, p ating,

making looking-glasses, &c. (See Amalgam.) Humboldt estimates at 16,000

quintal^, of 100 lbs. each, the quantity of mercury annually employed at his visit

to America, in the treatment of the mines of New Spam; three-fourths of which

came from European mines.

The mercurial ores may be divided into four species:—

1. Native quicksiloer.—lt occurs in most of the mines of the other mercurial ores,

in the form of small drops attached to the rocks, or lodged m the crevices of other

^''2!'
Argental mercury, or native silver amalgam-lt has a silver-white colour, and is

more or less soft according to the proportion which the mercury bears to the silver.

Ss den i y s sometTme so\igh as 14.' A moderate heat dissipates the n^ercury and

leLes the silver. Klaproth states its constituents at silver 36, and mercury 64, in 00

;

but Cordier makes them to be, 27^ silver, and 72^ mercury It occurs crystalhsed

iu a val-iety o^ forms. It has been found in the territory of Deux-Ponts, at Rozenau

and SeSana in Hungary, in a canton of Tyrol, at Sahlberg in Sweden, at Kolyvan

L Siwfa and a AUemont in Dauphiny; in small quantity at Almaden m Spain, and

Tt Idria^'n Carniola. In the rich silver mines of Arqueros, near Coquimbo, this

minei aT occurs havLg the composition, sUver 86-49, mercury 13;51. This is he
mineiai occurs,

„iiemical union of the mercury with the silver, the

:rS;; wmcr:tuld t^£S:t:e . spec. grav. of onfy 12.5. acquires that

called Cinnabar, is a red mineral of various

c>,;^p; b, rninfafthe blowpipe with a blue flame, volatilising entirely with the smell

5tSnin3h^ and gi^£ a quicksilver coating to a plate of copper held m the

Ler E^v XVwde cinnabar rubbed on copper whitens it. If"y v^^^^^^^

fi-Q To 1 0 -2 It becomes negatively electrical by friction. Analysed by Klaproth,
from 6 9 to 10 2. ".^^"^ J' ^..^ «uinhur 14-75. Its composition, viewed as a

it was found to consist of meicmy '^Xnr 13-8 Its chief localities are Idria.

bisulphuret of mercury is, mercury s-lP^J'-^^S
^ the coal for-

and in great abundance in California, Mexico and Peru
exploration of

A bifuminous sulphide of mercury appears to the ba^ J ^,

Idria ; it is of a dark liver-red hue_, and ^
^^^'^^^JJ^f^J M. Beurard

r=iSlmpressions^fflshe.c^^^^^

silica, 0-65; alumina, 0-55;

parts. M. Beurard mentions another variety froi^^^^^^^^ .

specimens of these

rstnVyl" iSria and Almaden

This mineral, which is ve^y r^'^^; o'^S^^^^f J^^'^l'^Jd like crystals, the cavities,

greenish-grey colour, or in small .^'Pf^J^^^J ^/'^the 0 h^^ It

horn silver_ jrn silver
„f .bP mercurial ores in all parts of the world is in the strata

The geological position
/^f^^.f^^^^forma^^ Sometimes they are found in the

^hich commence the ^'^"^^^f
f^^^°'^J^CS ^^'^ ""^^ ^""^^ Deux-Ponts. at

red sandstone above the
^'^^"^IZa^t Cerros de Gauzan and Upar in

Durasno in Mexico at Cucn(;a in New
^'

J' ^^*^'^;
g^^^ chica, in Peru,

S^SeMSX?l:J\::wn :/s^^^ ;
occur also among the strata
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below or subordinate to the calcareous formation, called zechstein, in Germanv oramong the acconipanymg bituminous schists, as at Idria in Carniola; and, lastly thevform masses in the zechstein itself. The German « Zechstein " or " Mine Stone " Lthe equivalent of the Permian limestone of England. (See Permian.) Thus, it appearshat the mercurial deposits are confined within very narrow geological limi s, betweenthe calcareous beds of zechstein, and the red sandstone. They occur at timTs incarbonaceous nodules, derived from the decomposition of mosses of various kinds

Durlsno
occasionaUy covered with beds of lignite, as

..Pnf
«o™etinies accompanied with the remains of organic bodies, such ascasts of fishes, fossil shells, silicified wood, and true coal. ThI last fact has beenobserved at Potzberg, m the works of Drey-Koenigszug, by M. BrongnTart Thesesandstones, bituminous schists, and indurated clays, contfin mercuryKTn the sta eof sulphuret and m the native form. They are more or less penetrated w th the oreformmg sometimes numerous beds of very great thickness. Mercuryr teneraUvspeaking, a metaJ sparmgly distributed in nature, and its mines are few

^^"^"^^"^

,-n ^it,^ A f,^P^°'f^*\°°« Friuli, in the county of Goritz, we're discoveredm 1497 and lie principal ore mined there is the bituminous sulphuret Themgs of this mine have been pushed to the depth of 280 yards. The pi^duct in auSk"silver might easily amount annuaUy to 6000 metrical quintals= 600 tSnrBritKnm order to uphold the price of the metal, the Austrian goverament has restricted ^^^^^^
production to 150 tons. The memorable fir^ «f lanQ „ .

^^^'^"''ted the

only 10 per cent, upon an average but there ff^.^^fhl^ f^
works

ores, thatnearlyone half of the QuiJksXr i7ln.f ? ^"f™ ^"^^^'^^ °^
injury of the workmen's henltt^fr, 5 lost, and dispersed m the air, to the great
empljyed fn irsubWiir a; ann^^^^^ f ^PP^^^'"« ^l^^els

change for the betterTnTthe SaTs^ofTe M^'\^^ ^'^'^^'^^ "^^^erial

the eminent /n^.-me«rX^zSj wh^^n.^Il T!? • '° ^P^'°- ^^^J'
Mines, his /^.^/m.Ve to llfadeJ lavsC 'tt ^

""'^

notablement plus elevees thanThe product
mercurial contents of the ores are

the^Se^^\rs^^^^^

S-Ter^c^ur?^^^^^^^^^^
influence, et I'on ne peut se dr^Tpni'r.^^

^' '^"^ ^ ^'^^"ers la plus funeste
avec lequ'el des jeunS gens Ss deW P^^^ble voyant I'empressement
chercher dans les mine!, d 's maladies Quelle. % T ' f "^'P^'^"* ^^^^"^ ^'^1^^^

population des mineurs d'Alm^defmLiLn T'°- "P^^^* prematuree. La
deplorable mismanagement Srde^cS?« I ^

i f •
^^''^ ^i«t™s of a

race of beings, who are t^us coSned tl hrS «™Pl^-°^i°ded, virtuous
and near with the fumes of a vSilHoison wh?I f/?

atmosphere impregnated far
repress, with the effect of Lt Slv SSil^ b
vastly augmenting tJie revenues of the state

^ ^'^^'^ population, but of

aft^ra^i^tbt^fhr^^^^^^^^^^ - and of Aln>a,eneJo,
m expelling the Moors, werrfa med oH" ^^^^^^^

do?o? aTpToacI ^r^t:^':r:^Zt^to^ ^^e^^te, though the.
however, all the attention of the government tW f ^'il'^

^""^ Almaden, meri^
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phuret of mercury. The produce of these mines is estimated at about 30 tons per

annum.
There are also in Hungary, Boliemia, and several other parts of Germany, some

inconsiderable exploitations of mercury, the total produce of which is valued at about

30 or 40 tons on an average of several years.

The mines of Guancavelica, in Peru, are the more interesting, as their products are

directly en\ployed in treating the ores of gold and silver which abound in that portion

of America. These quicksilver mines, explored since 1570, produced, up to 1800,

53,700 tons of that metal ; but the actual produce of the explorations of these countries

was, according to Helms, about the beginning of this century, from 170 to 180 tons

per annum.
In 1782 recourse was had by the South American mmers to the mercury extracted

in the province of Yun-nan, in China.

The cinnabar ore annually produced in Idria, yields, when very rich, 50 per cent,

of this metal. This ore is a sulphide of mercury, and gives up the latter metal by

sublimation. With the quicksilver mines of Idria is connected a manufactory of ver-

milion, which produced, in the year 1847, 981 cwt. of that pigment. The residue

of the quicksilver is used up to some small extent, about 300 cwt., for technical pur-

poses and preparations ; but the greater portion of it is sent abroad. The exports of

quicksilver amounted to an annual average of 2341 cwt., and of preparations derived

from it, such as corrosive sublimate, calomel, &c., to 41 cwt. By the consumption of

quicksilver, for the manufacture of vermilion and for other technical purposes, the

value of the annual produce of the raw material is greatly increased. The mmes have

been worked for upwards of three centuries and a half.
. , t i

The metallurgic treatment of the quicksilver ores is tolerably simple. In general,

when the sulphuret of mercury, the most common ore, has been pulverised, and some-

times washed, it is introduced into retorts of cast iron, sheet iron, or even stoneware,

in mixture with an equal weight of quicklime. These retorts are arranged m various

^^Prior to the 17th century, the method called per descensum was the only one in use

for distilling mercury ; and it was effected by means of two earthen pots adjusted

over each other. The upper pot, fiUed with ore, and closed at the t«p, was covered

over with burning fuel; and the mercurial vapours expelled by the heat, passed down

through small holes in the bottom of the pot, to be condensed m another vessel placed

below However convenient this apparatus might be, on account of the facility of

transporting it, wherever the ore was found, its inefficiency and the losses it occa-

sioned were e^ntuaUy recognised. Hence, before 1635, some smelting ^orks of

Ae Palatinate, had given up the method per descensum, -hich was however s

retained in Idria ; and they substituted for it the furnaces called galleries. At fiist

earthenware re^^^^ were employed in these furnaces ; but they were soon succeeded

bv ron retorts. In the Palatinate this mode of operatmg is still m use. At Idria

(n he year 1750, a great distillatory apparatus was established for the treatment

of he mercurial oresfin imitation of those which previously existed at Ahnaden

tn Spain and called aludel-furnaces. But, since 1794, these aludels have been

suDpLssed and new distillatory apparatus have been constructed atjdria, remark-

aS oS for their magnitude exceeding, in this respect, every other metallurgic

TheTe exist, therefore, three kinds of apparatus for the distillation of mercury
:

1, the

furnZeM Tgallery; 2, the furnace with aludels; and 3, the large apparatus of

Tdrii. We shaU describe each of these briefly, in succession.
-

iFZacelalkd a^^^^ Palatinate. -The construction of this furnace

disposes so as 5o contain foVranges, a a' b b', f^lar?e -torts, styled cucur,^^^^^^^^^^^^

iron, in which the ore of mercury is subjected ^ ^i^s^^ff/^^VJ^/j ™e ground

the furnace,1.oints out ash-pit, as well as on^^^^^
^^^^^

fuel IS thrown upon the
^^^'^ '/^^^^^^^l^'l^ suitable direction. The

g afe^o ^ri;^^^^^^^^ V 1 titfThVtircS
4^^^^^^

stoneware receiver is adapted, containing water to haU its height. The hie, at
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are

In

two
the

plans of two similar furnaces,
four figures the following ob-

moderate, is eventually pushed, till the cucurbits are red hot. The operation being
concluded, the contents of the receivers are poured out into a wooden bowl placed
upon a plank above a bucket ; the quicksilver falls to the bottom of the bowl, and the
water draws over the black mer-
cury, for so the substance that ^^^^ ^169

coats the inside of the receivers
is called. This is considered to
be a mixture of sulphide and
oxide of mercury. The black
mercury, taken out of the tub and
dried, is distilled anew with ex-
cess of lime : after which the re-
siduum in the retorts is thrown
away as useless.

2. Aludel furnaces of Almaden,—Figs. 1171 and 1172 represent
the great furnaces with aludels in
use at Almaden, and anciently in
Idria ; for between the two esta-
blishments there was in fact little

difference before the year 1794.
Figs. 1171 and 1174 present two
vertical sections; figs. 1172 and 1173
conjoined in one body of brickwork.
jects are to be remarked ; a door a,
by which the wood is introduced into
the fire-place b. This is perforated
with holes for the passage of air ; the
ash-pit c, is seen beneath. An upper
chamber d, contains the mercurial
ores distributed upon open arches,
which form the perforated sole of this
chamber. Immediately over these
arches, there are piled up in a dome
form, large blocks of a limestone, very
poor in quicksilver ore ; above these
are laid blocks of a smaller size, then
ores of rather inferior quality, and
stamped ores mixed with richer min-
erals. Lastly, the whole is covered
up with soft bricks, formed of clay
kneaded with schlich, and with small
pieces of sulphide of mercury. Six
ranges of aludels or stoneware tubes
ff, ofa pear shape, luted together with
clay, aremounted in front ofeach of th*
two furnaces on a double sloping ter-
race, having in its lowest middle line
two gutters t, v, a little inclined to-
wards the intermediate wall m. In

fowest'St ^^^^''If,?^',',?/* * 1172, that is to say at thelowest pomt, 5f, figs. 1171, 1174, is pierced with a hole. Thereby the mercury which

aludi'^Jtll'lt^ fV ^'^"^^"^^'^ coJi^/inThTs'eiJs of

and afti^;w^
pass into the corresponding gutter, next into the hole m,fig. 1172,

mason;v of th.i
^^^.^^den pipes /i h', fig. 1171, which conduct it'ac?ossthe

^rSf1174''"'''' ^^^^ ^''^ ^^'^•5 ^^fiy- 1173, which is the

1172
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The portion of mercury not condensed in the range of aludels./jr, which is the most

considerable, goes in the state of vapour, into a chamber A ; but m passing under a

partition / /, a certain portion is deposited in a cistern i, hlled with water 1 he greater

part of the vapours diffused in the chamber A' is thereby condensed, and the mercury

falls down upon the two inclined planes which form its bottom. What may still exist

as vapour passes into an upper chamber k' by a small chininey n. On one of the sides

of this chamber there is a shutter which may be opened at pleasure from below upwards,

and beneath this shutter, there is a gutter into which a notable quantity of mercury

collects Much of it is also found condensed in the aludels. These facts prove that

S m ocess has inconveniences, which have been tried to be remedied by the more

exteusive but rather unchemical grand apparatus of Idria.

Details of the aludel apparatus.-25 are set in each of the 12 ranges seen m^^,.

1173 1174'; constituting 300 pear-shaped stoneware vessels open at both ends being

mereW ^r^st into one Inother, and luted with loam, a, is the door of the fire-place
;
c

Se nerforaJed arches upon which the ore is piled in the chamber e, through the door

and an oSce at top ; ?he latter being closed during the distillation ; // are vents for

conductJSg the mercurial vapours into two chambers i, separated by a triangular body

of raasonri „ „ ; h is the smoke chimney of the fire-place ; o o are the ranges of aludels
ot masonry m«, «

.
^^^g,. ; ^hich are laid slantingly towards the gutter q, upon

xn connection wvth A^^^^^^
terminate in the chamber h g ; this being

the double incl ned p a^^^^
^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^j^^^,^ ^1^^

surmounted by two cUimneys lu
^ ^ between the two pnn-

basins at 9 and p le^Ung to

rJfoiLthTct^^^^^^
^vhich may fall -Von i^'^-^f^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ laboratory, it will

to 40 per cent.
„-.„o - ^ tViAfraoTnents or shivers extracted from

The second class of small ores comprises .

/'Jj^ ^0 to^^"'
' "^elnt. ; e, the kernels of

the mine in the state of little
V^^^^^^^^/^:^^^^^ called schUck,

ore, separated on the sieve, yieldmg 32 P^^
i^t^e treatment of the poorest

H 1175 ores, by means of the stamps and wash-
-^^^

ing tables; 100 parts of this schlich

give at least 8 of quicksilver.

The general aspect of the apparatus

is indicated by fgs. 117.5, 1176, and

1177. Fig- 1177 represents the ex-

terior, but only one half, which is

enough, as it resembles exactly the

"^Tn thPse three figures the following objects may be dis-

other, which IS not shown. In these
^ ^^^^^^^ ^.^ich beech-

tinguished ; figs.Ul^, ^ ''6, a, door of the hie p , ^^^^^^^^ ^ ,

^vood is burned mixed with a '

''Jq the seven arches, 1 to 7, as indicated

d, a space in which the ores ^••\d<^P« '^^/"P^^i'.h the smoke of the fuel and the va-

in Jigs. 117.5and 1178 ;
c e, brick

f ' ^JJJ.ssive chambers/A.
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a bed, to the chimneys / 1. Figs. 11 7 5 and 1 1 7 6 exhibit clearly the distribution of these
openings on each side of the same furnace, and in each half of the apparatus, which is

1L76

1177

1178

double, asfg. 1176 shows
; the spaces without letters being in every respect similar

to the spaces mentioned below. Fig. 1176 is double the scale of^o 1175m ni', Jig. 1176, are basins of reception, distributed before the doors of "each of thechambers/ The condensed mer-
cury which flows out of the chambers
is conveyed thither, w re' is a trench
into which the mercury, after being
lifted into the basins m, is poured, so
that it may run towards a common
chamber o, in the sloping direction in-
dicated by the arrows, o leads to the
chamber where the mercury is received
into a porphyry trough ; out of which
It is laded and packed up in portions of 50 or 100 lbs. in sheep-skins prepared with

ttfn^aSfL^l^^^^^^^^^

lft:rtLtS; e',^![^^'' p--^*-
^n/f'f^

^""^ of t'le chambers fk
trToL^q / openmgs are shut during the distillation bywooden doors faced with iron, and luted with a mortar ofclay and lime, u u' is the door of the vaults 1 to 7 of thefurnace represented xnfig. 1175. These openings are herme-
tically shut like the preceding. vV. ll75f are supeHoropenings of the chambers, closed during the' operation byuted plugs; th^y are opened afterwards to facUitate the cool^

xL na uil^llfT
collect the mercurial soot.

y^^fig- "/8, are floors which correspond to the doors uu'of the vaults 1 to 7, fig. 1177. These floors are reached W
?SM T P^^'« «f buildingwS con-tains the whole apparatus. ^ "^^i-u i,uu

ware, of 10 inches diameter and 5 incS^^^^^ ofearthen-

-hen the whole mass has becomt Scient y hea ed X .'1 ? ""'f'"^ '

'

begins to vaporise ; comino- into contaet with tJ.. ! '
f.

S"'ph"i-et of mercury
been carbon'ated by combustion,T sui^Cburnf^1:^1^"^'" "'J,^'^mercury becomes free, passes with the other vapours iirthe o^rr' T^'

^^'^^
It, and precipitates in the liquid form it -i m3^r !1 1 v

^^^^^^^rs for condensing
The walls of the chambers and the flTors wifh whTch ti''' f fire-place^
soon coated over with a black mercuSaT «J i« cohered, are
50 per cent, of mercury. The TsSk ion Lsts froi^^ in"f^/„'f

^"^'^'^'^^^

time the whole furnace is kept affctS^-iS heat l^f ^T' ''"""^ "^•'^^
double apparatus consists of from 1000 to 1 300 n, Jnfni

''""P'^*^ charge for the two
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may need, it is obvious that only one distillation can be perfonned in the course of a

^In'tho ^orks of Idria, in 1812, 5G,G86 quintals (of 110 lbs each) and a half of

ouicksilver ores were distilled, after undergoing a very careful mechanical prepa-

ration Thev afforded 4832 quintals of running mercury; a quantity corresponding

JoTout 8i per cent, of the ore. These smelting works are about 180 feet long and

has'been long well known, that quicksilver may be most readily extrac-ted from

cinnabar, by heating it in contact with quicklime.
.
The sulphur of the cinnabar com-

Ws by vfrtue of a superior affinity with the lime to the exclusion of the quick-

s Iver to form sulphides of lime and calcium, both of which being fixed hepars,

remain in the retort, while the mercury is volatilised by the heat In a few places,

IZZ cUag, ov the iron cinder driven off from the blooms by the tilting hammer,

has be4 us^ed instead of lime in the reduction of this mercurial ore, whereby sul-

^'Trant^pJofi^^^^^^^^ P-inees has bee. estimated at from

400 to S^S quintals ; that of Almaden, at 22,000 quintals ;
and that of Idria, at about

Au'^ie'tans hitherto prescribed for distilling the ore along with quicklime are

either sufficiently tight or cool._
«„„rpps of loss the proper chemical arrange-

To obviate all these inconveniences and sources ot loss, ^"^ P/"^;' ^, , , Yach

xnents suited to the present improved state of the arts -ght to be ad^^^^^^^^^^ by whi h

labour, fuel, and mercury might all JX^^ rto^^^^ like

apparatus fit to be employed is a series
f ^^^g^ed ^ te condensation

those employed in the coal
f^^^l^'^^f^l^fe^^^^ te least one foot

of the mercurial vapours. I^^o each of these retorts, s^^^^^^^
^.^^

square in area, and 7 feet ong 6 or 7 cwt.

f ^^ jJ^^^^^.J^^^ n,eans of a shovel,

quicklime, may be easily introduced, from a .^f.^P'/I ^ of water, a cubic

The specific gravity of the cinnabar being more than 6
^^^^^Jf^^^ Xq^ieklime

footof it will weigh more t^an.S^ cwt.; butsuppo^ng^^^ ^^.^^

(^henthe ore does not contain tj'e ^^l.''^^^?^^/^^.^^^^^^

density of water, then four cubic feet might
^« P^^^^^^^^^^^ ^X^, ^hich may take

still leave U cubic feet of empty space ^he expansi^on o^^

j^oderately fine

place in the decomposition. The ore
^^'^^^e ;hee^s?th^^^^^^^ ^vith quick-

Jowder, by stamps, i^^^^^^f^^"tiLTntS^^^^^^

F,s. 1179, 1180, 1.81 represent a ^ap and po^^^^^^^ST^^^
- SSrilnSS irOb^=e^ -he Ba^ai-L Khein-Kreis.
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Fig. 1179 is a section parallel to the front elevation of three arched benches of
retorts, of the size above specified. Each bench contains 3 retorts, of the form re-
presented by a a a. i, is the single fire-place or furnace, capable of giving adequate
Ignition by coal or wood, to the three retorts. The retorts were built up in an ex-
ceUent manner, by an English mason perfectly acquainted with the best modes of
erecting coal-gas retorts, who was sent over on purpose.

_

In the section 11 SO, a is the body of the retort; its mouth at the right hand end
IS shut, as usua

,
by a luted iron lid, secured with a cross-bar and screw bolts- itsother end is prolonged by a sloping pipe of cast iron, 4 inches in diameter, furnishedwith a nozzle hole at l, closed with a screw plug. Through this hole a wire rammermay be introduced, to ascertain that the tube is pervious, and to cleanse it from theniercunal soot, when thought necessary, c, is a cross section of the main condensershown in a longitudinal section at c c,fig. 1181. This pipe is 18 inches in diameS'and about 20 feet long. M a a, &c., the back ends of the retorts are seen, wX theslanting tubes 6 5 &c., descending through orifices in the upper surface of the con!denser pipe, and dippmg their ends just below the water-line A z. g, is the can of awater valve, which removes aU risk from sudden expansion or condensation. Thecondenser is placed within a rectangular trough, made either of wood or stone, throughwhich a sufficient stream of water passes ' ''"^""S'^

to keep it perfectly cool, and repress every
trace of mercurial vapour, and it is laid
with a slight inclination from i to h, so
that the condensed quicksilver may spon-
taneously flow along its bottom, and pass
through the vertical tube d into the locked
up iron chest, or magazine e. This tube
» IS from the beginning closed at bottom,
by immersion in a shallow iron cup, always
filled with mercury. A is a graduated
gauge rod, to indicate the progressive ac-
cumulation of quicksilver in the chest,
without being under the necessity of un-
locking it.

This air-tight apparatus was erected
some years ago, and was found to act per-
fectly well. The whole cost of the 9 large
retorts, with their condensing apparatus
iron magazine, &c., was very little more

J£ rk:'rht:?f7hfgls ^^S^^ \^ «^ -ny uniform igni-

iured in their joints by^thrafiaTtSr^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

V^t^'^^S^ZS'X^ always ready heated to the proper
under skilful maLge^rnHn TlZr^'^T^::^2^^^ 4^'^^'
iay of labourers, 8 charges of it I^nst nJZ m 24 hours, with a re-

^
th 3 retorts, and 6 toS wth 9 pSo4 wit? a^'d'.ir'''

smelted= 2 tons,
Almaden, or even Idria of fr«^ 10 . \ 1 ^ ^^^^^ product from the rich ores of
each,. Dr. Ure recomme'n .L^lw^tl" «f 3 benches of 3 retorts
the Almaden or Idria mines- wblprwi^T fu ^ 45 retorts, to be erected for either
got for a sum not much exce;W SlT ^"!^"?^^^^^^ their ores, could be
within a month or two. ^ """^^^y ^^^i^h they would reimburse
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consists of three lonf? ranges of trap mountains, with two wide valleys dividing them,

r vS ey ofrSan'jonqu'in, andL valley of Santa Clara. Near th.s last pkc™
the quicksilver mines of New Almaden, where I have been working. The ""itrix of

thrchinabar ore is the same trap of which the mountain ranges are composed, and

as ve Tly one great deposit of this ore has been found, though traces of quicksilver

o?es have b^en discovered in other places. The ores are composed solely of salphuret

Sf me?curv ( averaging 36 per cent), red oxide of iron and silica ;
and had the mine

been DroncM-ly w^^ the commencement almost any quantity of ore might be

eSraH it^7ow, however, more resembles a gigantic rabbit warren than a mine.

The owner have ately sent out a German miner, an experienced and practical man

hp .itivs here will eventually put the mine into some kmd of order. Its

^eat t dc^h is about 7^0Z and tU weekly extraction of ores -ies from 1 OO to

f^n tons I have now got 16 cylinders at work, producmg 1400 to loOO lbs

JSv The result to me was satisfactory, but not so to the proprietor, on account of
daily, ibe

J?*^
V^^

. accordingly got a blacksmith, who had been sent

mt\p tt w^ter to bS him^^mall furnace, without consulting me

T^is man s^nt I Mend of his, not liking to come himself, to look at the plans

I had oSe Traces oVldria and Almaden, and then erected a sma 1 and m.seraWe

'Tp^nrTiediatelv dTe?^^^^^ six similar furnaces built, and with great

The cylinders produced -
. ,

' '

(but were stopped in November on ac-

count of expense of working)

The first furnace, working only from November

1st, to July 1st, 1851, gave - - ^^"'^'"^

The second furnace, working only from March 18th
^^^^^^

to July 1st, gave - - *
_

Totfl.1 1 255 *^54: )j

for the year of about 18,000 quintals.
. . Mexican and United

Mr. Russell Bartlett, the United States Comm^^ .

States Boundary Question, who visited Cahfornia 18o3,
^

quicksilver produced ^^-^^^1^
^\^ew

f
ta^^^^^^^^

to 1,350,000 lbs. valued at

year 1853 the total exports from
.f,'XTa?cT^^^ used in California, was the

683,189 dollars. All this, together wi h the large aa^^^^^^

county, 12 miles from the

product of the New Almaden m ne 3^ ^^f/^; Francisco. The working

town of San Jose, which is 54 miles from *e eitj ot^ s
^^^^

of the mine was begun in th^ear
_18^6-7^u^^^ ^J^^/ ^j^^ ^^,1

reasons was not profitable.
. I^.^^f^fg^;* ^.ted in 1853 :-Hong Kong, 423,150 lbs.;

shows to what points the quicksilver ^js expor e
^2,500 lbs. ; Calcutta,

Shanehae, 60,900 lbs. ; Canton, '
, o_-- -Ria; 19 125 lbs. ; San Bias,

3,750 lbs Ma'zatlan, 210,825 lbs.;
^^^J^t^J/fit^' ^^^^^ York, 138,375 lbs.;

rtrSft^Swi»^:
Society, vol. iv.) :— Almaden. Old Almaden.

cQ.QO - " 37"79

Mercury - - " Yv29 - - ^^'^^

Sulphur - ,.90 . - 10-36

Iron - - - "
J.40

. - 35-12 silica and alumina.

Lime - - " '
Q.gi

Alumina -
Q.^g

Magnesia - - "
^^.^^

Silica - .gy . - "51

Loss - " " "
.

inn-no lOQ-OO

process M w^i* «^ " "
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are 6 furnaces, near which the ore is deposited from the mine, and separated accord

inir^h?.f"'"^.i
larger masses are first broken up, a^d thenTL piled upunder sheds near the furnace doors. The ore is next heaped on the furnaces and asteady though not a strong fire is applied; as the ore becomes heated Ae auicksdver IS subhmed and being condensed it falls by its own wight and is^ con'ducted by pipes which lead along the bottom ot" the furnace to small Itt ni.reservoirs imbedded in the earth, each containing from 17^2 gallonsTLCetSThe furnaces are kept going night and day, while large drops^ or minute streams

^^^^
from their labour every 3 or 4 weeks, when a fresh set of hands Ts^ put on Th

extremity of a series of chambers, of nearly if not eictt of % ''^"^""pd at the
namely, 7 feet long, 4 wide, and 5 high Sre ar^S or lO^oftW
series

; they are built^ of brick nl^ct!,.;^ T" ; i
° ^0 of these chambers m each

the end wifh screw and nuts afa TrotS^^^ f'f^"'^
^'""'^

tops are of boiler irSn luted lith ashT afd salt^^Th. .""f't" The
fire. The second is the ore chamber Ihich s s;pamted ^l^JCfi I' "

partition of brick. The flame of the fire passes thJon^b fh
^ ^^''^ork

tition, and plays upon the ore in tL nJ f through the square holes of this par-
tains 10,0001bs. of dLabar ne°t to theL f^

""-^'t T^^^ ^"^'^ ^^^'S^<^ con-
-hich communicates ^th i't by 1 square Lie T^ ^b '^if''' ''^'^'-'^^S chamber
communication of this first with tL second ^on'^--

^'g^* "^pper corner; and the
at the left lower corner. An opSn? at th. H^^^^ ^ ^^"^^^ ^^^^
between the second and tl^rd condefsinl oL^f "P^"'' P^^'ition,
The openings between theThambers a e tbT t

' ^"^^""^^^tes with the latter

bottom, and to the left afterna^dy so that the vl"^'
*°

'I'
^"<i

forced to describe a spiralTnSVaL ge thro^^^^^^^
"'^^^^'^

and smoke pass from the last condensTnl Jh3er ^hrn T^'""''"'- ^^P«"''
8orl0 feet long in which there™ coiftin no,?, !^ ^} a square wooden box,
escape into the Spen air byS weden rerViT' ^^'i^

water, and finally
densing chamber is above 2 feet Ihov^ th. tl' a each con-
collecting the condensed meX and ^'-Sed with gutters for
which it flows into an iron receptacle ftZ wh^fh .

• ^° °P"° «°°duit along
through a brush to cleanse it of thrscum o^ <SdP^^^^^^

is poured into the iron flask!
70 pounds weight are poured into eacn^sk tI

*^ °° ^"'^^ce on standing,
ranges of condensers, with passages of 8 or u) f^-"^ ^'Vu^ f"^°aces and
constructod above the wholeTa fuLfent elevatton to Zt\''/''''''' ^ ^^^^ is

.
According to Dumas, the followSg ^ nes%"S anS! ''.T''^^'^""

^i''-m Spain, from 2,700 000 to S i'ifi nno iKe • ^ •

^°°"ally as follows : — Almaden

the pneumatic trough, such gaseous boS^frr. . ''f^^^}J'S and manipulating, in

« Kecome. the great instrument of tT; Tm o^eS^'TST" "
The same property makes it so availabk °„ «S„, fbJf '"PP"

present probably too indiscriminately used to he .rpn/Zf P"^'^'"^'^' medicines, atfor It IS far more sparingly prescribed by pract^Jioners u^^^^^^^
"^-^"^''^^ «°^i^^ynot otherwise superior in ski., or science^'o S^o? Grit Britab"^"^"^

^"'''^p'
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''mltnly mrcuri^^ compounds whloh »ro extensively used in Ibe am, are factitious

rinnabar or vinmmos, mi CoBitosivc Sm^mm *h,ch see.

I BUR 1857. 185«.

'lbs. lbs.

^p'-'°
- - ^

United States - 294,2,8

Chili - - - 111.^73

Australia - - ^^^^'^
_ _ 5^445

Hanse Towns - - " '2 016
Hano-ver - - " ' ' 49,241 1.191

Austrian Italy - - -
"

Mexico " - 1,494 822

Other parts - - ^^'^

3,217,217 576,824 475.093 320,7^3^^

..T,TTM7 r^T? PRarornLORlDE (Deutochlorure de mercure,

MERCURY, CHLORIDE OF
;

P^^^^O?/^';^^ w subliming a mixture of equal

Fr. ; Aetzendes quecksilber subhmat Germ ) «
^^J}^ ^^^^.^^it. The sublimate

parts of persulphate of mercury
^^^^^llass ca^^^^ -bite mass of small pris-

KJuSnumm"^ IrSr^ompound of mercury with fulminic

?si!Lt^Snrp—
°'CrCURy'%'uBC^^^^^^^

^ProtocMorure de .ercure,Tr.;

Trade of Bradford, by John James
^ though ofttimes mis-

George the Third, ever desirous '^'4^. amongst other improvements

taken in the means for accomplishmg his w^ties,^^^ fe^

rfroiected by him in agriculture and busbandr^ importea
Unquestionably this

Sfpainffor the purpose o^j.^S Aorr.^ III.'permitted to be

variety of sheep sprung cL^^^ crossing, the fleece had become the

exported to Spain, where ^7 f
siduou^

Sis Maiesty made from time to time con-

finest in its staple of any in the world. His Maj e 7
^^^^ .^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

Srable accession to his o/ig^^^V^^'t^d sale they had come into the hands of the

so that in a few years, by distribution and ^a'^^j^^^yi^^^j^. Among these the late

most eminent sheep breeding PP^leme'i in the ^mg
^^^^^^ of mermoW Western stood the ^osi ^sUngm^>^^Jov^l^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^

sheep. His flock had its origin in
^g^^^^^^^^X king for distribution among his

500 merinoes sent by the Cortes of ^P^^ ^^^.^^ ,f the fleece, was to adapt it

i?rfl^ss-^sH£
S^nV"™^^ period (1826) large quantities

Xuc^rwool were%ro'duced in the c^^^^^^ ,he propagation of the

Contemporaneous with these efforts made m
^^^^ carried on to a great extent

xnerino she'ep, which had been obtained.^^^^^^^^
^^^^ ^^^^ i^^^rest in the enter-

Vn Saxony, where the ruling mo^^'^'^'^'^'^^X rewarded for the pains which had been

nrise The government of Saxony was amply rewar
^

Sen to spread the breeds so as to be^^^^^/^J^bled Saxony to send to t us coun-

H;i^fn^™iS'?bctrresXc^tc,,ont prVucs .C.be Sp.n.sb sbeep bv
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transplanting them to their soil, and manufacturing from the ^ool fine stuffs towhich they gave the name of merinoes.
"""^ uue stuns to

From the merino wool produced in France and Germany, were manufactured finr>

sSr^ 1-''"? ^"^^ «^^^P- ^ Bradford spinner SS bei^t d"!

Tade tW ' '^/^^'^ '"^'^^ Germ^nj, instituted inquiries respectingSuffmade there, and received m answer th« following information • — No wofs Pd vnfn

Berlin, Altona^tVE^iKin''^^^

tK r^^St^eTrS^^^^^^^ £f-r^' ?4 S i'^^^^^^^^

fabric bearing thesame^^n^^'bT:-^^^^^^

RSnS: ""^"^^^ ^ '^^'^ to thTlVSeV'the^tS

.ro^^^eZT'-T^^^^^^^ ^of,/nJ an ap-

&ra7th;=?S^ But It
worsted articles of that Lnd we'eLt ^^^^^^^

Plainbacks and other
classes. This idea having bleu ment oned^^^^
Messrs. Todd, Morrison a?d Co T^r.h^?, ^

t
.^^^ Partners in the house of

ford, merchants, the att^r Wan t^^^^^^^^^^
^"^^ «f Brad-

It occurred to them that a plaSack made wS^^^^ T'^"*^
of _supplying the void,

and other fine wools, would answer thT objelt
"""^ '^"^ ^om merino

^^^^rTSVi^^^^^^^^ «Pin yarn and manu-
employers. Some beauTifulSTwSe resn f t^^^

^"^^ satisfaction of their
to 52's weft and 32's toV^^ wt.l ^' ^^""^^ quarters wide, made from 40's
being finer From t£ n^-ild ^f' '^I'^'^yj^T'''

resembled cashmere, except in
taste^nd were rapidly so'ld at hLht^^^^

these stuffs pleased the puwS
to 80.. the piece

; bufwhen heStiEt.Z F ^"gi^ally sold at from 75*.
into competition,'and making We^'^^^^^^^^^^

"^^"^ manufacturers entered
piece according to qualities

^ '
^^''''^^ 40*. to 50.. the

«wK^^^^^^ into the
veniently or economicali; for dresses ^ T,.d 7>f« •

P'^^^' "P con-
brought into the market,UereiS^ "'fy «J

-as
much in some instances as 120.. a piec" ^ ^"^^^ ^^"'^"'^ bringing as

unStpSs\"^^^^^ -St numerous class of
form, with oxygen, bodies possessed of X.r ^™°"°t t° 45 ; of which 7
2. sodium; 3.1hium,ba;en? "e^fkat:'TCLT^^^ f Potassium
7. magnesium, bases of the alkaline earths for .T^ '

strontium
; 6. calcium

;

base, tinges turmeric brown, anrred cabbkS ^Jlen
''''' ^^^^1^^*

with oxygen the earths proper; thevare 8 vtS J i
"^^als form

11. zirconium; 12. thorium
; ^is/erLum 14 SZ ' .10. aluminium

;

enumerated in alphabetical order, as Te; htrdlv Xit .^^^^^^^'^g 31 may be
divisions with any advantage. Thev are as follox^

^'^'"^ S''°"P^'i ^°to sub-
17. bismuth; IS.cadmiumf 19 cerium 20 -

^^'^^timony; 16. arsenic;

f.
gold; 24. iridium; 25. iron%6IeaT- 27^^^^™^^ 21. cobalt; 22. copper

denum; 30. nickel
; 31. osmium

, 3? pallad urn f^^^^^^^
29. molyb-

sdver
; 36. tantalum

; 37. tellurium
; S tin . 39 S^^^ 35.

rTW - T"""" ^
^'^^ niobru'mf45 peSm •

'""S^*^-^'-^
^
41.

^^^'^^J'^^l^^'^/^^^^^ S ifSH?-' -ed the
aggregation of their particles, b^ul is pSsTsfed s, n^^^^^^^^

7'^^ ^ ^=^^'^5° state of

; mSr' 'ndigo'a'ndbSXh SofaS'm'^, ^"^^^^^^

tHcity"LXSr Sn!^°lr^^ Sol^^^^^^^^^
Of elec-

x'i'ivT'r '"r-"-^ following LL\?iTi^So p°-- «fSliver 973; copper, 898; iron, 374 ; zinc 3G3 •
ti^n qn. 1

= platinum, 981
;

I
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Copper, 100 •. gold, 93 G ;
silver, 73;6 ; zinc 28T, platina, 16-4; iron, 15-8

;
tin,

^^^lie^^^i^s^'^vrxSu^^
tantalum, in powder, and telluriimi.

observed bv Newton, seems to

6. They combine ^ith hydrogen into %dr«rete ;
w t^^^^^^^

selenium, into

Jphur, Lto sulphurets;.lt^^ P^r^rterSatS^^^^^
Mcrets ; with boron, mto

^"I'^'^^^^^'.^'^^Z^^^^ iodine, into zWWe. ; with

nowmore "saally adopted); wi h chlonne^i^^^^^^^^^
^^^^.^^^ into^Z^oru/^.

^^rfeta^J^ritlel^^^^^

"^^^^ A .awser, or e^bl. abo.

leaf There was of metal leaf, not gold, mportea, m leo
^^^^

In packets of 250 leaves—
_ 260 433 310,920

From Hanse Towns - - - 92 781 43,637

„ Holland - - " " ' 48*222 30,251

„ Belgium 22',650

„ France - - "
_ . 4002

Other parts - - " . .

" ^ 428,088 385,795

Commuted real value 32,107Z., in 1857 ;

28,935?^ in 1858
^^Ushed by him

METALLOGRAPHY. A process invented J^^^^^*'^ Metallic surfaces,

in 18^1 It consists of printing from engraved w«od ^^o^ks up
_^ ^^.^ ^^^^^

o Is to- produce imitations o^p^^^^l^^^Z^^^^^^^ with, solutions of such

obtained by using, as a P'-'^t^lS when brought into contact with certain

metallic or 'earthy salts
^l^''^XeZrTern\c^l action,\n adhesive Fec^Pit^^e

are
metals and produce, through an ^leciro i.

u nee upon the metal. There are

^olourk metallic oxide, or any other fhemi^H«
; the other-

here t^ principles at work : the one is the chem ca acti
j

^^^^^^^^^ t^e printing

the formation and key-stone to the ^'^^^^t^^^Tt Sjfluid. The application of the in-

obiect which causes the absorptmn
J^^J^f "fje^d of metallic surfaces, required

ohanse wnicn lu luc^cv

—

" -
t/^

scription of his process :-
. ^^^^ct from which impressions^e to

'suppose a sheet 0/ T^-^^^^^JT;;,^ few m nutes to the cold f^poration of hydro-

these impressions show a general wo
^^^^

taken if a true

woods, such as oak, walnut, mapie,
, -^^^riission must be taken.
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V^hT
1'^'"^°' '° ^^^'•^ fi'^'-es ^'e close the colour is dark andhght where they are loose

;
but in the above process, as the absorption of the acidt

?eve e of tr'aboT Hol'°"'T^
^""'''^ musf necessariij belhereverse ot the above. However, when it is required to produce the true effect of thlS iTf Ti'?' ^-"'''^ ^^''''^ suVfaceupon whTch tLTmpres

variation of th^ process thp
' °°V^ ^""^'"^ ^^^^^ g^^^s this

ing operations, areialt with
^ ^ ^ subsequently submitted to some wash-

the^^'s^^im^^Si^^ Zl'r
operation founded on the difference of

thesubstanceslhatSpSe ore^ L ean^
'^"^"^ '^'"^^'^^ ''^'^ «f

as also the other foreigS matters wrth fhU^^^^
^'''^^ ^""^^ ^^^^'^ separable,

roasting, which, by separTtbrthe .T^.nV 7 '.•^•^
''''I'

subjected to a
niixed,irnishes the mean of obtain nrhvlhr't'"^ ''^l''

""^'^'^

much purer than could be otherwis^ure^ Tn r*^""'",*
1!"'^^°^' ^""^^^ ^'^^

cases; so that the washing almosTXvsiW^^ ^^^e
.ng; and the roasting com%sr:lthTn^\Teettt ^^^"P"

the^n^^turofTe iTSllSffS V~ -datively to
economy ought to be ^tudl'dt' L f el S'we'lfas in .h ""^'T ^''-^-t
circumstances, on account of the g^eTt slslpSi^e^u^t^ '

two most important

air^ttmrsTp e^?^^^^^Z^? ^^^^^^^^ Mhe^Sting in heaps in the open
which may be called cas Joast^^/V,tl^^^^^^^^^ "ttl walls, a'nd
furnaces. ^ K^ost stadeln, m German); and 3, roasting in

thaT^ThJ fimTw;,'^l°fuel fsSlTntr ? \' "^^^^^^ ^^^--^ processes.

woodarrangedlikethebarsofagSoran'dsoi^^^^^^ ^^^J^' «f
so as to form a uniform flat bed SpSf ^ [^'^'''"''''^^^^o^erone another
up the interstices, and to pretnt thTorTfromlltn^ " «° ^«
of fuel. Coal is also employed in moLratelv

^^ty^e^n the other pieces
turf The ore either simply broken Tnti^J ^''"'P'' ^^"^ occasionally
of .c«/cA(finepyritous sandrfs pi ed up ofer theS °'

'""T^"' ^'^^ fo''^
and ore are formed. ^ P "'^'^'^

5 usually alternate beds of fuel
The fire, kindled in eeneral nt fi,^ i^™

-ddle, gradually spreafs, puTtinl t": SSi^ 'n'ti-air'''!^"' ^^ebe so conducted as to be slow and suffoSed to nJ co"^bustion must
whole mass be equably penetrated with heat TheCn^

the ustulation, and let the

N
^eg'nnmg. ^ '

"^^^^^s, an almost incessant inspection

F 3
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Vin» im2 1183 1184 represent the roasting in mounds, as practised near Goslar

iuSfkiL L Chessy il the department of the Rhone. Fuj. 1 182, is a vertical

1182
1183

. • 1 V „ 7. o fin,, 1 ift<? and 1184. In^cr. 1183 there is shown in plan, only
section l^°^^j;[^f;] he q^^^^^^^ truncated pyramid, which constitutes

a httle
"^""-V^^^ "'f one fourth of a bed of wood, arranged at

the heap. Fig. 1 1 84 shows a- more lu
82 and c o A /la 1 1 84. cis a wooden

tliebottomofthepyramid,as8hownby a a,yif;.1182,ancic^/i,yj^.U84.

chimney, formed within the heap of ore,at whose ^--r

bottom c there is a little parcel of charcoal
;
d d

are large lumps of ore distributed upon the

wooden pile a a ; e e are smaller fragments

to cover the larger ; // is rubbish and clay laid

smoothly in a slope over the whole. 9, fig.

1184, a passage for air left under the bed of

billets, of which there is a similar one in each

of the four sides of the base a a, so that two

principal currents of air cross ^^de^-.t^^ ^P^^
^

axis c c, of the truncated pyramid mdicated m
/^^

'^^Burning wood is thrown in by the chimney

c The charcoal and the wood take fire; the

in Lcer H„„ a .eap of .W.« coo-

tiDues roasting ton-S f""
^r'^tfficdtv of maaajing the fire fa the roa.ting of sub-

2. The
-^f*"^;J^'S the^^ea" r dflSculty of arraaging and s«pport,ng

^L^ing'^rreS g^^^^^^^^^^ - ^ -^^'^ " "

accordine to the necessities of the process. , their lateral
''Severa^suchfurnacesareusuallyerectedincon^^^^^^

walls, and all terminated by a-™
oS/pSy^^^^^ buiU sufficiently

times they are covered
^/^^^JS^f,?^^^^^^^ the roasting oi schhcl., or

high for tbj PUJ^«-
T^;^^^^^^^^

have several fires; acircum-

much, according

to'the™Tt^^^^^^^^^^

gage the combined water and
«^^^^°^^^.^"teTmayTe conveniently employed ;

and

which limestone is burned in contact with fuel may oe^

Jhev present the advantage of an operation
^^^V'^ !^ ''•^ ,

'^^^^^^ that the same furnace

;Ss! The analogy - the effects to be P-du-^-^^^^
,e given to those

^ay be used for either <?bject. Gieatei d ^^ns
/^.^^^^^ered that this process

destined for the calcination of iron ores J^ut it m
.^^ ^^^^^^

is applicable only to ores broken o lumps and no
^^y^^^^^

It has been attempted to employ he same me
^ „f .^e sulphur,

of ores of sulphide of copper and Py^'^
J^TuT/J aU the obstacles arising

More or less success has ^'
^,''„VTde o "^^^^^^ For it sometimes runs into one mass

from the great fusibility of the
^JP','^^ certain parts of the furnace and the

or at least into lumps ^gS^^^'^^ mori or less languid ;
the air not

sri^tois^^^^^^^
—
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This inconvenience is even more serious than might at first sight appear ; for as thoIll-roasted ores now con am too little sulphur to support their combSion and as th^vsome ,mes fall mto small fragments in the cooling, they cannot be passeZgarn trroulthe same furnace, and it becomes necessary to finish the roasting in a rfverberatofvhearth, which IS much more expensive.
a icveioeraioryuciiiui, \>iin;a 15 mucu more expensive.

rli/nn^LS^T^/' '"'"''•'"^ ^^''^ executed in a circular furnace so

?hp / 'J Y'^^'f
^"''^ ^""^ ^"'°^<i ^° ^ kind of interior oven, above which

hV?r/-ff f
Sometimes the vault of this oven which suItaS

tributed above this arch, care being SerrpWThcVgl ^SSde'^^^^^^^

In some other countries, the ores are roasted in furnaces verv like thn.P m ^i,- i,porcelam is baked
;
that is to say, the fuel is placed extertrly to the bodv of f

serves notice It is a rectangular pai^alleTp'iped of fourVails each'of^LT7perforated with holes and vertical conduits which lead into cha7,wi^^^^^ awhere the sulphur is collected THp nrl^i T v.

chambers of condensation,

wood arranged as irir 1 184 for tb.^
^"'""^"^ ^"'^^ «° billets of

cined with L d^engagfmenfof ^l^tffr^Sby the lateral conduits in the walls th»n ,!n ? ^^^? "^'^''^ ™ ^s^^P'°g
upper surface covered o^er with ear^^^^^^^^ .

^ ""^^ ^^^^^^ the

safn In this way upTrdTo' T^o^^:^^ T^'Ts Zf.TroZ:^ T'^"^"and a large quantity of sulphur obtained. See Copper
^

plofrSVfhTrt-iw^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ furnace which has been long em-
several other parts of that king- 1185
dom, for roasting iron pyrites in

^
order to obtain sulphur. This ap-
paratus was constructed by the
celebrated Gahn. Fig. 1185 is a
vertical section, in the line A d n o
offig. 1186, which is a plan of the
furnace; the top being supposed
to be taken oflF. In both figures
the conduit may be imagined to be
broken off at e; its entire length in
a straight line is 43 feet beyond the dnif^A t. i- ,

\

mmm\
tension of this conduit, u'pon the TZ a Tof ? '^l

^^^^^^ ^'^ ex-
rites are piled upon the pieces of woodT* for fn! . '^a"

^ ^"™P^ «f i^-^o PJ-
continuation of the space denotedW ^Mch L T^'A ^^ms ?he
and from this point to the chamber A k 7s oon.f^ Tf""-^ far as /,of this conduit there is a recipient a Thl T '^t^''^ the beginnini
by horizontal partitions, whlcTpel^t the cirtlaton 'jl''''^''' -^o five chlmberf
partment to another. The ores r hJr,^ LT-i [ l^ vapours from one com
ever these are fairly kindled tLy areiv re^witb"'°",i^'

^"'^^^ «^ e° when-
earth Towards the poinl m, for the space o7 a font

^^'^^ ^^°^med
Av.th movable stone slabs, by m^ans of wE rL « * °^es are covered
placement of one or more as mav bp ZJ^ a

^ ^''^ "^^^ regulated, by the dis
-to the recipient whenJeTt iT Jdcd out f'^m ^i^Ter.^- ''^h''^ -IpVur runs"
passes mto the conduit/e and the chamTerT frl iSprf- "^^^^^'i «^Phur

fest -ans of ustulation, where it is

-^orenewthesu&--n^-^^^
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i\o""J' b
, . ,

f „ it is ^ust because more economy is found m prac-

s antly for ejeryW
"J «;^'^;;^\\.„,iosed by >.alls; besides, in certain mines, a

tismg
j;'Ke furnace^ a many workmen, would be required to roast

very great
^^J'^^^^^ daily smelte*. Hence there would result

Z:7^:^:o:^l:^^^ol :l rcV apparatus and i^s maintenance a very notable outlay,

irevefy'lsfwhSrit'L^Sd to have a very perfect roasting, as for blende

the operation in a ^everberatory^f^^^^^^^^^^

treated, the workmen charged ^^^^
^'^^ ^^^^'^^^^^^

experience, chiefly in the
-^'^Xnlfbecle! necessary to the i^atirials

that the ore partially fuses, ^^^VJ.^ .r^d them Siew in order to recommence

economy. aW!,vs pmnloved to roast ores of the precious metals,

1187

118J
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and a little heated. The flame and the smoke which escape from the sole or laboratory
pass into condensing chambers, before entering into the chimney, so as to deposit in
them the oxide of arsenic and other substances. When the ore on the part of the sole
farthest from the grate has suffered so much heat as to begin to be roasted, has become
less fusible, and when the roasting of that in the nearer part of the sole is completed,
the former is raked towards the fire-bridge, and its usfulation finished by stirring it
over frequently with a paddle, skilfuUyworked, through one of the doors left in the side
for this purpose. The operation is considered to be finished when the vapours and
the smell have almost wholly ceased ; its duration depending obviously on the nature
of the ores.

When this furnace is employed to roast very arsenical ores, as the tin ores of Schlack-
enwald in Bohemia, and at Ehrenfriedensdorf in Saxony, the arsenical pvrites of Geyer(m baxony), &c., the chambers of condensation for the arsenious acid are much more'
^Jt^°sive than m furnaces commonly used for roasting galena, copper, or even silver

Most of the tin ores in Cornwall have to be roasted, or calcined, before they are fit
for the sinelting house, although in some mines the admixture with other minerals is so
trifling, that this operation is considered unnecessary. The furnace (fiqs 1187 1188^
in which the roastmg is carried on, is about 10 feet long, 5 feet 6 inches wide'in themiddle, and 3 feet wide near the mouth. The fireplace, it will be observed, is situated
at the back the flames playing through the oven and ascending the chimney, which
IS above the furnace door^ The man is represented in fig. 118 7, as stirring the orewith a long iron rake. The ore, before it is submitted to the action of the fire isthoroughly dried m a circular pit, placed immediately above the oven, into wh ch

111 r°'^'"°"^V^' considered to be ready f^r calcining

«^,ffi.tnH ^^r/^*^
connected with it by an opening through which the ore whensuffic ently roasted IS made to pass, is an arched opening about 4 feet wide, termedthe "wrinkle." Here the ore is collected, whilst another charge is being placed inthe furnace About 7 cwt. or 8 cwt. of ore is the quantity usually roasVed at o^e

w^h ,J'^'^^V"^^
'•go-g this operation, dense fumes of arsenic and sulphur escape

ThlmSrs rTa llfiT ""^i. '"Z
P^^^^rough large flues, divided into severalChambers (^^.1189) where the former is collected. The flue is often 70 yards

1189

long, and the greatest deposit of arsenic takes place at about 15 yard, frr.^or furnac-e. Instead of being at once completely roasted he^" JJ^T f

'

stamps are sometimes first " ras " ror nartiallv^ hLl^i 7 J -^^ ^""o™ t^e

^f-^S^. 1190. The machme called originally " Brunton'<? p!,t«r,f n^ •

cining tm ore, is gradually coming into use in CorS i
• ^al-
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made of cast-iron, with bands, or rings, of wrouf^lit-iron, on whicli rests the fire-

bricks composing the surface of the table. 'JMie flames from eacii of the two fire-

1190

3

places pass over the ore as it lies on the table, which slowly reyolves the rate of

ore downwards from one to the o her - the
f?^ ^ \, . -.^^^ one of the

table, projecting the ore (by this time f^l^y
,<^^l°^"f,*J)/,Tf: " butteffl;

- moved by a

two "wrinkles" beneath. A si'^Pl^aPf
^^^^^'^/^^^.ted dn ^Tlsk M\s from the

handle outside the building, diverts the stream of roasted
of

table, either into one or the other \ "''-^y, ^^^S^rleau^rs 1 ttle or nJ attention ;

roasting in the oven previously described the calcmer reqm o

the only care requisite being to see that the hopper is tully suppliea, ana

ore removed when necessary from the wrmkles.
are indebted to

For this description of the burnmg house and of the ^alciner, ^ e are u

Mr James Henderson's communication to the Institution of Civil Engineeis.
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We have been favoured with the following notes on the action of Brunton's cal-
ciners, employed at Fabrica la Constauto, Spain, which are of great value, as are
also the additional suggestions.

Diameter of revolving bed, 1 4 feet.

Revolution of bed per hour from 3 to 4, or about 1 foot of the circumference per
mmute.

Ores introduced by hopper, at the rate of 1 quintal to every revolution of table.
Quantity of ore calcmed per day of 10 hours, 30 to 35 quintals.
Salt consumed, generally 6 per cent, of weight of ore.
Fuel consumed per 10 hours, 1200 to 1400 lbs. of pine wood.
Power employed to revolve table, half horse.
J?e7narA5.— The furnace is charged with ore and salt by means of iron hoppers

placed mimediately over the centre of each of the hearths. For the supply of each
hopper, a heap of about 14 quintals of ore, with 5 or 6 per cent, of salt is prepared
from time to time upon a small platform on the top of the furnaces, and a few shovel-
lulls thrown in occasionally as required, taking care, however, always to haveenough ore in the hopper to prevent the ascension of acid vapours, &c. from the
lurnace. The time the mineral remains in the furnace, and the quantity calcined
per hour, must depend on the rapidity of motion of the revolving hearth, and the
angle at which the iron stirrers are fixed.
The average amount passed through each furnace in 24 hours is about 84 quintals

or 3i quintals per hour. For every revolution of the bed, nearly 1 quintal is dis-charged from the furnace.
1"'"''*^

Compared with the German Rostofen, the mechanical furnaces are less efficient
for the calcination of silver ores, particularly when the ores operated on are verydamp and contam much sulphur; in which case the excessive production of lumpsbecomes a serious inconvenience to contend with

vantfi°J^.^*^'*°'^''^
"""^ °^ Steindelencina, they possess the ad-

f^Ti Z IS necessary for supplying them with ore and fuel. The supply of

£i I
' T'^'J'

'""^^
•
* S'^^* The management of the fires is neverfhe-

iedu'ced' £ miZnf T^^^^^^^.^' 'f^^'"^^-'^ ^W^e forgotten, and the heat get much

Tanrtt' p^operirJ;^^^^^^^^
'''' '""^ ,

To prevent the fires getting low, and to raise them after being neglected the

S'crefgTelrwVs^L^^wld^ «^ ^^^^^ ^« to ^overiatlJ'e Zl

revolution of the hearth, so as to call the attention of the men to the S 'andSnot more than a given quantity of wood should be thrown on the gra^e ;Mch re-peated at every turn made by the bed, or once in a quarter of an hoS!Wd su;tlina nearly constant temperature in the furnace. See Silver.
^'^5. 1191, 1192, 1193 represent a reverberatory furnace employed in the smelting

1192

a is '5 'the fire-place of the furnace, its grate and ash-pit, h is the conduit of
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vaporisation, which communicates with the chambers c ; into which the vaporised sub-

stances arc d(!posited ; d, chimney for the escape of the smoke of the fire-place «,

after it has gone through the space ice; e', is

the charging door, witli a hook hanging in front to

rest the long iron rake upon, with which the

materials are turned over; /, ciiamber containing

a quantity of schlich destined for roasting ; this

chamber communicates with the vaulted corridor

(gallery) d, seen in fiy. 1191; g, orifice through

which the s •Idich is thrown into the furnace ;
h,

area or hearth of the reverberatory furnace, of

zmmj^'m^mm-'y'^'''^^''^^^^^^^ which the roof is certainly much too high ;
i, chan-

t
I

A nels for the escape of the watery vapours ; k I,

I _b front arcade, between which and the furnace, pro-

id _^l<^^ °
C P6'''y speaking, are the two orifices of the conduits,

I ^ V'^^^W which terminate at the channels m, m'. m is the

\ I " ~" ^ '
channel for carrying towards the chimney d, the

vapours which escape by the door e'. n is a walled-up

door, which is opened from time to time, to take

out of the chambers c, c, the substances that may

be deposited in them.

At the smelting works of Lautenthal, m such

a roasting furnace, from 6 to 9 quintals (cwts.)

of schlich are treated at a time, and it is stirred

frequently with an iron rake upon the altar h.

The period of this operation is from 6 to 12 hours,

-vcrordinff as the schlich may be more or less dry, more or less rich in lead, or more

:riess cLrged wui blende' When the latter substance is abundant, the process

reauires l'> hours, with about 60 cubic feet of cleft billets for fuel.

irsuch furnaces are roasted the cobalt ores of Schneeberg m Saxony, the tin ores of

Schkckenwald m Bohemia, of Ehrenfriedensdorf in Saxony, and elsewhere ;
as aho

the arsenical pyrites at Gej'^er in Saxony. But there are P-son toners and extensive

condensine chambers attached in the latter case. See Arsenic.
, ^ •„condensing ctiamoe

reverberatory furnace generally employed m
±igs. 1 194, i i»o, i f

j^^^^^ district of Mansfeldt, Saxony,

Hungary, &c., for the treatment of black cop-

per, and for refining rose copper upon the great

scale. An analogous furnace is used at An-

dreasberg for the liquefaction or purification of

the matts, and for workable lead when it is much

loaded with arsenic. ~ , .

Fig 1194 presents the elevation of the fur-

nace parallel to the line i k, of the plan^jr. 1195.

which plan is taken at the level of the tuyere n,

oifig. 1196 ; fig. 1196 is a vertical section in the line L n,fig. 1195. k represents
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Sior^ti*'^ I'
^^'^ ^"'•"^^e

; ^' ^' two points where the sole is

charcoal, wh^h forms the conc'a;ify of fhe heaS' '

"""" ''"P"'''' °' ''^^^ ^"'^

prin^^^Ume'ltLT^oVks'oflhTH^^^^^ - of the
with the liquation cakes and rhnr.;nl f working area charged
an image of the process in TcLn T 'ZT'X^ ^7 of wrought iron

; bdng
A liquation carrcompose7of-5^ " "'^^ "f^^- ^l^^^

4hiog 0°oT96?!>f"
^'

^ ^
^^'^^ - ^ -) of per cwt., and

Lead obtained from litharge, 2 cwts. Litharge, i cwt

5 h^rfthffurnSiro^rhrir^^^^ -^-^ lasts ahom
little lithkrge is added ;wSrtg lead beS^^^

"""'^ °' slags; then a
the copper flows lead is added tn .w?,! •

' "^"PP^^

the^besfpossibll way ' "^^^^"^^^ °f the metals may be eflFected in

1197 1198

From 8 to 16 of these cakes
{pains) are usually placed in the
hquation furnace, figs. I197, 1199
1199. The operation lasts 3 or 4
hours, in which time about li quin-
tals of charcoal are consumed The
cakes are covered with burning
charcoal supported, as before stated
by the iron plates. The workable
lead obtamed flows off towards the
basm in front of the furnace;
whence it is laded out into moulds
set alongside. Seefiy.U98. If the
lead thus obtained be not sufficiently
rich m silver to be worth cupella-
tion, It is employed to form new li-
quation cakes. When it contains
from 5 to 6 loths of silver per cwt
It IS submitted to cupellation in the
said smelting works. See Silver

J be trompe, or water-blowi.is- en-
.

gme,^5r*. 1200, 1201, 1202, is em-
ployed in some of the great metal-
lurgical works of the continent, Fiy.
1200 ,s the elevation

; fin. 1201 isa vertical section, made at right

chfnf-^"
the elevation. The ma- -^-^^L^---mi-3H \

calkd Ih/ZneutS Sate 'afc' '^^^Pe h b, set upri.hfbasm under e. called the r^^or Th.'
1'^ ""^ ^ebw in a^cWcalled etranguilon, heins strmyn/S conical part p of the f.,nn«i y,o ^
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is closed with a wooden plug, suspended to a
"^^T^^^^^'^l^i „ised more or less,

upon ahorkontal aiis, as shown '"^^S- ^^.^^^^^ The plug is

merely the quantity of ."^"'''^ f'
i'^U?ch the smaU tu"e c is inserted, with

\i:7::Xl^?'~^^^^^^^ air n.ay he admitted into the

heart of the column descending into the trompe p q- j^^g,

o.T^::reTstSi.°'^:.rgS

^rSiZ ritTe siSrrrt^ouM! ^PPe^ Carniol.

Of the Assay of Ores.

Assays ought to occupy an—^l^^St^SSf^^^
reason to helievethat the knowledge of assaying is n

^

practice is so often neglected in ^^^^^1^^^^^^ namre is subject to vary,

Sres under treatment to he
^^^^^^^^L^^^^^^^^^^^

to reiterated assays at the

but the different products of
^•^'^^XVsSvS or gold ores are in question, the doci-

several periods of the operations. ^^^^^^^f f^^^ control over the metallurgic

mastic operations, then \°d^«P^"?^^3^
'^^^^^^^^^ precious metal which they

processes, and afford a clear indication ot tne qu

ought to produce. . .

f ^^^^ is meant the method of ascertain-

By the title Assays,in ^
the presence and nature of a metal but its

ing for any substance ^^^tever, not only the pres
^^^^ ^ ^^^^.^^

proportional quantity. Hence the operations
^ ^gg^ys now under
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most useful indications, are like the touchstone in regard to gold, and do not constitute
genuine assays.

Three kinds of assays may be practised in different circumstances, and -with more or
less advantage upon different ores. 1. The mechanical assay ; 2. the assay by the dry
way ; 3. the assay by the humid -way. See Assay.

1. Of viechanical assays. — These kinds of assays consist in the separation of the
substances mechanically mixed in the ores, and are performed by a hand-washing on
a shovel, in a small trough of an oblong shape, called a sebilla. After pulverising with
more or less pains the matters to be assayed by this process, a determinate weight of
them is put on a shovel into this wooden bowl with a little water ; and by means of
certain movements and some precautions, to be learned only by practice, the lightest
substances may be pretty exactly separated, namely, the earthy gangues from the denser
matter or metallic particles, without losing any sensible portion of them. Thus a
schlich of greater or less purity will be obtained, which may afford the means of
judging by its quality of the richness of the assayed ores, and which may there-
after be subjected to assays of another kind, by which the whole of the metal may
be insulated. See Ores, Dressing of.

Washing, as an assay, is practised on auriferous sands; on all ores from the stamps,and
even on schlichs already washed upon the great scale, to appreciate more nicely the degree
of purity they have acquired. The ores of tin in which the oxide is often disseminated
in much earthy gangue, are well adapted to this species of assay, because the tin oxide
IS very dense. The mechanical assay may also be employed in reference to the ores
whose metalhc portion presents an uniform composition, provided it also possesses con-
siderable specific gravity. Thus the ores of sulphide of lead ( galena) being often
susceptible of becoming almost pure sulphide (within 1 or 2 per cent.) by mere
washing, skilfully conducted, the richness of that ore in pure galena, and consequentlym lead, may be at once concluded;

x- o
,

h j

since 120 of galena contain 104 of lead,
and 16 of sulphur. The sulphide of an-
timony mingled with its gangue may
be subjected to the same mode of assay,
and the result will be still more direct
since the crude antimony is brought into
the market after being freed from its

gangue by a simple fusion.
The assay by washing is also had re-

course to for ascertaining if the scoria
or other product of the furnace contain
metallic grains which might be extracted
from them by stampmg and washing on
the large scale ; a process employed with
the scoria of tin and copper works.

2. Of assays by the dry way. — The
assay by the dry way has for its object, to
show the nature and proportion of the
metals contained in a mineral substance.
To make a good assay, however, it is
indispensably necessary to know what
IS the metal associated with it, and even
within certain limits, the quantity of
foreign bodies. Only one metal is com-
monly looked after; unless in the case
of certam argentiferous ores. The mi-
neralogical examination ofthe substances
under treatment is most commonly suf-
ficient to afford data in these respects;
but the assays may always be varied
with different views, before stopping at
a definite result ; and in every instance
only such assays can be confided in as

tior
^^""'^^^ ty a double opera-

In smelting houses which purchase
ores It ,8 necessary to bestow much

fiptvfr ""/^V^ssays, because they
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uscfal metals are treated, and whicli are to be dosed or proportioned; ores, for

example, including a notable quantity of lead, copper, and silver mixed together.

3. Of the assays by the humid luay. — The assays by the humid way, not reducibleto

very simple processes, are true chemical analyses, which may in fact be applied with

nmch advantage, either to ores or to the products of the furnace ; but which cannot

be expected to be practised in smelting-houscs, on account of the complication of ap-

paratus and reagents thev require. Moreover, an expert chemist is necessary to

obtain results that can be depended on. The directors of smehing-houses, however,

should never neglect any opportunities that may occur of submitting the materials

operated upon, as well as their products, to a more thorough examination than the

dry wav alone can effect. One of the great advantages of similar researches is, to

discover and appreciate the minute quantities of injurious substances which impair the

malleability of the metals, which give them several bad qualities, about whose nature

and cause more or less error and uncertainty prevail. Chemical analysis rightly

applied to metallurgy, cannot fail to introduce remarkable improvements into the

processes.—See the different metals, in their alphabetical places.

Furnace of assay.— Under Assay a furnace constructed by Messrs. Anfrye and

D'Arcet is mentioned which gives some peculiar facilities and economy to the process

^^It had originally a small pair of bellows attached to it, for raising the heat rapidly

to the proper vitrifying pitch. This is not shown in the previous figure.

The furnace is 17* inches high and 7^ inches wide, made of pottery or fine clay

as represented in fig. 1203, supported on a table having a pair of bellows beneath it.

The laboratory is at 6, the blow pipe of the bellows at d, with a stop cock, and

the dome is surmounted by a chimney a c, in whose lower ^rt there is an openmg

with a sliding door for the introduction of charcoal fuel. The furnace i. formed

in three pieces ; a dome, a body, and an ash pit. A pair of tongs, a stoking hook

and cupef ai^ seen on he right hand and the plan of the stoneware grate pierced

":LZl^.lZ\^s..^ a poker' are seen to the left. An exceedingly -genious^and

in all respects most useful Blast Gas Furnace has been recently introduced by Mr J.

J Griffin It consists of two parts : 1st, of a particular form of gas-burner, which is

suppUed with gas under the usual pressure, and with a blast of con^mon air supplied

bv bellows or I blowing machine, at about ten times the pressure of the gas. 2nd, of

Xnacrwhich is built up in a particular manner round the V^fJ^P^^^'^^f^
bv the gas-burner, and the crucible that is exposed to ignition. The fJ?<^tJl^

pL icular construction of this furnace, is to accumulate and concentrate in a focus,

fhe ^at produTed by the gas flame, and to make it expend its entire power upon any

objecrplaced in tha^t focus. Mr. Griffin has published a detailed account of this

"^SeTEORItS^'^^^^^ Fr.) are stones of a peculiar aspect and composition,

which have fallen from the air. See Iron.
. . . • „ „f

MFTFR GAS Under the head of Coal Gas a description is given of the

hvSic or wtt gas meter in ordinary use. This instrument, when properly con-

«ed measuSs'whh accuracy! and requires only a very shght pressure of

As to woTirtut 5 ?eadily admits of fraudulent means bemg employed by the

Sonsumlr so as to cause the instrument to under-estimate the amount of gas con-

^nmed whilsron the other hand, the condensation of moisture w.thm the meter

may so' fir elevate the water level as to cause an over-estimation of the consumption

?he water in the hydraulic meter is also liable to freeze in winter, thus completely

L.winter.
• • „„„ oil ^hvlntpd bv the dry gas meter, several

These defects and inconven.encies are
Sst in point of date

forms of which have of late years been ^^^nted I he hr^t in P

patent dry gas meter, an -s^rument displaymg
^

SLTh^lfrSsi^e: th';tttrof%eference a^^^^^^^^
^

BB, fig. 1204, represent, a cylindrica vessel
^J^^^^f^^^^^.f,J^'^grLr three

inches deep, being the dimensions of
^^ '^'^^^^^^^^

burners, called a three-light meter. In this

J^ff ^'JJ^ ^^^^^^^^ exhausted of

nected together by the bent tube d. fhc
^'"f;;;

^.^P^,
^ Jd are balanced

^'S^SlSr TilLt^itSrt2e;;SLrX cJeJs of heat to which
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either cylinder maybe exposed upon the principle of Leslie's differential

81

thermo-

1204
1205

inflamed, giyes motion to the ejlindm " J" e>». "bwi, "len

teSe^-ELxair.SS
JB,

.n., afte, Mo.in, oJ..e „a,s ^^aS^t^^^^^^^^^^

a«^aSr fnTo'Sni^J " —"sa IS so situated on the box c that JI... ''''y ^ 'useful flame The ho p

^
given to the box, tba't° te'^ptl^^e^"^^^^^^^ temptfut

^ith the box, and not at all on the lenST^! ^^i, quantity of flame in contactbox c thereby heated, the gas whfch pfssef thr-l-''^-
^'ghted, and the

rature, and, flowing out at the Tube c ^iSniL?/^^^ f '^'''^ thi same tempe!
for the time to be the lowest

; the Sed l« ' ^''^'^ cylinder which happens
cylinder the expansion of which drives th^^^^^^^ ^ in the Zvel
heavier than the counterpoise/ whe^ he cvffr<=

•
" "PP"" becomesone descends, and comes in the line of tliJ .

'"^1.°^ °° ^^^t^e, the hieW
ascends

;
the same motion continues afw S^^' ^^'^ lowerTne

"n"'!'' h •

'™i««tnre the room, and thn, counteract

*is. tw'fuS?:'^^:S',hVLreSI „ ^c'trS ."?-> ^ order ,0 insnre

with nn^ •
''^ *® action of the pyrometer n thc^J ^ ^ '^^'ve, which isMr™ «»» i«'.-r,r;i^ac;a7,™£iv;\r^

Vol. hi ' c'osing it again

G
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The speed at -which the cylinders vibrate is an index of the quantity of heat com-

municated to them, and is in exact proportion to tiie quantity of gas blowing on them

through the pipe c and curved side of the hoods e e.

The gas passed through the heater is a fixed proportion of the whole gas passmg

the meter; therefore the number of vibrations of the cylinders is in proportion to the

gas consumed.

A train of wheel-work with dials, similar to that used in the common meter, regis-

ters the vibrations:
, ~ , ,

.

Simplicity, accuracy, and compactness are the most remarkable features of this

instrument, and the absence of all corrosive agents will insure its durability.

The most recently constructed meters on the dry principle arc those of Defries, and

of Messrs. CroU and Richards. Both of these contrivances consist in causing the

gas to fill expansible chambers of definite volume, and the alternate expansion and

contraction of these is registered by wheel-work.

Defries' meter has three of these measuring chambers, separated from each other

by flexible leather partitions which are partly covered by metallic plates, to protect

them from the action of the gas. a A A A, fig. V206, represent these metallic plates

fixed upon the leather diaphragm bbbb. As the gas enters, it causes the flexible

Dartition to expand, which it does by assuming the form of a cone, as seen in^i^.

Three such Chambers are attached to each meter, so as to msure a umfonn

iSd steady supply of gas, and the motion of the chambers
J^-g

com—^
to

^^^XtSXKs^SMS^"Action

1208 1209

and accuracy of measurement to that of
^'^"^^J^ }''''':^^^^^

and 1210. A A fig. 1208 is a cylindrical case divided into two cjlindncai comp.
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A
^I'^c diaphragm b. These compartments are closed atopposite ends hy the metal discs c c. The latter perform the functions of pistonsand are retamed m their proper position by universal joints attached to each" S

afterguards vary. It-^ill be ^een thSl,^n it cannot
moving in a cj^inderT buUn o?deJ to Ivoid tr/? f '^^f'"' ^ P'«^«°
^ould cause if literally car;ied out bnnZ 5 J^'^t^o^ ^^ich such an arrangement
hinges, and allow of th^e mSn onh^dts °4t^t^^^^^^^^

^^^^^ -
&c!%.T.I?^ Ts ;tstrtce?Se^cTrr "-^^^^ '

above described. The flow S gas s ht revrr'Td^^^ ^P^'^^ l^^^^^l, as'

is opened from the internal space whSst the nn/
* ^ ^ the burners

chamber, thus forcing the disf ba^k to ts V.Vr^' ^'T''^portion of gas throulh the pipes of distr Ltion Trff'°°
-^^ expelling the first

dently corresponds to a given volume of ^ir^'nH K -
"^'^^ ^^^^ evi-

indicates the consumptionVon the u"L dial p'lat^^^^

''"^ '^^^'^^^-k.

Jr7X.~KF '^^^
'^'^ - -tensive use, especially in the

byS^^^^^^^^^^ Itisformed
of hydrogen is replaced by methyl^ i is So^. « oT''"'^

'° ""^^^^ an equivalent

MKTHY.ATE. SPIKIT. When ordii.ry alcohol is .ixed with lo per cent.
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of " wood alcohol," " Methi/le,'" it is, accordinfr to an excise regulation, sold duty free

under this name. Methylated spirit is extensively used in the manufacture of var-

nishes, lacquers, &c.
Ml'jTHYLENE, a peculiar liquid compound of carhon and hydrogen, extracted

from pyroxilic spirit, which is reckoned to be a bi-hydrate of melhijlene.

METRA. This pocket instrument, constructed by the late Mr. Herbert Mack-
worth — one of H. M. Inspectors of Collieries, — enables the traveller or engineer to

take, with considerable accuracy, most of those measurements which it is useful to re-

cord, and to make use of opportunities which would otherwise be lost. In a brass case,

less than three inches square and an inch thick, are contained a clinometer, thermo-

meter, goniometer, level, magnifying lens, measure for wire gauze, plummet, platina

scales of various kinds, and an anemometer. The traveller can ascertain by its

means the temperature, the force of the wind, the latitude, the position of the rocks,

or survey and map his route. The geologist can determine and draw the direction

and amount of dip of the rocks, the angles of cleavage and crystallisation, the tempera-

ture of springs, or examine by a plate of tourmaline the bottoms of pools or shallow

depths along coast lines otherwise invisible to the eye. The miner can survey and

level the roof or floor of his workings, and requires only a pencil to map them upon

j)aper. He can ascertain the temperature of the air under ground, discover whether

the ventilation is deficient, or see whether the wires of his Davy lamp are in safe

condition.

Figs. 1211, 1212 represent the plan and side view of the "metra" when open and

ready for use. a is the double compass, and b the level. The arc of the level is

1211

ss zp IS /o,
, , , f ,

^
,

,

. p

graduated in degrees, and in inches fall per yard, c the sights; '.^.,5^'

ioniometer; e' the goniometer scale ; f the plummet ; g the lens, with a telescopic slide
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the instrument can be obtained • iTs a Lt^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^«"zontality of
masonry. This end unscrews exDolo- n l^^ ,

point for entering joints of rock or
by which the leg can be seemed tH tf..

wood-screw (shown by the dotted lines m),
the compass and level, w II read correct^ to h.^?J/ thermometer, which. like

the top and bottom of the instrum^^^t w^I, ^T^^ ''^^^ screw which holds
the drawing Beneath th^w^ ^^g^'^^r when they are opened out for use, as in
of a thin shtt of transplant r^T

^
^J"^^.^

'^'^ anemometer, which cons sts

mica is a table of'SLnts ^ underneath the
sides some thirty measures and fomflJ f f ^"'^ ^^^i^s, be-
The brass leg is seldom of use aTm^v ^."''"'l' ^"P^^' ^ir, &c.
edge of thelide e e' on a bed of rock f'^'^^'^^T"'}'-

nesting the under
comes in the middle of the level the d^-V^f^ T?^ .

' instrument till the bubble
the rock will be ascertai;:d7n:lV«C " '"^^''^ " «^
amount of inclination with. To lay down survive ^

,
*° measure the

and the edge e e', laid to it. The paper should^then IT"' ^^^^^ ''"l^d,

comes exactly north and south wheH r.n Ti ^ t \^^""^^^ "^^^^^ the ruled line
made by the Compass and'thTs'criesTn h^^aLTTuS'tXd b'' ^"^^Tground without the usual calculation and rXfof SaHel in., ™f^ °°
made in wood as a clinometer, containing on v tbl . T '

.
^ ^™P^^^ ^""^'^^ is

and thermometer for the use of geologists ^ magnifying glass,

g.«?nott\tfa? -^LrbTeW';^ ^^^^ than
an ingredient of granite and gneiss Thp ^ /"'^ ' ^'BS- It is
London, are mostfs^ brought frfm s Leria ffiv.r f '""'^ ^^'^

The'mta°1 T^^'^^ W^Tn certSYto^; s""''
"^^'^^ g^-' to enclose

Per?xide7? oJ S ^^rpS ^l"-' ^^'^^
' alumina, 34-52

;
fluoric acid, 1-09

; water, 0^98 ' "^'S^^^^^' ^^^^^ oxide of manganese, 211
\

ce^sJ^^^ip^^^^^^ °' "

is a phosp^h^t'^Sa^^ndLm^^^^^^^ fnd k now nl' '''''.T'^
'^"^^^ ^

portions of phosphate of soda and phosphate of a^r^-^"'"^
-"^^'^^ equivalent pro-

and crystallising the mixture. ICalUxL.! ' —i° ^^^poratrng
MILK. A well known nutrit^s fll Sb^T^^ ^'^^ crystaUisation.

^

need not be described. See Butter '
' ^'P'^^^ 'he arts,

the1mp^:esIiSfis oi^S ^Jots^SLrof P^^ers, in which

great masses, has ^^tex^rT eSallJtlluTa^'^^^^^^^ f^T
'"^'^ ^^^^^ ^^^^''^ i°

shape, and size, and are often crossed L Srn n'i^
being irregular in number,

cavit.es. Buhr-stones constitute a veT^rlre^'.^^^^^^abundance only in the mineral basin ofK anfafc^'
™'

of super-position is well ascertained
: it foms a narf ,f

J^^'^S ^^stricts. Its place
formation which, in the locality alluded to Ties aCll / ^^.^"f or fresh-water

fuKS°~lr„;^^^^^^^^ as if .uffed'
cxcepuon known to thisWangei^eo '

b„, SfS Is'htlf f"" ^'i""'-
^iere is ZMd Ihoit csTities are often filled »itli CTv«,L „f '^"""'^ " «^

lor gmd,ng corn have ab„„, .„ '1 "'rS .JIT'- „ ""tr-storS

in aian.ote. b, ^f-iirL'd7„ornTedr^^^^^^
^ ^

weages, giadually but equally in-
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serted. The pieces of huhr-stones are afterwards cut into parallelopipeds, called panes
which are bound with iron hoops into large millstones. These pieces are exported
chiefly to England and America. Good millstones of a bluish white colour, with a
regular proportion of cells, when six feet and a half in diameter, fetch 1200 francs
apiece, or 48/. sterling. A coarse conglomerate sandstone or breccia is, in some cases,

used as a substitute for buhr-stones ; but it is a poor one.

MILLSTONE GRIT. A geological term applied to a series of coarse sandstone
rocks, belonging to the Coal Measure formations. " The term gritstone is perhaps
most applicable to the harder sandstones, which consist most entirely of grains of
quartz most firmly compacted together, by a purely siliceous cement. The angularity
of the particles cannot be taken as a character, since the rock commonly called
millstone grit is generally composed of perfectly round grains, sometimes as large

as peas, and even larger ; the stone then commencing to pass into a conglomerate."

—

Jukes.

MINERAL CANDLES. These candles and other products (liquid hydro-carbons)
are manufactured by Price's Candle Company, at Belmont and Sherwood, according
to processes patented by Mr. Warren De la Rue. The novelty of these substances

consists— 1. In the material from which they are obtained. 2. In the method by
which they are elaborated. 3. In their chemical constitution.

The jaw material is a semifluid naphtha, drawn up from wells sunk in the neigh-

bourhood of the river Irrawaddy, in the Burmese empire. The geological charac-

teristics of the locality are sandstone and blue clay. In its raw condition the substance

is used by the natives as a lamp-fuel, as a preservative of timber against insects, and
as a medicine. Being in part volatile at common temperatures, this naphtha is im-

ported in hermetically-closed metallic tanks, to prevent the loss of any constituent.

Reichenbach, Christison, Gregory, Reece, Young, Wiesman (of Bonn), and others

have obtained from peat, coal, and other organic minerals, solids and liquids bearing

some physical resemblance to those procured from the Burmese naphtha ; but the

first-named products have, in every instance, been formed by the decomposition of the

raw material. The process of De la Rue, is, from first to last, a simple separation,

without chemical change.

In the commercial processes, as carried out at the Sherwood and Belmont Works,

the crude naphtha is first distilled with steam at a temperature of 212° Fahr. ; about

one-fourth is separated by this operation. The distillate consists of a mixture of

many volatile hydro-carbons ; and it is extremely difficult to separate them from each

other on account of their vapours being mutually very diffusible, however different

may be their boiling points. In practice, recourse is had to a second or third distil-

lation, the products of which are classified according to their boiling points or their

specific gravities, which range from -627 to 860, the lightest coming over first.
_
It is

worthy of notice, that though all these volatile liquids were distilled from the original

material with steam of the temperature of boiling water, their boiling points range

from 80° Fahr. to upwards of 400° Fahr.

These liquids are all colourless, and do not solidify at any temperature, however

low, to which they have been exposed. They are useful for many purposes. All

are solvents of caoutchouc. The vapour of the more volatile Dr. Snow has found to

be highly anesthetic. Those which are of lower specific gravity are called in com-

merce Sherwoodole and Belmontine ; these have great detergent power, readily remov-

ing oily stains from silk, without impairing even delicate colours. The distillate of

the higher specific gravity is proposed to be used as lamp-fuel; it burns with a

brilliant white flame ;
and, as it cannot be ignited without a wick, even when heated

to the temperature of boiling water, it is safe for domestic use.

A small percentage of hydro-carbons, of the benzole series, comes over with the

distillates in this first operation. Messrs. De la Rue and Miiller have shown that

it may be advantageously eliminated by nitric acid. The resulting substances, mtro-

benzole, &c., are commercially valuable in perfumery, &c.
^ , ^ a.

After steam of 212° has been used in the distillation just described, there is left

a residue, amounting to about three-fourths of the original material. It is fused

and purified from extraneous ingredients (which Warren De la Rue and H. Muller

have found to consist partly of the colophene series) by sulphuric acid. The foreign

substances are thus thrown down as a black precipitate, from which the supernatant

liquor is decanted. The black precipitate, when freed from acid by copious washing,

has all the characteristic properties of native asphaltum. The fluid is then transferred

to a still, and, by means of a current of steam made to pass through heated iron tubes,

is distilled at any required temperature. The distillates obtained by this process are

classed according to their distilling points, ranging from 300° to 600° Fahr. I he

distillations obtained, at 430° Fahr. and upwards, contam a solid substance, resembling
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in colour and in many physical and chemical properties, the pariffi^d of Reichenbach

like it, it is electric, and its chemical affinity is very feeble : but\fi^e,.are reasons

believing that a difference exists in the atomic constitution of "yi^-.jtrvyo substances.

The commercial name of Belmontine is given to one of the fluids ^ojn^tbe Burmese
pitch. Candles manufactured from the solid material {Paraffine) possess .^eat illu-

minating power. It is stated that such a candle, weighing Jth lb., will/ gjY&-^
much light as a candle -weighing ^th lb. made of spermaceti or of stearic acid/ '/J^
property of fusing at a very low temperature into a transparent liquid, and not de--

composing below 600° Fahr., recommends this substance as the material of a bath
for chemical purposes. As to the fluids obtained in the second distillation, already
described, they all possess great lubricating properties

;
and, unlike the common

fixed oils, not being decomposable into an acid, they do not corrode the metals,
especially the alloys of copper, which ai-e used as bearings of machinery. This
aversion to chemical combination, which characterises all these substances, affords,
not only a security against the brass-work of lamps being injured by the hydro-
carbon burnt in them, but also renders these hydro-carbons the best detergents of
common oil lamps. It is an interesting physical fact, that some of the non-volatile
liquid hydro- carbons possess the fluorescent property which Stokes has found to
reside in certain vegetable infusions.

An important characteristic of the Burmese naphtha is its being almost entirely
destitute of the hydro-carbons belonging to the defiant gas series. See Naphtha.
MINERAL STATISTICS of the United Kingdom.
Within our limited space, the following tables will give a satisfactory view of the

progress ofthe mining iudustries of these islands.

Mr. Carne has given a table of the production of tin in Cornwall from 1750 to 1837.
(See Tin.) In the following table, however, we repeat a portion of this, our object
being to show the progress of tin mining during the present century, and at the end
we continue the returns with much exactness to the present time: —

Produce of British Tin Mines since 1800.

Years. Tons. Years. Tons. Years. Tons. Years. Tons.

1800 2,522 1815 2,941 1830 4,444 1845
1801 2,365 1816 3,348 1831 4,300 1846
1802 2,669 1817 4,121 1832 4,323 1847
1803 2,960 1818 4,066 1833 4,065 1848 6,613
1804 3,041 1819 3,315 1834 2,989 1849 6,952
1805 2,785 1820 2,990 1835 4,228 1850 6,729

6,143

6,287

5,763

5,947

1806 2,905 1821 3,373 1886 4,054 1851
1807 2,465 1822 3,278 1837 4,790 1852
1808 2,371 1823 4,213 1838 5,130 1853
1809 2,548 1824 5,005 1839 1854
1810 2,036 1825 4,358 1840 1855 6,000

6,177

6,582

6,920

1811 2,385 1826 4,603 1841 1856
1812 2,373 1827 5,565 1842 1857
1813 2,324 1828 4,931 1843 1858
1814 2,611 1829 4,434 1844

Mr. Carne agam mforms us that the prices paid to the tinner in Cornwall, between
the years 1746 and 1788, varied from 60s. the cwt. to 72s. the cwt In a Report of a
Select Committee of the House of Lords, on the state of the British Wool Trade is a
table compiled by Edward Charles Hohler, giving the average prices of several articles
amongst others of tin, from 1783 to 1828 inclusive. From this table the following
extract is made :— °

d.

7 per cwt.1783 -

1789 -

1794 -

1800 -

1805 -

£
4

3

5

5

5

s.

1

10

0
4

15

3

3
2

8

1810 -

1815 -

1820 -

1825 -

£
- 7
- 7
- 3
- 4

s.

9

3
15

16

d.

8 per cwt.

0 „
9 „
6

This does not differ materially from the prices given by Mr. Carne as the nricespaid to the tinner in Cornwall
: the apparent discrepancies arise from the fact thathe above table is the price of tin in the metal market, therefore we have to add tothe price for tm ore, the cost of bringing it into the metallic state.

'

G 4
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The value of the metallic tin produced in 1853, when the price varied from 112/.

to 118/. per ton, may be estimated at 700,000/. In 1854, the range of prices, not very
different from those of the previous year, gives a total value of 690,000/. The average
prices of 1855 vrere— English blocks, 125/. ;

bars, 126/.; refined, 129/. In 1858 the

mean average price was 119/. per ton.

The produce of the Copper Mines of Cornwallfrom the year 1725, in periods of
ten years.

Tons of Ore. Average Price
per ton.

Amount realised.

From 1725 to 1735 -

„ 1735 to 1745 -

„ 1745 to 1755 -

„ 1755 to 1765

„ 1765 to 1775 -

„ 1775 to 1785 -

„ 1785 to 1795* -

„ 1795 to 1800 -

64,800

75,520

98,790

169,699

264,273

304,133

249,834

£ s. d.

7 15 10
7 8 6
7 8 0
7 6 6

6 14 6

6 3 0

8 9 6

£
473,500
560,106
731,457

1,243,045

1,778,337

1,827,106

2,177,724t

The produce of copper ore has been given by Sir Charles Lemon to the end of 1837.

Commencing from that date, the following may be received as an exact statement of

the progress of this especial mineral industry. The accounts are made up to the 30th

of June in each year specified.

Number
of Mines

Date
Selling
Ore at

Total of Ore
Sold.

Fine Copper
in Ore.

Money Value.

Ticket-
ings.J

Il°cwt.
cwt. qrs. lbs.

2T°cwi.
cwt. qrs. lbs. £ s. id.

1838 76 145,688 20 0 0 11,527 4 1 17 857,779 11 0

1839 79 159,551 0 0 0 12,450 18 1 24 932,297 12 6

1840 79 147,266 0 0 0 11,037 16 3 1 792,758 3 6

1841 79 135,090 0 0 0 9,987 2 1 23 819,949 2 0

1842 70 135,581 0 0 0 9,896 3 0 15 822,870 12 0

1843 64 144,806 0 0 0 10,926 1 0 6 804,455 19 0

1844 68 152,667 0 0 0 11,246 14 1 20 815,246 9 6

1845 77 157,000 0 0 0 12,239 2 3 11 835,358 19 6

1846 88 158,913 0 0 0 12,447 16 1 16 886,785 1 6

1847 92 148,674 0 0 0 11,966 8 0 18 830,739 9 0

1848 90 155,616 0 0 0 12,869 19 1 16 825,080 2 6

1849 89 144,938 0 0 0 12,052 17 3 23 716,917 7 0

1850 72 150,890 0 0 0 11,824 0 1 21 814,037 3 0

1851 76 154,299 0 0 0 12,199 16 1 15 808,244 1 6

1852 82 152,802 0 0 0 11,706 16 3 20 828,057 19 6

1853 94 180,095 0 0 0 11,839 14 0 0 1,124,561 2 0

1854 96 180,687 0 0 0 11,779 14 0 0 1,153,756 3 6

Standard.

S. d

3 0
2 0
10 0

6 0

£
109
110

108
119
120 16 0

110
109

1 0
17 0

103 10 0

106 8 0
103

97
92
103
101

106

12 0

7 0
11 0

19 0

0 0

12 0

136 16 0

140 2 0

For some years the annual produce of the copper mines for each particular year

is made up to the end of December. Without this statement it might appear that

some discrepancy existed between the returns now given and those published in

the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain. There may be some ad-

vantage in giving the sales from our Cornish copper mines for each particular year to

» The produce of the mines for the years 1789 to 1794 cannot be obtained, but the quantities of copper

ore sold in the other years of the period were as follows :
—

1786 1787 1788 1794 1795

39,89.1 38,047 31..'i41 42,819 43,589

. £2371237 190,738 150,303 320,875 326,189

t This includes the last five years of the last century only.

t Sundry small mineii selling under 10 tons arc not included in this number

Years
Tons
Amount -
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December, 1854 ; these may be regarded as very close to the truth, the private
contract sales having been unimportant.

1

1 Ore. Copper. Value.

Tons. Tons. cwt. qrs. lbs. £ s. d.

1848 147,701 12,241 19 2 5 720,090 17 0
1849 146,326 11,683 13 0 22 763,614 19 0
1850 155,025 12,253 10 2 21 840,410 16 0
1851 150,380 11,807 8 2 18 782,947 8 6
1852 165,593 11,776 17 2 24 975,975 14 0
1853 181,944 11,913 12 0 12 1,155,167 3 6
1854 184,858 11,979 4 2 21 1,192,696 12 6

The earUest accounts of the Swansea sales which we have been enabled to obtain
are from 1804, when first the copper sales were published in the Camina« newspaper,
ine publication of the printed ticketing papers commenced in 1839. As these returnsshow a very remarkable extension of the copper trade of Swansea, the amount sold
tor each year is given.

Copper Ores sold at Swanseafrom the year 1804 to 1847,

Date. English. Welsh. Irish.

Tons. Tons. Tons.
1804 52
1805
1806 41 62
1807 68 810
1808 312 1,391
1809 240 530
1810 400 603
1811 88 68
1812 622 120
1813 442 213
1814 321 429
1815 77 1,079 700
1816 35 600 673
1817 422 9
1818 317 247 349
1819 1,796 90 1,531
1820 1,408 124 2,200
1821 957 191 2,040
1822 521 412 1,923
1823 633 564 3,673
1824 436 358 4,471
1825 2,061 1,191 5,350

Foreign.

Tons.

Date.

1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841

1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847

English.

Tons.
505
508
320
720
415
540
646
361

377
268
535
179
964

1,812

752
705

1,910

756
430
622
549
406

Welsh.

Tons.

1,115

1,140

3,555

6,076

1,788

1,442

3,184

1,786

3,336

3,770
1,698

2,216

3,410

2,637

1,525

1,180

857
1,133

700
1,914

1,035

340

Irish.

Tons.

4,271

7,383

8,510

7,044

9,115

9,707

11,399

11,293

17,280

22,123
21,013
22,306

22,161

23,613

20,166

14,321

15,253

17,600

20,063

19,647

17,553

14,373

Foreign.

Tons.

199
668
934
975
641

1,059

2,077

6,758

9,046

14,521

19,868

24,092
35,354

41,364
44,392

40,739
45,491

46,643

39,348
35,700

The great advance in he quantities of copper ores from Ireland, shows the advent. „•of a better system of mining in that country than such as had been Se^L.Ivf.w fImprovements are still required : there is no doubt but that th^ ^Tl i

^ practised.

Ireland are of the highest'order
; they only wSui^^ert^oJC^^^^

Ihe quantity of Foreign copper ores imported has been steadily increasing Ti,largest quantities have been produced in the following localities
^'''^^^''"S- ^he

Previously to 1848, the total quantities sold at Swansea, of which nn^
be obtained, were as follows :

— '^wausea, oi wnich any returns can

Cobre 172,634 tons of 21 cwt
Chili - 82,580
Cuba - 36,033
Santiago - 57,230
Copiapo - 14,887
Valparaiso 9,306
Norway - 8,357

St. Jose in Cobre 8,246 tons of 21 cwt.Burra Burra - 5,389
Kapunda - 2,354

"

Bacuranco - 1,112
"

Cobija - - 1^798
Pennsylvania- 1,454

>»
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From that year to the end of 1854 the quantities of ore sold at Swansea have been
as follows :

—
From the Foreign Mines,

Name. 1848. 1840. mo. 1851. 1852. 1853. 1854.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

Cobre 17,564 19,409 5,905 14,724 11,106 9,141 12,804

Chili 3,398 213 662 421 ~ ~ 407 311

Burra Burra 4,047 7,238 3,405 829 550

Cuba 1 ,486 2,697 A K A O4,048 3,799 3,829 3,110

Copiapo - n K 710 e/D 41)0 796 1,070

Kapunda - 661 213 949 868 889 893 732

Santiago - 716 1,51b 1,119 2,036 1,272 789 785

Recompensa 460
Giburra - ~ ~ 151

Kanmantoo 321 169

Cabral - 96 87

Montacute 93
96

Parniga 82
302Havannah 209 161

Adelaide - 33 135 48

Australian 40 65 113 102

Cantabra - 43

Carridad - 20

Kaw-aw - 307 853 961 209 104

423 64

The recent importations are given under Copper.

From 1847 to 1854, the following Irish mines sold copper ore at Swansea. In the

Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom, published annually from the Mining Record

Office, these accounts are continued.

Name.

Bearhaven
Knockmahon
Holyford -

Ballymurtagh
Lackamore
Cronebane
Gurtnadyne
Ballinoe -

Tigrony -

Connorree
Galway
Cosheen -

Total quantities of ores I

sold in each year from the I

Irish mines by public tick-
|

etings at Swansea. J

1848. 1849. 1850. 1851. 1852. 1853. 1854.

Tons. Trvns. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons

5,872 5,812 6,137 6,969 5,692 5,868 5,030

4,674 2,787 3,624 3,471 3,373 4,421

302 89 499 555

1,449 1,059 370 104 556 455 1,237

152 114 101 204 140 159

137 13 25 121 50

154

59 97

13
•* 22 40

54
45

12,586 9,772 6,847 10,998 9,995 10,410 11,505
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Qmntitiea and Total Value of Iron Ore raised, in each County in England and Wales,
and in Scotland and Ireland, in each of the Years 1855, 185C, 1857, ajid 1858.

Counties. ISSS. 1866. 1857. 1868.

England and Wales : Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.
Northumberlttiid, Durham - - - - IBS.OOO 495,500 500,000 20,924
Cumberland and Lancashire - . . . 637,616 732,109 926,315 787,184

25,5,000 242,100 207,.')00 189,750
970,300 1,197,417 1,414,155 1,367,395
409,500 392,400 550,.500 328,950

z,/ /u,UUU 1 fill
1 ,658,947

74,084 91,592
2,500 )

58,079 j
140,485

48,000 40,000 29,500
365,000 335,700 320,500 150,500
65,820 68,464 150,374 88,.575

South Wales 1,665,500 1,784,700 I,0:i8,241 752,231
QO iir\oyj,nUo 1 nn nCQ 127,554 107,652
4,940 14,620 25,842 26,041

15,000 15,500 9,822
13,000 7,000 6,933

1,500 4,100 2,000 4,7.54

24,057 22,650 19,359 5,1.50

TPntal fnr P^nirland nnd ^^nlpR » • - 7,150,925 8,291,620 7,070,281 5,724,793

2 240

2,400^000 2,201,250 2,500,000 2,312,000
576 441 3,000 3,600

9,553,741 10,493,311 9,.573,281 8,040,9.59

Total for United Kingdom - - -

Estimated Value.

£ £
5,254,557 5,695,815 3,829,312 2,570,701

Note The returns of iron ore raised in 1854 are not sufficiently complete for comparison with those of

subsequent years. In 1855 and 1856, the estimated values were made from the cost at the furnace 1857

and 1858 are from prices at the place of production.

Quantities and Total Value of Pig Iron made, in each County in England and Wales,

and in Scotland, in each of the Years 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, and 1858.

Counties. 1854. 1855. 1856. 1857. 1858.

England and Wales:
Northumberland, Durham, and
North Yorkshire ...

Cumberland and Lancashire
York, West Riding . - -

Stafford and Worcester

South Wales . - - -

Gloucester . - - - -

Somerset and Wiltshire

Tons.

275,000
20,000
73,444
127,500
847,600
124,800
32,900

750,000
21,990

Tons.

214,020
16,574

175,340
116,.550

855,500
121,680
31,420

840,070
19,500

Tons.

331,370
25,.'i30

275,600
106,960
907,731
109,722
47,682

877,150
24,132

Tons.

527,588
31,748

117,000
112,160
791,352
117,141

37,049
970,727
23,882

300
11,500

Tons.

499,816
29,104
85,936
131,577
733,117
101,0!6
28,150

886,478
23,580

2,040

9,750

Total for England and Wales 2,273,234 2,390,654 2,705,877 2,740,447 2,530,564

796,604 827,500 880,500 918,000
1,000

925,500

3,009,838 3,218,154 3,586,377 3,059,447 3,4.56,064

Total for Great Britain -

Estimated Value.

£
12,279,325

£
12,872,610

£
14,345,508

£
12,838,560

£
10,713,798
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Number of Collieries and Quantities and total Value of Coals raised in each Comity
in England, and in Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, in each of the Years 1854 1855
1856, 1857, and 1858.

'

Counties.

Number of Collieries. Quantities of Coals raised.

IBS I 1855 183 6 1857 186S 1854 1855 1856 1857 1858

England.
Northumber-
land and Dur-
ham - - -

Cumberland -

York - - .

Derby
Nottingham -

Warwick
Leicester -

Stafford and
Worcester -

Lancashire
Cheshire -

Shropshire
Gloucester
Somerset -

Devon

Total for Eng-
land

Total forWales

Scotland
Ireland -

r'

22,

2;

27(

12:

17

15

11

516
333
30
48

f

i 27.

i 2;

; 33:

1 171

2C

17

II

500
357
32
56

(55
•i 31

(2

5 27<

i 2f

i 39£

I7(

24

16

14

548
359
31

55
56

29
2

3 26S

i 2^

) 314

}
16

14

563
359
31

55
62
35
2

i 275
28

383

184

17

14

548
380
35

57
59
35
2

Tons.

15,420,6IS
887 one

7,260,50t

f 2,406,696

I 813,474
255,000
439,000

7,500,000

9,080,500
786,500

1,080,000

\. 1 Ado Occ> 1 ,49^,000

Tons.

15,431,400

7,747,470
2,256,000
809,400
262,000
425,000

7,323,000
8,950,000
755,500

1,105,250

1,430,620

Tons.

15,492,96£
91 3,89 i

9,083,625

j 3,293,325

335,000
632,478

7,305,500
8,950,000
764 327
762il00

1,530,000

Tons.

15,826,.525

942,018
8,875,440

3,687,442

398,000
698,750

7,164,625
8,565,500

750,000

1,225,000

Tons.

15,853,484
920,137

8,302,150

3,900,750

356,500
750,000

6,680,780
8,050,000
695,450
749,360

1,125,250

1704 1881 2007 2001po 17 47,421,651 47,305,189 49,043,215 48,883,800 47,443,861

60
245

65
245

310

91

304
84

325
81

352
1,143,000
8,500,000

1,12.5,000

8,552,270
1,046,500

8,919,100
1,046,500
7,132,304

1,022,500
7,495,289

300 395 409 433 9,643,00i 9,677,270 9,965,600 8,178,804 8,517,789

36S
19

403I

19

405
22

425
70

417
74

7,448,000

148,750
7,325,000
145,620

7,500,000
130,635

8,211,473

120,630
8,926,249
120,750

!397 26I3| 2829 2905
'i!941 64,661,401 64,453,079 66,645,450 65,394,707 65,808,649

Total for U. jKingdom Estimated Value at the Pits.

£
16,165,350

£
16,113,267

£
16,663,862

£
1

16,348,676
£

16,252,162

Quantities and estimated Value at the Place of Production of the principal Minerals

Zil'^ln^llt
" United Kingdom in each of the YearsV^l.^^Tsfl

Quantities produced

Estimated value -

18,54

1855

<i 1856
1857

i.1858

ri854
I 1855

- < 1866
1857

Ll858

Coal.

Tons.
64,661,401
61 ,453,079
66,445,450
65,394,707

65,008,649
£

16,16.5,350

16,113,267
16,663,862

16,348,070

16,252,162

Copper,
fine.*

Tons.

19,899
21,294
24,267
17,375
14.456

£
2,487,375
3,042,877

2,983,611

2,164,500

1,562,693

Iron, pig.*

Tons.
3,069,838
3,218,154
3,586,377
3,659,447
3,456,064

£
12,279,325
12,872,616
14,345,508

12,838,560

10,713,798

Lead,
metallic*

Tons.

64,005
65,529
73,129
67,393
68,303
£

1,497.717
1,516,996
1,76,5,096

1,523,852

1,489,005

Tin,
wilite.*

Tons.
5,974
6,000
6,177
6,380
6,491
£

690,000
720,000
821,541
867,680
772,429

Silver from
Lead.*

* Produced from British ores.

Vol. III. H
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It appears desirable to give a permanent record of the accidents in coal mines :—
Niimher and Niittire of Accidents in Coal Mines, and Deaths therefrom, in (he several

Cotd Districts of Great Britain, in each of the Years 1854, 1855, 1856, awrf 1857.

Nature of AcddenK.

NorthunibtT-
laiid, Durham,
and Ctjmlicr-

land.

South
Durham.* Yorkshire.

Perby,
Nottingham,
Lei< e.,ti-r, and
Warwick.

1851 1 S.'ifi
,
18.')5 1850 18.')7 18.')5|l86C 1867

In the mines

:

Explosions of fire-damp .

„ gunpowder -

Suffocation by gases -

Fall of material in mines

:

Of coal . . .

„ stone ...
Total fall of material -

In shafts

:

Overwinding ....
Ropes and chains breaking
Wliilst ascending or descending
Falling into shaft from surface -

Things falling from surface
Falling from part way down
Miscellaneous - . . -

Total in shafts

Irruptions of water .

Falling into water
On inclines underground
By trams „
„ machinery „
Miscellaneous ,,

Total in mines

On the surface

:

By machinery -

Boilers bursting
Miscellaneous -

Total on the surface

Total accidents -

hi the mines

:

Explosions of fire-damp

„ gunpowder
Suffocation by gases -

Fall of material in mines :

Of coal

,, stone

Enolano ano Walra.

A ccidenu.

43

22

99

18

117

52

30

127

14

141

36

11

57

14

71

24

46

14

60

24

15

6i

75

27

17

58

60

19

16

46

47

26

46

50

20

17

46

21

13

13

42 30

48

I

43

Deaths from Accidents.

Total fall of material -

In shafts

:

Overwinding -

Kopes and chains breaking
Whilst ascending or descending
Falling into shaft from surface -

Things falling from surface

Falling from part way down
Miscellaneous . - - -

Total in shafts

Irruptions of water - . -

Falling into water . . -

On inclines underground -

By trams „ - -

,. machinery „ - -

Miscellaneous „ - -

Total in mines -

On the surface

:

By machinery - - - -

Boilers bursting - - -

Miscellaneous . - - -

Total on the surface

Total deaths

46 53

26

109

13

3
2

33

134

18

127

14

148

36

13

59

73

25

48

14

62

24

16

72

80

28

20

64

66

198
2

19

51

52

19

26

13

20

240

245

21

16

47 45

49 46

14

53

» Previous to 1856 the South Durham district was included with Northumberland, Durham, and Cum-

berland.
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Number and Nature of Accidents in Coal Mines, and Deaths therefrom, in the several
Coal Districts of Great Britain, in each of the Years 1854, 1855, and 1856
continued.

Nature of Accidents.

In tke mines

:

Explosions of fire damp
M gunpowder -

Suffocation hj gases - - -

Fall of materials in mines

:

Ofcoal - . . .

„ stone ....
Total fall of material

In shafts:

Overwinding _ - .

Ropes and chains breaking .

Whilst ascending or descending
Falling into shaft from surface
Things falling from surface
Falling from part way down
Miscellaneous . . _

Total in shafts .

Irruptions of water . . _ ,

Falling into water _ . . .

On inclines underground -

By trams „ . . ,

,, machinery „ . . .

Miscellaneous „ . . .

England and Wales.

North and
East

Lancashire
(Manchester).

West
Lancashire

'North Wales).

1854|1855|1856 1855 J856ll857 1854 1855 185fi

North
Staffordshire,
Sliropshire,
and Cheshire.

South
Staffordshire
and Wor-
cestershire.

854 1855 1

Accidents.

Total in mines

On the surface

:

By machinery
Boilers bursting
Miscellaneous

Total on the surface

Total accidents

In the mines

:

Explosions of firedamp .

gunpowder -
Sutrocation by gases - - .
Fall of material in mines

:

Ofcoal . - _ .

„ stone - . _ _

T u ^ Total fall of material
In shafts

:

Overwinding ...
Ropes and chains breaking -

Whilst ascending or descending
Falling into shaft from surface
rhingg falling from surface
Falling from part way down
Miscellaneous ...

Total in shafts -

26

65

•20-

20

71

19

27

C9

78 73

22

75

82

36

33

33

21

76

81

20

15

73

81

21

50

53

16

48

49

20

54

61

98

38

2

1.^3

6

159

S6

34 26

44

148

136

138

Deaths from Accidents.

22

22

Irruptions of water .

Falling into water
On inclines underground .
By trams „

machinery „
. Miscellaneous „

„ ., , Total in minesOn the surface :

By machinery ...
Boilers bursting
Miscellaneous ...

Total on the surface

Total deaths -

35

30

30

24

81 80

5 4

22

1^

22

4
7
1

1

4

4

22

89

28

24

42

33

33

23

91

81

26

99

105

97

105

18 19 19

21

57

13

99

20 42

21

88

35

00

10

CO 67

10

70

33

169

176

n 2

176

1.54

156
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Number and Nature of Accidents in Coal Mines, and Deaths therefrom, in the several

Coal Districts of Great Britain in each of the Years 1854, 1855, and 158G—
continued.

Bnolanu and Wai.m.

Nature of Accldenta.
South y/ett a!

England. South Walo. Total KnKlaiid
and Wale».*

18S5.
1

185G. 1854.
1

18^6. 1855.
1

I860.

In the mines

:

Explosions of firo dump . - - -

,, gunpowder - - -

Accidents.

7 4 3

2

6
1

12 8 1

'
1

90
15

C8
11
Q

Fall of materials in mines:
y
20

1 \

35

1

1

1

1

19

14

25 26 20

Total fall of material - 29 50 30 39 51 55
1

360 344

In shalls

:

Overwinding - - - - -

Ropes and chains breaking - - -

Falling into shaft from surface

Falling from part way down
Miscellaneous - - - - -

2

7
3
1

5

2

3
1

1

2

1

6
3

1

1

-

2
4
4

2

1

6
4
4

3

1

4

7
2

-

6
12

jl04

]37
17

5
13

78

49

15

Total in shafts ... 20 7 12 12 18 14
1

176 160

On inclines underground . - - -

„ machinery

1

1

1

1

3
3
1

2

1

1

4

6

2

1

1

7

4

3
2

]15

j 54

6
14

7

51

3
10

Total in mines - 58 70 50 70 96 87
1

735 COS

On the surface

:

1

1

3

4

3

5
1

6

28
5

13

29
12

15

Total on the surface - 1 1 7 8 '
1

46 5ti

Total accidents - - - 58 71 61 77 104 94 781 719

In the mines

:

Explosions of fire damp - - - -

„ gunpowder - - - -

Fall of material in mines

:

Deaths from Accidents.

8 4 13

6

10
1

1

17 136
2

1

133
17

7

227
11

13

9
21

15

36
11

19

14

25
25
26

35
21

Total fall of material -

In shafts

:

Overwinding - - - -

Ropes and chains breaking - - -

AA^hilct" atippiifl in or flpsrpildillff » -

Falling into shaft from surface

J. nill^s Idillllg 11 Ulil oil I itxi^ts •

Falling from part way down

30 51 30 39 h\ 56 3:9 358

2
14

3
1

5
2

5
2

1

2

1

6

3

1

1

2
4
4

2

8

7
4

4

3

2

4
7
2

15

17

jll5

j 38

17

6
24

81

52

18

jL ocai in snaits - * - 27 10 12 12 26 15 202 181

On inclines underground - - - -

By trams ,, . . - -

„ machinery „ . . . .

1

1

1

1

3
3
1

2

1

2

4

6

2
1

1

7

4

3
2

2

1 22

^:
15

22

52

3
10

Total in mines - - - 67 74 64 75 109 217 835
1 877

On the surface

:

Boilers bursting ------ 1

1

3

4

3

5
I

6

29
8

13

1
32
13

1

1^

Total on the surface - 1 1 7 8 7 50 • 60

07 75 65 82 117 224 883
j

937

• The total for EnRland can only be given for 18-55 and 1856, the returns for tiie several

having been made for the same years.
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Number and Nature of Accidents in Coal Mines, and Deaths therefrom, in the several
Coal Districts of Great Britain, in each of the Years 1854, 1855, and 1856—
continued.

Nature ofAccidents.

Scotland.

Total
Grkat

Britain, t
Eastern
District,*

Western Total
District.

|
Scotland,

1855 I856|l857 1856 1857 j|l855|l856 1857 1855 lS5fi

In the mines

:

Explosions of fire damp
„ gunpowder

Suffocation by gases
Fall of material in mines

:

Of coal- -

„ stone - - -

Accidents.

Total fall of material -

In shafts

:

Overwinding -----
Ropes and chains breaking
Whilst ascending or descending
Falling into shaft from surface
Things falling from surface -

Falling from part way down -

Miscellaneous - - - - -

Total in shafts

Irruptions of water
Falling into water
On inclines underground
By trams „
„ machinery „
Miscellaneous „

On the surface ;

By machinery
Boilers bursting
Miscellaneous

Total in mines -

26

24

Total on the surface -

Total accidents ....
In the mines

:

Explosions of fire damp
„ gunpowder

Sufiocation by gases
Fall of material in mines:

Of coal - . .

,, stone ...
Total fall of material

-

In shafts :

Overwinding
Ropes and chains breaking - . I
Whilst ascending or descending -
Falling into shaft from surface
Things falling from surface - . .
Falling from part way down - - -
Miscellaneous - . .

Total in shafts

Irruptions of water
Falling into water
On inclines underground
By trams - - .

„ machinery „
Miscellaneous

61

61

18

17

38

42

20

34

34

26

12

43

45

15

12

37

37

26

24

61

44

29

61

81

87

35 386

23

1!

71

71

200

796

46

842

73
12

388

10

92

54

189

744

62

806

Deaths from Accidents.

28

25

On the surface

:

By machinery
Boilers bursting
Miscellaneous

Total in mines

Total on the surface

Total deatiig ...

68

19

17

43

68 47

20

12

26

12

38

38

16

13

43

45

41

28

41

25

68

45

29

86

36

1

3

II
2

25

79

140
20

8

407

92 79

227

903

29"

8
13

50

953

236
12

13

403

210

9G3

66

1029

nol U^^.^Xi^^TX::^'^ y%T'' -turns for the several di.tricU

II 3
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MINERAL WATERS. See Soda Water, and Waters, Mineral.
MINES. {Bergwerke. Germ.) The miner, in sinking into the earth, soon opens up

numerous springs, whose waters, percolating into the excavations which he digs, con-
stitute one of the greatest obstacles that nature opposes to his toils. When his workings
are above the level of some valley and at no great distance, it is possible to get rid of
the waters by leading them along an adit level, or gallery of ejflux. This forms always
the surest means of drainage ; and notwithstanding the great outlay which it involves
it is often the most economical. The great advantages accruing from these galleries,
lead to their being always established, where it is feasible, in mines which promise a long
coniinuance. There are many adit levels several leagues in length ; and sometimes
they are so contrived as to discharge the waters of several mines, as may be seen in the
Gwennap district of Cornwall, and in the environs of Freyberg. Such an amount of
slope should be given them as is barely sufficient to make the water run, at the utmost
from 5^ to so as to drain the mine to the lowest possible level.

Whenever the workings aie extended below the naturalmeansof drainage, or below
the level of the plain, recourse must be had to mechanical aids. In the first place, the
quantity of percolating water is diminished as much as possible by planking, walling,
or tubbing with the greatest possible care those pits and excavations which traverse the
water levels ; and the lower workings are so arranged that all the waters may unite into
sumps or wells placed at the bottom of the shafts or inclined galleries ; whence they
may be pumped up to the day, or to the level of the gallery of efflux. In most mines,
simple lifting pumps are employed, but in those districts where the necessity of raising
large volumes of water from great depths lias led to improvement, forcing pumps or
plunger lifts are introduced, placed over each other at intervals of from 180 to 240
feet, although, for convenience, a lifting pump or drawing lift occupies the deepest ex-
tremity of the shaft, whence it raises the water to the first plunger, and that again forces

the stream upward through the column or trees to the one next above it, and so on,

up to the adit level, or to the surface.

These draining machines are set in motion by that mechanical power which happens
to be least costly in the place where they are established. In almost the whole of
England, and over most of the coal mines of France and Silesia, the work is done by
steam engines; in the principal metallic mines of France, and in almost the whole of

Germany and Hungary, by hydraulic machines ; and in other places, by machines
moved by horses, oxen, or even by men. If it be requisite to lift the waters merely
to an adit level, advantage may be derived from the waters of the upper parts of

the mine, or even from waters turned in from the surface, in establishing in the adit-

level water-pressure machines, or overshot water-wheels, for pumping up the lower
water. This method is employed with success in several mines of Hungary, Bohemia,
Germany, Derbyshire, Cornwall, in those of PouUaouen in Brittany, &c. It has been

remarked, however, that the copious springs are found rather towards the surface of

the soil than in the greater depths.

Transport of Ores to the Surface.

The ore being extracted from its bed, and having undergone, when requisite, a first

sorting, it becomes necessary to bring it to the day, an operation performed in different

ways, according to circumstances and localities, but too ofien according to a blind

routine. There are some few mines at the present day, where the interior transport

of ore is executed on the backs of men ; a practice the most disadvantageous possible,

but which is gradually wearing out. The carriage along galleries is usually effected

by means of sledges, barrows, or, still better, by little waggons. In many continental

countries these consist of frames resting on four wheels ; two larger, which are

placed a little behind the centre of gravity, and two smaller, placed before

it. When this carriage is at rest, it bears on its four wheels and inclines forwards.

But when the miner, in pushing it before him, leans on its posterior border, he makes

it horizontal; in which case it rolls only upon the two larger wheels. Thus the

friction due to four wheels is avoided, and the roller or trammer bears no part of the

burden, as he would do with ordinary wheelbarrows. To ease the draught still more,

two parallel rails of wood or iron are laid along the floor of the gallery, to which the

wheels of the carriage are adjusted. It is especially in metallic mines, where the ore

is heavy and the galleries often crooked, that these peculiar waggons are employed- In

coal mines larger waggons, or frames carrying large baskets, are preferred. The
above wain, called on the continent a dog (c/iien, Hand), is now often replaced by a

larger tram or waggon with flanged wheels, running on edge mils of wrought iron.

In the great mines, such as many of the coal and salt mines of Great Britain, the

salt mines of Gallicia, the copper mines of Fahlun, the lead mines of Alston Moor,

horses have long been introduced into the workings to drag heavier waggons, or a train

of waggons attached to one another. These animals often live many years under-

grouucl without ever revisiting the light of day, whilst in other cases they are brought
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to the surface at stated intervals, sometimes daily. In a few of the largest collieries it

has been found preferable to establish stationary engines underground, which bring

the trains of waggons, by means of an endless rope, along the galleries to the bottom of

the shaft. In other mines, such as those of Worsley in Lancashire, subterranean canals

are cut, upon which the mineral is transported in boats.

When the operations of a mine are commencing, and the works are of little depth

and employ few men, it is sufficient to place over the shaft a simple windlass, by means
of which a few hands may raise the water barrels and tubs or kibbles filled with stone

or ore ; but this method soon becomes inadequate, and must be replaced by horse-whims

or more powerful machines.

AccEssouY Details.

Few mines can be travelled entirely by means of galleries : more usually there

are shafts for mounting and descending. In the pits of many mines, especially of col-

lieries, the men go down and come up by means of the machines which raise the
mineral. In some mines of Mexico, Northern England and the North of Europe,
pieces of wood, fixed into each side of the pit, form the rude steps of a ladder by which
the workmen pass up and down. In other mines steps are cut in the rock or the mineral,
as in the quicksilver mines of Idria and the Palatinate, in the salt mines of Wieliczka,
and some of the silver mines of Mexico. In the last, as in the East, they serve for the
transport of the ore, which is carried up on men's backs. Lastly, some mines, as in the
Austrian Alps, are descended by means ofsloping timbers, some of which have an incli-

nation of more than 30°. The workmen in sliding down, in a sitting position, regulate
the velocity of the descent by holding a cord, which is fixed along the upper side or
roof of the inclined shaft.

Miners derive light from candies or lamps. They carry the former in a lump of moist
clay, or in a kind of socket, terminated by an iron point, which serves to fix it to the side
of the excavation, or to the timbering. The lamps are made of iron, tinplate, or brass,
hermetically closed, and so suspended that they may not readily droop or invert, and
spill the oil. They are generally hung on the thumb by a hook, so as to leave the
rest of the hand at liberty for climbing. Miners also employ small lanterns suspended
froni a button-hole or from the girdle. Many precautious and much experience are re-
quisite to enable them to carry these lights in a current of air, or in a vitiated atmosphere.
It is especially in coal mines liable to the disengagement of carburetted hydrogen or
fire damp, that measures of precaution are indispensable against explosions. The ap-
pearance ofany halo round theflame must be carefully watched, as indicating danger, and
the lights should be carried near the bottom of the gallery. The great protectors against
these deplorable accidents are ventilation and the safety-lamp. See Safety- Lamp.
We cannot conclude this general outline of the working ofmines without giving some

account of the miners. Most men have a horror at the idea of burying themselves, even
for a short period, in these gloomy recesses of the earth. Hence mining operations
were at first so much dreaded, that in early times they could only be curried on by the
employment of slaves. This dislike has diminished in proportion to the improvements
made in mining

; and finally, a profitable and respected source of gain, requiring a more
than average exercise of skill and intellect, has given mining its proper rank among
the other branches of industry ; and that esprit de corps, so conspicuous among seamen,
has also arisen among miners, and adds dignity to their body. Like every society of
men engaged in perilous enterprises, and cherishing the hopes of great success, miners
get attached to their profession, which, as they advance in intelligence, they regard with
pride, and eventually in their old age they look upon other occupations with something
like contempt. They form in certain countries, such as Germany and Sweden, a body
formally constituted, which enjoys considerable privileges ; and the disgrace of being
ejected from that body appears to exert in those countries a good moral influence
Miners work usually for 8 hours at a time, this being caUed a core, or shift (posle 'm
French, Schicht m German).

Miners wear in general a hat or cap capable of withstanding a blow, and a dress
suited to protect them as much as possible from the annoyances caused by water mud
or strong draughts of air. One of the most essential parts of the costume of theGerman miner is an apron of leather, fitted on behind, so as to protect him when
seated on a moist surface or on angular rubbish. In England the miners mostlywear flannel next to the skin, though they frequently in deep mines strip oE all their
clothes except their trowsers. In most countries the hammer and small pick or wedo-e
the instruments with which before the employment of gunpowder all mining wasperformed (called in German Schlagel and Eisen), disposed in a St. Andrew's crossare the badge of mmers, and are engraved on their buttons and on everythinff be-longing to mines. .y

oe

Many of the enterprises executed in mines, or in subserviency to them, occupy a
u 4
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distinguished rank m the history of human labours. Several mines in the Harz, in
iioheniia, and in Cornwall, have been worked to a depth of above and near 20U0 feet •

those indeed of Kuttenberg in Bohemia are said to have penetrated to 3000 feet below
the surface of the soil.

A great many descend beneath the level of the ocean ; and a few even extend
far under its billows, and are separated from them by a thin partition of rock, which
allows their noise, and the rolling of the pebbles, to be heard.

In 1792, there was opened, at Valenciana, in Mexico, aii octagonal pit fully 7A
yards wide, destined to have a depth of 560 yards, to occupy 23 years in sinkinir
and to cost 240,000/.

J'^ ° oiu^nik.

The great drainage gallery of the mines of Clausthal, in the Harz, is 11 377 yards
or 6^ miles long, and passes upwards of 300 yards below the church of Clausthal Its
excavation was commenced at 30 different points, lasted from the year 1777 till
1800, and cost about 66,000/. The great Adit, which drains so many of the im-
portant mmes in the parish of Gwennap in Cornwall to the depth of from 30 to 60
fathoms, amounts, with its branches, to 30 miles in length. Several other galleries of
efflux might also be adduced, as remarkable for their gi-eat length and expense of
formation.

The coal and iron mines subservient to the iron works of Mr. Crawshay, at
Merthyr-Tydvil, in Wales, have given birth to the establishment interiorly and above
ground, of iron railways, whose total length, many years ago, was upwards of 100
English miles.

The carriage of the coal extracted from the mines in the neighbourhood of New-
castle to their points of embarkation, is executed almost entirely, both under ground
and on the surface, on iron railways, possessing an extent of some thousands of miles.

There is no species of labour which calls for so great a development of power as
that of mines ; and accordingly, it may be doubted if (with the exception of some few
engines for the large ocean steamers) man has ever coustructed machines so powerful
as those which are now employed for the working of some mineral excavations.
The waters of several mines of Cornwall are pumped out by means of steam engines,
whose force is equivalent, in some instances, to the simultaneous action of many
hundred horses.

Mines, General Summary of.

Mines may be divided, generally, into three great classes:— 1. Mines in unstratified
rocks and the geological formations anterior to the coal strata ; 2. Mines in the car-
boniferous and secondary formations ; 3. Mines in alluvial districts.

The first are opened, for the most part, upou veins, masses, and metalliferous beds.
The second, on strata of combustibles, as coal ; and metalliferous or saliferous beds.
The last, on deposits of metallic ores, disseminated in clays, sands, and other al-

luvial matters, geologically superior to the chalk aud tertiaries ; and of far more recent
formation.

The mines of these three classes, placed, for the most part, in very different physical

localities, differ no less relatively to the mode of working them, and their mechanical
treatment, than in a geological point of view.

The progress of geological science, however, shows that these divisions cannot be
so definitely made as was formerly supposed, and that some of the rocks which were
considered to be very ancient, are, in fact, among the more modern of the secondary
strata. Thus, most of the metalliferous formations of the Andes and of Hungary
ought, in strictness, to be classed with the upper secondary, or even the tertiary

strata, although they have often been so metamorphosed as to present an appear-

ance very similar to the older rocks.

The following grouping, it will be understood, refers the mines to physical and not

to political boundaries :
—

Mines of the Harz.

The name Harz is given generally to the country of Forests, which extends a great

many miles round the Bracken, a mountain situated about 55 miles W.S. W. of Magde-
burg, and which rises above all the moimtains of North Germany, being at its summit
1226 yards above the level of the sea. The Harz is about 43 miles in length from

SS.E. to NN.W., 18 miles in breadth, and contains about 450 square miles of surface.

It is generally hilly, and covered two-thirds over with forests of oaks, beeches, and
firs. This rugged and picturesque district corresponds to a portion of the Siha
Hercynia of Tacitus. As agriculture furnishes few resources there, the exploration of

mines is almost the only means of subsistence to its inhabitants, who amount to

about 50,000. The principal towns, Andreasberg, Clatisthal, Zeller/eld, Altenau, Lau-
lentlial, Wildemann, Gnind, and Goslar, bear the title of mine-cities, and enjoy pe-

culiar privileges ; the people deriving their subsistence from working in the mines of

lead, silver, and copper, over which their houses are built.
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The most common rock in the Harz is greywacke. It incloses the principal veins,
is associated with clay-slate, Lydian stone, or siliceous slate, and greenstones ; and is

succeeded in geological order by a limestone referable, with a large proportion of
the slaty beds, to the Devonian system. The granite of which the Brocken is formed
supports all this system of rocks, forming, as it were, their nucleus.
The veins of lead, silver, and copper, which constitute the principal wealth of the

Harz, do not pervade its whole extent. They occur chiefly near the towns of An-
dreasberg, Clausthal, Zellerfeld, and Lautenthal ; are generally directed from E. to
W., and dip to the N.E. in the Andreasberg, and to the S. in the Clausthal district,
at an angle of about 80° with the horizon.
The richest silver mines are those of the environs of Andreasberg, among which

may be distinguished the Samson and Neufang mines, worked to a depth of 2570
English feet or 428 fathoms. In the first of them there is the greatest step exploi-
tation to be met with in any mine. It is composed of 80 underhand slopes, and is
more than 650 yards long. These mines were discovered in 1520, and the city was
built in 1 52 1. They produce argentiferous galena, with silver ores properly so called
such as red silver ore, and ores of cobalt.

'

The district which yields most argentiferous lead is that of Clausthal. It compre-
hends a great many mines, several of which are worked to a depth of above 300
fathoms. Such of the mines as are at the present day most productive, have been
explored smce the fii-st years of the ] 8th century. Two of the most remarkable ones
are the mmes of Dorothea, and the mine of Carolina, which alone furnish a large
proportion of the whole neat product. The grant of the Dorothea mine extends
over a length of 257 yards, in the direction of the vein, and through a moderate
breadth perpendicularly to that direction. Out of these bounds, apparently so
small^ but which however surpass those of the greater part of the concessions in
the Harz, there were extracted from 1709 to 1807 inclusively, 883,722 marcs of

7fiR.84.5 nuintals of lead, and 2385 quintals of copper. This mine and that of
their shareholders in the same period of time, more than
3 besides powerfuUy contributed by loans without interest to

the less productive mines. It was in order to effect the
? district of Clausthal, and those of the district of Zeller-
A Adit Level was excavated.
than the George Adit Level, is the gallery employed as
posed to open out as an adit to the daylight, an operation

-ars labour.

cs of Clausthal and Zellerfeld, and Andreasberg, comes that

5* : ^ ^'^tant workmgm which is the copper mine of the Rammels-
~« c/> 3 af^^' ,

^' °° a mass of copper pyrites, disseminated through
O -g 2. < /IS^l^na and blende. It is worked by shafts and galleries,

£J
fl> « 0. 5 3 .^'^ to break down the ore. This mine produces Innuall^
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collect the rain waters, as well as those proceeding from the melting of snows, from
the springs and streamlets, or small rivers that fall in their way. The subterranean
conduits are in general the continuation of the preceding, whose circuits they cut
short. These watercourses present a development in all, of above 125 miles. The
banks of some of the reservoirs are of an extraordinary height. In the single district

of Clausthal there are 03 ponds, which supply water to a great number of overshot
wheels ; of those attached to the mines, 46 wheels are at the surface, 21 and 3 water
pressure engines underground, whilst 50 wheels are applied to the dressing ma-
chinery, and 39 to the smelting furnaces.

lu the mines of the Upper Ilara alone, 5000 persons are employed.

Mines of tiie East of Germany.

We shall embrace under this head the mines opened in the primary and transition

territories, which constitute the body of a great portion of Bohemia, and the adjacent
parts of Saxony, Eavaria, Austria, Moravia, and Silesia.

Among the several chains of small mountains that cross these countries, the richest

in deposits of ore is the one known under the name of the Erzgebirge, which separates

Saxony from Bohemia on the left bank of the Elbe.

The Erzgebirge contains a great many mines, whose principal products are silver,

tin, and cobalt. These mines, whose exploration remounts to the 12th century, and
particularly those situated on the northern slope within the kingdom of Saxony, have
been long celebrated. The scliool of mines established at Freyberg, has been consi-

dered the most complete in the world. This is a small city near the most important

workings, 8 leagues W.S.W. of Dresden, towards the middle of the northern slope

of the Erzgebirge, 440 yards above the level of the sea, in an agricultural and trading

district, well cleared of wood. These circumstances have modified the working of

the mines ; and render it difficult to draw an exact parallel between them and those

of the Harz, which are their rivals in good exploration. They are peculiarly re-

markable for the perfection with which the engines are constructed both for drainage

and extraction of ores, all moved by water or horses ; for the regularity of almost all

the subterranean labours ; and for the beauty of their walling masonry. In the por-

tion of these mountains belonging to Saxony, the underground workings employ

directly from 9000 to 10,000 men, who labour in more than 400 distinct mines, all

associated under the same plan of administration.

The silver mines of the Erzgebirge are opened on veins which traverse gneiss, and

though quite different in this respect from the argentiferous veins of Clauxthul,

Guanaxuato, Schemnitz, and Zmeof, present but a moderate thickness, rarely exceed-

ing a few feet. They form several groups, whose relative importance has varied

very much at different periods.

For a long time back, those of the environs of Freyberg are much the most produc-

tive ; and their prosperity has been always on the advance, notwithstanding the in-

creasing depth of the excavations. Many of the mines now exceed 220 fathoms in

depth, and with a view of relieving them of a part of the height through which the

water has to be raised, it is proposed to bring up an Adit Level from the valley of

the Elbe at Meissen, a distance of above 18 miles. The most productive and the

most celebrated in the present century have been the mines of Himmelsfiirst, Him-

melfahrt, and that of Beschertgliick.

Among the explorations of the Erzgebirge, there are none which were formerly so

flourishing as those of Marienberg, a small town situated seven leagues SS.W. of

Freyberg In the 1 6th century, ores were frequently found there, even at a short dis-

tance from the surface, which yielded 85 per cent, of silver. The disasters of the

thirty years' war put a term to their prosperity. Since that period they have con-

tinually languished ; and their product now is nearly null.

Our limits do not permit us to describe in detail the silver mines that occur near

Ehrenfriedersdorf, Juhann-George7istadt, Annabcrg, Oberwiesentlial, and Schneeberg.

Those of the last three localities produce also cobalt.

The mines of Saint-George near Schneeberg, opened m the 1 5th century as iron

mines, became celebrated some time after as mines of silver, rowards the end

of the 15th century, a mass of ore was found there which afforded 400 qumtals of

silver. On that lump, Duke Albert's dinner was served at the bottom of the mme.

Their richness in silver has diminished since then ; but they have attained more import-

ance during the last 200 years, as mines of cobalt, than they ever had as silver mines.

Saxony is fhe country where cobalt is mined and extracted in the most extensive

manner. It is obtained from the same veins with the silver. Smalt, or cobalt-blue,

is the principal substance manufactured from it. A little bisuuith is extracted Irom

the mines of Schneeberg and Freyberg. Some manganese is found in the sUver

mines of the Erzgebirge, and particularly at Johaun-Georgeustadt.
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The mines of Saxony produce a little argentiferous galena, and argentiferous gray

copper ; but the ores of lead an^ copper may be regarded almost as only accessory

products of the silver lodes, from which 78,000 centner or cwts. of the first of these

metals are annually extracted, and 341 cwts. of copper. The actual minerals of siiver

are the more important ores. They are treated partly by amalgamation, at the excellent

establishment of Halsbriicke (lately closed, 1859), and partly by smelting processes

the principal works for which are on the Mulde, near Frey berg. The average richness

of the silver ores throughout Saxony is only from 3 to 4 oz. per quintal ; viz. nearly

equal to that of the ores of Mexico, and very superior to the actual richness of the ores

of Potosi. The silver extracted from them contains a little gold. The Saxon mines
produced, in 1856, 55,500 lbs. of silver. Of these, the district of Freyberg alone

furnishes 54,000 ; and among the numerous mines of that district, that of Himmelsfiirst

of itself used to produce 10,000 marcs.

Silver mines exist also on the southern declivity of the Erzgebirge, which belongs

to Bohemia, at Joachimstlial and Bleystadt, to the N.E. of Eger. Argentiferous
galena is principally extracted from the latter, from lodes in the crystalline slates.

The mines of Joachimsthal have been explored to a depth of 650 yards. They
were formerly very flourishing; but in 1805 they were threatened with an im-
pending abandonment. More active operations have recently been commenced ; and
the minerals raised are various ores of silver, and ores of cobalt, nickel, uranium and
bismuth. The ancient mines of Kuttenberg, situated farther east, near Gitschin,

have been excavated, according to old authors, to the depth of 500 fathoms, but have
long been abandoned.

Mines of silver and lead are also worked in gneiss at Ratiborzitz ; Adarastadt,
near Budweis, which yielded in 1852, 1200 marcs of silver

;
Michelsberg, near Plan;

Klostergrab, near Teplitz ; and Mies, 25 leagues W.S.W. of Prague, at the base of the
Bohmerwaldgebirge, a chain of mountains which separates Bohemia from Bavaria.
The most important in the covmtry, and some of the most flourishing in Europe,

are at Przibram, 12 leagues S.W. of Prague, at the extremity of the mountains which
separate the Beraun from the Moldau. In this district, the argentiferous galena is

accompanied by blende, in which the presence of cadmium has been observed. These
mines, which are worked with all the newest appliances, and have reached in places
above 300 fathoms in depth, yield annually 45,000 marcs of silver, and 20,000 cwts.
of lead. The lodes, about 50 in number, are most productive in the greywacke, and
course N.E. and S.W

Gold, which in early times was obtained in large quantity from the rivers of
Bohemia, has been extracted from veins in gneiss at Bergreichenstein and at Eule,
and in granite at Tok and Mileschow.

'

The copper ore at present worked in several localities is very unimportant.
Next to the silver mines, the most important explorations of the Erzgebirge are

those of tin. This metal occurs in veins, massive, and disseminated in masses of
hyaline gray quartz, imbedded in the granite. It is also found in alluvial sands. The
most important tin mine of the Erzgebirge is that of Altenberg, in Saxony, which
has been working since the 15th century. Some tin is mined also near Geyer,
Ehrenfriedersdorf, Johann-Georgenstadt, Scheibenberg, Annaberg, Seilfen, and
Marienberg, in Saxony. At Zinnwald it is also found ; where the stanniferous dis-
trict belongs partly to Saxony, and partly to Bohemia

; impoi-tant mines also
occur in the latter territory at Schlackenwald, Graupen, and Abertham, and slightly
productive ones at Flatten and Joachimsthal. In several of these mines, particularly
at Altenberg and Geyer, fire has been employed for attacking the ore, because its matrix
IS extremely hard. In almost the whole of them, chambers of too great dimensions
have been excavated, whence have arisen, at different epochs, serious sinkings of the
ground. One of these may still be seen at Altenberg, which is 130 yards deep, and
nearly 50 in breadth. The mines of Abertham are explored to a depth of' 550
yards

; and those of Altenberg to 330. The mines tin of the Erzgebirge produce
annually 2500 cwts of this metal.
The tin ores are accompanied by arsenical pyrites, which, in the roasting or cal-

cination that it undergoes, produces a certain quantity of arsenious acid.
The Erzgebirge presents also a great many iron mines, particularly in Saxony at

Botheiiherg, near Schneeberg, where the lode is of fine hajmatite, and from 12 to'24
feet m thickness. In Bohemia, at Platten, where may be remarked especially the ereat
explorations opened in the vein called the Irrgang ; at Horzowicz, where an excellent
hfflniatite is worked; at Ransko, and many other places.
There is also in the Erzgebirge a mine of anthracite (stone coal) at Schanfeld near

I'rauenstem m Saxony. ^ '

'i"he ancient rock formations which appear in the remainder of Bohemia and in
the adjacent portions of Bavaria, Austria, Moravia, and Sile.sia, are mucMeiS amc.als than the Erzgebirge. No explorations of much iu.portance ^xist there.
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The Fichtelgebirye, a group of mountains standing at the western extremity of the
Erzgebirge, between Hof and Bayreulh, contains some mines, among which may be
noticed, principally, mines of magnetic black oxide of iron and of antimony.
The N.E. slope of the Rieseugebirge (giant mountains), which separate Bohemia

from Silesia, presents also several explorations. The argentiferous copper mines of
liudolstadt and of Kupfcrljei-ij, have been stated as producing annually a considerable
quantity of copper, and from 600 to 700 marcs of silver; the mine of arsenical
pyrites at Reichenstein, in the circle of Glatz, yields also a very small proportion of
gold. Chrysoprase has been found in the mountain of Kosenitz.

Mines of the Alps.

The mines of the Alps by no means correspond in number and richness with the
extent and mass of these mountains. On their western slope, in the department of the
High and the Low Alps, several lead and copper mines are mentioned, all inconsider-
able and abandoned at the present time, with the exception of some workings of
galena, which furnish also a little graphite.

During some of the last years of the 1 8th century, there was mined at la Gardette
iu the Oisans, department of the Isere, a vein of quartz which contained native gold
and auriferous pyrites ; but the product has never paid the expenses, and the mine
has been abandoned. The workings were resumed in 1837. See description in
Journal des Mines, t. xx.

The department of the IsSre presented a more important mine, worked with regu-
larity from 1768 to 1815 ; but it also has been given up ; it was the silver mine of
Alleiiiont or Chalanches. The ore consisted of different mineral species, more or less

rich in silver, disseminated in a clay which filled the clefts and irregular cavities in

the middle of talcose and hornblende rocks. This mine yielded annually towards the
conclusion of the 18th century, as much as 2000 marcs of silver; along with some
cobalt ore. Among the great number of mineral species, which occurred in too small

quantities to be worked to advantage, there was native antimony, sulphuret of mer-
cury, &c. In the High Alps the mine of argentiferous galena called I'Argentiere has
recently been resumed.
From the entrance of the valley of the Oisans to the valley of the Arc in Savoy,

there occur on the N.W. slope of the Alps, a great many mines of sparry iron. The
occurrence of this ore is here very difficult to define. It appears to form sometimes
beds or masses, and sometimes veins amid the talcose rocks. Some is also found in

small veins in the first course of the calcareous formation which covers these rocks.

These mines are very numerous, the most productive occur united in the neighbour-

hood of Allevard, department of the Isere, and of Saint Georges d'Huretieres in Savoy.

Those of Forneaux and Laprat, in the latter country, are also mentioned. The irre-

gularity of the mining operations surpasses that of the deposits. The mines have

been from time immemorial in the hands of the inhabitants of the adjoining villages,

who work in them, each on his own account, without any pre-arrangement, or other

rule than following the masses of ore which excite hopes of the most considerable

profit in a short space of time. What occurs frequently in mines of sparry iron, is

also to be seen here, most imprudent workings. The mine called the Grande Fosse,

at Saint Georges d Huretieres, is prolonged, without pillars or props, through a height

of 130 yards, a length of 220 yards, and a breadth equal to that of the deposit, which

amounts in this place to from 8 to 13 yards ; thus a void space is exhibited of nearly

300,000 cubic yards. The sparry iron extracted from these different mines supplies

materials to 10 or 12 smelting furnaces, the cast-iron of which, chiefly adapted for

conversion into steel, is manufactured in part in the celebrated steel works of Rives,

department of the Isere. There occurs in some parts of the mines of Saint Georges

d'Huretiires copper pyrites, which is smelted at Aiguebelle.

Savoy presents celebrated lead mines at Pesey and at Macot, 7 leagues to the E.

of Moutiers. Galena, accompanied with quartz, sulphate of baryta, and ferriferous

carbonate of lime, occurs in mass in talcose rocks. The mine of Pesey was taken up

in 1792 by the French government, which established there a practical school

of mines ; and in its hands the mine produced annually as much as 440,000 lbs. avoird.

of lead, and 2500 marcs of silver. It is now explored on account of the king of

Sardinia ; but has for some years been poor. That of Macot, opened a few years

ago, begins to give considerable returns. The mine of copper pyrites of_ Servoz,

in the valley of the Arve, may also be mentioned. The ore occurs both m small

veins, and disseminated in a clay slate ; but the exploration is now suspended. Lastly,

slightly productive workings of anthracite are mentioned in several pomts of these

mountains and in the conterminous portions of the Alps.

There exist in Piedmont some small mines of argentiferous lead. The copper

mines of Allagne, and those of OUomont, formerly yielded considerable quantities of
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this metal. Their exploration is now on the decline. The manganese mines of Saint-

Marcel have been but feebly developed. Mines of plumbago, little worked, occur in

the neighbourhood of Vina?/ and in the valley of Pellis, not far from Pignerol. Some
mines of auriferous pyrites have also been worked in this district of country ; among
others, those of Macwjnaga, at the eastern foot of Monte-Rosa. The pyrites of this

mine afforded by amalgamation only 1 1 grains of gold per quintal ; and this gold, far

from being fine, contained \ of its weight of silver. They became less rich in pro-
portion as they receded from the surface. Several similar mines are working in the
valleys of Anzasca, Toppa, and Antrona, in the province of Pallanza ; the value ofthe
produce being about 20,000/. annually.
The most important mines in this country are those of iron. These generally

consist of masses of magnetic oxide of iron, of a nature analogous to those of
Sweden ; the principal ones being those of Cogne and Traversella, which are worked
in open quarries. Some others, less considerable, are explored by shafts and galleries.

These ores are reduced in 33 smelting cupolas, 65 Catalan forges, and 105 refinery
hearths. The whole produce about 10,000 tons of bar iron.

There is a mine of black oxide of iron, at present abandoned, at Bovernier, near
Martigny, in the Valais. There is also another iron mine at Chamoissons, in a lofty
calcareous mountain on the right bank of the Rhone. The ore presents a mixture of
oxide of iron and some other substances, of which it was proposed to make a new
mineral species, under the name of Chamoissite.

_
The district of the Grisons possesses iron mines with very irregular workings,

situated a few leagues from Coire.

In Tyrol, the mines of Kitzbiihel and Rohrerbiichel were formerly worked with
great activity, and in the middle of the eighteenth century had attained the depth of
440 fathoms; they were then considered the deepest in Europe, but were soon
afterwards abandoned. The ores, copper pyrites, and argentiferous /aAZe?-z occurred
in clay slate. The products of some small mines in this locality, certain of which
are worked in a secondary limestone (as at Rattenberg), are carried to the foundry of
Brixlegg, four leagues from Schwatz. The mines of the Tyrol furnished, on an
average of years, towards 1759, 10,000 marcs of silver; at anterior periods, their
product had been double ; but now it is a little less. This region contains also gold
mines whose exploration goes back a century and a half. They occur near the
village of Zell, eight leagues from Schwatz. The auriferous veins traverse clay-
slates and quartzose-slate. The richer portions contain 16 to 20 loth (at -k an oz.)
of gold in 100 cwts. of vein-stone ; the remainder only J to | of a loth in the same
quantity.

At Eorgo, near Trient, and Pfundererberg, near Clausen, lodes occur in clay-slate
and greenstone-porphyry, from which are extracted ores of silver, lead, copper, and
zmc. An unimportant occurrence of mercury has also been mentioned in that cou'ntrv
near the Brenner.

In the territory of Salzburg there are some copper mines ; at Zell am See, Brennthal
Muhr, and Mitterberg, near Werfen. In the lofty mountain region near Gastein'
auriferous lodes have been worked for centuries at the Rathhausberg, Sieglitz and
Kauris. From 118 marcs of gold in the earlier part of the century, the annual 'yield
has diminished to 80.

At Leogang and Nbckelberg an inconsiderable amount of cobalt and nickel ore is
raised.

There are mines of argentiferous copper, some of them also yielding nickel and
cobalt, analogous to those of the Tyrol, at Schladming, Feistritz, Walchern andKallwang

;
in Styria

;
at Gross-Fragant and Arza in Carinthia. In the last-men-

tioned province, the mines of St. Marein and Saversnig yield considerable quantities

scale
^* Agordo, m the Venetian Alps, copper ores are raised on a large

At Radlberg and Lassnigberg, in Carinthia, about 328 cwts. of antimony wereannually produced a few years since. ^

Other lead mines of this portion of the Alps, as those of Bleiberg and Raibl areworked m limestones belonging to the secondary period.
In the Tyrol and in Salzburg, at Schwartz, Pillersee, Bischofshofen, &c variousores of iron are worked. But the portion of the Alps most abundant in mines ofthis metal, is the branch stretching towards Lower Austria. We find here both inStyria and m Austria, a very great number of explorations of sparry iron Thedeposits of the ores of sparry iron of Eisenerz, Erzberg, Adraont, and VordernberTdeserve notice. The latter are situated about 25 leagues S.W of Vienna

^'

fri fi^^T^^^'l/^"^
the Alps contains also a great many mines of the same kindfrom the Lago Maggiore to Carinthia. Those situated near Bergamo anHhose ofWolfsberg, Huttenberg, and Waldenstein. in Carinthia, are amon|The m„ro notable!
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All these mines of sparry iron are opened in the midst of rocks of different natures,

which belong to the old transition district of the Alps. They seem to have close

geological relations with those of Allevard.

The branch of the Alps which extends towards Croatia, presents important iron

mines, in the mountains of Adelsberg, 10 leagues S.W. from Laybach in Caniiola.

The iron mines just now indicated in the part of the Alps that forms a portion

of the Austrian states, supply materials to a great many smelling-works. In Styria

and in Carinthia, more than 400 furnaces or forges may be enumerated, whose annual

pi-oduct has increased within the last few years from 20,000 to nearly 100,000 tons of

pig iron. These two provinces are famous for the steel which they produce, and for

the good iron and steel tools which they manufacture, such as scythes, &c. Carniola

contains also a great many forges, and affords annually about 5000 tons of iron.

The limestones surmounting the southern slope of the Alps, contain also some lead

mines ; but the quicksilver mine of Idria, situated in Carniola, 10 leagues N.W, of

Trieste, is worthy of particular notice; it lies beneath a limestone which everything

leads us to refer to the trias and Halstatt beds, the most ancient of the secondary

limestone ; but it is uncertain whether the shales in which the cinnabar occurs, and

their underlying limestone, belong to the carboniferous or to an older series. About

2500 cwts. of quicksilver ai'e produced annnally.

The Apennines, which may be considered as a dependence of the Alps, present a

small number of mines, most of them worked on repositories of ore which have a

marked relation to the occurrence of serpentine. Thus a most successful copper

mine has been in active operation for some years at Monte Catini, in Tuscany, and

in the same district of the Maremme several other localities have been worked for

copper, mercury, and antimony.
« , •

, ^ t-h.
Before quitting these regions, we ought to notice the iron mmes of the isle of Elba.

They have been famous for 18 centuries ;
Virgil denotes them as inexhaustible, and

supposes them to have been open at the arrival of Eneas in Italy. They are explored

by open quarries, working on an enormous mass of specular iron ore, perforated with

cavities bespangled with quartz crystals. The island possesses two explorations, called

Rio and Terra-Nuova ; the last having been brought into play at a recent period.

The average amount extracted per annum is 25,000 tons of ore, which are smelted in

the furnaces of Tuscany, Liguria, the Roman states, the kingdom of Naples, and the

island of Corsica. The island of Sardinia contains many indications of sdver, lead,

and copper ores ; but no important mines have been opened in modern times.

There has been worked for a few years a mine of chromite of iron, at Gassm,

department of the Var.

Mines of the Vosges and the Black Forest.

These mountains contain several centres of exploration of argentiferous ores of lead

and copper, iron ores, and some mines of manganese and anthracite.

At Lacroix-aux-mines, department of the Vosges, a vein of argentiferous lead has

been worked, which next to the veins of Spanish America, is one of the greatest known.

It is several fathoms thick, and has been traced and mined through an extent of more

than a league. It is partly filled with debris, among which occurs some argentiferous

galena. It contains also phosphate of lead, ruby silver ore, native silver, &c.

It runs from N. to S. nearly parallel to the line of junction of the gneiss and a por-

phyroid granite, that passes into sienite and porphyry. In several pomts it cuts across

the gneiss ; but it probably occurs also between the two rocks It has never been worked

bed the level of' the adjoining valley. The mines opened on
J^Jl^^l^l'^;''

is said, at the end of the 16th century, 26,O0OZ. PfZ^"^."?^ ' ^'^^.^^^^ feio oOoTs
ductive in the middle of the last century, and furnished, in 1756, 2,640,000 lbs.

avoird of lead, and 6000 marcs, or 3230 pounds avoird. of silver
^

The veins explored at Sainte Marie-aux-mincs alsotmverse the gneiss
;
but their

direction s nearly perpendicular to that of the vein of La^ro^x from which they are

^Srated by a barren mountain of sienite. They contain besides galena, several ores

of™r, cobalt, and arsenic ; all more or less argentiferous There is found also at a

ntfJe distance from Saint Mary of the Mines, a vein of sulphuret of antimony.^ The

mines of SaLr^^^^ centuries ago, are among the most ancient in

fiance ; and yetlhey have been worked very little below the level of the adjoinmg

"^Se has been opened up in the environs of Giromagny, on the southern verge of

the Vo4s a greatTumb^ containing principally argentiferous ores of lead

Ind copS : They ^Jnearly from' N. to S., and traverse P-phynes and clay-s^^^^^^

The workings have been pushed as far as 440 yards be ow the surface. These in nes

iereTn a flolrisiing state^n the 14th and 16th centuries ;
and became so once more
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at the beginning of the 17th, when they -were undertaken by the house of Mazarin.

In 1743 they still i>roduced 100 marcs, fully 52 lbs. avoird. of silver in the month.

The mines of Lucroix, of Sointe Marie-aux-mincs, and of Giromagny, are now
abandoned ; but it is hoped that those of the first two localities will be resumed ere

long.

In the mountains of the Black Forest, separated from the Vosges by the valley of

the Rhine, but composed of the same rocks, there occur at Badenweiler and near

Hocliberg, not far from Freyburg, mines which have at times been actively worked. In

the Furstenberg district, near Wolfach, particularly at Witticlicn and Schapbach, there

are mines of copper, cobalt, and silver. The mines of Wittichen produced, some
years ago, ICOO marcs, or near 880 lbs. avoird. of silver per annum. They supply a
manufacture of smalt, and one of arsenical products. A few other inconsiderable

mines of the same kind exist in the grand duchy of Baden, and in the kingdom of
Wurtemberg.

Several important iron mines are explored in the Vosges ; the principal are thosa
of Framont, whose ores are red oxide of iron, with crystalline specular ore, which
appear to form veins of great thickness, much ramified, and very irregular, in a
district composed of greenstone, limestone and clay slates. The subterranean
workings, opened on these deposits, have been hitherto very irregular. There has
been discovered lately in these mines, an extremely rich vein of sulphuret of copper.
At Rothau, a little to the east of Framont, thin veins of red oxide of iron are worked

;

sometimes magnetic, owing probably to an admixture of protoxide of iron. Thtse
veins run through a granite, that passes into sienite. At Saulnot near Belfort, there
are iron mines, analogous to those of Framont.

In the neighbourhood of Ihann and Massovaux, near the sources of the Moselle,
veins are worked of an iron ore, that traverse formations of greywacke, clay-slate,
and porphyry. Lastly, in the north of the Vosges, near Bergzabern, Erelenbach, and
Schenau, several mines have been opened on very powerful veins of brown hjematite
and compact bog ore, accompanied with a little calamine, and a great deal of sand and
debris. In some points of these veins, the iron ore is replaced by various oi es of lead,

'

the most abundant being the phosphate, which are explored at Erknhacli and*
Katzenthal. These veins traverse the sandstone of the Vosges, a formation Avhose
geological position is not altogether well known, but which contains iron mines
analogous to the preceding at Langenthal, at the foot of Mount Tonnerre, and in the
Palatinate. Many analogies seem to approximate to the sandstone of the Vosges, the
sandstone of the environs of Saint Avoid (Moselle), which include the mine of brown
h£Ematite of Cieutzwald, and the lead mine of Bleyberg, analogous to the lead mine
of Bleyberg, near Aix-la-Chapelle.
At Cruttnich and Tholey, to the north of Sarrebruck, mines of manganese are

worked, famous for the good quality of their products. The deposit exploited at
Cruttnich, seems to be inclosed in the sandstone of the Vosges, and to constitute a
vein in it, analogous to the iron veins mentioned above.

There has been recently opened a manganese mine at Lavelline near La Croix-aux-
mines, m a district of gneiss with porphyry.

In the Vosges and the Black Forest there are several deposits of anthracite (stone-
coal), of which two are actually worked, the one at Zunswir near Offenbour"- in the
territory of Baden and the other at Uvoltz, near Cemay, in the department of theUpper Rhine. There are also several deposits of the true coal formation on th^nanks of the Vosges.

Mines situated in the Schistose Formations of the Banks of the Rhine
AND IN THE ArdENNES.

'

The transition lands, which form, in the N. W. of Germany and in Flanders nn
extensive range of hilly country and culminate in the Hundsruck, the Taunus'the
Ji-.fel, and the Westerwald mountains, include several famous mines of iron zinc leadand copper. The latter lie on the right bank of the Rhine, in the territories ofNassau and Berg at Baden, Augstbach, Rheinbreitbach, and near Dillenbum- Thaof Rheinbreitbach yielded formerly 110,000 lbs. avoird. of copper per annum andhose of the environs of Dillenburg have more recently furnished annua% 1^6 oSo
InLJ f '''^'P 'f""^

argentiferous lead in the same regions The
TJt?T ""^^Tk

'° «f Nassau, such as those of Holzappel, Pfingstwie eLcewenburg, and Augstbach on the Wied, and Ehrenthal on the banks of th! Shfn!'^hich altogether produce 600 tons of lead, and 3500 marcs of silver To the abZ'we must add those of the environs of Siegen and Dillenburg siUiated in tLrock and greywacke of the Devonian system, to which the greyer nart Jf thfnr^^^^^^question belongs. A little cobalt is e'xplo^d in the n.^llZZolT^S:^ITZ
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some mines of the same nature are mentioned in the grand duchy of Hesse-Darmstadt,

and in the duchy of Nassau Usingen.

But iron is the most important product of the mines on the right hank of the Rhine.

Veins of hydrous oxide, or hrown hajmatite, are explored in a great many points of

Hessia, and of the territory of Nassau, Berg, Marcls, Tecklenbourg, and Siegen, along

with veins or masses of sparry iron, and beds of red oxide of iron. We may note par-

ticularly ; 1. The enormous mass of sparry iron, known under the name of Stahlberg,

mined since the beginning of the 14th century in the mountain of Martinshardt, near

Miisen; and the numerous lodes of hajmatite, brown oxide and sparry iron, in the

same district ; 2. The abundant and beautiful mines of hydrous oxide and sparry

iron on the banks of the Lahn and the Sayn, and among them the mine of Bendorf

;

3. The mine of Hohenkirchen in Hessia, where a powerful bank of manganesiferous

ore is m orked, and where the mines are kept dry by a gallery more than one thousand

yards long, walled over its whole extent. These several mines supply a great many
iron works, celebrated for their steel, and for the objects of hardware, scythes, &c.

manufactured there. Nassau alone appears to raise about 250,000 tons of first-rate

ore annually, the majority of -which is exported.

The Prussian provinces of the left bank of the Rhine, the duchy of Luxembourg

and the Low Countries, include also many iron furnaces, of which a great number

are supplied, in whole or in part, by ores of hydrous oxide of iron, occasionally

zinciferous, extracted from the transition rocks, where they form sometimes veins,

and sometimes also very irregular deposits. A portion is explored by open quarrying,

and a portion by underground workings. Great activity has within the last few

years been imparted to these operations, by the rapid development of the Westphalian

coal-field, and the increased manufacture of coke-made iron.

The Eifel formerly possessed important lead mines. Some still exist, which are

feebly worked at Berncastle, 8 leagues below Treves, on the banks of the Moselle.

Those of Trarbach, situated two leagues lower, are now completely abandoned. The

same holds with those of Bleyalf, which -were opened on veins incased in the grey-

wacke-slate, 3 leagues W. N. W. of Priim, not far from the line of separation of the

waters of the Moselle and the Meuse, in a district from which manufactures and com-

fort have disappeared since the mines were given up which sustained them. The

mine "Wohlfahrt, near Rehscheid, produces annually 500 tons of a fine galena, suitable

for "potter's ore." „ , . r,,,. ^ vi
More to the north a great many deposits of calamine occur. 1 he most considerable,

and the one which for many years past has given the Company working it the

command of the zinc trade of the world, is called the Vieille Montague {Ahenberg),

at Moresnet, between Aix-la-Chapelle and Herbesthal. The mass upon which the

works are opened, and in which the calamine is very irregularly intermixed with

clay and ochre, is about 450 yards in length, and 150 in width :
it is situated at the

iunction of the carboniferous limestones and the slate termed the schiste anthraxtfere,

upon which geological horizon a number of other deposits of a sinailar character have

been found a? intervals, with a thickness and richness equally variable The minerals

brown iron ore, galena, zinc-blende, and iron pyrites occur with the calamine and

the former especiluy sometimes overpowers it. Among such deposits, many of them

arVely worked, are Herrenberg near Holberg, Engis, Huy, Verviers, Corphahe,

Membach, and ^ome which reappear, after dipping beneath the alluvial valley of the

Rhine in the same geological position, in Westphalia.
• t> •

The Veil Monfagne Com^^ny possess other sources of zinc ore m the Prussian

and in the Baden territory, and, employing about 7000 me^n m all, produce no less

than ?6 000 tons of zinc f/om their own mines, besides manufacturing a large quantity

purchased ^om other producers. The Nouvelle Montague Company, Verviers also

Crk their deposits ol a large scale -\i---^^ rS:"'""
works established more recently on the ^'g^* ^^"^/^

^^.^^^^X important are
Of the mines in this border district which produce 1^^^'

those of the Stolberg Westphalia Company, yielding annually 5000 tons of lead, and

fTof4To"??t.^rck and is r cognlSSoVgh a lenJth of half a league. The mine,
from 4 to \,> It thicK, ana rtu ^

extensive excavatbns ;
particularly a fine

to a very small amount.

Mines of the Centre of France.
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than the districts mentioned at the end of the Black Forest. Many metalliferous
veins have been observed in the mountains of the Auvergne, Forez, Cevennes and
Lozere, but very (ev: of the workings have attained to any importance. Most of themmmg trials have been made near the eastern border of the mass of primary
formations, m a zone characterised by a great abundance of schistose rocks.

At Villefort and
_
Vialas, in the department of the Lozere, and in some places

adjoining, several veins of argentiferous galena are worked which traverse the gneissand the granite These mines, remarkable at present for the regularity of their work-

2000 mTjfof 81^6?'°°'' ^'"''^''"^ annually about 1000 quintals of lead, and about

onf^H 'T^ °f of argentiferous lead,opened upon a group of north and south lodes intersecting a rock of .rneissosegranitic character. Explorations have been commenced moltly where hese lodeswere discovered m the valleys, as at Roure, Rosier, Mioche, Pr^anll and S)ecotand since I8o3, by the joint exertions of an English and French proprietary Semines have been raised to an important position, employing about 1200 work p^e'onle

o.Tr '^r'
l^^'ffi^yi'y t^^^ presented, in the form of strong emaJSns'of carbonic acid gas from the lode and the fissures of the country, and which rendersIt necessary to employ powerful ventilating machines, driven by ;aterrheels

Ro'i^^-sTvinTlnrGirtS^^^^^ «V^^
Saint-Amand-

somewhat analogous character
moi^ntams above Jumeaux, exhibit veins of

slafy'rSs''" ^"'"^^ ^^^''^^^>' ^«<i- antimony are seen in the

from Jhl^aSr/onK^^^^^^ ' ^^P^^*^^ ^^one,
-hich are now impLfLtfy oSSmin^^^ of l"'^'^

^""^

upl\?rrygrTepSryS-ll^^°°^' -'"ked out, were opened
il lower san^dyrds'of Sal ffi cartlTs'

'''''''' °^ granite'with
and the azurite, or blue carbonate from tS ?^<^°PP"^«-e especially abundant,
crystallisation. At Sa?nte t^^^ leaTues^S Tri/'

"""''^ ^^^^^^ °f
copper pyrites, has also, after many years o1 activitv hp^^' \ ^'F T'^^' ^^P°«'t °f

CSate1ttre)t-t^^^^^^^^^

termed arkoses, has been occasionairworked W ^'''^r''^''^.
'° sandstones

have been traced at Clairac, iTthelZtment In rJf'^^^J
of zinc-blende

N. to S. in the beds of metamorphic n^f^'^^^*
^^r above 1000 yards from

t^^^'rlTorn^^^^^^^ found to occur in small lodes in
leagues NN.E. of that town '^^^y* ^^Pecially at Vaulry. a few

Mines of Brittany.
In its geological conformation Brittany has a ereat !,t,«i«„^ * v

Cornwall; but notwithstanding the vesemmncf ''^^''^^^^

(killas) and porphyries, it bea^s no romS^rsorin the ^^^^^l""'«P°«''ones Tin ore has been found atT^^pTace pfrL '""'-i
'^^"^'•^1

of the mouth of the Loire, where small n„^vtJl^ ' ' ? ™^^es to the N. E
at the junction of the graniTe aTd sSs', anfaTpea^^^^^^^

1^^''^ ''''' o««-
deposits of tin found near the mouth of the vEe and a?vT the alluvial

Ioc!ii£s hate^iT,' vetCSmt: oflf^t^^' '4 ^ ^ be^y^'TS
appeared at the Paris Expo'iiS i^ sTs but Llthou'rr"'"' '"""^'P'^^ «f
made upon them, they have not yet led to an extensive ^.1^^"'°' ^"^^^ ^^en

^
The most important exploitatfons in this disSSTe re
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and Huelgoat, situated near Carhaix. The mine of Iluelgoat, celebrated for the plonih-

eomme (hydro-aluminate) discovered in it, is opened on a vein of galena, which

traverses clay slate rocks. The workings have subsisted for about three centuries,

and have attained to a depth of 270 meters.
^ v . . o o„,i

The lode has been followed over a horizontal distance of about 1000 meters, ana

contains, besides argentiferous galena, ochreous substances yielding about Ta'oatli of

silver in the native state, or as chloride.
Xf ™o=

The vein of Poullaouen, called the New Mine, was discovered m 1741. It was

powerful and very rich near the surface ; but it became subdivided and impoverished

with its depth, notwithstanding which the workings have been sunk to upwards of

250 meters below the surface. In these mines there are fine hydraulic machines for

the drainage of the waters, with wheels from 14 to 15 yards in diameter; and water-

pressure machines have been some years since constructed there.
^ . , „

^
The vein courses through greywacke in a direction N.220 e., and including five

branches, has in some places reached the width of 60 feet.

The annual produce at these mines is 300 tons of lead and 1400 kilograms of silver

Severar vehis of galena exist at Chatelaudren, near Saint-Brieuc, ^ey ^re

worked at present^ There is also one at Pontpean, near Rennes ^h^ch has

worked to a depth of 140 yards, but has in like manner been till lately abandoned It

^eS^sC galena,^ ver'y large quantity of blende

able amounts of which, of a very crystalline character, have, durmg the last few years,

'^TVe^e'TcL mireo^e^ ^^^P"^--*

opJned orcein which traverses limestone. The same department presents a de-

pS of sulphuret of mercury at Menildot. A mine of antimony was worked at

MetsTSfwL^ralS^^^^ on argentiferous galena are traceable, of

"
Tt^ptdtction'otmera^ other than iron in France, in the year 1852, was, accord-

ing to official statements :
—

Copper, in bars ^ 1 9,192 metriquintals, in value 5,167,388 francs.

Lead - - - 23,403 „ » " 1,036,1/9 „

Litharge - - 5,868 „ » » ^^"^'11, "

Gold - - 18,312 grammes „ „ ^2,261 „

Silver - - - 6,286 kilograms „ „ i,oa4,uiii „

Total 7,844,166 francs.

It is, however, evident that these metals are only in part the production of the

mines of France proper.

Mines of the West of Gheat Bkitain and Ikeland.

The mines comprehended in this -eUon are situated^^^^^^^^

f/^^ke%^!Vn^Ou^mfer;a?^^^^ ^ - -

France last described pre-at Aemsd^^^
'^/e IS in Irefand, 'although the same

'^:^:rTlSL'~^^ similar rocks form the surface in many

P^Srwl^aM^^^^^ present four P-cnpal mining
^f^XX^^^^^e

Penzance, including St. Just St. I^^s,M« and St E th Secondly,^
^

^^£1rS Sr:?tse districts- «^

~

and ricbness of their mines of copper and tm T^^^^^
^^g^,,,

entirely of copper pyrites ^^d^^^^^J/^ incased mSst frequently in a clay-slate

veins, running nearly
Tf/^e Oe^nian system of modern geologists but

locally termed /ii«as, and belongmg to tbe Devonian^
protuberances rising from

frequently also in the granite, ^'^^J^^l^^'Zl.nl End to Dartmoor. The
beneath the schists, in an E. N. i^- Qirecuou i » also occurs m veins

tin, besides being found in ^Uuvial deposits or s rea^^
^^.^^^

or lodes which have a general east w^f
numerous dykes of granitic porphyry C" )

to cut across and in-

to the metalliferous veins. The copper lode « «
beX^^e recent formation. The tin

terrupt those of tin, and are consequently held to oe oi mo
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ore in a few mines forms also irregular masses (termed tin-floors aud carhonas), which
appear most usually attached to the veins by one of their points. Certain veins
present the copper and tin ores together ; a mixture which occurs often near the
points of intersection of the two metallic veins. Certain mines furnish at once both
copper and tin

; but the most part produce in notable quantity only one of these
metals.

Among the more important mines of the above metals in the western districts, may
be noticed Huel Basset, North and West Basset, South Francis, United Mines, Huel
Buller, Alfred Consols, Carn Brea, Levant and Botallack ; for tin more especially. Huei
Vor, Dolcoath, and Polberro. ^

In the environs of St. Austell the more remarkable mines are those of Fowev
Consols (now, 1858, the deepest actively worked in Britain), Par Consols, Crinnis
the tm mme of Polgooth, recently abandoned, and the singular open-cast of Carclaze'
worked on numerous small strings of tin, coursing through a granite so decomposed'
as to be m great part available for china-clay.

'

North of Liskeard, the Phcenix and Caradon mines have attained, since 1838 a
great degree of prosperity ; whilst still further east, the neighbourhood of Callineton
IS marked by several ])roductive copper mines on a smaller scale, and the large ancient
tin mine of Drake Walls. The Tavistock district has been rendered famous bv
the long-continued successful working of Huel Friendship, and the enormous wealth
extracted since 1845 from the series of mines on one great lode, entitled the Devon
Great Consols.

There exists also throughout Cornwall, a series of veins running more or less northand south, the " cross courses," which intersect and often dislocate the above lodes
sonaetimes contaming only clay (flucan) or quartz (spar), at other times particular
metallic minerals. Thus near Helston several such veins have been worked for silver-lead ore; at Restormel near Lostwithiel, and in the St. Austell granite, for red and

nnTL t1
° ; ^* Herodsfoof, Huel Mary Anne, RedmoVand the Paraar mmes (now working successfully at 225 fathoms deep), for lead orescontaming from 30 to 80 ounces of silver to the ton.

In some few instances, and chiefly in connexion with these cross vein» ores ofSliver, cobalt, and nickel, have been raised; whilst very rich silver oi^s Vere ob

Antimony has been raised from mines near Endellion, and at Huel Bovs an<1

is tT,^LH°.
^""^ '^''PP^'' '''"'1°^ Cornwall are accompanied with arsenical pyrites whichIS tnrned to some account by the fabrication of white arsenic (arsenious acidf'The total production of Cornwall and Devonshire tvas in 1858 -
Tin ore, or " black tin " - - . . ^ fiia f^,,.
Metallic tin - . . . Koon
Metallic copper "

,
' »

Metallic lead - . . .
' "

Silver - -
'

'
"^^ "

276,555 oz.
The tin ores are treated at several works situate in Cornwall tt,

are sent to Swansea in South Wales to be sme ted a^d a narlof thJl
/^PP^" '"'^^

IS reduced at smelting works near Truro, at Par a^d^n ?he Tama •

In consequence of the dearness of wood, and the Vreat infln:; ewaters, the mines of Cornwall and Devonshirp nrp w«li^ i
subterranean

differing from those of many othe?^Z^Z e^oS^t^^^^^^^great source of economy. lEspecially in thrSatfnn If cf
regarded as one

purposes, have the invLtive powersVf the eSet^^n mS^^^^boilers, and the skill of the miners in placing the nft wnrl.T ^ ^ ^"^mes and
degree of perfection. For this purposS^^efL'v^irJy^^dTo^^So"^^^ ''^"^

100 inches diameter, have been erected, employing high pressure st/nn,
' '

Many of the mines are explored to a depth of befw^niZn '^^f' expansively,
several are celebrated for the boldnei ofVe^r ^orSU Thifs''^'especially Botallack and Levant, in the parish of St. Just near Cnn' n '''''^l,their shafts placed close to the range of the cliffs and Jtt^nri f ^^P^Cornwall, have
under the sea, and to depths of fr?ra 20 to 240 fathoms W?v.'l' ^r^'^^ ^^thoms
Cock so small a thickness of rockTas been left trsup^^^ -^V^^^^-

^t Huel
that the rolling of pebbles on the bottom is d stinctirheSb^w^^^^ ^^'^'^^
The mine of Huel-werry, near Penzance was workpd ^ s^o™-
opened on a reef of rocMn a spaceTeffdrV by tW^^^^^^ sl^aft
e.b. A small wooden tower wL built ovLC mTut^ '/f ?h?s£Tt,'rch"S

J. M O
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carefully caulked, kept out the waters of the ocean when the tide rose, and served to
support the machines for raising the ore and water. A vessel driven by a storm
overturned it during the night, and put a period to this hazardous mode of mining,
which has not been resumed.
An important group of veins of lead, often argentiferous, is opened in the slaty

rocks of Cardiganshire and Montgomeryshire, all of which have an E. W. direction,

nlthough so far from parallel, that they often meet, and frequently form at such points

of intersection " courses " of ore. The galena is accompanied generally by quartz and
blende, more rarely by iron pyrites and calcspar. Some of these mints were very
profitably worked in the 17th century, and during the last thirty years several of them,
as Goginan, Cwm Ystwyth, Logylas, and Frongoch have been highly productive.

In 1856 these counties yielded 7540 tons of metallic lead.

The more complicated geological formations of Carnarvonshire and Merionethshire,
present chiefly among the slaty rocks a number of veins bearing copper, lead, and
zinc ores, in which a special point of interest is, the occurrence of gold. This metal
has been found within the last few years in very rich specimens, mostly associated

with quartz and blende ; but there has hitherto been a want of systematic workings
to prove whether it may be remuneratively raised. The veins occur chiefly in two
groups, the one to the north and north-west of the town of Dolgelly, the other in the

hills about Beddgelert.

The adjacent isle of Anglesey is celebrated for the copper mines of Mona, and the

Parys mountain. The ore is copper pyrites, intercalated among slaty rocks and fel-

stone, and near the surface occurred in enormous volume. The workings have thence

been carried on as open casts ; but beneath these, again, regular subterranean oper-

ations have been conducted, although the veins there show themselves small, and
comparatively poor. Large quantities of copper are here obtained by cementation

from the mine water, and the various ores are treated at furnaces situate in the

neighbourhood.
The ancient slates of Cumberland and Westmoreland yield also copper and lead

ores, among which the Coniston copper mine is specially notable. At Borrowdale,

near Keswick, a mine of graphite (plumbago) has been worked for a long period. It

furnishes the blacklead of the English pencils, so celebrated over the world. The
mineral occurs in irregular lumps and nests, in a variety of greenstone rock.

There are famous lead mines in the south of Scotland, atWanlock-head and Leadhills

in Lanarkshire, the veins of which are encased in greywacke. Some manganese has

also been found. At Cally, in Kirkcudbrightshire, copper ore has been discovered

;

and a mine of antimony has been known for some time at West Kirk in Dumfriesshire

;

but neither has been turned to good account.

In the middle part of Scotland the lead mines of Strontian in Argyleshire deserve

to be noticed, opposite to the north-east angle of the isle of Mull. They are opened

on veins which traverse granite and gneiss. A lead mine in schist is also worked by

the Marquis of Breadalbane at Tyndrum.
The produce of the Scotch lead mines is about 1 400 tons of lead per annum. The

Isle of Man has two important lead mines, the Foxdale and Laxey, the former re-

markable for the great size of its main, E. and W. coursing, lode and the occa-

sional high percentage of silver, the latter for the fine crystalline blende, and for

the copper pyrites which are met with in the N. and S. lead lode.

In Ireland the AUihies or Berehaven, and the Knockmahon mines, have, with

great profits to the adventurers, for many years past produced large quantities of cop-

per ore, which is sent to Swansea to be smelted.

Among the other most considerable mines of Ireland, are those of Cronebane and

Tigrony, and of Ballymurtagh, situated three leagues S. W. of Wicklow, in the county

of the same name. Their object is to work the copper pyrites, accompanied with some

other ores of copper, galena, sulphuret of antimony, as well as iron pyrites, which

last since 1840 has formed a large article of export, amounting in some years to from

60 to 100,000 tons. The veins, some of which are very large, are ahnost perfectly

conformable to the clay slates.
, , . t

The granite of Wicklow also contains some important lead mines, at Luganure and

Glenmalure.
. - j i j i. v

In the south-west of Ireland, mdications of copper and lead ores have been met

with at many other points, but no important mines have yet been opened upon them.

Mines of the Pyrenees.

The Pyrenees and the mountains of Biscay, of the Asturias, and the north of Ga-

licia, which are their prolongation, are not very rich in deposits of ores. The most

important mines that occur there, are of iron ; which are widely spread throughout

the whole chain, except in its western extremity. We may mention particularly in
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Biscay, the mine of Sommorostj-o, opened on a bed of red oxide of iron ; and in the

province of Guipuscoa, the mines of Mondragon, Oyarzun, and Berha, situated on
deposits of sparry iron. There are several analogous mines in Aragon and Cata-
lonia. In the French part of the Pyrenees, veins of sparry iron are worked, -which
traverse the red sandstone of the mountain IJstelleguy, near Baygorry, department of
the Basses-Pyrenees. The same department affords in the valley of Asson the mine
of Haugaron, which consists of a bed of hydrate of iron, subordinate to transition

limestone. The deposit of hydrate of iron, worked for an immemorial time at Ranciey
in the valley of Vicdessos, department of the Arri^ge, and averaging sixty feet in

thickness, occurs in a limestone, now regarded as of the age of the lias. The ancient
workings have been very irregular and very extensive ; but the deposit is still far
from being exhausted. There are also considerable mines of sparry iron at Lapinouse,
at the tower of Batera, at Escaron, and at Fillols, at the foot of the Canigou, in the de-
partment of the Oriental Pyrenees. The iron mines of the Pyrenees keep in activity
200 Catalonian forges. Although there exists in these mountains, especially in the
part formed of transition rocks, a very great number of veins of lead, copper, cobalt,
antimony, &c., one can hardly mention any workings of these metals ; and among
the abandoned mines, the only ones which merit notice are, the mine of argentiferous
copper of Baygorry, in the department of the Low Pyrenees, the lead and copper
mine of Auliis, in the valley of the Erce, department of the Arriege, and the mine of
cobalt, of the valley of Gistain, situated in Aragon, on the southern slope of the
Pyrenees. The mines of plumbago opened at Sahun in Aragon, should not be
forgotten. Analogous deposits are known to exist in the department of the Arriege,
but they are not mined.

In the limestones, near Santander, very important mines of calamine have been
worked for the last three or four years (1858),

Previous to the discovery of America, considerable workings were carried on in
auriferous sands, at various points in this department. A gold mine has also been
recently wrought, but without success, near Cabo de Creus, on the Spanish side.

Spain and Portugax.

The granite, gneiss, and slaty formations of the Iberian Peninsula, noted in early
times for their mineral wealth, have during the last 25 years again become the scene
of important mining operations The region of the Sierra-Morena, comprising parts
of the provinces of Andalusia, Estremadura, and La Mancha, forms one of those
primary districts which offer close analogies with some of the mining localities
already described, and exhibits numerous mines now in activity, and the traces of
former extensive operations.

The noted quicksilver mines of Almaden, producing about 2000 tons per annum,
are worked on three parallel veins of from 6 to 12 metres in width, lying conformably
with highly inclined Silurian strata.

The silver mines of Guadalcanal and Cazalla, north of Seville, in mica slate, were
very rich in the time of the Counts Fugger, but are now inconsiderable ; this territory
presented formerly important mines at Villa-Guttier, not far from Seville. At the
beginning of the 1 7th century, they are said to have been worked with such activity
that they furnished daily 170 marcs of silver.

More to the east, there exists in the mountains of La Mancha, a mine of antimony
at Santa-Crux-de-Mudela. On the southern slope of the Sierra-Morena, very im-
portant leadmmes occur, particularly at Linares, 12 leagues N. of Jaen. 'The veins
are very rich near the surface, whence the ground is riddled, as it were, with shaftsMore tlian 5000 old and new pits may be counted ; the greater part of which is as-
cribed to the Moors.

Systematic workings have been for some years carried on by English companies atsome of these mmcs, with excellent results ; and with the aidof steam-engines a denth
of 80 or 90 fathoms has now been attained. ' ^

The lodes, which have a medium width of 3 or 4 feet, course generally NN E
dipping towards the N.W., and traverse a granite, which on the outskirts of the dis-
trict IS overlaid by clay slates and sandstone, also penetrated by the veins The galena
IS accompanied by barytes in large quantity, and in greater depth by ealc spar Asingle mine, that of Pozo Ancho, raises 500 tons of lead ore per month.
At Rio Tinto, near Seville, a massive deposit of iron pyrites, 50 varasm width hasbeen worked, chiefly for the copper pyrites which is mingled with it.
Abundant mines of zinc ores occur near Alcaraz, 15 leagues N.E. of Linares • whir^h

supply materials to a brass manufactory established in that town There are «kn
lead mines in the kingdoms of Murcia and Grenada. Very productive orts hnv^been worked for some time in the Sierra de Gador near Al4?L aTarbour sLated

I 3
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some leagues to the west of the Cape de Gata, and also near Cartageua. A fine silver

lode has been worked to a depth of 1 10 fathoms, at Alniagrera.

The kingdoms of Murcia, Grenada, and Cordova, include several iron mines.

Near Marbella and Ronda, in the kingdom of Grenada, mines of plumbago are

explored.

Among the most remarkable mines in Spain, are those of silver at Hiendelaencina in

the district of Guadalaxara, discovered only a few years since, and worked on regular

lodes in gneiss, and stated to yield hundreds of thousands of pounds profit per

annum.
Lastly, near Ferrol in Qjilicia, and Zamora in Leon, tin ores occurs in granite, and

at the latter place are worked in several mines, not far distant from others, which

produce argentiferous lead and antimony ores. The Carthaginians appear to have

worked tin mines in this part of the Peninsula.

Within the Portuguese frontier, very similar tin ores occur near the river Douro •,

and other localities in that kingdom are indicated as exhibiting ores of copper, anti-

mony, and lead. Among the latter, the Palhal and Carvalhal mines are working by

an English (the " Lusitanian ") mining company.

Ores of iron occur at very numerous places in the Peninsula, but have hitherto

been worked on a comparatively small scale. Those of Sommorostro near Bilbao, and

of Marbella, are among the best known.

Two ancient iron works exist in Portuguese Estremadura, the one in the district of

Thomar, and the other in that of Figuiero dos Vinhoss : they are supplied by mines

of red oxide of iron, situated on the frontiers of this province and of Beira. One

deposit of quicksilver ore occurs at Couna, in Portugal.

Mines of the North of Europe.

These mines are situated for the most part in the south of Norway, towards the

middle of Sweden, and in the south of Finland, a little way from the shortest line drawn

from the lake Onega to the south-west angle of Norway. A few mines occur in the

northern districts of Norway and Sweden. The main products of these several mines

are iron, copper, and silver. ...
The iron mines of Norway lie on the coasts of the Gulph of Christiania, and on the

side facing Jutland, principally at Arendal, at Krageroe, and the neighbourhood

The ores consist almost solely of black oxide of iron, which forms beds or veins of

from 4 to 60 feet thick, incased in gneiss, which is accompamed with pyroxene (augite),

epidotes garnets, &c. These iron ores are reduced in a great many smelting furnaces,

situated on the same coast, and particularly in the county of Laurwig. Their annual

product is about 16^ milUons of pounds avoird. of iron, in the form of cast iron, bar

iron, sheet iron, nails, &c. ; of which one half is exported.
.

Norway possesses rich copper mines, some of which he towards the south, and the

centre of the country, but the most considerable occur in the north at Quikkne, Lcehen,

Selboe and Rceraas, near Drontheim. The mine of Rceraas, 1 6 miles from Drontheim

to the S E of this city, is opened on a very considerable mass of copper pyrites, and

has been worked as an open-cast since 1664. It has poured into the market from

that time till 1 701, 77 miUions of pounds avoird. of copper. In 1805, its annual pro-

duction was 864 600 lbs. Not far from the North Cape, copper mines have been for

some years past actively worked by an English (the Alten) mming company, on

irregular veins at Kaafiord and Raipas.
. j e ^

Norway comprehends also some celebrated silver mmes. They are situated from

1 5 to •-'0 leagues S. W., of Christiania, in a mountainous country near the city of

Kongs'berg, which owes to them its population. Their discovery goes back to the

vear 1623 and their objects are veins of carbonate of lime, accompanied with asbestos

Td other 'substances i'n which native silver occurs, usually in small threads or net-

works and sometimes in considerable masses, along with sulphuret of silver. These

veins a?rve?y numerous, and run through a considerable space divided mto four

distrlci farrondissemens , each of which contains more than 15 distmct explora-

SoS When a new mine is opened, it is generally as an open-cast, ^hich em-

braces s™l veins, and they then prosecute by subterranean workmgs only those

that appeir to be of Consequence. The workings are about 200 fathoms deep. Fire
tnat ^PP^^y° °^ . _V In 1782, the formation ot a new adit level was
IS employed for

flf'^l'^^ 10,000 yards, and to cost 60,000/. These

mS'since fh" ^ dfsco^er^ tin uS, hte afforded a quantity of silver equivalent to
mines, since ineir ^^""^^"^ > , cterline The year 1768 was the most productive,

beTfhreatened with abandonment, but have again become profitable, yielding from

1300 to 1400 kilograms of silver per annum.
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Cobalt mines may be noticed at Modum or Fossum, 8 leagues W. of Christiania
;

they are extensive, but of little depth.

Lastly, graphite is explored at Englidal; and chromite of iron deposits have been
noticed in some points of Norway.
The irons of Sweden enjoy a merited reputation, and form one of the chief objects

of the commerce of that kingdom. Few countries, indeed, combine so many valuable

advantages for this species of manufacture. Inexhaustible deposits of iron ore are
placed amid immense forests of birches and resinous trees, whose charcoal is pro-
bably the best for the reduction of iron. The different groups of iron mines and
forges form small districts of wealth and animation in the midst of these desolate
regions.

The province of Wermeland, including the north bank of the lake Wener, is one of
the richest of Svceden in iron mines. The two most important are those of Nord-
marck, 3 leagues N. of Philipstadt, and those of Persberg, 2^ leagues E. from the
same city. Philipstadt is about 50 leagues W. \ N. W. from Stockholm. Both
mines are opened on veins or beds of black oxide of iron several yards thick, di-
rected from N. to S. in a ground composed of hornblende, talcose and granitic rocks.
These masses are nearly vertical, and are explored in the open air to a depth of 130
yards.

The principal iron mines of Rosslagie (part of the province of Upland), are those
of Dannemora, situated 1 1 leagues from Upsal. They stand in the first rank of those
of Sweden, and even of Europe. The masses -worked upon are somewhat lenticular,
and vertical, running from N. E. to S. W., and are incased in a ground formed of
primary rocks, among which gneiss, petrosilex and granite are most conspicuous.
They amount to three in number, very distinct, and parallel to each other ; and are
explored through a length of more than 1500 yards, and to a depth of above 80, by
the employment of fire, and blasting with gunpowder. The explorations are mere
quarries, each presenting an open chasm 65 yards wide, by a much more considerable
length, and an appalling depth. Magnetic iron ore is extracted thence, which fur-
nishes the best iron of Sweden and Europe ; an iron admirably qualified for conversion
into steel.

Of the works which prepare bar iron from the Dannemora ores, may be mentioned
in the first class Lofsta, Osterby, Simo, and RSniis.
The island of Utoe, situated near the coast of the province of Upland, presents also

rich iron mines. The protoxide of iron there forms a thick bed in the gneiss. It is
worked in trenches far below the level of the sea. The ore cannot be smelted in the
island itself

; but is transported in great quantities to the continent.
The province of Smoland includes also very remarkable mines. Near Jonkoping,

a hill called the Tuberg occurs, formed in a great measure of magnetic black oxide of
iron, contained in a greenstone in the midst of gneiss.

_

In several parts of Lapland, the magnetic oxide of iron occurs in great beds or
immense masses. At Gellivara, 200 leagues N. of Stockholm, towards the 67th de-
gree of latitude, it constitutes a considerable mountain, into which an exploitation has
been opened. The iron is despatched on small sledges drawn by rein-deer to streams
wliich tail into the Lulea

; and thence by water carriage to the port of Lulea where
It IS embarked for Stockholm.

'

There are a great many iron works in Dalecarlia, but a portion of the ores are gottrom alluvial deposits. Similar deposits exist also in the provinces of Wermeland and
Smoland.

_

The annual production of the iron mines and furnaces of Sweden and Norwav has
increased but little of late years, the chief attention being devoted to the quality, andnot to the quantity. At present it amounts to above 150,000 tons of pig iron ofwhich probably two thirds are exported as bar iron, steel, &c.
The copper mines of Sweden are scarcely less celebrated than its iron mines. The

principal IS that of Fahlun or Kopparberg, situated in Dalecarlia, near the town ofFahlun, 40 leagues N. W. of Stockholm. It is excavated in an irregular and veiypowerful mass of pyrites, which m a great many points is almost entirely iron pyritesbut mothers, particularly near the circumference, includes a greater or less portion ofcopper. This mass is enveloped in talcose or hornblende rocks. More to the westthere are three other masses almost contiguous to each other, which seem to bend in anarc of a circle around the principal mass. They are explored as well as the last Thi^wa. at first worked m the open air; but impinident operations having caused the wal sto crumble and faU in, since 1647 the excavation presents near the surface nothinrbutfrightful precipices. The workings are now prosecuted by shafts and Sri^^^^^^^^^^lower part of the deposit, and have arri ved at a depth of 1 94 famnars (nearly 430 ySds-fThey display excavations spacious enough to admit the employment of horsef andthe establishment of forges for repairing the miners' tools.^ Tis LSrted thVthe
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exploration of this mine goes back to a period anterior to the Christian era Durini?
Its greatest prosperity, it is said to have produced 1 1 millions of pounds avoi;d of cTp^per per annum, or about 5000 tons. It furnishes now about the seventh uart of thatquantity

;
yielding at the same time about 70,000 lbs. of lead, with 50 marcs of silverand 3 or 4 of gold. The ores smelted at Fahlun produce from 2 to srorcopp r pT;

cent. But the extraction of the metal is not the sole process
; sulphur i. also saved

;

and with It, or the pyrites itself, sulphuric acid and other chemical products aremade Round Fahlun, within the space of a league, 70 furnaces or faclories of dif-
ferent kinds may be seen. The black copper obtained at Fahlun is converted into rose
copper, in the refining hearths of the small town of Ofwostad.

In the copper mine of Garpenberg, situated 18 leagues from Fahlun, there occur 14masses of ore quite vertical, and parallel to each other, and to the beds of mica-slate
or talc-slate, amid which they stand. This mine has been worked for more than six
hundred years.

The mine of Nyakopparberg, in Nericia, 20 leagues W. of Stockholm, presents masses
of ores parallel to each other, the form and arrangement of which are very singular
It is worked by open quarrying, and with the aid of fire.

We may notice also the copper mines of Atwidaberg, in Ostrogothia, which furnish
annually above a sixth part of the whole copper of Sweden.

There are several other copper mines in Sweden. Their whole number is ten ; but
t was formerly more considerable. They yield at the present day in all, about 2000
tons of metallic copper.

The number of the silver mines of Sweden has iu like manner diminished. In 1767,
only 3 were reckoned under exploration, viz. that ofHellefors in the province ofWerme-
land ; that of Segersfors in Nericia ; and that of Sahla or Sahlberg, in Westmannia,
about 23 leagues N. W. of Stockholm. The last is the only one of any importance.
It is very ancient, and passes for having been formerly very productive ; though at pre-
sent it yields only from 4 to 5000 marcs of silver per annum. Lead very rich in silver
is its principal product. It is explored to a depth of more than 200 yards. The
soundness of the rock has allowed of vast excavations being made in it, and of even the
galleries having great dimensions ; so that in the interior of the workings there are
winding machines, and carriages drawn by horses for the transport of the ores.

At Sahlberg, there are deposits of sulphuret of antimony.
For the last 30 or 40 years mines of cobalt have been opened in Sweden, principally

at Tunaberg and Los, near Nykoping, and at Otward in Ostrogothia. The first are
worked upon veins of little power, which become thicker and thinner successively

;

whence they have been called bead-veins. It appears that the products of these mines,
though of good quality, are inconsiderable in quantity.

Lastly, there is a gold mine in Sweden ; it is situated at Adelfors, in the parish of

Alsfeda, and province of Smoland. It has been under exploration since 1737, on veins

of auriferous iron pyrites, which traverse schistose rocks ; presenting but a few inches

of ore. It formerly yielded from 30 to 40 marcs of gold per annum, but for the last

few years it has furnished only from 3 to 4.

The south of Finland and the bordering parts of Russia contain some mines, but
they are far from having any such importance as those of Sweden.
At Orijerwy near Helsingfors, a mine of copper occurs whose gangue is carbonate

of lime, employed as a limestone.

Near Cerdopol, a town situated at the N. W. extremity of the Ladoga lake, veins

of copper pyrites were formerly mined.

Under the reign of Peter the Great, an auriferous vein was discovered in the granitic

mountains which border the eastern bank of the lake Ladoga, near Olonetz. It was
rich only near the surface ; and its working was soon abandoned.

Latterly, an attempt has been made to mine copper and iron ores near Eno, above

and to the N. "W. of Cerdopol, but with little success.

Some time ago rich ores of iron, lying in veins, were worked near the lake Shuyna,

N. W. from Cerdopol ; but this mine has also been relinquished.

The transition limestone which constitutes the body of Esthonia contains lead ore at

Arossaar near Fellin. These ores were worked when these provinces belonged to the

Swedes. It was attempted in 1806 to resume the exploitation, but without success.

Mines of the Urai, Mountains

This chain of mountains, which begins on the coasts of the icy sea, and terminates

in the 50th degree of latitude amidst the steppes of the Kirghiz, after having formed

through an extent of more than 40 leagues the natural limit between Europe and

Asia, contains very rich and very remarkable deposits of metallic ores, which have

given rise to important mines of iron, copper, and gold. These explorations are
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situated on the two slopes, but chiefly on the one that looks to Asia, from the environs
of Ekaterinbourg to about 120 or 130 leagues north of that city. They constitute the
department of the mines of Ekaterinbourg, one of the three belonging to Siberia.

The copper mines are pretty numerous, and lie almost wholly on the oriental slope
of the chain. They are opened upon veins of a very peculiar nature, and which,
although very powerful at the surface, do not extend to any considerable depth. These
veins are in general filled with argillaceous matters, penetrated with red oxide of copper,
and mingled with green and blue carbonated copper, sulphuret of copper, and native
copper. The most important woi-kings are those of Tourinsk and Nijni- Taguil.
The first are situated 120 leagues north of Ekaterinbourg, towards the 60th degree

of N. latitude, at the eastern base of the Uralian mountains, near the banks of the
Touria. They amount to three, opened in the same vein, which turns round an angle
presented by the chain in this place. The rock consists of a porphyry with a horn-
stone basis, of clay-slate, and of a white or grayish limestone, which form the roof and
floor of the vein. The ore yields from 18 to 20 per cent., and these mines produced
annually in 1786, 10,000 metric quintals (2,200,000 lbs. avoird.) of copper.
The mine of Nijni-Taguil is remarkable for the fine masses of malachite which it

has produced.
At Bogoslowsk copper ores have also been largely worked from a contact deposit

between greenstone and limestone.
The beds of iron ore occur generally at a certain distance from the axis of the

central chain. Those of the western slope lie sometimes in a grey compact limestone,
which contains encrinites and other petrifactions, and appears to be much more modern
than the rocks of the central chain. Both the one and the other seem to form large
vems, which extend little in depth, or rather fill irregular and shallow cavities. The
most common ore is the hydrous oxide of iron, hematite, or compact iron ore, some-
times mixed or accompanied with oxide of manganese, and occasionally with ores of
zinc, copper, and lead. Black oxide of iron, possessing magnetic polarity, likewise
frequently occurs, particularly in the mines of the eastern slope, on which in fact
entire moimtains of loadstone repose. All these ores, mixed with a greater or less
quantity of clay differently coloured, are worked by open quarries, and most usually
without usmg gunpowder. They yield rarely less than 50 or 60 per cent., and keep
in action numerous smelting-houses situated on two flanks of the chain ; the oldest ofthem have been established since 1628, but the greater number date only from themiddle of the 18th century. The most celebrated mines are those of Blagodat and
ff^nar, situated on the eastern slope from 30 to 50 leagues north of Ekaterinbourg
In the foundries of the eastern slope, anchors, guns, shot, and shell, &c. are manu-factured

;
and in the whole a considerable quantity of bar iron. The products of theworks on the western side are directly embarked on the different feeders of the Voleafrom which they are at no great distance. Those of the eastern slope are transported

t:::re!:itT^7^s^^^''
^^^^ '''^'^ the least elevaled

The quantity of materials manufactured by the iron works of both slones ammmto<\annually, as far back as the year 1790, to ^ore than 1 1,000 000Ts Srd S
Zi'Jr^;'

^^^""'''^ ^^"^'^'^ species of industry
, L Vast deposits of excellent iron ores occur surrounded by immense forests of ^7 ninesand birches; woods, whose charcoal is excellentl'y adapted to the mannfactu^e of

o.J^f!>*'''F-^'''^°^'
the Uralian mountains, and the greater part of the iron nnnesand foundries, form a portion of the properties of some individuals who mTv be instanced as among the richest in Europe. The Russian govern^ his ne^lJcted noopportunity of promoting these enterprises. It has estfblisherat Tourinsk a consTderable colony and at Irbit;^ a fair, which has become celebrated

^

Ihere IS only one gold mine in the Ural mountains, that of Berezof sitnatPH ih..^leagues N. E. of Ekaterinbourg, at the foot of the U;als, on thrStic side It tfamous for the chromate of lead, or red lead ore, discovered there in ? 77fi !n7' 1 a
.n the following years, as also for some rare vari'eties of minera s The o;e ofCeSIS a cavernous hydrate of iron, presenting here and there some .mnll Ztul T ^^^^

foo^r^^h""'/"' r"^^
p^'-'*-- It e:;:airLT;it^^^7^^

100,000. This deposit appears to have a great analogy with the denn«;tcof the same region. It constitutes a large vein, runnKl N to S PnLformation of gneiss, hornblende schists, and serpentinl TbL °e^noor fn
° ^

portion to Its distance from the surface. The exploitation, whichT?n fhe n..nhas attained a small depth, although carried on since the 7eari72fi tI ^'^
extracted from the ore by stamping and washing. In ] 786 500 mVr.!" ^ ,f

i'

but the preceding years had fSrnlhed only 200, because tSy Then ^^^^^^^^^from the surface. German minerswere calfed in^o direStS^SSolf Sin^SS
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period, however, great attention has been bestowed on the education of the mining
engineer officers, who now form a corps pre-eminent in attainments.
The auriferous sands, or "stream" deposits of the Ural were discovered in 1814,

and since 1823 have become very important. They extend over a district of some'
hundreds of miles in length, although with interruptions ; the continuous portions of
gold-bearing detritus, being generally from 50 to GOO yards in length, and 10 to 60 in
breadth. In some few places platinum has been similarly found. The form in which
these precious metals occur, is generally in minute scales or grains, more rarely as
lumps or pepites, which have, in the case of gold, attained in one instance the weight
of 100 lbs., in that of platinum 23 lbs.

The llussian miners have observed that these deposits rarely overlie the granite or
syenite; but generally the slaty rocks of the chain, near the outbursts of serpentine or
hornblendic rocks.

The beautiful plates of mica, well-known in mineral cabinets, and even in com-
merce, under the name of Muscovy talc, or Russian mica, come from the Urals.
There are explorations for them near the lake Tschebarkoul, on the eastern flank of
this chain. From the same canton there is exported a very white clay, apparently a
kaolin.

Twenty-five leagues north of Ekaterinbourg, near the town of Mourzinsk, there
occur in a graphic granite, numerous veins, containing amethysts, several varieties

of beryl, emeralds, topazes, &c.

Table of the production of the Russian Mines during theyears 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833,
and 1834 ; by M. Teploff, one of their Officers.

Substances. 1830. 1831. 1832. 1833.

Kil. Kil. Kil. Kil. Kil.

Gold 6,260 6,582 6,916 6,706 6,626
Platinum - 1,742 1,767 1,907 1,919 1,695
Auriferous silver 20,974 21,563 21,454 20,552 20,666

(3)
Copper 8,860,696 3,904,533 3,620,201 3,387,252 ?

Lead 698,478 792,935 688,351 716,500 ?

(3)
Cast iron - 182,721,274 180,043,730 162,480,224 159,118,372 ?

(2)

Salt - 342,240,893 282,821,358 372,776,283 491,862,299 ?

Coal 7,863,642 9,774,998 6,596,034 8,227,528 ?

Naphtha - 4,253,000 4,253,000 4,253,000 4,253,000 ?

Mines of the Altai Mottntains.

At the western extremity of the chain of the Altai mountains, which separate

Siberia from Chinese Tartary, there exists a number of metalliferous veins, in which

several important workings have been established since the year 1 742. They con-

stitute the locality of the mines of Kolywan ; the richest in the precious metals of

the three districts of this kind existing in Siberia.

These mines are opened up in the schistose formations which surround to the N. and

W. and to the S. W. the western declivity of the high granitic chain, from which

they are separated by formations consisting of other primary rocks. These schists

alternate in some points with quartzose rocks, called by M. Renovantz hornstone,

and with limestone. They are covered by a limestone, replete with ammonites. The

metalliferous region forms a semicircle, of which the first lofty mountains occupy the

centre.

The most important exploration of this country is the silver mine of Zmeof, or

Zmeinogorsk. in German Schlangenberg, situated to the N. W. of the high mountains

in 51° 9' 25" N. L. and 79° 49' 50" long, east of Paris. It is opened on a great vein,

which contains argentiferous native gold, auriferous native silver, sulphuret of silver,

hornsilver, grey copper, sulphuret of copper, green and blue carbonated copper, red

oxide of copper, copper pyrites, sulphuret of lead, and great masses of testaceous

arsenic slightly argentiferous. There occur likewise sulphuret of zinc, iron pyrites,

and sometimes arsenical pyrites. The gangues (vein stones) of these different ores are

sulphate of baryta, carbonate of lime, quartz, but rarely fluate of lime. The prmcipal

vein, which is of great power, has been traced through a length of several hundred

fathoms, and to a depth of no less than 96 fathoms. In its upper portion, it has an
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inclination of about 50 degrees ; but lower down it becomes nearly vertical. Its roof

is always formed of clay-slate. On the foot-wall of the vein, the slate alternates with

hornstone This vein pushes out branches in several directions ; it is intersected by

barren vems, and presents successive stages of different richness. The first years

were the most productive.
„ , . , , ^

,

The most important of the other silver mines of this department are those ot 1 chere

panofsk, 3 leagues S. E. of Zmeof; those of Semenofsk, 10 leagues S. E. ;
those of

Nicolaiefsk, 20 leagues to the SS.W.; and of Philipofsk, 90 leagues S, E. of the

same place. The last mine lies on the extreme frontier of Chinese Tartary.

The mine of Zyrianofsk is opened amid talco-chloristic schists, and from workings

about 180 yards in length yields about 800 tons of lead, 500 tons of copper, and 700

kilograms of silver per annum.
About 36,000 lbs. weight of silver, at the most, are furnished by the whole of the

Altai mines.

Since the year 1830, the gold workings of Siberia have attained a high degree

of value, and although the average proportion of gold is but 1 to 250,000 parts

of refuse, a total quantity of 75,000 Russian lbs. of gold is given as the produce of the

Siberian works in the best years. Those on the Yenisei and the Lena are the most

productive.

The precious metals are not the sole product of this mineral district. There is an

important copper-mine 15 leagues W. of Zmeof, in ,a chain of hills formed of gra-

nitic rocks, schists, porphyries, and shell-limestone, graduating into the plain. The
vein presents copper pyrites, sulphide of copper, and native copper, disseminated in

argillaceous substances, more or less ferruginous, and of different degrees of hardness.

This mine, which bears the name of Loktiefsk, furnished annually at the date of 1782,

330,000 lbs. avoird. of copper. At present it and the neighbouring mine of Solotou-

shinsk yield little more than 120,000 lbs. per annum each.

At Tchakirskoy, on the banks of the Tscharisch, towards the northern extremity

of the metalliferous semicircle, mentioned above, there is a mine of argentiferous

copper and lead, opened in a very large but extremely short vein. Besides the lead

and copper ores, including a little silver, this mine affords a great quantity of cala-

mine (carbonate of zinc), which forms occasionally fine stalactites of a white or green
colour.

The northern flank of the Altai mountains presents few mines. Some veins of
copper exist 200 leagues east of Zmeof, near the spot where the river Yenisei issues

from the Saiansk mountains, which are a prolongation of the Altayan chain.

The Altai produces but little lead. But the Crown works in this and the Nerts-
chinsk district, together produce about 1,680,000 lbs. annually.

The first smelting-house erected in this district was in the middle of the metalli-

ferous region at Kolywan, the place from which it takes its name. It has been
suppressed on account of the dearth of wood in the neighbourhood of the mines.
The principal existing foundry is that of Barnaoul on the Ob, 50 leagues north of
Zmeof.

Mines of Daouria.

The name Daouria is given to a great region wholly mountainous, which extends
from the Baikal Lake to the Eastern Ocean. Its chief mining district is beyond the
Jablonnoi chain, which divides the waters of the Saghalien or Amour from the streams
which flow to the icy sea. The mines opened here constitute the third arrondisse-
ment of the Siberian mines, called that of Nertchinsk, from the name of its capital,
which lies more than 1800 leagues east of St. Petersburg.

'

The country of the metalliferous portion of Daouria is formed of granite, horn-
schiefer, and schists, on which reposes a grey limestone, sometimes sih'ceous and argil-
laceous, rarely fossiliferous, and in which the repositories of lead occur. The plains
of these regions, often salt deserts, exhibit remarkable sandstones and pudding-
stones ; as also vesicular rocks of a volcanic aspect. It appears that the metalliferous
limestone is much dislocated, and the lead veins are subject to several irregularities
which render their exploitation diflicult and uncertain. The mines lie chiefly near
the banks of the Schilca and the Argoun, in several cantons, at a considerable dis-
tance from one another ; wherefore it was requisite to build a great number of smelt-
ing furnaces. The want of wood has placed difiiculties in the working of some of
them. The ores are principally oxides and carbonates of lead, with brown oxide of
iron, calamine, and a varying proportion of native silver, occurring seldom in
regular bodies, but generally in cavernous openings, more or less united bv narrow
veins.

The silver extracted from the mines of Daouria, contains a very small proportion of
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gold. M. Patrin says that their annual product was, towards the year 1784, from 30
to 35 thousand marcs of silver. Since that time it has diminished. The exploitation
of some of the mines of Daouria goes back to the end of the 17th century. It had
been commenced in some points by the Chinese, who were not entirely expelled from
this territory till the beginning of the following century. Many of the mines are re-
puted to be exhausted : among the best of the now existing works are those of
Akatouiefsk, Algatchinsk, and Ivanofsk.

Besides the lead mines, there are some unimportant mines of copper in Daouria,
and in diiferent explorations of this region, arsenical pyrites, from which arsenious
acid is sublimed in factories established at Jutlack and at Tchalbutchinsky.

About 45 leagues to the south of Nertchiusk, the mountain of Odon-Tchelon occurs,
celebrated for the different gems or precious stones extracted from it. It is formed of
a friable granite, including harder nodules or balls which inclose topazes ; it is very
analogous to the topaz rock of Saxony. In this granite there are veins containing
cavities filled with a ferruginous clay, in which are found emeralds, aqua-marines,
topazes, crystals of smoked quartz, &c. Multitudes of these minerals have been ex-
tracted by means of some very irregular workings. The mountain of Toutt-Kaltoui,
situated near the preceding, offers analogous deposits. The presence of wolfram
had excited hopes that tin might be found in these mountains

;
hopes which have

been realised by its discovery on the Onone. There are some unworked deposits of
sulphide of antimony in this country.

Mines of Hungary.

It must be premised of this country, as also of South America, that many of the
metalliferous formations which used, some years ago, to be considered of high geolo-

gical antiquity, have been proved to belong to the secondary, and even to the tertiary

period ; whence it is only as a matter of convenience, rendered the more needful by a

number of undetermined questions, that all the mines are here classed together, as in

the former editions of this work.
The metallic mines of this kingdom, including those of Transylvania, and the Bannat

of Temeschwar, form four principal groups, which we shall denote by the group of the

N. "W., group of the N. E., group of the E., and group of the S. E.

The group of the N. W. embraces the districts of Schemnitz, Kremnitz, Kcenigsberg,

Neusohl, and the environs of Schmoelnitz, Bethler, Eosenau, &c.

Schemnitz, a royal free city of mines, and the principal centre of the mines of Hun-
gary, lies 25 leagues to the north of Buda, 560 yards above the sea, in the midst of a

small group of mountains covered with forests. The most part of these mountains,

the highest of which reaches an elevation of 1130 yards above the ocean, are formed

of barren trachytes (rough trap rocks) ; but within their ambit, a formation is observed

consisting of green-stone porphyries, connected with syenites, passing into granite

and gneiss, and including subordinate beds of mica-slate and limestone. It is in this

formation that all the mines occur.

It has been long known that the green-stone porphyries of Schemnitz have intimate

relations with the metalliferous porphyries of South America. M. Beudant, on com-

paring them with those brought by Von Humboldt from Guanaxuato, Real del Monte,

&c., has recognised an identity in the minutest details of colour, structure, composition,

respective situation of the different varieties, and even in the empirical character of

effervescence with acids.

The metalliferous rocks of Schemnitz appear in a tract of a few miles in extent,

and are traversed by a principal group of five master-lodes coursing N. E. and S. "W.,

besides a great number of less important veins, which occur on the north side of the

ridge of the Paradise mountain. The most powerful of the first of these, the Spitaler

Gang, attains occasionally a width of from 10 to 20 fathoms ; and is traceable for

upwards of four miles in length. The lodes seldom exhibit distinct walls, but a

portion of the green- stone porphyry {saxum metalliferum of the older miners) is often

decomposed and impregnated with iron pyrites for some distance from the plane of

contact. Intersections and dislocations are of rare occurrence.

The substances which constitute the body of these vems, are fragments of the ad-

joining rock, often decomposed to clay, drusy quartz, ferriferous carbonate of lune.

and sulphate of baryta, with which occur sulphuret of silver mixed with native silver

containing more or less gold, which is rarely in visible scales ; ruby silver ore, argen-

tiferous galena, blende, copper, and iron pyrites, &c. The sulphuret of silver and the

galena are the most important ores. Sometimes these two substances are isolated,

sometimes they are mixed in different ratios, so as to furnish ores of every degree of

richness, from such as yield 60 per cent, of silver down to the poorest galena. Ihe

gold seldom occurs alone ; it generally accompanies the silver m variable propor-
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tion, which has undoubtedly diminished in depth. The galena appears to occur in

comparatively larger quantity in the greatest depths attained.

The ores of Schemnitz are all treated by fusion ; the poor galenas at the smelting
work near Schemnitz (Bleyhiitte), and the resulting lead is sent as work lead to the
smelting houses of Kremnitz, Neusohl, and Scharnowitz, whither all the silver ores
prepared in the different spots of the country are transported in order to be smelted.
The mines of Schemnitz, opened 800 years ago, have been Worked to a depth of more

than 200 fathoms. The explorations are in general well conducted. Excellent gal-
leries of efflux have been excavated ; the waters for driving the machinery are col-
lected and applied with skill. It may be remarked, however, that these mines have
declined from the state of prosperity in which they stood a century ago. Maria
Theresa established in 1760, at Schemnitz, a school of mines. This acquired at its

origin, throughout Europe, a great celebrity, but will probably not recover from the
blow which it received in the civil war of 1848—9. After numbering before those
events 3 or 400 students, it has seen a great proportion of them pass to the rival
schools of Gratz and Przibram.

Kremnitz lies about 5 leagues NN.W. of Schemnitz, in a valley flanked on the
right by a range of hills formed of rocks quite analogous to the metalliferous rocks of
Schemnitz. In the midst of these rocks, veins are worked nearly similar to those of
Schemnitz; but the quartz which forms their principal mass is more abundant, and con-
tains more native gold. Here is also found comparatively a great abundance of sulphide
of antimony. The metalliferous district is of very moderate extent, and is surrounded
by the trachytic formation which geologically overlies it, forming to the east and west
considerable mountains.

The city of Kremnitz is one of the most ancient free royal cities of mines iu Hun-
gary. It is said that mines were worked there even in the times of the Romans; but
it is the Germans who, since the middle ages, have given a great development to these
exploitations. There exists at Kremnitz a Mint-office, to which all the gold and silver
of the mines of Hungary are carried in order to be parted, and where all the chemical
processes, such as the fabrication of acids, &c., are carried on in the large way.
About 6 leagues NN.R from Schemnitz, on the banks of the Gran, lies the town

of Neusohl, founded by a colony of Saxon miners. The mountains surrounding it
include mines very different from those of which we have been treating. At Herren-
grund, 2 leagues from Neusohl, greywacke forms pretty lofty mountains ; this rock is
covered by transition limestone, and is supported by mica-slate. The lower beds con-
tain bands of copper ores, chiefly copper pyrites. The mica-slate includes likewise
masses of ore, apparently constituting veins in it. These ores have been worked since
the 13th century. The copper ore is argentiferous, and these mines produce annually
about 2137 cwts. of copper, and 1345 marks of silver.

In the higher ridge which adjoins this range, and worked in a region of snows and
bears, is the interesting mine of Magurka, on an E, and W. lode in granite, yieldine
gold, antimony, and a little galena.

o j &

The mines of Lower Hungary (Nieder-Ungarn), employ 1 5,500 workmen, and yield
metals of the annual value of 360,000/.

_
Eighteen or twenty leagues to the east of Neusohl, we meet with a country very richm iron and copper mines, situated chiefly in the neighbourhood of Bethler, Schmcelnitz

Jiiinsiedel, Rosenau, &c. Talcose and clay slates form the principal body of the moun-
tains here, along with hornblende rocks. The veins appear to lie generally conform-
ably to the strata. The ores of iron are sparry ore, and especially hydrous oxide of
iron, compact and m concretions, accompanied with specular iron ore They giveemployment to many large smelting houses, mostly in the counties of Gbmor and
Zips. The copper mines lie chiefly in the neighbourhood of Schmcelnitz and Goelnitz
I he copper extracted contains about 6 or 7 ounces of silver in the hundredweight'
and the fahlerz has been proved to contain a considerable percentage of mercury'which IS now extracted. This group of mines, belonging almost entirely to private
persons and chiefly worked by a company called the Waldburgerschaft, produces an-nually 17 000 cwts. of copper, 4650 marcs of silver, and 7967 lbs. of quicksilver In

Ibtabed
Dobschau, large quantities of the ores of cobalt and nickel are

to I'^frrl^fif
of "^i'leral wealth of this country, it remains merelyto state that there are opal mines in the environs of Czervenitza, situate in the trachyt^conglomerate, which m several localities contains opalised wood

"acnytic

«o^rTr^
iVor<A East, or of Nagybanya.- Th^ mines of this group lie in asomewhat considerable chain of mountains, which, proceeding from the frontiersof Buckowina where it is united to the Carpathians, finally disappears Lidst tl esahferous sandstones between the Thciss, Lapos, and Naqv izamo? on th!^« i

frontiers of Transylvania. These mounlains^are V^rtx/!!^;::^^^^^^^^^^
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to those of Schemnitz, traversed by veins which have much resemblance to the veins
of this celebrated spot. Into these veins a great many mines have been opened, the
most important of which are those of Nagybanya, Kapnik, Felsobanya, Veresviz,
Miszbanya, and Laposbanya. All these mines produce gold. Those of Laposbanya
furnish, likewise, argentiferous galena, and those of Kapnik copper, especially as
silver-fahlerz. Realgar occurs in the mines of Felsobanya; and orpiineiit in those
ofOhlalapos. Several of them produce manganese and sulphuret of antimony. Lastly,
towards the north, in the county of Marmarosh, lies the important copper mine of
Borsclia, and near the frontiers of Buckowina the lead mine of Rodnau, in which
also much zinc ore occurs.

The mines composing the group of the East, or of AbriuJbunya, occur almost all in the
mountains which rise in the western part of Transylvania, between the Lapos and
Maros, in the environs of Abrudbanya. There may be noticed in this region,
limestones, sandstones, trachytes, basalts, and porphyries, very analogous to the
greenstone porphyries of Schemnitz. It seems to be principally in the latter rocks
that the mines forming the wealth of this country occur; but some of them exist also

in the mica-slate, the greywacke, and even in the limestone. The principal veins are
at Nagyag, Korosbanya, Offenbanya, Vorospatak, Boitza, Csertesch, Fatzbay, Fiizes,

Vulkoj, Porkura, Butschum, and Toplitza. There are very numerous mines, the
whole of which produce auriferous ores smelted at the works of Zalathna. These mines
contain also silver, copper, antimony, and manganese. They are celebrated for their

tellurium ores, which were peculiar to them prior to the discovery of this metal a few
years back in Norway. The auriferous deposits contained in the greenstone porphyry
are often very irregular. The mines of Nagyag are the richest and best worked.
The numerous veins of the district occur partly in the porphyry, and partly in a

sandstone which used to be termed greywacke and considered a transition rock, but

is now ascribed to the upper secondary period. The gold is accompanied by galena,

realgar, ores of manganese, iron, zinc, and rarely of silver.

At Rez-banya ores of copper and lead are worked in small veins, which intersect

crystalline schists and marble.

Large deposits of iron ore are worked near Vayda Hunyad, and south-west of

Rez-banya on the borders of porphyry and limestone.

The group of the S. E., or of the Bannat of Temeschwar, occurs in the mountains

which block up the valley of the Danube at Orschova, through a narrow gorge of

which the river escapes. The principal mines are at Oravitza, Moldawa, Szaszka,

and Dognaczka. They produce chiefly argentiferous copper, yielding a marc of

silver (nearly J pound) in the hundredweight, with occasionally a little gold. Ores

of lead, zinc, and iron, are also met with. The mines are famous for their beautiful

specimens of blue carbonate of copper, and various other minerals. The mine of

Moldawa affords likewise orpiment. These metallic deposits lie in flats and veins

;

the former occurring particularly between the mica-slate and the limestone, or some-

times between the limestone and the sienite porphyry. Well defined veins also are

known to exist in the sienite and the mica-slate. The Bannat possesses moreover

important iron-mines at Moravitza and Ruskberg ; Cobalt ores occur likewise in these

regions. The mines of the Bannat have been leased, together with the railroads, to a

French company.
The mines constituting the four groups now described are not the sole metallic

mines possessed by Hungary. A few others, but generally of little importance, art

scattered over different parts of this kingdom. Several have been noticed in the

portion of the Carpathians which separates Transylvania frem Moldavia and Wallachia.

Their principal object is the exploration of some singular deposits of galena.

Besides the mines just noticed, Hungary contains some coal and lignite mines,

numerous mines of rock-salt, and several deposits of golden sands situated chiefly on

the banks of the Danube, the Marosch, and the Nera.

The production of gold was in 1854, in Vienna marcs, of which 5 = 6 Cologne

marcs,
Marcs.

Hungary and the Bannat - - 2,402 "1

^ 2\i
Transylvania - - - - 3,8 1

1 J
'

Of Silver, Hungary, Bannat and mil^ frontier 71,373

1

„ Transylvania ... - 7,777 J

Centners or cwts.

Quicksilver,1853, Hungary and Transylvania - - 638

Copper, 1853, Hungary, Bannat and miR frontier 31,160

„ Transylvania . - - - 2,685

„ BuckowLna 2,322

136,167
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Centners.

Lead, 1853, Hungary, Bannat, and mils', frontier 16,965

„ Do. litharge 5,582

„ Transylvania- - - - - 1,411

Cobalt and Nickel ores - - - - 10 to 12,000
Antimony, cri/rfe - 2,211
Sulphur, Hungary and Croatia - - - - - 3,554
Pig-iron, Hungary - - 706,645

„ Bannat------ 207,827
„ Transylvania .... 65,160

Mines of South America.

Few regions are so celebrated for their mineral wealth as the great chain which,
under the name of the Cordillera of the Andes, skirts the stores of the Pacific Ocean
from the land of the Patagonians to near the north-west point of the American Con-
tinent. Who has not heard of the mines of Mexico and Potosi ? The mineral wealth
of Peru has passed into a proverb. More recently the gold of California has thrown
half the world into a fever of excitement.
The most important mines of the Cordilleras have been those of silver; but several

of gold, mercury, copper, and lead, have likewise been opened. These mountains are
not equally metalliferous in their whole extent. The workings occur in a small num-
ber of districts, far distant from each other.

In the Andes of Chili, particularly in the district of Copiapo, silver mines are ex-
plored, which afford chiefly ores of an earthy or ferruginous nature, mingled with small
particles of ores with a silver base, known there under the name of Pacos. Sulphide,
chloride, and chloro-bromide of silver are also found, and an alloy ofsilver and mercury
called arquerite. The same province presents also copper mines of considerable impor-
tance, especially in Coquimbo and Huasco, from which are extracted native copper, red
oxide, carbonate of copper (malachite), and copper pyrites, associated with some
chloride of copper. In a few mines, masses of native copper of extraordinary magni-
tude have been found.

The second metalliferous region of the Andes occurs between the 21st and 15th
degrees of south latitude. It includes the celebrated mountains of Potosi situatedm nearly the 20th degree of south latitude, on the eastern slope of the chain, and
several other districts likewise very rich, which extend principally towards the north-
west, as far as the banks of the lake Titicaca, and even beyond it, through a total
length of nearly 150 leagues. All these districts, which formerly depended on Peru
were united in 1778, to the government of Buenos Ayres, and are now included in
Bolivia. The mines of Potosi were discovered in 1545, and have furnished since
that period till our days, a body of silver which M. Humboldt values at 230,000 000/
sterling The first years were the most productive. At that time ores were often
found which afforded from 40 to 45 per cent, of silver. Since the beginning of the
eighteenth century, the average richness of the ores does not exceed above from 3 to 4
parts m 10,000. These ores are therefore very poor at the present day ; they havediminished in richness in proportion as the excavations have become deeper. Butthe total product of the mines has not diminished in the same proportion

; abundanceof ore having made up for its poverty. Hence, if the mountain of Potosi is no^ asformerly, the richest deposit of ore in the world, it may, however, be still placed im-

Xr5tooSlL'tv"TH""" ? Guanaxuato. The^present yi'eld is estimated atabout 50,000 lbs. troy. The ore lies in veins m a primary clay slate, which composesthe principal mass of the mountain, and is covered by a bed of clay porphyry Thisrock crowns the summit, giving it the form of a basaltic hill. The veins are verynumerous
;
several, near their outcrop, were almost wholly composed of sulphuret ofsilver, antimoniated sulphuret of silver, and native silver. In 1790, severcoDnS

^r'fZZ^l''^''
'° f'

vice-royalty of Buenos Ayres, seven of lead, and two^oftin
;
the last being merely washings of sands found near the river Oraro

^''^P^'^u^ v''"^
°^ ^° ^ ^o^' ^^se^"* plain, entirely destitute of waterwhich adjoins the harbour of Iquique, and forms a part of Peru, occur the Xermines of Huantajaya, celebrated for the immense masses of native silver which havebeen sometimes found in them. In 1758 one was discovered weigh nreight cwtsBaron Humboldt quotes 40 cantons of Peru as being at the time of his ?urnev ^n«^famous for their subterranean explorations of silver^ and gol" SsfofToW nr.

Sriu of Huaaiias and Pataz
;
the silver if ch efly furnished by the

darcfrtLfrTe?''''
^"'^ "'^'^^ ^"'"P-^ o^heTs fn the

The silver mines of the district of Pasco arc situated about 30 or 40 leagues north
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of Lima, in 10^ degrees of south latitude, 4400 yards above the sea-level, on the

eastern slope of the Cordilleras, and near the sources of the river Amazon. They
were discovered in 1630. These mines, and especially those of the Cero of Yauricocha,

are actually the richest in all Peru. Their annual produce is above 400,000/. The
ore is an earthy mass of a rod colour, containing much iron, mingled with particles of

native silver, horn silver, &c., constituting what they call Pacos. At first nothing

but these pacos were collected ; and much grey copper and antimoniated sulphuret of

silver were thrown among the rubbish. The mean produce of all the ores is
f.j'jj ;

or an ounce and -^1; per cwt. ;
although some occur which yield 30 or 40 per cent.

These rich deposits do not seem to be extended to a great depth ; they have not been

pursued farther than 130 yards, and in tbe greater part of the workings only to from

85 to 45. Forty years ago, these mines, which produced nearly 2,000,000 of piastres

annually, were the worst worked in all South America. The soil seems as if riddled

with an immense number of pits, placed without any order. The drainage of the

waters was effected by the manual labour of men, and was extremely expensive. In

1816, some Europeans, among whom were several miners from Cornwall, erected,

under the direction of the celebrated Richard Trevithick, several high-pressure steam

engines, imported from England, and introduced a considerable improvement in the

workings.
The total yield of Peru is estimated at above 300,000 lbs. troy per annum.

The mines of the province of Chota are situated in about seven degrees of south

latitude. The principal ores are those of Gualcayoc, near Mecuicampa, discovered in

1771 ; their outcrop occurs at the height of 4500 yards above the sea; the city of

Mecuicampa itself has 4000 yards of elevation, that is, higher than the highest sum-

mits of the Pyrenees. The climate is hence very cold and uncomfortable. The ore

is a mixture of sulphuret of silver and antimoniated sulphuret, with native silver.

It constitutes veins of which the upper portion is formed of pacos, and they some-

times traverse a limestone and sometimes a hornstone, which occurs in subordinate

beds. The annual produce of the mines is 67,000 marcs of silver, according to

Humboldt.
. „ , ^

In the districts of Huaailas and Pataz, which are at a httle distance from the former

two, gold mines are worked. This metal is extracted chiefly from the veins of quartz,

-which run across the primary schistose mountains. The district of Huaailas con-

tains also lead mines. Peru possesses, moreover, some mines of copper.

The quicksilver mine of Huancavelica, long the only important mme of this species

which was worked in the New World, occurs on the eastern flank of the Andes of

Peru in 13 degrees of south latitude, at upwards of 6000 yards above the level of the

sea 'it does not seem referrible to the same class of deposits with the mines hitherto

mentioned, but occurs in sandstones and shales, apparently of the carboniferous period.

Indications of mercurial ores have been observed in several other points ot the

Andes of Northern Peru, and of the south of New Granada.
c

Deposits of sal-gem are known to exist in Peru, especially near the silver mines ot

Huantaiaya ; and nitrate of soda is found in large quantity in the desert of Tarapaca.

On receding from the district of Chota, the Cordilleras are less abundant y stored

with metallic wealth, to the isthmus of Panama, and even far beyond it. The kingdom

of New Granada offers but a very small number of silver mines. There are some auri-

ferous veins in the province of Antioquia, and in the mountains of Guamoco The pro-

vince of Caracas, the mountains of which may be considered as a ramification of the

Cordilleras, presents at Aroa a copper mine which furnishes annuaUy from 700 to 800

metric quintals (1400 to 1600 cwt.) of this metal. Finally, we may state in passing,

that there is a very abundant salt mine at Zipaquira m the province of Sante Fe

and that between this point and the province of Santa-Fe-de-Bogota, a coal-field occurs

"t^^S^ pr1fen\faTeatTaJety of localities of ores, tl. o^y o-s

worked are those of silver. Nearly the whole of these mines are situated on the back

r L flanls of the Cordilleras, es^pecially to the
--J

of the chain at he he ght of

the great table land which traverses this region g^^^^'
°„;„\^^y5o^^^^^^^

SsS^i^SsMitu^tW c^s at th^^^t a_p^^
^^oZ%TJZZ':oifr^f^^^^ constituted 3000 distinct mines,

tSVe're da^t:d roV^^ 5^00 head quarters or ^-'^
J^^^

ever, uniformly spread over the whole extent of the Cordilleras.
J^^y

may be consi

dered as forming eight groups, which altogether do not include a greater spacj than

12,000 square leagues ; viz. hardly more than the tenth part of the surface of Mexico.

These eight groups are, in proceeding from south to nortn,
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1. The gronp of Oaxuaca, situated in the province of this name at the southern extre-
mity of Mexico properly so called, towards the 17th degree ofnorth latitude. Besides
silver mines, it contains the only veins of gold explored in Mexico. These veins tra-
verse gneiss and mica-slate.

2. The group of Tasco. The most part of the mines which compose it are situated
20 or 25 leagues to the south-west of Mexico, towards the western slope of the great
plateaxi.

3. The group of Biscania, about 20 leagues north-east of Mexico. It is of moderate
extent, but it comprehends the rich workings of Pachuca, Real del Monte, and Moram.
The district of Real del Monte contains only a single principal vein, named Veta Bezi-
cana of Real del Monte, in which there are several workings ; it is, however, reckoned
among the richest of Mexico.

4. The group of Zimapan. It is very near the preceding, about 40 leagues north
of Mexico, towards the eastern slope of the plateau. Besides numerous silver
mines, it includes abundant deposits of lead, and some mmes of yellow sulphuret
of arsenic.

_
5. The Central group, of which the principal point is Guanaxuato, a city of 70 000

mhabitants, placed at it southern extremity, and 60 leagues NN.W. of Mexico It
comprises among others the famous mine districts of Guanaxuato, Catorce, Zacatecas
and Sombrerete ; the richest in Mexico, which alone furnish more than half of all the
silver which this kingdom brings into circulation.
The district of Gwana.rMato presents only one main vein, called the Veta Madre Thisvem IS enclosed principally in clay slate, to whose beds it runs parallel but' occa-

sionally it issues out of them to intersect more modern rocks. The vein is composed
of quartz, carbonate of hme, fragments of clay slate, &c. ; and includes the sulphurets of
iron, of lead, andof zmc m great quantities, some native silver, sulphide of silver, andred Sliver

;
its power (thickness of the vein) is from 43 to 48 yards. It is recognisedand worked throughout a length of upwards of three leagues, though the principalworkings are within 2000 yards

; and contains 19 exploitations, which produced an-nually nearly 1,200,000/. in silver. One of the explorations, that of Valencianaproduces 320,000/.
;
being equal to about one-fifteenth of the total product of the 3000mines of Mexico Since 1764, the period of its discovery, its nett annual product hasnever been less than from two to three millions of francs (80,000/. to 120 000/ ) andIts proprietors, at first men of little fortune, became, in ten ^ears, the richest individuals m Mexico, and perhaps in the whole globe.

tE! J-cJ'J^'/v^^''
""^"^ '''^ ^^""^ extensive, and penetrate to a depth of 2000 feetThe district of Zacatecas presents in like manner only a single vein in grevwackewhich, however, is the seat of several workings

vwu m greywacKe
,

The deposits rained at Catorce are in limestone; the mine called Purissima de Ca
SoooT TLt"''"f ^°<1^P*^' and yieldedrmenea^f;220,000/ There are also mines of antimony in the district of Catorce

^
Since the year 1824 several English companies, on a large scale, have undertaken

tl truest;rrii~r -"--^ '^-^ ^^^^

S%?n?r:r
-^ty."^ T^rm'^rrat^^ ^^^^

1 be central part of Mexico conta ns many indications of snlnhl^f
(c^uabar), i„ uo, H .a. ™,ed o„„ .wo ^'dtt'LlsTS

6. The group of New Gallicia is situated in the nrovmnA r,f +i,;o^ag.s N.W. from Mexico. It comprises the '^S^:7To^^:t.::^^^^^^^

western slope. Durango is 140 leagues N.N.W. of MexS. '
P"''

^^""""P®^ Chihuahua. It takes its name from the town nf oi,;i,„„i
100 leagues N. of Durango. It is exceedingly extensive burof lim^ iminates at 29° lo' of north latitude

^^^^""^'^ extensive, but of little value
; and ter-

"vorl.r '"OP" minefa^r^anfoJ^''"""K
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Lastly, rock salt is mined in several points of New Spain 5 and coal seems to occur
in New Mexico.
The richness of the different districts of the silver mines or realea is extremely un-

equal. Nineteen twentieths of these rcales do not furnish altogether more than one-

twelfth of the total product. This inequality is owing to the excessive richness of

some deposits. The ores of Mexico are principally in veins ; beds and masses are

rare. The veins traverse chiefly, and perhaps only, igneous and transition rocks,

among which certain porphyries are remarked as very rich in deposits of gold and

silver. The silver ores are mostly sulphide of silver, black antimoniated sulphide

of silver (stephanite and polybasite3, muriate of silver (horn silver), and grey copper.

Many explorations are carried on in certain earthy ores, called collorados, similar

to the pacos of Peru. Lastly, there are ores of other metals, which are worked
principally, and sometimes exclusively, for the silver which they contain ; such are

the argentiferous sulphides of lead, of copper, and of iron.

Ores of very great richness occur in Mexico ; but the average is only from 3 to 4

ounces per cwt,, or from 18 to 25 in 10,000. There are some, indeed, whose estimate

does not exceed 2^ ounces. Almost all the argentiferous veins afford a little gold ;

the silver of Guanaxuato, for example, contains gjg. The enormous product of the

Mexican mines is to be ascribed rather to the great facility of working them, and

the abundance of ores, than to their intrinsic richness. The present yield is esti-

mated at above 5,000,000/. for silver and 62,000?. for gold.

The art of mining was little advanced in this country at the period of Humboldt's

journey ; the workings presented a combination of small mines, each of which had

only one aperture above, without any lateral communications between the different

shafts.

The form of these explorations was too irregular to admit of their being called

regular slopes. The shafts and the galleries were much too wide. The interior

transport of the ores is generally effected on the back of men ; rarely by naules.

The machines for raising the ore and drawing the water are in general ill combined;

and the horse whims for setting them in motion ill constructed. The timbering of

the shafts is very imperfectly executed; the walled portions alone are well done.

There are some adit levels, but they are too few, and ill directed. The efforts of

the English companies have produced but little change either in the mining or sub-

sequent treatment of the ores. » . •
•, , t.

The silver ores of Spanish America are treated partly by fusion, and partly by

amalgamation, but more frequently by the latter mode ; hence the importation of

mercury forms there an object of the highest importance, especially since the quick-

silver mine of Huancavelica fell in, and ceased to be worked on the same scale as

previously. This mine is the only one in Spanish America which belongs to the

government. For the modem state of these mines, see Silver.

The foUowing table shows, according to Von Humboldt, what was the annual

product of the silver mines of South America, at the beginning of this century. It

is founded, in a great measure, upon official documents :
—

Mexico - - - 2,196,140 marcs, or 537,512 kil., worth :e4,778,000

Peru - - - - 573,958 140,478 1,250,000

Buenos-Ayres - - 463,098 110,764 984,600

ChiU - - - - 25,957 6,827 60,680

3,259,153 795,581 7,073,280

Besides the actual mines of the Cordilleras, auriferous alluvium occurs in various

^°
The most important of these gold sands are washed on the western slope of the

Cordilleras; viz. in New Granada, from the province of Barbacoas, to the isthnaus

of Snama, to Chili, and even to the shores, of the seas of California. There are

SkewTserme on the' eastern slope of the Cordilleras, in the high vaUey of the river

Amazons. The washings of New Granada produce also some platina.

The m nes properly so called, and the washings of South America, furnish, alto-

gether,^575 maS or 10,418 kilogrammes (22,920 lbs. Eng.) of gold, worth

1,435,720/.
Brazil.

Besides the extensive washings of the sands that produce
«^f,

precious stones, the platinum, and a great part of the gold of
J^'^, ^^^^^

gold, lead, and iron are opened in what appear to be ancient g^ol°g>^^l /^^^^^^
?ery different from those of the Cordilleras There are no silver mine^^

again indicates a great difference between the deposits of this district and those oS
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Spanish America. The captainry of Minas-Geraes is that most remarkable for itsmineral productions. The slaty strata of the country contain intercalated portionsot quartzose rock among which a micaceous one, called Itacolumite, and one larcelv

ctmSmi'ftrgo^^^^^
Jacotinga, are regarded as constant^c^

^^hl^that^o^il'^nr^'

f

'tj'

^^''^,5^' Tf" "^""'^'^ this region, among
to the s?eadv fkln i / ^u'^^t

.\««°«iderable profit, due in a great measurfto the steady skill and economy with which the underground works Is well as thestamping and dressing of the auriferous « stone " is conducted. A^Sg the most no ed

o2 Wt'^o'to th' ^'"^r- ""'T V^l'^^' which althoughySmg
r arieTcaie ArJ^ ^° still worked of

North America.

derived from the ffSio«n5^f?f' •
Precious metalitself has evidently been

the Sierra Nevadr Nu« ^^'^^ ^^^^^i'^^te the raJge of
proved to be auriLous burrfthoS' iZf

principally of quartz, have been
organised for work^rthem litt e suf^e^^^^^^^ ^^l"^ ^^^^ been
and osmiridium have^also been found Tere^ P'^'^"^"™
Brazilian localities.

establishing an analogy with the

?n\TS1rsifeTalSro^ ^"t-^ t-^itory.

for some yearTbet ^pSd ir?eTukrand%lt^^^^^^^^
" NewAlmaden," has

ciated with clay slates highly inclSand sSl^T ? '^^S^''*.'
cinnabar, asso-

10,000 cwts. ofWy fre JrodtTd'here TnSy^ '^'^ ^^^^ above

gol?ht^r^^en^^^^^^^^^ the existence of
Canada, as in veins which occm i btervI sTn thJ.Tf' ^^''^S^^'
Cham and which have given rise to^'l" otsTx^ttn

'''''' °' Appalachian
The veins appear generally to course NN E and w' .r.A .qnartz, often extending to a great thickness f;w L * A^"" ™ainly of

followed down to a depth o/morfthan ooIpT^.
7"^^^^ been

tmuously large scale.
^ '^'^ ^^^^ ^^en developed on a con-

atSblTin"N?w"HZS e County N Y
Middleton, ConnSL?S?erCotty 7nS m^^^^^^

- Mas^a^hLTs,'
most important are those opened TiSide '

-f^^horizontal, which distinguish the SiS Umesfon^es 5 tr?T?'' r''*?"'-'
^^^^^^^

lead bearing region is 87 miles lone fmm ^7tT . . ^PP^^ Mississippi. The
to south, the chief centr^ be n^orna MWafp. .

^^"^
generally pure galena, occurs with gSat irVSfrl ^^*;,f

/^"^^ The ore,
tare of large sums in " prospecting^" of aS ^^^^^^ expendi:
only one zone, about 100 feet in thickness of the Jm ''^^"^"''''- ^^^^Pi^s
mines have been but shallow, and the prodLtion ifi l^f.^^one, and hence the
from 24,300 tons of lead in 1845, to 13,300 in 853 Z '^''^'"^'' ^^^^ing dwindled
of things occurs, but on a smaller scale Conner Lc^ Missouri an analogous statem the Atlantic States, at Bristol ConJplHr.„f I'^f -u

^^^-^^ed at several mines
and other mines. New Terse^ sS ^ll^^ Schuyler

Jn 1841 the publication of Mr n«.,n.i,f«., 7 . , .
sandstone and shalp

public attention to the nSve coppe?S?ake's^^^^^^^ ^^'^'^S^^' first drew

The ... _ .
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^
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sandstone, with conglomerate of the lower Silurian period, and are especially remark-
able for bearing native copper without any of the ordinary ores of that metal.

Ores of zinc are associated with lead ores at several of the above-mentioned localities,

especially in the Wisconsin district, where the calamine is known among the miners
by the name of " dry-bone." But one of the most peculiar mineral deposits in the

United States is that of the red oxide of zinc, and of Franklinite, which occur in

Sussex County, New Jersey, at Sparta and Stirling. They are intercalated among
the beds of a crystalline limestone, with a total thickness of above 30 feet, and are the

scene of very successful undertakings.

Lastly, iron ores of various species, particularly the magnetic oxide and haematite,

occur in numerous localities. Missouri is remarkable for large masses which arc said

to have an eruptive character, and Lake Superior offers even a greater abundance.

A bed of black oxide of iron occurs in gneiss near Franconia in New Hampshire.

It has a width of from 5 to 8 feet ; and has been mined through a length of 200 feet,

and to a depth of 90 feet. The same ore is found in veins in Massachusets and Ver-

mont, accompanied by copper and iron pyrites. It is met with in immense quantities

on the western bank of the lake Champlain, forming beds of from 1 to 20 feet in thick-

ness, almost without mixture, encased in granite. It is also found in the mountains of

that territory. These deposits appears to extend without interruption from Canada

to the neighbourhood of New York, where an exploration on them may be seen at

Crown-Point. The ore there extracted is in much esteem. Several mines of the

same species exist in New Jersey. The primary mountains which rise in the north

of this state near the Delaware, include beds almost vertical of black oxide of iron,

which have been worked to 100 feet in depth. In the county of Sussex the same ore

occurs, accompanied with Franklinite. At Roxbury, in Connecticut, a good sized

lode of sparry iron occurs ; the only one of the kind known in the AUeghanies. The

United States contain a great many iron works, some of which prior to the year 1773

sent over iron to London. Those in Connecticut, Massachusets, and New York,

have been largely supplied with iron ores of the tertiary formation, whilst those of

Virginia and Maryland employ on an extensive scale coal measure ironstone.

Before quitting America, it should be mentioned that the West India islands offer

numerous indications of mineral. Many cupriferous veins have been explored on a •

small scale in Jamaica. Copper ore and molybdenite occur at Virgin Gorda, and

Cuba has for many years past been remarkable for the richness and abundance of its

copper ores. The principal mine is the Cobre, an adventure worked on an extensive

scale, and very remunerative to its proprietary. The lodes, which have been very

large at shallow depths, course E. and W. through greenstone and conglomeritic rock.

The Santiago mines have also yielded a large amount of ore.

On some other less known Mine Countries.

The islands of Cyprus and Negropont, in the Mediterranean, were celebrated, in

former times, for their copper mines ; and several islands of the Archipelago presented

gold mines, now abandoned. The same thing may be said of Macedonia and Thrace.

The mountains of Servia and Albania contain iron mines ; and lead mmes occur m
Servia, and the adjacent provinces of European Turkey. The silver mines of Laurion,

in Attica, used in early times to form a most Important source of revenue to Athens.

Mines of silver ore, with galena, are still worked at Keban Maden and GumushKhaneh

in Asia Minor, whilst that of copper at Arghaneh Maden, m the Taurus, yields

a large supply of the ores of that metal, which are refined at Tocat. Some also occur

in Arabia and in Persia; and in the territories round the Caucasus, the kmgdom ot

Imeretia is distinguished for its iron mines. The celebrity of the Damascus sabres

attests the good quality of the products of some of the mmes^ Persia includes,

besides, mines of argentiferous lead at Kervan, a few leagues from Ispahan; and

Natolia, or Asia Minor, furnishes orpiment, meerschaum and '^^^^'o^f .

Some iron and copper mines have been mentioned m Tartary.
_

Thibet passes for

being rich in gold and silver mines. China produces a great quantity of iron and mer-

cury as well fs white brass {tomhac-), which is much admired. The copper mines of

Smpi^c lie principally in the pro^inceof Yu Nan and the island Formo^^^^ Japan

likewise, possesses copper mines in the provinces of Kijunack and Sarunga. f^^^^^^

seem to be abundant ; at a period not far back they exported their products to Europe

Japan presents, moreover, mines of quicksilver. China and Japan contmn a so mines

of gold, silver tin, red sulphide of arsenic, &c. Large deposits of he latte^^^^^^^^^

(realgaO are s^id to occur in the tin mine of Kian-Fu m China But
* ^^^^

e^^P^^^'

as in Europe, coal is the most ^portant of the mining products^ f^^^^^^^

tible is explored, especially in the environs of Pekin, and in the northern parts ol

the empire.
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Iron mines exist in several points of the Burnian empire, and ofHindostan. Near
Madras, there exist excellent ores of sparry iron, and black oxide, analogous to the

Swedish ores. The Indian natural steel, named Wootz, has been held in considerable

estimation among some eminent London cutlers ; and attempts have been made by-

English capitalists, especially near Madras, to prepare a first class iron from the mag-
netic ores. The islands of Macassar, Borneo, and Timor, include copper mines. As
to the tin obtained from- the island of Banca, from the peninsula of Malacca, and
several other points of southern Asia, it proceeds entirely from the washing of sands.

The same is undoubtedly true of the gold furnished by the Philippine isles, Borneo,
&c. It appears, however, that mines of gold and silver are worked in the island of
Sumatra.

In Africa, large quantities of gold are washed by the natives from the alluvium.

Near the Cape of Good Hope, in Namaqualand, very numerous surface indications of
copper ore are met with, which, in a few instances only, have led to the opening of
remunerative mines. At Bembi, near Ambriz, a powerful view of malachite has been
nidely worked by the negro chiefs, and is now leased to an English company by the
Portuguese government. It is asserted that a great deal of copper exists in Abyssinia.
On the banks of the Senegal, the Moors and the Pouls fabricate iron in travelling
forges. They employ as the ore the richest portions of a ferruginous sandstone,
which seems to be a very modern formation. Morocco appears to contain ores of
various metals ; and Algeria, since it has been in the hands of the French, has given
rise to active explorations, among which may especially be mentioned the copper
mine of Tenes,
To these may be added the very productive copper mines of Burra Burra in South

Australia, and several others in that country and in New Zealand, which, within the
last few years, have attained a high degi-ee of importance.

Mines of the Calcareous Mountains of England.

The limestone formation immediately subjacent to the coal measures, or the car-
boniferous limestone, constitutes almost alone several mountainous regions of England
and Wales ; in which three districts very rich in lead mines deserve to be noted.
The first of these districts, Alston Moor, comprehends the upper parts of the valleys

of the Tyne, the Wear, and the Tees, in the counties of Cumberland, Durham, and
York. Its principal mines are situated near the small town of Alston, in Cumberland.
The veins of galena which form the object of the workings, traverse alternate beds
of limestone, shale, and sandstone ; and are very remarkable for their becoming sud-
denly thin and impoverished on passing from the limestone into the shale or sand-
stone

; and for resuming their richness, and usual size, on returning into the lime-
stone. The exploitations are situated in the flanks of considerably high hills, bare of
wood, and ahnost wholly covered with marshy heaths. The waters are drawn off' by
long adit levels

;
and the ores are dragged out by horses to the day. The galena ex-

tracted from these mines is smelted by means of coal and a little peat, in furnaces of
Scotch construction. The lead is very poor in silver ; but most of it is now treated
by the Pattmson process. The mines of this district produce annually about 25,000
tons of lead. Copper ores have been raised, although not in large quantity, from a
very strong vem, containing chiefly iron pyrites and some galena, about six miles
south-west of Alston.

This region is bounded by the Cross Fell range on the west, and extends south-ward to the Yorkshire valleys of Swaledale, Arkendale, &c., to Grassington, where
numerous lead mines are worked under very similar circumstances. The Yorkshire
mines yielded in 1 856, 8,986 tons of lead.
The second metalliferous district lies in the northern part of Derbyshire, and in the

conterminous parts of the neighbouring counties. The districts called the Peak and
Jiings-l?ield are the richest in workable deposits. The mines of Derbyshire are
getting exhausted

;
they are very numerous, but in general inconsiderable. The

galena extracted from them is treated with coal in reverberatory furnaces ; but the
silver is very small in quantity. They yield annually 5000 tons of lead ; with a certain
quantity of calamine, and a little copper ore. At Ecton, in North Staff'ordshire a re-markably rich copper mine was worked in the last century, at the intersection of
several veins, in the midst of very contorted beds of grey and black limestone

J. he veins of both the above districts are noted for the beauty of the fluor calcspar, and other crystallised minerals accompanying the galena ; and those of Derbv-
suffer in crossing thetoaastone, a rock of igneous origin, which is interstratified with the limestoneBe Ides the lodes or " rake-veins," the less normal forms of repository temed^' flatsand " pipe-veins " yield in both these districts large amounts of ore

K 3
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The third metalliferous district is situated in Flintshire and Denbighshire, counties
forming the N.L. part ot Wales. Next to Alston-Moor this is the most productive •

turnishing annually nearly 6000 tons of lead, and a certain quantity of calamine The
galena is smelted m reverberatory furnaces, and affords a lead far from rich in silver
which was therefore seldom subjected to cupellatioii, until the introduction of Pattin-
son s process of desilverising. The lodes, coursing E. and W., are intersected by
several great cross veins, which may be traced for many miles, and only exceptionally
yie d ore. None of the lead veins appear to be prolonged into the subjacent slate
rocks. At the Ornie s Head, cuprilerous veins have also been worked in the limestone

Mines of galena and calamine have, from a very early period, been worked in theMendip Hills, to the south of Bristol, but are now almost entirely idle.
Besides the metallic mines just enumerated, the formation of the metalliferous lime-

stone presents, in England, especially in the counties of Northumberland and Cumber-
land, seams of coal, generally very thin and anthracitic. Far more important are the
red and brown oxides of iron, which this formation yields in vast quantity ; the brown
ore m beds and veins, Alston-Moor ; haematite of the richest kind, in irregular de-
posits, near Whitehaven, Cumberland, and at Ulverstone, Lancashire; in less im-
portant repositories in Derbyshire, Flintshire, and on the flanks of the Mendip Hills

;

and lastly excellent brown peroxide in the upper limestone environing the Forest of
Dean, where it occupies a series of devious caverns and holes lying more or less in the
same plane. Appearances of the same kind, but on a smaller scale, fringe the southern
side of the- South Welsh coal-field.

Mines of the later Rock Formations.

The most important mines ofwhat used to be termed, in the earlier days of geology, the
secondary rocks, and perhaps of all mineral formations whatsoever, are those worked in
the most ancient strata of that division, in the coal-measures. Since, however, the organic
contents of the rocks have been more fully studied and compared, the coal measures
have been classed with the palseozoic systems, and that supposed line of demarcation
between them and the older strata already treated of, can only be retained as a matter
of convenience, and as marking in most countries a great change in the character
of the mineral contents as we ascend in the geological scale.

The British islands, France and Germany frequently present ranges of the older
rocks, upon the flanks of which, sometimes uncomforraably, repose the deposits of coal.

The principal of these have become great centres of manufacture ; for Newcastle,
Birmingham, Glasgow, Shefiield, St. Etienue, &c., owe their prosperity and their

rapid enlargement to the coal raised as it were at their gates in enormous quantities,

Lancashire, Wales, Belgium, and Silesia, owe equally to their extensive collieries a
great portion of their activity, their wealth, and their population. Other coal dis-

tricts, less rich, or mined on a less extensive scale, have procured for their inhabitants

less distinguished, but by no means inconsiderable, advantages; such, for example, in

Great Britain, are Derbyshire, Cheshire, Shropshire, Warwickshire, the environs of
Bristol, &c. ; some parts of Ireland ; in France, Litry, department of Calvados,

Comanterie, Alais, le Creuzot, &c. ; in Rhine Prussia, Saarbriick, and Westphalia

;

and several localities in Saxony, Bohemia, Spain, Portugal, the UnitedStates, &c.
We need not enter here into ampler details on coal mines ; these particulars are given

in the article Coal.
Nature has frequently deposited close to the coal, an ore, whose intrinsic value alone

is very small, but whose abundance in the neighbourhood of fuel becomes extremely

precious to man ; we allude to the clay-ironstone of the coal-measures. It is ex-

tracted in enormous quantities from the coal-fields of Scotland, Yorkshire, Stafford-

shire, Shropshire, and South Wales. Much of it is also raised from the coal strata of

Silesia and of Westphalia, and few coal fields appear to be entirely deficient of it.

The iron works of England, which are supplied in great part from this iron-stone re-

duced with coke or coal, pour annually into commerce above three-and-a-half mil-

lion tons of pig iron, of a value more than equal to the product of all the mines of

Spanish America.
The shale or slate clay of the coal measures contains sometimes a very large quan-

tity of pyrites, which decomposing by the action of the air, with or without artificial

heat, produces sulphate of iron, and sulphate of alumina, whence copperas and alum

are manufactured in great abundance.
The calcareous formation which surmounts the coal-measures called by geologists

zeckstein, magnesian limestone, and older Alpine limestone, contains different deposits of

metallic ores ; the most celebrated being the cupreous schi.-t of ^lansfeldt, a stratum of

slightly calcareous slate, from a few inches to two feet thick, containing copper pyrites

in sufficient (piantity to afford 2 per cent, of the weight of the ore of an argentiferous

copper. This thin layer displays itself in the north of Germany over a length of eighty
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leagues, from the shores of the Elbe to the banks of the Khine. Notwithstanding its

thinness and relative poverty, skilful miners have contrived to establish, on diflFerent
points of this slate, a number of important explorations, the most considerable being in
the territory of Mansfeldt, particularly near Rothenburg. They produce annually 2000
tons of copper, and 20,000 marcs of silver. "We may also mention those of Hessia,
situated near Frankenberg, Bieber, and Riegelsdorf. In the latter, the cupreous schist
and its accompanying strata, are traversed by veins of cobalt, mined by the same system
of underground workings as the schist. These operations are considerable; they
extend, m the direction of the strata, through a length of 8700 yards, and penetrate
downwards to a very great depth. Three galleries of efflux are to be observed ; two
of which pour their waters into the Fulde, and the third into the Verra. These mines
have been in activity since the year 1530. Analogous mines exist near Saalfeld in
Saxony.
A very remarkable deposit of the same period, whence geologists have given this

formation the name of Permian, occurs in the Russian government of Perm, the sand-
stones containing disseminated particles of copper ore, chiefly in the form of carbonate
to the distance of 400 or 500 wersts from the chain of the Oural. Some of the thick
flaggy grey grits contain as much as 2^ per cent, of copper and the imperial zavods
near Perm are stated to yield 260 tons annually from this source.
To the same geological formation must probably be referred the limestone which

contains the sparry iron mine of Schmalkalden at the western foot of Thuringerwald
where there has been explored from time immemorial a considerable mass of this ore!
known by the name of Stahlberg. The working has been executed in the most
irregular manner, and has opened up enormous excavations ; whence disastrous "runs "
have taken place in the mines.
At Tarnowitz, 14 leagues S E. ofOppeln in Siberia, the zechstein contains, insome ofits strata, considerable quantities of galena and calamine; into which mineshave been opened, that yield annually from 600 to 700 tons of lead, 1000 to 1100marcs of silver, and much calamine. Mines of argentiferous .lead are noticed atOlkutch and Jaworno m Galhcia about 6 leagues N. E. of Cracow, and 15 leagues -

-^i • °T ,

position these have been referred to the same
T'^«^'°^Portf t lead mines of Villach and Bleiberg in Carinthia. have recently

So ' f .&^°l°g'«fs to belong to a ralher more recent formation^whilst several minor ead-bearing localities of the same province occur in the Hallstadlimestone (Upper Trias), and Gailthal limestone (carboniferous).

Jn I . r r°
^''««^e'"^? lately near Confolens in the department of la Charente

wh?ch coS ^=al«-reous beds, and particularly subordinate beds of quartz,'

01 iei.0
,
deposits of galena blende, and calamine occur in a secondary limestone Atla Voulte, on the banks of the Rhone, there is mined, in the lower cLrs^of the lime

t77^olZT'''' ' -^^P^^'™-^ the ArdShe^a powS

of neariy i'e'slmTar^SVh trap rocksoi nearly tlie same age that the four great deposits of the sulphuret of mercurv of

^t'r''' ^'""t"'
""'^ Huancavelica are mined, bS mte rrcent^^e^

merurel ' " ''^ '^'^^ contem'poraneous coal:

keuper in Germanv nrecenK h- H.
^^^ ^ bunter-sandstein, muschelkalk, and

which enrichTL Cheshfr. n^f- ^ important mines except those of rock-salt;

.one bee. no.cd f„..he s„?S of L^^t^n.i.ie^o'f r/o^r"'""'
'°
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it is converted into sulphate of iron. The waves turn the nodules out of their hed,
and roll them on the shore, vphere they are picked up.

If the clialk be poor in useful minerals, this is not the case with the tertiary
formation above it; for it contains important mines. In it are explored numerous
beds of lignite (wood coal), either as fuel or a vitriolic earth. From these lignite

deposits, also, yellow amber is extracted.

The other tertiary formations present merely a few mines of sulphur, of iron and
bitumen, but it must here again be remarked, that many of the secondary, and even of
the tertiary strata have in certain countries been subjected to metamorphic action, of
such a nature as to have led to their being classed with the older rocks ; and thus
some of the metalliferous formations of the east of Europe and of South America,
although still somewhat obscure, ought without doubt in strictness to be classified

w ith these more recent deposits.

Several of the secondary or tertiary strata contain deposits of sulphur, which are
mined in various countries.

The formations of a decidedly volcanic origin afford few mining materials, if we
except sulphur, alum, and opals.

Mines of the Alluvial Strata.

This formation contains very important mines, since from it are extracted all the

diamonds, and almost all the precious stones, the platinum, and the greatest part of the

gold, with a considerable portion of the tin and iron. The diamond mines are confined

nearly to Brazil, and to the kingdoms of Golconda and Visapour in the East Indies.

The tin-stream-works of Cornwall, Bohemia, and the East Indies, and the gold

washings, placers or " diggings " of Siberia, Borneo, California, and Australia,

belong to beds of alluvium or drift, irregularly deposited over the older formations.

—w. w. s.

MINING. As the operations of mining vary with the conditions of the rock

formations, in which the minerals sought for by the miner occur, it is necessary to

give a brief description of the more especially marked distinctions which are seen in

our geological formations.

Geologists divide rocks into stratified and unstratified. Those mineral systems

which consist of parallel, or nearly parallel planes, whose length and breadth greatly

exceed their thickness, are called stratified rocks ; while to those which occur in thick

blocks, and which do not exhibit those parallel planes, the term of unstratified rocks'

is applied. These formations have been divided into two other classes, namely the

primary and the secondary. The advances of geological science, however, and more

accurate information, have materially modified the views which gave rise to those

divisions ; and when men have learned to look on great natural phenomena without

the interposition of the medium of some favourite theory, there is but little doubt

the interpretation will be somewhat different from even that which is now received,

A certain set of rocks may be classed as of truly igneous origin. These are the^

traps, basalts, and the like. These have often been termed primary rocks. Yet we'

have rocks of this class, not merely forcing their way through the superincumbent

and more recent rocks, but actually overflowing them ;
they may, therefore, be much

more recent than the secondary rocks. Granite has commonly been classed as a

truly igneous rock ; but facts have lately been developed which show, at all events,

the combined action of water, and the probability appears to be that granite, gneiss,

and elvans have been formed under highly heated water.

Granite is usually classed with the unstratified rocks; but the section of any

granite quarry will exhibit very distinct lines, conforming, more or less, to the hori-

zontal—known to the quarrymen as the JeJway— which would appear sufficient

to place those rocks amongst the stratified ones.

It is commonly stated that the unstratified rocks possess a nearly vertical position,

the stratified rocks assuming more nearly a horizontal one. There are numerous

examples adverse to this view ;
indeed, it must be regarded as a hasty generalisation

— the bedway of the granite approaching very nearly to the horizontal, while we

often find the truly stratified rocks in a vertical position.

Where the older rocks graduate down into the plains, rocks of an intermediate

character appear, which, though possessing a nearly vertical position, like the unstra-

tified and nonfossiliferous rocks, contain a few vestiges of animal bemgs, especially

shells. These have been called transition, to mdicate their being the passing links

between the first and second systems of ancient deposits ;
they are distinguished by

the fractured and cemented texture of their planes, for which reason they are some-

times called conglomerate.
, i vi •

Between the older and the secondary rocks, another very valuable series is intei-

poscd in certain districts of the globe ;
namely, the coal-measures, the paramount
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formation of Great Britain. The coal strata are frequently disposed in a basin-form,

and alternate with parallel beds of sandstone, slate-clay, iron-stone, and occasionally of
limestone.

As a practical rule it may be here stated, that, in every mineral formation, the incli-

nation and direction are to be noted ; the former being the angle which it forms with the
horizon, the latter the point of the azimuth or horizon, towards which it dips, as west,
north-east, south, &c. The direction of a bed is that of a horizontal line drawn in

its plane ; and which is also denoted by the point of the compass. Since the lines of
direction and inclination are at right angles to each other, the first may always be in-

ferred from the second ; for when a stratum is said to dip to the east or west, this

implies that its direction is north and south.

The following terms have been used to express dissimilar conditions in mineral
deposits, well known to the practical miner.

Masses are mineral deposits, not extensively spread in parallel planes, but irregular
heaps, rounded, oval, or angular, enveloped in whole or in a great measure by rocks
of a diflferent kind. Lenticular masses being frequently placed between two hori-
zontal or inclined strata, have been sometimes supposed to be stratiform themselves
and have been accordingly denominated by the Germans liegende stocke, lying heaps or
blocks.

The orbicular masses often occur in the interior of unstratified mountains, or in
the bosom of one bed. These frequently indicate preexisting cavernous spaces,
which have been filled in with metalliferous or mineral matter.

Nests, concretions, nodules, are small masses found in the middle of strata ; the first
being commonly in a friable state ; the second often kidney-shaped, or tuberous ; the
third nearly round, and encrusted, like the kernel of an almond.

Lodes, or veins, are flattened masses, with their opposite surfaces not always
parallel. These sometimes terminate like a wedge, at a greater or less distance, and
do not run parallel with the rocky strata in which they lie, but cross them in a direc-
tion not far from the perpendicular ; often traversing several different mineral planes.
The lodes are sometimes deranged in their course, so as to pursue for a little way the
space between two contiguous strata ; at other times they divide into several branches.
The matter which fills the lodes is for the most part entirely different from the rocks
they pass through, or at least it possesses peculiar features.

This mode of occurrence suggests the idea of clefts or rents having been made in
the stratum posterior to its consolidation, and of the vacuities having been filled with
foreign matter, either immediately or after a certain interval. There can be no doubt
as to the justness of the first part of the proposition, for there may be observed round
many lodes undeniable proofs of the movement or dislocation of the rock • for
example, upon each side of the rent, the same strata are no longer situated in the
same plane as before, but make greater or smaller angles with it ; or the stratum
upon one side of the lode is raised considerably above, or depressed considerably
below. Its counterpart upon the other side. With regard to the manner in which the
rent has been filled, different opinions may be entertained. In the lodes which are
widest near the surface of the ground, and graduate into a thin wedge below the
toreign matter would seem to have been introduced as into a funnel at the top and tohave carried along with it portions of rounded gravel and sometimes, though 'rarely
organic remains. In other, but very exceptional cases, lodes are largest at their under
part, and become progressively narrower as they approach the surface : from this
circumstance, it has been inferred that the rent has been caused by an expansive forceacting from within the earth, and that the foreign matter, having been in a fluid statehas afterwards slowly crystallised. Accurate observation shSws that in the larSmajority of cases the metalliferous deposits are of aqueous, and not of igneous origimIn the lodes, the principal matters which fill them are to be distinguished from theaccessory substances; the latter being distributed irregularly, amidst the mass of he
first, in crystals, nodules, grams, seams, &c. The non-metalliferous portion which isoften the largest, is called gangue, from the German gang, vein. The position of Ivein IS denoted, like that of the stratum, by the angle of inclination, and the ^oint ofthe horizon towards which it dips, whence the direction is deduced. In popularlanguage a lode may be described to be a crack or fissure, such as is formed in thidrymg of a pasty mass, extending over a considerable extent of country, and penetratmg to a great depth into the earth. P^"®'

A metalliferous substance is said to be disseminated, yih&u it is dispersed in prvsf=,l=spangles scales, globules, &c., through a large mineral mass. tS s L S j'
quently thus disseminated through granite and clay-slate rocks

^'

Certain ores which contain the metals most indispensable to human ryc^o^^M^. ibeen treasured up by the Creator in very bountiful deposits cortituti^o^S
^""^

masses in rocks of different kinds, or di^ributed in loies, ^^^X^^cl^^oS^
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beds, with stony and earthy admixtures ; the whole of which become the objects of
mineral exploration. These stores occur in different stages of the geological forma-
tions ; but their main portion, after liavmg existed abundantly in the several orders
of the older strata, cease to be found towards the middle of the secondary rocks.
Iron ores are, with a few exceptional cases, the only ones which continue among the
more modern deposits, even so high as the beds immediately beneath the chalk, when
they exist almost entirely as colouring matters of the tertiary beds.

Granite, gneiss, mica, and clay-slate constitute in Europe the grand metallic domain.
There is hardly any kind of ore which does not occur in these in sufficient abundance
to become the object of mining operations, and many are found in no other rocks.
The transition rocks and the lower part of the secondary ones, are not go rich, neither
do they contain the same variety of ores. But this order of things, which is presented
by Great Britain, Germany, France, Sweden, and Norway, is far from forming a
general law ; since in equinoctial America the gneiss is but little metalliferous ; while
the superior strata, such as the clay-schists, the sienitic porphyries, the limestones,

which complete the transition series, as also several secondary deposits, include the

greater portion of the immense mineral wealth of that region of the globe.

All the substances of which the ordinary metals form the basis, are not equally

abundant in nature ; a great proportion of the numerous mineral species which figure

in our classifications, are mere varieties scattered up and down in the cavities of the

great masses or lodes. The woi"kable ores are few in number, being mostly sulphides,

oxides, and carbonates. These occasionally form of themselves very large masses,

but more frequently they are blended with lumps of quartz, felspar, and carbonate

of lime, which form the main body of the deposit. The ores in that case are

arranged in small layers parallel to the strata, or in small veins which traverse the

rock in all directions, or in nests or concretions stationed irregularly, or finally dis-

seminated in hardly visible particles. These deposits sometimes contain only

one species of ore, sometimes several, which must be mined together, as they seem
to be of contemporaneous formation ; whilst, in other cases, they are separable, having

been probably formed at different epochs.

1213

A general view of mining operations as given in ViUe-Fosse's " Sur la Richesse Minerale."

In mining, as in architecture, the best method of imparting instruction is to display

the master-pieces of the respective arts. It is not so easy, however, to represent at

once the general effect of a mine, as it is of an edifice ; because there is no point of

sight from which the former can be sketched at once, like the latter. The subter-

ranean explorations ccrtaiulv alibrd some of the fiuost examples of the useful laboui's
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of man
; but, however curious and grand in themselves, they cannot become objects

of a panoramic view. It is only by the lights of geometry and geology that mines
can be contemplated and surveyed, either as a whole or in their details ; and, there-
fore, these marvellous subterranean regions, in which roads are cut which, with
their sinuosities, extend at different levels over many hundred miles, are altogether
unknown or disregarded by men of the world. Should any of them, perchancerfrora
curiosity or interest, descend into these dark recesses of tlie earth, they are prepared
to discover only a few insulated objects, which they may think strange or possibly
hideous; but they cannot recognise either the symmetrical disposition of mineral

"."'^'^f'."'"
'^^s which govern geological phenomena, and serve as sure guides to

the skilful mmer in his adventurous search. It is only by exact plans and sections
of subterraneous workings, that a knowledge of the nature, extent, and distribution
of mmeral wealth can be acquired.

General observations on the localities of ores, and on the indications of metallic mines.

1. Tin exists in the primary rocks, appearing either in interlaced veins in beds
as a constituent part of the rock itself, or in distinct veins. Tin ore is found in allu-
vial land, filling up low situations between lofty mountains ; but this tin (stream tin")
has been derived from the older rocks of the neighbourhood. See Tin.

2. Gold occurs either in beds, or in veins, frequently in primary rocks
; though in

other formations, and particularly in alluvial earth, it is also found. When this metal
exists in the bosom of primitive rocks, it is particularly in schists ; it is not found in
serpentine, but it is met with in greywacke in Transylvania. The gold of alluvial
districts, called gold of washing or transport, occurs, as well as alluvial tin, amonffthe debris of the more ancient rocks. ^

3. Silver is found particularly in veins and beds, in primitive and transition foma-
tions; though some veins of this metal occur in secondury strata. The rocks richest
in It are gneiss, mica-slate, clay-slate, greywacke, and old alpine limestone Lo-
calities of silver-ore itself are not numerous, at least in Europe, among secondarytormations

;
but silver occurs in combination with the ores of copper or of lead

iht\S^^f ^''•f'
'^^'^ 'P°^^'' ^' ^" P"™^'-^ J-o^ks, principally ind^e state of pyritous copper, in lodes or veins; 2, in transition district

, sometLes in

rcTproSist.""' " "PP"' " ^^'"'^'^"•^ ^^P^-""^ - ^^^^

5. Lead occurs also in each of the three mineral epochs
; abounding particularly in

bSr7suTnhironrHf''"r''r'^i;'
-^^-^y.^^^^'it-tes lodes, and' occasional ;Deds ot sulphide of lead (galena). The same ore is found in strata or in veins amoni

Sai:a'ro?ztrit'-r ^'r^'^?^
iron-oxide^ald^caLS

s?rTttTs1n{hT2ndsTone^f 1^^^^^^^
^"^^^^ ^^-"^^—-ent

6. Iron is met with in four different mineral eras, but in different ores Amoncrprimary rocks, magnetic iron ore and specular iron 'ore occur chrefly in b;ds some?times of enormous size; the ores of red or brown oxide of iron (hjematite) are foundsometimes m veins, but occasionally in very large masses, both inlnVmitfve andtransition rocks
;
as also sometimes in secondary strata

; but more frequeiUlv in ^hPcoal-measure strata as beds of clay-ironstone, of globular iron oxide Ind carLateof iron. In alluvial districts we find ores of clay-ironstone, granular iron-ore boi
W.rr^''T "^-^dow-ore. The iron ores which belong to the primfe
? l?Tirt"whnT' "'^^ ^ amounting To 7I
IZ\ r^ni ! r* ^ ^ '° ^^'^ posterior formations become, in general moreand more earthy, down to those in alluvial soils, some of which present the an^ar

ra% is^rnTxcS: "'^^^ '^^^ P- -~'gK
7. Mercury occurs principally among secondary strata in dis^iPminnt^^ rv,oo

veins intrit"^""^'!!''
three mineral epochs; its most abundant deposits are

le^ondarrS ' ^"-<i' hoLver. in

9. Antimmi/ oecurs in lodes among the older and transition rocks
JU, 1 1. Bismuth and nickel do not often constitute the predom'inatinjr ^inWnr,.^of any mineral deposits ; but they commonly accompany cobalt

^ substance

fJI'
o<^.C"rs in three several formations: namely as sulnhide or hUr,^^ ^tcularly in primary and transition rocks, as calamine, in seSarv .tr tn

' ^n"along with oxide of iron, and sometimes with sulphide of lead ^ "'"""^
i ne study of the mineral substances, called nangues or vein-stonf.« xvh\.\.-company the different ores, is indispensable L L investVgatil:n":kj'"oi-i;rnT<ff
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luiucB. These gangnes, such as quartz, calcareous spar, fluor spar, heavy spar, &.c.,

and a great number of other substances, although of small value in themselves,

become of great consequence to the miner, either in pointing out by their presence

that of certain useful minerals, or by characterising in their several associations

different deposits of ores of which it may be possible to follow the traces, and to dis-

criminate the relations, often of a complicated kind, provided we observe assiduously

the accompanying yangues.

Among the indications of mineral deposits, some are proximate and others remote.

The proximate are, an efflorescence, so to speak, of the subjacent metallic masses

;

the frequent occurrence of fragments of particular ores, &c. The remote indications

consist in the geological character, and in the nature of the rocks. From the examples

previously adduced, marks of this kind acquire new importance when, in a district

susceptible of including deposits of -workable ores, the gangues or veinstones are met

with which usually accompany any particular metal. The general aspect of moun-

tains whose flanks present gentle and continuous slopes, the frequency of sterile veins,

the presence of metalliferous sands, the neighbourhood of some known locality

of an ore ; but when ferruginous or cupreous veaters issue from sands or clays, such

characters merit in general little attention, because the waters may flow from a great

distance. No greater importance can be attached to metalliferous sands and saline

springs.

In speaking of remote indications, we may remark that in several places, and par-

ticularly near Clausthal in the Harz, a certain ore of red oxide of iron occurs above

the most abundant deposits of the ores of lead and silver ; whence it has been named

by the Germans the iron-hat. It appears that the iron ore rich in silver, which is

worked in America under the name of pacos, has some analogy with this substance ;

but iron ore is in general so plentifully diffused on the surface of the soil, that its

presence can be regarded as only a remote indication, relative to other mineral sub-

stances, except in the case of clay ironstone with coal. The gossans of Cornwall,

occurring in the upper portions of lodes, may be regarded as anaiogous formations.

Mineral Veins are subject to derangements in their course, which are called shifts or

faults Thus, when a transverse vein throws out, or intercepts, a longitudinal one, we

must commonly look for the rejected vein on the side of the obtuse angle which the

direction of the latter makes with that of the former. When a bed of ore is

deranged by a fault, we must observe whether the slip of the strata be upwards or

downwards ; for in either circumstance it is only by pursuing the direction of the

fault that we can recover the ore ; in the former case by mounting, in the latter by

descending beyond the dislocation. ^ , . ^

When two veins intersect each other, the direction of the offcast is a subject of

interest, both to the miner and the geologist. In Saxony it is considered as a general

fact that the portion thrown out is always upon the side of the obtuse angle, a circum-

stance which holds also in Cornwall ; and the more obtuse the angle, the out-throw is

the more considerable. A vein may be thrown out

on meeting another vein, in a line which approaches

/ either towards its inclination or its direction. The

Cornish miners use two different terms to denote

these two modes of rejection; for the first case

they say the vein is heaved; for the second, it is

started.
, j ^

The great copper lode of Carharack, d, Jig.

1214, in the parish of Gwennap, is an instructive

example of intersection. The thickness of this

vein is 8 feet ; its direction is nearly east and west, and it dips towards the north at an

SnatL of two feet per fathom ;
its ^PP-

P-^^^^^^^^

vein is produced ^7 ^""'^^^
^^j^^^.

J^'^^^^^^^ The fall of Ihe vein oc-
occasions another out-throw of 20 fathoms to ^he r^gut s

^^^^
curs therefore in the one case to t^^^^^^^^^ ^
towards the side ot ttie oDtuse auoie.

. „tlipr bis descended, n. s.

pan „f .be vein appears to h.™^^^^^^^^^

'Vh?r?L°I great wan. of e^actnes, of expression in the t^ms nsed
^^^^^^^^

the
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fluckans, as being the cause of the alteration in the mineral veins, whereas they are

themselves merely the effect of the general movement of the rock masses. The sin-

gularity alluded to disappears if the -wood-cut be regarded as a cross section repre-

senting the result of two distinct movements in a direction from the observer. See
Faults.

In different districts in this country the terms used to distinguish mineral veins
vary considerably. The following terms prevail in Derbyshire and the north of
England.
Lodes or mineral veins are usually distinguished by the miners of these districts

into at least four species. 1. The rake vein. 2. The pipe vein. 3. The flat or
dilated vein; and 4. The interlaced mass {stock-xverke), indicating the union of a
multitude of small veins mixed hi every possible direction with each other, and with
the rock.

1. The rahe vein is a mineral fissure; and is the form best known among prac-
tical miners. It commonly runs in a straight line, beginning at the superfices of the
strata, and cutting them downwards, generally further than can be reached. This
vein sometimes stands quite perpendicular ; but it more usually inclines or hangs
over at a greater or smaller angle, or slope, which is called by the miners the hade or
hading of the vein. The line of direction in which the fissure runs, is called the
bearing of the vein.

2. The pipe vein resembles in many respects a huge irregular cavern, pushing
forward into the body of the earth in a sloping direction, under various inclinations,
from an angle of a few degrees to the horizon, to a dip of 45°, or more. The pipe
does not in general cut the strata across like the rake vein, but insinuates itself be-
tween them ; so that if the plane of the strata be nearly horizontal, the bearing of the
pipe vein will be conformable

; but if the strata stand up at a high angle, the pipe
shoots down nearly headlong like a shaft. Some pipes are very wide and high,
others are very low and narrow, sometimes not larger than a common mine or drift.

3. Theflat or dilated vein, is a space or opening between two strata or beds of
stone, the one of which lies above, and the other below this vein, like a stratum of coal
between its roof and pavement : so that the vein and the strata are placed in the same
plane of inclination. These veins are subject, like coal, to be interrupted, broken, and
thrown up or down by slips, dykes, or other interruptions of the regular strata.
In the case of a metallic vein, a slip often increases the chance of finding more
treasure. Such veins do not preserve the parallelism of their beds, characteristic
of coal seams ; but vary excessively in thickness within a moderate space. Flat veins
occur frequently in limestone, either in a horizontal or declining direction. The flat
or strata veins open and close, as the rake veins also do.

4. The interlaced mass has been already defined. The interlaced strings are more
frequent in primitive formations, than in the others.
To these may be added the accumulated vein, or irregular mass {butzenwerke), a

great deposit placed without any order in the bosom of the rocks, apparently filling up
cavernous spaces.

In Cornwall and Devonshire, where different conditions prevail, other terms are
employed.
The lode, or mineral vein, is, as in the former instances, a great line of dislocation

accompanied by minor lines of fracture. Of these Sir H. De la Beche says " It
could scarcely be supposed that the great lines of fracture would be unaccomp'anied
by smaller dislocations, running from them in various directions according to mo-
difying resistances, which would depend upon the kinds of rock traversed by the
great fractures, the direction in which they were carried through them as regards the
bearing of their strata, should they be stratified, and other obvious causes The great
fractures would often also tend to split in various directions and reunite into main
lines, as in the annexed sketch {fig. 1215) in which a b represents the line of prin-

1215

cipal fracture, splitting at b h from local causes, and uniting, both towards a and bminor cracks running into the adjoining rock at c, c, c, c. These are known as sidllodes, strings, feeders, and branches.
Thes^e strings jiVQ sometimes very curiously developed, and illustrate the peculiarforce of crystalline action, and all the phenomena of heaves and faults The followmg figure (1216) furnishes a good illustration.

^
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It represents a specimen of strings of oxide of tin in slate from St. Aiynes Corn
wall, h h, lUustratmg the heavea alluded to. Sir Henry de la Beche is disposed to

refer these to the fact of oxide of tin
recementing fractured masses of slate.

1216

We think we have suflScient evidence
for referring the action to the crys-
tallogenic force enlarging a fissure, or
small crack, and producing those lateral
cracks, which again, by the operation
of the same force, dislocate or heave
the original fissure.

In these lodes we find peculiar me-
chanical arrangements, which are
known by various names; a lode is

1217

said to be combi/ when we have the

crystals of quartz or other mineral

dovetailing, as it were, with the me-
talliferous masses. Biaickes are iso-

lated masses of ore found in the lode

surrounded by earthy minerals. The
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upper part of a lode is known as its back, and the accumulations of ferruginous

matter -which very commonly occur in the backs and near the surface are known as

gossans. These are to the experienced miner important guides as indicating the

characters of the lode at a greater depth. The country signifies, with the Cornish
miner, the rock through which the mineral vein runs, and accordingly as he is pleased

with the indications he speaks of its heing kindly or the contrary. The softer rocks,

whether of clay slate or granite, are spoken of as plumb, a plumb granite, or elvan,

is greatly preferred to the harder varieties, and spoken of as being more kindly.
The rock forming the sides of a lode are known as its walls or cheeks. The latter

*erm we have heard of late years in Cornwall, but we believe it to be imported by
miners who have worked in the north of England. As all mineral veins incline
more or less, the sides are spoken of as the upper and under walls, the upper being
usually termed the hanging wall.

The preceding woodcuts. Jigs. 1217, 1218, will serve to assist the reader in
understanding the peculiarities of mining operations in our metalliferous mines. In
^5?. 1218, which is a section of one of the lead mines of Cardiganshire, the shafts,
which have been sunk on the lode are shown, at varied angles from the vertical
and the several horizontal levels. In this instance these levels or galleries have been
worked at irregular distances. In Cornwall they are usually ten fathoms apart.
The smaller shafts connecting the levels one with the other are called winzes. They
serve for exploring the lode, or for purposes of ventilation, when the excavations are
going forward. "When these smaller connected shafts are worked upwards, as they
sometimes are, they are called "risings," and the miner is said to be working on the
" rise." In this woodcut the lightest shading is to indicate a portion of this particular
mine which was worked out by the Romans. The darker shadedmasses indicate portions
of the lode which have been very productive of metalliferous matter, and which have
consequently been removed. The term counter or caunter lode is given to such lodes
as dip at a considerable angle with the direction of the other lodes in its vicinity.
Such a lode is shown, Jig. 1217, which is, however, inserted principally to explain that
where the " underlie " of the lode is great, a vertical shaft is sunk at some distance
from It on the surface, so as to " cut " (intersect) the lode at some depth, in this instance
at 70 fathonas below the adit level. As the inclination of the lode then alters, the
shaft is continued on the lodes. Another fissure or lode, sometimes called a " dropper "
IS seen to take nearly a vertical direction from the 50 fathom level, and from the
shafts levels are driven into this lode, at about every 10 fathoms.

1219

«-..y*Dir

*. * •* ' • . . •

«

Fig. 1219 represents in plan the underground workings of a Cornish mine. Thosewho are not familiar with minmg are requested to suppose that the earth is transparent

wbl'^r'^ 7' '° the fc.e& worked at various depths, from the adit-leVl^Zougiwhich the water pumped from the mine is discharged,-to the 125 fathoms evel belowIt The e levels are numbered m the plan. They are not worked immediately undeT

Z I'oV.w,: ^ ?M ^« is shown in the CaunZlode ( fig 1217), they follow m position this underlie of the lode. The dark linesSthe dotted hues crossing the numbered lodes, are workings upon lodes, runn nR iracontrary direction to the lode principally shown. This plan shows the junction ofAe
fl^o T'S

*^^^'"^s ov clay slate of Cornwall, and the occurrence of 4a«7ourses isshown at the different levels. By studying the plan, with the horizonS and San !verse section, the operations of metalliferous mining will be understood

Of Mining in Particular.
nes is two-fold

; by open exeat

Workings in the open air present few difficulties, and occasion little expense, unless

ploTtatioT"'
'''''^'"^ ""'"'^

' "P"' excavations, and subterranean ex-
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when pushed to a great depth. Tlioy are always preferred for working deposits h'ttle

distant from the surface ;
where, in fact, other methods cannot be resorted to, if the

substance to be raised be covered with incoherent matters. The only rules to be

observed are, to arrange the workings in terraces, so as to facilitate the cutting down of

the earth ; to transport the ores and the rubbish to their destination at the least pos-

sible expense ; and to guard against the crumbling down of the sides. With the latter

view, they ought to have a suitable slope, or to be propped by timbers whenever they

are not quite solid.

Open workings are employed for valuable clays, sands, as also for the alluvial soils

of diamonds, gold, and oxide of tin, iron ores, &c., limestones, gypsums, building

stones, roofing slates, masses of rock salt in some situations, and certain deposits of

ores, particularly the specular iron of the island of Elba ; the masses of stanniferous

granite of Gayer, Altenberg, and Scyffen, in the Ertzgeberge, a chain of mountains

between Saxony and Bohemia ; the thick veins or masses of black oxide of iron

of Nordmarch, Dannemora, &c., in Sweden ; the mass of cupreous pyrites of Rajraas,

near Drontheim, in Norway ; several mines of iron, copper, and gold in the Ural

mountains. The iron mine near Whitehaven, and Carclase tin mine in Cornwall

may also be quoted.

Subterranean workings may be conveniently divided into five classes, viz. :
—

1. Veins, or beds, much inclined to the horizon, varying much in thickness.

2. Beds of slight inclination, or nearly horizontal, the power or thickness of which

does not exceed two yards.

3. Beds of great thickness, but slightly inclined.

4. Veins, or beds highly inclined, of great thickness.

5. Masses of considerable magnitude in all their dimensions.

Subterranean mining requires two very distinct classes of workings ; the preparatory,

and those for extraction.

The preparatory consist in galleries, or in pits (shafts) and levels destmed to conduct

the miner to the point most proper for attacking the deposit of ore, for tracing it from

this point, for preparing chambers of excavation, and for concerting measures with a

view to the circulation of air, the discharge of waters, and the transport of the ex-

tracted minerals.
. , .» r r

If the vein or bed in question be placed in a mountain, and if its direction torms

a very obtuse angle with the line of the slope, the miner begins by opening m its

side, at the lowest possible level, a gallery (level) of elongation, which serves at once

to give issue to the waters, to explore the deposit through a considerable extent,

and then to follow it in another direction; but to commence the real mining

operations, he pierces either shafts or galleries, according to the slope of the deposit,

across the first gallery.
i • ^ *

For a stratum but little inclined to the horizon, placed beneath a plain, the first thing

is to pierce two vertical shafts, which are usually made to arrive at two pomts in the

same line of slope, and a gallery is driven to unite them. It is, m the first place, tor

the sake of circulation of air that these two pits are sunk
;
one of t^f^'

^J^^^.^ "f^H
destined for the drainage of the waters, should reach the lowest point of the mtended

workings. If a vein is intersected by transverse ones, the shafts are placed so as to

follow or at least, to cut through the intersections. When the mineral ores lie m
nearr; vel-^cal ma ses, it is right to avoid, as far as possible, sinking pits mto their

TnSr! These should rathe? be perforated at one side of their floor, even at some

consXable distance, to avoid all risk of crumbling the ores mto a heap of rubbish,

^1vith"'?trVf'mrd?rr width, as soon as the preparatory labours have

brol^t the miners to the point of the vein from which the ultemr workings
-^^^^^

ramify whenever a circulation of air has been secured, and an outlet to the er and

[rma'ttls mined, the first object is to divide the mass of ore mto large parallelopi-

'p'eds by -e's of oblong galleries, pierced ten fathonis l?elo- -e another w h
p,^^

sis., in attacking .be ore f.^om above
.

and
>"°*"/™^„''.tT„pp^^^^^^^^^^

excavations are disposed in steps similar to a sKur upon .neir nppei
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The first is styled a working in direct or descending steps ; and the second a working

in reverse, or ascending steps.

The descriptions given by Dr. Ure relate chiefly to the processes carried forward
in the German mines. In very many respects they resemble our own processes of
mining, and, for the general information these give to the English reader, Dr. Ure's
description has been retained.

1. Suppose, for example, that the post n,^?^'. 1220, included between the horizontal
gallery a c and the shaft a b, is to be excavated by direct steps, a workman stationed
upon a scaffold at the point a, which forms the angle between the shaft and the elong-
ated drift, attacks the rock in front of him and beneath his feet. Whenever he has
cut out a parallelopiped (a rectangular mass), of from four to six yards broad, and
two yards high, a second miner is set to work upon a scaffold at a', two yards beneath
the first, who, in like manner, excavates the rock under his feet and before him. As
soon as the second miner has removed a post of four or six yards in width, by two in
height, a third begins upon a scaffold at a" to work out a third step. Thus, as many
workmen are employed as there are steps to be made between the two oblong hori-
zontal galleries which extend above and below the mass to be excavated ; and since

-g-g'^g^lO.O; .Q:;: Q.; Q.. .Q -Q Q Q

,

nv!^ f f"ff
Simultaneously, they continue working in simUar positions, in floors,over each other, as upon a stair with very long wide steps. As they advance the

"uSThfcrl'/"''.*^'"
floors c fee, for the^urpose of^poXg herubbish which each workman extracts from his own step. This floor which should

MlItTlhf^ f^'-^^^^li^g his barrow filled with orl The round

Jnder operatior K tl tbV ."f
'''' «^ «r bedunaer operation. If the rubbish be very considerable, as is commonly the case thefloor planks are lost. However strongly they may be made, a. theyCnorS re!

1221

Sfc'
*)?7^,^°o°.^'"0'". later give way under the enormous pressure of tlie rubbish-

K'srffidiml^ZtrS'T th'if
'^'^'^'^^ ^^^''^ underneath tbis'must

jorktS^^^
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or if its substance be very refi'actory, two miners are set upon each step, hbbb
indicate the quadrangular masses that are cut out successively downwards ; and 1 1,

2 2, 3 3, forwards ; the lines of small circles are the sections of the ends of the billets

which support the floors.

2. To attack a mass v,.//*/. 122 1, a scaffold ni, is erected in one of its terminal pits p p,

at the level of the ceiling of the gallery ii u', where it terminates below. A miner
placed on this scaffold, cuts off at the angle of this mass a parallelopiped 1, from one

to two yards high, by six or eight long. When he has advanced thus far, there is

placed in the same pit upon another scaffold wi', a second miner, who attacks the vein

above the roof of the first cutting, and hews down, above the parallelopiped 1, a paral-

lelopiped of the same dimensions 1', while the first is taking out another, 2, in advance

of 1. When the second miner has gone forward 6 or 8 yards, a third is placed also

in the same pit. He commences the third step, while the first two miners are pushing

forward theirs, and so in succession.

In this mode of working, as well as in the preceding, it is requisite to support the

rubbish and the walls of the vein. For the first object, a single floor, n n n, may be

sufficient, constructed above the lower gallery, substantial enough to bear all the

rubbish, as well as the miners. In certain cases, an arched roof may be substituted
;

and in others, several floors are laid at different heights. The sides of the rein are

supported by means of pieces of wood fixed between them perpendicularly to their

planes. Sometimes, in the middle of the rubbish, small pits are left at regular dis-

tances apart, through which the workmen throw the ore coarsely picked, down into

the lower gallery. The rubbish occasionally forms a slope///, so high that miners

placed upon it can work conveniently. When the rich portions are so abundant as

to leave too little rubbish to make such a sloping platform, the miners plant them-

selves upon movable floors, which they carry forward along with the excavations.

These two modes of working in the step-form, have peculiar advantages and dis-

advantages ; and each is preferred to the other according to circumstances.

In the descending workings, or in direct steps, fig. 1220, the miner is placed on the

very mass or substance of the vein ; he works commodiously before him ; he is not

exposed to the splinters which may fly off from the roof ; but by this plan he is

obliged to employ a great deal of timber to sustain the rubbish ;
and the wood is fixed

for ever. , . . n j ^

In the ascending workings, or in reversed steps, fig. 1221, the mmer is compelled to

work in the re-entering angle formed between the roof and the front wall of his ex-

cavation, a posture sometimes oppressive ; but the weight of the ore conspires with

his efforts to make it fall. He employs less timber than m the workings with direct

steps. The sorting of the ore is more difficult than in the descending working, because

the rich ore is sometimes confounded with the heap of rubbish on which it falls.

When seams of diluvium or gravel-mud, occur on one of the sides of the vein or

on both, they render the quarrying of the ore more easy, by affording the means of

uncovering the mass to be cut down, upon an additional face.
. „ , .,

Should the vein be very narrow, it is necessary to remove a portion ot the sterile

rock which encloses it, in order to give the work a sufficient width to enable the mmer

to advance If, in this case, the vein be quite distinct from the rock, the labour may

be facilitated, as weU as the separation of the ore, by disengaging the vein, on one of

its faces through a certain extent, the rock being attacked separately. This operation

is called stripping the vera. When it is thus uncovered, a shot of gunpowder is suffi-

cient to detach a great mass of it, unmixed with sterile stones.
,

By the methods now described, only those parallelopipeds are cut out, either m
whole or in part, which present indications of richness adequate to yield a prospect of

benefit. In other cases, it is enough to follow out the threads of ore which occur, by-

workings made in their direction.
i.- i, v

The liner in searching within the crust of the earth for the riches which it con-

ceals is exposed to many^dangers. The rocks amidst which he digs are seldom or

neve; entJe but are almost always traversed by clefts in various directions, so that

SendSg fragments threaten to fall and crush him at every instant. He is even

ob£ed at times to cut through rotten friable rocks or alluvia loams Fresh atmo-

spheric a r follows him with difficulty in the narrow channels which he lays open

SorThim ; and the waters which circulate in the subteri-anean seams^^^^ fissures

filter incessantly into his excavation, and tend to fill it. Let us now take a view

the means he employs to escape from these three classes of dangers.
.
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even by stuffing the space with rubbish. These three kinds of support are called
timbering, ivalling, and filling up.

Timbering is most used. It varies in form for the three species of excavations,
according to the solidity of the walls which it is destined to sustain.

In a gallery, for example it may be sufficient to support merely the roof, by means
of joists placed across, bearing at their two ends in the rock ; or the roof and the tow
walls by means of an upper joist s,fig. 1222, which is then called a cap or cornice beam,
resting on two lateral upright posts or stanchions, a b,
to which a slight inclination towards each other is given,
so that they approach a little at the top, and rest entirely ] 2^2upon the floor. At times, only one of the walls and the
roof need support. This case is of frequent occurrencem pipe veins. Pillars are then set up only on one side,
and on the other the joists rest in holes of the rock. It
may happen that the floor of the gallery shall not be
sufficiently firm to aff"ord a sure foundation to the stand-
ards

; and it may be necessary to make them rest on a
horizontal piece called the sole. This is timbering with
complete frames. The upright posts are usually set
directly on the sole

; but the extremities of the cap or
ceiling, and the upper ends of t\xe standards, are mordsedm such a manner that these cannot come nearer where-
by the cap shall possess its whole force of resistance

sustains the walls byVnewtame

given to it fandl flooringTs aiT^^ raraTeftatS'^irf"' ^ ^""'T
^^'^^^^ ^«

is to be employed, both for the transnort of iZT l\x, ^''^ ^^^^^P'^' a gallery
a floor, e e,fij. 1221 is construct^ above tl^- ^^^^ -
wheeled, and'under which the'^atr^t^dJcharged"' ''^"^^^^^

natt^rdWltl? ISlr^u^d^hSh^^er/'^^ '^''TI^
^^^^^^^

they are meant to serve. ThefK intended to\l T'''; ""^^ P"^'P°^^« ^^''^^
square or rectangular, because this form in it.elf^ ^^"^ ^-'^ ^''^ "^^^'^y
ders the execution of the timbering mre ea v S^^^ "^^^'^
rectangular frames, the spars of whiSi are about J.bM" J''^-^ T'''''

^^'^^'•^"^
at a distance asunder of fiom a yard to a yard fnd fhalf tV""

"^'^ ^^'''^
in contact, except when the pressure of the earth and L 1. ^"" ^ P^^^^<i
pieces composing the frames are commonly united W j T I'

^'1 ^he
the two pieces extends often bevondX L f^ I

^^^^'''^eck, and the longer of
the shaft is.vertical or incSed,TheIrfmewofk I's alwaVsT' ? ^l^"'^-'^"

'^^^^^
be perpendicular to the axis of the nit T^w^ ^ '° Pl^ne may
there are only two sides, or even a silic one ErnTdiT't '"'''^''^ ^^^^^ '^^^
stayed by means of cross beams which re^t n;

7'".°^°^^^^ to be propped. These are
frames do not touch one anotW stml nil

'•"'^k- When the
sustain the ground. To these nlanS^Pi^"^'' '^^^i'

fastened behind them to
cannot slide^ In this case the Sole t mber/tin^^^"'^ ^^^T'^^' ^^^atThey

tiV^S-' - piecestS pt^^^L^L^ b^ab^S

^eX^gf-fS^^:^:;^^^^ ores, for the
several purposes are in general separated hv nLT;?L ',,- u 'P^''^^

destined for these
strength of the timbering, by aSg as s s t^T?" "^"lthe franiework. Occasionally a partitiL seoaratp'^ t^l^ ^ r^' ^o°g sides ofng basket, to prevent their iostCr IaX nf .

''"'^'"^ ^''O"^ the descend-
tilat.on. I^astly, particular passages are left for ven-

are
frames m shafts and gallerie
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are deprived merely of their bark, which, by holding moisture, would accelerate the

decomposition of the wood. The alburnum of oak is also removed.

Resinous woods, like the pine, last much shorter than the oak, the beech, and the

cherry-tree
;
though the larch is used with advantage. The oak has been known to

last upwards of 40 years ; while the resinous woods decay frequently in 10. The
fresher the air in mines, the more durable is the timbering.

The figs, 1223, 1224 represent two vertical sectionssections of a shaft, the one at

1223

1224

right angles to the other, with the view of showing the mode of sustaining the walls

of the excavation by timbering. It is copied from an actual mine in the Harz.

There we may observe the spaces allotted to the descent of the miners by ladders

to the drainage of the waters by pumps p, and rods t, and to the extraction of the

mineral substances by the baskets b. a, h, c, f, h, k, various cross timbers

;

A, c, E, upright do.; r, pump cistern ;
v, vr, corve-ways. The shafts here shown,

are excavated in the line of the vein itself, — the rock enclosing it being seen in

the second figure.

In a great many mines it is found advantageous to sup-

port the excavations by brick or stone buildings, con-

structed either with or without mortar. These constructions

are often more costly than wooden ones, but they last much

longer, and need fewer repairs. They are employed instead

of timberings, to support the walls and roof of galleries, to

line the sides of shafts, and to bear up the roofs of excava-

tions.

Sometimes the two sides of a gallery are lined with ver-

tical walls, and its roof is supported by an ogee vault, or

an arch. If the sides of the mine are solid, a simple arch is

sufficient to sustain the roof, and at other times the whole

surface of a gallery is formed of a single elliptic vault,

the great axis of which is vertical; and the bottom is sur-

mounted by a wooden plank, under which the waters run

off; see fig. 1225.

Walled shafts also are sometimes constructed m a cir-

cular or elliptic form, which is better adapted to resist the

pressure of the earth and waters. Rectangular shafts of all dimensions, however,

"TSs'oran'txcavation may also be supported by filling it completely with

rubbish. Wherever the sides need to be supported for some time without the neces-

sHv of passing along them, it is often more economical to stuff them up with rubbish,

th?n to keep up their supports. In the territory of Liege, for example, there have

been shafts thus filled up for several centuries; and which are found to be quite entire

when they are emptied.^ The rubbish is also useful for forming roads among steep

.itratT for closine air-holes, and forming canals of ventilation.
,

the two opposite
,f «^XchX rock must be hollowed out to receive the arch-

chords of the vault, ojr which t^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^j^l^ ^^^13 to receive the

stones, and the .^^'^"tring mus then be pi
^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

«o«5.9o*r*, beginning at the flanks and ending
y ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^

t^L'il^'S'rliS:"^^^^ necessary through it and the arch, for

currents of water.
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In •walling galleries, attention must l e paid to the direction of the pressure, and to

huild vertically or with a slope accoidingly. Should the pressure be equal in all

1226 1225 1228

directions, a closed vault, like fig. 1225, should be formed. For walls not far from
the vertical, salient or buttressed arches are employed, as shown in fig. 1227, called in
German uberspringende bogen; for other cases, twin-arches are preferred, with an
upright wall between.

Fig. 1226 is a transverse section of a walled drain-gallery, from the grand gallery
of the Harz

; see ix\sofig. 1228. a is the rock which needs to be supported only at the
sides and top

; b, the masonwork, a curve formed of the three circular arcs upon one
level

;
c, the floor for the watercourse. Fig. 1225 is a cross section of a walled gal-

lery, as at Schneeberg, Rothenburg, Idria, &c. ; d is the rock, which is not solid
either at the flanks, roof, or floor

;
e, the elliptic masonwork

; / the wooden floor
for the waggons, which is sometimes, however, arched in brick to allow of a water-
course beneath it.

Fig. 1227 shows two vertical projections of a portion of a walled shaft with but-
tresses, as built at the mine Vater Abraham, near Marienberg. j is a section in the
direction of the vein g h, to show the roof of the shaft, i, a section exhibiting the
slope of the vein g h, mto which the shaft is sunk ; m is the wall of the vein- k is theroof of the same vem

;
n, buttresses resting upon the flanks of the shaft

; a, great arcson which the buttresses bear; y, vertical masonwork
; z, a wall which divides theshaft mto two compartments, of which the larger p is that for extracting the ore andthe smaller for the draining and descent of the miners.

Fig. 1228, c D is the shaft in which the vertical crank-rods c q, e d, move un anddown. F, IS a double hydraulic wheel, which can be stopped at pleasure by a brakemounted upon the machine of extraction, o, is the drum of the gig or whim forraising the corves or tubs (tonnes); h, is the level of the ground, with the carpentrywhich supports the whim and its roof, k, is the key-stone of the ogee arch whichcovers the water-wheel; a is the opening or window, traversed by the extremity ofthe driving shaft, upon each side of the water-wheel, through which a workman maventer to adjust or repair it ; b, line of conduits for the streams of wate? which faU

tr?.?'^^'A^'' T^'f ' V'^'^^l^ ^'•^"k with rods, whose motion is taken off

lo F L abttt yl^^^^^^ ' ^' ^'^'^ distancetom H
Figs 1229, 1230, present two vertical sections of the shaft of a mine walled like theroof of a cavern, communicating with the galleries of the roof and tbt laii % ^

vein, and well arranged for boti the extra'ction of the o^e^and the descent of ZL 3
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miners. The vertical partition of the shaft for separating the passage for the corves
or tubs from the ladders is omitted in the figure, for the sake of clearness.

In fig. 1229, A b are the side walls supported upon tlie buttresses c and d ; \nfia.

1230, E is the masonry of the wall, borne upon the arch f at the entrance to a gallery,

the continuation being at G, which is sustained by a similar arch built lower.

I,, is the -vault arch of the roof, supported upon another vault si, which presents a

double curvature, at the entrance of a gallery ; at h is the continuation of the arch or

vault L, which underneath is supported in like manner at the entrance of a lower

gallery.

ab,c d,fig. 1229, are small upright guide-bars or rods for one of the corves, or

kibbles.

ef,gh, are similar guide-bars for the other corf.

i i, are cross-bars of wood, which support the stays of the ladders of descent.

k k, are also cross-bars by which the guide-rods are secured.

t, a corf, or extraction kibble, furnished with friction rollers; the other corf is sup-

posed to be drawn up to a higher level, in the other vertical passage.

Figs. 1231, 1232 represent in a vertical section the mode of timbering the galleries

of the silver and lead mines at Andreasberg in the Harz. Fig. 1231 shows the plan

1231 1232

viewed from above. Upon the roof of the timbering, the workman throws the waste

rubbish, and in the empty space below, which is shaded black, he transports in his

waggons or wheelbarrows the ores towards the mouth of the mine. Fig. 1232 is the

cross section of the gallery. In the two figures, a represents the rock, and b the

timbering-; round which there is a garniture of small sparser lathes for the purpose ot

drainage and ventilation, with the view of promoting the durability of the wood-work.

The working of minerals by the mass is well exemplified a few leagues to the north

of Siegen, near the village of Musen, in a mine of iron and other metals, called

Stahlberg, which forms tlie main wealth of the country. The plan of working is

termed the excauation of a direct or transverse mass. It shows in its upper part tlie
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danger of bad mining, and in its inferior portion, the regular workings, by whose
means art has eventually prevented the destruction of a precious mineral deposit.

Fig. 1233 is a vertical section of the bed of ore, which is a direct mass of spathose

1233

iron, contamed in transition rock (greywacke). o, a, a, are pillars of the sparry ore,
reserved to support the successive stages or floors, which are numbered 1, 2, 3, &c.;
b, b, b, are excavations worked in the ore ; which exhibit at the present day several
floors of arches, of greater or less magnitude, according to the localities. It may be
remarked, that where the metallic deposit forms one entire mass, rich in spathose iron
ore of good quality, there is generally given to the vaults a height of three fathoms :

leaving a thickness over the roof of two fathoms, on account of the numerous fissures
which pervade the mass. But where this mass is divided into three principal
branches, the roof of the vaults has only a fathom and a half of thickness, while the
excavation is three fathoms and a half high. In the actual state of the workings itmay be estimated that from all this direct mass, there is obtained no more oiTt'of
every floor than one-third of the mineral. Two-thirds remain as labours of reservewhich may be resumed at some future day, in consequence of the regularity and the
contmuation of the subterranean workings, e is a shaft for extraction, communi-

ons indlZ'^fH-
SaUery of efflux k; h is an upper gallery of drainage, which

InnV?,, ^^''f ''".^y visible in this section) over a length of

tnf<ff>. ^
' ^^"""y ^ a straight line, m m, repre-sents the mass of sparry iron. >

^

Figs 1234, 1235, 1236, represent the cross system of mining, which consists in form-ing galleries through a mineral deposit, from its wall or loo.
floor towards its roof, and not, as usual in the direction
of Its length. This mode was contrived towards the
middle of the 18th century, for working the very thick
veins of the Schemnitz mine in Hungary, and it is now
employed with advantage in many places, particularly at
idria in Carniola. In the two sections figs. 1234, I036 asweU as m the ground planyr^r. 1235, the wall is denotedby m m, and the roof by < A first gallery of prolonga-
tion E F, fig. 1235, being formed to the wall, transverse

of rubbish rise only to within a few inches of the top of the cuts a in order tL^ffworking of the upper story mav be easier the h^/^f r^wT i? • ' i
^'^^^

open upon its lower face
^ easier, the bed of ore being there ah-eady laid

In proportion as the cuts a, of the first story e f, are thus fillp,! ..r> tt,»of the timbering is withdrawn, and made use^f e severe T^ i^ttm^'^Tb,c, i are next mined in like manner, either beginnine with fh..,
/"^^^^^'^fe cuts

according to the localities. From fig. 1235 it appeafsThat w v
°'

arranged, that in case of necessity, Sere may be al™ ^^^^^^^
the distance of three cuts, either n'ot made, o/fi,i:d'';Tit'h Sish"' '^^^S'l^
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portion of the bed of ore may be removed, -which corresponds to a first story e f.

Jig. 1236, and this portion is replaced by rubbish.

1235

The exploration of the upper stories e'f', e' is now prepared in a similar

manner ; with which view shafts h h h k% arc formed from below upwards in the wall

1236

m of the deposit, and from these shafts oblong galleries proceed, established successively

on a level with the stories thus raised over one another. See Jig. 1236. The follow-

ing objects may be specified in the figures :
—

a a, the first cuts filled up with rubbish, upon the first story ET,Jig. 1235.

b b, other cuts subsequently filled up, upon the same story.

c, the cut actually working.

d, the front of the cut, or place of actual excavation of the mineral deposit

e, masses of the barren rock, reserved in the cutting, as pillars of safety.

f, galleries, by means of which the workmen may turn round the mass e, in order

to form, in the roof t, an excavation in the direction of the deposit.

q, rubbish behind the mass e.
. , i

•

h h, two shafts leading from the first story e f, to the upper stories of the workings,

as already stated.

m, the wall, and t the roof of the mineral bed.
, „ • *

In the second story e' f', the gallery of prolongation •E',Jigs. 1234 and 1236, is not

entirely perforated : but it is further advanced than that of the third story, which, in

its turn, is more than the gallery of the fourth.
, . «

From this arrangement there is produced upon Jig. 1236 the general aspect ot a

working by reversed steps. . , , ^i, <•

Whenever the workings of the cuts c in the first story are finished, those of the se-

cond, a' a', may be begun in the second; and thus by mountmg from story to story,

the whole deposit of ore may be taken out and replaced with rubbish. One great ad-

vantage of this method is, that nothing is lost; but it is not tho only one Ihe

fadUties offered by the system of cross workings for disposing of the rubbish inost

freqieSly a nuisance to \he miner, and expensive to get rid of the ^ohdnyM
^

Piocures by the banking up, the consequent economy of timbering, and saving of

expe^e in the excavation of the rock, reckoning from the secondfy-
.^-"l^^^X"/

imnortant circumstances which recommend this mode of mimng. Sometimes, mdeed,

iXshmaTwS to fill up, but this may always be procured by a few accessory

perforationsVrt being easy to establish in the vicinity of the

tion in the form of a vault, or kind of subterraneous quarry, which may be allowed to

fall in with proper precautions, and where rubbish w.U thus accumulate m a short

*''"4^l2S'represents a section of the celebrated lead mines of Bleybergiu Cariuthia,

not far from Villach.
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the line I, s, it

a great portion

b e, IS the ridge of the mountains of compact limestone, in T^hose bosom the work-

ings are carried on.

e, is the metalliferous valley, running from east to west, between the two parallel

valleys of the Gail and the Drave, but at a level considerably above the waters of

these rivers.

fg, is the direction of a great many vertical beds of metalliferous limestone.

On considering the direction and dip of the marly schist, and metalliferous limestone,

in the space w w, to the west of
- - 1237

b
would appear that

of this system of

mountains has suffered a slip between

1, s, and a parallel one towards the

east; whereby, probably, that ver-

tical position of the strata has been

produced, which exists through a

considerable extent. The metallifer-

ous limestone is covered to a certain

thickness with a marly schist, and
other more recent rocks. It is in

this schist that the fire marble known
under the name of the lumachello of
Bleyberg is quarried

—
The galena occurs in the bosom of this rock in flattened masses, or blocks of a con-

siderable volume, which are not separated from the rest of the calcareous beds by any
seam. It is accompanied by zinc ore {calamine), especially in the upper parts of the
mountain.

Several of the workable masses are indicated byr, r'; each presents itself as a
solid analogous to a very elongated ellipse, whose axis dips, not according to the
inclination of the surrounding rock, but to an oblique or intermediate line between
this inclination, and the direction of the beds of limestone ; as shown by rw,r' u.

The faults called kluft (rent) at Bleyberg are visible on the surface of the ground.
Experienced miners have remarked that the rich masses occur more frequently
in the direction of these faults than elsewhere.

It is m general by galleries cut horizontally in the body of the mountain, and at
different levels, s, g, sf, that the miner advances towards the masses of ore r, r \
Many of these galleries are 500 fathoms long before they reach a workable mass.
The several galleries are placed in communication by a few shafts, such as t ; but few
of these are sunk deeper than the level of the valley e.

The total length of the mines of Bleyberg is about 10,000 yards, parallel to the
valley e ; in which space there are 500 concessions granted by the government to various
individuals or joint stock societies, either by themselves or associated with the go-
vernment.
The metalliferous valley contains 5000 inhabitants, all deriving subsistence from the

mines
; 300 of whom are occupied in the government works.

Each concession has a number and a name ; as Antoni, Christoph, Matthaus. Os-
waldi, 2, 8, 36, &c.

Fig. 1238 is a section in the quicksilver mine of Idria. 1 , is the grey limestone
;

2, is a blackish slate
; 5, is a greyish slate. Immediately above these transition rocks

lies the bed containing the ores called coraUencrz, which consist of an intimate mixture
of sulphuret of niercury and argillaceous limestone ; in which four men can cut out,

1239
in a month, 2^ toises cube of rock

Fig. 1239 represents a section
of part of the copper mine of
Mansfeldt

;
containing the cellular

limestone, called rauchwacke, al-

ways with the compact marl-lime-
stone called zechstein ; the cu-
preous schist, or kupferschiefer ;

the wall of greyish-white sand-
stone, called the weisse liegetide

;

and the wall of red sandstone, or
the rolhelie gende. The thin dotted
stratum at top is vegetable mould

;

the large dotted portion to the
right of the figure is oolite ; the
vein at its side is sand ; next is rauchwacke ;

stone, or slinhslein.

1238

and lastly, tlio main body of fetid lime-
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Fig. 1240 represents a section of one of the Mansfeldt copper schist mines in the
district called Burgoerner, or Preusshoheit.

1. Vegetable mould, with siliceous gravel.

2. Ferruginous clay or loam.

3. Sand, with fragments of quartz.

4. lied clay, a bed of variable thickness as well as the lower strata, according as the
cupreous schist is nearer or farther from the surface.

5. Oolite (roogensteiti).

Newer variegated sandstone (hunter sandstein).

Newer gypsum ; below which, there is

A bluish marly clay.

Stinkstone, or lucuUite.

Friable greyish marl.

Older gypsum, a rock totally wanting in the other districts of the mines of Ro-
thenberg ; but abounding in Saxon Mansfeldt, where it includes vast caverns known
among the miners by the name of schlotten, as indicated in the figure.

12. The calcareous rock called zechstein. The lower part of this stratum shows
symptoms of the cupriferous schist that lies underneath. It presents three thin bands,
differently modified, which the miner distinguishes as he descends by the names of the
sterile or rotten (faiile') rock ; the roof (dachklotz) ; and the main rock (jobcrberg).

13. Is a bed of cupriferous schist (kupferschiefer), also called the bitumino-marli)

schist, in which may be noted, in going down, but not marked in the figure:—
a, the lochberg, a seam 4 inches thix:k.

b, the kammschale, ^ of an inch thick.

c, the kopfschale, one inch thick.

These seams are not worth smelting ; the following, however, are:—
d, the schiefer kopf, the main copper-schist, 2 inches thick.

e, a layer called lochen, one inch thick.

1 4. The wall of sandstone, resting upon a porphyry.

1241

1240

'iijiHii

iiiiiiiiis
" *- - ilillUi- - =J

Fig. 1241 is a section of the mines of Kiegelsdorf in Hessia, presenting—
1. Vegetable mould.

2. Limestone distinctly stratified, frequently of a yellowish colour, called lagerhafter

kalkstein.

3. Clay, sometimes red, sometimes blue, sometimes a mixture of red, blue, and

yellow. . ...
4. The cellular limestone {rauhkalK). This rock differs both in nature and position

from the rock of the same name at Mansfeldt.

5. Clay, usually red, containing veins of white gypsum, and fine crystals of sele-

nite.

6. Massive gypsum of recent formation.
^ „ . ,

7 Fetid limestone, compact and blackish grey, or cellular and yeUowish grey,

s' Pulverulent limestone, with solid fragments interspersed.
. ^ ,

9 Compact marl-limcstone, or zechstein, which changes from a brownish colour

above to a blackish schist below, as it comes nearer the cupreous schist, which seems

to form a part of it. , , , . ^ . . • i.

10. Cupreous schist (Awpmc/iiV/cr), of which the bottom portion, from 4 to 6 inches

thick, is that selected far metallurgic operations. Beneath it is found the usual wall

or bed of sandstone. A vein of cobalt ore a, which is rich only m the greyish-white

sandstone (weisse liegende), traverses and deranges all the beds wherever it comes.

Of working mines by fire-— The celebrated mine worked since the tenth century in

the mountain called ilammelsberg, in the Harz, to the south of Goslar, presents a stra-
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tiflcd mass of ores, among the beds of the rock -which constitute that mountain. The
mineral deposit is situated in the earth, like an enormous inverted wedge, so that its

thickness (power), inconsiderable near the surface of the ground, increases as it

descends. At about 100 yards from its outcrop, reckoning in the direction of the

slope of the deposit, it is divided into two portions or branches, -which are separated

from each other, throughout the -whole kno-wn depth, by a mass of very hard clay slate,

which passes into flinty slate. The substances composing the -workable mass are

copper and iron pyrites with sulphuret of lead (galena), accompanied by quartz, car-

bonate of lime, compact sulphate of baryta, and sometimes grey copper ore, sulphuret

of zinc, and arsenical pyrites. The ores of lead and copper contain silver and gold,

but in small proportion, particularly as to the last.

A mine so ancient as that of Rammelsberg, and which was formerly divided among
several adventurous companies, cannot fail to present a great many shafts and exca-
vations ; but out of the 15 pits, only two are employed for the present workings;
namely, those marked A B and e f, ir\ fig. 1242, by which the whole extraction and
drainage are executed. The general system of exploitation by fire, as practised in this

mine consists of the following operations :
—

1. An advance is made towards the deposits of ore, successively at different levels,

by transverse galleries which proceed from the shaft of extraction, and terminate at the
wall of the stratiform mass.

2. There is formed in the level to be worked, large vaults in the heart of the ore,

by means of fire, as we shall presently describe.

3. The floor of these vaults is raised up by means of terraces formed from the rub-
bish in proportion as the roof is scooped out.

4. The ores detached by the fire from their bed, are picked and gathered ; some-
times the larger blocks are blasted with gunpowder.

5. Lastly, the ores thus obtained are wheeled towards the shaft of extraction, and
turned out to the day.

Let us now see how the excavation by fire is practised ; and in that view, let us
consider the state of the workings in the mines of Rammelsberg in 1809. We may
remark in fig. 1242 the regularity of the vaults previously scooped out above the

1242

level B c, and the other vaults which are in full activity of operation. It is, there-
fore, towards the lower levels that the new workings must be directed. For
this purpose, the transverse gallery being already completed, there is prepared on
the first of these floors a vault of exploitation at b, which eventually is to become
similar to those of the superior levels. At the same time, there is commenced at
the startmg point below it, reached by a small well dug in the line of the mineral
deposit, a transverse gallery in the rock, by means of blasting with gunpowder.
Iherock is also attacked at the starting-point by a similar cm/, which advances
to meet the first perforation. In this way, whenever the vaults of the level c are ex-
hausted of ore and terraced up with rubbish, those of the level beneath it will be in
full activity.

Others will then be prepared at a lower level ; and the exploitation may afterwards
be driven below this level by pursuing the same plan, by which the actual denth of
excavation has been gained.

In workings by fire we must distinguish, 1. The case where it is necessary to opena vault immediately from the fioor; 2. The case where the vault having already acertam elevation, it is necessary to heighten its roof. In the former case, the wall ornoor ot the mmeral deposit is first penetrated by blasting with gunpowder. As soon
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as this penetration is effected over a certain length, paralle. to the direction of the
future vault, as happens at Ij, there is arranged on the bottom a horizontal layer of
billets of firewood, over which other billets are piled in nearly a vertical position,

which rest upon the ore, so that the flame in its expansion comes to play against the
mineral mass to be detached. When after some similar operations, the flame of the
pile can no longer reach the ore of the roof on account of its height, a small terrace

of rubbish must be raised on the floor of the deposit ; and over this terrace, a new
pile of faggots is to bo heaped up as above described. The ancient miners committed
the fault of constantly placing such terraces close to the roof, and consequently ar-

ranging the faggots against this portion of the ore, so that the flame circulated from
the roof down to the floor. The result of such procedure M-as the weakening of the

roof, and the loss of much of the ore which could not be extracted from so unstable a fa-

bric ; and besides, much more wood was burned than at the present day, because the ac-

tion of the flame was dissipated in part against the whole mass of the roof, instead of

being concentred on the portion of the ore which it was desired to dislodge. Now, the

flame is usually made to circulate from the floor to the roof, in commencinga new vault.

When the vault has already a certain height, care is always taken that between the

roof of the vault and the rubbish on which the pile is arranged, no more than two

yards of space should intervene, in order that the flame may embrace equally the whole

concavity of the vault, and produce an uniform effect on all its parts. Here, the pile

is formed of horizontal beds, disposed crosswise above one another, and presents four

free vertical faces, whence it has been called a chest by the miners.

It is usually on Saturday that the fire is applied to all the piles of faggots distributed

through the course of the week. Those in the upper floors of exploitation are first

burned, in order that the inferior piles may not obstruct by their vitiated air, the com-

bustion of the former. Thus, at 4 o'clock in the morning, the fires are kindled in the

upper ranges ; from pile to pile, the fireman and his assistant descend towards the

lower floors, which occupies them till .3 o'clock in the afternoon.

When the flame has beat for a few instants on the beds of ore, a strong odour of

sulphur, and sometimes of arsenic is perceived ; and soon thereafter loud detonations

are heard in the vaults. Suddenly the flame is seen to assume a blue colour, or even

a white ; and at this period, after a slight explosion, flakes of the ore, of greater or

less magnitude, usually fall down on the fire, but the chief portion of the heated mine-

ral still remains fixed to the vault. The ores pass now into a shattered and divided

condition, which allows them afterwards to be detached by long forks of iron. In

this manner the fire, volatilising entirely some principles, such as sulphur, zinc, arsenic,

and water, changing the aggregation of the constituent parts of the ore, and causing

fissures by their unequal expansibilities, facilitates the excavation of such materials as

resist by their tenacity the action of gunpowder.

The combustion goes on without any person entering the mine from Saturday even-

ing till Monday morning, on which day, the fireman and his assistants proceed to

extinguish the remains of the bonfires. On Monday also some piles are constructed in

the parts where the effect of the former ones has been incomplete ;
and they are kin-

dled after the workmen have quitted the mine. On Tuesday all hands are employed

in detaching the ores, in sorting them, taking them out, and preparing new piles

against the next Saturday.
. , v ^

The labour of a week consists for every man of five posts durmg the day, each ot

8 hours, and of one post of four hours for Saturday. Moreover, an extra aUowance

is made to such workmen as employ themselves some posts during the night.

The labour of one compartment or atelier of the mine consists therefore m arrang-

ing the faggots, in detaching the ore which has already experienced the action of the

fire in breaking the blocks obtained, in separating the ore from the debns of the pile,

and whenever it may be practicable or useful, in boring holes for blastmg with gun-

powder. The heat is so great in this kind of mine, that the men are obliged to work

in it without clothing.
, „ , . •. . i_- a a

We have already remarked, that besides the working by fire, which is chiefly used

here, recourse is sometimes had to blasting by gunpowder. This is done in order

either to recover the bottom part or ground of the vaults on which the fire can act but

imperfectly, to clear away some projections which would interfere with the effect of

the pile or lastly to strip the surrounding rock from the mass of the ore, and thence

to obtain schist proper for the construction of the rubbish-terraces.
_

The blasting process is employed when the foremen ot the workshop or mine-chamber

judge that a hole well placed may separate enough of ore to pay the time, the repair

of tools, and the gunpowder expended. But this indemnification is rarely obtamcd

The following statement will give an idea of the tenacity which the mineral deposit

often presents.
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In 1808, in a portion of the Rammelsherg mine, the ore, consisting of extremely-

compact iron and copper pyrites, was attacked by a single man, who bored a raining

hole. After 11 posts of obstinate labour, occupying altogether 88 hours, the

workman, being vigilantly superintended, had been able to advance the hole to a depth

of no more than 4 inches; in doing which he had rendered entirely unserviceable 126

punches or borers, besides 26 others which had been re-tipped with steel, and 201

which had been sharpened
; 6j pounds of oil had been consumed in giving him light

;

and half a pound of gunpowder was required for blasting the bore. It was found I'rom

a calculation made upon these facts by the administration of mines, that every inch

deep of this hole cost, at their low price of labour, nearly a florin, value two shillings

and sixpence.

It is therefore evident that though the timber, of which the consumption is prodi-

giously great, were much less abundant and dearer than it still is at Eammelsberg,
mining by fire would be preferable to every other mode of exploitation. It is even
certain, that on any supposition, the employment of gunpowder would not be practi-

cable for every part of the mine ; and if fuel came to fail, it would be requisite to

renounce the workings at Rammelsberg, although this mountain still contains a large

quantity of metals.

If in all mines the free circulation of air be an object of the highest importance,
we must perceive how indispensable it must be in every part of amine where the mode
of exploitation maintains the temperature of the air at 112"^ Fahr., when the workmen
return into it after the combustion of the piles, and in which besides it is necessary that
this combustion be effected with activity in their absence- But in consequence of the
extent and mutual ramifications of the workings, the number of the shafts, galleries,

and their diflFerences of level, the ventilation of the mine is in a manner spontaneously
maintained. The high temperature is peculiarly favourable to it. The aid of art
consists merely in placing some doors judiciously, which may be opened or shut at
pleasure, to carry on the circulation of the air.

In considering the Rammelsberg from its summit, which rises about 400 yards
above the town of Goslar, we observe, first, beds of slaty sandstone, which become
the more horizontal the nearer they approach to the sui-face. At about 160 yards
below the top level there occurs, in the bosom of the slaty greywacke, a powerful
stratum of shells impasted in a ferruginous sandstone. In descending towards the
face of the ore, the parallel stratification of the clay slate,

which forms its walls and roof, grows more and more
manifest. Here the slate is black, compact, and thinly
foliated. The inclination of the different beds of rock
is considerable. The substance of the workable mass
is copper and iron pyrites, along with sulphuret of lead,
accompanied by quartz, carbonate of lime, compact
sulphate of baryta, and occasionally grey copper
{fahlerz), sulphuret of zinc, and arsenical pyrites.
The ores are argentiferous and auriferous, but very

slightly so, especially as to the gold. It is the ores of
lead and copper which contain the silver, and in the lat-
ter the gold is found, but without its being well ascer-
tained in what mineral it is deposited. Sometimes the
copper occurs in the native state, or as copper of cemen-
tation. Beautiful crystals of sulphate of lime are found
in the old workings.

In figs. 1242, 1243, A b is the shaft of extraction
called the Kahnenkuhler ; n is the ventilation shaft,
called BreUlingerioettershacht ; p is the extraction
shaft, called Innier-schacht.

E F, is a new extraction-shaft, called Neuertreibschacht,
by which also the water is pumped up

; by a b, and e f.
the whole extraction and draining are carried on. The
ores are raised in these shafts to the level of the wag-
gon-gallery (galerie de roulage) i, by the whims 1, q,
provided with ropes and buckets. 1, 2, 3, '^,fig. 1242,
represent the positions of four water-wheels for work-
ing the whims

; the first two being employed in extract-
mg the ores, the last two in draining. The driving
stream is led to the wheel 1, alone the drift I; whence

^fthe/oVo^Srarn;^^ Thegeneralsystemofwovkingconsists
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1. The bed of ore is got at by the transverse galleries m, n, o, q, r, s, which brancl^

off from the extraction-shaft, and terminate at the wall of the main bed
;

2. Great vaults are scooped out at the level of the workings, by means of fire

;

3. The roofs of these vaults are progressively propped with mounds of rubbish
;

4. The ores thus detached, or by blasting with gunpowder, are theu collected;

5. Lastly, they are wheeled out to the day ; and washed near z.

Of the instruments and operations of subterranean mining.—It is by the aid of geo-

metry in the first place that the miner studies the situation of the mineral deposits, on
the surface and in the interior of the ground ; determines the several relations of the

veins and the rocks ; and becomes capable of directing the perforations towards a suit-

able end.

The instruments are, 1, the magnetic compass, which is employed to measure the

direction of a inetallic lode ; 2, the graduated semicircle which serves to measure the

inclination, which is also called the clinometer ; 3, the chain or cord for measuring

the distance of one point from another. 4, When the neighbourhood of iron renders

the use of the magnet uncertain, a plate or plane table is employed.

Leaving this description of foreign mining operations, we must briefly notice a few

practices in our own mines. In order to penetrate into the interior of the earth, and

to extract from it the objects of his toils, the miner has at his disposal several means,

which may be divided into three classes: 1, manual tools; 2, gunpowder; 3, y?re.

The tools used by the miners of Cornwall and Devonshire are the following :

Fig. 1244. The pick. It is a light tool, and somewhat varied in shape according

to circumstances. One side used as a hammer is called the poll, and is employed to

drive in the gads, or to loosen and detach prominences. The point is of steel, care-

fully tempered, and drawn under the hammer to the proper form. The French call

it pointerolle.

Fig. 1245. The gad. It is a wedge of steel, driven into crevices of rocks, or into

small openings made with the point of the pick.

Fig. 1246. The miner's shovel. It has a pointed form, to enable it to penetrate

among the coarse and hard fragments of the mine rubbish. Its handle being some-

what bent, a man's power may be conveniently applied without bending his body.

The blasting or shooting tools are :— a sledge or mallet, fig. 1247 ;
borer, fig. 1248 ;

claying bar, fig. 1249 ; needle or nail, fig. 1250
;
scraper, fig. 1251 ;

tamping bar, fig.

1252.

Besides these tools the miner requires a powder-horn ; he is supplied with safety

fuse (see Safety Fuse) ; tin cartridges for occasional use in wetground; now more

frequently is he supplied with Copeland's cartridges for this purpose.

The borer, fig. 1 248, is an iron bar tipped with steel, formed like a thick chisel, and

is used by one man holding it straight in the hole with constant rotation on its axis,

while another strikes the head of it with the iron sledge or mallet, ^gr. 1247. The hole

is cleared out from time to time by the scraper, fig. 1251, which is a flat iron rod

turned up at one end. If the ground be very wet, and the hole gets full of mud, it is

cleaned out by a stick bent at the end into a fibrous brush, called a srvab-stick.

Fig. 1253 represents the plan of blasting the rock, and a section of a hole ready for

firing. The hole must be rendered as dry as possible, which is effected very simply
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by filling it partly with tenacious clay, and then driving into it a tapering iron
rod, which nearly fills its calibre, called the clayiiig bar. This being forced in
with great violence, condenses the
clay into all the crevices of the rock,
and secures the dryness of the hole.

When the hole is dry, and the charge
of powder introduced, the nail, a
small taper rod of copper, is inserted
so as to reach the bottom of the hole,
which is now ready for tamping. Dif-
ferent substances are employed for
tamping, or cramming the hole, the
most usual one being any soft species
of rock free from siliceous or flinty

particles. Small quantities of it only
are introduced at a time, and rammed
very hard by the tamping-bar, -which is

'

held steadily by one man, and struck with a sledge by another. The hole being thus
filled, the nail is withdrawn by putting a bar through its eye, and striking it upwards
Thus a small perforation or vent is left for the safety fuse which communicates
the fare.

For conveying the fire, the large and long green rushes which grow in marshy
ground were formerly used m our mines, and are still used in quarries. A slit ismade in one side of the rush, along which the sharp end of a bit of stick is drawn
so as to extract the pith, when the skin of the rush closes again by its own elasticity.''
Ihis tube IS filled up with gunpowder, dropped into the vent-hole, and made steady
with a bit of clay. A paper smift, adjusted to burn a proper time, is then fixed tothe top of the rush-tube, and kindled, when the men of the mine retire to a safe
distance. The " safety fuse is now, however, almost universally employed

!i^fK
P""*'""

°f '^'^^ ''^^^^ ^« dislodged by the explosion, istha i^chided between A and b. The charge of powder is represented by the white

^alT^'V^" •
P 1° " '

^''"^ ^^^'^ P«^^* ^« the 4, the hole fiUed with

T^i"oJ •

' • "^'-^i
'^^^^y ^"^^ now supplies its place.

1254 IS an iron bucket, or, as it is called in Cornwall, a kibble, in which the ore

wr/ nnHf^' "^ll'^y
"'"'^^^^^ ^^"^'^ «^ -'^"'-i^'. sometimes worked by

Sold each STI^ °f sl^^et iron, andhold each about three hundred weight of ore: 120 kibbles are supposed to clear aS ^° P'"^^ '^ib^l^' inSs fixed on [hesides of the shafts are now used in the large and well conducted mSes

1255

Fig. \255 represents the wheelbarrow used under ground for convevino- nr«

aTa?rr i?r^
^^'^ ^^p^ thrs?^ss

it ^« ni^"!'"^"'
^^^t^'" ^ ^^'^ ^^t^'^*' ^i'l found accumulations of water-

tZ '^e^essary, therefore, to adopt measures to ensure its removal The JnX«
St is th. ?^

brought to the surface, necessarily undergo a prole of "dre^ W»that IS, the separation of the richer from the poorer portion For a fnll !of dressing machinery, &c., see Ore Dressing and wIter LginIV
ci,.ft

happens that the necessities of mining demand the ' oon«frn.f *hafts ,n places covered with water. Some years since a vZ extrLSn -v ^
"

""tthis kind was to be seen at the Wherry Mi'ne, near PenzancVwS'a :;Ld:r
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1256

•wood, rising through the sea, formed the entrance to a shaft sunk into the mine. In a

storm a ship ran against this timber structure and destroyed it.

M. Triger, engineer in the department of Maine and Loire, had the idea of making
a well in the very bed of the

Loire by means of compressed air.

A cylinder of thin \Ton,fi(j. 12.56,

served as a cutting machine, was
sunk into the alluvium; it was
separated into three compart-
ments by horizontal partitions.

The upper compartment re-

mained always open, the lower

compartment was the workshop,

and between them was the middle

one, which served as the chamber
of equilibrium, designed to be

put in communication with either

the compartment above or the

one below. The things being

so disposed, they forced into the

bottom compartment, air com-

pressed by a vapour machine

without intermission. This air

drove the water up a tube, of

which the lower part was buried

in the bottom of the excavation,

and of which the upper part was

^ raised above the cylinder. The
workmen were then able to pe-

netrate the first apartment and

open the second, which was af-

terwards hermetically closed,

and in which the air of ordinary

pressure was "put in communi-

cation with the compressed air

in the third. Having arrived in

the third compartment they ex-

cavate the sands, and cause the

machine to descend. As they

accumulate the sands excava-

ted in the middle compart-

ment thev have only to remove them by shutting the communication with the bottom

and openfng that of the top. A pressure sufficient to balance the extenor waters

was maintained during the work, without sensibly i°<=°-7<i";,g
l^o"

This ingenious proceeding has since received numerous appUcations. In fig \2o^,

is reprefented the apparatus as it was used by M. Triger at the bottom of the Lone

I^is evTdent that wells dug in the water-saturated earths must immediately be cased

that S to say covered with a casing of wood, solid and impermeable, which ,s able to

resist the infiltration and pressure of the waters at the same time.

A pSn similar to this was employed by Mr Brunei in tl- construction
^^^^^^^^

of the

piers^n the bed of the river Tamar, for the Royal Alb.rt bridge
f

^
^^^^^^^

MTNTNG FOR COAL. The processes of boring, by which it is ^^uai to oegin,

forTpurpose o? determining the'existence and depth of any bed or beds of coal,

^^S^S,$^tS^InSk^rSia. fi>r ^orkingcoal the

be encountered, is water, particularly in the first opening of a^fi^^^

from the surface of the adjacent country
;

^^^f-.f^^^^ rrtt\t ^ u^ial^^^^^^^ or crops^

may lie in one part of the basin, alwaysX' L basset e^le o^^^ is covered
o«, unless it be met by a ^^^P ^^^^^'j;;./,'^'^^, ^/wm^r^^^^^^ percolate downwards
with gravel or sand, any boay or sircam ui

roal-measures till arrested

throulh it, and fill up the porous -Jer^^^^^^^
and *oVfint~t1; to one corn-

by the face of a slip, ^l"^.;/^*^^/^^"^,"
.Ir b^^ considerable area, and require a

partment of the basin, which may, nowevei,

great power of drainage. .

j^j^^ ^ jp^el free coal

;

In reference to water, coal-fields are di^ i^ea ^ ^

coal-field or portion of it. is so

2 coal not level free. In the practice of mining, it a coai neia, or p
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situated abore the surface of the ocean that a level can be carried from that plane till

it intersects the coal, all the coal above the plane of intersection is said to be level
free ; but if a coal-field, though placed above the surface of the ocean, cannot, on
account of the expense, be drained by a level or gallery, such a coal-field is said to be
not level free.

Besides these general levels of drainage, there are subsidiary levels, called off-takes
or drifts, which discharge the water of a mine, not at the mouth of the pit, but at some
depth beneath the surface, where, from the form of the country, it may be run off level
free. From 20 to 30 fathoms off-take is an object of considerable economy in pump-
ing; but even less is often had recourse to; and when judiciously contrived, may serve
to intercept much of the crop water, and prevent it from getting down to the dip part
of the coal, where it would become a heavy load on a hydraulic or pumping engine.
Day levels were an object of primary importance with the early miners, who had

not the gigantic pumping power of the steam-engine at their command. Levels ought
to be no less than 4 feet wide, and from 5 feet and a half to 6 feet high : which is large
enough for carrying off water, and admitting workmen to make repairs and clear out
depositions. When a day-level, however, is to serve the double purpose of drainage,
and an outlet for coals, it should be at least 5 feet wide, with its bottom gutter for
drainage either covered over or open. In other instances a level not only carries off
the water from the colliery, but is converted into a canal for bearing boats loaded with
coals for the market. Some subterranean canals are nine feet wide, and twelve feet
high, with .5 feet depth of water.

If, in the progress of driving a level, workable coals are intersected before reaching
the seam which is the main object of the mining -adventure, an air-pit may be sunk
of such dimension as to serve for raising the coals. These air-pits do not in general
exceed 9 feet m diameter

; and they ought fo be always cylindrical Fiq 1257 repre-
sents a coal-field where the winning is made by a day-level ; a is the mouth of the
gallery on a level with the sea

; b,c, d e, are intersected coal-seams, to be drained by
the gallery. But the coals beneath this level must obviously be drained by pumpineA represents a coal-pit sunk on the coal e ; and if the gaUery be pushed forward the
coal-seams J, g, and any others which lie in that direction, will also be drained, and

1257 1258

then worked by the pit A. The chief obstacle to the execution of day-levels ispresented by quicksands m the alluvial cover, near the entrance of the galler^ fhebes expedient to be adopted amid this difiiculty is the following -.-Fiq lS"renre!sents the strata of a coal-field A, with the alluvial earth a, A, containfng the bed ofquicksand b The lower part, from which the gallery is r^qi^ired to bf carried tshown by the line B d But the quicksand makes it impossible to push forward th sday-level directly The pit b c must therefore be sunk through the quSnd bv
v^rT-l ".f P'^f described), and when the pit Ls descended a fewm r° ^i-y <irift may then be pushed forward to the pohirn

^^l^ P"*. ascertained by boring th^t the lo^^'head or bottom of the quicksand at f is a few yards hi^rhpr tinn fJ^f
mat tue rock-

small pit B. DuringA operation, all the wltefL'd r^nZ,Tjt^T% byZpit B
;
but whenever the shaft e d is brought into communication with f>,I^on ^ ^

water is allowed to fill it from c to d, and rise upS shaftftm itV /
ormce B. From the surface of the water in the^iep sh^ttc "a ^11^?^^':^'

f

the common dimensions, and pushed onwards till the coal sought af?er is i^nf^r£ t fIn this way no drainage level is lost. This kind of drainage gallery in the form Ja°J°7erted siphon, is called a drowned or a blind level.
^' °™

When a coal-basin is so .situated that it cannot be rendered level frp*. i,^^- •

niust be made by the aid of machinery. The engines ^ teS^teZl^ir^""!^drainage of coal mines are : -the water-wheel, tl^ water pressureTniSf «steam engine. See Water raising Machinery.
^

ine depth at which the coal is to be won. or to be drainprl of ™ro*
power of the engine to be applied, taking into acrouatS probabiroSntS^^ f

^

wh^h may be found, a circumstance whifh governs the diain^ete^ of ^hrwtlTng b^rS
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of the pumps. Experience has proved, that in opening collieries, even in new fields,

the water may generally be drawn ofif by pumps of from 10 to 20 inches diameter;
excepting where the strata are connected with rivers, sand-beds filled with water, or

marsh-lands. As feeders of water from rivers or sand-beds may be hindered from
descending coal-pits, the water proceeding from these sources need not be taken into

account ; and it is observed, in sinking shafts, that though the influx which cannot be

cat off from the mine, may be at first very great, even beyond the power of the engine

for a little while, yet as this excessive flow of water is frequently derived from the

drainage of fissures, it eventually becomes manageable. The pumping machinery of

a new colliery should be adequate to pump the water in 8 or 10 hours out of the 24.

In the course of years many water-logged fissures come to be cut by the workings,

and the coal seams get excavated towards the outcrop, so that a constant increase of

water ensues, and thus a colliery which has been long in operation, frequently

becomes heavily loaded with water, and requires the action of its hydraulic ma-
chinery both night and day.

Of Engine-pits.—In every winning of coal, the shape of the engine-pit deserves

much consideration. For shafts of moderate depth, many forms are in use ; as circular,

oval, square, octagonal, oblong rectangular, and oblong elliptical. In pits of incon-

siderable depth, and where the earthy cover is firm and dry, any shape deemed most

convenient may be preferred ; but in all deep shafts, no shape but the circular should

be admitted. Indeed, when the water-run requires to be stopped by tubbing or cribbing,

the circular is the only shape which presents a uniform resistance in every point to the

equable circumambient pressure. The elliptical form is the next best, when it deviates

little from the circle ; but even it has almost always given way to a considerable

pressure of water. The circular shape has the advantage, moreover, of strengthening

the shaft walls, and is less likely to suffer injury than other figures, should any failure

of the pillars left in working out the coal cause the shaft to be shaken by subsidence

of the strata. The smallest engine-pit should be

X261 1260 1259 ten feet in diameter, to admit of the pumps being

placed in the lesser segment, and the coals to be

raised in the larger one, as shown in Jig. 1259,
' which is called a double pit. If much work
is contemplated in drawing coals, particularly

if their masses be large, it would be advanta-

geous to make the pit more than 10 feet wide

When the area of a shaft is to be divided into three compartments, one for the

engine pumps, and two for raising coals, as in fig. 1260, which is denominated a triple

pit, it should be 12 feet in diameter. If it is to be divided into four compartments,

and made a quadrant shaft, as in ^gr. 1261 with one space for the pumps, and three for

ventilation and coal-drawing, the total circle should be 15 feet in diameter. These

dimensions are, however, governed by local circumstances, and by the daily discharge

of coals.
. . , .

If there is a large quantity of water to pump, it is most desirable to appropriate a

shaft exclusively for the purpose. Another shaft being used for raising coal, and as

an upcast for the ventilation of the mine.

When only one shaft is sank and divided by wood or stone partitions, the ventila-

tion of the mine is dependent upon these slight divisions of the shaft. If the parti-

tions of a shaft become injured or burnt, which has been the case with wood

partitions, the ventilation of the mine may suddenly be destroyed. Many lives have

been placed in great jeopardy by the burning of wood partitions, which has destroyed

the ventilation and prevented escape up the shaft.

The most approved arrangement of shafts for a large colliery yieldmg explosive

gas. and where water has to be pumped, is to sink a shaft for pumping, another for

raising coals, and a third for ventUation or upcast; at the bottom of which is kept

^The^shaft^^su'^ passes through the earthy cover, should be securely faced with

masonry of jointed ashler, having its joints accurately bevelled to the centre of the

Circle - ' c

When the alluvial cover is a soft mud, recourse must be had to the operation of

tubbing. A circular tub, of the requisite diameter, is made of planks from 2 to 3

inches thick, with the joints bevelled by the radius of the shaft, mside of which are

cribs of hard wood, placed from 2 to 4 feet asunder, as circumstances may require.

These cribs are constructed of the best heart of oak, sawn out of the natural curvature

of the wood, adapted to the radius, in segments from 4 to 6 feet long, from 8 to 0

inches in the bedfand 5 or 6 inches thick. The length of the tub is from 9 to 12

feet if the layer of mud have that thickness; but a succession of such tubs must be
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1262

set on each other, provided the body of mud be thicker. The first tub must have its

lower edge thinned all round, and shod with sharp iron. K the pit be previously se-

cured to a certain depth, the tub is made to pass within the cradling, and is lowered

down with tackles till it rests fair among the soft alluvium. It is then loaded with iron

weights at top, to cause it to sink down progressively as the mud is removed from its

interior. Should a single tub not reach the solid rock (sandstone or basalt), then

another of like construction is set on, and the gravitating force is transferred to the

top. Fig. 1262, represents a bed of quicksand resting on a bed of impervious clay,

that immediately covers the rock, a is a finished shaft ; a a, the quick-sand ; b b,

the excavation necessarily sloping much outwards ; c c, the lining of masonry ;

d d, the moating or puddle of clay, hard rammed in behind the stone-work, to render

the latter water-tight. In this case, the quick-

sand being thin in body, has been kept under

for a short period, by the hands of many men
scooping it rapidly away as it filled in. But
the most effectual method of passing through

beds of quicksand, is by means of cast-iron

cylinders ; called therefore, cast-iron tubbing.

When the pit has a small diameter, these tubs

are made about 4 feet high, with strong flanges

and bolt holes inside of the cylinder, and a counterfort ring at the neck of the
flange, with brackets : the first tub, however, has no flange at its lower edge,
but is rounded to facilitate its descent through the mud. Should the pit be of
large diameter, then the cylinders must be cast in segments of 3, 4, or more pieces,
joined together with inside vertical flanges, well jointed with oakum and white-lead.
When the sand-bed is thick, eighty feet, for instance, it is customary to divide that
length into three sets of cylinders, each thirty feet long, and so sized as to slide with-
in each other, like the eye tubes of a telescope. These cylinders are pressed down by
heavy weights, taking care to keep the lower part always further down than the top
of the quicksand, where the men are at work with their shovels, and where the bottom
of the pumps hangs for withdrawing the surface water.
The engine pit being secured, the process of sinking through the rock is ready to be

commenced, as soon as the divisions of the pit formed of carpentry, called brattices
are made. In common practice, and where great tightness of joining is not required,'
for ventilating imflammable air, bars of wood called buntons, about 6 inches thick,'
and 9 deep, are fixed in a horizontal position across the pit, at distances from each
other of 10, 20, or 30 feet, according to circumstances. Being all ranged in the same
vertical plane, deals an inch and a half thick are nailed to them, with their joints
perfectly close ; one half of the breadth of a bunton being covered by the ends of the
deals. In deep pits, where the ventilation is to be conducted through
the brattice, the side of the buntons next the pumps is covered with
deals in the same way, and the joints are rendered secure by being
caulked with oakum. Fillets of wood are also fixed all the way down
on each side of the brattice, constituting what is called a double pit.
When a shaft is to have 3 compartments, it requires more care to

form the brattice, as none of the buntons stretch across the whole
space, but merely meet near the middle, and join at certain angles with
each pther. As the buntons must therefore sustain each other, on the
principle of the arch, they are not laid in a horizontal plane, but have a
rise from the sides towards the place of junction of 8 or 9 inches
and are bound together by a three-tongued iron strap. Fillets of wood
are carried down the whole depth, not merely at the joinings of the
brattice with the sides of the pit, but also at their central place of union •

while wooden pillars connect the centre of each set of bimtons with
those above and below. Thus the carpentry work acquires sufficient
strength and stiffness.

In quadrant shafts the buntons cross each other towards the middle
of the pit, and are generally let into each other about an inch, instead of
bemg half-checked. Fig. 1259 is a double shaft : a, the pump pit •

B, the pit for raising coal. Fig. 1260 is a triple shaft ; in which a is
the pump compartment; b and c are coal pits. Fig. 1261 is a quad-
rant shaft

: A, the pump pit ; b, pit for ventilation or upcast for thesmoke ; c and d, pits for raising coals.
Whenever the shaft is sunk so low that the engine is needed to remove the water, the first set of pumps may be let down, by the method

represented m fig. 1263 ; where a is the pump ; a a, strone ears ihv^Lh v.- ,

the iron rods connected with the spears% c e.'are thVlashini^I'cf. The tg^^^^^

1263

spears b b

2

c c.
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pump
; e, the hoggar ; //, the tackles ; g g, the single pulleys ; h h, the tackle fold

leading to the capstans ; and i, the pump-spears. By this mechanical arrangement
the pumps are sunk in the most gradual manner, and of their own accord, so to speak,
as the pit descends. To the arms of the capstans, sledges are fastened with ropes or
chains ; the sledges are loaded with weights, as counterpoises to the weight of the
column of pumps, and when additional pumps are joined in, more weight is laid on the
sledges. As the sinking set of pumps is constantly descending, and the point for the
delivery of the water above always varying, a pipe, of equal diameter with the pumps,
and about 1 1 feet long, but much lighter in metal, is attached to e, and is terminated
by a hose of leather, of sufficient length to reach the cistern where the water is deli-
vered. This is called the hoggar-pipe. In sinking, a vast quantity of air enters with
the water, at every stroke of the engine ; and therefore the lifting stroke should be
very slow, and a momentary stop should take place before the returning stroke, to
suffer all the air to escape. As the working barrels are generally 9 or 10 feet long,

and the full stroke of the engine from 7 to 8 feet, when at regular work, it is customary
to diminish the length of stroke, in sinking, to about 6 feet

; because, while the pumps
are constantly getting lower, the bucket in the working barrel has its working range
progressively higher.

Another method of suspending the pumps in the sinking shaft, in the place of the
ropes and blocks, is by two powerfvd iron screws about 1 5 feet in length, which are sup-
ported at the top of the shaft by strong beams of timber. As the shaft is sunk, the
pumps are lowered by the screws ; when lowered sufficient for a pump 9 feet in

length, the pumps are securely fastened, while the screws are detached and screwed
up ready for again lowering the pumps as the shaft is sunk.

The water obtained in sinking through the successive strata is, in ordinary cases,

conducted down the walls of the shaft ; and if the strata are compact, a spiral groove
is cut down the sides of the shaft, and when it can hold no more, the water is drawn
off in a spout to the nearest pump-cistern ; or a perpendicular groove is cut in the

side of the shaft, and a square box-pipe either sunk in it, flush with the sides of the

pit, or it is covered with deal boards well fitted over the cavity. Similar spiral rings

are formed in succession downwards, which collect the trickling streams, and conduct

them into the nearest cistern ; or rings, made of wood or cast iron, are inserted flush

with the sides of the pipe ; and the water is led from one ring to another, through

perpendicular pipes, until the undermost ring is full, when it delivers its water into

the nearest pump-cistern. Keeping the shaft dry is very important to the comfort of

the miners, and the durability of the work.

When an engine shaft happens to pass through a great many beds of coal, a gallery

a few yards long is sometimes driven into each coal-seam, and a bore then put down

from one coal to another, so that the water of each may pass down through these

bores to the pump-cisterns. The water is more frequently taken down the shaft in

pipes to the nearest cistern.

While a deep pit is sinking, a register is kept of every part of the excavations, and

each feeder of water is measured daily, to ascertain its rate of discharge, and whether

it increases or abates. The mode of measurement is by noting the time, with a

seconds watch, in which a cistern of 40 or 50 gallons gets filled. There are modes

of keeping back or stopping up these feeders ; by plank tubbing ; iron tubbing ;
and

by oak cribs, hetjig. 1264 represent the sinking of a shaft through a variety of

strata, having a top cover of sand, with much
water resting on the rock summit. Each plane

of the coal measure rises in a certain direction

till it meets the alluvial cover. Hence the pres-

sure of the water at the bottom of the tubbing

that rests on the summit of the rock, is as the

depth of water in the superficial alluvium ; and

if a stratum a afi"ords a great body of water,

while the superjacent stratum b, and the subjacent c, are impervious to water
;

if the

porous bed a be 12 feet thick, while no water occurs in the strata passed through

from the rock head, until the depth (supposed to be 50 fathoms from the surface of

the water in the cover) ; in this case, the tubbing or cribbmg must sustain the sum

of the two water pressures, or 62 fathoms ; since the stratum a meets the alluvial

cover at d, the fountain head of all the water that occurs m smkmg. Thus we

perceive, that though no water-feeder of any magnitude should present itself till

the shaft had been sunk 100 fathoms; if this water required to be stopped up or

tubbed off through the breadth of a stratum only 3 feet thick, the tubbing would

need to have a strength to resist 100 fathoms of water -pressure, lor though the

water at first oozes merely in discontinuous particles through the open pores ot the

sands and sandstones, yet it soon fills them up, like a myriad of tubes, which transfer

1264
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to the bottom the total weight of the hydrostatic column of 100 fathoms ; and ex-

perience shows, as we have ah'eady stated, that whatever water occurs m coal-pits,

or in mines, generally speaking, proceeds from the surface of the ground. Hence, if

the cover be an impervious bed of clay, very little water will be met with among the

strata, in comparison of what would be found under sand.

When several fathoms of the strata must be tubbed, in order to stop up the -water-

flow, the shaft must be widened regularly to admit the kind of tubbing that is to be
inserted ; the greatest width being needed for plank-tubbing, and the least for iron-

tubbing. Fig. 1265 represents a shaft excavated for plank-tubbing, where a, a, a are
the impervious strata, b, b the porous beds water-logged, and c, c the \2^5
bottom of the excavation, made level and perfectly smooth with
mason-chisels. The same precautions are taken in working off the
upper part ofthe excavation d, d. In this operation, three kinds ofcribs
are employed ; called wedging, spiking, and main cribs. Besides the
stout plank for making the tub, a (Quantity of well seasoned and clean
reeded deal is required for forming the joints ; called sheeting
deal by the workmen. This sheeting deal is always applied in pieces laid endwise,
with the end of the fibres towards the area of the pit. Since much of the security
from water depends on the tightness of the tub at its jointiug with the rock, several
plans have been contrired to effect this object ; the most approved being represented
mfig. 1266. To make room for the lower wedging crib, the recess is exca- jg«„
vated a few inches wider, as at c ; and from b to c, sheeting deals are laid all

round the circle, or a thin stratum of oakum is introduced. On this the
wedging crib d is applied, and neatly jointed in the radius-line of the pit,

each segment being drawn exactly to the circle : and at each of its segments
sheeting deal is inserted. This wedging crib must be 10 inches in the bed,
and 6 inches deep. The -vacuity e, at the back of the crib, about 2 and a half
inches wide, is filled with pieces of dry clean reeded deal, inserted endwise

;

which is regularly wedged with one set of wedges all round, and then with a
second and a third set of wedges, in the same regular style, to keep the crib
in a truly circular posture. By this process, well executed, no water can
pass downwards by the back of the crib. The next operation is to fix spiking
cribs/, to the rock, about 10 or 12 feet from the lower crib, according to the
length of the planks to be used for the tubs. They must be set fair to the
sweep of the shaft, as on them its true circular figure depends. The tubbing deals k,
must now be fixed. They are 3 inches thick, 6 broad, and planed on all sides, with
the jomts accurately worked to the proper bevel for the circle of the pit. The' main
cribs g, g, are then to be placed as counterforts, for the support and strength of the
tubbmg. The upper ends of the first set of tub-planks being cut square and level aU
roimd the second spikiug crib I, is fixed, and another set of tubbing deals put round
like the former, having sheeting deal inserted betwixt the ends of the two sets at f.When this is wedged, the cribs h, h, are placed.
Oak cribbing is made with pieces of the best oak, from 3 to 4 feet long 10 inches in

the bed, and 7 or 8 inches deep.
The third mode of tubbing, by means of iron cylinders cast in segments, now

supersedes the wooden tubbing, from the great reduction in the price of ironand Its superior strength and durability. Each segment is adjusted piece to niece
in the circular recess of the pit cut out for their reception. The flange for the

wTJ'^Ti"!J^^ ^T"^^
inwards. In late improvements of this plan, executed

D} Mr. Buddie, where the pressure amounted to several hundred feet, the seementswere 6 feet long, 2 feet broad, and an inch thick, counterforted with ribs or raisedwork on the back; the lip of the flange was strong, and supported by bracketsThese segments of the iron cylinder are set true to the radius of the pit ;^and everyhorizontal and perpendicular joint is made tight with a layer of sheeting deal Awedging crib IS fixed at the bottom, and the segments are built up regularly withjmnts like ashlar-work. This kind of tubbing can be carried to any height till thewater finds an outlet at the surface, or till strata containing water can be tubbed off asby the naodes of tubbing already described. A shaft finished in this manner presentsa smooth hniDg-wall of iron, the flanges being turned towards the outside of thecylinders. In this iron tubbing, no screw bolts are needed for joining the segmentstogether; as they are packed hard within the pit, like the staves of a task
^^""^^

. "^^'S^* °[ ^^'^ hydrostatic column is not the only pressure to which the tubhino-
^ exposed. There is the pressure from accumulated carburetted hydroVen laswhich considerably exceeds the water pressure. If the tubbing in deep shafts wasput in without pressure pipes, it would be liable to be fractured by great nressnrPfrom gas. The pressure pipes are usually fixed to each length ofTubbin;^
taps or cocks are first screwed into the tubbing, and malleaSe^S>n pi'pt^?f^^'7°f

SI 3
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2 inches m diameter are fixed to the tops and carried up to the surface; and in many
cases a continual overflow of gas and water issues. By these means the tubbing is
only subject to the pressure due to the hydrostatic column.

Before tubbing a shaft, it is necessary to ascertain whether the strata containing
water is likely to be dislocated, so as to let down the water by working the coal
away

; in such a case, tubbing the shaft is unnecessary. The judgment of the rain-
ing engineer must decide about this.

When a porous thin bed or parting betwixt two impervious strata, gives out much
water, or when the fissures of the strata, called cutters, are very leaky, the water can

1267 completely stopped up by the improved process of wedging. The fissure
is cut open with chisels, to a width of two, and a depth of seven inches, as
represented in fig. 1267. The lips being rounded off about an inch and a
half, pieces of clean deal are then driven in, whose face projects no further
than the contour of the lips, when the whole is firmly wedged, till the water
is entirely stopped. By sloping back the edges of the fissures, and wedging

back from the face of the stone, it is not liable to burst or crack off in the operation,
as took place in the old way, of driving in the wedge directly.

Working of Coal.

A stratum, bed, or seam of coal, is not a solid mass, of uniform texture, nor al-

ways of homogeneous quality in burning. It is often divided and intersected, with its

concomitant strata, by what are named partings, backs, cutters, reeds, or ends. Besides
the chiefpartings at the roofand pavement of the coal seam, there are subordinate lines

of parting in the coal mass, parallel to these, of variable dimensions. These divisions

are delineated in fig. 1268, where A, b, c, d, e f g d, represent a portion of a bed of
coal, the parallelogram a b d c the parting at the roof, and e f o the parting at the
pavement

;
ab,bc, d e, and ef, are the subordinate or intermediate partings ; g k, i k,

^ m, the backs ; o p, p q, r s, s t, u v, and v w, the cutters. It is thus manifest that a

oed of coal, according to the number of these natural divisions, is subdivided into solid

figures of various dimensions, and of a cubical or rhomboidal shape.

When the engine-pit is sunk, and the lodgement formed, a heading or drift is then

made in the coal to the rise of the field, or a cropping from the engine-pit to the se-

cond pit. This heading may be 6 or 8 feet wide, and carried either in a line directly

to the pit bottom, or at right angles to the backs or web of the coal, until it is on a line

with the pit, where the heading is set off, upon one side, to the pit bottom. This

heading is carried as nearly parallel to the backs as possible, till the pit is gained.

Fig. 1269 represents this mining operation, a is the engine-pit, b, the second or

bye-pit. a c, the gallery or heading driven at right angles to the backs, c b, the

gallery set off to the right hand, parallel to the backs. The next step is to drive the

main levels from the engine-pit bottom. In this business the best colliers are always

employed, as the object is to drive the gallery in a truly level direction, independently

of all sinkings or risings of the pavement. For coal seams of ordinary thickness, this

gallery is usually not more than 6 feet wide ;
observing to have on the dip side of the

level a small quantity of water, like that of a gutter, so as to guide the workmen in

driving the level. When the level is driven correctly, with the proper depth of water,

it is said to have dead water at the face. In this operation, therefore, the miner pays

no regard to the backs or cutters of the coal ; but is guided in his line of direction

entirely by the water-level, which he must attend to solely, without regard to slips or

dislocations of the strata throwing the coal up or down. In the last figure, the coal-field

is a portion of a basin ; so that if the shape be uniform and unbroken, and if any point

be assumed on the dip ofthe crop, as d, the level lines from that point will be parallel to

the line of crop, as d e, d p, and the levels from any point, whatever the dip or incli-

nation of strata, will be also parallel to these; and hence, were the coal-field an entire

elliptical basin, the dip-head levels carried from any point would be elliptical, and parallel

to the crop. If, as is more commonly the case, the coal-field be merely a portion of a

basin, formed by a slip of the strata, as represented iufig. 1270, where a, a, a, is the

crop and A b, a slip of great magnitude, forming another coal-field on the side c, then
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the crop not only meets the alluvial cover, but is cut off by the slip at a and at b.

Should any point, therefore, be assigned for an engine-pit, the levels from it will

proceed in a line parallel to the crop, as d <f, D c, and the

level on both sides of the engine-pit will be also cut off by
the slip A B. In this figure, the part included between the

two curve lines, is the breadth or breast of coal-field won by ^ c a
the engine-pit D ; what is not included, is termed the under-dip coal, and can be
worked only by one or more new winnings towards the dip, according to circum-

stances.

In British practice, there are four different systems of working coal-mines :
—

1. Working with pillars and rooms or boards, styled post and stall, where the pillars

left, bear such proportion to the coal excavated, as is just adequate to the support of

the incumbent strata.

2. Working with post and stall, where the pillars are left of an extra size, and
stronger than may be requisite for bearing the superior strata, with the intention of re-

moving a considerable portion of each massive pillar, whenever the regular working of
post and stall has been finished in the colliery.

3. Working with post and stall, or with comparatively narrow rooms or boards,
whereby an uncommonly large proportion of coal is left, with the view ofworking back
towards the pits, whenever the colliery is worked in this manner to the extent ofthe coal-

field, and then taking away every pillar completely, ifpossible, and allowing the whole
superincumbent strata to crush down, and follow the miners in their retreat.

4. Working the long way, being the Shropshire and Derbyshire method; which
leaves no pillars, but takes out all the coal progressively as the workings advance. On
this plan, the incumbent strata crush down, creeping very close to the heads of the
miners.

The post and stall system is practised with coals of every thickness. The long work
method is adopted generally with thin coals ; for when the thickness exceeds 6 or 7
feet, and there is only little refuse made in excavating the coal to cart into the exca-
vated part, this mode has been found impracticable.
The following considerations must be had in view in establishing a coal-mine : —
1. The lowest coal stratum of the winning should be worked in such a manner as

not to injure the working or the value of the upper coals of the field ; but if this can-
not be done, the upper coals should be worked in the first place. There are, how-
ever, cases where an upper seam of coal can be worked more advantageously by
working a lower seam first on the long wall method.

2. The coals must be examined as to texture, hardness, softness, the number and
openness of the backs and cutters.

3. The nature of the pavement of the coal seam, particularly as to hardness and soft-
ness ; and if soft, to what depth it may be so.

4. The nature of the roof of the coal-seam, whether compact, firm, and strong ; or
weak and liable to fall ; as also the nature of the superincumbent strata.

5. The nature of the alluvial cover of the ground, as to water, quicksands, &c.
6. The situation of rivers, lakes, or marshes, particularly if any be near the outcrop

of the coal strata.

7. The situation of towns, villages, and mansion-houses, upon a coal-field, as to the
chance of their being injured by any particular mode of mining the coal.

Mr. Bald gives the following general rules for determinmg the best mode of work-mg coal by post and stall :—
" 1. If the coal, pavement, and roof are of ordinary hardness, the pillars and roomsmay be proportioned to each other, corresponding to the depth of superincumbent

strata, providing all the coal proposed to be wrought is taken awar by the first workinff
as m the first system

; but if the pillars are to be winged or partially worked after-
wards, they must be left of an extra strength, as in the second system
"2 If the pavement is soft, and the coal and roof strong, pillars of an extra size

must be left, to prevent the pillars sinking into the pavement, and producing a creep
" -"i- If the coal is very soft, or has numerous open backs and cutters, the pillars must

be left of an extra size, otherwise the pressure of the superincumbent strata will make
the pillars fly or break off at the backs and cutters, the result of which would be a total
destruction of the pillars, termed a crush or sit, in which the roof sinks to the navp
ment, and closes up the work.

ia»c-

" 4 If the roof is very bad, and of a soft texture, pillars of an extra size are requiredand the rooms or boards comparatively very narrow. ^ '

" In short, keeping in view all the circumstances, it may be stated generallv thatwhen the coal pavement, and roof are good, any of the systems before mentioned mavbe pursued in the working
; but if they are soft, the plan is to work with rooms oi lmoderate width, and with pillars of great extra strength, by which thigreater part of
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the coal may be got out at the last of the work, when the miners retreat to the pit hot-torn, and there finish the workings of a pit."

^

Fig. 127
1 represents the effects of pillars sinking into the pave-

ment, and producmg a creep; and^^. 1272 exhibits large pillars
and a room, with the roof stratum bending down before it falls at
a. 1 hns the roads will be shut up, the air-courses destroyed, and the
whole economy of the mining operations deranged.

•
^¥''^^P«'"tf''0"i the Select Committee ofthe House of Lords,

appointed to take into consideration the state of the coal trade in the United Kingdom "
printed in June 1829, under the head ofMr. Buddie's evidence, we have an excellent de-

1271

12721

J

scription of the nature and progress
preceding account. The annexed

of creeps, which we have adverted to in the
1273, exhibits the creep in all its progressive

1.

2.

3.

4.

First stage of active creep.
Second do.

Third do.

Fourth do.

5. The metal ridge closed, and the creep
beginning to settle.

6. The creep settled, the metal ridgesbeing
closely compressed, and supporting the roof.

stages, from its commencement until it has completely closed all the workings, and
crushed the pillars of coal. The section of the figures supposes us standing on the
level of the different galleries which are opened in the seam. The black is the coal
pillars between each gallery ; when these are weakened too much, or, in other words,
when their bases become too narrow for the pavement below, by the pressure of the
incumbent stratification, they sink down into the pavement, and the first appearance
is a little curvature in the bottom of each gallery: that is the first symptom obvious
to sight ; but it may generally be heard before It is seen. The next stage is when
the pavement begins to open with a crack longitudinally. The next stage is when
that crack is completed, and it assumes the shape of a metal ridge. The next is when
the metal ridge reaches the roof. The next stage is when the peak of the metal
ridge becomes flattened by pressure, and forced into a horizontal direction, and
becomes quite close

;
just at this moment the coal pillars begin to sustain part of the

pressure. The next is when the coal pillars take part of the pressure. The last
stage is when it is dead aud settled; that is, when the metal or factitious ridge,
formed by the sinking of the pillar into the pavement, bears, in common with the
pillars of coal on each side, the full pressure, and the coal becomes crushed or
cracked, and can be no longer worked, except by a very expensive and dangerous
process.

The proportion of coal worked out, to that left in the pillars, when all the coal in-

tended to be removed is taken out at the first working, varies from four-fifths to two-
thirds ; but as the loss of even one-third of the whole area of coal is far too much,
the better mode of working suggested in the third system ought to be adopted.
The proportion of a winning to be worked may be thus calculated. Let fig. 1274

be a small portion of the pillars, rooms, and thirlings formed in a coal-

field
; a, a, are two rooms

;
b, the pillars ; c, the thirlings (or area

worked out). Suppose the rooms to be 1 2 feet wide, the thirlings to

be the same, and the pillars 12 feet on each side ; adding the face of the

pillar to the width of the room, the sum is 24 ; and also the end of the

pillar to the width of the thirling, the sum is likewise 24 : then 24 x 24
= 576 ; and the area of the pillar is 12 x 12 = 144 ; and as .576 divided

by 144, gives 4 for a quotient, the result is, that one -fourth of the

pillars, and three-fourths extracted. Let d, e,f,g, be one winning, and

g, e, k, h, another. By inspecting the figure, we perceive the work-
ings of a coal-field are resolved into quadrangular areas, having a

pillar situated in one of the angles.

In forming the pillars and carrying forwards the boards with re-

gularity, especially where the backs and cutters are very distinct and

numerous, it is of importance to work the rooms at right angles to the

backs, and the thirlings in the direction of the cutters, however ob-

lique these may be to the backs, as the rooms are by this means con-

ducted with the greatest regularity with regard to each other, kept

equidistant, and the pillars are strongest under a given area. At the

same time, however, it seldom happens that a back or cutter occurs exactly at the place

1274
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1276

where a pillar is formed ; but this is of no consequence, as the shearing or cutting

made by the miner ought to be in a line parallel to the backs and cutters. It frequently

happens that the dip-head level intersects the cutters in its progress at a very oblique

angle. In this case, when rooms and pillars are set off, the face of the pillar and

width of the room must be measured off an extra breadth in proportion to the ob-

liquity, as in Jig. 1275. By neglect of this rule, much confusion and irregular work

is often produced. It is, moreover, proper to make the first set of pillars next the

dip-head level much stronger, even where there is no obliquity, in order to protect

that level from being injured by any accidental crush of the strata.

We shall now explain the different systems of working, one of the simplest of which

is shown in ^g-. 1276 ; where A represents the engine-pit, B the bye-pit, c d the dip-head

levels, always carried in advance of the rooms,

and E the rise or crop gallery, also carried in ad-

vance. These galleries not only open out the

work for the miners in the coal-bed, but, being

in advance, afford sufficient time for any requisite

operation, should the mines be obstructed by

dikes or hitches. In the example before us, the

rooms or boards are worked from the dip to the

crop ; the leading rooms, or those most in ad-

vance, are on each side of the crop gallery e ; all

the other rooms follow in succession, as shown
in the figure

;
consequently, as the rooms ad-

vance to the crop, additional rooms are begun
at the dip-head level, towards c and d. Should

the coal work better in a level-course direction, then the level rooms are next the dip-

head level, and the other rooms follow in succession. Hence the rooms are carried to

the crop or rise in the one case, till the coal is cropped out, or is no longer workable
;

and in the other, they are extended as far as the extremity of the dip-head level, which
is finally cut off, either by a dike or slip, or by the boundary of the coal-field.

Fig. 1277 represents a part of a colliery laid out in four panels, according to the
improved method of the north of England. To render it as distinct as possible, the line

of the boards is at right angles with the dip-head level, or level course of the coal. A is

the engine-shaft, divided into three compartments, an engine-pit and two coal-pits, like

Jig. 1260. One of the coal pits is the down-cast, by which the atmospheric air is drawn
down to ventilate the works ; the other coal-pit is the up-cast shaft, at whose bottom
the furnace for rarefying the air is placed, b c, is the dip-head level; A e, the rise or
crop gallery

;
k, k, the panel walls

; F, g, are two panels completed as to the first

work ; D, is a panel, with the rooms a, a, a, in regular progress to the rise
;
h, is a

0 EM

@ @ ^ @ ^
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panel fully worked out, whence nearly all the coal has been extracted • the loss
amounting in general to no more than a tenth, instead of a third, or even a half by the
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old method. By this plan of Mr. Buddie's, also, the pillars of a panel may be worked
out at any time most suitable for the economy of the mining operation.

In Mr. Buddie's system the pillars are very large, and the rooms or boards narrow

;

the pillars being in general 12 yards broad, and 24 yards long ; the boards 4 yards
wide, and the walls or thirlings cut through the pillars from one board to another, only
5 feet wide, for the purpose of ventilation. In the figure, the rooms are represented as
proceeding from the dip to the crop, and the panel walls act as barriers thrown round
the area of the panel, to prevent the weight of the superincumbent strata from over-
running the adjoining panels. Again, when the pillars of a panel are to be worked, one
range of pillars, as at i (in n), is first attacked ; and as the workmen cut away the furthest
pillars, columns of prop-wood are erected betwixt the pavement and the roof, within a
few feet of each other (as shown by the dots), till an area of above 100 square yards is

cleared of pillars, presenting a body of strata perhaps 130 fathoms thick, suspended
clear and without support, except at the line of the surrounding pillars. This operation
is termed working the goaf. The only use of the prop-wood is to prevent the stratum,
which forms the ceiling over the workmen's heads, from falling down and killing them
by its splintery fragments. Experience has proved, that before proceeding to take away
another set of pillars, it is necessary to allow the last-made goaff to fall. The workmen
then begin to draw out the props, which is a most hazardous employment. They begin
at the more remote props, and knock them down one after another, retreating quickly
under the protection of the remaining props. Meanwhile the roof-stratum begins to

break by the sides of the pillars, and falls down in immense pieces ; while the workmen
still persevere, boldly drawing and retreating till every prop is removed. Nay, should
any props be so firmly fixed by the top pressure, that they will not give way to the blows
of heavy mauls, they are cut through with axes ; the workmen making a point of honour
to leave not a single prop in the goaf. If any props are left in the goaf it causes an
irregular subsidence of the strata, and throws more pressure on the adjacent pillars.

The miners next proceed to cut away the pillars nearest to the sides of the goaf, set-

ting prop-wood, then drawing it, and retiring as before, until every panel is removed,

excepting small portions of pillars which require to be left under dangerous stones to

protect the retreat of the workmen. "While this operation is going forward, and the

goaf extending, the superincumbent strata being exposed without support over a large

area, break progressively higher up ; and when strong beds of sandstone are thus

giving way, the noise of the rending rocks is very peculiar and terrific ; at one time

loud and sharp, at another hollow and deep.

As the pillars of the panels are taken away, the panel walls are also worked pro-

gressively backwards to the pit bottom; so that only a very small proportion of coal

is eventually lost.

The fourth system of working coal, is called the long way, the long-wall, or the

Shropshire and Derbyshire method.

The object of this system, is to begin at the pit-bottom, and to cut away at once

every inch of coal progressively forward, and to allow the whole superincumbent strata

to crush down behind and over the heads of the workmen. This plan is pursued

chiefly with coals that are thin, from 4 to 5 feet being reckoned the most favourable

thickness for proceeding with comfort, amidst ordinary circumstances, as to roof,

pavement, &c. When a pit is opened on a coal to be treated by this method,

the position of the coals above the lowest seam sunk to, must first be considered;

if the coal beds be contiguous, it will be proper to work the upper one first, and

the rest in succession downwards; but if they are 8 fathoms or more apart, with

strata of strong texture betwixt them, the working

of the lower coals in the first place will do no injury

to that of the upper coals, except breaking them,

perhaps, a little. In many instances, indeed, by

this operation on a lower coal, upper coals are

rendered more easily worked.

When the operation is commenced by working on

the long wall plan, the dip-head levels are driven in

the usual manner, and very large bottom pillars are

formed, as represented in fig. 1278. Along the rise

side of the dip-head level, chains of wall, or long

pillars, are also made, from 8 to 10 yards and upwards

in breadth, and only mined through occasionally, for

the sake of ventilation, or offorming new roads. In

other cases no pillars are left upon the rise side of the

level; but, instead of them, buildings of stone are reared, 4 feet broad at the base, and

9 on 0 feet from the deep side of the level. Though the roads are made 9 feet wide at

1278
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first, they are reduced to half that width after the full pressure of the strata is upon

them. Whenever these points are secured, the operation of cutting away the whole

body of the coal begins. The place where the coal is removed, is named the gobb or

waste ; and gobbin, or gobb-stuflp, is stones or rubbish taken away from the coal,

pavement, or roof, to fill up that excavation as much as possible, in order to prevent

the crush of superincumbent strata from causing heavy falls, or following the work-

men too fast in their descent. Coals mined in this manner work most easily accord-

ing to the way in which the widest backs and cutters are ; and therefore, in the

Shropshire mode, the walls stand sometimes in one direction, and sometimes in an-

other ; the mine always turning out the best coals when the open backs and cutters

face the workmen. As roads must be maintained through the gob or goaf to the

working face, pillars of stone, called packs, are formed along each side of the road of

several feet in width ; and the strata over head along this road, is blasted down of

sufficient height, so that when the superincumbent strata have sunk, there may be

ample height to convey the coals with ponies. In many cases these roads are 6 to 7

feet high, and seldom less than 4 feet. In some coal fields stone cannot be got in the

mine to build the road pillars or packs; but a substitute is found in cord wood, which
is formed into a pillar on each side of the road by building it up, and making it as

solid as possible with small coal and other small refuse. The pressure of the strata

soon makes this a very compact pillar. This method is common in the Leicestershire

coal field.

There are two principal modifications of the long wall plan. The first, or the

original system, was to open out the wall round the pit-bottom
;
and, as the wall face

extended, to set off main roads and branches, very like the branches of a tree. These
roads were so distributed, that between the ends of any two branches there should be
a distance of 30 or 40 yards, as might be most convenient (see fig. 1278). Each space
of coal betwixt the roads is called a wall ; and one half of the coals produced from
each wall is carried to the one road, and the other half to the other road. This is a
great convenience when the roof is bad ; and hence a distance of only 20 yards
betwixt the roads is in many instances preferred. In fig. 1278, a represents the
shaft ; B B, the wall-face

; a, the dip-head level ; b, the roads, from 20 to 40 yards
asunder

; c, the gobb or waste, with buildings along the sides of the roads ; and d, the
pillars.

The other plan is represented in fig. 1279, where a shows the pit, with the
bottom pillars

;
b, the dip-head levels ; c, the olF-break from the level, where no

pillars are left ; d, the off-break, where pillars re-
main to secure the level. All roads are protected
in the sides by stone buildings, if they can be had,
laid off 9 feet wide. After the crush settles, the
roads generally remain permanently good, and can,
in many cases, be travelled through as easily 50 years
after they have been made as at the first." Should
stones not be forthcoming, coals must be substituted,
which are built about 20 inches in the base. In this method, the roads are likewise
from 20 to 40 yards apart; but instead of ramifying, they are arranged parallel to each
other. The miners secure the waste by gobbing ; and three rows of props are carried
forwards next the wall faces a, with pillars of stone or of coal reared betwixt them.
This mode has a more regular appearance than the other; though it is not so gene-
rally practised in Shropshire as in Derbyshire.

In the post and stall system, each man has his own room, and perforins all the
labour of it

;
but in that of Shropshire, there is a division of labour among the work-

men, who are generally divided into three companies. The first set curves holes or
pools the coal along the whole line of walls, laying in or pooling at least 3 feet, and
frequently 45 mches, or 5 quarters, as it is called. These men are named holers. As
the crush is constantly following them, and impending over their heads, causing fre-
quent falls of coal, they plant props of wood for their protection at regular distances
in an oblique direction between the pavement and wall face, called spragging. Indeed
as a further precaution, staples of coal, about 10 inches square, are left at every 6 or 8
yards, till the line of holing or curving is completed. The walls are then marked off
into spaces of from 6 to 8 yards in length ; and at each space a shearing or vertical
cut is made, as deep as the holing

; and when this is done, the holer's work is finished
1 he set who succeed the holers, are called getters. These commence their operations
at the centre of the wall divisions, and drive out the gibbs, or sprags, and stanles

coab nr "^f ^^Ht ^i'°°f T\ ''"'^ ^''^^ progressively lach division ofcoal
,
or If the roof be hard-bound, the coal is blown down with gunpowder. Whenthe roof has a good parting, the coals will frequently fall down the moment the gibbs
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are struck
; -which makes the work very easy. The getters are relieved in their turn

by the third set, named butty-men, who break down the coals into pieces of a proper
size for sending up the shaft, and take charge of turning out the coal from the wall
face to the ends of the roads. This being done, they build up the stone pillars, fill up
the gob set the trees, or props, clear the wall faces of all obstructions, set the gibbs.
and make every thing clear and open for the holers to resume their work. If the roads
are to be heightened by taking down the roof, or removing the pavement, these butty-
men do this work also, building forwards the sides of the roads, and securing them
with the requisite props. When a coal has a following or roof stone, which regularly
separates with the coal, this facilitates the labour, and saves much of the coal ; and
shoidd a soft bed of fire-clay occur a foot or two beneath the coal-seam, the holing
is made in it, instead of into the coal, and the stone betwixt the holing and the coal
benched down, which serves for pillars and gobbing. In this way all the vendible
coal becomes available.

Another fornv of the Shropshire system is, for each miner to have from 6 to 12 feet
of coal before him, with a leading-hand man ; and for the several workmen to follow
in succession, like the steps of a stair. When the coal has open backs and cutters,
this work goes on very regularly, as represented in fig. 1 280, where the leading miner

is at a, next to the outcrop, and b b, &c. are the wall

faces of each workman ; a being the shaft, and B the

dip-head level. In this case the roads are carried either

progressively through the gob, or the gob is entirely

shut up ; and the whole of the coals are brought down
the wall-faces, either to the dip-head level or the road

c, c. This method may be varied by making the

walls broad enough to hold two, three, or four men,
when each set of miners performs the whole work
of holing, getting, breaking down, and carrying off

the coals.

B It is estimated that from one-eighth to one-twelfth

part only of the coals remains underground by the long wall plan
;
nay, in favourable

circumstances, almost every inch of coal may be taken out, as its principle is to leave

no solid pillars nor any coal below, except what may be indispensable for securing

the gob. Indeed this system might be applied to coal seams of almost any ordinary

thickness, providing stuff to fill up the gobb could be conveniently procured.

When coals do not exceed 20 feet in thickness, and have good roofs, they are some-

times worked as one bed of coal ; but if the coal be tender or free, it is worked as two

beds. One-half of such thick coal, however, is in general lost in pillars ; and it is

very seldom that less than one-third can be left. When the coal is free and ready to

crumble by the incumbent pressure, as well as by the action of the air, the upper

portion of the coal is first worked, then a scaffolding of coal is left, 2 or 3 feet thick,

according to the compactness of the coal ; and the lower part of the coal is now
worked, as shown in fig. 1281. As soon as the workings are com-

pleted to the proposed extent, the coal scaffoldings are worked

away, and as much of the pillars as can be removed with safety.

As propwood is of no use in coal seams of such a height, and as

falls from the roof would frequently prove fatal to the miners, it

is customary with tender roofs to leave a ceiling of coal from 2 to

This makes an excellent roof; and should it break, gives warning

beforehand, by a peculiar crackling noise, very

different from that of roof-stone crushing down.

One of the thickest coals in Great Britain,

worked as one bed from roof to pavement, is the

very remarkable seam near the town of Dudley,

known by the name of the ten-yard coal, about 7

miles long and 4 broad. No similar coal has been

found in the island ; and the mode of working it is

quite peculiar, being a species of panel work, totally

different from the modern Newcastle system. A
compartment, or panel, formed in working the

coal, is called a side of work ; and as the whole

operation is exhibited in one of these compart-

ments, it will be proper to describe the mode of

taking the coal from one of them, before describing

the whole extent of the workings of a mine.

Let fig. 1282 represent a side of work ; a, the

1281

3 feet thick.

1282
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ribs or walls of coal left standing roimd, constituting the side of work ; a, the pillars,

8 yards square ; c, the stalls, 1 1 yards wide ; d, the cross openings, or through puts,

also 11 yards wide; e, the bolt-hole, cut through the rib from the main road, by

which bolt-hole the side of work is opened up, and all the coals removed. Two, three,

or even four bolt-holes open into a side ofwork, according to its extent
;
they are about

8 feet wide, and 9 feet high. The working is in a great measure regulated by the

natural fissures and joints of the coal-seam; and though it is 30 feet thick, the lower

band, of 2 feet 3 inches, is worked first ; the miners choosing to confine themselves

within this narrow opening, in order to gain the greater advantage afterwards, in

working the superjacent coal. Whenever the bolt-hole is cut through, the work is

opened up by driving a gallery forward, 4 feet wide, as shown by the dotted lines.

At the sides of this gallery next the holt-hole, each miner breaks off in succession a

breast of coal, two yards broad, as at by means of which the sides of the rib--walls

A, are formed, and the area of the pillars. In this way each collier follows another,

as in one of the systems of the Shropshire plan. When the side of work is laid

open along the rib- walls, and the faces and sides of the pillars have been formed, the

upper coals are then begun to be worked, next the rib-wall. This is done by shearing

up to a bed next the bolt-hole, and on each side, whereby the head coals are brought
regularly down in large cubical masses, of such thickness as suits with the free

partings or subordinate divisions of the coals and bands. Props of wood, or even stone
pillars, are placed at convenient distances for the security of the miners.

In working the ten-yard coal, a very large proportion of it is left underground,
not merely in pillars and rib-walls, but in the state of small coal produced in

breaking out the coal. Hence from four-tenths to a half of the total amount is lost

for ever.

The thick or ten yard coal has, however, been worked on the long wall method by
Mr. Gibbons, near Dudley, with great advantage in the yield. He works 12 to 14
feet of the upper part of the seam first ; and after allowing the strata to become
somewhat consolidated, the lower part is worked, leaving 2 to 3 feet of coal for a
roof, some portion of which is picked out of the gob. About 12 per cent, of the coal
is left by this method.
Edge eoak, which are nearly perpendicular, are worked in a peculiar manner ; for

the collier stands upon the coal, having the roof on the one hand, and the floor on the
other, like two vertical walls. The engine-pit is sunk in the
most powerful stratum. In some instances the same stratum is

so vertical as to be sunk through for the whole depth of the
shaft.

Whenever the shaft has descended to the required depth, gal-
leries are driven across the strata from its bottom, till the coals
are intersected, as is shown in J!g. 1283, where we see the edge
coals at a, a ; A, the engine-pit

;
b, b, the transverse galleries

from the bottom of the shaft ; and c, c, upper transverse galleries, for the greater
conveniency of working the coal. The principal edge coal works in Great Britain
lie in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh.

The modes of carrying coals from the point where they are excavated to the pit
bottom, are nearly as diversified as the systems of working.
One method employs hutches, or baskets, having slips or cradle feet shod with iron,

containing from 2 to 3 hundred weight of coals. These baskets are dragged along
the floor by ropes or leather harness attached to the shoulders of the workmen, who are
either the colliers or persons hired on purpose. This method is used in several small
collieries

; but it is extremely injudicious, exercising the muscular action of a man in the
most unprofitable manner. Instead of men, horses are sometimes yoked to these
basket-hurdles, which are then made to contain from 4 to 6 hundred weight of coals •

but from the magnitude of the friction this plan cannot be commended. This method
is now almost entirely extinct.

An improvement on this system, where men draw the coals, is to place the basket or
corve on a small four-wheeled carriage, called a tram, or to attach wheels to the corve
itself. Thus much more work is performed, provided the floor be hard; but not on a
soft pavement, unless some kind of wooden railway be laid.

The transport of coals from the wall-face to the bottom of the shaft, was greatly
facilitated by the introduction of cast-iron railways, in place of wooden roads first
brought into practice by Mr. John Carr of Sheffield. The rails are called tram-rails
or plate-rails, consisting of a plate from 3 to 4 inches broad, with an edge at rio-ht aneles
to It about two inches and a half high. Each rail is from 3 to 4 feet long, and is filed
either to cross bearers of iron, called sleepers, or more usually to wooden bearers Insome colUeries, the miners, after working out the coals, drag them along these railways
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to the pit bottom ; but in others, two persons called trammers are employed to transport
the coals; the one of whom, in front of the corve, draws with harness ; and the other,
called the patter, pushes behind. The instant each corve arrives, from the wall-face, at

a central spot in the sj stem of the railways, it is lifted from the tram by a crane placed
there, and placed on. a carriage called a rolley, which generally holds two corves.
Whenever three or four roUeys are loaded, they are hooked together, and the rolley

driver, with liis horse, takes them to the bottom of the engine-shaft. The rolley horses
have a peculiar kind of shafts, commonly made of iron, named libers, the purpose of
which is to prevent the carriage from overrunning them. One of these shafts is

represented in Jig. 1284. The hole shown at a, passes over an iron peg or stud in

front of the rolley, so that the horse may be quickly attached or disen-
gaged. By these arrangements the work is carried on with surprising
regularity and despatch. Where the roads are well constructed, a horse
will convey a load of 7 to 8 tons on the level.

We shall now describe briefly the modes of working coal dip of or

on the deep of the engine-pit bottom. Headings are driven either on the full dip

of the mine, or any convenient angle to it, the requisite distance. The water is

pumped up these dip headings by the pumping engine on the surface. A pump
rod or spear passes down the side of the shaft, and is attached to a quadrant at the

bottom of the shaft, which quadrant transfers the perpendicular motion of the spears

in the shaft to the spears or pump rods in the dip headings. The quadrant is con-

structed so that the stroke of the pump in the dip headings can be lengthened or

shortened as required.

In level free coals, these pumps may be worked by a water wheel stationed near

the bottom of the pit, impelled by water falling down the shaft, to be discharged by

the level to the day (day level).

When the above arrangements are applied for pumping, the coals are drawn from

the deep either by horses or an engine placed on the surface.

Where operations are very extensive, some mining engineers place the engine un-

derground for working the dip coal ; and it both pumps the water and draws the coal

to the bottom of the shaft.

High pressure engines are employed for this purpose, working at a pressure of

from 30 to 50 lbs. per square inch. These machines are quite under command, and,

producing much power in little space, they are the most applicable for underground

work. An excavation is made for them in the strata and isolated from the coal, and

the air used for the furnace under the boiler, is the returned air of the mine ventila-

tion if the mine is free from explosive gas. If the mine yields explosive gas, the boiler

furnace is supplied with fresh air. In the dip road a double tram-road is laid ; so that

while a number of loaded corves are ascending, an equal number of empty ones are

going down. Although this improved method has been introduced only a few years

back, dip workings have been already executed more than an English mile to the dip of

the engine-pit bottom in the Newcastle coal fields. It may hence be inferred, that this

mode of working is susceptible of most extensive application ; and in place of sinking

pits of excessive depth upon the dip of the coal, at an almost ruinous expense, much

of the dip coal will in future be worked by means of the pits sunk on the rise. In

the Newcastle district, coals are now working in an engine-pit 115 fathoms deep, and

dip of the engine-pit bottom, above 1600 yards, and fuUy 80 fathoms of perpendicular

depth more than the bottom of the pit.

The most extensive dip working of the present day, is that of Mr. Astley's at

Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancashire. The shaft is about 700 yards deep; from the

bottom of this shaft the engine plane to the dip is about 1 mile in length. The deep

workings are 500 yards deeper than the bottom of the shaft, and 1200 yards below

tli6 surfflcc.

At the most extensive collieries in the south of England, engine-power is not only

applied for the transit of coals from the dip, but along the main level roads of the

1285

mine, by means of endless wire ropes. The economy of steam power has superseded

horses at many collieries. Steam power can only be applied with advantage where

large quantities of coal have to be removed.
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If an engine-pit be sunk to a given coal at a certain depth, all the other coals of the

coal-field, both above and below the coal sunk to, can be drained and worked to the

same depth, by driving a level cross-cut mine, both to the dip and rise, till all the coals

are intersected, as represented Jig. 1285, where a is the engine-pit bottom reaching to

the coal a ; and b, c, d, e, f, coals lying above the coal a ; the coals which lie below

it, g, h, i; k is the forehead of the cross-cut mine, intersecting all the lower coals ;

and /, the other forehead of the mine, intersecting all the upper coals. See Coal ;

Coal-Gas.
MINIUM. Red oxide of lead.

MINT. At the Mint, gold, silver, and copper are converted into coin of the

realm, but as the processes are nearly similar, it is only necessary to describe the

coining of gold, and to point out briefly the difference in the manufacture of copper
coin, because silver undergoes precisely the same operations as gold, the same
machinery being used for all three metals. Copper is rolled from red-hot slabs of
copper, about 12 inches long by 10 inches broad, and 1 inch thick, by five pinches,

down to a slab between 3 and 4 feet long, by 14 inches broad, and 0-20 of an inch
thick; the slab is then cut in half, digested for 10 minutes in beer grounds, and
heated to redness ; it is then plunged into cold water as rapidly as possible, by which
means the thick scale of red oxide of copper, which forms during the rolling, is

separated ; but as small particles of the scale still remain, the slabs are scratched by
men with brushes made of brass wire until perfectly clean ; it is then cut into ribbons
or fillets of a convenient width, by a pair of circular shears. Fig. 1286 shows these
shears, a and b being cogged wheels supported on shafts, which each terminate in

1286

plates of iron supporting circular plates of hard steel, e r. The inner surface of r
IS pressed agamst by the outer surface of e, which is provided with a screw, k, at the
extreme end of its shaft for this purpose, d is a cogged wheel reversing the motion
which would otherwise be given to b, so as to cause the shears to revolve in opposite
direcUons, and, in fact, the shears may be viewed as endless scissors driven by
machinery. The copper slabs are rested on the plate h, and the width of the fillet tobe cut IS determined by fixing the gauge g at any required point; this having been
arranged, the slabs are steadied and pushed lightly against the point at which e f
touch, and by the motion of the plates are drawn through and cut or sheared at thesame time. Copper fillets do not pass through the drag bench, as is presently
explained, for gold. The only other difference in the processes copper under-

S' * blanched by a bath of from 20 to 30 hours in cold diluted sulphuric

Silver is bought, through the brokers, by the Master of the Mint, either in the

r.w A
<=oi° (5 franc pieces are preferred) or ingots, and to the silver soobtained ,s added so much copper or pure silver, as shall bring the whole mass up tothe standard silver of the realm, which consists of 222 parts of silver and Ts parts of

•

"''^^
f

"'^"Sed is weighed out into charges ofabout 4000 ouE forthe wronght-iron melting pot, which is represented in/y. 1287, as seen in the furnace
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K standing on the " bottom a," which rests on the fire bars, and is made partially cup

shaped and filled with powdered coke, that the bottom ofthe pot n may be perfectly

supported, while at the same time it is pro-

tected from the current of air which is supplied

to the furnace. Powdered coke, being a bad

, conductor, prevents the free passage of heat

from the base of the pot to the " bottom,"

and the consequent probable fusion of the

two through the agency of the oxide of iron,

which forms and accumulates whenever iron

is repeatedly heated, d is the lid of the pot,

and c the muffle or funnel, against the sides

of which the metal rests during the process

of fusion, to prevent its falling over into the

burning coke. The pot, when charged, is

allowed to remain in the furnace till the

metal has fused, and the temperature has

risen to a point little short of that which

would so far soften the wrought iron pot as

to cause it to lose its shape. The pot is lifted

by the tongs t, of the crane, 3, from the

furnace F (after the fire has been removed

bv displacing some of the fire-bars), swung round and dropped into the cradle M, of

fig. 1288, when it is secured by a screw, which draws tight the band at the top. Ihe

1288

xnelted silver is then thoroughly st rred with an mm rod nd a^l bemg ready^^^^^^^

frame of moulds, A (fully described
^"Jj''. ^^^J^^f̂ ^^^^^ The foreman then, by

stand so far as to allow ^h^^f^^^^^*" "^es by e wS cradle in which the pot is

means of the handle d,
J^.lf .^,"^7°! as is necessary to pour the fluid silver into

fiKed, raises the pot and t'lts U so much as s nece
l^J^^^,^ the

the mould until it is filled; he then owf^^ ^^^g' ^^ulds forward as they are re-

handle o, connected with the co^-^tiee^^^^
^ side in the frame, and pressed

quired to be filled. The moulds are ranged ^ >
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ by

firmly together by screws at the
^^aneLrooves, slaming forwards,

two bars of iron, o which ^t }°^'«7^//e-sliaped go ,

The metal solidifies immediately, and the^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^

moulds is run on its wheels Q, t"^""^
pieces, and each bar, as it is exposed, is

been loosened, the moulds are caused to fall to pieces, a
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taken bv tongs and plunged into cold water, as niucli to save nme as to soften the bar

bv sudden co^fling. ThS bars produced from the whole pot of n.etal are numbered

wUx a dlunc iv? figure to designate the pot, and with two letters to indicate he

Ja -s mel n°; assay pieces are then cut from the first, middle, and last bars of the

S The as^s^y pieces are properly secured, certified, and sent to the non-res.dent

aSayers of theXt. (For an account of this process, see Assaying.) In the event of

tie assay being unsatisfactory the pot is stopped, and the metal is adjus ed as to

qualUy and remclted. The assays being satisfactory, the bars
^^''^/^f-^^f^'l;"

coining department, where they undergo the same process of manufacture as gold is

^"oold ts^seut by the Bank of England to the Mint in the form of ingots, which

average about 180 ounces each, and are assayed by the resident assayers in the Mint,

who make a report to the Master. The Master directs the addition of so much pure

copper, or pure gold, as will make the whole into standard gold, which consists of 22

parts of pure gold and 2 parts of pure copper, making what is technically termed

standard gold, and in these proportions the gold, with its alloy, is sent to the meltmg

house •

Since gold requires so high a temperature for its fusion, it would be unwise to

attempt to fuse it in iron pots, consequently the so-called black-lead pots (tor a

description of which see Cruciule) are used. Fig. 1289 demonstrates the position of

the pot as it would appear if in the furnace ;
d represents the

" bottom," which is usually obtained by breaking a worn-out pot

into a convenient form ; A is the pot, b the muffle, which, as in the

case of silver, answers the purpose of a funnel, to guide the metal

during the time of fusion into the pot ; c is the top, or lid of the pot.

Care is required in using black-lead pots, else the small amount

of moisture which they absorb from the atmosphere causes the

fracture of the pot when it is suddenly heated, therefore the pot is

dried carefully before it is used ; and when required for use is

placed in the furnace with a small fire, ^hich gradually increases in

temperature to a full white heat, the pot becoming by this process

annealed, and is then seldom liable to fracture unless badly used.

The pot and furnace being ready, the gold and its alloy previously

weighed out in charges of about 1,200 ounces, but varying slightly

according to the size of the ingots which compose the charges, are placed carefully in

the pot. As fusion ensues, the molten mass is stirred with a rod made of the same

substance as the pot itself. In fusing both standard gold and standard silver, it is

customary to place either small pieces of charcoal or powdered ch:ircoal at the

bottom of the pot before placing the metal in the pot ; then as the metal fuses it runs

down and rests upon the fine particles of charcoal ; when the fusion is complete, the

charcoal is released from the bottom of the pot by the process of stirring, and as it

rises balloon-like through the fused or molten mass, it reduces any oxide of copper

which may have been formed during fusion, and resting on the surface of the fluid metal

j2gQ protects it from the atmosphere during the

time of pouring. The pot is lifted from
the furnace after the removal of the

firing by a hand crane, and it is then

taken by a pair of long tongs, as shown in

Jig. 1290, by the foreman, who passes the

1291

little button at the end of the tonga
through a loop of iron, a, suspended by a
rope which passes to the ceiling and

through a pulley down to an assistant, who by this means bears the weight, and
regulates the height of the pot, while the foreman pours the metal into the moulds

Vol. III. N
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B, fixed in the frame c, which runs on wheels in a tramway. Three pieces of planed
iron form two moulds, as shown in fig. 1291, where D^Eg.F,^, show the form of
these planed pieces, and the manner of placing them together. The bars are
solidified immediately, and when all the moulds have been filled, they are taken to
pieces and the bars plunged into cold water, with the same object as in the case of
silver. From the bars obtamed from each pot, two pieces are cut off for assaying by
the non-resident assayers, the bars being numbered according to the pot from which
they were poured, and lettered distinctively, according to the day on which they were
melted. Should the assay prove unsatisfactory, the metal is adjusted and renielted
If the assays are satisfactory, the bars are forwarded to the coining depot.

In the coining department the first operations are performed in the rolling room
which is provided with very powerful machinery for driving six pairs of rollers made
of chilled cast iron. Fig. 1292 represents one pair of these rollers, which are used for

1293

breaking down the bars partially to the form of fillets or ribbons ; they are driven by
a 40 horse steam-engine, and revolve in opposite directions. A represents the rollers,
which are of 14 inches diameter. The upper one is supported by a pair of strong
brasses bolted together, f f. From the lower brass proceeds, as may be seen infig. 1292.
a rod B, which passes through the solid masonry, and communicates with a counterpoise
weight D, placed on a long lever whose fulcrum is n. The object in counterpoising
the upper roller is to ensure the removal of all pressure which is not intentionally applied

in the process of rolling, f shows a capstan head,

the copper ring on which is divided into 50 parts,

an indicator being fixed to the main frame of the
mill. The handle g moves two endless screws
which work into the teeth of the wheels f,

which are supported by powerful screws, passing

through the main frame of the mill, and touch-

ing the upper brass of the upper roller at c.

By this means any pressure which is deemed
wise can be exerted on a bar placed between the

rollers. The sovereign bars are wrought in pairs,

and five pairs make one batch, a number of bars

which is found most convenient to work at the

same time. A sovereign bar is 21 inches long,

]'375 inch broad, and I inch thick. The first

process is to submit the bars to six pinches

between the rollers, by which thej' are reduced

to 0'194 inch thick, and become T? 12 inch broad,

at which stage the hollow ends are sheared off,

and the bars are cut into lengths of 1 8 inches
;

they are then placed in 5 copper tubes a, as

shown in fig. 1293, the tops of which are care-

fully luted on with clay, and the copper tubes

are then placed on a small cast-iron carriage

B, and run into the annealing furnace c. After

20 minutes' annealing at a full red heat, the carriage is withdrawn; the tubes
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taken one by one in tongs, and plunged as rapidly as possible into cold water. It

is found that rapidly cooling renders gold, silver, and copper soft and tough, while

it renders iron and steel hard and brittle. Therefore the more rapidly the gold

is cooled, the greater the result as to the softening of the bars. After annealing,

the bars go back to the breaking-down mill, and receive six pinches, by which

they are reduced to 0-120 inch thick, and 1-778 inch wide, and are now called

fillets, and are gauged by a wedge-shaped instrument shown in fig. 1294, which is

1294
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Simply a hollow wedge, graduated into thousandths of an inch, the great object being to

ascertain if both sides of the fillets are of the same thickness, which is done by placing

a fillet in the graduated opening between A and B. The bars reduced to 0-120 inch

thick, are passed to a finer pair of rollers, under which they receive six pinches, and

are then passed to a still finer pair of rollors, until at last, after 11 pinches, they arrive

at the gauging mill, which is as accurate as rollers can be made to be
;
but at this stage

the officer in charge frequently overlooks the professional ganger, and by his gauge

tests the fillet in every part, so as to determine that it is of the same thickness through-

out its entire length and breadth. Figs. 1295, 1296 show a plan of the gauge, which is

1295

used only by the officer in charge, because it Is a most delicate instrument, and is capable
of measuring to one ten-thousandth part of an inch^ which it gives by a single reading.

The instrument was made with great care by Mr. Becker, of the firm of Messrs.
Elliott, 30, Strand, and is found practically to give most accurate results, d c shows
the point at which any substance to be measured is placed. The upper rod of steel

c, rests upon the lower one d, and passes to the handle of the instruinent, terminating
in a lever b, by which it can at any moment be drawn backward if the lever be
pressed by the thumb while the handle a is firmly held by the same hand. The rod
c is provided at f with a rack, into which a small pinion works, carrying an indicator
E, which traverses over an accurately divided scale with 500 divisions. If now
the space of the point d c be opened 0-50 an iilch, the indicator travels over the whole
500 divisions on the face, and as the hand itself carries a vernier g, which gives the
tenth of a thousandth of an inch, we have by the first reading the division of one inch
which indicates the 0-0001 part. The gauge can be used to measure up to 3 itiches
by drawing back the lever b, until the zero of G points to 500, when the rod c is

secured by a clamp at a, and the rods c d are drawn out till the zero of o points to
the zero of the dial plate ; the screws h are then again secured, and he proceeds as

N 2
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before. When the fillets leave the gauging mill they must be 2 inches broad andmust not vary O OOUl of an inch m thickness from one'purt to another. Besides theexamination by the olhcer, the ganger strikes out occasionally one or two blanks fromthe fillets to see that the rollers have not altered
; great danger of alteration ar sin^from the act that the middle of the fillet wears awa/the roller^more than Us sicl 'do'

60 that the middle IS evidently l.able to become thicker than the sides ; and if this
fault once arises, it is found to give great trouble in future operations. As the greatestdeheacy is required at the gauging mills, another and more accurate system of adjusting IS adopted, lig. 1297 shows a side view of the gauging mill: a, 6, the rollers is

1297

^

a wedge which travels under the brass of the lower roller, which is cut to fit the
wedge exactly. The wedge e is forced forward by the gear work g, which sets the
screw/ in motion, giving the most minute adjustment. At d is an opening to allow
the supply of oil to the neck of the upper roller. The fillet as it travels onwards rests
on the apron I.

The fillets are now so accurate that a blank struck from any part of them seldom
varies more than 0-40 or 0-60 grain, but are left so thick that a blank weighs 8 grains
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more than a coined sovereign should weigh; the object in leaving it so heavy heing

that it may undergo far more delicate operations, so as to reduce the variations ot

thickness as much as possible.
.1 .

•
v. i.

The fillets now pass on to the drag room, where a boy passes them twice ihrougH

a pai-r of very delicate adjusting rollers, and another boy trims one end of each fillet by

a pair of shears, and passes the end so trimmed into an opening between a pair ot

rollers, shown &tjigs. 1298, 1299, and 1300, where the fillet is shown in c as being passed

between the revolving rollers A B, at the time that the

surface of b which is cut away presents itself and admits

of the free passage of the fillets to the stop or gauge p. As the

roller b revolves towards c, it carries the fillet with it, and

at the same time reduces the thickness as much as is re-

quired. The distance between the rollers A b is regulated

by the pinions e, which turn screws resting on the brasses

of A. The flatting mill, for so it is called, is driven by a

strap passing over the drum h. The shaft of which carries

a small pinion g working into F. To relieve the weight

the fillet is rested on l. The end which is called flatted

becomes by this pressure about one third thinner than the

other part of the fillet, and it is usual to flat about three

inches of the fillet.

The flatted fillets are then taken to the drag bench, where

they are made to pass by main force through an opening, in

which is fixed a pair of small cylinders of the hardest steel,

exactly fitting into beds which hold them rigidly, and prevent

the most minute movement. Figs. 1301 and 1302, give a full view of the drag bench ; A

represents drums, over which the endless chain b passes ; the drum A, at the end where

1301

it is shown as moved by the cogged wheel c, is cut in deep grooves to the depth of about

two inches, and into these grooves the bar of the chain fits so that as the drum revolves

it drags the chain with it. The drum at the other end is plain and is therefore simply

a carrier of the chain, which, as it travels on the upper surface of the bench, fits into

a trench provided for it. The machine is driven by the drum g, which is connected

by its shaft with f, which drives the wheel e, having on its shaft the small wheel d,

which finally drives c. There are two drag benches, and each has two chains so that

the wheel e becomes a common motion for two chains. Fig. 1302 shows a section of

the drag head with the dog in the act of dragging a fillet through the opening n. In

using the drag bench the flatted end of the fillet is passed by the hand into the

opening between the bars f where the small cylinders are shown at x to be fixed in the

blocks D in the opening n ; the dog is now brought up by the handle s, until the

mouth a is pressed into the opening n, when the rods i open the jaws, which are cut

with a good set of teeth, and seize the end of the fillet as it protrudes. The handle

attached to the weight h is then lifted, and e is depressed until its hook catches into a

cross bar of the travelling chain b, when it is drawn on. The dog travels on wheels d,

whose axle here becomes a wedge acting upon the long end of e, and so causes the fillet

to be held tight in proportion to the resistance off'ered to its passage between the

cylinders. The handle of »• is never used, because it is too far for the dragsmen to

reach with convenience, but the hooks which catch the chain are shown at f.
Fig. 1303 gives a further view of the drag head ; it consists of a very firm frame of
iron provided at the top with an horizontal wheel h which works a fine cut screw.
The cylinders are fixed in the blocks d which are held to their positions by screws
at the side; the lower block d is regulated as to height by screws from below

N 3
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and tLe upper block d becomes the only movable one. If it is required to bring thecylinders closer together the dragsman does it by moving the handle o, which com-

1304

^ ^
municates by its pinion p with the wheel h. It is almost needless to say that by thisarrangement the most minute alterations can be made in the thickness of the filletand It frequently happens that so minute an adjustment is made as to show a diflference

no?, ? u
'"P"" ^.^ sovereign blanks

;
and if it be remembered that a thickness

of O-OOl mch on a sovereign blank equals 0-125 of a grain it will be conceived that
the distance which the cylinder is made to travel by this most-beautiful micrometric
arrangement is very small. The drag bench was iuvented by the late Mr Bartonand may be viewed as the greatest addition to the machinery of the Mint ever yet or
ever likely to be introduced; for by its agency, when intelligently managed, the fillets
of silver commg from it are so perfect that for days together the blanks cut from them
are found to contam only 1 m 400 out of remedy, and it is quite a common occurrence
to find only 1 in 800, and from gold fillets blanks are cut in which only 1 in 100 and
even 1 in 200 are rejected as being out of remedy.

_

To the drag bench are fixed two pairs of hand shears, by which the fillets are cut
into tour lengths. They are then passed on to the tryer, who, by the hand cutter shown
at^5f. 1304 punches out one or more blanks from each piece of fillet, and weighs it in a
delicate balance placed close beside him. The fiUet is placed on the bolster a, and the

tryer, holding it in the left hand, takes the handle o
in his right, and by pulling it towards him causes the
screw with which it is provided to depress the cutter
B, which, as it travels, cuts a blank and pushes it

through A, the tryer at the same moment placing
his hand under the bench to catch the blank as it

falls. The spring d is so powerful as to carry back
the handle to its original position while the tryer is

catching the falling blank. The tryer has the most
important office in the Mint, and it requires a man with
fortitude and a very calm judgment, for although he
places the blanks in the scale pan, and goes through
the operation of weighing it, he cannot of course spare
time to see the exact weight ; he therefore forms an
opinion of the weight, and so accurate is this opinion
that he is never known to produce sovereign blanks
which vary more than one grain if forty-seven are
weighed at the same time at any time of the day.
The result of more than thirty tons of gold coined
lately, came out within a very small number (it is

believed 8 sovereigns) of the whole value.

After leaving the hands of the tryer the fillets are wiped with cotton waste to free
them from oil, which is found necessary to prevent the friction of the metal at the
time of passing between the cylinders, else it happens that the cylinders get so hot as
to cause the skimming off of the surface of the fillet.

The fillets having been cleaned are tj^ken into the cutting out room, and are there
cut by machinery into blanks and scissel . Fig. 1305 represents one of 12 cutting out
presses. It stands on a firm bed, and the frame c is made of solid iron bolted to the
bed. Quite independent of the frame of the press, there are a series of iron supports
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wheel and the ring or frame is a

vheel driven on the same shaft as 1305

the fly -wheel, provided -with a series

of cams or protruding parts. As

the -wheel revolves the cams strike

the wheel f at the end of the lever

D. The lever d at its middle is

fixed to an upright spindle -which

passes through the brass a, and

through the frame c, -where it is

provided -with a scre-w terminating

in a socket N, by which the twisting

motion of the screw is done away

with. The lower end of the socket

N is provided with a screw arrange-

ment by which the cutter can at

convenience be fixed or removed.

At Q there is an arrangement by

which the screw e, and conse-

quently the socket n, with its cutter,

can be brought nearer to or farther

from the bolster which is held in a

steel ring secured to the solid base

of the press by the screws c, d.

When the press is set in motion

by the striking of the cam against

F, the cutter is raised from the

bolster. To bring the cutter down
again there is an arrangement by

which a rod is attached to the ring

H, and terminates in a system of

levers which lift a piston fitting in

a cylinder hermetically closed (but

not shown in the figure) ; if there-

fore the piston be raised, a vacuum
is formed by which means the at-

mosphere becomes the weight by
, • j

which the cutter is driven down. The cutter-out is so fixed that when it comes down

it just enters the bolster sufiiciently to cause the cutting out of the blank wth a

clean edge. "When required for work, the fillet is placed on the bolster, and the

workman by his foot touches a treddle which releases the lever d at g, and allo-ws

the cutter to come down and punch out a blank, which falls into a box below the

bolster, while the fillet from which the blank has been punched or cut travels up

till it reaches the guard supported by the screws a, h, which detaches it from the

cutter. At the end of the lev^r p is an arrangement supporting b, a block cut wedge-

shaped, which travels in a circular direction, the distance to which it reaches being

regulated by the screw shown near to p. b is a spring made of wood and cut with a

slit, into which b passes just at the time that the blank is punched out, when the spring

gives the reverse motion, a start which prepares the machine for the blow which will

follow by the cam upon f.

The tryer and the officer in charge take samples of the blanks from each cutter at

frequent intervals and test them in bulk against a standard weight, and if the blanks

exceed or fall short of this standard, he makes such alterations of the machinery as are

necessary, the object being to produce blanks which are as nearly as possible standard

in weight and not to avail himself of the " remedy" allowed. By the study of this

principle the work, as it is called, is brought to the highest perfection. The fillets

from which blanks have been cut represent ribbons punched full of round holes, and

are now called scissel, which is tied up by a machine worked with a rack and pinion

in bundles of 180 ounces, and returned to the melting house.

The blanks are turned out of the boxes into bags and sent to the weighing room,

where each blank is weighed by the automaton balance and its value is determined

by weight within a certain limit. See Balance.

The Automaton Balance is the most perfect piece of machinery yet invented, and

owes its origin entirely to Mr. Wm. Cotton, of the Bank of England ; but it has been

adapted to the purposes of the Mint by Messrs. D. Napier and Sons, who have carried

N 4
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Its details of manufacture to great perfection. These ffenUpm^n .a , a
unprovements wl.ich .ere proposed by Mr. Pidfer who^.v 1 ffr r''^^study of the machines was fitted to point out mi ute ^ tail/ I n

^
.

'""^

Plete the sin^plicity of the operations to' be^'erformed by tt ch
'

r^l" ile^:!'';;;give the most accurate results n the shortest nossihlp '"r- ''^^ " 'g'"

mao-nificcut workmanship of Messrs. Nan er it is on! v Z%J .
."^"^

years- daily work the mo^t delicate part/o^the i^lTn'L"
delivered from their manufactory. For the ordinarv n„v„^c.,.e . /i-J .t „
of scales are suspended from the Jppo^endfofX^S Tu '^aJ src^£ S

^

Cotton's balances, the centres of action are on i lino ^x,\th 1 I ^ ^ "

not matter at what place the pans are^^facers: ttl ^^^^^the fulcrum or centre knife edge of the beam
; therefore; in^«*. 13^ 1307 1308Tbeam a will be seen to rest on its centre knife edge b, Vhile^t the extreL ends "f

1306

the beam the knife edges c are facing upwards. The beam, which is of the most ex-
quisite workmanship, is cut from a solid piece of hardened steel. On the invertedkniie edges c, rest planes of hard steel which support the pendent rods, d e Theplane which supports the rod d is surmounted by a disc of polished steel f

'

whichforms the pan upon which the blank or coin to be weighed is placed by the amo-maton hand presently to be described. The rod e is provided at its lower extremitywi h a cage o in which is placed the counterpoise or weight which has to be balanced
with the blank placed on the pan or disc of steel f. The rod e tenninates in a stirrup
H, which passes quite freely through a stand i, supported on delicate micrometric
screws. On the stand i is placed a small weight, made of platinum wire, which restson the stand i, after having been passed through the stirrups h. The stand i is then
regulated by its micrometric screws until the weight of platinum wire just touches
the upper surface of the stirrup, so that there may be no blow given when the stirrup
IS not in motion by the beam. When the machine is set in motion by the driving
wheels j, the cam k forces forward the lever l, which moves on pins passed through
blocks fixed to the table or base of the machine. At the upper end of the lever l is
a provision by which it forces forward an automaton hand or shovel, the end of which
IS cut into a semicircle, and is flattened, that it may pas^ under a gauge into a space
or hopper m, which is continued to the height of about two feet, and passes at an
angle of about 30° over the top of the machine. When the automaton hand is forced
forward the blanks to be weighed are placed in the hopper or shute m, and the bottom
blank rests on the flattened portion of the hand, but as the cam Ka forces back the
hand or shovel by the lever l, while at the same instant the forceps q. presently
described, release the rod d, the bottom blank falls to the next support, and rests there
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until the hand or shovel returns, ^vhen it is pushed on to the disc f, ^vhlcll is unable o

move because the perpendicular rod n, which is provided at its lower extremity with

XrizontaU^d, the ends of which pass through a notch or slit cut mto the rods be,

Jliown between g and h on the rod e and on the corresponding point of the rod d.

A t the moment that the blank has been placed on the disc f, the cam o lifts the rod n

and sets the rods d e at liberty, thus enabling the beam A to assume the position which

it should occupy to indicate the weight of the blank placed on f. The weight haying

been determined, the motion continues, when the cam p by a lever p closes a pair ot

1307

D
1308

forceps Q, which secure the rod d, while the cam k allows the indicating finger s to

carry down the indicator t until the indicating finger s touches a point provided for it

in the rod t>. t is balanced so that its finger has a continual inclination to rise, and

is of service to determine the compartment into which the blank shall fall when it is

weighed and pushed off by the next blank. The blank falls into and through a

shute u, the lower end of which just reaches to three openings on the table on which
the machine stands ; but at v it is provided with three inverted steps, one of which
steps falls on to the indicating finger T, when the shute is forced outwards by the

cam "W.

In use the machines weigh to the 0"01 of a grain with certainty, and at the rate of

23 blanks per minute. There are 12 machines driven from a shaft common to all

the machines by a small atmospheric engine ; but there is attached to each machine
at the point where the pulley is connected with the driving wheels J, an arrangement
by which the machine throws itself out of motion immediately should any cause arise

which would injure or disarrange the works.

The standard weight of a sovereign is 123'274 grains ; but the Mint is allowed to

issue sovereigns which exceed and fall short of this weight to the extent of 0 2568
grain, which is called the revmhj, and is allowed because, as before stated, it is

impossible to produce coins weighing exactly equal.

Mr. Pilcher suggested that since it is necessary to determine the weights on both
sides of the standard, it would be easy to do this without providing the beam with
two remedy weights, as was originally done. The plan now adopted is to reduce the
weight used in the cage c to 123-0172 grains, which enables the blanks as heavy as
this weight to pass ; but all which will raise this weight, and yet are not sufficiently
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heavy to raise with it the weight of platinum wire placed through the stirrups n andresting on the stand i, are known to be within the weight of the given remedyBlanks which are too light allow the weight in c to carry the disc f upwards andthe torceps Q, fixing the point to which the indicating finger will allow the shu'te to
settle, the blank is pushed off by its follower and falls into the shute, which conducts
it into the compartment reserved for light blanks. Blanks which are so heavy as to
lift the weight in g and the remedy weight, carry the disc f downwards, and thev are
consequently sent into the compartment reserved for heavy blanks Blanks which
are not standard, but which are nevertheless within the latitude of remedy are calledmedium, and pass on to be coined.

'

The three denominations of blanks are frequently tested by a delicate hand balance
to see that the automaton balances are performing their work properly ; but in seven
years no instance of failure has been detected.
Each machine stands on a planed iron table, and is enclosed by glass sides, which

fit down grooves cut in the brass pillars which support the roof of the machine. The
roof is made of brass, and supports all the important parts of the machinery.
Thus a standard coin should weigh 123-274 grains to be intrinsically worth a

sovereign in value
; but since the machinery is not capable of producing two coins in

a million of this exact weight, a certain limit or remedy is allowed, and in manufacture
the coin may exceed or fall short of the standard weight to the extent of 0-2568 grain.
All blanks that come witliin this limit on either side of the standard are called
medium, and presently pass on to be coined, but those which exceed these limits are
termed light and heavy rejected ; and if the work of the tryer has been well per-
formed, these two species of rejected are equal in weight, and the medium if weighed
in bulk would be found to be within a few pieces of the standard weight if a million
were weighed in bulk and then counted. It is the weighing room which determines
the value of the tryer's work. The light blanks are returned to the melting house,
but the heavy blanks are reduced to the medium weight by a filing machine recently
invented by Mr. Pilcher, the ofiRcer in charge of this room, and which was made by
Mr. Jones in the Mint, under Mr. Pilcher's directions. Fig. 1309 shows this machine.

1309

E is a hopper made of brass, and indicated by the dotted lines ; it serves to prevent

the scattering of the gold dust by the rapid motion of the file, b fs a tube with a slit

cut in its upper and in its lower half ; a is a circular file which is made to revolve

very rapidly ; c is a knife edge which offers resistance to the circulating blanks when
in motion ; d is a glass dish into which the gold dust as it is filed from the blanks

falls. The blanks are arranged en rouleaux in a long scoop, by which they are

placed in the tube b. The screws o are then depressed upon pieces of ebony, pre-

viously passed into B, until they just touch the blanks (as shown by the dotted

lines in b). The knife edge c, whose weight has been previously adjusted by the

•weight F, is now allowed to descend on to the blanks and carry them down partly
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through the tuhe on to the file. When the file is set in motion the friction gives to

hrbhmks a revolving motion, which is greatly restrained by the weighted knife

edo-e restin- on the top of the blanks, and the resistance ofi-ered causes the file to cut

thf gold away, \vhile the motion of the blanks insures the non-interference with

their already perfectly circular form, and the perfect separation of the dust from the

blanks. 1400 blanks are reduced in one minute ; and as the dust is carefully col-

lected loss is unknown. . ,

The medium blanks are carefully rung by being thrown one by one with some

force upon a block of iron, and those which do not yield a musical sound are caUed

dumb, and are returned with the light re-

jected and dust to the melting house. 1310

About 2 per cent, is the average yield from

all causes, therefore 98 out of every 100

blank struck out in the cutting room ulti-

mately become coined money.

The medium blanks which are now
determined to be of the legal weight and

sound are forwarded to the marking room,

where they are made to undergo a peculiar

pressure, which is necessary to raise the

edge of the blank preparatory to its re-

ceiving the milled edge, because it is found

in practice that unless the edge is pre-

pared the . milling of the edge is not so

perfectly effected as is required for the

protection of the public or the appearance

and good wearing of the coin.

The machine in use at the Mint has

answered its purpose for many years, but

it is peculiarly liable to get out of order,

and as it is probable that it may be re-

placed, it is thought wise to give a de-

scription of the best machine for this purpose, which was invented by Messrs. Ralph

Heaton and Sons, of Birmingham, and is now most successfully used by them. Figs.

1310, 1311 are views of this marking machine ; A A is an iron frame in which is a

horizontal shaft carrying a driving and a loose pulley and a fly wheel ; b is a flat cir-

cular plate with a groove turned in the edge. Fixed to the frame a is a plate c, with

a groove cut in its inner edge corresponding to the groove in the plate B. The
plate c is adjusted to b by the screws D ; e is a hopper into which the blanks to

be marked are put ; f is a circular plate on which are a series of cams, which, as they

revolve, push back the feeder g, and so allow the blanks to fall from the hopper e.

The spring H then brings

down the feeder g, which 1311

pushes a blank from the

bottom of the hopper. The
blanks fall down an in-

clined plane until their

edges come between the

steel plates b and c. The
circular plate b revolves,

and the pressure of its

edge against the blanks

carries them forward, and
at the same time raises

their edges all round to

about one-third increased

thickness. The parts of

this machine are made
very rigid, because the

blanks as they leave the

machine must be perfectly

round, or they will not
pass freely through the
collar in the subsequent
process of coining. The marking machine of Messrs. Heaton marks 400 blanks per
minute.

The blanks after having been marked are forwarded to the annealing room to be
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softened by heat, because they have become, by the processes of manufacture so hardthat unless annealed and softened (it is thought) they would break the dies rathe" lm„receive the nnpression frojn them. The blanks a/e placed cu h/ir„ i t.- v

,>on n 7^ ^ . ^>";r^«VT'^iT^'''"
^"'-'^^'^^ l''-''''«^'-<^ covered by-I^

W ^
,

•
•^^^ ''""fify

luted down « ith clay and then covered with another ironplate which IS also luted down. The tray is then placed on a cast-iron carriage aZrun into the anneahng furnace, whidi m in every respect similar to the furnace shownhy fig. 1294 in the rolling room. The annealing pans full of blanks are left in thefurnace until they have sustained a full red heat for 20 minutes, and are then wi h-drawn and placed on the floor until the iron pan has lost its red heat, when the topsare removed and the b anks are turned out into a copper pan and carrld to ?heblanching room where they are thrown into a colander in cold water, that they maybe softened by the rapid cooling. They are then lifted in the colander into a feadeS
1^ sulphuric acid dduted with 9 parts of water. They remain in thisbath of diluted sulphuric acid for a few minutes, until the surface of the blanks hasbecome bright and free from the black oxide of copper which has been formed in

the course of the process of annealing. At the time of melting a fixed amount of
copper IS added in addition to the amount of copper which is used to bring the cold
to the standard, and this copper, which is called extra alloy, is the exact amount which
IS removed from the surface of the blanks (forming sulphate of copper) by the process
ot blanching in dilute sulphuric acid

; but, as will be readily understood, if we remove
copper from the surface by dissolving it out from an alloy of gold and copper the
gold which remains on the surface must be in a honey-comb or spongy condition
and this thin surface of spongy gold gives to the coin when struck the beautiful
bloom which is observed on new coin. In the case of some peculiar gold, the process
of annealing the blanks was omitted ; and it is probable that this process may ulti-
mately be wholly abolished. After blanching, the blanks are freely washed with
cold. water to remove all the sulphate of copper from their surfaces, and after
washing they are dried by rubbing in a bath of hot box-wood sawdust, which
absorbs the wet just as a sponge would

; and as the sawdust is thrown upon hot iron
plates it soon again becomes dry, and is then ready for the next set of blanks. It
is found that sawdust will not remove the last trace of moisture which evidently
lurks in the substance of the spongy surface of gold, the blanks are therefore
thrown into a revolving copper colander, which fits into a kind of oven, heated to
a temperature rather higher than boiling water. They are shaken in this heated
atmosphere for about 1 0 minutes, and are then perfectly dry. It is necessary that
the blanks should be absolutely dry before going to the coining room, else they
not only make dirty coin, but spoil the dies by destroying the polish on their
surface.

The blanks, after leaving the hot air bath just described, are taken into the press
room to receive the impression which renders them the coin of the realm. Next to
the weighing machines, invented by Mr. Cotton, the coining press is the most beautiful
piece of mechanism in the Mint. It is automaton, and does all that is required of it

without the aid of man, and it may even be said to talk, for it is the most noisy of all

the Mint machinery. When the eight presses are at work it is quite hopeless to hear
a word spoken. Fig. 1312 is a representation of one of these presses. It stands on a
solid bed of masonry, and is firmly bolted down. The massive frame work c is made
of cast iron, and is perforated from the top to admit of the passage of a powerful screw
which is represented by d as travelling through the solid mass, d is continued up-
wards through the ceiling of the room by a rod of iron which is enclosed by a trumpet-
shaped case of iron, represented by a. At the top ofa is fitted a lever, which drives the
press by the agency of the air pump. The iron rod which continues from d through
A, passes freely through an eye hole in the lever of a, and is then provided with a
swivel joint, which terminates its horizontal motion, while the rod which carries the
swivel joint is attached to a long lever, the farther end of which is connected with a
piston working in a partly exhausted cylinder, so that when d is forced down by the
action of the air pump, it of necessity lifts this piston from the bottom of its cylinder,

thereby causing a partial vacuum; the atmosphere then pressing on the piston over-

balances the weight of d, and returns it to its position, that its lever may again come
under the influence of the air pump. On the bars b are fitted blocks of iron, wood,
wood lined with iron, or iron lined with wood, according to the force of blow required

to be given. These blocks simply answer the purpose of a fly wheel, but striking

against a buffer at the moment that the dies have exerted sufficient force on the blanks,

they prevent the destruction of the dies, and give the press a start back again to its

original position. At 7 is fixed on v a piece of brass of an eccentric form, which
would be best understood if it were described as of the shape a shilling would assume
if it were pierced at the point which is supposed to represent the nose of her Majesty,
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„ .lit were then cut in the place of the inscription at the hack of the head of the

fiiurl extending from the a of gkatia to the v of the F d. In the sht so de-

JonLKlever H tivavels but as it is fixed on a pivot at 1, that part ^^.hlch travels

through the si t becomes the short end of the lever, and in consequence that part ^hich

1312

L

is below 1 is the longest; therefore, when D descends with its circular motion, it also

gives the eccentric brass plate 7 a twirl and throws the long cud of the lever through a

considerable proportionate distance. At the lower end of the lever at l, is a brass frame
which carries an automaton hand through the slide 8. When the automaton hand
is set in motion, it carries a blank from the lower end of the tube K. and deposits it in

the collar which fits over the lower die, and returns to fetch another blank while the

upper die descends to coin the blank just deposited. D receives a motion which
carries it through half a circle; but if this twisting motion were given to the upper die-
it would render the coin to be produced imperfect, therefore the strong rods e travel

through the main frame c, and at their lower ends are provided with brasses, the outer
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Th?r^ '"^""J
^"'^ee shape into ^hich c is cut at this Doint

tTit hlnol
^^"^

'r^'
^''^

'^^'-'-y'^e " ^" arrangement by Th ic

h

the block 4 is prevented from twisting round, d fits intn o ,,,u.\,n,
'

i i
.

,

brass at 3. The lower die is fixed in a bloe^5, proviSwith li sS^^^^^ ^
resting on the base 6. The upper die is fixed in the blockT which n fJrvT''

'""^

literally a part of d. When the press is in downward rnH-t *
'

the block 5 lift the milled collar which fi s overtirnerof Jhe ow?;*!-^' "T"^
it to enclose the blocks already placed there wh^llln!:,w i ^^fb^^^^^^^^^

Fig. 1313 gives a view of the milled collar A. b being a representation of the
lower die, with its long neck
which fits nicely into the milled
collar A. c, the upper die, also
passes to a small distance into
the collar, so that at the moment
of the blow the blank is abso-
lutely enclosed. The blow which
is estimated at 40 tons, forces
the metal into every engraved
part of the collar and dies. The
press, which has been described
with as few technical terms as
possible, coins from 60 to 80
blanks per minute, finishing by
one blow the obverse and re-
verse impressions, and adding the
milled edge. (For the manu-
facture of dies, see Dies.)
The coins when struck are

collected at frequent intervals

and carefully overlooked to find

any which may be defective, for

with all the beauty of the me-
chanism of the press, accidents

cannot be avoided, and it is found
that about one coin in 200 is im-

perfect in its finish whatever its size or value. The imperfect coins are returned with
the ends cut from the bars, the scissel, and the imperfect and out of remedy blanks
to the melting house every morning. The coins are weighed into bags, each containing
701 sovereigns, and at intervals, depending on the requirements of the Bank, sent to
the Mint office, where they undergo that time-honoured process of the Pyx,
which means that the sovereigns are weighed out into pounds Troy, and their difference
plus or minus upon the standard weight is noted, two pieces being taken from each
bag. One of these two is placed in a strong box and reserved for the " trial of the
Pyx " at Westminster Hall, and the other is divided and sent to the non-resident
assayers, who report upon its purity. The coins which are taken are not selected but
culled indiscriminately from the bag full. After assaying (unless the assay should be
unsatisfactory) notice is sent to the Bank of England, and at a fixed time an oflScer

comes with a waggon and two porters and fetches the gold coin.

It is only necessary to repeat that silver and gold undergo precisely similar treatment,
but it has been omitted to say that the bars for different denominations of coin are of
different widths but all of the same length and thickness as regards silver.

Notwithstanding the inference implied by the company ofmoneyers, and the evidence
to be found in Blue Books, it is untrue to state that there must be a loss by coining the

precious metals. At this present time loss in the coining department is utterly un-
known, and this cannot be surprising if the great chemical fact that " matter cannot
be lost" be kept in mind; for, however much we may divide a substance, the

aggregate of its pieces must again make up the total ; so it is with minting, and the

minute particles which escape the watchful eyes of the workmen and their oflScers

are recovered in the dust and sweepings of the mint. In the process of melting,

there is an apparent loss to a small extent, but this is nearly balanced by the money
obtained for the sweepings.
When it is stated that there is no loss by coining, it must not be understood that

the coining department receives a definite weight of bars and returns an exactly
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^]tyanitT'7ne of the sweep be added, there is then no loss ^y,^o^°>°g'.

fsLu inargin n.ust be allowed for xninute differences
^-J.^'^l^g^^l^^^^^^

different departments. This is positively true as regards gold, but there are some

elements of calculation which are omitted, and make it appear that there is a yeiy

trXS loss in coining silver; it is nevertheless probable that some of the silver is

vSnsed by the many annealings it is submitted to, and its bulk probably gives a

g?S r Ltitude for differences of weighing It has long
.^-^^^^^"^VeU^^^^^^

fold coins, which have circulated till they have become "light ^J^jnelted and

assayed the ingots are almost invariably below the standard of fineness. This has

been auributed ?o the introduction of base coins ; but it seems to be more probably

ow'ng to the removal of the surface of pure gold, which is left at the time of blanch-

ing by the wear to which the coins are subjected m circulation.

It must be borne in mind, that the foregoing is not intended for a descriptive account

of th^Sint machinery, but simply as a faithful relation of the processes adopted to

convert bullion into coin — minting as it is at this date, 1859.— Lr. 1^ -
A.

MIRRORS. Under glass manufacture, the process of casting the large plates for

mirrors has been described. We have therefore only to describe the preparation of

the plate glass and its silvering in this place.
, . . i,^

The smoothing of the plates is effected by the use of moist emery washed to succes-

sive degrees of fineness, for the various stages of the operation; and the polishing

process is performed by rubbers of hat-felt and a thin paste of colcothar and water

The colcothar, called also crocus, is red oxide of iron prepared by the igmtion of

copperas, with grinding and elutriation of the residuum.
. . , ,

The last part, the polishing process, is performed by hand. This is managed by

females, who slide one plate over another, while a little moistened putty of tm finely

levigated is thrown between.

Large mirror-plates are now the indispensable ornaments of every large and sump-

tuous apartment ;
they diffuse lustre and gaiety round them, by reflecting the rays of

light in a thousand lines, and by multiplying indefinitely the images of objects placed

between opposite parallel planes.
/. ^ -i n j vi.

The silvering of plane mirrors consists m applying a layer of tin-foil alloyed with

mercury to their posterior surface. The workshop for executing this operation is pro-

vided with a great many smooth tables of fine freestone or marble, truly levelled, having

round their contour a rising ledge, within which there is a gutter or groove which ter-

minates by a slight slope in a spout at one of the corners. These tables rest upon an

axis of wood or iron which runs along the middle of their length ; so that they may

be inclined easily into an angle with the horizon of 12 or 13 degrees, by means of a

hand-screw fixed below. They are also furnished with brushes, with glass rules, with

rolls of woollen stuff, several pieces of flannel, and a great many weights of stone or

cast-iron. , . . _

The glass-tinner, standing towards one angle of his table, sweeps and wipes its surface

with the greatest care, along the whole surface to be occupied by the mirror-plate ; then

taking a sheet of tin-foil adapted to his purpose, he spreads it on the table, and applies

it closely with a brush, which removes any folds or wrinkles. The table being hori-

zontal, he pours over the tin a small quantity of quicksilver, and spreads it with a roll

of woollen stuff; so that the tin-foil is penetrated and apparently dissolved by the mer-

cury. Placing now two rules, to the right and to the left, on the borders of the sheet, he

pours on the middle a quantity of mercury sufBcient to form every where a layer about

the thickness of a crown piece ; then removing with a linen rag the oxide or other im-

purities, he applies to it the edge of a sheet of paper, and advances it about half an inch.

Meanwhile another workman is occupied in drying very nicely the surface of the glass

that is to be silvered, and then hands it to the master workman, who, laying it flat, places

its anterior edge first on the table, and then on the slip of paper ; now pushing the glass

forwards, he takes care to slide it along so that neither air, nor any coat of oxide on the

mercury can remain beneath the plate. "When this has reached its position, he fixes it

there by a weight applied on its side, and gives the table a gentle slope, to run off all

the loose quicksilver by the gutter and spout. At the end of five minutes he covers

the mirror with a piece of flannel, and loads it with a great many weights, which are

left upon it for 24 hours, under a gradually increased inclination of the table. By this

time the plate is ready to be taken off the marble table, and laid on a wooden one sloped

like a reading desk, with its under edge resting on the ground, while the upper is raised

successively to different elevations by means of a cord passing over a pulley in the

ceiling of the room. Thus the mirror has its slope graduated from day to day, till
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It finally arrives at a vertical position. About a montii is required for draininir out
the superfluous mercury from large mirrors; and from 18 to 20 days from those of
moderate size. The shciets of tin-foil being always somewliat larger than the glass-
plate, their edges must be pared smooth off, before the plate is lifted off the marble
table.

Process for silvering concave mirrors.— Having prepared some very fine Paris plaster
by passing it through a silk sieve, and some a little coarser passed througli hair-cloth
the first is to be made into a creamy liquor with water, and after smearing the concave
surface of the glass with a film of olive oil, the fine plaster is to be poured into it and
spread by turning about, till a layer of plaster be formed about a tenth of an inr-h thick
The second or coarse plaster, being now made into a thin paste, poured over the first
and moved about, readily incorporates with it, in its imperfectly hardened state. Thus
an exact mould is obtained of the concave surface of the glass, which lies about three-
quarters of an inch thick upon it, but is not allowed to rise above its outer edge.
The mould being perfectly dried, must be marked with a point of coincidence on the

glass, in order to permit of its being exactly replaced in the same position, after it has
been lifted out. The mould is now removed, and a round sheet of tin-foil is applied fo
it, so large that an inch of its edge may project beyond the plaster all round ; this border
being necessary for fixing the tin to the contour of the mould by pellets of white wax
softened a little with some Venice turpentine. Before fixing the tin-foil, however, it

must be properly spread over the mould, so as to remove every wrinkle ; which the
pliancy of the foil easily admits of, by uniform and well directed pressure with the
fingers.

The glass being placed in the hollow bed of a tight sack filled with fine sand, set in a
well-jointed box capable of retaining quicksilver, its concave surface must be dusted
with sifted v?^ood-ashes, or Spanish white contained in a small cotton bag, and then well
wiped with clean linen rags to free it from all adhering impurity, and particularly the
moisture of the breath. The concavity must be now filled with quicksilver to the very
lip, and the mould being dipped a little way into it, is withdrawn, and the adhering
mercury is spread over the tin with a soft flannel roll, so as to amalgamate and brighten
its whole surface, taking every precaution against breathing on it. Whenever this

brightening seems complete, the mould is to be immersed, not vertically, but one edge
at first, and thus obliquely downwards till the centres coincide ; the mercury meanwhile
being slowly displaced, and the mark on the mould being brought finally into coinci-

dence with the mark on the glass. The mould is now left to operate by its own weight
in expelling the superfluous mercury, which runs out upon the sand bag and thence
into a groove in the bottom of the box, whence it overflows by a spout into a leather bag
of reception. After half an hour's repose, the whole is cautiously inverted, to drain off

the quicksilver more completely. For this purpose, a box like the first is provided
with a central support rising an inch above its edges ; the upper sui-face of the support
being nearly equal in diameter to that of the mould. Two workmen are required to

execute the following operation. Each steadies the mould with the one hand, and raises

the box ytiih the other, taking care not to let the mould be deranged, which they rest

on the (convex) support of the second box. Before inverting the first apparatus, how-
ever, the reception bag mUst be removed, for fear of spilling its mercury. The redun-

dant quicksilver now drains off ; and if the weight of the sand bag is not thought suffi-

cient, supplementary weights are added at pleasure. The whole is left in this position

for two or three days. Before separating the mirror from its mould, the border of tin-

foil, fixed to it with wax, must be pared off with a knife. Then the weight and

sand-bag being removed, the glass is lifted up with its interior coating of tin-

amalgam.
For silvering a convex surface. — A concave plaster mould is made on the convex

glass, and their points of coincidence are defined by marks. This inould is to be lined

with tin-foil, with the precautions above described ; and the tin surface being first

brightened with a little mercury, the mould is then filled with the liquid metal. The
glass is to be well cleaned, and immersed in the quicksilver bath, which will expel the

greater part of the metal. A sand-bag is now to be laid on the glass, and the whole is

f0 be inverted as in the former case on a support ; when weights are to be applied fo

the mould, and the mercury is left to d ain off for several days.

If the glass be of large dimensions, 30 or 40 inches, for example, another method

is adopted. A circular frame or hollo-w' ring of wood or iron is prejmred, of twice the

diameter of the mirror, supported on three feet. A circular piece of new linen cloth

of close texture is cut out, of equal diami'ter to the ring, which is hemmed stoutly at

the border, and furnished round the edge with a row of small holes, for lacing the cloth

to the ring, so as to leave no folds in it, but without bracing it so tightly as to deprive

it of the elasticity necessary for making it into a mould. This apparatus being set

horizontally, a leaf of tin-foil is spread over it, of suflicicnt size to cover the surface of
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the glass ; the tin is first 'brighteued with mercury, and then as much of the liquid

metal is poured on as a plane mirror requires. The convex glass, well cleaned, is now

set down on the cloth, and its own weight, joined to some additional weights, gradually

presses down the cloth, and causes it to assume the form of the glass, which thus comes

into close contact with the tin submersed under the quicksilver. The redundant quick-

silver is afterwards drained off hy inversion, as in common cases.

The following recipe has heen given for silvering the inside of glass globes. Melt in

an iron ladle or a crucible, equal parts of tin and lead, adding to the fused alloy one

part of bruised bismuth. Stir the mixture well and pour into it as it cools two parts

of dry mercury ; agitating anew and skimming off the drossy film from the surface of

the amalgam. The inside of the glass globe being freed from all adhering dust and

humidity, is to be gently heated, while a little of the semi-fluid amalgam is introduced.

The liquidity being increased by the slight degree of heat, the metallic coating is

applied to all the points of the glass, by turning round the globe in every direction,

but so slowly as to favour the adhesion of the alloy. This silvering is not so sub-

stantial as that of plane mirrors : but the form of the vessel, whether a globe, an ovoid,

or a cylinder, conceals or palliates the defects by counter reflection from the opposite

surfaces.

Several processes have been introduced, and some of them patented, for precipitating

silver on glass. These have not been entirely successful, consequently they are but

little employed. The phenomena involved, are, however, of such an interesting

character, that this article would be incomplete without some notice of them.

Mr. Drayton patented a process of the following character. A solution of nitrate

of silver, rendered neutral by the addition of a little ammonia, was floated over a plate

of glass ; or a vessel intended to be silvered was filled with this fluid ; some spirits of

wine was mixed with it, and then a small quantity of the oils of cloves and cassia added.

By a complicated action, partly physical and partly chemical, metallic silver was se-

parated from the salt in solution, and precipitated over the entire surface of the glass.

The metallic film being of sufficient thickness, the solution was poured off, the coating
well washed, dried, and protected from abrasion by a thick varnish or paint laid on
the back. The defect in mirrors thus prepared, was that small specks appeared in

the silver, which became little centres of chemical action ; the silver tarnishing, and
circular spots extending from these points ; so that the mirror, either for use or orna-
ment, was ruined. The cause of this may be traced to the compound character of the
solutions employed. Nitrate of silver, ammonia, spirits of wine, and essential oils,

with water, form a very mechanical mixture, and as the silver fell, it no doubt en-
tangled some of the organic matter , and this, however small, became the starting
point of those stains which eventually destroyed the mirror. Dr. Stenhouse shows
that a large number of bodies possess the singular power of precipitating silver
from its solution. Amongst others, the following:—gum-arabic, starch, salicine, gum-
guaiacum, saccharic acid, aldehyde, oils of pimento, turpentine, or laurel, and espe-
cially grape sugar.

Mr. Hale Thomson patented a silvering process which involved the use of grape
sugar. A certain portion of grape sugar is put into a solution of nitrate of silver,
rendered as neutral as possible, and a little heat is applied. By this means a beautiful
film of very pure silver is spread over the glass. By a process analogous to this,
Foucault proposes to silver reflectors for lighthouses, and for telescopes. A process
has been recently patented, involving the use of tartaric acid as the precipitating
agent, but it has not yet made its way as a process of manufacture, and it therefore
requires no further notice in this place.
MISPICKEL is arsenical pyrites. See Pyrites, Arsenic, &c.
MOCHA STONE. See Agate.
MOHAIR is the hair of a goat which inhabits the mountains in the vicinity of

Angora, in Asia Minor.
We are indebted for this account of mohair to the History of the Worsted Manu-

facture of England by James.
Very much akin to, and in Yorkshire rising into importance about the same time

as that of alpaca, the mohair manufacture demands attention.
The goat is amongst the earliest animals domesticated by man, and undoubtedly,

from the very earliest ages, the fabrication of stuffs from its hair was practised by the
nations of antiquity. Throughout the middle ages the art of making beautiful stuffs
from the covering of the goat prevailed.

_
After the Angora goats have completed their first year, they are clipped annually

in April and May, and yield progressively from one to about four pounds weight of
hair. That of the female is considered better than the male's, hut both are mixed
toother for the market, with the exception of the two-year-old shcgoat'sfleece • which
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is kept with the picked hair of other white goats (of which, perhaps, 5 lbs. may l)e

choseu out of 1000), for the native manufacture of the most delicate articles; none

being ever exported in any unwrought state. Common hair sold in the Angora

bazaar, for 9 piastres, or about 1*. 8hd. the oke (that is, 2|lb8.), whilst the finest picked

•wool of the same growth fetched 14 piastres the oke. When the fleeces are shorn,

the women separate the clean hair from the dirty, and the latter only is washed.

After which, the whole is mixed together, and sent to the market. That which is not

exported raw is bought by the women of the labouring families, who, after pulling

portions loose with their fingers, pass them successively through a large and fine

toothed comb, and spin it into skeins of yarn, of which six qualities are made. An
oke of Nos. 1 to 3 fetched in the Angora bazaar from 24 to 25 piastres, and the like

weight of Nos. 3 to 6 from 38 to 40 piastres. Threads of the first 3 Nos. had been

usually sent to France, Holland, and Germany ; those of the last 3 qualities to Eng-

land. The women of Angora moisten the hair with much spittle before they draw it

from the distaff, and they assert that the quality of the thread greatly depends upon

this operation.

Formerly there was a prohibition against the export from Turkey of the Angora

hair except when wrought, or in the form of homespun yarn ; but about the time of

the Greek revolution, this prohibition was removed. Up to that period, however,

there had been little demand for the raw material in Europe, so that it sold in the year

1820, at only lOd. per pound in England. The reason of the raw material not bemg

in request arose from the belief that, owing to the peculiarity of the fibre, it could not

be spun by machinery. It soon, however, became apparent that mohair could be thus

spun in England, and this was more to be desired, because the Angora spun yarn

had so many imperfections, from being thick and uneven, as to detract greatly froni

its value This object, however, has been obtained, mamly by the perseverance of

Mr Southey, the eminent London wool-broker. Since then the use of the Angora

wool has much extended, whilst the importation has much decreased, the English

spun yarn being preferred.
, , i

• rp ,k
The demand for Angora hand-spun yarn has almost ceased, and its value m lurkey

has fallen to one half. Mohair is transmitted to England chiefly from the ports of

Smyrna and Constantinople. In colour it is the whitest known in the trade, and is,

consequently, peculiarly adapted for the fabrication of a certam class gf goods. Be-

sides Angora, quantities of an inferior sort of mohair are received from other parts of

Asiatic Turkey : a very fine description of goat's hair is also sent from that country

In England, mohair is mostly spun, and to some extent manufactured at Bradford,

and also in a less degree spun at Norwich. Scotland is also engaged m working up

mohair yarn. At first great difficulty occurred in sorting and preparing the material

fo? spinning, but by patient experiment this has been effectually surmounted, and a

fine and even thread produced, fitted for the most delicate webs

The price of Angora goats' hair has, since its importation into this country, fluctu-

ated veVy much, partly from the variations in demand, and partly owing to the

Ippl" Vhen 'the wool was first introduced, it realised only 1. 3d or Is 4d

per pound. During the years 1845 and 1846, it ranged from 1*. 3d. to U. 8d. per

SndHnd about the year 1850 it sold for U. 9d. to Is. lOd. per pound; and now

it is sold on the average at Is. lOd. per pound. „ . ^ j f

Nun^erous articles are manufactured from "^o^^l''- /^'i, ^^^^^^^^
unan

camblets which, when watered, exhibit a beauty and brilliance of surface unap-

prached by fabrics made from English wools. It is also manufactured into plush,

TwS as for coacLnd decorative laces, and also extensively for buttons braiding^

and 0 he? tdmmings for gentlemen's coats. Besides, it is made up into a light and

feshionable™ suitable for paletots and suchlike coats, combmmg elegance of tex-

sure, is substituted for the costly fabrics ot v a encie
costing only about \s.2d.

goats' hair lace is as brilliant as

f^ ^f^^^'^^^^ mS claLs. Mohair
the piece, has come mto

.^Jf
^ genei^ii^'

f^^^ 4Z. to Ul. each. Also large quan-
is also manufactured '^^^ f ^et s^^^^^^ for hangings, and furniture linings for

titles of what IS termed Utrecht ve^^^^ g^' ^^^^^^
carriages are made fro^^^

the English made article

manufactured at Coventry, anaix it> luiy <> i-

oecpntinl nunlitv
will successfully compete with the ^'^^'^Sn^'"''^^^^^^

When Captain Conolly wrote m the year 1839, tlie export trom
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yarn had almost ceased, whilst that of the hair had very greatly increased, as thus

shown.
In 1836, only 538 bales of mohair yarn were exported, whilst that of the hair

amounted to 3841 bales.

In 1837, the export of the yarn had decreased to 8 bales, and the mohair to 2261

bales ; and in 1838, the large amount of 5528 bales of mohaii- was exported ; and
only 2 1 bales of yarn.

In 1S?9 no yarn was exported, but about 5679 bales of hair.

There is no separate account furnished of the quantity of mohair imported into the

kingdom before the year 1843 ; since then the returns give the following result:

—

Years. Imported. Re-exported. Years. Imported. Re-exported.

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

1843 575,523 1850 2,805,685 961,661
1844 1,290,771 99,529 1851 2,124,600 96,044

1845 1,241,623 114,001 1852 2,564,330 71,734
1846 1,287,320 48,093 1853 3,251,806 81,725
1848 896,865 97,977 1854 1,335,319 107,169
1849 2,536,039 130,145

The following is a statement furnished by the Board of Trade, of the import and
export of mohair during the year 1856.

Re-exported to :—
Hanse Towns
Belgium
France
Other parts

lbs.

60,162

10,404

130,512

3,588

204,666

Imported from :
—

lbs.

Prussia - 14,448
Turkey- - - - 2,871,011
Egypt .... 10,416
British East Indies - - 4,198
United States . - 19,861

Other parts - - - 8,477

Total - - 2,928,411

It is evident that the re-export of mohair is insignificant,
MOIRE is the name given to the best watered silks. These silks are made in the

same way as ordiiiary silks, but always much stouter, sometimes weighing, for equal
surface, several times heavier than the best ordinary silks. They are always made
of double width, and this is indispensable in obtaining the bold waterings, for these
depend not only on the quality of the silk, but greatly on the way in which they are
folded when subjected to the enormous pressure in watering. They should be
folded in such a manner, that the air which is contained between the folds of it,

should not be able to ecapes easily ; then when the pressure is applied the air, in try-
ing to effect its escape, drives before it the little moisture which is used, and hence
causes the watering. Care must also be taken so to fold it, that every thread may be
perfectly parallel, for if they ride one across the other, the watering will be spoiled.
The press;ire used, is from 60 to 100 tons.— H. K. B.
MOIREE METALLIQUE, called in this country crystallised tin-plate, is a

variegated primrose appearance, produced upon the surface of tin-plate, by applying to
It in a heated state some dilute nitro-muriatic acid for a few seconds, then washing it
with water, drying, and coating it with lacquer. The figures are more or less beau-
tiful and diversified, according to the degree of heat, and relative dilution of the acid
This mode of ornamenting tin-plate is much less in vogue now than it was a few
years ago.

MOLASSE is a sandstone belonging to the tertiary strata, employed under thatname by the Swiss for building.

MOLASSES is the brown viscid uucrystallisable liquor, which drains from cane
sugar in the colonies. It is employed for the preparation of spirits of wine See SnrASMOLYBDENUM (I&olybdene, Fr.

; Molj^bdan, Germ.) is a rare metal whteh
occurs in nature sometimes as a sulphide, sometimes as molybdic acid and at others
as molybdate of lead. Its reduction from the acid state by charcoal requires a vervhigh heat, and affords not very satisfactory results. When reduced by passine hvdro.gen over the ignited acid, it appears as an ash-grey powder, susceptible of acauirinff
metallic lustre by being rubbed with a steel burnisher

; when reduced and fused withcharcoal it possesses a silver white colour, is very brilliant, hard, brittle of specific.gravity 8-6
;

it melts in a powerful air-furnace, oxidises with heat and air/burns at aS
O 2
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con-
6 of

intense heat into molybdic acid, dissolves in neither dilute sulphuric, muriatic,
fluoric acids, but in the concentrated sulphuric and nitric.

The protoxide consists of 85-69 of metal, and 14 31 of oxygen ; the deutoxide (

sists of 75 of metal, and 25 of oxygen
; and the peroxide, or molybdic acid, of 66 0 01

metal, and 33 4 of oxygen. This metal is too rare at present to be used in any manu-
facture.

MOONSTONE, a transparent or translucent variety of felspar. It contains bluish

white spots, which, when held to the light, present a pearly or silvery play of colour,

not unlike that of the moon. The most valued specimens are those which, when cut in

a very low oval, exhibit the silvery spot in the centre. The moonstone is held in some
estimation as an ornamental stone, but, in common with the other varieties of felspar,

it is so soft that few lapidaries know how to work it to the greatest advantage. The
finest moonstones are brought from Ceylon.— H. W. B.

MORDANT, in dyeing and calico-printing, denotes a body which, having a twofold

attraction for organic fibres and colouring particles, serves as a bond of union between
them, and thus gives fixity to certain colouring substances, constituting them dyes. In

order properly to appreciate the utility and the true functions of mordants, we must bear

in mind that many colouring matters, even those forming dark coloured solutions,

have no affinity for the fibre to be dyed. When the goods are passed through such

a coloured solution, they become stained only to the extent in which they retain the

solution, and if they are afterwards put into water, the colour, being soluble, is all

washed out. Suppose the coloured solution to be a decoction of logwood, and that the

stufif is passed into it. It may be slightly coloured; but on being washed with water

all the colour is removed. But if, previous to being put through the logwood solu-

tion, the stuff be passed through a solution of protochloride of tin, a portion of the

tin is retained by it, in virtue of an influence (a condition of capillarity) between the

fibre and the salt. There will now be formed a beautiful wine-coloured compound

between the logwood and the tin upon the goods, when they are placed in the logwood

bath, which washing with water will not remove, the compound being insoluble. The

tin in this case constitutes the mordant. It is not always essential that the mordant be

put upon the fibre previous to being put into the coloured solution
;
they may be mixed

together, and the goods placed in the mixture, when much of the coloured compound

will combine with or adhere to the fibre ;
but, in general, this mode of applying the

mordant is not so effective. If, as is usually said, the mordant enters into a real

chemical union with the stuff to be dyed, the application of the mordant should

obviously be made in such circumstances as are known to be most favourable to the

combination taking place; and this is the principle of every day's practice in the dye

^^Mordants are in general found among the metallic bases or oxides ; whence they

might be supposed to be very numerous, like the metals ; but as they must unite the

twofold condition of possessing a strong affinity for both the colourmg matter and the

organic fibre, and as the insoluble bases are almost the only ones fit to form insoluble

combinations, we may thus perceive that their number may be very limited. It is well

known, that although lime and magnesia, for example, have a considerable affinity tor

colourino- particles, and form insoluble compounds with them, yet they cannot be em-

nloved as mordants, because they possess no affinity for the textile fibres.

It will be observed from the above remarks, that the mordant serves a higher pur-

nose than the mere bond of union between the colour and fibre; that it, in fact, consti-

tutes a principal element in the colour. The colour forming the dye, m the case

with the logwood and tin, is not that of hasmatoxyhn, the colounng matter of

loewood ; but of the compound formed between it and tm, and thus logwood, by dif-

ferent mordant bases, gives a variety of colours, from a grey to a black, and from a

iSht lavender to a deep purple, &c. When an organic co ouring matter is imparted

to any fibre without the intervention of a mordant, it can only produce one tint, which

'^S:^t:^^lS^'^^ose which succeed best as mordants

dyf with logwood, galls, sumach, &c., is Iron-alum, so ca led on account of its havmg

the c7vs?aSc form of alum, though it contains no alumina. It is prepared by d.s-
tue crystalline ior°i 01 a

.^j 117 pounds of sulphuric acid, dilutmg this
solving 78 P°""<^« 87 pounds of sulphate of potash, evapo-
compound

^l^^.^ff^',jf^^^
to he m^ P

j^^,^ a fine

retCtVofo"^^^^^^^ tfmo7£ ^sltit SJi.:
yellowish crust, it is none the worse on this account. As a

Lit, in from 6 to 60 parts of water, serves to communicate and fix a g^^at ^arlety of

uniform ground colours, from light grey to brown, blue, or jet black, with quercitron.
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galls, logwood, sumach, &c., separate or combined. The ahove solution may be use-

fully modified by adding to every 10 pounds of the iron-alum, dissolved in 8 gallons

(80 pounds) of warm water, 10 pounds of acetate (sugar) of lead, and leaving the

mixture, after careful stirring, to settle. Sulphate of lead falls, and the oxide of iron

remains combined with the acetic acid and the potash. After passing through the

above mordant, the cotton goods should be quickly dried.

Colours of the above class are, however, mostly insoluble in water, and have to be dis-

solved or extracted by an alkaline solvent : and in this state have no affinity either for

the fibre or a mordant. Safflower is an instance of this kind ; the red colouring matter

of this vegetable is extracted by a weak alkaline lye, into which the goods to be dyed

are afterwards put ; and the alkali being neutralised by an acid, the colouring matter is

thus rendered insoluble in the liquor, in a state of minute division, and is gradually

absorbed by the fibre, which becomes dyed of a red colour in depth according to the

quantity of colour absorbed.

Indigo is another dye of this sort requiring an alkaline solvent, and not dyed with

mordants. (See Dyeing.)
The following remarks will illustrate some of the necessary requirements of a mor-

dant, which should be attended to by the dyer, in their application.

In order that a combination may result between two bodies, they must not only be

in contact, but they must be reduced to their ultimate molecules. The mordants that

are to be united with stufiFs are, as we have seen, insoluble of themselves, for which
reason their particles must be divided by solution in an appropriate vehicle. Now
this solvent or menstruum will exert in its own favour an affinity for the mordant,

which will prove, to that extent, an obstacle to its attraction for the stuff. Hence we
must select such solvents as have a weaker affinity for the mordants than the mordants
have for the stuffs. Of all the acids which can be employed to dissolve alumina, for

example, vinegar is the one which will retain it with least energy, for which reason
the acetate of alumina is now generally substituted for alum, because the acetic acid
gives up the alumina with such readiness, that mere elevation of temperature is suffi-

cient to effect the separation of these two substances. Before this substitution of the
acetate, alum alone was employed ; but without knowing the true reason, all the
French dyers preferred the alum of Rome, simply regarding it to be purest ; and it is

not many years since they have understood the real grounds of this preference. This
alum has not, in fact, the same composition as the alums of France, England, and
Germany, but it consists chiefly of cubic alum having a larger proportion of base.
Now this extra portion of base is held by the sulphuric acid more feebly than the
rest, and hence it is more readily detached in the form of a mordant. Nay, when a
solution of cubic alum is heated, this redundant alumina falls down in the state of a
subsulphate, long before it reaches the boiling point. This difference had not, how-
ever, been recognised, because Roman alum, being usually soiled with ochre on the
surface, gives a turbid solution, whereby the precipitate of subsulphate of alumina
escaped observation. When the liquid was filtered, and crystallised afresh, common
octahedral alum alone was obtained ; whence it was most erroneously concluded, that
the preference given to Roman alum was unjustifiable, and that its only superiority
was in being freer from iron.

Here a remarkable anecdote illustrates the necessity of extreme caution, before we
venture to condemn from theory a practice found to be useful in the arts, or set about
changing it. When the French were masters in Rome, one of their ablest chemists
was sent thither to inspect the different manufactures, and to place them upon a level
with the state of chemical knowledge. One of the fabrics, which seemed to him
furthest behindhand, was precisely that of alum, and he was particularly hostile to the
construction of the furnaces, in which vast boilers received heat merely at their
bottoms, and could not be made to boil. He strenuously advised them to be
modelled upon a plan of his own ; but, notwithstanding his advice, which was no
doubt very scientific, the old routine kept its ground, supported by utility and reputa-
tion, and very fortunately, too, for the manufacture ; for had the higher heat been
given to the boilers, no more genuine cubical alum would have been made, since it is
decomposed at a temperature of about 120° F., and common octahedral alum would
alone have been produced. The addition of a little alkali to common alum brings it
into the same basic state as the alum of Rome.
The two principal conditions, namely, extreme tenuity of particles, and liberty of

action, being found in a mordant, its operation is certain. But as the combination to
be effected is merely the result of a play of affinity between the solvent and the stuff
to be dyed, a sort of partition must take place, proportioned to the mass of the solvent
as well as to its attractive force. Hence the stuff will retain more of the mordantwhen Its solution is more concentrated, that is, when the base diffused through it isnot so much protected by a large mass of menstruum ; a fact applied to very valuable

o 3
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irses hy the practical man. On impregnating in calico printing, for example, different

spots of the same -web with the same mordant in different degrees of concentration,

there is obtained in the dye-bath a depth of colour upon these spots intense in propor-
tion to the strength of their various mordants. Thus, with the solution of acetate of
alumina in different grades of density, and with madder, every shade can be produced,
from tlie fullest red to the lightest pink

; and, with acetate of iron and madder, every
shade from black to pale violet.

We hereby perceive that recourse must indispensably be had to mordants at different

stages of concentration ; a circumstance readily realised by varying the proportions of
the watery vehicle. (See Calico-printino and Madder.) When these mordants are

to be topically applied, to produce partial dyes upon cloth, they must be thickened with
starch or gum, to prevent their spreading, and to permit a sufficient body of them to

become attached to the stuff. Starch answers best for the more neutral mordants, and
gum for the acidulous ; but so much of them should never be used as to impede the

attraction of the mordant for the cloth. Nor should the thickened mordants be of too

desiccative a nature, lest they become hard, and imprison the chemical agent before it

has had an opportunity of combining with the cloth, during the slow evaporation of

its water and acid. Hence the mordanted goods, in such a case, should be hung up to

dry in a gradual manner, and when oxygen is necessary to the fixation of the base,

they should be largely exposed to the atmosphere. The foreman of the factory ought,

therefore, to be thoroughly conversant with all the minutise of chemical reaction. In

cold and damp weather he must raise the temperature of his drying-house, in order to

command a more decided evaporation ; and when the atmosphere is unusually dry and

warm, he should add deliquescent correctives to his thickening. But, supposing the

application of the mordant and its desiccation to have been properly managed, the

operation is by no means complete ; nay, what remains to be done is not the least

important to success, nor the least delicate of execution. Let us bear in mind that

the mordant is intended to combine not only with the organic fibre, but afterwards

also with the colouring matter, and that, consequently, it must be laid entirely bare,

or scraped clean, so to speak, that is, completely disengaged from all foreign sub-

stances which might invest it, and obstruct its intimate contact with the colouring

matters. This is the principle and the object of two operations, to which the names

of (lunging and clearing have been given. See Calico Printing.

If the mordant applied to the surface of the cloth were completely decomposed, and

the whole of its base brought into chemical union with it, a mere rinsing or scouring

in water would suffice for removing the viscid substances added to it, but this never

happens, whatsoever precautions may be taken ; one portion of the mordant remains

untouched, and besides, one part of the base of the portion decomposed does not enter

into combination with the stuff, but continues loose and superfluous. All these par-

ticles, therefore, must be removed without causing any injury to the dyes. If in this

predicament the stuff were merely immersed in water, the free portion of the mordant

would dissolve, and would combine indiscriminately with all the parts of the cloth not

mordanted, and which should be carefully protected from such combination, as well as

the action of the dye. We must therefore add to the scouring water some substance

that is capable of seizing the mordant as soon as it is separated from the cloth, and of

forming with it an insoluble compound ;
by which means we shall withdraw it from

the sphere of action, and prevent its affecting the rest of the stuff, or interfering with

the other dyes. This result is obtained by the addition of cow-dung to the scouring

bath ; a substance which contains a sufficiently large proportion of soluble animal

matters, and of colouring particles, for absorbing the aluminous and ferruginous salts.

The heat given to the dung-bath accelerates this combination, and determines an in-

soluble and perfectly inert coagulum.
_

Thus the dung-bath produces at once the solution of the thickening paste
;
a more

intimate union between the alumina or iron and the stuff, in proportion to its eleva-

tion of temperature, which promotes that union ; an effectual subtraction of the unde-

composed and superfluous part of the mordant, and perhaps a commencement of

mechanical separation of the particles of alumina, which are merely dispersed among

the fibres ; a separation, however, which can be completed only by the proper scour-

in-T, which is done by the dash-wheel with such agitation and pressure (see Bleaching

and Dunging) as vastly facilitate the expulsion of foreign particles.

Before concluding this article, we may say a word or two about astringents, and

especially gall-nuts, which have been ranked by some writers among mordants It is

rather difficult to account for the part which they play. (3f course we do not al ude

to their operation in the black dye, where they give the well known purple-black

colour with salts of iron ; but to the circumstance of their employment for a variety

of dyes, and also of dye-drugs, as sapan and Brazil-wood, madder, and logwood, and

especially in the dye Adrianople or Turkey red. All that seems to be clearly esta-

blished is, that the astringent principle or tannin, whose peculiar nature m this
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respect is unkno-wn, combines like mordants with the stuffs, and fixes a greater

quantity of the base upon it, and thus adds depth to the colour, as well as certain

peculiarities of tint ; but as this tannin has itself a brown tint, it will not suit

for white grounds, though it answers quite well for pink grounds. When white

spots are desired upon a cloth prepared with oil and galls, they are produced by an

oxygenous discharge, effected either through chlorine or chromic acid. See Calico

Printing, Vol. I. p. 524, and the various Mordants there particularised under their

respective heads.— J. N.

MOREEN. A stout woollen stuff, which is chiefly employed for curtains.

MORINE. This is the name given by Gerhardt to the principal colouring matter

of the Mortis tinctoria or oldfustic^ a large tree which grows in many parts of the West
Indies, and on the American Continent. It is used principally for dyeing woollens

and silks, seldom or ever as a solitary colour, but as a ground work for other colours, as

in the dyeing of wools and silks black, in which process, it greatly improves the black.

It is used with indigo to form a green, and with salts of iron to yield an olive hue.

The colouring matter was first separated by Chevreul. It is extracted from the

wood by boiling water, which on cooling, when concentrated, deposits it as yellow
crystalline powder, which must be purified by several crystallisations. It has the

composition (C^°H'®0-°). It possesses a sweetish and astringent taste; one part

dissolves in 6-4 parts of cold water and in 2'14 parts of boiling water. The solution is

slightly acid, and precipitates salts of iron of a dark green colour ; with salts of lead and
protochloride of tin, it forms deep yellow precipitates. It is not precipitated by alum
until after the addition of carbonate of potash, when a yellow lake is formed.

Concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves it in the cold, forming a yellow solution,

from which it is again precipitated by diluting with water. It is readily soluble in

alcohol and ether j insoluble in spirits of turpentine and the fatty oils. Alkalies deepen
the colour of its solutions.—H. K. B.

MORINGA. The seeds of the Bloringha Pterygasperma have been used for the
oil they contain. These have been examined and reported on by Mr. Dugald Camp-
bell, who says of the oil they yield : — " This oil is the very opposite to a dry oil,

being extremely rich in "fatty substances, and is of specific gravity 9 15"60 at 60° Fah.,
water taken as I'OOO. When it is kept cooled for a short time to 44° it becomes
opaque from crystals of the fatty substances forming throughout it, and it is now very
viscid and thick. In this state it may be heated up to 65° before it assumes its

original brightness. It is nearly tasteless, and almost without odour."
MOROCCO. See Leather.
MORPHINE. Syn. Morphia. (Morphine, Yr.

; Morphin, Germ.) C'<H"'N0«+2
aq. An organic base, contained (amongst others) in opium. As it is the substance
upon which the sedative properties of opium depend, great attention has been paid to
its extraction. Numerous processes have been devised for the purpose ; but perhaps
that of Gregory is, in facility and economy, as good as any. The aqueous infusion
is precipitated by chloride of calcium to remove the meconic and sulphuric acids
present. The filtered fluid is evaporated until the hydrochlorate of morphine crys-
tallises out, so as to form a nearly solid mass, which is then strongly pressed: the liquid
exuding contains the colouring matters and several alkaloids. The pressed mass is
crystallised and squeezed repeatedly, and, if necessary, bleached with animal charcoal.
The hydrochlorate, which contains a little codeine, is to be dissolved in water and
precipitated by ammonia; pure morphia precipitates, and the codeine remains in solu-
tion. The salts of morphia most employed in medicine are the hydrochlorate, the
acetate, and the sulphate. A solution of 5 grains of morphia in 1 ounce of water is
about the same strength as laudanum.— C. C. W.

Jmport.1, 1857.— Morphia and its salts, 159 lbs.

MORTAR. A mixture of lime with water and sand.
The sand used in making mortar should be sharp,—that is angular, not round —and

clean, that is, free from all earthy matter, or other than siliceous particles Hence
road scrapings, always, as being a mixture of sand and mud, and pit sand generallv as
being scarcely ever without a portion of clay, should be washed before they are iis'ed
which is seldom necessary with river sand, this being cleaned by the flowing water " Ihave ascertained by repeated experiments, that 1 cubic foot of well burned chalk" lime
iresh from the kiln, weighing 35 lbs., when well mixed with 3^ cubic feet of eoodriver sand, and about 1^ cubic foot of water, produced above 3{ cubic feet of as goodmortar as this kind of lime is capable of forming. A smaller proportion of sandsuch as two parts to one of lime, is however often used, which the workmen generallvpreter but because it requires less time and labour in mixing, which saves trouble tothe labourers, and it also suits the convenience of the masons and bricklavers betterbeing what is termed tougher, that is, more easily worked, but it does not by any meansmake such good mortar,. If on the other hand the sand be increased to morrtTrnthe above proportion of 3^ it renders the mortar too short, that is, not p astTc enou'J
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for use, and causes it also to be too friable, for excess of sand prevents mortar from
setting into a compact adhesive mass. In short, there is a certain just proportion,
between these two ingredients which produces the best mortar, which I should say
ought not to be less than 3, nor more than 3^ parts of sand, to 1 of lime ; that is when
common chalk lime, or other pure limes are used, for different limes require different

proportions. When the proportion of sand to lime is stated in the above manner,
which is done by architects as a part of their specification, or general directions for

the execution of a building, it is always understood, when nothing is expressed to the

contrary, that the parts stated are by fair level measure of the lime, and by stricken

measure for the sand ; and that the lime is to be measured in lumps, in the same state

in which it conies from the kiln, without slaking, or even breaking it into smaller
pieces." — Pasley.

MORTAR, HYDRAULIC, is the kind of mortar used for building piers or walls

under or exposed to water, such as those of harbours, docks, &c. The poorer sorts

of limestone, such as contain from 8 to 25 per cent, of foreign matter, in silica, alu-

mina, magnesia, &c., are best adapted for this purpose. All the water limestones are

of a bluish grey or brown colour, which is communicated to them by the oxide of

iron. They are usually termed stone-lime by the builders of the metropolis, to dis-

tinguish them from common chalk lime, but so far improperly, that the Dorking
limestone is not much harder than chalk, and the Hailing limestone is actually a

chalk, and not harder than the pure chalk of the same neighbourhood, from which it

is only distinguished in appearance by. being a little darker. These, though calcined,

do not slake when moistened ; but if pulverised they absorb water without swelling

up or heating, like fat lime, and afford a paste which hardens in a few days under

water, but in the air they never acquire much solidity.

The following analyses of different hydraulic limestones are by Berthier.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

A. Analyses of limeslones.

Carbonate of lime - - -

Carbonate of magnesia
Carbonate of protoxide of iron

Carbonate of manganese -

Oxide of iron -

97-0

2-0

1-0

98-5

1-5

74-5

23 0

1-2

76-5

30
3-0

1-5

|l5-2

80-0

1-5

18-0

100-0 100-0 100-0 100-0 100 0

B. Analyses of the burnt lime.

Lime . - - - -

Magnesia -

Alumina - - - - -

96-4
1-8

1-8

97-2

2-8

78-0

20-0

2 0

683
20

24 0
5-7

70 0
1-0

29-0

100-0 100-0 100-0 100-0 100-0

No. 1 is from the fresb-water lime formation of Chateau-Landon, near Nemours;

No. 2, the large grained limestone of Paris ; both of these afford a fat lime when

burnt.' Dolomite affords a pretty fat lime, though it contains 42 per cent, of carbonate

of magnesia ; No. 3 is a limestone from the neighbourhood of Paris, which yields a

poor lime, possessing no hydraulic property ; No. 4 is the secondary limestone of

Metz ; No. 5 is the lime marl of Senonches, near Dreux ; both the latter have the

property of hardening under water, particularly the last, which is much used at Paris

on this account. -j r • j
All good hydraulic mortars must contain alumma and sdica ;—the oxides ot iron and

manganese, at one time considered essential, are rather prejudicial ingredients. By

adding silica and alumina, or merely the former, in certain circumstances, to fat lime,

a water-cement may be artificially formed ; as also by adding to lime any of the follow-

ing native productions, which contain silicates ;
puzzolana^ trass or tarras, pumice-

stone, basalt-tuff, slate-clay. Puzzolana is a volcanic product, which forms hills of

considerable extent to the south-west of the Apennines, in the district of Rome, the

Pontine marshes, Viterbo, Bolsena, and in the Neapolitan region of Puzzuolo, whence

the name. A similar volcanic tufa is found in many other parts of the world.

According to Berthier, the Italian puzzolana consists of 44-5 silica; 150 alumina
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8-8 lime ; 47 magnesia ;
1'4 potash ; 4-1 soda; 12 oxides of iron and titanium

;
9-2

T7ater; in 100 parts. •

The tufa stone, which when ground forms trass, is composed of 57-0 silica, 16-0 clay,

2-6 lime, 1-0 magnesia, 7-0 potash, 1-0 soda, 5 oxides of iron and titanium, 9*6 water.

This tuff is found abundantly, filling up valleys in beds of 10 or 20 feet deep, in the

north of Ireland, among the schistose formations upon the banks of the Rhine, and at

Monheim in Bavaria.

The fatter the lime the less of it must be added to the ground puzzolana, or trass, to

form a hydraulic mortar; the mixture should be made extemporaneously, and must at

any rate be kept dry till about to be applied. Sometimes a proportion of common
sand mortar instead of lime is mixed with the trass. When the hydraulic cement

hardens too soon, as in 12 hours, it is apt to crack ; it is better when it takes 8 days

to concrete. Through the agency of the water, silicates of lime, alumina (magnesia),

and oxide of iron are formed, which assume a stony hardness.

Besides the above two volcanic products, other native earthy compounds are used

in making water cements. To this head belong all limestones which contain from

20 to 30 per cent, of clay and silica. By gentle calcination, a portion of the carbonic

acid is expelled, and a little lime is combined with the clay, while a silicate of clay

and lime results, associated with lime in a subcarbonated state. A lime-marl con-

taining less clay will bear a stronger calcining heat without prejudice to its qualities

as a hydraulic cement : but much also depends upon the proportion of silica present,

and the physical structure of all the constituents.

The mineral substance most used in England for making such mortar is vulgarly

called cement-stone. It is a reniform limestone, which occurs distributed in single

nodules, or rather lenticular cakes, in beds of clay. They are mostly found in those

argillaceous strata which alternate with the limestone beds of the Oolite formation, as

also in the clay strata above the chalk, and sometimes in the London clay. On the

coasts of Kent, in the isles of Sheppey and Thanet, on the coasts of Yorkshire,
Somersetshire, and the Isle of Wight, &c., these nodular concretions are found in con-
siderable quantities, having been laid bare by the action of the sea and weather.
They were called by the older mineralogists Septaria and Ludus Helmontii (Van
Helmont's coits). When sawn across, they show veins of calc-spar traversing the

siliceous clay, and are then sometimes placed in the cabinets of virtuosi. They are
found also in several places on the Continent, as at Neustadt-Eberswalde, near
Antwerp, near Altdorf in Bavaria ; as also at Boulogne-sur-mer, where they are
called Boulogne pebbles (galets). These nodules vary in size from that of a fist to a
man's head ; they are of a yellow-grey or brown colour, interspersed with veins of
calc-spar, and sometimes contain cavities bestudded with crystals. Their specific
gravity is 2 59.

The Blue Lias cement-stones are considered the strongest water limes of this country,
and are found on opposite sides of the Bristol Channel, near Watchet in Somerset-
shire, and Aberthaw in Glamorganshire, and also in North Wales and at Lyme Regis
in Dorsetshire. The Dorking or Merstham lime and the Hailing lime, so termed
from a village on the left bank of the Medway above Rochester, but which is also
found near Burnham on the opposite side of the river, though not possessing such
strong hydraulic properties as the lias, are also much esteemed.

Analyses of several cement-stones, and of the cement made with them :

A. Constituents of the cement
stones.

Carbonate of lime— magnesia
— protoxide ofiron— manganese

Silica . _ . ,

Alumina or clay -

Oxide of Iron
Water _ . - .

B. Constituents of the cement.
Lime-----
Magnesia -

Alumina or clay

-

Oxide of iroii - - .

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

65-7 61-6

0-5

6-0 6-0

1-6

18-0 150
6-6 4-8

30
1-2 6-6

55-4 54-0 55-0

36-0 31-0 38-0
8-6 15-0 130

No. 4.

}

82-9

4-3

130
trace

No. 5.

63-8

1-5

11-6

14-0

5-7

9-4

56-6

1-1

21-0

13-7
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No. 1, English cement-stone analysed by Berthier ; No. 2, Boulogne stone, by
Drapiez ; No. 3, English ditto, by Davy ; No. 4, reniform limestone nodules from
Arkona, by Hiihnefeld ; No. 5, cement-stone of Avallon, by Dumas.

In England the stones are calcined in shaft-kilns, or sometimes in mound-kilns,
then ground, sifted and packed in casks. The colour of the powder is usually dark
brown-red. When made into a thick paste with water it absorbs little of it, evolves
hardly any heat, and soon indurates. It is mixed with a sharp sand in various pro-
portions, immediately before using it ; and is employed in all marine and river em-
bankments, for securing the seams of stone or brick floors or arches from the percolation
of moisture, and also for facing walls to protect them from damp.
The cement of Pouilly is prepared from a Jurassic (secondary) limestone, which con-

tains 39 per cent, of silica, with alumina, magnesia, and iron oxide. Vicat forms a
factitious Roman cement by making bricks with a pasty mixture of 4 parts of chalk
and 1 part of dry clay, drying, burning, and grinding them. River sand must be
added to this powder ; and even with this addition, its efficacy is somewhat doubtful

;

though it has, for want of a better substitute, been much employed at Paris.

Professor Kuhlmann, of Lisle, has made certain improvements in the manufacture
of lime-cement, and he has prepared artificial stone possessed of a hardness and
solidity fit for the sculptor. See Stone, Artificiai..

In operating by the dry method, instead of calcining the limestone with sand and
clay alone, as has been hitherto commonly practised, this inventor introduces a small
quantity of soda, or preferably, potash, in the state of sulphate, carbonate, or muriate
— salts susceptible of forming silicates — when the earthy mixture is calcined. The
alkaline salt, equal in weight to about one-fifth that of the lime, is introduced in solu-

tion among the earths.

All sorts of lime are made hydraulic in the humid way, by mixing slaked lime with

solutions of common alum or sulphate of alumina : but the best method consists in

employing a solution of the silicate of potash, called liquor of flints, or soluble glass,

to mix in with the lime, or lime and clay. An hydraulic cement may also be made
which will serve for the manufacture of achitectural ornaments, by making a paste of

pulverised chalk, with a solution of the silicate of potash ; the said liquor of flints

likewise gives chalk and plaster a stony hardness, by merely soaking them in it

after they are cut or moulded to a proper shape. On exposure to the air they get

progressively indurated. Superficial hardness may be readily procured by washing

over the surface of chalk, &c., with liquor of flints, by means of a brush. This

method affords an easy and elegant method of giving a stony crust to plastered walls

and ceilings of apartments ; as also to statues and busts, cast in gypsum, mixed with

chalk.

The essential constituents of every good hydraulic mortar are caustic lime and

silica ; and the hardening of this compound underwater consists mainly in a chemical

combination of these two constituents through the agency of the water, producing a

hydrated silicate of lime. But such mortars may contain other bases besides lime, as

for example clay and magnesia, whence double silicates of great solidity are formed ;

on which account dolomite is a good ingredient of these mortars. But the silica must

be in a peculiar state for these purposes; namely, capable of afi'ording a gelatinous

paste with acids ; and if not so already, i± must be brought into this condition, by cal-

cining it, along with an alkali or an alkaline earth, at a bright red heat, when it will

dissolve, and gelatinise in acids. Quartzose sand, however fine its powder may be,

will form no water-mortar or lime ; but if the powder be ignited with the lime, it then

becomes fit for hydraulic work. Ground felspar or clay forms with slaked lime no

water-cement ; but when they are previously calcined along with the lime, the mix-

ture becomes capable of hardening under water.

Hamelin's Cement is composed of ground Portland stone (roe stone), sand and litharge

in the proportion of 62 of the first, 35 of the second, and 3 of the third, in 100 parts

;

but other proportions w ill also answer the purpose. Considerable dexterity is required

to make good work with it.
. ip a i

Limestone, which contains as much as 10 per cent, of clay, comports itself after cal-

cination, if all the carbonic acid be expelled, just as pure limestone would do. When

it is less strongly burned, it affords, however, a mass which hardens pretty speedily m
water. If the argillaceous proportion of a marl amounts to 18 or 20 per cent., it still

will slake with water, but it will absorb less of it, and forms a tolerably good hydraulic

mortar, especially if a little good Roman Cement be added to it. When the proportion

of clay is 25 to 30 per cent, after burning, it heats but little with water, nor does it

slake well, and must therefore be ground by stampers or an edge millstone, when it is

to be used as a mortar. This kind of marl yields commonly the best water-cement

without other addition. Should the quantity of clay be increased farther, as up to 40

per cent., the compound will not bear a high or long-continued heat without being
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spoiled for making hydraulic mortar after grinding to powder. When more strongly

calcined it forms a vitriform substance, and should, after being pulverised, be mixed

up with good lime, to make a water mortar. K the marls in any locality differ much

in their relative proportions of lime and alumina, then the several kinds should be mixed

in such due proportions as to produce the most speedily setting, and most highly m-

durating hydraulic cement.

Hydraulic limes, or cements require the presence of carbonate of lime with silica,

or silicate of alumina, or magnesia. It is stated the dolomite calcined at a moderate

heat exhibits the property of a hydraulic lime.

If carbonate of lime be mixed with gelatinous silica, it forms a good hydraulic ce-

ment. See Silica and Silicatisation,

If a hydraulic lime be calcined at too high a temperature, the silicate undergoes

partial fusion, and will not set afterwards underwater. The heat therefore employed

for burning the hydraulic limestones should only be just high enough to expel the

water from the clay and the greater part of the carbonic acid from the carbonate of

lime.

Neither clay {silicate of alumina) nor lime alone will set under water, but if wc
carefully mix chalk and clay together and then calcine them at a moderate heat a

good hydraulic cement is obtained.

It is impossible in this work to do full justice to this very important subject, we
must therefore refer our readers to General Pasley's works on Limes and Cements, to

the papers of Mr. Timperly in the Transactions of the Institution of Civil Engineers

and to the works especially of M. M. Vicat and Belidor. See, besides the articles

already referred to, Puzzolana, Roman Cement, Stone Cement.

MOSAIC. (^Mosaique, Fr. ;
Mosaisch, Germ.) There are several kinds of mosaic,

but all of them consist in imbedding fragments of different coloured substances, usually

glass or stones, in a cement, so as to produce the effect of a picture. The beautiful

chapel of Saint Lawrence in Florence, which contains the tombs of the Medici, has

been greatly admired by artists, on account of the vast multitude of precious marbles,

jaspers, agates, aventurines, malachites, &c., applied in mosaic upon its walls. The
detailed discussion of this subject belongs to a treatise upon the fine arts.

_
The pro-

gress-of the invention is so cm-ious that some brief notice of mosaic work in general

will not be out of place.

When, with his advancing intelligence, man began to construct ornamental articles

to decorate his dwelling, or to adorn his person, we find him taking natural productions,

chiefly from the mineral kingdom, and combining them in such a manner as will

afford, by their contrasts of colour, the most pleasing effects. From this arose the

art of mosaic, which appears, in the first instance, to have been applied only to the

combination of dice-shaped stones {tessercB) in patterns. This was the opus musivum
of the Romans

;
improving upon which, we have the Italians introducing the more

elaborate and artistic pietra dura, now commonly known as Florentine-work. It is

not our purpose to treat of any of the ancient forms of mosaic-work, further than it is

necessary to illustrate the subject before us. The opus tesselatum consisted of small

cubes of marble, worked by hand into simple geometrical figures. The opus sectile

was formed of different crusts or slices of marble, of which figures and ornaments
were made. The opus vermiculatum was of a far higher order than these: by the

employment of differently-coloured marbles, and, where great brilliancy of tint was
required, by the aid of gems, the artists produced imitations of figures, ornaments, and
pictures, the whole object being portrayed in all its true colours and shades.

The advance from the opus vermicidatum to the fine mosaic work, which had its origin
in Rome, and is, therefore, especially termed Roman mosaic, was easy ; and we find
this delicate manufacture arising to a high degree of excellence in the city where it

originated, and to which it has been almost entirely confined, Venice being the only
city which has attempted to compete with Rome. To this Art-manufacture we more
especially direct attention, since a description of it will aid us in rendering intelligible

the most interesting and peculiarly novel manufacture of mosaic rug-work, as practised
by the Messrs. Crossleys. Roman, and also Venetian enamels, are made of small
rods of glass, called indiscriminately joasfe and smalt. In the first place cakes of glass
are manufactured in every variety of colour and shade that are likely to be required.
These cakes are drawn out into rods more or less attenuated, as they are intended to
be used for finer or for coarser works, a great number being actually threads of glass.
These rods and threads are kept in bundles, and arranged in sets corresponding to
their colours, each division of a set presenting every desired shade. A piece of dark
slate or marble is prepared, by being hollowed out like a box, and this is filled with
plaster of Paris.

_
tJpon this plaster the pattern is drawn by the artist, and the mosaicisti

proceeds with his work by removing small squares of the plaster, and filling in these
with pieces cut from the rods of glass. Gradually, in this manner, all the plaster is
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removed, and a picture is formed by the ends of the filaments of coloured glass ; these
are carefully cemented together by a kind of mastic, and polished. In this May is
formed, not only those exquisitely delicate mosaics which were, at one time, very
fashionable for ladies' brooches, but tolerably large, and often highly artistic pictures.
Many of our readers will remember the mosaic landscapes which rendered the
Italian Court of the Great Exhibition so attractive ; and in the Museum of Practical
Geology will be found a portrait of the late Emperor of Russia, which is a remarkably
good illustration of mosaic-work on a large scale. We may remark, in passing, that
the whole process of glass mosaic is well illustrated in this collection.
The next description of mosaic work to which we will direct attention is the manu-

facture of Tunbridge. The wood mosaics of Tunbridge are formed of rods of wood,
vary ing in colour, laid one upon the other, and cemented together, so that the pattern,
as with the glass mosaics, is produced by the ends of the rods.

MOSAIC GOLD. For the composition of this peculiar alloy of copper and zinc,
called also Or-molu, Messrs. Parker and Hamilton obtained a patent in November,
1825. Equal quantities of copper and zinc are to be " melted at the lowest tempera-
ture that copper will fuse," which being stirred together so as to produce a perfect
admixture of the metals, a further quantity of zinc is added in small portions, until

the alloy in the melting pot becomes of the colour required. If the temperature of
the copper be too high, a portion of the zinc will fly off in vapour, and the result will

be merely spelter or hard solder ; but if the operations be carried on at as low a heat
as possible, the alloy will assume first a brassy yellow colour ; then by the introduc-
tion of small portions of zinc, it will take a purple or violet hue, and will ultimately

became perfectly white ; which is the appearance of the proper compound in its fused

state. This alloy may be poured into ingots ; but as it is diflScult to preserve its

character when re-melted, it should be cast directly into the figured moulds. The
patentees claim exclusive right of compounding a metal consisting of from 52 to 55
parts of zinc, out of 100.

Mosaic gold, the aurum musivum of the old chemists, is a sulphuret of tin. See
Allots.
MOSAIC WOOL WORK. There is no branch of manufacture which is of a

more curious character than the mosaic wool work of the Messrs. Crossleys of Halifax.

By referring to the article Mosaic, there will be no difficulty in understanding how
a block of wood, which has been constructed of hundreds of lengths of coloured

specimens, will, if cut transversely, produce a great number of repetitions of the

original design. Suppose, when we look at the transverse section presented by the

end of a Tunbridge block, we see a very accurately formed geometric pattern ; this

is rendered perfectly smooth, and a slab of wood is glued to it. When the adhesion

is secure, as in a piece of veneering for ordinary cabinet-work, a very thin .slice is

cut off by means of a circular saw, and then we have the pattern presented to us in a

state which admits of its being fashioned into any article which may be desired by

the cabinet-maker. In this way, from one block, a very large number of slices can

be cut off, every one of them presenting exactly the same design. If lengths of

worsted are substituted for those of glass or of wood, it will be evident that the result

will be in many respects similar. By a process of this kind the mosaic rugs— Avith

very remarkable copies from the works of some of our best artists — are produced.

In connection with this manufacture, a few words on the origin of this kind of work

will not be out of place.

The tapestries of France have been long celebrated for the artistic excellence of the

designs, and for the brilliancy and permanence of the colours. These originated in

France, about the time of Henry IV., and the manufacture was much patronised by that

monarch and his minister Sully. Louis XIV. and Colbert, however, were the great

patrons of the beautiful productions of the loom. The minister of Louis bought

from the Brothers Gobelins their manufactory, and transformed it into a royal esta-

blishment, under the title of Ze Teinturier Parfait. A work was published in 1746,

in which it was seriously told that the dyes of the Gobelins had acquired such

superiority that their contemporaries attributed the talent of these celebrated artists to

a paction which one or the other of them had made with the devil.

In the Gobelin and Beauvais Tapestry we have examples of the most artistic pro-

ductions, executed with a mechanical skill of the highest order, when we consider the

material in which the work is executed. The method of manufacture involving

artistic power on the part of the workman, great manipulatory skill, and the expen-

diture of much time, necessarily removes those productions from the reach of any but

the wealthy. Various attempts have been made, from time to time, to produce a

textile fabric which should equal those tapestries in beauty, and which should be sold

to the public at much lower prices. None of those appear to hare been successful,

until the increasing applications of india-rubber pointed to a plan by which high
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artistic excellence might be combined -with moderate cost. In Berlin, and subse-

quently in Paris, plans— in most respects similar to the plan we are about to describe

were tried, but in neither instance with complete success. Of course, there cannot

now be many of our readers who have not been attracted by the very life-like repre-

sentations of lions and dogs which have for the last few years been exhibited,in the

carpet warehouses of the metropolis, and other large cities. While we admit the

perfection of the manufacture, we are compelled to remark that the designs which

have been chosen are not such as appear to us to be quite appropriate, when we con-

sider the purposes for which a rug is intended. Doubtless from their very attractive

character, and moderate cost, those rugs find a large number of purchasers, by whom
they are doubtless greatly admired. It will, however, be obvious to our readers, that

they are not consistent with the principles of design, and that there is a want of con-

sistency in the idea of treading upon the " monarch of the forest," copied with that

remarkable life-likeness which distinguishes the productions of Sir Edwin Landseer

;

or in placing one's feet in the midst of dogs or of poultry, when the resemblances

are sufficiently striking to impress you with the idea that the dogs will bark, and that

the cock will crow. We believe that less picturesque subjects, in accordance with the

law— which we conceive to be the true one— which gives true beauty only to that

which is, in its applications, consistent and harmonious, would be yet greater fa-

vourites than those rugs now manufactured by the Messrs. Crossleys. And amidst

the amount of good which these excellent men are doing to all who come within

their influence, we are certain they might, with the means at their command, in-

troduce an arrangement of colours which might delight by their harmonious blend-

ing, and a system of designs which, pure and consistent, should ever charm the eye,

without attempting to deceive either it, or any of the senses. Every attempt to ad-

vance the taste of a people is worthy of all honour ; and having the power, as the

manufacturers of the mosaic rugs have, of producing works of the highest artistic ex-

cellence, we should be rejoiced to see them employing that power to cultivate amongst
all classes a correct perception of the true and the beautiful.

AVith these remarks we proceed to a description of the manufacture.

Every lady who has devoted herself for a season, when it was the fashion to do so,

to Berlin wool-work, will appreciate the importance of a careful arrangement of all

the coloured worsteds which are to be used in the composition of her design. Here,
where many hundreds of colours, combinations of colours, and shades are required,

in great quantities and in long lengths, the utmost order is necessary ; and the system
adopted in this establishment is in this respect excellent. We have, for example,
grouped under each of the primary colours, all the tints of each respective colour that

the dyer can produce, and between each large division the mixtures of colour pro-
ducing the neutral tones, and the interblending shades which may be required to copy
the artist with fidelity. Skeins of worsted thus arranged are ever ready for the
English mosaicist.i in rug-work. Such is the material. Now to describe the manner
of proceeding. In the first place an artist is employed to copy, of the exact size re-

quired for the rug, a work of Landseer's, or any other master, which may be selected
for the purpose. Although the process of copying is in this case mechanical, con-
siderable skill is required to produce the desired result. This will be familiar to all

who have observed the peculiar characteristics of the Berlin wool-work patterns.
The picture being completed, it is ruled over in square, each of about twelve inches
These are again interruled with small squares, which correspond with the threads of
which the finished work is to consist. This original being completed, it is copied
upon lined paper by girls who are trained to the work, each girl having a square of
about twelve inches to work on. These are the copies which go into the manu-
factory. A square is given to a young woman whose duty it is to match all the colours
in wool. This is a task of great delicacy, requiring a very fine appreciation of colour.
It becomes necessary in many cases to combine two threads of wool, especially to
produce the neutral tints. It is very interesting to observe the care with which every
variety of colour is matched. The skeins of worsted are taken, and a knot or knob
being formed, so as to increase the quantity of coloured surface, it is brought down
on the coloured picture ; and, when the right shades have been selected, they are
numbered, and a corresponding system of numbers are put on the pattern. In many
of the rugs one hundred colours are employed. The selector of colours works under
the guidance of a master, who was in this case a German gentleman, and to his
obliging and painstaking kindness we are much indebted. Without his very exact
description of eveiy stage of the process, it would not have been easy to render
this rare mosaic-work intelligible to our readers. When all the coloured wools have
been selected, they are handed, with the patterns, to young women, who are termed
the " mistresses of a frame," each one having under her charge three little girls.
The " frame " consists of three iron stands, the two extreme ones being about 200
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inches apart, and the other exactly in the middle. These stands are made of stout
cast iron, and may be said to consist of two bowed legs, with two cross pieces of iron
one at the top of the legs, and the other about fifteen inches below, the space between
them being that which is to be occupied by the threads of wool which are to form the
required square block of wool. These frames are united together by means of cast
iron tubes, running from end to end. The observer is struck with the degree of
strength which has been given to these frames. It appears that, for the purpose of
merely holding together a few threads of wool, a much slighter frame might have been
employed ;

and we certainly were surprised when we were informed that, at first,

many frames were broken, and that they were compelled to have the stronger ones at
present in use. The cause of this will be obvious, when we have proceeded a little

further with our description. At one end of these frames sits the " mistress," with a
stand before her, on which the pattern allotted to her is placed, and a vertical frame,
over which the long coloured worsteds are arranged. By the side of this young
woman sits a little girl, who receives each worsted from the mistress, and hands it to
one of two children, who are on either side of the frame.
Commencing at one corner of the pattern, a thread is selected of the required

colour, and handed to the first girl, who passes it to the second, whose duty it is to
fasten it to a stiff, but slight bar of steel, about half an inch in width, which passes
from the upper to the under bar of the frame. The third girl receives the thread, and
carries it to the lower end of the frame, and fastens it to a similar bar of steel at that
end. The length of each thread of worsted is rather more than 200 inches. It is

well known that twisted wool does not lie quite straight, without some force is ap-
plied to it ; and of course the finished pattern would be incomplete, if all the threads
did not observe the truest parallelism to each other. To effect this, a stretching force

equal to four pounds is required to every thread. The child who carries the thread,

therefore, pulls the worsted with this degree of force, and fastens it over the steel bar.

Every block, forming a foot-square of rug-work, consists of fifty thousand threads
;

therefore, since every thread pulls upon the frame with a force equal to four pounds,

there is a direct strain to the extent of 250,000 pounds upon the frame. When this is

known, our surprise is no longer excited at the strength of the iron-woi k ; indeed, the

bars of hardened steel, set edgeways, were evidently bent by the force exerted.

Thread after thread, in this way, the work proceeds, every tenth thread being

marked by having a piece of white thread tied to it. By this means, if the foreman,

when he examines the work, finds that an error has been committed, he is enabled to

have it corrected, by removing only a few of the threads, instead of a great number,

which would have been the case, if the system of marking had not been adopted.

This work, requiring much care, does not proceed with much rapidity, and the

constant repetition of all the same motions through a long period would become ex-

ceedingly monotonous, especially as talking cannot be allowed, because the attention

would be withdrawn from the task in hand. Singing has therefore been encouraged,

and it is exceedingly pleasing to see so many young, happy, and healthy faces per-

forming a clean and easy task, in unison with some song, in which they all take a part,

Hai'monious arrangements of colour are produced, under the cheerful influence of har-

monious sounds. Yorkshire has long been celebrated for its choristers, and some of

the voices which we heard in the room devoted to the construction of the wool-

mosaics bore evidence of this natural gift, and of a considerable degree of cultivation.

The " block," as it is called, is eventually completed. This, as we have already

stated, is about a foot square, and it is 200 inches long. Being bound, so as to pre-

vent the disturbance of any of the threads, the block is cut by means of a very sharp

knife into ten parts, so that each division will have a depth of about 20 inches.

Hearth-rugs are ordinarily about eight feet long, by about two feet wide, often, how-

ever, varying from these dimensions. Supposing, however, this to represent the usual

size, twelve blocks, from as many different frames, are placed in a box, with the threads

in a vertical position, so that, looking down upon the ends, we see the pattern. These

threads are merely sustained in their vertical order by their juxtaposition. Each box

therefore, will contain 800,000 threads. The rug is now, so far as the construction of the

pattern is required completed ; and the cost of producing the " block," of 200 inches in

depth, eight feet in length, and two feet wide, including the cost of wool, and the pay-

ment for labour, is little short of 800?. When, however, it is known that these threads

are subsequently cut into the length required to form the rug, and that these lengths

are but the three-sixteenths of an inch in depth, it will be evident that the number of

those beautiful carpets which can thus be obtained, renders the manufacture fairly re-

munerative. The boxes into which the rugs are placed are fixed on wheels, and they

have movable bottoms, the object of which will be presently understood. From the

upper part of the immense building devoted to carpet manufacture, in which this

mosaic rug-work is carried on, we descend with our rug to the basement story. Here
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we find, in the first place, steam chests, in which india-rubber is dissolved in cam-

phine. It may not be out of place to observe that camphine is actually spirits of tur-

pentine, carefully rectified, and deprived of much of its smell, by being distilled from

either potash or soda. Recently prepared camphine has but little of the terebinth-

inous odour, but if it is kept long, and especially if it is exposed to the air, it again

acquires, with the absorption of oxygen, its original smeU. This is of course avoided

in the manufacture of such an article as an hearth-rug as much as possible. The
camphine is used as fresh as possible, and in it the India-rubber is dissolved, imtil we
have a fluid about the consistence of, and in appearance like, carpenter's glue.

In an adjoining room were numerous boxes, each one containing the rug-work in

some of the stages of manufacture. It must now be remembered that each box re -

presents a completed rug—the upper ends of the threads being shaved off, to present

as smooth a surface as possible. In every stage of the process now all damp must
be avoided, as wool, like all other porous bodies, has a tendency to absorb and retain

moisture from the atmosphere. The boxes, therefore, are placed in heated chambers,
and they remain there until all moisture is dispelled ; when this is effected, a layer of
India-rubber solution is laid over the surface, care being taken, in the application,

that every thread receives the proper quantity of the caoutchouc ; this is dried in the
warm chamber, and a second and a third coat is given to the fibres. While the last

coat is being kept in the warm chamber, free from all dust, sufiiciently long to dis-

sipate some of the camphine, the surface on which the rug is to be placed receives

similar treatment. In some cases ordinary carpet canvass only is employed ; in
others, a rug made by weaving in the ordinary manner is employed, so that either

side of the rug can be turned up in the room in which it is placed. However this

may be, both surfaces are properly covered with soft caoutchouc, and the " backing " is

carefully placed on the ends of worsted forming the rug in the box. By a scraping
motion, the object of which is to remove all air-bubbles, the union is perfectly
effected ; it is then placed aside for some little time, to secure by rest that absolute
union of parts, between the two india-rubber surfaces, which is necessary. The
separation of the two parts is after this attended with the utmost difficulty ; the worsted
may be broken by a forcible pull, but it cannot be removed from the india-rubber. The
next operation is that of cutting off the rug; for this purpose a very admirable, but a
somewhat formidable machine is required. It is, in principle, a circular knife, of
twelve feet diameter, mounted horizontally, which is driven, by steam-power, at the
rate of 1 70 revolutions in a minute.
The rug in its box is brought to the required distance above the edge of the box,

by screwing up the bottom. The box is then placed on a rail, and connected with a
tolerably fine endless screw. The machine being in motion, the box is carried by the
screw under the knife, and by the rapid circular motion, the knife having a razor-like
edge, a very clean cut is effected. As soon as the rug is cut off, to the extent of a
few inches, it is fastened by hooks to strings which wind over cylinders, and thus
raise the rug as regularly as it is cut. This goes on until the entire rug is cut off to
the thickness of three sixteenths of an inch. The other portion in the box is now
ready to receive another coating, and the application of another surface, to form a
second rug, and so on, until about one thousand rugs are cut from the block prepared
as we have described.

The establishment of the Messrs. Crossley, which gives employment to four thou-
sand people, is one of those vast manufactories of which England may proudly boast,
as examples of the industry and skill of her sons. Here we have steam engines
urging, by their gigantic throes, thousands of spindles, and hundreds of shuttles, and
yet, notwithstanding the human labour which has been saved, there is room for the
exertion of four thousand people. The manner in which this great mass of men
women, and children is treated, is marked in all the arrangements for their comfort'
not merely in the great workshop itself, but in every division of that hill-encompassed
town, Halifax. Church, schools, and park proclaim the high and liberal character of
those great carpet manufacturers, one division, and that a small one, of whose works
we have described.

MOSS AGATE, or MOCHA STONE. A variety of chalcedony enclosing
dendritic or moss-like markings of an opaque brownish-yellow colour, which are pro-
duced by oxide of manganese or iron. It was the dendrachates of the ancientsMOTHER OF PEARL {Nacre de Pedes, Fr. ; Perlen mutter. Germ.) 'is the
hard, silvery, bnlhant internal layer of several kinds of shells, particularly oysters
which is often variegated with changing purple and azure colours. The large oysters
of the Indian seas alone secrete this coat of sufficient thickness to render their shells
available to the purposes of manufactures. The genus of shell fish called neniadincB
furnishes the finest pearls, as well as mother of pearl ; it is found in greatest uer-fection round the coasts of Ceylon, near Orraus in the Persian Gulf, at Cape Comorin
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and among some of the Australian seas. The hrlUiant hues of mother of pearl do
not depend upon the nature of the substance, but upon its structure. The microscopic

wrinkles or furrows which run across the surface of every slice, act upon the reflected

light in such a way as to produce the chromatic effect ; for Sir David Brewster has

shown, that if we take, -with very line black wax, or with the fusible alloy of D' Arcet,

an impression of mother of pearl, it will possess the iridescent appearance. Mother
of pearl is very delicate to work, but it may be fashioned by saws, files, and drills,

with the aid sometimes of a corrosive acid, such as the dilute sulphuric or muriatic ;

and it is polished by colcothar of vitriol.

Imports of mother of pearl shells in 1857.
.cwts. Value.

Holland 657 - £2,385
France 476 - 1,970

Egypt 477 - - 1,903

Philippine Islands . - . 893 - - 3,840

South Sea Islands - - - 2,200 - - 6,000

United States ... - 450 - - 780

New Grenada - - - - 20,442 - - 18,103

Chili 1,025 - - 2,450

British East Indies - - - 3,029 - - 6,058

Australia 4,319 - - 14,195

Other parts 356 - - 135

Total - 34,324 57,819

cwts. £

£'a75orfe of mother of pearl shells - - 9,624 - - 20,512

MOTHER-WATER is the name of the liquid which remains after all the salts

that will regularly crystallise have been extracted, by evaporation and cooling, from

any saline solution.

MOULDS, ELASTIC. Being much engaged in taking casts from anatomical

preparations, Mr. Douglas Fox, surgeon, Derby, found great difficulty, principally

with hard bodies, which, when undercut, or having considerable overlaps, did not

admit of the removal of moulds of the ordinary kind, except with injury. These diffi-

culties suggested to him the use of elastic moulds, which, giving way as they were

withdrawn from complicated parts would return to their proper shape ; and he ulti-

mately succeeded in making such moulds of glue, which not only relieved him from

all his difficulties, but were attended with great advantages, in consequence of the

small number of pieces into which it was necessary to divide the mould.

The body to be moulded, previously oiled, must be secured one inch above the

surface of a board, and then surrounded by a wall of clay, about an inch distant from

its sides. The clay must also extend rather higher than the contained body
:
into

this, warm melted glue, as thick as possible so that it will run, is to be poured so

as to completely cover the body to be moulded : the glue is to remain till cold, when

it will have set into an elastic mass, just such as is required.

Having removed the clay, the glue is to be cut into as many pieces as may be ne-

cessary for its removal, either by a sharp-pointed knife, or by having placed threads

in the requisite situations of the body to be moulded, which may be drawn away

when the glue is set, so as to cut it out in any direction.

The portions of the glue mould having been removed from the original, are to be

placed together and bound round by tape.
'

In some instances it is well to run small wooden pegs through the portions of glue,

so as to keep them exactly in their proper positions. If the mould be of considerable

size, it is better to let it be bound with moderate tightness upon a board to Prevcn^^

it bending whilst in use ;
having done as above described, the plaster of Pans, as

in common casting, is to be poured into the mould, and left to set.

In mTny instanfes wax may also be cast in glue, if it s not poured in whilst too

hot^ Ts the wax cools so rapidly when applied to the cold glue, that the sharpness

pliSle but rSany modifications are admissible. When the moulds are not used

soon aft;r being mide, treacle should be previously mixed with the glue (as employed

'VhtSi^ZThr ;l'en^^^^^^ to moulding those bodies which cannot

be so done hy any other than an elastic mould , but glue moulds will be found gi ea ly

to facilitate casting in many departments, as a mould may be frequently taken by this

method in two or three pieces, which would, on any other principle, require many.
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MOUNTAIN liEATHER. Asbestus is so called when it is so interlaced that the
fibrous structure is not apparent. It is sometimes called Mountain Cork. See
Asbestus.
MOUNTAIN SOAP (^Savon de montagne, Fr. ; Bergseife, Germ.) is a tender

mineral, soft to the touch, -which assumes a greasy lustre when rubbed, and falls to
pieces in water. It consists of silica 44, alumina 26-5, water 20-5, oxide of iron 8, lime
0-5. It occurs in beds, alternating with different sorts of clay, in the Isle of Skye, at
Billin in Bohemia, &c. It has been often, but improperly, confounded with steatite.
MUCIC ACID (^Acid mucique, Fr. ; Schleimsaure, Germ.) is the same as the sac-

lactic acid of Scheele, and may be obtained by digesting one part of gum arabic,
sugar of milk, or pectic acid, with twice or thrice their weight of nitric acid. It forms
white granular crystals, and has not been applied to any use in the arts.
MUCILAGE is a solution in water of gummy matter of any kind.
MUFFLE is the earthenware case or box, in the assay furnaces, for receiving the

cupels, and protecting them from being disturbed by the fuel. See Assay, Metal-
lurgy.
MULBERRY TREE. One of the many varieties of the Morus is the yellow-

fustic, which is imported in considerable quantities from Rio de Janeiro.
MUNDIC is the name Of iron or arsenical pyrites among Cornish miners.
MUNGO (sometimes also termed Shoddy) is the artificial wool formed by tearing

to pieces, and completely disintegrating old woollen cloths or garments, or even pieces of
new cloth, such as tailors' clippings. It varies much in value ; at present, 1858, from
3c?. to 9d., or even l\d. per pound, the price of new wool being 1*. 4c?. to 3s. per pound.MUNJEET is a kind of madder grown in several parts of India.
MUNTZ'S METAL. A brass composed of 40 parts of zinc to 60 of copper.

These proportions may be somewhat varied, but the above are commonly regarded as
the most favourable for rolling into sheets. The metal being properly melted is cast
mto mgots, heated to a red heat, and rolled into sheathing, and worked into ships
bolts at that heat. It will not work well at a lower heat. See Brass.
MUREX. This genus, belonging to the Mollusca, contains many rare and

beautiful shells, from which the celebrated Tyrian purple of the ancients was in all
probability obtained.

MDREXANE. The purpuric acid of Prout. It is prepared by dissolving the
purpurate of ammonia in potash by heat until the blue colour disappears, and satu-
ratmg with sulphuric acid.

It crystallises in silky scales insoluble in water ; its formula is C«N^H^O=.
MUREXIDE. Byn. Purpurate of Ammonia. C^''WWO'\ Murexide is one of those

substances which, although investigated by many chemists of great reputation haslong been regarded as of uncertain constitution. This is the more remarkable from
the tact that, owing to Us extreme beauty, it has always attracted a large amount of
attention It is invariably formed when the product of the action of moderately strong
mtric acid on uric acid is treated with ammonia. This process, however, is rather
valuable as a test of the presence of uric acid, than as a method of procuring murexide
L>r. Gregory, who has given much attention to the best methods of preparine the
substance in question, has published the following formula for working on the small
scale :— 1^ our grains of alloxantine and seven grains of hydrated alloxan are dis-solved together m half an ounce by measure of water by boiling, and the hot solution
IS aaaed to one-sixth of an ounce by measure of a saturated or nearly saturated solu-tion ot carbonate of ammonia, the latter being cold. This mixture has exactly theproper temperature for the formation of murexide; and it does not, owing to its Lallbulk, remain too long hot. It instantly becomes intensely purple, ^hile farbonic Tcidis expelled; and as soon as it begins to cool the beautiful green and metallic lookino-crystals of murexide begin to appear. As soon as the liquid is coirthe e may b!collected, washed with a little cold water, and dried on filtering paper " ^
.vie

9f murexide are rather discordant, the carbon in all of them being inexcess. This arises from the very large amount of nitrogen present, a certain porfion

weS^^TheS ''''''
r^"'^ "PP"-"^*^^' ^--'^i^- "°due increaseTn itsweight. I he following are the analyses as yet made : —

Liebig and W&hler. Liebig. Fritzsche. Beilstein. Calculation.

Carbon -

Nitrogen

Hydrogen
Oxygen -

V/^T TTT

34-08

32-90

3-00

30-02

34-40

31-80

300
30-80

34-93

30-80
2-83

31-44

34-18

30-35

3-11

32-36

C'8 33-80

N8 29-58

2-82
0'2 33-80
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T.e.e appear ,0 ~ ^
as a separate substance

^""^^f/'^'^^^^ appears from more recent researches to be

CeN^H^O^ as Its Pi-«bable formula^ l /I
^ramile, while purpuric ac.d.

incorrect, as murexane is doub less ?ain
^j^^ formulffi above given

.h.ch is bibasic - rep^^^^^^^^^^^^
he ^o;-^*;^

/ ,f ,ith the latter

^"a^irLTemyble is. in fact, a very simple case of oxidation, thus :

_

Uramile. Murexide.

1 3 „„,r ^.ii-fVipr notice of the scientific relations of

The limits of this .vork preclude
J^jjf^^^^ i^;/ f Us character as a dye stuff,

murexide, but it is f^^^^^^-^ "ij^serLs^
o^^^ compounds with certain

It has been found that n^'^^exide forms a senes
^^^^^ compounds have been

metallic oxides, more ^«P^^^
^ f/f.JXing a"/^ore especially printing, of cotton

employed to a very 1/^rge "
were onTv obtainable from the urine of serpents or

goods' It is plain that if unc were only oMa
^^^^

fhe sediments from unne of ma^nm^^
^^^^.^^ j^^^^ ,,y, ^nd

It happens, however, that sohd urme ot
^^^^^^^^ ^ s

since we have become '^<='l"^;°\fJJ^^^J'exrdl ^ carried out on a scale which

parts of the globe, the
"^^f

"^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^ We must, in order to be clear.

^ould,afew years -SO^^'J^'^^Zt^^^^^^ uric acid from guano,

Preparation of uric acdfrom
^""J'-J'^/.^^firs" Lee to be treated with murmt.c

the im'^urities contained ^^^S^^^^^; ^Vi^of a^^^^^^
carbonate and phosphateof

acid, which will remove carbonate and oxalate oi a
^.^^ ^^^^ liberated from

Jme and -monio magnesian phosphate T^^^^
^ , p

the substances with ^^.ch it may be in
^^.^^^ Pf''fiff.r

formed in a leaden vessel, heated™
gi^wly, otherwise the violent effer-

STssential to success that the guano added slow
y,^^^^^ ^

vesceuc;whichiscausedbythedecomp..itio^ and muriatic acid is then

Ihe liquid to escape from the ^^ssel. The mixtme ^^^^^^

to he heated for an hour, after which t
quantity of ammonia m the

wa^er by decantation. The first -ashings contain a^^^g^^^^^^
l^,, prevent the

S e of sal ammoniac ; it should jorked up in some
^J. ^ sufficiently washed,

loss of so valuable a salt. As soon as the fdue «t t ^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^^

t may be transferred to ^loth f
ers and allowed ^to^

^^^^^^^ ^

action of muriatic acid upon 200 lbs. ot guano
^ ^^^j ^ 3 Relent

?or the extraction of the uric ^^'d- It is to be p a
^^^^ ^^^^^^ gallons of water.

luh l"o gaUons more water and 6
P°^f^^/fi,S ope'atAon. The lime is for the

il to be added in the same manner as m the faist ope
^^^^

rnn^e of removing extractive matter, and i has been toi
^.^^ ^^^^^^

it in any other manner than that described. If the soda a
^^.^^^ ^^.^^

the bath, or, more convemently, by^^^^^^ ^^-^ by sprinkling it on the surta

first the uric acid need only be aaaea x.^
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to-wards the end of the operation ; when the nitric acid has become enfeebled it isnecessary to stir it in. The quantity of mixture contained in two basins is now to beplaced in an enamelled iron pot on a sand bath. As the heat increases the fluid will
boil up m the pot, and to prevent loss the vessel must be removed from the fire for a

f-.°JLoT ^ 1'^''^'°^ repeated in this manner until the temperature rises™ ? fi- ''"f'
i-e"^oving the- pot to the coolest part of the sand bath, half a

IZZZJTfn T?"""" '
'''""'"^ '° I" ^ few minutes the whole is

conveT thi, nJ.if
commerce by the name of Murexide en pate. To

sti?red un wi^fb wnt' l,?'^".'*
Murexide en poudre, it is to be I-epeatedlystirred up with water and faltered, to remove the saline and extractive matters.

moidantr^T^°, tK^?
^ of murexide, it is necessary to use lead and mercury asmoidants. Lauth s process consists in fixing oxide of lead upon the fibre bv first

ofS;S HmV 'ThV/^'^'^Jh' T^h"" ammonia, L by a ba'h'of'Lide

nni rr?.i !\ } "^'^^^ ^'^^ pernitrate or percbloride of mercuryand a little acetate of soda, and the cotton goods are worked in it for a sufficiem timeFor printing, the murexide is mixed with thickened nitrate of lead, and the cbth
afZZ'^TK"

^"'"^ subsequently passed through a bath, containing loo litresof water, 1 kilogramme of corrosive sublimate, and 1 kilogramme of acetate of sodaIn Sagar and Schultz's patent process they pad the cofton goods ^ a solution ofmurexide with 6 pounds of nitrate of lead in 8 gallons of water, to which when cold

teTifn 2 gallons of water are added. The goolsaie dried after dyemg m the above solution, and the colour is fixed bv again oaddb^m a solution of wheaten starch, gum, gum substitute, or any similar sSTce^ ^
Silkmay easily be dyed m a bath of murexide mixed with corrosive sublimate

ZT}Cl 7-^r^7'^^ '"^ be ^yed in a strong bath of murexfde

ThnS . ^L''
*'"e^'ed, at a temperature of 104° to 12'^o p^i;

^l.wlio^'^^^l ''T' ^1'^ ^^^^ ^'e^* chemical era of Sir H. Davy's researches unon
^iTff^rZl K

^°"^P°""'1« «f an undecompounded acid^ 1 e mmStTc wS-
^^^^^^

^Mvi^i^ilcl&S^^^^^^ - coco P„™„ T,K.

blood, with ^hichsuCn" Sde nw XiTZU' fr^:-

inany perfumes.
" "^^a m medicines, and is an ingredient in a great

varuaL^rrugt^bttStrn^tit^^^^^^^
animal species the bag containing this

steppes of the Altai oTthe river ^ ^,1
."ountainons K.rgesian and Lan|oriaa

and I.ake Baikal ;\nd gen^^^^^^^^^
'^''/^''^

''''f
^he river Yenesei

60° of N. lat. Two distinct kmd^s of mu' ^^^1 ^^^^^en 30° and
Chinese Tonquin, ThibSan or O^ieT.

known in commerce, the first being the
is regarded by Dr. Goebe as'the Result o 'inf •

' ^'^f'r The Chinese
bytfat crafty^eopTe! Th"JLS^'L,tk^^^^^^^
are consequently never sewn nor arfifir-iall^r-w I ^® "^ver being opened,
from China. The formerTs LomPfi,.f« ^ ^ wl '

^'^^.those imported into London
the bag by cutting through itsXshv J^^^^

^
Tbl f "^^^ ^^P^^ssed from

and papp/consistfnce; bft ^sScfof the^b'^^^^^^^^^^^^
'Xci^

°'
are found mvar ablv to hnvp ht^ar, «„<.r,„^ „ i

•

"'/'^'/'^cuy ary. i he Chinese bags
though sometimJsrhrs'tlL's'o? [ "stbg^ m^^^^^^^^^^

^^-s neatlj";

merchant at St'. Petersburo- states thJZvinJll
manifest. Mr Dyrssen, an eminent

although he has reLiv^d nfft f ^^ars he has been in the trade
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bajT :—l, water; 2, ammonia; 3, solid fat or stcarine ; 4, liquid fat or elaine
; 5, cho-

lesterine'; G, acid oil, combined wiili ammonia ; 7, volatile oil; 8—10, hydrochlorates

ofammonia'potassa, and lime; 11, an undetermined acid; 12, gelatine; 13, albumen;

14 fibrine- 15, carbonaceous matter soluble in water; IC, calcareous salt ; 17, car-

bonate of lime i
18, hairs and sand,

///inor^, 1857 :-Musk, 10,728 ounces.

MUSI-IN is a fine cotton fiibric, used for ladies' robes ; which is worn either white,

dyed, or printed.
, .r^,

MUSLIN. To render it and other fabrics non-inflammable. This very important

inquiry was committed by Professor Graham, at the desire of Her Majesty, to the care

of Dr Oppenheim and Mr. Frederick Versmann, from whose report the following im-

portant conclusions have been abstracted. After naming many salts found to be

useless or nearly so, they proceed :— " With regard to sulphate of ammonia, the

cheapest salt of ammonia, a solution containing. 7 per cent, of the crystals, or 6-2 per

cent, of anhydrous salt, is a perfect anti-flammable. In 1 839, the Bavarian embassy at

Paris caused M Chevalier to make experiments before them with a mixture of borax

and sulphate of ammonia, as recommended by Chevalier, in preference to the sulphate

alone He thought the sulphate would lose part of its ammonia, and thereby give rise

to the action of sulphuric acid upon the fabric. This opinion seems to be confirmed

by the fact that a solution of sulphate of ammonia gives off ammonia, as observed by

Dr R A. Smith in his paper on substances which prevent fabrics from flaring
;
but

on the other hand, this may be easily counteracted by adding a little carbona e of

ammonia, and besides, the solid salt remains perfectly undecomposed. The authors

s^v that thev now have kept for six months whole pieces of muslm prepared in various

w Jvs with this silt some having been even ironed ; but cannot find that the texture

wL^ i^ Ae least degree weakened. Chevalier's mixture on the contrary, became

^jur ou to he fabrfe, not only at temperatures above 212° but even at summer hea^^

and this can easily be explained, because he did not actually apply sulphate of am-

monia and borax, but biborate of ammonia and sulphate ot soda.
.

Another drawback of Chevaliers mixture is the roughness which it gives to the

fabri^rand which could only be overcome by calendering the pieces, while sulphate of

ammonia by itself has not this effect , ; „ .

The use of this salt must therefore be strongly recommended.

Of ail the salts experimented upon, only four appear to be applicable for light

fabrics.

These salts are the

I ?hrSurfoTpZphate of ammonia and chloride of ammonium.

3. Sulphate of ammonia.

salt, and driedm the hydro- extractor This ^a^^^^^
exception of

as with white ones, and none
/^^.^^"^^^^^^^^ 2S„e might be avoided^ if care

madder purple, which became
Pf^^

^ut even
'H^^^^l^J temperature,

be taken not to expose the piece ^hUe wet to a higue^ t

j tochran.

^hTptrhir^S^^^^^^^^^^ o? ri^ff afterwards submitted to Her

SeS;i:rinspeJion,who^as^pl^^^^^^^^^ sulphate of

Mr. Crum, who prepai^d son,e dre^^^^^
^^.^^ ^^^^^^^

"SS^^Sp^IS t^SiSd ^^^^--ion of in-

.e^tfons
-z^s^

Society, in July last. D--gf4JP-;,tZ i'clur or in texture ; it ma'y there-

with sulphate of ammonia ^ave changed eitner m
ammonia may be most

fore be considered as an est^hshed^a^^^^ highly inflammable

advantageously applied in the tinisaing oi

fabrics. ^, „„„„;.„ nf innuiriH"- further into the effect which

The authors felt, however the necessity
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^.^^^^ ,,3,

ironing would have upon fa^";/
/^^J^ f^^l^^ ^fter the prepared fabrics have been

being soluble in water, require to be reneweu

washed. . interfere with the ironing so much as other

Now, the sulphate of ammonia
'i^^^^.f^^Ji*^ j^re^^^^^^ : but still, the difiiculty is

salts do, because a comparatively smaU I^ortion is q
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^p^,^

unpleasant, and sometimes a prepared piece, alter ol g
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Table I.

Showing die smallest percentage of Salts required in Solution, for rendering Muslin Non-
inflammable; A, of Crystallised; B, of Anhydrous Salts. Twelve square inches of
the Muslin employed weighed 33 '4 grains.

Name of Salts.

Caustic soda
Carbonate of Soda
Carbonate of potash -

Bicarbonate of soda

Borax - _ _

Silicate of soda -

Phosphate of soda

Sulphate of soda

Bisulphate of soda
Sulphite of soda - ^' -

Tungstate of soda

Stannate of soda
Chloride of sodium
Chloride of potassium -

Cyanide of potassium -

Sesquicarbonate of ammonia
Oxalate ofammonia -

Biborate of ammonia -

Phosphate of ammonia

Phosp. of ammonia and soda

Sulphate of ammonia -

Sulphite of ammonia -

Chloride of ammonium
Iodide of ammonium -

Bromide of ammonium
Urea- - . . .

Thouret's mixture
Chloride of barium
Chloride of calcium -

Sulphate of magnesia -

Sulphate of alumina -

Potash— alum - ' .

Ammonia— alum
Sulphate of iron - - .

Sulphate of copper
Sulphate of zinc - - .

Chloride of zinc - . .

Protochloride of tin -

Protochloride of tin and am-
monium - - - .

Pinksalt - - . .

A.

8

27
12-6

25

80

20
25

20

20

15

7

10

19-7

50
15

33
25
54
18

20
8

5

}

6-2

10

10

5-4

13-2

15-5

32

18-5

10-3

16

15-9

Remarks.

1
Injurious to the fabrics.

eflScacious; too

10

3-6

10

9-8

6-2

9

25
5

5

40
12

50
10
24-3

7-7

18

13
28-8

10
11-2

5-8

4-6

4-7

7

/ Not sufficiently

[ volatile.

/Destroys the fabrics above 212°
1 Fahr.
f Injures the- appearance of the
|_ fabrics.

Not sufficiently efficacious

r A concentrated 72 p, c. solution is

\ insufficient.

j- Destroys the fabrics.

(Recommended on account of its being
the only salt not interfering with
the ironing of thefabrics.

Injurious.

1 Concentrated solutions are insuffi-

/ cient.

Poisonous.

Not arailable.
}
Destroys the fabrics abore 212°.
Efficient but expensive,

r Expensive and scarcely sufficiently

\ efficacious,

{Very efficient, and recommended on
account of its low price.

Deliquescent.

Not sufficiently efficacious.

Too expensive.

]
Efficient, but expensive.
Not sufficiently efficacious.
Deliquescent.

Not sufficiently efficacious.
Destroys the fabric.

Not efficacious enough, and destroys
the fabric.

Not sufficiently efficacious.

Poisonous.

Deliquescent.

Deliquescent,

r Becomes yellow, when exposed to
I.

the air.

Injures the fabric.

like iron-moulds. On covering the iron with plates of zinc or brass these snot<:
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-which crystallises from the solution. To obtain a constant solution, this inconvenience

must be surmounted ; and it was found that not only phosphoric acid, in very small

proportion, keeps the solution in its original state, but that a small percentage of

phosphate 'of soda has the same effect.

The best way of preparing a solution of mmmium strength is as follows : —A con-

centrated neutral solution of tungstate of soda is diluted with water to 28° Twaddle,

and then mixed with 3 per cent, of phosphate of soda. This solution was found to

keep and to answer well ; it has been introduced into Her Majesty's laundry, where it

is constantly being used.
, . , , ^ ^ i

The effects of the soluble salts having been thus compared, a few remarks are

necessary respecting the means which may be adopted permanently to fix anti-flam-

mable expedients, so that the substances prepared may be wetted without losing the

property of being non-inflammable.
. , , v e

Relying upon the property of alumina as a mordant, we tried the combmation ot

oxide of zinc and alumina, obtained by mixing solutions of oxide of zmc m ammonia

and of alumina in caustic soda ; but although this precipitate protects the fibre, it

does not adhere to it when washed.
. . . „ -j i e

The oxychloride of antimony, obtained by precipitation from an acid solution ot

chloride of antimony by water mixed with only a little ammonia, is a good anti-flam-

mablc, and it withstands the action of water, but not that of soap and soda. It was

not found that the solution of this and other salts in muriatic acid mjured the texture

of the fabric, as long as this was dried at an ordmary temperature.

The borate and phosphate of protoxide of tin act effectually, if precipitated m the

fibre from concentrated solutions of these salts in muriatic acid by ammonia; they

withstand the influence of washing, but give a yellow tmge to the fabrics.

The same remarks apply to arseniate of tin. The stannates of hme and zinc protect

the fabric but do not withstand the action of soap or soda.

The oxides of tin give a favourable result, inasmuch as they really can be perma-

nently fixed
i
the yellow tinge, however, which they impart to the fabrics will always

confine their application to coarse substances, such as canvass, sail-cloth, or ropes.

The canvassThus prepared must be dried and then washed, to remove the excess of

nrecinitate Salt-water does not remove the tin from the canvass.

^ TSe about forty yards in length has been prepared by order of the storekeeper-

generd of the Roy al Navy ; but it was found to have lost in strength, and mcreased

in weicrht too much, to allow of its application.
^i .

Thete experiments, however, being the first successful attempts permanently to fix

some anti-flammable agents, may have some interest, although they leave but little

hope thai the resuli of fixing anti-flammable expedients will ever be obtamed without

"^Bfd^ett'm^nbg'the comparative value, and ascertaining the difficulties -^ch have

prevented Ti l nSw, the general use of protecting agents, the authors were ed o
prevented, till no ^

proposed, and to advocate the adoption of sulphate

ofammonirrndofmt^^
T^yTope tLreforefthat the general introduction of these salts will soon greatly

reduce danger and loss of life through fire.

Table II.

Showing the increase in weight of Muslin prepared with various anti-flamrmhle

expedients.

Muslin (not starched) prepared with a solution of

7 per cent, of sulphate of ammonia

10 per cent, of tungstate of soda

12 per cent, of Thouret's compound.

Increased in weight about

18 per cent.

27 per cent.

24 per cent.

Coch™ and De^ar, f "fj „Smng muslios noi-M.mniable, by tl>«

the perfrct success of the P'°«='.
'"tJcv have fiuished many pieces of the finest

aS'by :L't-»s:»r.r"».«?'^- .he c,o,h is in no^.ay injured, .hde
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of the solution (namely, of tungstate of soda) for rendering light fabrics, such as
curtains,' muslin dresses, &c., non-inflammable. After having tested various salts
and solutions intended for the purpose, this is the only one found to be neither
injurious to the texture or colour, nor in any degree difficult of application in the
-washing process. The iron passes over the material quite smoothly, as if no
solution had been employed. The solution increases the stiffness of the fabric, and
Us protecting power against fire is perfect. The writer says that many specimens
have been submitted to her Majesty, who was highly pleased with them, and has
commanded that the solution be used in the laundry for everything liable to danger
from fire. ^ o a

MUSSEL BAND. Thin shelly bands occurring in the coal measures are called
by the miners mussel band, or mussel bind.
MUST is the sweet juice of the grape.
MUSTARD. (Mormrde, Fr.

; Sen/, Germ.) The Sinapis Nigra, or commonhlac]si
mustard, is a plant which yields the well-known seed used as a condiment to food
Flour of mustard is prepared as follows. The seeds of black and white mustard are
first crushed between rollers and then pounded in mortars. The pounded seeds are
then sifted. The residue in the sieves is caUed dressings, and what passes through is
the impureflour of mustard, which by a second sifting yields the pure flour Common
mustard is adulterated with wheat flour, and coloured with turmeric, being rendered
hot by pod pepper. Mustard consists of:—
Myronie acid, an inodorous, non-volatile, bitter, non-crystallisable acid
Myrosine, a substance in many respects analogous to vegetable albumen
binapisine, white, brilliant, micaceous volatile crystals.
Oil of 7«us(a?-d.—VolatUe oil of mustard is colourless or pale yellow, it has a

c'hS°^
'"''^ ^ """'^ ^'"'^ represented by the formula

Fixed oil of mustard.-Th\s constitutes 28 per cent, of the seeds. It has a faintodour of mustard and a mild oily taste.
M. Lenormand gives the following prescription for preparing mustard for the tableThis is usually termed Freiich mustard.

i' F 6 "="•11 lor me taoie.

\rJf!:}.i^rf' ""^^V ""'^'^''1' ^^^f o^°ce of each of the follow-mg fresh plants
;
parsley, chervil, celery, and taragon, along with a clove of garlic andtwelve sal anchovies, all well minced. The whole is to be triturated with thrfloir ofmustard till the mixture becomes uniform. A little grape-must or su^rr is to be added

thiKh nt^T'^'^v'^'^^'^''
^^"'^ of saltfwith sufiicienTwater to form athinnish paste by rubbmg in a mortar. With this past«^ the mustard pots being ne^W

mustard were z>n;9orte(f in 1858
i- "»co wuu age. y/ cwts. ot mixed

MUSTARD OIL. See Oils.

ati^l^th? must^Tthe"™. " ''"w
"^-^.'""^^^ *° ^"^^^ ^'^^'^'^ of ferment-

MYRRH it o
° y ^'^ wuite solid, which may be vaporised almost without alteration

bro™5-t ansSnT'StTle"^^^^^ ''T
^^^'^--t--^ they" are Sd su"

pestle they have ^'^1' ac id and bit er^\°l T'' f"^^'^'
^^^^^^ "'^der the

Notwithstanding the earlv Lowledi ^f a
*^

•
disagreeable, smell.

^Mi—sHSHif^^^^^^^^^

noticed by Alexander Humboldt in 18'>6 -PereirT ^ *

Myrrh is of three qualities :—

from ,ha, of a pT'stea"?: p^Tpi' »r'f " '"''S'""' ""^ '="7 ta si?e

P4
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Myrrh flows from the incisions of a tree which grows at Gison, on the borders of

Arabia Felix. The tree figured by Humboldt is considered by Lindley as identical

with the Amyris Kataf of Forskiil. It consists of resin and gum in proportions stated

by Pelletier at 31 of the former and 66 of the latter; but by Braconot, at 23 and 77.

It is used only in medicine.

Imports of Myrrh :—1857, 202 cwts. ; 1858, 364 cwts.

N.

NACARAT is a term derived from the Spanish word nacar, which signifies mother

of pearl • and is applied to a pale red colour, with an orange cast. The nacaral of

Portugal or Bezetta is a crape or fine linen fabric, dyed fugitively of the above tmt

which ladies rub upon their countenances to give them a roseate hue. Ihe lurks ot

Constantinople manufacture the brightest red crapes of this kind.

NACREOUS. {Nacre, Fr.) A term applied to shells and mmerals which have a

pearly or iridescent lustre.
, ^ ,r t \

NAILS, MANUFACTURE OF. (Clou, Fr. ;
Nagel, Germ.)

^ ^ . ,

The forging of nails was till of late years a handicraft operation, and theretore be-

lonced to a book of trades rather than to a dictionary of arts. But several combina-

tions of machinery have been recently employed, under the protection of pate^ts for

making these useful implements, with little or no aid of the human hand
;
and these

deserve to be noticed, on account both of their ingenuity and importance.

As na Is are object; of prodigious consumption in building their block-houses, the

cit^ ns o th UniJed States very early turned their mechanical genius to good -co„n

the construction of various machines for making them. So long since as the year 1810,

it annears the Americans possessed a machine which performed the cutting and head-

in^T one operation, with such rapidity that it could turn out upwards of 100 nails

pe? Sinute.
^« Twenty years ago," says the secretary of the state of Massachusette

" some rSen then unknown, and then in obscurity, began by cutting slices out of old

hooS a^d by a common vice griping these pieces, headed them with several stroke

of the hamme^r By progressive improvements slitting-miUs were built, and the shears

and the h3nff tools were perfected ;
yet much labour and expense were requisite o

make na^ls In aTittle time Jacob Perkins, Jonathan Ellis, and a few others, put into

TecuSon the thought of cutting and of heading nails by water power; but, being

more iten upon their machinery than upon their pecuniary affairs, they were unable
more intent upon

different times other men have spent fortunes in im-

proCtntf and itTay be s^d t^Tnl that more than one million of dollars has

tr TnU^ La h\ a^itnced! wU bosom, through all the various stages of

infancv to manhood aS no doubt we shall soon be able, by receiving proper en-

nails and brads, of such aqua ity inaimey aie g
tV,.. fnllnwinc reasons; viz. on account

in fact, have the P-f-- ^ may be driven
ofthe sharp corner and true taper wiui wiuou u

i,„„„„j ^f snlittine the wood, by
into harder wood without bending or

^^/f
^^'.^S^^^; ^^^^^^^ ffi same breadth or

which the labour of boring is saved, the nail one way oeing oi uic

thickness from head to point."— American Journal.
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Since the year 1820, numerous patents have been taken out in this country for the

manufacture of nails by machinery. A few only of these can be noticed.

The first nail apparatus to which we shall advert, is due to Dr. Church ; it was
patented by Mr. Thomas Tyndall, of Birmingham, in December, 1827, It consists

of two parts ; the first is a mode of forming nails, and the shafts of screws, by pinching
or pressing ignited rods of iron between indented rollers ; the second produces the
threads on the shafts of the screws previously pressed. The metallic rods, by being
passed between a pair of rollers, are rudely shaped, and then cut asunder between a
pair of shears ; after which they are pointed and headed, or otherwise brought to their
finished forms, by the agency of dies placed in a revolving cylinder. The several
parts of the mechanism are worked by toothed wheels, cams, and levers. The second
part of Dr. Church's invention consists of a mechanism for cutting the threads of
screws to any degree of obliquity or form.
Mr. Edward Hancorne, of Skinner Street, London, nail manufacturer, obtained a

patent in October, 1828, for a nail-making machine, of which a brief description may
give a conception of this kind of manufacture. Its principles are similar to those of
Dr. Church's more elaborate apparatus.

The rods or bars having been prepared in the usual way, either by rolling or ham-
mering, or by cutting from sheets or plates of iron, called slitting, are then to be made
redhot, and in that state passed through the following machine, whereby they are at
once cut into suitable lengths, pressed into wedge forms for pointing at the one end,
and stamped at the other end to produce the head. A longitudinal view of the
machine is shown in ^igr. 1314. A strong iron frame-work, of which one side is
shown at a a, supports the whole of the mechanism. 6 is a table capable of sliding to
and fro horizontally. Upon this table are the clamps, which lay hold of the sides of
the rod as it advances; as also the shears which cut the rod into nail lengths.

1314

These clamps or holders consist of a fixed piece and a movable piece : the latter

mad! reTh?/ ^/-^ ^^T"
'"^^ ^^^^^ '^^^^^^ having been

when [h^tnhlp'l'- °. T"^'^^ «P°^ table b,

Tr, V V. M 5 l ""^'^ advanced position; rotatory motion is then given to thecrank shaft d hy means of a band passing round the rigger pulley e which causes thetable b to be drawn back by the crank rod/: and as thTtable recede!, Ae hoi- zont^ever is acted upon which closes the clamps. By these means the c amps take fS
th shia s\lS" f 7'' '""V"-'^

the mo3 chap 5
held iv thl 1

^^ted upon by a lever, slides laterally, and cuts oflf the end of the rodheld by the clamps
: the piece thus separated is destined to form one nail

n„r«ff'' •'^'J^^J^
P^'^''^ ^' ^^^"^g been thus brought into the machine and

in thif'vi! ? •
''^'''^ P^^"" sideways (these clamps are not visiblein this view)

; in this state it is ready to be headed and pointed.

a oim , .V' ^^"^l ^'
^^''''^ t° P''^^'^e<l "P ^ga'°st the end of the nail bya cam upon the crank-shaft
; which cam at this period of the operation acts aeains^the end of a rod k, forming a continuation of the die h, and forcesT the die^tWcompressing the metal into the shape of a nail-head. ^ ^

are^aZZl^!.'!V Pf^^^^^ rolling snail pieces or spirals I, I. These piecesare somewhat broader than the breadth of the nail; they tu/n upon axles in the sSe
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frames. As the table b advances, the racks m, on the edge of this table, take into the

toothed segments n, «, upon the axles of the spirals, and cause them to turn round.

These spirals pinch the nail at tirst close under its head with very little force ; but

as they turn round, the longer radius of the spiral comes into operation upon the

nail, so as to press its substance very strongly, and squeeze it into a wedge form.

Thus the nail is completed, and is imiuedirtely discharged from the clamps or

holders. The carriage is then moved again by the rotation of the crank shaft, which

brings another portion of the rod c forward, cuts it off, and then forms it into a nail.

Dr. William Church, February, 1832, obtained a patent for improvements in

machinery for making nails. These consist, first, in apparatus for forming rods, bars,

or plates of iron, or other metals ;
secondly, in apparatus for converting the rods, &c.

into nails. The machinery consists of laminating rollers, and compressing dies.

The method of forming the rods from which nails are to be made is very advan-

tageous. It consists in passing the bar or plate iron through pressing rollers, which

have indentations upon the peripheries of one or both of them, so as to form the bar

or plate into the required shape for the rods, which may be afterwards separated into

rods of any desired breadth, by common slitting rollers.

The principal object of rolling the rods into these wedge forms, is to measure out a

quantity of metal duly proportioned to the required thickness or strength of the nail

in its several parts ; which quantity corresponds to the indentations of the rollers.

Thomas John Fuller, patented an improved apparatus for making square-pointed,

and also flat-pointed nails. His invention consisted of the application of vertical

and horizontal hammers (mounted in his machine) combined for the purpose of

tapering and forming the points of the nails ; which, being made to act alternately,

resemble hand work, and are therefore not so apt to injure the fibrous texture of the

iron, as the rolling machinery is. He finishes the points by rollers.

William Southwood Stacker introduced a machine apparently of American parent-

age, as it has the same set of features as the old American mechanisms of Perkins,

at the Britannia Nail "Works, Birmingham, and all the other American machines

for pressing metal into the forms of nails, pins, screw-shafts, rivets, &c. ; for ex-

ample, it possesses pressors or hammers for squeezing the rods of metal and forming

the shanks, which are all worked by a rotatory action
;
cutters, for separating the

appropriate lengths, and dies for forming the heads by compression, also actuated by

revolving cams or cranks.

Mr. Stocker intended, in fact, to effect the same sorts of operations by automatic

mechanisms as are usually performed by the hands of a nail-maker with his hammer

and anvil ; viz. the shaping of a nail from a heated rod of iron, cutting it off at the

proper length, and then compressing the end of the metal into the form of the head.

His machine maybe said to consist of two parts, connected in the same frame; the

one for shaping the shank of the nail, the other for cutting it off and heading it. The

frame consists of a strong table to bear the machinery. Two pairs of hammers,

formed as levers, the one pair made to approach each other by horizontal movements,

the other pair by vertical movements, are the implements by which a portion at the

end of a red-hot rod of iron is beaten or pressed into the wedge-like shape of the shaft

of a nail. This having been done, and the rod being still hot, is withdrawn from the

beaters, and placed in the other part of the machine, consisting of a pair of jaws like

those of a vice, which pinch the shank of the nail and hold it fa^t. A cutter upon

the side of a wheel now comes round, and, by acting as the moving chap of a pair of

shears cuts the nail off from the rod. The nail shank being still firmly held m the

laws of the vice, with a portion of its end projecting outwards, the heading die is

slidden laterally, until it comes opposite to the end of the nail
;
the dye is then pro-

jected forward with great force, for the purpose of what is termed upsettmg the metal

at the projecting end of the nail, and thereby blocking out the head.

A main shaft, driven by a band and rigger as usual, brmgs, as it revolves, a cam

into operation upon a lever which carries a double inclined plane or wedge m its

front or acting part. This wedge being by the rotatory cam projected forwards be-

tween the tails of one of the pairs of hammers, causes the faces of these hammers to

anoroach each other, and to beat or press the red-hot iron introduced between them, so

as to flatten it upon two opposite sides. The rotatory cam passing round the wedge-

lever is relieved, when springs instantly throw back the hammers
;
another cam and

wed-e-lever now bring the second pair of hammers to act upon the other two sides of

the nail in a similar way. This is repeated several tunes, until the end of the red-

hot iron rod, gradually advanced by the hands of the workmen has assumed the

desired form, that is, has received the bevel and point of the intended nail.

The rod is then withdrawn from between the hammers, and in its heated state is

introduced between the jaws of the holders, for cutting off.and fiuishmg the nail. A

bevel pinion upon the end of the main shaft takes into and drives a wheel upon a
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transverse shaft, which carries a cam that works the lever of the holding jaws. The
end of the rod being so held in the jaws or vice, a cutter at the side of a wheel upon
the transverse shaft separates, as it revolves, the nail from the end of the rod, leaving
the nail firmly held by the jaws. By means of a cam, the heading die is now slidden
laterally opposite to the end of the nail in the holding jaws, and by another cam,
upon the main shaft, the die is forced forward, which compresses the end of the nail,

and spreads out the nail into the form of a head. As the main shaft continues to
revolve, the cams pass away, and allow the spring to throw the jaws of the vice
open, when the nails fall out ; but to guard against the chance of a nail sticking in
the jaws, a picker is provided, which pushes the nail out as soon as it is finished.

In order to produce round shafts, as for screw blanks, bolts, or rivets, the faces of
the hammers and the dies for heading must be made with suitable concavities.
NANKIN is a peculiarly coloured cotton cloth, originally manufactured in the

above named ancient capital of China, from a native cotton of a brown yellow hue.
Nankin cloth has been long imitated in perfection by our own manufacturers ; and is
now exported in considerable quantities from England to Canton. The following is
the process for dyeing calico a nankin colour.

1. Take 300 pounds of cotton yarn in hanks, being the quantity which four work-
men can dye in a day. The yarn for the warp may be about No. 27's, and that for
the weft 23's or 24's.

2. For aluming the quantity, take 10 pounds of saturated alum, free from iron (see
Mordant)

; divide this into two portions ; dissolve the first by itself in hot water, so
as to form a solution of spec. grav. 1° Beaume. The second portion is to be reserved
for the galling bath.

3. Galling is giA'en with about 80 pounds of oak bark finely ground. This bark
may serve for two quantities, if it be applied a little longer a second time.

4. Take 30 pounds of fresh slaked quicklime, and form with it a large bath of lime-
water.

5. Nitro-muriate of tin. For the last bath 10 or 12 pounds of solution of tin are used
which IS prepared as follows :

'

Take 10 pounds of strong nitric acid, and dilute with pure water till its specific
gravity be 26° B. Dissolve in it 4633 grains ( 1 0^ oz. avoird.) of sal ammoniac, and
3 oz. o nitre. Into this solvent, contained in a bottle set in cold water, introduce suc-
cessively, in very small portions, 28 ounces of grain tin granulated. This solutionwhen made, must be kept in a well stoppered bottle.

'

Three coppers are required, one round, about five feet in diameter, and 32 inches
deep, tor scouring the cotton

; two rectangular coppers tinned inside, each 5 feet loneand 20 inches deep. Two boxes or cisterns of white wood are to be provided, the one
for the hme-water bath, and the other for the solution of tin, each about 7 feet lone
32 inches wide and 14 mches deep

; they are set upon a platform 28 inches highIn the middle, between these two chests, a plank is fixed, mounted with twenty-twopegs for wringing the hanks upon, as they are taken out of the bath
6 Alumwg After the cotton yarn has been scoured with water, in the round copperby being boiled in successive portions of 100 pounds, it must be winced in one of thesquare tinned coppers, containing two pounds of alum dissolved in 96 gallons of waterat a temperature of 165° F. It is to be then drained over the copfer, exposed Ssome time upon the grass, rinsed in clear water, and wrung ^ exposea lor

^n^;7 ?
^}^^^ four-fifths of the second square copper with water40 pounds of ground oak bark are to be introduced, tied up in a bag of open calvass'and boded for two hours. The bag being withdrawn, the cotton yafn is tfSe winced

^.Vl' i°''oo^ ^'"V""' ^ l'^^'-'^^- While the^arn is set tldrainabove the bath 28 ounces of alum are to be dissolved in it, and the yarn beini on,^Pmore winced through it for a quarter of an hour, is then kken out,Sned wrun?and exposed to the air. It has now acquired a deep but rather dull yellowish loWand IS ready without washing for the next process. Bablah may be subT tutedoak bark with advantage. See Bablah. ^ suostuuted tor

8 The liwing. Into the cistern filled with fresh made lime-water the hank, nfcotton yam suspended upon a series of wooden rods, are to be dippid freely three Smesn rapid succession
; then each hank is to be separately moved bv hand fbrJ, T

is said to resemble perfectly the nankin of China.
produced

Another kmd of nankin colour is given by oxide of iron, precioitatpd nr,«„ ti, «i
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NAPHTHA. By the term naphtha, we understand the inflammable fluids produced
during the destructive distillation of organic substances. Formerly the term was con-
fined to the fluid hydrocarbons, which issue from the earth in certain parts of the
world, and appear to be produced by the action of a moderate heat on coals or bitu-
mens. The term has now, however, become so extended as to include most inflammable
fluids (except perhaps turpentine) obtained by distillation from organic matters. We
shall study the various naphthas under the following heads : —

Naphtha (Boghead or Bathgate). Naphtha (Coal).

„ (Bone or Bone Oil). „ (Native).

„ (Caoutchouc or Caout- „ (Shale).
choucine.) „ (Wood).

;

For the methods of preparing and purifying naphthas m general, see Naphtha,
Coal ; also Photogen. — C. G. W.
NAPHTHA, Boghead or Bathgate. S'^n. Photogen, ParaflSne Oil. For several

years a naphtha has existed in commerce under the above name. It is now pre-
pared on an immense scale in various parts of the Old and New World. It was, we
believe, at first procured solely by the distillation, at as low a temperature as possible,

of the Torbanehill mineral or Boghead coal, but now it has been ascertained that

any cannel coal, or even bituminous shale, if subjected to the same treatment, will

yield identical products.

Photogen may be recognised at once by its low specific gravity, the ordinary kinds

(boiling between 290° and 480°) having a density of about 0'750; whereas coal naphtha
cannot be brought by any number of rectifications below 0'850.

The less volatile portions of the first runnings of photogen, contain a considerable

quantity of parafline, so much so indeed, that the oil is extensively used, under the

name of paraffine oil, for lubricating machinery. A mixture of the more and less

volatile portions is employed for burning.

Preparatio7i of crude paraffine oil.

The following is an outline of the process employed by Mr. James Young. The
best coals for the purpose are Parrot, cannel, and gas coals, and especially the Beghead
coal. It is well known that the latter yields a very large quantity of ash or earthy

residuum, when burned in an open fire or distilled : this does not, however, interfere in

the least with its value as a source of photogen. It is convenient, previous to placing

the coals in the still, to break them into fragments of the size of hen's eggs, this opera-

tion enabling the heat to penetrate more readily throughout the mass. The apparatus

for distillation merely consists of an ordinary gas retort, from" the upper side of which a

conduction pipe passes to the condensing arrangement The latter must be moderately

capacious, and not kept cooler than 55° Fahr. The reason of this is, that if too

small or too cool, the parafline is liable to accumulate and choke up the exit pipe.

When the retort has been closed in the ordinary manner, it is to be heated to a

low red, but not higher, until no more volatile products distil over. If the heat

rises above the temperature indicated, a considerable loss is incurred, owing to for-

mation of too large a quantity of olefiant and other gases. The retort must be

allowed to cool down considerably before the insertion of a fresh charge, otherwise

much is lost before the joints are made tight.

Mr. Young states that instead of driving over the whole of the fluid by distillation

in the manner described, a portion may be conveyed at once from the still by having

an opening in its lower part communicating with a pipe passing to some convenient

recipient. By this arrangement, the products from the coal are removed from the

still the moment they have assumed the liquid form. It is preferable, however, in

almost all cases, to distil the hydrocarbons over in the manner first mentioned.

The product of the operation conducted as above is crude paraffine oil. It will

sometimes begin to deposit paraffine when the temperature has only fallen to 40°.

During distillation a certain quantity of gas is necessarily produced, but it is essential

to economical working that the amount should be as small as possible.
_
To effect

this care must be taken not only to use as low a temperature as is consistent with

the distillation of the oil, but also to apply the heat gradually and steadily. See Pho-

togen.

Purification of the crude paraffine oilfor lubricating purposes.

The oil is run into a tank and heated by a steam pipe to about 150° F. This causes

the water and mechanically suspended impurities to separate. The fluid should be

permitted to repose for about twelve hours before being run off. The impurities and

water (owing to their being specifically heavier than the paraffine oil), remam at the

bottom of the settling tank.
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The crude oil, after separation of the mechanically suspended impurities, is then

to be distilled in an iron still attached to a condenser, kept at a temperature of 55°,

with the precautions to prevent choking up which were previously described. The
distillation is conducted by the naked fire, until no more can be driven over. The
dry coke-like mass which remains in the still is to be removed before making a fresh

distillation.

To each 1 00 gallons of this distillate, 1 0 gallons of commercial oil of vitriol are to be

added, and the mixture is to be well mixed for about one hour. The apparatus best

adapted for this admixture is described in the article Naphtha (Coal). After the

thorough incorporation of the oil and acid, the whole is to be allowed to rest for about

12 hours, to enable the acid "sludge" to sink to the bottom of the vessel. The fluid

is then to be run off into another vessel (preferably of iron); and, to each 100 gallons, 4
gallons of caustic soda, of the specific gravity 1-300, is to be added. The soda and oil

are then to be well incorporated by agitation for an hour, so as to thoroughly neutralise

any acid which has not settled out, and also to remove certain impurities which are

capable of combining with it.

The oil so purified, is a mixture of various fluid hydrocarbons, to be presently
described, holding in solution a considerable quantity of paraflline. The more volatile

hydrocarbons may be removed by the following process :
—

The purified parafiine oil is to be placed in an iron still, connected with a con-
densing arrangement. The still is then to have run into it a quantity of water, about
equal to half the bulk of the oil, and this distillation is to be continued for 12 hours. It

is obvious that a great portion of the water would distil over, if not replaced during
the progress of the distillation. It is preferable to perform the distillation by means of
direct steam. A volatile clear fluid will distil over with the water. The naphtha so
procured is lighter than water, and soon separates from it. It contains little or no
paraffine. The oil remaining in the still is, of course, richer in paraffine by the
amount of naphtha removed, and the separation of the solid hydrocarbon is facili-

tated greatly by the process. The naphtha which distils over with the water in
the above process, is the fluid, the chemical nature of which is fully described in
this article. A very volatile spirit may be extracted from it, by rectifying it in the
apparatus recommended for benzole in the article Naphtha, Coal.
The further purification of the paraffine oil is managed as follows : After sepa-

ration from the water it is run ofi' into a leaden vessel, and 2 gallons of sul-
phuric acid added for each 100 gallons of oil. The mixture is to be well incor-
porated for 6 or 8 hours, after which it is allowed to remain quiet for 24 hours, in
order that the acid and any combined impurities may settle to the bottom of the tank.
The oil is then to be carefully run off into another tank, and to each 100 gallons 28 lbs.

of chalk ground with water to a thin paste are to be added. The whole is to be mixed
together until every trace of sulphurous acid is removed, and is then kept at about
100° for a week, to permit impurities to settle. The oil thus prepared is fit for
lubricating purposes, either per se or mixed with an animal or vegetable oil.

Young's processfor separating paraffine from paraffine oil.

Mr. James Young extracts paraffine from the oil prepared as above by cooling it

to 30° or 40° Fahr. The lower the temperature, the larger the amount which crys-
tallises out. It may be obtained sufficiently pure for lubricating purposes by merely
filtering off and squeezing out fluid impurities from the mass by powerful pressure.
The paraffine may be purified further by alternate treatments at about 150° Fahr.

with oil of vitriol and caustic soda. The treatments with acid are to be continued
until the latter produces no more blackening. The solid hydrocarbon is then to be
washed with caustic soda until all acid is removed, and thpn with boiling water. The
treatment with boiling water, should be performed several times.
The oil from which the paraffine has been removed by exposure to cold is by no

means freed from the whole of the solid ; it is, in fact, a saturated solution of paraffine
at the temperature to which it was exposed. It is sometimes advantageous, before
extraction by cold, to concentrate the paraffine in the paraffine oil, by subjecting the
latter to distillation, until one half or two- thirds of the fluid has distilled over

; by this
means the yield of paraffine is proportionately increased.

The amount of solid matter distilling over with naphthas may be seen by consulting
the results obtained by MM. Warren de la Rue and Hugo Miiller, in their fractional
distillation of Rangoon tar. See Naphtha (Native). It is to be observed that solid
hydrocarbons differ in the degree to which they pass over with the vapour of fluid
hydrocarbons. Thus while pyrcne and chrysene only appear among the very
last products of the distillation of coal at high temperature, naphthaline will often
distil over at very moderate temperatures in presence of volatile fluid hydrocarbons.
The author of this article has repeatedly seen considerable quantities distil over in a
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current of steam at the pressure of the atmosphere, and conseiiuently at 212°. The
facility with which solid hydrocarbons pass over in the vapour of volatile fluids, de-

pends not only upon their boiling points, but also to some extent upon special ten-

dencies varying with the nature and state of admixture or combination of the sub-

stances operated on.

On the chemical nature of thefluid hydrocarbons constituting Boghead naphtha.

It has been said, in the above condensed account of the process for preparing paraf-

fine oil from coal, that when the crude oil is rectified with water, a clear transparent

naphtha is obtained. This fluid, as found in commerce, is by no means of constant

quality. By quality, we mean the power of distilling between given limits of tempera-

ture. Some kinds are of about the same degree of volatility as commercial benzole,

while others distil at nearly the same temperatures as common coal naphtha. The
hydrometer is not a safe guide in choosing this naphtha ; this arises from the fact

that photogens, of very ditt'erent degrees of volatility, have almost the same densities.

The safest plan is to put the fluid into a retort, having a thermometer in the tubu-

lature, and distil the contents almost to dryness. The careful observation of the

range of the mercurial column during the operation is the best mode of ascertaining

the quality of the fluid.

The more volatile portions which distil over with water, are free from solid bodies,

and consist of a mixture of fluids belonging to three series of homologous hydro-

carbons, namely, .

The benzole series
;

The defiant gas or C^H" series ; and
The radicals of the alcohols.

As no works on chemistry contain any directions for the proximate separation of com-

plex mixtures of hydrocarbons, the following description of the method adopted by the

author of this article for the separation of the substances contained in Boghead naphtha

may be useful. It is necessary, in the first place, to determine whether each sub-

stance is to be obtained in a state of absolute purity, or whether i-t is merely desired

to obtain the various series distinct from each other. In the process given, it will be

supposed that the individual hydrocarbons are required in a state of purity, because

it is easy for the operator to leave out any part of the method which may be unne-

cessary under the particular circumstances of the case. The first step is to obtain

constant boiling points, for it must be remembered that if, when any organic fluid is

subjected to distillation with a thermometer in the tubulature of the retort or still, the

mercury continues to rise as the fluid comes over, it is at once demonstrated that the

substance distilling is not homogeneous. In order to obtain the fluids of constant

boiling point, it is essential to subject them to a complete series of fractional distilla-

tions. This is an operation involving great labour, so much so, that in investigating

Boo-head naphtha, upwards of one thousand distillations were made before tolerably con-

stant boiling points were secured. In order to perform the operation successfuUy, two

series of bottles are required, one for the series being distilled, and the other for the

series distilling. As many bottles are necessary as there are 10 degree fractions to

be obtained. Thus, supposing the fluid, when first distilled, came over between 100

and 200° and it has been determined to obtain 1 0 degree fractions, the receiver is to be

chano-ed for every 10° that the mercury rises. Thus 10 bottles will be required for the

fractfons distilling, and the same number for the fractions being distilled into. The

operation will be commenced by putting the original fluid (dried carefully with

chloride of calcium or sticks of potash) into a retort capable of holding, at least,

half as much more fluid as the quantity inserted. Through the tubulature passes a

pierced cork, supporting a thermometer, the lower end of which should not dip

into the fluid. To the neck of the retort is adapted a good condensing arrange-

ment, so placed that the bottles can be placed beneath the exit pipe. All the tjottles

having blank paper labels attached, the distillation is to be commenced. The first

signs of distillation are to be watched for, but no fluid is to be separately received

as an individual fraction until boiling has commenced. As soon as it is found that

the mercury indicates 10° more than the temperature at which the distillation com-

menced, the bottle is to be changed, and so on at every 10° When he whole fl^^^^

is distilled away, a smaller retort is to be t^^en capable of well ho ding each 10

fraction, without fear of anything boiling over. Suppose the first ft^ction of the first

distillation came over between 100° and 110°, it is to be placed in the retort and the

distillation carried on as before. But it will in almost every instance, be found

that the boiling point will have been reduced 30° or 40° by the removal of ti e

fluids of higher boiling point. Under any circumstances, however, the distillate is to

bo received in bottles, and labelled with the boiling point and the number of the rec-

tification. When all the first 10° fraction has distilled away into the second series ot
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bottles, the next is to be operated on, and so on. By this means only two series of
bottles are ever being used at once, viz. the series being distilled, and the series beinij
distilled ,n(o. Many fluids may be obtained of steady boiling point by 15 or 16 recti-
fications, involving, in the case of 10 fractions in each series, at least 150 distillations
But most complex organic fluids, such as naphthas, have a much wider range of boil-mg point than 100°. Boghead naphtha, for example, commences at about 289° F
and rises above 500° But in the second distillation, the first fraction, instead of dislilline
at 289° came over at 250° the depression of boiling point being nearly 40° By
proceeding in this manner six times, a fraction was obtained boiling at 210°. When
a 10 fraction no longer splits up during distillation, that is to say, when itcomes over almost between the same points at which it last distilled, it will be proner
to commence the separation of the various substances present in each fraction Be-fore doing this, it is often advisable to make a few preliminary experiments with theview of ascertaming the nature of the fluids present. The more volatile portions maybe tested for benzole by converting them into aniline in the method given n the articlpBenzole The simplest way of detecting the C-H" series (homologous with olefiantgas

;
see Homologods), will be by ascertaining whether the naphtha is capable of de-colourising weak bromine water. Supposing the presence of these to have been demonstrated, the complete separation of the hydrocarbons may be eff'ected as follows --Four or five ounces of bromine are to be placed in a large flask, capable of heinsclosed ^ith a well fitting stopper. About 8 volumes of witer are then added andthe naphtna of the most volatile fraction is to be poured in by very small portions thPcontents of the flask being well shaken after each addition

portions, the

By this mode of proceeding the dark colour of the bromine will gradually fade andfinally disappear. In order to nsure a complete reaction it is betfer at thfs stage toadd a little more bromine, until the colour is permanent after shaking ATtt e

le .^Tf
biomine. The oily bromine compound is now to be separated by meansof a tap funnel, from the mercury and water, and digested with chloride of caTciumuntil every trace of water is removed. The dry brominated oil is now to be d's illed^when the radical and benzole series of hydrocarbons will distil away leavinl thebrominated oil, which may then be distilled into a vessel by itself. The next stenwill be to separate the radicals from the benzole series. For this pu^ose long-necSassay flasks are necessary. Into one of these vessels, of 3 or 4 oEnces canacUv 9drachms of nitric acid should be poured

; 1 drachm of the naphtha is tren trbe added
eLST^ ^"T'^'C ^^'^ ^^"^S '^^P* inimersion in cold water it'sessential during the whole time to keep the flask in active motion in nJ^.T u -

the hydrocarbon and acid into close contact, and al^ to cll th; contem IfSlast precaution be neglected a violent reaction will occur and caLeTe W of th!greater portion of the fluid. When the whole of the drachm of Tr^H W k /and it is found that the temperature no longer r ses on removing the flL^'? '^"^.f

'

cold water the product is to be poured into a^aiTow and conic fllas andallnT.^'repose unti the hydrocarbon, unacted on, rises to the surfaceTn tfrform ofn ^ °
parent brilliant green fluid. The fluid below is then tn Z aT ^

pipette, furnished at the upper end with a Sow'elas ic ral^of^cr^ed'caoXr'
'

By this means suction with the lips becomes unnecessarv on^
^"icanised caoutchouc,

nitric acid are prevented from irvLtiZThl lun^^^^^^^ °^^yP«-
that is, the fluid unacted on bv thp nr-JH 1 7.^ 1 i,

inameient hydrocarbon
retains traces of the beni a^d S-^i"^^^^ ^t^, °«

'
it obstinately

a flask furnished with a well fittL stoDner an. .IVf/ '^""ff"^^.' .transferred to

1-5) a considerable number ofSef. tTs Ucond 2«'m"a^ V?^ ^'T'any explosive reaction, be made upon one or
hydrocarbon. When it is found that the sepa lted nitric aciJ no^^o^ ^ ^""'J^'^milk.ness on being thrown into water, it may be assLed th.t tt °v P^duces
class of hydrocarbons are entirely removed Whr the treatm-^^^been repeated a sufficient number of times the fluid is to hl ni ^ -

"""^ ^'^'^

and well agitated with a solution of caustii potash'^hich Ji? "^^^^^^^
vapours which are the cause of the green colour. The purified hv^.oto be separated by a tap funnel from the water and drLriv^t^Jt ' '^^^^

caustic potash. If it be desired to obta'n tt Radical in a s^atJ!^^^^ T'^'
'''''^^

miist be dis^lled three or four times over metalHc ISlium
" "'^''"^^ P""^^'

ine indiff-erent hydrocarbons obtained by the above process nrp nr.^^ ifluids, having an odour somewhat resembling the flowerrof the rh?tp^r''''

IVe'^lt'^'T l°-^^-Peratures,^and havl an LeraJe dLlir;^
/J^nd^tll^:?—

density with the radicals o^f the alcohols,! wiilaS^l^ow^^^^
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the experimental results obtained by the author of this article m his examination of

Boghead naphtha, are compared with the numbers found by other observers with the

radicals obtained by treatment of the hydnodic ethers by sodium, and also by the elec-

trolysis of the fatty acids.

Conwarative Table of the Physical Properties of the Alcohol Radicals, as obtained from

Boghead Naphtha, with those procuredfrom other sources.

Boiling FoinU, Fabr.

Radicals. Formulie.
•a

N

1

s=

B i
d
d

C12HM
CIBH'8

C24H26
'sip

226-4° 222-8^

316-4

395-G 395 6°

246-2
318-2
395-6

Densities. Vapour Densities.

Radicals. Formulce.

•

B
(13

a

O*?
•^}<

ID

Id

0)

o
en
V3
*^
«d

1

1.SO

d

•o .

Si S

&

1

1

d

&
j=

Propvle -

Butyie
Amyle
Caproyle -

C12H11

4-899
0 6940

0-7413
0-7574

0-6745
0-6945
0-7365

0-75C8
'o-7704

4-053 4-070
4-9.56

5-983

296
3-88
4-93
5-83

2-97
3-94
4-91
5-87

It has been said that the above hydrocarbons distilled away from the broniine

compound in company with others which were removed by treatment with nitric

S It was subsequently found that the products formed by the action of the acid

were nitrr-compounds belonging to the benzole series. The bromine compound

rontain tSe C-H" series of hydrocarbons, the individual members bemg ermmed

rr boiling point of
^i^^f^^:^-^JZ^ STata br' JnVcom oS

KrfoS ^m^X^W^^ b^^lin 'poinT^f the naphtha lies between^80o

?nd 190° the tromine compound will be C^H-Br^ It is exceeding y remarkable

that if either of these substances be treated alternately with alcoholic POtash and

sod urn the oriSnal hydrocarbon is regenerated. By the mode of operating indicated

^hoTi^ i^ DoSe therefore, to obtain two out of the three series of hydrocarbons in

fpure state' The\hird! namely the benzole series, must be recognised by obtainmg

^"Tt'aciL*'rdTares!S'c;^
Boghead naphtha have not

£S«Sd^^^
N A PHTHA^B?NE^" Svn Bone Oil ;

Dippel's Animal Oil. This fluid is procured

?:i?;tS.T^:t.!::~^^^~^ the presence of no less than

ten bases
'^^'^f.^'^'^^^'^^.S^^ and difficult of removal. It does

The odour of bone oU is exceeaiu^.y
...-.p-f^Hy smelling bases, for even after

not arise entirely from the presence of tb%P°?^.''"3„^^^^^
This is

repeated treatment with concentrated acids it re ains repuls^venes^^ i

partly owing to the presence of some unknown
^'^"t'-f/^^^^XpT over rVessel of

a slip of deal wood is moistened with hydrochloric acid
.^^^'J^^^ '^^^^^^^^ of

crude bone oil, it rapidly acquires a deep crimson tint. This ,s m consequence
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the presence of the extraordinary basic substance pyrrol. The latter, -when in a
crude state, possesses a most disgusting smell, so much so, that the ofiFensiveness
of bone oil was at one time mainly attributed to its presence. It has, however,
been recently discovered that pyrrol when perfectly pure has a most fragrant and
delightful perfume, somewhat recalling that of chloroform, but still more pleasing.
The basic portion of bone oil may be extracted by shaking it up with moderately

strong oil of vitriol. This must be done with precaution, as large quantities of gases
are evolved, consisting of carbonic acid, hydrosulphuric and hydrocyanic acids. The
fluid when permitted to repose separates into two layers, the upper being the purified
oil, and the lower the acid solution of the bases. The latter being separated is to be
distilled until about one third has passed over. This distillate will contain the chief
portion of the pyrrol. The head of the still is then to be removed and the fluid
boiled for some time to remove the last trace. The acid solution, after filtration
through charcoal, is to be supersaturated with liine and distilled. The distillate
contains the whole of the bases. The apparatus should be so arranged that those
bases which are excessively volatile, and consequently come over as gases, may be
received in hydrochloric acid. The hydrochloric solution and the oily bases are to
be examined separately. The former is to be evaporated carefully to the crystallising
point and then allowed to cool. By this means the ammonia may be removed by-
crystallisation as chloride of ammonium.
When no more sal-ammoniac can be obtained by crystallisation, the mother liquid

is to be treated with potash, in an apparatus so arranged that any gaseous products
evolved may be collected in hydrochloric acid. The retort must have a thermometer
in the tubulature to enable the temperature to be properly regulated. All the bases dis-
tilling below 212°, are to be received in hydrochloric acid, and their presence
demonstrated by converting them into platinum salts, and fractionally crystallising
Ihe bases distillmg above 212°, are to be separated by fractional distillation An
examination of the hydrochloric solution will, according to Dr. Anderson demon-
strate the presence of methylamine, ethylamine, propylamine, butylamine, and amyl-
amine. I he following table contains the names and physical properties of the baseswhich are contained in that portion of the basic oil which distils above 21 '5° Theamylamine, and even the propylamine, can be separated from the basic oils by frac-
tional distillation, instead of the fractional crystallisation of platinum salts, but the
latter involves less labour.

yg^Ze of the Physical Properties of the Pyridine Series of Bases.

Pyridine -

Picoiine -

Lutidine -

CoUidine -

C'^H'N

Boiling Point. Density at 32°.

I

242°
275°
310°
356°

0-9858

0-9613

0 9467
0-9-139

Vapour Density.

Experiment. Calculation.

2-916 2-734
3-290 3-214
3-839 3-699

4-137

^„ uei;uuie very vaiuaDie as a naphtha for general Durr)o<!P<! nntilsome cheap method of removing its odour has been discovered The Okum anh^aledtpdln, <,f the older chemists and pharmaceutists was prepared by distiE ionT fwas very similar in properties to bone oil.— C. G. W.
aisumng bones; it

NAPHTHA FROM Caoutchouc. ^SVn. Caoutchou'cine • riontr.li;„^ n .
by destructive distillation, yields several hydrocarbons th^ n^!? .
contradictory. By repeat^^d rectifications'trey X be 'eS a.eTint'fl^steady boding points. The late Dr. Gregory succeeded in obSn nl n fl -^1%
carbon from caoutchouc which distilled at 96°, but when treated with ,^,l

1" -

40^° ifrr' ""i
^'^'^^''^^ faydTocSo^w'afoat 428 . It IS most probable, however, that the true comnosition nf Pnr.nf^i,„has not yet been made out. This will app.ar by consuZn ^anaLT !fmany -of them indicating too low a hydrogen for the ^H" seisnearly approximating to n (C^H^. The Author of this ai ticlels .nSd ?n .examination of these hydn.carbons. It is quite plain, however thTfaoutohin.

"'^

LlwrL7ndia-fubt;.rS'G^ T''^' ^ ^^^.S^
coal tKA?^ °f
and d^tnied by direct sLm. As so?n^^^Sj^^J^^t^
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0-910, tlie naphtha is pumped into another still, and distilled with direct steam until the

distillate again becomes of the density 0 9 10. It then constitutes what is termed

" rough naphtha."

The residue obtained in the first distillation is run off into cisterns or tar ponds to

allow of the removal of the water. This residue is called boiled tar. Pitch oil may

be obtained from it by distillation with the naked fire, every 1000 gallons will yield

about 320 gallons of pitch oil. The residue of pitch in the still is run out

while in a melted state. The rough coal naphtha contains a great number

of impurities of various kinds ; the principal cause of the foul odour being the organic

bases described in the article Naphtha, Bone. To remove these the naphtha is

transferred to large cylindrical vessels lined with lead. These vessels contain a

vertical axis passing down them, supporting blades of wood covered with lead, and

pierced with holes. The axis or shaft has, at its upper end, a crank to enable it to be

rotated. The naphtha having been run into the vessel, sulphuric acid is added, and

the shaft with its blades made to revolve. By this means the naphtha and acid are

brought into intimate contact. The whole is then allowed to settle, and the vitriol

which has absorbed most of the impurities, and acquired, in consequence, a thick

tarry consistence, is run off. This acid treacly matter is known in the works as

" sludge." The naphtha floating above the sludge is then treated a second tune with

acid, if the naphtha be required of good quality. During the process, the naphtha ac-

quires a sharp smell of sulphurous acid, and retains a certain amount of sulphuric

acid in solution. The next process is to treat it with solution of caustic soda to re-

move these impurities. This may be effected in an apparatus similar to the first

The naphtha, after removal of the caustic liquor, is next run off into a still, and

rectified -, it then forms the coal naphtha of commerce. The ordinary naphtha of com-

merce is often very impure, owing to insufficient treatment with oil of vitriol, ihe

author of this article has obtained from one gallon of commercial naphtha, as much as

one and a half ounces of the intensely odorous picoline, mixed with certain quantities

of other bases of the same series, and also traces of aniline.

In describing coal naphtha, we shall not confine ourselves to the description of those

substances which come over in distillation between any given temperature, but shall

take a cursory review of the nature and properties of most of the substances produced

bv thf- distillation of coal tar. It will be unnecessary- here to enter into a minute

description of the acids existing in coal tar, inasmuch as they have already been

treated of in the article Carbolic Acid.
_ . , , • -u

• v
On the basic constituents of coal naphtha.— Coal tar is particularly rich in ba^e^s.

Thev are found accompanying all the fluid naphthas and oils, and probably cannot be

separated, by distillation alone, from any of the hydrocarbons of coal naphtha except

benzole It is highly remarkable that while coal tar yields all the pyridine series of

bases found in bone oil, no traces of the alcohol series have yet been discovered. At

the time that the author of this article commenced his experiments on the coal

naphtha bases, there were only three known to be present, namely, aniline, chinoline

and picoline. The two former were discovered in coal tar by Runge, who called

them kyanol and leukol. Picoline was discovered by Dr. Anderson of Glasgow.

The discovei-v was, at the time, of great value, it being the first instance on record of

isomerism aniong volatile bases. The number of isomeric bases now known is very

gi^at, and fresh instances are becoming known every day The following are the

bases known to be present in coal tar, with their formulse. They will be found

mentioned under their names in this work. The physical properties of the pyridine

series are given under Naphtha, Bone.

Pyridine
Picoline

Lutidine

CoUidine

QioH =N
- C'=H'N
- C'^H^N
- C"'H"N
Pyrrol

Chinoline

Lepidine
Cryptidine

Aniline

- C^H^N.

C'»H 'N
C"-°H »N
C^-H"N
C'-H 'N

On the hydrocarbons of coal naphtha- The following
^y^'^'fl'^X^

of those coal naphthas the boiling points of which range between 190 and 350 .

Base. Formula. Boiling Point. Specific Gravity.

Benzole -

Toluole - - -

Xylole
Cumole - . .

Cymole - - -

C'=IP

C"H'^

177°
230°
259°
304°
347°

0-850 at 60°

0-870

0-861 „ 57°
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The fluid hydrocarbons boiling above this point have not been ^^ell studiedOrdinary coal naphtha, m addition to the above hydrocarbons, contains traces of thehomologues ot olefiant gas, alluded to in the article Naphtha, Boghead

.n, J 1 / hydrocarbons may be separated from each other bvcareful and sufficiently numerous fractional distillations. It is proper before con^denng them as pure to shake them up several times with oil of vi^triol and after^ell washing first wi h water, and afterwards with an alkaline solution todrv'themvery carefully with chloride of calcium or sticks of potash. It wilfie Observed thS
Si ani°ff. V.'

*^.;P^^ifi<^ gravities of the hydrocarbons are not in harmony ^

nrn.fff/
L*^' flu.ds upon which the experiments were made not havinff aU been

IZrLlZlV'r Y ^'-^^ ^he same bodTef
, a pro^cured from different sources, often present small but appreciable differpnopfinodour, density, boiling point, and other physical properties.

^P'^^'^''" differences m
I he benzole of coal naphtha may almost entirely be senaratP,! A•,a^,u

apparatus first devised for the purpose by Mr. C. R MansS Th/.nn^v
^

'°

fron. my " Handbook of ChenLaT Manfpulation." iHu'iSe the ve s^" am ifThe'habit of employing for the purpose. Fig. 1315 con-
sists of a copper or tinned iron still, a, holding about
two gallons. The flange, b b, is merely to support the
apparatus in the ring of a gas or charcoal furnace,
preferably the former. A wide worm, c c, passes through
the top of the still mto a water-tight cistern, d d Theworm ends in a discharge pipe, e. The latter is to be
attached to a common worm tub containing cold waterIhe crude benzole, or coal naphtha, is to be placed bymeans of the opening / into the still, and all the jointsof the apparatus being closed, and effectual condensa-
tion insured, the fire is to be lit. The naphtha soonbegins to boil, but nothing comes over, because thp^ater in effects condensation. In'a shoTtime ^
however, the water in d d begins to get warm
benzole begins to come over, and is peiictly condensed in f '^'^

by means of water. It is plain that as thffiu^Ss of hi^L^ 'v.''?"^
'^^^

come over, the water in dd will boil, but di tilhtion
^^'^^^

reason of this is, that nothing can make the head r . 1,.h
entirely. The

being surrounded with water^ All hydrocarbons '
^'^'^^"^^

consequently condensed there, and fKack Lto „ '
V^'^^''^'"'

'quite pure enough for all ordinary purposes It mav S • '^''''"''"S "^^^
tified a second time in the same aLara us takinTc'nr. T^u^ u^""^ P^^'^'
hotter than 180° or 190°. If the benzot wtnf^/T f""^ ^^^^ ^o^s not get
panying hydrocarbons, it mustTe pTfied'by'S:^?^'?^^^^^^^^^ ^^""^ —

-

tified benzole is to be placed in a thin elasJ o, mo P^^P^^^ rec
snow or pounded ice mixed with salt The whnT s»'™nnded with
with sawdust and covered with woo len clol^hs t^t^^^^^^^ ^^J" surrounded
the benzole is frozen, it is to be placed ira fLnel and X''''^ ^ •

mass when thawed is pure benzole. By this mode of
*° '^''*'''°- ^he solid

tity of fluid is always accumulated y^Zh veZt t^^^^^^^^temperature for berizole. I have found if to .nnt!" '"^f,
''"'^ ^^^^^^'^ the proper

of hydrocarbons (homologous with olefiant ^sT 7f T""'"'^
C->Hn'se ' s

zole in a peculiar condition
; he calls kpa -fbenzo??

'"^
'J

*° l-en-
niay always be proved by the readiness whh which th; fluid Zf^r'-""^ ^

'

A simpler form of apparatus for rectifying, beuzole and ^ r"'"'well, IS that represented in^^,. 1.316. It wil! be seen tS^?T ""'^"'"^ as
replaced by a straight tube. ^The mode oTuse is prL LiV ^

""^^ " '
^Uere the benzole is to be extracted from coaf

^
naphtha on the large scale, the following appa-ratus will be found convenient: -The boilerTa,

n?;ted at T,™""'^''^ ^ ^on^

Dkvs inf! .V.
'° -^^^ ^31^- The head

JmiveveTbv .1.''°™ '"'^ ^' ^'^^ ^^"''ol^ being

Close tank in which it is to be stored. The tub

bon^
' 'T'"' ''''''' to condense the hydrodr-

^n oVer'tLre^'
be_ removed from the 'benzole.

meSmen?oftbV™' 1' convenient at the com-nencement ofthe operation to heat the water incccc
Q 2

15 is
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tr. -ihnut 170° • this is effected by means of the steam pipe 1 1 1,
which is connected with

tSeSJ/ The St am is admitld to the jacket of the still by means of the pipe The

steam can be regulated or stopped altogether by means of the stop cock n 1 he cock

„ is to regulate the admission of steam to the vessel c c c c. The man hole is repre-

sented at A A smaU cock to allow the condensed water in the jacket to be run off, is seen

1317

1 .-u „f t-h« -hpst nnnl'itv the benzole will be difficult to extract

at i. Unless the naph ha is of
t^\.^^'f„'l"''7brLcess^ to send direct steam into

by the heat of the jacket alone. It ^'ll th^n
Zl ^'^^^^^'l^^^^^ to be run out of

Ja. When no more
^^-^^Xu^h .h^ti sake of space, repre-

the still by the stopcock / . ^^^l^^VtL su^^^^^^ of the condenser or worm tub, it

sented in the figure as if
P^^^f^^^^^^'^"jM^^^^^P^^^^^^^^ for fear of the vapour of the

should in practice be removed to a
''''^^''^^J^^^^^^ explosion. The condenser b

hydrocarbon reach ng the stoke-hole and caus.^^^^^^
precaution is

may be arranged ^^i the form of a woim 1 ke c in
^^^^ ^j^^

scarcely necessary if the chamber at ^'-Jf^^^lT
be made sum y

^^^^^^^ .^^

henzok obtained in the above
^PP^^^^^f f; chamber c c c e not being

however, the rectification
^^.^^^'^l^^^^^^^

will be almost pure,

permitted to become hotter than 180 h
,

resu i b
commercial article.

hSl^S^cJli^— SIW^r-y also be employed fbr pre-

i:^t^atile naphtha -ajmng i^^^^J^^^^f
adapted for almost all the purposes for . I c^^

^^.^^^

^PP^^
g,„,,o^

removing the fluid by the tap A, ana a sim h

naphtha'ofa density of about 0^8, O w^ be obt^^
been published relating to coal

The number of processes and patents w.
^j^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^

naphtha is immense There is, as a gene, a
^ some slight alteration or

Each inventor tises the
P^^^^^^^^^f^^; ^^^^^^ discovery. It is true that,

modification, and patents them as it inv oiviub f
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in some few instances, these alterations are very valuable, but the general feeline
with -which one rises from the perusal of patents connected with coal naphtha is, that
there is nothing really new in them. All processes for their purification consist
essentially, of treatments with strong oil of vitriol followed by alkalies. It is remark-
able to observe the difference in (he ideas of inventors and operators with regard to
the part played by sulphuric acid in the purification of naphthas. It is by no means
uncommon to hear the workmen, and even those who have the direction of naphtha
works, attribute the dark colour which naphthas acquire by contact with oil of vitriol
to the latter " precipitating out the tar." The fact is, that a carefully distilled naphtha
does not contain any tar. The dark colour is chiefly due to the removal of the hydro-
carbons homologous with olefiant gas. All bodies belonging to this series dissolve
with a red colour m sulphuric acid, and the fluid on keeping soon begins to evolve
sulphurous acid and turn dark, sometimes nearly black. If the naphtha has been
insufficiently rectified, it will contain naphthaline, and this will readily unite with the
sulphuric acid to form a conjugate acid of dark colour.

It is extremely curious that naphthas which contain large quantities of naphthaline
will often distil without the latter crystallising out. It is volatilised in the vapour of
the naphtha and therefore escapes observation. But if a little chlorine be poured
into the fluid, or if a little chloride of lime be added, followed by an acid and the
fluid be then distilled, the naphthaline will come over in the solid state, so that it canbe removed by mechanical methods. It does not appear to be due to the formation
ot Laurent s chloride of naphthaline, for the product only contains traces of chlorineBenzole has been much used of late to remove greasy and fatty matters from
cotton wool, silk, and mixed fabrics. It is by no means essential that the benzole

ulw
pure for this purpose. By this it is meant that the presence ofnaphthas boilmg somewhat above ] 77° does notmateriaUy affect the usefulness of thefluid. If however, the naphtha is to be employed for removing greasy stains fromdresses, gloves, or other articles to be worn, the purer and more volatile the Ld^carbon, the more readily and completely the odour will be removed by evaporationMr F. C. Calvert has patented the application of benzole to some purposes of hiskind. He first purifies the naphtha by means of sulphuric acid and cTu^s^ic alkaUem the usual manner, and then rectifies it at a temperature not exceeding o loo

^
_

b or this purpose the apparatus described in 1 3 1 7 will be found weU suked The
™r/PPi'f ''"''^'^ ''"^ "^P^^^^' P"^« benzole, to the foflowingpurposes

:- 1st, for removing spots and stains of grease, i. e. fatty or oily matters tarpamt, wax or resin, from cotton, woollen, silk, and other fabrics, when, in consequenceof Its volatility, no mark or permanent odour remains. 2nd, for removing fSttv Sroily matters from hair, furs, feathers, and wools, and for cleaning gWes fnfmherarticles made of leather, hair, fur, and wool. 3rd, for removinf the fattv matterswhich exist naturally m wool. 4th. for removing, from wool, taf, paint oil "re"seand similar substances used by farmers for markin|, salving, and smeaS theii4een'

Ty^'T''?!^
°' '•^'^ri^g tlie oily or fatty matters wh ch are conSed in cotton

"
o^ frelse^^s^erfporie^'^'r"^/

"/^'^"^ o'^-^aSfes to iTl
'

ou or grease Has been applied. In order to remove the above matters bv menn«! nf

th. ""'"^'^J
"^'"'^y '•"l^bed with it On the la'ge sca?ehe mat ers to be operated on are placed in suitable vessels, and the naphtha is run

E'ront??
so°^e hours the fluid is run off, and the fabrics are passed

hlnVr'''''\'"l'^
submitted to strong pressure to remove the greater Jortbn ofthe benzole or naphtha. The naphthas which run out are distilled off so^bnf thfgreasy matters may be preserved and used for lubricating n4hi? ry or other purp^^^^^^^^

.

Furniture paste may also be made from light coal naphtlia or benzole W thn fo'^^ow"ing process
: - One part of wax and one of resin is to be disso ved L tJ^uirts of^^^^^

SaTdtSeTSt It
""''^ ^^-^-^ th^w^ho^is^a^^td*';:

quantity employed for that purpose is but «:mMll Ti,^ I ^ ^ '

by th/vai^as-wor^ re^ZL'^'ClJ^^l S&llft
sStfflc'tsrsFnr^^^^^^
naphthaline

;
they forget that the odoCora body of%rs da sT a S ittl?"cannot be removed without its destruction. It is possible that £naphthaline may one day be applied to useful purpLs By t eldnrnaS r"^with excess of chlorine, and removing fluid substances with ether firltnii'^ fIS obtained This paste, dissolved in boiling benzole and allowed IV f P""'^^

beautiful rhombohedral crystals, often of la,|e size. 1^ have LnV ^^'^f'' f^^^'^'lIceland spar, and, like that substance, possess the power oTdouWe^Stioi!
'
When

Q, 3
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nitronaphtlialine is treated witli acetic acid and iron filings in the same manner as

that employed by M. Bechanip for the production of aniline, a base is obtained of the

formula C-TPN ; it is called naphthalamine. It is, therefore, isomeric with cryptidine,

but has no other point of resemblance.

The relation which appears to exist between naphthaline and alizarine is also

very interesting, and suggestive of the idea that the former substance will not always

be regarded as useless.

It is said that naphthaline has been employed with advantage in the treatment of

psoriasis. M. Emery states that it succeeded in twelve out of fourteen cases. In the

two where it failed the one patient was a woman thirty years of age, who had been

afflicted for eight years with psoriasis gyrata ; the other patient was a young man
who had suffered for several yeai-s with lepra vulgaris. In the latter case, two months'

treatment having effected no good, pitch ointment was substituted, which effected a

cure in two months. The naphthaline was employed in the form of ointment in the

strength of 5ss. to 5i. of lard. The application is sometimes, however, attended with

severe inflammation of the skin, which must be relieved with poultices. (JJExpe-

rioice, Oct. 6, 1842.)

The dead oils, as the less volatile parts of coal tar are called, contain several sub-

stances, the nature of which is very imperfectly known. Among them may be men-

tioned pyrene and chrysSnc. The former has only been examined by Laurent, who
gives the formula C^H'^ for it. They are found in the very last portions that pass in

the distillation of coal tar. They are also said to be produced during the distillation

of fatty or resinous substances. The portions which distil last are in the form of a

reddish or yellowish paste, which rapidly darkens in colour on exposure to light.

Ether separates it into two portions, one soluble, containing the pyrene, the other in-

soluble, containing the chrysene. The pyrene may be obtained by exposing the

etherial solution to a very low temperature, which will cause it to crystallise out.

The composition of pyrene is, according to Laurent,

Experiment. Calculation.

Carbon - - - 93'18 - - - . 937
Hydrogen r - - 6-11 - - - - H'^ 6-3

99-29 100-0

The portion insoluble in ether consists of chrysene in a tolerably pnre state.

I have found that it crystallises on cooling from a solution in Boghead naphtha, in

magnificent yellow plates, with a superb lustre resembling crystallised iodide of lead.

The following are the results of its analysis. My combustion was made upon

chrysene crystallised as above.

Laurent. C. G. W. Calculation.

Carbon - - 94-83 94-25 94-63 94-74 C 72

Hydrogen - 544 5 30 5 37 5-26 H* 4

100-27 99-55 100-00 100-00 76

The formula given above merely expresses the ratio of the elements, no compound

of chrys^:ne has yet been formed which will enable its atomic weight to be determined

with certainty. Laurent's analyses were calculated with old atomic weight of carbon.

The heavier coal oils, when exposed to the action of a powerful freezing mixture,

often deposit a mass of crystals only partly soluble in alcohol. The soluble portion

consists of napthaline ; the other portion which dissolves with difficulty is a curious

substance, the nature of which is at present not very well known ; it has been called

anthracene, or paranaphthaline. It appears, from the analyses which have as yet been

made, to be isomeric with naphthaline. It fuses at 356°, and boils at about 580°. The

density of its vapour, determined at 848°, was 6-741°, agreeing very well with the

formula C'^H'^ which requires 6-643. This formula is one and a half times naphtha-

line, thus : + C'OH^ = C^H'^
Metanaphthaline is a peculiar substance which appears to be closely related to the

above products. It is formed during the manufacture of resin gas. It is a fatty sub-

stance fusing at 158°, and distilling at about 617°; it is at present but httle known.

A substance which seems to be metanaphthaline has recently been imported m con-

siderable quantity as a lubricating material. It is tinged of a yellow colour, probably

from the presence of traces of chrysene.

NAPHTHA. Native. In a great number of places in various parts of the world,

a more or less fluid inflammable matter exudes. It is known as Persian naphtha.

Petroleum, Rock oil, Rangoon tar, Burmese naphtha, &c. These naphthas have been

examined by many chemists, but the experiments have been exceedingly defective,

and even the analyses most incorrect, for in all cases where a loss of carbon or
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hydrogen has been experienced, it has been put down as oxygen. The oil procured
from the above sources, when rectified and well dried, contains no oxygen. The con-
stitution of all of them is probably nearly the same, the odour and physical characters
closely agreeing in specimens obtained from widely different sources. A thorough
investigation of the most plentiful and well marked of all of these naphthas (namefy,
that from Rangoon) has been undertaken by MM. Warren De la Rue and Hugo
Muller, who have been engaged upon it for some years. They find the fluid to con-
sist of two principal series of hydrocarbons, namely, the benzole class and another,
unacted upon by acids, and apparently consisting of the radicals of the alcohols. In
addition to the fluid hydrocarbons, Burmese naphtha contains a considerable quantity
of paraffine.

_
Burmese naphtha or Rangoon tar is obtained by sinking wells about 60 feet deep

in the soil, the fluid gradually oozes in from the soil, and is removed as soon as the
quantity accumulated is sufficient. The crude substance is soft, about the consistence
of goose grease, with a greenish brown colour, and a peculiar but by no means dis-

I^IT^^^^ P^?!"*'
contains only 4 per cent, of fixed matters. In the distillationsMM. De la Rue and Muller employed superheated steam for the higher, and ordi-

nary steam for the lower temperatures. At a temperature of 212°, eleven per cent
of fluid hydrocarbons distil over; they are entirely free from paraffine. Between
230 degrees and 293°- F., ten per cent, more fluid distils, containing, however avery small quantity of paraffine. Between the last named temperature and 3oo°

the distillate is very small in quantity, but from that to the fusing point" oflead, 20 per cent, more is obtained. The latter, although containing an appreciableamount of paraffine, remains fluid at 32° F. At this epoch of the distiUaiion theproducts begin to solidify on cooling, and 31 per cent, of substance is obtained of
sufficient consistency to be submitted to pressure. On raising the heat considerably
21 per cent, of fluids and paraffine distil over. In the last stage of the operation
3 per cent, of pitch-like matters are obtained. The residue in the still cTnsisSof coke containing a little earthy matter, amounts to 4 per cent. We thus have a!the products in this very carefully conducted and instructive distillation,

?oiTr^n - - - - Free from paraffine - - h-q
230 to 293° - - . A little paraffine - .- - iq-o293 to 320° - - . .

320 to fusing point of lead - Containing paraffine, but still

A X 1. , « .
at 320° - - - oo-nAt about the fusing point of lead, Sufficiently solid to be sub-

•r>„ J J- . „. mitted to pressure -• - 31 -nBeyond fusing point of lead - Quantity of paraffine dimin-

Last distilled - - . . PitSy matters I ^g.Q
Residue m still - . . Coke containing a little earthy

impurity- - . - 4-0

100-0

^,oi5^^' °^^"Phtha were 6,.558 gallons- in f?nj n-oii

sulphur, arising to a great extent from presence of a larn^ n anfi.v
""^ogen^^nd

animal rema ns. Tho omUa r,n„T,,i, , • ^ quantity of semi-foss sed
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rendered very sweet. It then contains pretty nearly the same constituents as Bog-
head naphtha, i. e. henzole and its homologues, various hydrocarbons of tlie olefiant

gas series, and small quantities of the alcohol radicals or isomeric hydrocarbons.
There are also present, previous to purification, carbolic acid and numerous alkaloids;

but, strange to say, in the samples I examined there were no traces of aniline to be
fouud. There is little doubt that shales of this kind might be most profitably worked
by one or other of the recently patented processes for the preparation of photogen and
lubricating oil.

French shale oils have been examined by Laurent and Sainte Evre, but the results

are not of any very great value, because care was not taken to separate the various
series of hydrocarbons from each other. It is true that Laurent fractionally distilled

his oil, and Sainte Evre in addition treated his hydrocarbons with sulphuric acid,

anhydrous phosphoric acid, and fused potash. These operations would remove basic

and acid bodies, and much, if not all, of the homologues of olefiant gas, but the residue

would contain indefinite mixtures of the benzole and radical series.

Laurent's analyses have been quoted by Gerhardt to show that the hydrocarbons
approach in composition the formula n(C-H*). They are as follows :

—
80° to Ofio C. 120° to 121°. 169°. Theory uiC^W).

Carbon - - 86-0 85-7 - 86-2 - 85-6 - 857
Hydrogen - - US U l - 13 6 - 14-5 - 14-3

V-

100-0

The above analyses are calculated according to the old atomic weig'ht of carbon.

M. Sainte Evre, by determining the vapour densities of the fractions, arrived at the

following formulae for the hydrocarbons examined by him :
—

Boiling points Cent. Formulae.

275° to 2 30° C^W*
255° to 260° C--^«H2«

215° to 220° - - C^B-^
132? to 135° C'8H'«

These results are worth very little except as showing where an excellent field exists

for investigation.

Laurent, by treating with boiling concentrated nitric acid that part of shale oil

which boiled between 80° and 1 50° Cent., obtained an acid which he called ampelic

;

it is apparently metameric with salicylic acid. The same, or more probably an

homologous substance, is procured by treating in the same manner the oil boiling

between 130° and 160°. Picric or, as it is sometimes called, carbazotic acid, is also

formed at the same time.

Ampelic acid is a substance about which chemists have felt much curiosity ever

since its discovei-y. It is much to be desired that a new investigation should be made

upon it. The following are a few of its properties :— It is white, inodorous, almost

insoluble in cold water, and only slightly soluble even when boiling, the solution

reddens litmus. It is easily dissolved by alcohol or ether ; from solutions in those

menstrua it is deposited under the form of a crystalline powder. It fuses somewhere

about 260° Cent., and distils without alteration. This last property is a valuable one,

as it will enable its vapour density, and consequently its atomic weight, to be easily

determined with precision. From its solution in sulphuric acid it is precipitated un-

altered by water. Gerhardt gives the following as some of the reactions of this inter-

esting body. The solution of its ammonia salt precipitates chloride of calcium white,

the precipitate is soluble in hot water, and crystallises on cooling. It is not precipi-

tated by solutions of the chlorides of barium, strontium, manganese, or mercury.

Acetate of nickel gives a greenish precipitate, acetate of copper greenish blue.

Acetate and nitrate of lead give white precipitates.

The above experiments were made by Laurent in 1837, and, as it is very probable

that he never obtained a perfectly pure substance, it is almost certain that valuable

and novel results would be obtained on carefully repeating the entire investigation.

At the same time, as benzoic acid is C'^H^O^ and ampelic acid accordmg to its dis-

coverer is C"H«0', it is more than likely to be a product of oxidation of one of the

homologues of benzole. .

Intimately connected with the oils of shale are the ftuids yielded by the distiUation

of ihe numerous bitumens and asphalts found in various parts of the world. Un-

doubtedly these deposits will one day become of important use in the arts.

The bitumen of Trinidad yields on distillation an intensely foetid oil, and also a very

large quantity of water. It also appears to give a considerable quantity of alkaloids

and ammonia. It will, perhaps, scarcely be a profitable speculation at present to bring

this bitumen so far for the purpose of distillation, but doubtless there are many ports
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into which it could be carried at a reasonable price. It is said that some has already
found its way into America, for the purpose of having photogen prepared from it.

France is particularly rich in deposits of bitumen, especially in the volcanic districts

of Auvergne. Switzerland, Italy, Germany, Russia, Poland, in fact almost every part
of Europe contains bitumen of various degrees of consistency and value. Even in our
own country there are deposits at Alfreton and other places. The Alfreton bitumen
is not unlike that of Rangoon,

Bitumens have been examined by various chemists, more especially by Bousingault
and Voelckel. Their results, however, require to be repeated with great care, as
hitherto sufficient attention has not been paid to the purification by chemical means
of the various hydrocarbons. Fractional distillation, although absolutely necessary,
m order to enable bodies to he obtained of different but specific boiling points, does
not do away with the necessity for elaborate purifications by means of bromine, nitric,
and sulphuric acids, &c.

There is little doubt that a rigorous examination of the oils procurable by distilla-
tion of the various European and other bitumens would be rewarded, not only by
scientific residis of great interest, but also by discoveries of immense commercial im-
portance. It must not be forgotten, in connection with the money value of such
researches, that the bitumens yield a very high percentage of distillate, much greater
than any of the shales or imperfectly fossilised coals which are wrought on the large
scale for the preparation of illuminating or lubricating oils—C G W
NAPHTHA, Wood. See Ptroxilic Spirit.
NAPHTHALIDINE. See Naphtylajiine.
NAPHTHALINE. Cff. A solid crystalline hydrocarbon contained in coal tar

It IS especially interesting in consequence of its being the substance so long and per-
severmgly studied by Laurent. Its combinations and derivatives are immensely
numerous, and, in a theoretical point of view, of the greatest importance, the well
established theory of substitutions being, to a great extent, founded upon the results
obtamed by treatmg naphthaline with nitric acid and the halogens —C G WNAPHTYLAMINE. CTO. An organic base, isomeric with c;yptidine, produced
from nitronaphthaline by the action of reducing agents, such as sulphide of ammo-
nium, or protacetate of iron.—C. G. W.
NAPLES YELLOW. (^Jaune mineral, Fr.

; Neapelgelb, Germ.) This is a fine
yellow pigment prepared from antimony. -It is said to be prepared by calcining about
12 parts of metallic antimony with 8 parts of red lead and 4 parts of oxide of zincm a reverberatory furnace. The mixed oxides are to be well rubbed together and
tiised

;
after this, the fused mass is to be reduced to a very fine powder. This colour

s:drs:^^sLTiLi"w cot^.^
^'^""^ ^^^^^"^ ^'-^^^ -^-^'^ -p-

NARCOTINE. C«H"NO>'. An alkaloid contained in opium. It may be ob-tained in large quantities from the coloured and nncrvstallisable mother liquors ob^

!Jr'?T"Tvr f morphine by Gregory's process.-C. G. W.

NAT VP A MA TP A t °^H^^so"»etimes given to Osmium-Iriditjm, which see.NATIVE AMALGAM. This occurs in beds containing mercury and cinnabar

sime Xr "^utlT^T ^l^^^'^f
Allemont'Sn France, andsome other places. According to the analysis of Klaproth and Meyer, it consists of.

Silver qq.qq 35-00
Mercury - - ... 64-00 73-30

y.^^'^^?^^!^' ^-"^ *f Natron, soda. This mineral occurs reniformbotryoidal, and massive; it has a splintery fracture, is, on the edges, translucent andot a pearly histre. It consists of soda, alumina, silex, and water fit is found in Scot-land, Switzerland, Saxony, and Nova Scotia.

orn^aments'
^ ^'^^ ^^^^ "^^"^ ^'^^^^ ^nd other

NATRON is the name of the native sesquicarbonate of soda, which occurs as adeposit on the sides of several lakes to the west of the Delta of EgypJ also a' thincrusts on the surface of the earth, rarely an inch in thickness, afthe bo torn 5
"

rocky mountain, in the province, of Sukena, near Tripoli, and two days' journey fromFezzan. and is called by the Africans trona. The walls of Cassar (Q^rr) a fort now
mS?' • 'V"^ '° Y"' ^"'^^ b""^'^ «f ^ lake at La^ninas neaT

hi'
^""'^''"^ a substance called by the Indians «mo Sch Is

win -J Tk' ^^^q^'^r'^''"^*"
^^"'^'^ted every two years by the naUves

l^nlZ t \ T'"' P^"°^" ^"^-^ '^'^ ''P^'^'^ bed'of earth which coveSmineral, break the urao, and rise with it to the surface of the wate^ ^ kThl tmoved to the magazine, and dried in the sun. Natron is also found nVfr «
"

rartary, Siberia, Hungary, Hindostan, and Mex100^10 it^asrcort^y^erk"
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several natron lakes, a little to the north of Zucatecas, as well as in many other
provinces.

These deposits are never pure sesquicarbonate of soda, but contain generally some
sulphate of soda, chloride of sodiuni, and earthy matters.lipilULV. \Ji OW^.l., ^ , - J

The following are the analyses of some of them :—

Carbonate of soda -

Water - - -

Foreign matter

Boussingault. Klaproth.
(Uriio.) (Trona.)

- 80-22 75-0

- 18-80 22-5

- 0-98 (Na SOO 2-5
f (NaSO')

10000 100-0

Bciidant.
Walls of Cassar (Tronaj.

66-20

20-55
1-96

(NaCl) 395
(earthy matter) 7-33

99-99

According to Phillips and H. Rose, a crystallised sesquicarbonate of soda is de-

posited by boiling down and cooling a watery sohition of the bicarbonate. By heat,

as well as by long boiling of its watery solution, the sesquicarbonate evolves one-

third of its carbonic acid, and is converted into the monocarbonate.—H. K. B.

NATURE-PRINTING. {Naturselbstdruch, Germ.) The following description

of this very beautiful process is an abstract of a lecture delivered by Mr. Henry
Bradbury at the Royal Institution :—

Nature-printing is the name given to a technical process for obtaining printed

reproductions of plants and other objects upon paper, in a manner so truthful, that only

a close inspection reveals the fact of their being copies ; and so distinctly sensible to

even touch are the impressions, that it is difficult to persuade those unacquainted

with the manipulation that they are an emanation of the printing-press.

The distinguishing feature of the process consists, firstly, in impressing natural

objects— such as plants, mosses, seaweeds and feathers, into plates of metal, causing

as it were the objects to engrave themselves by pressure ; secondly, in being able to

take such casts or copies of the impressed plates, as can be printed from at the ordi-

nary copperplate-press.

This secures, in the case of a plant, on the one hand, a perfect representation of its

characteristic outline, of some of the other external marks by which it is known, and

even in some measure of its structure, as in the venation of ferns, and the ribs of the

leaves of flowering plants ; and on the other, affords the means of multiplying copies

in a quick and easy manner, at a trifling expense compared with the result—and to

an unlimited extent.

The great defect of all pictorial representations of botanical figures has consisted in

the inability of art to represent faithfully those minute peculiarities by which natural

objects are often best distinguished. Nature-printing has therefore come to the aid

of this branch of science in particular, whilst its future development prornises facilities

for copying other objects of nature, the reproduction of which is not within the pro-

vince of the human hand to execute; and even if it were possible, it would involve an

amount of labour scarcely commensurate with the result.

Possessing the advantages of rapid and economic production, the means of unlimited

multiplication, and, above all, unsurpassable resemblance to the original. Nature-

printing is calculated to assist much in facilitating not only the first-sight recognition

of many objects in natural history, but in supplying the detailed evidences of iden-

tification— which must prove of essential value to botanical science in particular.

Experiments to print direct from nature were made as far back as about two

hundred and fifty years ; it is certain therefore that the present success of the art is

mainly attributable to the general advance of science, and the perfection to which it

has been brought in particular instances.

On account of the great expense attending the production of woodcuts of plants m
early times, many naturalists suggested the possibility of making direct use of Nature

herself as a copyist. In the Book of Art, of Alexis Pedemontanus (prmted in the

year 1572), and translated into German by Wecker, may be found the ^rs< recorded

hint as to taking impressions of plants. ...
At a later period— in the Journal des Voyages, by M. de Moncoys, m 1650, it is

mentioned that one Welkenstein, a Dane, gave instruction in making impressions of

plants.

The process adopted to produce such results at this period consisted m lying out

flat and drying the plants. By holding them over the smoke of a candle, or an oil

lamp, they became blackened in an equal manner all over; and by being placed be-

tween two soft leaves of paper, and being rubbed down with a smoothing bone, the
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soot was imparted to the paper, and the impression of the veins and fibres was sotransferred. But though the plants were dried in every ease, it was by no means

la^n hi L"''''''7'.'-
has proved by the simple experiment of appling

n ?n<c
' ^'\P''l^°'2P^''^ Botaiiica, relates that in America, in 1707, impressions

(wEo ; fe^ : s:t'pi;s ' f°n
^^^^^-^^^^^ ^-p^°^' '"^s

estaWishedVnrintint^nfflf f .^^^
conjunction with the bookseller Fiinke,

advantage of frequently rendering indistinct, and even of sometimes tof^n^ ^Ki .the tender structure and finer veins and fibres. Many Sonrat v ''r^.'to the mdistinctness of such representation.! sti,! ttl .Ko^ /
the time objected

tion: but it was the decided o^nfon ofSLus that to nht.'"
^^''^ ^''"^^^fi^^-

difiFerence of species was sufficient
' *° ^ representation of the

sevtaV£vS&d '^.S^^^^^^^ plates figures of

drawings sufficiently correct, he took ^C^^ssionstm tSfiLve^rx;?^^^mention is made of the means he adonted Of th» JZ.\ I u
^ "°

one of the upper and another of thetwerside. ^ ^"^^

In the year 1763 the process is again referred to in thf Cn^roH. c 7 . • •

artic^ upon . Becette pour copier toltes sortes de pZ^^f;;^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^

produced in a manner sitil^o^tlp of f^^^^^^
^^ich were

found also to be durable, but still were defecHve
J^mphof. These impressions were

the/bject, the atfention of4 wa'SleS t^^^^^^^
'^''^ ^^^^^^-^

by Grazer, in 1814, on a New Impression ^Plants
" ^ P-^^^^^^^^

intesTrodt^bt^^^^ i:thrSeT/sr^rr^^sisted in fixing an impression of the pre'atd plant TnTj^^It also appears, on the authority of Professor Th ele tbnf ^ "^f
pressure,

smith and engraver establishert nt plrwf v.
f^^'^t Peler Kyhl, a Danish gold-

to the orname^ntatio'n^faSes
in'^slTverwar^nffi^^^^^^^ ' ^

copies of flat objects of nature and arlTnXp'.^f ! , f°' '''^''P*'^'^ ^ere, taking
Here may be marked the first real s eps of th

'
^rZ ^ ^'""^ ^^^^^ '"^Il^^s

an art. The subsequent deve opment ^ contrivance to
the amplifications which expeSC ha S^^^

has given to these means, and
duced

;
but it should not be assumed th .t S '. ^ ^

'"^f^"'"'^
^^^^ be pro-

^
Various productions in SverTKyhll nrr^

^""^ amplification are invention.
Industry held at Charlottenbu^g? in S^y '1833 7n'^

'"^"''^ Exhibition of
Danish goldsmith, entitled The DeseXuon (1%, ^^tten by this
copy Flat OI,jects of Nature and j jll it Mav fs'.^^'

^ "'"^
!f

^ ^^^^"'^
applying this invention to the advancprnPHf^P

May, 1833, is suggested the idea of
panying this description represen edprS /nn'""T,

'° ^""T^" Plates accom
of laces, of feathers of birds scTies ofS^ ^'^^^ ^nd woven stuffs

It would appear that kIm '
•

*^ ^'^^'^ serpent-skins.
'

out what he c'o'nceites t?£ ^liZ ZZT' I'- T'^''' distinctly points
enters into detail as to the preclXTs\l^^^^^^

'^'^f
t° copy,L7 he

metal plates so as to insure successful impres^ons Hk ^ °P'^''^*'°° ""Pressing
had experimented with plates of coppT z^ tin nnH ,

"/"'^^^^
obstacles which prevented him from makL v *ere existed
case of zinc, tin, and copper p7a eHhr nl nf f7 ^Pf'''^^^'"" «f l^is invention. In the
^vas too much distorted and crushed wh M.' ? ^^'"'^"^^s of the metals
perfect as could be, there werrno mJiniU '"'^^ '^''''^^ impression wa as
psible, after the applicatLrof print^rTink '^^^^^^^^^^^ ^« -as no
been imparted to the leaden nhtf c^l t^ ^

'
• T Pohshed surface that h-,d

to take impressions free fX tot^ sta nT'Vhif ^^^''^^^l^l^ ^s to allow the plter

rprrerrtt^«
is so favourable aSSn^le^o^S/^Su^^
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veins and fibres. Peter Kyhl died in tlie same year that he made known his inven-

tion. At his death, liis iiKinuscripts and drawings were deposited in the archives of

the Imperial Academy of Oopenhagv-u.

To proceed to more modern eiioris. Dr. Branson, of Sheffield, in 1847, commenced

a series of experiments, an interesling paper upon which was read before the Society

of Arts in 1851 ; and therein for the first time, was suggested the application of that

second and most important element in Nature-printing, which is now its essential

feature— the Electrotype.

It then occurred to Dr. Branson that an Electrotype copy would obviate the difficulty.

He afterwards stated that he abandoned the process of Electrotyping in consequence

of his finding it tedious, troublesome, and costly to produce large plates. Having
occasion, however, to get an article cast in brass, he was astonished at the beautiful

manner in which the form of the model was reproduced in the metal. He determined,

therefore, to have a cast taken in brass from a gutta-percha mould of ferns, and was

much gratified to see the impression rendered almost as minutely as by the Electro-

type process ; the mode of operation is to place a frond of fern, alga;, or similar flat

vegetable form, on a thick piece of glass or polished marble
; by softening a piece of

gutta-percha of proper size, and placing it on the leaf and pressing it carefully down,

it will receive a sharp and accurate impression from the plant. The gutta-percha,

allowed to harden by cooling, is then banded to a brass-caster, who reproduces it in

metal from its moulding-base.

In 1851, Professor Leydolt, of the Imperial Polytechnic Institute at Vienna, avail-

ing himself of the resources of the Imperial Printing-Office, carried into execution a

new method he had conceived of representing agates and other quartzose minerals in

a manner true to nature. Professor Leydolt had occupied himself for a considerable

period in examining the origin and composition of these interesting objects in geology.

In the course of his experiments and investigations he had occasion to expose them

to the action of fluoric acid, when he found in the case of an agate, that many of the

concentric rings were totally unchanged, while others, to a great extent decomposed

by the acid, appeared as hollows between the unaltered bands. It then occurred to

Professor Leydolt that the surfaces of bodies thus corroded might be printed from,

and copies multiplied with the greatest facility.

The simplest mode for obtaining printed copies is to take an impression direct from

the stone itself. The surface after having been treated with fluoric acid, is washed

with dilute hydrochloric acid and dried ; then carefully blackened with printer's ink.

By placing a leaf of paper upon it, and by pressing it down upon every portion of the

etched or corroded surface with a burnisher, an impression is obtained, representing

the crystallised rhomboidal quartz, black, and the weaker parts that have been de-

composed by the action of the acid, lohite. It requires but a small quantity of ink,

and particular care must be exercised in the rubbing down of the impression. This

mode is good as far as it goes— but it is slow and uncertain— and incurs a certain

amount of risk, owing to the brittk nature of the object ; and the effect produced is

not altogether correct, since it represents those portions black that should be white,

and those white that should be black.
o • •

The stone not being sufficiently strong to be subjected to the action of a printing-

press, an exact /acsimi/e cast, therefore, of it must be obtained, and in such a form

as can be printed from. To effect this, the surface of any such stone (previously

treated with fluoric acid), must be extended by embedding it in any plastic composi-

tion that will yield a flat and polished surface, so that the composition surrounding the

corroded stone will be level with its surface ; all that is necessary now is to prepare

the whole surface for the electrotype apparatus, by which a perfect facsimile is pro-

duced, representing the agate impressed, as it were, into a polished plate of copper.

This forms the printing-plate. The ink in this case, as opposed to the mode betore

referred to, is not applied upon the surface, but in the depressions caused by tlie

action of the acid on the weaker parts ; the paper is forced into these depressions in

the operation of printing, which results in producing an impression in relief.

Mr R. F. Sturges, of Birmingham, states that in August, 1851, he was engaged in

making certain experiments with steel-rollers and metal plates for ornamentmg metallic

Queen, from which impressions were printed, and which were distributed among

his friends— but that which he did, led to no such result as we are at present con-

sidering, and nothing more was heard of the subject until the publication of ^atuie-

printing in its present state. He, however, also considers himself the undoubtea

invenlor of Nature-printing, notwithstanding what had been done by the experiment

of Kyhl in 1833.
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Mr. Aitken too, about this period was occupied in making experiments for the
ornamentation of Britannia metal, and also claims the invention, having introduced
the use of natural objects, and, as he says, expressly for printing purposes. But
Sturges and Aitken only followed Kyhl in their operations, as the one experimented
with steel rollers for the purpose of ornamenting metallic surfaces, while the other
applied the same to printing purposes, both of which experiments were carried out
by Kyhl.

In the Imperial Printing-Office at Vienna, the first application of taking impressions
of lace on plates of metal, by means of rollers, took place in the month of May, 1852 :

according to Councillor Auer's statement in his pamphlet, it originated in the Minister
of the Interior, Ritter von Baumgartner, having received specimens from London,
which so much attracted the attention of the Chief Director, that he determined to
produce others like them. This led to the use of gutta-percha after the manner that
Dr. Branson had used it ; but finding this material did not possess altogether the
necessary properties, the experience of Andrew Worring induced him to substitute
lead, which was attended with remarkable success. This was, however, only follow-
ing in the steps of Kyhl. Professor Haidinger, on seeing specimens of these laces, and
learning the means by which they had been obtained, proposed the application of the
process to plants.

The substitution of lead for gutta percha was a great step in the process, but would
have been msufficient had not the requisite means already existed for producing
faithful copies of those delicate-fibrous details that were furnished in the examples of
the impressions of botanical and other figures in metal. These means consisted mainly
in the great perfection to which the precipitation of metals upon moulds or matrices
by electro-galvanic agency has been brought, the application of which—more gener-
ally known by the name of the Electrotype process — was suggested and executed
by Dr. Branson in 18.51 ; still he met with no signal success, which may be attributed
to his experiments having been conducted on a limited scale.
The practical application of Nature-printing for illustrating a botanical workand which has been attended with considerable success, is to be found in Chevalier\on Heuflers work on the mosses collected from the valley of Arpasch, in Transvl-

vania
;
the second {first in this country), is a work on the " Ferns of Great Britainand Ireland, by Thomas Moore, m the course of publication, under the editorship ofDr. Lindley. Ferns by their peculiar structure and general flatness, are especially

adapted to develop the capabihties of the process, and there is no race of plants whereminute accuracy m delineation is of more vital importance than in that of the ferns inthe distinction of which the form of indentations, general outline, the exact mannerin which repeated subdivision is effected, and especially the distribution of veinsscarcely visible to the naked eye, play the most important part. To express suchfacts with the necessary accuracy, the art of photography would have been i^sufficienruntil Nature-printing was brought to its present state of perfection
^"^sunicient,

Ihe beautiful productions which have been given to the public by Mr. HenrvBradbury sufficiently prove the applicability of the processes which we have describedThe colouring of the plates has been greatly improved by practice, and by he de-position of nickel on the surface of the electrotype plate the printer has been enabled
" SS^fN^^^SfA^iX^r of^eterioratior

^JES".^^^ ^^'^ '"^i'ln name of Bablah, which seeNEEDLE MANUFACTURE. When we con'side"tli Jmplicity, smallness andmoderate price of a needle, we would be naturally led to supoose that tbk i; L ' fment requires neither much labour nor oorn^V^.^llZl^^S^^^l^^^^^^
but when we learn that every sewing needle, however inconsiderihirWc c'

'

tory, and ca,-ef„lly examined. For ll.is purpose the ends of^ "^"i"
bnndle are cut off, ignited, and hardened ly piun'ging them too eo l 'aS '°Th°''are no-, snapped between the fingers, In order to indee of thei^ oualirv thl'i,

pose merely some of the coils of the bundle of wires are tried TW th^thick are returned to the wire-drawer, or set apart for anotl e ;ize of needlesT e first operation, properly speaking, of the needle factorv ^= "^^"^l^':.
,bundles Of wires. With this 'view' the %erative pTat '^Sk 'LlT:^^'^^
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conical reel.^^r, 1318, whereon he may fix it at a height proportioned to its diameter.
The -wire is wound off upon a wheel b, formed of eight equal arms, placed at equal
distances round a nave, which is sup]3orted by a polished round axle of iron, made
fast to a strong iipright c, fixed to the floor of the workshop. Each of the arms is 54
inches long; and one of them », consists of two parts; of an upper part, which bears
the cross bar e, to which the wire is applied ; and of an under part, connected with
the nave. The part e slides in a slot in the fixed part f, and is made fast to it by a
peg at a proper height for placing the ends of all the spokes in the circumference of a
circle. This arrangement is necessary, to permit the wire to be readily taken off the
reel, after being wound tight round its eight branches. The peg is then removed, the
branch pushed down, and the coil of wire released. Fig. 1319 shows the wheel in
profile. It is driven by the winch-handle g.

The new made coil is cut in two points diametrically opposite, either by hand shears,
of which one of the branches is fixed in a block by a bolt and a nut, as shown in

Hg. 1320, or by means of the mechanical shears, represented in Jig. 1321. The crank
A is moved by a hydraulic wheel, or steam power, and rises and falls alternately. The
extremit)' of this crank enters into a mortise cut in the arm b of a bent lever b G c,

and is made fast to it by a bolt. An iron rod d f, hinged at one of its extremities to

the end of the arm c, and at the other to the tail of the shears or chisel E, forces it to

open and shut alternately. The operative placed upon the floor under f presents the

coil to the action of the shears, which cut it into two bundles, composed each of 90
or 100 wires, upwards of 8 feet long. The chisel strikes 21 blows in the minute.

These bundles are afterwards cut with the same shears into the desired needle
lengths, these being regulated by the diameter. For this purpose the wires are put

into a semi-cylinder of the proper length, with their ends at the bottom of it, and are

all cut across by this gauge. The wires, thus cut, are deposited into a box placed

alongside of the workman.
Two successive incisions are required to cat 100 wires, the third is lost; hence the

shears, striking 21 blows in a minute, cut in 10 hours fully 400,000 ends of steel wire,

which produce more than 800,000 needles. The wires thus cut are more or less bent,

and require to be straightened. This operation is executed with great promptitude,

by means of an appropriate instrument. In two strong iron rings a Ti,fg. 1322, of

which one is shown in front view at c, 5000 or 6000 wires, closely packed together,

are put; and the bundle is placed upon a flat smooth bench L M,/(/. 1323, covered

with a cast-iron plate d e, in which there are two grooves of sufiicient depth for re-

ceiving the two ring bundles of wire, or two openings like the rule 'E,Jig. 1323, upon

which is placed the open iron rule f, shown in front mfig. 1325 upon a greater scale.

The two rings must be carefully set in the intervals of the rule. By making this

rule come and go five or six times with such pressure upon the bundles of wires as

causes it to turn upon its axis, all the wires are strai;^htened almost instantaneously.

The construction of the machine, represented in Jig. 1323, may require explanation.

It consists of a frame in the form of a table, of which l m is the top ; the cast-iron
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plate D E is inserted solidly into it. Above the table,— seen in Jig. 1324 in plan,—there
are two uprights c n, to support the cross bar a a, which is held in forks cut out in
the top of each of the two uprights. This cross
bar A A enters tightly into a mortise cut in the
swing piece n, at the point n, where it is fixed by
a strong pin, so that the horizontal traverse com-
municated to the cross bar a a affects at the same
time the swing piece n. At the bottom of this
piece IS fixed, as shown in the figure, the open
rule F, seen upon a larger scale in^^. 1325.
When the workman wishes to introduce the

bundle b, he raises, by means of two chains i, k,
fig. 1323, and the lever o o, the swing piece and
the cross bar. For this purpose he draws down
the chain i ; and when he has placed the bundle
properly, so that the two rings enter info the
groove E T),fig. 1323, he allows the swing piece
to fall back, so that the same rings enter the open
clefts of the rule F ; he then seizes one of the
projecting arms of the cross bar a, alternately
pulling and pushing it in the horizontal direc-
tion, whereby he effects, as already stated, the
straightening of the wires.
The wires are now taken to the pointing-tools

which usually consist of about 30 grindstones arranged in two rows, driven by awater-wheel. Each stone is about 18 inches in diameter, and 4 inches thick Asthey revolve with great velocity and are liable to fly in pieces, therarrpartialiy en!

• ^^X::\^^^^\^JZ;T'^ themt^adLtof the^applic^atiin^^^J tJe

the grindstone seizes 50 or 60 wires be-
tween the thumb and forefinger of his
right hand, and directs one end of the
bundle to the stone. By means of a bit
of stout leather called a thumb-piece, of
which A.,fig. 1326, represents the profile,
and B the plan, the workman presses the
wires, and turns them about with his
forefinger, giving them such a rotatory
motion as to make their points conical
This operation, which is called roughing

t':^dt%fdttsi'd'"ltX;'lri^ "^^^ «f -edles
dust thrown off by the stones is Tninl 7 ^°<i ^'^el

and many methods have bterprLsS^^^^^ 1°'^^""^'' g^i"<^^'-«.

BB pli'sfi and^mVraL'^A?" lf/e° mo^f^ T^'^T^'^^
endless cord

The fly-wheel is supported bv a sfron. f" '^ ""P"" f' grindstone b.
handle, as usual, or by mechanic iZ ^ ^' ^-^

'''I'''''
^

are in general very large, and contain ..'vi-^i ff'" P°i°ting-shops
horizontal shaft, placed near the floor nf7 Sandstones running on the same long
power. One of'the eSSies ofX shaft nZTT r\^^''^'^

^y water or steam?
F, which by means of an intermedial crank r r T^' ^ '^'^ ' ^^'^ °' ^'"^^ ^i'^^h
with a continuous blast, consisdS of tv,? "l^'/^'^ ^^^^on a double bellows h r,

above. The first is com'posedo "wo flaps Tjlfl' f ''^'T'-
^

the floor, and the other e., movZ wi^h T bli • t«
leather nailed to their edges T ^f flan hn^n ?n ^

^"^^ being joined by strong
receive the end of the crank g Both fl-.r

^^'"'^ ^'oi'ked to
with valves for the admSof thfa whfeh

' T ^''^ "P^"'"^^^ ^^^'-^i^hed
K, placed -beneath the floor of the woH- Jon 1 ' f'T ^ horizontal pipe
uninterrupted blast upon the S-indstlp K

^' '^'''7 be. afterwards directed in an
brace it, and have loSgUudinal si stn them "^Tt '-"^^^ ^ ^^^'eh em-
upon the ground; it commu icate JSh thT;,- T /"PPosed to be fixed
into which one of the extr^m iefofThl n T^"' °^ ^ copper tube
point of a ..... ZToTrlZ'-n; ^ L^irl' "^jf^L!! ^^^^^rZ by
b^nXs^^^rb^vs^Jd^tz sr-tr ^^-r ^^^^
are soldered to the horizontal iyeT.VnnZe^;:^^^^;^

J^^^^^^^
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The wind which escapes through the slits of these pipes blows upon the grindstone,

and carries off its dust into a conduit T».,fig. 1329, which may be extended to a, beyond

1329

the wall of the building, or bent at right angles, as at t, to receive the conduits of the

other grindstones of the factory.
• , ^ i, . u

A safety valve J, placed in an orifice formed in the regulator flap i, is kept shut by a

spiral spring of strong iron wire. It opens to allow the superfluous air to escape, when

by the rising of the bellows, the tail L presses upon a small piece of wood, and thereby

prevents their being injured. j

The wires thus pointed at both ends are transferred to the first workshop, and cut in

two, to form two needles, so that all of one quality may be of equal length. For each

sort a small instrument, fig. 1327, is employed, being a copper plate nearly square,

having a turned up edge only upon two of its sides: the one of which is mtended to

receive all the points, and the other to resist the pressure of the shears. In this small

tool a certain number of wires are put with their points in contact with the border ana

they are cut together flush with the plate by means of the shears, ^isf. 1320, whicn are

moved by the knee of the workman. The remainder of the wires are then laid upon

the same copper or brass tool, and are also cut even ; there being a triflmg waste m

this operation. The pieces of wire out of which two needles are formed are always

left a little too long, as the pointer can never hit exact uniformity in his work.

These pointed wires are laid parallel to each other in little wooden boxes, and trans

ferred to the head-flatxener. This workman, seated at a table with a block of steel

before him, about 3 inches cube, seizes in his left hand 20 or 25 needles be
^^^^ j^'^

finger and thumb, spreading them out like a fan, with the point* under the thumb and

the heads project ng; he lays these heads upon the steel block, and with a small flat-

Seed hammeJ strikes successive blows upon all the heads, so ^ to flatten each m an

instant. He then arranges them in a box with the points turned the same ^^7-

The flatted heads have become hardened by the blow of the hammer ;
when annealed

by heating and slow cooling, they are handed to piercer. This is co„^^^^^^

child who laying the head upon a block of steel, and applying the pomt of a small

punci. to it, pLces the eye with a smart tap of a hammer, apphed first upon one side,

nrhercMlI tST^rryLf wSrie does by laying the needle upon a lump of

lead, a,^d dicing a proper punch through its eye ;
then laying it -<l-!--'P-^^,

Diece of steel with the punch sticking in it, he gives it a tap on each side with his

hammer and causes the eye to take the shape of the punch. The operation of p.ere.ng

and ^^^im'rngTe eyes is performed by clever children with astonishing rapidity
;
who

become soSS as to pierce .\l their punch a human hair, and thread it with

another, for the amusement of visitors.
j ,-u i „„j Wo fivps

The ^ext operative makes the groove at the eye, and rounds he l ead He fixes

the Needle in p ncers,y?^. 1328, so that the eye corresponds to their flat side :
he th n

Tests lie head'of the 'nSle in an angular groove, cut in a P>-e of hard .ood fix dm

a vice, with the eye in an upright position He now f"''"?/^"
Sr^^J^'^^'faid th^^^

stroke of a small file, dexterously applied first to the one side of he needle, and hen

to the other. He next rounds and smooths the head w.th a small A'**

f ^^^^^"n
finished, he opens the pincers, throws the needle upon the bench, and puts another
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its place. A still more expeditious method of making the grooves and finishing the
heads has been long used in most English factories. A small ram is so mounted as
to be made to rise and fall by a pedal lever, so that the child works the tool with his
foot, in the same way as the heads of pins are fixed. A small die of tempered steel

bears the form of the one channel or groove, another similar die that of the other,
both being in relief; these being worked by the lever pedal, finish the grooving of the
eye at a single blow, by striking against each other, with the head of the needle
between them.
The whole of the needles thus prepared are thrown pell-mell into a sort of drawer

or box, in which they are by a few dexterous jerks of the workman's hand made to
arrange themselves parallel to each other.
The needles are now ready for the tempering ; for which purpose they are weighed

out m quantities of about 30 pounds, which contain from 250,000 to 500,000 needles,
and are carried in boxes to the temperer. He arranges these upon sheet-iron plates,
about 10 inches long, and 5 inches broad, having borders only upon the two longer
sides. These plates are heated in a proper furnace to bright redness for the larger
needles, and to a less intense degree for the smaller; they are taken out, and inverted
smartly over a cistern of water, so that all the needles may be immersed at the same
moment, yet distinct from one another. The water being run ofi' from the cistern,
the needles are removed, and arranged by agitation in a box, as above described!
Instead of heating the needles in a furnace, some manufacturers heat them by means
of a bath of melted lead.

After being suddenly plunged in the cold water, they are very hard and excessively
brittle. The following mode of tempering them is practised at Neustadt. The needles
are thrown into a sort of frying-pan along with a quantity of grease. The pan being
placed on the fire, the fatty matter soon inflames, and is allowed to burn out • the
needles are now found to be sufficiently well tempered. They must, however be
re-adjusted upon the steel anvil, because many of them get twisted in the hardening and
tempering. 6 ^

PoHshing is the longest, and not the least expensive process in the needle manufacture
i his IS done upon bundles containing 500,000 needles ; and the same machine under
the guidance of one man, pohshes from 20 to 30 bundles at a time ; either by water orsteam power. The needles are rolled up in canvas along with some quartzose sand
interstratified between the layers, and their mixture is besmeared with rape -seed oil
i'lg. 1334 represents one of the rolls or packets of needles 12 inches long, stronelvbound with cords. These packets are exposed to the to-and-fro pressure of wooden
tables, by which they are rolled about, with the efleect of causing every needle in

in tKag. '4.^1 33°0* """"^ '''^^''''^

represents an improved
table for polishing the
needles by attrition-
bags. The lower table,

w M, is movable, whereas
in the old construction
it was fixed ; the table
c has merely a vertical
motion, of pressure upon
the bundles, whereas
formerly it had both a
vertical and horizontal
motion. Several bun-
dles may obviously be
polished at once in the
present machine. The
table M M may be of any
length that is required,
and from 24 to 27 inches
broad; resting upon the f
wooden, rollers, b, b, k,

•abk-s c, cUiA tl£ by L°a s : titct'^S L't TZTt «=
»<l.r .0 allow the needles to be introdueed or removed: The 1 "i""'- hhe to turn „p„„ their own axes, and the.X erea L s„;h

upo^n^the table M. la a dire^perpe^leiiar ?oZrSL^tS,-

'

loves; and
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whenever one of them gets displaced, he sets it right, lifting by the help of the chain

the loaded table. The table makes about 20 horizontal double vibrations in the

minute; -whereby each bundle, running over 24 inches each time, passes through 40
feet per minute, or 800 yards in the hour.

Scouring by the cask.—After being worked during 18 or 20 hours under the tables, the

needles are taken out of the packets, and put into wooden bowls, where they are mixed
with sawdust to absorb the black grease upon their surfaces. They are next introduced

into a cask, fig. 1331, and a workman seizing the winch p, turns it round a little;

he now puts in some more sawdust at the door, a, n, which is then shut by the clasps

o, G, and continues the rotation till the needles are quite clean and clear in their eyes

;

which he ascertains by taking out a sample of them from time to time.

Winnowing is the next process, by means of a mechanical ventilator similar to that

by which corn is winnowed. The sawdust is blown away, and the grinding powder
is separated from the needles, which remain apart clean and bright.

The needles are in the next place arranged in order, by being shaken, as above de-

scribed, in a small somewhat concave iron tray. After being thus laid parallel to each
other, they are shaken up against the end of the tray, and accumulated in a nearly up-

right position, so that they can be seized in a heap and removed in a body upon a pallet

knife, with the help of the forefinger.

The preceding five operations, of making up the rouleaux, rolling them under the

tables, scouring the needles in the cask, winnowing, and arranging them, are repeated

1331

1333 1332

Ml

ten times in succession, in manufacturing the best articles ; the only variation being in

the first process. Originally the bundles of needles are formed with alternate layers of

siliceous schistus and needles ; but after the seventh time, bran freed from flour by sift-

ing is substituted for the schistus. The subsequent four processes are, however, repeated

as described. It has been found in England, that emery powder mixed with quartz and
mica or pounded granite, is preferable to everything else for polishing needles at first by
attrition in the bags; at the second and following operations, emery mixed with olive oil

is used, up to the eighth and ninth, for which putty or oxide of tin with oil is substi-

tuted for the emery ; at the tenth the putty is used with very little oil ; and lastly bran

is employed to give a finish. In this mode of operating, the needles are scoured in the

copper cask shown in elevation in^;?^'. 1332, and in section in fig. 1333. The inner sur-

face of this cask is studded with points to increase the friction

among the needles ; and a quantity of hot soap suds is repeatedly

introduced to wash them clean. The cask must be slowly turned

upon its axis, for fear of injuring the mass of needles which it

contains. They are finally dried in the wooden cask by attri-

tion with sawdust; then wiped individually with a linen rag or

soft leather; when the damaged ones are thrown aside.

Sorting of the needles.— This operation is performed in a dry

upper chamber, kept free from damp by proper stoves. Here
all the points are first laid the same way; and the needles are

then picked out from each other in the order of their polish.

The sorting is effected with surprising facility. The workman
places 2000 or 3000 needles in an iron ring, fig. 1335, two

inches in diameter, and sets all their heads in one plane ; then

on looking carefully at their points, he easily recognises the

broken ones ; and by means of a small hook fixed in a wooden

handle, fig. 1336, he lays hold of the broken needle, and turns it out. These

defective needles pass into the hands of another workman, who points them anew

1336

1334

1835

AC
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upon a grindstone, and they form articles of inferior value. The needles -which
have got bent in the polishing must now be straightened. The whole are finally
arranged exactly according to their lengths by the tact of the sorter with his finger
and thumb.
The needles are divided into quantities for packing in blue papers, by putting into a

small balance the equivalent weight of 1 00 needles, and so measuring them out without
the trouble of counting them individually.

The bluer receives these packets, and taking 2.') of the needles at a time between the
forefinger and thumb, he presses their points against a very small hone-stone of compact
micaceous schist, mounted in a little lathe, he turns them briskly round, giving the
points a bluish cast, while he polishes and improves them. This partial polish is in
the direction of the axis; that of the rest of the needles is tjansverse, which distin-
guishes the boundaries of the two. The little hone-stone is not cylindrical, but quad-
rangular, so that it strikes successive blows with its corners upon the needles as it
revolves, producing the efi"ect of filing lengthwise. Whenever these angles seem to
be blunted, they are set again by the bluer.

It is easy to distinguish good English needles from spurious imitations; because
the former have their axes coincident with their points, which is readily observed by
turning them round between the finger and thumb.
The construction of a needle requires numerous operations; but they are rapidly and

uninterruptedly successive, so that a child can trim the eyes of 4000 needles per hour.
When we survey a manufacture of this kind, we cannot fail to observe, that the

diversity of operations which the needles undergo bears the impress of great mechanical
refinement. In the arts, to divide labour, is to abridge it ; to multiply operations, is
to simplify them; and to attach an operative exclusively to one process, is to render
him much more economical and productive.
NEPHRITE. See Jade.
NERO ANTICO. The name given by the ItaUans to the black marble used by

the Egyptian and other ancient statuaries.

.
NEROLI, is the name given by perfumers to the essential oil of orange flowers. It

IS procured by distillation with water, in the same way as most other volatile oils,
bince, in distilling water from neroli, an aroma is obtained different from that of the
orange-flower, it has been concluded that the distilled water of orange-flowers owes

^^^^ principle different from an essential oil. See PehsbmeryNET (Filet, reseau, Fr.; Netz, Germ.) is a textile fabric of knotted mashes, for
catching fish, and other purposes. Each mesh should be so secured, as to be incapable

^^'^^f^'"^^*^^' diminution. The French government offered in 1802 a prize of
10 000 francs to the person who should invent a machine for making nets uponautomatic prmciples, and adjudged it to M. Buron, who presented his mechanical in-vention to XheConservatmre des Arts et Metiers. It does not appear, howeve^that
this machine has accomplished the object in view; for no establishment was evermounted to carry it into execution. Nets are usually made by the fishermen mdtheir famihes dunng periods of leisure. The formation of a mesh is too Timp e amatter to require description in this Dictionary

^uipie a

NETTLE TREE. The Celtis Anstralis. The wood of the nettle tree is nearlv

facre'oTfl'es."'
' ^^^^ ^^^^^'^ --^^-'s used Slhe mant

NEUTRALISATION is the state produced when acid and alkaline matters arecombined in such proportions that neither predominates, as evinced by th™ colour of
' T^^inM^'r.?^^^^^ compound."^N1-.U1RAL TINT. A factitious grey pigment, composed of blue red andyellow, in various proportions, used by water-colour painters

'

NEW RED SANDSTONE. See Sandstone
^

NICKEL Ihe ores of Nickel, found in these islands, are the following—
Co^nTafr' " """""^^ '""'^'^ ^"^^ C^^-^ -1 PengeU^y mines in

Emerald nickel. Said to be found by Dr. Heddle on chromate of iron fromness, m Unst, one of the Shetland Islands.
^^iromate ot iron from Swina-
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Lettsom give the following analysis of " a specimen of the rough ore taken and

reduced to powder :"

—

Iron 43-76

Nickel 14-22

Sulphur 34-46

Silica 5'90

Lime 1'45

99-79

Kupfernickel. Copper nickel. Two or three mines in Cornwall have produced

this ore in some quantities. It has been worked at Iluel Chance and at Pengelly. It

was found at the Fowey Consols mine.
In 1856. 1857. 1858.

Tons. Tons. Tons.

St. Austell Consols produced 11^ 1 1^

Fowey Consols - -- -- -- 3

Rammelsherg has given us the following analysis of a foreign variety, which

corresponds very nearly with some of our English products :—

Arsenic 48-80

Nickel 39-94

Cobalt
0-16

Antimony 8-00

Silica
2

For the less important and foreign varieties the reader is referred to Dana, or

Brooke and Miller's Mineralogy. . .

Nickel is usually associated with cobalt ores, and much chemical mgenuity has

been employed to effect the perfect separation of these metals —both of which are

now very valuable in the arts. Extensive nickel refineries, in which the separation

is skilfully carried out, but in all with some considerable secresy, now exist m this

country; but the following remarks by Dr. Ure, with but slight alteration are still

in the main applicable :- The art of working the ores of nickel and cobalt seems

unknown in Great Britain, if we may judge by the fact that, though found in

sufficient abundance, they are nowhere in this country converted into zatfre and

speiss, the two primary marketable products elsewhere obtained from these ores.

Although, therefore, no nation in the world consumes m its manufactures more

cobalt and nickel than Great Britain, yet for these metals it is almost entirely

dependent upon Norway, Northern Germany, and the Netherlands

import large quantities annually. The foreign ores are ^I'^^/^than the Cornish

since these latter seldom contain more than from 2 to 7 per cent, of available metallic

ma«er, whilst the former not unfrequently yield 12 or 15 per cent.; consequently a

^ oces ^hich answers quite well with the one may fail altogether, or prove profitless,

with the other ; and th^ is exactly the whole secret of our national failure m work-

ing cobalt ore The Swedish method has been tried, and has not m any one

nstance given a satisfactory result. In the German ore the quan ity of metallic in-

eredTents^s not only larger than in the Cornish, but of a more fusible character
;
con-

fequSy wh^^^^^^^^ to heat in a reverberatory furnace, the earthy and

merUic'drm^L seVarate^f themselves by the
.t^SAStZ Zl^^^

weights; and the siliceous gangue, with a portion of ox.de of ro r^^^^^^^^

Ipivino- a metallic compound of arsenic, cobalt, nickel, copper, and pernaps iron

beneatl Tht Mter wLn carefully roasted in an oxidising furnace in conUct w.th

sand or ground flint, affords at once an ^P^^^^ ''^^^
^ 1 tW mP^^^^^^

nickel,-two marketable products. The Cornish ores f"?"^
J.^^^^^^^^^^/^jf̂ ftS

will not undergo the first fusion necessary to separate the s liceous ma^^^^^^^^ the

mineral; and this impediment seems actually to h^ve,
'*'^'J'J:i '^^^^^^^ the

the manufacture of iron, limestone is used to render the aluminaj^d sdica of

ore fusible; and without this no iron can ^«
P^^^l^^^^j^^J,^^^^^^^

In roasting lead ore, lime e-not be dispen ed with. n c^^^^^^^
^^^^

7

lime, but also fluor spar is frequently '

fj""; '^^^^
Cornwall clearly require nothing but a proper flux to atiord a^^^

cobalt, and .nicL, perfectly analogous to ^ -
^^^^^^^^^^^^ ,3,,,

L^th:d^re7ytf:^\tmatS:^
the Cornwall ore, and which is devo.d of action

."P«°/^l^.^,.^3^ation ato
nickel. The common fixed alkalies, though answei-mg the fi. t "^d^eauoji adm'ra y

would not comply with the second condition ;
^e^ce pot^^^^

helpmates of industrial skill, are unfortunately excluded from the l.s^^

^°orthless

they act powerfully upon all the arsenides, and would merely produce a worm
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frit with the ore. Similar objections attach more or less to the alkaline earths, and
therefore lime requires to be looked upon with suspicion. Borax would and does

yield a satisfactory result, but its high price is an insurmountable obstacle. Fluor

spar is of no avail, and bottle glass requires too strong a temperature, and to be used

in too great a quantity, for economical application to a mineral already surcharged
with extraneous matters.

These facts serve in some measure to explain, though we cannot in any way allow

that they justify, the present condition of the zaffre market ; since these very diffi-

culties are daily overcome in one of the largest metallurgical operations carried on
amongst us. Many of the ores of copper, when first received by the manufacturer,
are in a state quite parallel to that of the Cornish ores of cobalt, even in regard to

poverty of metal. What then is the flux employed by the copper manufacturer in

such cases? We reply at once,—it is the protoxide of iron which is formed from
these poor copper ores by the action of heat, and combines with the silicate of the
matrix so as to produce an extremely fusible silicate of iron, which permits the
sulphuret of copper to fall down to the lower part of the reverberatory furnace,
whilst the vitrified impurities of the ore are raked from its surface. Oxide of iron
would most probably therefore enable a manufacturer, accustomed to furnace
operations, to send into the market an arsenical compound of cobalt containing more
than 50 per cent, of this metal, even if his interest failed to convince him of the
great advantage resulting from its subsequent conversion into zaffre. Thus, then, the
conditions of this seemingly difficult problem are answered, in a commercial sense;
for oxide of iron is plentiful and cheap, its combination with silica is sufficiently
fusible, and it has no action whatever upon metallic arseniurets. No doubt many
other substances might be found equally applicable with the one we have mentioned;
and, indeed, our object in thus dilating upon this and analogous topics is rather to
stimulate inquiry than to lay down specific rules for practical guidance; consequently
our remarks must be regarded at best as but a shadowy outline, the manufacturing
details of which require careful filling in, to render the whole intelligible and
useful.— Ure.

Since the manufacture of German silver, or Argentine plate, became an object
of commercial importance, the extraction of nickel has been undertaken upon a
considerable scale. The cobalt ores are its most fruitful sources, and they are
now generally treated^ by the method of Wohler, to effect the separation of the two
metals. The arsenic is expelled by roasting the powdered speiss first by itself, next
with the addition of charcoal powder, till the garlic smell be no longer perceived.
The residuum is to be mixed with three parts of sulphur and one of potash, melted in
a crucible with a gentle heat, and the product being edulcorated with water, leaves a
powder of metallic lustre, which is a sulphide of nickel free from, arsenic ; while the
arsenic associated with the sulphur, and combined with the resulting sulphide of
potassium, remains dissolved. Should any ai-senic still be found in the sulphide, as
may happen if the first roasting heat was too great, the above process must be' re-
peated. The sulphide must be finally washed, dissolved in concentrated sulphuric
acid, with the addition of a little nitric; the metal is to be precipitated by a car-
bonated alkali, and the carbonate reduced with charcoal.

In operating upon kupfernickel, or speiss, in which nickel predominates, after the
arsenic, iron, and copper have been separated, ammonia is to be digested upon themixed oxides of cobalt and nickgl, which will dissolve them into a blue liquor This
being diluted with distilled water deprived of its air by boiling, is to be decomposed
by caustic potash, till the blue colour disappears, when the whole is to be put into a
bottle tightly stoppered, and set aside to settle. The green precipitate of oxide of
nickel, which slowly forms, being freed by decantation from the supernatant red solu-
tion of oxide of cobalt, is to be edulcorated and reduced to the metallic state in a
crucible containing crown glass.

The reduction of the oxide of nickel with charcoal requires the heat of a nowerfnl
air furnace or smith's forge. ^ "v.iiui

Nickel possesses a fine silver white colour and lustre ; it is hard, hut malleable bothhot and cold; may be drawn into wire i of an inch, and rolled into plates -3- of aninch thick. A small quantity of arsenic destroys its ductility. When fused Tt has a
specific gravity of 8-279, and when hammered, of 8-66 or 8-82

; it is susceptible ofmagnetism, in a somewhat inferior degree to iron, but superior to cobalt. Its meltino-
point is nearly as high as that of manganese. It is not oxidised by contact of air bu"?may be burned m oxygen gas.

'

There is one oxide and a sesquioxide of nickel. The oxide is of an. ash-^revcolour, and is obtained by precipitation with an alkali from the solution of the mumteor nitrate. The sesquioxide is black, and may be procured by exposing the n trateto a heat under redness. The hydrated oxide has a dirty pale green coifur
R 3
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Nickel may be detected by cyanide of potassium in an acid solution of it and cobalt;
the cyanide being added until the precipitate first formed is redissolved : dilute sul-

phuric acid is then added, and the mixture warmed and allowed to stand. A pre-
cipitate appearing shows the presence of nickel, whether it be cobalt cyanide or simple
cyanide of nickel.

Nickel {analysis of). Nickel and cobalt are almost always associated together, and
are very difficult to separate.

Upon the fact that in a solution of oxide of cobalt containing free hydrochloric
acid the whole of the metal is converted into the super-oxide, by means of chlorine,
while the chloride of nickel remains unaltered in the acid solution, H. Rose based
a successful method for the separation of the metals. His method is as follows :

Both metals are dissolved in hydrochloric acid; the solution must contain a sufficient

excess of free acid ; it is then diluted with much water ; if I or 2 grammes of the
oxide are operated on, about 2 lbs, of water are added to the solution. As cobalt pos-
sesses a much greater colouring power than nickel, not only in fluxes but also in

solutions, the diluted solution is of a rose colour, even when the quantity of nickel

present greatly exceeds that of the cobalt. A current of chlorine gas is then passed
through the solution for several hours : the fluid must be thoroughly saturated with
it, and the upper part of the flask above the liquid must remain filled with the gas
after the current has ceased. Carbonate of baryta in excess is then added, and the

whole allowed to stand for 12 or 18 hours, and frequently agitated. The precipitated

superoxide of cobalt and the excess of carbonate of baryta are well washed with cold

water, and dissolved in hot hydrochloric acid ; after the separation of the baryta by
sulphuric acid, the cobalt is precipitated by hydrate of potash, and after being washed
and dried is reduced in a platinum or porcelain crucible by hydrogen gas. The fluid

filtered from the superoxide of cobalt is of a pure green colour. It is free from any
trace of cobalt. After the removal of the baryta by means of sulphuric acid, the oxide

of nickel is precipitated by caustic potash. Even this method did not give exact

results on the first trial. 0"318 gr. metallic nickel and 0-603 gr, metallic cobalt were
employed, and 0-430 gr. oxide of nickel and 0*580 gr. cobalt were obtained :

—

Employed. Obtained.

Nickel - - - - 34-53 36-75

Cobalt - - - - 65-47 62-98

100-00 99-73

The cause of these incorrect results is, that the solution was filtered an hour or two

after the precipitation of the superoxide of cobalt by the carbonate of baryta. It is

necessary, however, to wait a considerable time, at least twelve hours, or even eighteen

is better, and allow the excess of carbonate of baryta to remain in contact with the

solution, as the superoxide of cobalt is precipitated very slowly : this explains the

diminution of the cobalt and increase of the nickel in the above experiment.

In another experiment, in which this source of error was avoided, 0*739 gr. metallic

nickel and 0*540 metallic cobalt were used, and 0 548 gr. cobalt obtained, that is,

42*84 per cent, instead of 42-22 ; the nickel was not determined. Two experiments

were made by M. Weber. In one, 0*188 gr. cobalt, and 0*980 gr. nickel, were taken,

and p 806 gr. cobalt and 1*274 oxide nickel obtained.

Used. Obtained.

Cobalt - - - - 45*50 44*77

Nickel .... 54-5Q 55*83

100*00 100-60

In the second 0*516 gr. metallic cobalt and 0-637 oxide of nickel were taken, and

0*517 gr. cobalt obtained.
. , •

i

It will be seen from these experiments, that on the proper precautions bemg taken,

very accurate results may be obtained by this method. It has also this advantage,

that it is equally applicable whatever the relative proportions of the cobalt may be.

This or a similar method may be employed with advantage on a large scale, to

procure cobalt and nickel in the purest state.
.

It will be readily perceived, that not only cobalt, but also other metals, as iron and

manganese, may be separated from nickel by this method. On the other hand, oxide

of cobalt may be separated from the oxide of zmc, and other strongly basic oxides,

which are not converted into superoxides. Nickel and cobalt can moreover be sepa-

rated from metals to which they bear a close analogy in various ways.

From nickel, manganese may be best separated in the same manner as cobalt.

Manganese may be separated from both of them, however, by a method which m its

essential parts, was proposed by Wackenroder. It is based upon the fact, that althougU

nickel and cobalt are not precipitated from their solutions by sulphuretted hydrogen,

especially when they are slightly acid, still the sulphides precipitated by hydro-
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sulphate of ammonia are not dissolved by very dilute hydrochloric acid. When the

oxides are contained in an acid solution (which should not contain nitric acid how-

ever), it is made ammoniacal, and they are precipitated as sulphurets hy hydrosulphate

of ammonia. Very dilute hydrochloric acid is then added to the solution, until it has

a very slightly acid reaction ; the sulphides of nickel and cobalt remain undissolved

;

they are washed with water containing a little sulphuretted hydrogen and a trace of

hydrochloi-ic acid. The sulphide of manganese is dissolved with facility, but althoughi

the fluid filtered from the sulphides of nickel and cobalt gives only a rather dirty flesh-

coloured precipitate on the addition of ammonia and hydrosulphate of ammonia, still

the sulphide of manganese contains small portions of sulphide of cobalt or nickel

;

and when therefore it is treated anew with very dilute hydrochloric acid, minute
quantities of the black sulphides remain behind. By this repeated treatment, a very
nearly correct separation may be obtained ; but the results are more satisfactory in

the separation of cobalt from manganese than of nickel from the latter metal, evidently

because nickel is not very perfectly precipitated by hydrosulphate of ammonia

:

0"300gr. of metallic cobalt and 0-385 gr. of deutoxide of manganese gave— after the

sulphide had been converted by aqua regia into oxide, and this precipitated by hydrate
of potash, and after the chloride of manganese dissolved was free from sulphuretted

hydrogen and precipitated by carbonate of soda,— 0"302 metallic cobalt and 0"392

oxide of manganese.
0"251 gr. of oxide of nickel, and 0-296 gr. oxide of manganese, treated in tbe same

manner, gave 0-214 oxide of nickel and 324 oxide of manganese.
Iron also may be separated from nickel, and better still from cobalt, in the same

manner as manganese, since sulphide of iron, like sulphide of manganese, is easily

soluble in very dilute hydrochloric acid ; but in this case the resolution of the sulphide
of iron is likewise necessary : 0-425 gr. metallic cobalt and 0-170 gr. sesquioxide
of iron, when treated in this manner, gave 0-414 gr. metallic cobalt, and 0-172 sesqui-
oxide of iron.

_
For the details of processes which have been found useful in the separation of

nickel from other bodies, the reader is referred to Ure's Dictionary of Chemistry

.

Various alloys of nickel have been formed under different names ; the following
are a few of them :

—

Argentane, or German Silver, consists of 8 parts of copper, 2 parts of nickel, and
3 parts of zinc. This composition has often a yellow tinge, and it is consequently
employed for inferior articles only. Another form gives copper 50-000, zinc 25-0,
and nickel 25-0.

White Argentaiie, or Argentine Plate, is, usually, copper 8 parts, nickel 3 parts,
zinc 3 parts. This is a very fine alloy and passes under different names, according
to the caprice of the manufacturer. A manufacturer's receipt which we have seen is
copper 60-0, zinc 17-0, nickel 23-5.

Electrum, copper 8 parts, nickel 4 parts, and zinc 3 parts. This composition has
many advantages, especially in its fine colour and its resistance of oxidation.

Copper 8 parts, nickel 6 parts, and zinc 3 parts, is a very hard and fine compound
metal

; but from its hardness there is some difiiculty in working it.

Tutenague of Chmdi—Pachfong of the East Indies— is, copper 8 parts, nickel 3 parts,
and zinc 3 parts and half.

A solder for German silver is prepared by fusing together 4 parts of the ordinary
argentme, and 5 parts of zinc.

Nickel may, it appears, be alloyed with iron. Stromeyer describes a native com-
pound of this kind

; and Berthier states that by heating the arsenide of nickel with
iron in any proportions, double arsenides are obtained, which are hard and brittle
with a cast-iron colour.

'

Our Imports in 1857 and 1858 were as follows :—

Nickel Ore:—

-

Sweden - - . . .

Norway - - . . ,

Hamburg - . . . .

Hanover - - - - .

Hanse Towns - - . .

Spain

Sardinia - . . _ .

United States -

Other parts -

B 4

1857. 1858.
Computed real value
£ £
220 543
476 4003

775
225
466
452
360 130

155

12 22

:£221I £5628
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Nickel:—

Metallic, and Oxide
of, and Arseniate

of Nickel.

1857. 1858.
Computed real value.

Belgium
Sweden - . . _

Hamburg - . . .

Hanover - . .

Hanse Towns
Holland

200
1390

V Other parts - - - . jo
620 588

43

£2730 £1449
NICOTIANA TABACUM The tohaeco plant, so called in honour of JohnNicot, of Nismes, ambassador from the King of France to Portugal, who procured

mnrf'^-fri'tTT^^ ^"if,^""!^"'
^^^'^'^ed them from Florida. See Tobacco.JNlCOl lANI^E. This IS a concrete volatile oil, obtained by distilling tobacco

leaves with water; a turbid liquid comes over, and after standing some time, this
oil orms on the surface; ouly a very small quantity is produced, six pounds ofthe leaves yield only eleven grains. ,

_

This oil is solid, has the odour of tobacco, and a bitter taste. It is volatile
insoluble in water and the dilute acids, and in alcohol and ether, but soluble in caustic
potash. Jt has a resemblance to camphor, and was called by Gmelin, "Tobacco
Camphor. According to M. Barral, nicotianme should yield some nicotine bv
distillation with potash.

The formula for it is probably C^''H'2jj2qc_

May it not be an oil, deriving its smell, taste, &c., from a small quantity of nicotine
which IS mixed with it ?—H. K. B.

-i /

NICOTINE. This alkaloid is the active principle of the tobacco plant; it was
first obtained, in an impure state, by Vauquelin in 1809. It is contained in the
ditterent species of tobacco, probably in the state of malate or citrate It was
obtained pure by Possel and Reimann from the leaves of the Nicotiana Tabacum
MacrophyLla rustica, and Macrophylla glutinosa. Nicotine and its salts have been
examined and analysed by MM. Ortigasa, Barral, Melsens, and Schlcesing
The following is the process employed by M. Schlcesing for extracting the nicotine

from the tobacco. The tobacco leaves are exhausted by boiling water, the extract is
then evaporated till solid, or to a syrupy consistence, and shaken with twice its volume
of alcohol. Two layers are formed, the under layer is black and almost solid, and
contains some malate of lime, the upper layer containing all the nicotine. This
latter is concentrated by distillation, and again treated with alcohol to precipitate
certain substances. This solution is concentrated, and treated with a concentrated
solution of potash; it is allowed to cool, and is then agitated with ether, which dissolves
all the nicotine. To the ethereal solution is added powdered oxalic acid, when oxalate
of nicotine is precipitated as a syrupy mass. This is washed with ether, treated with
potash, taken up with water, and distilled in a salt bath, when the nicotine comes over,
and may be rendered pure and colourless by redistilling in a current of hydrogen.
The following are the quantities contained in the various American and French

tobaccos, according to M. Schlcesing :

100 parts of tobacco dried at 2,12°—

... 'Nicotine.
Virginia - . 6-87
Kentucky - . g-OQ
Maryland - 2*29
Havannah (cigares primera), less than - - - 2-00
Lot 7-96
Lot- et- Garonne ------- 7-34
Nord 6-58

Ille-et-Vilaine ------ 629
Pas- de-Calais ....... 4-94.

Alsace - 3-21

M. Melsens has observed the presence of nicotine in the condensed products of
of tobacco smoke. The oil which is formed in pipes after smoking tobacco in them,
and which gives the colour to the pipe contains nicotine. The question may then
perhaps be asked, " if tobacco smoke contains such a deadly poison, why are there
not more ill effects from smoking." It may perhaps be answered in this way

;

tobacco wlien smoked only yields about yi^th or less of its weight of nicotine, and
then very little of that is condensed in the mouth. And again the system may
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become accustomed to it, as is the case with opium eaters, and then it requires much
more to take an effect ; it can scarcely be doubted though, that the continual habit of
smoking large quantities of tobacco is injurious.

Nicotine -when pure is a colourless, transparent, oily liquid possessing an acrid

odour and an acrid burning taste. Its density is 1-024, and that of its vapour 5-607.

It restores the blue colour of reddened litmus, and renders turmeric brown. It be-
comes yellowish by age, and when exposed to the air becomes brown and thick, absorb-
ing oxygen. It is very soluble in water, alcohol, and the oils (fixed and volatile) ; also
in ether, which has the power of extracting it completely from its aqueous solution.

It is very hygrometrical
; exposed to a moist atmosphere, it rapidly absorbs water,

but loses it again in an atmosphere dried by potash. When thus hydrated it becomes
a solid crystalline mass if exposed to the cold of a mixture of ice and salt. When
anhydrous it does not become solid at 14° F. It boils at 482° F., and is at the same
time slightly decomposed ; but notwithstanding its high boiling point, it may be
easily distilled with the vapour of water without decomposition.
The vapour of nicotine is so irritating, that we should experience a difficulty of

breathing in a room where a drop of that alkaloid had been volatilised. Its vapour
burns with a white smoky flame, depositing charcoal, like an essential oil. Nicotine
turns the plane of polarisation strongly to the left. From the volume of its vapour,
and from the quantity of sulphuric acid required to form with it a neutral salt, the
formula of nicotine would appear to be C^oR^N- ; but from some of its combinations
it would appear to be half of this, viz. C'°H'N, and is so written by some chemists.
By the aid of heat nicotine dissolves sulphur, but not phosphorus. Nicotine unites

with acids, forming salts, which are very deliquescent, difficultly crystallisable, in-
soluble in ether, except the acetate, and when pure possess no smell, but an acrid
tobacco taste. The double salts which nicotine forms crystallise much more easily.
The aqueous solution of nicotine is colourless, transparent, and strongly alkaline;

it forms a white precipitate in a solution of corrosive sublimate, also in a solution
of acetate of lead, and with both chlorides of tin. The precipitate which it forms with
solutions of the salts of zinc is soluble in an excess of nicotine. Salts of copper give
with it, at first, blue precipitates, but these dissolve in excess of nicotine, forming a
deep blue solution, as they do when supersaturated with ammonia. Bichloride of
platnium yields with it a yellow granular precipitate. A solution of permanganate of
potash IS immediately decolorised by a solution of nicotine.

_
Pure concentrated sulphuric acid turns nicotine red, in the cold, and by the applica-

tion of heat the liquid becomes thick and darker, and when boiled with it, becomes
black, and gives off sulphurous acid.
With cold hydrochloric acid it gives oflF white fumes, just as ammonia does

;

when heated, the mixture becomes more or less violet-coloured
Nitric acid communicates to it, by a gentle heat, an orange yellow colour, with dis-engagement of red vapours which become deeper as the temperature is raised, until

after prolonged ebullition nothing but a black mass remains. Chlorine acts very
str6ngly on it, disengaging hydrochloric acid, and yielding a blood red liquid

Iodine water precipitates it of a brown colour.
Nicotine is a most powerful poison, one drop put on the tongue of a large decbeing sufficient to kill it in two or three minutes. ^ ^
The quantity of nicotine contained in any sample of tobacco, may be determined

as follows; about 150 grains of the tobacco is exhausted, in a continuous distillation

bvTlr'th/
ammoni^ited ether

; after driving off the ether and ammoniaby heat, the quantity of nicotine may be determined by a standard solution of

Si^(Si4r-^?'KT^^^^ -'^^^ ''''

NITRATE OF AMMONIA. See Ammonia Nitrate.NirEATES OF LEAD, POTASH, SILVER, SODA, STRONTIA ThP

t^^ilm^ '"''^\Z^''^
^'"P^'^y^'^ described under the heads ofthe metallic or earthy constituent.

"<=a,ua u^

NITRE. The common and technical name for Nitrate of Potash. See PotashNitrate. Our imports and exports in 1857, were :—
^-otash,

Nitre, Cubic:— Imports.

TT m CwtS. £Hanse Towns - - . 24,775 - - 24,763
Jbrance - 7,971 - . 8 701
United States - - . 25,408 - - 24467

r ' - 2^^'^^^ - - 295;245
Other parts - . . 2,832 - - 2,659

354,503 £355,836
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Exports.
Nitre, Cubic :—

Russia— Northern Ports - 924 -

Sweden - • - - 316 -

Belgium - - . . 478 -

Portugal - - - . 769 -

Spain - . . . 402 -

British West Indies - - 6,69 1 -

Other countries - - 790 -

10,370 £10,370

NITRIC ACID, Aquafortis (Acide nitrique, Fr.
; Salpetersaiire, Germ.), exists

in conibination with the bases potash, soda, lime, magnesia, in both the mineral and
vegetable kingdoms. This acid is never found insulated. It was distilled from saltpetre
so long ago as the 13th century, by igniting that salt, mixed with copperas or clay in a
retort. Nitnc acid is generated when a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen gases, confined
over water or an alkaline solution, has a series of electrical explosions passed through it.
In this way the salubrious atmosphere may be converted into corrosive aquafortis!
When a little hydrogen is introduced into the mixed gases, standing over water, the
chemical agency of the electricity becomes more intense, and the acid is more rapidly
formed from its elements, with the production of some nitrate of ammonia. The
formula of the hydrated acid is HO,NOS its equivalent being .54.

Nitric acid is usually made on the small scale by distilling, with the heat of a sand-
bath, a mixture of 3 parts of pure nitre, and 2 parts of strong sulphuric acid, in a large
glass retort, connected by a long glass tube with a globular receiver surrounded by cold
water. By a well-regulated distillation, a pure acid, of specific gravity 1-500, maybe
thus obtained, amounting in weight to about two-thirds of the nitre employed. To
obtain the whole nitric acid equal weights of nitre and concentrated sulphuric
acid may be taken ; in which case but a moderate heat need be applied to the retort.
The residuum will be bisulphate of potash. When only the single equivalent propor-
tion of sulphuric acid is used, namely 48 parts for 100 of nitre, a much higher heat is

required to complete the distillation, whereby more or less of the nitric acid is decom-
posed, while a compact neutral sulphate of potash is left in the retort, very difficult to
remove by solution in water, and therefore apt to destroy the vessel.

Aquafortis is manufactured upon the great scale in iron pots or cylinders of the
same construction as are described under Hydrochloric Acid. The more con-
centrated the sulphuric acid is, the less corrosively will it act upon the metal ; and it

is commonly used in the proportion of one part by weight to two of nitre.

Commercial aquafortis is very generally contaminated with sulphuric and muriatic
acids, as also with alkaline sulphates and muriates. The quantity of these salts may be
readily ascertained by evaporating in a glass capsule a given weight of the aquafortis;
while that of the muriatic acid may be determined by nitrate of silver; and of sulphuric
acid, by nitrate of baryta. Aquafortis may be purified, in a great measure, by redistilla-

tion at a gentle heat
; rejecting the first liquid which comes over, as it contains the

chlorine impregnation; receiving the middle portion as genuine nitric acid; and leaving
a residuum in the retort, as being contaminated with sulphuric acid.

Since nitrate of soda has been so abundantly imported into Europe from Peru, it has
been employed by many manufacturers in preference to nitre for the extraction of nitric

acid, because it is cheaper, and because the residuum of the distillation, being sulphate
of soda, is more readily removed by solution from glass retorts, when a range of these

set in a gallery furnace is the apparatus employed. Nitric acid of specific gravity 1"47

may be obtained colourless; but by further concentration a portion of it is decomposed,
whereby some nitrous acid is produced, which gives it a straw-yellow tinge. At this

strength it exhales white or orange fumes, which have a peculiar, though not very dis-

agreeable smell ; and even when largely diluted with water, it tastes extremely sour.

The greatest density at which it can be obtained is 1*51 or perhaps 1-52, at 60° F., in

which state, or even when much weaker, it powerfully corrodes all animal, vegetable, and

most metallic bodies. When slightly diluted it is applied, with many precautions, to

silk and woollen stufiFs, to stain them of a bright yellow hue.

In the dry state, as it exists in nitre, this acid consists of 26'15 parts by weight of

azote, and 73-85 of oxygen ; or of 2 volumes of the first gas, and 5 volumes of the second.

When of specific gravity 1*5, it boils at about 210° Fahr. ; of 1-45, it boils at about
240° ; of 1-42, it boils at 253° ; and of r40, at 246° F, If an acid stronger than 1*420

be distilled in a retort, it gradually becomes weaker; and if weaker than 1 "42, it gra-

dually becomes stronger, till it assumes that standard density. Acid of specific gravity

£
924
316
478
769
402

6,691

790
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1-485 has no more action upon tin than water has, though when either stronger or

weaker it oxidises it rapidly, and evolves fumes of nitrous gas with explosive violence.

In two papers upon nitric acid published by Dr. Ure in the fourth and sixth volumes

of the Journal of Science (1818 and 1819), he investigated the chemical relations of

these phenomena. Acid of 1*420 consists of 1 atom of dry acid and 4 of water; acid

of 1-4S5, of 1 atom of dry acid, and 2 of water; the latter compound possesses a stable

cquilibrum as to chemical agency ; the former as to calorific. Acid of specific gravity

1-334, consisting of 7 atoms of water, and 1 of dry acid, resists the decomposing agency

of light. Nitric acid acts with great energy upon most combustible substances, simple

or compound, giving up oxygen to them, and resolving itself into nitrous gas, or even

azote. Such is the result of its action upon hydrogen, phosphorus, sulphur, charcoal,

sugar, gum, starch, silver, mercury, copper, iron, tin, and most other metals.

A Table of Nitric Acid, by Dr. Ure.

Specific
gravity.

Liq.
acid

inlOO.

Dry acid
in 100.

-

Specific

gravity.

Liq.
acid

in 100.

Dry acid
in 100.

Specific
gravity.

T ;«-Liq.

acid
in 100.

Dry acid
in 100.
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1-4880 95 75-715 1-3978 70 55-790 1-2644 45 35'865 1-1109 20 15-940
1-4850 94 74-918 1-3945 69 54-993 1-2583 44 35-068 1-1051 19 15-143
1-4820 93 74-121 1-3882 68 54-196 1-2523 43 34-271 1-0993 18 14-346
1-4790 92 73-324 1-3833 67 53-399 1-2462 42 33-474 1-0935 17 13-549
1-4760 91 72-527 1-3783 66 52-602 1-2402 41 32-677 1-0878 16 12-752
1-4730 90 71-730 1-3732 65 51-805 1-2341 40 31-880 1-0821 15 11-955
1-4700 89 70-933 1 3681 64 51-068 1-2277 39 31-083 1-0764 14 11-158
1-4670 88 70-136 1-3630 63 50-211 1-2212 38 30-286 1-0708 13 10-361
1-4640 87 69-339 1-3579 62 49-414 1-2148 37 29-489 1-0651 12 9-564
1-4600 86 68-542 1-3529 61 48-617 1-2084 36 28-692 1-0595 11 8-767
1-4570 85 67-745 1-3477 60 47-820 1-2019 35 27-895 1-0540 10 7.970
1-4530 84 66-948 1-3427 59 47-023 1-1958 34 27-098 1-0485 9 7-173
1-4500 83 66-155 1 3376 58 46-226 1-1895 33 26-301 1-0430 8 6-376
1-4460 82 65-354 1-3323 57 45-429 1-1833 32 25-504 1-0375 7 5-579
1-4424 81 64-557 1-3270 56 44-632 1-1770 31 24-707 1-0320 6 4.782
1-4385 80 63-760 1-3216 55 43-835 1-1709 30 23-900 1-0267 5 3-985
1-4346 79 62-963 1 3163 54 43-038 1-1648 29 23-113 1-0212 4 3-188
1-4306 78 62-166 1-3110 53 42-241 1-1587 28 22-316 1-0159 3 2-391
1-4269 77 61-369 1-3056 52 41-444 1-1526 27 2 1-519 1-0106 2 1-594
1-4228 76 60-572 1-3001 51 40-647 1-1465 26 20-722 1-0053 1 0-797

Nitric acid is never obtained as the waste product of any chemical operation. Its
manufacture is invariably the primary object of the process by which it is procured.

It has been proposed to decompose nitrate of soda by the action of boracic acid, so as
to produce biborate of soda, or borax, and thus render the nitric acid a secondary
product. The success of this process depends, however, upon a circumstance of a
somewhat curious kind. Strong nitric acid is much more volatile than weak acid;
and hence it is more easily expelled from its combination with soda in a concentrated
than in a diluted form. Now, boracic acid has 3 atoms of water in its crystallised
condition; therefore, if we take 2 atoms of this acid, we have 6 atoms of water to
unite with the 1 atom of nitric acid capable of being disengaged from nitrate of soda •

whereas this quantity of nitric acid needs at most but 2 atoms. The secret, therefore,'
is to dry the boracic acid in the first instance, so as to get rid of the surplus water'
and this is easily done at a temperature of 212° Fahr., at which two -thirds of the'
water readily leave the boracic acid, and thus afford a mono-hydrated compound
2 atoms of which contain precisely the amount of water needed for 1 atom of nitric
aeid, and also of the boracic acid requisite for the production of the biborate of soda
There are some peculiarities connected with the appUcation of the necessary tempe-
rature

;
but they are of less importance. The biborate of soda is afterwards dissoWed

in hot water, and crystallised.
Nitric acid, anhydrous.— By treating nitrate of silver with perfectly dry chlorineM DeviUe has succeeded in isolating anhydrous nitric acid, the existence of which",was demonstrated by numerous analyses. This beautiful substance is obtained in
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colourless crystals, which are perfectly brilliant and limi)id, and may be procured ofconsiderable size
;
when they are slowly de])osited in a current of gas rendered verv

cold, their edges are a centimetre in length. These crystals are prisms of 6 faceswhich appear to be derived from a right prism with a rhombic base. 'J'hev melt at a
temperature not much exceeding 85-5 Fahr.; their boiling point is about 11.3-=: and
at 50° the tension of this substance is very considerable. In contact with water itbecomes very hot, and dissolves in it without imparting colour, and without dis-
engaging any gas; it then produces with barytes the nitrate of that base When
heated, its decomposition appears to commence nearly at its boilinir point This
circumstance is an obstacle to the determination of the density of its vanour hv fhp
process of M. Dumas.

'

Ihe process by which M.Deville obtained anhydrous nitric acid is very simple •

but the readiness with which it penetrates tubes of caoutchouc renders it necessary to
unite all the pieces of the apparatus by melting them. The following is the process —
Ihe author employs a U-shaped tube capable of containing 500 gr. of nitrate of
Sliver dried in the apparatus at 356° Fahr., in a current of dry carbonic acid gas
Another very large U tube is connected with this, and to its lower part is attached a
small spherical reservoir; it is in this reservoir that a liquid is deposited which always
lorms during the operation, and which is exclusively volatile. The tube containing
the nitrate of silver is immersed in water covered with a thin stratum of oil, and heated
by means of a spirit-lamp communicating with a reservoir at a constant level
Chlorine issues from a glass gasometer, it passes over chloride of lime, and then over
pumice-stone moistened with sulphuric acid ; it then passes through the nitrate of
silver. At common temperatures no effect appears to be produced. The nitrate of
silver must be heated to 203° Fahr., the temperature being then quickly reduced to
136° or 154°, but not lower. At the commencement, hyponitrous acid, distinguish-
able by its colour and ready condensation, is produced; and when the temperature
has reached its lowest point, the production of crystals begins, and they soon choke
the receiver, cooled to 6° below zero

;
they are always deposited upon that part of

the receiver which is not immersed in the freezing mixture, and M. Deville states that
ice alone is sufficient to occasion their formation.
NITRO-BENZOL (Azobenzol). C''^H»(NO0. It is important in the arts, both as

a source of analiae for the manufacture of dye-colours, and on account of its use for
flavouring as a substitute for oil of bitter almonds, which it closely resembles in
flavour when pure, and over which it has the advantage of not being poisonous.

_
It is prepared from benzol (which see), by ad-ding it drop by drop to hot fuming

nitric acid ; the nitrobenzol separates on dilution with water in the form of a yellowish
oil, which may be purified by washing with water alone, or a solution of carbonate of
soda. It has a density of 1-209, at 60° F. (15-5 C), and just above the freezing point
of water is converted into a crystalline solid.

It is nearly insoluble in water, but alcohol and ether dissolve it in all proportions.
Its conversion into analine under the influence of reducing agents has been

before mentioned. See Analine.
Nitrobenzol may be viewed as having been derived from benzol, C'-H^ by the

substitution of one equivalent of hydrogen by the tetroxide of nitrogen, thus :

—

INO^ H. M. W.

NITROGEN. Symbol N; equivalent, 14 ; combining measure, two volumes; specific
gravity, 0 9713; Syn. Azote. {Nitrogene ou Azote, 'Fv.; Stickstoff, Salpeterstoff, Germ.)
This gas, which serves so important a purpose in diluting the atmospheric oxygen to
the point necessary for healthy respiration, has been known in a more or less impure
state since 1772, when Dr. Rutherford showed that the vitiated air from the lungs
contained a principle incapable of supporting life, but differing from carbonic acid.

Preparation. — Nitrogen is usually prepared from atmospheric air by removing its

oxygen. This may be done in a variety of ways. 1. By burning some substance in

a confined portion of air, and removing the oxide by a solvent. Thus alcohol burnt
in air yields nitrogen, water, and carbonic acid. The water condenses, and the car-

bonic acid may be absorbed by agitation with lime water. The oxygen may also be
taken away by the combustion of phosphorus. The phosphoric acid produced, being
soluble in water, is easily removed. 2. The most elegant mode of obtaining the
nitrogen, and one which, properly performed, is susceptible of the highest quantitative

accuracy, is to pass air over red-hot copper, which absorbs the oxygen forming oxide
of copper, pure nitrogen remaining. 3. The oxygen of atmospheric air may also be
removed by certain solvents. A solution of pyrogallate of potash, or, rather, a
solution of pyrogallic acid in an excess of potash, takes the oxygen from air with

great rapidity and great precision. Upon this fact Liebig has founded his process for
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estimating the percentage of oxj'gen in certain gaseous mixtures. A very pure

nitrogen may be obtained, according to Corenwinder, by iieating a solution of nitrite

of potash with chloride of ammonium. Nitrogen may be obtained from ammonia by
the action of chlorine which combines with the hydrogen. Flesh gently heated with

diluted nitric acid yields the gas contaminated with its binoxide. The latter may
conveniently be got rid of by passing the gases liberated through two Liebig'fi potash

bulbs filled with a moderately concentrated solution of protosulphate of iron. Pro-
perties.—Nitrogen has, more especially until lately, been regarded as one of the most
inert of the elements, as a body with but slight tendency to enter into combination, and,

when combined, being easily removed by even the least energetic reaction. This opinion
has been founded on too limited a study of its properties. It is true that with some
elements it unites but feebly, and such combinations are, in a few cases, decomposed by
the slightest causes ; and, in the case ofthe so-called iodide and chloride, by mere friction

or percussion. But the energies of nitrogen are not to be estimated from these com-
pounds alone. There are bodies with which it exhibits an intense desire for union,
among these may be mentioned carbon, titanium, and boron. Hydrogen and certain
organic groups also unite readily with nitrogen, forming stable and highly character-
istic classes of compounds.

Compounds of nitrogen with oxygen.—The following table contains the composition
and principal physical properties of the oxides of nitrogen :—

Table of the Composition and Physical Properties of the Oxides of Nitrogen.

Name.

Protoxide of nitrogen, syn.

nitrous oxide or laughing
gas -

Binoxide of nitrogen, syn.

nitric oxide - - -

Nitrous acid, syn, hypo-
nitrous acid - - .

Peroxide of nitrogen, syn.

hyponitric acid

Nitric acid - -

Formula.

NO.

N0\

NOl

NO^.
NO=HO
orNO«H

Specific
gravity
of gas.

1-527

1-039

2-630

1-720

Combining vol.

Two volumes.

Four volumes.

Two volumes.

Four volumes.

Atomic
weight.

22-

30-

38-

46-

63-

Weight of 100 c.

inches of gas or
vapour.

46-3 grains

32-2 „

81-5 „

53-3 ..

In the above table the densities of the vapours of nitrous and nitric acids are givenas obtained by calculation on the hypothesis that they could exist at 60° and 30 inchp^without condensation That is to say, as the numbers would come out in a determi!nation of the vapour density by the method by M. Dumas
"cucimi

5.:

"'f^^^'P^'l^y^f^i^^^gen gas.-T)ie simplest and most accurate processIS that of M. Bunsen. The first thing is to determine whether a combustible eascontaming oxygen be present. For this purpose it is merely necessary to passTne ectric spark through the gas contained in a eudiometer. If the bulk remains „naltered the absence of any considerable amount of combustible gas mixed wiS o5vrn
IS proved. But they may be present in such small quantity.^s compared witYSnoncombustible gas, that no explosion can ensue on%assing the spa.lc It s thennecessary to add some battery gas in order to render the mixture inflammable rZ"battery gas " is understood the gas obtained by the electrolysis of waS^^l For^th^purpose of the experiment we may add to every 100 volumes of the gas under e^!mmation 40 volumes of battery gas. If the volume after explosion bf unaltered^total absence of oxygen and combustible gases is demonstrated. It is s^Ul pofsiblethat the nitrogen may be contaminated with oxygen, althoua-h inflammnwl

^ossxiile

absent. To determine this fact we must add both hyd ogen anfbattrv
proportions that the volume of the original gas pL hydrogea ?s to th^^^^bat cry gas as 100 : 40. If no oxygen be present the volLe ffter expb ion willthat of the original gas and the hydrogen. The reason being that ifSS , LI Kpresent some of the hydrogen would have disappeared in ord fto formlater Th^nitrogen gas may still be contaminated by a trace of a combustible Ss TnZmine this point as much common air is to be added to the las n ixfuJ; I.-""hydrogen, as will form a detonating mixture with that hydroJn S aT'^'T^mixture so produced should form from 26 to 64 per cent, of thffncoSSuble gaJes^
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If, on making the explosion, it is found that two thirds of the condensation is equal to
the volume of the hydrogen added, it will show that no combustible gas was present
and that, therefore, the original gas consisted of pure nitrogen.

'

Special affinities of nitrogen.—In the same manner that ordinary metallic substances
absorb oxygen with avidity from the atmosphere, especially at more or less elevated
temperatures, so other elementary bodies combine with nitrogen to form the nitrides
Messrs. Wohler and Sainte-Clair Deville have carefully investigated this subject and
with great success. When a mixture of titanic acid and charcoal is heated in a char-
coal tray (contained in a charcoal tube) to a temperature sufficient to fuse platinum,
and a current of dry nitrogen is sent over the mixture, the gas is absorbed with such
rapidity that, no matter how rapid the current, none escapes from the tube.
Boron also possesses great tendency to combine with nitrogen at high tempera-

tures. Amorphous boron heated in a current of ammonia becomes incandescent, the
nitrogen is absorbed and the hydrogen escapes, and may be inflamed at the exit of
the apparatus. A mixture of boracic acid and charcoal, if ignited in a current of
nitrogen, yields the white infusible nitruret of boron, first described by Mr. Balmain
under the name of iEthogen, but subsequently more accurately investicated by
M. Wohler.

J b j

Silicon also combines with nitrogen under favourable circumstances. These facts,

coupled with the old experiment made by the French chemists on the nitruret of po-
tassium and the action of ammonia at a red heat upon iron, show that nitrogen is far
from being the inert substance generally supposed.—C. G. W.
NITROGEN, DEUTOXIDE OF ; Nitrous gas, Nitric oxide {Deutoxide d'azote,

Fr.; Stickstoffoxyd, Germ.), NO-, is a gaseous body which may be obtained by pouring
upon copper or mercury, in a retort, nitric acid of moderate strength. The nitrous gas
comes over in abundance without the aid of heat, and may be received over water
freed from air, or over mercury, in the pneumatic trough. It is elastic and colourless;

what taste and smell it possesses are unknown, because the moment it is exposed to

the mouth or nosti'ils, it absorbs atmospherical oxygen, and becomes nitrous or nitric

acid. Its specific gravity is 1-0393, or 1-04; whence 100 cubic inches weigh 36-66 gr.

Water condenses not more that i of its volume of this gas. It extinguishes animal
life, and the flame of many combustibles ; but of phosphorus well kindled, it brightens

the flame in a remarkable degree. It consists of 47 parts of nitrogen gas, and 53 of
oxygen gas, by weight ; and of equal parts in bulk, without any condensation ; so that

the specific gravity of the deutoxide of nitrogen is the arithmetical mean of the

two constituents. The constitution of this gas, and the play of affinities which it

exercises in the formation of sulphuric acid, are deeply interesting to the chemical

manufacturer.
The Hyponitrous acid (Salpetrigesdure, Germ.), like the preceding compound, de-

serves notice here, on account of the part it plays in the conversion of sulphur into

sulphuric acid, by the agency of nitre. It is formed by mingling four volumes of

deutoxide of nitrogen with one volume of oxygen; and appears as a dark orange

vapour, -which is condensable into a liquid at a temperature of 4° below zero, Fahr.

When distilled, this liquid leaves a dark yellow fluid. The pure hyponitrous acid

consists of 37 12 nitrogen, and 62-88 oxygen; or of two volumes of the first, and
three of the second. Water converts it into nitric acid and deutoxide of nitrogen ;

the latter of which escapes with effervescence. This acid oxidises most combustible

bodies with peculiar energy; and though its vapour does not operate upon dry sulphu-

rous acid, yet, through the agency of steam, it converts it into sulphuric acid, itself

being simultaneously transformed into deutoxide of nitrogen ;
ready to become hypo-

nitrous acid again, and to perform a circulating series of important metamorphoses.

See Sulphuric Aero.
NITROGEN, PROTOXIDE OF, Nitrous Oxide ^Protoxide (TAzale, Fr.; Stick-

stoffoxydul, Germ.), is a gas which displays remarkable powers on the system when

inhaled, causing in many persons unrestrainable feelings of exhilaration, whence it

has been called the laughing or intoxicating gas ; but the efi"ects often vary. ^Vhen

pure this gas does not seem to be injurious; but the bad effects which sometimes

follow its use are most probably due to the use of the gas when not quite pure.

It was first discovered by Dr. Priestley in 1776, and was afterwards studied by Sir

H. Davy, who called it nitrous oxide ; it was Davy also who first observed its stimu-

lating effects when taken into the lungs.

It is prepared by heating solid nitrate of ammonia in a flask, provided with a bent

tube to carry away the gas ; care must be taken, in applying the heat, to avoid the

tumultuous disengagement of the gas : the nitrate melts and enters into gentle ebulli-

tion, and the gas is steadily evolved. If too much heat be applied the flask becomes

filled with white fumes, which have an irritating odour, and the gas which comes over

is little else than nitrogen. Protoxide of nitrogen should always be collected over
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varm water, as cold water dissolves nearly its own volume of this gas. The follow-
ing equation expresses the decomposition of the nitrate of ammonia :

—
NH^NO''=2NO + 4HO,

the only products being water and protoxide of nitrogen. Protoxide of nitrogen, at
ordinary temperatures, is a colourless, transparent, and almost inodorous gas, of dis-
tinctly sweet taste. Its specific gravity is 1-525 ; 100 cubic inches weigh 47-29 grains;
it is therefore much heavier than atmospheric air. It supports the combustion of a
taper or a piece of phosphorus with almost as much energy as pure oxygen ; it is

easily distinguished, however, from that gas by its solubility in cold water, and by not
forming red fumes when mixed with binoxide of nitrogen. It has been liquefied, al-
though with difficulty ; it requiring at 45° F. a pressure of 50 atmospheres ; the liquid
when exposed under the bell-glass of an air-pump is rapidly converted into a snow-
like solid.

When mixed with an equal volume of hydrogen, and fired by the electric spark
in the eudiometer, it explodes with violence, and liberates its own measui-e of nitrogen

;

every two volumes of the gas contain therefore two volumes of nitrogen and one
volume of oxygen condensed into two volumes. By weight it contains 14 parts of
nitrogen to 8 of oxygen, its equivalent being therefore 22, and its symbol NO.—H. K. B.

NITRO-GLUCOSE. When we act on finely powdered cane sugar with nitro-
sulphuric acid, a pasty mass is first formed; if this be stirred for a few minutes lumps
separate from the liquid. When these lumps are kneaded in water, until every trace
of acidity is removed, they acquire a white and silky lustre ; these are the above-named
substance.

NITRO-MURIATIC ACID; Aqua regia {Acide nitro-muriatique, Fr.; Saheter-
salzsciure, Konigswasser, Germ.); is the compound menstruum invented by the alche-
mists for dissolving gold. If strong nitric acid, orange-coloured by saturation with
nitrous or hyponitnc acid, be mixed with the strongest liquid hydrochloric acid no
other effect js produced than might be expected from the action of nitrous acid of'the
same strength upon an equal quantity of water ; nor has the mixed acid so formed
any power of acting upon gold or platinum. But if colourless concentrated nitric
acid and ordmary hydrochloric acid be mixed together, the mixture immediately
becomes yellow, and acquires the power of dissolving these two noble metals Mr E
l)avy seems first to have obtained a gaseous compound of chlorine and binoxide ofnitrogen in 1830, and a combination of these two constituents was distilled from aqua
reyia, and liquefied by M. Baudrimont in 1843. But it was not until M Gav-Lussac
investigated the subject (^n«afc de Chimie, 3me, ser. xxiii. 203 ; or Chenncal Gazette,
1848, p. 269) that the true nature of the mutual action of nitric and hydrochloric
acids was fully explained. When these two acids are mixed in a concentrated statea reaction soon commences, the liquid becomes red, and effervescence takes place'from the escape of chlorine and a chloronitric vapour. On passing this gaseous rnixltare through a U tube, the bent part of which is immersed in a freezinf mixtu,^ ofice and salt, the chloro-nitric compound is condensed as a dark -coloured liquid and
is thus separated from the chlorine which accompanied it

Chloro-nitric acid, NO^CP, may be represented as a peroxide of nitrogen, in whichtwo equivalents of oxygen are replaced by two equivalents of chlorine. This chloro-nuric acid does not take any part in the dissolving of gold and platinum, which iseffected by the ch onne a one. Chloro-nitric acid may also be formed by fixing thetwo gases, binoxide of nitrogen and chlorine, in equal volumes, which assume abrilliant orange colour, and suffer a condensation of exactly one-thik of their originalvolume. Another compound of chlorine and binoxide of nitrogen alCs appSrssimultaneously with this m variable proportions. Its composition is NO==a and mavbe represented as nitrous acid (NO^ ), in which one equivalent of oxygen ha^ been re^

fhe oL/w7 -'^ ^}''''' vapourous liquid, possessing similar propenSs tothe other, but having a much greater vapour density.
^

nitJo^sStsg.''''^''''''
'^'"''^^ chloro-nitric acid is 1-74, and that of the chloro-

_

The vapours of both these compounds are decomposed, when conducted into watermto hydrochloric acid and hyponitric acid or nitrous acid. They are also deconi

nitrogen
' ''^^""''^ combining with the metal, leaving pure binoxide^f

Various proportions of nitric and hydrochloric acids are used in making aqua re^ia-sometimes two or three parts, and sometimes six parts of hydrochloric acid to one naH
ITA ^""^

?f
asionally chloride of ammonium, instead of hydrochloric acidIS added to nitnc acid for particular purposes, as for making a solution of thi for the
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dyers. An aqua regia may also be prepared by dissolving nitre in hydrochloric
acid—H. K. B.

NITROUS ACID (NO'; equivalent, 38), is obtained by mixing four measures
of binoxide of nitrogen with one measure of oxygen

; they unite and form an orange-
red vapour, which when exposed to a temperature of 0° Fahr. condenses to a thin
mobile green liquid. It is decomposed by water, and is converted into nitric acid
and binoxide of nitrogen.

3N0' + HO = HNO« + 2N02.

On this account it cannot be made to unite directly with metallic oxides ; the salte
of this acid are therefore obtained by an indirect process. Nitrate of Potash, when
exposed to a high temperature, is decomposed, losing oxygen and becoming nitrate of
potash

;
some caustic potash is also formed at the same time. To obtain it pure, this

is dissolved in water, and while boiling we had nitrate of silver, when we obtain 'first
of all a dark precipitate of oxide of silver, caused by the caustic potash ; which is
separated by a filter, and on cooling the liquid the nitrate of silver crystallises
in white needles, which may purified by recrystallisation. From this salt the
pure nitrites may be obtained ; for instance, by adding to a solution of nitrite of silver
ehloride of potassium we obtain the potash salt

AgNO^ + KCl = AgCl + KNO<.

Hyponitric Acid (NO', equivalent 46) is best procured by distilling, in a
coated glass retort, perfectly dry nitrate of lead. Hyponitric acid and oxygen pass
over into a receiver, surrounded with a freezing mixture ; the former condenses into
a liquid, while the oxygen passes off by the safety tube, and only oxide of lead
remains in the retort. This hyponitric acid or peroxide of nitrogen is a liquid,

colourless at— 4° Fahr., but is at higher temperatures yellow and orange. It boils at
82° Fahr., gives off a dark red vapour, which becomes almost black when further
heated. A beautiful lead-salt of this acid has been discovered by M. Peligot. It is

formed by digesting a dilute solution of nitrate of lead with finely divided metallic

lead at a temperature between 150° and 170° Fahr. See Ure's Chemical Dictionary.
— H. K. B.

NOBLE METALS. This was a division formerly adopted; it included those
metals which can be separated from oxygen by heat alone ; these are mercury, silver,

gold, platinum, palladium, rhodium, iridium, and osmium.
NOILS is the term used in the worsted trade for the short wool taken from the

long staple by the process of combing, and is used to give apparent solidity or

thickness in the handling of cloth.

NON-INFLAMMABLE FABRICS. See Muslin, non-ivjlammable.

NOPAL is the Mexican name of the plant cactus opuntia, upon which the cochineal

insect breeds.

NUTMEG (Muscade, Fr. ; Musliatennus, Germ.) is the fruit of the Myristica

moscliata, of Thunberg, M. Officinalis of Linnajus, a very beautiful tree of the family of

the Lanrinece of Jussieu.

The nutmeg grows in the Molucca Islands ; it is cultivated in Java, Singapore,

Sumatra and many islands of the Indian Ocean, and also in some parts of the West
Indies. The Dutch it is said endeavoured to confine the growth of the nutmeg to

three of the Banda Isles ; but their attempts were frustrated by a pigeon, called

the nutmeg bird, which, extracting the nutmeg from its pulpy pericarp, digests the

mace, but voids the nutmeg in its shell, which falling in a suitable situation readily

germinates. Young plants thus obtained are used for transplanting into nutmeg

parts. In the Banda Isles there are three harvests annually ; the ripe fruit is

gathered by means of a barb attached to a long stick, the mace separated from th?

nut, and both separately cured.

Mace is prepared for the market by drying it for some days in the sun; some

flatten it by the hands in single layers, others cut off the heels, and dry the mace in double

blades.

Nutmegs require more care in curing, on account of their liability to the effects of

an insect (the nutmeg insect). They are well and carefully dried in their shells,

by being placed on hurdles, or gratings, and smoke dried for about two months by a

slow wood fire, at a heat not exceeding 140° Fahr.

Dr. Pereira informs us that, " In the London market, the following are the sorts

of round nutmegs distinguished by the dealers:

" 1. J'enang nutmegs. These are unlimed or brown nutmegs. They are some-

times limed here for exportation, as on the continent the limed sort is preferred.

According to Newbold the average amount annually raised at Penang is 400 piculs

(of 133^ lbs. each).
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" 2. Butch or Batavian nutmegs. These are limed nutmegs. In London they

scarcely fetch so high a price as the Penang sort.

" 3. Singapore nutmegs. These are a rougher, unlimed, narrow sort, of someivhat

less value than the Dutch kind. According to Mr. Oxley, 4,085,361 nutmegs were

produced in Singapore in 1848, or about 252 piculs (of 133^ lbs. each), but the

greater number of trees had not come into full bearing ; and it was estimated that

the amount would in 1849 be 500 piculs.
"

The long or wild nutmeg is also met with in commerce.
Mace of two kinds is found in the market, the true and false.

Of the the true maces, there are the following varieties:

—

1. Penang mace. This fetches the highest price. It is flaky and spread. The
annual quantity produced in Penang is about 130 piculs (133J lbs. each).

2. The Dutch or Batavian mace.
3. The Singapore mace.
The wild or false mace is devoid of aromatic flavour.

The uses of nutmegs and mace in dietetics are well known ; an essential oil of
nutmegs {Oleum myristica), is obtained by submitting water and nutmegs to

distillation.

In 1857 and 1858 our importations of nutmegs and mace were as follows:

—

Imports of Nutmegs,
1857. 1858.
lbs. lbs.

Holland - - - - 10,165 28,341
Java - 18,739 22,055
United States - - . - - 18,826
British East Indies - - - - 394,984 372,077
British West Indies 6,147 4,085
Other parts - 6,111 227

462,972 421,785

Of these, in 1857, 101,061 lbs., and in 1858, 232,834 lbs., were entered for home
consumption.

Imports of Mace.
1857. 1858.

Jbs. lbs.

2,233
Sumatra - - 1,286

7,341
Philippine Islands - - - 1,338
British East Indies - - 105,099 83,341
British West Indies 949 443
Other parts - - - - 832 691

116,283 93,924

Of this quantity, in 1857, 24,176 lbs. and in 1858, 29,549 lbs. were entered for home
consumption.
NUTMEG, BUTTER OF. See Oils.
NUT-GALLS. See Gall-Nuts.
NUT OIL. An oil professedly obtained from walnuts. Which is thought to be

superior to the best linseed oil for delicate pigments ; when deprived of its mucilage it

is pale, transparent, and limpid. See OxL.
NUTRITION, or the process for promoting the growth of living beingSj occupies

a most important position iu the study of physiology, and in the important practical
question of health. In some of the more succulent plants we observe that they
increase in volume after detachment from their parent soil, by the absorption of the
nutriment which they find in the atmosphere, viz. oxygen, vapour of water,
carbonic acid, and ammonia. But all these are gaseous bodies or vapours, while the
plant itself is a solid. Hence we infer that such a plant is capable of reducing gases
to a solid form, and of thus increasing in bulk and weight. It appears that all plants
are similarly endowed, and that they mainly subsist by feeding on the gases which
surround them, by converting these elastic fluids, assisted by the elements of the soilj
by means of the organs with which they are supplied, into the solid forms of the
vegetable kingdom, so endless in figure, but yet so lovely that the greatest familiarity
only renders them objects of superior admiration. When we turn to the animal
world we find that the individuals of which it is composed are incapable of con*

Vol. III. S
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densing gases. The least educated person knows that animals cannot 8uT)sl8( on air,

but that they require to imbibe solid matter, which, by research, it has heeu found
nuist be similar to that of which they themselves consist. Hence an animal may be
defined to be, a being which subsists by appropriating to itself food similar to the
matter of which its own body is composed. A reason is thus found for its locomotion

;

•while a plant finding its nourishment in the air in which it is immersed has its food
brought to it by the usual laws of inanimate nature. In some of the lower parts of
the animal scale it has been found that matter exists (cellulose) identical with that

supposed to be peculiar to vegetables, and hence it may be probable, that, as nature is

simple in her works, the animated world consists of a chain, formed of a series of
beings, passing down in regular gradation, from comparatively the most perfect to the
most imperfect state ; the lowest plant being closely allied to the lowest form of
animal. If this be so, it will at once be obvious, that to say where plants begin and
animals end, cannot be a problem of easy solution. But even in the higher classes of
animals substances usually considered characteristic of vegetable life have been
recently believed to have been detected. But the occurrence of such materials in

the animal structure upon a limited scale, might be possibly accounted for by pro-

cesses of reduction, so peculiarly the distinguishing feature of the chemistry of ani-

mals, rather than by constructive means, such as denote the result of vegetable activity.

The determination of the proper food for animals is a great experiment, and must
be guided by the light of science. In refei-ence to the human race, we must carefully

study the habits and the results of the instinct of the inferior animals subsisting on

similar aliment. For it is evident that there are certain laws which naturally regu-

late the lower beings in the choice of their food. It would be a phenomenon to hear

of the suicide or accidental death, from choice of food, of a domesticated animal, still

more so, of that of a creature which is free to roam amid the wild scenes of nature.

We can recall but an isolated case of the failure of animal instinct with regard to the

selection of food. It was in the instance of a pony which swallowed a quarter of an

ounce of dried and powdered monkshood {Aconitum napellus). The animal sufiFered

considerably, as if under an attack of glanders, for a few hours. But these occur-

rences are so rare, that it might almost be affirmed, that man is the only created

being which disobeys the laws of nature. It is merely when domesticated, and under

circumstances analogous .to those in which man himself is placed, that we find the

inferior creation imitating, by such experiments, the example of their more godlike

superiors.

The consideration of the subject of nutrition comprehends the nature of nutriment

or food, and of its change into blood, and into the solids and fluids of the animal

structure. Food is required in proportion to the wear and tear of the body. The
waste which the animal system thus undergoes varies with the age and the labour

to which the animal is subjected. Hippocrates knew that children are more affected

by abstinence than young pei*sons; these more than the middle-aged, and the latter

more than old men. In conformity with this observation, Dante has framed the

stirring incidents in the story of Count Ugolino, a nobleman of Pisa, who was con-

fined, with his four sons, in the dungeon of a tower, the key of which being cast

into the river Arno, they were, in this horrible situation, starved to death. On the

fourth morning, the youngest child " sunk in death," while the otbers followed " one

by one." From the history of the slave traffic we learn that many of the poor

Africans, torn from their country and friends, often prefer death in various forms to

a life of bondage. Some of them have been known to starve themselves to death;

and in two cases, in which the details are graphically supplied, the pains of the

sufferer were terminated " in eight or ten days," while in the other case the mortal

scene was closed on the ninth day. (Z)r. Trotter, Mr. Wilson, 1790, Parliam. Com.)

An interestmg incident has been recorded of a North American Indian, the last of

his tribe, which had been thus almost extinguished by small-pox. He resolved

to die; and, abstaining from all nutriment, perished on the ninth day. (Catlin.)

In order to study the nature of the process of nutrition, we are obliged to take ad-

vantage of all the avenues to knowledge which present themselves, in viewmg the

animal system. One of the readiest means seems to be, to ascertain how, without the

use of food, the built-up animal loses weight, languishes, and dies, under the conditions

of inanition ; and for this purpose we have too frequent opportunities among the

children of the poor in ill-ventikted, lowly dwellings; or we may experiment upon

an inferior animal, ascertain daily its loss of weight by absence of nutriment, and

after the lapse of a sufficient period, feed it with aliment carefully analysed. 1 lie

gradual change in the weight occasioned by the passage of the food from the stomach

into the circulation, is then to be watched, and the further influence on the system by

its disappearance in the form of excretions, and of expiration by the lungs and skiu.

Death is occasioned in the instances related, by starvation, as it is termed m common
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language. In other words, the oxygen which a human being is compelled to in-

troduce into his lungs daily, to the extent of 32^ ounces, combines with the carbon
and hydrogen of the solid tissues of the body, to be expired in the form of carbonic
acid. The amount of carbon actually consumed has been found to be 13-^^ ounces.
The consumption of the carbon and hydrogen in each animal must depend on the
oxygen introduced by respiration. Hence the child, as in the tragedy of Dante,
whose respiratory organs are in great activity, requires a more frequent supply of
food, and in greater abundance than an adult. A bird deprived of food, dies on the
third day;— while, a serpent— which, when confined in a bell jar of air, consumes
in an hour so little oxygen that the carbonic acid formed is inappreciable— can live
without food for three months or longer. (Liebig.) It has been found that turtle-
doves, when kept without solid food for seven days, lost 4-12 per cent, of their
weight, and 2-696 per cent, of carbon by respiration, having exhaled daily 3722 per
cent, when fed on millet ; the excrements weighed -21 per cent, of the weight of the
body. {Boussingault, Ann, Chim. 3 ser. 11,433.) Other researches have shown
that mammalia lose daily in starvation 4- per cent., birds, 4-4 per cent. ; thus affording a
mean of 4-2 per cent, of their weight. (Chossat.) A cat, weighing about 90 ounces
(2572 grammes), died on the eighteenth day of starvation, losing daily 2-87 per cent,
of its weight; the total loss being 51-7 percent, of its weight. (Bidder and Schmidt.)
The deductions which have been made from this experiment are that the cat lost
1264-8 grammes of its weight, which consisted of 200-43 grammes of muscle, 132-75
grammes of fat, and 927 '62 grammes of water. In another experiment, a cat weighing
3047-8 grammes had injected into its stomach daily 150 grammes of water. The trial
was continued for a week, during which the animal lost 438 grammes, or 62-57
grammes daily, a less diminution of weight than when no water was supplied ; and hence
we can understand, in some measure, the facts whic'^i have been detailed of protracted
cases of starvation under the influence of water. Of the different parts of the body
which relatively sustain diminution of weight in these instances, it appears that the
blood undergoes the greatest loss, or about 93-7 per cent, of its weight during the 18
days, the pancreas 85-4 per cent., the fatty tissue 80-7 per cent., muscles and tendons
66-9 per cent., brain and spinal cord 37-6, bones 14-3 per cent, kidneys only 6-2 per
cent, of each of their original weights. Hence the loss of weight in starvation is
chiefly experienced in the muscles, the blood, and the fat. Half of the loss may be
referred to the muscular tissue, a quarter to the fat, and the remaining qiiarter to all
the other organs. It seems to be principally the products of decomposition of the
muscles, and of the fat, which are represented in the excretions. With reference to
the form in which these portions of the animal frame disappear from the system in
the excretions and exhalations, it appears that the daily loss of muscle undergone bvan animal was -611 per cent, of its weight, while the fat was -422 per cent These
yielded 2-16 per cent, carbonic acid, 1-6 per cent, of aqueous vapour through the
skin, -20 per cent, of urea m the urine, -008 per cent, sulphuric acid, -001 per cent ofphosphoric acid, -029 per cent, inorganic constituents of the urine, -080 per cent,dry faeces (including -02 per cent, of bilious matter), and 2 24 per cent, of fluid waterremoved with the urine and faeces. (Op. cit.) Such is the elucidation, so far as it has
b.-en carried by experiment, of the results of starvation, and of the nature of theproducts which, by the influence of the atmosphere, are thrown off from the animalsystem. 1 he next object of interest which has attracted attention, has been the increase
of an animal in weight and bulk. An experiment on a cat, weighing 2177 eramnieshas shown that the animal in eight days consumed 1886-7 grammes of flesh 27-4grammes fat, and increased in weight by 337 grammes. During the experiment eo-gegrammes of nitrogen were eliminated by the urine. It was calculated that the" in-crease in weigh depended partially on the deposition in the system of 40-16 grammesof niuscular matter from the food of 143-42 grammes of fat, 178 grammes sIltsT^thsulphur, and 134-15 grammes water. Such researches being mad^e with pure anSmatter as food, it is easy to perceive that the increase of the animal depS on hesimple assimilation or deposition of the animal matter already formed,Ct when ananimal becomes fat by the consumption of vegetables, the question of the ori^ki of thomuscle and fat from such a source becomes a legitimate subject of discuSon Thenitrogenous matter of vegetables has now been identified with similar bodtes found nanimals, and therefore we can readily account, for the supply of the was^of muscle

£l on
°°

°/ f
trogenous vegetable food. The origin of the fat in Sdsfed on the produce of plants is not so obvious.

"iniraais

John Hunter had long ago, in his admirable observations on bees found CPLi}Tram.jol Ixxxii. 128, 1792) that these creatures collect farina orTollen -f -lat the bottom of their cells, and that other bees knead it and^lrk H down imo thbottom," or spread it over what was deposited there, before converting itinto ITs.stence of paste (bee bread); this he discovered in the interior ofth ^m^^^^^^^^^
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therefore infers that it is the food of this early condition of the bee, and is not intended

" to make wax." The bees when caught returning home, were found with the fine

transparent terminal gullet-bag full of honey. Wiien examined on going out in the

morning this bag was empty, from which Hunter concluded that the honey was either

rc-urgitated for preservation as future aliment, or passed into the stomach. He shows

that the bee bread is not wax, and concludes that the wax is formed by the bees them-

selves ; it may be called an external secretion of oil, and I have found that it is formed

between the scales of the under side of the belly." On examining the bees through

glass hives while they were climbing up the glass, he could see that most of them

had this substance, for it looked as if the lower or posterior edge of the scale

was double, or that there were double scales, but he perceived it was loose, not attached.

Finding that the substance brought in on their legs was farina, intended, as

appeared from every circumstance, to be the food of the maggot, and not to

make wax, and not having yet perceived anything that could give the least

idea of wax, he conceived these scales might be it, at least he thought it necessary to

investigate them, and therefore took several on the point of a needle, and held them

to a candle, when they melted and immediately formed themselves into a round globe

;

on which he no longer doubted that this was the wax, which opinion was confirmed by

not finding those scales but in the building season (^ib.). It is a remarkable circumstance

that foreign chemical physiologists who have interested themselves m this question, and

who have merely confirmed Hunter's observations, omit to mention even his name, while

they notice that of Huber, a subsequent inquirer.
. , „ ^ , . , -

But that the oil of the food is incapable of supplying the fat of the animal, or ot

the butter of milk, is clearly established. One of the earliest experiments on this

subiect may be cited:— two cows were found to have, in the total food consumed,

10-094 lbs of oil and wax, while the butter of the milk amounted to 72-26 lbs., and

the oil and wax in the dung was 52-5 lbs.-, showing an excess of 23-82 lbs. of oil in

the butter and dung over what- originally existed in the food. The conclusion is

inevitable that starch and sugar, assisted by the nitrogenous matter, must have yielded

fatty material. — i?. D. Thomson, Trans. Med. Chirurg. Soc., 1846, vol. xxix.

According to the present views of those best acquainted with this subject, the non-

nitrogenous food is that which is especially destined for the production of animal

heat the oxygen of the air yielding heat when it unites with its carbon and hydrogen.

" The heat Vhich is produced by respiration is similar to that which is produced by

the inflammation of combustible bodies, with this difference, that in the latter

instance the fire is separated from the air, in the former from the blood. {Adair

cfaMs E.per. on Animal Heat, 1779, p. 76.) It is to Crawford that the theory

of animal heat is usually attributed. The French claim the honour for Lavoisier.

There is no doubt that the latter was engaged with the subject about the same penoa,

but the date of his publication is doubtful, as at that period French writings were

usually ante-dated. The doctrine of animal heat, as originally suggested by Crawford,

sUU tands its ground. All the arguments opposed to it are merely trifling attacks

upon nttle ndentations in the great curve, which expresses the average theory.

When we compare the staple articles of food with the blood, we shall find in the latter

fluid corresponding bodies to those constituting the nutriment, as appears m the

following parallel columns :
-

Milk.

Nitrogenous
matter -

Casein.

Albumen.

Flour.

Fibrin.

Glutin.

Casein.

Albumen.

Oil.

Starch.

Blood.

Fibrin.

Casein.

Albumen.
Globulin.

Colouring matter.

Fats and oils.

Sugar.

Salts

Non- Nitrogen- / Butter,

ous matter - \ Sugar.
' Chloride of potassium.

„ of sodium.

Sulphate of soda.

Carbonate of soda. ^ pj^j^ \. Ditto.

Phosphate of soda.

„ of lime.

„ of magnesia.

„ of iron.

Lara of the Balance of the Food. -The older
<^P^^ZlZ7'or^^^^^^^

nutrition seems to have been that the stomach
f'^J.^'g^^^J'^^.^Shrstm

power of assimilation, as it was termed. Although this exprcsMon rn^S^^jM be u e

in a restricted sense, the former meaning, which was Xh we no*
more extensive nature, and implied a power in the animal sjstcm which we now
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know is not possessed by it. Indeed a comparatively slight acquaintance with medical
writers, up to even a recent date, is sufficient to teach us, that a belief existed, that

almost any species of organic matter, when subjected to the assimilating powers of
digestion, could be rendered serviceable in the support of the body. The great dis-

covery of Beccaria in 1742, in his analysis of flour, ought to have produced a greater
revolution in dietetics than it appears to have done. He first observed, that if wheateu
flour be washed with water on a sieve, the water becomes milky by the mechanical
diffusion of the starch, which in time subsides, while a material like glue, which is

not miscible with water, remains. He termed the portion carried away by the water
starch, and the soft tenacious residue he denominated gluten (now known to consist of
fibrin, glutin, casein). He identified the starch with vegetable matter, while the
glutinous portion appeared to be endowed with the character usually, attributed to
animal matter, and this led him to propose two very simple tests by which the
vegetable and animal substances, that is matters containing nitrogen, may be readily
discriminated. When vegetable, or non-nitrogenous bodies are digested in wi.ter,
they do not putrefy, but ferment and yield as a product a vinous or an acid fluid. With
these starch corresponds. Animal substances, on the other hand, under the same
conditions, putrefy and corrupt, and afford an urinous or ammoniacal fluid. Again,
distillation supplies a valuable distinguishing test of the products of the two kingdoms.
Vegetable or non-nitrogenous matter, when subjected to this operation, yields an acid
product, and a heavy black oil, similar to pitch. Such are the characters of starch.
Gluten, like animal or nitrogenous bodies, affords an alkaline spirit— a volatile alkaline
salt (carbonate of ammonia), first a yellow, then a black oil, and finally there is left
by intense heat, a black spongy matter (charcoal), which in an open fire becomes a
white insoluble earth (bone earth). These remarkable observations struck Beccaria
with surprise, as he found no traces of any such results in previous writers. For
when he had discovered gluten by the simple process already detailed, it appeared to
him so identical with animal matter that, if he had not himself extracted it from wheat,
he should have mistaken it for a product of the animal world. ( Hist, de I'Acad. de
Bologne. Collect. Acad. x. 1.) These views, which are in exact consonance with the
most recent ideas entertained by chemical physiologists, appear to have produced little
fruit, although the question put by the author, "Are we composed of other substances
than those which serve for our nourishment ? " distinctly exhibits the view which he
took of the subject. During the present century, a large amount of experiment has
clearly demonstrated that animals cannot subsist on starch, sugar, or other foods
destitute of nitrogen; and therefore the inference was fairly deduced that the
animal system possessed no power of assimilating nitrogen from the air. (Magendie.)
Further consideration led to the conclusion that milk constitutes the type of what
nutriment should be, since it is supplied for animal support by nature at the earliest
period of human existence (iProut), and contains nitrogenous matter, oil, and sugar.
Afterwards experiments were made to determine the amount of nitrogen in food, and
the relative value of nutriment was tabularly stated, in dependence on the ratio of
nitrogen present in each species {Boussingault, Ann. de Cliim. Ixiii. 225, 1836) a
method which has been superseded. It was subsequently inferred that nitrogenous
matter supplied the waste of the muscular tissue, while the non-nitrogenous consti-
tuents of the food served for respiratory purposes, or the production of animal heatby obviating the too rapid transformation of the muscular elements of the body
{Liebig, Orgamsche Chemie, 1842.) This was the true key to the solution of theproblem as to the function of the nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous food, and it laidopen a wide field for inquiry in reference to the application of rational systems of
dieting to the animal system. For example, it was found in a series of experiments
conducted for the British Government in 1845, that in a stall-fed cow in one day, taken

%Th^hZ7T,^. ''^''f *f «f conveyed into the ciiculation
of the blood of the animal, was 14-56 lbs. weight, and when the nature of this mass ofnutriment was subjected to chemical inquiry, it appeared that 1-56 lbs. consisted of nitro-genous ma ter, and 13 lbs. of non-nitrogenous food. When the relation between thesetwo quantities is calculated, it results that the nitrogenous is to the non-nitrogenous foodas 1 to 8 33, in the case of an animal at rest. This observation led to researches into therelative constitution of food as employed by different nations; and the deduction wasmade, that it is a law of nature, that animals under the different conditions of rest andexer ion require food in which the relation of the nutrient or nitrogenous food" s

at he
^'^-^'^Senoa' heat-producing (calorifia/t) constihien- tliat the animal system may be viewed, as, in an analogous condition to a fieldfrom which different crops extract different amounts of matter, which must be ascer

to th. \ ^.f.P^"™^"'. '-^^ ^"in^al at rest consuming more calorifinnt food n reSn

8 3
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Food for an animal at rest

1

to

3

8

Approximate relation of nutritive or nitrogenous to calorifiant matter

—

llc^lntion of Nutritive to
Culoriflaiit Matter.

Milk food for a growing animal - , - - 1 to 2

Beans - - - - - - - - -1„2^
Peas "1

Linseed J
Scottish oatmeal 1

Wheat flour

Semolina
Indian corn -

Barley
i'otatoes - - - - - - - -1„9
East Indian rice - - - - - - - 1 „ 10

Dry Swedish turnips - - - - - -1„11
Arrowroot "1

Tapioca > 1 26
Sago J
Starch 1 „ 40

These proportions will consequently vary considerably acccording to the richness

of the grain or crop, and hence similar tables which have been subsequently pub-

lished by others will be found to dilJer in some of the details from the preceding

data; but the facts now stated—given as approximate—are probably as good averages

as could be selected.

—

R. D. Thovison, Medico- Chirurgical Trans, xxix. and Ex-
periiii. Researches on the Food of Animals, 1846, p. 162.

^

A consideration of the nature of the relations exhibited in this table is sufBcient to

aiford an explanation of many practical results in the subject of diet. Thus in the

young of the mammalia,—including the human race,—the heat-forming or non-nitro-

genous food, is only two or three times greater than that of the nitrogenous food which

is the supporter of the muscular tissue of the body, because the child reqixires a larger

amount of matter to repair its daily waste, and likewise an additional portion to enable

it to mcrease in bulk. Nature has so arranged that, in the milk of the mother, every

three or four ounces of the solid particles of that fluid, shall supply one ounce of

nitrogenous material. When we compare this result, which is a fact independent of

all theoretical considerations, with the condition of the class of starches at the close

of the table,— known under the names of arrow-root, tapioca, and sago,—we see, that

to supply these to children, would be to deprive them of the possibility of obtaining the

requisite nourishment demanded by the wants of their systems. Since to com-

municate one ounce of nitrogenous matter to them, it would be necessary that they

should swallow 26 ounces of starch, a proceeding which upon mechanical considera-

tions alone would be impracticable. Beans and peas have been found much more

efl'ective in supporting the strength of animals subjected to hard labour, than grass

or other soft fodder ; and the reason for this on the principles under review are

obvious. A cow weighing about 1000 pounds was found to introduce into its system

15-28 pounds of the solid portions of grass daily; but this was extracted from 100

pounds weight of fresh grass, and contained 1-56 pound only of nitrogenous matter,

and 13-1 of heat-forming or respiratory food. To convey this large mass of nutri-

ment into the stomach required the action of the primary organs of digestion during

the whole day. While to have introduced a similar amount of nitrogenous matter m
the shape of beans, not above 20 pounds would probably have been necessary. Thus

by substituting the concentrated form of beans for the bulky grass, a great saving of

time is effected in conveying the digestive materials into the current of the blood.

The bulky nature too of grass,— from 100 lbs. of which only \5\ pounds of nutritive

matter can be extracted,—afi'ords an explanation of the more complicated nature ot

the stomachs of ruminant animals than of the human family, which practical ex-

perience, or instinct as some would term it, has taught to select more concentrated

forms of food. , .

The primary and original food of man, whatever speculators may say to the con-

trary, is milk, a fluid of purely animal origin. If those who are to regulate diet are

not guided by scientific knowledge, and do not exercise their judgment, they

might be inclined to draw from this fact the inference, that the proper nutriment of

man is animal food. This deduction might be defended with some show of reason

to the exclusion of a vegetable diet. But observation having proved that animals

can subsist upon a vegetable as well as upon an animal regimen and sc.entifac re-

search having satisfactorily demonstrated that the constituents of the two kinds ot

nutriment, when well selected, are identical, the one-sided position must yield to tne

light of knowledge.
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It will be now from these details, in some measure, understood how it happens that

for all conditions of society, vegetable food may not be advisable ; and that vege-

tarianism, while it may be applicable in some instances, would be prejudicial in other

individual cases. The poetical and merciful sympathies of Pythagoras it is impossible

altogether to set aside, although it is unnecessary to echo the sentiment that " the

man of cultivated moral feeling shrinks from the task of taking the life of the higher
grade of animals, and abhors the thought of inflicting pain and sliedding blood;" for

even the Greek philosopher, although he objected to slay cattle for the purposes of
human food, sacrificed, in a fit of enthusiasm, without any compunction one hundred
oxen in commemoration of his discovery, that a square on the hypothenuse of a right-
angled triangle, is equal to the sum of the two squares on the base and the perpendicular.
Indeed such a cruel I'esult of a scientific discovery has appeared to his admirers so
inconsistent, as to iuduce them to suggest that the oxen were made of wax. It is

more probable that, as in modern times, other causes had tended towards a vegetarian
conclusion. But his arguments may be heard :

" Forbear mortals to pollute your
bodies with abominable food. Wild beasts satisfy their hunger with flesh, although
not all ; for the horse, flocks, herds, feed on grass. But those which have a wild
and cruel temper, Armenian tigers, angry lions, bears, and wolves rejoice in bloody
food. What a wicked crime it is that bowels should be buried in bowels, and that one
greedy body should fatten on another crammed into it, and that one animal should
live by the death of another."

—

Ovid, Meta7norph. xv. 2.

A practical application, of the law involved in the table, to the nourishment of
horses will now be understood. If we represent the amount of muscle removed from
the body of a horse to be 2 lbs per day, while the amount of food consumed in the
production of heat is 12 lbs., it is obvious that to make up for this loss, we should
never think of giving to the animal food containing 2 lbs. of albuminous or muscular
matter and 52 lbs. of non-nitrogenous or heat-forming matter, such as sago; neither
should we give a diet containing 2 lbs. of albuminous material and 22 of calorifiant
ingredients, such as turnips; but we should endeavour to administer nourishment
which contained as nearly as possible the ingredients which the animal's consumption
required. This object would be nearly attained by the use of oats, which would give
for every 2 lbs. of muscular material, 10 lbs. of heat-forming constituents ; or by
barley 2 to 14. A mixture then of the two grains would supply the nourishment
required by the animal, or the same result would follow by the employment of beans
and hay. The principk of the arrangement of the food being understood, the nature
ot the nutriment can be easily calculated for the different conditions in which the
animal may be placed.

A continuous study of the table brings us to oatmeal, which constitutes even at the
present da,y an essential element in the support of the Scottish peasant. Wheat is no
doubt cultivated to a greater extent than formerly, in northern latitudes, but from the
analyses which have been published, it appears to be an undoubted fact that theamount of nitrogen mcreases, within certain limits, in this species of the Cerealia as.the plant advances from the equator. But one cause of the high nitrogenous positioAheld by oatmeal is, that as it is usually prepared it retains much of the bran which iarich m nitrogen; while in the predominant form of wheat-flour this ingredient is ina great measure removed. When, however, the bran is retained in the flour, as whenthe entire wheat-seed is ground up and not sifted, the superiority of the nutritiousvalue of oa meal over wheat-flour has not been demonstrated. The substancetermed semohna m the table, consists of bruised wheat from the south of Europe andcorresponds with the manna croup of the north of Europe, and the soojee of I'ndkIllustrations of the fatal effects of this practice have been afforded by feeding calves

dkS^T °^ """^'^''^^ t^ble, which is artfficiaUy

t.n n A
equilibrium. For it will be remembered that arrow-"oottapioca, and sago as they occur in commerce, are the starches of natural flours whichhare been washed by repeated applications of water, until they have beeT t^a Jreat

?ed on tTr;'
their nitrogenous matter, and of'their sali/e ingredients

fed on this form of food have been observed to become most ready victims topassing epidemics. (Smith of Deanstone.) For a brief period they seemed n^ osuffer, but on the approach of disease they were readily subjected to its action and

chfeTfr.'''- -PPly to the human species FoHf achild were fed on milk entirely (its composition being 1 nutritive to 2 heat-forminir

^UrlTJ it should do on thifsSs ?faliment, could we expect that ihe infant would be equally nourished, when a pSon of
m^riPr '•^Pjf arrow-root, containing 1 nutritive to 26 of cabrXnfmaterial, without any of the saline ingredients required to produce blood? TnZl nZlsuch a result would be opposed to experience and\o all analogy From the tn^k?'^^^^-ay infer that the food destined for In animal in full exercise?shouSmfge between
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milk and -wheat-flour, according to the nature and extent of the demands upon the

system. Milk may therefore be employed with a certain amount of the cerealia with

probable advantage When the food is preserved by nature, by means of combining

•water as in succulent vegetables, from the severe efifects of the vicissitudes of the

atmosphere, the most efficient nutriment is afforded to the inferior animals. This is

shown in the following table, where an average is given of the products of two cows,

in milk and butter, by different species of aliment. The largest amount is obtained

from grass, which preserves its equilibrium most firmly during the changes of the

seasons, while hay and cereal crops from their want of succulence, and therefore of

protection from the rain and fermenting influences, are less influential in effecting a

steady product.
^.^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^^^^

5 days. 6 diiyg. in 6 days,

lbs. lbs. lbs.

1 Grass 3'60 2-32

2.' Barley and hay - - - 107 3-43 3-89

3. Malt and hay' - - - 102 3-20 3-34

4. Barley, molasses, and hay - 107 3 44 ^az

5. Barley, linseed, and hay - 108 3 48 4 14

6. Beans and hay - - - 108 3 7^

Tt had been found by experiment, that, not only in hay-making is the colourmg

matter of the gras^ removed or altered, but, particularly in moist districts, the sugar

Ess sfiist^

presence of
^^^l ^fa^d flour ^hich when fermented will be highly spongy. It is

equal parts of oatmeal and Hour, wnicu wue
contains a larger proportion of

advisable in such a case to use foreign A^";^'^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ?,orthern climate,

adhesive gluten than is found m t^^^.^y^"^^^

It may be objected that the recommendation c^f such m^^^^
. ^

bakers to adulterate their flour. But
f^^^^,

^^^ur^s are a^^^^^^
^^^^^

provision that the letter M be affixed by
^^^.^^^^^^^l^^^^ is necessary when

Siay be baked of good quality by a smaller
f^^^^f.^^^^^^^^^^^ nieal,

oatmeal is the other ingredient. For this Pj^^^f
.f^f^^^f.^ "^ffmay then be mixed

in smaller particles than is practised 5^^. When thus

with one-third its weight of best flour, and made much
baked, the best Indian-corn bread - ^

-^^^fJ ^^t" ts yeUowish. men Indian

lighter than coarse wheat bread. The shade ot coiour
y

^ji^turc consists of

corn bread appears white, the conclusion .^e ton^s that tbe m
^^^^

more than one-third of wheat flour. Even when one^^^^^^^^
^.^^

added to it, Indian corne«
^^^^ ^oidTS nl.S shows that although

Bread. The position which Potatoes hoia in tne u
fermentation, no advantage

they are frecjuently used in the ""«de
f

Prepa^^^^^^^^
would thus be ren-

would be gained by augmenting t^^'^
.^^nnPt Smed •

-

dered morl dilute and the statement of the poet confarmed

.

" Bread has been made (indifferent) from potatoes. -Bi,ro».
_
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to see a child after a month's residence in the house of a European, to have an in-

dication of the magic influence better diet would have on the whole race. The puny

limbs of the young savage grow stout, the protuberent belly disappears, and traces of

red blood can be seen through the nut-coloured skin of his infant face.

—

A, S. Thomson's

Neiv Zealand, i. 216.

Further support of the law enunciated has been afforded by subsequent experi-

ments {Fresenius, Knapp, Play/air, Liehig). " A glance at these relations is suffi-

cient to convince us that in choosing his food (when a choice is open to him), and
in mixing the various articles of diet, man is guided by an unerring instinct

which rests on a law of nature. This law prescribes to man as well as to animals

a proportion between the plastic and non-nitrogenous constituents of his whole
diet, which is fixed within certain limits within which it may vary according
to his mode of life and state of body. This proportion may, in opposition to the law
of nature and instinct, be altered beyond these limits by necessity or compulsion, but
this can never happen without endangering the health and injuring the body and
mental powers of man. It is the elevated mission of science to bring this law of
nature home to our minds ; it is her duty to show why man and animals require such an
admixture in the constituents of their food for the support of the vital functions, and
what the influences are which determine in accordance with the natural law changes
in this admixture." (Liebig, Fam. Letters on Chemistry, 1851, p. 362.) It has been
shown that when a French soldier is fed on 1 lb. 10^ oz. of bread, he consumes in thi's

ration 1 part of nitrogenous to 4| of non-nitrogenous material {Knapp), and that
when pigs were fed on potatoes no augmentation could be detected in their weight.
An increase was observed when the diet of the animal was potatoes, butter-milk,
whey, and kitchen refuse, but the greatest improvement took place under what was
termed a fattening fodder, consisting daily of 9 -74 lbs. potatoes ; ground corn, 9 lbs.

;

rye-meal, -64 lb. ; peas, -68 lb. ; butter-milk, whey, and kitchen refuse -92 lb.

(Boussingaull). In these different modes of dieting, the following were the relations of
the constituents of the food:—

Potatoes

Mixed food -

Fattening fodder -

Nitrogenous. Noii-Nilrogeuous.

1 to

1

1

8|
7^

The German farmer renders the proportion more nearly allied, between the proximate
principles of the potato, by fermenting and distilling from them a spirit, and giving
the residue thus supplied with a less proportion of heat-forming material to his cattle.
It has been supposed in other countries that the German agriculturist is a distiller.

On the contrary the production of spirit is a result of what he has found to be by
experitnce, a valuable method of improving the alimentary character of the potato
(Knapp). All of these explanations have been deduced since the law of the
equilibrium of the food detailed above was detected.
The following tables are illustrations of the same law :

—

Dietaries of Soldieks and
Sailors.

English soldier - . -

„ „ in India -

„ sailor (fresh meat)

), „ (salt meat)
Dutch soldier, in war -

)j „ in peace -

French soldier . - .

Bavarian soldier - - -

Hessian soldier

Dietaries of Children.
Christ's Hospital, Hertford -

„ London
Chelsea Hospital boys' school -

Greenwich Hospital „

Weekly
Con.
sump-
tion.

Nitro-
genous
Matter.

Non-
nitro-
genous
Matter.

Mineral
Consti-
tuents.

Carbon

Relation
of nitro-
genous
to non-
nitro-
genous
Matter.

Grras. Grms. Grms. Grms. Grms. As 1 to.

11703 1119 3937 152 2219 3-50
9080 10.57 3195 74 2053 302
9350 1078 3185 98 2184 2-95
8978 1274 4092 187 2706 3-69
6130 1090 3160 67 2293 2-90

11857 759 3306 128 2191 4-35
10742 1029 3955 143 2639 3-84
7492 652 3161 103 1933 4-85

13096 712 4210 2384 5-91

6687 531 1897 76 1213 3-57
7488 534 2378 88 1453 4-45
7585 401 2888 183 1785 7-20
7151 570 2685 81 1637 4-71
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Kelatlon

WPGKIy Non- of niiro-

Cun- Nitro-
llitlO- Mineral gonous

8ump. Ri:nous Consti- Carbon. to non-

tiun. Miittcr*
Mutlur. tuents.

gcnons
Matter.

Dietaries of Aged Persons.
Grnis. Gnus Onus. Gring. Grins. As 1 to

Greenwich pensioners ... 8328 757 3784 109 2242 4-87
Chelsea ,, - - _ yuo o4o/ 144 2416 3-85
Gillespie's Hospital, Edinburgh 4829 651 2858 73 2210
Trinity Hospital „ 5944 608 3014 104 1774 4'95

Dietaries of Aged Poor.

1st class - - . - . _ _ 626 2743 101 1681 438
2ud „ _ 463 2773 89 1582
3rd „ 488 3092 121 1716 u oo
4th „ 595 3617 123 2101
5th „ 479 2988 111 1694 6-24
6th „ - 454 2725 88 1535 6-00
jjlGdYi of (ill J^nnl/^Ii cntmfipft . • Oo 1 179o 4*50
St. Cuthberts', Edinburgh 5418 458 2766 102 1454 6 04
City poorhouse „ - - 3312 412 1547 54 ij 1 >J O / 0

Dietaries of English Prisons.

2nd class, above 7 not above 21 days - 6393 472 3463 107 1834 f ot
3rd „ 21 „ 6 weeks'

hard labour .... 9144 565 3827 125 2091 6-77
4th, 7th, 8th classes, above 6 -weeks'

not alinvp 4- mnntTiQ' liav/l InVinnt* . oyyjyj 100 D UU
5th class, above 4 months' hard

labour ..... 10092 628 4042 131 2270 6*43

Bengal Prisons.

"Withmit labour • - - • Di70 J OIL D\JO I O OO
With labour - - - - 9464 872 5917 92 2819 6'78

Contractor's insufficient diet - 5185 393 4209 40 1899 10-71

Bombay Prisons.

All classes, without hard labour 5634 867 3142 63 2130 2-08

With hard labour - - - - 6935 1103 3987 76 2800 3-61

Arctic and other Dietaries.

Esquimaux - - . - . 7740 39628 34830 5-12

Yacut 3093 19814 29907 648
Boschesmen - - - - - 1777 11393 17182 6-41

Hottentots - - - - 1323 12384 18699 9-36

Farm labourers, Gloucestershire 5065 825 3299 34 2.323 3-97

„ Dorsetshire - 3548 631 2243 36 1601 3-55

„ Dharwar, Bombay
— return in Bombay Prison Diet-

aries ..... 6749 434 4280 77 1905 9-86

In these tables the ounces of the original are calculated as grammes, and the last

column gives the relation of the nitrogenous or flesh-forming part of the food, to the

non- nitrogenous or heat-producing ingredients of the aliment, instead of, as in the

original, the proportion between the carbon of these constituents of the food being

estimated. The table is read thus:—an English soldier consumes weekly 11,703

grammes (a gramme equal to 15-44 grains) of food. In this food 1119 grammes are

nitrogenous or flesh-forming matter ; 3937 non-nitrogenous or heat-producing material

;

152 mineral substance; the organic matter containing 2219 grammes carbon. The

relation of the nitrogenous to the non-nitrogenous matter is as 1 to 3-50. From this

table the results have been deduced that soldiers and sailors consuming 35 ounces of

nitrogenous or flesh-forming food weekly, and 70 to 74 ounces of carbon, the pro-

portion of the carbon in the flesh-forming, to that in the respiratory or heat-forming
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food, is as one to three. Older persons require only 25 to 30 flesh-forming matter
•weekly, and from 72 to 78 respiratory food ; the relation of the carbon in these is as

1 to 5. Boys of from ten to twelve years of age require 17 ounces of flesh-forming
.

matter, the relation of the carbon in the flesh-forming to the heat-producing aliment
being as 1 to 5^. In workhouses and jails, less heat-producing matter is consumed,
in consequence of the shelter and heat supplied artificially to the inmates. In prisons,

•where hard labour is in force, the consjimption of flesh-forming or nitrogenous
nutriment increases. It has been estimated that in a man -weighing 140 lbs., the
weight of the flesh-forming matter of the blood is 4 lbs., that of the muscular tissue
27ilbs., and in the bones 5lbs., making a total of 36^1bs.; and that in the course of
18 weeks these 36ilbs. are introduced into the system. {Playfair New Edin. Phil.
Journal, 1854, 56,262.) The author of this elaborate and valuable table has justly
remarked that the old mode of estimating the value of dietaries, by merely giving
the total number of ounces of solid food used daily or weekly, and quite irrespective
of its composition, is most erroneous; and he quotes an instance of an agricultural
labourer, in Gloucestershire, who, in the year of the potato famine, subsisted chiefly
on flour, consuming 163 ounces weekly, -which contained 26 ounces of flesh-forming
matter. When potatoes became cheaper, he returned to a potato diet, and no-w ate
321 ounces -weekly, although they contained of true nutriment only about 8 or
10 ounces. A comparison of the six pauper dietaries formerly recommended, -with
the difference between the salt and fresh meat dietary of the sailoi-, &c., have
no_ relation in equivalent nutritive value, but merely rely on absolute -weight alone.
It is by such dietaries, -where the proper balance of the constituents is not preserved,
that, although the appetite may be satisfied, the waste of the system is not adequately
repaired. The health may appear not to be afi"ected in the absence of epidemics,
but, under such a dietary as that alluded to, a maximum of labour cannot be obtained
from a -workman

; a frail constitution is engendered, which acts as a fertile soil to
miasmata of various kinds. These seeds of disease taking root, are rapidly developed
into maladies, like the rank fungi of damp and dismal cellars.
When the constitution of the food is compared in its relations of muscular to fatty

matter, with the proportion of these ingredients deposited in animals, the result is of
interest. Carefully conducted experiments on the large scale upon animals have
shown that in fat animals killed and carefully analysed after death, the carcass of the
fat ox contained 1 part of nitrogenous matter to 2^ fat; in that of the fat sheep the
relation was I to 4 ; in that of the very fat sheep, 1 to 6 ; and in the moderately fat
pig, I to 5. In the lean sheep the proportion was 1 to U; in the lean pig 1 to 2
1 he average composition of such well fattened and lean'animals was found to be
nearly

T.,.^
Fat animal. Lean animal.

JVitrogenous matter - - 12'5 - . 12-87

y,^' ,
33- - . 25-3

Mmeral matter - . _ g. . . ^.^
Water 51.5 . . 57.33

100- 100-

It was found by an analysis of some of the most important animals fed and slaughteredas human food that the entire bodies, even when in a reputed lean condition maycontain more dry fat than dry nitrogenous substances. Of the animals ripe for thebutcher, a bullock and a lamb contained rather more than twice as much drv fL a?dry nitrogenous matter While in a very fat pig and sheep, the proportion was 1muscular matter to 4 fat, and in a moderately fat sheep the fat was three Times

f^Ti-ZtlslT^""'""
matter.-Za«;es and Gilbe^l Proc. Royal SocTety!7o.

Use offermented liquids in nutrition. — In the very earliest periods of human historvwme appears to have been known, and to have been of the same nature wiA tWwhich we now use, as the Hebrew term employed to designate the stimulating liquorind.ca esi
t
as being derived from a fermenting origin {Pareau. Anliq. utbSThis, together with its wide spread use, has frequently been considered as an argument

r''''''^- ^^''l^'^'y '^^"""t substantiated. The natfrin-d.ans of North America, amounting to some millions in number, were unacquaintedwith fermented products until they were visited by the white man
(
CatUn). When the

Sranol nf ;f
^'"'''^ ^^>^^^ they were astonished at the constitutional tern

Kifitl 1
^hich in their opinion, far exceeded the habits of the n S^mortified hermits {Robertson, iv,). In Patagonia, within the last 200 years thp inhf

8 o m "p foT\^
bottle of brandy woitid not drink (5. J. nX^I^«vo. 171

1, p. 50). If we refer to Africa, we have the authority of the grkt traveller
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who has penetrated into the interior of that mysterious continent, that true to their
faith, the Mohammedans "drink nothing but water" (Park), and it is only among
the Pagan negroes who have frequent intercourse with the coast in conseq'uence of
these being the reservoiis from which slavery emanates, and in such semi-civilised
towns as Tripoli, that religion is placed in subjection to inebriating indulgences, and
that "drunkenness is more common than even in most towns in England" {Lyon).
It is true that the ancient Gauls and Germans who, however, were somewhat civilised,

made use of beer, but whether they did so habitually, or to excess, before they were
contaminated by Roman customs, seems unlikely. Certain it is that they had no wine
of their own. The Gauls purchased their wine chiefly from Italy, and were exceed-
ingly fond of it (Diodorus), and hence they are said to have been invited into that
country by the delicacy of the Italian wines (Livy, v. 33). Even among the Romans
however, in the virtuous days of the Republic, strong drinks were not universally in

favour, since it was fashionable in order to make wine keep, to boil it down to one
half ( Virgil), or one third {Pliny), in other words, to distil away all the alcohol it con-
tained. All the circumstances, indeed, with which we are acquainted seem to support
the view of the historian that, " it is in polished societies where intemperance under-
mines the constitution " {Robertson). These facts seem to prove that alcohol is not a
necessary of life. It remains to consider what its influence is upon the system. When
fluids containing alcohol are introduced into the body of animals, the amount of car-

bonic acid evolved from the lungs speedily begins to diminish. The influence of even
a small portion of wine begins to be appreciable in a very short space of time after it

has been swallowed, so that we infer its power in this respect to be almost consenta-

neous with its arrival in the stomach. Alcohol itself possesses a similar effect, and
the use of porter is attended by the same results. Numerous experiments have de-

monstrated that alcohol in every state, and in every quantity, uniformly lessens, in a

greater or less degree, the quantity of carbonic acid elicited according to the quan-

tity and circumstances under which it is taken. When taken on an empty stomach,

its effects are remarkable ; the depression is greatest almost instantaneously ; after a

short time, however, the powers of the constitution appear to rally, then it sinks

again, and afterwards slowly rises to the standard. That the action of the alcohol

in these cases depends on its influence on the nervous system, and not on its

chemical action, is obvious from the fact that strong tea acts in a similar manner,

and with the same degree of rapidity ; three ounces of strong tea in five minutes

after being swallowed depresses the amount of carbonic acid progressively {Prout

IS13). Other experiments bear testimony to the wonderful effect of alcohol on

the nervous system. Two ounces of alcohol when injected into the stomach of a

rabbit, rendered it immediately insensible, just as if the animal had been violently

struck on the head. Two drachms placed in the stomach of a cat, instantly made it

struggle violently and fall on its side perfectly motionless and insensible. It is re-

markable, too, that the effects of alcohol, and of injuries, more particularly concussion

of the brain, so closely resemble each other, that the most accurate observer cannot

often distinguish them, except from the history of the case {Sir B. C. Brodie). When
alcohol is introduced in excess into the system, the arterial blood appears to retain

the venous condition, and thus asphyxia may be produced {Bouchardat). Alcohol

it is aflBrmed, has been detected in small proportion in the air exhaled from the lungs,

and also in the blood of drunkards, while a considerable portion of acetic acid, one of

the products of its combustion, has been observed in the blood after the use of this

fluid (16.). These views, therefore, tend to the conclusion that alcohol, in all its forms,

produces an alteration in the usual phenomena consequent upon digestion ; that this

influence is analogous to that of those causes which produce depression of the nervous

centres, and therefore its employment by preference as a heat-supplying agent to

the animal system in cases of health, is a procedure involved in very great doubt.

The argument in favour of the calorifiant nature of alcohol is, that as it disappears

in the system it acts as an element of respiration, and although its constituents do not

possess by themselves the property of combining with oxygen at the temperature of

the body, and forming carbonic acid and water, yet it acquires, by contact with bodies

susceptible of this combination, this property in a higher degree than fat, &c. {Liehig.)

If then alcohol be thus capable of conversion into carbonic acid and water with

facility, how are we to explain the fact that alcohol diminishes the amount of car-

bonic acid in the expired air ? The answer has been that as alcohol coutarms a large

amount of hydrogen, which by union with the oxygen of the air, passes off from the

lungs in the form of vapour of water, the diminution of carbonic acid is a necessary

result of the use of this stimulant. But there is a remarkable fact which appears to

throw doubt on this view, viz. that in addition to the analogous and msfantaneous ac-

tion of tea, as long as the effects of alcohol are perceptible to the feelings of the m-
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dividual who has swallowed it, the quantity of carhouic acid is below the standard.

The efifects of drinking go off with frequent yawnings and with a sensation as if

awakening from a sleep. Under these circumstances the quantity is generally much

above the standard, and hence it would seem that the system is freeing itself from the

retained carbon (Prout). The phenomena of yawning, sighing, &c., appear to have

evidently the effect of throwing off a quantity of carhonic acid retained in excess

in the system, since sleep and depressing passions seem to operate hy diminishing

the amount of carbonic acid. There may be various reasons, too, for inferring that

alcohol is not thrown off in the form of colourless, odourless, gases by the lungs.

The offensive ethereal smell retained in the breath of the drunkard for many hours

after the introduction into the stomach of the cause of his inebriation, seems to favour

the view that other products besides carbonic acid and the vapour of water result from

the use of alcohol. That alcohol does not occupy a very high position as a calorifiant

agent, is evident from its comparative operation in heating the body when cooled

and depressed by external cold.

Hotfluids are familiarly known to all to be much more efficient in raising the heat

of the body, than raw spirits or strongfermentedfluids, which have a depressing action

unless combined with hot fluids. The influence of the use of spirits has been tested

in the army, and it has been found in India, that when a regiment consumed from
10,000 to 14,000 gallons, the mean annual mortality was 76, and when the amount
was reduced to 2000 to 3000, the mortality fell to 24, out of the same strength. An
interesting experiment has been in operation during the last 20 years in the United
Kingdom Provident Institution. During that period this society has insured

a distinct section of abstainers who number above 5000, and it has likewise a more
numerous section of the general public. Daring the first 6 years, out of2060 members
only 18 died, equivalent to a loss of '9 per cent., while the office of the Society of
Friends, who are distinguished for their care of health, lost in the corresponding
period of their history 3'3 per cent. The most recent report from this institution

after 15 years' existence, gives a return of 19 per cent, of profits in favour of the
abstainers, over the section of non-abstainers ; although that division likewise contains
many individuals of the latter class.

Influence of tea and coffee in nutrition.— The experiments already referred to indi-

cate that tea delays the regular changes of the body of animals, since the carbonic
acid exhaled from the lungs declines in quantity under the influence of tea. {Prout,
1813.) Coffee, fi-om its containing the same principle, might be inferred to be possessed
of a similar action, and this has been found to be the case ; but it has been found, in
addition, that a decoction of coffee communicates greater activity to the circulation
and nervous system. The delay which it effects in the metamorphosis of the tissues
appears to be occasioned by the empyreumatic oil of the berry, which likewise pro-
duces increased action of the sweat pores, of the kidneys, and an accelerated motion
of the intestinal canal ; while the effects of caffein in excess are increased activity
of the heart, headache, delirium, &c. (Zehmann,l853.) Coffee and tea, as usually
employed, appear therefore to act as stimulants and as agents by which the conver-
sion of the solids of the body into soluble and gaseous products is considerably de-
layed. Their influence is analogous to that of alcoholic fluids when these are taken
in moderate quantities, although there is no evidence that they are capable of pro-
ducing organic disease, such as inevitably attends the consumption of increased doses
of alcoholic fluids. The Turcomans employ tea in their wanderings as an article of
nutriment, and have discovered by long experience, what has been confirmed by
chemical research, that the leaves of tea contain a large amount of nitrogenous matter,
which is not however dissolved in the usual process of infusion. One ounce of tea
leaves and an equal weight of carbonate of soda are boiled by the Turcomans in a quart
of water for an hour. The liquor is then strained and mixed with ten quarts of boiling
water, in which an ounce and a half of common salt have been previously dissolved.
The whole is then put into a narrow cylindrical churn along with butter, and well
stirred with a churning-stick till it becomes a smooth, oily, and broM-n liquid, of the
colour and consistence of chocolate, in which form it is transferred into a' teapot.
{Moorcroft.) The soda has the effect of taking up the cassein or curd, a most nu-
tritive nitrogenous compound, and which is present in large quantity.

Influence of tobacco and opium on nutrition.— It has been observed in favour of the
practice of smoking tobacco, that even the most primitive tribes indulge in this prac-
tice. If it were a correct observation, the practice may be pronounced to be a savage
one, and to be connected with the conditions of savage life. The North American
Indians all smoke, but when uncontaminated by intermixture with the whites tobacco
IS unknown to them. The material which they employ is the prepared bark of a
species of willow. The presence of such products of combustion in the system
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appear like tea and coffee, -which have also heen discovered in primitive nations to

delay the degradation of the tissues and husband the food. The American Indians,

who live enlTrcly upon animal food, and who have impressed on them a restless and

wandering existence, from the nature of their food, — from the difficulty expe-

rienced in obtaining animal heat,— from the metamorphosis of the nitrogenous

tissues —use the smoke of vegetable matter to make their food last longer. Tobacco

and opium when smoked appear to have a similar action, but they likewise influence

the nervous system and occasion a stimulating influence, which is apparent in the

vivacity of the eye, particularly with opium as it is smoked in China. The practice

of opium eating, as in use among the Turks and the islands of the Indian Ocean, is

totally distinct in its physiological results ; a wild inebriety being often produced,

which, if persisted in, conducts to a lamentable end. In a case which occurred to

us the liver was entirely destroyed by fatty degeneration.—R. D. T.

NUX VOMICA; Slrychnos nux vomica, Linn. The seeds of a tree growing in

Coromandel and other parts of India and Ceylon. From these strychnme is obtained.

See Strychnine. . •
t, i

Nux vomica bark was at one time confounded with Angustura or Cusparia bark,

and serious consequences might have ensued by that, the error was discovered in

time. It is now rarely seen. „or * v * ;r> ti.o

In 18.57 our imports of the nux vomica seeds amounted to 1,085 cwts.
;
but in tne

same year we exported 1,195 cwts., the excess being of course derived from the

importations of former years.

0.

OAK (CUne Fr • Eiche, Germ.) This well-known European tree is so familiar

tha^ttarL?;:qS;'st"^^^^^ The varieties generally known m England

""quercus pedunculata. Common Oak, which is a native of Britain, and is largely

''"^:i^ii::!^^0^. Thistreelsnota nativcbuthasbeencmtivatedin

^ti:r^::^:il~^''^ro^.e. mto this country more than a century

. e 1 * r»„i Tiio Ipivps chanelnff with the first frosts to a
Quercus coccinea, Scarlet Oak. 1 he leaves cnan^mg

'^:^^orus, Common short stalked Oak. This is said to excel for building

%TK51VK"S'e- oak tree is ^^-^y barked from^

the middle of July. The barkers make a l^^S^^^^^^f
„V "^Ta?kTng ^ The bark is

with a sharp edge, and a circular mc.sion
'^^^"^f^^^.^^^^^^^^^ necessary by

relative quantities of tannin contained m oak bark :

—

480 lbs. of entire bark of a middle-sized oak cut in spring - 29 lbs.

„ „ coppice oak 21 „

„ „ oaks cut m autumn - " . . 72 „
White interior cortical layers - -

'

See Tan, Tanning. . f r a long period in peatbogs,

OAK, BOG. Oak trees T^^ch have been»J°
. f ^ the manu-

become intensely black ;
and in

f^^'^^^^^^'l'^^^^^^ in Ireland.

facture of furniture and articles of ornament, especia y

OAK, DYER'S. See Gall Nuts
extensively cultivated in these islands,

OATS. ^Avoine, Fr. ; ff'•'G^''^;)J^g^^h" Suntry admittedly the best fitted for the

especially in Scotland. 1° ^f^tland is the country^
^^^^ in Scotland is

gr'owth Jf oats
.
Jhe ^-^^tf

nu-ber^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ,,,,0,000

2 400 000 of which 220,ouu arc uuut.i
. ^ ,j ,„j

uS oat's.-Lawson's ^«^,^^«''/^^-^":;.^:{ f^J^naf has published an account of a

Mr. J. P. Norton, in Sin-jn's Ameucan P
^^^.^ ^^^^^^^^ He gives

most complete investigation of oats in
J''^. oats:—

the following as the result of his analysis of Hopeton oats
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Northuinberland. Ayrshire.

Starch 65"24
I.

64-80
2.

64 79

Sugar ^ - - • - 4"51 1-58 2-09

Gum 2'10 2-41 2-12

Oil 5-44 6-97 6-41

Casein - - - - 1576 16-26 17-72

Albumen - - - - . 0*46 1-29 176
Gluten 2-47 1-46 1-33

Epidermis 2-39 2-84

Salts and loss - 2 48 1-84 0-94

100-00 100 00 100-00
Nitrogen - - - . - 219 2-35 2-28

OBSIDIAN. A glassy looking mineral, so called, it is stated, from Obsidius, a
Roman, who brought it from Africa. It is a true volcanic glass, and occurs in
streams, or in detached masses near many volcanic mountains.
OCHRE. (Ocre, Fr.; Oc/te/-, Germ.) Ochre is, truly a peroxide of iron and water;

but a native earthy mixture of silica and alumina, with oxide of iron in various pro-
portions, and sometimes calcareous matter and magnesia, is usually regarded as ochre.
The term is applied, indeed, without any great degree of exactness, to any combinations
of the earths with iron, which can be employed for pigments and the like. Accord-
ing as the colour is light or dark, we have yellow, brown, and red ochres.

In Cornwall considerable quantities of ochres are obtained by carefully washing the
ferruginous mud, which is separated from poor tin and copper ores after they have
been submitted to the action of the stamps, and the ordinary processes of washing and
roasting (see Ores, dressing of). Not less than 700/. worth of ochre was shipped
from Truro in 1858.

The iron paints of Torbay must be regarded as ochres. They are found in con-
nection with iron lodes which exist in the rocks around the coast. These paints
are prepared by Mr. Wolstoa of Brixham, and they have been employed for several
years in the Royal Naval Arsenals and other government establishments. The wood and
iron huts at Shornclifif and Colchester camps have been painted with them. They
have also been employed for coating the boilers of steam engines.

Reddle, employed for marking sheep in Devonshire, and a variety found near
Rotterdam which is much used for grinding spectacle glasses at Sheffield, may be
said to belong to this class. See Oxides of Iron, for polishing.

Anglesea produces some very fine varieties of ochres, so does also the Isle of
Man.

In the more recent formations, ochre occurs in beds some feet thick which lie
generally above the Oolite, are covered by Sandstone and quartzose sands, more or
less ferruginous, and are accompanied by grey Plastic Clays, of a yellowish or reddish
colour. The ochrey earths are prepared by grinding and washing; in some cases thev
are also exposed to the action of the fire, to increase the oxidation of the iron anddeepen the colour.

The following is a section of the ochre pits at Shotover Hill, near Oxford where
the Oxford ochre is obtained :— > ^ ^

Beds of highly ferniginous grit, forming the summit of the hill - 6 feetGrey land - - - - . . _ _ _ _ _g
Ferruginous concretions - --.j"
Yellow sand - -- -- -- ___g"
Cream-coloured loam 4"
Ochre "

n c'

•

- 0 6 in.

Beneath this there is a second bed of ochre, separated by a thin bed of clay.
Bole, Armenian bole, or Lemnian earth, may be ranked with the ochres See Rot •

as may also the Terra di Sienna, which see.
The Ochre of Bitry and Italian roiuje are ochres which are found princinallv nenrVierzon and St. Amand (Nicvre). The ochres from Holland are also much esteemed
It will thus be apparent that ochre occurs in all formations, from the earliest

irtoZ°?i'' " P'?^"^^^' *° decomposition of the sulphides of kon-
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Ochre in'mineralogy is applied to many products of decomposition, as, Cobalt ochre

bismuth ochre, chrome ochre, antimony ochre, &c.

OIL OF VlTlilOL is the old name of concentrated Suli'iiouic Acid which sec.

OILS {Huiles, Fr. ; Oele, Germ.) form a class of -valuable and interesting sub-

stances, and are divided into two great classes, viz. fixed or fatty oils, and volatile or

essential oils. The members of one class differ greatly, in nearly every respect, from

those of the other class. The former are usually bland and mild to the taste ; the

latter hot and pungent. The term distilled, applied especially to the last class, is not

quite correct, since some of them are obtained by expression, as the whole of the first

class may be, and commonly arc. All the known fatty substances found in organic

bodies, without reference to their vegetable or animal origin, are, according to their

consistence, arranged under the chemical heads of oils, butters, and tallows. They all

possess the same ultimate constituents,— carbon, hydrogen, and generally oxygen,

and some few of the essential oils, sulphur also ; but, as a class, they are noted for

containing a large proportion of carbon, which renders them valuable as food, and as

sources of light.

Oils have been known and used from the remotest ages. The olive tree is frequently

mentioned by Moses ; and it appears to have been introduced into Europe at an

early period, probably by the Greeks.

For the present, we shall only take notice of the fixed or fatty oils. These are

widely distributed through the organs of vegetable and animal nature. They are

found in the seeds of many plants, associated with mucilage, especially in those

of the bicotyledonous class, occasionally in the fleshy pulp surroundmg some

seeds, as the olive ; also in the kernels of many fruits, as of the nut and almond

tree, and finally in the roots, barks, and other parts of plants. In animal bodies,

the ' oily matter occurs enclosed in thin membranous cells, between the skin

and the flesh, between the muscular fibres, within the abdominal cavity in the

omentum, upon the intestines, and round the kidneys, and in a bony receptacle of the

skull of the spermaceti whale ; sometimes in special organs, as, of the beaver in the

fi-all- bladder, or mixed in a liquid state with other animal matters, as in the milk.

Bracounot, but particularly Raspail, has shown that animal fats consist of small

microscopic, partly polygonal, and partly reniform particles, associated by means of

their containing sacs. These may be separated from each other by tearing the

recent fat asunder, rinsing it with water, and passing it through a sieve.
_
The mem-

branes being thus retained, the granular particles are observed to float m he water,

and afterwards to separate, like the globules of starch, m a white pulverulent semi-

crvstalline form. The particles consist of a strong membranous skin, enclosing

stearine and elaine, or solid and liquid fat, which may be extracted by trituration and

Dressure These are lighter than water, but sink readily in spirit of wme. nen

boiled in strong alcohol, the oily principle dissolves, but the fatty membrane remains

These granules have different sizes and shapes in different animals m the calf, he

ox, the sheep, they are polygonal, and from 4, to of an inch diameter
;

in the

hog they are kidney-shaped, and from ,\ to ^5 of an mch ;
in man they p«lyg«°f

'

and from ^ to gj, of an inch ; in insects they are usuaUy spherical, and not more

ThffafoUs a?e contained in that part of the seed which gives birth to the cotyledons ;

thev are not found in the plumula and radicle. Of aU the families of plants, the

cruciferEe are the richest in oleiferous seeds; and next to these, are the drupace^,

amentace^ and solane^n. The seeds of the graminea and leguminos^ contain rarely

m^re thaTa trace of fat oil. One root alone, that of the Cyperus esculenta, contains a

fot oil The quantity of oil furnished by seeds varies not only with the species but

n the same se'ed. wit'h culture and climate Nuts -."^^^
^^d the^^^^^^^

oil • the seeds of the Brassica oleracea and campestns, one third; the variety caiiea

colk in Fiance, two fifths ;
hempseed, one fourth ; and linseed from one fourth to

one fifth Unverdorben states that a last, or ten quarters of Imseed, yields 40 ahms

^?20 Gallons English of oil ; which is about 1 cwt. of oil per quarter.

-\ZtZ 2e:\rst expressed without much heat taste m-dy une aous o^^^^^^^^^^

tongue, and -hale^he odou^^^^^^^^^^^^ ':^t,ZTl^ToT^^^^^^
by litmus paper. Their fluidity X^^yj^""^^^^^ point of water. Linseed oil

peratures and others ^^mammg fluid ayhe tree^^^^
^.^^

indeed does congeal t.U^^^^^^^ fiom 4 to^^S.^beW
0^ ^^^^

seed usually
^^^/fJj'^ "f,^^^^^^^^^^ another. Chevreul considers all the oils to

refrigeration one poition concre^^^^^
^.^ ^^^^^.^^^ margarine,

be composed of two, and
f
"l^imes tnrec y

^^^^^ predominates.
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inutton fat, by melting it in a glass flask, and then shaking it -with several times its

weight of ether; when allowed to cool, the stearine crystallises out, leaving the
margarine and oleine in solution. The soft mass of stearine may be strongly pressed
in a cloth, and further purified by recrystallisation from ether. It forms a white
friable mass, insoluble in water, and nearly so in cold alcohol ; but boiling spirit

takes up a small quantity. It is freely soluble in boiling ether; but, as it cools,

nearly all crystallises out.

Margarine may be prepared from the ethereal mother-liquor, from which the
stearine has separated, by evaporating it to dryness ; the soft mixture of margarine
and oleine, is then pressed between folds of blotting-paper ; the residue again dissolved
in ether, from which the margarine may now be obtained tolerably pure. It very
much resembles stearine, but, as above-mentioned, has a lower melting point.

It is rather doubtful if oleine has ever been prepared in a perfectly pure state, the
separation of the last particles of margarine being very difficult. It may be obtained
by subjecting olive oil to a free.^ing mixture, when the margarine will nearly all
separate, and the supernatant fluid oil may be taken as oleine.

Oleine may also be procured by digesting the oils with a quantity of caustic soda,
equal to one half of what is requisite to saponify the whole ; the stearine and
margarine are first transformed into soap, then a portion of the oleine undergoes the
same change, but a great part of it remains in a nearly pure state. This process
succeeds only with recently-expressed or very fresh oils.

The fat oils are completely insoluble in water. When agitated with it, the mixture
becomes turbid, but if it be allowed to settle the oil collects by itself upon the surface.
This method of washing is often employed to purify oils. Oils are little soluble in
alcohol, except at high temperatures. Castor oil is the only one which dissolves in cold
alcohol. Ether, however, is an excellent solvent of oils, and is therefore employed to
extract them from other bodies in analysis ; after which it is withdrawn by distillation.

Fat oils may be exposed to a considerably high temperature, without undergoing
much alteration

; but when they are raised to nearly their boiling point, they begin to
be decomposed. The vapours that then rise arc not the oil itself, but certain products
generated in it by the heat. These changes begin somewhere under 600° of Fahr.
and require for their continuance temperatures always increasing.
The products in this case are the same as we obtain when we distill separately tho

difi^erent constituents (stearine, margarine, &c.), that is to .say, a little water and
carbonic acid, some gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons, some solid fatty acids (particu-
larly margaric acid and some sebacic acid, provided by the decomposition of the oleine)
^all quantities of the odoriferous acids (acetic, butvric, &c.), and some acroleine.
The acrid and irritant odour which this last substance gives out, especially charac-
terises the decomposition of fatty bodies by heat. It is produced from the glycerine
only. If, instead of raising the heat gradually, we submit the fats or oils directly to
a red heat, as by passing them through a redhot tube, they are decomposed com-
pletely, and are almost entirely transformed into gaseous carburetted hydro-rens, the
mixture of which serves for illuminating purposes, and yields a far better light than
ordinary coal gas. In places where the seed and fish oils can be procured at a low
price, these substances might be employed with groat advantage for this purpose.

Action of alkalies on the oils.— When the fats or oils are boiled with potash or soda
they are decomposed into glycerine and the fatty acids, with assimilation of water by
both the glycerine and the fatty acids. Thus oleine yields glycerine and oleic acid
margarine, glj cerine and margaric acid, and stearine, glycerine and stearic acid.'Ihe glycerme dissolves in the water and the fatty acids unite with the alkalies
forming soaps (which see). The action of ammonia on the oils is much less ener-
getic; It, however, readdy mixes with them, forming a milky emulsion, called volatileImiment, used as a rubefacient in medicine. Upon mixing water with this or bv
neutralising the ammonia by an acid, or even by mere exposure to the air theammonia is removed and the oil again collects. By the prolonged action of ammonia
however, on the oils, true animoniacal soaps are formed, and at the same timea neculhar body is formed, called by its discoverer (Boullay) margaramid. It corresponds
exactly with the ordinary amides, its composition is (C'^H^NO^) = NH2(C'-'Ii«02')
or margarate of ammonia minus 2 equivalents of water.

NH'0,C^*II"0^ - 2H0 = NH- (C'H^O^)
*

.. 1 _i

Margarate of ammonia. Margaramid.
It is obtained by boiling the ammoniacal soap with water, when the margaramidswims on the top, and when allowed to cool solidifies. It is purified bv solutionm boiling alcohol, which deposits it again on cooling in the crystalline state It s awhite, perfectly neutral solid, unalterable in the air, insoluble in water ve-v solu!ble m alcohol and ether, especially by the aid of heat. It fuses at about 40O
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Fahr., and burns •with a smoky flame. It is decomposed when boiled with potash or

soda, forming true soaps, with the liberation of ammonia, and also by acids of a

certain degree of concentration.

The alkaline earths and some metallic oxides unite with the fatty acids, form-

ing insoluble soaps, which in the case of lead is called a plaister.

After glycerine and the fatty acids have once been separated, they do not readily

again unite ; but Berthelot has succeeded in effecting this, by enclosing them for a

considerable time in a sealed tube, and subjecting them to a more or less elevated

temperature, when the true oils are again produced.

Ac.lioii of acids tipon the oils.—Sulphuric acid (concentrated), when added to the oils,

unites with them energetically, the mixture becomes heated, and, unless cooled, chars

with the liberation of sulphurous acid. When the mixture is cooled the fats and oils

undergo a similar change to that which the alkalies effect. There is formed some

sulpho-glyceric acid, as well as combinations of margaric and oleic acids with sul-

phuric acid ; these latter are again decomposed when mixed with water, liberating the

fattv acids.

Nitric acid (concentrated) attacks the fatty bodies very rapidly, sometimes causing

ignition. Dilute nitric acid acts less powerfully, forming the same compounds which

we obtain by acting on the several constituents of the oils separately.

Hyponitric acid, or nitrous acid, converts the oleine of the non-drying oils into a solid

fat, elaidine.

Chlorine and bromine, act on the fatty oils, producing hydrochloric and hydro-

bromic acids, and some substitution compounds containing chlorine or bromine.

When moist chlorine gas is passed into the oils, the temperature rises, but it does

not cause explosion. Bromine on the contrary acts with violence. The chlorine and

bromine products thus obtained, are generally of a yellow colour, without taste or

smell. They are heavier than water, and possess a greater consistence than the pure

oils. Exposed to the air when slightly heated, they become considerably harder.

Iodine also attacks the oils forming substitution compounds.

The fatty oils are divided into two classes, drying and non-drying oils, which are

characterised by their different deportments when exposed to the atmosphere. In close

vessels, oils may be preserved unaltered for a very longtime, but with contact of the

atmosphere they undergo progressive changes. Certam oils thicken and eventually

dry into a transparent, yellowish, flexible substance, which forms a skm upon the

surface of the oil and retards its further alteration. Such oils are said to be drymg,^

or siccative, and are on this account used in the preparation of varnishes and pamters

colours. Other oils do not dry up, though they become thick, less combustible, and

assume an ofi-ensive smell. These are the non-diying oils. In this state they are called

rancid, and exhibit an acid reaction, and irritate the fauces when swallowed, in conse-

quence of the presence of a peculiar acid, which maybe removed in a great measure

bv boilinff the oil along with water and a little common magnesia for a quarter ot an

hour, or till it has lost the property of reddening litmus. While oils undergo the

above changes, they absorb a quantity of oxygen equal to severa times their volume.

Saussure found that a layer of nut oil, one quarter of an inch thick, enclosed along

with oxy-en gas over the surface of quicksilver in the shade, absorbed only three times

its bulk olr that gas in the course of eight months; but when exposed to the sun m
August, it absorbed 60 volumes additional in the course of ten days. This absorption

of oxygen diminished progressively, and stopped alto-ether at the end of three months

when 5 had amounted to 14.5 times the bulk of the oil. No water was generated, but

21-9 volumes of carbonic acid were disengaged, while the oil was transformed in an

anomalous manner into a gelatinous mass, which did not stain P^P'f
;
^
^o ,^

'^^^^

sorption we may ascribe the elevation of temperature which i^^PP"'«^l^^?;:"^^\°/^'^''JP'

besmeared with olive or rapeseed oil, is left in a ^^'^V^civcnmsUnces^^^^^^^^

frequently taken fire, and caused the destruction of both cloth- mills and dockyards

In illustration of these accidents, if paper, linen tow, wool, ?,otton mats st.aw ^ ood

shavings, moss, or soot, be imbued slightly with l'"^^^'^ or hempseed o^^. es^ec al y

when wrapped or piled in a heap, and placed m contact with the sun and a r^^^

stances oleine, marqurine, and «<«trme, yeituLie app
„„w tV.n nlninp of the

these substances in drying and non-drymg oils, for
\f

.^^^ °" y^^f of mercury ;

non-drying oils that solidifies when treated with nitrous acid or "'^i at« of mercu^^^^

and again the difference is shown in the fact of some oils drymg completely, while

others only thicken and become rancid.
, , .

The following is a list of the non-drying oils and their specific gravity
.

-
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No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23
24

Plants.

Olea Europea - - -

Amygdalus communis
Sesamum orientale

Guilandina mohringa -

Fagus sylvatica

Siuapis nigra et arvensis -

Brassica napus et campestris
Prunus domestica
Theobroma cacao
Cocus nucifera - . -

Cocus butyracea vel avoira elais

Laurus nobilis - - -

Arachis hypogrea
Valeria Indica - - -

Brassica campestris oleifera

Brassica prsecox
Rhapanus sativus oleifera -

Prunus cerasus - - -

Pyrus mains -

Euonymus Europseus
Cornus sanguinea
Cyperus esculenta

Hyosciamus niger
^sculus hippocastanum

Oils.

Olive oil - - - -

Almond oil -

Oil of sesamum - - -

Oil of behen or ben
Beech oil - - - -

Oil of mustard -

Rapeseed oil -

Plum-kernel oil -

Butter of cacao - - .

Cocoa nut oil - - -

Palm oil - - . .

Laurel oil -

Ground-nut oil -

Piney tallow - - - .

Colza oil - - _ .

Summer rapeseed oil

Oil of radish seed -

Cherry-stone oil -

Apple seed oil - - .

Spindle-tree oil - .
-

Cornilberry-tree oil

Oil of the roots of Cyprus grass
Henbane- seed oil -

Horse-chestnut oil - •

iugoeZ^mnSy'&e! ''''' '''^^'^^^''^S purposes, and for the greas-

The following is a list of the drying oils :

No.

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Plants.

Linum usitatissimum et perenne -

Corylus avellana - . i

Juglans regia - " -
J

Papaver somniferum - - .

Cannibis sativa - - . .

Cucurbita pepo, et melapepo
Helianthus annuus et perennis -

Ricinus communis - - .

Nicotiana sabacum et rustica
Vitis vinifera —
Hesperis matronalis - - .

Myagrum sativa -

Reseda luteola -

Lepidiura sativum -

Atropa belladonna - - .

Gossypium Barbadense
Pinus abies .

Oils.

Linseed oil -

Nut oil . . _

Poppy oil -

Hemp oil . . .

Cucumber oil

Oil of sunflower
Castor oil -

Tobacco-seed oil -

Grape seed oil

Oil of Julienne
Oil of camelina
Oil of weld-seed -

Oil of garden cresses
Oil of deadly nightshade
Cotton-seed oil

Pinetop oil - -

Specific
Gravity.

0-9347

0-9260

0-9243

0-9276

0-9231

0-9262

0-9611

0-9232

0-9202

0-9281

0 9252
0-9358

0-9240

09250

0-9285

The drying oils are used principally for varnishes and for T.n,-r,f - ,
tte quicker they dry the more valuable they are for thesf nuZsrstill to mcrease their natural siccative properties as muoh Pf'P"'?^''* desirable

generally effected by boiling the oils with liXaSrCoxidTof leadrbv ^ T'^port.on of the litharge is dissolved by the oil but i^ whafwav i/nT ^ 'V'''''increase the siccative properties of the oil is not unde^.tnL - ^ ^''""^^

been given upon the subject; oxide of mllanSe oviHt .^^^ °P"^'°"« ^^^e
a so been used for this purpose ChevS^states tlm lt t 'T' """S"^^'^
oils, that a much lower hea\ acts quite irwell f iih? - -"^ "^cessary to boil the
itharge effects the separation of thrmuct^^^^^^^^^ and ofher

^^'""^^ ^^'^
to protect the oils from the action of hroxvZ of th^ J If° tend
a process for their separation witho^t^^d^7 hLf T::S^'^^Z^
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previously triturated -with litharge, with a solution of the basic acetate of lead for

some time and afterwards allowing the whole to remain still, when the oil separates,

and •will then dry in twenty-four hours. The solution of acetate of lead which re-

mains, may be again used by converting it into the subacetate. A portion of

oxide of lead is dissolved by the oil, and when its presence would be prejudicial, it

may be removed by shaking the oil with dilute sulphuric acid. In boiling the oils

with acetate of lead and litharge, some painters add about an eighth part of resin,

which in that proportion greatly improves the appearance of the paints when dry.

Before describing these oils separately, it is necessary to show the means used for

obtaining them from the seeds, &c.

Fat Oil Manufacture.

Olive oil—It is the practice of almost all the proprietors in the neighbourhood of Aix,

in Provence, to preserve the olives for 15 days in barns or cellars, till they have under-

gone a species of fermentation, in order to facilitate the extraction of their oil. If this

practice were really prejudicial to the product, as some theorists have said, would not

the high reputation and price af the oil of Aix have long ago suffered, and have in-

duced them to change their system of working ? In fact all depends upon the degree

of fermentation excited. They must not be allowed to mould in damp places, to he

in heaps, to soften so as to stick to each other, and discharge a reddish hquor, or to

become so hot as to raise a thermometer plunged into the mass up to 96° F. In such

a case they would afford an acrid nauseous oil, fit only for the woollen or soap manu-

factories A slight fermentative action, however, is useful towards separating the

oil from mucilage. The olives are then crushed under the stones of an edge-mill, and

next put into a screw-press, being enclosed in bulrush-mat bags (caia*), laid over

each other to the number of eighteen. The oil is run off from the channels of the

ground-sill into casks, or into stone cisterns called pizes, two-thirds filled with water.

The pressure applied to the cabas should be slowly graduated.
_

What comes over first, without heat, is the virgin oil. The cabas bemg now

removed from the press, their contents are shovelled out, mixed with some bmling

water again put in the bags, and pressed anew. The hot water helps to carry off he

li? which is deceived in other casks or pizes. The oil ere long accumulates at the

sirfrce, and is skimmed off with large flat ladles ; a process which called W
kuile. When used fresh, this is a very good article, and quite fit for table use but

s apt to get rancid when kept. The subjacent water retains a good dea of oil by

the ^ntervenUon of the mucilage ; but by long repose in a large general cistern, called

it paits .vith it, and the water is then drawn off from the bottoni by a plug

-

hole : the^oil which remains after this is of an inferior quality, and can be used only

'"tS: mlrc'^bTnTcrushed in a mill, boiled with water,.and expressed, yields a still

'°
ah' the oU must be fined by keeping in clean tuns, in an apartment, heated to 60°

Fatil 2 least for twenty da'ys; a?tefwhich it is run off into strong casks, which

thVot^; :;^X:^;'^:^'^^^rs elev^ed above the stage or

floo^ round which hev move on two little margins to prevent the kernel being

• T;J thP oU from which is said to have an unpleasant flavour.
_

Spanish ohve oil,

injured, the
^'{^'^^^^^^ {-^^^^ f,^^ the circumstance of the time which elapses

however, is infe lor to
^y.^.^s. This is unavoidable on account

the mill. The oil, when expressed, is in sheep or go
^ ^^.^^

come from the pericarp, 4 from tl^^ ^""^

That obtained from the P^J'^^^l'^^^Sng the kernels in bags, so as to separate

Oil of almonds, is ^"^""^^^5"' ^4 enclosing them in bags, and squeezing

their brown skins, grinding ^he"^ ^ "V^^^ a hydraulic press ; without heat

them strongly between a ^e^-'e of cast iron p a
y^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
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oil, this species is the most easy to saponify. Bitter almonds being cheaper than the

sweet, are used in preference for obtaining this oil, and they afford an article equally

bland, wholesome, and inodorous. But a strongly scented oil may be procured, accord-

ing to M. Plancbe, by macerating the almonds in hot water, so as to blanch them,

then drying them in a stove, and afterwards subjecting them to pressure. The volatile

oil of almonds is obtained by distilling the marc or bitter almond cake along with

water.

Linseed, Itapeseed, Poppyseed, and other oleiferous seeds were formerly treated for

the extraction of their oil, by pounding in hard wooden mortars with pestles shod
with iron, set in motion by cams driven by a shaft turned with horse or water power;
then the triturated seed was put into woollen bags which were wrapped up in hair-

cloths, and squeezed between upright wedges in press-boxes by the impulsion of
vertical rams driven also by a cam mechanism. In the best mills upon the old
construction, the cakes obtained by this first wedge pressure, were thrown upon the
bed of an edge-mill, ground anew, and subjected to a second pressure, aided by heat
now, as in the first case. These mortars and press-boxes constitute what are called

Dutch mills. They are still in very general use both in this country and on the
continent, and are by many persons supposed to be preferable to the hydraulic
presses.

The roller-mill for merely bruising the linseed, &c, previous to grinding it under
edge-stones and to heating and crushing it in a Dutch or a hydraulic oil-mill, is repre-
sented in. 1337 and 1338. The iron

shaft a, has a winch at each end, with
a heavy fly-wheel upon the one of them,
when the machine is to be worked by
hand. Upon the opposite end is a pul-
ley, with an endless cord which passes
round a pulley on the end of the fluted

roller l>, and thereby drives it. This fluted

roller b, lies across the hopper c, and by
its agitation causes the seeds to descend
equally through the hopper, between the
crushing rollers, d, e. Upon the shaft a,

there is also a pinion which works into
two toothed wheels on the shafts of the
crushing cylinders d and e, thus commu-
nicating to these cylinders motion in
opposite directions. g, are two scraper-
blades, which by means of the two weights
h, h, hanging upon levers, are pressed
against the surfaces of the cylinders, and
remove any seed-cake from them. The
bruised seeds fall through the slit i of
the case, and are received into a chest
wiiich stands upon the board k.

Machines of this kind are now usually
driven by steam-power. Hydraulic
presses have been of late years intro-
duced into many seed-oil railj.s in this
country ; but it is still a matter of dispute
whether they or the old Dutch oil-mill,
with bags of seed compressed between
wedges, driven by cam-stamps, be the
preferable; that is, afford the largest
product of oil with the same expenditure
of capital and power. For figures of hy-
draulic presses, see Press and Stkauine.

This bruising of the seed is merely a
preparation for its proper grinding, under
a pair of heavy edge-stones, of granite, from 5 to 7 feet in diameter; because unbruised

Thp t ^''^yj''^^'' the vertical rolling wheel, and thu^ escape trTurationThe edge-m.ll fbr grmdmg seeds, is represented in _fig. 1339. p is the water wS'which may dnve several pairs of horizontal bevel wheels working in q « and t rn

IV1 T^'" 1
^^''"''^ ^P"^ fi^^^d to the upfer part^'of"L ver'

arc fitd !hr^ ^Z^t
""^''^^ T° the shafts of these latter wheels

^^rK= ^ v''""^':'
'^^'^^ ^''a^erse upon the bed stone w, w x 7ancurbs surroundmg the bed stone to prevent the seeds from fallin

'

T 3

1338

r <•> lll^-^ I I l!l-> .U.I I^M-

ling off
;, o, is the
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scraper. Mill A represents a view, and mill b, a section of the bed stone and

curb. Some hoop the stones with an iron rira, but others prefer the rough

1339

surface of granite, and dress it from time to time -with hammers, as it becomes

irregular. These stones make from 30 to 36 revolutions upon their horizontal

bed is formed of an upright rim of oak-plank bound with iron There 'S^^^'?"

gular notch left in the edge of the bed and corresponding part of the rim, A^hicn
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is usually closed with a slide-plate, and is opened only at the end of the opera-

tion, to let the pasty seed-cake be turned out by the oblique arm of the bottom

scraper. The two parallel stones, which are set near each other, and travel round

their circular path upon the bed, grind the seeds not merely by their weight, of three

tons each, but also by a rubbing motion, or attrition ; because their periphery being

not conical, but cylindrical, by its rolling upon a plane surface, must at every instant

turn round with friction upon their resting points. Strong cast-iron boxes are

bolted upon the centre of the stones, which by means of screw clamps seize firmly the

horizontal iron shafts that traverse and drive them, by passing into a slit-groove the
vertical turning shaft. This groove is lined with strong plates of steel, which wear
rapidly by the friction, and need to be frequently renewed.
The following a-re drawings of the wedge or Dutch seed-crushing machines.
Fig. 1340, front elevation of the wedge seed-crushing machine, or wedge-press.

Fig 1341, section in the line x x of/ig. 1342.

Fig 1342, horizontal section in the line yy, ofJig. 1341.
A, A, upright guides, or framework of wood.
B, B, side guide-rails.

D, driving stamper of wood, which presses out the oil
; c, spring stamper, or re-

lieving wedge, to permit the bag to be taken out when sufficiently pressed, e is the
lifting shaft, having rollers, b,b,b,b,fig. 1341, which lift the stampers by the cams,
« o^fi'j- 1341. F is the shaft from the power-engine, on which the lifters are fixed.
G is the cast-iron press-box, in which the bags of seed are placed for pressure

laterally by the force of the wedge,
o,figs. 1339 and 1343 ; the spring, or relieving wedge.
e, lighter rail ; d, lifting-rope to ditto.

f^fiAA flooring overhead.

g^figs. 1340, and 1343 ; the back iron, or end-plate minutely perforated.

1342

1343

h, the horse-hair bags (called hairs), containing the flannel bag, charged with seed •

I, the dam-block
;
m, the spring wedge.

*

Fig. 1342, A, upright guides
; c, and d, spring and driving stampers

; e, lifting roller •

F, lifting shaft ; a, a, cams of stampers.
'

Fig. 1343, a view of one set of the wedge-boxes, or presses
; supposing the front ofthem to be removed; o, driving-wedge

; g, back iron
; A, hairs

;
i, dam-block

; k, speerinff
or oblique block, between the two stampers;
/, ditto; n, ditto; m, spring wedge.
The first pressure requires only a dozen

blows of the stamper, after which the
pouches are left alone for a few minutes
till the oil has had time to flow out ; in
which interval the workmen prepare fresh
bags. The former are then unlocked, by
making the stamper fall upon the loosen-,
ing wedge or key, m.
The weight of the stampers is usually

from 500 to 600 pounds ; and the height
from which they fall upon the wedges is

from 16 to 21 inches.

Such a mill as that now described can
produce a pressure of from 50 to 75 tons upon each cake of the following dimensions •

the broader base, 7 inches in the narrower, 18 inches in the he cht ^
altogether nearly 140 square inches in surface, and about f of an inch thick

^ '

T 4
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The seeds which have been burst between the rolls, or in the mortars of the Dutch

mills, are to be spread as eiiuuUy as possible, by a shovel, upon the circular path of the

edge-stones, and in about half an hour the charge will be sufficiently ground into a

paste. This' should be put directly into the press, when fine cold drawn oil is wanted.

But in general the paste is heated before being subjected to the pressure. The pressed

cake is a^aiu thrown under the edge-stones, and, after being ground the second time,

should be exposed to a heat of 212° Fahr., in a proper pan, called a steam -kettle, before

being subjected to the second and final pressure in the woollen bags and hair-cloths.

Fi(j. 1344 is a vertical section of the steam-kettle of Hallettc, Sindfig. 134.5 is a view

of the seed-stirrer. a, is the wall of masonry, upon which, and the iron pillar, b, the

pan is supported. It is enclosed in a jacket, for admitting steam into the inter-

mediate space d,d,d, at its sides and bottom; c, is the middle of the pan in which

the shaft of the stirrer is planted upright, resting by its lower end m the step e ;

f is an opening, by which the contents of the pan may be emptied
; g, is an orifice

into which the mouth of the hair or worsted bag is inserted, in order to receive

the heated seed, when it is turned out by the rotation of the stirrer and the withdrawal

of the plug /'from the discharge aperture; h, is the steam induction pipe; and i, the

eduction pipe which serves also to run off the condensed water. ^
. , , ,

When in the course of a few minutes, the bruised seeds are sufficiently heated

in the pans, the double door / is withdrawn, and they are received in the bags,

below the aperture g. These bags are made of strong twilled woollen cloth, woven

on purpose. They are then wrapped in a hair- cloth, lined with leather

The hydraulic oil-press is generally double ; that is, it has two vertical rams placed

parallel to each other, so that while one side is under pressure, the other side is

bein<- discharged, The bags of heated seed-paste or meal are put into cast-iron

to the number of 6 or 8, upon Uie

press sill, and subjected to a force of

300 or 400 tons, by pumps worked

with a steam engine. The first pump
has usually 2 or 2| inches diameter

for a ram of 10 inches, and the second

pump 1 inch. Each side of the press,

in a well-going establishment, should

work 38 pounds of seed-flour every

5 minutes. Such a press will do 70

quarters of linseed in the days' work

of one week, with the labour of one

man at 20s. and three boys at 5s. each ;

and will require a 12-horse power to

work it well, along with the rolls and

the edge-stones.

The apparatus for heating the seeds

by naked fire, as used in Messrs.

Maudsley and Field's excellent seed

crushing mills, on the wedge or Dutch

plan, is represented in the Figs. 1346,

1347, 1348, and 1349.

Fig. 1346 is an elevation, or side-

view of the fire-place of a naked

heater ; fig. 1347 is a plan, in the line

place by the pins or bolts a.
. ^j^™ -ase c 1>V the handles 6 h, the

I,, tunnels, 6riicfe», into ^h"!; by puUraS S1" pe^ded to the hooks c.

seeds are ,nade to fall, from ^7 c<>Min™d
E,

»f ltis''atIacTefhVa t»rlg-jo the collar p,. -^hich

•Sri^i^t^ sl'-dS doL „^n it. n, a hevcl .heel, ,n .ear

'r;:;e'it'-asnxTivrK«

^t^l^^-o^T^l -Sfhotdtrs: m one pfecc, fornis. a. a' a cistcru
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for the reception of the oily matters -which fall therein as they are expressed. At the
opposite end of the bedplate there are formed projections, a^, in which brasses, b, are
fitted, and with the caps, c, form bearings for the crank shaft, d, to turn in. There
are also two other projections, cast on to the bedplate, and are provided with

1349

caps, e, in a similar manner to the caps of plummer blocks. These cans are for .T,.purpose of retainmg firmly in its place the pressing cylinder f whifh should b^- 5

tSXZnTf^ 1 ^"'^ thickness'as to b^e capablf^wi hstSg a constaerable amount of internal pressure. Within tbp r-^r^r^A^-r f «tt a ,.p ^ consi-

terv^k J«l
appearance of an ordinary square-thread;d screw. At very shortTntervak all along the spiral groove there are conical holes s drilled throuo-h tn, and communicat ng with the interior of it Af „i • ^ !^

tnrough the tube.
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bag V and wire gauze "w are then tightly stretched over the end of the tube, and

the collar u driven tightly on, by -which means the bag and wire gauze are securely

held in their places. The lining tube n is then put into the pressing cylinder as far as

the shoulder g. A tubular piece h is next put in and brought into contact with the

collar M, and then the gland i is screwed home, whereby the lining n is firmly retained

within the pressing cylinder. The end of the pressing cylinder is contracted at/',

and forms a shoulder for the abutment of the collar j, the diameter of the aperture in

which regulates the pressure to which the matters under operation are subjected

1350

Within the tube n there is fitted a solid plunger k, which receives motion from the

crank d by means of the connecting rod I, the parallel motion bemg obtained by the

wheels m, on the cross head o, traversing on the side of the bedplate at a. x is a

hopper, bolted to a flange on the pressing cylinder, and communicating therewith.

There is also an opening in the tube n at n\ corresponding with the opening into the

hopper, so that any materials placed in the hopper may fall into the tube n, when the

plun-er k is withdrawn from beneath the opening. At that part of the pressing

cylinder which is occupied by the " lining » there are drilled numerous small ho es,

r which communicate at various points with the spiral groove in the tube n. Un the

outside of the pressing cylinder there are formed two collars, which abut against

the projecting pieces a? and caps e, and cause the pressing cylinder to retained

firmlv in its place. When steam power is to be employed to give motion to the oil

press! it is preferable to have the crank which is actuated by the steam piston formed

on the end d', on the crank shaft of the oil press, and placed at such an angle to the

crank d, that when the crank d is pushing the plunger k to the end of its stroke, he

steam p ston will be at the half stroke, whereby the motive power applied l be the

greatest at the time that the press offers the most resistance, and the steam piston al o,

w1.en passing its dead points, will have to overcome the friction of the machinery only,

TtheEgi k will be in Ihe middle of its back stroke. When any other motive

power is applied to turn the crank d, it will be necessary to put a wheel on the

Eft as also such cog-wheels as will be necessary to connect it with the first mover

When th" Apparatus is'to be employed in expressing
^^^^f^f^^^^^^;^^^^

been ground and treated in the way now commonly pract-sed, is put into he hopper

and motion being transmitted to the crank in the manner
^'''''^'^^^'^^SS

h will rommence a reciprocating movement in the tube n of the pressing cyimaer.

^::lZT:ZTn rllL m th? direction of the

opening in the hopper, and allow a portion of the seed to fall into
J«

t^^^-

^ '^^^

vpvcrse motion of the plunger will drive it towards the open end of the cylinder, its

pas gebergn^uchre'tard?d by the friction against ^befeso the tube U^^^^^^^

chiefl? by the contraction of the escape aperture through the collarj^ hich will pro

duce a considerable amount of resistance, and consequently Pl«"f/J^'^J^^? %

larger or smaller opening. The lining may at any u
plunger is some-

and the worn parts removed when found requisite. The action o^h^ P' .

what like that of the plunger of an h>;frauhc P
^^^^J^^/j/^^^^

at one end of the Pressing cylinder, and allowed m^^^^^^^^ '

of the interior of the pressing
fyl'"f^ ^f^' '"^'Je^^^^^^^^ from injury, is covered

other suitable pervious materia , ^^^^ that t may be Protectea
^^^^J^ ^^^^^^^^

with wire gauze or finely P^'-f^^^^f ^"^.^t ^^^^ tube n on the outside, and is

from within, while it is supported at every
f'^V ^ ^^'t^^.g^j . The expressed oil,

thus subjected to a very little wear and to no risk of hu^J^'^g- J^^,^^ ^ into

passing through the wire gauze and
>ff;^"Jf^'; *fbX perforations/^ in the

Sc;t"dtrd^fu frS "iS^tj^^ a, Lm w^ch it can be

drawn by the pipe y.
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Two or more presses may be used side by side, actuated either by one crank throw

or by separate throws upon one shaft, placed with reference to each other in such

manner as greatly to equalise the amount of resistance throughout the revolution of

the crank shaft. Although the one here described is a cylindrical pressing plunger, an
angular section may be given to the pressing vessel and plunger, and may of course

be used to express oils from any seeds containing them. In the drawing no method
is shown for heating the seed cake to be subjected to pressure therein, but as it is

known to be desirable to heat some matters from which oil is to be expressed, the
following method is described. When heat is to be applied during the process of
pressing, it is desirable to make the pressing cylinder of somewhat larger diameter,
and of greater length, and to divide the cistern a' into two separate compartments
over both of which the pressing cylinder is to extend ; a strong wrought-iron tube is

to enter the open end of the pressing cylinder, and to extend about half way to the
hopper, where it terminates in a solid pointed end ; this tube is to occupy the centre
of the pressing cylinder, and will consequently leave an annular space around it, which
will be occupied by the seed, meal, or other matters under operation. Steam is let

into this iron tube, and its temperature thereby raised to any desired point. The end
of the tube which extends beyond the pressing cylinder is to be securely attached to
a bracket projecting from the bed-plate, so that it may be firmly held in its position,
notwithstanding the force exerted against the pointed end of it. The effect of this
arrangement will be, that, as the seed, meal, &c. fall into the pressing cylinder and are
pushed forward by the plunger, they will give out a portion of their oil in that state
known as cold drawn, which will fall into the first compartment of the cistern a\ The
further progress of the meal along the pressing cylinder will bring it in contact with
the pointed end of the heating tube ; here it will have to divide itself, and pass along
the annular space between the heating tube and the lining, and being thus spread into
a thin cylindrical layer around the tube, it will readily absorb heat therefrom, when
a second portion of oil will be given out and received by the second compartment of
the cistern

; and thus will the operations of cold and hot pressing be carried on
simultaneously.

Bessemer and Heywood's patent also mentions another machine for the expression
of oils from the seeds, &c., by pressure in connection with water, or water rendered
slightly alkaline. A sectional drawing of it is

represented in Z^?. 1351. a is a cast-iron cistern,
having semicircular ends, and open on the upper
side. At one end of it is fixed a cylindrical vessel,
B, with hemispherical ends. This vessel is of con-
siderable strength, and should be capable of with-
standing a pressure of 5000 pounds to the square
inch. It is held in an upright position by a flange,
C, formed upon it, and extending around one-half
of its circumference. This flange rests upon a
similar oue formed around the upper side of the
cistern a, and is bolted thereto. At the upper
part of the vessel b is formed a sort of basin, b',
the edge of which supports an arch -shaped piece
of iron, D. At the centre of the basin there is an
opening into the vessel, and an hydraulic cup lea-
ther, E, is secured within the opening by means of
the collar o. In the bottom of the vessel b there
IS also an opening, into which is fitted a cup lea-
ther, H, secured in its place by the rmgj, which
is firmly bolted to the vessel b. A strong wrought-
iron rod, k, extends from the top of the arch d
down through the vessel b, having two enlarge-
ments or bosses, k', formed upon it, which are
fitted to the cup leathers. The upper part of rod
K has a screw formed upon it at k-', which passes
through the boss d' and enters the boss n, in which
a screw th read is formed. The boss n is provided
with handles, p, by turning which the rod k may
be raised or lowered when required, r is a pipe,
through which water may be injected into the

Imnf ^.^y'^ foi-ce pump, such as is generally
employed to work hydraulic presses, s is a cock,whereby a portion of the contents of the vessel bmay be run oflF, and the pressure relieved when
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necessary. The two bosses, k' and k-, being of equal area, whatever pressure may
be exerted within the vessel n, it does not tend to raise or lower the rod k, but such
pressure, acting on the cup leathers, will keep the joint tight, and prevent the matters
under pressure from leaking out. After a certain quantity of oil or oleaginous matters
have been expressed from vegetable or aniuial substances, the remainiug portions

which they contain are more difficult to obtain, and we therefore treat the oil in com-
bination with the substances in which it is contained in the following manner:— The
aforesaid substances, after coming from the oil press or mill, are mixed with as much
warm water, or water slightly impregnated with alkaline matter, as will reduce them
to a semi-fluid state. They are then to be operated upon in the apparatus last de-
scribed. For this purpose the handles p p are turned round, and the boss k' with-
drawn from its opening, while the boss K-, which is much longer, will still close the

lower aperture. The semi-fluid materials are then put into the basin b', and fall from
thence into the vessel B ; when it is fully charged the rod k is again lowered into the

position shown in the figure. The communication with the hydraulic press pump is

then made by means of a cock attached to the pump, from which the water flows

through the pipe R into the vessel B, and thus with a few strokes of the pump the

whole of the contents of the vessel B will be subjected to the requisite pressure. An
interval of a few minutes is then allowed for the combination of the oil and water, and
the cock s is then opened, and a small portion of the fluid contents of the vessel allowed

to escape into the cistern. The pressure being thus relieved, the handles p p are to

be again turned so as to lift the rod k sufficiently high to withdraw the boss k- from

the lower opening ; the contents of the vessel b will then flow out into the cistern a,

and the boss being again lowered so as to close the lower aperture, the refilling of

the vessel may take place for another operation. The pressure thus brought upon the

mixture of oleaginous matters and water will cause the oil therein contained to mix with

the water, and form a milky-looking fluid, from which the oil may be afterwards sepa-

rated from the water, either by repose in large vessels or by evaporating the water

therefrom by heat. When the oil is to be used for soap making, and some other pur-

poses, this combination of oil and water may be used without such separation. When
seed oil is thus obtained the mucilaginous matters assist in combining these fluids.

After the materials have been drawn off from the cistern A, and passed through a

strainer, the solid portions are to undergo another pressing, in order to displace the

remaining portion of their fluid contents. In some cases it will be found advan-

tageous to boil up the milky-looking fluid resulting from the operation last described,

in order to coagulate the albuminous portions and otherwise assist in the purification

of the oil.

The quantities of oil produced by the various seeds vary greatly and also different

samples of the same kind of seed.

The following notes of Mr. E. Woolsey, taken by him at sundry mills for pressing

oils ; and remarks upon the subject of seed-crushing in general, will doubtless be

valuable :
—

. « j i , tt
" The chief point of difference depends upon the quality of seed employed. Heavy

seed will yield most oil, and seed ripened under a hot sun, and where the flax is

not gathered too green, is the best. The weight of linseed varies from 48 to 52 lbs.

per imperial bushel ;
probably a very fair average is 49 lbs., or 392 lbs. per imperial

quarter. I inspected one of the seed-crusher's books, and the average of 15 trials of

a quarter each of different seeds in the season averaged 14^ galls, of 7^ lbs. each ; say,

109 lbs. of oil per quarter. This crusher, who uses only the hydraulic press, and one

pressing, informed me that

Archangel seed will yield from - - - 15 to 16 gals, (of 7^ lbs. each)

Best Odessa 18 and even 19 do.

Good crushing seed I5| do.

Low seed, such as weighs 48 lbs. per bushel - - 13^ do.

« The average of the seed he has worked, which he represents to be of an inferior

quality, for the sake of its cheapness, yields 14^ gals, per quarter I had some

Amerkan seed which weighed 52ilbs. per imperial bushel, ground and pressed under

my own observation, and it gave me 1 1 1 lbs. oil ; that is to say. 4 1 8 lbs. of seed gave

111 lb": oil = 20-^ per cent. A friend of mine, who is a London crusher, told me

the oil varied according to the seed from 14 to 17 gals ;
and when you consider the

relative value of seeds, and remember that oil rn d cake from any kmd of seed is of

the same value, it will be apparent that the yield is very different
;
for example,

fE India linseed worth - 52s. per quarter.

25th July, 1836, I

i>etersburg linseed 48 to 52 do.

prices of seed.
]^ ^^^^^^^ .... 52 do.
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The difference of 4s. must be paid for in the quantity of oil, which at 38s. 6rf. per cwt.

(the then price) requires about 11^ lbs. more oil expressed to pay for the difference

in the market value of the seed. Another London crusher informed me that East

India linseed will produce 1 7 gallons, and he seemed to think that that was the extreme

quantity that could be expressed from any seed. The average of last year's Russian

seed would be about 14 gals.; Sicilian seed 16 gals.

Hydraulic
Presses.

Work done, —re- Number
Place. Engine Power. Stampers- Rollers. Edge-stones. KeUles. duced to an

hour.
of press-

ings.

10 horse power 1 VivHmii. 5 light 1 pair 1 pr. edge- 5 table kettles 1 English 2 press-

lie, 200 stiimpars. rolls. stones. small size quarter per ings.

tons. heated by
steam.

working
hour.

London 20 horse power 1 hydrau- 13 light 1 pair 2 pr. edge- 8 t.ible kettles 2 English 2 ditto.
lic kn, rolls. sfnn pfi small size nimrffrR npr

tons. heated by
fire.

working
hour.

London 12 horse power. none 9 light 2 pair 2 pr. edge- 4 table kettles 1 English 2 ditto.

but the engine stampers. rolls, stones, small size quarter per
is used also for used used also heated by working
other work. also for

other
pur-
poses.

for other
purposes.

fire. hour.

Hull - 18 horsp engine. none 3 very 1 pair 1 pr. edge- 3 double case li English
quarter per

1 ditto.

old construe heavy rolls. stones. large size

tion. stampers. steam
kettles.

working
hour.

Ditto - 22 horse engine none 6 very
heavy

stampers.

2 pair
rolls

2 pr. edge-
stones.

6 double case
large size

steam
kettles.

Not known. I ditto.

" Rape-seed.—I have not turned my attention to the quantity of oil extracted from
this seed ; but a French crushes (M. Geremboret), on whom I think one may place
considerable dependence, told me, that

3^ lbs. of best Cambray rape- seed yielded
common rape-seed
— poppy- seed*4

1 lb. oil.

1 lb. oil.

1 lb. oil.

" Rape-seed weighs from 52 to 56 lbs. per imperial bushel."

The following tables of the quantity of oils obtained from some seeds, fruits, &c.,
may be found useful :—

100 Parts of each. Oil per Cent.

Walnuts - - -

Castor-oil seeds

Hazel nuts -

Garden cress seed -

Sweet almonds
Bitter almonds
Poppy seeds - - -

Oily radish seed

Sesamum (jugoline)

Lime-tree seeds

Cabbage seed
White mustard
Kape, colewort, and Swe-

dish turnip seeds
Plum kernels
Colza seed -

Rape seed -

Euphorbium (spurge seed)

40 to 70
62

60
56 to 58
40 to 54
28 to 46
56 to 63

50
50
48

30 to 39

36 to 38

33-5

33-3

36 to 40
30 to 36

30

100 Parts of each,

Wild mustard seed -

Camelina seed
Weld seed . _ -

Gourd seed -

Lemon seed - - -

Onocardium acanthe, or
bear's foot -

Hemp seed -

Linseed - - -

Black mustard seed
Beech mast -

Sunflower seeds

Stramonium, or thorn-
apple, seeds

Grape-stones -

Horse-chestnuts

St. Julian plum

Oil per Cent.

30
28

29 to 36
25
25

25
14 to 25
1 1 to 22

15
15 to 17

15

15

14 to 23
1-2 to 8

18

To obtain the above proportions of oil, the fruits must be all of good quality
deprived of their pods, coats, or invohcru, and of all the parts destitute of oil whichalso must be extracted in the best manner,

'
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The follo-wing Table is given by M. Dumas, as exhibiting the practical results of

the French seed oil manufacturers:

—

Summer colza

Winter colza

Rape seed

Camelina seed

Poppy seed -

Madia sativa

Beech mast -

Hemp seed -

Linseed
Stripped walnuts -

Sweet almonds
Olives - - -

Weight per Hectolitre* Produce in Litres.

54 to 65 kilogs. 21 to 25

56 to 70 — 25 to 28

65 to 68 — 23 to 26

53 to 60 — 20 to 24

54 to 62 — Zl to 25

40 to 50 — 12 to 15

42 to 50 — 12 to 15

42 to 50 — 12 to 15

By sample, 67. 10 to 12

From 100 kilogs. 46 to 50

— 100 — 44 to 48

— 100 — 10 to 12

Purification of oils — As the oils are obtained from the mills they generally con-

tain some albuminous and mucilaginous matter and some other impurities which re-

Quire to be removed, in order to render the oil perfectly clear and fit for burning,

&c. Several processes have been proposed for this purpose, the one most generally

used is that known as Thenard's process.
.. • ^ a *i,„f

Although concentrated sulphuric acid acts so strongly on the ous. it is found that,

when added only in small quantities, it attacks principally the impurities first.

Thenard's process consists in adding gradually 1 or 2 per cent, of sulphuric acid to

the oil previously heated to 100°, and well mixmg them by constant a-itation. To

effect this the process mav be carried on in a barrel fixed on an axis and kept re-

volving, or in a barrel which is itself immovable, but having fixed >n Us axis a

movable fan After the action of the acid is complete, which is known by the oil,

Tfter twenty-four hours' rest, appearing as a clear liquid, holding flocculent matter m
suspenron,^here is added to it a quantity of water, heated to 140°, equal to about

two thirds of the oil; this mixture is well agitated until it acquires a mdky appear-

anee It is then allo;ed to settle, when, after a few days, the clarified oil -d rise to

the surface while the flocculent matter will have fallen to the bottom of the acid

iou d The oil may then be drawn off, but requires to be fi tered to make it per-

ftct vclear The figuration is always a ditficult matter, and is conducted m variou

2«vs It ^s sometimes placed in tubs, in the bottom of which there are conical holes

Ju^aJI rntton burthe holes become speedily choked with solid matters. Another

and more spy price': IX t^e mean's of a'displacing funnel, the apertures in the

st^^vUaS?^^^^ for the purification of oils.. Some passing hot

air tJroirthe oUwhUe at the same time exposed to the action of l.ght; others

P'SLlnTproc'snfaS^^^^^^^^^
He operates upon

ab?u??So S'ons of oil, aud for
PO^^ds of su^^^^^^

:^^^^t;^?»n^ar^^ -;S;-

by the acid. It then has assumed a ^^ry dark colo r ^tter bein^ a

for twelve hours, it is transferred to a coppe^^^^^^^^^^^
state through

holes, through which steam is f^^.tted and P^^ ng^J^ ^^^^^^^ ^.^ried on for six

the oil, raises it to the temperature of 21
'^'^'^^J^'j^J^^ shape of an inverted

or seven hours; the oil then transferred to a cool i,havm^^^^^^
.^^ ^.^^ ^ ^.^^^^

cone, terminating in a short P'jP;;
P/-f^,„^; 'a?o stand ill the liquids are separated,

distance from the bottom. After
acid iouor is drawn off through the

which generally takes about twelve houi s^ the a^^^^^^^^

^.^^ ^^^^^^

^^^^ -

^iSrslrlnfusion of nut-galls is used to ^^^^^^
acid contained in which renders the impurities less soluble nt

^

with the oil by agitation and f^J^^X^^^ lead, or'sulphate

any tannic acid it may have retained, by tieaung
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of zinc. Wheu the oil is to be used for machinery it must be dried by treatment with

freshly calcined sulphate of lime, or carbonate of soda.

Generai, Remarks on the Non-dryino Oils.

Olive oil.— Fevr vegetables have been so repeatedly noticed and so enthusiastically

described by the ancient writers as the olive tree. It seems to have been adopted in

all ages as the emblem of benignity and peace. The preserved or pickled olives, so

admired as a dessert, are the green unripe fruit deprived of part of their bitterness by
soaking them in water, and then preserved in an aromatised solution of salt. There
are several varieties met with in commerce, but the most common are the small French
or Provence olive and the large Sparnsh olive. When ripe the fruit abounds in a bland
fixed oil. The processes for extracting it have already been mentioned. Olive oil is

an unctuous fluid, of a pale yellow or greenish yellow colour. The best kinds have
scarcely any smell ; a bland and mild taste. In cold weather it deposits white fatty

globules (a combination of oleine and margarine). It is soluble in about times its

weight of ether ; but is only very slightly soluble in alcohol. By admixture with
castor oil, its solubility in spirit seems to be increased. Pure olive oil has less ten-
dency to become rancid than most other fixed oils, but the second qualities rapidly
become rancid, owing probably to some foreign matters. It is not a drying oil, and
is less apt to thicken by exposure to the air, and for this reason is preferred for
greasing delicate machinery, especially watch and clock-work. Brande describes a
process for preparing it for these latter purposes. The oil is subjected to cold, when
it principally solidifies ; the portion however which still remains liquid is poured off
from the solid portion. A piece of sheet lead, or some shot, are then placed in it, and
it is exposed in a corked phial to the action of sunshine. A white matter gradually
separates, after which the oil becomes clear and colourless and is fit for use. Some
oils prepared by this process kept its consistence very well for four or five years
while m a stoppered bottle, but when exposed to the atmosphere it began to thicken,
and did not answer so well as was expected by the watchmaker who tried it from its

appearance before exposure to the air.

The principal object in the process appears to be to get as pure oleine as possible,
but the purer the oleine the more likely is it to become thick. According to
Kerwych, oleine of singular beauty may be obtained by mixing two parts of olive oil
with one part of caustic soda lye, and macerating the mixture for twenty-four hours
with frequent agitation. Weak alcohol nmst then be poured into it, to dissolve the
margarine soap, whereby the oleine, which remains unsaponified, is separated, and
floats on the surface of the liquid. This being drawn off, afresh quantity of spirit is
added, till the separation of the oleine be complete.

It has a slightly yellowish tint, which may be removed by digesting with a little
animal charcoal in a warm place for twenty-four hours. By subsequent filtration,
the oleine is obtained limpid and colourless, and of such quality that it does not
thicken with the greatest cold, nor does it affect either iron or copper instruments im-
mersed in it. There are four different kinds of olive oil known in the districts
where it is prepared :

— 1. Virgin oil; 2. Ordinary oW (^huile ordinaire) ; 3. Oil of
the infernal regions (huile d'enfer) ; 4. Oil Prepared hy fermentation.

1. Virgin oil. — In the district MontpelTier, they apply the term virgin oil to that
which spontaneously separates from the paste of crushed olives. This oil is not met
with m commerce, being all used by the inhabitants of the district, either as an emol-
lient remedy, or for oiling the works of watches.

In the district of Aix, they give the name virgin oil to that which is first obtained
trom the olives ground to a paste in a mill, and submitted to a slight pressure two or
three days after collecting the fruit. Thus, there is no virgin oil brought from Mont-
pelher. but a good deal of it is brought from Aix.

2. Ordinur,/ oil.- In the district of Montpellier, this oil is prepared by pressing the
olives, previously crushed and mixed with boiling water. At Aix, the ordinary oil ismade from the olives which have been used for obtaining the virgin oil The pastewhich has been previously pressed, is broken up, a certain quantity of boiling water
IS poured over it, and it is then again submitted to the press. By this second ex-
pression, in which more pressure is applied than in the previous one, an oil is ob-tamed somewhat inferior in quulity to the virgin oil. The oil is separated from thewater in a few hours after the operation.

•

^.V '^i-
"'/«'-««^ regions (huile d'enfer). — The water which has been employedm the preceding operation, is, in some districts, conducted into large reservoirscalled the infernal regions, where it is left for many days. During this neriod anv

side? ""rtt ''•iT
""'^ed with the water separates, and collects on the

wb r^-; '''"S '"^^""^ 1"^^"^' fit for burning in lamps forwhich It answers very well. It is sometimes called lamp oil.
^ ^ '
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4. Fermented oil (huile fermentde). — This" is obtained in the two above named dis^

tric'ts, by leiiving the fresh olives in heaps for some time, and pouring boiling water

over them before pressing the oil. But this method is very seldom put in practice,

for the olives daring this fermentation lose their peculiar flavour, become much

heated and acquire a musty taste, which is communicated to the oil.

The' fruity flavour of the oil depends upon the quality of the olives from which it

has been pressed, and not upon the method adopted in its preparation.

There are met with in commerce, the virgin oil of Aix, the ordinary oil of Mont-

pellier and Aix, rarely the oil by fermentation, and never the oil of the infernal

When olive oil is mixed with nitrous acid or nitrate of mercury, it solidifies after

some time, and forms a solid fat, of a light yellow colour, which is called elaidine. It

is the oleine of the oil that is aflFected, and appears to undergo a molecular change, for

the elaidl7ie is said to have the same ultimate composition as oleme itself.

Ohve oil is used as food and in salads, hence is often called xalad oil; and also m
medicine in making ointments, &c., and for various other purposes.

The analyses of olive oil give the following results:—
Saussure. Gay Lussac and Lefort.

Thenard. i

"
1

Carbon - - 76-03 - 77-21 - 77-.51 - 77-20

Hydrogen - - 11-55 - 13-36 - l-5b - '35

Oxygel - - 1207 - 943 - 10-93 - 11-45

Nitrogen (?) - 0-35

10000 100-00 10000 100 00

Owing to the high price of olive oil it is frequently adulterated with oils of less

value as poppv oil?&c This will be more fully treated of when speakmg of the

^t^Zl:^^^te CAmy,dalus communis,.Uc, ^-IdsJbe almond^:^^^^

native of Syria and Barbary, but is now abundant throughou the south of Europe,

and 'rows even in England, though here the fruit seldom ripens. The oil is ob-

tSnc^bv expression from the bitter or sweet almonds, but most generally from tlie

former from^Ihe ?act of their being cheaper, and the residual cake being more

valuabie Sding by distillation with water the essential od of almonds ;
^^^ri the

Sesence of wate? is carefully avoided, the oil obtained from them is quite as good as

fhat obtained ? om the sweet almonds ; but when water is present vrith the almonds

n7wou d be the case if they were deprived of their skins by maceration m water the

o lTou^^ possess r;ore o7less acrid taste. The average produce is from 48 to 52 lbs

from icwt of almonds {Pereira). When recently expressed it is turb.d, bu by

egg as an emulsion. . .

Oil of almonds has the following composition -.
—

Lefort.

Nitrogen (?) - - 0-29

-^^0 100-00 10000 100 00 100-00

Almond oil is sometimes adulterated with olive oil.^^^^^^^^^
-me

commercial samples of oil seem to ^«
""l^ ° ^^^^ are obtained from the Sesa-

Teeloil,ovoilof sesamurn.-The seeds ^vlnch^^^^^^

.vhere they are called oily

mum orientals and are much
"'^^J^^^J^i^^S ' l^e rTcl T seeds yield a warm

grain ; and are made into soups puMmg^' r
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^

pungent oil, which loses its pungency alter a year oi v ,

it is often mixed with olive oil ^or soups, &c.
j f^om the seeds of a plant

Od ofBehen or Ben. -This od "f'^:;

"^^^^^'^J^^fSat^^ in the West Indies.

(Moringa aptera) indigenous to Arabia and bj na, ana cuiuva
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B Is colourless or slightly yellow without odour
-f^f ^^^^^^^

parates by standing into t^vo parts, one of wlucli bea« a y ^^^^

''"S;l.p.'"fiSn"r,ppears .0 yield .«o peculiar acid. In ^all quantities, henic

and moringlc acids.
„ , i, / p^-,,,, svlvatica^ yield about 12 per cent.

J' i's SploJ'ed cSi?. E!a;le!;fd also ,o. iliu^iuatiu, pu.-

r "SnjedTof —fJS« abcu. per

OiZ of mustard.— Ihf seeas oi
riensitv of -9142 at 60° F., and does not

SirbyCd^'»;"
cent, of a similar o^l

the seeds of several kinds of

Rape seed oil.—This oil is Pi^,epareu ^ ^ jj ^ .9128; and tLe
brassica; the J5ra.«.ca «ap«* yields abo^^^^^^^

-9167. None but
Brassica rapes a much smaller quan^^^^^^^ of a s mik oil of sp.^g.^

^^^^^
the driest seeds are used, and these

^I^f^^^.^^^^^^^^ considerable purification

the albumen; but he oil,

^^^^/J^^ "^L^'^g^'i' ^^^^^^ Thenard's process, before
before being fit for

P-^XlucUh ml^er h^^^^ a solution of ChlorideS mVrad^^^tt eou^slyS^^^^

rape oil. W solution of the cl;Jori^^^^^^^^^^ ^LrshS'aM 'at Lt
fh'i'rbfc L's'eC; ttfdVk btwn, and after a few days a dark brown deposit

aLs place The oil is still turbid, but by adding hot water and passing steam

throiKrh it it is rendered clear, and the chloride of zmc separated.

DeSch recommends to subject the rape oil to heat until it begms to decompose,

and keep it in aTtate of gentle -ebullition for a few hours ; a scuni forms and separates.

Sthe'oil becomes transparent and greenish. After two or three days' repose the

WaSitorrthoTls'to' agiLS'he oil with a certain quantity of a solution of

cauTtjfsodtwhTch dtsolves th'e impurities, these separating with the sniall quantity of

soap formed ; the oil is afterwards well washed with water and collected.

Rape oil is of a light yellow colour, peculiar taste and smell, which increase as the

^'^Us employed for illuminating, for the manufacture of soft soaps, for the oiling of

woollen stuffs in the process of their manufacture, in the preparation of leather, and

also for lubricating machinery.

The English rape seed seems to yield the best oil.
, n , rrn

Butter of cacao. — This is obtained from the cacao nut, the seed of a tree ( Fheo-

brovia cacao) which is largely cultivated in South America. The nuts yield about

50 per cent, of this substance, which is either expressed by the aid of heat, or by

boiling the crushed seeds with water. It is yellowish, but may be obtained almost

colourless by melting in hot water. It has the consistence of suet. It presents the

odour and taste of the cacao nut. Its density is -91
; it fuses at 86° F but does

not solidify again till cooled to 73° F. It is composed in a great part of steanne,

with very little oleine. It may be kept for a very long time without becoming rancid,

and on this account it is sometimes used in pharmacy.
^ •

Plum kernel oil. The kernels of the plum {Prunus domesticus) deprived of their

skin yield about 33 per cent, of a transparent oil, of a brownish yellow colour, and of

a taste resembling that of oil of sweet almonds. Its sp. gr. is -9127
;
and solidifies

at 1 6° F. It speedily becomes rancid. It is prepared especially in Wurtemburg,

and is employed for lighting, for which it answers very well.

Cocoa nut oil.—The trees (Cocas nuciferm. Sec.) which yield the cocoa nut are

natives of tropical climates, five varieties being indigenous to Ceylon. A powerful

oil is extracted from the bark, and is used by the Cingalese as an ointment in cuta-

neous diseases. The cocoa nut oil of commerce is obtained from the kernel of the

nut. Two processes are used for its extraction in Malabar and Ceylon ;
viz. by pres-

sure, aided by heat, or by boiling the bruised kernel with water, and skimming olF the

oil as it forms on the surface. It is a white solid, possessing a peculiar odour and mild

taste. It fuses at about 70° F. It is composed principally of a peculiar fat, cocinine,

and a small quantity of oleine. It speedily becomes rancid. We receive it prin-

cipally from South America. It is employed in the manufacture of candles and soap,

Vol. III. U
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of the fruit, which is about the size of niTeons' ;<rL ° '"u^'^
^'"'''^ P°''^'«"

orange yellow, collected in head They have a oW '

"""7k'''' ^^'^P

sareocai, ^vhieh covers and closely adhen s lo ?he hardS I f'""'' T""^
within which is the seed. The oil is obta ned frn^ ^ putamen or endocarp,

resembles the olive. It is la neVSe^^^^^^^^
with water, when the oil separates and rises to t^u. c r' °'^>.^?'''"g '^^e Iruit

cipally from Cayenne and theToasts o? Gu nea IHs wtn'Vr. ! l" '/T
luses at about 80° F. It speedily becomes rancid and decomposes with liberation nfglyeerme and the fatty acids, and as this change progresses,^ hs frlV po n "adually rises till it somet mes even reaches qyo R U icn^Z

'"Miifc point gra-

peculiar fat, pa!.nUin, and a htUe S^^e'and ciurinrmaTn^tTS'llh:
manufticture of soap and candles, and is imported in fery large quan i ties Ti e

pan'y" woi'L' i^Ts? r^f^
treatment of palm oif at fricl's JaS Cm!pany s woi ks in 1855 {Pharmaceutical Journal, vol. xv. p. 264). The crude calm(Hi IS melted out of the casks in which it has been imported, and allowed to remainin a melted state m large tanks until the mechanical impur ties havHeUled to the

IT^I .1^' '
• P"°^P^<1 ^l"^^ vessels, where it is heated and ex!posed to the action of sulphuric acid. The glycerine and fatty acids are thereby

nsoTubfe
' 'Thi

' °''"'''
^.-^P""*''^ carbonisedLd partly r nderedinsoluble. The mixture has now a greyish-brown colour, and is washed with water

Jnttv nnTs r , ^J""", '\ P^^'^'^^*' distillation now separates the mixedfatty acids (palmitic and palm-ole.c acids), as a white crystalline fat, while the resi-duum m the st.ll IS converted into a fine hard pitch. This pitch is fit for any of tLpurposes to which ordinary pitch is applicable. The mixed fatty acids may be made
directly into candles, or they may be separated by hydraulic pressure, aided; if neces-sary by heat. This efiFects the separation of the liquid part (oleic acid), which, after
purification, is fit for burning m lamps and other purposes. The hard cake left in
the presses is nearly pure palmitic acid, it is brilliantly white, not at all greasy, and
has a melting point ot 135° to 138°. It is fit for the manufacture of the finest candles
either alone or m admixture with the stearine of the cocoa nut oil.
Palm oil often requires to be bleached for its various uses, and there are several

processes used to effect it, viz. chlorine, powerful acids, and the combined influence
of air, heat, and light.

M. Pohl has bleached palm oil by heating it quickly to 464° F. and keeping it at
that temperature for a few mi-nutes, without the aid of light or air. And he says this
process has been carried on for some time in a factory. The heating of the palm oil
IS efi"ected as rapidly as possible in cast-iron pans ; it is kept for ten minutes at the
temperature of 464° F., and the bleaching is complete. Ten or twelve hundred-
weight ofpalm oil may be conveniently heated in one pan, which, however, must only
be two-thirds full as the oil expands greatly by the heat. It must be covered with a
well fitted cover, which prevents inconvenience from the disagreeable vapours which
arise. This answers better on the large scale than on the small. By this process it
acquires an empyreumatic odour, which disappears after a little time, and the original
odour of the palm oil returns.

The yellow fat which is used to grease the axle-trees of the railway carriages is

prepared with a mixture of palm oil and tallow, with which is mixed a little soda lye.
(^Gerhardt.)

For the properties ofpalmitin and palmitic acid see Palmitic acid.
Laurel oil.—This oil is known also under the name of " oil of bays." and is obtained

from either the fresh or dried berries of the bay tree {Laurus nobilis), which grows
principally in the south of Europe ; and is also cultivated in our gardens, the leaves
being used by the cook on account of their flavour. The berries were analysed by
Bonastre in 1824, and amongst other things, were volatile oil, 0*8, laurin (carophorof
the bay berry), 1-0, and fixed oil, 12-8, in 100 parts of the berries. Duhamel states
that the fixed oil is obtained from the fresh and ripe berries by bruising them in a
mortar, boiling them for three or four hours in water, and then pressing them in a
sack. The expressed oil is mixed with the decoction, and on cooling is found
floating on the surface of the water. When the dried berries are used they are first

subjected to the vapour of water until they are well soaked, and are then rapidly
pressed between heated metallic plates. By the latter process they yield one-fifth of
their weight of oil. It is imported in barrels from Trieste. It has a bntyraceous
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consistence and a granular appearance. Its colour is greenish, and its odour like

S of the berries. Cold alcohol extracts from it the essential oil and green colourmg

matter leaving the lauro-stearine, which, composes the principal part ot it. VVitU

alkalies it fornfs soaps. But its principal use is in medicine, and more particularly m
veterinary medicine. It has been used as a stimulating liniment m sprains and

bruises, and in paralysis. » . r
Native oil of laurel (Hancock) ; Laurel turpentine (^fen/iowse).—Imported trom

Demerara ; obtained by incisions in the bark of a large tree, called by the Spaniards

^'Azeyte de sassafras" growing in the vast forests between the Orinoco and the

Parime. This oil is transparent, slightly yellow, and smells like turpentine, but

more agreeable, and approaching to oil of lemons. Its sp. gr. at 50° F. is 0-8645,

It consists of two or more oils isomeric with each other, and with oil of turpentine. Its

coloui- is due to a little resin. It is an excellent solvent for caoutchouc. {Pereira).

Ground-nut oi7.—This is obtained from the fruit of the ground-nut plant iArachis

hi/pogcea). Ostermeier states, that a considerable quantity of the eaith-nut having

been imported into Bremen, without finding a market, the importers expressed the oil,

which is sold under the name of earth-nut oil. According to Dr. Buchner, this plant

belongs to the leguminosse, and the fruit is a netted yellowish grey pod, of from

one to three inches long, and four to nine lines thick, in which are contained two or

three brownish-red ovate seeds, of the size of a small hazel-mit. Their parenchyma

is white, very nutritious and oily, on which account the Arachis, which is indigenous

to the tropical parts of America, has been transplanted to Asia and Africa, and even

to the south of Europe ; and is in that climate frequently cultivated and employed for

the manufacture of the oil. The oily seeds possess a sweet taste, somewhat like that

of haricot beans, and are used in tropical climates, partly raw, and partly prepared

into a sort of chocolate, which however is not equal to that prepared from cacao.

The oil is employed for the same purposes as olive oil. It is of a somewhat greenish

colour, and has a sp. gr. of '9163 at 60° Fahr. It is only slightly soluble in alcohol

(one part in 100). Its smell at ordinary temperatures is scarcely perceptible, but if

heated to 122° or 167° Fahr. it acquires a smell like sweet oil, and the haricot beans,

but is not disagreeable. Its taste is not quite so agreeable as that of almond oil and
olive oil. At about 34° Fahr. the arachis oil (from Bremen) congeals into a viscid

mass like a linunent, without depositing anything, by which it is distinguished from
oil of almonds and olive oil. Although not a drying oil, it does not solidify when
treated with nitrous acid or nitrate of mercury, and by this also may be known from
olive oil, &c.

Colza oil.—See the article Colza Oil.
Piney tallow.—This is prepared from the fruit of the Valeria Indica, a tree which

grows in Malabar. It is obtained by boiling the fruit with water, and collecting the

fat which rises to the surface. It is white, greasy to the touch, and of an agreeable
odour. Its fusing point is at about 95°. Its sp. gr. at 59° is 0'926, and at 95°
0"8965. Alcohol extracts from it about 2 per cent, of oleine, possessing an agreeable
odour. It answers well for the manufacture of soap and candles, but is little known
in this country.

Spindle-tree oil.—The oil of spindle-tree (Euonymus JEuropcezts'), is yellowish, rather
thick, with the odour of colza oil, of a bitter and acrid taste. It is solid at 5° Fahr.
It gives to hot water a bitter substance. It is but little soluble in alcohol, and the solu-
tion has an acid reaction. It contains margarine, and oleine, and some benzoic and
acetic acids.

Sutter of nutmegs.—This is commonly known in the shops as expressed oil of mace,
and is prepared by beating the nutmegs to a paste, placing them in a bag and
exposing them to steam, and afterwards pressing between heated plates. It is imported
in oblong cakes (covered by some leaves), which have the shape of common bricks,
only smaller. It is of an orange colour, firm consistence, fragrant odour, like that of
nutmegs. Schroder found 16 parts of the oil, expressed by himself, contained 1 part
of volatile oil, 6 parts of brownish yellow fat, and 9 parts of a white fat. The volatile
oil, and yellow fat are both soluble in cold alcohol and cold ether ; the white fat
soluble in alcohol and ether, when boiling, but insoluble in them when cold. By
saponification it yields glycerine and myristic acid (C'^H"O^HO). A false article
is sometimes made, composed of animal fat, boiled with powdered nutmegs, and
flavoured with sassafras (Playfair). The genuine article may be known by being
soluble in four times its weight of boiling alcohol, or half that quantity of boiling ether.
Its principal use is in medicine. It must not be confounded with essential oil of mace.

The Drying Oils.

Linseed oil.—The oil is obtained by expression from the seeds of the common
tlax (Linum usilatissivium), either with or without the aid of heat ; the latter, being

u 2
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known as cold drawn linseed oil, is tetter than that expressed by heat By cold
expression the seeds yield about 20 per cent, of oil, but by the aid of heat from 22
to 27 per cent. The cold drawn oil is of a light yellow colour, while that obtained
by heat is brownish, and easily becomes rancid. It has a peculiar smell and tasteAccordmg to Saussure Us sp. gr. is 0-939.5 at 53 6° Fahr. ; 0-9125 at 122° Fahr • and
0-8815 at 201° Fahr. At 4- Fahr. it becomes paler without solidifying; but at—17-5° Fahr It forms a solid mass. It is soluble in 5 parts of boiling alcohol, in
40 parts of cold alcohol, and in 1-6 parts of ether.

It consists principally of a liquid oil, which di'fiFers, however, as before mentioned,
from the oleine of olive oil and the non-drying oils in general, and is called linoleine,
and yields by saponification, linoleic acid. It also contains some margarine and
generally some vegetable albumen and mucilage.

'

Pure linseed oil has the following composition :

Sacc. Lefort.

Caroon - 78 05 - 78-18 - 7^19 - 75-14
Hydrogen - 1083 - 11-09 - 10-85 - 11-12
Oxygen - 11-12 - 10 73 - 13 96 - 13'74

100-00 10000 100-00 10000
Linseed oil is easily saponified, yielding a mixture of oleate and margarate of the

alkali, and a large quantity of glycerine.
It is acted on rapidly by nitric acid, producing margaric acid, piraelic acid, and

some oxalic acid.

Chlorine and bromine act on it, yielding thick coloured products : when linseed
oil is heated in a retort, it gives oflf, before entering into ebullition, large quantities of
white vapours, which condense to a limpid colourless oil, possessing the odour of
new bread. As soon as the ebullition commences these vapours cease ; the oil froths
up, and at length there is left a thick gelatinous residue, very much resembling
caoutchouc.

The principal use of linseed oil is in making paints and varnishes. It attracts
oxygen rapidly from the air and solidifies, and this property is what renders it so
valuable for these purposes : it is the most useful of all the drying oils. The small
quantities of vegetable albumen and mucilage which the oil naturally contains appear,
according to Liebig, to impair, to a certain extent, its drying properties, and the real

object which is obtained by boiling these oils with litharge, or acetate of lead and
litharge, is the removal of these substances ; the oil then being brought more directly in

contact with the oxygen of the atmosphere, dries up more rapidly. It was previously

thought that some of the litharge was reduced to metallic lead, oxidising at the same
time some of the linoleine ; but Liebig's opinion seems to be more likely to be
correct. The boiling of the oil requires some little care. A few hundredths of

litharge is added to the oil, or some use acetate of lead and litharge, and, as before

stated, about an eighth part of resin ; this is boiled with the oil, the scum removed
as it forms, and when the oil has acquired a reddish colour, the source of heat is

removed, and the oil allowed to clarify by repose. Liebig thinks heat is not neces-

sary, and his process for treating the drying oils, in order to increase their sicca-

tive properties, has already been mentioned. According to MM. E. Barruel et

Jean, the resinification of the drying oils may be effected by the smallest quantities of

certain substances, -which would act in the manner of ferments. The borate of man-
ganese acts in this way; a thousandth part of this salt being sufficient to determine the

rapid desiccation of these oils.

Linseed oil is used in the manufacture of printer's ink
;
being heated in a vessel

until it takes fire, it is allowed to burn some time, then it is tightly covered ; and

subsequently mixed with about one-sixth of its weight of lamp black.

The thin gummed silks receive the last of their many layers with boiled linseed

oil ; it is also used for leather varnishes, and for oil-cloths.

The residue after the expression of the oil from the seeds, is called oil- cake, and is sold

for feeding cattle; that obtained from the English linseed is the best

Walnut oil—This is obtained by expression from the ordinary walnuts deprived

previously of their skin, which are the produce of a tree {Juglans regia) which is a

native of Persia, but cultivated in this country for the sake of the nuts.

When recently prepared it is of a greenish colour, but by age becomes a pale

yellow. According to M. Saussure its sp. gr. at 53-6° Fahr. is 0-9283, and at 201°

Fahr., 0-871. It has no odour and an agreeable taste. At 5° Fahr. it thickens, and

at 17 5° Fahr. it forms a whitish mass. The nuts yield about 50 per cent of oil.

It dries still more rapidly even than the linseed oil. It is principally used for pamts

and varnishes, and from its lighter colour, it is often used for white paints.
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Oil of the hazel-nut—Th\s is extracted from the seeds of the Corylus avellana,

^hich yield about 60 per cent, of the oil. It is liquid, has only a slight colour no

odour Ini a mild taste. Its sp. gr. at 59° Fahr. is 0-9242. At 14° Fahr. it solidifies.

PoDDu 0.7 -This is expressed from the seeds of the common poppy (Papaver

5om;u/er«m),' which grows wild in some parts of England It is cu tivated in very

?a?ie quantities in Hindostan, Persia, Asia Minor, and Egypt, for the sake of the

opium which is obtained from the capsules. It is cultivated in Europe for the cap-

sules, which are used in medicine, or for the oil extracted from the seeds. Ihe oil is

obtained, by expression, from the seeds, which do not possess any of the narcotic

properties of the capsules. These seeds are sold for birds, under the name of maw-

This oil resembles olive-oil in its appearance and taste, and is often used to adul-

terate it. Its sp. gr. at 59° Fahr. is 0 9249. It becomes solid at 0° Fahr. It is

soluble in 25 parts of cold alcohol, and in 6 parts of boiling alcohol, and may be

mixed in all proportions with ether. It is used sometimes for lighting, and after

treatment with litharge or subacetate of lead is used for paints.

Hemp-seed oil. The seeds of the common hemp (^Cannabis sativa) yield, by ex-

pression, from 14 to 25 per cent, of their weight of a fixed oil. It is obtained prin-

cipally from Russia, but the native places of the plant are Persia, Caucasus, and hills in

the north of India. The seeds are small ash-coloured shining bodies. They are

demulcent and oleaginous, but possessing none of the narcotic properties of the plant.

They are employed for feeding cage-birds, and it has been stated that the plumage

of certain birds, as the bull-finch and goldfinch, becomes changed to black by the

prolonged use of this seed. When fresh, this oil is greenish, but becomes yellow by

age. It has a disagreeable odour, and insipid taste. It is soluble in all proportions

in boiling alcohol, but requires 30 parts of cold alcohol to dissolve it. It thickens at

5° Fahr., and becomes solid at 17-5° Fahr. It is sometimes used for illuminating

purposes, but being a drying oil, it forms a thick varnish and thus clogs the wick ; it is

used also in making soft soap, and in paints. When boiled with litharge or subacetate

of lead it forms a good varnish.

Sunflower oil. — The seeds of the sunflower (Helianthus anmius) yield about 15

per cent, of a limpid oil, having a clear yellow colour ; it has an agreeable odour, and
mawkish taste ; its sp. gr. at 60° is -9263°. At 9° Fahr. it becomes solid. It is

sometimes employed as food, as well as for illuminating purposes, and for making
soap.

Castor oil. — The castor-oil plant has been known from the remotest ages.

Caillaud found the seeds of it in some Egyptian sarcophagi, supposed to have been

at least 4000 years old. Some people imagine it is the same plant that is called the

gourd in scripture. It was called KpSroov by the Greeks, and rieinus by the Romans.
It is a native of India, where it sometimes grows to a considerable size, and lives

several years. When cultivated in Great Britain, it is an annual, seldom exceeding

three or four feet. There appear to be several varieties of the rieinus, the otBcinal is

the Rieinus communis, or Palma Christi.

The seeds are oval, somewhat compressed, about four lines long, three lines broad,

and a line and a half thick
;
externally they are pale grey, but marbled with yellowish-

brown spots and stripes.

The oil may be obtained from the seeds by expression, by boiling with water, or

by the agency of alcohol. Nearly all that is consumed in England is obtained by
expression.

In America the seeds cleansed from the dust and fragments of the capsules, are
submitted to a gentle heat, not greater than can be borne by the hand, which is in-

tended to render the oil more liquid, and therefore, more easily expressed. They are
then submitted to pressure in a screw-press: the whitish oily liquid thus obtained, is

boiled with a large quantity of water, and the impurities skimmed off as they rise to
the surface. The water dissolves the mucilage and starch, and the albumen is coagu-
lated by the heat, forming a layer between the oil and water. The clear oil is now-
removed, and boiled with a very small quantity of water until aqueous vapour ceases
to arise, and a small portion of the oil taken out in a phial remains perfectly trans-
parent when cold. The effect of this operation is to clarify the oil, and to get rid of
the volatile acrid matter. Great care is necessary not to carry the heat too far, as the
oil would thus acquire a brownish colour and acrid taste.

In the West Indies the oil is obtained by decoction, but none of it appears in
commerce in this country.

In Calcutta it is thus prepared : — The fruit is shelled by women ; the seeds are
crushed between rollers, then placed in hempen cloths, and pressed in the ordinary
screw or hydraulic press. The oil thus obtained, is afterwards heated with water in

c 3
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a tin boiler until the water boils, by which means the mucilage and albumen are
separated. The oil is then strained through flannel and put into canisters.

Two principal kinds of castor seeds are known, the large and the small nut; the
latter yields the most oil (Pereira.) The best East Indian castor oil is sold in London
as " cold drawn."

In some parts of Europe castor oil has been extracted from the seeds by alcohol,
but the process is more expensive, and yields an inferior article.

Castor oil is a viscid oil, generally of a pale yellow colour, a nauseous smell and
taste. Its sp. gr. according to Saussurc is 0-9C9 at 63° F. The acrid taste which it

sometimes possesses, may be removed from it by magnesia {Gcrhardl). At about 0° F.
it forms a yellow, solid, transparent mass. By exposure to the air, it becomes rancid,
thick, and at last dries up, forming a transparent varnish. It dissolves easily in its

own volume of absolute alcohol ; castor oil and alcohol exercise a mutual solvent
power on each other {Pereira). It is also equally soluble in ether.

Pereira states that there are chiefly three sorts of castor oil found in the London
market ; viz. the oil expressed in London from imported seeds. East Indian oil, and
the American or United States castor oil. Castor oil is imported in casks, barrels,

hogsheads, and duppers. It is purified by decantation and filtration, and bleached by
exposure to sunlight.

It is not quite decided how many kinds of fats castor oil contains
;
according to

Gerhardt, several, but Saalmuller says only two. It is, however, principally composed
of ricinolcine, with perhaps a little stearine and palmitine, and an acrid resin. Its

ultimate composition is shown by the following analyses :

—

Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen -

Ure. Saussure. Lefort.

74-00 74-18 74-58
1

74-35

10-29 11-03 11-48 11-35

15-71 14-79 13-94 14-30

100 00 100-00 100-00 100 00

"When castor oil is heated in a retort to 509° F. an oleaginous liqiud distills over,

without the liberation of much gaseous matter ; about the third part of the oil thus

passes over. If after this it is further heated it froths up, but if the distillation is

stopped before it begins to froth up, there remains in the retort a substance insoluble

in water, alcohol, ether, the fatty and essential oils ; this is treated with ether to

remove any undecomposed castor oil, then dissolved in potash ; the soap thus formed

yields a fatty acid, viscid at ordinary temperatures, very soluble in absolute alcohol,

but little soluble in weak spirit. The volatile products of the distillation contained

ananthole, cenanthylic acid, some acroleine, and solid fatty acids.

Hyponitric acid solidifies castor oil, and nitric acid when boiled with it converts it

into cenanthylic and suberic acids.

Castor oil is said to be adulterated sometimes with croton oil to increase its activity
;

this is a dangerous sophistication ; it is also mixed with some cheap fixed oils. The
latter adulteration has been said to be detected by the solubility of castor oil in

alcohol, but unfortunately castor oil may contain as much as 33 per cent, of another

fixed oil, and yet be soluble in its own volume of alcohol {Pereira), this oil posses-

sing the property of rendering other oils soluble in spirit.

Grape-seed oil.—The grapestones ( Vitis vinifera) yield about 1 1 per cent, of their

weight of a fixed oil, which is, when fresh, of a clear yellow colour, but becomes brown

by age. It has an insipid taste, and little or no odour. Its sp. gr. at 60° F. is -9202
;

at 3° F. it becomes solid. It is not of much value for illuminating purposes, but in

some southern localities it is used for food.

Oil of the pine and fir trees. — In the Black Forest in Germany, an oil is extracted

from the cleaned seeds of the Pinus picea and Pinus abies. It is limpid, of a golden

yellow colour, and resembles in smell and taste the oil of turpentine. Its sp. gr. is

0-93 at 60° F. It is very fluid and dries rapidly. It only congeals at— 22° F. It

answers well for the preparation of colours and varnishes.

Oil of cainelina.—This is extracted from the seeds of the Mtjagrum sativum ;
it is

of a clear yellow colour, with but little smell or taste, and dries rapidly by exposure

to the air. It is used for lighting.
. , ^ , ,

The oil of belladonna seeds. — This oil is extracted m Wurtemburg from the seeds

of the Alropa belladonna, and is there used for lighting and cooking. It is limpid, ot

a golden yellow colour, insipid taste, and no odour. All the poisonous principles ot

the plant are left in the seed cake, which cannot, therefore, be given to cattle, ihe

odour which is given off during its extraction, stupefies the workmen.

Oil of tobacco secc/s, — The seeds of the Nicotiana tabactm yield about 31 per
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cent, of their freight of a drying oil, which is limpid, of a greenish-yellow colour,

and no odour. It does not possess any of the narcotic principles of the plant.

Cotton seed oil. — Many attempts have been made to render fit for use the oil ob-

tained from the seeds of the cotton plant {Gossypium Barbadense), as immense quan-

tities of these seeds are allowed to rot, or used only as manure upon the cotton lands of

the south of the United States of America. When obtained by expression, the oil

which runs from the press is of a very dark red colour. It, however, deposits some of

the colouring matter by standing, as well as a portion of semi-solid fat ; and in cold

weather this is precipitated in large quantities ; and only partially redissolves again by

increase of temperature. The great obstacle to the use of the oil thus obtained is its

colour, which appears to be derived from a dark resinous substance, presenting itself

in small dots throughout the seed. These may readily be seen by examining a section of

the seeds with a lens, or even with the naked eye {Mr. Wayne, PharmacculicalJcurnal,

xvi. 335). In bleaching, the oil loses from ten to fifteen per cent., a portion of which

may be again recovered and used for making soap, for which purpose cotton seed oil

seems best fitted. It is a drying oil, and consequently not well fitted for machinery

;

and when burnt, rapidly clogs the wick. A very good soap for common purposes is

made from it in New Orleans. Mr. Wayne also states, " that the oil, to be made pro-

fitably, should either be manufactured in the vicinity of the cotton plantation, as the

seeds, from the attached fibre, are bulky, and the cost of transportation great ; or

the seed should be hulled at the spot, and shipped to the place where it is to be pressed

in that condition, as it requires three or four bushels of seed in the wool to produce

one bushel of hulled seed ready for the mill. The hull and attached fibre are useful

for paper stock ; and the cake, left after the extraction of the oil, is nearly as valuable

a food for cattle as that of linseed.

" It appears that boiling the crushed seeds "with water yields a very bland, light-

coloured oil.

" The desire to bring this oil into use still exists, for a sample of it was sent a few
months since from a merchant in America to a friend of mine to see if he could succeed
in purifying it, which no doubt will ultimately be effected by some one."
The cotton plant grows principally in the south of the United States of America

;

but it has of late years been cultivated in India.

Croton oil.—This oil is obtained from the seeds of the Croton Tiylii, by expression,
or by the use of alcohol. It is a most violent purgative, and its only use is in medi-
cine. (For a lengthened account of this oil see Fereira's Materia Medica.)

Animal Oils.

The mode of the formation of fats in animals has been explained upon two theories.
That of Dumas, and supported by some high authorities, which considers that the fats
are not formed in the animals, but that they receive the fat already formed from the
vegetable kingdom, the herbivora obtaining it from the vegetables which serve tbem
for food, and the carnivora obtaining it from the herbivora on which they feed.
No doubt some of the animal fats are thus obtained, but doubtless some are formed in
the manner accounted for in the opposing theory, of Liebig. He considers that the
fat is formed principally by the deoxidation of the amylaceous and saccharine matters
taken in the food. These substances are principally consumed in respiration when
the animal takes much exercise, being converted again into water and carbonic acid,
from which they were formerly produced by the plants. When the animal is kept
without exercise, the respiration is less vigorous, and if the animal at the same time be
fed with these amylaceous or saccharine substances, the excess of these is converted
into fat.

Huber of Geneva, several years since, found that bees did not obtain their wax
entirely from plants; he kept some bees in a confined place and fed them entirely on
honey, and they formed quite as much wax as when they were perfectly at liberty
amongst the flowers : in this way he proved that wax, which is a true fat, was a
secretion of the bee. See Nutrition.
The only oils which will be mentioned here are lard-oil, tallow-oil, and neat's-foot

oil. The solid fats will be described under their different heads. See Stearine.
Lard oil.—This oil is now imported largely from America, and is obtained* by

subjecting ordinary hog's-lard to pressure, when the liquid part separates, while tho
lard Itself becomes much harder. It is employed for greasing wool, for which purpose
It answers very well, and may be obtained at a low price. According to Braconnet
lard yields 0 62 of its weight of this oil, which is nearly colourless. Sp. irr 0-915
{Utevreul). 100 parts of boiling alcohol dissolve 123 parts of it.

rallow 0i7.—This oil is obtained from tallow by pressure. The tallow is melted,

vessoU nni'^^if^'"?
tlie ordinary impurities by subsidence, is poured intovessels and allowed to cool slowly to about 80°, when the stearine separates in

u 4
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granules, which may be separated from the liquid part by straining through flannel,

and is then pressed, when it yields a fresh portion of liquid oil. It is employed in

the manufacture of some of the best soaps.

NeaCs-foot oil.— After the hair and hoofs have been removed from the feet of oxen,

they yield, when boiled with water, a peculiar fatty matter, which is known under the

name of NeaCs-foot oil; after standing it deposits some solid fat, which is separated by

filtration; the oil then does not congeal at 32°, and is not liable to become rancid. It

is often mixed with other oils. This oil is used for various purposes, especially, owing to

its remaining liquid at so low a temperature, for oiling church clocks, which require,

in consequence of the cold they are exposed to, an oil which is not liable to solidify.

Fish Oils.

Although the whale is not, truly speaking, a fish, the oil obtained from it is classed

among the fish oils, and those which will be described here are, whale oil, porpoise

oil, seal oil, and cod-liver oil. The three former are all known under the name train oil.

Whale ot7.—The capture of the whales is a large commercial undertaking
;
many

well-manned ships, and fitted out at great expense, proceed every year from England,

Holland, France, and other nations, into the arctic zone in search of these animals,

and especially the Greenland species {Balana mysticetus). This valuable animal has

produced to Britain 700,000/. in one year, and one cargo has been known to be worth

11,000/. The Greenland whale inhabits the polar seas; its length is from 60 to 70

feet, when full grown. "When the whales are captured they are secured along side

the ship, and the process of flensing commences. The men having shoes armed with

long iron spikes to maintain their footing, get down on the huge and slippery

carcass, and with very long knives and sharp spades make parallel cuts through the

blubber, from the head to the tail. A band of fat, however, is left around the neck,

called the kent, to which hooks and ropes are attached for the purpose of shiftmg
round the carcass. The long parallel strips are divided across into portions weighmg

about half a ton each, and being separated from the flesh beneath are hoisted

on board, chopped into pieces, and put into casks. During the homeward voyage

the animal matters, &c., attached to the blubber, undergo decomposition to a

certain extent, while there is at the same time a peculiar fat formed, which is a

compound of glycerine and phocenic acid, and which imparts the disagreeable odotir

peculiar to train oil. Dumas has shown that this acid is identical with valerianic

acid. After the decomposition of the blubber, the oil runs from it easily, and

the whole is put into casks with perforated bottoms, placed over tanks for

receivino- the oil. The oil is heated to about 212°, to facilitate the separation of

the irapm-ities, and in order to further purify it, some use a solution of tannin, to pre-

cipitate the gelatine present; others use ditferent metallic salts, as acetate of lead.

On the western coast of Ireland the whale is sometimes captured, and yields

a large quantity of very good oil, superior to sperm oil for illuminating purposes

The sperm whale (Physeta macrocephalus) does not yield so much oil as the Greenland

whale, but yield considerably more of the valuable substance spermaceti

Train oil is of a brownish colour, with a disagreeable odour ; it is used for lighting,

in the manufacture of soft soaps, and in the preparation of leather

Referring to the American whale fishery for 1859, the Peterhead Sentinel says :

" The result is not so satisfactory as we had anticipated ; indeed it will seen that

there are indications of a gradual decline. Going back seven years we find that the

iurbcr of ves^^^^^^^ was nearly 670; on the 1st of January, 1860, it was only 5.1,

showing a decrease as compared with the previous year of 54 vessels with an ag^^^^^^^^

of 18,066 tons ; and it is calculated that there will be as g^eat a fdling off durmg^t^^^

current vear The whole imports of 1859 were as follows :- Sperm, 9141 tons, wnaie,

rg olftS-bine, 1,923,85? lbs. From this it appears that there has^^^^

over the year 1858 in sperm of 946 tons ;
whale, 819 tons; and m bone, 323,-50 ids.

T^ exportrof oil and'bone were, sperm, 5,221
^^^"^^ f^.^^^^^

1 707 qoq Ihs This shows that the export of sperm oil in 1859 argeiy exceeas luai

T'fA Sof the .haw h»s bLo Ugh. ^llf'^^^'^:^'
whale oil was, in 1858, 2s. 3d., and in ^859, 2.9. 0 d. per ga b

against 7^. to 85. m t^is country
^ ^ become the most important
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increasing. In the year 1850. the outfit this^„^%t"
of 229 vessels of 20,581 tons, employing 7,919 men ^he number

^^^^^

440,828. According to the Custom-house returns for that yea

skins and oil produced from the sale amounted to 298,79W.
AYnnn mpn There

outfit consisted of 367 vessels of 35,760 tons, employmg about 13,000 men. There

were from half to three quarters of a million seals captured.

The vSsels engaged in this business are from 75 to 200 tons burden. T^o^^

added to the sailing fleet, and ^hich are now considered

range from 130 to 160 tons. Vessels of this size carry from 40 to 50 men. ine

season of embarking for this voyage is from the 1st to loth of March, ine

voyage seldom exceeds two months, and is often P/'-f«^°^«^ S
Several vessels make two voyages in the season, and some perform the third voyage

"
TiTe feSTqulnirngr colsTof 2^^^^^^ are supposed to -^elp their young

in The Months of January and February; this they do upon pans and fields of ice, on

ihe coaTt and to the northward of Labrador. This ice,-or the whelping ice, as it is

ermed -from the currents and prevailing northerly and north-east winds, trends

TJZlds the east and north-east coast of Newfoundland, and is always to be found on

some part of the coast after the middle of March, before which time the seals are too

^°?5fe yoing'^eS^oes not take to the water until it is three months old They are

often discovfred in such numbers within a day's sail of the port, that three or four

davs will suffice to load a vessel with the pelts, which consist of the skin and fat at-

tached, this being taken off while the animal is warm ; the carcase, being of no value,

is left on the ice The young seals are accompanied by the old ones, who take to

the water on the approach of danger. When the ice is jammed, and there is no open

water large numbers of the old seals are shot. The young seals are easily captured ;

they offer no resistance, and a slight stroke of a bat on the head readily despatches

them When the pelts are taken on board, sufficient time is allowed for them to cool

on deck They are then stowed away in bulk in the hold, and in this state they reach

the market at St. John's and other ports in the island. Five-sevenths of the whole

catch reach the St. John's market. A thousand seals are considered as a remunerating

number; but the majority of the vessels return with upwards of 3000, many with

5000 and 6000, and some with as many as 7000, 8000, and 9000. Seals were formerly

sold by tale ;
they are now all sold by weight, — that is, so much per cwt. for fat and skin

The principal species captured are the hood and harp seal. The bulk of the catch

consists of the young hood and harp in nearly equal proportions. The best and most

productive seal taken is the young harp. There are generally four different qualities

in a cargo of seals, namely,— the young harp, young hood, old harp and bedlamer

(the latter is the year old hood), and the old hood. There is a difference of 2s. per

cwt. in the value of each denomination.

The first operation after landing and weighing is the skinning, or separating the

fat from the skin ; this is speedily done, for an expert skinner will skin from 300 to

400 young pelts in a day. After being dry-salted in bulk for about a month, the

skins are sufficiently cured for shipment, the chief market for them being Great

Britain. The fat is then cut up and put into the seal-vats.

The seal-vat consists of what are termed the crib and pan. The crib is a strong

wooden erection, from 20 to 30 feet square, and 20 to 25 feet in height. It is firmly

secured with iron clamps, and the interstices between the upright posts are filled in

with small round poles. It has a strong timber floor, capable of sustaining 300 or

400 tons. The crib stands in a strong woodeiv pan, 3 or 4 feet larger than the square

of the crib, so as to catch all the drippings. The pan is about 3 feet deep, and tightly

caulked. A small quantity of water is kept on the bottom of the pan, for the double

purpose of saving the oil in case of a leak, and for purifying it from the blood and any

other animal matter af superior gravity. The oil made by this process is all cold-

drawn ; no artificial heat is applied in any way, which accounts for the unpleasant

smell of seal oil. When the vats begin to run, the oil drops from the crib upon the

water in the pan ; and as it accumulates it is casked off, and ready for shipment. The
first running, which is caused by compression from its own weight, begins about the

10th of May, and will continue to yield what is termed pale seal oil, from two to three

months, until from 50 to 70 per cent, of the quantity is drawn off, according to the

season, or in proportion to the quantity of old seal fat being put into the vats. From
being tougher, this is not acted upon by compression, nor does it yield its oil until

decomposition takes place ; and hence it does not, by this process, produce pale seal

oil. The first drawings from the vats are much freer from smell than the latter. As
decomposition takes place, the colour changes to straw, becoming every day, as the

season advances, darker and darker, and stinking worse and worse, until it finally runs
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th.s operation is per/ormed by first Lipty nrone^^^^^ P"""'^^.
contents over the others, and then filUng aL e

°
tv n/^^^^^^^^^^^^^ l'?'-''"^'"^^entire residue, by this time a complete mass of n,^,. / •

" ^''''''"ately uiuil the
process a further^ running of b:X oil is oUaSd "^^^^^^^

"'^ ^^'^

boiled out in large iron pots, which during tW whJ '"''""'"^ ^""^ ^^^lly
constant requisition for boiling ouJ the cTtinS and Ir '^^P^ P'-'^"y
other parts of the pelts, which it is not fo, nd^n/ ^P'"^' skinning and
produce of this, and the remains of th^vo^^

^^^''^^^ ^ P^t into the vats. The
These operations occupy Xut sif months'' an^Il /

" ''7^'' ^'^'^ ^^"^'^ «<^^1

September. ^ months, and termmate towards the end of

vaS aiidVo'lfinTo^Jtl^^^^^^^^ .-d effluvia from the
from its proximity to the sea anrthV hipS nnS f

^ed'hy situation of St. John's,
cause of preventing mucrstCettth fseTson'^r Thfrn^n'""^'""^

'liVi%~^^ ^
f
ealthi td^^r^orol^^^^^^^^^^

vats in the fown were Sest oy d '£nv of the'rfr'/? ^'^ ^''^ ^^^l"

vats on the south or opSe side of fhfhnV ""t^"'*"';'''
^^"""^'^ ^^^eir new

vestiges of the seal trade to ?au fa summp 'I'''
''^'^^''^

thing but desirable. Even t^e countrv f™' „
^he town of St. John's any-

protection from these Wible stenches rZT "/^'^ ^^^"'^ ^^^'-^^

offal from the cod-fish a -rfound to be sucT, . ITt ^'T ^"^^ ^^^^

purchased by the farme? in the neUbSSood a^^^^^ ""^^TV
'''''^ ''^^^y

Mo^ the pedestrian in his rurar«Se ^hln^HftrS^r^niS^^^^^^

tureVth^;eiron^' T^^f'''u^'p *° improving the manufac-

resulted in the invention oi a steam apparatus for rendering seal and other oSswhich has been found to answer an admirable purpose, and ffr wMch he receivedletters-patent under the Great Seal of the Island of Newfoundland

hnL. ""^i^S^ °S ^^'t
P""?"^^'" manifest, when it is understood that twelve

that a rn£mVuTl£o? 'k'
"'".^ ^^"'^^^^ ^'^l^'^^^ about six moltt

and free Ws?.P^%h t° "'.f
'"P''^°^' ^^^^ ^^^^ «W processana iiee trom sme 1

;
that a considerable percentage is saved in the vield and wbaf

IS termed pale seal, produced from the old as welfas from the youngTeal. Besides

^ s^ of'rav%rwr"''"^'^-''°P*^'J'
--"f-'^turing season would c;asrby the

old p?oeSs
community would be saved from the annoyance atteudin|the

The chief market for seal oil and skins has hitherto been Great Britain and Ireland

;

a few cargoes occasionally go to the Continental cities.
'

„nu"c! P^fT!'^*^
^^""1^^ ^V'^^t consumption of oil is for domestic purposes. Candles,unless of the most expensive kind, will not suit that climate, particularly in the

^rXn'ff/'T
'' '"''^ camphine, where gas is not used, are the chief in-

gredients for lamps. All animal oils used in that country, whether of sperm, ri-htwhales, or lard, are rendered by artificial heat, and in consequence free from the Un-
pleasant smell of our cold-drawn seal oil.

Porpoise o//.—This oil very much resembles whale oil.
Cod'liver of/.—This oil is obtained principally from the livers of the common cod

i^L^alUirms
;

Cradus Morrhua), previously called Asellus major, and also from some
allied species as the Dorse {Gadus callarias), the Coal Fish {Merlangus carbonarius),
the iJurbot {Lota vulgaris), the Ling {Lota molva), and the Torsk {Brosinms vulgaris),
1 he mode of preparing this oil varies in different countries ; that found in the
London market is the produce of Newfoundland, where, according to Pennant, it
IS thus procured:—Some spruce boughs are pressed hard down into a half tub, having
a hole through the bottom

; upon these the livers are placed, and the whole exposed
to the sun. As the livers become decomposed the oil runs from them, and is cauffht
in a vessel placed under the tub.
De Jongh describes three kinds of cod-liver oil,—the pale, pale brown, and brown.
1 ale cod-hver oiZ.—This is golden-yellow ; without disagreeable odour; not bitter,

but leaves a peculiar acrid, fishy taste in the mouth ; has a slight acid reaction
;
sp.
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,.r 0-903 at 63-5° F. Cold alcohol dissolves from 2 5 to 2-7 per cent, of the oil; hot

frcoholfrom 35 to4-5perce It is soluble in ether in all propor ions.

Parj'Xn 'od-?«W oi/.-Colour of Malaga wine; odour not disagreeable; b.t-

teiShfletTng an acrid, fishy taste in the throat ; reacts feebly as an acid
;

sp. gr.

0 924 at 63 -5° F. A little more soluble in alcohol than the pale oil.

Dark brown cod-liver o^7.-This is dark brown, and by transmitted light is greenish ;

it possesses a disagreeable odour, bitter and empyreumatic taste wh.eh i-ema n

sometime in the fauces; it is slightly acid; sp. gr. 0-929 at 63 5 i^. btUl more

soluble in alcohol than the pale brown oil.
^ „ , • p .o,.

Cod-liver oil is principally used in medicme ; for a fuller description of it see

Pereira's Materia Medica.
• • n • a r->

Duqonq oil —This oil has been used instead of cod- liver oil, principally in Australia;

but as very little, if any, real Dugong oil has reached England it will merely require

a short notice here. The Dugong is an animal belonging to the class of herbivorous

cetacea and is found on the northern coast of Australia, m the Red Sea, the Persian

Gulf and also in the Indian seas. It has received different names by different na-

tions' In the Indian seas it is sometimes found of a large size, from 18 to 20 feet

lon-r • but in Australia it is seldom caught of more than 12 or 14 feet. In its general

form 'it resembles the common whale. Its favourite haunts are the mouths of rivers

and straits between proximate islands, where the depth of water is but trifling (3 or

4 fathoms), and where, at the bottom, grows a luxuriant pasturage of submarine algae

and fuci on which it feeds. The oil is obtained by skinning the animal and then

boiling down the " speck." It was used by the natives of Australia originally for

burning.
, . , . , ,

Statisiics.—The quantity of oils imported in 1857 and 1853, are given below:—
1857. 1858.
Cwts. Cwts.

Castor oil 40,621 21,475

Cocoa-nut oil

207,239

197,788

Palm oil

854,791

778,230

Tons. Tons.

Olive oil - - 18,862 25,121

Fish oil 21,176 19,4^5

Seed oils of all kinds 13,110 9,170

Adulteration of the 0i7s.—Owing to the large quantities of oil of various kinds

which are now used, and their difference in price, many are the adulterations which

take place. Thus the best olive oil for the table is mixed with oils of less value, as

poppy oil, sesame oil, or ground nut oil; and the second olive oil, for the manufactures,

with colza oil ; and again colza oil itself mixed with poppy, camelina, and linseed

oils, but more frequently with whale oil, &c. Various means have been proposed to

discover these admixtures. M. Lefebvre proposed to take advantage of the difference

of density of the several oils, but this is a very insufficient test, as many of the oils

have nearly the same density.

M. Poutet treats the oil to be tested with one twelfth of its weight of a solution of
nitrate of mercury, containing hyponitric acid ; this latter substance converts the

oleine of most of the non-drying oils into a solid substance, elaidine. By this means
pure olive oil will become perfectly solid after an hour or two, whereas poppy oil

and the drying oils in general remain perfectly liquid; it would therefore result that

olive oil adulterated with these latter oils, would be prevented from solidifying more
or less, according to the quantity of these oils present. An improvement in this process
is to substitute nitric acid, saturated with hyponitric acid, for the nitrate of mercury
solution. The sample to be tested is shaken with two or three per cent, of this acid,'

<ind then placed in a cool place, and the moment of solidification noticed. It is always
better also to treat a sample of oil of known purity to the same test at the same time
and compare the results. If the sample tested be pure, it will solidify quite as quickly
as the sample which serves for comparison. One hundredth of poppy oil present will
d(!lay the solidification 40 minutes {Gerhardt), and of course the greater the quantity
of admixture, the more will it be delayed.

M. Maumene takes advantage of the greater amount of heat given out by the ad-
mixture of concentrated sulphuric acid with the drying oils, than takes place with
olive oil under the same circumstances. MM. Heydenreich and Penot employ
sulphuric acid also to detect the different oils, but they notice the peculiar colorations
which take place on contact of the concentrated acid with the different kinds of oils.
Their test is thus performed:—one drop of concentrated sulphuric acid is added
to 8 or 10 drops of the oil, placed on a piece of white glass, resting on a sheet of
white paper

; different colorations appear, which they state are characteristic of the
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different oils; thus ohve oil gives a deep yellow tint, becoming greenish by dejrrees •

colza oil a greenish blue ;
poppy oil, a pale yellow tint, with a dirty grey oudinehempseed oil, a very deep emerald tint; and linseed oil becomes brownish red'passmg directly into blackish brown, &c. These reactions are however uncertain

;the age of the oil, mode of extraction, &c., altering them greatly
Marchand states that a mixture of poppy oil and olive oil, when thus treateddevelop after a certain time, on their outline, a series of colours, rose, lilac, then

blue, and more or less violet-coloured, according to the proportion of poppy oil whilepure ohve oil becomes of a dirty grey, then yellow and brown
As the means of detecting the various fraudulent admixtures is of great commercial

value, I shall conclude by giving the heads of F. C. Calvert's valuable paper on the
adulteration of oils. (^Pharmaceutical Journal, xiii. 856.) He there recommends
that samples of ;jMre oil should always be tested comparatively with those suspected
ot being adulterated, and never to rest contented with only one of the tests mentioned
As the reactions presented by the various oils depend upon the special strength

and purity of the reagents, not only should great care be taken in their preparation
but also in the exact mode and time required for the chemical action to become
apparent. These points will be described with each reagent.

Solution of caustic soda, sp. gr. 1*340.

The reactions given in the following table are obtained by adding one volume of
this test-hquor to five volumes of oil, well mixing them, and then heating the mixture
to its point of ebullition.

Dark Colourations. Light Colourations.

Fish Oils. Vegetable Oils. Animal Oils. Vegetable Oils.

Sperm"
Seal -

Cod-
liver _

- red.

Hemp- r^tliick

seed 1I yellow.

Linseed/
|_
yellow.

Neat's- ,

foot

Lard -

r dirty

yel-

lowish-

white.
' pinkish-

white.

Pale rapeseed
Poppy
French nut
Sesame
Castor
India nut (thick)
Gallipoli -

Olive

dirty

yellow-

white.

• white.

yellow.

The principal use of this table is to distinguish fish from animal and vegetable oils,
owing to the distinct red colour which the former assume, and which is so distinct
that one per cent, of fish oil can be detected in any of the others. Hempseed oil also
becomes brown-yellow, and so thick that the vessel containing it may be inverted,
for an instant, without losing any of its contents, whilst linseed oil acquires a much
brighter yellow colour, and remains fluid. India nut oil is characterised by giving
a white mass, becoming solid in five minutes after the addition of the alkali, which
is also the case with Gallipoli and pale rape oils, while the others remain fluid.

The next test he uses is dilute sulphuric acid, and as the reactions vary with the
strength of the acid, he employs three different strengths.

Sulphuric acid of sp. gr. 1'475.

The mode of applying this acid consists in agitating one volume with five volumes
of oil until complete admixture, and after standing fifteen minutes the appearance is

taken as the test reaction.

Not coloured. Coloured.

Animal. Vegetable. Fish. Animal. Vegetable.

Lard, dirty. India nut.

Pale rape-

seed.

Poppy.
Castor.

Sperm "1 light

Seal J red.

Cod- 1 pur-

liver J pie.

Neat's- 1 yellow

foot J tinge.

Olive - -1
Gallipoli -I
Sesame -J
Linseed - green,

Ilempseed -[ '^J^^^^

French nut - brownish.
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ThP most striking reactions in this table are those presented by hempseed and

llnTeedSf for the green colouration which they acquire is such that if they were

ised to adulterate an^ of the other oils, they would be immediately detected if only

^Th:^lVcobraTsulrb^;h^ oils with this test is also sufficiently marked to

enable is to detect them in the proportion of one part in 100 of any other oil, and it

fs at the po°nt of contact of oil and acid, when allowed to separate by standmg, that

the red colour is principally to be noticed.

Sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1-530.

One volume of this acid is mixed, as before, with five volumes of oil and allowed to

stand five minutes.

Light Colourations.
Marked Colourations.

Animal. Vegetable. Fish. Vegetable.

_ , r dirty
^^""^ -[ white.

^, f brownish

1 white.

r greenish

Sesame -\ dirty

white.

India nut --| ^j^.^

Poppy -
\ ^hite.

Castor - J
Pale rape- 1

j^^^
seed - J

&}-^- Gallipoli
-"

French nut
_

Hempseed
Linseed

intense

.

grey.
' intense

green,

dirty

_
green.

As hempseed, linseed, fish, Gallipoli, and French nut oils are the only ones that

assume with the above reagent a decided colouration, they can be discovered in any

of the others.

Sulphuric acid of sp, gr. 1 -633.

This acid is used in a similar manner to those above, and the colouration noted

after two minutes.

Not coloured. Distinctly coloured.

Vegetable. Fish. Animal. Vegetable.

Poppy.
Sesame.
Castor.

Sperm

"

Seal -

Cod-
liver

_

_ intense

brown.

Lard -

Neat's-

"

foot J

light

_ brown.

brown.

Olive (light) -

Hempseed (intense) -

Linseed -

Gallipoli -

Pale rapeseed -

French nut
India nut (light)

• green,

brown.

The colourations produced by sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1-635, are so marked, that
they may be consulted with great advantage in many cases of adulteration : for
example, Mr. Calvert has been enabled to detect distinctly ten per cent, of rape seed
in olive oil, of lard oil in poppy oil, of French nut oil in olive oil, of fish oil in neat's-

foot oiL '

This appears to be the maximum strength that can be used, for nearly all the oils

begin to carbonise, and their distinct colouration to be destroyed

Action of nitric acid, of different strengths, on oils:

—

Nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 'ISO.

One part of this acid, by measure, is agitated with five parts of oil, and the appear-
ance, after standing five minutes, is described in this table.
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Not coloured.
Coloured,

Fish. Animal. Vegetable. Fish. Animal. Vegetable.

Cod-
liver.

Lard. India nut.

Pale rape-

s(!od.

Poppy.
Castor.

' Sperm (
1 yellow.

Seal - pink.

Neat's- r ^'S}^

foot 1
yel-

L low.

Olive -

Gallipoli

Hemp- '

seed

French "

nut

Sesame
(orange)

Linseed

greenish.

dirty

green.

- yellow.

This test is sufficiently delicate to detect distinctly 10 per cent of hemrisPP^ •
'

Although 'oHvf^c""'""
assumes the greenish hu^e so characSri^ic oTKtrm

"

Sdtm trtTf^m^Ted.^"^^"^'
'''' ''^^ ^

Nitric acid of sp. gr. 1-220.

The proportion of acid used, and the time of contact are the same as the last.

Not col Dured.
Coloured.,

Fish. Animal. Vegetable. Fish. Animal. Vegetable.

Cod-
liver.

Lard. India nut.

Pale rape-

seed.

Sperm f ^^f^*
I yellow.

Seal -( ^'S}^

(. red.

Neat's-
r''g?t

foot
1
L low.

Poppy
'I

(yellow)

French > red.
nut

Sesame -J
Olive -

1

GaUipoH jgreemsh.

Hemp- f
greenish

seed -1 ^'^^y
|_ brown.

Linseed - yellow.

The chief characters m the above table are those presented by hempseed, sesame,French nut, poppy, and seal oils, and they are such that they not only may be em-
ployed to distinguish them from each other, but are sufficiently delicate to detect their
presence when mixed with other oils, in the proportion of 10 per cent.

Nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 -330.

One part of this acid is mixed with 5 parts of oil by measure, and remains in
contact 5 minutes.

Not coloured. Coloured.

Vegetable. Fish. Animal. Vegetable.

India nut.

Pale rape-

seed.

Castor.

Sperm

"

Seal -

Cod-
liver

_

- red.

Neat's- "1 light

foot J brown,

f
very

Lard -< slight

(,
yellow.

Poppy - - - -j

French nut (dark) - s red.

Sesame (dark) - - J
Olive - - -

1

Gallipoli - -
.J

greenish.

r greenish
Hempseed - -i dirty

(. brown.

f
green,

Linseed - -.j becoming
brown.

_
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The colourations here described are very marked, and can be employed with ad-

vantaffe to discover several well-known cases of adulteration ;
for instance, if 10 per

cent of sesame or French nut oil exists in olive oil ; but the same proportion of

poppy oil cannot be thus detected, as the colour produced is not so intpnse as m the

other cases. But if any doubt remained in the mind of the operator, as to whether

the adulterating oil was sesame, French nut, or poppy, he would be able to decide it

hy applying the test described in the next table, where he will find that French nut

oil gives a fibrous semi-saponified mass, sesame a fluid one, with a red liquor beneath,

and poppy, also a fluid mass, but floating on a colourless liquid.

The successive application of nitric acid of sp. gr. 1 -3.30, and of caustic soda of sp.

gr. 1-340, can be also successfully applied to detect the following very frequent cases

of adulteration ;
first, that of Gallipoli with fish oils, as Gallipoli oil assumes no dis-

tinct colour with the acid, and gives with a soda a mass of a fibrous consistency,

whilst fish oils are coloured red, and become mucilaginous with the alkali.

Secondly, that of castor oil with poppy oil, as the former acquires a reddish tinge,

and the mass with the alkali loses much of its fibrous appearance.

Thirdly, rapeseed oil with French nut oil, as nitric acid imparts to the former a

more or less intense red tinge, which an addition of the alkali increases, and renders

the semi-saponified mass more fibrous.

Mr. Calvert here remarks that the colourations which divers oils assume under the

infiuence of the three test nitric and sulphuric acids, clearly show that the reason

why chemists had not previously arrived at satisfactory results in distinguishing oils

in their various adulterations, was that the acids they employed were so concentrated

that all the distinctive colourations were lost ; the oils became yellow or orange ; but

there is no doubt that the above reagents will enhance the value of Mr. F. Baudet's,

as they afford very useful data to specify the special oils mixed with olive oil.

Caustic soda of sp. gr. 1'344.

The following reactions were obtained on adding 10 volumes of this test liquor

to the 5 volumes of oil which had just been acted upon by 1 part of nitric acid :
—

A fibrous mass is formed. A fluid mass is formed.

Animal. Vegetable. Fisii. Animal. Vegetable.

Neat's-

1

foot J^^'^^-

Gallipoli

"

India

nut

Castor -_

French
nut

Hemp-
seed -

_

- white.

red.

light

brown.

Sperm.
Seal.

Cod-
liver.

Lard. Olive - - -It,
Pale rapeseed - -]

Linseed - - - -T, ^'^}\

|_lowish.

Poppy (light) - - red.

r brown "j

Sesame - A liquor I amber.
•

(_ beneath J

Having given in a previous paragraph some of the most useful reactions noted in
this tabic, attention will simply be called to the following mixtures : neat's-foot with
rape, Gallipoli with poppy, castor with poppy, hempseed with linseed, ^erm with
French nut, and Gallipoli with French nut. It is necessary also here to mention that
the brown liquor on which the semi-saponified mass of sesame oil swims, is a very
delicate and characteristic reaction.
The next test used is phosphoric acid.

One part by measure of syrupy trihydrated phosphoric acid is agitated with 5 parts
of oil. The only reaction to be noticed is the dark red colour, rapidly becoming
black, which phosphoric acid imparts exclusively to the fish oils, as it enables us to
detect 1 part of these oils in 1000 parts of any other animal or vegetable oils, and
even at this degree of dilution, a distinct colouration is communicated to the mixture.

Mixture of sulphuric and nitric acid.

This test is formed of equal volumes of sulphuric acid of sp. gr. 1-845, and nitric acid
of sp. gr. 1-330, and is thus used : one volume of this mixture is mixed with 5 volumes
of oil, and allowed to stand 2 minutes. By this test 3 of the oils remain nearly colour-
less, VIZ., those of poppy, olive, and India nut, while all the others become brown
except sesame, hempseed, and linseed, which become green, turning after sesame'
intense red, and hempseed and linseed, black. '

'

Aqua regia.

This test is composed of 25 volumes of hydrochloric acid of sp. gr. 1-155, and 1
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volume of nitric acid of sp. gr. r330, and allowed to stand about 5 hours ; the reac-
tions in the following table are those which take place when a mixture of 5 volumes
of oil and 1 of the aqua regia is agitated and allowed to stand 5 minutes.

Not coloured. Coloured.

Animal. Vegetable. Fish. Animal. Vegetable.

Lard. Olive. Sperm (slight) "j Neat's- /slight French
Gallipoli. Seal (slight) - > yellow. foot \ yellow. nut
India nut. Cod-liver - J Sesame yellow.

Pale rape- Linseed

seed. (greenish)

Poppy, Hempseed - greenish.

Castor.

When the facts contained in this table are compared with the preceding ones, we
are struck with their uniformity, and are led to infer that no marked action had taken
place ; but this conclusion is erroneous, as most of them assume a vivid and distinct

colouration on the addition of solution of soda of sp. gr. 1'340, as seen in the follow-

ing table : —
A fibrous mass.is formed. A fluid mass is formed.

Animal. Vegetable, Fish. Animal. Vegetable.

Neat's- 1 brownish

foot J yellow.

Gallipoli

(yellowish)

India nut

Pale rape-

seed (yel-

lowish)

Castor -

French
nut

Hempseed

-white.

pale

rose.

orange.

light

brown.

Sperm

"

Seal

Cod-
liver

_

orange-
yellow.

Lard,

pink.

Olive - white.

Poppy f
' rose.

r orange
with

Sesame < brown
liquor

beneath.

Linseed - orange.

The effects described in this table are such that we can discover with facility 10

per cent, of a given oil in many cases of adulteration ; for example, poppy in rape,

olive in Gallipoli and India nut, as all of them assume a pale rose colour ; but when
poppy is mixed with olive or castor oils, there is a decrease in the consistency of the

semi-saponified matter.

By the aid of the above reagents we can also ascertain the presence of 10 per cent,

of French'nut in olive or linseed oils, as the semi-saponified mass becomes the more

fluid, and the presence of French nut in pale rape, Gallipoli, or India nut oils, is re-

cognised in consequence of their white mass acquiring an orange hue ; linseed oil is

detected in hempseed oil, as it renders the fibrous mass of the latter more mucilaginous.

Sesame oil also gives with this reagent the same reaction as with nitric acid and

alkali, and poppy oil is distinguished from all other oils, by giving, in this case, a semi-

saponified mass of a beautiful rose colour.

To give an idea how the above tables are to be used, Mr. Calvert supposes a

sample of rapeseed oil adulterated with one very difficult to discover. He first applies

the caustic alkali test, which, on giving a white mass, proves the absence of the fish oils,

together with those of hempseed or linseed ; and as no distinct reaction is produced

by the sample of oil under examination with the 3 sulphuric and nitnc acids above

mentioned, poppy and sesame oils are thrown out as they are reddened, neat s-foot

oil, India nut, castor, olive, and lard oils resting only in the scale of probability. In

order to discover which of these is mixed with the suspected oil, a portion of it is

agitated first with nitric acid of sp. gr. 1-300, and then with caustic soda, and their

mutual action excludes neat's-foot, India nut, and castor oils, as the sample does not

give a fluid semi -saponified mass. The absence of olive oil is proved by no green

colouration being obtained on the application of syrupy phosphoric acid. As to the

presence of lard oil, it is ascertained on caustic soda being added to the. oil which has
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d
ii S

a 3 >:

A

1
a

<

Fluid

white

mass.

Fibrous yellowish-

white

mass.

Fibrous

white

mass.

Fibrous yellowish-

white

mass.

Fluid

intense

rose-

coloured
mass. Fibrous

orange-

mass.
Fluid

orange

mass

with

brown

liquor
beneath. Fibrous

pale

rose-

coloured
mass. Fibrous lightbrown

mass.
Fluid

orange
mass.

Fluid

pink

mass. Fibrous

brown

ish-

yellow mass. Fluid

orange-

yellow mass. Ditto. Ditto.

Yellow
Ditto Green

Greenish- yellow. Slightyellow.
Ditto Ditto

Yellow

Sulphuric

Acid+

Nitric

Acid,

Orange-
yellow. Dark

brown. Orange-
white. Dark

brown.
Slightyellow. Dark

brown.

Green
becoming

intense

red.

Brownish-

red.
Green

becomingblack.

Ditto
Brown Dark

brown.

Ditto Ditto Ditto

PhosphoricAcid.

Syrupy.

Slight green.Ditto
Brown-

yellow. Green
Brown yellow,

green.

Dark

red

Ditto Ditto

d
•r
52 ^-^
S'O •

rt o w

"**
C.
(/}

2^

Fluid

white
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been previously acted on by aqua regia, ns the latter gives a fibrous yellowish semi-

saponified mass, whilst the former yields a pink fluid one.

In order to facilitate the detection of any adulteration, Mr. Calvert, gives a general

table of the preceding reactions. (See table on preceding page.)—H. K. B.

OILS, VOLATILE, ETHEREOUS, OR ESSENTIAL. The volatile oils occur in

every part of odoriferous plants, whose aroma they diffuse by their exhalation ; but in

different organs of different species. Certain plants, such as thyme and the scented

labiatcB in general, contain volatile oil in all their parts ; but others contain it only in the

blossoms, the seeds, the leaves, the root, or the bark. It sometimes happens that different

parts of the same plant contain different oils ; the orange, for example, furnishes three

different oils, one of which resides in the flowers, another in the leaves, and a third in

the skin or epidermis of the fruit. The quantity of oil varies not only with the species,

but also in the same plant with the soil, and especially the climate ; thus in hot countries

it is generated most profusely. In several plants, the volatile oil is contained in peculiar

orders of vessels, which confine it so closely that it does not escape in the drying, nor

is dissipated by keeping the plants for many years. In other species, and particularly

in flowers, it is formed continually upon their suface, and flies off at the moment of

its formation.

Volatile oils are usually obtained by distillation. For this purpose the plant is

introduced into a still, water is poured upon it, and heat being applied, the oil is

volatilised by the aid of the watery vapour at the temperature of 212°, though when

alone it would probably not distil over unless the heat were 100° more.

There are a few essential oils which may be obtained by expression, from the sub-

stances which contain them ; such as the oils of lemons and bergamot, found in the

pellicle of the ripe fruits of the Citrus limonium and bergamia, or the lemon and the

bergamot. The oil comes out in this case, with the juice of the peel, and collects upon

its surface.
,

For collecting the oils of odoriferous flowers which have no peculiar organs for mi-

prisoning them, and therefore speedily let them exhale, such as violets, jasmine,

tuberose, and hyacinth, another process must be resorted to. See Perfitmeey.

Essential oils differ much from each other in their physical properties. Most of them

are yellow, others are colourless, red or brown ; some again are green, and a few are

blue. They have a powerful smell, more or less agreeable, which immediately after

their distillation is occasionally a little rank, but becomes less so by keeping. The

odour is seldom as pleasant as that of the recent plant. Their taste is acrid, irritatmg,

and heating, or merely aromatic when they are largely diluted with water or other

substances. They are not greasy to the touch, like the fat oils, but on the contrary

make the skin feel rough. They are almost all lighter than water, only a very few

falling to the bottom of this liquid; their specific gravity lies .between 0-847 and

1 -096 ; the first number denoting the density of oil of citron, and the second that of oil

of sassafras. Although styled volatile oils, the tension of their vapour, as well as its

specific heat, is much less than that of water. The boiling point differs in different

kinds, but it is usually about 316° or 320° Fahr. Their vapours sometimes render

reddened litmus paper blue, although they contain no ammonia. When distilled by

themselves, the volatile oils are partially decomposed ; and the gaseous product of the

portion decomposed always carry off a little of the oil. When they are mixed with

clav or sand, and exposed to a distilling heat, they are in a great measure decomposed;

or when they are passed in vapour through a red-hot tube, combustible gases are

obtained, and a brilliant porous charcoal is deposited in the tube. On the other hand,

they distil readily with water, because the aqueous vapour formed at the surface ot the

boiling fluid carries along with it the vapour of the oil produced in virtue of the tension

which it possesses at the 212th deg. Fahr. In the open air the volatile oils burn with

a shining flame, which deposits a great deal of soot. The congealing point of the

rsentlafoils varies greatly • some do not solidify till cooled below 32°, others at this

point, and some are concrete at the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere.

^ When exposed to the air, the volatile oils change their colour, become darker and

gradually absorb oxygen. This absorption commences whenever they are extracted

fiom the Plant containing them ; it is at first considerable, and diminishes in rapidity as

U goe on Light contributes powerfully to this action, during which the oil disengages

a lIuTe carbonic acid, but much less than the oxygen absoi-bed - no water is formed

The oiUurns gradua ly thicker, loses its smell, and is transformed mto a res>D, which

becom s "entSal^ ha'rd. De Saussure found that o I of l--/^^"-' --"^^ ^^^t^^^
had absorbed in four winter months, and at ^t^^Pf^'^^"'-^,^^

«/^„f
*
J:'^' ^Ztw^

volume of oxygen, and had disengaged twice its volume of
fJ^^^^^

it yet completely saturated with oxygen. The stearescence of anise seed oil absorbed at

its liquefying temperature, in the space of two years 156 t'°^^|f .^i^i^^i^^^Sn^J^
and disengaied 26 times its volume of carbonic acid gas An

experienct such an oxidiseraent is composed of a resin dissolved m the unaltered oil,
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and tlie oil may be separated hy distilling the solution along with water. To preserve

oils in an unchanged state, they must be put in phials, filled to the top, closed with

ground glass stopples, and placed in the dark.

Volatile oils are little soluble in water, yet enough so as to impart to it by agitation

their characteristic smell and taste.

They are soluble in alcohol, and the more so the stronger the spirit is. Some
volatile oils, devoid of oxygen, such as the oils of turpentine and citron, are very
sparingly soluble in dilute alcohol ; while the oils of lavender, pepper, &c. are con-
siderably so. Such combinations form the odoriferous spirits which the perfumers
incorrectly call waters, as lavender water, eau de Cologne, eau de jasmin, &c. They
become turbid by admixture of water, which seizes the alcohol, and separates the
volatile oils. Ether also dissolves all the essential oils.

These oils combine with several vegetable acids, such as the acetic, the oxalic, the
succinic, the fat acids (stearic, margaric, oleic), the camphoric, and suberic.

With the exception of the oil of cloves, the volatile oils do not combine with the
salifiable bases. They have been partially combined with caustic alkali, as in the case
of Starkey's soap. This is prepared by triturating recently fused caustic soda in a
mortar, with a little oil of turpentine, added drop by drop, till the mixture has
acquired the consistence of soap. The compound is to be dissolved in spirits of wine,
filtered and distilled. What remains after the spirit is drawn off, consists of soda
combined with a resin forme ", in the oil during the act of trituration.

The essential oils dissolv. all the fat oils, the resins, and the animal fats.

In commerce, these oils are often adulterated with fat oils, resins, or balsam of capivi
dissolved in volatile oil. This fraud may be detected by putting a drop of the oil on
paper and exposing it to heat. A pure essential oil evaporates without leaving any
residuum, whilst an oil mixed with any of the above substances leaves a translucent
stain upon the paper. If fat oil be present, it will remain undissolved, on mixing the
adulterated essential oil with thrice its volume of spirit of wine of specific gravity
0-840. Resinous matter mixed with volatile oil is easily detected being left in the
alembic after distillation. Oil diluted with spirit of wine forms a milky emulsion on
the addition of water; the alcohol is absorbed by the water, and the oil afterwards
found on the surface, in a graduated glass tube, will show by its quantity the amount
of the adulteration.

Oil ofbiVer almonds is prepared by exposing the bitter almond cake, from which
the bland oil has been expressed, in a sieve to the vapour of water rising within the
still. The steam, as it passes up through the bruised almond parenchyma, carries off
Its volatile oil, and condenses along with it in the worm. The oil which first comes
over, and which falls to the bottom of the water, has so pungent and penetratino- a
smell, that it is more like cyanogen gas than hydrocyanic or prussic acid. This oil has
a golden yellow colour; it is heavier than water; when much diluted, it has an
agreeable smell, and a bitter burning taste. When exposed to the air, it absorbs
oxygen, and lets fall a heap of crystals of benzoic acid. Perfumers formerly employed
a great quantity of this oil in scenting their soaps. But nitro-benzole is now used
instead of the essential oil of bitter almonds in flavouring. See Benzole • Nitro-
Benzole. a similar oil is obtained by distilling the following substances with water :-the leaves of the peach (Amygdahis Persica), the leaves of the bay-laurel (Prunus
lauro-cerasus), and the bruised kernels of cherry and plum stones. All these oils
contain hydrocyanic acid, which renders them poisonous, and they also generate
benzoic acid, by absorbing oxygen on exposure to air.

Oil of anise-seed, h extracted by distillation from the seeds of the Pimpinella anisum

berqanda
'"'''^'^'^''''^ pressure from the rind of the ripe fruit of the Citrus

Oil of cajeput is prepared in the Moluccas, by distilling the dry leaves of theMelaleuca cajeputi Cajeput is a native word, signifying merely a white tree. This oil
is green

;
it has a burning taste, a strong smell of camphor, turpentine, and savine

JUie od ofcaraway is extracted from the seeds of the Cantm carui.
llie od of cassia, from the Cinnamomum cassia, is yellow passing into brown

y. "uT'^^
''/'''''''''^''^ by distillation from the flowers of the Anthemismoius. It has a blue colour when quite fresh, but becomes yellow by exposure • it

possesses the peculiar smell of the plant. ^ '

The oil of cloves, is extracted 'from the dried flower buds of the CarvoMlu^ ammn

X 2
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The oil ofelder, is extracted by distillation from the flowers of the Sambucus nigra.
Oil offennel, is extracted by distillation from the seeds of the Anelhum faniculum.
Oil of juniper, is obtained by distilling juniper berries along with water. These

should be bruised, because their oil is contained in small sacs or reservoirs, which
must be laid open before the oil can escape. It is limpid and colourless, or sometimes
of a faint greenish yellow colour.

The oil of lavender, is extracted from the flowering spike of the Lavandula vera.

Oil of lemons, is extracted by pressure from the yellow peel of the fruit of the
lemon or Citrus limonium.

The oil of mace lets fall, after a certain time, a concrete oil under the form of a
crystalline crust, called by John myrislicine.

The oil of nutmegs is extracted chiefly from mace, which is the inner epidermis of
these nuts.

The oil of orange flowers, called neroli, is extracted from the fresh flowers of the
Citrus aurantium. When recently prepared it is yellow; but when exposed for two
hours to the rays of the sun, or for a longer time to diffuse daylight, it becomes of a
yellowish-red. It is very fluid, lighter than water, and has a most agreeable smell. The
aqueous solution, known under the name of orange-flower water, is used as a perfume.

The oil ofparsley is extracted from the Apium petroselinum.

The oil ofpepper is extracted from the Piper nigrum.

The oil ofpeppermint is extracted from the Mentha piperita.

The oil of pimento is extracted from the envelopes of the fruit of the Eugenia
pimenta, which afford 8 per cent, of it.

The oil of rhodium is extracted from the wood of the Convolvulus scoparius.

The oil of roses, called the attar or otto, is extracted from the petals of the Rosa
cent/folia and sempervirens.

The oil of rosemary is extracted from the Rosmarinus officinalis.

The oil ofsaffron is extracted from the stigmata of the Crocus sativus. It is narcotic.

The oil of sassafras is extracted from the woody root of the Laurus sassafras.

Oil of savine is extracted from the leaves of the Juniperus sabina.

Oil of thyme is obtained from the Thymus vulgaris.

Oil of wormwood is distilled from the Artemisia absinthium.

Oil of turpentine. See Turpentine.
In the last edition there appeared a somewhat long paper on the tests of purity for

the essential oils. It has not been thought desirable to preserve this, for, although it

contained much valuable matter, a skilled chemist could alone avail himself of the

facts stated by Dr. Ure.

For all general purposes, the few remarks on page 307, on the mixture of the fat

oils with the essential oils, are quite sufficient.

OLD RED SANDSTONE. A geological formation so called; named by Sedg-

wick and Murchison, Devonian, as portions of the system are peculiarly developed

in Devonshire. See Sandstone.
OLEATES are saline compounds of oleic acid with the bases.

OLEFIANT GAS is the name originally given to bi-carburetted hydrogen. See

Carbdretted Hydrogen.
OLEIC ACID, A neutral oil, obtained by saponifying mutton fat with potash,

and decomposing the soap with sulphuric acid. The fat acids are dissolved in hot

alcohol ; the solution on cooling is expressed, and the operation frequently repeated.

Oleic acid is insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol and ether. Its formula

appears to be C"'H^'O^HO.
, . , , • ^ ^

OLEINE, OR LIPYLE. Obtained by boiling tallow m alcohol. It is regarded as

an Oleate of oxide of glyceryle. It constitutes the more fluid portion of oils.

OLIBANUM is a gum-resin, used only as incense in Koman-catholic churches.

OLIVE OILS. See Oils.
, . . v

ONICOLO, OR NICOLO. A variety of onyx having a ground of deep brown, m
which is a band of bluish white. It is used for cameos, and differs from the ordinary

onyx in a certain blending of the two colours.— H. W. B.

ONYX A mineral belonging to the chalcedonic variety of quartz, it resembles

agate excepting that the colours are arranged in flat horizontal planes. When the

layers consist of sard and white chalcedony, the stone is called sardonyx.

These stones were formerly more prized than they are at present, and were fre-

quently cut in cameo and intaglio.
^ -re

OOLITE ( Oolith, Germ. From oov, an egg, and XiBos, a stone.) Those varieties of

limestone which are composed of an aggregation of small spherical concretions

resembling in appearance the roc of a fish; and bound together by a calcareous

cement. When first quarried they are generally soft, but harden by exposure to the

air and the evaporation of the water.
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The particles are generally formed of concentric layers of carbonate of lime

arranged round a grain of sand, a fragment of shell, or some organic substance,

forming the nucleus around which the calcareous matter has been deposited.

The name roestone, from the fanciful resemblance of these oolitic concretions to

the roe of a fish, has likewise been given to this kind of limestone when the grains

are of small sizes; when of comparatively large dimensions, as in some beds of

Inferior Oolite in the neighbourhood of Cheltenham, they are distinguished by the

name of peastone or pisolite (from iri(rov, a pea, and \'i6os, stone).

In geological nomenclature, the term oolite has a more extended signification, and
is applied indiscriminately to the entire accumulation of strata consisting of limestones,

marls, clays, sands, intervening between the Trias or New Red and the Wealden
formations, in consequence of the limestones of those deposits frequently possessing

an oolitic structure. Of these, Portland stone. Coral Rag, Bath or Great Oolite, and
Inferior Oolite are the' most important in an economical point of view, owing to their

furnishing fine descriptions of freestone, suitable for building and ornamental purposes,

both from their tints, which are either white or cream coloured, and the large blocks

in which they can be obtained.

The well-known white freestone obtained from Caen in Normandy is an Oolitic

limestone belonging to the Bath or Great Oolite formation.

Although the oolite formations constitute the chief repositories of limestones
possessing an oolitic structure, they are not confined to those groups of strata, but are
met with in other formations, as for instance in some beds of carboniferous or
mountain limestone in the neighbourhood of Bristol, as well as very largely in that
of Ireland.— H. W. B.

OOST, OR OAST. The provincial name of the stove in which the picked hops are
dried.

OPAL. An ornamental stone.

The following are the more important varieties of the opal :

—

The precious opal, exhibiting a play of rich colours. '

Fire opal or girasol, with hyacinth red and yellow reflections.
Common opal, semi-opal

; non-opalescent varieties.

Hydrophane; non-transparent, but becoming so by immersion in water.
Cacholong; nearly opaque, of a bluish white colour.
Hyalite

; colourless, pellucid, or white.
Opal jasper, wood opal, and several others.
All these are composed of silica in the gelatinising state, with more or less water,

and occasionally, as accidental admixtures, other bodies in small proportions.
By analyses the following results have been obtained as it regards the silica :

The precious opal of Hungary - - - 92 silica.
The fire opal of Mexico . ... 92

Ditto of Faroe - - - - - 8873
"

Semi-opal of Hanau - - - . - 82*75
"

Ditto Kaschan - - . 92-16
*

Cacholong of Faroe - - . _ . 95-82
"

Opal may be regarded as an uncleavable quartz. Its fracture, conchoidal • lustre
vitreous or resmous

; colours, white, yellow, red, brown, green, grey. Lively plav of
light; hardness, 5-5 to 6-5

; specific gravity, 2 091. It occurs in small kidney-shapedand stalactitic shapes, and large tuberose concretions. The phenomena of the play
ot colours in precious opal have not been satisfactorily explained. It seems to be con-nected with the regular structure of the mineral. Haiiy attributes the play ofcolours
to the fissures of the interior being filled with films of air, agreeably with the law ofNewton 8 coloured rings. Mohs, however, thinks this would produce iridescence
nrierely. Brewster concludes that it is owing to fissures and cracks in the interior ofthe mass of a uniform shape. It is said that the opal which grows after a while dull andopaque may be restored to its former beauty if put for a short time in water or oil (?)Ihe precious opal stands high in estimation, and is considered one of the mostvaluable gems, the size and beauty of the stone and the variety of the colour.;
determining Its value. The so-called " mountain of light," an Hungarian opal in thethreat Exhibition of 1851, weighed 526^ carats, and was estimated at 4000/ sterlino-

nffplJ " ^ P.''^<='°»s opal weighing 1 7 oz. ; and it is said a jeweller of Amsterdamoffered half a million of florins for it, which was refused.

if
21™^''''"'''

''J
^ ^^"^^y ^^^P'"^' ^^fl^o^t transparencv, but acquiring

KlLrothT"'''^-?
t'-'''"«P^'-<^"t fl^i'^. Precious opal was found bfK aproth to consist of silica, 90 j water, 10; which is a very curious combinationHungary has long been the only locality of precious opal, where U occurs nea;Caschau, along with common and semi-opal, in a kind of^porphyry. Fine varietiS.
X 3
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have, however, been lately discovered in the Faroe islands ; and most beautiful ones,
aonietimes quite transparent, near Gracios a Dios, in the province of Honduras'
America. The red and yellow bright coloured varieties of fire-opal are found near
Zimapan, in Mexico. Precious opal, -when fashioned for a gem, is generally cut
with a convex surfoce ; and if large, pure, and exhibiting a bright play of colours,
is of considerable value. In modern times, fine opals of moderate bulk have been
frequently sold at the price of diamonds of equal size ; the Turks being particularly
fond of them. The estimation in which opal was held by the ancients is hardly
credible. Nonius, the Roman senator, preferred banishment to parting with his
favourite opal, which was coveted by Mark Antony. Opal which appears quite red
when held against the light, is called girasol by the French; a name also given to the
sapphire, or corundum asteria, or star-stone.

OPEN CAST. A mining term, signifying that the mineral, whatever it may be,
is obtained by open workings, and not by mining.
OPERAMETER is the name given to an apparatus invented by Samuel Walker,

of Leeds. It consists of a train of toothed wheels and pinions enclosed in a box,
having indexes attached to the central arbor, like the hands of a clock, and a dial
plate

; whereby the number of rotations of a shaft projecting from the posterior part
of the box is shown. If this shaft be connected by any convenient means to the
working parts of a gig mill, shearing frame, or any other machinery of that kind for
dressing cloths, the number of rotations made by the operating machine will be
exhibited by the indexes upon the dial plate of this apparatus.
A similar clock-work mechanism, called a counter, has been for a great many years

employed in the cottonr factories and in the pumping engines of the Cornish and other
mines, to indicate the number of revolutions of the main shaft of the mill or of the
strokes of the piston. A common pendulum or spring-clock is commonly set up
alongside ofthe counter; and sometimes the indexes ofboth are regulated to go together.
OPIUM is the juice which exudes from incisions made in the heads of ripe poppies

(Papaver somniferum), rendered concrete by exposure to the air. The best opium
which is found in the European markets comes from Asia Minor and Egypt ; what
is imported from India is reckoned inferior in quality. This is the most valuable of
all the vegetable products of the gum-resin family, and very remarkable for the com-
plexity of its chemical composition.

Dr. Eatwell has, in the Pharmaceutical Journal for 1852, given an admirable account
of the cultivation of the poppy, and the preparation of opium in India, We quote
briefly from his paper. At about three or four o'clock in the afternoon individuals

repair to the field and scarify the poppy capsules with sharp iron instruments called

nushturs. These are four narrow bars of iron, each about six inches in length. At
one extremity each bar does not exceed a quarter of an inch in breadth, but it gradu-
ally expands, until it has acquired the breadth of one inch at the opposite end, where
it is deeply notched. The sides of the notch are somewhat curved and ground to

sharp edges, and the external edges are brought to sharp points. The four little bars

being placed side by side are bound firmly together by strong cotton thread, and the

points at their cutting extremities are kept separated from each other, to the extent of

j'g of an inch by means of the cotton thread, which is pa ^ed between each pair of con-

tiguous blades. With this instrument the poppy heads are scarified, and from these

scarifications a milky juice exudes.

The capsules having been scarified in the afternoon, the collection of the juice is

made at an early hour the following morning. This is efiected by means of instru-

ments called seetoahs, which are made of sheet iron, and resemble concave trowels.

With these the juice is scraped off from the surface of the scarifications, until the in-

strument becomes filled, when the contents are emptied into an earthen pot, which

the collector carries by his side. When first collected, the juice from the capsules

presents the appearance of a wet granular mass, of a pinkish colour, and in the bottom

of the vessel which contains it is found collected a dark fluid resembling infusion of

coffee, to which the name of pussewah is given. This juice when brought home is

placed in a shallow earthen vessel, which is tilted to such a degree, that all the pus-

sewah can drain off. This is placed in a covered vessel, and receives no farther

attention until it is taken to the government factory for the purpose of being weighed.

For many additional particulars relating to this drug, we must refer to the complete

article on opium in Dr. Pereira's Materia Medico.

The following list contains most of the varieties of opium known in commerce.

Smyrna opium, from Turkey or the

JLevant.

Constantinople opium,
Egyptian opium.

Trebigond opium, Persian opium.

Indian opium. Benares, Malwa, and
Patna.

English opium.

French and German opium.
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toria.

Lima orcbella, small and flat, JR.fuciformis.

Cape of Good Hope orchella, R. hypo-

mecha.

Barbary orchella, J?, tinctoria.

Corsican and Sardinian orchella, R, tinc'

toria.

With the chemistry "of opium this work cannot deal. In Ure s Diclionary of Che-

mistry every information on this head will be given. Our importation of opium in

1858 was 97,746 lbs. Our exportation of opium in the same year was 82,085 lbs.

OPOBALSAM is the balsam of Peru in a dry state.
_

OPOPONAX is a gum-resin resembling gum ammoniac. It is occasionally used

in medicine. , .

ORANGE DYE is given by a mixture of red or yellow dyes m various propor-

tions. Arnotto alone dyes orange ; but it is a fugitive colour.

ORCHELLA WEEDS. The cylindrical and flat species of Roccella used m the

manufacture of Orchil and Cudbear, are so called by the makers. The following list

of orchella weeds is given by Pereira.

Angola orcbella, Rocella fuciformis. Lima orchella, large and round, R. tinc-

Madagascar orchella, R. fuciformis.

Mauritius orchella.

Canary orchella, R. tinctoria.

Cape de Verd orchella, R. tinctoria.

Azore orchella, R. tinctoria.

Madeira orchella, R. tinctoria and. R. fuci-

formis.

Dr. Pereira says Mr. Harman Visger, of Bristol, " informs me that every lichen but

the best orchella weed is gone, or rapidly going out of use, not from deterioration of

their quality, for, being allowed to grow, they are finer than ever ; but because the

Angola weed is so superior in quality, and so low priced and abundant, that the pro-

duct of a very few other lichens would pay the expense of manufacture." In the

Philosophical Transactions for 1848, Dr. Stenhouse has a valuable paper on the colour-

ing matters of the lichens. From it we extract his directions for estimating the

colouring matter in lichens by means of a solution of hypochlorite of lime.

Any convenient quantity of the orchella weed may be cut into very small pieces,

and then macerated with milk of lime, till the colouring matter is extracted. Three

or four macerations are quite sufficient for this purpose, if the lichen has been suffi-

ciently comminuted. The clear liquors should be filtered and mixed together. A solu-

tion of bleaching powder of known strength should then be poured into the lime

solution from a graduated alkalimeter. The moment the bleaching liquor comes
in contact with the lime solution of the lichen, a blood-red colour is produced, which
disappears in a minute or two, and the liquid has only a deep yellow colour. A new
quantity of the bleaching liquid should then be poured into the lime solution, and the

mixture carefully stirred. This operation should be repeated so long as the addition

of the hypochlorite of lime causes the production of the red colour, for this shows that

the lime solution still contains unoxidised colorific principle. Towards the end of

the process, the bleaching solution should be added by only a few drops at a time, the

mixture being carefully stirred between each addition. Wc have only to note how
many measures of the bleaching liquid have been required to destroy the colouring

matter in the solution, to determine the amount of the colorific principle it contained.

Dr. Stenhouse suggests the following method for extracting the colorific principle for

transport. Cut the lichens into small pieces, macerate them in wooden vats with
milk of lime, and saturate the solution with either muriatic or acetic acid. The
gelatinous principle is then to be collected on cloths and dried by a gentle heat. In
this way the whole of the heat can be easily extracted, and. the dried extract trans-
ported from the most distant localities.

Imports of OKCHAii (so called in returns), in 1857 and 185.8:

1857. 1858.
Cwts. Cwts.

Hanse Towns ----- 645
Hamburg 1,593
France --------- 5,248
Canaries 509
Portugal - -I 12,595 8,645
West Coast of Africa - - . - 2,175 2,454
Cape Verd Islands - - - . i,i80

Ecuador 1,613 1,729
Chili ],202 14,741
Peru 1,297 4,838
St. Helena ------ 2,842 3,948
Other parts ------ 1,463 516

X 4
25,012 44,221
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ORCIN is the name of the colouring principle of several of the lichens. The
lichen dried and pulverised is to be exhausted by boiling alcohol. The solution
filtered hot lets fall in the cooling crystalline flocks, which do not belong to the
colouring matter. Tlie supernatant alcohol is to be distilled off, the residuum is to
be evaporated to the consistence of an extract, and triturated with water till this liquid
will dissolve no more. The aqueous solution reduced to the consistence of syrup, and
left to itself in a cool place, lets fall, at the end of a few days, long brown brittle
needles, which are to be freed by pressure from the mother water, and dried. That
water being treated with animal charcoal, filtered and evaporated, will yield a second
cro{) of crystals. These are orcin. The taste of orcin is sweet and nauseous ; it melts
readily in a retort into a transparent liquid, and distils without undergoing any change.
It is soluble in water and alcohol. Nitric acid colours it blood-red ; which colour
afterwards disappears. Subacetate of lead precipitates it completely. Its conversion
into the orchil red is effected by the action of an alkali in contact with the air. When
dissolved, for example, in ammonia, and exposed to the atmosphere, it takes a dirty
brown red hue ; but when the orcin is exposed to air charged with vapours of am-
monia, it assumes by degrees a fine violet colour. To obtain this result, the orcin in
powder should be placed in a capsule, alongside of a saucer containing water of
ammonia

; and both should be covered by a large bell glass ; whenever the orcin
has required a dark brown cast, it must be withdrawn from under the bell, and the
excess of ammonia be allowed to volatilise. As soon as the smell of ammonia is gone,
the orcine is to be dissolved in water, and then a few drops ofammonia being poured
into the brownish liquid, it assumes a magnificent reddish-violet colour. Acetic acid
precipitates the red lake of lichen. The researches of Stenhousey of Schunck, of
liochleder, and Heldt should be consulted. See Lichen ; Litmus.
ORE. The natural compound of a metal with some other substance, such as oxygen,

sulphur, arsenic, &c. These have been sometimes termed the mineralisers ; and when
metals are found free from such combinations they are called native metals and not ores.

ORES, DRESSING OF. In metalliferous veins the deposits of ore are extremely
irregular and much intermixed with gangue or vein stone. In excavating the lode,

it is usual for the miner to effect a partial separation of the valuable from the worth-
less portion ; the former he temporarily stows away in some open place underground,
whilst the latter is either employed to fill up useless excavations, or in due course

sent to surface to be lodged on the waste heaps. From time to time the valuable part

of the lode is drawn to the top of the shaft, and from thence conveyed to the dressing

floors, where it has to be prepared for metallurgic treatment.

This process is known as dressing, and in the majority of instances includes a series

of operations. In this country it is chiefly restricted to mechanical treatment, the

chemical manipulation being performed by the smelter. Hand labour, picking,

washing, sizing, and reducing machinery, together with water-concentrating

apparatus, comprise the usumI resom-ces of the dresser, but sometimes he may find it

useful to have recourse to the furnace, since it may happen that by slightly changing

the chemical state of the substances that compose the ore, the earthy parts may
become more easily separable, as also the other foreign matters. With this view, the

ores of tin are often calcined, which, by separating the arsenic and oxidising the iron and

copper, furnishes the means of obtaining, by the subsequent washing, an oxide of tin

much purer than could be otherwise procured. In general, however, these are rare

cases ; so that the washing almost always immediately succeeds the picking, crushing,

or stamping processes.

Before entering upon the description of machinery employed in the concentration

of ores, it is important to notice the principles upon which the Tarious mechanical

operations are based.

If bodies of various sizes, forms, and densities be allowed to fall into a liquid, in a

state of rest, the amount of resistance which they experience will be very unequal,

and consequently they will not arrive at the bottom at the same time. This neces-

sarily produces a sort of classification of the fragments, which becomes apparent on

examining the order in which they have been deposited.

If it be supposed that the substances have similar ./J^rwis and dimensions, and differ

from each other in density only, and it is known that the resistance which a body will

experience in moving through a liquid medium depends solely on its form and extent

of surfaces, and not on its specific gravity, it follows that all substances will lose

under similar circumstances an equal amount of moving force.

This loss is proportionally greater on light bodies than in those having more con-

siderable density. The former for this reason fall through the liquid with less rapidity

than the denser fragments, and must therefore arrive later at the bottom, so that the

deposit will be constituted of different strata, arranged in direct relation to their various

densities, the heaviest being at the bottom, and the lightest at the top of the series.

;
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SuDDOsinff, on the contrary, that all the bodies which fall through the water possess

similar forms and equal specific gravities, and that they only ditfer from each other

in point of volume, it is evident that the rapidity of motion will be in proportion to

their sizes, and the larger fragments will be deposited at the bottom of the vessel.
_

As the 'bodies on starting are supposed to have the same forms and densities, it

follows that the resistance they experience whilst descending through water will be

in proportion to the surface exposed, and as the volumes of bodies vary according to

the cubes of their corresponding dimensions, whilst the surfaces only vary in accord-

ance with the squares of the same measurements, it will be seen that the force of

movement animating them is regulated by their cubes, whilst their resistance is in pro-

portion to their squares.

If, lastly, it be imagined that all the fragments have the same volume and density

but are of various forms, it follows that those possessing the largest amount of

surface will arrive at the bottom last, and consequently the upper part of the deposit

will consist of the thinnest pieces.

It is evidently then of the greatest importance that the grains of ore which are to

be concentrated by washing should be as nearly as possible of the same size, or other-

wise the smaller surface of one fragment, in proportion to its weight, will in a measure

compensate for the greater density of another, and thus cause it to assume a position

in the series to which by its constitution it is not entitled.

This diflBculty is constantly found to occur in practice, and, in order as much as

possible to obviate it, care is taken to separate by the use of sieves and trommels into

distinct parcels, the fragments which have respectively nearly the same size. Although

by this means the grains of ore may to a certain extent be classified according to their

regular dimensions, it is impossible by any mechanical contrivance to regulate their

forms, which must greatly depend on the natural cleavages of the substances operated

on, and hence this circumstance must always in some degree affect the results obtained.

Each of the broken fragments of ore must necessarily belong to one of the three

following classes:—the first class consists of those which are composed of the mineral
sought without admixture of earthy matter. The second will comprehend the frag-

ments which are made up of a mixture of mineral ore and earthy substances, whilst the

third division may be wholly composed of earthy gangue without the presence ofmetallic

ore. By a successful washing these three classes should be separated from each other.

The most difficult and expensive vein stuff for the dressing floors is that in which
the constituents have nearly an uniform aggregation, and where the specific gravity
of the several substances approximate closely to each other. In such cases the ore is

only separated from the waste after much care and labour, and often at the loss of a
considerable portion of the ore itself. When, however, the ore is massive and distinct
from the gangue, and the specific gravity of the latter much less than the former, then
the operation of cleaning is usually very simple, effected cheaply, and with but little

loss on the ore originally present.

The losses which may be sustained in the manipulation and enrichment of ores is a
matter of great importance, and demands not only direct attention from the chief
agent, but also calls for the constant vigilance of the dresser. No one can approve of
a system which omits to record the initial quantity of ore brought to the surface,
noting only the tonnage and percentage of the parcel produced for sampling.

Yet such inattention prevails generally in the mining districts of this country.
"What would be thought of a smelter who might systematically purchase and receive
ores without ascertaining their produce, and reduce them in furnaces totally unfitted
for the purpose, without regarding the losses which might be sustained ? If he
became insolvent it would excite no surprise, but, on the contrary, the public would
most likely look upon his position as the inevitable result of a defective and repre-
hensible mode of working.

It will be admitted that mineral exploitations are of a highly hazardous nature, and
that the risk of profit ought not to be increased either by ignorance or carelessness.
When ores are discovered, usually after the expenditure of much money, a certain
amount of productive and dead cost is incurred before they can be rendered at the
dressing floors; if then the least waste takes place there is not only a loss per se, but
the mine expenditure is augmented upon the lessened quantity, hence in no depart-
ment of mining economics is it more essential to secure higher practical talent than
in the dressing and management of vein stuff. The individual entrusted with this
duty should be competent to assay the ores, have a knowledge of the losses resulting
from their metallurgic treatment, and know approximately the cost of enriching them
on the floors as well as of smelting them; he will then conduct his operations so that
the cost and loss in dressing will be less than the cost and loss in smelting
Some of the more friable ores, when simply exposed to the influence of water

exnibit a large mechanical loss, so much so, that it is considered oftentimes more
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profitable to put them to pile without attempting their enrichment. Now it may
be laid down as an axiom that water will always steal ore, and the longer it is ex-
posed to its influence, and the more complicated the manipulation, the greater will be
the loss incurred. In addition, the constitution of certain ores is so peculiar and
delicate, that any attempt to concentrate them beyond a given standard, by varying
the treatment, is seen to lead to an enormous loss, as will be apparent by inspecting

the following memoranda of practical results :
—

(A.)—The ore operated upon was sulphide of lead, associated with finely dissemi-

nated iron pyrites, oxide of iron, quartz, and a small portion of clay slate. In each
case the vein stuff assayed 17 per cent, of metal.

Assayed
17 %

Quantity Quantity
by weight. by weight

1 washed and concentrated to "25"

1 -40

1 burnt, roasted, and do. '20

2"4 washed and do. '43

1-56

20 loss by roasting

1*36 washed and concentrated to '40

•8 roasted, washed, do. -42

•8 „ „ -69

The loss on metal
originally pre-

sent in the ore

by varying the

mechanical treat-

ment was - - -

61 percent.

39 „
57 „

37i „

50
33

16|

(B.)—Took two parcels of argentiferous lead ore, associated with carbonate of iron,

a little quartz, and blende. "Weight 34^ tons, which assayed 42^ per cent, for lead, and

29 oz. of silver per ton of metal. Crushed and carefully elaborated the same through

jigging and buddle apparatus, obtained 14|g tons of ore, giving 54^ per cent, for lead,

and 22 ounces of silver per ton of metal. The produce for lead was therefore raised

12 units at a loss of 49 per cent, of the initial quantity of metal and 95 ounces of silver.

The commercial loss attending this operation, after making the several charges and

allowances incident to the metallurgic reduction, was £9\ lis., or equal to £2 14s.

per ton on the original weight.

Additional instances of heavy losses incurred in the concentrating process could be

adduced if space permitted ; but it may not be unwise to direct special attention to the

great waste often connected with the manipulation of both tin and argentiferous ores.

In the former it occurs chiefly from the oxide of tin being much diffused through hard

vein stone, requiring severe mechanical treatment in order to liberate it, whilst in the

latter the silver (not unfrequently combined mechanically), imperceptible to the eye,

floating away when subjected to water, and so subtle as to evade the most delicately

devised apparatus. The loss accruing in one large undertaking from this source

alone upon 1100 tons of ore was 3026 ounces of silver worth :£830, or equal to the

interest on £16,600, at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum.
_

In order to determine the loss of metal which may arise in enrichmg ores, accurate

assays and notations should be made of the quantity of vein stuff lodged on the floors,

which should be compared with the metallic contents rendered merchantable, and the

differences estimated.
.

It is not possible to ascertain the value of an improvement which would secure an

additional one per cent, from the quantity of orey stuff annually sent to surface from

the several mines in the United Kingdom ; but if it be reckoned only upon the sale

value it would be scarcely less than 40,000/. per annum.
_ r.

. ,

In determining the site for a dressing floor, and m making the mechanical arrange-

ments, various points suggest themselves; since, if they were overlooked, much loss

would ensue to the undertaking, or otherwise it is evident that they could only be

corrected by involving the proprietary in an increased outlay as well as a greater

current expenditure. The first consideration should be to secure an ample supply of

water with a good fall, and an extensive area of ground. With advantages of this

nature the machinery will be worked cheaply, the stuff gravitate through the vanous

processes without returning to create double carriage expenses, whikt the castaways

may be sent to the waste heaps at a mimimum cost.

. J . - , . X. X.. 1— This must
The second point to be settled,

ir"the"cfa7s of machinery to be employed. This must obviously be based upon

The character which the ores may present. If massive, and associated with light

w^^ste sSiple apparatus will suffice, but if the ore be sparsely diffused among heavy

vein ;tone it ?s probable that the various apparatus will have to be constructed

;Tth grea 'n cety, varied in their principles of action, and that much PrecmUion

have to be obse;ved in order to create as little slime as Possible, as jell a^

secure the initial quantity of ore against undue oss.
enough

machinery there is also considerable scope for practical
f
""^^^^

to wash, crush, jig, and buddle the ores, mixing the resulting smalls incongruously
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toeether- hut a judicious sorting should be commenced at the wash kilns, and upon

Sis basis^he various sizes kept distinct whilst passing through the washing floors

The Cesser should also take care to keep the several ranges of mineral produces and

decrees of fineness together. , ,

With the view of assisting the judgment in deciding upon the machinery to be

employed, the following table of specific gravities, applicable to ordinary vein stutt,

is given:—
Table of specific gravities.

Hardness.

Lead: Sulphide (galena) - "- - 2-5 to

Sulphate - - - -

Carbonate (white)

Phosphate (green and brown)

Chromate (bright red)

Molybdate

Tin .

Copper

:

jinc

:

Antimony

Oxide of tin

Tin pyrites

Sulphide -

Oxide
Carbonate
Pyrites

Sulphate -

Silico-carbonate

Red oxide

Sulphide -

Carbonate
Silicate

r Sulphide -

Jamesonite

2-5

2-3
3-0
3 '5

2-5

2- 7

6-0

3-0
2-5

3-5
3-5

3-5
2-2

2-0
4-0
3-5
5-0

2-0

2-0

2-75

2-7

3-5
4-0
30
3-0

70
4-0
3-0
4-0
4-0

4-0

3-0
4-5
4-0

2-5

Specific gravity.

7-5 to 7-6

6-25 „ 6-29

6-46 „ 6 48

6-o8 „ 7-04

6 0 „ 6 04
6-7 „ 6-8

6-5 „ 7-1

4-79
5-5

5-9

4-0

4- 15
2-21

2-0
5-43
4-02

4-33

3-43
4- 51
5-5

5-1

5-8
6-0
4- 1

416

2-2

5-52
4-07

4-44

4-62
5-8

Minerals associated with ores.

Wolfram
Iron pyrites (white)

Mundic -

Sulphate of baryta -

Carbonate of baryta

Carbonate of iron -

Fluor spar

Quartz or silica

Carbonate of lime -

Hardness. Specific gravity.

5-0
»>

5-5 7-1 to 7-4

6-0
)>

6-5 4-67
>>

4-84

6-0
»)

6-5 4-83 5-01

2-0
>j

3-5 4-3 » 4-8

30 5>
3-75 4-29 4-3

3-0
>»

4-5 3-73
>>

3-82

4-0 3-0
>> 3 33

7-0 2-6
5?

2-7

2-5 » 3-5 2-5
5J

3-8

Ore-bearing rocks.
Specific gravity.

Hornblende rock - - . - 2-8 to 3-2

Syenite - - _ - - - 2-7 „ 3 0
Trap or basalt - - 2 8 „ 3-2

Porphyry, trachyte, and felspar - - 2-3 „ 2-7

Granite and gneiss - - - - 2-4 „ 2-7

Mica slate - - - - - - 2-6 „ 2-9

2 6
Limestone and dolomite - 2-5 „ 2-9

Sandstone . - - - - - 2-4 „ 2-7

The following general deductions will also be found serviceable :—
First.— Absolute perfection in separation according to specific gravity cannot be

arrived at, chiefly on account of the irregularity of form of the various grains to be
operated upon.

Second.— The more finely divided the stuff to be treated, the greater is the amount
of labour and care required, and the more imperfect will be the separation.

Third.— That reducing machine may be considered the most perfect which
produces the least quantity of stuff finer than that which it is intended to produce.

Fourth.— It is necessary in determining the degree of fineness to which a
mineral should be reduced, to consider the metallurgic value of the ore contained in
it, and to set against this the value of the loss which will probably be incurred,
together with the labour and expense attendant upon the manipulation.

Fifth.—The vein stuff should be reduced to such a degree of fineness that the
largest proportion of deads and clean ore should be obtained by the first operation,
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thus saving the lahour and preventing the loss incident to a finer suh-division of the
ore and more extended treatment.

Sixth.— That apparatus or ])lan of dressing may be considered the most efficient
•which with stuff of a given size allows at an equal cost of the most perfect separ-
ation, and of the proper separation of stuff of nearly equal specific gravity.
The average percentage to which the crop is to be brought, and the highest

percentage to be allowed in the castaways being determined, it is evident that the
more perfect the degree of separation the greater will be the amount of crop and
castaways obtained at each operation, and the quantity of middles or stuff to be
re-worked will be diminished.

Seventh We may further consider as a great improvement in dressing operations
such apparatus or plan of working as will allow, without a disproportionate in-
crease in the cost, of the equally perfect separation of fine stuff as that of the coarser,
as now practised. This will be of especial benefit in the case of finely disseminated
ore, which is necessarily obliged to be reduced to a great degree of fineness.

Washing and Sepaeating Okes.

The vein stuff on arriving at the surface, is not only associated with a large amount
of gangue, but is frequently much intermixed with clay, rock, and siliceous matter.

In order to get rid of the latter substances, it is usually washed and picked. The
washing apparatus ought to be so contrived as to allow the cleansing to be effected both
cheaply and expeditiously, and for this purpose a good volume of water is always
desirable. If a height or fall can be obtained, it will also be found advantageous.
In accordance with the character of the ore the apparatus will have to be varied, but
for lead, certain varieties of copper ore, as well as iron, or other abundant ores, the
kiln is well adapted. In many mines rectangular grates are fitted to the bottom of the
kilns, but a perforated plate would be found to furnish better results, since the former
allows of the passage of flat irregular masses of stone, rendering the treatment in the

jigging sieves less successful. The holes in the perforated plate should be conical,

the largest diameter underneath, so that the stones may have unobstructed passage.

In connection with the kiln-plate a sizing trommel should be used, and in order to

economise both time and expenditure it would be judicious to introduce the vein stuff,

and discharge the castaways by means of railways.

The picking of the stuff is a highly important operation. As a rule all picked ore

should be selected, and the dradge deprived of the largest possible amount of waste be-

fore it is sent to the crusher. It is highly fallacious to suppose, because machinery will

deal with large quantities expeditiously, that it is cheaper to subject the mass to its

action; on the contrary, if correct calculations are made of the losses which will

ensue on the initial quantity of ore before the residue is ready for the pile, the

cost of the several intricate manipulations requisite to get rid of the castaways, the

wear, tear, and maintenance of machinery, it will appear in the majority of cases that

the most profitable method is to incur an extra first charge in order to reject the sterile

portions by means of hand labour. The ragging hammer should therefore be brought

into free requisition, and all worthless stones at once rejected ; then in spalling such

portions as have been ragged an additional quantity of refuse should be excluded,

whilst in the process of cobbing either ragged or spalled work, the greatest care and

attention should be given in order to bring the dradge to a maximum degree of richness.

Among the siftings and washings which ores are made to undergo, we would notice

those practised on the Continent, grilles anglaises, and step-washings of Hungary,

laveries a gradins. These methods of freeing the ores from pulverulent matters,

consist in placing them, at their out -put from the mine, upon gratings, and bringing

over them a stream of water, which merely takes down through the bars the small

fragments, but carries off the finer portions. The latter are received in cisterns,

where they are allowed to rest long enough to settle to the bottom. The washing

by steps is an extension of the preceding plan. To form an idea of this, let us

imagine a series of grates placed successively at different levels, so that the water,

arriving on the highest, where the ore for washing lies, carries off a portion of it,

through this first grate upon a second closer in its bars, thence to a third, &c., and

finally into labyrinths or cisterns of deposition.
t • mi.

The grilles anglaises are similar to the sleeping tables used at Idria. The system of

these gradins is represented in fig. 1352. There are 5 such systems in the works at Idna

for sorting the small fragments of quicksilver ore intended for the stamping mill.

These fnigments are but moderately rich in metal, and are picked up at random, of

various sizes, from that of the fist to a grain of dust.

The ores are placed in the chest a, below the level of which 7 grates are dis-

tributed, so that the fragments which pass through the first, b, proceed by an inclined
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couduit on to the second grate c, and so in succession
(f/j^

^^j/^^^^^^'
In front, and on a level with each of the grates b, c, d, &c., a child is stationea on one

A cu^rSof waLrwhich falls into the chest a, carries the fragments of ore upon

the grS The pieces which remain upon the two grates b and c, are thrown on the.

1352

adioinin'^ tahle v, where they undergo a sorting by hand ;
there the pieces are classified,

1 into ean<-ue to be thrown away ; 2, into ore for stamping mill
; 3, into ore to be sent

directly to °the furnace. The pieces which remain on each of the succeeding grates,

d e f a h are deposited on those of the floors 3 to 7, in front of each. Before every

one of these shelves a deposit-sieve is established (see t, u), and the workmen m
charge of it stand in one of the corresponding boxes, marked 8 to 12. The sieve is

represented only in front of the chest h, for the sake of clearness.

Each of the workmen placed in 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, operates on the heap before him

;

the upper layer of the deposit formed in his sieve is sent to the stamping house, and

the inferior layer directly to the furnace.

As to the grains which, after traversing the five grates, have arrived at the chest x,

they are washed in the two chests y, which are analogous to the German chests. The

upper layer of what is deposited in y is sent to the furnace; the rest is treated anew.

The kiln before adverted to is explained '^J fig. 1353.

The vein stuff is brought from the shaft by means of tram waggons, into the

hopper A; water flows from the launder b, one portion distributing itself at the foot

of the hopper, the other upon a cast-iron plate perforated with holes l^- inch diameter

at top, 1^-iuch diameter at bottom, and 2 inches distant from centre to centre; the

plate being 4 feet by 3 feet 6 inches. Between c and e, the washer stands. The fine

stuff he rakes through the plate-holes, and that which is too coarse is drawn to E.

Children standing on h, select the prill and dradge from the pile e, discharging such
stones as are valueless through the shoot f, into the waggon beneath. The trommel
D is constructed of perforated plates, having different degrees of fineness, in order to

size the stuff which passes through into bins or compartments.

Ragging.—It has been remarked that, in breaking the lode underground, numerous
rocks are produced throughout which valuable ore is more or less disseminated. After
these stones are washed they are ragged. This operation consists simply in reducing
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the stones to a smaller size, and rejecting as many of the sterile stones as can be
readily picked out. The reserved heap is ultimately taken to the spallers and cobbers.
The weight of a steel-headed ragging hammer varies from six to eight pounds.

Spalling, Jig. 1355, is usually performed by women. The object is to break the
stones to a proper size for the bucking hammer or crushing mill, and at the same time to

1356

cast aside such lumps as are destitute of ore. The hammer employed is made of cast

steel and is set upon a light pliant handle. Its weight is about sixteen ounces, and its

cost eightpence. A practised spaller will produce about one ton of stufif per day, but

the quantity must necessarily depend upon the hardness and nature of the stone.

Cobbing, Jig. 1356.—This work is also generally performed by women or young
girls. It consists of picking the best work from the dradge,

and with a peculiarly shaped hammer, detaching from each

piece the inferior portions, and thus forming either prill or

best dradge ore. An expert cobber will manage to pass

through her hands about ten hundredweights of tolerably

hard stuff per ten hours.

Sizing apparatus.— In the varied processes of dressmg,

no point is of greater importance than that of correctly

sizing the vein stuff, neither is there one demanding
the exercise of a more correct judgment. If the par-

ticles of ore be reduced below their natural size a source of

loss is immediately created, whilst if they are not brought

within the limit of their size a portion of waste will probably adhere to each atom,

forming a serious difference in the aggregate quantity of castaways, although such waste

may afford but a low average percentage. The holes in the sieves or trommels should

therefore be proportioned to the nature of the ore, but such apparatus should also be

introduced wherever necessary. To the crushing mill, trommels are essential, whilst

it will be found highly advantageous to employ them for the purpose of dividing the

stuff wherever it may become intermixed. The simplest form of sizing is perhaps by
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the hand riddle. Jig. 1357, which is formed of a circular hoop of oak, f of an mch

thick and six inches deep. Its diameter ranges from eighteen to twenty mchts.

The bottom is made of a meshwork of copper or iron wire. The weight of an iron

wire riddle is about seven pounds, and its cost 4s. 6d.

Fig. 1358 represents a swing sieve employed in the mines on the Continent, a, box

into which the stuff to be sifted is introduced; b, regulating door ; c, pendulating rod

attaching the sieve frame to the frame c; /, friction roller carrying the sieve frame g.

At h springs are fitted to each side of the frame, in order to give it a vibratory action,

t, rod, giving motion to the apparatus. The width of the sieve frame is about one-
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third its length, but the sieve bottom only extends from the box a two-thirds of the

length The bottom of the sieve frame is subsequently contracted so as to form a shoot.

At the extensive mines of Comorn, near Duren, these sizing frames are largely em-

ployed in connection with stamping mills.

Fia 1359 is a swing sieve employed in the Harz, for sifting the small fragments of

the ores of argentiferous lead. Such an apparatus is usually set up on the outside ot

a stamps or washing mill. The two movable chests

or boxes a b, of the sieve, are connected together, at

their lower ends, with an upright rod, which termi-

nates at one of the arms of a small balance beam,

mounted between the driving shaft of the stamps and

the sieve, perpendicularly to the length of both. The

opposite arm of this beam carries another upright rod,

which bears cams or vientonnets, placed so as to be

pushed down by the driving shaft. During this move-

ment the two lower ends a, b, are raised ;
and when

the peg cam of the shaft quits the rod which it had

depressed, the swing chests fall by their own weight.

Thus they are made to vibrate alternately upon their axes. The small ore is put into

the upper part of the chest A, over which a stream of water falls from an adjoining

conduit. The fragments which canuot pass through a cast-iron griddle in the bottom

of that chest, are sorted by hand upon a table in front of a, and are classed by

the workman, either among the ores to be stamped, whether dry or wet, among the

rubbish to be thrown away, or among the ores to be smelted by themselves. As to

the small particles which fall through the griddle upon the chest B, supplied also with

a stream of water, they descend successively upon two other brass wire sieves, and

also through the iron wire r, in the bottom of b.

The circular hand-riddle has only recently been introduced into the mines of

Cornwall. Although this is in advance of hand riddling, yet it is by no means equal

to the large sizing trommels employed in Germany.

1360

The ore is thrown in it at a, fig. 1360, the coarser pieces passing longitudinally

through the riddle into the shoot b. The riddle is turned by a hook handle, as shown
in the illustration ; the meshes of the sieve vary from | of an inch to one inch

square, according to the character and quality of the vein stuff to be operated upon.

Figs. 1361, 1362 show an elevation and ground plan of a series of flat separating

sieves, aa', bb'is a strong wooden frame, mm, guides for frame; nnn, base-

meut upon which the sieve frame rests ; p, cistern fitted with perforated plate through

which clean water is distributed upon the sieves ;
t, hopper supplying the stuflf to

be sifted ; s s bottom of ditto. The sieves are lifted by the rod I and make from 40
to 50 beats per minute. The sieves are set about eight inches apart, and discharge the

stuff upon the inclines p p p.

The holes in No. 1 sieve are \ inch diameter:

» 2 i »

» i* TS "

The apparatus is employed in the Clausthal Valley.

Fig. 1363 represents the trommel or sizing sieves in operation at the Devon Great
Consols. Although the yield of ore at these mines is extremely large, it may not be
generally known that much of it is obtained from stuff yielding no more than from ^
to 1| per cent, of metal. The product of the lode on arriving at the surface is cobbed
and divided into two classes, the first going to market without further elaboration,
whilst the dradge or inferior portion is treated by various processes of washing. The
whole is however crushed to such a degree of fineness as to pass through the fol-
lowing holes;—
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Trommel a, boles inch diameter,2D

'» Vl »>

I

» Iff »>

>> i »»

The trommels are each 6 feet long, 24 inches diameter at the large end, and 18 iucLes

diameter at the smaller, making 20 revolutions per minute, and altogether affording

an area of 6,000 square inches.

1363
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Crushing Machinery.

Various crushing machines are described and illustrated at page 404, Vol. 11. ; but it

may be observed that this section of the dressing department deserves careful attention,

as the results are more or less affected according to the mode of working and adjusting

this class of machinery. The crusher is, as it were, the starting or radiating point

for treating the dradge work, and if considerable care is not exercised here, not

only will there be much loss of power, but also of the initial quantity of ore. In the

mining districts of this country it is usual to introduce rough and fine dradge together;

no preliminary division of the stuff is attempted; the hopper is continuously charged,

and that portion which is not reduced sufficiently fine is returned by the raff wheel to

be recrushed.

The consequence is the motion is uneven, strains are inflicted on the ma-
chinery, and more time as well as power is necessary for the purpose of realising

a given result. Valuable improvements could be effected by first mechanically sort-

ing or dividing the dradge, expediting the speed of the rolls, fitting them with steel

faces, setting them so as not to reduce the grain of ore below its normal size, giving

them an uniform supply by means of a tilting shoot, and instead of returning the raff to

the rolls conveying it to a second series of smaller dimensions, adjusted and managed
in a similar way. To each set of rolls there should be fitted sifting trommels, with
holes proportioned to the character of the ore, whilst in many instances it would be
found judicious to discharge a stream of water on the rolls with a view of expediting
the crushing.

In small mines, bucking, fig. 1364, is resorted to instead of employing the crushing
mill. This operation consists of pounding pieces of mixed ore on a slab of iron a, by
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means of a hammer or bucker b. The wall on which the plate A is placed, is about 3
feet high. The stuff to be pounded is placed behind the slab, and is drawn upon and
swept off the plate by the left hand. In Cornwall it is customary to keep time with
the blows and to stand to the bench, but in Derbyshire each operator works inde-
pendently, and is usually seated.

The bucker, fig. 1365, is formed of a wrought-iron steel-faced plate A, 3 inches
square, with a socket b, for receiving a wooden handle c. Its cost is ^bout Is. 4c/.

Stamps.
Tin and some other of the more valuable ores are usually associated with andmmutely dissemmated m a hard crystalline gangue, requiring to be reduced to a finepowder before the valuable portions can be extracted.
Various contrivances have been employed for this purpose, but none of them seem

to have entered into competition with the stamping-mill. This apparatus essential!

v

consists of a number of cast-iron pestles, each measuring about 20 inches high and 6 bv
10 inches m the section. These are secured either to a wrought-iron or wooden lifter •

a projecting arm is placed towards the top on each lifter, which may be slidden unand down so as to meet the wear of the pestle or any other irregularity These lifters
are retained m their vertical position by suitable metal or wooden supports Motion is
conimunicated by a revolving shaft in front, fitted with four or five proiectinjr camseach of which catches the arm, and lifting the pestle from 8 to 10 inches lets \\suddenly fall on the substances which may be underneath. The bottom on which theheads fall IS formed by introducing hard stones or other suitable material andpounding It until it becomes sufficiently solid. In most parts of the Continent ofEurope, on the contrary, stamping mills are provided with solid cast-iron bottomsthe^e are however, subject to the inconvenience of requiring frequent renewal

'
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Around the pestles awootlen box or cofer is constructed, and covered in at the top; the
back is partly open at the bottom in order to admit the vein stuff. On each side one,

and in front two openings are made, 7 or 8 inches square, which are fitted with wrought-
iron frames, for the reception of perforated iron, copper, or brass plates, the bur of
the punch or drill being towards the inside. As a precaution against the speedy
destruction of the cofer from the constant scattering of fragments of stone, the inside is

partially lined with sheet-iron. The stuff to be stamped is supplied on an inclined

plane, connected with a hopper at the back, in the front of which is a launder for affording

a stream of water to the cofer. The stamped stuff passes through the grates into

launders and is thus directed to the floors. When water is the motive power, the

number of heads is limited by the volume and fall of water available; three heads
are the least number used, but a larger number is generally preferred. When steam
power is employed, a battery of heads sometimes includes 100 or more pestles.

When in action these are elevated from 40 to 80 times per minute, according to the

character of the stuff to be reduced. The pulverisation is said to be greatly facilitated

by having four heads in the same chest or cofer, about 2^ inches apart. Each head
is lifted separately, and the cams by which this is done are so disposed on the axle as

to make the blows in regular succession. Great care is also taken whether it be in

a large or small battery, to prevent any two pestles falling at the same instant ; the

object being to secure an equal strain against the power. Practical dressers are not

well decided as to the order in which the lifting of four heads in one cofer should

take place, whether one of the inner pestles should precede the other, or whether a
side pestle should be first lifted. A preference, however, seems to be given to the

following method;— supposing a spectator to stand in front of a 4-head stamps, left

side pestle first, right side second, right middle third, left middle last.

Fig. 1366 represents the elevation of a steam stamps employed in Cornwall. A, axle ;

B, cams for lifting heads; c, tongue or projection o-n lifter; dd, guides for retaining

lifter ;
e, the lifter

; f, head or pestle ; g, chest or cofer ; h, hopper
; j, pass con-

necting cofer and hopper ; k, launder discharging water into the cofer ; l, stamps

grate ;
m, launder receiving the stuff which has been flushed through the grates

;

N, the bottom or bed of stamps.

The stamping process is not so simple as it may appear at first sight Many of its

particulars, such as the form of the cofer, mode of exit for the stuff weight and

dity of the pestles, and quantity of water employed must be varied o suit (heS of dissemfnation andthe structure and character of the ore, as well as of the

maiix Fineness of reduction is by no means always a desideratum, for if some kinds

of sS be reduced too low, much of the ore contained m it will be wasted hence

rable uSgment is ne'cessary in -^^^ting the grate best adapt^^^^

to be operated upon. Sometimes the grate is

f
^ by the flosh, w^^

of a small hopper-shaped box, fitted to the front of the grate-hole Th s box s pro

vided with a shutter which is raised or lowered according as the ore is r^^^^^^^

a fine or rough state. In dry stamping the fineness f^he powder depends no^ on

the grate, but on the weight of the pestles, the height of their
«^f^^'^J^P^['^^^^

their action upon the substances beneath them. The following practical results are

derived from the steam stamps at Polberro Tm Mines, CornwaU :-
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Cylinder of engine, 36 inches diameter.

Diameter of the fly-wheels, 30 feet.

"Weight of dttto, -with cranks, shaft, and holts, 42j tons.

Power employed, 55 horses.

Reduced in 12 months, 30,201 tons of vein stuff.
_

^

Average number of revolutions of stamps axles per minute, Sg.

Numher of heads lifted per minute, 72, each 9 inches high.

Weight of each head, 600 lbs.

Average numher of blows performed by each head, 45.

Weight of heads collectively, 19^ tons.

Number of grates, 72.

Exposed area of front grates, 9 x 6 = 54 inches.

Ditto of end grates, 8 x 6=48 inches.

Number of holes to the square inch, 140.
, ^

Cost of stamping, including maintenance of engme and wear and tear of machmery,

Is. 3id. per ton of stuff.
, c .-c

Fig. 1367 is a set of stamping and washmg works for the ores of argentiferous

galena, as mounted at Bochwiese, in the district of Zellerfeld, in the Harz.

A is the stamp mill and its subsidiary parts; among which are a, the driving or

main shaft ; b, the overshot water-wheel ; c c, six strong rings or hoops of cast iron

for receiving each a cam or tappet; g, the brake of the machine ; k k k, the three

standards of the stamps ; 1 1, &c. six pestles of pine

wood, shod with lumps of cast iron. There are

two chests, out of which the ore to be ground falls

spontaneously into the two troughs of the stamps.

Of late years, however, the ore is mostly supplied

by hand ; the watercourse terminates a short dis-

tance above the middle of the wheel b. There is

a stream of water for the service of the stamps,

and conduits proceeding from it, to lead the water

into the two stamp troughs ; the conduit of dis-

charge is common to the two batteries or sets of

stamps through which the water carries off the

sand or stamped ore, There is a movable table

of separation, mounted with two sieves. The
sands pass immediately into the conduit placed

upon a level with the floor and separated into

two compartments, the first of which empties its

water into the second. There are two boards of

separation, or tables, laid upon the ground, with
a very slight slope of only 15 inches from their

top to their bottom. Each of these boards is

divided into four cases with edges; the whole
being arranged so that it is possible, by means of

a flood-gate or sluice, to cause the superfluous

water of the case to pass into the following ones.

Thus the work can go on without interruption,

and alternately upon the two boards. There are
winding canals in the labyrinth, n, n, n, in which
are deposited the particles carried along by the
water which has passed upon the boards. The
depth of these canals gradually increases from 12
to 20 inches, to give A suitable descent for main-
taining the water-flow. AtD,two percussion tables

are placed, f, g are two German chests, h, j are

two percussion tables which are driven by the
cams z z, fixed upon the main shaft x t/. kk' are

two sloping sweep tables (a balai). The German
chests are rectangular, being about 3 yards long,

^ a yard broad, with sides 1 8 inches high ; and
their inclination is such that the lower end is about
15 inches beneath the level of the upper. At
their upper end, usually called the bolster, a kind
o trough or box, without any edge at the side
nxt the chest, is placed containing the 0"e to be
washed. The water is allowed to fall upon the bolster in a thin sheet,
tables have upright edges

; they are from 4 to 5 yards long,
T 2

The sleeping

nearly 2 yards wide, and
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have fully a yard of inclination. The tables are somclimes covered wiili clotb par
ticularly in treating ores that contain gold, on a supposition that the woollen or linen
fibres would better retain the metallic particles; but this method appears on trial t<j
merit no confidence, for it produces a very impure schlich.

Jigging Machinery.

In the jigging sieve only the initial velocity of the substances to be separated is
obtamed at each stroke. Were, however, the sieve plunged to a depth of say 20 or
30 feet, the various grains would settle themselves according to their various veloci-
ties of fall, one over the other, assuming them to be of a uniform size
The following table furnished by Mr. Upfield Green, shows the fall of various

spheres m water m one second, the depth being in Prussian inches

Diameter
Lines.

Gold.
Spec. Grav. 19-2

Prussian inclies.

Galena.
Spec. Grav. 7-5

Prussian inciies.

Blende.
Spec. Grav. 4

Prussian indies.

Quartz.
Spec. Grav. 2-C
Prussian inches.

8- 100- 60-093 40-825 29-814
5-657 84-090 60532 34-329 25071
4- 70-711 42-492 28-868 21-082
2-828 59-460 35-731 24-275 17-728
2- 50- 30-046 20-412 14-907
1-414 42-045 25-266 17-165 12-535
1- 35-355 21-246 14-434 10-541
0-707 29-730 17-866 12-137 8-864
0-5 25- 15-023 10-206 7-454
0-354 21-022 12-633 8-582 6 268
0-25 17-678 10-623 7-217 5-270

Now, instead of assuming the substances to be of a uniform size, let it be supposed
that they vary ; the foregoing table will show that gold of 8 lines would settle at bottom,
and that when gold of 2-9 lines began to settle, the galena of 8 lines would fall also.
With galena of 3| lines blende of 8 lines would be associated, and so on.

If, secondly, it be assumed that the substances varied between 4 and 8 lines, some
time would elapse, after gold of 4 lines had settled, before the galena would begin to
deposit itself. With blende, however, of 4 lines and quartz of 8 the latter -would
almost appear at the bottom at the same time.

The proportion between the maximum and minimum sizes of the stuff to be ope-
rated on should be as the specific gravity of one to the other. Thus,

Gold and galena

-

Galena and blende

Blende and quartz

7-5 : 19-2:: 1=2-56.
4-0 : 7-5 ::i = 1-075.

2 6 : 4-0 :.- 1 = 1-537.
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Hand sieve.—This appai-atus, ^jf. 1368, is formed of a circular hoop of oak, | of an
inch thick and 6 inches deep. Its diameter
ranges from 18 to 20 inches. The bottom is

made of copper or iron wire meshes, of various

sizes. Sometimes perforated copper plate is

employed, when the sieve is termed a copper
bottom. The sieve is shaken with the two
hands in a cistern or tub of water, an ore vat

is however sometimes employed, and either

fixed horizontally or in an inclined position. In using this sieve the workman shakes

it in the vat with much rapidity and a dexterous toss till he has separated the totally

sterile portions from the mingled as well as from the pure ore. He then removes these

several qualities with a sheet iron scraper, called a limp, and finds beneath them a

certain portion of enriched ore.

Deluing sieve.—This sieve, A, fig. 1369, is either constructed with a hair or canvass

bottom ; the former is more expensive but more durable. Its peculiar application is

chiefly for the final treatment of ores previous to

being put to pile, such ores having first passed

through the finest jigging sieves, yet still main-

taining a certain degree of coarseness and bearing

a high specific gravity.

In the separation of ores from light waste, or

1369
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such minerals as approach one another somewhat closely in their densities, this form

of sieve is both good and elfective, but to use it properly a considerable amount of

dexterity and practice is requisite. ...
There are two principal methods of using it ; by one a motion is given, whereby

the waste is being constantly projected and carried over the rim into the kieve by a

current of water forced through its bottom. This mode of treatment is adapted

for poor ores. In the second case, when the ore is nearly pure but still asso-

ciated with a heavy gangue, a motion is given to the sieve whereby the water is forced

through the ore, and made to traverse

the surface of the mineral in concen-

tric circles. This motion collects the

waste into the middle ofthe clean result.

By the first method about six tons per

day may be passed through by each

workman and enriched for the second

operation. The weight of the sieve

varies from four to five pounds, its di-

ameter is twenty-six inches, depth four

inches, and cost from 2s. 3c?. to 2s. 6d.

A jigging sieve, constructed as

shown in /ig. 1370, is sometimes em-
ployed on the Continent. A represents

the table on which the mineral is

placed; B is a large kieve of water, in

which the sieve is suspended by the

iron rod d, set in motion by means of

the arrangement, f, g, h, suspended
at I, and having at the extremity h a
box for the reception of small stones,

to be used for the purpose of counter-
poising the weight of the sieve and
several fittings. By moving the rod ,

F, sliding in k, the workman gives the
required motion to the sieve, and
when its contents have been suffi-

ciently washed he removes them by the same means as when the hand sieve is
employed.
Handjigging or brake sieve.—The brake sieve, Jig. 1371, is rectangular, as well as

is agitated, a, wooden lever, having its axis at f; b, piece of
the cistern in which it

wroughl-iron bolted to end of lever a, whilst its upper end passes freely through a
Slot opening in lever d, and having two shoulder projections c ; e, axis of lever d •

G, bars connected with lever d, supported on axle e, and from which the iron rods h iraepend
; j, rectangular sieve

;
k, under hutch

; l, shoot for overflow of water • mreceptacle for retaining any fine ore which may escape with the water from las well as for receiving the hutchwork. A boy placed near the end of lever a hvthe action of leaping jerks it smartly up and down, so as to shake effectually the sieveJ. J^ach jolt not only makes the fine part pass through the meshes, but chan-es the
y 3

°
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relative position of those which remain in the sieve, bringing the purer and heavier

ntces event^^^^^^ to the bottom. The mingled fragments of ore and stony substances

fie abovl them, while the poor and light pieces are at the top ;
those are first scraped

off bv the Then the mixed portion, and lastly the ore. which is usual y carried to

the ore heap The sieve frame may be made 2 x 4 feet inside and 8 to 9 inches deep

TheTutch should then be 5 feet long, 3^ feet wide and 4^ feet deep, constructed of

to^ deal boards 2 inches thick. The quantity of stuff which a boy can j.g in ten

hours will depend upon several circumstances. With a sieve six holes to the square

inch and a tolerably light waste, from five to six tons can be operated on.

Machine Jigging.^The machine jigger represented in Jig. 1372, is constructed on

the same principle as the hand apparatus. The hutches are, however, somewhat

larger, being six feet long, four feet wide, and four feet deep. A, fly-wheel ;
b, driving

wheel • c cog wheel receiving motion from b, and giving motion to a crank trom whicn

depends a rod attached to lever d. m e, the vertical rod, passes through a slot opening

in the wooden lever f, and by these several combinations a vertical movement and

jerk is given to the sieve contained in the cistern g.
_ , , , •

When it is required to discharge the sieve, the lever H is depressed, and the pm,

not seen in the end of lever f, traverses in the slot shown in the bridle rod imme-

diately below the bracket. The sieve measures 4x2 feet and 9 inches deep. It is

streno-thened by iron bands and numerous slips across the bottom.

A jigging apparatus, Jig. 1373, has been arranged by Mr. Edward Borlase, of St.

Just, Cornwall, and introduced by him at Allenheads, with satisfactory results. At

these mines it has been worked in conjunction with the machine. Jig. 1381, and de-

scribed at page 333. The larger and denser portion of stuff separated by this appar-

atus is conveyed by suitable launders to a series of sieves, arranged on the top of a

conical reservoir, furnished with a'feed pipe for the admission of water, and with an out-

let pipe at the bottom. This reservoir is placed within another reservoir, also in the

form of an inverted cone, and provided with an outlet pipe at the lower part. A, ec-

centric giving motion to the sieve ; b, launder conveying stuff to such sieves ; c, distri-

butor, either stationary or revolving as may be required, delivering stuff to the sieves

arranged on the top of the conical reservoir ; F, valve for discharging the finer portion

of the ore ; g g, internal cistern furnished with an outlet valve h.

The sieves have a slight outward inclination, and the refuse substances with the

waste water are carried over and deposited in the conical cistern, g g.

The sieves should make from 150 to 200 pulsations per minute, according to the

quantity and character of the stuff under treatment.

The following is the result of trials made on 160 tons of stuff, one half being de-

livered to Borlase's machine, the other to the common jigging hutch.

Time .—
Occupied hutching cuttings

Ditto smiddum from do.

Sludge machine, washing sludge and
smiddum , . - - -

Dressing the ore in a trunk

Aggregate number of hours occupied

by the lads in doing the work, viz.

feeding cuttings and hutching smid-

dum - - - - - -

Aggregate number of hours occupied

by the lads in washing sludge and

smiddum, including the final clean-

ing in a trunk - - -

Borlase's
Machine.

Hutchers.
Difference in

favour of Bor-
lase's Macljine.

Hours.

50f
5

2U
29i

111^

102

Hours.

58i
10^

6lJ

195|

123

Hours.

7f

841

21

Cost.-— £ >. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Of boys attending machine, wheeling
away waste, and preparing ore for

2 8 91the bing-stead - 1 15 9 0 13 Oj

Y 4
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Produce.

Borlase's machine
riutchers -

Difference in total

produce in favour
of Borlase's ma-

Ditto ditto -

Sieve and Smiddutn Ore, Sludge Ore. Total Ore. Total Lead.

St. lbs. Assay. Lead. St. lbs. Aseny. Lead. St. lbs. St. lbs.

19 10

17 6^

p. cent.

60
60

lbs.

165-6

146-7

32 5.3

13

p. cent.

70

64

lbs.

317-6
116-6

52 1|
30 6|

7 1 p. cent.

34 1\
18 Hi

15 10

84 p. cent.

Petherich's separator. Figs. 1374 & 1375. A, the plunger or force pump; b, re-

ceptacles fitted -with sieves ; c, hutch filled -with water
;
d, discharge holes fitted with

wooden plugs
;
e, movable plate to admit of withdrawing the ore ;

f, hopper with

shoots for supplying sieves ; h, beam for giving motion to plunger piston A ;
J, launder

for delivering water to hutch.
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About the year 1831, Mr. Petlierick introduced the above machine at the Fowey

Consols Mines in Cornwall. It was described in the Quarterly Mining Reviiw,

January 1832, from which the following is extracted. This machinery is par-

ticularly intended to supersede the operation of jigging in separating ores from

their refuse or waste. * * * In the separators, the sieves containing the ores to be

cleaned are placed in suitable apertures in the fixed cofer of a vessel filled with water,

connected with which is a plunger or piston working in a cylinder. The motion of

the plunger causes the water to rise and fall alternately in the sieves, and effects the

required separation in a more complete manner than can be performed by jigging.

The vai-iety in the extent and quickness of the motion required for the treatment of

different descriptions of ores is easily produced by a simple arrangement of the ma-
chinery.

A principal advantage in this separator is derived from the sieves being stationary

(in jigging, the sieve itself is moved) during the process
;
thereby avoiding the in-

discriminate or premature passing of the contents through the meshes, which neces-

sarily attends the operation of jigging, whether by the brake or hand sieve. Greater

unifoi-mity of motion in the action of the water, in producing the required separation,

is also obtained ; and superior facility afforded to the deposit in the water vessel

(especially in dressing crop ores) of the finer and richer particles, which in jigging

are principally carried off in the waste water.

The superiority of the patent separators over the ordinary means of cleaning ores

will perhaps be best shown by reference to their actual performance. At the Fowey
Consols and Lanescot mines in Cornwall, where they are extensively used, seventeen

distinct experiments have been made on copper ores of various qualities from differ-

ent parts of the mines, to ascertain the extent of the advantage of this mode of separa-

tion over the operation of jigging. Seventeen lots of ores, amounting together to

about 300 tons, were accurately divided, one half was jigged, and the other half

cleaned by the separators. A decided advantage was obtained by the latter, in every
experiment ; the following are the aggregate results :

—

By jigging - -

By the separators

Quantity of
Marketable Ores

returned.

Percentage
of Metal.

Quantity of Metal. Value of Ores.

Tons. Cwt. Qrs. Tons cwts. qrs. lbs. e s. d.

76 19 0 n 5 19 2 3 362 15 7

74 19 0 8| 6 9 0 18 396 6 7

DifTerencfi in the
Value of Ores.

In the Labor
of Cleaning. Total.

Being 9s. 8d. per ton, on 74
tons 19 cwt.

£ s. d.

33 11 0
£ s. d.

2 11 4
£ s. d.

36 1 4

It must be obvious to those who are practically acquainted with the subject, that
the poorer the stuff containing the ores, the greater must be the relative value of any
improvement in the process of cleaning it. This has been satisfactorily demonstrated
by the trials which have been made in the mines before mentioned, in dressing the
tailings, yihich. are the refuse of the inferior ores, called halvans. It appears that
these tailings may be dressed by the separators with more than treble the profit to
the proprietors, which could be realised by the ordinary methods ; and there is no
doubt that there are vast quantities of surface ores, both copper and lead, in various
mines which might be dressed by the same means with considerable advantage.
Edwards and Beachers Patent Mineral and Coal "Washing Machine, consists of

two Glstern.s, rectangular in horizontal section. "Within a few inches of the top of
these, perforated plates or screens, e,^?^. 1376, are fixed, upon which the material to be
washed is fed through a hopper, which also connects the two cisterns. On the inner
sides of the cisterns, are two apertures closed by flexible discs, or diaphragms of
leather, c, which, when the machines are filled with water, cause it to rise and fall
through a certain space, by means of a horizontal vibratory motion, which they
receive from an eccentric on a shaft, which is driven either by a steam engine attached
directly to it, or by a driving belt and pulley, A. See "Washing Coal.
The action of the flexible diaphragms is similar to that of cylinders and pistons

-which are sometimes substituted for them. Above the driving shaft is a smaller one'
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B, which is driven at a slower rate by means of toothed wheels, and gives by cranks
or eccentrics, a horizontal motion backwards and forwards to sets of scrapers f, above
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the cisterns. These are so arranged as to remove the upper stratum of the substance
being acted upon, and discharge it into waggons or other convenient receptacles

;

these upper strata are of course the lightest, the heavier part settling upon the per-
forated plates below.

When from the action of the machine a considerable quantity of material has ac-

cumulated upon these plates, the scrapers are thrown out of gear by means of ap-

paratus attached, h h, and the stuff raked off, the operation being then continued on
fresh supplies. Doors, g g, at the bottom of the machines admit of any fine stuff which
may pass through the perforated plates being removed from time to time as may be
necessary.

These machines are in use for cleansing coal as well as other mineral substances.

In such cases the heavier stuff which remains upon the plates consists of shale,

pyrites, &c., very injurious substances in the manufacture of coke. One machine of

two connected cisterns, is capable of washing about thirty tons per diem of coal, but

the quantity of mineral work will depend upon the amount of ore present in proportion

to the waste. The size of the perforations in the screens is adapted to the quality of

the material acted upon.

A gold washing machine has been arranged by Mr. John Hunt, late of Pont-Pean,

France. This gentleman states that it requires but little water, and is so contrived,

as to circulate this water for repeated use ; also that the principle would be found very

successful if employed on a more extended scale ; this Mr. Hunt intends to carry

into operation at some lead mines in Cornwall.

Separators.

Of late years apparatus of this class has been steadily coming into operation, not

only in lead and copper mines, but also in the dressing of tin ores. The prevailing

principle is that of directing a pressure of water against the density of the descending

material, making the former sufficiently powerful to float off certain minerals with

which the ore may happen to be associated. When marked difference of densities

exist, and the ore can be readily freed from its gangue, this mode of separation will

be found effective. Trommels may be advantageously employed for sizing the stuff

previous to its entry into the several separators.

Slime separator.—This apparatus is due to Captain Isaac Richards, of Devon

Great Consols, and is employed for removing the slime from the finely-divided ores

which have passed through a series of sieves set in motion by the crusher. The

finely-divided ores are for this purpose conveyed by means of a launder upon a small

water-wheel, thereby imparting to it a slow rotary motion. Whilst this is turning

time is allowed for the particles to settle in accordance with their several densities ;

the result obtained is that the heavier and coarser grains are found at the bottom of

the buckets, whilst the lighter and finer matters held in suspension are poured out of

the buckets and flow away through a launder provided for that purpose. The stuff

remaining in the bottom of the buckets is washed out by means of jets of water ob-
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tained from a pressnre-column ten feet in height, and passes directly into the funnel,

of a round buddle. , . • v • v t,»„

The wheel A,^^. 1377, is four feet in diameter, two feet six inches in breadth
;
has
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twenty-four buckets, and makes five revolutions per minute; b, launder for supplying

the finely-pulverised ore ; c, pressure-column ; D, jet-piece
;
E, launder for conveying

ofl' the slime overflow of the wheel ;
F, launder for conveying roughs to round buddle.

A modification of this apparatus is employed at the Wildberg mines in Germany,

where it has been recently introduced, and is found to succeed admirably for the

classification of finely-divided ores.

Sizing cistern.—The tails from round buddies are sometimes passed through this ap-

paratus. It consists, Jig. 1378, of a wooden box provided with an opening at the bottom,

A, -which is in communication with a

pressure-pipe, b, an outlet, c, and
has a small regulating sluice, d. The
stuif from the buddies enters at e,

and the pressure in the column is so

regulated as to allow the heavier

particles of the stuff to descend, but

at the same time to wash away at F
the lighter matters that may be as-

sociated with the ore. This is done
by having the outlet c of less area
than the inlet, and fixing on the
extremity d a convenient regulating

sluice by which means a greater or
less quantity of stuff may be passed
over the depression f. Two cisterns

of this kind are generally employed,
the second being used to collect any rough particles that may have passed off from
the first. The depth of the first of these boxes may be eighteen inches, its width
thirteen inches, and its length three feet six inches. The dimensions of the second
may be considerably less.

The arrangement of another separating box is shown in^^rs. 1379 and 1380. The
slime water flows in at m ; and water still holding a considerable portion of slime flows
away from the opposite end. It is necessary that pieces of chip, small lumps, or
other extraneous matter should be intercepted previous to entering this apparatus,
also that the slimes should be evenly sized by means of a trommel or sieve. The
heaviest portion of the slime water in which the sand and ore is contained, is dis-
charged at 0, which is about an inch square. The launders p p, are for the purpose
of conveying the slime water either to buddies or shaking tables. The dimensions of the
cistern No. 1 are, length, six feet; width, one and a half feet; depth, twelve inches.
But two other cisterns of similar form are attached. No. 1 cistern will work about ten
tons of stuff in twenty -four hours, and by widening the box from eighteen to twenty-
seven inches it will get through twenty tons in twenty-four hours. Affixed to one
side of the boxes are hammers so contrived as to give thirty blows per minute in the
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manner of a dolly tub. The sides of the box have an angle of fifty degrees from the
horizontal. The chief dimensions of the two cisterns viz. one working ten and the
other twenty tons, are subjoined.

No. of Box.

Ten tons. Twenty tons.

Length of
Box.

Rreiidtli of
Box.

Depth of
Box.

Length of
Box.

Breadth of
Box,

Depth of
Box.

ft. ft. ft. ft. ft. ft.
2 9 2 6 9 5 6
3 12 4 8 12 9 8
4 15 8 10 16 15 10
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According to experiments made in the Stamping House of bchemnitz where

twelve tons are stamped in twenty-four hours, the first cistern separated from

the slimes 40 per cent, of the ore; the 2nd cistern, 22 percent.; the 3rd cistern,

20 per cent. ; the 4th cistern, 12 per cent.; together, 94 per cent, leaving a loss ot 6

per cent J p

From" No. 1 box every cubic foot of water flowing through gave ^6 POunds ot

sandy matter. No. 2 afforded 13 pounds of finer stuff. No. 3, 16 P7"<^s and No.

4 yielded 12 pounds per cubic foot of water. It should be remarked that the outlet

0 is proportioned to the dimensions of the machine.
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Borlase's Machine, fig. 1381, has been recently introduced at the Allenheads

Mines belonffing to Mr. Beaumont. The ore and mineral substances, after pass-

in.^ tbrou<-h the crushing apparatus, are introduced at a, and flow through the

spaces B B° passing into c c. At the bottom is a circular chamber e e, with a per-

forated cylindrical plate f. Water under pressure is supplied by the pipe g, and

regulated by the cock h.
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Tt will be seen that this apparatus consists of an external and internal cone with a
space between them, and that a separation of the orey matter is effected by limiting
the power of the water between the density of the stuff to be retained, and that which
is to be discharged at j j into the shoot k.
At L the larger and denser portion of the mineral which has fallen through the

ascending current of water, is conveyed either to a jigging machine or some other
enriching apparatus. Mr. Borlase first erected this apparatus in the United States
of A merica, where it was found to answer remarkably well, and he was induced
by this success to attempt its general introduction in this country. In this en-
deavour he has not however been as yet so entirely successful as could be wished, as
the English mines, and particularly those of Cornwall, are for the most part managed
by individuals who require to be fully convinced of the utility of any new invention
before giving it a trial. This machine has been employed with great success at the
mines, of Allenheads. The comparative results afforded by Borlase's Trunking
Machine and the common Nicking Trunks may be seen from the following statistical
statement.

Lead Mines, Allenheads.

Results of trials with Borlase's 4^ feet Circular Lead Ore, Sludge, and Slime
Dressing Machine, and the common Nicking Trunks, March, 1859.
Forty four wheelbarrows full of exactly the same description of slimes were put

through each of the respective processes.
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Tivie.

Machine in operation

Occupied in oiling ma-
chinery - - -

Ditto emptying - -

Stirring, nicking, and
emptying trunks -

Occupied dollying the
the work - - - .

Labour of men and
boys employed - -

Borlase's Machine. Trunks. Difference.

Hours. Minutes.

15 16

2 37

0 0

1 19

Hours. Minutes.

0 0

0 0
0 0

14 3

2 0

Hours. Minutes.

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

19 52 16 3 3 49

Best work
Seconds -

Thirds -

Fourths -

Cost.

£
0

8>

4
d.

3*
£
0 8

£
0

s.

4

Produce.

Ore. Lead. Ore. Lead. Ore. Lead.

St. lbs. Assay. lbs. St. lbs Assay. lbs. St. lbs. St. lbs

54 10|
10 3\
21 9i

22 9

Per
Cent.

65

46
30
8

498-3

65-9

91-0

25-4

53 9^

11 12
34 2i
0 0

Per
Cent.

64

46
12

0

480-8

76-4

57-4

0

109 41 680-6 99 91 614-6 9 8i 4 10

Ftg. 1382 represents a wooden cistern A, having an aperture B,at the bottom, about
an inch diametel*, which is alternately

closed and opened by means of an iron

plate c, fitted upon the vertical shaft, to

which is also fixed an iron paddle d,

which revolving horizontally keeps the

ore and water in constant agitation.

The tails from the various buddies, as

well as the stuff fi*om the cofers at the

end of the strips, flow in at e, and pass

through a perforated sizing plate f, into

the cistern. The rougher and heavier

portions escape through the hole b into

a strip where it is continually stirred, in

order that it may be evenly deposited,

and at the same time freed from the

lighter particles. The overflow contain-

ing fine ore passes by the launder o
into catch pits, from which heads and

middles are taken to be elaborated by
means of buddies or other apparatus.

When this separator is employed in tin

dressing, it is usual to divide the stuff

in the strip connected with the bottom

of the box, into heads and tails. The
first is taken direct to the stamps, and

again pulverised with rough tin stuff

;

but before the taUs can be so treated

they are re-stripped In order to get rid of extraneous matter.

» The cost is unduly heavy, the same value of labour would have maintained three machine!.
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Wilkin's separator. -This apparatus is the invention of Mr. J B Wilkin of

mZ ZSlni GryUs, near Helston. He describes it as a "self-acting tossing

machine, by which the rough particles are separated from the fine and prepared for

the inclined plane. The orey matter is carried into a small cistern by a stream of

water which enters at the top and passes out at the opposite side bearing the finer

particles with it, whilst the rougher and heavier particles escape at the bottom through

a rising jet of clean water, which prevents the fine and light particles from passing in

the same direction." A, Jig. 1384, inlet of clean water, b, launder delivering the orey

matter, c, outlet of fiae and inferior stuff, i>, discharge orifice for rough and heavy

stuff. This operation must be regulated by a flood-shut. A cistern 10 feet square on

the top, and 18 inches deep will pass through about 40 tons in 10 hours. When
separating stamps work a smaller cistern is employed, say 14 inches square, 10 inches

deep, this will despatch 6 tons in 10 hours.

A valuable form of separator is shown in fig. 1 385, the peculiarity of which consists
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in the manner of introducing the water and slimes. Instead of the latter depending
for separation upon the power of an ascending column of water, it here passes into a
horizontal flow of greater or less volume and velocity, produced by altering the tap g.

Compartments, viz. 1, 2, 3 and 4, are also fitted in the box, for the purpose of receiving
mineral of different densities and size, which is discharged and washed in strips set

underneath
;
A, inlet launder to trommel ; B, waist of sheet iron

; c, trommel either of
perforated plate, or wire gauze

;
d, shoot from trommel serving to convey away the

rougher portions
; E, hopper for conveying stuff to shoot h, and from thence into the

box ; F, ascending column of water
;

G, tap for regulating the flow of water; k, l, m, n,
outlet pipes for delivering the separated stuflc to strips or buddies

; o, launder for
receiving overflow from cistern

; p, q, r, valves regulating the width of the com-
partments, also for the purpose of effecting the disposition of the different minerals
with which the ore may be associated.
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In addition to the machines ah-cady described, a slime or sludge dressing apparatus
has been designed by Mr. Borlase, and which he intends to introduce into the mining
districts of this country. Fig. 1386 represents an elevation, mifuj. 1387 a plan of
this machine.

It is described by the inventor as follows:—The mineral from which it is desired

to separate the metallic ore having been crushed or pulverised, is conducted through

a pipe or channel into a revolving cylindrical sieve, A a. The larger parts pass into

a shoot or launder, d, and from thence into a self-acting jigging machine. J lie
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slime or fine portion passes through the meshes of the sieve into a shoot, c, and is

discharged into an annular launder, from whence it falls either into a stationary or

revolving distributor, dd. From thence it flows through suitable channels^ into the

outer part of the machine, e. The apparatus is fixed on a perpendicular axis, f, and

is kept in a continual oscillatory motion by means of cranks and connecting rods, g,

the speed of the cranks being adjusted so as to keep the slime in continual motion,

and at the same time cause the ore to descend and deposit itself at the bottom, whilst

the waste or lighter portion is carried towards the inner part of the machine, where

it passes over a movable ring, h, which is raised mechanically, and in proportion as

the ore rises in the apparatus. The waste is discharged through the outlet i, and
conveyed away in launders, When the machine is filled with ore, it can be settled,

as in the dolly machine, by means of percussive hammers, J J. The ore can be
collected either by reversing the gear and lowering the ring h, or it may be washed
into a receiver as convenient.

Motion is given to the vertical bar k, which is made to vibrate so as to turn by
means of a ratchet the wheel L, fitted on a horizontal shaft, m. The ratchet is

raised or lowered by a worm screw, in order to increase or decrease the speed ren-
dered necessary by the quality of ore operated upon. On the horizontal shaft M
is a worm pinion, that works a wheel on a perpendicular shaft, N, on which is fixed
a second worm pinion, raising or lowering the tooth segment on the end of the beam
o. This segment can be shifted out of gear. The opposite end of the beam o is

attached to the rod p, and connected with the crossbar r, as also with the ring h,
which has a reciprocatory motion in the centre of the perpendicular shaft F.

From the foregomg description it would appear that Mr. Borlase has combined in
this apparatus the principles of the round huddle with that of the dolly tub.

In the year 1857 Herr Von Sparre, of Eislebeu, Prussia, patented four machines
for separating substances of different specific gravities, in all of which water is em-
ployed, either as a medium through which the said substances fall under the action
of gravity, or as an agent for facilitating the motion of portions of the said substances
along inclined surfaces. The particulars, together with illustrations, will be found in
patent No. 1405 for the year 1857.
The mechanical preparation of tin and copper ores has from time to time been

noticed by several writers. In 1758 Borlase described the method employed in the
west of Cornwall. Twenty years later. Price, in his Mineralogia, added to Borlase's
description, and illustrated some of the apparatus then in use. Afterwards Dr. Boase
published, in the second volume of the Transactions of the Geological Society of Corn-
luall, an article upon the dressing of tin in St. Just. In volume four Mr. W. Jory
Henwood inserted a paper on dressing ; and some general remarks will be found on
the subject in De la Beche's Report on' the Geology of Cornwall. The enrichment of
lead ores has been noticed by Forster, in his Section of Mineral Strata; also by
Warmgton W. Smyth, in his memoir On the Mines of Cardiganshire, in the second
volume of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain. -

In France, Dufrenoy and Elie de Beaumont, Coste, Perdonnet, and Moissenet
have treated on the mechanical enrichment of copper and tin ores. The latter gen-
tleman visited this country in 1857, and subsequently gave the results of his observa-
tions m a highly interesting memoir, entitled Preparation du Minerai d'etain dans le
Cornwall. Too much attention cannot be given to this section of mining economics
for with the increasing production of ores, especially of ores of low produce and the
ill-adapted machinery oftentimes employed, the loss in concentrating them is an
Item of most serious moment, any reduction of which will be so much positive ff.iin
to the country. °

TT
following figures give the quantity and value of ores dressed aud sold ia theUnited Kingdom m the year 1858.

Tons. Value.

Tin ores - - - 9,960 - - 633,501
Copper,, - - - 226,852 - - 1,336,535
Lead „ - . - 95,855 - - 1,370,726
Zmc „ - - . 11,556 . . 36^199

344,123 3,376,961

f..,I"Jl^i'iFf'''"
^^'^^ included those machines which have been long emploved inour metalliferous mmcs,-many of them having been proved by experience fo b^

promi^rr""'';-;"^'*^^^^
^"^^ «^ the modern introducS a appear toK th. -"""''i

^<iy^°t^g«', some suggestions which cannot but be vEblesince the principles involved are founded upon the universal laws of LI! t

'

power, as applied to solids and fluids in motion. °
VOL. in. 2
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The Strake, Tye, and Strip.

These appliances may be considered modifications of each other. Instead of effecting

a separation by relying upon subsidence according to the specific gravity of the sub-
stances, they are mechanically impelled against a volume of water so regulated as to

carry off the lighter particles.

Fig. 1388 represents a ground plan of a strake employed in the lead mines of Wales.
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Its extreme length Is about 18 feet, width 3 feet. The top increases from 18 inches

to 2 feet 9 inches wide. It is constructed of wood, the bottom being covered with

sheet iron.

The tye is usually 20 feet long, 1^ feet wide, and is often employed for cleaning

hutchwork. In some instances when the ore or dradge is very rich, it is crushed and
then tyed into heads, middles, and tails, the first portion going to pile, the middles

re-tyed, and the tails treated as refuse or washed in the huddle.

J^igr. 1389, A, inflow of water ; b, head of tye; c, partition board. The stuff is intro-
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duced into the cistern d, flows over the inclined front e, and is broomed at F. Between

E and G are the heads, from g to h middles, h to i, tails. At k is an outlet launder

regulated with a flood shut. An outline plan of the tye is shown, ^^r. 1390.

The strip also consists of a wooden box

with its bottoji inclined at a greater or less

angle, in order to suit the character of the

stuff to be operated upon. The object of

this apparatus is somewhat analogous to

the separating box, viz. to deprive the ore of

the fine particles with which it maybe asso-

ciated, and thereby to enrich it for subsequent treatment. A rather strong stream of

water is employed, against which the mixtd mineral is violently projected by means

of a shovel. When ores are strong and clean in their grain, but little loss can occur

irom this process, provided proper care be exercised in conductmg it
;
but if their

structure be delicate and the constituents intimately mixed, the wastage must neces-

^^The^ilCation, fig. 1391, shows a strip, cofer, and settling cistern, with filtering
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'f r Jl J » '

apparatus contrived for lead ore. A, vertical launder 6 -che square, ^e^ivm^^^^^^

into the box B, 9 inches long by 26 inches wide at the point
<^ f a ledge

covered with sheet iron, 6 feet long and le^mches wide at E. At this point a ofc
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of wood is sometimes introduced for the purpose of modifying the velocity of the

water and forming a kind of shallow reservoir, so as to allow the workman to stir the

stuff At the end of the strip a cofer, f, is fixed, 11 inches deep, 30 inches square ;

H settling box, 6 feet long and 30 inches deep; k, outlet for waste water. At g is

inserted a filtering launder, 13 inches deep, extending across the cistern. At j a

similar launder is placed, about 9 inches deep. The water comes in at a, is lodged in

cistern b, flows smoothly over the feather-edged board c, falls into d;. here the orey

matter is exposed to its action, a portion settles in f, the Jlorrin and other light waste

then descends through g, depositing itself in the box H; and to retain the valuable

products as much as possible it is filtered at J, through a perforated plate covering the

bottom of the launder. In stripping care must be taken to regulate the overflow of

water at c ;
rough stuff must be subjected to a stronger current than finer matter,

and the bottom of the strip should be constructed with a greater inclination. In some

lead mines the buddle and hutch work is stripped to be re-jigged whilst the stuff

resulting from the filtering box is hand-buddled until suflJciently enriched for the

dolly. When ore is associated with a heavy matrix, and the grain breaks into a

lesser size than the other particles, the stripping may be performed by inversion, that

is to wash the orey product into the cover and filtering hutch, retaining the worthless

portions at d.

The flat buddle, fig. 1392, is a modification, peculiar to the Welsh mines, of the

inclined plane, and different from all

others in its great proportional breadth 1392

as well as its very trifling inclination.

The stuff is placed in a small heap

on one side of the supply of water,

and drawn with a hoe partly against

and partly across the stream to the

other side of the buddle, losing in its

passage all the lighter parts. A heap
of ore treated in this manner may be
deprived of a portion of blende and pyrites, minerals which from their high specific

gravity may have resisted previous operations, a, platform of boards inclined two and
a half inches in seven feet, b, catch pit two feet deep. The width of this buddle
varies from ten to twelve feet.

Lisburne machine.—This apparatus was invented by the agents of the Lisburne
Mines, Cardiganshire, and has been most successfully employed in separating blende
from lead ores. Fig. 1393 represents an elevation, dia^fig. 1394 a ground plan of this

machine. b, rakes or scrapers set at an angle, depending from rods having
their axis of motion on the arbor e. This arbor as well as a parallel one, are
carried on friction rollers o o', and so braced together as to form a kind of frame, m
rod attached to frame, and connected with water-wheel l. n, balance beam, counter-
poising the frame, and rendered necessary in order to equalise the motion p p' balance
catches serving to support the third arbor when elevated. This arbor is also parallel
to the other two, but has its position on the top of the guide frame shown in the

z 2
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elevation. It passes immediately under the ancle of the » Khann,! ,.r^a amounted on friction Avheeis. Its action is as follows -When theSnL .
'

^""^

completed their ascending stroke this arbor is ekva^ed by means cfXL
project on on the top of the frame, and immediately the balare catch acfsltft'n

^?''^
U m this position during the descending stroke, i the termfnaSfof wh ch t^^^

these sc.?pers/lough the. vein stuff agat^I^he'^rwTffcS.^ TTet^y'Xelto be operated upon ,s introduced into the compartment shown on the ton of theplan, and by means of the diagonal scrapers it is washed and passed l^Sy aTros^ Jetable, the heavier portion being del vered into the bin f and tl,^ )\lhZj'
the box F', whilst the tails are lodged in the str ps h h TiUL^^

matter into

driving the wheel is also used for the huddle one portion of iJ serves to i'„Z^'^K°ore wh 1st the other is regularly diffused ove'r the Lr£ of the tX anS wasEZwaste irom the stuff. In case the quantity of water is too large for setSZ
ZrsTe prTvE^c!'^

'''''' " ^^"'^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^i-ClSn!

T^T^lJ!^^ •

an inclination towards the bins f f', and catch pits h hThis machme makes about twelve strokes per minute, and may be furnished ^iS;any number of rakes. With twenty-two rakes, forty tons of stuff may be conlen-trated in ten hours, so as to afford ore for the deluing sieve, whilst the blende wSl

thVTy p'ounS
'''' ^PP^^^*'^^ complete ?s ^b^ui

Sand and Slime Dressing Machinery.
In most mines a large proportion of the ore is composed of dradge, and has to bebrought to a fine state of subdivision either by the crushing mill or stamps. In this

condition the ore is freed from sterile matter, and rendered fit for metallurgic treat-ment. A variety of machines hare been invented and applied to this division of
dressing in which the leading principle is to produce a separation by subsidence, ac-cording to the density of the substances. In connection with this principle, the stuff
IS not permitted to have a vertical fall, but is traversed by a flow of water, on a
table or bed set at such an angle to the horizontal plane as may be found ex-
pedient. With extremely fine stuff apparatus, including both of these features, are
sometimes subjected to a mechanical jar or vibration, so as to loosen and eject, as it
were, the worthless matter with which it may be charged. In concentrating crushed
or stamped ore, a certain quantity will often exist in a very minute state of division
unable to withstand the currents and volume of water necessary for the separation of
the larger particles.

The amount and richness must necessarily depend upon the united produce and
character of the ore, as well as the mode of treatment observed. A good dresser will
form as little slime as possible, since when the ore is brought to this condition it is
usually associated with a large mass of worthless matter ; and not only so, but the
expense of extracting it is materially increased. The loss.under the most favourable
manipulation is vei'y large, whilst the machinery requisite is probably more com-
plicated and expensive than any other section of the dressing plant. Although several
machines are illustrated under this head, and many more might have been added, it
does not follow that they may be advantageously employed for every variety of ore.

Thus an apparatus which would enrich slimes by one operation from 1^ to 5 per
cent, might be both economical and desirable for treating copper ore, but would not
be so important in the case of lead ore of the same tenure ; for after deducting the
loss of metal incident to the enrichment, charging the manipulative cost on the full
quantity of stuff, and estimating the relative value of the two products, it might be
found that one would scarcely leave a margin of gain, whilst the other would yield a
satisfactory profit.

The proper sizing of slime is as necessary as in the case of coarser work, and for
this purpose Captain Isaac Richards, of the Devon Consols Mine, has arranged a
peculiar slime pit. The water and stuff from the slime separated, is delivered through
a launder into this pit, at the head of which is fixed a slightly inclined plank, divided
into channels by slips of wood set in a radial direction from the aperture of the
delivery launder. This pit has the form of an inverted cone, and since the water
passes through it at a very slow rate, the more valuable and heavier matters will
be deposited at the bottom. This apparatus thus becomes not only a slime pit, but
also a slime dresser.

The ordinary slime pit has usually vertical sides and a flat bottom ; the slime and
water enters it at one of its ends by a narrow channel, and leaves from the other by
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3 u fr>i the T)it -which not only carries

. . .antral current is thus produced tbrougn v f . counter-currents

cv „ of T^Ti'ikt the richer and heavier matters, which fall to

SrStl'" rrge^»\:»^^^^ .^e Uunder », a.d are regalaUd by

"Tott &o1;S tlLTS/Slie launder . are direct,, parsed o,er

Br&achines.
I'^l^-SifJ^F.fmllSd^^&d require

>.n,1dle- B launder leading to such huddle, or any other ennching apparatus
,

c,

Stit tromS p! rotatini paddles ; tormentor ; F. driving shaft.

A modlStiok of this nfethod is found in the slime trommel. Jig. 1397. A.
,

hopper,

ii-rr^-,,
,

,rr/
, Tnnnrlpr delivering clean water into hopper A ; c,

lr.Stt^S^r/Sl'i".KSefii.h s^.es for the purpose of dWidiog

Z 3
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the stuff; D, disc, perforated to prevent the passage of pieces of chips or bits of clay
and stone

;
e, Archiinedian pipes fitted into a disc of sheet iron, conveying water

into gauze or perforated trommel f ; c, slime cistern
; h, cistern for receiving the

rough stuff ; J, slime outlet, communicating with round huddle, or other suitable
apparatus ; k, outlet for trommel raff, which may be delivered to a sizing cistern.

The speed of the gauze trommel for fine slimes varies from 80 to 100 feet per
minute.
Hand huddle.—This apparatus is somewhat extensively employed in lead mines

for the concentration of stuff which contains but a small proportion of ore, such as

middles and tails resulting from the round huddle, or the tails from strips, &c. A
rising column of water is shown at a. This flows into a trough b, and through peg

holes into c. Here the stuff to be treated is introduced, and continually agitated by

the boy in attendance. The finer portion passes through the perforated plate at d,

and is distributed by the fan-shaped incline e in an uniform sheet on the head of the

buddies. A boy stands just below the higher line of middles with a light wooden

rake ; with this instrument he continually directs the descending current to the head

of the huddle, and by this means succeeds in separating a larger proportion of the

ore than would otherwise be done. Whether the rake or the broom be employed, it

is found that some of the fine lead is Jlorrined to the extreme tail of the buddle. In

order to prevent this the frame g has been introduced. It is strained with canvass,

and always floats on the flooded water. This canvass retains the fine lead, which is

from "time to time washed off in a cistern of water. The section to the first dotted

line shows the heads of the buddle; from this to the second dotted line will be the

middles, and from the second dotted line the tails commence. It must, however, be

remarked that the exact line of heads, tails, and middles must depend upon their

relative richness. The wooden rake is undoubtedly preferable to the broom, as will

appear from the foUowing experiment made at the Swanpool Mines, everything being

equal in both trials.

Stuff operated upon; tails from washing strips assayed 13 per cent.

No. 1. Heads, assayed

2. Middles, ditto

3. Tails, ditto

With Broom.

16%
4^

With Rake.

20%

It would be found a great improvement if these buddies were arranged so as to have

their bottoms elevated when it might be necessary. As they are fitted at PJf
angle at the head is a constantly increasing one. The ''esult is the heads become

poorer and the tails richer, provided the fixed inclination of the buddle is correct at

starting, as the operation proceeds. In proportion to the poorness of s^tu^F the

buddle should have its width increased, as well as be made shallower If
the stuff

be also passed through a trommel before entering the buddle, the result will be found

"^""neTJund Buddie is said to have been first introduced into Cardiganshire, but has

now become general in every important mining district. This machine serves to

separate pTrtides of unequal specific gravity in a circular space inclined from the

centJe towards the circumference. Its construction will be best understood by

refcrence to the annexed engraving, ^z,. 1399, in which A
t^^.^^-^^i^^^^^^^^^

of wood, and about 18 feet in diameter, on which the stuff ^s distr Juted b is a

cone supporting the upper part of the apparatus, and serving to f^.^Jj^^^^^^^i^.^^^.
tribution of the orey matter, d is a wheel for giving f^ot^^."

E, a funnel perforated with four holes and furnished at op with
^'^^^^f^l^'^^Xx

F F are arms carrying two brushes balanced by the weights o o; h is a launder for
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conducting the stuff from the pit i ; k is a receptacle in which the slimes mixed

•with water are worked up in suspension by the tormentor, which is a wooden

cylinder provided with a number of iron spikes ; l is a pulley taking its motion
from a water-wheel, and 3i a circular sieve fixed on the arbor n. The stuff at k is

gradually worked over a bridge forming one of the sides of a catch pit between
the sieve m and the tormentor, from whence it passes off into the sieve by which
the finer particles are strained into the pit i, whilst the coarser together with
chips and other extraneous matters are discharged on the inclined floor in connection
with the launder o. From the pit i the stuff flows by the launder h into the funnel e,

and after passing through the perforations flows over the surface of the fixed eone b,

and from thence towards the circumference, leaving in its progress the heavier
portions of its constituents, whilst the surface is constantly swept smooth by means of
the revolving brushes. By this means the particles of different densities will be
found arranged in consecutive circles. The arms usually make from two and a
half to four revolutions per minute, and a machine having a bed 18 feet in diameter
will work up from 15 to 20 tons of stuff per day of 10 hours.

Gei-man rotating huddle. — This machine is said to effect the separation of the
earthy matters from finely divided ores more readily than the ordinary round huddle.
For this purpose the pulverised ore is introduced near the centre of a large slightly
conical rotating table, and flowing down towards its periphery a portion of the upper
part or head becomes at once freed from extraneous substances. Beyond this line of
separation in the direction of the circumference, the stuff is subjected to the action
of a series of brushes or rakes, and by means of a sheet of water flowing over the
agitated slimes, clean ore is stated to be produced almost at a single operatiom.
The illustration, y?5f. 1400, represents this machine as first erected at Clausthal, but

It may be remarked that some of its mechanical details have been since judiciously
modified by Mr. Zenner of Newcastle-on-Tyne. a is an axis supporting and giving
motion to the table b, 16 feet in diameter, and rising towards the centre 1 inch per
foot

;
c, cast-iron wheel 15 inches in diameter, operated on by the tangential screw ».

The tooth-wheel f drives the pinion/, the axis of which is provided with a crank
giving motion to a rod fitted with brushes ; g is an annular receiving box 4^ inches
wide, and 6 inches deep ; a, circular trough of sheet-iron supported on the axis of the
table an inch or two above its surface, and so divided that one quarter of it serves for
the reception and equal distribution of the slime, whilst the other three quarters
supply clear water; b, launder for supplying slime ore, behind which is
another not shown, for bringing in clear water, o, trough supplying additional
water to the stuff agitated by the brushes. One end of this water-trough is fixedabout the middle of the table, whilst the other advances in a curved direction nearly
to the circumference.

z 4
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The concave slime huddle.— The object of this apparatus is to concentrate on the
periphery of the floor, instead of the centre. This arrangement gives an immense
working area for the heads, and at the same time admits of tiie separation of a greater
portion of the waste than can be effected by the ordinary round buddle. After the
slimy water has been discharged on the edge, the area over which it has to be distri-

buted is gradually contracting, thereby increasing the velocity of the flow, and
enabling it to sweep off a proportionate quantity of the lighter matter associated with
the ore. a represents the inflow slime launder; b, a separating trommel, through

1401

which the slimes pass previous to their entrance into the launder a. c, outlet launder,

for taking off castaways; d, arbor giving motion to the buddle arms and diagonal

distributing launders attached thereto held by the braces w w'
;

e, bevel wheel on

driving arbor; /, downright launder, to which is affixed a regulating cock, k, for sup-

plying slimes to trommel ; h, launder for delivering clean water to circular box m,

and which water passes through slot openings at p p, uniting with and thinning the

slimy matter previous to its passing into the diagonal delivery launders; circular

pit for receiving tailings. Attached to the wooden bar a; is a piece of canvass with

corresponding pieces depending in a similar manner from each arm, and which serve

to give an even surface to the stuff in their rotation. The slimes flow from four

diagonal launders, each having its upper end in communication with box /. The

speed of the arms and diagonal launders must vary with the nature of the stuff to be

operated upon ; for rough sands eight revolutions per minute have been found sufficient,

but for fine slimes from fourteen to sixteen revolutions in the same time are necessary.

The inflow of slime and water should also be proportioned to the speed and density

of the stuff to be treated. No precise instructions can be offered on this head, but an

experienced dresser would easily determine the proportions after a few trials. The

bed is eighteen feet diameter, and has a declination of about six inches from the edge

to the point where it unites with the horizontal portion of the floor. The cost of this

apparatus complete is about 15/. It is employed to a considerable extent m Prussia

and affords highly satisfactory results.
. , v » #

Experiment on slime ore, very fine and much intermixed with carbonate ot

iron :
—

Produce before entering buddle 6 per cent.

Heads of buddle averaging 3 inches deep \ i2i% and 30 oz. of silver per ton of lead.

and 22 inches wide - - - - J
'

Middles of buddle averaging l| inches
|

^^o/ and 42 oz. „
deep and 18 inches wide -

Tails of buddle averaging I inch deep

Castaways - - - - -

3% and 55§ oz. of silver per ton of lead.

Time required to fill buddle, 3 hours ; number of arms in buddle, 4 ;
number of

revolutions of arms per minute, 8.
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Experiment on fine slimes, mucli associated -with carbonate of iron:—
Produce before entering the buddle -------- ^

/o

Heads 3 inches deep, 16 inches, wide - - - - " " " "i*o/
Middles n do. 12

I IJ
Jails

Number of revolutions of arms per minute, 14 ; time required to fill buddle, 5 hrs.

In working this buddle one month upon the fine and rough slimes, indicated in the

two foregoing experiments, the results obtained were:— ^
Assay of stuff before entering the buddle . - - 5 0%
Heads afforded - - - - - - - -12*5
Middies 5-0

Tails 0-77

Experiment on slime ore containing 7j per cent, of lead.

In 12 hours 4 tons were washed, and gave 14 cwts. of crop, 28- cwts, middles, 12 cwts.

tails, and 26 cwts. of waste. The 14 cwts. of crop were washed in 3 hours, and afforded

3i cwts. dressed slime ore, 5J cwts. of middles, 4 cwts. of tails, and 1 cwts. of castaways

The middles resulting from both operations, viz. 33j cwts., were washed in 8 hours,

and gave crop 4 cwts., middles 12 cwts., tails 4 cwts., and waste 13J cwts. The tails

were now washed in 3 hours, and afforded 4 cwts. of middles and 12 cwts. of castaways.

16 cwts. of middles were also washed in 3 hours, and furnished 2 cwts. crop, 6 cwts.

middles, and 8 cwts. of castaways. In addition, 10 cwts. of crop ore were washed

during 3 hours, and gave 1 cwt. of slime ore, crop, 1 cwt., middles, 6 cwts., castaways,

1 cwt.

The results, therefore, show that 4 tons of rough slimes were washed in 32 hours,

and afforded 5^ cwts. slime ore at 43|- per cent., leaving 1 cwt. of crop at 31 per cent.,

and 12 cwts. of middles yielding 4j per cent. A comparison was also made with the

shaking table ; 5 tons of the same slimes were washed in 48 hours, and gave 7 cwts.

of di'essed ore, 1 cwt. of heads, and 8 cwts. of middles.

The following are the results of an experiment made between the concave buddle

and the ordinary round buddle, time occupied, 24 hours :—

Quantity of slimes

to each buddle -

Obtained from con-

cave buddle : —
Crops
Middles -

Total

Obtainedfrom round
buddle :

—
Crops
Middles -

Total -

Pounds.

4262

505
1350

510
2530

Water.
Weight
per cent.

23^

15-4

257

24-8

39-9

Dry
Weight.

3268

427
1003

1430

383-5

152L-0

1904-5

Lead.

Assay
per cent.

8-7

23-6

7-6

10-2

7-86

Total.

284-5

100-8

77-7

178-5

39-

119-5

158-5

Blende.

Assay
per cent.

34-33

Total.

1121-5

36-65

370

34-64

27-59

Loss by concave buddle
do. round do.

155-6

371-0

526-6

133-4

419-6

553-0

106-

125-9
594-0
568-5

The tails lying upon the horizontal part of concave buddle contained 27J per cent,
of zinc and 2^ per cent, of lead.

It will be perceived that the much larger crop from the concave buddle was more
than twice as rich for lead, whilst it was only 2 per cent, richer for zinc.

Quartzose ore without blende was then tried, and a similar weight gave 1570 lbs of
crop, affording 56^ per cent, or 888| lbs. of lead, and 3450 lbs. of middles, of 14 per cent
produce, equal to 483 lbs. of lead, or together 5020 lbs. of stuff, containing 1372 lbs!
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of lead. The round buddle, on the contrary, gave 455 lbs. of crop ore, of 63^ per
cent., equal to 290 lbs. of lead, 2910 lbs. of middles, of 18^ per cent., representing
541 lbs. of lead, or a total of 3365 lbs. of stuff, containing 831 lbs. of lead.

Fig. 1402 represents a buddle arranged for the treatment of fine slimes, and which

has been found to yield highly satisfactory results at several mining establishments

in Prussia where it has recently been introduced. It is entirely constructed of metal,

and every part is carefully fitted in order to secure an even and delicate action. The

stuif is introduced into the hopper A, from vrhence it passes into the trommel b, turned

by the band c. The fine stuff passing through the perforated cylinder d, falls upon

the shoot F, and flows upon the concave table e. This table revolves in the direction

of the arrow and acquires its motion by means of the strap g driving the tangent

wheel and screw shown at h. Concentric with the table a wrought iron pipe, i, is

fixed which is pierced with numerous small holes. The quantity of water to this

pipe 'is adjusted by the regulating cocks J j' j". Beneath the table is a circular

receptacle or bottom, k, having three compartments for receiving the washed stuff.

From a to d the jets of water are comparatively light ; from i to e the force of water

is increased, and stiU further augmented in that portion of the circle extendmg from

c to 0 whilst from o to a: it is sufaciently powerful to clean the buddle. In each of the

sections a portion of waste along with a little light ore is washed into the receptacles

underneath from whence it may flow into strips or buddies for further separation,

or is otherwise manipulated upon a second buddle. The water is supplied to the

machine under pressure by the pipe l. This apparatus will wash from 80 to 100

cubic feet of free slimes in ten hours, or from 60 to 80 cubic feet of tough slimes in

the same period. Lead stuff affording 4% with a light waste has been enriched to

40% in a second revolution, and in a third and fourth rotation 40% slime has been

enriched so as to yield 60% of ore. The buddle table makes two revolutions per

minute ; its diameter varies from 8 to 10 feet, and the power required is about one-

tenth of a horse power. One boy can serve four buddies.
, „^

Slime trunhing apparatus. -The illustration y?^. 1403 shows the apparatus em-

ployed in some of the lead mines of Cardiganshire. The shmes are odged in the

Lveral settling pools marked a, and flow through the channels B At c the slimes

pass into the launder d to the box e, where they are
<^?'^^'''^''%^:^^J:^'^,^^^^^

progress into the trommel f. From the circular cistern g, V-shaped launders

SSge to the trunks k, which are divided by partitions i. Up«n the^J'^J^^"

each buddle head, paddles rotate, and flush the shmes over a ^^^ad board where a

partial separation is effected. The wheel l is driven by water ^0"! the
p°°^^^

and any excess is carried off by the launder n At o o two ^^^^-^
.^"'^f.^^.f;^"^^^^^^

these are intended for the concentration of the heads and middles produced m the
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trunks K. The axis at p is furnished with spikes for the purpose of breaking up the

slimes. After the -water has passed over the wheel l, it flows into the launder r,

and from thence into Q. . j /.

At the Minera lead mines, where the ore produced is very massive and capable of

a high degree of enrichment, the slimes average 9 per cent., and are concentrated.

by means of this apparatus, together with a round huddle and dolly tub, to 75 per cent,
of metal. "With six trunks, one round huddle, one man, and four hoys, about nine
tons of clean ore is obtained monthly.

Attempts have been made by Brunton and others to separate metalliferous ores
ot diflerent specific gravities by allowing them to descend at regulated intervals in
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still water By reversing the operation and causing the current to ascend uniforml vthe particles may be much more conveniently and accurately classified This hasbeen done m a machine designed by the late Mr. Herbert Mackworth.' Suppose afunnel-shaped tube, larger at the top
; with a current of considerable velocity flowing

upwards through It grains of equal size of galena, pyrites, and quartz, when thrownm, will be suspended at different heights depending on the velocity of the current at
each height. Thus cubical grains of galena, iron, pyrites, and quartz, of V, inch
diameter, will be just suspended by vertical currents moving at velocities of 12
mches, 7 inches, and 5 inches linear per second ; flat or oblong particles require
rather less velocities to support them, inasmuch as they descend more slowlv in still
water than the cubical or spherical particles.

• i ^""T.
principle is presented by the vertical trunks shown

lu Jigs.UOi and 1405. Metalliferous ore, after being classified by sifting, or tin ore as it
comes from the stamps, may be allowed to flow mixed with water down the shoot aThe supply of water should be taken from a head so as to be perfectlv uniform in
quantity. The water mixed with the ore flows in the direction of the a'rrows down
and then up the divisions b', b', b', and b', each of which increasing in area the
velocity of the ascending current diminishes in the same proportion. The particles
of greatest specific gravity will be deposited in the bottom of b». In the bottom of
B« will be found small particles of great specific gravity and large particles of small
specific gravity. The same relation will exist in b^, b< and b', only the particles of
each will be smaller in succession. The plugs in the holes c c c being opened as is
found necessary, allow the accumulations in the bottom of each trunk to discharge
themselves into separate troughs. The rocking frame and rakes d d constantly stir
up the sediment so as to bring it under the action of the water. To produce the

1404

oscillation of the rakes, two spade-shaped plates Eis are exposed to the action of the

falling water discharged from the end of the box which rocks the frame to and fro.

1406

The ore in the first trunks is fit for smelting ; the ore passing off from the bottom

of the other trunks is in a very favourable condition for framing, or it may be sifted

to remove the larger particles of less specific gravity.

TJw rack or hand-frame.— This is composed of a frame c, jg?. 1406, which carries
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a sloping board or table susceptible of turning to the right or left upon two pivots k k.

The head of the table is the inclined plane T. A small board p, which is attached by a

band of leather l, forms a communication with the lower table c, whose slope is gene-

rally 5 inches in its whole length of 9 feet, but this may vary with the nature of the

ore, being somewhat less when it is finely pulverised.

In operating with the table, the slimy ore, to the extent of 15 or 20 pounds, is

placed on the head T, and washed over L and p on to the table ;
then the operator

with a toothless rake distributes it equally over the head, the richest particles remain

on the highest part of the table by virtue of their greater specific gravity, whilst the

muddy water falls through a cross slit at the bottom into a receptacle b. "When the

charge of ore has been thoroughly racked, the table is turned on its axes K k until it

is brought into a vertical position, and the deposit on its surface is washed into boxes

b' b". The box b' will contain an impure schlich which must be again framed,

whilst b'' will probably contain a slime sufficiently enriched to be finished by the

dolly tub.

The slope of the rack table for washing tin stuff is 7| inches in 9 feet. The width

is about 4 feet.

The average quantity of lead slime which can be washed per day of ten hours, is

about 30 cwt., and the water necessary, say 600 gallons.

The general appearance of the rack is shown in the illustration,/?^. 1407. A, table ;

1407

n, inclined plane upon which the stuff is lodged. Clean water flows over the ledge c.

When the table a is turned in a vertical position, the racking girl washes it by de-
pressing the lever e attached to the V-shaped launder d, thereby discharging the
water which it may contain. The heads, middles, and tails are lodged in the com-
partments F, G, and H, respectively.

The machine frame, fig. 1408, consists of an inclined table, about 8 feet long, and 5
feet wide, with sides 5 inches high. At each end are fixed axles of iron, a b, which
are centred in two vertical pieces of timber c d, and admit of the frame being turned
perpendicularly. At the head of the frame is a ledge e, on which numerous lozenge-
shaped pieces of wood are fixed in order to distribute the liquid stuff on the entire
width of the frame.

From the frame head, the stuff falls on a sloping board f, which admits of being
turned, as it is hung by leathern hinges, when the frame assumes an upright position.
At one of the bottom corners of the frame is a box g, into which the chief part of the
water from the table flows. In operating with this machine, the liquid matter is
admitted to the frame head e, through the hole h, and flowing in a thin sheet on the
table I, deposits the vein stuff according to its varying specific gravity, the best quality
being heads from 1 to 2, the middles from 2 to 3, whilst the tails are lodged at the end
of the apparatus. To the water wheel is attached a horizontal axle fitced at given
distances with cams, which disengage at the proper time parts of the machinery
connected with the frame. The first cam acts on the rod k, and stops the flow of tin
stuff

; the second cam disengages a catch beneath the displacing box g, containing
the frame water, and immediately the frame assumes a vertical position striking in its
movement a catch at m, which upsets the V-shaped launder n, containing pure water,m such a way as to wash the ore on the tabic into two cofers o and r. The frame
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then returns to its horizontal position, and the orey matter is again admitted through

H. One hoy can manage twenty of these frames. When employed in cleaning tin

BtufiF, the two cofers o and p are discharged into separate pits about 15 feet long, 6

feet -wide, and 12 or 15 inches deep. The refuse from the end of the frames as well

as the slimy water from the displacing box, is either thrown away or subjected to

further treatment ; the cover o is usually taken to the hand frames, after which it is

tossed and packed, whilst the stuff from cover p is again submitted to machine framing.

Hancock's slime frame.— The ores and accompanying waste are brought into a

state of suspension by water, and are then by adjustment made to pass over a slight fall,

so as to produce the greatest regularity in its flow over tables fixed upon a given

incline, each table having a sufficient drop from the table above. When the tables

are sufficiently charged, clean water is introduced to pass over the charged table.

The surfaces of the tables are subject to the action of brushes or brooms during a part

or the whole time of both operations until the ores are sufficierrtly cleaned. In some

cases the use of such brushes or brooms are dispensed with. The ores (on the tables)

thus cleaned are washed off into cisterns by the action of water passmg over the

surfaces of the tables after they are raised to nearly perpendicular positions.

FiQ 1409 represents, 1, framework to carry the gear on each side of the machine

;

2 the stretcher or pivot piece on which all the tables are resting; 3 centre bearings

of the tables, to ^hich is attached an adjusting screw for raising or falling them
; 4^

a slide valve, which admits or shuts off, as required, the ores, which Previously

brought into a thin consistency with water; 5, ."r
^^^^'^g^,J^f .^^^^^

pass to the beads, which are divided into sections and numbered; 6, the ores

&c dro, phiff from the heads into a launder, 7, the working edge of which is made

levd by an fd/usting screw at each end for the ores to pass over
; 8 is a stretcher

nass nJover the heads in both ends, bolted to 1, from which 6 and 7 are supported

rXi drV adjusting screws ; 9 are four tables over which the ores have to pass,

fiJst receiving the deposit of the cleanest or best ores, and the rest m gradation
;
10

fhe droD or fall from one table to another; 11, the balance cistern, mto which the

the tables fat 14 a stream of water is introduced passing into 15 as a recency on

Se turning up of the tables, valves 16 are lifted ^by lever and
f^/^f̂ ^^^^^J^^^

water into perforated launders 18 to wash off the ore^^^

which it passes out into deposit hutches. The valve * na
g^

cient quantity of ore, which has been ^_^P«f'^f
°°

^^^^^f^^',^^^^
valve 20 is opened by the conductor's hand at ^aj^^l*^^

^ of cleaning

of water passes into launder 22, and flows ^he \ab^es for
^^^^ ^^^^

g

the ores. The framework for the
jT^f^^^,ff itsTespecf.ve lable upwards, and on

being supplied with a"^5 which
^^^^^^^^^^^ .re'lifted by lever

arriving at the heads of the tables, the brusnch ueiiig «
without touch-

and 26 slips into the catch 27, and the brushes pass >)acK '

acain on the

ing until the lever of the catch is struck out by 28, and the brushes arop ag
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tables Each brush is adjusted by screws and carried on arbors rnnning across the

frame. This frame with its appendages is propelled by a rod 29, attached to a beam

30. that can be worked by any sufficient power that may be applied.

1409

The ores passing from the third and fourth tables through the two lower receivers
19 into a cistern, are lifted by a plunger b, attached to beam 30, by a rod 31, and
passes back by launder 32 to be readmitted into slide valve 4, and repass the tables.

In 11 balance cistern is a valve 33, which on the dropping of the table lets out the
contents. 34 is a catch for holding the frame and brushes during the time of turning
down and washing the tables. The machine is to be worked with or without brushes
as the character of the ores may require. It may be extended or diminished to any
number of tables, and their size may vary as may be found necessary on the same
principle, c is a wheel acting as a parallel motion for the phmger pole and running
on a bar of iron.
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1410 m,

.

iiiis machine was in con-
stant use at the Great Polgooth
Mine for some time, and it is

said effected a saving of 30 per
cent, in the dressing of slime
ore. It is not so well adapted
for rough as for the treatment
of fine slimes ; the apparatus
may be managed by a boy at
8d. per day, and the cost of
the machine complete is about
60/.

Percussion table orSiosshccrd.— The diagrams, fgs. 1410,
1411, and 1412, exhibit a plan,
vertical section, and elevation of
one of these tables, used in the
Harz. The arbor or great shaft,

is shown in section perpendi-
cularly to its axis, at a. The
cams or -wipers are shown round
its circumference, one of them
having just acted on n.

These cams, by the revolu-
tion of the arbor, cause the
alternating movements of a
horizontal bar of -wood, o, u,

which strikes at the point u
against a table d, b, c, u. This

table is suspended by two chains t, at its superior end, and by two rods at its lower end.
After having been pushed by the piece, o, u, it rebounds to strike against a block or
bracket b.

_
A lever p, q, serves to adjust the inclination of the movable table, the

pivots q being points of suspension.
The stuff to be washed, is placed in the chest a, into which a current of

water runs.
_
The ore, floated onwards by the water, is carried through a sieve on

a small sloping table x, under which is concealed the higher end of the movable
table d, b, c, u; and it thence falls on this table, diffusing itself uniformly over its

surface. The particles deposited on this table form an oblong talus (slope) upon it

;

the successive percussions that it receives, determine the weightier matters, and con-

sequently those richest in metal.

to accumulate towards its upper
end at u. Now the workman by
means of the lever p, raises the

lower end d a little in order to

preserve the same degree of in-

clination to the surface on which
the deposit is strewed. Accord-
ing as the substances are swept
along by the water, he is careful

to remove them from the middle
of the table towards the top, by
means of a wooden rake. With
this intent, he walks on the table

dbcii, where the sandy sediment

has sufficient consistence to bear

him. When the table is abun-

dantly charged with the washed
ore, the deposit is divided into

three bands or segments d b, b c,

c u. Each of these bands is removed separately and thrown into the particular heap

assigned to it. Every one of the heaps thus formed becomes afterwards the object of

a separate manipulation on a percussion table, but always according to the same pro-

cedure. It is sufficient in general to pass twice over this table the matters contained

in the heap, proceeding from the superior band ctt, in order to obtain a pure scnlich;

but the heap proceeding from the intermediate belt be, requires always a greater

number of manipulations, and the lower band db still more. These successive mani-

pulations are so associated that eventually each heap furnishes pure schlich, which is
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obtained from the superior band cm. As to the lightest particles which the water

sweeps away beyond the lower end of the percussion table, they fall into launders,

whence they are removed to undergo a new manipulation. j •
i.

Fig. 1413 is a profile of a plan which has been advantageously substituted, in the

Harz, for that part of the preceding apparatus which causes the jolt of the piece o u

against the table dbcu. By means of this plan,

it is easy to vary, according to the circumstances 1413

of a manipulation always delicate, the force of

percussion which a bar xy, ought to communicate

by its extremity y. With this view a slender

piece of wood u is made to slide in an upright

piece, V x, adjusted upon an axis at v. To the

piece u a rod of iron is connected, by means of a

hinge z ; this rod is capable of entering more or

less into a case or sheath in the middle of the piece

V X, and of being stopped at the proper point, by
a thumb-screw which presses against this piece. If it be wished to increase the force

of percussion, we must lower the point z; if to diminish it, we must raise it. In the

first case, the extremity of the piece u, advances so much further under the cam of

the driving shaft t; in the second, it goes so much less forwards; thus the adjustment

is produced.

The water for washing the ores is sometimes spread in slender streamlets, some-
times in a full body, so as to let two cubic feet escape per minute. The number of

shocks communicated per minute, varies from 15 to 36 ; and the table may be pushed
out of its settled position at one time three quarters of an inch, at another nearly 8

inches. The coarse ore-sand requires in general less water, and less slope of table,

than the fine and pasty sand.

The following remarks on the Freiberg shaking table, are by Mr. Upfield Green,
of the Wildberg Mines, Prussia. The bed of the table is about fourteen feet

long, by six feet wide, and is formed of double one-inch boards, fastened to a stout

frame, The table is hung by four chains, the two hindermost are generally two feet

long with an inclination of 2 to 4 inches. The two front ones, which are attached
to a roller for the purpose of altering the inclination of the table, are five feet six
inches long, and hang perpendicularly when the table is at rest.

The table receives its action from cams inserted in the axle of a water-wheel,
acting on the knee of a bent lever. The slimes after being thoroughly stirred
up by a tormentor, are conveyed by a launder in a box, where they are still further
diluted with clean water, and passing through a sieve with apertures corresponding
to the size of the grain to be dressed, flow upon an inclined plane furnished with diffu-
sing buttons, and from thence drip on to the shaking table.

In treating rough slimes the two hindermost chains are set at an inclination of 5
to 6 inches, and the table with an inclination of 4 to 6 inches on its length, makes
36 to 39 pulsations of 5 to 6 inches in length per minute. About 21 cubic feet of di-
luted slimes, twelve of clean to one of slime-water, enter the table per minute.

Before commencing the percussive action, the table is covered with a thin layer of
rough slimes, and during the first few minutes only clean water is admitted. In
consequence of the quantity of water and violent motion employed, the smaller and
lighter particles of ore are likely to drift down the table, and a rake is therefore
employed at intervals to reconvey such particles towards the head of the table. Care
must, however, be taken not to allow the water to wear furrows in the deposit.
From two to three hours are usually required for the roughest sand-slimes to deposit
four to five inches on the head of the tiible. The crops are twice more passed over
the shaking table and afterwards dollied. The rapidity of movement and quantity of
clean water increase with each operation. The tails of the first operation, which are
considerably poorer than the original stuff, may be either thrown away, or once more
passed over the table, when the crop will be fit for treatment along with a fresh quan-
tity of original slime. The treatment of fine slimes is similar to that of the rough, with the
exception that the inclination of the table, quantity of slime-water, proportion of clean
water, and length of stroke, constantly decrease with the degree of fineness of the
slime

; and the number of strokes increase in proportion. In fact, for the finest
slimes, the table has no greater inclination than one inch on its whole length, while
the stroke, of which 35 to 45 per minute are made, is no longer than \ to i an inch'. The
time required for dressing varies with the nature of the slime operated on, five tons
of rough slimes occupies sixty-eight hours, whilst the same quantity of very fine
slimes requires no less than four times that period.

The Stossheerde—To the kindness of Mr. Charles Remfry, of Stolberg I am
indebted for the elevation of a sto.ssheerd erected at the Breinigerberg Mines,' undei

VOL. ITT. A A
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his management. It has the merit of being extremely light, requiring little power,
and of performing its work in a highly satisfactory manner. Fig. 1 4 1 4, a, table s wung

by chains, B b', its width being 3 feet and length 12 feet. A greater or less incli-

nation is given to the table by raising or lowering the screws cc'. At the upper end
of the table is a buffer, d, which acts against a counter buffer, e. A sliding bar, f, is

also fitted between the table and percussion lever g. This lever is struck by cams
fitted on the axis h, driven by the runner j. The slimes to be treated flow into the

cistern k, 30 inches long. 13 inches wide, and 18 inches deep. Into this box a
tormentor is introduced for the purpose of breaking up the slimes. The bottom is

fitted with a launder, L, 7 inches long, and 5 inches wide. From this launder

proceeds a head-board, m, expanded to the width of the table, and fitted with buttons,

for the purpose of dispersing the slimes equally on the head of the table.

At the Breinigerberg mines the slimes are very fine and tough, and not rich in

metal. With the round huddle unimportant results were obtained ; but the stoss-

heerd concentrated them satisfactorily. About five tons of rough slime are enriched

per day on four tables, whilst from nine to ten tons of the enriched slime are des-

patched in a similar period.

The four tables are managed by two boys, at a cost of Is. 2rf. per day. The cost

of these machines complete, including water-wheel, 9 feet diameter, and 3 feet in

breast, was 114/.

Sleeping tables. — Figs. 1415, 1416, represent a complete system of sleeping tables,

tables dormantes, such as are mounted at Idria. Fig. 1415 is the plan, and Jig. 1416

a vertical section. The ores, reduced to a sand by stamps, pass into a series of conduits,

a a, bb, cc, which form three successive floors below the level of the floor of the works.

The sand taken out of these conduits is thrown into the cells q ; whence they are

transferred into the trough e, and
1415

tables called a balai, or sweeping tables, are

water is run upon them by turning

two stop-cocks for each trough. The
sand thus diffused upon each table,

runs off with the water by a groove

f, comes upon a sieve h, and spreads

itself upon the board q , and thence

falls into the slanting chest or sleep-

ing table i k. The under surface k

of this chest, is pierced with holes,

which may be stopped at pleasure

with wooden plugs. There is a con-

duit m, at the lower end of each table

to catch the light particles carried off

by the water out of the chest i A,

through the holes properly opened,

while the denser parts are deposited

upon the bottom of the chest. A
general conduit n, passes across at

the foot of all the chests, i k, and

receives the refuse of the washing

operations.

In certain mines

employed. The
of the Harz,

whole of the
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process consists In letting flow, over the sloping table, in successive currents, water

charged with the ore, which is deposited at a less or greater distance, as also

pure water for the purpose of washing the deposited ore, afterwards carried off by

means of this operation.

At the upper end of these sweeping-tables, the matters for washing are agitated in a

chest, by a small wheel with vanes, or flap-boards. The conduit of the muddy waters

opens above a little table or shelf; the conduit of pure water, which adjoins the

preceding, opens below it. At the lower part of each of these tables, there is a

transverse slit, covered by a small door with hinges, opening outwardly, by falling

back towards the foot of the table. The water spreading over the table, may at

pleasure be let into this slit, by raising a bit of leather which is nailed to the table, so

as to cover the small door when it is in the shut position ; but when this is opened,

the piece of leather then hangs down into it. Otherwise the water may be allowed

to pass freely above the leather when the door is shut. The same thing may be done
with a similar opening placed above the conduit. By means of these two slits, two
distinct qualities of schlich may be obtained, which are deposited into two distinct

conduits or canals. The refuse of the operation is turned into another conduit,

and afterwards into ulterior reservoirs, whence it is lifted out to undergo a new
washing.

Brunton's machine.—This apparatus appears to be well adapted for the utilisation

of the ore contained in very fine slimes. At Devon Great Consols it is extensively
employed, not only to concentrate the viscid kind of slime sometimes found at the
periphery of the round huddle, but also to dress the tops and middles resulting from
the dollying operation.

The smaU water-wheel, shown in fig. 1417, is sufficient to drive six of these

machines, viz. three on each side. Before the stuff" is permitted to enter upon the
rotating cloth, it is disintegrated by tormentors, and passed through a sizing
trommel ; it then flows over the head or dispersing board l, on to the cloth. This
cloth rotates towards the stream on two axles, h and m, and is supported by a third
roller n. It is also stiffened in its width by numerous laths of wood. Clean water
is introduced behind the entrance of the slime, in order to give it the proper con-
sistency. Different degrees of inclination are given to the cloth by raising or
lowering the roller m, by means of the screw k. The heavier particles lodged on the
cloth are caught in the waggon r, whilst the lighter matter is floated over the roller
M. The following particulars are furnished by Captain Isaac Richards, of Devon
Great Consols :

—

One revolution of the cloth is made in minutes ; its length is about 29j feet, so
that it travels say 6i feet per minute. Its width is four feet two inches.

Before the slime comes upon the cloth it is reduced to a size of ^ of an inch, and
yields an average of 1^ of copper; but by means of this machine the stuff is concen-
trated so as to afford 5 per cent. In ten hours it will clean 1^ tons, at a cost of Is.
per ton. The speed of the cloth must, however, be varied with the condition of the
stuff"; if it be very poor the cloth must travel very much slower, since the enrich-
ment requires a longer period of time.

At the end of the machine, and worked by the same water-wheel, is a dolly tub
;

but the dimensions and mode of working this apparatus are fully stated page 356.
Bradford's slime apparatus, fig. 1418, has been extensively employed at the Bristol

Mmes, situated in Connecticut, United States.
Its action is intended to imitate that of the vanning shovel. The slime enters by

the launder a, about 5 inches wide, and descends on the inclined head a', which
expands from the width of the launder to within a few inclies of the width of the table

A A 2
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1418

frame b. The slime box a" is perforated at d with numerous holes, each of which is

fitted with small regulating pins.

The table n b is 2 feet 2 inches wide, and
2 feet 10 inches long, with a bottom formed
of copper gauze. It is suspended by the
vertical rods k k, and varying degrees of
inclination are given to the table by alter-

ing the levers h h. For the purpose of
quickening or decreasing the action of the
table two cones are employed, i. l', upon
which the driving band is shifted as may be
necessary. A band from a runner, fitted on
the axis of the cone l, communicates mo-
tion to a pulley wheel, m, upon the shaft of
which are cranks attached to connecting
rods G, giving motion to the table.

When the machine is in operation, the ore

flows over at F, into the launder beneath it,

whilst the waste is carried over the opposite

end into the trough e.

Professor B. Silliman, jun., and Mr. J. D.
Whitney give the following particulars of

results realised by this machine :—The total

weight of ore stuff dressed during 122 days
was 11,948,900 pounds of rock stamped and
crushed, or 5,080 tons miners' weight.

The total ore sold from this quantity of

stuff was 128 gross tons (2352 lbs.), or 2-^
per cent, of the stuff worked over. By the

Captain's vans the average richness of the

stamp work (forming much the larger part

of what goes to the separators) for 22 weeks
was 2 32 per cent. The humid assay of

the average work from the stamps for five

weeks in July and August, gave for the

richness of the stuff dressed on the separators

3"28 per cent of ore, or '984 per cent of

metallic copper. There is, therefore, an

apparent loss in the tailings of per cent

of 30 per cent, ore, or -^^j of copper. The
amount of ore, however, lost in the tailings

does not exceed to per cent., or about per cent of copper. The actual pro-

ducts of working, therefore, as may be seen, exceed for the machines the average rich-

ness of the Captain's vans.

Of the total ore produced in this time, 181,126 pounds came from the separators,-

and 160,858 pounds from the jiggers. The whole amount of stuff therefore required

to produce this amount of ore, estimated from the above ratio (1-15 : 1) is 768,680

pounds. This may be taken approximately

as the actual quantity which passed over

the separators, and if calculated on the

Captain's vans, it should have produced

177,961 pounds of ore, while in fact it did

produce 181,126 pounds, or a variation in

excess for the machines of only 3,210

pounds. Each of the separators therefore

dresses about 1| tons of rock daily, of stuff

yielding an average of 2-5 per cent, of 30

per cent ore.

Dolly tub or packing kieve.—This ap-

paratus is employed for the purpose of ex-

cluding fine refuse from slime ore, which

has been rendered nearly pure by previous

mechanical treatment In using it the

workmen proceed thus:—The kieve, fig.

1419, is filled to a certain height with water.

1419

and the dolly a introduced. A couple of men then take hold
J'^^f

turning it rapidly cause the water to assume a circular motion. The tossmg is then
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commenced by shovelling in the slime until the water is rendered somewhat thick

After contLi^.g the stirfing for a short period, the hasps e k are loosened, and the

bar D with the dolly are suddenly withdrawn. The tub

is then packed by striking its outside with heavy wooden

mallets When this operation is terminated, the water is

pouredofF through plug-holes in the side of the tub.

The object of the rotary motion created by the dolly is

to scour off clayey or other matter adhering to the ore,

whilst the packing hastens the subsidence of the denser

portions In one operation of this kind four distinct strata

may be procured, as indicated by the lines ab,cd,e/g,

hck, in fig. 1420.
, , 1 u

The upper portion, viz. from A to B, will probably have

to he set aside for further washing, whilst the schlich c

should be fit for market. The conical nucleus in the centre of the tub generaUy con-

sists of coarse sand, and is usuaUy further enriched on a copper bottom sieve, or else

submitted to the action of a tye, or other suitable apparatus.

Machine dolly tub. - This kieve is packed by machinery represented m the

accompanying woodcut, in which A is a small water-wheel working a vertical shaft B

and driving another shaft o. At the bottom of this is fixed a notched wheel d, which

presses outwardly the hammers ee; these are mounted upon iron bars ff', and
violently driven upon the side of the kieve by means of springs g g'.

The degree to which ore can be concentrated by dollying must evidently depend
upon several conditions: — 1st. The initial percentage of the ore. 2nd. The con-
dition to which it is reduced. 3rd. The matrix with which it is associated. 4th.

The proportion of water employed. And lastly, if the rotation and packing have been
judiciously performed. An experiment upon some sandschlich lead ore, much inter-

mixed with fine carbonate of iron, gave the following results :
—

Introduced into dolly tub, 17 cwt., assayed, 48%.
Time required to introduce stuff ----- 6 minutes.

Dolly rotated -5„
Dolly withdrawn—
Tub packed------ ---5„
Running off water 6„
Skimming and cleaning out tub - • - 20 „

Total 42

A A 3
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Top skimmings - - 4 cwt., assayed - - . . ono/

>» - - - - 45
Second „
Clean ore, middles

„ bottom
65

67j

Fine schlich - - -

Total - - 17

It maybe remarked, that none of the various processes of dressin/? is more satis-
factory than that of dollying, since, if carefully conducted, little or no loss of the total
quantity of ore can occur.

Jordan's System of continuous Dressing.
We have now to notice a method of separating mineral sands of varying specific

gravity, which was first used by Mr. T. B. Jordan at the Colonial Gold Works in
separating gold from quartz and other gangues with which it was associated. The plan
was successfully practised for its original object during the years 1853 and 1854 and
has since been elaborated for general application to dressing minerals.

'

The principle on which the system is founded, is the fact that bodies having the
same bulk and various gravities, will fall through a column of water in the order of
their densities, and hence that water moving upwards, at a rate greater than that at
which any given body would descend through still water, will not allow such a body
to descend through it, but will carry it up, and deliver it over the top of the con-
taining vessel

; therefore, granting that it is possible to reduce metalliferous ores to
grains of uniform bulk, and taking the most simple case for our illustration, such as
galeua and carbonate of lime, or quartz, it becomes at once obvious that an upward
stream of water, may be so regulated as to throw over all the lime or quartz, and
allow all the galena to pass through it ; but as we seldom find the associated material
so simple, and as there is considerable difiiculty in reducing minerals to grains of
absolute identity of bulk, we must be content to complicate our machinery a little,

and to put up with a somewhat less perfect or more laborious result than this argu-
ment seems to promise ; nevertheless the author of this system contends, that the
introduction of this element of washing by the up current, greatly facilitates the
arrangement of dressing machinery of continuous action

; and, further, that if per-
fectly continuous action can be secured, so that each machine shall deliver its products
to the next in succession which is to be employed on them, a very great improve-
ment will have been effected, and a great saving made on the present cost of dress-
ing ; for it would not be difficult to shoAv that nine-tenths of the labour consists of
putting down, picking up, and transferring the material to the various processes
through which it passes.

Our figure (1422) must be taken as a diagram illusti'ative of Mr. Jordan's views. In
actual practice, the construction is varied to meet the peculiarities of each case, while
the general principle here illustrated is strictly adiiered to. a, is a tram bringing the
rough material to the crushing rollers b ; c c, is a sort of raff wheel so arranged as
not only to serve the usual purpose of returning the stuff not sufiiciently crushed to
the rollers, but also to separate that which is crushed into four or more sizes by the
concentric rings of wire-work which divide the wheel into the compartments 6, 8,

10, 12. These numbers may be taken to denote the mesh in holes per lineal inch,

and if so, all the materials from the crushing rolls being conveyed into the centre
opening of the wheel will be sharply rolled over a six-hole sieve of great area,

that part of it which is fine enough will pass through the mesh, that which is not
will be carried up by the partition or bucket which returns it to the mill for further

grinding. In the stuff which has passed the 6-hole sieve, and reached the compart-
ment marked 6, there will be a large proportion which will pass the next or 8-hoIe

sieve, and again from the 8 to the 10 and 12, so that this wheel separates the ground
stuff into four lots of approximately uniform grain. To secure the greatest effect

from this separator, the stuff must be either perfectly dry, or ground with a good
stream of water passing between the rolls and through the wheel. Each compart-

ment of the wheel is furnished with one stop-bucket and spout, which, when it

arrives at the top, delivers the contejits of the compartment collected during the revo-

lution into separate launders which carry it to as many different tubes, one of which
is shown at d. These tubes are supplied with water from a main p, which is in con-

nection with a reservoir some 12 or 14 feet above the level of the dressing floor; a

few inches above the true bottom of the vessels d, there is a false bottom or dia-

phragm of wirc-gauze, through which the water rises. Under the conditions de-
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the upward flow of the water ;
or, in other words, he will be able so to adjust each

stream as to throw over the waste, and allow the valuable part of each sand to fall

on the wire bottom of its tube. It is of course admitted that the sizing effected

in the wheel c, although better than by the usual methods, is still but an approxima-

tion to perfect sizing ; and even if in the wheel it were perfect, still the rush through

the launders would inevitably produce some dust ore if dry, or slime ore if wet, so

that it would not do to throw away all that is washed over the top of the tubes, it

therefore passes forward to the hutch e, where it falls on a fine gauze bottom sieve,

parted longitudinally into as i^ny divisions as there are tubes or sizes of sand to be

worked, the bottom of each of these divisions is composed of a wire gauze, somewhat

finer than that of the compartment of the parting wheel from which the sand came,

and therefore none of the waste can find its way into the hutch ; the action of this

sieve is widely different from that of a jigging machine, inasmuch as tho back and

fore part of it, have a different kind of motion, and it is a machine of continuous

action, not requiring the constant attention of skilled labour. The crank G, by its con-

stant rotation, dips the back of the sieve a few inches under water, and at the same

time draws it back through the water at every revolution, and on rising and passing

over the upper half of its revolution, it frees the sieve forwards, while all its contents

are above the surface of the water in the hutch. The front of the sieve is suspended

by a pendulous rod from the point h, so that it has very little elevation and depres-

sion, while it has the same lateral motion as the back, and this enables the simple

hanging scraper, which can move freely outwards but cannot pass inwards beyond

the perpendicular, to throw over a portion of the waste at every stroke, this being

much assisted by the stream constantly flowing over it. There are elects placed across

the bottom of these sieves bofli above and below, the tendency of which in giving

direction to the waste, and stopping the rich slimes, will be readily understood on
reference to the figure. The dolly tub k is intended to meet the case of secondary

products, such as " Jack," or other ore of zinc, frequently associated with lead. The
peculiarities of its construction are such as are requisite to avoid the necessity for

stopping and taking the machine apart in order to dig out its contents ; it is accom-
plished partly by the direction given to the revolving arms which tend to lift the

stuff, but principally by an up current of water of sufiicient rate to throw over the

lightest of the two materials now associated ; as in the former case, the original

sizing is not abandoned, but a separate dolly tub is used for each size, so that the up
current may still be adjusted to its work with the greatest precision ; the step or
bearing in the bottom of the tub is protected from the sand by a sheet-iron cone at-

tached to the shaft, into which the clean water from the main is supplied, so that the
stream of water constantly running from under the edges of this cone, keeps the step

A A 4
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atall times perfectly clean and free from sand
; p, is the main for supplying to thetub, and there is a tap on the communicatmg pipe which regulates its force • m isthe waste waggon, having a riddled bottom for drawing off the water : o 'is the"Jack- waggon into which the clean stuff from the tub is occasionaHy disdiargedby the slaice valve; and n is the lead waggon for carrying away the clean ore fromthe tubes, this waggon, like the others, is furnished with a riddled bottom coveredwith some material which is too hne in the mesh to allow any of the ore to pass : theore is drawn off from the washing tubs from time to time in small quantities : eachwaggon remains under its own tube until it has received a full load, and is thenwheeled off to the ore house: by this system, the inventor says, nothing is left toclean up but the hutch f, and its sieve, which latter may requii-; looking to twothree times a day, and the bottom of hutch about once in three days

lanni„gis a method commonly practised by the dressers of Cornwall and Devon-
shire, by Jhich they ascertain approximately the richness and properties of the ore
to be treated. If the object be to determine the value of a pile of stuff, it is carefully

rVli \
sampled, and a portion, say a couple of ounces, given to the vanner.

If the stuff thus given should be rough, it is reduced to the tenure of fine sand andm this state put upon the vanning shovel. The operator now resorts to a cistern or
stream of water and by frequently dipping the shovel into it, and imparting to the
shovel when withdrawn a kind of irregular circular motion, he succeeds in getting
rid of a greater or less portion of the waste : that which remains on the shovel is
then considered equal to dressed work and assayed. So accurately Is this operation
performed by many of the tinners, that parcels containing only fifteen pounds of tin
ore per ton of stuff, are sold by it to the mutual satisfaction of both buyer and seller.

1 he vanning process is also well adapted for determining the properties of an
ore. If, by this method, vein stuff should withstand concentration, no machinery is
likely to dress it. If also the loss of ore is found great, then the apparatus to be
employed for effecting the enrichment will have to be carefuUy considered and con-
structed.

Fig. 1423. The vanning shovel A, is 14 inches long, and 13 inches wide at the

top, the edge of which is slightly turned up. Th(3 shovel is also formed with a
hollow or depression. The handle is about 4 feet long. The vanning cistern is

shown at b.

Hushing.— It often occurs, that the water employed on the dressing floors makes
its escape below the refuse or waste heaps. This may be used for the purpose of

hushing, which operation is performed in the following manner. The husher diverts

the escape water into a rivulet and introduces a given quantity of waste. He then

builds a dam or reservoir, with a door or trap valve at the high end, in order to

collect the necessary water for hushing, and puts aside all the large stones lying in

the middle of the hush gutter in order to form them into a wall. Afler this, he starts

his hush by lifting the door of the dam, which slides in a wooden frame adapted for

that purpose.

This allows the water to rush out, and displaces the waste to a certain depth, at

the same time driving it forward.
If the hush has bared or uncovered a further quantity of large stones in the

middle of the gutter, they are again removed to one side, since they M'ould retard the

force and action of the water. When these impediments are removed, the water is

repeatedly discharged from the reservoir until the waste is hushed off the ore, which
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^„,t of ttTream Aould be proportioned to the si.e and density ot the v,a».e to be

Forwarding and Lifting Apparatus.

Besides the machinery required for the enrichment of
^^^^V onlTf^ciS

importance to introduce such auxiliary arrangenients as ^^'^

actual dressing, but also be in themselves somewhat inexpensive ^h^^

^'^'J^^'
as in every other, the means should be strictly adapted to the ^^d, and ought no to

bear a cost disproportionate either to the circumstances or prospective advantages ot

^°T?Se'W.%. 1424, usually employed in British mines is of triangular shape, and

made oFgood Smmered iron pointed with steel. The dimensions vary, but one o

an average size is about 11 inches wide at the top, and 13 inches from the pomt to

1427

the shank weight 4 pounds, and costs one shilling ;
to which must be added, five

pence for the hilt, or handle. The hilt should be of ash, free from knots and slightly

^'TiLo boxes, fig. 1425, are employed for the purpose of collecting the prUl and

dradge ore from" the stuff with which it may be mechanically intermixed These

boxes or trays, are handled by children. They are rnad^ of deal, 1 inch thick, of the

following dimensions. Length, 16 inches ;
depiU. 7 inches ;

width at bottom, 7 inches

;

width at top, 10 inches ; and cost about \s. 3d e ch. A ledge of wood to serve as a

handle is sometimes nailed to the ends of the box.

Wheelbarrow. — The sides, ends, and bottom, are composed of deal 1^ inch thick.

The ends are mortised to the sides, whilst the bottom j426
is generally fastened by means of nails, and bound

with slips of hoop iron at the angles. Hoop iron is

also employed to protect the upper edges of the

barrow. The wheel is often made of wrought iron,

(| round) and 14 inches diameter. Its axes rotate

in wrought iron ears. The extreme length of the sides of a well-proportioned

barrow is 60 inches, depth at centre 9 inches ; the ends are inclined as shown in

the Jig. 1426. The cost of a barrow with wrought irou wheel complete, will vary

from 6s. 6d. to 7s.

Hand barrow.— When large quantities of stuff have to be removed from place

to place on the surface, and where it would be in-

convenient to use the wheel-barrow, a barrow

having handles at both ends is employed. It is

made of deal plank 1^^ inch thick ; the length of

the sides is 5 feet 6 inches; depth in centre, 9 inches ;

width, 18 inches at top and 10 inches at bottom;

length, 24 inches at top and 18 inches at bottom ; cost complete about 4s. 6d.

Railroads.— The gauge of surface roiids varies from 2 feet 4 to 2 feet 6 inches

within the rails. Instead of manufactured rails, com-
mon flat wrought-iron, 2^ inches wide and ^ inch

thick, is oftentimes employed. An extremely ser-

viceable rail is formed of a strip of timber 2 incites

square, upon which is laid wrought-iron, 1^ inches

wide and ^ inch thick, fastened by means of nails

or screws.

Tram waggon and turn table.—A good tram waggon
and turntable is shown Jig. 1428. The waggon is built

of wrought-iron, with cast-iron wheels. The latter

are usually 12 inches diameter, with flanges 1 inch

deep and tires from 2 to 3 inches wide. The turn

table is of cast-iron. It does not rotate, but the

waggon is easily directed to either line of rail by
means of the circular ring ; the elliptical loops in

advance serving to guide and place the wheels on
the rails.

Lifting apparatus.— It sometimes happens that the surface is nearly level, and
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affords very little natural fall. In such casp tlw- . r
expensive from the necessity of sl.TA1„/romI "fT ""f

^"'^^^'^^

labour, and of introducing lifting ap iancrb '^^ '"^"^^l
tions for carrying out tt various' dZmi^ the requisite eleva-

practicable from the conformation of the cJound tTf^f.^' . f ««a'-c<-'ly

column were erected at the engine, and a main judiciousfy
laid throughout the floors, it is obvious that it would no^only remedy this evil, but also afford water for the severawashmg purposes, as well as motive power for common,
dash, or other wheels, together with turbines, flapjacks, &cWhen an inconsiderable proportion of water has onlv
to be raised to a higher level the common shoe or chain-pump will be found to render effective service; butwhen a larger stream is requisite it would be better
to employ the rotary pump. This pump,y?a. 1429, has
been brought to great perfection by Messrs! Gwynne •

A is the suction-pipe, and b the discharge, the dotted
lines showing the discharge b, horizontal when required

^ , , . „
•'^^""^PS of the following dimensions are stated to raiseand discharge per minute for medium lifts, say from 10 to 70 feet high:—

Diameter of
suction-pipe.

2 inches.

4 „
5 ..

;!;1B

Diameter of
discharge-pipe.

inches.

3

4
5
6

7

6

7

8

Gallons of
water per minute.

25
70

ISO
300
500
1400

Stuff consisting of slimes and sand may be readily elevated by means of a Jacob's
ladder or the Archimedean screw, illustrated at page 437, Vol. I.fg. 269. For short
elevations combined water and raff wheels devised by Mr. Charles' Remfry of
Stolberg, Prussia, may be advantageously employed.

Fig. 1430, A, water-wheel; b, raff or inverted wheel; c, axis of both raff and water
wheels, carrying a tooth driving wheel ; d, sizing trommel

; e, launder for inlet of stuff

;

F, discharge launder; G, shoot delivering water and raff co launder h; k, cistern

receiving slime from trommel.
Shme pits.— In the several operations of cleansing ores from mud, in grinding, and

washing, where a stream of water is used, it is impossible to prevent some of the

finely attenuated portions floating in the water from being carried off with it.
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Quicklime - • I'SO

Tartar of commerce 9

Slime pits or labyrinths, called bnddle holes in Derbyshire, are employed to collect that

mauer^ty recei^'ing the ^vater to settle at a little distance from the place of agitation.

Tliese basins or^reservoirs are of various dimensions and from 24 to 40 inches

deep. Here the suspended ore is deposited, and nothing but clear water is allowed

The^workmen employed in the mechanical preparation of the ores are paid, in

Cumberland, by the piece, and not by day's wages. A certam quantity of crude ore

is delivered to them, and their work is valued by the bing, a measure containing

14 cwt. of ore ready for smelting. The price varies according to the richness ot the

ore. Certain qualities are washed at the rate of 2s. 6d., or 3*. the bing;

while others are worth at least 10s. The richness of the ore varies from 2 to

oo bin-^s of galena per shift of ore ; the shift corresponding to 8 waggon loads.

It is not essential to describe the dressing routine observable in any particular mine,

since it is scarcely possible to observe the same system in any two distinct concerns.

In the various modes of treatment, however, it may be remarked that the two leading

features will always be reduction to a proper size and separation of the ore from the

refuse. Until the vein stuff arrives at the crusher or stamps, the labour is chiefly

one of picking and selecting, but from these machines usually commence a long series

of divisions, sub-divisions, selections, and rejections. To follow these out in their

various ramifications would not only exceed the limits of this paper,_ but would

perhaps be misunderstood by those not intimately acquainted with the subject.— J. D.

OREIDE, a new brass, is the name given by MM. Meurier and Valient, of Paris,

to an alloy which has a golden brilliancy.

Copper - 100 Sal ammonia - - 3'6

Zinc . - - 17

Magnesia - 6

The copper is first melted and then the other things are added, by small portions

at a time, skimming and keeping in fusion for about half an hour.

The oreid-i has a fine grain, malleable, takes a most brilliant polish, and has its

complexion restored by the use of acidulated water. This brass melts at a compara-

tively low temperature. The zinc replaced by tin gives an alloy of greater brilliancy.

ORIENTAL AMETHYST. The name given to the violet or lilac-blue variety of

sapphire. It forms the passage between that gem and the ruby.

ORIENTAL EMERALD. The name given to green sapphire.

ORIENTAL TOPAZ. The name given to yellow sapphire.

OR-MOLU. A brass in which there is less zinc and more copper than in the

ordinary brass ; the object being to obtain a nearer imitation of gold than ordinary

brass affords. In many of its_applications the colour is heightened by means of a

gold lacquer, but in some cases, and as we think with very great advantage, the true

colour of the alloy is preserved after it has been properly developed by means of

dilute sulphuric acid.

ORPIMENT (Eng. and Fr. ; Yellow sulphide of arsenic; Operment ; Rauschgelb,

Germ.) is found native in many parts of the world ; in Hungary, Turkey, China, &c.

;

the finest specimens being brought from Persia, in brilliant yellow masses, of a lamellar

texture, called golden orpiment.

Native orpiment is the auripigmentum, or paint ofgold, of the ancients. It was so

called in allusion to its use and its colour, and also because it was supposed to contain
gold. From this term, the common name of "orpiment," or "gold paint," has been
derived.

In nature it is found most generally in amorphous masses of a bright yellow colour,

but sometimes in crystals, which are oblique rhombic prisms ; these crystals are
flexible, of a yellow colour, and possess a brilliant lustre.

Native orpiment has a specific gravity of about 3"48. Orpiment is also prepared
artificially, chiefly in Saxony, by subliming in cast-iron cucurbits, surmounted by
conical cast-iron capitals, a mixture in due proportions of sulphur and arsenious acid.

As thus obtained, it is in yellow compact opaque masses, of a glassy aspect
; yielding

a powder of a pale yellow colour.

Artificial orpiment seems to be a substance of uncertain composition, it containing
sometimes, according to Guibourt, 94 per cent, of arsenious acid, and only 6 per cent,

of the tersulphide of arsenic. On this account it is much more soluble in water than
the native orpiment, and consequently a much more powerful poison. It has been
administered several times with criminal intentions, and in many of the cases proved
fatal. Orpiment is the colouring matter of the pigment called king's yellow, which
is a mixture of arsenious with a little tersulphide of arsenic, just as the sample analysed
by Guibourt.

A proper tersulphide of arsenic may be obtained by passing a stream of sulphuretted
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hydrogen gas through a solution of arsenious acid in hvdrochlopir. n r 11a brilliant yellow amorphous powder.

nyaroclilorie acid. It falls aa

Tersulphidc of arsenic is insoluble in watpr nnrl Hiiiwo o„!j„ u ^- j

blue name, generating arsenious and Kiilnliiirrmc a,.M„ t 1

wuu a paie

unchanged. ^It is dissolved by amnmnira'nd" rcau tic fixeVa
"

less solutions, from which it is again nrecinitan.H h! th ^rl /^^^
alkaline sulphides also dissolve itXmfnSSesa ts frl^ w""^ ""i

limtrpSranJslTVe^^^^^^^^^
Orpimerit is used by pyrotechnists, and as a pigment, the best kinds of native orpiment being reserved for artists. It was formerly used irLdTcine buf at th^present time it is never employed.—H. K. B.

meaicine, but at the

manf JoPlP^^f:,^ ^ ^tl*^''^^'''''^"*'
9<^™^-),or potash felspar, enters into the composition ofS '

.
'

T^*"
common ingredient of granite, of which it ordinarily constitutesabout 45 per cent. It consists of silica, 64-8

; alumina, 18-4 ; and potash, 16^ bu the

from H %'r''-^y '-^P'r
^.<i s'"^!! quantities of lime, soda and magnes a, as appearsfrom the following analysis, from Baveno, by Abich : silica. 65-72; alumba 18 57potash 14-02

;
soda 1-25

;
lime, 0-34; magnesia:o-10= 100. Sped/cgrkvity =^5 to

3"
O thoclase is colourless, or pale flesh-coloured, or yellow, with a vitreous lustre orS v^aHett' °/ '^v.^^

"^"^-^ ^'^''^''y '^^"^-^ t« tre subtran;ia-

and othPr^ff f°f
\a?y s-^b-varieties (founded on variations of lustre, colour,and other differences), of which the following are some of the principal, viz • Adu-

aria, a transparent or translucent felspar, met with in granitic rocks (frequently inarge crystals)
; moonstone; sunstone; Murchisonite

; erythrite
; glassy felspar orlanadine, a transparent variety found in volcanic rocks, and containing four per cent

.01 soda, or upwards, &c. &c. ^

Before the blow-pipe, orthoclase fuses with great difficulty to a blistered turbid
glass

: m borax it dissolves slowly, forming a transparent glass. It is not acted on by

Fine crystals of orthoclase are found at Baveno, on Lago Maggiore, in Piedmont •

at Lomnitz in Silesia
; Carlsbad and Elnbogen in Bohemia; in many parts of the

Ural; in Brazil; the United States; in granite near the Land's End, and elsewhere
in Cornwall

;
Mourne Mountains in Ireland

; Rubislaw, Aberdeenshire, in ScoUand ;&c. &c. '

In the process of decomposition, to which some varieties of this mineral are liable
the potash combines with a portion of the silica, and is removed in a soluble form-
the residue, consisting of a white earth, is composed of silicate of alumina.— H. W. B.ORYCTNOGNOSY. A name given by Werner to the knowledge of minerals ; and
is therefore synonymous with the English term Mineralogy. It is never used.OSMIUM is one of the rare metals, most generally found in the ores of platinum,
in which it was discovered by Mr. Tennant in 1803. These ores generally contain the
metals palladium, rhodium, osmium, ruthenium, and iridium, mixed with the platinum.
The process for obtaining osmium from these ores has been much simplified by

M. Fremy. After the exhaustion of the ores by aqua regia there remains a residue,
which often contains titaniferous iron and chrome iron ; but the most important con-
stituent is an alloy existing in flat plates or scales, of a white colour, and metallic
lustre, and which was formerly thought to contain only osmium and iridium, but
later experiments have proved the presence of ruthenium, and a little rhodium. Fremy
takes advantage of the oxidability of osmium and of the volatility of its peroxide.
His process consists in roasting the alloy in a current of dry air; for this purpose the
residue above mentioned is placed in a porcelain or platinum tube, and heated to
redness.

In the portion of the tube beyond the fire is placed some fragments of porcelain,
and the tube is connected to a series of glass flasks, in which the osmic acid condenses
as it distils over ; in the last flask is placed some caustic potassa solution, in order to
retain any osmic acid which might have escaped condensation ; this flask is connected
with an aspirator, by which a constant current of air is maintained through the
apparatus ; the air is dried and purified before entering the heated tube, by passing
through tubes filled with pumice stone moistened with sulphuric acid. During the
operation the osmium and ruthenium become oxidised ; the osmic acid which is

formed volatilises, carrying with it the oxide of ruthenium, which is deposited upon
the fragments of porcelain in regular crystals ; the osmic acid passes on and is con-
densed in the flasks in beautiful needles. The metal osmium may be obtained by
several processes, but the most simple is by treating this osmic acid with hydrochloric
acid and mercury. Suboxide of mercury is first formed at the expense of the oxygen
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of the osmic acid, and is then decomposed by the hydrochloric acid, subchloride of

mercury being formed.

OsO* + 8Hg + 4HC1= Os + 4Hg2Cl + 4H0.

The water and excess of acid are driven off by evaporating to dryness, and on

heatin- the residue in a small porcelain retort the excess of mercury and subchloride

are driven off, leaving pure osmium in the state of a fine powder. In this finely

divided state it takes fire if heated in air, and is dissolved by nitric acid or aquaregia,

bein-^ converted into osmic acid. In the most compact state in which this metal has

been" obtained it has a bluish-white colour, and although somewhat flexible in thin

plates, is nevertheless easily powdered. Its specific gravity is 10 ; it is not fusible, but

according to the recent investigations of Daville and Debray it volatilises at the heat

at which iridium fuses. iAnn. de Cliimie et Physique.) When fused with nitre,

osmate of potash is formed.

The equivalent of osmium is 99-6 ; and its symbol, Os.

Five compounds of osmium and oxygen exist, viz. Protoxide, OsO. It is a dark

green powder, slowly soluble in acids. Sesquioxide, Os^O', has never been obtained

pure ; it is formed by heating a solution of osmate of ammonia, when a brown powder

falls which is this compound mixed witli some ammonia, which explodes feebly when

heated. Binoxide, OsO^ is a black powder, insoluble in acids, and burning to osmic

acid when heated in the air. Osmious acid, OsO^ ; this only exists in combination ; it

forms a rose-red crystalline powder with potassa (KO,Os0^2HO) ; this salt is ob-

tained by adding alcohol to a solution of osmate of potassa, the osmic acid is reduced

by the alcohol, and this salt is precipitated. Ou attempting to separate this acid it is

decomposed into binoxide and osmic acid. Osmic acid, OsO* ; the preparation of this

compound has already been described, it melts and even boils below 212° ; its vapour

is irritating and deleterious, and has a peculiarly offensive odour, hence the name of

the metal from oajXT], an odour. Three combinations of osmium and chlorine are

known; protochloride, Os.Cl; sesquichloride, Os'^CP,— this only exists in solution ;

bichloride, Os,C12,— this exists only in a double salt, with chloride of potassium, OsCP
-f- KCl. Osmium combines also with phosphorus and sulphur. — H. K. B.

OSMIUM- lEIDIUM. Iridosmine; Native iridium. This alloy is found with plati-

num in the province of Choco, in South America, and in the Ural Mountains. It was

first discovered by Mr. Smithson Tennantin the black scales which remain when native

platinum is dissolved in aqua regia. It is rather abundant with the alluvial gold of

California, occurring in small bright lead-coloured scales, sometimes six-sided (^JDana).

The following are analyses of this alloy by (1) Berzelius ; (2) Rose ; (.3) Thomson.

Iridium ... - 46-77 19-86 72-9

Osmium - - - - 4935 80-14 24-5

Iron ... - 0-74

Rhodium - - - - 315
See Iridium.
OSTEOCOLL A. A name given to the glue obtained from bones, by removing the

earthy phosphates with muriatic acid and dissolving the cartilaginous residuum in

water, at a temperature considerably above the boiling point, by means of a digester.

See Gelatine.
OTTO, OTTAR, or ATTAR OF ROSES (from an Arabic word signifying

aroma), is a volatile oil too well-known to require description as to its odour and uses.
It is obtained by distilling roses with water. It is manufactured extensively at
Ghazipoor, in Hindostan, as well as at Shiraz in Persia. Poller says that, to obtain
a little less than three drachms of otto from 100 lbs. of rose petals in India, it requires
a most favourable season, and the operation to be carefully performed. According to
Donald Monro the otto is procured without distillation, merely by macerating the
petals in water ; and in India it is sometimes thus prepared : the roses macerating in
water are exposed to the sun, when the oil separates and floats on the water. It has
also been said to be obtained at Damascus, and other parts of Asia Minor, by the dry
distillation of the rose at the temperature of a salt-water bath.

Otto of roses is imported from India, Constantinople, and Smyrna. The duty on
it is Is. 4d. per lb., and in 1838, 973 lbs., and in 18.S9, 745 lbs., paid duty.
Below 80° F. otto of roses is a crystalline solid. It has little colour. It is com-

bustible, and its vapour forms with oxygen an explosive mixture.
It fuses between 84° F. and 86° F. Its specific gravity at 90° F. is -832. At 57° F.

1000 parts of alcohol (sp. gr. -806) dissolve 7 parts, and at 72° F. 33 parts of otto.
Otto of roses consists of two volatile oils; one solid and the other liquid at ordi-

nary temperatures, in the proportion of about one of the former to two of the latter.
To separate them, the otto must be frozen and compressed between folds of blotting
paper, which absorb the liquid, and leave the solid oil. They may also be separated
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in equal number of at,^ns, and is thercXe "omeH^ ^^XVf hydrogen, and these
in crystalline plates, fusible at 95° F. The linn 7* r,^„

turpentine
; it occurs

it is uncertain whether it contains nitrogen, or only arbon' J'^'r^^'^'V"^"""^^'Otto of roses is sometimes adulterated with .'
y'^'Ofe"-'"' and oxygen,

maceti. The purity of the otto is determined bv t^^^^^

'^^'^'^ ^"^%per-
of the oil to be tested in a watch-alls Tnd tb.n i

["""^'"^ 1^'^'= P"t a drop or two
sulphuric acid as of the oil, mK^f ri 'glass Jod An'lb""?'

^«»<='--trate i

less dark-coloured by this process wh if the aUn nA ^ ^''•'^ '•<-'ndered more or

cii^ i;^^^^^^ ^s^r^s- - -
§11 'iVicm M f <^°7«-'i«

of the bases with oxalic acid.

a consileible^TemildtL^uS SZSw^r ""f™"^
^^^^ ^^^^^^

the following process- -07e mn of ;no-n^^^

"snally prepared, upon the small scale, by
nitric acid, sp. l-4?diEtUlf ^ eT^^ ^"^

tilling off the excLs J^:iS:^t^^;st cts I's TcooSr-^S' frare punfied by redissolving in a small quantity of water and Jeer sfallisaJron

""^

weight, or less, of boiling water; they are also sZbTe in snir^t tZ
t.on has an intensely sou'r taste 'and J,ost poJerS acid reStn Ld isSlVnoi'sonous. In cases of poisoning with this acid the proper antrdoteTs'chnlk or

^
as these substances form with oxalic acid compounds Zost nso Xin watSl.me compound bemg much less soluble than the' magnesian. This add diSs from

?o • ? t'in:^'"!? T"^'
"
V '"'"g hydrogen in its composition, fie formuSfoi It being, anhydrous oxalic acd, or oxalic acid in combination with bases cS' thecrystallised acid, Cy HO + 2H0 ; the effloresced acid, C^O^HO. oS acid is decomposed by hot sulphuric acid into a mixture of carbonic 'oxide and carbol acidThe bmox.des of lead and manganese effect the same change, becoming reduced toprotoxides, which combine with the unaltered acid

^ reduced to

By exposing 100 parts by weight of dry sugar to the action of 825 parts of hotmtnc acd of 1-38 specific gravity, evaporating the solution down to one-S of i?sbull
,
and settmg It aside to crystallise, from 58 to 60 parts of beautiful c?ystSs ofoxalic acid may be obtamed, according to Schlesinger.

crystals ot

Oxalic acid may be produced by the action of ni'^ric acid upon most vegetable sub-stances and especially from those which contain no nitrogen, such as feU washedsawdust, starch, gum, and sugar. The latter is the article generally emplovrd andpossesses many advantages over every other material. Treacle, which is a modi'fication of sugar, also comes within the same ranges. A spirit of exaggeration
prevails in respect to the amount of produce attainable by oxalic acid makers

^S^^^"" yvejght of sugar. The generality of the statements is absurdly
false One cwt. of good treacle will yield about 116 lbs. of marketable oxalic acidand the same weight of good brown sugar may be calculated to produce about 140 lbs'

%f!rr
^ general rule, 5 cwts. of saltpetre, or an equivalent of nitrate of soda!with 2^ cwts. of sulphuric acid, will generate sufficient nitric acid to decompose 1 cwt

of good sugar, and yield, as above, 140 lbs. of fair marketable oxalic acid free from
superfluous moisture. Any hope of improvement seems directed rather to an eco-nomy of nitric acid than to an increased production of oxalic acid from a givenweight of sugar. The process is carried on either in large wooden vessels lined with
lead, or in small earthenware jars disposed in a water-bath, each jar having a capa-
city of about a gallon or less ; the specific gravity of the nitric acid need not be so
nigii when operating on the large scale, in a wooden trough, as when employinff tlie
earthenware jars. From 1-200 to 1-270 is the range: and the temperature in neither
case should much exceed or fall short of 125° Fahr. The favourable symptoms are
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a regular and tolerably active evolution of gas ^i*out the appearance of famej.

LdTpeculiar odour 4ich only faintly recalls the smell
p/ °f

^.c ox de. Jbe S^^^
.

evolved consist, nevertheless, of nitric oxide and
<;f

this latter gas has a remarkable effect in arresting the affinity of t^^nitr c oxiae lor

oxyin io long as the carbonic acid is present, the mixture may
^f^^^^^^,™

Us own bulk of oxygen gas, for several minutes, .vithout any diminution of volume,

or the product on of red fum^ but the moment a little ammonia vapour is applied

Z s to'coni^nse the carbonic acid, the whole becomes of ^.fep
orange

J u^^^^

lies a difficulty connected with the re-conversion of the nitric oxide into nitric acia

iTthe a^ion of atmospheric oxygen; and for the same tSns o
these -ases in the manufacture of sulphuric acid has not answered the expectations oi

tiosewhThave tHed the experiment practically. Carbonic acid would appear to

poss sfnot simply a neutral agency in obstructing o-^^-^^on ynt.^^^^
nreventin- it How far blowing atmospheric air through the acidulous saccharine

LlutiJn during the process of olalic acid making, might tend to economise he con-

umption of nl-ic a^^^ we cannot pretend to say ; but as the nitric acd really orms

the ch ef i?em of expense, it is by such expedients that a savmg may possibly be ef-

fected When strong nilric acid is boiled upon sugar, in the way recommended in

many chemical works", for the production of oxalic acid, a great loss of all the mate-

rials ensues; and most of the oxalic acid being peroxidised passes oft as carbonic acid,

Sn^ scarcely as much acid behind as is equivalent to half the weigh of the sugar

employed. This accounts for the discrepancies which have been, published in this

branch of manufacture. . ,i i,- i t

Almost the only commercial article made from oxalic acid as the binoxalate ot

notash or salt of sorrel. This substance results from the decomposition of carbonate

of potash by an excess of oxalic acid. The carbonate of potash is first dissolved m
hot water, and the oxalic acid added until the effervescence ceases; alter which a

similar quantity of oxalic acid to that previously employed is thrown in, and the solu-

tion is boiled for a few minutes ; and then it is set aside to crystallise. Ihe crystals,

after being drained and dried, are fit for the market.

Oxalic acid is employed chiefly for certain styles of discharge m calico-printing

(which see}, and for whitening the leather of boot-tops. Oxalate of ammonia is an

excellent rea-^ent for detecting lime and its salts in any solution. The acid itself, or

the binoxalate of potash, is often used for removing ink or iron-mould stains from linen.

On the large scale leaden vessels, or wood vessels lined with lead, are employed in

the manufacture of oxalic acid. For this purpose square open vessels, 8 feet square

and 3 feet deep, are a convenient size, the liquor being heated by means of steam

passed through a coil of lead pipe. A coil of about 48 feet of one-inch pipe m a vessel

of the size above mentioned, is sufficient to keep the liquor at the required tempera-

ture. In using these vessels, the liquor (whatever it may be) to be converted into

oxalic acid is put into them together with the acid employed, and heated until the

required decomposition is effected. The liquor is then drawn off by a siphon, or by

a cock placed at the bottom of the vessel, into shallow leaden vessels, or wooden

vessels lined with lead, to cool and crystallise, and the mother waters are drawn off

from the crystals, and used in the next operation.

A process for the conversion of formic acid into oxalic acid has been patented by

Mr. Jullion. And also a process for obtaining oxalic acid from uric acid, this latter

being produced from guano, patented by Dr. Wilson Turner. But owing to the

cheapness of sugar these processes are of no commercial value. The patents taken

out of late years for the manufacture of oxalic acid have been chiefly confined to the

saving of nitric acid, by reconverting the red fumes of nitrous and hyponitric acids into

nitric acid. Among these the following may be particularly noticed:—
In 1846, Mr. Jullion patented a method of converting the oxides of nitrogen, given

off in the manufacture of oxalic acid, into nitrous and nitric acids. For this purpose,

he uses a " generating vessel," which is a vessel something like a Woulfes' bottle, only

having a movable top fitting air-tight, and capable of holding about 100 gallons. The
materials to form the oxalic acid are introduced, and the vessel heated by a water-

bath (by steam or other convenient means) which surrounds the vessel ; a quantity

of nitric acid is then added, and air or oxygen is forced in through a pipe inserted in

the top. The oxygen, coming in contact with the evolved oxides of nitrogen, imme-
diately converts a portion into nitrous and hyponitrous acids, which are partly again

absorbed by the fluid in the vessel ; another portion passes off by a pipe inserted in

the upper part of the vessel, which pipe passes through a furnace. The part in the

furnace is a little enlarged, and is heated from 600° to 900° Fahr., and contains

spongy platinum, or other similar substances; the gases, in coming in contact with the

heated platinum, combine to form nitric acid, which is afterwards condensed in

vessels arranged as usual in the manufacture of this acid. Instead of platinum, a

close vessel containing water may be used, which decomposes hyponitrous and
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nitrous acids, giving rise to nitric acid. This principle is applied in the followinff
ways:— the oxides of nitrogen, as evolved from the liquor in the decomposing
vessel, coming in contact with oxygen, are converted into hyponitrous and nitrous
acids, which, upon being mingled with steam, are decomposed into nitric acid and
binoxide of nitrogen ; or the introduction of steam may be avoided, by using
heated air or oxygen in the decomposing vessels, by which means moisture will be
furnished from the liquor; the amount of evaporation thus caused will also prevent
an inconvenient increase of the motlier-liquor. The compounds thus formed, when
passed through suitable condensers, will, if the supply of atmospheric air or oxygen
has been in excess, be all or nearly all condensed into nitric acid.
The following is a description of Crane and Jullion's continuous method of manu-

facturing oxalic acid and nitric acid at one process:— The oxalic acid mother-liquor
of a previous process is placed in a closed or covered vessel, termed a " generator,"
formed of slate : nitric acid and syrup in the usual proportions employed for such
quantity of mother-liquor are also placed separately iu feeding vessels, over the " ge-
nerator ; " heat is then applied to the mother-liquor, and the temperature raised as
quickly as possible to 180° or 200° Fahr. Streams of nitric acid and syrup are then
caused to flow into the generator by means of suitable stop-cocks and funnel-pipes, in
such a quantity that the delivery of the whole shall occupy about 18 hours, at the
expiration of which time the process will be completed.
The gases arising from the decomposition of the materials, so supplied, pass off

through an eduction pipe in the top of the generator, into a receiver, into which a
stream of chlorine is introduced (from a chlorine generator) sufficient to convert the
whole of the oxides of nitrogen into nitric acid. A portion of water in the receiver
is decomposed, its oxygen combining with the oxide of nitrogen to form nitric acid,
whilst its hydrogen combines with the chlorine to form hydrochloric acid. These
mixed vapours pass over into suitable condensing vessels placed to receive them.
The whole of the nitric acid and syrup having been run in, and the liberation of the
gases or oxides of nitrogen having ceased, the oxalic acid liquor is drawn off from the
generator and crystallised.

Messrs. M'Dougall and Rawson have patented a method of recovering the vapours
which pass off iu the manufacture of oxalic acid. To effect this, they direct the
employment of a series of vessels containing water, into the first of which the nitrous
gas or fumes are passed, through a tube dipping below the surface of the vessel ; air

is also admitted, which mixes with the gas bubbling up through the water. Attached
to the last vessel of the series is a pneumatic apparatus, by means of which the mix-
ture of nitrous gas and air is drawn through this series of vessels, each containing a
tube dipping into the liquid, and another tube or pipe attached to its top to connect it

with the next vessel. The nitrous gas thus passing alternately into air and water,

becomes converted into nitric acid. In this process, the following reaction is said to

take place:—
On hyponitric acid (3N0*) being passed into water of the temperature of 100°

Fahr., or upwards, nitric acid and binoxide of nitrogen (2NO'+NO^) result, the

2N0^ two atoms of nitric acid, remain in solution, whilst the NO", which is an in-

condensable gas, bubbles through the liquid, and unites with the air in the vessel

above the liquid ; it immediately takes two atoms of oxygen from the air, and be-

comes NOS which passing through the liquid becomes nitric acid and binoxide of

nitrogen, as before, and thus nearly the whole of the nitrous fumes or gas are re-

converted into nitric acid.

In Ecarnot's patented process for recovering the nitric acid, he fills his regenerating

vessels with a porous substance, such as pumice-stone, supplying the oxygen by a

blowing machine, a flow of steam being brought from a boiler.

Instead of cane sugar or treacle, the saccharine substance obtained by the action of

an acid on potato starch is employed (as in Mr. Nylen's process). For this purpose

the potatoes are well washed, and then reduced into a fine pulp by rasping, grinding,

or other suitable means ; such pulp is then washed two or three times, by placing it

in water and well stirring it therein, then permitting the pulp to subside, and running

off the water. The pulp thus obtained is next placed in an open vessel of lead, or

wood lined with lead, with as much water as will allow of the mixture being boiled

freely, by means of steam passed through leaden pipes placed therein. Into the

mixture of pulp and water, about 2 per cent, by weight (of the potatoes employed) of

sulphuric acid (oxalic acid acts more rapidly) is to be stirred in, which will be at the

rate of from 8 to 10 per cent, of acid on the quantity of farina contained in the pota-

toes ; the whole is now to be boiled for some hours, until the pulp of the potatoes is

converted into saccharine matter, the completion of this process being readily ascer-

tained by applying a drop of tincture of iodine to a small quantity of boiling liquor

placed on the surface of a piece of glass, when, if there be any farina remaining un-
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converted, a purple colour will be produced. The saccharine product thus obtained

L then m ered through a horse-hai? cloth, after which it is carefully evaporated xn

any convenient vessel, until a gallon of it weighs about 14 or 14^ lbs.
;

it is now n a

proper condition to be employed in the manufacture of oxalic acid, by the application

of nitric acid, as in the case of operating from sugar or treacle. Horse-chestnuts,

deprived of their outer shells, are also applicable to the manufacture of oxalic acid,

when treated in the way above described for potatoes.

Instead of operating with sulphuric acid, the farina of potatoes and of chestnuts may

be treated with diastase, and converted into a liquor similar to that obtained after

evaporation from the farina and sulphuric acid before mentioned, using about the same

proportion of diastase as before directed for sulphuric acid. In this case the liquor is

made of the required strength at once, and the processes of filtration and evaporation

are rendered unnecessary,
_ , . , . , , j •

OXFORD CLAY. An argillaceous or clayey deposit which is well developed m the

neighbourhood of Oxford. It forms the base of the Coral Rag or Coralline Oolite, and

extends across England in a north easterly direction from Weymouth m Dorsetshire,

to the river Humber. Its general character is that of a tough brown or bluish-black

clay, sometimes attaining a thickness of five or six hundred feet. Although not

generally adapted for arable land, it furnishes admirable pasture ; a favourable example

of which is afforded by the vale of Blackmoor, in Dorsetshire, so famous for its dairy

produce.—H. W. B.

OXIDE OF TIN. See Putty Powder.
OXIDES are compounds containing oxygen in definite proportions.

They are usually divided into basic oxides, which unite with acids ; acid oxides,

which neutralise basic oxides, combining with them ; and neutral oxides, which do

not unite with either bases or acids. In addition to these are saline oxides, or com-
pounds which are produced by the union of two oxides of the same metal.

OXIDES for polishing. Oxides of iron.— The finest crocus and rouge are thus

prepared. Crystals of sulphate of iron are taken from the pans in which they have
crystallised, and are put at once into crucibles, or cast-iron pots, and exposed to a

high temperature ; the greatest care being taken to avoid the presence of dust.

The least calcined portions are of a scarlet colour, and form the jeweller's rouge for

polishing gold or silver articles. The more calcined portions are of a purple or

bluish purple colour, and these form crocus for polishing brass or steel. It is found

that the blue particles, which are those which have been exposed to the greatest heat,

are the hardest. It will, of course, be understood that the result of the action of heat

is to drive off the sulphuric acid from the protoxide of iron, which becomes peroxidised

in the process.

Lord Rosse, in the Philosophical Transactions, thus describes his process of prepar-

ing his polishing powder.
" I prepare the peroxide of iron by precipitation with water of ammonia, from a

pure dilute solution of sulphate of iron. The precipitate is washed, pressed in a
screw-press till nearly dry, and exposed to a heat, which in the dark appears a dull

low red. The only points of importance are, that the sulphate of iron should be
pure— and the water of ammonia should be decidedly in excess, and that the heat
should not exceed that I have described. The colour will be a bright crimson,
inclining to yellow. I have tried both potash and soda pure, instead of water of
ammonia, but after washing with some degree of care, a trace of the alkali still

remained, and the peroxide was of an ochrey colour, and did not polish properly,"
Jeweller's rouge is, however, frequently prepared in London by precipitating

sulphate of iron with potash, well working the yellow oxide, and calcining it untU it

acquires a scarlet colour.

Crocus is sometimes prepared after the manner recommended by Mr, Heath.
Chloride of sodium and sulphate of iron are well mixed in a mortar ; the mixture is

then put into a shallow crucible and exposed to a red heat. Vapour escapes and the
mass fuses. "When no more vapour escapes, remove the crucible and let it cool.
The colour of the oxide of iron produced, if the fire has been properly regulated, is a
fine violet — if the heat has been too high it becomes black. The mass when cold is

to be powdered and washed, to separate the sulphate of soda. The powder of crocus,
is then to be submitted to a process of careful elutriation, and the finer particles
reserved for the more delicate work.
OXIDES OF IRON. Four definite combinations of iron and oxygen are known

namely :—
Protoxide - FeO.
Peroxide or sesquioxide ----- Fe^O".
Black or magnetic oxide Fe'0''=FeO,Fe'0'.
Ferric acid - FeO'

'

Vol. III. B B
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Protoxide, FeO.— Owing- to the rapidity with which this oxide attracts oxygen
from the atmosphere it is almost unltnown in a separate state. When a solution of

a salt of this oxide is mixed with a solution of caustic alkali, or ammonia, a bulky
white precipitate is formed, which almost immediately begins to change colour,

becoming first green, then red brown, and when exposed freely to the air, as in

the process of collecting and drying, it is entirely converted into the red brown
sesquioxide.

It is a powerful base, neutralising acids completely, forming salts which generally

possess, when pure, a pale green colour, and a nauseous styptic taste. This oxide is

isomorphous with lime, magnesia, oxide of zinc, &c.
Sesquioxide, Fe*0' — This oxide is known in several different forms. It is found

native, beautifully crystallised, as specular iron ore, the finest specimens of which are

brought from the Island of Elba ; also as brown and red hajmatites, the former being

a hydrate. Rust of iron is also a sesquioxide, containing variable quantities of

protoxide.

It is prepared artificially, in the anhydrous state, by the ignition of ordinary sul-

phate of iron, or green vitriol, till no more acid fumes are given off, and is the residue

left in the retorts in the manufacture of Nordhausen oil of vitriol (see Sulphukic
Acid). After the ignition, it is reduced to powder and treated with water, when, after

the coarser portions have subsided, the water is poured off, and allowed to stand for

the finer portions to deposit. It is generally of a bright red colour, but the colour

varies with the degree of heat to which it has been subjected. It is known in com-

merce under various names, as colcothar, trip, brown-red, rouge, and crocus mortis.

That which has the brightest colour is called rouge, and the brighter the colour the

more is it valued, if it is also fine. It is extensively used in the steel ma.nufactures

for giving a finished lustre to fine articles; it is also employed by silversmiths, under

the name of plate powder and rouge; and by the opticians for polishing the specula

of reflecting telescopes.

The hydrated oxide, prepared by precipitation with ammonia, is valuable m cases

of poisoning by arsenic, for it is found to render the arsenic insoluble and therefore

inert. For this purpose it should always be prepared by precipitating with ammonia, as

it only requires about a quarter the quantity thus prepared to what would be required

if precipitated by potash or soda. It has been found that twelve parts of the moist

ammoniacal oxide is required for every part of arsenic to insure its full antidotal effects.

Dr. A. Taylor says, that when the arsenic is in powder there is scarcely any effect pro-

duced ; but, nevertheless, it has proved beneficial in most cases of arsenical poisoning,

if given in time. The arsenious acid combines with the hydrated oxide and forms an

insoluble subarsenite of iron, on the composition of which there are several opmions.

In the copperas and alum works, a very large quantity of ochrey sedunent is

obtained; which is a sesquioxide of iron, containing a little sulphuric acid and

alumina. This deposit, calcined in reverberatory hearths, becomes of a bright-red

colour, and when ground and elutriated, in the same way as described under winte

lead, forms a cheap pigment in very considerable demand m the French market,

called English red.
. , , . . . ^ ^i. •

An excellent powder for applying to razor-strops is made by igmting together m
a crucible equal parts of well-dried green vitriol and common salt. The heat must

be slowly raised and well-regulated, otherwise the materials will bod over in a pasty

state, and the product in a great measure be lost, men well made, out of contact

of air, it has the brilliant aspect of plumbago. It has a satmy feel, and is a true

fer oZ;^t*te, similar in composition to the Elba iron ore. It requires o be ground

iud elutriated; after which it affords, on drymg, an .impalpable powder that may be

either rubbed on a strop of smooth buff leather, or mixed up with hogs -lard or tallow

'°
An exfremely fine rouge, which will not scratch the most delicate article, may be

obttrned bTfiSprecipitltingthe protoxalate of iron from a solution of a protosalt

^TolXyoi^l^^fU-s^- this,'when washed and dried, is g-duaUy heated on a

sheet of iron, when it is entirely converted into rouge, which, although not of a verj

bright colour, is very fine.

The sesquioxide is a feeble base, isomorphous with alumina.

Black or magnetic oxide, Fe30«=FeO,Fe«0^ - This "^^de is also found natr^e^

maqnetic iron ore, which in the massive form is called native '°«*'°«£:^^^I„V
forms aJ

SZwall. Devonshire, Sweden, &e. Tf'^"'- rrthe%t^^^^^^^^
earthy, compact, lamelliform, and crystallised in the form

^fJ^^^^S an excess of

It may be prepared artificially in the hydrated ^^afe, by adding an excess

ammonia instantly, to a mixed solution of a persalt ^^.d Pr°^°/^^„^';/^''°° ^^^^
portions ; it is obtained as a greyish black powder, which is strongly attracted by

magnet.
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Ferric acid FeO».— This is only known in combination with a base, and the only

salt of it which is permanent seems to be the ferrate of baryta, which is a deep

crimson powder, and is formed by adding a solution of a salt of barium to the solution

of ferrate of potash. The ferrate of potash is formed by heating to full redness, for

an hour, in a covered crucible, a mixture of one part of pure sesquioxide of iron and

four parts of dry nitre. By treating the brown, porous, deliquescent mass thus

formed with ice-cold water, a deep amethystine red solution of ferrate of potash is

obtained, which gradually decomposes even in the cold, evolving oxygen and deposit-

ing sesquioxide ; by heat it is rapidly decomposed.— H. K. B.

OXYGEN (Oxigene, Fr. ; Suuerstoff, Germ.) is a permanent gas, and is best ob-

tained by heating a mixtui-e of chlorate of potash and binoxide of manganese, when

the chlorate is decomposed into oxygen and chloride of potassium, KC10°=KC1 + O^.

Oxygen may be obtained from binoxide of managanese alone by the action of heat;

but in this case, when used with chlorate of potash, the binoxide seems only to act in

moderating the evolution of oxygen from the chlorate. When chlorate of potash

alone is used the evolution of gas does not commence so soon, and often is given off

rather suddenly at first, and may cause the fracture of the glass vessel.

Oxygen was first discovered by Dr. Priestley in England, and Scheele in Sweden, in

1774, about the same time, but independently of each other. Dr. Priestley called it

dephlogisticated air, and Scheele empyreal air. It was Lavoisier who gave it the name
of oxygen, from the idea that it was the acidifying principle in all acids (from o^hs,

acid, and yevvdw, I beget, or give rise to); but this name has of late years been shown
to be a false one. Oxygen may be obtained from several substances, viz. by heating

red oxide of mercury, HgO =Hg + O; bj' heating three parts of bichromate of potash

with four parts of oil of vitriol in a glass retort. The products are sulphate of

potash, sulphate of chromium, water, and oxygen :

KCrO*,HCrO* + 4HS0*=KSO* + Cr^sSO* + O^.

Oxygen is colourless, odourless, tasteless, incombustible, but the most powerful sup-
porter of combustion. According to Regnault, 100 cubic inches of this gas weigh, at
60° F. and barometer at 30 inches, 34'19 grains, and its specific gravity is 1-1056.

According to Berzelius and Dulong its sp. gr. is 1*1026.

Of all known substances oxygen is the most abundant in nature, for it constitutes

at least three-fourths of the known terraqueous globe. Water contains eight-ninths
of its weight of oxygen ; and the solid crust of our globe probably consists of at least

one-third part by weight of this principle ; for silica, carbonate of lime, and alumina,—the three most abundant constituents of the earth's strata,—contain each about
one-half their weight of oxygen. Oxygen also constitutes about twenty per cent,
by volume, or about twenty-three per cent, by weight, of the atmosphere ; and it is

an essential constituent of all living beings. Plants, in the sunlight, absorb carbonic
acid, decompose it—keeping the carbon and liberating the oxygen ; while animals
on the other hand, absorb oxygen and give off carbonic acid. Oxygen is the great
supporter of combustion ; substances which burn in air burn with greatly increased
brilliancy in pure oxygen. Several propositions have been made to produce intense
light by the use of pure oxygen gas, in the place of atmospheric air, as the active
agent of combustion. The Drummond Light, the Bude Light, Fitzmaurice's
Light, and others, employ oxygen in combination with carburetted hydrogen
at the moment of entering into combustion; and some of these bring in the
additional aid of a solid incandescent body, as lime, to increase the intensity of
the illuminating power. The employment of any of these plans generally appears
to depend upon the production of oxygen by some cheaper process than any at
present employed.—H. K. B.
OZOKERITE or OZOCERITE. A mineral resin found in the Urpeth Colliery,

_Newcastle-on-Tyne, at Uphall in Linlithgowshire, and in one or two of the collieries
in South Wales. Its composition is usually hydrogen 13-79, carbon 86-20. Hatchefinemay be regarded as the same substance; the composition of a specimen from
Merthyi-Tydvil, analysed by Johnston, being, hydrogen 14-62, carbon 85-91.

P.

PACKFONG. An East Indian alloy, forming a white metal like German silverIt appears to contain copper, zinc, and nickel.
PACO, or PACOS, is the Peruvian name of an earthy-looking ore, which con-

B n 2
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jminle^dX^'ough^t.
""'^^ ^perceptible particles of native silver dis

PADDING MACHINE (^Machine d plaquer, Fr,
Germ.), in calico-printing, is the apparutus for

In Jig. 1431, a b cuniformly with any mordant.

Klatsch, or Grundirmaschine,
imbuing a piece of cotton cloth
D represents in section a cast-iron
frame, supporting two opposite
standards above m, in whose verti-
cal slot the gudgeons a b of two
copper or bronze cylinders e f
run

; the gudgeons of e turn upon
fixed brasses or plummer blocks

;

but the superior cylinder f rests
upon the surface of the under one,
and may be pressed down upon it

with greater or less force by means
of the weighted lever d efri, whose
centre of motion is at d, and which
bears down upon the axle of f.

K is the roller upon which the
pieces of cotton cloth intended to
be padded are wound ; several of
them being stitched endwise to-

gether. They receive tension
from the action of a weighted belt,

o n, which passes round a pulley,

n, upon the end of the roller k.
The trough g, which contains the
colouring matter or mordant, rests

beneath the cylinder upon the table
or other convenient support. About two inches above the bottom of the trough

there is a copper dip roller, c, under which the cloth passes, after going round the
guide roller m. Upon escaping from the trough, it is drawn over the half-round
stretcher-bar at i, grooved obliquely right and left, as shown at n, whereby it acquires
a diverging extension from the middle, and enters with a smooth surface between the
two cylinders e, f. These are lapped round 6 or 7 times with cotton cloth, to soften
and equalise their pressure. The piece of goods glides obliquely upwards, in contact
with one third of the cylinder F, and is finally wound about the uppermost roller h.
The gudgeon of h revolves in the end of the radius h k, which is jointed at k, and
movable by a mortise at i along the quadrantal arc towards /, as the roller k
becomes enlarged by the convolutions of the web. The under cylinder e receives
motion by a pulley or rigger upon its opposite end, from a band connected with
the driving-shaft of the printshop. To ensure perfect equability in the application
of the mordant, the goods are in some works passed twice through the trough;
the pressure being increased the second time by sliding the weight g to the end of
the lever d f.A view of a padding machine in connection with the driving mechanism is given
under Hot Flue. See Calico Feinting.
PAGING MACHINE. A self-acting machine for paging books and numbering do-

cuments, by Messrs. Waterlow and Sons, is ofa very ingenious character. The numbering
apparatus consists of five discs, which are provided with raised figures on their peri-

phery, running from 1, 2, 3, &c, to 0 ; and these figures serve (like letter press type)

to print the numbers required. The discs are mounted at the outer end of a vibrating

frame or arm on a common shaft, to which the first or units disc is permanently fixed;

and the other four discs (viz. those for marking tens, hundreds, thousands, and tens of

thousands,) are mounted loosely thereon, so that they need not, of necessity, move when
the shaft is rotating : but they are severally caused to move in the following order:

—

the tens disc performs one-tenth of a revolution for every revolution of the units disc;

the hundreds disc makes one-tenth of a revolution for every revolution of the tens

disc; and so on. As the discs rise from the paper after every impression, the units

disc is caused to perform one tenth of a revolution (in order that the next number

printed may be a unit greater than the preceding one) by a driving click taking into

the teeth of a ratchet-wheel, fixed on the left hand end of the shaft. The movement

of the other discs is efi'ected, at intervals, by means of a spring catch, affixed to the

side of the units disc, and rotating therewith ; which catch, each time that the units

disc completes a revolution, is caused by a projection on the inner surface of the vi-

brating frame to project behind one of the raised figures on the tens disc, and carry it

round one-tenth of a revolution on the next movement of the units disc taking place

;
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and then, the catch having passed away from the projection

the number imprinted by the tens disc will be efleected until the units disc has per

fomed another revolution. Every time thatHhe tens disc completes a revolution, the

fprfng catcTcauscsthe hundreds Lc to move forward one tenth of a revohUjon an^

similar moveu.ents are imparted to the remaming discs at suitable times.J ^e stuit^

is prevented from moving except when it is acted on by the driving click, by a spring

detent, or pull entering the notches in the periphery of a wheel fixed on the right

hand end of the shaft ; and thus the discs are held steady while numbenng and a

clear and even impression of the figure is ensured. The leaves of the book to be

pa-ed or numbered are laid on the raised part of the table of the machine, covered

with vulcanised india-rubber, and as each page is numbered it is turned over by the

attendant, so as to present a fresh page on their next descent. As the discs ascend

after numbering each page, an inking apparatus (consisting of three rollers mounted

in a swing frame, and revolving in contact with each other, so as to distribute the

ink which is fed to the first roller evenly on to the third or inking roller) descends

and inks the figures which are to be brought into action, when the numbering apparatus

next descends. By this means books or documents may be paged or marked with con-

secutive numbers; for printing duplicate sets of numbers, as for bankers' books, a simple

and ingenious contrivance is adopted. This consists in the employment of an additional

ratchet-wheel, which is acted on by the driving click that moves the ratchet-wheel above

mentioned, and is provided with a like number of teeth to that wheel. But the diame-

ter of the additional ratchet-wheel is increased to admit of the teeth being so formed

that the driving click will be thereby held back from ccitact with every alternate tooth

of the first mentioned ratchet-wheel ; and thus the arrangement of the numbering discs

will remain unchanged, to give, on their next descent, a duplicate impression of the

number previously printed; but, on the re -ascending of the numbering apparatus, the

click will act on a tooth of both ratchet-wheels, and move both forward one-tenth of

a revolution; and, as the shaft accompanies the first ratchet-wheel in its movements,

the number will consequently be changed.

Messrs. Schlesinger and Co. have introduced a paging machine, the capabilities of

which are similar to the above, but somewhat differently obtained. The numbering

discs in this instance are provided with ten teeth, with a raised figure on the end of

each tooth ; and they receive the change motion from cog wheels mounted below them

on the same frame. At each descent of the frame a stationary spring catch or hook

piece drives round the wheel one tooth, that gears into the teeth of the units disc, and

thereby causes the units disc to bring forward a fresh figure. The toothed wheels

are somewhat narrower than the numbering discs, but one tooth of each wheel is en-

larged laterally to about double the size of the other teeth ; so that at the completion

of every revolution of the wheel the projecting tooth shall act upon a tooth of the

next disc, and carry that disc forward one tenth of a revolution. By this means the

requisite movements of the discs for effecting the regular progression of the numbers
are produced ; the first wheel driving its own disc, and communicating motion at in-

tervals to the next disc, and the other wheels each receiving motion at intervals from
the disc with which it is connected, and transmitting motion, at still greater intervals

of time, to the next disc.

The machine is caused to print the figures in duplicate by di*awing the spring catch

out of action at every alternate descent of the frame, and thereby preventing any change
of the figures taking place until after the next impression.

The numbers may be increased two units at each impression, so as to print all even
or all odd numbers, by bringing a second catch into action, which causes the unit disc

to advance one step during the ascending movement of the frame, in addition to the
advance during the descent of the same.

PAINTS are colouring matters in combination with oil. In most cases for the
ordinary paints the basis is white lead, with the colouring agents derived from the
mineral or vegetable kingdom mixed with it. This does not apply to artists' colours

(see Colours). The advantages of lead are that its carbonate (or white lead)

actually combines with the oil, whereas white lime is merely mechanically suspended
in it. In the one case we have a plaster spread over the wood or canvas to which
the paint is applied, in the other we have only a fine powder held by the oil so long
as it continues permanent, but which washes out when the oily coating begins to give
way. See Lead, Oxichloride; and White Lead.
PAINTS, GRINDING OF. There are many pigments, such as common orpi-

ment, or king's yellow, and verdigris, which are strong poisons ; others which are very
deleterious, and occasion dreadful maladies, such as white lead, red lead, chrome
yellow, and vermilion ; none of which can be safely ground by hand with the slab
and mailer, but should always be triturated in a mill. The emanations of white lead

B B 3
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cause, first, that dangerous disease the coUca n7>/n»„™ a
premature decrepitude and Ungering death

afterwards paralysis, or

fl S)

Figs.JAZ2, 1433, and 1434 exhibit the construction of a good colour-mill in three
^^3* ''^iews

; Jig. 1432 being an elevation
shown upon the side of the handle, or
where thepower is applied to the shaft;
fig. 1433 a second elevation, taken upon
the side of the line c cf of the plan or
bird's-eye view, fig. 1434.
The frame-work a a of the mill is

made of wood or cast-iron, strongly
mortised or bolted together; and
strengthened by the two cross iron bars
B B. Fig. 1435 is a plan of the mill-
stones. Thelyingor nether millstone c,

fig. 1433, is of cast iron, and is channel-
led on its upper faceby corn millstones.
It is fixed upon the two iron bars b b ;

but may be preferably supported upon
the 3 points of adjustable screws, pass-
ing up through bearing-bars. The
millstone c is surrounded by a large
iron hoop, d, for preventing the pasty-
consistenced colour from running over

the edge. It can escape only by the sluice hole B,fig. 1433, formed in the hoop; and
is then received in the tub x placed beneath.
The upper or moving millstoue f is also made of cast iron. The dotted lines indi-

cate its shape. In the centre it has an aperture with ledges g g; there is also a ledge
upon its outer circumference, sufficiently high to confine the colour which may oc-
casionally accumulate upon its surface. An upright iron shaft, H, passes into the turning
stone, and gives motion to it. A horizontal iron bevel wheel, K,figs. 1433, 1434, fur-
nished with 27 wooden teeth, is fixed upon the upper end of the upright shaft h.
A similar bevel wheel, L, having the same number of teeth, is placed vertically upon
the horizontal iron axis m m, and works into the wheel k. This horizontal axis, m m,
bears at one of its ends a handle or winch, n, by which the workman may turn the
millstone f; and on the other end of the same axis the fly-wheel o is made fast,

"which serves to regulate the movements of the machine. Upon one of the spokes of
the fly-wheel there is fixed, in like manner, a handle p, which may serve upon
occasion for turning the mill. This handle may be attached at any convenient
distance from the centre by means of the slot and screw-nut j.

The colour to be ground is put into the hopper b, below which the bucket s is sus-
pended, for supplying the colour uniformly through the orifice in the millstone o. A
cord or chain, t, by means of which the bucket s is suspended at a proper height for

pouring out the requisite quantity of colour between the stones, pulls the bucket ob-
liquely, and makes its beak rest against the square upright shaft h. By this means the
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bucket is continually agitated in a .ay as

^
di^^^^^^^^

colour.

-

cording to its degree of inclination, /he coppei cistc^^^^^^
^^^^^^^

cessively as it is ground ; and when full t ""^y ^arriea away y

zz; or it may be emptied by the stopcock t witho^^^^^^^^
^ ^^^^^{^

pur'poses, as for colour pr nting, it ^« >,
P^^^^^^^^ and some

^ "^^SJS^e cl^^t-e^fed^^^^^^^^^ finely polished steel

?iuSANDER W^^^^^ a name employed on the Cont nent for rosewood.

cinnth American colonies, and much esteemed.

PAIXADIUM, a me al possessed of valuable properties was discovered in 1803,

hv Dr WoUaston, in native platinum. It constitutes about I per cent, of the

Slumbiau ore Sfrom i to 1 per cent, of the Uralian ore of this metal
;

occurring

nearlv pa?eTn loose grain's of a steel-grey colour, passing into silver white, and of a

specmc gravity of from U'S to 12-14; also as an aUoy with gold m Brazil, and com-

Kd wfth selLium in the Harz near Tilkerode. It is also found m many varieties

of nat^e gold. Into the nitro-muriatic solution of native platmum, if a solution of

cyanide of mercury be poured, the pale yellow cyanide of palladium will be thrown

doX which being ignited affords the metal. This is the ingenious process of

cTwollaston. The palladium present in the BrazUian gold ore may be readily

separated as follows: melt the ore along with 2 or 3 parts of silver, granulate the

Sloy, and digest it with heat in nitric acid of sp. gr. 1-3. The solution containing

the silver palladium, for the gold does not dissolve, bemg treated with chloride of

sodium or with hydrochloric acid, will part with all its silver m the shape of a

chloride The supernatant liquor being concentrated and neutralised with ammonia

will yield a rose-coloured salt in long silky crystals, the ammonia muriate (^f

palladium, which being washed in ice-cold water and then ignited will yield 40 per

per cent, of metal.
. , . x.^ ^.r. l c

Palladium is one of the hardest of the metals ; its colour is not so bright as that ot

silver; it is maUeable, ductile, and capable of being welded. This metal is more

oxidisable than silver, for it tarnishes in air at the ordinary temperature ;
when heated

in air it becomes blue at first from partial oxidation; but if the temperature be

increased, this colour disappears and its brightness returns.

Palladium is sometimes substituted for silver in the manufacture of mathematical

instruments. The commoner metals may be plated with palladium by the electrotype

process. Palladium is sometimes used in the construction of accurate balances, and

for some of the works of chronometers. An alloy of palladium and silver is

employed by the dentists from the circumstance that it does not tarnish. The

influence of palladium in protecting silver from tarnishing is a remarkable and

valuable property. The Wollaston medal given by the Geological Society is, in

honour of its discoverer, made of palladium.

PALMITIC ACID. C^H'^^O*. This acid was first discovered in palm oil, from

which it derived its name; it has since been found in many other natural productions

and may also be manufactured artificially from some other substances. It is con-

tained, for instance, in bees'-wax, and that in considerable quantities ; the portion of the

wax insoluble in boiling alcohol is called myricine, and is a palmitate of myricyle.^ This

viyricine requires a strong solution of potash to saponify it, and then the palmitic acid

is obtained as palmitate "of potash, from which it may be separated by adding an acid.

Spermaceti consists principally of a fat into which this acid enters, viz., a palmitate

of cetyle. The palmitic acid may be obtained from this by dry distillation. It has

also been proved to be contained in human fat.

It may be obtained artificially from different substances ; one of which will be

sufficient to mention here, viz. by fusing caustic potash with oleic acid, avoiding of

course too high a temperature, and for this purpose a few drops of water are added

from time to time to it.

Oleic acid. Caustic potash. Palmitate of potash. Acetate of potash. Hydrogen.

C'H'^O* + 2(K0,H0) = C^'ff'KO* + C*H«KO* + W.

The easiest and cheapest way of obtaining palmitic acid is by using palm oil.

Palm oil, when fresh, consists principally of palmitin (palmitate of glycerine) and
oleine ; but by the action of the air and moisture it speedily changes. The fats

become decomposed into the fatty acids (palmitic and oleic), with the liberation of
B B 4
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glycerine, which is itself afterwards converted into sebacic acid. The nalm oil Uhrsf subjected to pressure to separate as much as possible the liauid nart\Ll thf A
i:ifthiL*i"v'°''^f Tr,. ^"^"'^'-p thustscr^os 5^^^^^^^^

None of these processes are employed commercially for obtaining palmitic acidwhich IS Iar,.ely used m making candles. When thus required it is^obtabeTin thesame manner as stearic acid, by distilling with high pressure steam. See CandlesWhen pure, palmitic acid is a colourless solid substance, without smell, lighter thanwater. t is quite insoluble m water, but freely soluble in boiling alcohof or ether

JnnW h r/ f,

"""^
r^'^r? ^^"^ concentrated become almost solid oncooling

;
but If more ddute, the palmitic acid separates in groups of fine needles Itfuses at 43-6°Fahr and becomes on cooling a mass of brilliant pearly scales. Itmaybe distilled without decomposition, even without the presence of steam. It unites with

bases to form salts, most of which are insoluble in water. It may also be made to

""p^TVVrf'f^r'*"^ ^v^"''™
pa/»«-<m, in which state it previously existed in palm oil.

1-ALMl 1 IN. As above stated, this is the principal constituent of fresh palm oil Itmay be obtained from it by the following process: —The pahn oU is subjected to
pressure to remove the liquid portions, the solid portion is then boiled with alcoholwhich dissolves the free fatty acids which may be present. The residue is then crude
palmitm, and it is purified by repeated crystallisations from ether. When thus
obtained it is in small crystals; these fuse and become, on cooling, a semi-transparent
mass, which may be easily reduced to powder. It is almost entirely insoluble in cold
alcohol, and only slightly soluble in boiling alcohol, from which it again separates on
cooling, m flakes. It is soluble in all proportions in boiling ether.

'

M. Duffy states that there are three modifications of palmitin, differing in their
meltmg point, the first melting at 115° F., the second melting at 142° F., and the
third at 145'2° F.

According to Dr. Stenhouse, palmitin has the following composition:

C70H66O8.

which by saponification yields glycerine and palmitic acid.

C'»H«W + 6H0=C''H«0« + 2C'«H*20«.

Palmitin. Glycerine. Palmitic Acid.

H K BPALM OIL. See On.s.
'

*

"

PALM TREE. The woods obtained from the various palms of the tropics pass
under different names in commerce, according to the patterns they present. The only
two varieties much used are— the Betel-nut palm, or Areca catechu, which yields a
wood of a light yellow-brown colour; and the cocoa-nut palm, Cocos nucifera. This
wood is of a chestnut-brown colour. It is much employed for joists, water troughs,
&c., in small quantities for marquetry, and other ornamental works. We receive this
wood under the various names of palm, palmetto, palmyra, nutmeg, leopard, and
porcupine woods. The two last receive their names accordingly as the section is

made in one direction or another.
If the wood is cut horizontally, it exhibits dots like the spice ; when cut obliquely,

the markings are something like the quills of the porcupine.
PANCREATIC JUICE. A lunpid, viscid, alkaline fluid, secreted by the pan-

creas or sweetbread. The pancreatic fluid converts starch into sugar.

PANIFICATION. The making of Bread. See that article.

PAPAVERINE. C«H='NO«. One of the many alkaloids contained in opium.
It was discovered by Merck, in 1850, but has been chiefly examined by Dr. Anderson.
It has not been applied to any practical purposes.

PAPER COAL. (Papier-kohle, Germ.). A name given to certain layers of lignite,

from their leaf-like character.

PAPER CUTTING. Some machines have been patented for this purpose. One
by Mr. Crompton, of Farnworth, and another by Enoch Miller. Mr. Edward Cowper
patented a machine which has been extensively employed, and which, therefore, we
must describe. It consists of a machine, with a reel on which the web of paper of

very considerable length has been previously wound ; this web of paper being of

sufiicient width to produce two, three, or more sheets, when cut.

The several operative parts of the machine are mounted upon standards, or frame-
work, of any convenient form or dimensions, and consist of travelling endless tapes to

conduct the paper over and under a series of guide-rollers ; of circular rotatory cutters

for the purpose of separating the web of paper into strips equal to the widths of the

intended sheets; and of a saw-edged knife, which is made to slide horizontally for the
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purpose of separating the strips into such portions or lengths as shall bring them to

inclined plane, A, by hand; it is then taken of by endless tapes j
rollers, as in Mr. Cowper's Printing Machine,

'^Ug, ^ by .veighfed

carry the ^.eb of paper to the roller c, which is pressed aga^st the roller a oy b

kveTs acting upon the plummer blocks that its axle is n^^^ted in The
^^^^^

d may be either of wood or metal, having several eroo^^lJovmf vo^^l^U^^^^^

for the purpose of receiving the edges of the circukr
<^^JteJ

^^see Cakb cotting;,

mounted upon an axle turning upon bearmgs in the
^^^^"f/f^^^^^X two roUers c d.

In order to aUow the web of paper to proceed smoothly between tlie two rouers ,

a narrow rib of leather is placed round the edges of one or both of these rollers, for the

purpose of leaving a free space between them, through which the paper may pass

without wrinkling.

From the first roller, c, the endless tapes conduct the paper over the second d, and

then under a pressing roller/, in which progress the edges of the circular knives e,

revolving in the grooves of the second roller d, cut the web of paper longitudinally into

strips of such widths as may be required, according to the number of the circular

cutters and distances between them.

The strips of paper proceed onward from between the knife roller d and pressing

roller/, conducted by tapes, until they reach a fourth roller, g, when they are allowed

to descend, and to pass through the apparatus designed to cut them transversely ; that

is, into sheet lengths.

The apparatus for cutting the strips into sheets is a sliding knife, placed horizontally

upon a frame at h, which frame, with the knife e, is moved to and fro by a jointed rod

i, connected to a crank on the axle of the pulley k. A flat board or plate, I, is fixed to

the standard frame in an upright position, across the entire width of the machine, and

this board or plate has a groove or opening cut along it opposite to the edge of the

knife. The paper descending from the fourth roller g passes against the face of this

board, and as the carriage with the knife advances, two small blocks, mounted upon

rods with springs m m, come against the paper, and hold it tight to the board or plate

I, while the edge of the knife is protruded forward into the groove of that board or

plate, and its sharp saw-shaped teeth passing through the paper, cut one row of sheets

from the descending strips ;
which, on the withdrawing of the blocks, fall down, and

are collected on the heap below.

The power for actuating this machine is applied to the reverse end of the axle on
which the pulley k is fixed, and a band n, n, n, n, passing from this pulley over tension

wheels, o, drives the wheel q fixed to the axle of the knife roller d; hence this roller

receives the rotatory motion which causes it to conduct forward the web of paper, but

the other rollers, c and /, are impelled slowly by the friction of contact.
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Tho rotation of the crank on the axle of k thronwh tJ,« 5.,*„- - .

rod i, moves the carriage h, with the knifrto and f?f«f
°^ '^'^

spring blocks rH come a|ainst the grooved nla^e / th.v „
P*'"^,'^'' ^"'^ ^he

while the knife advances to sever^^ stetoVpfpTr/'tf^ ^7inensions are occasionally required the lenfl^hs «f fV. r / f-
difierent di-

retnrn of the knife are to be^egukted W e^^^^^
the pulley /, which will of cours^e retl^or£K the X'^'"^^ ^T''"^'ducting rollers, c, d,f, and cause a greater or ess len^^^^^^^^^ '^Tbetween each movement of the knife carriage ^ P^P'''' ^ '^^^"''^

recti^s, sothaton dmS'g out theieS^^^^^^^^^^ " ^^r"^becomes diminished
; or by pushiL the wed^^« f-'^w ' f

«f ^he pulley

a„d a tension V ..J/sLI^^Srnt^^:iX«'4r£ SaLd'Sr,;

as ?n pffLfA .^""^u
fulcrum, vibrates with the under roller a soas to effect the object m the way described. ^

The patentee states that several individual parts of this machine are not new andthat some of them are to be found included in the specifications of other person!' suchas the circular cutters e, which are employed by Mr. Dickinson (Card cEtting) and

TZ:':!':^^^^, «^ ^ --^-^ P-PO- of^cuttm^g paper, as fhe

The machine for cutting paper contrived by John Dickinson, Esq., of Nash Mill

fg. 1437, mounted upon an a^e, supported in an iron frame or standard. From this

roller the paper m its breadth is extended over a conducting drum b, also mounted
upon an axle turnmg m the frame or standard, and after passing under a small guide
roller, it proceeds through a pair of drawing or feeding rollers c, which carry it into
the cutting machine.
Upon a table d, d, firmly fixed to the floor of the building, there is a series of chisel-

edged knives e, e, e, placed at such distances apart as the dimensions of the cut sheets
of paper are intended to be. These knives are made fast to the table, and against
them a series of circular cutters/,/,/, mounted in a swinging frame g,g, are intended
to act. The length of paper being brought along the table over the edges of the
knives up to a stop A, the cutters are then swung forwards, and by passing over the
paper against the stationary knives, the length of paper becomes cut into three separate
sheets.

The frame g, g, which carries the circular cutters/,//, hangs upon a very elevated
axle, in order that its pendulous swing may move the cutters as nearly in a horizontal
line as possible ; and it is made to vibrate to and fro by an eccentric, or crauk, fixed
upon a horizontal rotatory shaft extending over the drum b, considerably above it,

which may be driven by any convenient machinery.
The workmen draw the paper from between the rollers c and bring it up to the

stop k, in the intervals between the passing to and fro of the swing-cutters.
The following very ingenious apparatus for cutting the paper web transversely into

any desired lengths, was made the subject of a patent by Mr. E. N. Fourdrinier, in
June, 1831, and has since been performing its duty well in many establishments.
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p^. U38 is an elevation, taken upon one si^e^^f^^^^^^^^^^^

IVo^veTth: dr% S^^^^^^^
loLe to the fast pulley npon the end of the

^ /Xt since the progressive advance of the paper-webs must be arrested

drng'?e Le of rSng th'e cLs cut through it, the following apparatus becomes

necessary. A disc jr, which

carries the pin or stud of

a crank i, is made fast to

the end of the driving shaft

/. This pin is set in an

adjustable sliding piece,

which may be confined by

a screw within the bevelled

graduated groove, upon the

face of the disc g, at vari-

able distances from the

axis, whereby the excen-

tricity of the stud i, and of

course the throw of the

crank, may be consider-

ably varied. The crank

stud t is connected by its

rod j to the swinging cur-

vilinear rack Ajwhich takes

into the toothed wheel /,

that turns freely upon the

axle of the feed drum e, e.

From that wheel the arms

m m rise, and bear one or

more palls, n, which work
in the teeth of the great

ratchet wheel o o, mounted
upon the shaft of the

drum e.

The crank-plate g being

driven round in the direc-
/

tion of its arrow, will com-
municate a see-saw move-
ment to the toothed arc k,

next to the toothed-wheel I

in gearing with it, and an
oscillatory motion to the

arms m, m, as also to their

surmounting pall n. In

its swing to the left hand,

the catch of the pall will

slide over the slope of the teeth of the ratchet wheel o ; but in its return to the right

hand, it will lay hold of these teeth, and pull them, with their attached drum, round

a part of a revolution. The layers of paper in close contact with the under half of

the drum, will be thus drawn forward at intervals, from the reels, by the friction

between its surface and the endless felt, and in lengths corresponding to the arc of

vibration of the pall. The knife for cutting these lengths transversely is brought into

action at the time when the swing arc is making its inactive stroke, viz. when it is

sliding to the left over the slopes of the ratchet teeth o. The extent of this vibration

varies according to the distance of the crank stud i from the centre/of the plate g,

because that distance regulates the extent of the oscillations of the curvilinear rack,

and that of the rotation of the drum e, by which the paper is fed forwards to the

knife apparatus. The proper length of its several layers being by the above de-
scribed mechanism carried forward over the bed r of the cutting knife or shears
r, V, whose under blade r is fixed, the wiper s, in its revolution with the shaft /, lifts

the tail of the lever t, conse(}uently depresses the transverse movable blade v (as
shown in Jig. 1440), and slides the slanting blades across each other obliquely, like a
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pair of scissors, so as to cause a clean cut across the plies of paper. But just before
the shears begin to operate, the transverse board u descends to press the paper with
its edge, and hold it fast upon the bed r. During the action of the upper blade v
against the under the fall board m is suspended by a cord passing across pulleys
from the arm t/ of the bell-crank lever t, I. Whenever the lifter cam « has passed
away from the tail of the bell-crank t, the weight z, hung upon it, will cause the
blade v and the pinching board u to be moved up out of the way of the next length
of paper, which is regularly brought forward by the rotation of the drum e, as above
described. The upper blade of the shears is not set parallel to the shaft of the drum,
but obliquely to it, and is, moreover, somewhat curved, so as to close its edge pro-
gressively upon that of the fixed blade. The blade v may also be set between two
guide pieces, and have the necessary motion given to it bv levers.
PAPER HANGINGS, called more properly by the French, papiers peints. The

art of making paper hangings has been copied from the Chinese, among whom
it has been practised from time immemorial. The English first imported and began
to imitate the Chinese paper hangings ; but being long exposed to a high excise
duty upon the manufacture, they have only recently carried it to that extent and
degree of refinement which the French have been enabled to do, unchecked by taxa-
tion. The first method of making this paper was stencilling

; by laying upon it,

in an extended state, a piece of pasteboard having spaces cut out of various figured
devices, and applying diflferent water colours with the brush. Another piece of
pasteboard, with other patterns cut out, was next applied, when the former figures
were dry, and new designs were thus imparted. By a series of such operations, a
tolerable pattern was executed, but with no little labour and expense. The processes
of the calico printer were next resorted to, in which engraved blocks, of the pear or
sycamore, were employed to impress the coloured designs.

Paper hangings may be distinguished into two classes ; 1, those which are really

painted, and which are designed in France under the title of papiers peints, with
brilliant flowers and figures ; and 2, those in which the designs are formed by foreign

matters applied to the paper, under the name of papier tontisse, or flock paper.

The operations common to paper hangings of both kinds may be stated as follows :

—

1. The paper should be well sized.

2. The edges should be evenly cut by an apparatus like the bookbinder's press.

3. The ends of each of the 24 sheets which form a piece, should be nicely pasted
together ; or a web of paper should be taken.

4. Laying the grounds is done with earthy colours or coloured lakes thickened with
size, and applied with brushes.

An expert workman, with one or two children, can lay the grounds of 300 pieces

in a day. The pieces are now suspended upon poles near the ceiling, in order to be
dried. They are then rolled up and carried to the apartment where they are po-

lished, by being laid upon a smooth table, with the painted side undermost, and rubbed
with the polisher. Pieces intended to be satined are grounded with fine Paris plaster,

instead of Spanish white ; and are not smoothed with a brass polisher, but with a
hard brush attached to the lower end of a swing polishing rod. After spreading

the piece upon the table with the grounded side undermost, the paper-stainer dusts

the upper surface with finely powdered chalk of BriauQon, commonly called talc, or

with China clay, and rubs it strongly with the brush. In this way the satiny lustre

is produced.
The printing operations are as follows :

—
Blocks about two inches thick, formed of three separate boards glued together, of

which two are made of poplar, and one (that which is engraved) of pear-tree or syca-

more, are used for printing paper hangings, as for calicoes. The grain of the upper

layer of wood should be laid across that of the layer below. As many blocks are re-

quired as there are colours and shades of colour. To make the figure of a rose, for

example, three several reds must be applied in succession, the one deeper than the

other, a white for the clear spaces, two and sometimes three greens for the leaves, and

two wood colours for the stems; altogether from 9 to 12 for a rose. Each block

carries small pin points fixed at its corners to guide the workman in the insertion of

the figure exactly in its place. An expert hand places these guide pins so that their

marks are covered and concealed by the impression of the next block ; and the

finished piece shows merely those belonging to the first and last blocks.

In printing, the workman employs the same swimming tub apparatus which has been

described under block printing (see Calico-printing), takes off the colour upon his

blocks, and impresses them on the paper extended upon a table in the very same way.

The tub in which the drum or frame covered with calf-skin is inverted, contains

simply water thickened with parings of paper from the bookbinder, instead of the

pasty mixture employed by the calico printers. In impressing the colour by the
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froj^rtu as it is finished. WhexTthe piece has received one set

;«'«Yt uZ th"
sions the workman, assisted by his little aid, called a drawer hooks it ^V^^Jf
ZTne poks under he ceiling. A sufficient number of pieces should be provided to

Kfhrpr nter oc^^^^^^ least of one day, that they wiU beS and ready to deceive another set of coloured impressions by the following

AUAe colours are applied in the same manner, every shade being formed by means

of Ae blocktSch determine all the beauty and regularity of the design. A pattern

drawer of taste may produce a very beautiful effect.
, , . , ..^

When the piece is completely printed, the workman looks it all over and if there

be any defect?, he corrects them by the brush or pencil, applying first the correction

of one colour, and afterwards of the rest.
_ ^ u ^ o

A final ''atining, after the colours are dried, is communicated by the friction ol a

finely polished brass roller, attached by its end gudgeons to the lower extremity ot a

long swing frame ; and acting along the cylindrical surface of a smooth table, upon

which the paper is spread.
. , , , n

The fondu or rainbow style of paper hangings, is produced by means of an assort-

ment of oblong narrow tin pans, fixed in a frame, close side to side, each being about

one inch wide, two Inches deep, and eight inches long; the colours of the prismatic

spectrum, red, orange, yellow, green, &c., are put in a liquid state, successively in these

pans; so that when the oblong brush A, B, with guide ledges, a, c, b, is dipped mto

them across the whole of the parallel row at once, it comes out ^44^
impressed with the different colours at successive points, e, e, e, e, ^^
of its length, and is then drawn by the paper stainer over the bTZiZ^jUT'
face of the woollen drum head, or sieve of the swunming tub, WtimteW

upon which it leaves a corresponding series of stripes in colours,

graduating into one another like those of the prismatic spectrum. By applying his

block to the tear, the workman takes up the colour in rainbow hues, and transfers

these to the paper. /,/,/,/ show the separate brushes in tin sheaths, set in one

frame.

The operations employed for common paper hangings, are also used for making

flock paper, only a stronger size is necessary for the ground. The flocks are ob-

tained from the woollen cloth manufacturers, being cut oti' by their shearing machines,

called lei"ises by the English workmen, and are preferred in a white state by the

French paper hanging makers, who scour them well, and dye them of the proper

colours tliemselves. When they are thoroughly stove-dried, they are put into a

conical fluted mill, like that for making snuff, and are properly ground. The powder

thus obtained is afterwards sifted by a. bolting machine, like that of a flour mill,

whereby flocks of different degrees of fineness are produced. These are applied to the

paper after it has undergone all the usual printing operations. Upon the workman's
left hand, and in a line with his printing table, a large chest is placed for receiving

the flock powders : it is 7 or 8 feet long, 2 feet wide at the bottom, 3| feet at top, and
from 15 to 18 inches deep. It has a hinged lid. Its bottom is made of tense calf-

skin. This chest is called the drum ; it rests upon four strong feet, so as to stand

from 24 to 28 inches above the floor.

The block which serves to apply the adhesive basis of the velvet powders, bears in

relief only the pattern corresponding to that basis, which is formed with linseed oil,

rendered drying by being boiled with litharge, and afterwards ground up with white
lead. The workmen call this the encaustic. It is put upon the cloth which covers

the inverted swimming tub, in the same way as the common colours are, and is

spread with a brush. The workman daubs the blocks upon the encaustic, spreads

the pigment even with a kind of brush, and then applies it by impression to the paper.

Whenever a sufficient surface of the paper has been thus covered, the child draws it

along into the great chest, sprinkling the flock powder over it with his hands ; and
when a length of 7 feet is printed, he covers it up within the drum, and beats upon
the calf-skin bottom with a couple of rods to raise a cloud of flock inside, and to

make it cover the prepared portion of the paper uniformly. He now lifts the lid of
the chest, inverts the paper, and beats its back lightly, in order to detach all the
loose particles of the woolly powder.
By the operation just described, the velvet down being applied everywhere of the

same colour, would not be agreeable to the eye, if shades could not be introduced to
relieve the pattern. For this purpose, when the piece is perfectly dry, the workman
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stretches it upon his table, and by the euidance of fbo v ui , ,

the flock surface a colour in distLiper Ta Ln tint a
applies, to

dinary gi d ng of wood. When thp Riz<. 1 '^'f^'^^''^
^o- as for the or-

gold LlMsbLhedolfwira^Sfireotn':^^^^^ -P-^"-
rhe coh^urs used by the paper hangers are the following !!

3. are almost exclusively decoctions of Brazil wood.
^

4. ^/wes are either Prussian blue, or blue verditer
5. Greens are, Scheele's green, a combination of arsenious acid and n^iH^ nfcopper

;

the green of Schweinfurth. or green verditer; as" Iso a' mg^re^of bTes and

The use of arsenic in paper hangings has of late (1859) been the subject of much
tZl t\ -""f

'^'^'•4 s'^tements have been made respectinrit? bju^i^u^effects. It IS true that arsenic may be brushed out of such papers, aft!r the sTe em
tKlatilisaS of' tJ'

'"P^^-^^^y ^PPl^'^'^- tLt has been sjrabo";
wl M ^ the arsenic under the influence of the gas used in the roomsbetrays the ignorance of those who have written on this subject. See AkseLc?

'

6. Viole/s are produced by a mixture of blue and red in various proportions orthey may be obtamed directly by mixing a decoction of logwood with almn
'

7. Browns, blacks, and greys. — Umber furnishes the brown tints. Blacks are

pSa^Tir-anr&SS'"' '"^^
All the colours are rendered adhesive and consistent, by being worked up withgelatinous size or a weak solution of glue, liquefied in a kettle. Mlny of the colours

"KtSrc'='^^^^ SometimescolouredlakLareeipr^S

ordinary written characters can be expunged from paperby chemical bleaching liquids, acids, and alkalies has led to the adoption, by bankersfor their cheques and drafts, of papers which present obstacles to the fraudulent
alteration of the amount and intent of these documents.

Instances of this description of forgery have occasionally occurred. In the sprine
ot 1859 a cheque wa^ paid at a branch of the Bank of England in which both theamount had been altered and the crossing extracted by chemical means.

In 1 822 William Robson patented a method of securing bankers' cheques by printingupon their surface vegetable colours equally fugitive with common writing ink.
1 his method, and its extension to the tinting of writing papers in the pulp has

been generally adopted by bankers. Those papers which exhibit the perfection of
Kobson s principle are limited in practice almost exclusively to certain tints obtained
trom logwood.

Mr. Baildon's paper is a tinted one from which the colour is removed. The
patentee states that he offers absolute integrity and security from alteration for any
document once issued

; and this is obtained by a fluid or ink, which, when used,
becomes, m fact, a permanent dye, different from any inks yet introduced for this
purpose, which are pigments. The least attempt to tamper with the ink or paper is
instantly detected by a dark stain in the paper, which can never be removed.
As early as 1817 Gabriel Tigere patented a method of manufacturing "writing

paper from which it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, afterwards to
extract or discharge any writing from such paper." This paper was impregnated
during the sizing process with the ferrocyanide of potassium.

Mr. William Stone's patent, 1851, was an effort to supply the deficiencies of this
method. He added a solution of the iodide of potassium and starch to the ferro or
ferridcyauide of potassium. This method has been fully carried out into practice,
but it failed to give the complete security desired. The chemical defects of Tigere's
method may be stated thus. Although admirable in the protection it affords against
the application of acids, it is powerless to resist the bleaching powers of such sub-
stances as common chloride of lime (bleaching powder) in solution, and the ink may
also be removed by the application of either of the caustic alkalies. In Stone's method,
although by the application of bleaching agents containing chlorine the paper is

stained by the blue compound termed the iodide of starch, this is removed again by
the application of an alkali.
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We learn that in 1837. David Stevenson patented the
^.^J^J'^^^iJ'^^/Jp^^^^^

he specified as containing " a solution of manganese mixed ^it^^solut on P~J«
of pStassa in a liqmd form, and mixed with the pulp

^J^;!^/^!^,^^^ SuLcSir^
be made " In June, 1 859, Mr. Robert Barclay patented a process ot

^f'^^f^^^^J'^f
'^

thUe tiling paper on ^.hich writing ink is stated to be
^^^^f

^^^^ ^^^^

^-^f,"^^^^^^^^

p.' poses by fn'y existing chemical process. He incorporates ^^^^^he papei«
ferro-cyanide and an insoluble salt of manganese, and provides

^g^^^f
* .^he discolo^^^^^

tion of the paper in the sizing process (which has been a venous objection
^^J^^^

to the use of the ferrocyanide of potassium) by discarding the use

the paper by the acetate of alumina in lieu of it. Th^s paper has been exan ined

by pI-oLsor^Brande, of the Mint, Professor Miller, of Kmg;s C^^l^g^'

Warrington, of Apothecaries' Hall, who reported favourably on the invention.

Writing^ placed upon this paper strengthens in intensity ^^«?/^PPff. ,f3
sea airfor water, influences which ordinarily cause common writmg mk to fade and

^'tMs pS'as not, however, been generally adopted. As far as our inquiries have

gone the bankers appear to think they are already sufficiently secured by the known

methods of engraving and printing.
-, , ^ ^ • *-u

PAPER MANUFACTURE OF. It is much to be regretted that m tracing the

origin of so' curious an art as that of the manufacture of modern paper, any dehnite

conclusion as to the precise time or period of its adoption should hitherto have

proved altogether unattainable. The Royal Society of Sciences at Gottmgen m
17.55 and 1763, offered considerable premiums for that especial object, but untor-

tunately all researches, however directed, were utterly fruitless. The most ancient

manuscript on cotton paper appears to have been written m 1050, Tvhile Eustathms.

who wrote towards the end of the 12th century, states that the Egyptian papyrus had

gone into disuse but a little before his time. To reconcile, however, m some measure

contradictory accounts, it may be observed, that on some particular occasions, and by

some particular persons, the Egyptian paper might have been employed for several

hundred years after it ceased to be in general use. audit is quite certain, that although

the new invention must have proved of great advantage to mankind, it could only

have been mtroduced by degrees. Amongst the records which are preserved at the

Tower of London, will be found a letter addressed to Henry the Third, and written

previously to 1222, which appears to be upon strong paper, of mixed materials. Several

letters of the following reign, -which are there preserved, are evidently written on

cotton paper. Were we able to determme the precise time when paper -was first made

from cotton, w^e should also be enabled to fix the invention of the art of paper making

as it is now practised ; for the application of cotton to the purposes of paper making

requires almost as much labour and ingenuity as the use of linen rags. Some have

conceived, and probably with sufficient reason, that China originally gave birth to

the invention. Certain it is, that the art of making paper from vegetable matter re-

duced to pulp was known and understood there long before it was practised in Europe,

and the Chinese have carried it to a high degree of perfection. Several kinds of

their paper evince the greatest art and ingenuity, and are applied with much advan-

tage to many purposes. One especially, manufactured from the inner bark of the

bamboo, is particularly celebrated for affording the clearest and most delicate impres-

sions from copper plates, which are ordinarily termed india proofs. The Chinese,

however, make paper of various kinds, some of the bark of trees, especially the mul-

berry tree, and the elm, but chiefly of the bamboo and cotton tree, and occasionally

from other substances, such as hemp, wheat, or rice straw. To give an idea of the

manner of fabricating paper from these different substances, it will suffice (the process

being nearly the same in each), to confine our observations to the method adopted in

the manufacture of paper from the bamboo, — a kind of cane or hollow reed, divided

by knots, but larger, more elastic, and more durable than any other reed. The whole

substance of the bamboo is at times employed by the Chinese in this operation, but

the yoimger stalks are preferred. The canes being first cut into pieces of four or

five feet in length, are made into parcels, and thrown into a reservoir of mud and

water for about a fortnight, to soften them ;
they are then taken out, and carefully

washed, every one of the pieces being again cut into filaments, which are exposed to

the rays of the sun to dry, and to bleach. After this they are boiled in large kettles,

and then reduced to pulp in mortars, by means of a hammer with a long handle ; or

as is more commonly the case, by submitting the mass to the action of stampers, raised

in the usual way by cogs on a revolving axis. The pulp being thug far prepared, a

glutinous substance extracted from the shoots of a certain plant is next mixed with
it in stated quantities, and upon this mixture chiefly depends the quality of the paper.

As soon as this has taken place the whole is again beaten together until it becomes
a thick viscous liquor, which, after being reduced to an essential state of consistency,
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by a further admixture of water, is then transferred to a Inr^o ^-.o-,.^ •

on each side of it a drying stove in the fon^ofTridt of a ^^^^^^^
of two sloping sides touching at top These sidP« or« T' * consisting

exceeding/y smooth coating o1> stucco and "flu passes tlirouSMhrilr^^^^^ T^'to keep the whole of each side equally and inoderattl v wn,^,^ A
as

placed alternately in the manuflctofv io Ibl^ ZZ ?
^/""^

^J"^
^^^"^ ^''^

stoves adjacent to each vat. The woikman dins h i ' m T f • ^'^^^''^^t

xnerely J bulrushes, cut in t'^^ ^^^^^^^^^
then raises it out aga n, the water nassinn- nft- ti,v,>„„i, *i V . ' .

''^^ ^^^<

and the pulpy papef-stuff rL^ini'ng^ on'uf ft^^^The^ra^^^^f'Te" ou^d^removed, and the bottom is pressed against the sides of on.™of tV,! ct^^
^'""^

make the sheet of paper adhere to its surface,L ^w the s?ev??as ^w;r'^withdrawn The moisture, of course, speedil^ evaporatis J; tL wa mth oTthisSve'but before the paper is quite dry, it is brushed over on its outer surface w th aSmade of r.ce, which also soon dries, and the paper is then stripped offln a finVhelstate, having one surface exquisitely smooth, if being seldom^ the pracdce of the

?t Z'u ""T 'l^'' P^P^^- While all this is taking Ucethe moulder has made a second sheet, and pressed it against the side of the She?

That very delicate material, which is brought from China in pieces only a fewinches square, and commonly, but erroneously, termed rice paper, is in realitv butlmembrane of the bread-fru t tree, obtained by cutting the s^e£ Spirally Jound theaxis, and afterwards flattening it by pressure. That it is not an ardficial product onmay very readily be perceived by contrasting one of the more translucent specimenswith a piece of the finest manufactured paper, by the aid of the microscopeThe precise period at which the manufacture of paper was first introduced intoEurope appears to be rather a matter of uncertainty. Paper-mills, moved bv waterpower were in operation in Tuscany at the commencement of the fourteenth centurvand at Nuremberg, in Germany, one was established in 1390, by Ulman Stromerwho wrote the first work ever published on the art of paper making. He seems tohave employed a great number of persons, all of whom were obliged to take an oath
that they would not teach any one the art of paper making, or make it on their own
account. In the following year, when anxious to increase the means of its produc-
tion, he met with such strong opposition from those he employed, who would not
consent to any enlargement of the mill, that it became at length requisite to bringthem before the magistrates, by whom they were imprisoned, after which they sub-
mitted by renewing their oaths. Two or three centuries later, we find.the Dutch in
like manner, so extremely jealous with respect to the manufacture, as to prohibit the
exportation of moulds, under no less severe a penalty than that of death.

With reference to any particular time or place at which this inestimable invention
was first adopted in England, all researches into existing records contribute little to
our assistance. The first paper mill erected here is commonly attributed to Sir John
Spielman, a German, who established one in 1588, at Dartford, for which the honour
of knighthood was afterwards conferred upon him by Queen Elizabeth, who was also
pleased to grant him a licence " for the sole gathering for ten years of all rags, &c.,
necessary for the making of such paper." It is, however, quite certain that paper
mills were in existence here long before Spielman's time. Shakspeare, in the second
part of his play of Henry the Sixtli, the plot of which appears laid at least a century
previously, refers to a paper mill. In fact, he introduces it as an additional weight
to the charge which Jack Cade is made to bring against Lord Say, " Thou hast most
traitorously corrupted," says he, " the youth of the realm, in erecting a grammar
school, and whereas, before, our forefathers had no other books but the score and the
tally, thou hast caused printing to be used, and, contrary to the king, his crown and
dignity, thou hast built a paper mill."

The earliest trace of the manufacture in this country occurs in a book printed by
Caxton, about the year 1490, in which it is said of John Tate

—

" Which late hathe in England doo make thya paper thynne.
That now in our Englyssh thys booke is printed inne.

His mill was situate at or near Stevenage, in Hertfordshire, and that it was con-
sidered worthy of especial notice is evident from an entry made in Henry the

Seventh's Household Book, on the 25th of May, 1498—" For a rewarde geven at the

paper-mylne, 16s. 8d." And again in 1499—" Geven in rewarde to Tate of the
mylne, Gs. 8d."

Still, it appears far less probable that Shakspeare alluded to this mill, although
established at a period corresponding in many respects with that of occurrences re-

ferred to in connection, than to that of Sir John Spielman's, which, standing as it did
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in the immediate neighbourhood of Jack Cade's rebellion, and being esteemed so

important at the time as to call forth the marked patronage of Queen Elizabeth;

ivhile the extent of the operations carried on there, if we may judge from the

remarks of a poet of the time, were equally calculated to arouse undivided national

interest : one can hardly help thinking, that the prominence to which Shakspeare

assigns the existence of a paper mill, coupled as such allusion is with an acknow-

ledged liberty, inherent in him, of transposing events, to add force to his style, as also

with very considerable doubt as to the exact year in which he wrote the play, that

the reference made was to none other than that of Sir John Spielman's establishment

of 1588, concerning which we find it said

—

" Six hundred men are set to work by him,

That else might starve or seek abroad their bread,

Wlio now lire well, and go full brave and trim.

And who may boast they are with paper fed."

Be the introduction or establishment of the invention, so far as this country is con-

cerned, when it may, little progress appears to have resulted therefrom, even so late

as the' middle of the seventeenth century. In 1695, a company was formed in

Scotland " for manufacturing white writing and printing paper," relating to which,
" Articles concluded and agreed upon at a general meeting at Edinburgh, the 19th

day of August," in the same year, may still be seen by those who are sufficiently

curious in the library of the British Museum. It is also recorded in the Craftsman

(910), that "William the Third granted the Huguenots refuged in England a patent

for establishing paper manufactories, and that Parliament likewise granted to them
other privileges, amongst which, in all probability, that very unsatisfactoiy practice

of putting up each ream with two quires composed entirely of sheets spoiled in course

of production. Their undertaking, however, like that of many others, appears to

have met with very little success.

In fact, the making of paper here scarcely reached any high degree of perfection

until about 1760-5, at which period the celebrated James Whatman established his

reputation at Maidstone.

The report of the Juries of the Great Exhibition of 1851,—a work from whence
information might very naturally be sought, and which one would have supposed to be
unexceptionable in point of authenticity,—^contains an unfortunate error with refer-

ence to the position of Mr. Whatman at that time. It is there stated that he gained
his knowledge of the manufacture prior to establishing these well-known mills, " by
working as a journeyman in most of the principal paper manufactories of the Con-
tinent," which is altogether an erroneous assertion; for Mr. Whatman, previously to

his being engaged as a manufacturer, was an officer in the Kent Militia, and acquired
the information, which eventually rendered him so successful, by travelling in the
suite of the British Ambassador to Holland, where the best papers were then made,
and the insight thus obtained enabled his genius to effect the great improvements
afterwards so universally admitted.

At the present time, Whatman's papers (so called) are manufactured at two mills,
totally distinct, both of which are still worked by the descendants of Mr. Whatman's
successors ; the paper in the one case being readily distinguished by the water mark,
" J. Whatman, Turkey Mill," and in the other, by the water mark simply " J. What-
man," but bearing upon the upper wrapper of each ream the original and well-known
stamp, containing the initials L. V. G., which are those of L. V. Gerrevink, as cele-
brated a Dutch manufacturer prior to Mr. Whatman's improvements, as Mr. What-
man's name has since become in all parts of the world.
The comparatively recent application of continuous or rotatory motion has effected

wonderful results in the singular conversion of pulp into paper.
The largest paper now made by hand, which is termed Antiquarian, m.easures 5.3

inches by 31, and so great is the weight of liquid pulp employed in the formation of a
single sheet, that no fewer than nine men are required, besides additional assistance
in raising the mould out of the vat by means of pulleys ; while by the aid of the
paper machine, the most perfect producdon may be ensured, of a continuous length,
and eight feet wide, without any positive necessity for personal superintendence. As
an evidence of the enormous length of paper sometimes produced, two rolls were ex-
hibited in 1851, one of which measured 750 yards, and the other 2500 yards in length.
The principle of paper making by machinery is simply this : instead of employing

moulds and felts of limited dimensions, as was originally the practice, the peculiar
merit of the invention consists in the adaptation of an endless wire gauze to receive
the paper pulp, and again an endless felt, to which in progress the paper is trans-
ferred

;
and thus by a marvellously delicate adjustment, while the wire at one end

receives but a constant flow of liquid pulp, in the course of two or three minutes thebnished fabric is carefully wound on a roller at the other extremitv
Vol. III. Q Q •''
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fy.l\l^
fact, which certainly deserves to be noticed for its singularity as well as forthe strong point ol view in which it places the merits of this invention, that an m of

r^mn-^'ff
""portance to society as that of the manufacture of paper, should haveremained for at least eight centuries smce paper is first believed t.J have been in use'and that upwards ot 200 of those years should have elapsed since its first introduction

into England, without any mechanical improvement whatever as regards the pro-
cesses which were then employed. It is true, that various attempts from time totime were made, but in every mstanee they appear to have met with very little
success. In France, an mgenious artist (Monsieur Montgolfier) contrived threefigures in wood to do the work of the vatman, the coucher, Ind the layer; but, aftSpersevering for six months and incurring considerable expense, he wa^ at length

inTh If T 'p' ^V^^T'^
A°d although paper was previously manufacturedn China, m Persia, and indeed throughout all Asia, sometimes of considerable

length, it was so, not by machinery, but by means of a mould of the size of the paperintended to be made, suspended like a swing, and having men placed at the distance
of about every four feet, for the purpose of producing an uniform shaking motion,
after the mould had been immersed in the vat, in order to compact the pulp

buch, then, was the rude state of this important manufacture, even up to the com-
mencement of the present century, when a small working model of a continuous
machine was introduced into this country from France by Mr. John Gamble, a
brother-in-law to Monsieur Leger Didot, the proprietor at that time of the paper
manufactory at Essonne.
The individual to whose genius we owe that beautiful contrivance, which has since

been adopted wherever the want which it was designed to remedy has been truly
felt, and which has contributed in an eminent degree to the advancement of civUi-
sation, was an unassuming clerk in the establishment of Monsieur Didot, named
Louis Robert, who foUowmg his favourite pursuit of inventing and improving not un-
frequently had to bear the reproach of wasting time on an invention that could never
be brought to perfection. Fortunately, however, the patience and attention of this
persevering man were at length sufficiently rewarded by the completion of a small
model not larger than a bird organ, which enabled him to produce paper of a con-
tinuous length although but the width of a piece of tape. So successful was this
performance that his employer, instead of continuing to thwart his progress, was now
induced to afford him the means of making a model upon a larger scale, and in a few
months a machine was completed capable of making paper the width of Colombier
(24 inches), for which the consumption in France was very great After a series of
experiments and improvements Louis Robert applied to the French Government for
a patent or brevet d'invention, which he obtained in 1799 for a term of fifteen years,
and was awarded the sum of 8000 francs as a reward for his ingenuity. The specifi-
cation of

^

this patent is published in the second volume of the " Brevets d'Inventions
Expires." Shortly afterwards M. Didot purchased Louis Robert's patent and paper
machine for 25,000 francs, to be paid by instalments ; but not fulfilling his engage-
ments, the latter commenced legal proceedings, and recovered possession of his
patent, by a decision dated June 23rd, 1801. Towards the close of the year 1800
M. Didot proposed to his brother-in-law, Mr. Gamble, that patents should be taken out
in England, and suggested that he being an Englishman, and holding a situation
under the British Government, would in all probability accomplish it without much
diflSculty. To this proposition Mr. Gamble assented, and in the month of March,
1801, he left Paris for London, where, happily for the vigorous development of this
project, he obtained an introduction immediately upon his arrival to one of the prin-
cipal wholesale stationery houses in Great Britain—a firm of considerable opulence—
and to those gentlemen he mentioned the nature and circumstances of his visit, at the
same time showing them several rolls of the paper of great length, which had been
made at Essonne by Louis Robert's machine, and which induced them to take a share
in the patent.

The firm alluded to was that of the Messrs. Fourdrinier—a name which has indeed
become alike famous and unfortunate—and this transaction it was which first con-
nected them with the paper machine. In the year 1801 Mr. Gamble returned to

Paris, and concerted measures with Monsieur Leger Didot and Louis Robert, to have
the working model, which was then at Essonne, sent over to England to assist in the
construction of other machines ; and the following year M. Didot arriving in London
was introduced by Mr. Gamble to the Messrs. Fourdrinier, when a series of experi-
ments for improving the machine was considered desirable and at once commenced.
But in order to accomplish the arduous object which those gentlemen then had in
view, they laboured without intermission for nearly six years, when, after incurring
an expense of £60,000, which was borne exclusively by the Messrs. Fourdrinier, they
at length succeeded in giving some further organisation and connection to the
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mechanical parts, for -which they likewise obtained a patent, and finding eventually

that there was little prospect of being recompensed for labour and risk, or even

reimbursed their expenses, unless Parliament should think proper to grant an exten-

sion of the patent, they determined upon making a fresh application to the Legislature

for that purpose. But, it would appear that although in the Bill as it passed the

House of Commons, such prolonged period extended to fourteen years, in the Lords

it was limited to seven, with an understanding that such term should be extended to

seven years more in the event of the patentees proving, upon a future application,

that they had not been sufl&ciently remunerated. No such application, however, was

made, m consequence of a Standing Order of the House of Lords, placed on their

Journal subsequently to the passing of the said act ; which regulation had the effect

of depriving the Messrs. Fourdrinier of any benefit whatever from the invention ;

and ultimately, so great were the difficulties they had to encounter, and so little en-

couragement or support did they receive, that the time and attention required to

mature this valuable invention, and the large capital which it absorbed, were the

means of reducing those wealthy and liberal men to the humiliating condition of

bankruptcy.
In reverting strictly to the manufacture of paper, the nature of some of the

materials employed first claim attention. Silks, woollens, flax, hemp, and cotton, in

all their varied forms, whether as cambric, lace, linen, hoUand, fustian, corduroy,

bagging, canvas, or even as cables, are or can be used in the manufacture of paper of

one kind or another. Still, rags, as of necessity they accum-ulate and are gathered

up by those who make it their business to collect them, are very far from answering
the purposes of paper making. Rags, to the paper-maker are almost as various in

point of quality or distinction, as the materials which are sought after through the

influence of fashion. Thus the paper-maker, in buying rags, requires to know
exactly of what the bulk is composed. If he is a manufacturer of white papers, no
matter whether intended for writing or printing, silk or woollen rags would be found
altogether useless, inasmuch as is well known, the bleach will fail to act upon any
animal substance whatever. And although he may purchase even a mixture in proper
proportions adapted for the quality he is in the habit of supplying, it is as essential in

the processes of preparation that they shall previously be separated. Cotton in its

raw state, as may be readily conceived, requires far less preparation than a strong hempen
fabric, and thus, to meet the requirements of the paper-maker, rags are classed under
different denominations, as for instance, besides^nes and seconds, there are thirds, which
are composed of fustians, corduroy, and similar fabrics; stamps or prints (as they are
termed by the paper-maker), which are coloured jags, and also innumerable foreign
rags, distinguished by certain well-known marks, indicating their various peculiarities.

It might be mentioned, however, that although by far the greater portion of the
materials employed are such as have already been alluded to, it is not from their
possessing any exclusive suitableness— since various fibrous vegetable substances
have frequently been used, and are indeed still successfully employed— but rather on
account of their comparatively trifling value, arising from the limited use to which
they are otherwise applicable.

To convey some idea of the number of substances which have been really tried ; in
the library of the British Museum may be seen a book printed in low Dutch, containing
upwards of sixty specimens of paper, made of different materials, the result of one
man's experiments alone, so far back as the year 1772. In fact, almost every species
of tough fibrous vegetable, and even animal substance, has at one time or another
been employed

: even the roots of trees, their bark, the bine of hops, the tendrils of
the vine, the stalks of the nettle, the common thistle, the stem of the hollyhock, (he
sugar cane, cabbage stalks, beet-root, wood shavings, sawdust, hay, straw, willow,
and the like. Straw is occasionally used, in connection with other materials,
such as linen or cotton rags, and even with considerable advantage, providing the pro-
cesses of preparation are thoroughly understood. Where such is not the case, and
the silica contained in the straw has not been destroyed (by means of a strong
alkali), the paper will invariably be found more or less brittle; in some cases so much
so as to be hardly applicable to any purpose whatever of practical utility. The
waste, however, which the straw undergoes, in addition to a most expensive process
of preparation, necessarily precludes its adoption to any great extent. Two inventions
have been patented for manufacturing paper entirely from wood. One process consists
in first boiling the wood in caustic soda lye in order to remove the resinous matter,
and then washing to remove the alkali; the wood is next treated with chlorine gas
or an oxygenous compound of chlorine in a suitable apparatus, and washed to free it
from the hydrochloric acid formed: it is now treated with a small quantity of caustic
soda, which converts it instantly into pulp, which has only to be washed and bleachedwhen It will merely require to be beaten for an hour or an hour and a half in the

c c 2
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ordinary beatmg-engine, and made into paper. The other invention is very simple,

consisting merely of a wooden box enclosing a grindstone, which has a roughened

surface, and against which the blocks of .wood are kept in close contact by a lever, a

email stream of water being allowed to flow upon the stone as it turns, in order to

free it of the pulp, and to assist in carrying it oflF through an outlet at the bottom.

Of course the pulp thus produced cannot be employed for any but the coarser kinds of

paper. For all writing and printing purposes, which manifestly are the most important,

nothing has yet been discovered to lessen the value of rags, neither is it at all probable

that there will, inasmuch as rags of necessity must continue accumulating, and before

it will answer the purpose of the paper-maker to employ new material, which is not

so well adapted for his purpose as the old, he must be enabled to purchase it for con-

siderably less than it would be worth in the manufacture of textile fabrics, and besides

all this rags possess in themselves the very great advantage of having been repeatedly

prepared for paper-making by the numerous alkaline washings which they necessarily

receive during their period of use.

With all the drawbacks attending the preparation of straw, there is certainly no

fibre to compete with it at present as an auxiliary to that of rags. A. thick brown

paper, of tolerable strength, may be made from it cheaply, but for printing or writing

purposes only an inferior description can be produced, and of little comparative

strength to that of rag paper. Its chief and best use is that of imparting stiffness

to common newspaper. Some manufacturers prefer for this purpose an inteniiixture

of straw with paper shavings, and others in place of the paper shavings give the

preference to rags. The proportion of straw used in connection with rags or paper

shavings varies from 50 to 80 per cent.

The cost at the present time of producing two papers of equal quality, one entirely

from straw, and the other entirely from rags, would be very nearly equal; for

although the cost of the rags would be at least £17 per ton, and the cost of the straw

not more than £1 per ton, in addition to the greatly increased cost of preparing the

straw, the rags would only waste one-third, while the straw would waste fully one-

half.
'

Thus taking into consideration the waste which each undergoes in process of

preparation, the actual cost of material in producing a ton of paper may be stated

relatively as 25/. for rags, and 4/. for straw. The cost, however, of preparation,

which includes power, labour, and chemicals, being so very much greater in the case

of the straw,—froin two to three times as much as that of rags—a similarity of value

is thus ultimately attained.

In order to reduce the straw to a suitable consistency for paper-making, it is placed

in aboUer, with a large quantity of strong alkali, and with a pressure of steam equal

to 120 and sometimes to 150 lbs. per square inch; the extreme heat being atiained

in super-heating the steam after it leaves the boiler, by passing it through a

coiled pipe over a fire, and thus the silica becomes destroyed, and the straw

softened to pulp, which, after being freed from the alkali by washmg it in cold

water, is subsequently bleached and beaten in the ordinary rag engme, to which we

^^Thrannuaf consumption of rags in this country alone far exceeds 120,000 tons,

three-fourths of which are imported, Italy and Germany furnishing the principal

supplies. That the condition in which the rags are imported furnishes any criterion

of the national habits of the people from which they came, as ha^ been frequently

asserted, however plausible in theory, must at least be received with cautiom

All that can be said as to the suitableness of fibre in general may be summed up

in very few words; any vegetable fibre having a corrugated edge, which will enable

i??? cohere in the mass, is fit for the purpose of paper-making; the extent to

which such might be applied can solely be determined by the question of cost in its pro-

luctlon and hitherto everything which has been proposed as a substitute for rags

has bee'n excluded either by the cost of freight, the cost of preparation, or the

'"rcoLidTi'ng the various processes or stages of the manufacture of paper, we have

first tanotice tfat of carefully sorting and cutting the rags into small pieces wh ch

~«5e'S£^'»r,rt£
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dirt sand and so forth, passes through the wire cloth into a drawer underneath, which

is occS;X deaned out. After this, the rags are removed to what is called the

S which is a large cylindrical frame covered with similar coarse iron

wife cloTh and having a powerful revolving shaft extending through the interior,

with a number of spokes fixed transversely, nearly long enough to touch the cage.

Bv means of this contrivance, the machine being fixed upon an inchne of some inches

to the foot, the rags, which are put in at the top, have any remaining Particles ot dust

that may still adhere to them effectually beaten out by the time they reach the bottom.

The rags being thus far cleansed, have next to be boiled in an alkaline lye or

solution, made more or less strong as the rags are more or less coloured, the object

being to get rid of the remaining dirt and some of the colouring matter. 1 he pro-

portion is from four to ten pounds of carbonate of soda with one-third of quick lime

to the hundred weight of material. In this the rags are boiled for several hours, ac-

cording to their quality.
, vi.

The method generally adopted is that of placing the rags m large cylinders, which

are constantly, though slowly, revolving, thus causing the rags to be as frequently

turned over, and into which a jet of steam is cast with a pressure of something near

30 lbs. to the square inch.
_ -, . ^ v *

After this process of cleansing, the rags are considered in a fit state to be torn or

macerated until they become reduced to pulp, which was accomplished, some five and

thirty or forty years since, by setting them to heat and ferment for many days in

close vessels, whereby in reality they underwent a species of putrefaction. Another

method subsequently employed was that of beating them by means of stamping-rods,

shod with iron, working in strong oak or stone mortars, and moved by water-wheel

machinery. So rude and ineffective however was this apparatus, that no fewer than

forty pairs of stamps were required to operate a night and a day in preparing one

hundred weight of material. At the present time, the average weekly consumption

of rags, at many paper mills, exceeds even 30 tons. The cylinder or engine mode of

comminuting rags into paper pulp appears to have been invented in Holland, about

the middle of the last century, but received very little^ attention here for some years

afterwards. The accompanying drawing wiU serve to convey some idea of the

wonderful rapidity with which the work is at present accomplished. No less than

1442

twelve tons per week can now be prepared by means of this simple contrivance. The
horizontal section represents an oblong cistern, of cast iron, or wood lined with lead

CCS '
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into which the rags, with a sufficient quautity of water, are received. It is divided

by a partition, as shown (a), to regulate the course of the stufiF. The spindle upon
which each cylinder c moves, extending across the engine, aud being put in motion
hy a band wheel or pinion at the point b. One cylinder, is made to traverse at a

much swifter rate than the other, in order that the rags may be the more effectually

triturated. The cylinders c, as shown in the vertical section, are furnished with

numerous cutters, running parallel to the axis, and again beneath them similar cutters

are mounted (d) somewhat obliquely, against which, when in motion, the rags are

drawn by the rapid rotation of the cylinders, and thus reduced to the smallest

filaments requisite, sometimes not exceeding the sixteenth of an inch in length ; the

distance between the fixed and movable blades being capable of any adjustment,

simply by elevating or depressing the bearings upon which the necks of the shaft are

supported. When in operation, it is of course necessary to enclose the cylinders in a

case, as shown, e, otherwise'a large proportion of the rags would, inevitably, be thrown
out of the engine. The rags are first worked coarsely, with a stream of water

running through the engine, which tends effectually to wash them, as also to open

their fibres ; and in order to carry off the dirty water, what is termed a washing drum
is frequently employed, consisting simply of a framework covered with very fine

wire gauze, in the interior of which, connected with the shaft or spindle, which is

hollow, are two suction tubes, and by this means, on the principle of a siphon, the

dirty water constantly flows away through a larger tube running down outside, which

is connected with that in the centre, without carrying away any of the fibre.

After this, the mass is placed in another engine, where, if necessary, it is bleached

by an admixture of chloride of lime, which is retained in the engine until its action

becomes apparent. The pulp is then let down into large slate cisterns to steep, prior

to being reduced to a suitable consistency by the beating engine, as already described.

The rolls or cylinders, however, of the beating engine are always made to rotate

much faster than when employed in washing or bleaching, revolving probably from

120 to 1 50 times per minute, and thus, supposing the cylinders to contain 48 teeth

each, passing over eight others, as shown in the drawing, effecting no fewer than

103,680 cuts in that short period. From this the great advantage of the modem
engine over the old fashioned mortar machine, in turning out a quantity of paper pulp,

will be at once apparent. The introduction of colouring matter in connection with

the paper manufacture is accomplished simply by its intermixture with the pulp while

in process of beating in the engine.

Although the practice of bluing paper is not, perhaps, so customary now as was

the case a few years back, the extent to which it is still carried may be a matter of

considerable astonishment. On its first introduction, when, as regards colour, the best

paper was anything but pleasing, so striking a novelty would no doubt be hailed as a

great improvement, and as such received into general use, but the superior delicacy

of a first-class paper now made without any colouring matter whatever, and without

any superfluous marks on its surface, is so truly beautiful, both in texture and ap-

pearance, as to occasion some surprise that it is not more generally used.*

Common materials are frequently and very readily employed, through the assistance

of colouring matter, which tends to conceal the imperfection. Indeed it would be

difiicult to name an instance of apparent deception more forcible than that which is

accomplished by the use of ultramarine. Until very recently the fine bluish tinge

given to many writing papers was derived from the admixture of that formerly

expensive, but now, being prepared artificially, cheap, mineral blue (seeULTKAMARiNE),

the oxide of cobalt, generally termed smalts, which has still the advantage over

the ultramarine of imparting a colour which will endure for a much longer period.

1 pound of ultramarine, however, going further than 4 of smalts, the former neces-

sarily meets with more extended application, and where the using is rightly understood,

and the materials employed instead of being fine rags, comparative rubbish, ex-

cessively bleached, its application proves remarkably serviceable to the paper-maker

in concealing for a time all other irregularities, and even surpassing in appearance

the best papers of the kind.
, . . . i.

At first the introduction of ultramarine led to some difficulty in sizmg the paper,

for so long as smalts continued to be used, any amount of alum might be employed,

and it was actually added to the size to preserve it from putrefaction. But since

artificial ultramarine is bleached by alum, it became of course necessary to add this

salt to the size in very small proportions, and as a natural consequence the gelatine

was no longer protected from the action of the air, which led to incipient de-

composition, and in such cases the putrefaction once commenced, proceeded even atter

the size was dried on the paper, and gave to it a most offensive smell, which rendered

• See Richard Herring's " Pure Wove Writing Paper.

"
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the paper unsaleable. This difficulty, however, has now been overcome, and providing

the size be quite free from taint when applied to the paper, and quickly dried, putre-

faction will not subsequently occur; but if decay I443
has once commenced, it cannot be arrested by drying

only.

The operation of paper making, after the rags

or materials to be used have been thus reduced and

prepared, may be divided into two kinds ; that which
is carried on in hand-mills, where the formation of

the sheet is performed by manual labour ; and that

which is carried on in machine-mills, where the

paper is produced upon the machine wire-cloth in

one continuous web.
With respect to hand-made papers, the sheet is

formed by the vatman's dipping a mould of fine

wire cloth fixed upon a wooden frame, and having

•what is termed a deckle, to determine the size of

the sheet, into a quantity of pulp which has been

previously mixed with water to a requisite con-

sistency ; when after gently shaking it to and fro in

a horizontal position, the fibres become so con-

nected as to form one uniform fabric, while the

water drains away. The deckle is then removed
from the mould, and the sheet of paper turned off

upon a felt, in a pile with many others, a felt in-

tervening between each sheet, and the whole sub-

jected to great pressure, in order to displace the

superfluous water ; when after being dried and
pressed without the felts, the sheets are dipped into

a tub of fine animal size, the superfluity of which is

again forced out by another pressing ; each sheet

after being finally dried, undergoing careful examin-
ation before it is finished.

Thus we have, first, what is termed the water-

leaf, the condition in which the paper appears after

being pressed between the felts — this is the first

stage. Next, a sheet from the bulk, as pressed
without the felts, which still remains in a state unfit

for writing on, not having been sized. Then a sheet
after sizing, which completely changes its character;
and lastly one with the finished surface. This is

produced by placing the sheets separately between
very smooth copper plates, and then passing them
through rollers, which impart a pressure of from
20 to 30 tons. After only three or four such
pressures, it is simply called rolled, but if passed
through more frequently, the paper acquires a higher
surface, and is then called glazed.
The paper making machine is constructed to

imitate in a great measure, and in some respects
to improve, the processes used in making paper by
hand; but its chief advantages are the increased
rapidity with which it accomplishes the manu-
facture, and the means of producing paper of any
size which can practically be required.

By the agency of this admirable contrivance,
which is so adjusted as to produce the intended
effect with unerring precision, a process which, in
the old system of paper making, occupied about
three weeks, is now performed in as many minutes.
The paper making machine is supplied from the /

" chest " or reservoir f, into which the pulp descends f
from the beating engine, when sufiiciently ground ; %
being kept in constant motion, as it descends, by
means of the agitator g, in order that it shall not
settle. From this reservoir the pulp is again con-
veyed by a pipe into what is technically termed the "lifter" h, which consists of

c c 4
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cast-iron wheel, enclosed in a wooden case, and having a number of backets affivpri tr. *
circumference The trough i, placed immediatelyVueath theeS ^i^^^^the purpose of receiving the water which drains away from the pulp during the p'rocesof manufacture and as this water is frequently impregnated with certX chE
TA!yr''^''T ""f ^kP'' i« returned again by a conducting spouT intthe "lifter, where, by the rotation of the buckets, both the pulp and^back-wSbecome again thoroughly mixed, and are together raised by the lifter throlh th^spout I,, into the trough m, where the pulp is strained by meanLfa sieve o " kn^oUer "
as It IS called, which IS usually formed of brass, having fine slits cut in it to a lowthe commmuted pulp to pass through, while it retains all lumps and knots and sofine are these openingsm order to free the pulp entirely from anything which wou 3be liable to damage the quality of the paper, that it becomes necessfr/t^^applv a

ThTstvllr
"°<i«rneath, in order to facilitate the passage of the pulp through

The lumps collected upon the top of this knotter, more particularly when printingpapers are being manufactured, are composed to a considerable extent, of india-rubberwhich IS a source of much greater annoyance to the paper maker than is readily
conceived. For, m the first place, it is next to impossible in sorting and cutting
the rags to free them entirely from the braiding, and so forth, with which ladies
adorn their dresses, and in the next, the bleach failing to act upon a substance of that
character the quality of the paper becomes greatly deteriorated, by the large black
specks which it occasions, and which, by the combined heat and pressure of the rollsand cylinders enlarge considerably as it proceeds.

Passing from the strainer the pulp is next made to distribute itself equally
throughout the entire width of the machine, and is afterwards allowed to flow over a
small lip or ledge, in a regular and even stream, whence it is received by the upper
surface of the endless wire k, upon which tbe first process of manufacture takes place
Of course the thickness of the paper depends in some measure upon the speed at
which the machine is made to travel, but it is mainly determined by the quantity of
pulp allowed to flow upon the wire, which by various contrivances can be regulated to
great nicety. Paper may be made by this machine, considerably less than the
thousandth of an inch in thickness, and although so thin, it is capable of being
coloured, it is capable of being glazed, it is capable of receiving a water-mark ; and
what is perhaps still more astonishing, a strip not exceeding 4 inches in width, is
sometimes capable of sustaining a weight of 20 lbs., so great is its tenacity.

But, to return to the machine itself. The quantity of pulp required to flow from
the vat M being determined, it is first received by the continuous woven wiie k,
upon which it forms itself into paper ; this wire gauze, which resembles a jack-
towel, passing over the small copper rollers n, round the larger one marked o, and
being kept in proper tension by two others placed underneath. A gentle vibratory
motion from side to side is given to the wire, which assists to spread the pulp evenly,
and also to facilitate the separation of the water, and by this means, aided by a suction
pump, the pulp solidifies as it advances. The two black squares on either side of
the " dandy " roller p indicate the position of two wooden boxes, from which the air
is partially exhausted, thus causing the atmospheric pressure to operate in com-
pacting the pulp into paper, the water and moisture being drawn through the wire and
the pulp retained on the surface.

Next, we have to notice the deckle or boundary straps q which regulate the width
of the paper, travelling at the same rate as the wire, and thus limiting the spread of
pulp. The " dandy " roller p, is employed to give any impression to the paper that
may be required. We may suppose for instance, that the circumference of that roller

answers exactly to the length or breadth of the wire forming a hand mould, which,
supposing such wire to be fixed or curved in that form, would necessarily leave the
same impression as when employed in the ordinary way. Being placed between the air

boxes, the paper becomes impressed by it when in a half formed state, and whatever
marks are thus made, the paper will efi"ectually retain. The two rollers following the
dandy, marked r and o, are termed couching rollers, from their performing a similar

operation in the manufacture of machine made papers to the business of the coucher
in conducting the process by hand. They are simply wooden rollers covered with
felt. In some instances, however, the upper couch roll R is made to answer a
double purpose. In making writing or other papers where smalts, ultramarine, and
various colours are used, considerable difference will frequently be found in the tint

of the paper when the two sides are compared, in consequence of the colouring matter
sinking to the lower side, by the natural subsidence of the water, or from the action of

the suction boxes ; and to obviate this, instead of employing the ordinary couch roll,

which acts upon the upper surface of the paper, a hollow one is substituted, having a

suction box within it, acted upon by an air pump, which tends in some measure to
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counteract the effect, justly considered objectionable. Merging from those rollers the

paper is received from the wire gauze by a continuous felt s, which conducts it

tiirough two pair of pressing rollers, and afterwards to the drying cylinders. After

passing through the first pair of rollers the paper is carried along the felt for some

distance, and then turned over, in order to receive a corresponding pressure on the

other side, thus obviating the inequality of surface which would otherwise be apparent,

especially if the paper were to be employed for books.
• •

i i,
•

The advantage gained by the use of so great a length of felt, is simply, that it

becomes less necessary to stop the machine for the purpose of washing it, than would

be the case if the felt were limited in length to its absolute necessity.

In some instances, when the paper being made is sized in the pulp with such an

ingredient as resin, the felt becomes so completely clogged in the space of a few

hours, that unless a very great and apparently unnecessary length of felt be employed,

a considerable waste of"time is constantly incurred in washing or changing the felt.

The operation of the manufacture will now be apparent. The pulp flowing from

the reservoir into the lifter, and thence through the strainer, passes over a small lip

to the continuous wire, being there partially compacted by the shaking motion, more

thoroughly so on its passage over the air boxes, receiving any desired marks by means

of the dandy roller passing over the continuous felt between the first pressing rollers,

then turned over to receive a corresponding pressure on the other side, and from

thence off to the drying cylinders, which are heated more or less by injected steam ;

the cylinder which receives the paper first, being heated less than the second, the

second than the third, and so on ; the paper after passing over those cylinders, being

finally wound upon a reel, as shown, unless it be printing paper, which can be sized

sufiiciently in the pulp, by an admixture of alum, soda, and resin, or the like ; in which
case it may be at once conducted to the cutting machine, to be divided into any length

and width required. But, supposing it to be intended for writing purposes, it has

first to undergo a more effectual method of sizing, as shown in the accompanying
drawing ; the size in this instance being made from parings obtained from tanners,

curriers, and parchment-makers, as employed in the case of hand-made papers. Of
course, sizing in the pulp or in the engine offers many advantages, but as gelatine, or
animal size, which is really essential for all good writing qualities, cannot at present

be employed during the process of manufacturing by the machine without injury to

the felts, it becomes necessary to pass the web of paper, after it has been dried by the
cylinders, through this apparatus.

In most cases, however, the paper is at once guided as it issues from the machine,
through the tub of size, and is thence carried over the skeleton drums shown, inside

each of which are a number of fans rapidly revolving ; sometimes there are forty or
fifty of these drums in succession, the whole confined in a chamber heated by steam.
A paper-machine with the sizing apparatus attached, sometimes measures, from the
wire-cloth where the pulp first flows on, to the cutting machine at the extremity, no
less than one thousand feet. The advantage of drying the paper in this manner over

so many of these drums is, that it turns out much harder and stronger, than if dried
more rapidly over heated cylinders. Some manufacturers adopt a peculiar process of
sizing, which in fact answers very much better, and is alike applicable to papers made
by hand or by machine, provided the latter description be first cut into pieces or
sheets of the required dimensions. The contrivance consists of two revolving felts,
between which the sheets are carried under several rollers through a long trough of
E^ze, being afterwards hung up to dry upon lines, previously to rolling or glazing.
The paper thus sized becomes much harder and stronger, by reason of the freedom
with which the sheets can contract in drying ; and this is mainly the reason why
paper made by hand continues to be so much tougher than that made by the machine
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in consequence of the natural tendency of the duId to onr,tv«M i« a^-
fiequeutly becoming, where no resistance is ofWrt nfJ»

'° ^Ting, and con-

of course adds very considerab^rS tL sSthTd dtTn T'^^^'^'
^^'^^

making by the machine, this tonLcy h c^pllly chec"^
It may be mterestmg to mention, that the first p»nprim«r,* j •

means of heated cylinders was made at Gellihrlrr? ™ P^P^""

kV^rrtSth' 'rt'^ T.'^'^^
''^"^ afterwardsU\"two iTniT^iia laige Knite, the width of the web being regu ated bv the dpt-klp Ktmne n

circumference of the reel as the paper was wound upon it, and to remedy this, several

vTZ7,TJr" ^"^^ -^P^" peculiarities 'or Lpa-

Sefit will ZJrJ""'?' comparative interest to the general

ZfZ'JLT,^!: .'•^'r^^^'^^'
t° limu attention to the cutting machine, of which

ousfirem'ion ofZ^kinf " -^^^--bly the best, as well as the most ingeni-

The first movement or operation peculiar to this machine is that of cutting the

hv mpi^^J 'it?^^' '"f^ ^^'i^^^^ •> this is effectedby means of circular blades, placed at stated distances, which receive the paper as it

issues direct from the other machinery, and by a very swift motion, much greater
than that at which the paper travels, slit it up with unerring precision wherever they
may be fixed.

A pair of those circular blades is shown in the drawing, a. the upper one being
much larger than the lower, which is essential to the smoothness of the cut. And
not only is the upper blade larger in circumference, but it is also made to revolve

with much greater rapidity, by means of employing a small pinion, worked by one

at least twice its diameter, which is fixed upon the same shaft as the lower blade, to

which the motive power is applied. The action aimed at is precisely such as vre

obtain from a pair of scissors.

The web, as it is termed by the paper-maker, being thus severed longitudinally,

the next operation is that of cutting it off into sheets of some particular length hori-
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zontally. and to do this requires a most ingenious
^XToer tr^aveE on3

general idea of the contrivance, the dotted line represents P^Vto brtemporarUy
frapidity m some cases of 80 feet per minute /!U thT too^itlout \l7pape^'s
arrested while the required separation is ^fcted and that too^^ tne p p

accumulating in any mass, or getting creased ^^Jhe slightest degre^^

The large drum b, over which the paper passes, m the
^j^'J*;,'*VJ' er in such

arrows, has simply an alternating motion, which serves to gather P^P^^.^^^^^t

length as mav be required ; the crank arm c, which is capable of ^ny adju^M

either at top or bottom, regulating the extent of the
f
"^^"^^^t

. ^^f™ff ^^^^
forwards, and thus the length of the sheet. As soon as the paper to be cuto«
passed below the point d, at .vhich a presser is suspended, havmg an ^^^^^^^S

motion eiven to it, in order to make it approach to, and recede ^om, a stationary

Tesser-Wd ; it i taken hold of as it descends from the drum and the lengh

Sant from the presser, is instantly cut off by the movable knife e, to wh^ch

moUon is given by the crank f, the connecting rod G, the lever h and the connecting

ToTi ThTcombined motion ^f these rods and levers, admits of the movable knife e

Jema ning nearly quiescent for a given time, and then speedily closing upon he fixed

knife K, cutting off the paper in a simUar manner to a pair of shears, when it imme-

diately slides down a board, or in some instances is carried along a revolving felt, at

L extremity of which several men or boys are placed to receive the sheets, accordmg

to the number into which the width of the web is divided.

As soon as the pressers are closed for a length of paper to be cut off, the motion ot

the gathering drum is reversed, smoothing out the paper upon its surface, which is

now held between the pressers ; the tension roll L, taking up the slack in the paper as

it accumulates, or rather bearing it gently down, until the movement of the drum is

again reversed to furnish another length. The handle M, is employed merely to stop

a portion of the machinery, should the water-mark not fall exactly in the centre ot

the sheet, when by this means it can be momentarily adjusted. ...
The paper being thus made, and cut up into sheets of stated dimensions, is next

looked over and counted out into quires of 24 sheets, and afterwards into reams

of 20 quires ; which subsequently are carefully weighed, previously to their being

sent into the market.
. -j vi

Connected with the manufacture of paper, there is one point of considerable

interest and importance, and that is, what is commonly, but erroneously, termed the

water-mark, which may be noticed in the Times newspaper, m the Bank ot

England Notes, Cheques, and Bills, as also in every Postage and Receipt Label ot the

present day. .

The curious, and in some instances absurd terms, which now puzzle us so much in

describing the different sorts and sizes of paper, may frequently be explained by

reference to the various paper marks which have been adopted at different periods.

In ancient times, when comparatively few people could read, pictures of every kind

were much in use where writing would now be employed. Every shop, for instance,

had its sign, as well as every public-house, and those signs were not then, as they

often are now, only painted upon a board, but were invariably actual models of the

thing which the sign expressed—as we still occasionally see some such sign as a

bee-hive, a tea-canister, or a doll, and the like. Eor the same reason printers

employed some device, which they put upon the title pages and at the end of their

books, and paper-makers also introduced marks, by way of distinguishing the paper

of their manufacture from that of others ; which marks becoming common, naturally

gave their names to different sorts of paper. And since names often remain long

after the origin of them is forgotten and circumstances are changed, it is not

surprising to find the old names still in use, though in some cases they are not applied

to the same things which they originally denoted. One of the illustrations of ancient

water-marks given in the accompanying plate, that of an open hand with a star

at the top, which was in use as early as 1530, probably gave the name to what is still

called hand paper, Jig. 1446.

Another very favourite paper-mark, at a subsequent period 1540-60, was the jug

or pot which is also shown, .^jr. 1447, and would appear to have originated the term

pot paper. The foolscap was a later device, and does not appear to have been nearly

of such long continuance as the former, fig. 1448. It has given place to the figure of

Britannia, or that of a lion rampant, supporting the cap of liberty on a pole. The
name, nowever, has continued, and we still denominate paper of a particular size,

by the title o{ foolscap. The original figure has the cap and bells, of which we so

often read in old plays and histories, as the particular head-dress of the fool, who
at one time formed part of every great man's establishment.

The water-mark of a cap may sometimes be met with of a much simpler form
than just mentioned— frequently resembling the jockey caps of the present day,
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14461448
1449

V^^^'^^t^olS^^^^ ^--^ fi-t specimens of

establishl.ent of^he ge^SS^ "^^r'-r.^""" "'^^ P™^
horn to wliJpTi

post-omce (1670), when zt became the custom to blow a

is sdll fZ„n»nn f^"''^ "1° "'^y its introduction. The mark
iSimber S StL"?' 5' ''""^ ^^'"'^ '""^^ diminished

pan^r marL^^ ^o^^s and cities, has nearly made
EJ?d t>,l

™^"er of antiquarian curiosity
; the maker's name bdng now generallyS o^lLtrrik:; SLta^/Sn^c^:- '''' ^^^^"^ ~

f^J^f-^'"''^^!^^'
however, have at various periods been the means of detecting frauds

cWue receSt hni J'^''^"''''
^'^^^^ ''^''''^ '^'^ notes!

^nfE'v '
^""^ '^^'"P^- The celebrated Cun-an once distin-guished h mself in a case which he had undertaken by shrewdly referring to the

mal bTS' 7^''}
• ^?v.'"f^

determined the verdict, ind another instancf, lb ch

WW? *r ^° anecdote, occurred once at Messina.Where the monks of a certain monastery exhibited, with great triumph, a letter asbeing written by the Virgin Mary with her own hand. Unluckily for them, how-
ever, this was not, as it easily might have been, written upon the ancient papyrusbut on paper made of rags. On one occasion a visitor, to whom this was shown,'
ODserved, with affected solemnity, that the letter involved also a miracle, for thepaper on which it was written was not in existence until several centuries after themother of our Lord had died.
A further illustration of the kind occurs in a work entitled " Ireland's Confessions "

Mrnichwas published respecting his fabrication of the Shakspeare manuscripts,—'amerary torgery even still more remarkable than that whicli is said to have been
peiTpetrated by Chatterton, as Rowley's Poems.

Ihe interest which at the time was universally felt ia this production of Ireland's
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mav be partially gathered from tlie fact, that the whole of the original edition, which

XWed irthe form of a shilling pamphlet, was disposed of n a few hours
;
while so

g?eat was Ae eagerness to obtain copies afterwards, that single impressions were sold
great was — - „ . .

in an auction room at the extravagant price of a guinea,

This gentleman tells us, at one part of his explanation, that the sheet of paper which

he used was the outside of several others, on some of which accounts had been kept

in the reign of Charles the First ; and being at that time wholly unacquainted with

the water-marks used in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, " I carefully selected (says he)

two half sheets, not having any mark whatever, on which I penned my first ettusion.

A few pages further on he writes— " Being thus urged forward to the production ot

more manuscripts, it became necessary that I should possess a sufficient quantity ot

old paper to enable me to proceed; in consequence of which I applied to a bookseller,

named Verey, in great May's Buildings, St. Martin's Lane, who, for the sum of five

shillings, suffered me to take from all the folio and quarto volumes m his shop the fly

leaves which they contained. By this means I was amply stored with that commo-

dity • nor did 1 fear any mention of the circumstance by Mr. Verey, whose quiet un-

suspecting disposition, I was weU convinced, would never lead him to make the

transaction public, in addition to which he was not likely even to know anything

concerning the supposed Shaksperian discovery by myself, and even if he had, I do

not imagine that my purchase of the old paper in question would have excited m him

the smallest degree of suspicion. As I was fully aware, from the variety of water-

marks which are in existence at the present day, that they must have constantly been

altered since the period of Elizabeth, and being for some time wholly unacquainted

with the water-marks of that age, I very carefully produced my first specimens of the

writing on such sheets of old paper as had no mark whatever. Having heard

it frequently stated that the appearance of sach marks on the papers would have

greatly tended to establish their validity, I listened attentively to every remark

which was made upon the subject, and from thence I at length gleaned the intelli-

gence that a jug was the prevalent water-mark of the reign of Elizabeth, in conse-

quence of which I inspected all the sheets of old paper then in my possession,

and having selected such as had the jug upon them, I produced the succeeding

manuscripts upon these, being careful, however, to mingle with them a certain

number of blank leaves, that the production on a sudden of so many water-marks

might not excite suspicion in the breasts of those persons who were most conversant

with the manuscripts."

Thus, this notorious literary forgery, through the cunning ingenuity of the per-

petrator, ultimately proved so successful as to deceive many learned and able critics

of the age. Indeed, on one occasion a kind of certificate was drawn up, stating

that the undersigned names were affixed by gentlemen who entertained no doubt

whatever as to the validity of the Shaksperian production, and that they voluntarily

gave such public testimony of their convictions upon the subject. To this document

several names were appended by persons as conspicuous for their erudition as they

were pertinacious in their opinions.

The water-mark in the form of a letter p, of which an illustration is given.^^r. 1450,

was taken from Caxton's well-known work, " The Game of the Chess," a/ac simile of

which has recently been published as a tribute to his memory. Paper was made
expressly for the purpose, in exact representation of the original, and containing

this water-mark, which will be found common in works printed by him.

The ordinary mode of effecting such paper marks as we have been describing

is that of affixing a stout wire in the form of any object to be represented to the

surface of the fine wire-gauze, of which the hand-mould, or machine dandy roller is

constructed.

The perfection, however, to which water-marks have now attained, which in

many instances is really very beautiful, is owing to a more ingenious method recently

patented, and since adopted by the Bank of England, as afi'ording considerable pro-

tection to the public in determining the genuineness of a bank-note.

To produce a line water-mark of any autograph or crest, we might either engrave
the pattern or device first in some yielding surface, precisely as we should engrave a
copper-plate for printing, and afterwards, by immersing the plate in a solution of
sulphate of copper, and electrotyping it in the usual way, allow the interstices of the
engraving to give as it were a casting of pure copper, and thus an exact representation

of the original device, which, upon being removed from the plate, and affixed to the
surface of the wire-gauze forming the mould, would produce a corresponding impression
in the paper : or, supposing perfect identity to be essential, as in the case of a bank
note, we might engrave the design upon the surface of a steel die, taking care to cut
those parts in the die deepest which are intended to give greater effect in the paper,
and then, after having hardened, and otherwise properly prepared the die, it would be
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placed under a steam hammer or other Btamnino- -„^^ow. r
producing what is technically termed a " force^whfch ifrT"''/? ^^''P"'^ «^
ferring an impression from the die to a planhhee br^ss^Tll h ^T'with the mould-plate in it, would next be takpn tn ! T f ' / ^ ^^'"^ ^ie,

where the back of the ^ould plate-tLt rtl o n^^^- '^'^'u-'^'u^''
"^'^^i"'-'

face of the die-would be remove^ whi e tha 'portio^n whlh''''''^
projects above the

design engiaven would remain untourhP^
from' the interstices of the dielTpCH. : frame uno^n h'T" ^"^^^il"^"*!^ taken
becomes a mould for the manuLture of pap^r

wire-cloth,

or for the production of any water-mark LSrLf .P^"^]"" .""^'^^ ^^^'^-ed.

plicated. ^ autograph, crest or device, however corn-

Light and shade are occasioned by a very similar nrnnAco t.. *
requires a little more care, and neLssS h^n^^fc ' ^* """^ ^^'""^ P<^'"^aP«

increasing to !^ v7r^srLtniSt^L ,^S^Z l
"> of

«p fine copper we-galzertbict Sr^^Tr a°.' KTreCndV o?*!
5"?^.-" "l".""?'? '» P'<'<l"«e those beautiful transparS?effeoK in nalr

eS,K^^:5Vtptirnl'fSns^•S:eSS^^^^^
^Te-puze .tself, which by this n,eans, providing theTe be prSerf, I'^i'f

Bank of England. In a pair of five-pound note moulds, prepared by the old nrocessthere were 8 curved borders, 16 figures, 168 large waves, and 240 letters which T^^^all to be separately secured by the finest wire to the 4aved surfacT T^e^eVere1,056 wires, 67,584 twists, and the same repetition where the stout wires were int^o^duced to support the under surface. Therefore, with the backW layiW TaSewaves figures, letters, and borders, before a pair of moulds was compfeted Se wefe« R^f/r^f°"r?v"''^^^^ avoS by thrnewpatent. But further, by this multitudinous stitching and sewing, the parts werenever placed precisely in the same position, and the water-mrrr;as coSquent y
toT.

' • impression to the metal which tr?nSi?
^ certainty of identity unattainable before, and one couldalmost say, never to be surpassed.

_
And may we not detect principles in this process which are not only valuable tothe Bank, but to all public establishments having important documents on paper forwhat can exceed the value of such a test for discovering the deceptions of dishonestmen ? One s signature, crest, or device of any kind, rendering the paper exclusively

one s own, can now be secured in a pair of moulds, at the cost merely of a few guineas.
Manufactured paper, independently of the miscellaneous kinds, such as blotting,

filtering and the like which are rendered absorbent by the free use of woollen rags,may be divided into three distinct classes, viz. writing, printing, and wrapping The
former again intoy?t;e, cream wove, yellow wove, blue wove, cream laid, and blue laid
Ihe printing into two, laid and wove, and the latter intofour, blue, purple, brown and
whited brown, as it is commonly termed.
To obtain a simple definition of the mode adopted for distinguishing the various

kinds, we must include, with the class denominated writing papers, those which are
used for drawing, which being sized in like manner, and with the exception of one or
two larger kinds, of precisely the same dimensions as those passing by the same name,
which are used strictly for writing purposes (the only distinction, in fact, being, that
the drawings are cream wove, while the writings are laid), there would of course be
no necessity for separating them. Indeed, since many of the sizes used for printing
are exactly the same as those which would be named as writing papers, for the sake
of abridgment we will reduce the distinctions of difference to but two heads, fine and
coarse

;
under the latter including the ordinary brown papers, the whited brown, or

small hand quality, and the blues and purples used by grocers. The smallest size of
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the fine quality, as sent from the mill, measures 12^ by 15 inches, and is termed

pot ; next to that foolscap, 16i by 1 3i ; then post, 18| by 15^ ;
copy, 20 by 16i ;

large

post, 20J by 16^; medium post, 18 by 22^; sheet-and-third foolscap, 22^ by ISg-;

sheet-and-half foolscap, 24^ by 13^ ; double foolscap, 27 by 17 ;
double pot, i5 by 25 ;

double post, 30| by 19 ; double crown, 20 by 30 ;
demy, 20 by 15^; ditto printing,

22^ by 17|; medium, 22 by 17|; ditto printing, 23 by 18|; royal, 24 by 19 ;
ditto

printing, 25 by 20 ;
super-royal, 27 by 19 ; ditto printing, 21 by 27 ;

imperial, 30 by

22 ; elenhant, 28 by 23 ; atlas, 34 by 26 ; columbier, 34^ by 23^ ; double elephant,

26| by 40; and antiquarian, 53 by 31. The different sizes of letter and note paper

ordinarily used are prepared from those kinds by the stationer, whose business consists

chiefly in smoothing the edges of the paper, and afterwards packing it up in some
tasteful form, which serves to attract attention.

Under the characteristic names of coarse papers may be mentioned Kent cap, 21

by 18 ; bag cap, 19^ by 24 ; Havon cap, 21 by 26 ; imperial cap, 22J by 29 ; double

2-lb., 17 by 24; double 4- lb., 21 by 31; double 6-lb., 19 by 28 ;
casing of various

dimensions, also cartridges, with other descriptive names, besides middle hand, 21 by
16 ; lumber hand, 19^ by 22| ;

royal hand, 20 by 25 ; double small hand, 19 by 29 ;

and of the purples, such significations as copy loaf, 16|- by 21f, 38-lb. ; powder loaf,

18 by 26, 58-lb. ; double loaf, 16| by 23, 48-lb.; single loaf, 21J by 27, 78-lb.; lump,

23 by 33, 100 lb.; Hambro', 16^ by 23, 48-lb.; titler, 29 by 35, 120-lb.; Prussian or

double lump, 32 by 42, 200-lb.; and so forth, with glazed boards of various sizes,

used chiefly by printers for pressing, which are manufactured in a peculiar manner
by hand, the boards being severally composed of various sheets made in the ordinary
way, but turned off the mould one sheet upon another, until the required substance

be attained ; a felt is then placed upon the mass and another board formed. By this

means, the sheets, when pressed, acUiere more effectually to each other, and the boards
consequently become much more durable than would be the case if they were pro-
duced by pasting. Indeed, if any great amount of heat be applied to pasteboards,
they will split, and be rendered utterly useless. The glazing in this, case is accom
plished by friction.

To complete the category of coarse papers, must be mentioned milled boards,
employed in book-binding, of not less than 150 descriptions, as regards sizes and
substances. Still, however, an incomplete idea is conveyed of the extraordinary
number of sizes and descriptions into which paper is at present divided. For instance,
we have said with reference to writing qualities, that there are Jive kinds, cream wove,
yellow wove, blue wove, cream laid, and blue laid ; and again, that of each of those
kmds there are numerous sizes ; but in addition there are, as a matter of course,
various thicknesses and makes of each size and kind. In fact, no house in London,
carrying on the wholesale stationery trade, is without a thousand different sorts

;

many keep stock of twice that number.*
The quantity of paper manufactured in this country at the commencement of the

eighteenth century, appears to have been far from sufiicient to meet the necessities of
the time. Even in 1721, it is supposed that there were but about 300,000 reams of
paper annually produced in Great Britain, which were equal merely to two-thirds of
the consumption. But in 1784, the value of the paper manufactured in England
alone is stated to have amounted to 800,000/.; and that, by reason of the increase in
price, as also of its use, in less than twenty years it nearly doubled that amount.
With a view to greater exactness, it may be well to append some extracts from

various Parliamenta,ry returns, relating to the Excise duties levied upon paper,
which, since an article of the kind is necessarily subjected to great alteration in
value, according to the scarcity or abundance of raw materials, are, of course, better
calculated to show a steady increase in the demand, than any mere references to
statements of supposed value, from time to time.

In one return, specifying the rates of duty and amount of duty received upon each
denomination of paper since 1770, it appears that the total amount of duty on paper
manufactured in England for the year 1784, to which I have just alluded as being
estimated in value at 800,000/., was 46,867/. 19s. 9^rf., the duty at that time being
divided into seven distinct classes or rates of collection ; while twenty years after,
when the mode of assessing the duty was reduced to but three classes, it had
risen to 315,802/. 4s. 8d.; in 1830, fifteen years after, to 619,824/. 7*. Ud.; in 1835,

I-
United Kingdom, to 833,822/. 12s. id., or, in weight, to 70,655,287 lbs.'

which was, again, within so short a period as fifteen years, very nearly doubled

being^"^"*'*^^
of paper charged with Excise duty in the United Kingdom, since 1844

\-lil7lxp\^r?'°Tougm^^
"Practical Guide to the Varieties and. Relative
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Date. Charged with Duty. Exported on Drawback
or Free of Duty.

ivcLuriiLa lor tiorne cod-
cumption.

lbs.

1844 109,495,148 4,900,274 104,594,874
1845 124,247,071 4,864,185 119,382,886
1846 127,442,482 4,836,556 122,605,926
1847 121,965,315 5,853,979 116,111,336
1848 121,820,229 5,180,286 116,639,943
1849 132,132,660 5,966,319 126,166,341
1850 141,032,474 7,762,686 13.3,269,788
1851 150,903,543 8,305,598 142,597,945
1852 154,469,211 7,328,886 147,140,325
1853 177,633,010 13,296,874 164,336,135
1854 177,896,224 16,112,020 161,784,204
1855 1 DO, / / 0,0 11 1 1 (^^1L 1,1 LOyDo L J oo,o57,o4.3
1856 187,716,575 14,798,979 172,917,.596
1857 191,721,620 16,031,063 175,690,557
1858 192,847,825 16,548.828 176,298,997
1859 217,827,197 20,142,350 197,684,847

As the duty has ceased, we shall probably lose the means of determining in future
the value of this mauufacture, but the above table will ever be of interest as showing
what has been done.

Those observations, which are partly technical, because, without technicality, the
view would be incomplete,—may give some idea of the skill required in the work-
man, and the expenditure demanded of the capitalist, to produce so simple a thing as

a sheet of paper. The most exact care, the most ingenious invention, the nicest work
of hand, and the most complicated machinery, are essential to that superiority which
the British manufacture of paper has at length established.

But the capabilities of paper are still more extensive. There are probably few
branches of use, taste, or ornament, to which it may not be applicable. We have it

already moulded into many forms of utility, and even of elegance, under the well-

known name of papier mache—a material which may yet be formed into works ot

art, painted and enamelled tables, antique candelabra, models of busts, statuettes,

classic temples, and everything which can be shaped in a mould.*

Considering the enormous extent of the paper manufacture, and the vast improve-

ments which have taken place in connection therewith, it is not a little remarkable

that, with the exception of the unfortunate Fourdriniers, who sacrificed their all to

present to mankind the bare principles of the art, as in the main they now exist, no

other name should rest upon the page of history as being similarly associated with

those many introductions and improvements which have successively raised the paper

manufacture to the apparently perfect standard which it has at length attained. It is

true there would be no difficulty in recording the names of very many who, by the

employment of the wealth which they have inherited, are now altogether unsurpassed

as paper manufacturers; and it is equally true that if we turn to the Reports of the

Jurors of the Great Exhibition of 1851, we shall find many other names more or less

distinguished by the greater or lesser importance of the materials or means for which

they have themselves applied for and obtained the security of a patent. Still we

search in vain for any name upon record as indicating the true genius to whom is

chiefly owing the surpassing beauty of the finest specimens of the paper fabric.

Undoubtedly the most enterprising and successful paper manufacturer of the

present day is Mr. William Joynson, of St. Mary Cray, Kent, who by individual

effort has succeeded in working his upward way from a poor and uneducated

journeyman, in a humble paper mill, to the level of the most respected, and probably

the most wealthy of paper manufacturers.

But Mr. Joynson, distinguished as he greatly is for the superior finish of his

writing papers, was not the originator of the process by which that finish was

attained. At the cost of much time and some thousands of pounds, Mr Joynson

laboured to acquire a knowledge of the means by which that peculiar character and

surface was so successfully accomplished which, it is said, was first given to writing

papers at the Hele paper mills, near Collumpton, Devon, by the late Mr. John Dewdney.

• For various particulars relative to patents in connection with paper-making machinery, the reader

is referred to the Report of the Jurors of the Great Exhibition of I8&I.
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Not only in this respect, but in many others, Mr. Dewdney rendered very distinguished

service to the art of paper-making; probably no man more so, and yet throughout his

entire life as a paper manufacturer he never once patented a single invention, or refused

admitting to his mill any person -who wished to go over it. Whether the same

kind-hearted and generous spirit that appears uniformly to have prompted

Mr. Dewdney in the conduct of his business would be consistent now-a-days,

many may question, as indeed in practice most do; but with Mr. Dewdney it

certainly answered no bad end, for after acquiring a competency for himself

and each member of a large family, he quietly retired from the paper- manufacture;

and in the early part of the year 18.52, immediately after the Commissioners of

the Great Exhibition had awarded him a prize medal " for the excellence of his writing

papers, and also for the permanent dye of his blue papers for the use of starch manu-
facturers," he disposed of his well-known mills and everything connected with them,

to his old friend and competitor, Mr. Joynson, to whom to the last day of his life he

continued warmly attached, and by whom he was ever consulted upon the various

alterations and inventions which were adopted at St. Mary Cray.

The circumstances of Mr. Dewdney's decease formed a painful coincidence at the

close of so remarkably energetic and useful a career. He it was who first introduced

a steam-engine into the county of Devon ; and at the Hele station, adjoining the Hele
mills, almost on the same spot that thirty years previously he reared it, the engine of

the express train from Bristol to Exeter, through unpardonable neglect of the
officials, and without an instant's consciousness of his danger, struck him dead.

Another method of making paper, which was invented by Mr. Dickenson, consists

in causing a polished hollow brass cylinder, perforated with holes or slits, and covered
with wire-cloth, to revolve over and in contact with the prepared pulp. The cylinder
being connected with a vessel from which the air has been exhausted, the film of
pulp adheres to the hollow cylinder, It is then turned off continuously upon a solid one
covered with felt, upon which it is condensed by the pressure of a third revolving
cylinder, and is thence delivered to the drying rollers. This description of machine
is not suitable for the manufacture of any paper requiring strength. Indeed,
throughout the United Kingdom there are probably not more than a dozen in work,
and those chiefly in the manufacture of thin tissue papers.
Our imports of papers in 1858, were as follows:

—

jjj^^ Computed real value.
Paper hangings - - 167,619 - - £8,380
Fancy papers of all kinds, ? . . ,,3,,

not hangings i
i4»,4ao - ll,itl

Brown and waste - - 988,917 - - 16,482

Our experts of British manufacture were :—

.

.
Yards. Declared real value.

Paper hangmgs - - 14,778,375 - - £17,082

lbs. Value.
Other kmds not entered \ .

under stationery J
•^Sl.727 - - £6,592

Stationery entered at - - - . - 803,738 R. H.

PAPIER-MACHE. The fine old philosopher Boyle says :—
" Though paper be one of the commonest bodies that we use, there are very few

that imagine it is fit to be employed other ways, in writing and printing, or wrapping
up of other things, or about some such obvious piece of service ; without dreaming
that frames of pictures, and divers fine pieces of embossed work, with other curious
moveables, may, as trial has informed us, be made of it."

The origin of the manufacture of articles for use or ornament from paper is not
very clearly made out ; we are naturally led to believe, from the name, that the French
must have introduced it. We find, however, a French writer ascribes the merit of
producing paper ornaments, to the English. After describing some peculiar orna-
mental work, the writer proceeds :

—
As this work had to be done on the spot, and with much rapidity of execution in

order to prevent the stucco from setting before it had acquired the intended form
the art was somewhat difficult ; the workman had to design almost as he worked
therefore, to do it well, it was necessary that he should have some of the requirements
and qualities of an artist. This circumstance, of course, tended very much to limit
the number of workmen, and their pay became proportionally large The artisansassumed more than belonged to their humble rank in life, and ultimately the workersm stucco combined together to extort from their employers a most inordinate r-ite of
"^^2^8. It would be superfluous here to detail all that followed ; it is sufficieut to st-.te
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that the total ruin of their art was the final result of these delusive efforts to promote
tiieir individual interests.

'

Contrivances were resorted to by the masters which soon supplanted the old mode
of working in stucco. The art of moulding and casting in plaster, as previously
practised in France, was generally introduced, and the art of preparing the pulp of
paper became improved and extended, so as ultimately to render practicable the
adoption of papier-mache m the formation of architectural decorations. Thus at last
was extinguished the original mode of producing stucco ornaments, and there pro-
bably has not been for many years a single individual in England accustomed to that
business.

From the Gentleman's Magazine, we learn that many of the fine old ceilings in
deep relief of the Elizabethan era are of papier-mache. The handsome ceilings in
Chesterfield House are of this material.
A kind of papier-mache has been introduced, called fibrous slab ; for the preparation

of this important material the coarse varieties of fibre only are required. These are
heated and subjected to much agitation, to secure the reduction of the fibre to the proper
size. This being effected, the pulp is removed and subjected to the action of the desic-
cating apparatus, or centrifugal drying machine. By the means of this apparatus the
water is driven, by the action of the centrifugal force, from the fibre, and the pulp
can thus be obtained in a few minutes of an equal and proper degree of dryness, and
this without the application of any heat. The mass thus obtained may be regarded
as a very coarse mixture.

This fibrous pulp is next combined with some earthy matter to ensure its solidity, and
.certain chemical preparations are introduced, for the double purpose of preserving it

from the attacks of insects and to ensure its incombustibility. The whole being
mixed with a cementing size, is well kneaded together, steam being applied during
the process. While the kneading process is going forward, an iron table running
on wheels is properly adjusted and covered with a sail-cloth ; this table being arranged
so that it passes under an immense iron roller. The fibrous mixture is removed from
the kneading troughs and is laid in a tolerably uniform mass upon the sail-cloth, so
as to cover about one half of the table ; over this again is placed a length of sail-cloth

equal to that of the entire slab, as before. This being done, the t-able and roller are
set in action, and the mass passes between them. It is thus squeezed out to a per-
fectly uniform thickness, and is spread over the whole table. The fibrous slab is

passed through the roUej s some three or four times, and it is then drawn off upon a
frame fixed upon wheels prepared to receive it, by means of which it can be removed
to the drying ground. The drying process of course varies much with the tempera-
ture and dryness of the air. It does not appear necessary that these slabs should dry
too quickly, and there are many reasons why the process should not be prolonged.

We tried an experiment upon the non-inflammability of this material, by having a

fire of wood made upon a slab and maintained there some time. When the ashes,

still in a state of vivid combustion, were swept away, the slab was found to be merely
charred by the intense heat. Beyond this, a piece of fibrous slab was thrown into

the middle of the fire and the flames were urged upon it : under the influence of this

intense action it did not appear possible to kindle it into a flame ; it smouldered very

slowly, the organic matter charring, but nothing more.

The Fibrous Slab Company is certainly producing a material which, in many of

its applications, must prove of the greatest utility, while great additional value is

given to it from the circumstance of its resisting the attacks of insects, and being

non-inflammable, under any of the ordinary operations of combustion.

Papier-MacM may be said, therefore, to consist of three varieties. 1. Sheets of

paper pasted together, exposed to great pressure, and then polished ; 2. Sheets of

considerable thickness, made from ordinary paper pulp ; and 3. Such as we have de-

scribed in the manufacture of the fibrous slab.— E. J. H.

A new composition has recently (1858) been patented by Mr. John Cowdery

Martin, which he designates a " Plastic compound for the manufacture of articles iu

imitation of wood carvings, &c." The patentee thus describes his process, and the

resulting material :
—

" The object I have had in view is the production of a plastic compound applicable

to the manufacture of moulded articles, which, when hardened, resembles wood in the

closeness of its texture and fibrous character throughout, and is particularly applicable

to the manufacture of articles intended to imitate wood carvings. The new manu-

facture may also be called ceramic papier-mache, from the wax-like character of the

compound when in a soft state, or before hardening. The compound consists of

twenty-eight parts (dry) by weight of paper pulp, or of any fibrous substances of

which paper may be made, reduced to pnlf> by means of an ordinary beating engine,

or other means used for the manufacture of pulp; twenty parts of resin, or rosin, or
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pitch, or other resinous substance. I prefer resin or rosin ; ten parts of soda or potash

to render the resin soluble; twenty-four parts of glue, twelve parts of drying oil, and

one part of acetate or sugar of lead, or other substance capable of hardening or drying

oil. The pulp after leaving the beating engine is to be drained and slightly pressed

under a screw or other press, to free it partly from water. The resin and alkali are

then to be boiled or heated together and well mixed. The glue is to be broken up in

pieces and melted in a separate vessel with as much water as will cover it, and then

to be added to the resin and alkali, which mixture is then to be added to the pulp and

thoroughly incorporated with it. The acetate of lead well mixed in the oil is then to

be added, and the whole mass or compound is then to be thoroughly mixed. The
quantity of resin and alkali, in proportion to the glue used, might vary, or glue might

even be dispensed with when the acetate of lead would be proportionately increased.

After mixing the compound, it is to remain exposed to the air for three or four days

before using, and to be continually turned to free it from some of its moisture, for the

purpose of partially drying, when it is to be well kneaded, and again exposed to the

air for a few hours ; and this operation of kneading and partial drying may be repeated

until the compound is considered to be sufficiently stiff and plastic, as, during the

process of kneading or working together, it becomes extremely plastic, resembling
from this quality, when sufficiently kneaded, wax or clay, and it may then be worked,
pressed, or moulded into any required form. The compound may be kept in a plastic

state for some weeks, or even months before using, if required, by keeping it from
exposure to the air and occasionally kneading or working it together. The moulds
should, previous to pressing therein the compound, be brushed with oil, or with oil in

which is mixed a little acetate of lead. The article taken from the mould is to be
thoroughly dried, and afterwards it may be baked in an oven at a moderate heat, the
temperature to be low at first, and gradually increased, care being taken not to scorch
or injure the fibres of the compound. The plastic compound so made and treated
acquires many of the peculiarities of wood, as regards hardness and strength, and it

may be cut, or carved and polished, if required. Any colour may be added to the
compound when in a soft state, or two or more portions of the compound, stained with
different colours, may be worked together to form a grain to more nearly imitate the
appearance of wood. The use of the alkali being to render the resinous substance
sufficiently soluble to combine with the wet pulp, a more or less quantity than that
given in proportion to the resin may be used, according to the degree of solubility
thought to be necessary. When potash is used, it may be dissolved in water before
being heated with the resin. The quantity of glue may vary, and may be increased
to twice the quantity of resin, or even more, or sufficiently so as to dispense with the
acetate of lead, as it gives hardness, and with oil prevents the compound from sticking;
but mixed in this manner it cannot be so well kneaded, and does not retain so fine an
impression. I prefer using with the ingredients as above mentioned the acetate of
lead ; but half a part by weight of a solution of sulphuric or other acid, diluted with
twenty times its volume of water, may be substituted for the one part of acetate of
lead. The oil mixed with the other ingredients is used to prevent the compound from
adhering to the surface of the moulds, but the less oil consistently with this object
that is used, the better. Only half the proportion of oil stated to be used as above
may be added at the time of mixing the ingredients of the compound, and the remainder
may be added during the process of kneading or working up the mass. I wish it to
be understood, although I prefer to use resin or rosin.or pitch to form the compound
that other resinous bodies soluble with alkalies may be used, as the gums copal, mastic,'
elerai, lac, Canadian balsam, Venice turpentine, or other resinous bodies of a like kind'
either separately, or mixed according to the facility with which they will combine
with wet pulp, and the convenience with which the compound may be worked as will
be well understood by persons conversant with these substances "

'

PAPIN'S DIGESTER. See Digester.
PARAFFINE; from parwm affinis, indicating the want of affinity which this sub-

stance exhibits to most other bodies.

Paraffine is a white substance, void of taste and smell, feels soft between the fingers
has a specific gravity of 0-87°, melts at 112° Fahr., boils at a higher temperature
with the exhalation of white fumes, is not decomposed by dry distillation, burns with
a clear white flame, without smoke or residuum, does not stain paper, and consists of
85 -22 carbon, and 14-78 hydrogen; having the same composition as olefiant gas It is
decomposed neither by chlorine, strong acids, alkalies, nor potassium; and unites bv
lusion with sulphur, phosphorus, wax, and rosin. It dissolves readily in -warm fat
oils, in cold essential oils, and in ether, but sparingly in boiling absolute alcohol
Paraffine is a singular solid bicarburet of hydrogen. It has been obtained bv tbp
destructive distillation of peat.

^
The solid obtained is manufactured into beautiful candles, not more than 300 tons

D D 2
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however, being employed annually in this manufacture. See Naphtha
; Minehal

Oils; Peat; Destructive Distillation.
PARAGUAY TEA. The leaves of the Ilex Paraguaiejisls, which are used as tea

in Brazil. They appear, like tea, to contain some t/whie, with resin, tannic acid, oil
and albumen. '

'

PARCHMENT. (Parchetnin, Ft.
; Pergament, Germ.) This writing material has

been known since the earliest times, but is now made in a very superior manner to
what it was anciently, as we may judge by inspection of the old vellum and parch-
ment manuscripts. The art of making parchment consists in certain manipulations
necessary to prepare the skins of animals of such thinness, flexibility, and firmness,
as may be required for the different uses to which this substance is applied. Though
the skins of all animals miglit be converted into writing materials, only those of the
sheep or the she-goat are used for parchment ; those of calves, kids, and dead-born
lambs for vellum ; those of the he-goat, she-goat, and wolves for drum-heads; and
those of the ass for battledores. All these skins are prepared in the same way, with
slight variations, which need no particular detail.

They are first of all prepared by the leather-dresser. After they are taken out of
the lime-pit, shaved, and well washed, they must be set to dry in such a way as to
prevent their puckering, and to render them easily worked. The small manufac-
turers make use of hoops for this purpose, but the greater employ a herse, or stout
wooden frame. This is formed of two uprights and two cross-bars solidly joined
together by tenons and mortises, so as to form a strong piece of carpentry, which is

to be fixed up against a wall. These four bars are perforated all over with a series
of holes, of such dimensions as to receive slightly tapered box-wood pins, truly
turned, or even iron bolts. Each of these pins is transpierced with a hole like the
pin of a violin, by means of which the strings employed in stretching the skin may be
tightened. Above the herse, a shelf is placed, for receiving the tools which the work-
man needs to have always at hand. In order to stretch the skin upon the frame,
larger or smaller skewers are employed, according as a greater or smaller piece of it

is to be laid hold of. Six boles are made in a straight line to receive the larger, and
four to receive the smaller skewers or pins. These small slits are made with a tool

like a carpenter's chisel, and of the exact size to admit the skewer. The string round
the skewer is affixed to one of the bolts in the frame, which are turned round by
means of a key, like that by which pianos and harps are tuned. The skewer is

threaded through the skin in- a state of tension.

Everything being thus prepared, and the skin being well softened, the workman
stretches it powerfully by means of the skewers ; he attaches the cords to the skewers,

and fixes their ends to the iron pegs or pins. He then stretches the skin, first with

his hand applied to the pins, and afterwards with the key. Great care must be taken

that no wrinkles are formed. The skin is usually stretched more in length than in

breadth, from the custom of the trade; though extension in breadth would be prefer-

able, in order to reduce the thickness of the part opposite the backbone.

The workman now takes the fleshing tool represented under Currving. It is a

semi-circular double-edged knife, made fast in a double wooden handle. Other forms

of the fleshing-knife edge are also used. They are sharpened by a steel. The work-

man seizes the tool in his two hands, so as to place the edge perpendicularly to the

skin, and pressing it carefully from above downwards, removes the fleshy excrescences,

and lays them aside for making glue. He now turns round the herse upon the wall,

in order to get access to the outside of the skin, and to scrape it with the tool inverted,

so as to run no risk of cutting the epidermis. He thus removes any adhering filth,

and squeezes out some water. The skin must next be ground. For this purpose it

is sprinkled upon the fleshy side with sifted chal\ or slaked lime, and then rubbed in

all directions with a piece of pumice-stone, 4 or 5 inches in area, previously flattened

upon a sandstone. The lime soon gets moist from the water contained in the skin.

The pumice-stone is then rubbed over the other side of the skin, but without chalk or

lime. This operation is necessary only for the best parchment or vellum. The skin

is now allowed to dry upon the frame; being carefully protected from sunshine, and

from frost. In the arid weather of summer a moist cloth needs to be applied to it from

time to time, to prevent its drying too suddenly ;
immediately after which the skewers

require to be tightened.
.

When it is perfectly dry, the white colour is to be removed by rubbmg it with the

woolly side of a lambskin. But great care must be talicn not to fray the surface; a

circumstance of which some manufacturers are so much afraid, as not to use either

chalk or lime in the polishing. Should any grease be detected upon it, it must be re-

moved by steeping it in a lime-pit for ten days, then stretching it anew upon the

herse, after which it is transferred to the scraper.

This workman employs here an edge tool of the same shape as the fleshing-knife.
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but larger and sharper. He mounts the skin upon a frame like the herse above

described; but he extends it merely with cords, without skewers or pins, and supports

it generally upon a piece of raw calfskin, strongly stretched. The tail of the skm

bein"- placed towards the bottom of the frame, the workman first pares off", with a

sharp knife, any considerable roughnesses, and then scrapes the outside surface

obliquely downwards with the proper tools, till it becomes perfectly smooth
:
the

fleshy side needs no such operation; and indeed were both sides scraped, the skin

would be apt to become too thin, the only object of the scraper being to equalise its

thickness. Whatever irregularities remain, may be removed with a piece of the finest

pumice-stone, well flattened beforehand upon a fine sandstone. This process is per-

formed by laying the rough parchment upon an oblong plank of wood, in the form of

a stool; the plank being covered with a piece of soft parchment stuffed with wool, to

form an elastic cushion for the grinding operation. It is merely the outside surface

that requires to be pumiced. The celebrated Strasburg vellum is prepared with

remarkably fine pumice-stones.

If any small holes happen to be made in the parchment, they must be neatly

patched, by cutting their edges thin, and pasting on small pieces with gum water.

The skins for drum-heads, sieves, and battledores are prepared in the same way.

For drums, the skins of asses, calves, or wolves are employed ; the last being pre-

ferred. Ass skins are used for battledores. For sieves, the skins of calves, she-goats,

and, best of all, he-goats, are employed. Church books are covered with the dressed

skins of pigs.

Parchment is coloured only green. The following is the process. In 500 parts of

rain water, boil 8 of cream of tartar, and 30 of crystallised verdigris ; when this solu-

tion is cold, pour into it 4 parts of nitric acid. Moisten the parchment with a brush,

and then apply the above liquid evenly over its surface. Lastly, the necessary lustre

may be given with white of eggs, or mucilage of gum arabic.

PARCHMENT, VEGETABLE. Vegetable parchment is made from waterleaf

or unsized paper, of which ordinary blotting paper is a common example, and is well

adapted for the process. This is manufactured from rags of linen and cotton,

thoroughly torn to pieces in the pulping machine, and it is found that long fibred

paper is not so good for the production of vegetable parchment as that which is more
thoroughly pulped. The structure of the waterleaf may be regarded as an interlace-

ment of vegetable fibres in every direction, simply held together by contact, and
consequently offering a vast extension of surface and minute cavities to favour
capillary action.

To make vegetable parchment, the waterleaf or blotting paper is dipped in diluted
sulphuric acid when the change takes place, and though nothing appears to be
added or subtracted, the waterleaf loses all its previous properties and becomes
vegetable parchment.

This very remarkable transformation is, however, a most delicate chemical pro-
cess. The strength of the acid must be regulated to the greatest nicety, for if on the
one hand it is too dilute, the fibre of the paper is converted into a soluble substance,
probably dextrine, and its paper-like properties are destroyed. If, however, the acid
be too strong, it also destroys the paper and renders it useless.
For the most perfect result, the sulphuric acid and water should be at ordinary

temperatures in the proportion of about two volumes of oil of vitriol and one volume
of water, and if the paper be simply damped before immersion, the strength of the
acid is altered at these spots, and the part so acted upon is destroyed.
To make vegetable parchment, the waterleaf is dipped into the sulphuric acid

exactly diluted to the desired strength, when in the course of a few seconds the paper
will be observed to have undergone a manifest change, by which time the trans-
formation is effected in all its essential points. The acid has then done its work, and
is to be thoroughly removed from the paper, firstly by repeated washings in water,
and subsequently by the use of very dilute ammonia to neutralise any faint trace of
acid which escapes the washing in water. All minute traces of sulphate of ammonia
left by the former process are removed as far as possible by further washings, and in
certain cases the infinitesimal trace of ammonia may be removed by lime or baryta.
The action and intent of these several processes are to render the vegetable parch-

ment perfectly free from any acid or salt, and the object is thoroughly obtained in the
large way.
When the paper has undergone its metamorphosis, it is simply dried when it be-

comes vegetable parchment, differing from blotting paper, and possessing peculiarities
which separate it from every other known material. The surfaces of the paper ap-
pear to have undergone a complete change of structure and composition. AH the
cavities of the waterleaf are closed, and the surface is solidified to such an extent
that if a portion of vegetable parchment be heated over a flame, blisters will occur
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phosed surfaces is^certainly o/e of the n^osttlueSra r^nUlng'a.rr^nknown organic substances, and requires a distinctive name to indicaKlnSfvid

remaTE:-
""^"'""'^'^ ^^'^ remarkable substance we extract the following

" In accordance with your request, I have carefullv pxamm^H i,^ . •

called vegetable parchmelat, or parchment paper, wh Jh you hat subSertofor,expenment. and I now beg to communicate to you tL\esuU8 at which hav^

" I may here state that the article in question is by no means new to mp • Tacquainted with this remarkable production very Ln after Mr W. E GaiSe had

Vo'^s^TaiX'^t^r' ' '^'^ ~«
submitted to me for examination exhibits in most of its propertiesso close an analogy with animal membrane, that the name adopted for the newmatenal seems fully justified. In its appearance, vegetable parchment greatly resembles anima parchment

;
the same peculiar tint, thf same degree of traScencTthe same transition from the fibrous to the hornlike condition. Vegetable, like anTmal

and ir''H-P^'''T ^ ^'^^ ^-'^'^ frequently-repeated benrng
ft k V M '^""^'^^ t« ^''^^ i° the folds; like the latter^
It IS highly hygroscopic, acquiring by the absorption of moisture increased flexibilityand toughness. Immersed in water, vegetable parchment exhibits all the charactersot animal membrane, becommg soft and slippery by the action of water, withouthowever, losing in any way its strength. Water does not percolate through veee-table parchment, although it slowly traverses this substance like animal membrfneby endosmotic action.

'^lauc

"In converting unsized paper into vegetable parchment or parchment paper bythe process recommended by Mr. Gaine, viz. immersion for a few seconds in oil of
vitriol diluted with half its volume of water, I was struck by the observation, hownarrow are the limits of dilution betTveen which the experiment is attended with
success. By using an acid containing a trifle more of water than the proportion in-
dicated, the resulting parchment is exceedingly imperfect ; whilst too concentrated an
acid either dissolves or chars the paper. Time, also, and temperature are very im-
portant elements m the successful execution of the process. If the acid bath be onlv
slightly warmer than the common temperature, 60° F. (1.5-5° C.)—such as may-
happen when the mixture of acid and water has not been allowed sufficiently to cool
—the effect is very considerably modified. Nor do the relations usually observed
between time, temperature, and concentration, appear to obtain with reference to this
process; for an acid of inferior strength, when heated ahove the common tempera-
ture, or allowed to act for a l<5nger time, entirely fails to produce the desired result.
Altogether, the transformation of ordinary paper into vegetable parchment is an
operation of considerable delicacy, requiring a great deal of practice ; in fact, it was
not until repeated failures had pointed out to me the several conditions involved in
this reaction, that I succeeded in producing papers in any way similar to those which
you have submitted to me for experiment,

" It is obvious that the transformation, under the influence of sulphuric acid, of
paper into vegetable parchment, is altogether different from the changes which
vegetable fibre suffers by the action of nitric acid ; the cellulose receiving, during its
transition into pyroxylin and gun-cotton, the elements of hyponitric acid in exchange
for hydrogen, whereby its weight is raised, in some cases by forty, in others, by as
much as sixty per cent. As the nitro-compounds thus produced differ so essentially
in composition from the original cellulose, we are not surprised to find them also en-
dowed with properties altogether different ; such as, increased combustibility, change
of electrical condition, altered deportment with solvents, &c., whilst vegetable parch-
ment, being the result of a molecular transposition only, in which the paper has lost

nothing and gained nothing, retains all the leading characters of vegetable fibre,

exhibiting only certain modifications which confer additional value upon the original
substance.

" The nature of the reaction which gives rise to the formation of vegetable parch-
ment having been satisfactorily established, it became a matter of importance to

ascertain whether the processes used for the mechanical removal of sulphuric acid
from the paper had been sufficient to produce the desired effect. It is obvious that
the valuable properties acquired by paper, by its conversion into vegetable parch-
ment, can be permanently secured only by the entire absence or perfect neutralisation
of the agent which produced them. The presence of even traces offree sulphuric
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acid in the paper would rapidly loosen its texture, the paper would gradually fall to

pieces, and one of the most important applications which suggest themselves, viz. the

use of vegetable parchment in the place of animal parchment for legal documents,

would thus, at once, be lost. The paper was found to be entirely free from this

acid.
" The absence of free sulphuric acid in the parchment paper was, moreover, es-

tablished by direct experiment. The most delicate test papers left for hours in

contact with moistened vegetable parchment, did not exhibit the slightest change of

colour. For this purpose, bands of vegetable and of animal parchment both | of an

inch in width, and as far as possible of equal thickness, were slung round an horizontal

cylinder, and appropriately fixed by means of an iron screw-clamp pressing both ends

upon the upper part of the cylinder. The band assumed in this manner the shape of

a ring, into the bend of which a small cylinder of wood was placed projecting on each

side about an inch over the band, and carrying by means of strings fastened to each

end a pan, which was loaded with weights, until the band gave way, A set of ex-

periments made in this manner led to the following result :

—

Waterleaf paper broke, when loaded with

I. II. III. Mean.

171b. 151b. 151b. 15-6lb.

Vegetable parchment broke, when loaded with

I. II. III. Mean.
781b. 751b. 701b. 74lb.

Animal parchment broke, when loaded with

I. II. III. Mean.
921b. 781b. 561b. 751b.

The strips of vegetable and animal parchment were selected as nearly as possible

of equal thickness, but the strips of the artificial product were somewhat heavier than
those of real parchment. On an average the former weighed 18 grains, and the latter

only 12-75 grains. Calculated for equal weights, the strength of animal parchment,
1

8

as compared with that of artificial parchment, is obviously , x 75 = 105. In round

numbers, it may be said that vegetable parchment has three-fourths the strength of
animal parchment."
PARIAN. See Pottery.
PARQUETRY, Parquetage. Inlaid flooring. In most cases thin veneers are cut

into geometric forms and cemented to the planks which are to form the floors.
Lately the Messrs. Arrowsmith have introduced their " solid parquetry," in which
the wood is cut of the required thickness, and ingeniously joined together in geometric
patterns. See Buhl, Marquetry, Reisner.
PARTING. See Refining of Gold and Silver.
PARTRIDGE-WOOD. The wood of several trees appears to be imported under

this name. It is principally used for walking-canes, and for umbrella and parasol
sticks.

PARVOLINE, C''H"N. A volatile nitryle base found in the naphtha from the
Dorset Shale. It is isomeric with cumidine. It is the highest known member of the
pyridine series.—(C. G. W.)
PASTEL is the French name of coloured crayons.
PASTEL is a dye-stuff, allied to Indigo, which see.

PASTES, or FACTITIOUS GEMS. {Pierres precieuse artificielles, Fr.; Glaspas-
ten. Germ.) As this may be regarded as a purely French manufacture, we retain the
authorities relied on by Dr. Ure. The general vitreous body called Strass, (from the
name of its German inventor), preferred by Fontanier in his treatise on this subject
and which he styles the Mayence base, is prepared in the following manner :—
8 ounces of pure rock-crystal or flint in powder, mixed with 24 ounces of salt of
tartar, are to be baked and left to cool. The mixture is to be afterwards poured into
a basin of hot water, and treated with dilute nitric acid till it ceases to efiervesce-
and then the frit is to be washed till the water comes off tasteless. This is to be
dried, and mixed with 12 ounces of fine white-lead, and the mixture is to be levigated
and elutriated with a little distilled water. An ounce of calcined borax being added
to about 12 ounces of the preceding-mixture in a dry state, the whole is to be rubbed
together in a porcelain mortar, melted in a clean crucible, and poured out into cold
water. This vitreous matter must be dried, and melted a second and third time
always in a new crucible, and after each melting poured into cold water, as at first'takmg care to separate the lead that may be revived. To the third frit ground to
powder, 5 drachms of nitre are to be added ; and the mixture being melted for the
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last time, a mass of crystal will be found in the crucible, of a beautiful lustre Thediamond may be well imitated by this Mayence base. Another very fine white
crystal may be obtained, accordmg to M. Fontanier, from 8 ounces of white-lead
2 ounces of powdered borax, ^ grain manganese, and 3 ounces of rock crystal'
treated as above. '

The colours of artificial gems are obtained from metallic oxides. The oriental tonaz
is prepared by addmg oxide of antimony to the base; the amethyst, by manganese
with a little of the purple of Cassius ; the beryl, by antimony and a very little
cobalt

;
yellow artificial diamond and opal, by horn-silver (chloride of silver)- blue-

stone or sapphire, by cobalt. The following proportions have been given —
For the yellow diamond. To 1 ounce of strass add 24 grains of chloride of silver
10 grains of glass of antimony. 'or grains ot glass oi antimony.
For the sapphire. To 24 ounces of strass, add 2 drachms and 26 grains of the

oxide of cobalt.

For the oriental ruhj. To 16 ounces of strass, add a mixture of 2 drachms and
48 grains of the precipitate of Cassius, the same quantity of peroxide of iron pre-
pared by nitric acid, the same quantity of golden sulphuret of antimony and of
manganese calcined with nitre, and 2 ounces of rock crystal. Manganese alone,
combined with the base in proper quantity, is said to give a ruby colour.

For the emerald. To 15 ounces of strass, add 1 drachm of mountain blue (car-
bonate of copper), and 6 grains of glass of antimony

; or, to 1 ounce of base, add
20 grains of glass of antimony, and 3 grains of oxide of cobalt.

For the common opal. To 1 ounce of strass, add 10 grains of horn-silver, 2 grains
of calcined magnetic ore, and 26 grains of an absorbent earth (probably chalk-marl).—Fontanier.

M. Douault Wieland, in an experimental memoir on the preparation of artificial
coloured stones, has offered the following instructions, as being more exact than what
were published before.

The base of all artificial stones is a colourless glass, which he calls fondant, or
flux ; and he unites it to metallic oxides, in order to produce the imitations. If it be
worked alone on the lapidary's wheel, it counterfeits brilliants and rose diamonds
remarkably welL

This base or strass is composed of silex, potash, borax, oxide of lead, and some-
times arsenic. The siliceous matter should be perfectly pure ; and if obtained from
sand, it ought to be calcined, and washed, first with dilute muriatic acid, and then
with water. The crystal or flint should be made red-hot, quenched in water, and
ground, as in the potteries. The potash should be purified from the best pearlash

;

and the borax should be refined by one or two crystallisations. The oxide of lead
should be absolutely free from tin, for the least portion of the latter metal causes
milkiness. Good red-lead is preferable to litharge. The arsenic should also be pure.

Hessian crucibles are preferable to those of porcelain, for they are not so apt to crack
and run out. Either a pottery or porcelain kiln will answer, and the fusion should
be continued 24 hours ; for the more tranquil and continuous it is, the denser is the

paste, and the greater its beauty. The following four recipes have afforded good
strass :

—

No. I.

Grains.

Eock crystal - - - 4056
Minium' 6300
Pure potash - - - - 2154
Borax 276

Arsenic ----- 12

No. II.

Sand 3600
Ceruse of Clichy (pure carbonate

of lead) 8508
Potash 1260
Borax 360
Arsenic ----- 12

No. III.

Rock crystal

Minium
Potash
Borax
Arsenic

No. IV.

Rock crystal

Ceruse of Clichy
Potash
Borax

Grains.

3456
5328
1944
216

6

- 3600
- 8508
- 1260
- 360

Very white paste

Glass of antimony -

Cassius purple -

Topaz. Grains.

1008
43
1

Ruby

M. Wieland succeeded in obtaining excellent imitations of rubies, by making use
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of the topaz, materials. It often happened that the mixture for topazes gave only an

opaque mass, translucent at the edges, and in thin plates of a red colour. 1 part of

thTs\ubs™ance being mixed with 8 parts of strass, and fused for 30 hours, gave a fine

yellowish crystal-like paste, and fragments of this fused before the blowpipe afforded

the finest imitation of rubies. The result was always the same.

The following are other proportions :—

Rubies. Grains.

Paste - 2880

Oxide of manganese ... - - 72

Emerald.

Paste 4608

Green oxide of pure copper ----- 42

Oxide of chrome - -- -- -- 2

Sapphire.

Paste 4608

Oxide of cobalt --68
These mixtures should be carefully fused in a luted Hessian crucible, and be left 30

hours in the fire.

Amethyst,

Grains.

Paste 4608

Oxide of manganese - - - 36

Oxide of cobalt - - - - 24

Purple of Cassius . - - i

Syrian Garnet, or Ancient Carbuncle.

Gr.Tins.

Paste 512
Glass of antimony - - - 256
Cassius purple - 2

Oxide of manganese - - - 2

Beryl, or Aqua Marina. Grains.

Paste 3456

Glass of antimony -------24
Oxide of cobalt -

In all these mixtures, the substances should be mixed by sifting, fused very care-

fully, and cooled very slowly, after having been left in the fire from 24 to 30 hours.

M. Lancon has also made many experiments on the same subject. The following

are a few of his proportions :

—

Paste. Grains.

Litharge - - - - - 100

White sand 75

White tartar, or potash - - 10

Amethyst. Grains.

Paste 9216
Oxide of manganese - from 15 to 24
Oxide of cobalt - 1

Emerald. Grains.

Paste 9216
Acetate of copper - - - - - - - 72

Peroxide of iron, or saffron of Mars- - - - rs

PASTILLE is the English name of small cones made of gum benzoin, -with

powder of cinnamon and other aromatics, which are burned as incense, to diffuse a
grateful odour, and conceal unpleasant smells in apartments. Pastille, is the French
name of certain aromatic sugared confections ; called also tablettes. See Perfumery.
PATINA. The green coating—carbonate of oxide of copper—which covers

ancient bronzes and copper medals. True Patina, is an cerugo or verdigris pro-
duced by the long-continued action of carbonic acid on the metal buried in the soil.

It is very commonly imitated by fraudulent dealers. Patina, or Patella, was also the
name of a bowl made of either metal or earthenware

—

Fairholt.

PEACH. A Cornish miners' term, given to chlorite and chloritic rocks. A
peachy lode is a mineral vein composed of this substance

; generally of a bluish-green
colour, and rather soft.

PEARLASIl, Potash. See Potash, Carbonate.
PEARLS (JPerles, Fr.

;
Perlen, Germ.) are the productions of certain shell-fish,

the pearl oyster. These molluscse are subject to a kind of disease caused by the in-
troduction of foreign bodies within their shells. In this case their pearly secretion,
instead of being spread in layers upon the inside of their habitation, is accumulated
round these particles in concentric layers. Pearl consists of carbonate of lime
interstratified with animal membrane.
The oysters whose shells are richest in mother of pearl, are most productive of
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these highly prized spherical concretions. The most valuable pearl fisheries are on
the coast of Ceylon and at Olmutz in the Persian Gulf, and their finest specimens aremore highly prized m the East than diamonds, but in Europe they are liable to be
rated very diflFerently, according to the caprice of fashion. When the pearls arl
large, truly spherical, reflecting and decomposing the light with vivacity thev
are much admired. But one of the causes which renders their value fluctuating 1
the occasional loss of their peculiar lustre, without our being able to assign a satis-
factory reason for it.

°

PEARLS, ARTIFICIAL. These are small globules or pear-shaped spheroids ofthin glass, perforated with two opposite holes, through which they are struiiff andmounted into necklaces, &c., like real pearl ornaments. They must not only bewhite and brilliant, but exhibit the iridescent reflections of mother of pearl The
liquor employed to imitate the pearly lustre, is called the essence of the east (essenced orient), which is prepared by throwing into water of ammonia the brilliant scales
or rather the lamellcB, separated by washing and friction, of the scales of a small river
lish, the bleak, called in French ablette. These scales digested in ammonia having
acquired a degree of softness and flexibility which allow of their application to the
inner surfaces of the glass globules, they are introduced by suction of the liquor con-
taining them in suspension. The ammonia is volatilised in the act of drying the
globules. See Beckman's History of Inventions for an interesting account of this
manufacture.

It is said that some manufacturers employ ammonia merely to prevent the alteration
of the scales; that when they wish to make use of them, they suspend them in a well
clarified solution of isinglass, then pour a drop of the mixture into each bead, and
spread it round the inner surface. It is doubtful whether by this method the same
lustre and play of colours can be obtained as by the former. It seems moreover to
be of importance for the success of the imitation, that the globules be formed of a
bluish, opalescent, very thin glass, containing but little potash and oxide of lead. In
every manufactory of artificial pearls, there must be some workmen possessed of
great experience and dexterity. The French greatly excel in this ingenious branch
of industry.

These false pearls were invented in the time of Catherine de Medicis, by a person
ofthe name of Jaquin. The manufacture of pearls is principally carried on in the de-
partment of the Seine in France. There are also manufactories in Germany and
Italy, but to a small extent. In Germany, or rather Saxony, a cheap but inferior quality
is manufactured. The globe of glass forming the pearl in inferior ones being very
thin, and coated with wax, they break on the slightest pressure. They are known
by the name of German fish pearls: Italy also manufactures pearls by a method
borrowed from the Chinese

; they are known under the name of Roman pearls, and
are a very good imitation of natural ones; they have on their outside a coating of the
nacreous liquid. The Chinese pearls are made of a kind of gum, and are covered
likewise with the same liquid. In the year 1834 a French artisan discovered an
opaline glass of a nacreous or pearly colour, very heavy and fusible, which gave to

the beads the diff'erent weights and varied forms found amongst real pearls : gum
instead of wax is now used to fill them, by which they attain a high degree of trans-
parency, and the glassy appearance has been lately obviated by the use of the vapour
of hydro-fluoric acid. This acts in such a manner as to deaden the surface, and
remove its otherwise glaring look.

The material out of which these beads are formed is small glass tubing like that

with which thermometers are made. The tubes for the bright red pearls consist of two
layers of glass, a white opaque one internally, and a red one externally; drawn from
a ball of white enamel, coated in the Bohemian method with ruby-coloured glass, either

by dipping the white ball into a pot of red glass, and thus coating it, or by intro-

ducing the ball of the former into a cylinder of the latter glass, and then cementing
them so soundly together as to prevent their separation in the subsequent pearl pro-

cesses. These tubes are drawn in a gallery of the glasshouse to 100 paces in

length, and cut into pieces about a foot long. These are afterwards subdivided into

cylindric portions of equal length and diameter, preparatory to giving them the

spheroidal form. From 60 to 80 together are laid horizontally in a row upon a sharp

edge, and then cut quickly and dexterously at once by drawing a knife over them.

The broken fragments are separated from the regular pieces by a sieve. These
cylinder portions are rounded into the pearl shape by softening them by a suitable heat,

and stirring them all the time. To prevent them from sticking together, a mixture

of gypsum and plumbago, or of ground clay and charcoal, is thrown in among them.

Figs. 1451 and 1452 represent a new apparatus for rounding the beads ; fg. 1451 is

a front view of the whole
; Jig. 1452 is a section through the middle of the former

figure, in the course of its operation. The brick furnace, strengthened with iron bands,
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2, 3, 5, 7, 8, has in its interior (see fig. 1452) a nearly egg-shaped space, b, provided

-with the following openings: beneadi is the fire-hearth, c, -with a round mouth, and

opposite are the smoke flue and chimney, D ; in the slanting front of the furnace is a
large opening, e, fig. 1451. Beneath are two smaller ohlong rectangular orifices,
F, G, which extend somewhat obliquely into the laboratory, b. h serves for intro-
ducing the wood into the fire-place. All these four openings are, as shown in fig.
1451, secured from iiijury by iron mouth pieces. The wood is burned upon an
iron or clay bottom piece, r. A semi-circular cover, n, closes during the operation
the large opening e, which at other times remams open. By means of a hook, to,
and a chain, which rests upon a
hollow arch, h, the cover n is con-
nected with the front end of the
long iron lever r, r'. A prop
supports at once the turning axis
of this lever and the catch b, c;
the weight q draws the arm r
down, and thereby holds up N; b
therefore remains open. By rods
on the back wall, t t, the hook i,

in which r' rests, proceeds from /.
When r' is raised r sinks. The
catch c b enters with its front tooth
into a slanting notch upon the
upper edge of r spontaneously by
the action of the spring e,

whereby the opening e is shut.

I'he small door n rises again
with the front arm of the lever
by the operation of the weight q of
itself, as soon as the catch is released
by pressure upon c.

The most important part of the
whole apparatus is the drum, k for
the reception and rounding of the
bits of glass. It may be made of
strong copper, or of hammered or
cast iron, quite open above, and
p.orced at the bottom with a square hole, into which the lower end of the long rod i
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is exactly fitted, and secured in its place by a screwed collector nut. The blunt
point a- {fig. 1451) rests during the working in a conical iron step of the laboratory
fiy. 1452. On the mouth of the drum k a strong iron ring is fixed, having a bar
across its diameter, with a square hole in its middle point, fitted and secured bv a
pin to the rod /, and turned by its rotation. The vessel k and its axle t are laid
in a slanting direction ; the axle rests in the upper ring z, at the lower end of the
rod /, of which the other end is hung to the hook w, upon the mantel beam n.
On the upper end of t the handle B is fixed for turning round continuously the
vessel K while the fire is burning in the furnace, the fuel being put not only in its
bottom chamber, but also into the holes F, o {fig. 1451). The fire-wood is made very
dry before being used, by piling it in logs upon the iron bars 9, 10, 11, under the
mantelpiece, as shown in figs. 1451, 1452.

After the operation is finished, and the cover n is removed, the drum is emptied
of its contents as follows:—Upon the axle t there is, towards k, a projection at w.
Alongside the furnace {fig. 1451) there is a crane, m, that turns upon the step, s,

on the ground. The upper pivot turns in a hole of the mantel-bcam, n. Upon the
horizontal arm w of the crane there is a hook, y, and a ring, q, in which the iron
rod p is movable in all directions. When the drum is to be removed from the
furnace, the crane with its arm vr must be turned inwards, the under hook of the
rod p is to be hung in the projecting piece u, and the rod I is lifted entirely out.
After this, by means of the crane, the drum can be drawn with its rod t out of the
furnace

; and, through the mobility of the crane and its parts p, q, any desired position
can be given to the drum. Fig. 1451 shows how the workman can with his hand
applied to s' depress the axle t, and thereby raise the drum k so high that it will
empty itself into the pot l placed beneath. When left to itself, the drum on the
contrary hangs nearly upright upon the crane by means of the rod p, and may
therefore be easily filled again in this position. The manner of bringing it into
the proper position in the furnace, by means of the crane and the rod /, is obvious
from fig. 1452.

The now well-rounded beads are separated from the pulverulent substance with
which they were mixed by careful agitation in sieves ; and they are polished and
finally cleaned by agitation in canvas bags.

PEARL BUTTONS. Pearl-button making is thus practised; the blanks are cut

out of the shell by means of a small revolving steel tube, the edge ofwhich is toothed
as a saw, after which they are flattened or reduced in thickness by splitting, which
is aided by the laminar structure of the shell. At this stage being held in a spring

chuck, they are finished on both sides by means of a small tool: the drilling is

effected by the revolution of a sharp steel instrument, which acts with great rapidity.

Ornamental cuttings are produced by means of small revolving cutters, and the final

brilliant polish is given by the friction of rotten-stone and soft soap upon a revolving

bench.
PEARLWHITE is a sub-nitrate of bismuth. See Bismuth.
PEAT AND TURF. Accumulations of vegetable matter may be chiefly com-

posed either of succulent vegetation, grasses, or marsh plants, or of trees ; and the

structure and condition of woody fibre is well known to be very different from that of

grasses and succulent plants. There are thus two very distinct kinds of material

preserved, the one undergoing change much less rapidly than the other, and perhaps

much less completely. It is easily proved that from the accumulation of forest trees

has been obtained the imperfect coal called lignite, while from marsh plants and

grasses mixed occasionally with wood we obtain peat, turf, and bog. All these sub-

stances consist to a great extent of carbon, the proportions amounting to from 50 to

60 per cent., and being generally greater in lignite than in turf. On the other hand,

the proportion of oxygen gas is generally very much greater in turf than in lignite.

The proportion of ash is too variable to be worth recording, but is generally sufficiently

large to injure the quality of the fuel.

As a very large quantity of turf exists in Ireland, covering, indeed, as much as one

seventh part of the island, the usual and important practical condition of this substance

can be best illustrated by a reference to that country. This will be understood by

the following account of its origin, abstracted from the " Bog Report " of Mr. Nimmo.

He says, referring to cases where clay spread over gravel has produced a kind of

puddle preventing the escape of waters of floods or springs, and when muddy pools

have thus been formed, that aquatic plants have gradually crept in from the borders

of the pool towards their deep centre. Mud accumulated round their roots and stalks,

and a spongy semi-fluid was thus fonned, well fitted for the growth of moss, which

now especially appears ;
Sphagnum began to luxuriate, this absorbing a large quantity

of water, and continuing to shoot out new plants above, while the old were decaying,

rotting and compressing into a solid substance below, gradually replaced the water by
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a mass of vegetable matter. In this manner the marsh might be filled up while the
central or moister portion, continuing to excite a more rapid growth of the moss, it

would be gradually raised above the edges, until the whole surface had attained an
elevation sufficient to discharge the surface water by existing channels of drainage,
and calculated by its slope to facilitate their passage, when a limit would be, in some
degree, set to its further increase. Springs existing under the bog, or in its immediate
vicinity, might indeed still favour its growth, though in a decreasing ratio ; and here
if the water proceeding from them were so obstructed as to accumulate at its base, and
to keep it in a rotten fluid state, the surface of the bog might be ultimately so raised,
and its continuity below so totally destroyed, as to cause it to flow over the retaining
obstacle and flood the adjacent country. In mountain districts the progress of the
phenomenon is similar. Pools indeed cannot in so many instances be formed, the
steep slopes facilitating drainage, but the clouds and mists resting on the summits and
sides of mountains, amply supply their surface with moisture, which comes, too, in
the most favourable form for vegetation, not in a sudden torrent, but unceasingly and
gently, drop by drop. The extent of such bogs is also afiected by the nature of the
rocks below them. On quartz they are shallow and small; on any rock yielding by
its decomposition a clayey coating they are considerable ; the thickness of the bog,
for example, in Knocklaid in the county of Antrim (which is 168 feet high), being
nearly 12 feet. The summit bogs of high mountains are distinguishable from those
of lower levels by the total absence of large trees.

As Turf includes a mass of plants in dilierent stages of decomposition, its aspect and
constitution vary very much. Near the surface it is light-coloured, spongy and
contains the vegetable matter but little altered

; deeper, it is brown, denser, and more
decomposed

;
and finally at the base of the greater bogs, some of which present a

depth of 40 feet, the mass of turf assumes the black colour and nearly the density of
coal, to which also it approximates very much in chemical composition. The amount
of ash contained in turf is also variable, and appears to increase in proportion as we
descend. Thus, in the section of a bog 40 feet deep at Tunahoe, those portions near
the surface contained 1^ per cent, of ashes, the centre portions 3^ per cent, whilst
the lowest four feet of turf contained 19 per cent, of ashes. In the superficial layers
It may also be remarked, that the composition is nearly the same as that of wood the
succulent material being lost, and in the lower we find the change still more
complete. Notwithstanding these extreme variations, we may yet establish the
ordinary constitution of turf, and with certainty enough for practical use, and on the

beSta'ined™-'
^'^''^ ^^^^^^^^ f'-om various localites, the following results have
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there is, however, as some experiments made on Dartmoor show some liabilitv to t^!;burning away of the metal which may arise from the locaSnsTy of coke If i

Ihe removal of the porosity and elasticity of turf, so that it may assume the solidity
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of coal, has been the object of many who have proposed meclianical and other processes
for the purpose. It has been found that the elasticity of the turf fibre presents great
obstacles to compression, and the black turf, which is not fibrous, is of itself sufficiently
dense.

Not merely may we utilise turf in its natural condition, or compressed or impreg-
nated pitchy matter, but we may carbonise it, as we do wood, and prepare turf char-
coal, the properties of which it is important to establish :— 1. By heating turf in close
vessels ;

by this mode loss is avoided, but it is expensive, and there is no compensation
in the distilled liquors, which do not contain acetic acid in any quantity. The tar is

often small in proportion, hence the charcoal is the only valuable product. Its quantity
varies from 30 to 40 per cent, of dry turf. The products of the distillation of 1157 lbs.

of turf were found by Blavier to be charcoal, 474 lbs., or 41 per cent.
; watery liquid

226 lbs., or 19-3 per cent.
; gaseous matter 450 lbs., or 39 per cent. ; and tar 7 lbs., or

6 per cent. ; but the proportion of tar is variable, sometimes reaching 24*5 per cent,
when the turf is coked in close vessels.

The economical carbonisation of turf is best carried on in heaps, in the same manner
as that of wood. The sods must be regularly arranged, and laid as close as possible;
they are the better for being large, 15 inches long, by 6 broad and 5 deep. The heaps
built hemispherically should be smaller in size than the heaps of wood usually are.

In general 5,000 or 6,000 large sods may go to the heap, which will thus contain
1,500 cubic feet. The mass must be allowed to heap more than is necessary for
wood, and the process requires to be very carefully attended to, from the extreme
combustibility of the charcoal. The quantity of charcoal obtained in this mode of
carbonisation is from 25 to 30 per cent, of the weight of dry turf.

For many industrial uses the charcoal so prepared is too light, as, generally
speaking, it is only with fuel of considerable density, that the most intense heat can
be produced, but by coking compressed turf, it has already been shown, that the
resulting charcoal may attain a density of 1,040, which is far superior to wood
charcoal, and even equal to that of the best coke made from coal. As to calorific

effects, turf charcoal is about the same as coal coke, and little inferior to wood
charcoal.

It is peculiarly important, in the preparation of the charcoal from the turf, that

the material should be selected as free as possible from earthy impurities, for all such

are concentrated in the coke, which may be thereby rendered of little comparative

value. Hence, the coke from surface turf contains less than 10 per cent, of ash,

whilst that of dense turf of lower strata contains from 20 to 30 per cent. This latter

quantity might altogether unfit it for practical purposes.

—

Ansted.

Peat is cut and prepared in a very simple manner. The surface matter being

removed, a peculiar kind of spade called a slade is employed. This is a long spade

with a portion of the blade turned up at right angles on one side. With this the turf

is cut out in the shape of thick bricks ; these are piled loosely against each other

to dry. The longer peat is kept, and allowed to dry, the more important it becomes

as a heating agent.

On Dartmoor the peat is cut by the convicts, working in gangs, and being dried,

it is carefully stored in one of the old prisons. From this peat, by a most simple

process gas is made, with which the prisons at Prince Town are lighted. The illumi-

nating power of this gas is very high. The charcoal left after the separation of the

gas is used in the same establishment for fuel, and for sanitary purposes, and the

ashes eventually go to improve the cultivated lands of that bleak region. Attempts

were made here many years since to distil the peat for naphtha, paraffine, &c., but the

experiments not proving successful the establishment was abandoned.

Experiments of a similar character have been made in Ireland, especially by a

company working under the patents of Mr. Rees Reece. A government commission

made their Report on these experiments. The whole matter was so ably examined

by Sir Robert Kane (Director of the Museum of Irish Industry), and by his assistant

Dr. Sullivan, that we quote somewhat largely from their Report.

The object being to ascertain the necessary facts regarding the products of com-

mercial value, the following was the course pursued :

—

Specimens of turf representing the several ordinary varieties were separately ex-

perimented on, and the results examined.

The products of the distillation were collected as

—

1. Charcoal.

2. Tar.

3. Watery liquids.

4. Gases.

The relative quantities produced by 100 parts of peat were found to be

—
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Average. Maximum. Minimum.

Charcoal - - - 29-222 39-132 18-973

Tarry products - - 2-787 4-417 1*462

Watery products - - 31-378 38-127 21-819

Gases - - - - 36-616 57-746 25-018

The peats yielding those proportions of products had been found to contain previous

to distillation, as dried in the air, a quantity of hygrometric moisture, and to yield a

proportion of ashes in 100 parts as follows:

—

Average. Maximum. Minimum.

Moisture - - - 19-71 29-36 16-39

Ashes ... - 3-43 7-90 1-99

The several products of the distillation thus carried on -were next specially examined

for the several materials of which the quantities and commercial value had been the

principal sources of the public interest of this inquiry.

The inquiry having reference, however, to the technical objects of the process, was

carried on by examining the produce of

I. Tar for— 1. Volatile oils.

2. Fixed (less volatile) oils.

3. Solid fats, or paraflSne.

4. Kreosote.

II. Watery liquids for— 1. Acetic acid.

* 2. Ammonia.
3. Pyroxylic spirit.

III. Gases for illuminating and heating power.

The following numbers will indicate the results obtained in average. All the details

of the processes of separation, and the numbers of the individual experiments, were
given in special reports.

In seven series of distillation in close vessels, there was obtained from 100 parts of
peat

—

Average. Minimum. Maximum.
Ammonia - - - 0-268 0 181 0-404

or as

Sulphate of ammonia - 1-037 0-702 1-567

Acetic acid - - . 0-191 0-076 0-286

or as

Acetate of Lime - - 0-280 0-111 0-419

Pyroxylic spirit - - 0-146 0 092 0-197
Volatile oils - - - 0*790 0-571 1-262
Fixed oils ... 0-550 0-266 0*760
Paraffine ... 0*134 0-024 0*196

It is thus seen that the proportions of those products vary within wide limits, which
are determined by differences of quality of the turf or temperature in the distillation.

Several trials were made to determine the amount of kreosote present in the tar,
but although its presence could be recognised, its proportion was so minute as to
render its quantitative estimation impossible. This circumstance constitutes an es-
sential distinction of peat- tar from wood-tar, and indicates for the former an inferior
commercial value, as the presence of kreosote, now so extensively employed, is an
element in the estimate of the price of the tar obtained by distilling wood.

" It will be understood," writes Sir Robert Kane, " that the materials indicated in the
foregoing table by the names ' fixed and volatile oils ' are in reality mixtures of a va-
riety of chemical substances ofdifferent volatilities and compositions—generally carbo-
hydrogens—of which the further separation would be a labour of purely scientific
curiosity, without having any bearing upon the objects ofthe present report. Although
therefore, those liquids were carefully examined, and observations made regarding their
chemical history, I shall not embarrass the present report by reference to them in any
other point of view than as products of destructive distillation whose properties, analo-
gous to the highly volatile and to the fixed oils respectively, may give them a commer-
cial value such as has been represented. I may remark also, that as a purely scientific
question, the true nature of the solid fatty product is of much interest. The name
paraffine has been given to this body, but in some of its characters it appears to de-
viate from those of the true parafiine, as described by Reichenbach to be obtained from
wood- tar

;
those differences should, however, not contravene its commercial uses "

See Paraffine.
inquiry so far carried on sufficiently established that the peat by destructive

distillation in close vessels yielded the several products that had been described, and
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were identical, or closely analogous, to those afforded in the distillation of wood or coal
The process in close retorts, however, being not at all that proposed or economically
practicable for commercial purposes, it was necessary to proceed to determine whether
the same varieties of peat, being distilled in a blast furnace, with a current of air, so
that the heat necessary for the distillation was produced by the combustion of the peat
itself, would furnish the same products, and whether in greater or in less quantities
than in the process in close vessels.

" For this purpose, the cylinder which in the former series of experiments had been
set horizontally in the furnace, was placed surrounded by brickwork vertically, its
mouth projecting a little at top, so that the tube for conveying away the product's of
the distillation passed horizontally from the top of the brickwork casing to the con-
densing apparatus. Near the bottom of the cylinder the brickwork left a space where
the cylinder was perforated by an aperture 1^ inch diameter, to which the tube of a
large forge bellows was adapted. The arrangement thus represented nearly the con-
struction of an iron cupola. The cylinder being charged with peat, of which some
fragments wei*e first introduced lighted, and the blast being put on, the combustion
spread, and the cover of the cylinder being screwed down, the distillation proceeded,
the products passing with the current of air into the series of condensing vessels, and
the gases and air finally being conducted by a waste pipe to the ashpit of a furnace
where they were allowed to escape.

" By this means there was obtained, on a moderate scale, a satisfactory representation
of the condition of air-blast distillation of peat which has been proposed as the com-
mercial process. In so carrying it on several interesting observations were n^dc
which will require to be noticed here in a general point of view.

" First, as to the nature and quantities of the products. The specimens of peat
operated on were selected as similar to those employed in the former series of which
the results have been quoted, and the products similarly treated were found to be,

from 100 parts

—

Average. Maximum. Minimum.

Watery products - - 30'714 31-678 29-818

Tarry products - - 2-392 2-510 2-270

Gases - . - . 62-392 65-041 59-716

Ashes - - - - 4.197 7-226 2-493

" These several products having been further examined, as in the former case, gave

from 100 parts of peat

—

Average. Maximum. Minimum.

Ammonia - - - - 0-287 0-344 0-194

or as

Sulphate of ammonia -

Acetic acid

- 1-110 1-330 0-745

- 0-207 0-268 0-174

or as

Acetate of lime - - 0-305 0 393 0-256

Pyroxylic spirit - - 0-140 0-158 0-106

Volatile oils - 1-059 1-220 0-946

Paraffine - - - - 0-125 0169 0-086

" It is now important to compare these average results with those of the former series

obtained by distillation in close vessels; we obtain

—

Average produce from Average produce by
close distillation. air-blast distillatiuu.

Ammonia - - - 0-268 0-287

or as

Sulphate of ammonia - 1-037 1*1 10

Acetic acid - - - 0-191 0-207

or as

Acetate of lime - - 0-280 0 305

Pyroxylic spirit - - 0-146 0-140

Oils 1"340 1-059

Paraffine . - - - 0-134 0-125"

Experiments were made at the request of Sir Robert Kane, by Dr. Hodges, Pro-

fessor of Agriculture, to determine the commercial value of the peat products.

The quantities and nature of the products, as certified by Dr Hodges, m the one

trial which he superintended, compared with the Museum average results reduced to

the same standard (Dr. Hodges' acetic acid having been 25% of real) are—
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Professor Hodges. Museum.
from 100 From '00

From a ton. parts. From a ton. parts.

Sulphate of ammonia - 22f lbs. 1 000 241/5, lbs. 1-110

Acetic acid real hydrated 7{ lbs. '328 M lbs. -207

Wood naphtha - - 83^ oz. -232 50^ oz. '140

Tar . . . . 991 lbs. 4-440 53| lbs. 2-390

It hence is evident that the quantity of ammonia obtained at Newtown Crommelin

is rather under that obtained at the Museum; but the produce of acetic acid, tar, and

naphtha, has been found in average decidedly inferior to that stated, although the

maximum results found in particular trials have approximated closely to Dr. Hodges'

numerical results. There having been, however, apparently but a single trial so

accurately followed up at Newtown Crommelin, it is necessary to contrast the results

of the Museum experiments more specially with the quantitative produce expected

by Mr. Reece.

Mr. Keece's statement of the produce from 100 tons of peat distilled is compared

with the average results of the Museum trials in the following table :

—

statement in Average results of

From Mr. Reece's Museum trials by
100 parts of peat. prospectus. blast process.

Sulphate of ammonia - - 1-000 1-110

Acetate of lime - - - "700 -305

Wood naphtha - - - -185 '140

Paraffine - - - - -104 -125

Fixed oils - - - - -714 1

Volatile oils - - - '357 J
1-059

From this comparison it is evident that the quantity of ammonia obtained is rather
greater than that expected by Mr, Reece; secondly, that the quantity of paraffine and
of oils may be considered the same

;
thirdly, that the quantity of wood-naphtha ex-

pected by Mr. Reece is more than was obtained in average, but not more than was
obtained in some Museum trials. That the quantity of acetate of lime expe(!ted by
Mr. Reece is more than double that which was in average obtained in the Museum,
imless the commercial acetate of lime calculated for by Mr. Reece shall contain such
excess of lime, &c., as shall render its weight double that which the pure article,

calculated in the result of the Museum trials, should have. This latter circumstance
may possibly explain the difference.

After a minute detail of the numerous experiments made by Dr. W. Sullivan, in the
Laboratory of the Museum of Irish Industry, Sir Robert Kane gives the following
summary of his results

—

" From these considerations of the results of the experiments made in the Museum
of Industry, and the trials at Newtown Crommelin, and of the circumstances of the
manufacture of the same products from the other species of fuels by processes more
or less analogous, it appears to me that some general conclusions may be deduced :

—

" 1. That the quantities of ammonia, of wood spirit, and of so called paraffine, fixed
and volatile oils, stated by Mr. Reece to be obtained by distillation from peat, do not
appear to be exaggerated, as they fall within the limits of the results obtained in the
Museum laboratory, and approach closely to the average results. That the quantity
of acetic acid or acetate of lime, stated by Mr. Reece and Dr. Hodges, could not be
obtained, the result of the Museum trials affording but from one-half to two-thirds of
the expected quantity of that substance. That, further, the produce of paraffine may
possibly be rendered much more considerable than was stated by Mr. Reece, through
a more judicious treatment of the resinous materials of the tar than had been proposed
by that chemist.

" 2. That the distillation with combustion of the peat in the blast furnaces must be
considered to produce only the raw materials for the subsequent chemical operations
just as in the processes of wood or coal distillations, there are produced tar and am-
monia, and acetic acid, which have long been the objects of manufacture.
" 3. That those materials, if charged with the total cost of the peat consumed, the

cost of erecting and working the furnaces, the blast engines, and condensing apparatus
and proportion of management, would not appear to be very much more economically
obtained from peat, than they are now obtained from the products of wood and coal
distillation, where they are sold at very low prices, and, at least as regards gas tar and
gas liquor, in most places in Ireland, have been regarded as waste products.

"4. That the principal value of the class of products obtained from peat is derivedirom the cost of their subsequent puriiication and conversion into a commercial form
Vol. III. EE '
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and that consequently the principal advantage of a new mode of obtaining them must
be looked foi" in the more economical treatment of those materials.

"5. That to this principle the extraction of the paraffine may be an exception, it being
itself a material new to commerce on a large scale, and hence not having its value
determined by the comparative economy of preparation from sources of little value.

" G. That the economies introduced in the treatment of the tarry and watery products
of peat distillation are reducible to two (so far as I have been able to learn):—!, the
separation of the wood spirit, by means of an improved distilling apparatus ; and 2,
the utilisation of the waste gases from the condensing pipes, so as to supersede the use
of other fuel by burning the gas in jets under the steam boilers, tar and acetic acid
stills, evaporating pans, &c.

" 7. That the former economy cannot be of paramount influence, as it affects but one
stage of the preparation of a single product, and further might be applied in a similar
way to lessen the cost of production of wood spirit from any other source.

" 8. That the latter economy is of the most important character, and appears more
than any other one condition to influence the probable success of the manufacture on
the great scale ; that therefore the amount of advantage derived from similar employ-
ment of gases in iron-smelting works will deserve careful comparison, and that it will

be necessary particularly to take into account the difference of combustibility of gaseous
mixtures when very hot, as when from an iron furnace, and vphen quite cold, as from
the condensing apparatus of a peat blast furnace.

" 9. That under the circumstances of a manufacture presenting so many new and
complex processes, which, in analogous branches of industry, it is found convenient to

separate and commit to different and individual interests, and that its conditions, as to

the supply of peat, require its establishment in localities of but little industrial activity,

it can scarcely be expected that even as much economy and advantage should be
realised as might be expected after experience of the same process on a working scale

and with trained labour.
" 10. That although the excessive returns stated by the proposers of the manufacture

may not be obtained, it is yet probable that, conducted with economy and the atten-

tion of individual interests, the difficulties connected with so great complexity of

operations would be overcome, and the manufacture be foimd in practice profitable;

and certainly it must be regarded as of very great interest and public utility that a

branch of scientific manufacture should be established, specially applicable to promote

the industrial progress of Ireland by conferring a commercial value on a material

which has hitherto been principally a reproach, and by affording employment of a

remunerative and instructive character to our labouring population."

PECTIC ACID (Acid pectique., Fr. ;
Gallertsaiire, Germ.), so named on account

of its jellying property, from ttt^ktic, coagulum, exists in a vast number of vegetables.

The easiest way of preparing it, is to grate the roots of carrots into a pulp, to express

their juice, to wash the marc with rain or distilled water, and to squeeze it well; .50

parts of the marc are next to be diffused through 300 of rain-water, adding by slow

degrees a solution of one part of pure potash, or two of bicarbonate. This mixture

is to be heated, so as to be made to boil for about a quarter of an hour, and is then to

be thrown boiling-hot upon a filter cloth. It is known to have been well enough

boiled, when a sample of the filtered liquor becomes gelatinous by neutralising it with

an acid. This liquor contains pectate of potassa, in addition to other matters extricated

from the root. The pectate may be decomposed by a stronger acid, but it is better to

decompose it by muriate of lime; whereby a pectate of lime, in a gelatinous form,

quite insoluble in water, is obtained. This having been washed with cold water upon

a cloth, is to be boiled in water containing as much muriatic acid as will saturate the

lime. The pectic acid thus liberated, remains under the form of a colourless jelly, which

reddens litmus paper, and tastes sour, even after it is entirely deprived of the munatic

acid. Cold water dissolves very little of it ; it is more soluble in boilmg water. The

solution is colourless, does not coagulate on cooling, and hardly reddens litmus paper •

but it gelatinises when alcohol, acids, alkalies, or salts are added to it Even sugar

transforms it, after some time, into a gelatinous state, a circumstance which serves to

explain the preparation of apple, cherry, raspberry, gooseberry, and other jellies.

PECTIN, or vegetable jelly, is obtained by mixing alcohol with the juice ot ripe

currants, or any similar fruit, till a gelatinous precipitate takes place ;
-which is to be

gently squeezed in a cloth, washed with a little weak alcohol, and dried. Ihus pre-

pared, pectin is insipid, without action upon litmus ; in small pieces, semi-transparcnt,

and of a membranous aspect, like isinglass. Its mucilaginous solution in cold water

is not tinged blue with iodine.
. . • • fe-t'r,

Fremij has published a very comprehensive investigation on the ripening ot iruit, m
which he shows that this peculiar body only exists in fruit arrived at maturity. JNot

a trace of pectin can be detected in the juice expressed from an unripe apple
;
but on
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boiling the juice for some seconds with the pulp, pectin immediately appears and is

indicated by the liquid becoming viscid. Fremy considers the foUowmg as the only

^VoTZTnZVr^Ve^rs, expressed in the cold, and filtered, the lime is to

be separated by means of oxalic acid, and the albuminous substance by the aid ot

tannic acid, From this liquid pectin is now precipitated by means of alcohol; it

separates in long threads, which after being washed with alcohol are to be dissolved

in water, and again precipitated with alcohol. This is to be repeated three or four

times, until the liquid is free from sugar and oxalic acid ; hot water must be avoided

in these operations. If the pectin be pure, it will be precipitated from its solution so

thoroughly by baryta water, that not a trace of organic matter can be found m the

filtrate. See Ure's Dictioriari/ of Chemistry.

PELTRY. {Pelleterie, Fr. ; Pelzwerk, Germ.) This term comprehends all the skins

of the wild animals found in high northern latitudes, especially on the American

continent. Under Fur these are described. It should be understood that when the

skins are "received in their unprepared state they are properly called peltry or pelts,

when tawed or tanned they become furs. See Fur Dressing.

PELOPIUM. One of the very rare metals which have been extracted from

minerals known as Tantalites. See Tantalum.
PELT WOOL. Wool plucked from the pelts or skins of sheep after they are dead.

PEMMICAN. The North American Indians cut the muscular portions of meat

into thin slices, having separated the fat, and dry it in the sun. This tough dry meat

cannot undergo putrefaction; it is stamped closely together, so as to occupy the

smallest possible space. This pemmican affords the largest amount of nutritive food

in the least quantity of solid matter.

PENANG CANES are small palms which are brought from the island of that name.

PENCIL BLUE. See Calico Printing.

PENCIL MANUFACTURE. {Crayons, fabrique de, Fr. ; Bleistifte verfertigung.

Germ.) Tbe word pencil is used in two senses. It signifies either a small hair brush

employed by painters in oil and water colours, or a slender cylinder of black lead or

plumbago, either naked or enclosed in a wooden case, for drawing black lines upon

paper. The last sort, which is the one to be considered here, corresponds nearly to

the French term crayon, though this includes also pencils made of differently coloured

earthy compositions. See Crayon Drawing Chalks.
The best black-lead pencils of this country are formed of slender parallelopipeds,

cut out by a saw, from sound pieces of plumbago, especially such as have been ob-

tained from Borrowdale, in Cumberland. (See Plumbago.) These parallelopipeds

are generally enclosed in cases made of cedar wood, though of late years they are also

used alone, under the name of ever-pointed pencils, in peculiar pencil-cases, provided

with an iron wire and screw, to protrude a minute portion of the plumbago beyond
the tubular metallic case, in proportion as it is wanted.

Pieces of plumbago sufficiently large to be thus employed, are very rare, and the

supply from the Cumberland mine can no longer be relied on. The mine has been
closed for some years, but during the past year (1859) a company has been formed
for again working it. Many attempts have been made to utilise the smaller frag-

ments of plumbago—as by grinding them, melting them with sulphur or antimony,
and the like ; but few of these have been attended with any success.

The late Mr. Brockedon was long occupied in seeking for some method which
might enable him to employ the pure powder of black lead without cementing it by
any substance, which inevitably injures the quality. He endeavoured to render the
powder coherent by submitting it to enormous pressure ; but the different machines
and apparatus he at first made use of for this purpose, however strongly they were
made, were broken under the pressure, and his endeavours were thus unsuccessful,

until the happy idea suggested itself of operating in a vacuum. But it was with ex-
treme difficulty, if not impossible, to introduce under the receiver of an air p\imp an
apparatus for compressing the powder of graphite. Mr. Brockedon overcame this

difficulty by an arrangement as simple as it is easily executed ; for, after having com-
pacted the powder by a moderate pressure, and thus reduced it to a certain size, he
enclosed it in very thin paper glued over the whole surface. He then pierced it in

one place with a small round hole permitting the escape of the air from within, when
the block thus prepared was placed under an exhausted receiver, and the air having
been removed, the orifice was closed with a little piece of paper (a small adhesive
wafer was usually employed for this purpose) and in this state it was found that it

might be left for 24 hours wilhout injury. Being submitted to a regulated pressure
once more, the different particles became agglomerated, and an artificial block of
graphite (see Graphite) was produced by simple pressure, as solid as the specimens
obtained from the mine.

E E 2
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The artificial masses of plumbago thus obtained owed much of their character to
the extreme fineness to which tlie plumbago was reduced by previous grinding under
rollers. In this manner a great deal of useless plumbago is worked up into excel-
lent black lead pencils. The diflFerent degrees of darkness in drawing pencils should
be secured by the selection of specimens of plumbago of varying degrees of density.
It is, however, commonly obtained by combining, with the plumbago, sulphur, or sul-
phuret of antimony, and by subjecting the plumbago to the action of heat. In the
commoner kinds of pencil a very heterogeneous mixture is employed

; indeed, many
pencils are little more than black chalks.

The description of the pencil works at Keswick, given in Chambers's Journal, in
1848, is so graphic and correct that we do not hesitate to transfer much of it to these
pages.

The factory consists of a house of several stories, in the lower of which is a huge
water-wheel turned by the Greta, outside being the cedar wood ready for use. The
quantity of cedar consumed annually by the establishment is four thousand cubic feet.

These cedar logs are sawed into planks, and then a circular saw cuts the planks into

smaller pieces, preparatory for the grooving engine ; this grooving engine consists of
two revolving saws, going at inconceivable speed ; one saw cutting the slips of wood
into narrow square rods, and the other making a groove along the rod and cutting to

size at the same time
;
adjoining the grooving apparatus is a circular saw, cutting

slips of cedar as covers to the grooved lengths.

The plumbago, if good, needs no refining ; it is used precisely in the condition in

which it leaves the mine. To ascertain its qualities each piece is scraped with the

edge of a knife, besides being otherwise tested ; and in proportion as there is no
gritty particles in it, so is it the more valuable. Some pieces are harder, some a little

darker in colour, than others ; and according to these peculiarities, they are employed
for pencils of various hardness and shades. The whole knack of pencil-making seems

to depend on the detection of these niceties in the bits of lead, and also, of course, in

their honest adaptation to the varieties which are dealt out to the public. Plumbago of

an impure kind is ground to powder ; the grit, as far as possible, separated from it, and

the cleansed material, mingled with a cohesive liquid, is dried and pressed into hard

lumps for use. This process, however, is applied principally, if not exclusively, to

the plumbago imported from India, and only in reference to pencils of the commonest

sort. Pencils made with such stuff are valueless to artists ; for independently of their

want of tone, they are never altogether free from grit. The only good pencil is one

made from genuine Borrowdale lead, pure from the mine, and adapted by a skilful

manufacturer to its assigned purpose. The mode of preparing the pieces of good

plumbago for the pencil is very simple. All the bits, with their surface merely

scraped, are glued to a board, in order to fix them in a position for being sawn.

"When so fixed they are brought under the action of a saw, which divides them into

thin slices or scantlings. These slices are now handed to the fitter. This is an ope-

rative who, with a lot of grooved rods before him, sticks slices of the lead into grooves,

snapping off each slice level with the surface, so as just to leave the groove properly

filled. In the making of a single pencil, perhaps as many as three or four slice lengths

are required ; but however many, each slice is fitted exactly endlong with another, so

as to leave no intervals. The rods being thus filled, are carried to the fastener-up. This

person glues the cedar covers or slips over the filled rods ; and having got a certain

number arranged alongside of each other, he fixes them tightly together, and lays

them aside to dry. When dried they are ready for being rounded. The rounding is

done by an apparatus fixed to a bench— a thing of revolving planes or turning tools.

Into this engine, rods are put one after another, and out they come as fast as the

eye can follow them, rounded to a perfect nicety. By this simple and efficient

machine a man will round from six hundred to eight hundred dozens of pencils in a

day. After being rounded they get a smoothing with a plane, and then they are

polished by being rubbed with a peculiar kind offish-skin ; this latter operation bemg

performed by girls. Being polished, the next step is to cut the rods into lengths with

a circular saw, after which the lengths are respectively smoothed at the ends.

Nothing now remains but to stamp the name of the maker, with the letters significant

of their quality. The stamping engine is as ingenious a piece of inachinery as is in

the establishment. Fed into it, the pencils are stamped in less than an instant of

time. A girl will with this apparatus stamp two hundred pencils per minute.

Gathered from a box below into which the pencils faU, they are carried away to be

tied in bundles.
. . , , . „ „_,;fi/,;oi

In the year 1795 M. Conte invented an mgenious process for making ariiuciai

^' Pure day!ofclay containing the smallest proportion of calcareous or siliceous

matter, is the substance which he employed to give aggregation and solidity, not only
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to plumbago dust, but to all sorts of coloured powders. That earth has the property

of diminishing in bulk, and increasing in hardness, in exact proportion to the degree

of heat it is exposed to, and hence may be made to give every degree of solidity to

crayons. The clay is prepared by ditfiising it in large tubs through clear river-water,

and letting the thin mixture settle for two minutes. The supernatant milky liquor is

drawn off by a siphon from near the surface, so that only the finest particles of clay

are transferred into the second tub, upon a lower level. The sediment which falls

very slowly in this tub, is extremely soft and plastic. The clear water being run off,

the deposit is placed upon a linen filter, and allowed to dry. It is now ready for

use.

The plumbago must be reduced to a fine powder in an iron mortar, then put into a

crucible, and calcined at a heat approaching to whiteness. The action of the fire

gives it a brilliancy and softness which it would not otherwise possess, and prevents

it from being affected by the clay, which it is apt to be in its natural state. The less

clay is mixed with the plumbago, and the less the mixture is calcined, the softer are

the pencils made of it; the more clay is used the harder are the pencils. Some of

the best pencils made by M. Oonte were formed of two parts of plumbago and three

parts of clay ; others of equal parts. This composition admits of indefinite variations,

both as to the shade and hardness ;
advantages not possessed by the native mineral.

The materials having been carefully sifted, a little of the clay is to be mixed with

the plumbago, and the mixture is to be triturated with water into a perfectly uniform

paste. A portion of this paste may be tested by calcination. If on cutting the in-

durated mass, paiticles of plumbago appear, the whole must be further levigated. The
remainder of the clay is now to be introduced, and the paste is to be ground with a

muUer upon a porphyry slab, till it be quite homogeneous, and of the consistence of

thin dough. It is now to be made into a ball, put upon a support, and placed under
a bell glass inverted in a basin of water, so as to be exposed merely to the moist air.

Small grooves are to be made in a smooth board, similar to the pencil parallelo-

pipeds, but a little longer and wider, to allow for the contraction of volume. The wood
must be boiled in grease, to prevent the paste from sticking to it. The above-de-
scribed paste being pressed with a spatula into these grooves, another board, also

boiled in grease, is to be laid over them very closely, and secured by means of screw-
clamps. As the atmospheric air can get access only to the ends of the grooves, the
ends of the pencil pieces become dry first, and by their contraction in volume get loose

in the grooves, allowing the air to insinuate further, and to diy the remainder of the
paste in succession. When the whole piece is dried, it becomes loose, and might be
turned out of the grooves. But before this is done, the mould must be put into an
oven moderately heated, in order to render the pencil-pieces still drier. The mould
should now be taken out, and emptied upon a table covered with cloth. The greater
part of the pieces will be entire, and only a few will have been broken, if the above
precautions have been duly observed. They are all, however, perfectly straight,
which is a matter of the first importance.

In order to give solidity to these pencils, they must be set upright in a crucible till

it is filled with them, and then surrounded with charcoal powder, fine sand, or sifted
wood ashes. The crucible, after having a luted cover applied, is to be put into a fur-
nace, and exposed to a degree of heat regulated by the pyrometer of Wedgewood

;

which degree is proportional to the intended hardness of the pencils. When they
have been thus baked, the crucible is to be removed from the fire, and allowed to cool
with the pencils in it.

Should the pencils be intended for drawing architectural plans, or for very fineJines,
they must be immersed in melted wax or suet nearly boiling hot before they are put
into the cedar cases. This immersion is best done by heating the pencils first upon
a gridiron, and then plunging them into the melted wax or tallow. They acquire
by this means a certain degree of softness, are less apt to be abraded by use, and
preserve their points much better.

When these pencils are intended to draw ornamental subjects -with much shadinc,
they should not be dipped as above.

°

Second processfor making artificial pencils, somewhat different from the preceding.
All the operations are the same, except that some lamp-black is introduced along
with the plumbago powder and the clay. In calcining these pencils in the crucible,
the contact of air must be carefully excluded, to prevent the lamp-black from bein"'
burned away on the surface. An indefinite variety of pencils, of every possible black
tint, may thus be produced, admirably adapted to draw from nature.

Another ingenious form of mould is the following :

Models of the pencil-pieces must be made in iron, and stuck upright upon an iron
tray, having edges raised as high as the intended length of the pencils. A metallic
alloy 18 made of tin, lead, bismuth, and antimony, which melts at a moderate huat.

£ E 3
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This is poured into the sheet-iron tray, and after it is cooled and concreted, it is in

verted, and shaken off from the model bars, so as to form a mass of metal perforated
throughout with tubular cavities, corresponding to the intended pencil-pieces. The
paste is introduced by pressure into these cavities, and set aside to dry slowly. When
nearly dry, the pieces get so much shrunk that they may be readily turned out of the

mould upon a cloth table. They are then to be completely desiccated in the shade,
afterwards in a stove-room, next in the oven, and lastly ignited in the crucible, with
the precautions above described.

M. Contc recommends the hardest pencils of the architect to be made of lead

melted with some antimony and a little quicksilver.

In their further researches upon this subject, M. Conte and M. Humblot found
that the different degrees of hardness of crayons could not be obtained in a uniform
manner by the mere mixture of plumbago and clay in determinate doses. But ihey
discovered a remedy for this defect in the use of saline solutions, more or less con-
centrated, into which they plunged the pencils, in order to modify their hardness,

and increase the uniformity of their texture. The non-deliquescent sulphates were
preferred for this purpose ; such as sulphate of soda, &c. Even syrup was found
useful in this way,
PENS, STEEL, and of other Metals. As peculiar elasticity is required in

these pens, now so commonly used, the best metal, made from either Dannemora or hoop
iron, is selected and laminated into slips about 3 feet long, and 4 inches broad, of a
thickness corresponding to the desired thickness and flexibility of the pens. These
slips are subjected to the action of a stamping-press, somewhat similar to that for

making buttons. (See Button and Plated Ware.) The point destined for the

nib is next introduced into an appropriate gauged hole of a little machine, and pressed

into the semi-cylindrical shape ; where it is also pierced with the middle slit, and the

lateral ones, provided the latter are to be given. The pens are now cleaned, by being

tossed about among each other, in a tin cylinder, about 3 feet long, and 9 inches in

diameter; which is suspended at each end upon joints to two cranks, formed one on

each of two shafts. The cylinder, by the rotation of a fly-wheel, acting upon the

crank-shafts, is made to describe such revolutions as agitate the pens in all directions,

and polish them by mutual attrition. In the course of 4 hours several thousand pens

may be finished upon this machine.

When steel pens have been punched out of the softened sheet of steel by the appro-

priate tool, fashioned into the desired form, and hardened by ignition in an oven and

sudden quenching in cold water, they are best tempered by being heated to the re-

quisite spring elasticity in an oil bath. The heat of this bath is usually judged of by

the appearance to the eye ; but this point should be correctly determined by a ther-

mometer, according to the scale (see Steel) ; and then the pens would acquire a

definite degree of flexibility or stiffness, adapted to the wants and wishes of the con-

sumers.

The following description of the pens made at the works of Joseph Gillott, Birmmg-

ham, was written by Mr. W. C. Aitken, of Birmingham, for the illustrated catalogue

of the Great Exhibition of 1851. Steel pen making may be briefly described as

follows -.—The steel is procured at Sheffield ; it is cut into strips, and the scales re-

moved by immersion in pickle composed of dilute sulphuric acid. It is passed through

rollers, by which it is reduced to the necessary thickness ; it is then in a condition to

be made into pens, and is for this purpose passed into the hands of a girl, who is

seated at a press, and who by means of a bed and a punch corresponding speedily

cuts out the blank. The next stage is piercing the hole which terminates the slit and

removing any superfluous steel likely to interfere with the elasticity of the pen; at

this stage they are annealed in quantities in a muffle, after which by means of a small

stamp the maker's name is impressed upon them. Up to this stage the future pen is

a flat piece of steel: it is then transferred to another class of workers, who by means

of the press make it concave, if a nib, and form the barrel, if a barrel pen. Harden-

ing is the next process: to effect this a number of pens are placed in a small iron

box and introduced into a muffle ; after they become of a uniform deep red, they are

plunged into oil ; the oil adhering is removed by agitation in circular tin barrels.

The process of tempering succeeds; and finally the whole are placed ma revolving

cylinder with sand, pounded crucible, or other cutting substances, which finally

brightens them to the natural colour of the material. The nib is ground with grea

raptdity by a girl who picks it up, places it in a pair of suitable plyers and finishes it

wi?h a single fouch on a small emery wheel. The pen is nowm a condition to receive

the slit, and this is also done by means of a press; a chisel or wedge with Aat side is

fixed to the bed of the press ; the descending screw has a corresponding chisel cutter,

which passes down with the minutest accuracy : the slit is made ;
and the pen s com-

pleted. The last stage is colouring brown or blue ; this is done by mtioducmg thi
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new pens into a revolving metal cylinder, under wbich is a charcoal stove, and

"'ucWng narrowly when the desired tint is arrived at. The bnlhancy is^mparted

bv means of lac dissolved in naphtha; the pens are immersed in this, and dried by

heat Then foUow the counting and selecting. Women are mostly employed m the

manufacture, with skilled workmen to repair and set the tools. In this manufactory

there are employed upwards of five hundred hands, of which four-fifths are women.

The manufactory has been established upwards of thirty years, and has been the

means of introducing many improvements in the manufacture.

Between those two descriptions there will be little difficulty in understanding the

processes employed for ihe production of these very useful articles. Since steel

necessarily corrodes by the constant action of the acids in the ink, it has been thought

that they would be protected by coating them with gold or silver; and this has been

effected by the electrotype process. In most cases, however, the thin film of gold is

rapidly removed, and the protection therefore afforded is very small. The manipulatory

details in the manufacture of gold and silver pens are so nearly similar to those above

described, that it is thought unnecessary to repeat them. The best gold pens are

tipped with the native alloy (see Allot, Native), which is a compound of Osmium

and Irididm.
. „ , . , „ ,

rEPERINO. Basaltic tuffa—a light porous species of volcanic rock, so called on

account of the peppercorn-like fragments of which it is composed.

PEPPER. (Poivrfi, Fr.; Pfeffer, Germ.) The pepper tree QPiper nigrum) is cul-

tivated in many parts of India, and to some extent in the West Indies. When the

berries begin to change colour from green to red, they are collected, spread out, and

dried in the sun. The stalks are separated by hand rubbing, and then winnowing.

The dry and shrivelled berries constitute the black pepper ; the soundest grains are

selected for white pepper. These are soaked in water until they swell and burst their

corticle, which is afterwards separated by hand rubbing and winnowing.

In McCulloch's Dictionary of Commerce is a paper on the production of pepper, by

Mr. Crawford, in which we find the following distribution :

—

lbs.

Sumatra (west coast) 20,000,000

Sumatra (east coast) 8,000,000

Islands in the Straits of Malacca - - - 3,600,000

Malay peninsula------ 3.733,333

Borneo ------- 2.666,667

Siam 8,000,000

Malabar 4.000,000

Total ----- 50,000,000

Pereira particularises the following kinds of pepper :

—

1. Malabar pepper.—The most valuable—a brownish black.

2. Penang pepper.—Brownish black, but dusty; sometimes used in England to

manufacture white pepper.

3. Sumatra pepper.—This is the cheapest sort. This is the black pepper of com-
merce. The heavier kinds are the most esteemed, and are known as shot pepper,

4. Fulton's decorticated pepper.—Black pepper, deprived of its husks by mechanical

trituration.

5. Bleached pepper.—Penang pepper bleached by chlorine.

6. White pepper, described above.

7. Tellicherry pepper.

8. Common white pepper.—Comes from Penang by Singapore.

Pepper is stated to be adulterated with sago. This can always be detected by the

microscope, the starch grains of sago being very much larger than those of pepper.

Dr. riassel has stated in the Lancet that although he frequently found pepper to be

adulterated with linseed-meal, rice, and wheat flour, yet, that out of forty-three

samples obtained from various sources, he did not detect sago meal in any.

The Editor was acquainted with a druggist who was constantly in the habit of pre-

serving all the exhausted vegetable matters of his tinctures, decoctions, and infusions.

These were dried, ground at the drug mills, and sold indiscriminately to the grocers
and snuff-dealers for adulterating pepper and snuff. Dr. Ure has the followiDg
remarks on an Excise case connected with the supposed adulteration of pepper:

—

I was recently led to examine the nature of this substance somewhat minutely, from
being called professionally to investigate a sample of ground white pepper belonging
to an eminent spice-house in the city of London, which pepper had been seized by
the Excise on the charge of its being adulterated, or mixed with some foreign matter,
contrary to law. I made a comparative analysis of that pepper and of genuine wbite-
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pepper-corns, and found both to afford like results: viz. in 100 grains, a trace of
volatile oil, in which the aroma chiefly resides ; about 8i grains of pungent resin
containing a small fraction of a grain of piperine

; about GO grains of starch with a
little gum, and nearly 30 grains of matter insoluble in hot and cold water, which may
be reckoned lignine. The two chemists in the service of the Excise made oath be-
fore the court of judicature, that the said pepper contained a notable proportion of
sago, even to the amount of fully 10 per cent,; grounding their judgment upon the
appearance of certam rounded particles in the pepper, and of the deep blue colour
which these assumed when moistened with iodine water. No allegation could be more
frivolous. Bruised corns of genuine M hite pepper certainly acquire as deep a tint of
iodme as any species of starch whatever. But the characters of sago, optical and
chemical, are so peculiar, as to render the above sumise no less preposterous, than
the prosecution of respectable merchants, for such a cause, was unjustifiable. A
particle of sago appears in the microscope, by reflected light, to be a spherule of snow,
studded round with brilliants ; whereas the rounded particles of the seized pepper seem
to be amorphous bits of grey clay. Had the pepper been adulterated with such a
quantity of sago, or anything else, as was alleged, it could not have afforded me, by
digestion in alcohol, as much of the spicy essence as the bruised genuine pepper-
corns did.

Moreover, sago steeped for a short time in cold water swells and softens into a
pulpy consistence, whereas the particles of the seized pepper, rounded by attrition in
the mill, retain, in like circumstances, their hardness and dimensions. Sago, being
pearled by heating and stirring the fine starch of the sago palm in a damp state, upon
iron or other plates, acquires its peculiar somewhat loose aggregation and brilliant
surface

;
while, in pepper, the starchy constituent is compactly condensed, and bound

up with its ligneous matter.

Four pounds of black pepper yield only about one ounce of piperine, or one 636th
part. It is an insipid crystalline substance, insoluble in water, but very soluble in
boiling alcohol, and is extracted at first along with the resin, which may be separated
from it afterwards, by potash. See Piperine.

Our imports of pepper in 1858, were as follows: —
Pepper.

Computed value.

Imported from — lbs. £
Hamburg - - . - - 39,584 721
Holland .... 48,634 816
Eastern Coast of Africa 7,789 138
Siam 64,381 1,139

Java ------ 193,388 3,376
Sierra Leone - 9,561 76
St. Helena 5,309 94
British East Indies . . - - 11,974,101 21.5,057

Other ports . - - - 14,761 244

Total weight in lbs. - 12,357,508 £221,691

PEPPER BETEL. The Chavica betle, and the Chavica Siriboa, yield the leaf

which is employed for mastication by many of the nations of the East. See Betel.

PEPPER, JAMAICA. See Pimento.
PEPPER, LONG. Piper Longens of Lin. This shrub is cultivated in Bengal,

and forms a considerable article of commerce all over India. The common long

pepper is of a greyish brown ; it is cylindrical and of about an inch in length.

PERCUSSION CAPS. The universal employment of the percussion cap in the

place of the flint-lock, has given rise to many most extensive manufactories devoted

to their construction.

Thin rolled copper, as pure as possible, is selected. This is first cut into pieces

called blanks. These are then punched up into the required shape.

They are charged by touching the bottom of each cap with a strong adhesive

liquid, and befor', this hardens, the fulminating composition is dropped in. All that

does not adhere is shaken out. The caps are varnished, and preserved for use. See

Fulminates.
PERFUMERY, ART OF. (Parfumerie, ¥r. ; Wohlriechende-Kiatst, Germ.;) con-

sistsin the extraction of the odours of plants, isolating them, Aand B,—and in combining

them with inodorous materials ; such as grease, C, spirit, D, starch, E, soaps, F
;
also m

the manufacture of cosmetics, G, dentifrices, pastes, tinctures, H, incense and pastds, I.

pomades, oils, and other toilet appendages, K, hair washes, hair dyes, depilatories, L.

(A and B.) There are three distinct methods of procuring the odours of plants
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hronelirof Ceylon ; fro^ the several seeds, such as
^-J-^^^fj/^^g^ ^^^'^

to two or three flowers, such as orange blossom, rose, and lavender -^^^
jarious

wTant woods seeds, and leaves are, however, ahnost as numerous as there are

?ants upon tie earth! and as a consequence, the perfumer can have a^ great a

^^?C { ^d wVen U 'is desired to obtain the odours of flowers, such as
QC; -na.

. , . ...vprose ionquU, and numerous others, the process of

SatrisTLp'SlllI peculiar but simple method, termed

« SfleurL^'2 be adopted. This plan is founded on the fact, that greasy bodies

readily ab?orb odorous particles, and will as freely part with them if m contact with

pure al^^^^^^^^ The operation of enfleurage is thus conducted at Messrs. Piesse and

Lubin's laboratory of flowers, near Nice, in Sardinia (now France, I860).

X-UcatZi ofthe grease A corps, or body grease, is first produced by melting

tog^ h£ eS J{rts of deer or beef sLt (the former is preferred), mutton suet, and

ardrit is then clarified thus:_take 1 cwt. of grease, divide it into portions of about

o lbs place one of these in a mortar and well pound it ;
when it is well crushed wash

It with water repeatedly, so long, in fact, until the water is as clear, after withdrawmg

thrgrerse, as before it was put in. The several lots of grease prepared m this way

havf now to be melted over a slow fire, adding thereto about 3 ounces of crystallised

alum in powder and a handful of sea salt (common salt); now let the^ grease boil,

but allow it to bubble for a few seconds only ; then stram the grease through a fine

linen into a deep pan and aUow it to stand to clear itselffrom impurities for about two

or three hours. The clear grease is then again put into the meltmg vessel over a char-

coal fire, adding thereto about three or four quarts of rose water and half a pound of

powdered gum benzoin ; it is then allowed to boil gently, and all scum that rises care-

fully removed until it ceases to be produced. Finally, the grease is poured into deep

pans to cool ; when solid it is removed off the sedimentary water, and again being

liquefied may be placed in store vessels for future use, where it may be kept for

an indefinite period without change or becoming rancid. This purification of the

erease gives employment to those engaged in the laboratory at a season when the

flowers are not in bloom. M. Herman, of Cannes, and M. Pilar, of Grasse, prepare

in this way during winter, together, one hundred and twenty thousand pounds of

perfectly inodorous grease.
. , . •

The growers of the flowers, of course, pay due attention to their cultivation, so as

to produce an abundance of blossom in due season. Although it is not necessary that

the flower farmer should be a perfumery factor, it is useful that the latter should have

some knowledge of the former avocation, so as to be prepared for each harvest of

flowers as they succeed each other, and when it is practicable to unite the occupations,

better pecuniary results follow. At Cannes and Grasse, in France, which are sepa-

rated from the frontier of Sardinia only by the river Var, and are distant from Nice

about 30 miles, the entire population is more or less interested in this particular

manufacture. The various flowers there cultivated do not come into blossom at one

time, but in succession ; so that there is ample time to attend to each in turn.

The enfleurage process is thus conducted :—Square frames varying in size from 20

to 30 inches are made, in the centre of which is fixed a piece of stout glass as in fg.

1453 ^^==~^^___ 1453. Each frame is l^- inch deep from the top

edge to the glass, so that if two frames be placed to-

gether face to face, there is, as it were, a glass box

with a wooden frame, having a depth of 3 inches

between each glass. This affords ample room

for the blossoms to lie between them without being

crushed. In due season, that is, when the flowers begin to bloom, about half a pound

of the purified grease is spread upon each side of the glass with a spatula or palate

knife. The gathered blossoms are then hand-sprinkled or broad-cast over the grease

in one frame, and another frame is put over it so as to enclose the flowers. This

operation is repeated as many times as there are flowers to spread over each. These

frames are termed Chdsse, which literally means " Sash." Now we are all familiar

with window sashes—that is, a glass with a frame round it—and such is in truth the

Chasse used in the enfleurage process. Doubtless our window "sash" is derived
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from the French. Chasse may also be rendered in English, " a frame "
Enfleura'

then, 18 conducted upon a glass frame or sash. About every other day, or eveij
third day, the spent flowers being thrown
away, fresh ones are placed upon the gr(;ase •

this manipulation being repeated so long as the
plants yield blossoms, a time that varies from 1
to 2 months. After every addition of flowers, it
will be observed that the grease increases in
the fragrance of the flower with which it was
sprinkled, and this continues till the enfleurage
is complete, at which time the grease, now
called " Pomade," is scraped off' the sashes, put
into vessels, then placed in "hot water a water
bath. By so doing the pomade is liquefied, but
is not made hot enough to destroy its odour.
By this treatment various extraneous matters,
such as a few anthers of flowers, a stray bee,'

some pistils, or loose part of the corolla, a way-
ward butterfly and moth, and such similar
things, are removed, by pouring the clear po-
made into the canisters through fine linen.
When the pomade is cold enough it sets in
these vessels, and is then fit for exportation or
for ulterior uses. Fig. 1454 represents a pile
of chasse.

3, Maceration. In some few instances better results are obtained by adopting
the process of maceration, which consists in infusing the fresh flowers in liquefied
grease. For this purpose, the purified grease is placed in a hot water bath, that is,

the vessel containing the grease is set in another of a larger size, in which
water is kept warmed over a stove. In the French laboratories, this apparatus is
known as the bain marie, salt being put into the water to increase its boiling point.
Every time fresh flowers are gathered the spent ones are strained away, and the
fresh flowers put into the partially scented grease. In a few instances it is found
advantageous to begin perfuming the grease by maceration, and to finally finish it by
enfleurage ; this is especially the case with violet pomade.

After the maceration is completed, that is, when there are no more flowers to be
had, the grease must be kept steadily at a uniform degree of liquefaction, in order
that friable portions of the flowers, &c., may subside, so that the fair pomade can be
separated therefrom pure and unsullied. Oils are scented by enfleurage and macera-
tion processes by a slight dilFerence of mechanical arrangement. Thus, the sash in
lieu of glass contains a wire gauze, like a coarse wire blind {chasse enfer); upon this

gauze is laid a thick piece of fustian-like cotton fabric (molleton du colon), which has
previously been steeped in the purest olive oil. Upon each molleton laid in the sash
frame the flowers are sprinkled in the same way as if it were for pomade, and the
flowers are changed as often as possible. When the plants cease to bloom, each
molleton is wrapped in a strong cord net, and placed in a hydraulic or other press,

for the purpose of squeezing the fragrant oil away from it. Oils of tuberose, rose,

violet, jonquil, acacia, and orange are thus prepared.
According to the length of time the enfleurage process occupies, and the quantity

of flowers employed over the same grease, the pomade or oil bears numbers respec-

tively. Thus we have No. 12 pomade. No. 18 oil. No. 24 pomade, indicating their

relative strength of fragrance, that is, the quantity of flowers employed in their

manufacture.

(D.) Scented Spirits are produced by four separate plans.

1. By distilling alcohol with an otto, such as lavender otto, to produce spirit of

lavender. For this purpose, and to produce the finest distillate, take

Otto of English lavender -

Rectified spirit, 60 o. p.

Rose water _ . -

- 8 ounces
- 8 pints

- 1 pint

Mix the otto first with the spirit, then gradually add the water ;
finally distil off

eight pints for sale. This distillate is unalterable by age, remains perfectly white,

and will keep good in any climate. A great variety of scented spirits are made m
this way, of which Hungary water and Eau d'Arquebuzade are good examples, the

different scent or flavour being imparted by varying the combination of ottos.

2. All ottos being soluble in alcohol, a ready way of producing some kinds of

concentrated essences is to dissolve the fragrant otto in the spirit. Thus, for
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1 gallon.

3 ounces.

Essence of lioses,

Take alcohol, 60 o. p. - - - " '
'

pure otto of roses -----
The o..o,»-.cHy dissolve, ..

crystals appear ihrongW the
'r^"''^: '""^^d str™ 111 varies with the otta used.

tinctures should be foi ^^^^
g/'^^^^if/'^^Jt

'

of orris root, one pound tonquin

SLnT'"T'h"e staStrrtTe^^hT^^^^^
that'of " j-^^^-'

gow,"-by the selS Fice, but the above is that figuratively indicated as alone worthy

"^f'ENSoRl?^" Essences. The great bulk of the fine quality perfumes are

.vtrar-tinrthe fragrance from the enfleurage-made pomades and oils, by

E^ct of Le aTco^^^^ wi h^hf grease or oil. The poLde is chopped up very fine

^nrput into the spiri and allowed to remain together for one month at a summer

^^S,mnosinff the finest, or No. 24 pomade or oil are used, the standard strength of

theseTsenci shoTd be, for one gallon spirit rectified 60 o. p., of rose pomade or oil,

SgM pounds; of acacia,'six pounds; of orange flower, eight pounds; jasmxn, tube-

^Tfot^eiXlTpi^^^^^^^^^^ be well shaken together daily, because

the oHs by thei^ greater specific gravity, sink out of contact with the spirit. By

conti a^ta^^^ oil will not require many hours to part with their fragrance

L consequence of the mechanical subdivision which they are capable of, and hence

are more intimately blended for the time with the spirit.

ifthis way are obtained essences of tuberose, orange flowers, violet, jonquil, rose,

acacia, and jasmin. What are called " bouquets" and " nosegays" are mere mixtures

of the above primitive odours. A few examples we now give.

Her Majesty's Perfume.

Enfleurage rose ------
violet ------ pint.

„ orange -

„ tuberose

Tincture orris

vanilla

Essence of rose

Enfleurage rose

Tincture orris

„ vanilla

„ musk
„ castor

Otto of bergamot

1
2

Q
J,
4
J.
4

Albion Nosegay.

1 pint.

1

ounce.

White Roses.

Enfleurage rose

Essence of rose

Enfleurage acacia

„ jasmin

-

Essence patchouli

Enfleurage acacia •

„ orange

„ jasmin
Essence rose

Tincture vanilla

„ civet

Otto almonds

1 pint.

1 „

Excelsior Perfume.

1
2
J.
4
2_
B

1 pint.

1 »
1

1 „
1

drachm.
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Frangipanni'a Scent.
Enflcurage violet -

i

Tincture of orris 1 I J

^

Essence neroli - _ . . _ _ .j
" rose - - . _ . _ _j"

Tincture tonquin beans - - - . . i

"

„ musk - - . _ _ _ .1"
Essence santal wood ... "

t
"

Otto of cloves - ... " " fj" u- - - I drachm.
St. Valentine's Nosegay.

Enfleurage acacia - • ..... j q„art.
" 1 pint.
„ jonquil - . - . . _ I

Esprit rose .... ....j"
Tincture balsam of Peru .... i

"

Otto, citron zeste
l^oi'^^.^.

Otto, orange zeste---....^^^
Every perfumer has some special formula, so that scarcely two houses work exactly

the same mixture, although the predominating otto maybe recognised which giveseach particular perfume some specialty, as the bergamot does in the Albion nosegay,and the patchouh does in the white roses of the above.

Hungary Water and Eau de Cologne.
These preparations have long possessed great celebrity, in consequence chiefly of thenumerous virtues ascribed to them. They are resorted to -by many votaries of

fashion as a panacea against ailments of every kind. They are, however, nothingmore than aromatised alcohol, and as such are agreeable companions to the toilet
ii.au de Cologne derives its name from the city of Cologne, on the Rhine, at which

place there are annually manufactured about 4,000,000 bottles. Hungary water is
said to take its name from one of the queens of Hungary, who is reported to have
derived great benefit from a bath containing it, at the age of 75 years. This
preparation contains rosemary, which is said to excite the mind to vigorous action.
As will be seen by the following recipes, these waters are similarly constituted

and prepared :

—

Eau de Cologne— best quality.

Rectified alcohol, 60° over proof - - . 10 gallons.
Otto of neroli of orange ... - 7 ounces.

„ rosemary 3
„ orange zeste - - - - 16 ,',

„ bergamot 3 „

Eau de Cologne— second quality.

Alcohol, 50° over proof - - - . .10 gallons.
Olto of petit-grain orange .... 5 ounces,

rosemary 4
„ lemon-----..5
„ bergaiLot 5 ',1

Hungary Water.

Rectified alcohol, 60° over proof - - - 10 gallons.
Otto of neroli of lemon - - - . - 15 ounces.

„ petit-grain of orange - - . - 5 „
„ rosemary - 6 „
„ citron zeste - . - - 3 „
„ neroli of orange - - - - . 2 „

Very fine Eau de Cologne and Hungary water can be made by merely mixing the
ingredients as indicated in the recipes, but it is far better to mix the citrine ottos
with the spirit, and then to distil the mixture, finally adding to the distillate the
orange neroli, and the rosemary.
Both these perfumes are preferred when made with grape spirit in lieu of corn

spirit. When, however, corn alcohol can only be used, its fragrance is greatly
improved by the addition of one drachm of acetic ether to every gallon of
spirit employed.

(E.) Powders.
Inodorous powders, such as starch, and talc, are rendered fragrant
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1 Bv mixine with them odorous flowers, such as orange blossom, violet broken

cloves LTda fuds, &c., allowing them to remain together for twenty-four to forty-

eight hours, then sifting away the powder from the spent Ao™
2 Bv the addition of certain ottos, such as rose, lavender, &c ,

tirst running a

small pUion of starch or talc in a mortar with the otto, then mixing this strongly

SrenL^porUon with the remainder, by sifting the whole weU together m a trough.

In this way is prepared „ , „ ,

Rose- Scented Toilet Powder.

Wheat starch 14 lb.

Rose pink 1
^
oz.

Otto of rose ^

The rose pink and the otto of rose is rubbed well with about eight ounces of

starch, and finally sifted with the remainder as above described.

3 Bv reducing some fragrant substance, such as cinnamon, nutmeg, orns-root, to a

fine' powder, and mixing them with a given proportion of the inodorous starch: the

violet powder of commerce is a good example.

Infants' Violet Powder.

' Starch of wheat '^^

Orris-root powder - - - - " " \
Otto of bergamot - - - • " " f"^'.
Otto of almond i drachm.

Sachie Powders

consist entirely of odorous substances reduced to powder, mixed and sifted in

various proportions,

consists of

Rose Sachie Powder

Rose leaves, ground - - - - - - 1 lb.

Santal wood powder - - - - - - ^ lb.

Cedar wood dust - - - - - - - 2^^-

Otto of rose 1 drachm.

After certain tinctures are made, there is found in the perfume laboratory a vast

quantity of residue, or spent material, such as musk pods, vanilla, tonquin beans,

ambergris, civet, &c. These spent materials, although not strong enough to yield any

perfume to spirit, are yet fragrant, and may be judiciously used in combination with

a little otto to produce a good sachie, such as

Olla Podrida,

which consists entirely of spent materials well ground together, and a little otto,

rose, and lavender rubbed in to increase and sweeten its odour.

Frangipanni Sachee.

Orris-root - -- -- -- - lib.
Rose leaves - -- -- - -1 lb.

Santal wood - - - - - - - l^lb.

Ground Tonquin beans - - - - - ^ lb.

Grain musk 1 drachm.

Civet - -- -- -- -i„
Otto rose -

The civet, the musk, and otto of rose, are to be rubbed well with a little of the

orris, and then mixed with the otlier ingredients ; it being understood that all the

materials, rose leaves, orris root, and santal wood, have all been previously reduced
to powder.

Some odorous materials are sold pure, such as patchouli herb, which is merely
the leaves of the plant rubbed on a sieve to powder. Santal -svood and orris root have
to be reduced to powder at the drug grinder's mill.

(F.) Scented Soaps.

Soaps are perfumed by two methods.
1. By melting the soap in a hot water or steam bath, and then adding the scent

when the soap is perfectly soft ; various kinds and qualities of soap are used for this

purpose.

Curd, or tallow soap, palm-oil soap, cocoa-nut oil or marine soap, olive-oil soap,
yellow or rosin soap, potash (soft) soap. See Soap.
When mixed in different proportions, and melted and scented, they bear various
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fanciful names, given to them by the makers, and in some instances indicating their
perfume; such as almond and rose soap. No one soap made by the soap-makers
appears to give entire satisfaction to the consumer: soaps of oil do not lather suffi-
ciently, or with freedom enough; tallow soaps are too hard, rosin or yellow soap
has an unpleasant odour; cocoa-nut soap, being too alkaline, acts upon the skin.
The perfumers, therefore, to make a good body soap, mix these in various pro-
portions. Thus Piesse and Lubin prepare

Curd soap
Marine soap

Olive-oil soap -

Pale yellow soap

Otto carraway -

Windsor Castle Soap.

1 cwt.

21 lbs.

U lbs.

7 lbs.

8 oz.

Grain musk
Otto of cloves

„ rosemary

„ thyme
„ cassia

^ oz.

of each
3 oz.

The soap is sliced into thin slabs and put into the steam pan in proportions of what
is termed " a round," that is, the slabs are placed perpendicularly all round the side
of the pans, so as to be in contact with the metal. In about half an hour this soap
will have melted, or " run down." Another round is then introduced, and so con-
tinued every half hour, till the whole melting is finished.

The different soaps that are being melted must be put into the pan separately,
because they do not all take the same time to liquefy : thus we must have a round of
curd, then a round of marine, then of curd again, varying each time or half hour

;

but each round must be of the same sort; the mixture being rendered perfect by
stirring the soap with a crutch, or tool like an inverted x '^ith a long handle.
"When the melting is finished, the ottos and musk are added ; then the soap is turned
out into a cooling frame.
The musk, before being put into the soap, has to be well rubbed in a mortar with

a little water, then passed through a sieve to remove extraneous matters. When new,
this soap has little .fragrance, but when old its '* bouquet" is delightful: the alkaline

reaction of soap improves the perfume of the musk.

Brown Windsor Soap

is made of various qualities, generally inferior ; the brown colouring added to the

soap disguising its yellow origin. The scents used for perfuming it are also generally

of a common quality, although there are some honourable exceptions.

Glycerine Soap.

In consequence of the many virtues attributed to glycerine in a pure state,

various soaps under the name of Glycerine Soap have been foisted upon the public.

It is known to chemists that glycerine is one of the proximate elements of fatty

bodies, and that during the saponification of grease it is eliminated as an educt. The
better the soap, as a rule, the freer from glycerine. The presence of glycerine in

soap is indicative that the soap is imperfectly made. To ^dd glycerine to good soap,

is, in fact, to spoil the virtues of both articles.

Almond Soap

is made with a mixture of soaps such as is given above, and when melted, perfumed

with 1 lb. of otto of almonds to every cwt.

of soap used. Other fancy soaps are pre-

pared in a similar way ; the proportion

of perfume regulating the retail price, or

vice versa.

2. Soaps are also perfumed by the " cold

process," as it is termed ; that is, the soap is

reduced to a state of fine division by shav-

ing it up into a mortar, by putting the

bars over an inverted cutting plane. The

best curd soap is generally selected for

this purpose. After the soap is reduced

to shavings, the scent is well incorporated,

and then thoroughly beaten together with

a heavy pestle. The soap is then moulded

by the hand iuto lumps of about 4 oz. each,

placed on racks to dry for a few days ;

when sufficiently firm each lump is placi d

in the die-press or stamp (see/(7. HS;')) to

give it the desired form and lettering. In

this way are made all the finest scented soaps, of which we now give a few illustrations.
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Orange Flower Soap,

Curd soap - - - - 7 lb.
|

Otto orange - - - - 2
oz

Otto neroli - - - " 2 oz. I
Petit gr. - - * « •

Thibet Musk Soap.

Grained musk 3 drachms.

Curd soap 7 lbs.

The musk is to be powdered with a little starch and sifted through lawn_a work

of no little labour-before it is mixed with the soap. The alkaline reaction of soap

is favourable to the development of the musk fragrance. It requires, however, fully

three months to bring this soap to perfection, and the older it is the better.

Otto Rose Soap.

Curd soap (previously coloured

with vermilion) - - - 7 lb.

Patchouli Soap.

Curd soap - - - - 7 lb.

Otto Patchouli - - - 1 oz.

Bergamot - - - - 2 oz. Otto rose - - - - - 1 oz.

Indian geranium - - - ^ oz.

santal - - - - ^ oz.

(G.) CossiETics, OR Toilet Appendages.

These are rather a numerous class of substances used to "make up " artificial beauty

and the deficiencies of natural imperfections. Whether this be strictly moral or other-

wise is not our business to inquire. The practice is, however, sanctioned by its anti-

quity ; and it is in the kboratory of the perfumer those things are made, which, as an

old author upon the subject says, "Can brighten the skin, give force to beauty, and

take off the appearance of old age and decay." There are preparations " To prevent

wrinkles ; " " To make the skin smooth, soft, and glossy ;
" " To remove moulds,

warts, and longing marks ; " " To improve the complexion, prevent freckles, blotches,

and to whiten a tanned or sun-burnt skin ; " " To brighten the eye and increase the

memory ; " and numerous others, which our limits prevent detailing. We subjoin a

few recipes as examples

—

Milk of Pistachio Nuts, for improving the Complexion.

Spanish Pistachio nuts ... - 4 ounces.

Violet water - - - - - - 3^ pints.

Spirit of neroli | pint.

Palm soap "|

Green oil Uach - - - 1 ounce.

Wax and spermaceti J

Dr. Startin, of Saville-row, gives the following recipe as " an excellent cos-

metic" :

—

Glycerine Lotion.

Orange flower water------ 1 pint.

Pure glycerine ------ - loz.

Sub-borate of soda (borax) - . - - i drachm.

Glycerine Jelly,

which is much approved of In winter seasons as a remedy for chapped hands, and
for a dry skin, is made thus :

—

Pure glycerine - - - - - 2oz.
White soft soap - - i oz.

Almond oil ------- 1 lb.

Scented with otto thyme, otto cloves, and bergamot,

each - -- J

The soap and the glycerine are first perfectly blended, then the oil is gradually

added, mixing the whole by constant trituration in a mortar
;

finally, the perfume Is

added.

Cokl Cream of Hoses.

This is justly a favourite and universal cosmetic.

Almond oil- - -- -- -- lib.
Provence rose-water ------ 1 lb.

White wax and spermaceti, each - - - - 1 oz.

Otto of roses - -- -- -- ^ drachm.

Melt the wax and sperm in the oil, then gradually stir the running rose-water;
when nearly finished add the scent.
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(H.) Dentifrices, Pastes, &c.

Under the general title of Dentifrices, various scented tooth powders, mouth
•washes, tooth pastes, hreath lozenges, are included in the perfumer's repertory.

Piesse and Lubiti's Tooth Powder.

Precipitated chalk ------ 1 lb.
Orris powder - lib

i drachm.
Very fine powdered sugar - . _ 1
Otto rose and neroli, each . - - . . ^ drachm.

Opiate Tooth Paste.

Honey ^ lb.

Precipitated chalk - - - - . . 1 ij,.

Orris powder - - - - - . | ib.

Tincture of opium and myrrh, each . - - 4^ oz.

Otto, cloves, nutmeg, and rose, each - • - \ drachm.

(I.) Fumigating Perfumes.

The earliest records of " sweet savours " show us that sweet smells were pro-
duced from throwing volatile and odorous resins on to a smouldering fire; and so

much were they prized that they were considered worthy offerings to the Most
High. The formula for incense for holy places is given in Exodus xxx. 34. The
following is a pleasing incense :

—

Santal wood in powder ----- 1 lb.

Vitivert in powder ------ 2 oz.

Cascarilla bark ------- |lb.
Gum benzoin powder - - - - - | lb.

Grain musk - ^oz.
Powdered nitre ------- 2^ oz.

Ribbon of Bruges, for sweetfumigation.

Make a solution of saltpetre , i. e. nitrate of potassa, of two ounces to a pint of

water ; into this steep good undressed cotton tape, then hang up to dry; now steep it

in the following tincture which has stood one month :—
Spirit-------- - ^ pint.

Musk-------- - ^oz.
Otto rose - -------1 drachm.

Benzoin - -- -- -- -4oz.
Myrrh - ^oz.

Orris ± pint.

When dry it is fit for use ;
light it, blow out the flame, and as it smoulders a

fragrant vapour will rise into the air.

(K.) Fluids, Pomades.

Unguents for the hair are prepared in endless variety. The following are good

examples :

—

Philocome.

Enfleurage oil of any or mixed flowers - - 1 lb.

Virgin wax - - - - - - - 3oz. in summer,

or in winter one-third less.

CrijstaUised Oil.

Enfleurage oil of any flower - - - - 1 Ih.

Spermaceti-.------2oz
Cool gradually.

Hungarian Pomade.

Pour Moustache a la Crinoline.

White wax ^

Oil soap
IGum arable - - - - - " " ' ^ .*

Rose-water ^ P'"*-

Bergamot " ^
i.

Thyme ^
d™'^^"'-
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Hair washes ar« for cleaning the head, and removing effete pomade.

Spirit

Marme soap
^ i

**

Melt the soap in the spirit in a bath, then add rose or orange-water, i pmt.

Athenian Hair Wash.

Rosemary-water
^ifh

Sassafras chips ------ - ylh.

Pearlash - 2 oz.

Boil for half an hour ; when cold, add spirit or Hungary-water, 1 pint.

(L.) Several other products of the perfumer's laboratory, such as hair dyes, fixateur,

depilatory, court plaster, &c.; but these cannot be well taught by books.— S. P.

PERFUMERY, INDIAN. The natives place on the floor a layer of the

scented flowers, about 4 inches thick and 2 feet square ; cover them with a layer

2 mches thick of Tel or Sesamum seed wetted ; then lay on another 4-mch bed of

flowers, and cover this pile with a sheet, which is pressed down by weights round the

edges. After remaining in this state for 18 hours, the flowers are removed and

replaced by a similar fresh layer, and the seeds are treated as before ; a process which

is repeated several times if a very rich perfumed oil be required. The sesamum seeds

thus embued with the essential oil of the plant, whether jasmine, bela, or chumbul,

are placed in their swollen state in a press, and subjected to strong pressure, whereby

they give out their bland oil strongly impregnated with the aroma of the particular

flower employed. The oil is kept in prepared skins called dubbers, and is largely

used by the Indian women. Attar of roses is extensively produced at Ghazepore, and

is obtained by distilla,tion.

PERMIAN. The Permian rocks were so called by Sir Roderick Murchison,

from the Government of Perm, in European Russia, where these rocks are largely

developed. They had previously been termed the Lower New Red series. As, how-

ever, these strata have nothing in common with the New Red Sandstone, except

occasionally colour, and as the magnesian limestone is often absent, the word Permian

now generally supersedes the older denominations. The Permian rocks form the

uppermost member of the palaeozoic strata, lying, when the series is complete, on

the Upper Coal Measures. They skirt the carboniferous rocks on the east uncon-

formably from Nottinghamshire to the river Tyne, and where complete the section

is as follows, in Nottinghamshire and South Lancashire :
—

1456

Permian rocks

1. Coal measures.
2. Red and variegated sandstone and conglomerates.
3. Marly shale, " marl slate."

4. Magnesian limestone, often sandy.
5. Red marl.
6. Thin bedded magnesian limestone.

.7. Red marl.
8. New Red Sandstone.

The sandstone, 2, contains plant remains, and the limestones, productas, spirifers,

nautili, and other marine shells of palseozoic types. It is from the Lower Limestone
that the stone for building the houses of Parliament was obtained. It forms frequently

an excellent building stone, and may be obtained in places in blocks of great size.

It is also extensively burned for lime.

Permian strata, believed to belong to the sandstone beds, No. 2, surround more
or less the Lancashire, North and South Staffordshire, the Warwickshire, and the
Shropshire coal fields, &c. They are in places 1000 feet thick, and consist chiefly

of red marls, sandstones, and conglomerates. The Magnesian Limestone is generally
absent in these districts, hut thin bands of it occur in Lancashire, and in parts of
Cumberland.
There are magnesian limestones in other formations, not to be confounded with those

of Permian age.— A. C. R.
PERNAMBUCO WOOD. See Brazil Wood.
PERRY is the fermented juice of pears, prepared in exactly the same way as Cyder.
PERSIAN BERRIES. See Berries, Persian.
PETROLEUM. See Naphtha.
PjE-TUNT-SE is the Chinese name for what is thought by geologists to be a

partially decomposed granite, used by them in the manufacture of their porcelain.
It is analogous to our Cornish china stone. See China Stone; Porcelain Ciay
Vol III. F F
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PETWORTH MARBLE. A shelly limestone, occurring in the Wealden strata, iu
the neighhourhood of Petworth, in Sussex. See Sussex Marblu.—H. W. B.
PEWTER. {Potier d'itain, Fr.) Pewter is, generally speaking, an alloy of tin

and lead, with a little antimony or copper, combined in several difl^rent pro-
portions, according to the purposes which the alloy is to serve. The English
pewterers distinguish three sorts, which they call plate, trifle, dia^ fey pewter; the
first and hardest being used for plates and dishes ; the second for beer-pots ; and the
third for larger wine measures. The plate pewter has a bright silvery lustre when
polished ; the best is composed of 100 parts of tin, 8 parts of antimony, 2 parts of
bismuth, and 2 of copper. The trifle is said by some to consist of 83 of tin, and 17
of antimony ; but it generally contains a good deal of lead. The Icy pewter is

composed of 4 of tin, and 1 of lead. The English ley pewter contains often much
more than 20 per cent, of lead. As the tendency of the manufacturer is to put in as
much of the cheap metal as is compatible with the appearance of his alloy in the
market, and as an excess of lead may cause it to act poisonously upon all vinegars
and many wines, the French government appointed Fourcroy, Vauquelin, and other
chemists, to ascertain by experiment the proper proportions of a safe pewter alloy.

These commissioners found that 18 parts of lead might, without danger of affecting

'wines, &c., be alloyed with 82 parts of tin ; and the French government in

consequence passed a law, requiring pewterers to use 83| of tin in 100 parts, with a
tolerance of error amounting to 1^ per cent. This ordonnance, allowing not more
than 18 per cent, of lead at a maximum, has been extended to all vessels destined to

contain alimentary substances. A table of specific gravities was also published, on
purpose to test the quality of the alloy ; the density of which, at the legal standard,

is 7"764. Any excess of lead is immediately indicated by an increase in the specific

gravity above that number.
Britannia metal, the kind of pewter of which English teapots are made, is an alloy

of equal parts of brass, tin, antimony, and bismuth ; but the proportions differ in

different workshops, and in many much more tin is introduced. Queen's metal is

said to consist of 9 parts of tin, 1 of antimony, 1 of bismuth, and 1 of lead ; it serves

also for teapots and other domestic utensils.

A much safer and better alloy for these purposes may be compounded by adding

to 100 parts of the French pewter, 5 parts of antimony, and 5 of brass to harden it.

Under Tin, will be found the description of an easy method of analysing its lead alloys.

The pewterer fashions most of his articles by casting them in brass moulds, which

are made both inside and outside in various pieces, nicely fitted together, and locked

in their position by ears and catches or pins of various kinds. The moulds must be

moderately heated before the pewter is poured into them, and their surfaces should

be brushed evenly over with pounce powder (sandarach) beaten up with white of egg.

Sometimes a film of oil is preferred. The pieces, after being cast, are turned and

polished ; and if any part needs soldering, it must be done with a fusible alloy of tin,

bismuth, and lead.

It is the practice, however, in the metal works of Birmingham, to raise various

articles, as tea-pots, milk jugs, and the like, from the flat into their proper forms, by

a process called Spinning : this consists in bringing the sheet of pewter agamst a

rapidly-revolving tool, by which, with a little dexterity on the part of the workman,

it is gradually fashioned.
. ,

PHANTASMAGORIA. The phantasmagoria lanterns are a scientific form ot

magic lantern, differing from it in no essential principle. The images they produce

are variously exhibited, either on opaque or transparent screens. The light is an

improved kind of solar lamp, but in many cases the oxyhydrogen or lime light is em-

ployed. The manner in which the beautiful melting pictures called dissolving views

are produced, as respects the mechanism employed, deserves to be explained. Ihe

arrangement adopted in the instrument is the following:-Two lanterns of the same

size and power, and in all respects exactly agreeing, are arranged together upon a

little tray or platform. They are held fast to this stand by screws, which admit ot a

certain degree of half-revolving motion from side to side, in order to adjust the toci.

This being done in such a manner that the circle of light of each lantern falls precisely

upon the same spot upon the screen, the screws are tightened to the utmost extent so

as to remove all possibility of further movement. The dissolving apparatus consists

of a circular tin plate japanned in black, along three parts of ^he circumference ot

which a crescented aperture runs, the interval between the horns «f
t^^f

occupied by a circular opening, covered by a screwed plate, removable a pleasuR-

This plate is fixed to a horizontal wooden axis, at the other end of which is a liand^e,

by which the plate can be caused to rotate. The axis of wood is
^"PP^f^f

by t^vo

pillars connected with a flat piece which is secured to the tray. This aPl^[»JJj „

placed between the lanterns in such a manner that the circular plate is in tront oi -
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tubes of both, while the handle projects behind the lanterns at the back The plate

can therefore be turned round by means of the handle without difficulty, from behind.

A peer of wood is fixed into the axis, so as to prevent its eftectiug more than halt a

revolution The widest part of the crescentic opening in the plate is sufficient to

admit all the rays of the lantern before which it happens to be placed. On the plate

beinn- slowly turned half round, by means of the handle behind, the opening narrows

untifit is altogether lost in one of the horns of the crescent. The light of that lantern

is gradually cut off as the aperture diminishes, until it is at length wholly shaded under

the movable cover occupying the interval between the horns of this crescentic open-

ing. In proportion as the light is cut off from one, it is let on from the other tube, in

consequence of the gradually increasing size of the crescent revolving before it, until

at length the widest part of this opening in the plate is presented before the tube_ of

the second lantern, the first being, as we have seen, shaded. This movement being

reversed, the light is cut off from the second lantern, and again let on from the first,

and so on alternately. Thus while the screen always presents the same circle of light,

yet it is derived first from one lantern, then from the next.

When in use a slider is introduced into each lantern. The lantern before the mouth

of which the widest part of the opening in the plate is placed, exhibits the painting on

the screen, the light of the other lantern being then hid behind the cover. On turn-

ing the handle, this picture gradually becomes shaded, while the light from the second

lantern streams through the widening opening. The effect on the screen is the melt-

ing away of the first picture, and the brilliant development of the second, the screen

being at no instant left unoccupied by a picture.

The principle involved in this apparently complex, but in reality simple mechanism,

is, merely, the obscuration of one picture and the throwing of a second in the same

place on the screen. And it may be accomplished in a great variety of ways. Thus

by simply placing a flat piece of wood, somewhat like the letter Z, on a point in the

centre, so that alternately one or the other of the pieces at the end should be raised or

depressed before the lanterns, a dissolving scene is produced. Or, by fixing a mov-
able upright shade, which can be pushed alternately before one or the other of the

lanterns, the same effect is produced.

Individuals exist in this metropolis whose sole occupation consists in painting the

minute scenes or slides used for the phantasmagoria lanterns. The perfection to which
these paintings are brought is surprising. There are two methods by which the sliders

now employed are produced. In one of these, the outline and detail are entirely the

work of the artist's pencil. For pictures representing landscapes, or wherever a
spirited painting is required, this is the exclusive method employed. The colours are

rendered transparent by being ground in Canada balsam and mixed with varnish.

The other method is a transfer process. The outlines of the subject are engraved on
copper plates, and the impression is received from these on thin sheets of glue, and is

then transferred to a plate of glass, the impression being burnt in the same manner as

is effected in earthenware. Sliders produced in this way receive the distinctive name
of copper plate sliders. The subject is merely represented in outline, it being left to

the artist to fill up with the necessary tints, &c. The advantages of this method for

the production of paintings of a limited kind are obvious. Latterly photography on
glass has been employed to obtain pictures for the magic lantern.

Beechy's Trinoptric Lantern, which has been long manufactured by Mr. Abrahams
of Liverpool, is an improvement on the ordinary phantasmagoria.
PHORMIUM TENAX. New Zealand flax. Sec Flax; Fibres.
PHOSPHATES. Combinations of phosphoric acid with metallic, earthy, or alka-

line bases. A few only of these require notice in this work ; all will of course be
described in Ure'ti Dictionary of Chemistry.

Phosphate of Lime, or Acid Phosphate of Lime, is formed when bone-earth is treated
with sulphuric acid. If bone-earth is digested with this acid for some time, and then
water added, the clear solution filtered from the insoluble sulphate of lime will ou
evaporation yield crystals of phosphate of lime. Ground bones are frequently em-
ployed as a manure : their action depends in part upon the decomposed gelatine, and
on the phosphate of lime, which they contain in the condition of a triphosphate. See
Bones. When, as for turnip crops, a large supply of phosphoric acid is required, it

is found advantageous to treat the bones with sulphuric acid, by which the triphosphate
is converted into the acid phosphate of lime. The usual practice is to mix bone dust
with one fourth of its weight of oil of vitriol, adding an equal quantity of water after
each portion of acid ; the mass is allowed to remain in a heap until quite dry. It is
then sold as sitpherphosphate, which is a mixture of the gelatinous portion of the bone
with the acid phosphate and sulphate of lime.

Phosphate of Magnesia enters into the composition of the bones of animals.
Amongst the native phosphates may be enumerated:

—

V V 2
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Apatite. Phosphate of lime, the composition of which mineral is, phosphoric acid
42-26

; lime, 50-00; fluorine, 3-77.

Zwieselite. Phosphate of iron and manganese.
Pyromorphite. Phosphate of lead.

Lcuulite. Blue spar. Hydrous-dlphosphate of alumina and magnesia.
Turquoise. See TuuQooisE,
Vivianile. Blue iron earth. Phosphate of iron.

Libethenite. Phosphate of copper.

Waveltte. Suh-phosphate of alumina.
Childrenite, consists of phosphoric acid, 27-8

; alumina, 14-4; protoxite of iron,
31-3

; protoxite of manganese, 8-9
; water, 17-6.

Phosplwchalcite. Hydrous phosphate of copper,

Dufi enite. Green iron ore. Phosphoric acid, 28-0
; peroxide of iron, 63-1

; water,
8-9.

Uranite, Phosphoric acid, 15-7; oxide of uranium, 62*7
; lime, 6*1; water, 15-5.

There are many other combinations which it is unnecessary to describe.

PHOSPHATIC NODULES. Concretions and nodules of phosphate of hme, which
occur in layers in the Gault and Upper Green Sand. They are now much used for

artificial manure. See Coprolites.
PHOSPHORIC ACID exists abundantly in the mineral kingdom : it is found in

several of the igneous rocks, in combination with metallic oxides and earths. In

the vegetable kingdom, it is discovered in the ashes of many plants, and it forms a

large and important portion of the animal kingdom. Anhydrous phosphoric acid, i&

the acid formed by the vivid combustion of phosphorus. Monobasic or Metaphos-

phoric acid, commonly known as glacial phosphoric acid, is now much employed in

England, though for some time it did not attract the attention which it deserves in

the arts and manufactures of this country. For many of the wants of the dyer, the

calico printer, the enameller, and even in the purification of some oils and fat, tiie

glacial phosphoric acid has much to recommend it over any of the common acids at

present in use. Nor need its price prove an obstacle to its introduction as a practical

agent. Finely ground bone-ash, digested with a due proportion of oxalic acid and

water, readily yields a solution of phosphoric acid, which requires only to be evapor-

ated in a proper vessel to furnish at once this useful article. {Ure.) Unlike sul-

phuric and other strong acids, it is not decomposed by organic matter ; and might

hence be employed with great advantage in the precipitation of carmine and other deli-

cate vegetable colours, as well as for more general purposes. Some experiments have

also shown that, combined with alumina and a little boraclc acid, it is capable of pro-

ducing a glaze for earthenware of extreme beauty and durability, in addition to its

perfectly innocuous character and power of improving the colours imparted by most

metallic oxides when applied to earthenware.

Another method of forming this monobasic acid is the following: one part of phos-

phorus is cut into small pieces, and introduced into a retort connected with a receiver,

and containing thirteen parts nitric acid, sp. gr. 1-2. The retort is moderately heated

on a sand bath, and the nitric acid which distils over returned to it from time to time

until the phosphorus has disappeared. The greater part of the nitric acid is then

distilled otF, and the residual liquor evaporated, so long as any water is evolved upon

cooling: the phosphoric acid appears as a colourless glass, which dissolves slowly in

PHOSPHORUS. (The following detailed description of the manufacture of

phosphorus is left in Dr. Ure's own words, it being a good example of his descriptive

powers when applied to scientific manufactures.) This interesting simple combustible,

being an obiect of extensive consumption, and therefore of a considerable chemical

manufacture, I shall describe the requisite manipulations for preparing it at some

detail Put 1 cwt. of finely ground bone-ash, such as is used by the assayers, into a

stout tub, and let one person work it into a thin pap with twice its weiglit of water,

and let him continue to stir it constantly with a wooden bar, while another person

pours into it, in a uniform but very slender stream, 78 pounds of concentrated sul-

^^The heatthus excited in the dilution ofthe acid, and in its reaction upon the calcareous

base, is favourable to the decomposition of the bone^phosphate Should the resulting

sulphate of lime become lumpy, it must be reduced mto a uniform paste, ad-

dition of a little water from time to time. This mixture must be made on of doors

as under an open shed, on account of the carbonic acid and other offensive gases which

are extricated. At the end of 24 hours the pap may be thinned with water and it

convenient, heated, witli careful stirring, to complete the chemical change, n a square

pan made of sheet lead, simply folded up at the sides, menever the

its granular character, it is ready for transfer into a series of tall casks, to be turtncr
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diluted and setded. whc..by the clear superpjo^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^

siphon from the deposit of gypsum. More
^'^t^f/J^f^^^^'^g''' be drawn off.

ci .itate, after subsidence of which
t^^^^^^ deposit in

The skUful operator employs the weak acid from one casK to wasu e f

diiensbn are tX concentrated by steady ebullition, till the calcareous deposit

2~cLTdeSble ; after the whole'has been allowed to cool, the dear liquor is to be

run^ the sediment removed, and thrown on a filter. The evaporation of the clear

finuor s to be urged till it acquires the consistence of honey. Being now weighed it

should amount tl 37 pounds One fourth of its weight of charcoal m fine powder

that is about 9 pounds, is then to be incorporated with it, and the mixture is to be

evapoi'atel to dryness in a cast iron pot. A good deal of sulphurous acid is disen-

S^ed along with the steam at first, from the reaction of the sulphuric acid upon the

fharcod Sd afterwards some sulphuretted hydrogen. When the mixture has be-

come perfSy dry, as shown by the redness of the bottom of the pot, it is to be allowed

toTool and packed tight into stoneware jars fitted with close covers, till it is to be

ul^eid to distXtion. For this purpose, earthen retorts of the best quality, and

free from air-holes, must be taken, and evenly luted over the surface with a compost

of fire-clay and horse-dung. When the coating is dry and sound, the retort is to be

two-thirds filled with the powder, and placed upon proper supports in the laboratory

of an air furnace, having its fire placed not immediately beneath the retort, but to one

side, after the plan of a reverbatory; whereby the flame may play uniformly round

the retort, and the fuel may be supplied as it is wanted, without admitting cold air to

endanger its cracking. The gallery furnace of the palatinate (under Mercury) will

show how several retorts may be operated upon together, with one fire.

To the beak of the retort, properly inclined, the one end of a bent copper tube is to

be tightly luted, while the other end is plunged not more than one quarter of an inch

beneath the surface of water contained in a small copper or tin trough placed beneath,

close to fhe side of the furnace, or in a wide-mouthed bottle. It is of advantage to let

the water be somewhat warm, in order to prevent the concretion of the phosphorus

in the copper tube, and the consequent obstruction of the passage. Should the beak of

the retort appear to get filled with solid phosphorus, a bent rod of iron may be heated

and passed up the copper tube, without removing its end from the water. The heat

of the furnace should be most slowly raised at first, but afterwards equably maintained

in a state of bright ignition. After 3 or 4 hours of steady firing, carbonic acid and

sulphurous acid gases are evolved in considerable abundance, provided the materials

had not been well dried in the iron pot; then sulphuretted hydrogen makes its appear-

ance, and next phosphuretted hydrogen, which last should continue during the whole

of the distillation.

The firing should be regulated by the escape of this remarkable gas, which ought

to be at the rate of about 2 bubbles per second. If the discharge comes to be inter-

rupted, it is to be ascribed either to the temperature being too low, or to the retort

getting cracked; and if upon raising the heat sufficiently no bubbles appear, it is a

proof that the apparatus has become defective, and that it is needless to continue the

operation. In fact, the great nicety in distilling phosphorus lies in the management

of the fire, which must be incessantly watched, and fed by the successive introduction

of fuel, consisting of coke with a mixture of dry wood and coal.

We may infer that the process approaches its conclusion by the increasing slowness

with which gas is disengaged imder a powerful heat ; and when it ceases to come
over, we may cease firing, taking care to prevent reflux of water into the retort, from

condensation of its gaseous contents, by admitting air into it through a recurved glass

tube or through the lute of the copper adopter.

The usual period of the operation upon the great scale is from 24 to 30 hours. Its

theory is very obvious. The charcoal at an elevated temperature disoxygenates the

phosphoric acid with the production of carbonic acid gas at first, and afterwards car-

bonic oxide gas, along with sulphuretted, carburetted, and phosphuretted hydrogen,

from the reaction of the water present in the charcoal upon the other ingredients.

The phosphorus falls down in drops, like melted wax, and concretes at the bottom
of the water in the receiver. It requires to be purified by squeezing in a shamoy
leather bag, while immersed under the surface of warm water, contained in an earthen

pan. Each bag must be firmly tied into a ball form, of the size of the fist, and com-
pressed under the water heated to 130°, by a pair of flat wooden pincers, like those

with which oranges are squeezed.

The purified phosphorus is moulded for sale into little cylinders, by melting it at the
bottom of a deep jar filled with water, then plunging the wider end of a slightly tapering
but straight glass tube into the water, sucking this up to the top of the glass, so as to

IT P .1
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Si hSghV"'"''"'"^
'""^ ^ ""^"^^ phosphoruB, and sucking it up to any

The tube being now shut at bottom by the application of the point of tlie leftindex may be taken from the mouth and transferred into a pan of cold water to congeal the phosphorus
;
which then will commonly fall out of itself, if the tube be nicdvtapered, or may at any rate be pushed out with a stiff wire. W^re the glass tube no^duly w-anned before sucking up the phosphorus, this would be apt to congeal at thesides before the middle be filled, and thus form hollow cylinderi. very tmublesomeand even dangerous to the makers of phosphoric match-botUes. The moulded stSsof phosphorus are finally to be cut with scissors under water to the requisi^'Lgtlisand put up m phials of a proper size ; which should be filled up with water closedyith ground stoppers, and kept in a dark place. For carriage^o TdLtance, e^hvial should be wrapped m paper, and fitted into a tin-plate case.

^^''^c^' «^acli

«n 1 r'l, ''rl ^ P^^^ 7''"°'^ transparent, brittle when cold, softand pliable like wax at the temperature of 70° F., crystallising in rhombo-dodecahe-drons out of its combmation with sulphur, and of specific gravity 1-77. It exhaleswhite fumes in the air, which have a garlic smell, appear luminous in the dark, and

rQ°lo°r • ^ condense into liquid phosphorous acid. Phosphorus melts in close vessels
-^^"^ oily-looking colourless fluid, begins to evaporate at 217-5° boils at

554
,
and if poured in the liquid state into ice-cold water, it becomes black, but re-sumes Its former colour when again melted and slowly cooled. It has an acrid dis-

agreeable taste, and acts deleteriously in the stomach, though it has been administered
as a medicine by some of the poison-doctors of the present day. It takes fire in the
open air at the temperature of 165°, but at a lower degree if partially oxidised, and
burns with great vehemence and splendour.

Inflammable match-boxes (briquets phosphorigues), no longer used, were prepared
by putting into a small phial of glass or lead a bit of phosphorus, and oxidising it
slightly by stirring it round with a red-hot iron wire. The vial should be unstop-
pered only at the instant of plunging into it the tip of the sulphur match which we
M-ish to kmdle. Bendix has given the following recipe for charging such match-
phials. Take one part of fine dry cork rasping, one part of yeUow wax, eight parts
ot petroleum, and four of phosphorus, incorporate them by fusion, and when the mix-
ture has concreted by cooling, it is capable of kindling a sulphur match dipped into
It. Phosphorus dissolves in fat oils, forming a solution luminous in the dark at
ordinary temperatures. A phial half filled with this oil, being shaken and suddenly
uncorked, will give light enough to see the dial of a watch by night.

See Ure's Dictionary of Chemistry for a description of the various combinations of
phosphorus.

PHOSPHORUS, AMORPHOUS ; or Red Phosphorus. If a stick of phosphorus
be put into an hermetically closed tube and exposed to the action of the spectrum, one
end will become white and the other red. It may be prepared also by exposing phos-
phorus for a long time in an atmosphere quite free of oxygen or moisture, to a tem-
perature of 470= F. At this temperature the phosphorus fuses ; it remains for
some time colourless, and then gradually becomes red and opaque. Amorphous
phosphorus was investigated by Dr. Schrotter, of Vienna. The apparatus for making
it consists of a double iron pan ; the intermediate space between the two contains a
metallic bath of an alloy of tin and lead ; with a cast-iron cover to the inner vessel,
fitted to the top end by means of a screw, and fastened to the outer vessel by screw
pins. In the interior iron vessel a glass vessel is fitted, in which the phosphorus to
be operated upon is placed. From this inner vessel a tube passes, and is dipped into
water to serve as a safety valve. A spirit lamp is applied under that pipe if necessary,
to prevent it being clogged with phosphorus. The phosphorus to be converted is

first of all melted and then cooled under water, and dried as much as possible. A fire

is now made under the other vessel, and the temperature raised to such a degree as to
drive oiF the air, &c. The temperature has to be gradually raised, until bubbles escape
at the end of the pipe, which take fire as they enter the air, and the heat may soon
rise in the bath till it be 470° F. This temperature must be maintained for a
certain time to be determined by experience: the apparatus may then be allowed to

cool. The converted phosphorus is difficult to detach from the glass. It is to be
levigated under water, and then drained in a bag. The phosphorus when moist should
be spread thinly on separate shallow trays of sheet iron or lead, so placed alongside

each other as to receive the heat of steam, and lastly of chloride of calcium or of

sand, till the phosphorus having been frequently stirred, shows no more luminous
vapour. The operator should have water at hand to quench any fire that might
arise. It is then to be washed till the water shows no trace of acid. Should the result-

ing phosphorus contain sonic of the unconverted article, this may be removed by

bisulpliuret of carbon. Thus, heat alone effects the transmutation. It is identical iu
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J voprmvprted into it without loss of

composition with ordinary phosphorus, inay h^
?Ws substance remains unaltered

weight, and that merely by change of t^^ipeiatui e i hi^ sjD

in the Atmosphere, is insoluble m sulphuret of
/carbon in aico^^^

,
^^^^^

It requires a heat of 260° C. to restore it to he
^f^^^i^Sous in the dark at any

heat?hat itbegins to take fire m the open au^^^^^^^^^
^ ^^,,.1,^

ordinary temperature. When perfectly diy ^'T^^ On the large scale it is pre-

,,hich Ih. use of the ordinarj- phospboras P'o'i»«'f;

.

state the ingredients may be all mixed at once without meltmg them. Ihis mixture

wm retain ifs efficacy for many years, for the phosphorus is preserved by the butter

Tnd onlTbecomes oxidised on the surface. Rats and mice eat this mixture with

avfdityfafLr whU they swell out and soon die. Several similar preparations are

now rnade in this country for the destruction of vermin.
. , ^

raOTO GALVANOGRAPHY. A name given to a process myented by

Mr Pretsch for producing engravings from photographs, by the application of the

^lloXsti^^^^^^^^ It is nit now'employed, although g-^* jffons wc.. rn^^^^^ o

introduce it to the public. The principles involved, are sufficiently described m

raOTOGE/ly™^^^^^^ Oil. A term which has recently found it. way into

commerce to designate certain oils or naphthas for illuminating purposes. It is gene-

rZ prep^redlrom shales, brown coals, or cannels. Boghead coal, and the numerous

varieties of inflammable shales which more or less resenible it, are speciaUy adapted

for the preparation of photogen. The chief physical difference between photogen and

ordinary coal oils of the same boiling point, is the specific gravity, which with the

former varies from 0-820 to 0 830, whereas common coal naphtha never has a less

density than 0-850o. it is true that photogen may be obtained of as high a density

as 0-900, but then itwiUbe of an excessively high boiling point, and, m all probability,

saturated with paiaffine.
i

The light oil known as photogen may be obtained from common bituminous coals

by distilling them at a lower temperature than is employed in gas works. To obtain

the maximum amount of photogen from coal, the temperature should not be much

^^Preparation—The coals broken into small pieces, the smaller the better, are to be

heated in vertical or horizontal iron retorts, the tar being received through a very wide

worm into large tanks. Some manufacturers use vertical, and others horizontal retorts

;

it is also common to distil the coals by the heat produced by their own combustion

If the latter process be employed, the arrangements for condensing the product must

be very perfect, or great loss will be sustained, owing to the air which supports the

combustion carrying away a considerable quantity of the hydrocarbons. This power

of air to saturate itself with vapours, is of great importance in the economy of all pro-

cesses where the distillation of one portion of substance is carried on by the heat

evolved by the combustion of another. It is not uncommon in practice, where the

cylinders are horizontal, to place the coal or other matters to be distilled in semi-

cylindrical trays, which are capable of being inserted into the retorts, and also of

being removed to make way for another charge at the completion of the operation.

The tar obtained by any of the above processes is to be redistilled: the lighter por-

tions form (when purified by means of sulphuric acid and alkalies) the fluid known in

commerce as " Boghead naphtha." See Naphtha, Boghead. In Germany and

some other places, it is usual to divide the distillate from the tar into two portions, one

being for the preparation of photogen, and the other for "solar oil." This division is

made as the fluid runs from the still ; the more volatile constituting the photogen, and

the less the solar oil.

The following table by Wagenmann will be found of great importance to those who
F F 4
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are interested in the commercial value of the different varieties of coals and bitumennas sources of ilhiminatmg oils :— "^""leug

Name.

Trinidad Pitel -

Boghead coal- -

Torbane mineral-

Dorset, shale

Rangoon naphtha
Belmar turf

George's bitumen
Paper coal, No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

Broirn coal-

»

99

99

Tar opecidc
Crude oil Crude oil

Locality. sp. gr. sp. gr. Crude
per cent. grav. from 0700 from 0'860 Paraffins

to 0-960. to O'SOO.

Trinidad. 70 •875 An
1 1Scotland. 33 •860 1 9 1 B

J o
31 OU 1

1 1
1 1 lb 1 1

Enffland, g •910 1
cO

30
ooBurmah. 80 •870 Of)

Ireland. 3 •920 1 1 1

B
13Neuwied. 29 •865 H 14

Liebengebirge 20 •880 6 g 3

d
1

99 15 •880 5 7
11 •880 3 au

Hesse. 25 •880 g
Rhenish Provinces. 11 •880 o

Bonn. 4 1

TD
2

QO
Saxony (Province). 7 •910 9

(J 1

Saxony, (Kingdom.) 10 "920 9 4
5
3

99 99 \j Ql 1

1
99 99

K Qi^2
99 99

99 99

Q

9i"'2

•910

•920
4

o

4.'

c

1

.3

99 99 6 •910 1X 4, 1

\
)9 99 4 1 Q

'9 99 9* •920 2 5 2

Thuringen. 5 •918 1
3
3
?

99 5 •920 1

3.]

5

1

Neuwied. °2 •920 1
I

3Bohemia. 11 •860 3 5
Westerwald. •910 1^

99 •910 1 1

Nassau. 4 •910 2 li

99 3 •910 1 1

Frankfort. 9 •890 2 6

The process of purification is the same in both cases, namely, alternate treatments
with concentrated sulphuric acid to remove the highly coloured and odorous consti-
tuents of the crude distillate, and washing with an alkali to remove carbolic acid and
its congeners ; also that portion of sulphuric acid which remains suspended in the
naphtha, and the sulphurous acid produced by the decomposition of a portion of the
sulphuric acid by the carbon of certain easily decomposed organic matters in the crude
distillate. This decomposition of the sulphuric acid happens thus;

—

2S0'H0 + C"^ 280^ + 2H0 + CO^

There is another advantage in the treatment of the fluid by alkalies, inasmuch as

some sulphide of hydrogen, and probably other foetid sulphur compounds, is decom-
posed and the resulting products removed.

In preparing photogen from any of the sources enumerated, much must be left to

the discretion of the manufacturer both as regards the apparatus and the chemical pro-

cesses. In some instances the solar oil and photogen are with advantage prepared

separately, but in this country it is more usual to mix the heavy and light oils together

so as to produce a fluid of medium density and volatility. It must be remembered
that while the more volatile hydrocarbons confer extreme inflammability and fluidity,

they are at the same time more odorous than the less volatile portion of the distillate,

which is the true paraffine oil.

The more odorous impurities in photogen appear to be easily susceptible of oxida-

tion. This is evident from the facility with which foully smelling photogen loses its

offensive odour in contact with bichromate or manganate of potash, or even animal

charcoal. Their exposure to air even greatly improves the odour, and a recently

distilled photogen, which is very unpleasant, becomes comparatively sweet if kept in

tanks or barrels for a few days. The same thing happens with many essential oils,
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• * 1 «r« ThP nresence of sulphurous acid in photogen

such as those of peppermint, cloves, &c. ^he presence o P
^ ^^^^

may be instantly detected by shaking a 1

feid be present a portion of the

weak solution of bichromate of potash ; ^f/'^P^"^""'.?^ betray the presence

chromic acid ^viU be reduced to green oxide, which wiU instantly oeiy

of the reducing agent alluded to.
r.T,v«;«m hnt the more it is purified by

Photogen often shows the phenomenon of dichroism, but tne more u v
,

acidJSore feebly is the coWation by reflected light observed and^f ^^^^^^^^^

«S^ta^yX!?tS:^«^

:i-^^T^5is;TettsiK^
odour ?s Ranff00^ tar. The more volatile portion of the distillate from the latter

SarJb?ained rcommerce the absurd name of Sherwoodole ;
it is used instead of

coal benzole for removing grease, &c. The parafiine obtained from Rangoon tar

Tafa greater falurfrcommicial purp than that from Boghead coal inasmuch

L it hfs a hlgler melting point, which renders it better adapted for candles. The

following are the melting points of various samples of paraffine: —
° Melting point.

Boghead coal paraffine

Ditto ditto, another specimen - - - ' :J:L
"

The last, after being distilled - - - - " ' , ?L "

Turf paraffine - - " ' !|no
"

Bituminous coal paraffine, prepared by Atwoods process - 110 „

Rangoon tar paraffine 140„

It is curious to observe the eflPect of light upon photogen. Some samples of

extremely dark colour, when exposed to its influence for a few days, become as

completely bleached as animal oils would under these circumstances. At the same

time as we have before hinted, the odour becomes much improved. A photogen

of good quality has by no means a repulsive odour, but if much of the more volatile

constituents be present, it is impossible to avoid its being disagreeable if spilled about.

The less volatile hydrocarbons have comparatively little odour. It should not be

too inflammable, that is to say, it must not take fire on the approach of a light.

If it does, it is owing to the more volatile portion not having been sufficiently

removed.— C. G. W. „ , i. i. j
PHOTOGRAPHIC ENGRAVING. The first who appears to have had any

idea of heliographic engraving was Nicephore Niepce. According to M. Aime

Girard the first proof taken by him by means of this process bears date 1827, some

dozen years before the publication of Mr. Talbot's Photogenic processes. This process,

which is now almost forgotten, was very simple ; it consisted in spreading a thin

layer of bitumen of Judea upon a copper or pewter plate, which was then placed in

the camera obscura, where it was allowed to remain some hours, until it had received

the impression of the external objects towards which the lens had been directed. On
withdrawing the plate it was submitted to the action of the essence of lavender, which

dissolved the portions of the bitumen not acted upon by the light, leaving the metal

bare, while the remaining bitumen reproduced the design. Passing the plate after-

wards through an acid solution it was found that it had eaten hollows in the metallic

plate, while the other parts were preserved by the protecting varnish. Such was the

process that M. Niepce revealed to Daguerre when he entered into a partnership with

him. Niepce died in 1833, after struggling twenty years, during which he spent his

time and money in endeavouring to perfect his discovery, poor and almost unknown.

Six years later, that is in 1839, M. Daguerre made his discovery public. In the

meantime he had considerably improved on Niepce's process ; but the introduction

of the Calotype led to the abandonment of the process for some years.

The next process to which we shall refer is that of M. Fizeau. He took a Daguer-

reotype plate and submitted it to the action of a mixture of nitric, nitrous, and hydro-

chloric acids, which did not affect the whites of the picture but attacked the blacks

with a resulting formation of adherent chloride of silver, which speedily arrested the

action of the acid. This he removed by a solution of ammonia, and the action of the

acid was continued. This process he continued until u finely engraved plate was
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the result; but tlie lines of this plate were not deep enough to allow of prints beini?
taken from it ; and to remedy this, he covered the plate with some drying oil, and
then, wiping it from the surface, left it to dry in the hollows. He afierwards'sub-
mitted the plate to an electro-chemical process wliich covered the raised parts with gold
leaving the hollows in which the varnish remained untouched. On the completion of
the gilding this varnish was removed by means of caustic potash, and the surface of
the plate, covered with (jrains de gravure, producing what is technically termed an
aquatint ground, and the deepening of the lines was proceeded with by means of the
acid. The Daguerreotype plate was by these means converted into an engraved plate,
but as it was silver it would have worn out very soon ; to obviate which an im-
pression was taken on copper by an electro-chemical process, which could of course
be renewed when it showed signs of wear.
M. Claudet and Mr. Grove both produced some very beautiful engravings on the

Duguerreotype plate, but as these processes have proved rather curious than useful,
they need not be described.

On the 29th of Oct., 1852, Mr. Fox Talbot patented a process, which was similar
to the Photogai,vanographic process previously used by MM- Pretsch and Poite-
vin, as regards the substance first used, viz., a mixture of bichromate of potash and
gelatine ; but the remaining portion of the process was conducted on the same prin-
ciple, though in a different manner, to that of M. Fizeau.

Mr. Mungo Ponton discovered the use of the bichromate of potash as a photo-
graphic agent, and Mr. Robert Hunt subsequently published a process, called the
" Chromotype." In both these processes the peculiar property of the chromic acid
liberated under the action of sunshine, to combine with organic matter, was pointed
out. MM. Pretsch, Poitevin, and Talbot only availed themselves of this previous
discovery, and in each instance gelatine was rendered insoluble by the decomposition
of the bichromate of potash under the influence of actinic power. By dissolving off

the still soluble portions of the gelatine, either metal could be precipitated by the

voltaic battery, or an etching produced.

In 1853 M. Niepce de St. Victor, the nephew of Nicephore Niepce, took up his

uncle's plan, and with the assistance of M. Lemaitre, who had also assisted his uncle,

endeavoured to perfect it : but though he modified and improved it, his success was
not very great ; it was always found necessary to have the assistance of an engraver

to complete the plate.

After this many others, among whom may be enumerated MM. Lerebours, Lemer-
cier, Barreswil, Davanne, and finally Poitevin, endeavoured to obtain a design by
similar means on stone. The last appears to have succeeded. His method is based

on the chemical reaction of light on a mixture of gelatine and bichromate of potasn, as

above. This mixture, which when made is perfectly soluble in water, becomes insoluble

after exposure to the light. His mode of proceeding is as follows :— He spreads the

mixture on the stone, and after drying lays the negative upon it and exposes it to the

light. After a suitable exposure the negative is removed, and the portions not acted

upon by the light are washed away with water, and the design remains with the pro-

perty of taking the ink like an ordinary lithographic crayon.
_
The stone is then

transferred to the press and proofs taken in the usual way. It is said that excellent

pictures have been obtained from the stone after 900 copies had been pulled.

The process of M. Charles Negre, which has excited much attention in Paris, is

more complicated than the preceding, but yields superior results. His process

appears to be not unlike that of M. Fizeau. He employs acids to eat the lines mto the

plate, and at a certain stage of the process it is submitted to the action of a galvanic

bath which plates it with copper, silver, or gold, according to circumstances. By his

process the half-tones are produced with much delicacy.

Mr. Fox Talbot's process of Photoglyphic Engraving has been thus described by

himself :

—

" 1 employ plates of steel, copper, or zinc, such as are commonly used by engravers.

Before using a plate its surface should be well cleaned ; it should then be rubbed with

a linen cloth dipped in a mixture of caustic soda and whiting, in order to remove any

remaining trace of greasiness. The plate is then to be rubbed dry with another linen

cloth. This process is then to be repeated ; after which, the plate is in general

suiBciently clean.
. , , , . , . *^

" In order to engrave a plate, I first cover it with a substance which is sensitive to

light. This is preiiared as follows :— About a quarter of an ounce of gelatine is dis-

solved in eight or ten ounces of water, by the aid of heat. To this solution is added

about one ounce, by measure, of a saturated solution of bichromate of potash m water,

and the mixture is strained through a linen cloth. The best sort of gelatine for tl e

purpose is that used by cooks and confectioners, and commonly sold under the name

of gelatine In default of this, isinglass may be used, but it does not answer so wen.
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Some specimens of isinglass have an acidity,^hich slightly corrodes and injures the

SXtes Tfthtaccilentoccm

be found to correct it. This mixture of gelati/e and bichromate «Wotash keeps good tor

1 »u„ — :— fho anticorifiA ntiH nressrviner power of the bicnromate. ic
several months, o^ying to the antiseptic and preserving power oi

^^^^
"

remains liquid andVeady for use at any time during the summer months, but in co d

weather it becomes a jelly, and hasfto be warmed before using it
:

it should kept m
a cupboard or dark place. The proportions given abovejare convenient, but they

may be considerably varied without injuring the result. The engraving process

should' be carried on iula partially darkened room, and is performed as toUows :

—

A Uttle of this prepared gelatine is poured on the plate toibe engraved, wbicn is

then held vertical, and the superfluous liquid aUowed to drain off at one of the corners^-

of the plate. It is held in a horizontal position over a spirit lamp, which soon dries

the gelatine, which is left as a thin film, of a pale yellow colour, covering the

metallic surface, and generally bordered with several narrow bands of prismatic

colours. These colours are of use to the operator, by enabling him to judge ot the

thinness of the film: when it is very thin, the prismatic colours are seen over the

whole surface of the plate. Such plates often make excellent engravings ;
nevertheless,

is is perhaps safer to use gelatine films which are a little thicker. Experience alone

can guide the operator to the best result. The object to be engraved is then laid on

the metal plate, and screwed down upon it in a photographic copying frame. Such

objects may be either material substances, as lace, the leaves of plants, &c., or they

may be engravings, or writings, or photographs, &c. &c. The plate bearing the

object upon it is then to be placed in the sunshine, for a space of time varying from

one to several minutes according to circumstances ; or else, it may be placed in com-

mon daylight, but of course for a long time. As in other photographic processes, the

judgment of the operator is here called into play, and his experience guides him as

to the proper time of exposure to the light. When the frame is withdrawn from the

light, and the object removed from the plate, a faint image is seen upon it— the yellow

colour of the gelatine having turned brown wherever the light has acted.

" The novelty of the present invention consists in the improved method by which

the photographic image, obtained in the manner above described, is engraved upon

the metal plate. The first of these improvements is as follows :— I formerly sup-

posed that it was necessary to wash the plate, bearing the photographic image, in

water, or in a mixture of water and alcohol, which dissolves only those portions of the

gelatine on which the light has not acted : and I believe that all other persons who
have employed this method of engraving, by means of gelatine and bichromate of

potash, have followed the same method, viz., that of washing the photographic

image. But however carefully this process is conducted, it is frequently found,

when the plate is again dry, that a slight disturbance of the image has occurred,

which, of course, is injurious to the beauty of the result ; and I have now ascertained

that it is not at all necessary to wash the photographic image ; on the contrary, much
more beautiful engravings are obtained upon plates which have not been washed,

because the more delicate lines and details of the picture have not been at all dis-

turbed. The process which I now employ is as follows :—When the plate, bearing the

photographic image, is removed from the copying frame, I spread over its surface,

carefully and very evenly, a little finely-powdered gum copal (in default of which
common resin may be employed). It is much easier to spread this resinous powder
evenly upon the surface of the gelatine, than it is to do so upon the naked surface of

a metal plate. The chief error the operator has to guard against is, that of putting on
too much of the powder: the best results are obtained by using a very thin layer of

it, provided it is uniformly distributed. If too much of the powder is laid on it im-
pedes the action of the etching liquid. When the plate has been thus very thinly

powdered with copal, it is held horizontally over a spirit lamp in order to melt the

copal ; this requires a considerable heat. It might be supposed that this heating of
the plate, after the formation of a delicate photographic image upon it, would disturb

and injure that image ; but it has no such effect. The melting of the copal is known
by the change of colour. The plate should then be withdrawn from the lamp, and
suffered to cool. This process may be called the laying an aquatint ground upon the
gelatine, and I believe it to be a new process. In the common mode of laying an
aquatint ground, the resinous particles are laid upon the naked surface of the metal,
before the engraving is commenced. The gelatine being thus covered with a layer of
copal, disseminated uniformly and in minute particles, the .etching liquid is to be
poured on. This is prepared as follows :— Muriatic acid, otherwise called hydro-
chloric acid, is saturated with peroxide of iron, as much as it will dissolve with the
aid of heat. After straining the solution, to remove impurities, it is evaporated till it

18 considerably reduced in volume, and is then poured off into bottles of a convenient
capacity

; as it cools it solidifies into a brown semi-crystalline mass. The bottles are
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then well-corked up, and kept for use. I shall call this preparation of iron by thename of perchloride of iron in the present specification, as I believe it to be identical
with the substance described by chemical authors under that name— for example see
Turners Chemistry, fifth edition, page .5.^7 ; and by others called permuriate of iron
—for example, see Brand's Manual of Chemistry, second edition, vol. ii page 117

" It is a substance very attractive of moisture. When a little of it is taken from
a bottle, in the form of a dry powder, and laid upon a plate, it quickly deliquesces
absorbing the atmospheric moisture. In solution in water, it forms a yellow liquid in
small thicknesses, but chestnut-brown in greater thicknesses. In order to render its
mode of action in photographic engraving more intelligible, I will first state, that it
can be very usefully employed in common etching ; that is to say, that if a plate of
copper, steel, or zinc is covered with an etching ground, and lines are traced on it

with a needle's point, so as to form any artistic subject; then, if the solution of per-
chloride of iron is poured on, it quickly effects an etching, and does this without dis-
engaging bubbles of gas, or causing any smell ; for which reason it is much more
convenient to use than aquafortis, and also because it does not injure the operator's
hands or his clothes if spilt upon them. It may be employed of various strengths for
common etching, but requires peculiar management for photoglyphic engraving; and,
as the success of that mode of engraving chiefly turns upon this point, it should
be well attended to.

" Water dissolves an extraordinary quantity of perchloride of iron, sometimes evolv-
ing much heat during the solution. I find that the following is a convenient way
of proceeding :

—

" A bottle (No. 1) is filled with a saturated solution of perchloride of iron in
water.

" A bottle (No. 2) with a mixture, consisting of five or six parts of the saturated
solution and one part of water.

" And a bottle (No. 3) with a weaker liquid, consisting of equal parts of water and
the saturated solution. Before attempting an engraving of importance, it is almost
essential to make preliminary trials, in order to ascertain that these liquids are of the
proper strengths. These trials I shall therefore now proceed to point out. I have
already explained how the photographic image is made on the surface of the gelatine,

and covered with a thin layer of powdered copal or resin, which is then melted by
holding the plate over a lamp. When the plate has become perfectly cold, it is ready
for the etching process, which is performed as follows:— A small quantity of the

solution in bottle No. 2, viz. that consisting of five or six parts of saturated solution

to one of water, is poured upon the plate, and spread with a camel-hair brush evenly

all over it. It is not necessary to make a wall of wax round the plate, because the

quantity of liquid employed is so small that it has no tendency to run oS" the plate.

The liquid penetrates the gelatine wherever the light has not acted on it, but it

refuses to penetrate those parts upon which the light has suflSciently acted. It is

upon this remarkable fact that tlje art of photoglyphic engraving is mainly founded.

In about a minute the etching is seen to begin, which is known by the parts etched

turning dark brown or black, and then it spi'eads over the whole plate — the details

of the picture appearing with great rapidity in every quarter of it. It is not desirable

that this rapidity should be too great, for, in that case, it is necessary to stop the pro-

cess before the etching has acquired sufficient depth (which requires an action of

some minutes' duration). If, therefore, the etching, on trial, is found to proceed too

rapidly, the strength of the liquid in bottle No. 2 must be altered (by adding some

of the saturated solution to it before it is employed for another engraving); but if, on

the contrary, the etching fails to occur after the lapse of some minutes, or if it begins,

but proceeds too slowly, this is a sign that the liquid in bottle No. 2 is too strong, and

too nearly approaching saturation. To correct this, a little water must be added to it

before it is employed for another engraving. But, in doing this, the operator must

take notice, that a very minute quantity of water added often makes a great difFerence

and causes the liquid to etch very rapidly. He will therefore be careful in adding

water, not to do so too freely. When the proper strength of the solution in bottle

No. 2 has thus been adjusted, which generally requires three or four experimental

trials, it can be employed with security. Supposing, then, that it has been ascertained

to be of the right strength, the etching is commenced as above mentioned, and pro-

ceeds till all the details of the picture have become visible, and present a satisfactory

appearance to the eye of the operator, which generally occurs in two or three minutes;

the operator stirring the liquid all the time with a camel-hair brush, and thus slight y

rubbing the surface of the gelatine, which has a good elfect. When it seems likely

that the etching will improve no further, it must be stopped. This is done by wiping

off the liquid with cotton wool, and then rapidly pouring a stream of cold water over

the plate, which carries off all the remainder of it. The plate is then wiped with a
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clean linen cloth, and then rubbed with soft whiting and water to remove the gelatine.

The etchinff is then found to be completed. 3 • ^- \

PHOTOGRAPHY. (From photo, light; grapJw, a writing or a description)

The art of producing pictures by the agency of sunshine, actmg upon chemically

prepared papers. The name appears unfortunate, since we are persuaded that .t

is uot LIGHT— that is, the lumbious principle of the sunshme, which effects the

chemical change, but a peculiar principle or power which is associated with light m
the sunbeam. In the metaphysical refinements of our modern philosophy, wtiicn

endeavours to refer every physical phenomenon to some peculiar mode of motion,

we are apt to lose sight of the stern facts, which in spite of the enormous amount ot

talent which has been brought to bear on the whole series of undulatory hypotheses,

still stand out as unreconcilable with any of these views. If light is motion, and

shadow degrees of repose, it remains unexplained how the most intense motion, yellow

light not only produces no chemical change, but actually prevents it
;
or how the

deep shadow of the non-luminous rays produces the most active chemical decomposition.

M Niepce, in 1827, called his interesting discovery Helioguapht, or sun-writmg.

This name', as involving no hypothesis, was an exceedingly happy one, and it is to be

regretted that it was not adopted. See Actinism.

In this dictionary it is our purpose only to deal with the chief principles involved

in this very interesting art, and to give brief descriptions of some of the more

remarkable and interesting of the processes which have been introduced. There are

certain chemical compounds, and especially some of the salts of silver, which are

rapidly decomposed by the influence of the sunshine, and even, though more slowly,

by ordinary daylight, or powerful artificial light. As the extent to which the

decomposition is carried on, depends upon the intensity of radiation proceeding from

the object, or passing through it, accordingly as we are employing the reflected or

the transmitted rays, it will be obvious that we shall obtain very delicate gradations

of darkening, and thus the photograph will represent in a very refined manner all

those details which are rendered visible to the eye by light and shadow.

There are two methods by which photographs can be taken : the first and simplest

is by super-position, but this is applicable only to the copying of engravings of such

botanical specimens as can be spread out upon paper, and objects which are entirely

or in part transparent. The other method is by throwing upon the prepared paper

the image obtained by the use of a lens fitted into a dark box— the camera obscura.

To carry out either of those methods certain sensitive surfaces must be pi'oduced

;

these therefore claim our first attention :— The artist requires

1. Nitrate of silver.

2. Ammonia nitrate of silver.

3. Chloride of silver.

4. Iodide of silver.

5. Bromide of silver.

Those five chemical compounds may be regarded as the agents most essential in the

preparation of photographic surfaces.

1. Nitrate of Silver. The crystallised salt should, if possible, always be
procured. The fused nitrate, which is sold in cylindrical sticks, is more liable to con-

tamination, and the paper in which each stick of two drachms is wrapped being weighed
with the silver, renders it less economical. A preparation is sometimes sold for

nitrate of silver, at from Qd. to 9c?. the ounce less than the ordinary price, which may
induce the unwary to purchase it. This reduction of price is effected by fusing with
the salt of silver a proportion of some cupreous salt, generally the nitrate, or nitrate

of potash. This fraud is readily detected by observing if the salt becomes moist on
exposure to the air,—a very small admixture of copper rendering the nitrate of silver

deliquescent. The evils to the photographer are, want of sensibility upon exposure,
and the perishability (even in the dark) of the finished drawing.

The most simple kind of photographic paper which is prepared, is that washed
with the nitrate of silver only ; and for many purposes it answers remarkably well,

particularly for copying lace or feathers ; and it has this advantage over every other
kind, that it is perfectly fixed by well soaking in pure warm water.

The best proportions in which this salt can be used are 60 grains of it dissolved in

a fluid ounce of water. Care must be taken to apply it equally, with a quick but
steady motion, over every part of the paper. It will be found the best practice to
pin the sheet by its four corners to a flat board, and then, holding it with the left hand
a little inclined, to sweep the brush from the upper outside corner, over' the whole of
the sheet, removing it as seldom as possible.

The nitrated paper not being very sensitive to luminous agency, it is desirable to
increase its power. This may be done to some extent by simple methods.
By soaking the paper in a solution of isinglass or parchment size, or by rubbing it
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over with the white of egg and drying it prior to the application of the 6en«itivewash, It will be found to b ackeu much more readily, and assume different tones of
colour, which may be varied at the taste of the operator.
Ry dissolving the nitrate of silver in common rectified spirits of wine instead of

water, we produce a tolerably sensitive nitrated paper, which darkens to a verv
beautiful chocolate brown

; but this wash must not be used on any sheets prepared
with isinglass, parchment, or albumen, as these substances are coagulated by alcohoL

2. Ammonia Nitrate of Silver. Liquid ammonia is to be dropped carefully
into nitrate of silver; a dark oxide of silver is thrown down; if the ammonia liquor
IS added in excess, this precipitate is redissolved, and we obtain a perfectly colourless
solution. Paper washed with this solution is more sensitive than that prepared with
the ordinary nitrate.

3. Chloride of Silver. This salt is obtained most readily by pouring a solution
of common salt, chloride of sodium, into a solution of nitrate of silver. It then falls
as a pure white precipitate, which rapidly changes cobur even in diffused daylight,

Chloridated papers, as they are termed, are formed by producing a chloride of silver
on their surface, by washing the paper with the solution of chloride of sodium, or any
other chloride, and when the paper is dry, with the silver solution.

It is a very instructive practice to prepare small quantities of solutions of common
salt and nitrate of silver of different strengths, to cover slips of paper with them in
various ways, and then to expose them all to the same radiations. A curious variety
in the degrees of sensibility, and in the intensity of colour, will be detected, showing
the importance of a very close attention to proportions, and also to the mode of mani-
pulating.

A knowledge of these preliminary but important points having been obtained, the
preparation of the paper should be proceeded with ; and the following method is

recommended :
—

Taking some flat deal hoards, perfectly clean, pin upon them, bytheir four comers, the
paper to be prepared ; observing the two sides of the paper, and selecting that side to
receive the preparation which presents the hardest and most uniform surface. Then,
dipping a sponge brush into the solution of chloride of sodium, a sufficient quantity is

taken up by it to moisten the surface of the paper without any hard rubbing ; and
this is to be applied with great regularity. The papers being " salted," are allowed
to dry. A great number of these may be prepared at a time, and kept in a portfolio

for use. To render these sensitive, the papers being pinned on the boards, or carefully
laid upon folds of white blotting paper, are to be washed over with the nitrate of
silver, applied by means of a camel-hair pencil, observing the instructions previously
given as to the method of moving the brush upon the paper. After the first wash is

applied, the paper is to be dried, and then subjected to a second application of the

silver solution. Thus prepared, it will be sufficiently sensitive for all purposes of

copying by application.

The viost sensitive paper.— Chloride of sodium, 30 grains to an ounce of water j

nitrate of silver, 120 grains to an ounce of distilled water.

The paper is first soaked in the saline solution, and after being carefully wiped with
linen, or pressed between folds of blotting paper and dried, it is to be washed twice

with the solution of silver, drying it by a warm fire between each washing. This
paper is very liable to become brown in the dark. Although images may be obtained

in the camera obscura on this paper by about half an hour's exposure, they are never

very distinct, and may be regarded as rather curious than useful

Less sensitive paper for copies of engravings or botanical specimens.— Chloride of

sodium, 25 grains to an ounce of water ; nitrate of silver, 99 grains to an ounce of

distilled water.

Common sensitive paper,for copying lace-work, feathers, Sfc.— Chloride of sodium,

20 grains to an ounce of water ; nitrate of silver, 60 grains to an ounce of distilled water.

This paper keeps tolerably well, and, if carefully prepared, may always be depended

upon for darkening equally.

4. Iodide of Silver. This salt was employed very earlyby Talbot (see Calotype),

Herschel, and others, and it enters as the principal agent into Mr. Talbot's calotj-pe

paper. Paper is washed with a solution of the iodide of potassium, and then with

nitrate of silver. By this means papers may be prepared which are exquisitely sensi-

tive to luminous influence, provided the right proportions are hit ; but, at the same

time, nothing can be more insensible to the same agency than the pure iodide of

silver. A singular difference in precipitates to all appearance the same led to the

belief that more than one definite compound of iodine and silver existed ; but it is

now proved that pure iodide of silver will not change colour in the sunshine, and

that the quantity of nitrate of silver in excess regulate the degree of sensibility.

Experiment has proved that the blackening of one variety of iodated paper, and the
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preservation of another, depends on the simple
.^^f^ljff

^ha TiitrntP of silver The papers prepared with the iodide ot suvei nave dii

neeulSefof^ chloride, and although, m some instances,

fhey Se^ o exS a much higher order of sensitiveness, they cannot he recom-

I^ended for geS^ -Uh that confidence ^vhich experience has given to

^^rBRoSijE OF Silver. In many of the works on chemistry, it is stated that the

ehforide is the most sensitive to light of all the salts. of «>l-^^5

^--^J,^e fo^nd thit
exposed in a perfectly formed and pure state to solar influence, it will he found that

this is nearly correct. Modern discovery has, however, shown that these salts may

exist in peculiar conditions, in which the affinities are so delicately balanced as to he

disturbed by the faintest gleam; and it is singular that, as it regards the ch onde,

iodide, and bromide of silver, when in this condition, the order of sensibility is

reversed, and the most decided action is evident on the bromide before the eye can

detect any change in the chloride.
. , . , , t, .

To prepare a highly sensitive paper of this lund, select some sheets of very superior

glazed post, and wash it on one side only with bromide of potassiuni— 40 grains to

1 ounce of distilled water, over which, when dry, pass a solution of 100 grains of

nitrate of silver in the same quantity of water. The paper must be dried as quickly

as possible without exposing it to too much heat ; then again washed with the silver

solution, and dried in the dark. Such are the preparations of an ordinary kind, with

which the photographer will proceed to work.

The most simple method of obtaining sun-pictures, is that of placing the objects to

be copied on a piece of prepared paper, pressing them close by a piece of glass, and

exposing the arrangement to sunshine: all the parts exposed darken, while those

covered are protected from change, the resulting picture being white upon a dark

ground.
.

For the multiplication of photographic drawings, it is necessary to be provided

with a frame and glass, called a copying

frame. The glass must be of such thick-

ness as to resist considerable pressure, and

it should be selected as colourless as pos-

sible, great care being taken to avoid such

as have a tint of yellow or red, these colours

preventing the permeation of the most effi-

cient rays ; fig. 1457 represents the frame,

showing the back, with its adjustments for

securing the close contact of the paper with

every part of the object to be copied.

Having placed the frame face downwards,
carefully lay out on the glass the object to

be copied, on which place the photographic paper very smoothly. Having covered

this with the cushion, which may be either of flannel or velvet, fix the back, and ad-

just it by the bar, until every part of the object and paper are in the closest possible

contact ; then turn up the frame and expose to sunshine.

It should be here stated, once for all, that such pictures, howsoever obtained, are

called negative photographs

;

—and those which have their lights and shadows correct as

1458
1459

in nature—dark upon a light ground—are positive photographs. The mode of effecting
the production of a positive is, having by fixing, given permanence to the negative
picture, it is placed, face down, on another piece of sensitive paper, when all the parts
which are white on the first, admitting light freely, cause a dark impression to be
made on the second, and the resulting image is correct in its lights and shadows and
also as it regards right and left.

'
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For obtaining pictures of external nature the Camera Obecura of Baptista Porta u
employed.

The figures (_Jigs. 1458, 1459, 1460) represent a perfect arrangement, and, at the

same time, one which is not essentially expensive. Its conveniences are those of fold-

ing ( fig. 1460), and thus packing into a very small compass, for the convenience of

travellers.

Fig. 1458 exhibits the instrument complete. Fig. 1459 shows the screen in which
the sensitive paper is placed, the shutter being up and the frame open that its con-

struction may be seen.

Camera Obscnras of a more elaborge c,^^^^^^^^^^^

ceeding ingenuity, which give every facility for carrymg on u c f
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collodion process, to be presently described, out of doors. The precedinfj; is a Camera

Obscura of this kind, manufactured by Mr. John Joseph Griffin, of Bunhill Row.

This is really Mr. Scott Archer s Camera Obscura improved upon. Fig. 1461 is a

section of the instrument, and fic/. 1462 its external form. With a view to its porta-

bility it is constructed so as to serve as a packing case for all the apparatus required, a

is a sliding door which supports the lens, b, c, c are side openings fitted with cloth

sleeves to admit the operator's arms, is a hinged door at the back of the camera,

which can be supported like a table by the hook e. f is the opening for looking into

the camera during an operation. This opening is closed when necessary by the door

g, which can be opened by the hand passed into the camera through the sleeves c.

The yellow glass window which admits light into the camera during an operation is

under the door, k. i is the sliding frame for holding the focusing glass, or the frame
with the prepared glass, either of which is fastened to the sliding frame by the check
k. The frame slides along the rod 1 1, and can be fitted to the proper focus by
means of the step, m. m is the gutta-percha washing- tray, o is an opening in the

bottom of the instrument near the door, to admit the well p, and which is closed

when the well is removed by the door. The well is divided into two cells, one of
which contains the focusing glass, and the other the glass trough, each in a frame
adapted to the sliding frame, i. On each side of the sliding door that supports the
lens, a, there is within the camera a small hinged table, r, supported by a bracket, s.

These two tables serve to support the bottles that contain the solutions necessary to

be applied to the glass plate after its exposure to the lens.

For supporting any of these camera obscuras, tripod stands are employed ; these
are now made in an exceedingly convenient form, being light, at the same time that
they are sufficiently firm to secure the instrument from any motion during the opera-
tion of taking a picture.

The true photographic artist, however, will not be content with a camera obscura of
this or any other kind. He will provide himself with a tent, in which he may be
able to prepare his plates, and subsequently to develop and to fix his pictures. Many
kinds of tent have been brought forward, but we have not seen any one which unites
so perfectly all that can be desired, within a limited space, and which shall have the
great recommendation of lightness. Fig. 1463 represents Smartt's new photographic
tent, which appears to meet nearly all the conditions required.

In this tent an endeavour has been made to obviate many of the inconveniences
complained of, especially as to working space, firmness, simplicity, and portability.
Usually, in the various forms of tent, the upper part, where space is most required, is
the most contracted, while at the lower part, where it is of little importance, a great
amount of room is provided.

Smartt's tent, made by Murkay and Heath, is rectangular in form, is 6 feet high
in the clear, and 3 feet square, affording table space equal to 36 inches by 18 inches,
and ample room for the operator to manipulate with perfect ease and convenience!
The chief feature in its construction is the peculiarity of its framework, which con-
stitutes, when erected, a system of triangles, so disposed as to strengthen and support
each other : it thus combines the two important qualities of lightness and rigidity.
The table is made to fold up when not in use ; and in place of the ordinary dish for
developing, a very efficient and portable tray is provided, made of india-rubber
cloth, having its two sides fixed and rigid and its two ends movable ; it thus folds
up into a space but little larger than one of its sides. The working space of the
table is economised thus:— a portion of it is occupied by the tray just described •

the silver-bath (which is one of Murray and Heath's new glass baths with glass
water-tight top) is suspended from the front of the table, and rests upon a portion of
the framework of the tent ; a contrivance is devised for disposing of the plate-slide
of the camera, in order to reserve the space it would require if placed on the tableThe bath and plate-holder, in their places as described, are shown in the wood cut"
This arrangement leaves ample space on the table for manipulating the largest sized
plates. The entire weight of the tent is 20 lbs., and it is easily erected or taken downby one person.

The coUodion pourer, the plate-developing holder, the developing cups and the
water-bottle (the latter is suspended over the tray as in the wood-cut") 'have all
special points in construction.

^'

The object of the inventor has been completely realised, the operator beino- insuredthe means of working the wet-collodion process in the open air with ease.'^comfortand convenience. Hitherto this has not been possible, in consequence of the ereat^eight and bulk of the contrivances used, and to which may be traced the existence

plate
"^"^ expedients for retaining, more or less, the sensitiveness of the prepared

Vol*'
11?'^''* °^ ^^"^ ''^^^ ^'^"^ ''^''^^ so efficient as to
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ensure to the operator the means of working the wet collodion process in the open

air, with ease, comfort, and convenience.

U63

The processes of most importance may be divided as foUows:

1. The cop«/in9 process, already d^^^^^^^^
successfully employed for obtaining

pilrl%«Eclti^^^^ of ,.e iodide of

^r^rr» process, which ^^^be s^cW Mr Pox

In addition to the ordinary form of the calotype P
^^^^^ ^„

Talbot, and of which an accoun has been
g^^^^^^^^ ^.^^.^^^

paper process demands
^.^^^f̂ ,"*^,^tek m^^^^^

bv Mr. Wm. Crookes, who has aevoxea muv.

Dently successful with, the wax-paper on that side of

The arst operation to be performed s to make a g P r ^e

direction, therefore it is only necessary to ascer^a
the exposed edges^

them is uppermost, and then draw a f"f^^JJJt^Vax. The wax is to be made per-

Thc paper has now to be saturated with wJiite wa
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fectly liquid, and then the sheets of paper, taken up singly and held by one end, are

gradually lowered on to the fluid. As soon as the wax is absorbed, which takes

place almost directly, they are to be lifted up with rather a quick movement, held by
one corner, and allowed to drain until the wax, ceasing to run off, congeals on the

surface. When the sheets are first taken up for this operation, they should be briefly

examined, and such as show the Avater-mark, contain any black spots, or have any-
thing unusual about their appearance, should be rejected.

The paper in this stage will contain far more wax than necessary ; the excess may
be removed by placing the sheets singly between blotting-paper, and ironing them

;

but this is wasteful, and the loss may be avoided by placing on each side of the
waxed sheet two or three sheets of umvaxed photographic paper, and then ironing the
whole between blotting-paper ; there will generally be enough wax on the centre
sheet to saturate fully those next to it on each side, and partially, if not entirely, the
others. Those that are imperfectly waxed may be made the outer sheets of the suc-
ceeding set. Finally, each sheet must be separately ironed between blotting-paper,
until the glistening patches of wax are absorbed.

It is of the utmost consequence that the temperature of the iron should not exceed
that of boiling water. Before using, always dip it into water until the hissing
entirely ceases. This is one of the most important points in the whole process, but
one which it is very difficult to make beginners properly appreciate. The disad-
vantages of having too hot an iron are not apparent until an after stage, while the
saving of time and trouble is a great temptation to beginners.
A well waxed sheet of paper, when viewed by obliquely reflected light, ought to

present a perfectly uniform glazed appearance on one side, while the other should be
rather duller

; there must be no shining patches on any part of the surface, nor
should any irregularities be observed on examining the paper with a black ground
placed behind

; seen by transmitted light, it will appear opalescent, but there should
be no approach to a granular structure. The colour of a pile of waxed sheets is
slightly bluish.

The paper, having undergone this preparatory operation, is ready for iodising;
this IS effected by completely immersing it in an aqueous solution of an alkaline
iodide, either pure or mixed with some analogous salt.

Bromide of potassium is sometimes added, and with much advantage in many
cases, to the iodising bath. The addition of a chloride has been found to produce a
somewhat similar effect to that of a bromide, but in a less marked degree. No parti-
cular advantage, however, can be traced to it.

The best results are obtained when the iodide and bromide are mixed in the pro-
portion of their atomic weights, the strength being as follows : —

Iodide of potassium 582-5 grains.
Bromide of potassium - . . . 417.5 grains.
Distilled water 40 ounces.

When the two sahs have dissolved in the water, the mixture should be filtered : the
bath will then be fit for use.

At first a slight difficulty will be felt in immersing the waxed sheets in the liquid
without enduing air bubbles, the greasy nature of the surface causing the solution
to run off. 1 he best way is to hold the paper by one end, and gradually to bring itdown on to the hqmd, commencing at the other end ; the paper ought not to slant
towards the surface of the bath, or there will be danger of enclosing air bubbles

:

but while it IS being laid down, the part out of the liquid should be kept as nearly as
possible perpendicular to the surface of the liquid ; any curling up of the sheet when
fww L'?''l^r/''r^°l^'^

breathing on it gently. In about ten minutesthe sheet ought to be lifted up by one corner, and turned over in the same manner •

a slight agitation of the dish will then throw the liquid entirely over that sheet andanother can be treated in like manner.
'

These sheets must remain soaking in this bath for about three hours; several
tones during that interval (and especially if there be many sheets in the same bath)tbey ought to be moved about and turned over singly, to allow of the liquid pene-

a1^"^u T^^'^
^"'^ coming perfectly in contact with every part of the surfaceAlter they have soaked for a sufficient time, the sheets should be taken out and hunffup to dry

;
this is conveniently effected by stretching a string across the room, andnooking the papers on to this by means of a pin bent into the shape of the letter SAlter a sheet has been hung up for a few minutes, a piece of blotting-paper, aboutone inch square, should be stuck to the bottom corner to absorb the drop, and prevent

te"^ a stain in the picture.
prevent

wbilJ .1 r^^^^''
are drying, they should be looked at occasionally, and the war in^vhich the liquid on the surface dries noticed; if it collect in d.Vps all ovTJ^the

G Li 2
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surface, it is a sign that the sheets have not been sufficiently acted on by the iodising

bath, owing to their having been removed from the latter too soon. The sheets will

usually during drying assume a dirty pink appearance, owing probably to the libe-

ration of iodine by ozone in the air, and its subsequent combination with the starch

and wax in the paper. This is by no means a bad sign, if the colour be at all

uniform ; but if it appear in patches and spots, it shows that there has been some

irregular absorption of the wax, or defect in the iodising, and it. will be as well

to reject sheets so marked.

As soon as the sheets are quite dry, they can be put aside in a box for use at

a future time. There is a great deal of uncertainty as regards the length of time

the sheets may be kept in this state without spoiling. Mr. Crookes speaks from

experience as to there being no sensible deterioration after a lapse of ten months.

Up to this stage, it is immaterial whether the operations have been performed by

daylight or not ; but the subsequent treatment, until the fixing of the picture, must

be done by yellow light.
. . ,• a i.i, i.

The next step consists in rendering the iodised paper sensitive to light. Althougn,

when extreme care is taken in this operation, it is hardly of any consequence when

this is performed ; yet in practice, it will not be found convenient to excite the paper

earlier than about a fortnight before its being required for use. The materials for

the exciting bath are nitrate of silver, glacial acetic acid, and water.

The following bath is recommended:—

,

' Nitrate of silver 300 grains.

1 Glacial acetic acid 2 drachms.

Distilled water 20 ounces.

The nitrate of silver and acetic acid are to be added to the water, and when dis-

solved, filtered into a clean dish, taking care that the bottom of the dish be flat and

that the liquid cover it to the depth of at least half an inch all over
;
by the side ot

this, two similar dishes must be placed, each containing distilled water.

A sheet of iodised paper is to be taken by one end and gradually lowered, the

marked side downwards, on to the exciting solution, takmg care that no hquid gets

on to the back, and no air bubbles are enclosed.
^. ^ ^ . n ^ ^ •

It will be necessary for the sheet to remain on this bath from five to ten minutes ,

but it can generally be known when the operation is completed by the change in

appearance, the pink colour entirely disappearing, and the sheet assuming a pure

homogeneous straw colour. When this is the case, one corner of it J>e
[^'^f

^ u?

bv the platinum spatula, lifted out of the dish with rather a quick movement, allowed

to diSn fo about half k minute, and then floated on the surface of the water m the

second dish, while another iodised sheet is placed on the mtrate of silver solution

;

when this has remained on for a sufiicient time, it must be m like manner transferred

to the dish of distilled water, having removed the previous sheet to the next a'sn-

A third iodised sheet can now be^xeited, and when this ,s completed, the one first

exdted must be rubbed perfectly dry between folds of clean blottmg-paper wrapped

in cleTpaper, and preserved in a portfolio until required for use; and the others

can be transferred a dish forward, as before, taking care that each sheet be washed

?wice in Sled water, and that at every fourth sheet the dishes of washing water

iremptied and rlplenished with clean distiUed water; this water should not be

thrown awav, but preserved in a bottle for a subsequent operation.

The abovl quantity of the exciting bath will be found quite enough to excite

about fifty sheets of the size here employed or 3,000
^qX^darlS ss

'
Generally

Of Pnnrse these sensitive sheets must be kept in perfect darkness, irenerauy,

effect being to shorten or prolong the time j/^Wmuch longer than can take
Unless the exposure to light has been

^^^''''''^ll^^J'l^^^^^ S be visible on the

place under the circumstances we are contemplating) °«

Leet after its removal from the instrument more than theit was previous
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exposure ; the action of the light merely producing a latent impression, -which

requires to he developed to render it visible.

The developing solution in nearly every case consists of an aqueous solution of

gallic acid, with the addition, more or less, of a solution of nitrate of silver.

An improvement on the ordinary method of developing with gallic acid, formed

the subject of a communication from Mr, Crookes to the Philosophical Magazine for

March 1855, who recommends the employment of a strong alcoholic solution of gallic

acid, to be diluted with water when required for use, as being more economical both

of time and trouble than the preparation of a great quantity of an aqueous solution

for each operation.

The solution is thus made: put two ounces of crystallised gallic acid into a dry

flask with a narrow neck ; over this pour six ounces of good alcohol (60° over proof),

and place the flask in hot water until the acid is dissolved, or nearly so. This will

not take long, especially if it be well shaken once or twice. Allow it to cool, then

add half a drachm of glacial acetic acid, and filter the whole into a stoppered bottle.

The developing solution for one set of sheets, or 180 square inches, is prepared by
mixing together ten ounces of the water that has been previously used for washing the

excited papers, and 4 drachms of the exhausted exciting bath ; the mixture is then filtered

into a perfectly clean dish, and half a drachm of the above alcoholic solution of gallic

acid poured into it. The dish must be shaken about until the greasy appearance is

quite gone from the surface ; and then the sheets of paper may be laid down on the

solution in the ordinary manner with the marked side downwards, taking particular

care that none of the solution gets on the back of the paper, or it will cause a stain.

Should this happen, either dry it with blotting paper, or immerse the sheet entirely

in the liquid.

If the paper has been exposed to a moderate light, the picture will begin to appear
within five minutes of its being laid on the solution, and will be finished in a few
hours. It may, however, sometimes be requisite, if the light has been feeble, to pro-
long the development for a day or more. If the dish be perfectly clean, the deve-
loping solution will remain active for the whole of this time, and when used only for
a few hours, will be quite clear and colourless, or with the faintest tinge of brown

;

a darker appearance indicates the presence of dirt. The progress of the development
may be watched, by gently raising one corner with the platinum spatula, and lifting
the sheet up by the fingers. This should not be done too often, as there is always a
risk of producing stains on the surface of the picture.

As soon as the picture is judged to be sufficiently intense, it must be removed from
the gallo-nitrate, and laid on a dish of water (not necessarily^ distilled). In this state it

may remain until the final operation of fixing,which need not be performed immediately,
if inconvenient. After being washed once or twice, and dried between clean blottmg
paper, the picture will remain unharmed for weeks, if kept in a dark place.
Some general remarks on the fixing processes will be found towards the end of this

article.

The Collodion Process,

The difficulty with which we are met in any attempt to describe this photographic
process is, that it is almost hopeless to find two photographers who adopt precisely
the same order of manipulation ; and books almost without number have been pub-
lished, each one recommending some special system.
By general consent the discovery of the collodion process, as now employed, is

given to the late Mr. Scott Archer. It will, therefore, be considered quite sufficient
to give the details of his process, which has really been but little improved on since
its first introduction.

To prepare the collodion. Thirty grains of gun cotton should be taken and placed
in 18 fluid ounces of rectified sulphuric ether, and then 2 ounces of alcohol should be
added, making thus one imperial pint of the solution. The cotton, if properly made
will dissolve entirely ; but any small fibre which may be floating about should be
allowed to deposit and the clear solution poured off".

To iodise the collodion. Prepare a saturated solution of iodide of potassium in
alcohol—say one ounce, and add to it as much iodide of silver, recently precipitated
and well washed, as it will take up : this solution is to be added to the collodion the
quantity depending on the proportion of alcohol which has been used in the nrenara
tion of the collodion. ^ ^

Coating the plate. A plate of perfectly smooth glass, free from air bubble or striaj
should be cleaned very perfectly with a few drops of ammonia on cotton and then
wiped m a very clean cotton cloth.

.

The plate must be held by the left hand perfectly horizontal, and then with thenght a sufficient quantity of iodised collodion should be poured into the centre so as
G G 3
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to diffuse itself equally over the surface. This should be done coolly and steadily,
allowing it to flow to each corner in succession, taking care that the edges are weli
covered

; then gently tilt the plate, that the superfluous fluid may return to the bottle
from the opposite corner to that by which the plate is held. At this moment the plate
should be brought into a vertical position, when the diagonal lines caused by the fluid
running to the corner, will fall one into the other, and give a clear flat surface. To
do this neatly and effectually some little practice is necessary, as in most things, but
the operator should by no means hurry the operation, but do it systematically, at the
same time not being longer over it than is actually necessary, for collodion being
an ethereal compound evaporates rapidly. Many operators waste their collodion by
imagining it is necessary to perform this operation in great haste ; but such is not the
case, for an even coating can seldom be obtained if the fluid is poured on and off
again too rapidly ; it is better to do it steadily, and submit to a small loss from eva-
poration. If the collodion becomes too thick, thin it with the addition of a little fresh
and good ether.

Exciting the plate. Previous to the last operation it is necessary to have the bath
ready, which is made as follows :

—

Nitrate of silver - - - - - 30 grains.

Distilled water . _ . . . i ounce.

Dissolve and filter.

The quantity of this fluid necessary to be made must depend upon the/om of trough
to be used, whether horizontal or vertical, and also upon the size of the plate. With the
vertical trough a glass dipper is provided, upon which the plate rests, preventing the
necessity of any handle or the fingers going into the liquid. If, however, the glass used
is a little larger than required, this is not necessary. Having then obtained one or other
of these two and filtei'ed the liquid previously, the plate, free from any particle of
dust, &c., is to be immersed steadily and without hesitation; for if a pause should be
made in any part, a line is sure to be formed, which will print in a subsequent
part of the process.

The plate being immersed in the solution must be kept there a sufiicient time for

the liquid to act freely upon the surface, particularly if a negative picture is to be
obtained. As a general rule, it will take about two minutes, but this will vary with the

temperature of the air at the time of operating, and the condition of the collodion. In
cold weather, or indeed anything below 50° F., the bath should be placed in a
warm situation, or a proper decomposition is not obtained under a very long time.

Above 60° the plate will be certain to have obtained its maximum of sensibility by
two minutes' immersion, but belo^y this temperature it is better to give a little extra

time.

To facilitate the action, let the temperature be what it may, the plate must be lifted

out of the liquid two or three times, which also assists in getting rid of the ether

from the surface, for without this is thoroughly done a uniform coating cannot be

obtained ; but on no account should it be removed until the plate has been immersed about

half a minute, as marks are apt to be produced if removed sooner.

The plate is now ready to receive its impression in the camera obscnra. This

having been done, the picture is to be developed.

The development of image. To effect this the plate must be taken again into the

dark room, and with care removed from the slide to the levelling stand.

It will be well to caution the operator respecting the removal of the plate.

Glass, as before observed, is a bad conductor of heat ; therefore, if in taking it out we
allow it to rest on the fingers at any one spot too long, that portion will be warmed

through to the face, and as this is not done until the developing solution is ready to

go over, the action will be more energetic at those parts than at others, and conse-

quently destroy the evenness of the picture. We should, therefore, handle the plate

with care, as if it already possessed too much heat to be comfortable to the fingers,

and that we must therefore get it on the stand as soon as possible.

Having then got it there we must next cover the face with the developing solution.

This should be made as follows :

Pyrogallic acid 5 grains.

Glacial acetic acid 40 minims.

Distilled water 10 oz.

Dissolve and filter.

Mr. Delamotte employs

Pyrogallic acid 9 grains.

Glacial acetic acid 2 drachms.

Distilled water 3 ounces.
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Now, in developing a plate; the quantity of liquid taken must be m proportion to

its size. A plate measuring 5 inches by 4 will require half an ounce ;
less may be

used, but it is at the risk of stains ; therefore we would recommend that halt an ounce

of the above be measured out, into a perfectly clean vieasure, and to this from 8 to 12

drops of a 50-grain solution of nitrate of silver be added.

Pour this quicklv over the surface, taking care not to hold the measure too high,

and not to pour all"on one spot, but having taken the measure properly m the nngers,

begin at one end, and carry the hand forward ;
immediately blow upon the face ot

the plate, which has the effect not only of diffusing it over the surface, but causes the

solution to combine more equally with the damp surface of the plate : it also has the

effect of keeping any deposit that may form in motion, which, if allowed to settle,

causes the picture to come out mottled. A piece of white paper may now be held

under the plate, to observe the development of the picture: if the light of the room is

adapted for viewing it in this manner, well ; if not, a light must be held below, but in

either case arrangements should be made to view the plate easily whilst under the

operation: a successful result depending so much upon obtaining sufficient develop-

ment without carrying it too far.

As soon as the necessary development has been obtained, the liquor must be poured

off, and the surface washed with a little water, which is easily done by holding the

plate over a dish, and pouring water on it; taking care, both in this and a subsequent

part of the process, to hold the plate horizontally, and not vertically, so as to prevent

the coating being torn by the force and weight of water.

Protosulphate of iron, which was first introduced as a photographic agent in 1840

by Robert Hunt, may be employed instead of the pyrogallic acid with much advantage.

The beautiful collodion portraits obtained by Mr. Tunny of Edinburgh are all de-

veloped by the iron salt. The following are the best proportions :

Protosulphate of iron ----- i ounce.

Acetic acid - - - - - - -12 minims.

Distilled water -------l pint.

This is used in the same manner as the former solutions.

Fixing of image. This is simply the removal of iodide of silver from the surface

of the plate, and is effected by pouring over it, after it has been dipped into water, a

solution of hyposulphite of soda, made of the strength of 4 ounces to a pint of water.

At this point daylight may be admitted into the room, and, indeed, we cannot judge
well of its removal without it. We then see by tilting the plate to and fro the iodide

gradually dissolve away, and the different parts left more or less transparent, accord-
ing to the action of light upon them.

It then only remains to thoroughly wash away every trace of the hyposulphite of
soda, for should any salt be left, it gradually destroys the picture. The plate should
therefore either be immersed with great care in a vessel of clean water, or what is

better, water poured gently and carefully over the surface. After this it must be
placed upright to dry, or held before a fire.

The fixing processes. The most important part of Photography, and one to which
the least attention has been paid, is the process of rendering permanent the beautiful
images which have been obtained. Nearly all the fine photographs with which
we are now familiar are not permanent. This is deeply to be regretted, especially

as there appears to be no necessity for their fading away. In nearly all cases the
fading of a photograph may be referred to carelessness, and it is not a little startling
and certainly very annoying, to hear a very'large dealer in photographic pictures de-
clare that the finest pictures by the best photographers are the first to fade. This is,

no doubt, to be accounted for by the demand which there is for their pictures, leading
to a fatal rapidity in the necessary manipulatory details.

There is no necessity for a photograph to fade if kept with ordinary care. It should
be at all events as permanent as a sepia drawing. The hyposulphite of soda is the true
fixing agent for any of the photographic processes, be they Daguerreotype, calotype,
collodion, or the ordinary process for producing positive prints. It should be under-
stood, whichever of the salts of silver are employed, that by the action of the solar
rays either oxide of silver or metallic silver is produced, and the unchanged chloride,
iodide, or bromide can be dissolved out by the use of the hyposulphite of soda.
The photographic picture on paper, on metal, or on glass, is washed with a strong

solution of the hyposulphite of soda, and the silver salt employed combines with it

forming a peculiarly sweet compound, the hyposulphite of silver ; this is soluble in
water, and hence we have only to remove it by copious ablutions. The usual practice
is to place the pictures in trays of water and to change the fluid frequently. In this
is the danger, and to it may be traced the fading of nine-tenths of the pictures prepared
on paper. ^ ^

G G 4
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Paper is a mass of linen or cotton fibre ; howsoever fine the pulp may be prepared,
it is still full of capillary pores, which, by virtue of the force called capillarity, hold
with enormous force a large portion of the solid contents of the water. If we make a
solution of a known strength of the hyposulphite of soda, and dip a piece of paper into
it, it will be found to have lost more of the salt than belongs to the small quantity of
water abstracted by the paper. Solid matter in excess has been withdrawn from the
solution. So a photographic picture on paper holds with great tenacity one or other
of the hyposulphites. By soaking there is of course a certain portion removed, but
it is not possible by any system of soaking to remove it all.

The picture is, however, prepared in this manner, and slowly, hut surely, under
the combined influences of the solar rays and atmospheric moisture, the metallic sil-

ver loses colour, i. e. the photograph fades.

The only process to be relied on demands that every picture should be treated
separately. First, any number may be soaked in water, and the water changed

;
by

this means the excess of the hyposulphite of silver is removed. Then each picture
must be taken out and placed upon a slab of porcelain or glass, and being fixed

at a small angle, -water should be allowed to flow freely over and off it. Beyond
this, the operator should be furnished with a piece of soft sponge, and he should
maintain for a long time a dabbing motion. By this mechanical means he disturbs

the solid matter held in the capillary tubes, and eventually removes it. The labour
thus bestowed is rewarded by the production of a permanent picture, not to be secured

by any other means.
In this article those processes only -which have become of commercial value have

been noted. The Carbon process of printing, which promises -well, can scarcely be

said to be as yet in a perfect state; and for the other curious but less important

processes, and for a full examination of the philosophy of the subject, see Hunfs
Researehes on Light, 2nd edition.

PHOTOMETRY. The measurement of light, or of illuminating power. See
Illumination.
PHOTOZINCOGRAPHY. This is the name given by Colonel James, R. E.,

Director of the Ordnance Survey, to a process which he has lately introduced, and
which has been carried out, to some extent experimentally, in the Ordnance Map
Office at Southampton, for the purpose of copying ancient documents. In a report

just made to the House of Commons (March, I860), Colonel James thus describes the

process. After speaking of some experiments made with the carbon printing process,

he continues :

—

"We have also tried a method, which is still more valuable, and by which the reduced

print is in a state to be at once transferred to stone or zinc, from which any number
of copies can be taken, as in ordinary lithographic or zincographic printing, or for

transfer to the waxed surface of the copper plates. To efi"ect this, the paper, after

being washed over with the solution of the bichromate of potash and gum, and dried,

is placed in the printing frame under the collodion negative, and after exposure to

the light, the whole surface is coated over with lithographic ink, and a stream of hot

water then poured over it ; and as the portion which was exposed to the light is in-

soluble, whilst the composition in all other parts being soluble is easily washed off, we
obtain at once the outline of the map in a state ready for being transferred either to

stone, zinc, or the copper plate, or we can take the photograph on the zinc at once.

" This new method of printing from a negative is extremely simple and inexpensive,

and promises to be of great use to us. Sheet 96, of Northumberland, has been trans-

ferred to the copper plate from impressions taken by this process, and from the per-

fect manner in which we are able to transfer the impressions to zinc, we can, if re-

quired, print any number of faithful copies of the ancient records of the kingdom,

such as Doomsday Book, the Pipe Rolls, Sic, at a comparatively speaking very

trifling cost. (See specimen at the end of this Report). I have called this new

method Photozincography, and anticipate that it will become very generally useful,

not only to Government, but to the public at large, for producing perfectly accurate

copies of documents of any kind."
_ « • •

PHTHALIC ACID. A crystallised substance produced by the action of nitric

acid on rubian. See Madder.
PHYTOGRAPHY. See Nature Printing.

PICAMARE. Colourless oil in wood tar, discovered by Reichenbach. See Dis-

tillation, Destructive ; Naphtha ; Ptroxilic Spirit.

PICKLES are various kinds of vegetables and fruits preserved in vinegar. The

preparation of pickles belongs rather to a book on cookery. The peculiar and

beautiful green colour which has been frequently imparted to pickles, is due m
nearly all cases to the use of a salt of copper. This is in the highest degree injurious,

and cannot be too strongly deprecated. The presence of copper may be detected by
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Tjuttine the blade of a perfectly clean knife, or, still better a polished piece of soft

Fron "nto the uspected pickle ; it will, if copper be present, become coated m a short

me wTh a cupifous i. It is sati;factorV to find that most of our large Pickle

manufacturers are content to sacrifice the colour, at one time so much looked to;

^nTSy now furnish the public with pickles which are free from any metallic con-

^^piSoMEL is the name given by M. Thenard to a black bitter principle which

he supposed to be peculiar to the bile. MM. Gmelin and Tiedemann have smce

called its identity in question.—C. G. W.
PICOLINE, C'«H''N. A nitryle base, isomeric with aniline, discovered by

Anderson in coal naphtha and bone oil. It is also contained in the shale naphtha and

crude chinoline.—C. G. W.
, , . . ^ vi

PICROTOXIN {Picrotoxic acid) is an intensely bitter poisonous vegetable

principle extracted from the seeds of the Menispermum cocculus, (Cocculus Indicus).

It crystallises in small white needles, dissolves in boiling water and in alcohol. It

does not combine with acids, but forms combinations with alkalies. Its formula is

C. G. W.
. . n

PIETRA DURA. Ornamental work, executed m coloured stones, representing

flowers, fruits, birds, and the like. The Florentine work and the inlaid marble work

of Derbyshire are of this character.

PIGMENTS. See Colours, Paints.

PIMENTO. {Myrtus pimenta, Linn., Eugenia pimenta, De CandoUe.) Allspice, or

Jamaica pepper. This plant is cultivated in Jamaica in regular Pimento walks. The

full sized fruit is gathered green and sun-dried, during which process it is frequently

immersed. It is sent to the English market in bags of 1 cwt. each. This fruit con-

sists, according to Bonastre's complicated analysis, of :
—

Shells or
Capsules.

Kernels.

10-0 5-0

8-4 25
0-9 1-2

11-4 398
3 0 7-2

4-0 8-0

1-2 3-2

3-0 8-0

0-6 1-6

500 16-0

2-8 1-9

4-1 4-8

Volatile oil -

Green oil - - - -

Concrete oil -

Extract containing tannin

Gummy extract - . -

Brown matter dissolved in potash

Resinous matter ...
Sugar, uncrystallised

Gallic and malic acids

Vegetable fibre . - -

Ashes charged with salts

Moisture and loss - - -

Our imports and exports were as follows in 1858 :

Imports, almost all from Jamaica -

Exports _ . - - -

42,310 cwts.

24,015 „

PINANG, or Betel Nut. See Areca.
PINCHBECK. A yellow metal, composed of 3 ounces of zinc to 1 lb. of copper.

See Alloy ; Brass.
PINE-APPLE YARN and CLOTH. In Mr. Zincke's process, patented in

December, 1836, for preparing the filaments of this plant, the Bromelia ananas, the
leaves being plucked, and deprived of the prickles round their edges by a cutting

instrument, are then beaten upon a wooden block with a wooden mailet, till a silky-

looking mass of fibres is obtained, which are to be freed by washing from the green
fecula. The fibrous part must next be laid straight, and passed between wooden
rollers. The leaves should be gathered between the time of their full maturity and
the ripening of the fruit. If earlier or later, the fibres will not be so flexible, and will
need to be cleared by a boil in soapy water for some hours, after being laid straight
under the pressure of a wooden grating, to prevent their becoming entangled. When
well washed and dried, with occasional shaking out, they will now appear of a silky
fineness. They may be then spun into porous rovings, in which state they are most
conveniently bleached by the ordinary methods.
PINES. A numerous family of cone-bearing timber trees. The wood, which is

extensively used, is imported under the names of American, Baltic, Dantzic, Memel,
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Norway, and Riga timber, Swiss deals, &c. The New Zealand pine, called also the

Cowdie or Kauric (the Dammara Australis), is not a true pine.

The Pinns srjlveslris. The wild pine, or Scotch fir, yields the yellow deal.

The Abies excelsa. The Norway spruce fir, the white deal.

The Abies picea. The silver fir, a whitish deal, much used for flooring.

The Larix Europea. The Larch. This wood is much employed in Switzerland.

The Pimis Strobus. The Weymouth pine, is much used in the Northern United

States.

The Pinus Australis. The southern pine, yellow pine, or pitch pine. Of this

wood nearly all the houses of the southern United States are built. It is imported

into Liverpool as the Georgia pitch pine.

There are numerous others, as the American larch, the balm of Gilead fir, the

spruce firs, &c., which are employed in various districts for ship and house building,

but they scarcely require any special notice here.

Our imports, in 1858, were :
—

Computed
Loads. real value.

Not sawn or split, or otherwise

dressed except hewn - - 971,826 £2,776,808

Deals, battens, boards, &c., sawn

or split- . . - - 1,255,430 £3,187,200

The duty from lOtb October, 1842, on timber of British possessions, 2s. 1^.;

and from I5th April, 1851, on foreign timber, 10s. per load.
, „ .

PINEY TALLOW is a concrete fat obtained by boiling with water the truit

of the Vateria indica, a tree common upon the Malabar coast. It seems to be a sub-

stance intermediate between tallow and wax; partaking of the nature of stearme. It

melts at 97i° F., is white or yellowish, has a spec. grav. of 0'926 ; is saponified by

alkalies, and forms excelleut candles. Dr. Benjamin Babington, to whom we are

indebted for all our knowledge of piney tallow, found its ultimate constituents to be,

77 of carbon, 12-3 of hydrogen, and 10-7 of oxygen See Oil.
^ a

PtN MANUFACTURE. (^Fabrique d'epingIes,Fr. ;
Nadelfabn/i, (jerm.) A pin

is a small bit of wire, commonly brass, with a point at one end, and a spherical head

at the other. In making this little article, there are no less than fourteen distinct

operations
^^ie wire. The wire, as obtained from the drawing-frame, is wound

about a bobbin or barrel, about 6 inches diameter, which gives it a curvature that

must be removed. The straightening engine is formed by fixing 6 or 7 nails upright

in a waving line on a board, so that the void space measured m a straight line

between the first three nails may have exactly the thickness of the wire to be

trimmed; and that the other nails may make the wire take a certam Ime,

which must vary with its thickness. The workman pulls the wire with pincers

Through among these nails, to the length of about 30 feet, at a ^^^^"g draught

;

and after he cuts that off, he returns for as much more ;
can hu^ fin sh 600

fathoms in the hour. He next cuts these long pieces into lengths of 3 or 4 pins. A
dav's work of one man amounts to 18 or 20 thousand dozen of pin-lengths.

2 Plting, is executed on two iron or steel grindstones by two workmen, one of

whom TOUghens down, and the other finishes. Thirty or forty of the pm wires are

apSkd JoSe grindstone at once, arranged in one plane, between the two forefingers

and thumbs of\oth hands, which dexterously give them a rotatory movement.

3. C^t!n, these wires ir^to pin-lengths. This is done by an adjusted chisel. The

intermediate nortions are handed over to the pointer.

4 T^SL o?Se wire for the pin-heads. These are made of a much finer wire

coitd into a clpact spirll, roun^d a wire of the size of the pms, by means of a small

lathe constructed for the purpose. , ,

5 Cutting the heads. Two turns are dexterously cut off for each head, by a regu

diem, exclusive ot one-thirteenin, wnicu lo a J
v,„aH<i nf an allov of tin and

ment as well as in the rest of the manufacture. Cast
f^^^^'^^

antimony, were introduced by P^tept, but never came int^
g^^^^^

8. Yellowing or cleaning the pins, is effected by t>oil>ng ^^^^^
J^'*

^ ''^'''^

beer, wine lees, or solution of tartar; after which they are washed.
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9. Whitening or tinning. A stratum of about 6 pounds of pms is laid in a copper

pan then a stratum of about 7 to 8 pounds of grain tin; and so alternate y till the

vessel be filled; a pipe being left inserted at one side, to permit the introduction ot

water sloM-ly at the bottom, without deranging the contents. When the pipe is with-

drawn, its space is filled up with grain tin. The vessel being now set on the fire, and

the water becoming hot, its surface is sprinkled with 4 ounces of cream of tartar
;
after

which it is allowed to boil for an hour. The pins and tin grains are, lastly, separated

by a kind of cullender.

10. Washing the pitis, in pure -water.

11. Drying and polishing them, in a leather sack filled with coarse bran, which is

agitated to and fro by two men,
12. Winnowing, by fanners.

13. Pricking the papers for receiving the pins.

14. Papering, or fixing them in the paper. This is done by children, who acquire

the habit of putting up 36,000 per day.

The pin manufacture is one of the greatest prodigies of the division of labour ; it

furnishes 12,000 articles for the sum of three shillings, which have required the

united diligence of fourteen skilful operatives.

The above is an outline of the mode of manufacturing pins by hand labour, but

several beautiful inventions have been employed to make them entirely, or in a great

measure, by machinery ; the consumption for home sale and export amounting to 15

millions daily, for this country alone. A detailed description of it will be found in

the 9th volume of Newton's London Journal. The following outline will give the

reader an idea of the structure of Mr. L. W. Wright's ingenious machine for pin

making.
The rotation of a principal shaft moimted with several cams, gives motion to

various sliders, levers, and wheels, which work the different parts. A slider pushes

pincers forwards, which draw wire from a reel, at every rotation of the shaft, and
advance such a length of wire as will produce one pin. A die cuts oflF the said

length of wire by the descent of its upper chap; the chap then opens a carrier, which
takes the pin to the pointing apparatus. Here it is received by a holder, which turns

round, while a bevel-edged file-wheel rapidly revolves, and tapers the end of the wire
to a point. The pin is now conducted by a second carrier to a finer file-wheel, in

order to finish the point by a second grinding. A third carrier then transfers the
pill to the first heading die, and by the advance of a steel punch, the end of the pin
wire is forced into a recess, whereby the head is partially swelled out. A fourth
carrier removes the pin to a second die, where the heading is perfected. When the
heading-bar retires, a forked lever draws the finished pin from the die, and drops it

into a receptacle below.

The following is a further detail of this very interesting manufacture :—
In pin making the wire is brass, (a compound of copper and zinc) : it is reduced by

the ordinary process of wire drawing to the requisite thickness : in this process it is

necessarily curved. To remove this it is re-wound, and pulled through between
a number of pins arranged at the draw or straightening bench ; it is then cut into
convenient lengths for removal, and finally reduced to just such a length as will make
two pins. The pointing is done upon steel mills (revolving wheels), the circum-
ference of which is cut with teeth, the one fine, the other coarse. Thirty or forty
lengths are packed up at once, and, a9 in needle-making, the cast of hand given by
the workman makes them revolve, and the whole are pointed at once ; the same
operation is performed with the other end. The process of heading is next performed
as follows: a number of the pointed wires now cut in two, are placed in the feeder of
the machine; one drops, is firmly seized, and by means of a pair of dies, a portion of
the metal is forced up into a small bulb

; by a beautifully simple and automatic
arrangement, it is passed into another, when a small horizontal hammer gives it
a sharp tap, which completes the head. The white colour is produced by boiling in
a solution of cream of tartar and tin. They are then dried, and passed into the
hands of the wrappers-up. The preparation or marking of the paper is peculiar, and
is done by means of a moulded piece of wood, the moulds corresponding to those
portions which represent the small folds of paper through which the pins are passed,
and thereby held. The pins are then taken to the paperers, who are each seated
in front of a bench, to which is attached a horizontally hinged piece of iron the
edge of which is notched with a corresponding number of marks to the number
of pins to be stuck ; the small catch which holds together the two parts of the iron is
released, the paper introduced, and a pin inserted at every mark ; the paper is then
i^eleased, and the task of examination follows, which is the work of a moment
I he paper of pins is held so that the light strikes upon it : those defective are imme-
diately detected by the shade, are taken out, and others substituted in their stead An
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ancient edict of Henry VIII. held that " no one should sell any pins but such as were
double-headed, or the heads soldered fast on."

An improved pin has been introduced, in which iron or steel wires have been em-
ployed. The iron or steel wire employed should be very round, and, to protect it

iVom rust, it should at the last drawing be lubricated by means of a spouge saturated
with oil, placed between the draw-plate and reel.

The foUowiug is the process adopted with those :— The wire being cut into pins,

and these headed and pointed, all according to the usual methods, the pins are thrown
into a revolving cylinder of wood containing a bath of soap and water in a hot state.

It is of the capacity of about 9^ gallons, but should not contain more than about
gallons of water, with about 2 ounces of soap dissolved therein, as this quantity will

be sufficient for the treatment of about 13^ lbs. weight of pins at a time. The cylinder,

when thus charged, is made to revolve for about a quarter of an hour ; at the expira-

tion of which time the pins are found free from the oil with which they were pre-

viously coated, and also very much smoothed and polished by their rubbing one
against the other.

The pins are next dried by transferring them to another cylinder partially filled

with -well-dried sawdust (preferring for the purpose the sawdust of poplar wood), and

causing this cylinder to revolve for about ten minutes ; or, instead of employing a

cylinder of this description, the pins may be thrown into a bag or bags partially filled

with the sawdust, and the requisite friction produced by swinging or rolling these

bags about for the same length of time.

Into a glass or stone vase, there are put about 1^ gallons of soft water, -j^ of a

pound of sulphuric acid, lb. of salt of tin, -^^g lb. of crystallised sulphate of zinc,

and 108 grs. of pure sulphate of copper. This mixture is left to work for about 24

hours, so that the salts and sulphates may be properly dissolved.

The mixture, prepared as directed, is introduced into another revolving cylinder,

and pins about 13i lbs. weight are thrown into the midst of it. The cylinder is then

caused to revolve for about half an hour, which serves at once to remove any verdigris

from the pins, to impart a high polish to them, and to give a beginning to the copper

coating process. At the end of the half hour or thereabouts 232 grs. of crystallised

sulphate of copper in coarse powder, and 1 50 grs. of crystallised sulphate of zinc,

previously dissolved in soft water, are added to the mixture in the cylinder, and

the whole again agitated for about a quarter of an hour. The pins are by this ope-

ration not only completely coated, but acquire a very considerable degree of polish.

The copper liquors being drawn off, the pins are washed with cold water in the

rotating cylinder, and afterwards in a tub with soap and water out of contact with

air, where they are well shaken. The contents of the tub are then emptied into

a wooden strainer, having a perforated bottom of tin plate iron. The pins are

finally dried by agitation with dry sawdust.

The tinning and blanching are performed by laying the pins upon plates of very thm

tin placed one above another, in a tinned copper boiler containing a solution of about

42 lbs. of crude tartar or cream of tartar, in about 22 gallons of water, and then

setting the whole to boil for about 12 hours. The tartar solution should be prepared

at least 24 hours previously. A little more cream of tartar improves the brilliancy

of the pins.
. , , ^. -.i,

PIPERIDINE, C^H^N. A volatile base, discovered by Anderson, by acting with

potash on the product of the action of nitric acid on piperine. It may also be procured

by treating piperine with potash. It has been chiefly studied by Cahours.—C. (r. W.

PIPERINE is a crystalline principle extracted from black pepper, by means ot

alcohol. It is colom-less, has hardly any taste, fuses at 2 1 2° F. ; is insoluble in water,

but soluble in acetic acid, ether, and most readily in alcohol.

PITCH MINERAL, is the same as Bitumen and Asphalt, which see.

pitch' o/ wood-tar {Poix; Fr. ; Pech, Germ.) is obtained by boiling tar m an

open iron pot, or in a still, till the volatile matters are driven off. Pitch contains pyro-

ligneous resin, along with colophany (common rosin), but its prmcipal ingredient is

the former, called by Berzelius pyretine. It is brittle in the cold, but softens and

becomes ductile with heat. See Tar.
_

PIPECLAY. A silicate of alumina, found m Devonshire and some other parts,

much used in the manufacture of tobacco pipes. See Porcelain Clay.

PITCH BLENDE, An ore of Uranium, which see.

PITCH-STONE. A glassy trappean rock, similar to, and otten classea wim

obsidian.

PITCOAL. See Coal.
. ^ . , . ^^inplnips

PITTACAL, from two Greek words, sxgaitymg fine pitch, is one of he pnncipies

detected in wood-tar by Reichenbach. It is obtained by adding
?>f

water to a

solution of picamar, or of oil of tar deprived of its acid, when the pittacal lalls, it
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muriatic acid, and ^ith a cast of aurora red lu acetic acid It

and in alcohol and ether. It dyes a fast blue upon linen and cotton goods ^im tin

and alanjmou^ mordan^
or Plane. (Erable, Fr.; Ahorn, Germ.) The Platanus

Jdettalt about the largest of the American trees. The wood of the plane n--
^

much used in this country for quays. It is also employed for musical instruments,

and for other works requiring a clean light coloured wood.
„i;H«r;n<r l.mtr*.

PLASMA. A translucent chalcedony, of a greenish colour, and a glittering lustre.

PLASTER. See Mortab.
PLASTER OF PARIS. See Alabaster and Gypsum.

PI ASTIC clay Any clay which, when in a moist state, may be kneadea

between the fingers, and admits of being moulded into a definite form, so as to be

''"Ef rfastifckj' is not confined to any particular strata, and is found in

secondary and tertiary formations, and also in deposits derived from the decomposition

"^In^eologiSl nomenclature, however, the term Plastic Clay is applied to those por-

tions of the Lower Tertiary or Eocene strata which intervene between the Chalk and

the London clay, in consequence of some of the beds of clay of which they are com-

posed being of a plastic nature. Some of the earliest pottery made m this country was

manufactured from these clays, dug up atCrendle Common, near Cranborne m Dorset-

shire, where, as well as at Newport in the Isle of Wight, Fareham m Hants, &c.,

the clay is still dug up and converted into pottery. The clay from the Plastic Clay

series is generally of a bright brick-red colour, frequently mottled with white, but

sometimes (as at Crendle) it is dark purple or nearly black towards the lower part,

and this clay is said to be the best as regards quality. The clays of the plastic clay

burn to a red colour, and are manufactured into bricks, tiles, flower-pots, and other

coarse pottery.—H. W. B.
-u

PLATE-CLEANING. Boil 30 grms. of finely powdered and calcined hartshorn

in a quart of water, and while on the fire put as many silver articles in the vessels

used for boiling as it will hold, and leave them there for a short time ;
then withdraw

them, and dry them over the fire ; continue this until all the articles have been

treated in the same manner ; then introduce into the hartshorn water clean woollen

rags, and allow them to remain until saturated, after which dry them, and use them

for polishing the silver. This is also the best substance for cleaning locks and brass

handles of room doors. When the silver articles are perfectly dry, they must be

carefully rubbed with a soft leather. This mode of cleaning is excellent, and much

preferable to the employment of any powder containing mercury, as mercury has the

effect of rendering the silver so brittle as to break on falling.

—

C. Gaz. 1849, p. 362.

PLATED MANUFACTURE. {Fabrique .de plaque, Fr. ; Silber plattirung.

Germ.) The silver in this case is not applied to ingots of pure copper, but to an

alloy consisting of copper and brass, which possesses the requisite stiffness for the

various articles.

The furnace used for melting that alloy, in black lead crucibles, is a common air-

furnace, like that for making brass.

The ingot-moulds are made of cast-iron, in two pieces, fastened together; the

cavity being of a rectangular shape, 3 inches broad, 1^ thick, and 1 8 or 20 long. There

is an elevated mouth-piece or gate, to give pressure to the liquid metal, and secure

solidity to the ingot. The mould is heated, till the grease with which its cavity is

besmeared merely begins to smoke, but does not burn. The proper heat of the melted

metal for casting, is when it assumes a bluish colour, and is quite liquid. When-
ever the metal has solidified in the inould, the wedges that tighten its rings are driven

out, lest the shrinkage of the ingot should cause the mould to crack. See Brass.

The ingot is now dressed carefully with the file on one or two faces, according as

,it is to be single or double plated. The thickness of the silver plate is such as to

constitute one fortieth of the thickness of the ingot ; or when this is an inch and a

quarter thick, the silver plate applied is one thirty-second of an inch ; being by
weight a pound troy of the former, to from 8 to 10 pennyweights of the latter. The
silver, which is slightly less in size than the copper, is tied to it truly with iron

—
and a little of a saturated solution of borax is then insinuated at the edges. Th

wire.

This salt

melts at a low heat, and excludes the atmosphere, which might oxidise the copper,
and obstruct the union of the metals. The ingot thus prepared is brought to the
plating furnace.
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The furnace has an iron door with a small hole to look through ; it is fed with col-i.

laid upon a grate at a level with the bottom of the door. The ingot is placed imnie
diately upon the cokes, the door is shut, and the plater watches at the peep-hole the"
instant when the proper soldering temperature is attained. During the union of the
silver and copper, the surface of the former is seen to be drawn into intimate contact
with the latter, and this species of riueUimj is the signal for removing the compoui,<l
bar instantly from the furnace. Were it to remain a very little longer, the silver
would become alloyed with the copper, and the plating be thus completely spoiled
The adhesion is, in fact, accomplished here by the formation of a film of true silver^
solder at the surfaces of contact.

The ingot is next cleaned, and rolled to the proper thinness between cylinders as
described under Mint

; being in its progress of lamination frequently annealed or. a
small reverberatory hearth. After the last annealing, the sheets are immersed in hot
dilute sulphuric acid, and scoured with line Calais sand; they are then ready to be
fashioned into various articles.

In plating copper wire, the silver is first formed into a tubular shape, with one
edge projecting slightly over the other

;
through which a redhot copper cylinder

being somewhat loosely run, the silver edges are closely pressed together with a steel
burnisher, whereby they get firmly united. The tube thus completed is cleaned in-
side, and put on the proper copper rod, which it exactly fits. The copper is left a
little longer than its coating tube, and is grooved at the extremities of the latter, so
that the silver edges, being worked into the copper groove, may exclude the air from
the surface of the rod. The compound cylinder is now heated redhot, and rubbed
briskly over with the steel burnisher in a longitudinal direction, whereby the two
metals get firmly united, and form a solid rod, ready to be drawn into wire of any re-
quisite fineness and form ; as flat, half-round, fluted, or with mouldings, according to
the figure of the hole in the draw-plate. Such wire is much used for making bread-
baskets, toast-racks, snuflfers, and articles combining elegance with lightness and eco-
nomy. The wire must be annealed from time to time during the drawing, and finally
cleaned, like the plates, with dilute acid.

Formerly the different shaped vessels of plated metal were all fashioned by the
hammer ; but every one of simple form is now made in dies struck with a drop-ham-
mer or stamp. Some manufacturers employ 8 or 10 drop machines.

Fig. 1464 and 1465 are two views of the stamp : a is a large stone, the more massy

the better ; h, the anvil on which the die c is secured by four screws, as shown in the

ground plan, j^^. 1466. In^z^. 1464, a a are two upright square prisms, set diagonally

with the angles opposed to each other ; between which the hammer or drop d slides

truly, by means of nicely fitted angular grooves or recesses in its sides. The hanimer

is raised by pulling the rope /, which passes over the pulley e, and is let fall from

diff'erent heights, according to the impulse required. Vessels which are less in dia-

meter at the top and bottom than in the middle, must either be raised by the stamp in

two pieces, or raised by a hand hammer. The die is usually made of cast steel.
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men It is placed upon the anvil, and the plated metal is cut into pieces of proper

size, the top of the die is then surrounded ^vith a lute, made of oil and clay, tor an

inch or two above its surface ; and the cavity is filled with melted lead._ The under

face of the stamp-hammer has a plate of iron called the lickcr-up fitted into it, about

the area of the die. Whenever the lead has become solid, the hammer is raised to a

certain height, and dropped down upon it ; and as the under face of the licker-up is

made rough like a rasp, it firmly adheres to the lead, so as to lift it afterwards with

the hammer. The plated metal is now placed over the die, and the hammer mounted

with its lead is let fall repeatedly upon it, till the impression on the metal is complete.

If the vessel to be struck be of any considerable depth, two or three dies may be used

of progressive sizes in succession. But it occasionally happens that when the vessel

has a long conical neck, recourse must be had to an auxiliary operation, called punch-

ing. See the embossing punches,/sr. 1467. These are made of cast steel, with their

hollows turned out in the lathe. The pieces a, b, are of lead. The punching is per-

formed by a series of these tools, of diflferent sizes, beginning with the largest, and

ending with the least. By this means a hollow cone, 3 or 4 inches deep, and an inch

diameter, may be raised out of a flat plate. These punches are struck with a hand

hammer also, for small articles of too great delicacy for the drop. Indeed it fre-

quently happens that one part of an article is executed by the stamp and another by

the hand.

Cylindrical and conical vessels are mostly formed by bending and soldering. The
bending is performed on blocks of wood, with wooden mallets ; but the machine so

much used by the tin-smiths, to form their tubes and cylindric vessels (see the end

sections figs. 1468, 1469), might be employed with advantage. This consists of

3 iron rollers fixed in an iron frame, a, b, c are the three cylinders, and a, b, c, d,

the riband or sheet of metal passed through them to receive the cylindrical or conical

curvature. The upper roller a, can be raised or lowered at pleasure, in order to

modify the diameter of the tube ; and when one end of the roller is higher than the other,

the conical curvature is given. The edges of the plated cylinders or cones are

soldered with an alloy composed of silver and brass. An alloy of silver and copper
is somewhat more fusible ; but that of brass and silver answers best for plated metal,

the brass being in very small proportion, lest the colour of the plate be affected.

Calcined borax mixed with sandiver (the salt skimmed from the pots of crown glass)

is used along with the alloy, in the act of soldering. The seam of the plated metal
being smeared with that saline mixture made into a pap with water, and the bits of
laminated solder, cut small with scissors, laid on, the seam is exposed to the flame of
an oil blowpipe, or to that of charcoal urged by bellows in a little forge-hearth, till

the solder melts and flows evenly along the junction. The use of the sandiver seems
to be, to prevent the iron wire that binds the plated metal tube from being soldered
to it.

Mouldings are sometimes formed upon the edges of vessels, which are not merely
ornamental, but give strength and stiffness. These are fashioned by an instrument
called a swage, represented in figs. 1470, 1471. The part a lifts up by a joint, and

1470 1472

the metal to be swaged is placed between the dies, as shown in the figures ; the tail 6being held in the jaws of a vice, while the shear-shaped hammer rests upon it. Bystriking on the head a, while the metal plate is shifted successively forwards the

tweenTh'/h 7'^-, }^^^^ ^^^^^ ^'^^^^^ « ^ glide to regulate the distanc^ be-tween the bead and the edge. A similar effect is produced of late years in a neaterand more expeditious manner by the rollers, figs. 1472, 1474. Fig. 1473 is a secUon
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to show the form of the bead. The two wheels a, a. Jig. 1472 are Blaeed nnnn

turned by the handle, gives motion to the upper. The groove in the imn, r ^
corresponds M i.hthe bead in the lower, so th'a' the slip oTml a pas d tS'r'ugh between them assumes the same figure.

i"iou{,u ue-

The greatest improvement made in this branch of manufacture, is the introductionof silver edges beads and mouldings, instead of the plated ones, whichTom 5Eprominence had their silver surface speedily worn off. and thus assumed abw looTThe silver destined to form the ornamental edging is laminated exceedingly thin asquare inch sometimes weighing no more than lu or 12 grains. This i^ too f ag'iljto bear the action of the opposite steel dies of the swage above descHbed tf isnecessary, therefore, that the sunk part of the die should be steel, and the oppositeside lead as was observed in the stamping ; and this is the method now geSSlv
Tfi^.^r H ""T 'n''

^'Ivf ornaments. The inside shell of this silver moulding
is filled with soft solder, and then bent into the requisite form

""ming

V'l^^'^^J^ 5 ^'^^'^l^sticks is generally made in a die by the stamp, as well as theneck, the dish part of the nozzle or socket, and the tubular stem or pillar The dif-ferent parts are united, some with soft and others with hard solder. The branches
of candlesticks are formed in two semi-cylindrical halves, like the feet of tea-urnsWhen an article is to be engraved on, an extra plate of silver is applied at the proper
part, while the plate is still flat, and fixed by burnishing with great pressure over ahot anvil. This is a species of welding.

o t-

_
The la.st finish of plated goods is given by burnishing tools of bloodstone, fixed

in sheet-iron cases, or hardened steel, finely polished.
The ingots for lamination might probably be plated with advantage by the delicate

pressure process employed for silvering copper wire. See Electro-MetallurgyPLATINUM IS a metal of a greyish-white colour. It is harder than silver and
of about double its density, being of specific gravity 21. It is so infusible, that no
considerable portion of it can be melted by the strongest heats of our furnaces. It is
unchangeable in the air and water; nor does a white heat impair its polish. The only
acid which dissolves it, is the nitro-muriatic.

Native Platinum in the natural state is never pure, being alloyed with several other
metals. It occurs only under the form of grains, which are usually flattened, and
resemble in shape the gold pepitas. Their size is in general less than linseed, although
in some cases they equal hempseed, and, occasionally, peas. One piece brought from
Choco, in Peru, and presented to the Cabinet of Berlin, by M. Humboldt, weighs
882i grains, or more than 2 oz. avoirdupois. A lump of native platinum is in the
Royal Museum of Madrid, which was found in 1814 in the gold mine of Coudoto,
province of Novita, at Choco. Its size is greater than a Turkey's egg, (about 2 inches
one diameter, and 4 inches the other,) and its weight 11,641 grains. In 1827 a speci-
men was found in the Ural Mountains which weighed 11-57 pounds troy; the largest
yet obtained being in the Demidoff Cabinet, weighing 21 pounds.
The colour of the grains of native platinum is generally a greyish white, like tar-

nished steel. The cavities of the rough grains are often filled with earthy and ferru-
ginous matters, or sometimes with small grains of black oxide of iron, adhering to the
surface of the platinum grains. Their specific gravity is also much lower than that
of forged pure platinum; varying from 15 in the small particles, to 18-94 in M.
Humboldt's large specimen. This relative lightness is owing to the presence of iron,

copper, lead, and chrome ; besides its other metallic constituents, palladium, osmium,
rhodium, and iridium.

Its main localities in the New Continent are the three following districts:

—

1. At Choco, in the neighbourhood of Barbacoas, and generally on the coasts of the
South Sea, or on the western slopes of the Cordillera of the Andes, between the 2nd
and the 6th degrees of north latitude. The gold-washings that furnish most platinum
are those of Condoto, in the province of Novita ; those of Santa Rita, or Vii oviro, of

Santa Lucia, of the ravine of Iro, and Apoto, between Novita and Taddo. The
deposit of gold and platinum grains is found in alluvial ground, at a depth of about 20
feet. The gold is separated from the platinum by picking with the hand, and also by
amalgamation ;

formerly, when it was imagined that platinum might be used to debase

gold, the grains of the former metal were thrown into the rivers, through which mis-

taken opinion an immense quantity of it was lost.

2. Platinum grains are found in Brazil, but always in the alluvial lands that contain

gold, particularly in those of Matto-Grosso. The ore of this country is somewhat
different from that of Choco. It is in grains, which seem to be fragments of a spongy
substance. The whole of the particles are nearly globular, exhibiting a surface formed
of small spheroidal protuberances strongly cohering together, whose interstices are

clean, and even brilliant. This platinum includes many small particles of gold, but
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none of the magnetic iron-sand or of the small zircons which accompany the Peruvian

or<i. It is mixed with small grains of native palladium, which may be recognised by

their fibrous or radiated structure, and particularly by their chemical characters.

3. Platinum grains are found in Hayti, or Saint Domingo, in the sand of the river

Jacky, near the mountains of Sibao. Like those of Choco, they are in small brilliant

grains, as if polished by friction. The sand containing them is quartzose and ferru-

ginous. This native platinum contains, like that of Choco, chromium, copper, osmium,

iridium, rhodium, palladium, and probably titanium. Vauquelin could find no gold

among the grains.

4. Platinum is largely produced in the Russian territories, in the auriferous sands of

Kuschwa, 250 wersts from Ekaterinebourg, and consequently in a geological position

which seems to be analogous with that of South Americn. It also occurs at Nische,

Tagilsk, and Goroblagodat in the Ural in alluvial and drift material.

These auriferous sands are, indeed, almost all superficial
;
they cover an argillaceous

soil; and include, along with gold and platinum, debris of dolerite (a kind of green-

stone), protoxide of iron, grains of corundum, &c. The platinum grains are not so flat

as those from Choco, but they are thicker ; they have less brilliancy, and more of a
leaden hue. This platinum, by M. Laugier's analysis, is similar in purity to that of
Choco ; but the leaden-grey grains, which were taken for a mixture of osmium and
iridium, are merely an alloy of platinum, containing 25 per cent, of these metals. In
JRussia platinum has been formed into coins of eleven and twenty-two rubles each ; and
this country affords annually about 800 cwt. of platinum, which is nearly ten times
the amount from Brazil, Colombia, St. Domingo, and Borneo.
M. Vauquelin found nearly 10 per cent, of platinum in an ore of argentiferous

copper, which was transmitted to him as coming from Guadalcanal in Spain. This
would be the only example of platinum existing in a rock, and in a vein. The same
thing has not again been met with, even in other specimens from Guadalcanal.

Platinum has been known in Europe only since 1748, though it was noticed by
Ulloa in 1741. It was compared at first to gold; and was, in fact, brought into the
market under the name of white gold. The term platinum, however, is derived
from the Spanish word, plata, silver, on account of its resemblance in colour to that
metal.

The whole of the platinum ore from the Urals is sent to St. Petersburg, where it is

treated by the following simple process:

—

One part of the ore is put in open platina vessels, capable of containing from 6 to
Slbs., along with 3 parts of muriatic acid at 25° B. and 1 part of nitric acid at 40''-'.

Thirty of these vessels are placed upon a sand-bath covered with a glazed dome with
movable panes, which is surmounted by a ventilating chimney to carry the vapours
out of the laboratory. Heat is applied for 8 or 10 hours, till no more red vapours
appear ; a proof that the whole nitric acid is decomposed, though some of the
muriatic remains. After settling, the supernatant liquid is decanted off into large
cylindrical glass vessels, the residuum is washed, and the washing is also decanted
off. A fresh quantity of nitro-muriatic acid is now poured upon the residuum. This
treatment is repeated till the whole solid matter has eventually disappeared. The ore
requires for solution from 10 to 15 times its weight of nitro-muriatic acid, according
to the size of its grains.

^
The solutions thus made are all acid; a circumstance essential to prevent the

iridmm from precipitating with the platinum, by the water of ammonia, which is
next added. The deposit being allowed to form, the mother waters are poured off
the precipitate is washed with cold water, dried, and calcined in crucibles of platinum!
The mother-waters and the washings are afterwards treated separately, first

being concentrated to one-twelfth of their bulk in glass retorts, on cooling they let
fall the iridium in the state of an ammoniacal chloride, constituting a dark-purple
powder, occasionally crystallised in regular octahedrons. The washings are evaporated
to dryness in porcelain vessels ; the residuum is calcined and treated like fresh ore •

but the platinum it affords needs a second purification.
'

For agglomerating the platinum, the spongy mass is pounded in bronze mortars ; the
powder is passed through a fine sieve, and put into a cylinder of the intended size of
the ingot. The cylinder is fitted with a rammer, which is forced in by a coining
press, till the powder is much condensed. It is then turned out of the mould, and
baked 36 hours in a porcelain kiln, after which it may be readily forged, if it be pure
and may receive any desired form from the hammer. It contracts in volume from
l-6th to l-5th during the calcination.
For Dr. Woliaston's process, see Phil. Trans. 1829, Part I,

Platinum furnishes most valuable vessels to both analytical and manufacturing
chenriists. It may be beaten out into leaves of such thinness as to be blown about withtlu^brearh Dr. Wollaston succeeded in obtaining a wire not exceeding the two-
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thousandth of an inch in diameter. A wire of this metal of inch in diameter

will support a weight of 361 lbs.

This metal is applied to porcelain by two different processes ; sometimes m a

rather coarse powder, applied by the brush, like gold, to form ornamental figureis

;

sometimes in a state of extreme division, obtained by decomposing its nitro-muriatic

solution, by means of an essential oil, such as rosemary or lavender. In this case, it

must be' evenly spread over the whole ground. Both modes of application give rise

to a steely lustre.

The properties possessed in common by gold and platinum have several times given

occasion to fraudulent admixtures, which have deceived the assayers. M. Vauquelin

having executed a series of experiments to elucidate this subject, drew the following

conclusions:

—

If the platinum do not exceed 30 or 40 parts in the thousand of the alloy, the gold

does not retain any of it when the parting is made with nitric acid in the usual way;

and when the proportion of platinum is greater, the fraud becomes manifest, 1st, by the

higher temperature required to pass it through the cupel, and to form a round button;

2ud, by the absence of the lightning, fulguration, or coruscation ;
3rd, by the dull white

colour of the button and its crystallised surface ; 4th, by the straw-yellow colour which

platinum communicates to the aquafortis in the parting; 5th,bythe straw-yellow colour,

bordering on white, of the cornet after it is annealed. If the platinum amounts to one

fourth of the gold, we must add to the alloy at least 3 times its weight of fine silver,

laminate it very thin, anneal somewhat strongly, boil it half an hour in the first aqua-

fortis, and at least a quarter of an hour in the second, in order that the acid may dis-

solve the whole of the platinum.
_ ^ , . . •

i
•

Were it required to determine exactly the proportions of platinum contained m an

alloy of copper, silver, gold, and platinum, the amount of the copper may be found m
the first place by cupellation, then the respective quantities of the three other metals

may be learned by the processes founded, 1, upon the property possessed by sulphuric

acid of dissolving silver without affecting gold or platinum ; and, 2, upon the property

of platinum being soluble in the nitric acid, when it is alloyed with a certam quantity

of gold and silver.

Production of Platinum in the Ural.

From 1822 to 1827 inclusively, 52 poods* and 22| pounds Russian.

1828 94 „

1829 78 „ 31i „

1830 105 „ 1 »

1831 to 1833 348 „ 15 „

Analyses of the Platinum Ores of the Ural, and of that from Barbacoas mi the Pacific

From Nischne-Tagilsk.
Berzelius.

Magnetic. INot Magnetic.

Goroblagodat.

Osann.

Barbacoas.

Berzelius.

Platinum
Iridium - - -

Rhodium
Palladium
Iron • -

Copper - -
_

-

73*58

2-35

115
0-30

12-98

5*20

78-94

4-97

0-86

0-28

11-04

0-70

83-07

1-91

0-59

0-26
10-79

1-30

86-50

1-15

1-10

8-32

0-45

84-30
1-46

3-46

1-06

5-31

0-74

Undissolved osmium "1

2-38 1-96 1-80 1-40

and iridium J 1-03
Osmium - - -

0-60
Quartz - -

-
0-12

Lime - -
"

97-86 98-75 99-72 98-92 98-08

. , 1, , 11 drs Trov The pood contains 40 Russian pounds; 63 pooas

« The Russian pood is 36 lbs. 1 oz. 11 drs. iroy. ine juu

make a ton.
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Silver is much hardened by platinum : although platinum is not soluble in nitric

acid, it will, -when alloyed with silver, dissolve iu that acid.

Some other alloys are known, but none of them are employed.
PLATINUM BLACK. This interesting preparation, which so rapidly oxidises

alcohol into acetic acid, &c., by what has been called in chemistry the catalytic or
contact action, is most easily prepared by the following process of M. Boettger:—the
insoluble powder of potassa-chloride or ammonia-chloride of platinum is to be mois-
tened with sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol), and a bit of zinc is to be laid in the mixture.
The platiuum becomes reduced into a black powder, which is to be washed first with
hydrochloric acid and then with water. The fineness of this powder depends upon
that of the saline powders employed to make it; so that if these be previously finely
ground, the platinum black will be also very fine, and proportionally powerful as a
chemical agent.

The following method of preparing igniferous black platinum, proposed by Descotil,
has been recommended by M. Dobereiner:

—

Melt platinum ore with double its weight of zinc, reduce the alloy to powder, and treat
it first with dilute sulphuric acid, and next with dilute nitric acid, to oxidise and dis-
solve out all the zinc, which, coiy;rary to one's expectations, is somewhat diflicult to
do, even at a boiling heat. The insoluble black-grey powder contains some osmiuret
of iridium, united with the crude platinum. This compound acts like simple platinum
•black, after it has been purified by digestion in potash lye, and washing with water.
Its oxidising power is so great as to transform not only the formic acid into the car-
bonic, and alcohol into vinegar, but even some osmic acid, from the metallic osmium.
The above powder explodes by heat like gunpowder.
When the platinum black prepared by means of zinc is moistened with alcohol, it be-

comes incandescent, and emits osmic acid; but if it be mixed with alcohol into a paste
and spread upon a watch-glass, nothing but acetic acid will be disengaged

; affording
an elegant means of diffusing the odour of vinegar in an apartment.

_

A yet more simple method of preparing the platinum black than either of those
is the foUowmg:— Protochloride of platinum is dissolved in a concentrated solution
of potash with the aid of heat; then alcohol is added by degrees, constantly stirring the
solution. The platinum is precipitated as a black powder, which is boiled successively
with alcohol, hydrochloric acid, and potash water.
PLATINUM, SALTS OF. The salts of platinum being rarely employed in the

^%r&^^7u^''^'r\'-}^r.Zf^\'^
referred for them to Ure^s Dictionary of Chemistry.PLATINUM YELLOW. A pigment prepared from platina, by oxidation with

acids, is sold under this name.
PLUMBAGO, commonly called Black Lead

; the name plumbago, and its com-mon one, being derived from the fact of this mineral resembling lead in its external
appearance. See Graphite, for its mineralogical and chemical characters. In thiscountry plumbago has been found most abundantly in Cumberland. The mountain
at Jiorrowdale, in which the black lead is mined, is nearly 2,000 feet hic^h and thp
entrance to the mine is about 1000 feet below its summit. This valuable' minerJbecame so common a subject of robbery about a century ago, as to have enriched itwas said a great many persons living in the neighbourhood. Even the guard stationedevent by the proprietors was of little avail against men infuriated with the love ofplunder; since in those days a body of miners broke into the mine by main force andheld possession of it for a considerable time.

'

^J^Vfl*"^'""^ "^f-
tl^^^n .P>-otected by a building, consisting of four rooms upon theground floor; and immediately under one of them is the opining, secured by a^ran!door through which alone workmen could enter the interior of the mountain In tWsapartment, called the dressing-room, the miners change their ordinary clothes for the Jmmmg dress. At one time as much as 1 00,000/. was realised from the BorrowdaLnSm a year, the Cunaberland plumbago selling at 45.. per pound. This mine has not how

ZZ\l^iT "^"'^"^ ^^'^ '"^^y y^^''^- The last great discovery, stated to have been'abou
.'^0,000rs worth, has been hoarded by the proprietors, a small quant ty on'rbeShievery year; but it is now generally understood to be nearly exhausted. Some fewyears since the Borrowdale Black Lead Mine was inspected by three experiencedmmers, but their report was far from encouraging; nitwithstaLing which aScompany has been recently (1859) formed to work this mine.

^ ^
This plumbago in Borrowdale is found in " nests " in a trap rock nartinllv A.composed, which runs through the clay slate. In Glenstrathfarr^Snrerne s^ itfound in gneiss, and at Craigman in Ayrshire it occurs in coal beds which ha^e binormed in contact with trap. In Cornwall plumbago has been discowrpd =h.mps in the Elvan courses (see Elvan); and on the northeTcoalt onhat courTsmall pieces are picked out of the clay slate rocks, where it has be^n exooLT t7'-earing down of the cliffs. At Arendal, in Nor'way, it occurs witi; ^ZS

H U 2
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bago is sometimes formed in considerable quantities in the beds of blast furnaces,

especially at Cleator Moor.

Plumbago occurs in Finland. Large quantities are brought from Ceylon and the East

Indies. Some considerable portions are obtained from the mines of the United States.

Mr. Brodie purifies plumbago by mi.xing it in coarse powder, in an iron vessel, witli

twice its own weight of commercial sulphuric acid, and seven per cent, of chlorate of

potash, and heats the whole over a water bath until chloric oxide ceases to be evolved.

By this means the compounds of iron, lime, and alumina present, are rendered for the

most part soluble, and the subsequent addition of a little tiuoride of sodium to the acid

mixture, will decompose any silicates which may remain, and volatilise the silica present.

The mass is now washed with abundance of water, dried, and heated to redness. This

last operation causes the grains of the plumbago to exfoliate. The mass swells up in

a surprising manner, and is reduced to a state of very minute division. It is then

levigated, and obtained in a state of great purity, ready to be compressed by the method

of Brockedon.—T. S. H.
PLUSH (Panne, Peluche, Fr.; Wollsammet, Pliisch, Germ.) is a textile fabric,

havin'j a sort of velvet nap or shag upon one side. It is composed regularly of a woof

of a single woollen thread, and a two-fold warp, the one, wool of two threads twisted,

the other, goat's or camel's hair. There are also several sorts of plush made entirely

of worsted. It is manufactured, like velvet, in a loom with three treadles ; two of

which separate and depress the woollen warp, and the third raises the hair-warp,

whereupon the weaver, throwing the shuttle, passes the woof between the woollen and

hair warp; afterwards, laying a brass brooch or needle under that of the hair, he cuts

it with a knife (see Fustian) destined for that use, running its fine slender point along

in the hollow of the guide broach, to the end of a piece extended upon a table. Thus

the surface of the plush receives its velvety appearance. This stuff is also made of

cotton and silk.
. . .

POAKE. A name amongst peltmongers for the collected waste arismg in the pre-

paration of skins; it is used for manure.

POINT NET is a style of lace formerly much in vogue, but now superseded by

the bobbin-net manufacture.
, j i

POLARISATION OF LIGHT. It is not the purpose of the present work to deal

with any of the peculiar phenomena of the physical powers, except so far as they are

involved in any of the processes of manufacture. Polarised light

1 ,-cis employed in the sugar refinery; it therefore is necessary that

some short account should be given of the phenomena so called,

and of the methods of rendering it available to useful ends.

Under the term Polarisation of Light is comprehended a variety

of very singular phenomena, which it is exceedingly difficult to

explain within the space which can be devoted to this article. For

anything like an exact description of these peculiar and striking

phenomena, the reader is referred to works devoted specially to

this branch of science. For our purpose it will be sufficient to state

that if a ray of light is reflected from a plate of glass placed at an

angle of about 56 degrees, it wUl be found to have undergone a re-

markable change. If the reflected ray of light is looked at through

a thin slice of Tourmaline, it will be found that while the ray is seen,

while the reflecting plate is in one position, it can no longer be

seen through the transparent crystal if the glass plate 's turned

round 90°, or if the crystal is turned to the same extent
;
although

an ordinary ray of light is seen with equal intensity in whatever

position the crystal may be held.
, , „„„„ri ono-ip

The ray of light by reflection, at or about the above-named angle,

appears to havf assumed the position of a polar body .6 a body

having dissimilar sides, or it may be, that the mode of moUon has

been altered by the reflection at the polarising angle- L,ght can

be polarised by' refraction, equally as well as by rejection

Under some circumstances, the condition of .^^^ ''"''^J

is produced. (See Pereira's Lectures on Polarised Light). >Ve

do'not atte.npt\o explain this, phenomena alone^^^^^^^^^

have now to deal with. An mstrument called a Polaribcope is

Jonstrucred upon the principles shown in the accompanymg figure

^•^Tf a^rav of common light a, be polarised by falling upon a glass

?t an angle of 56° 4.5", the plane polarised ray c is obtamed.

m

If this ray is

the ray as it

transmitted through a pure

emerges, e, be ana

spar /, two coloured images are perceived, as show i

a pure Solution of crystallisable cane sugar a„d

Ivsed by a double refracting rhomb of Iceland

S«d^as shown in fig. 1476. One, o, is caused
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by ordinary refraction, and the other, .r, by extraordinary refraction, y is a

lens to produce a well-defined image. The colours of these images are com-

plementary, that is, when one is red the other is green, when one is yellouj the

other is violet, when one is blue the other is orange. By rotating ^^-,g

the " analyser,"—the rhomb of Iceland spar,—the colours change.

If the rotation be right handed, that is, as we turn a screw or cork- y
screw to make it enter, the sequence of colour is red, orange, yellow, ^"'f- '

'.^,'', '|

green, blue, indigo, and iriolet red. It will be understood that by ro- /' ^ ''ij

tating the rhomb of Iceland spar, the extraordinary ray revolves / ^ •.

around the ordinary ray, each undergoing a change of colour. The i ' " I
;

sequence of the ordinary image being given above, and the comple- \^ -"ss^p*-

mentary colours named, it will be seen that the sequence of colours ^
on the extraordinary image will be green, blue, indigo, and viclet,

red, orange, yellow, green. In one complete revolution of the analyser, each of the

colours of the spectrum occurs twice for each image. The polariscope is now used

for both the qualitative and quantitative analysis of sugar. Indeed, the minutest

difference in chemical character and physical constitution can be readily detected by
this instrument. See Sdgak.
POLISHING SLATE. A grey or yellow slate composed of microscopic infusoria.

It is found abundantly in the coal measures of Bohemia, and in the Auvergne.
POLYCHROMATE. (^^aculine.) A compound from which a variety of colours

may be prepared.

A great many vegetables give, when treated with hot water, a solution which
appears yellow by transmitted light, but blue by reflected light. The inner bark of

the horse-chestnut is a peculiar example of this. See Fluorescence.
POPLAR. {Peuplier, Yt.

;
Pappel, Germ.) The wooden polishing wheels of the

glass grinder are made from horizontal sections of the stem of this tree. It is used
in the manufacture of toys, but not for many other purposes.

POPPY OIL. Much used in painting. See Oll.
PORCELAIN. See Pottery.
PORCELAIN CLAY. (Kaolin.) Nature has, up to a certain point, provided the

article which man requires for the elaboration of the most perfect production of the
potter's art. The clay — China clay, as it is commonly called, or kaolin, as the
Chinese have it— is quarried from amidst the granitic masses of Dartmoor and of
Cornwall. We are not at all satisfied with any of the theories which have been put
forward to account for the formation of porcelain clay. It is commonly stated to be a
decomposed granite ; this rock, as is well known, consisting of mica, quartz, and
felspar, with sometimes shorl and hornblende. The felspar is supposed to have de-
composed; and, as this forms the largest portion of the mass, the granite is dis-
integrated by this process. "We have, therefore, the mica, quartz, and the clay, forming
together a soft mass, lying but a short distance below the surface, but extending to a
considerable depth. It is quite evident that this stratum is not deposited; had it

been so, the particles constituting the mass would have arranged themselves in
obedience to the law of gravity, towards which there is not the slightest attempt.
But we do not know by what process the decomposition of the solid granite could
have been effected to a depth from the surface of upwards of one hundred feet, and
then, as it often does, suddenly to cease. This, however, is a question into -n hich
we cannot at present enter. The largest quantity of porcelain or China clay is
manufactured in Cornwall, especially about St. Austell and St. Stephens ; from which,
in 1859, about 60,000 tons were sent away to the potteries, and for paper-making
and bleaching.

A spot being discovered where this substance abounds, the operation is commenced
by removing the vegetable soil and substratum, called by the workmen the overburden,
which varies in depth from about three to ten feet. The lowest part of the ground is
then selected, in order to secure an outlet for the water used in washing the clay.
The overburden being removed, the clay is dug up in stopes: that is, in successive
layers or courses, and each one being excavated to a greater extent than the one
immediately below it, the slopes resemble a flight of irregular stairs. The depth of
the china clay pits is various, extending from twenty feet to fifty feet.
The clay when first raised has the appearance and consistence of mortar ; it con-

tains numerous grains of quartz, which are disseminated throughout in the same
manner as in granite. In some parts the clay is stained of a rusty colour, from the
presence of veins and imbedd. d portions of shorl and quartz ; these are' called by
the workmen weed, caple, and shell, which are carefully separated. The clay is next
conveyed to the floor of the washing place, and is then ready for the first operation
01 the process. f » u. iw »

A heap of the clay being placed on an inclined platform, on which a little stream
n n 3
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of water falls from the height of about six feet, the workman constantly moves it andturns It over with a piygh and shovel, by which means the whole is graduallv
carried down into an oblong trench beneath, which is also inclined, and which ends
in a covered channel that leads to the catch-pits about to be described. In the trench
the grains of quartz are deposited, but the other parts of the clav, in consequence of
their greater levity, are earned away in a state of suspension

'

This water is conducted into a series of pits, each of which" is about eight feet lone
four in breadth and in depth, and is lined on the sides and bottom with cut moorstone
laid in a waterproof cement. In these pits the porcelain earth is gradually deposited'
In the first pit the grosser particles collect ; and being of a mixed nature, are always
rejected at the end of each day's work by an opening provided for that purpose at
the bottom of the pit. When the water has filled (he first pit, it overflows into the
second, and in like manner into the third ; and in these pits, particularly in the
second, a deposit also takes place, which is often preserved, and is called by theworkmen mica. The water, still holding in suspension the finer and purer particles
ot porcelain clay, next overflows into larger pits, called ponds, which are of the same
depth as the first pits, but about three times as long and wide. Here the clay is
gradually deposited, and the clear supernatant water is from time to time discharged
by plug-holes on one side of the pond. This process is continued until, by successive
accumulations, the ponds are filled. At this stage the clay is in the state of a thick
paste

; and to complete the process it only remains to be consolidated by drvinff and
then it is fit for the market. j j

This, however, is a tedious operation in our damp climate, and is effected as
follows:—The moist clay is removed in hand-barrows into jjans, which are con-
structed like the pits and ponds, but are much larger, being about forty feet long,
fifteen wide, and a foot and a half in depth. The above dimensions may not be quite
correct, for I did not actually measure the pits ; they are, however, very near the
truth. When the pans are nearly filled, the clay is levelled, and is then allowed to
remain undisturbed until it is nearly dry. The time required for this part of the
process must depend in a great measure on the state of the weather and the season of
the year, because the pans are exposed to the air. During the winter at least eiolit
months are necessary, whilst during the summer less than half the time is sufl5cien1;.

When the clay is in a fit state, it is cut into oblong masses, and carried to the dry-
ing house,— an oblong shed, the sides of which are open wooden frames, constructed
in the usual way for keeping off the rain, but admitting the free passage of the air.

The clay thus dried is next scraped perfectly clean, and is then packed up into
casks, and carried to one of the adjacent ports, to be shipped for the potteries.
The porcelain earth thus prepared is of a beautiful and uniform whiteness, and is

perfectly smooth and soft to the touch.

—

Dr. Boase's Geology of Cornwall.

1477

The works at Lee Moor, on the borders of Dartmoor, being, however, far more
complete, we have selected them as the best for our description. See fig. 1477.
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Here we see a quarry of this decomposed granite, shining white m the sunshine, and at

the bottom of this quarry are numerous woriimen employed in filhng trucks placed upon

a tramway. This native material is now carried off to a house, distinguished by the

powerful water-wheel which revolves on one side of it, and here it undergoes its first pro-

cess in manufacture. The trucks are lifted, and the contents discharged into a hopper,

from which the clay falls into inclined troughs, through which a strong current of water

passes, and the clay is separated from the large particles of quartz and mica, these

being discharged over a grating, through which flows the water charged with the clay

and the finer matter, the coarser portion sliding off the grating, and falling in a heap

outside the building. The water contains not only the pure clay, but the finer par-

ticles of silica, mica, shorl, or of any other matters which may be mixed with the

mass. To separate these from the clay, very complete arrangements are made. Large

and deep stone tanks receive the water as it comes from the mill, in these the heavier

particles settle; and when each tank becomes full, the mica, &c., is discharged through

openings in the bottom, into trucks placed to receive it on a railway, and this, the refuse

material of the clay works elsewhere, is here preserved for other uses, to be by-and-

by described. The water, charged with its clay, now flows slowly and quietly through

a great length of stone channel, and during its progress nearly all the micaceous and

other particles subside; the water eventually flowing into very large pits, in which

the clay is allowed slowly to deposit. The water enters in a thin sheet at one end,

and gradually diffuses itself over the large area. The clay, in an impalpable powder,

fulls down, and perfectly clear water passes away at the other end. From the clay

tanks marked A and B in the plan, the semi-fluid clay is pumped into the clay-pans,

beneath which there circulates hot-water pipes, and in these the clay is finally dried.

When a thickness of about eighteen inches is obtained, evaporation is promoted by the

graduated artificial temperature produced by the water pipes. After a little time, the

clay is sufficiently hard to be cut out, and subjected to its final drying. The clay is

cut out in squares of about eight inches, so that they form parallelograms when
removed from the bed. These are then placed in heated rooms, and being still

further dried, are fit for the market.

The clay found near Newton in Devonshire is a clay prepared from the same
source by nature, instead of by art. Of this about 20,000 tons are annually exported

from Teignmouth. See Clay.
PORCELAIN JASPER, Beds of clay which have been vitrefied by the igneous

i*ocl(St

PORCELLANOUS SHELLS. See Shells.
PORPOISE OIL. See Oils.

PORPORINO. An Italian glass.

PORTER is a malt liquor, so called from being for a long period the favourite

beverage of the porters of London, and indeed confined exclusively to this class of
the workpeople of the metropolis. It is characterised by its dark-brown colour, its

transparency, its moderately bitter taste, and peculiar aromatic flavour. At first the
essential distinction of porter arose from its wort being made with highly-kilned
brown malt, while other kinds of beer and ale were brewed from a paler article ;

but of late years, the taste of the public having run in favour of sweeter and lighter

beverages, the actual porter is brewed with a less proportion of brown malt, is less

strongly hopped, and not allowed to get hard by long keeping in huge ripening tuns.

Some brewers colour the porter with burnt sugar ; but in general the most respectable
concentrate a quantity of their first and best wort to an extract, in an iron pan, and
burn this into a colouring stuff, whereby they can lay claim to the merit of using
nothing in their manufacture but malt and hops. Porter is now brewed in large
quantities in other cities besides London, especially in Dublin. See Beer.
PORTLAND ARROWROOT. See Arrowboot.
PORTLAND CEMENT is so called because it resembles in colour the Port-

land stone. It is prepared by calcining a mixture of the clayey mud of the Thames
with a proper proportion of chalk. They make equally good cement in other parts of
England and France by mixing chalk or marl with other clays. The materials are
reduced to fine powder, and intimately mixed, with the addition of water. The
resulting paste is moulded into bricks, which are dried and burned. It is of im-
portance that the heat in calcining be sufficiently elevated, otherwise the carbonic acid
and water may be expelled, without that reaction between the lime and clay which is
required for the production of a cement. It is necessary to employ a white heat
which shall agglutinate and frit the mixture. After this operation the material'
is assorted, and the portions which are scorified by too much heat, as well as those
insufficiently calcined, being set aside, the cement is pulverised for use. It is often
advantageous to grind to powder the native mixtures of limestone and clay before
burning them, in order to ensure homogeneonsness. It will also be seen that a calci-

B u 4
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nation at a very high temi)erature is frequently required to develop the hydraulic
cliai'iicter of limestones ; the greater the temperature employed, the more slow is the
eolidiKcation of the cement, but the harder does it become.
PORTLAND STONE. An oolitic limestone, immediately underlying the Purheck

strata ; so called in consequence of its development in the island of Portland, situated

off the southern coast of Dorsetshire.

St. Paul's Cathedral, and many of the public buildings of this country, have bctm
built of stone from Portland, and it is still obtained from numerous quarries on the

island for transmission to other places, and for the breakwater now in course of con-
struction there.

The quarries from -which the stone used for building St. Paul's Cathedral was
obtained, were situated at the northern extremity of the island, but have been long
abandoned in consequence of the stone being somewliat harder and more difficult

to work than that met with in other parts of the island. The principal beds of stone

quarried in tlie Isle of Portland are called, in descending order, roach or roche,

rubbly bed, and ivhit (i. e. white) or best bed. These beds vary much in thickness, but

they may be stated to average five, and six feet, respectively ; some reaching fifteen

feet.

The roach affords large blocks of a hard and durable white stone, particularly

adapted for foundations of buildings, docks, breakwaters, and other constructions

where great strength is required; but, owing to the numerous cavities it contains

(produced by the empty casts of shells), it will not receive a close, even face, and
is therefore not so well adapted for many other purposes of a more ornamental

description. The rubbly bed is not much worked ; but the white or best bed, when
accessible, is always quarried, and affords a white oolitic freestone, which takes a

smooth, even face, and works freely in all directions.

The following analysis by Professor Daniell, gives the chemical composition of

this stone :
—
Silica - . - •

Carbonate of lime

Carbonate of magnesia
Iron, alumina
Water and loss -

Bitumen -

1-20

9516
1-20

0-50
1-94

trace

100-00

The other principal localities where the Portland stone is quarried are the Isle

of Purbeck, in Dorsetshire, where it is called Purbeck- Portland; and the Vale of

Wardour, where (as at Chilmark and other places) it affords a freestone of a very

superior description.

In the year 1858, about 40,000 tons of stone were raised in the Isle of Portland.

See Mineral Statistics for 1858, by Robert Hunt—H. W. B.

POTASH, or POTASSA. {Potasse, Fr. ; Kali, Germ.) This substance was

so named from being prepared for commercial purposes by evaporating in iron

pots the lixivium of the ashes of wood fuel. In the crude state it consists, therefore,

of such constituents of burned vegetables as are very soluble in water, and fixed in

the fire. The potash salts of plants which originally contained vegetable acids, will

be converted into carbonates, the sulphates will become sulphites, sulphides, or even

carbonates, according to the manner of incineration ; the nitrates will be changed

into pure carbonates, while the muriates or chlorides will remain unaltered. Should

quicklime be added to the solution of the ashes, a corresponding portion of caustic

potassa will be introduced into the product, with more or less lime, according to the

care taken in decanting off the clear lye for evaporation. _
In America, where timber is in many places an incumbrance upon the soil, it is

felled, piled up in pyramids, and burned, solely with a view to the manufacture

of potashes. The ashes are put into wooden cisterns, having a plug at the bottom ot

one of the sides under a false bottom; a moderate quantity of water is then poured on

tlie mass, and some quicklime is stirred in. After standiug for a few hours, so as to

take up the soluble matter, the clear liquor is drawn off, evaporated to dryness in iron

pots, and finally fused at a red- heat into compact masses, which are grey on the out-

side and pink-coloured within.
..-Il *1

Pearlashis prepared by calcining potashes upon a reverberatory hearth, till thew o e

carb<maceous matter, and the greater part of the sulphur, be dissipated; then lixi-

viating the mass, in a cistern having a false bottom covered with straw, evaporating

the clear lye to dryness in flat iron pans, and stirring it towards the end into wtiite

lumpy granulations.
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Dr ITre eays the best pink Canadian potashes, as Imported in casks containing

abo t 5 cwts contain pretty uniformly 60 per cent, of absolute potassa
;
and the best

piherc^S noV cent.; the alkali in the former being nearly m a caustic

^'aiI i^^mt o^'k^rdo noty the same proportion of potass. The more

succulent the plantrthe more does iJ afford; /or it is only in the J-ce«
'^^^

^^^^-S-

table salts reside, which are converted by incineration into alkaline matter. Wei t)

aceous weeds are more productive of potash than the graminiferous species, or slirims,

and these than trees; and for a like reason twigs and leaves are more productive

than timber. But plants in all cases are richest in alkaline salts when they iiave

arrived at maturity. The soil in which they grow also influences the quantity ot

saline matter. , . , .
i i„

The following Table exhibits the average product in potassa of several plants,

according to the researches of Vauquelin, Pertuis, ICirwan, and De Saussure:—
In 1000 parts. Potassa.

Pine or fir - - - - 0-45

Poplar ... - 0-75

Trefoil _ - - - 0 75

Beechwood . - - 1-45

Oak 1-53

Boxwood . - - - 2-26

Willow ... - 2-85

Elm and maple - 3-90

"Wheat straw ... 3-90

Barb of oak twigs - - 4 20

In 1000 parts.

Thistles
Flax stems -

Small ruslies

Vine shoots
Barley st'-aw

Dry beech bark-
Fern - - -

Large rush
Stalk of maize -

Bean stalks

Potassa. In 1000 parts. Potassa.

- 5-00 Bastard chamomile (Anthe-
- ."i-OO mi's cotula, L.) 196
- 5-08 Sunflower stalks 20 00
- 5-60 Common nettle - - - 2.V03

. 5-80 Vetch plant . . - 27-50

- 600 Thistles in full growth 35 37
Dry straw of wheat before

- 7-22 earing . . . - 470
. - 17-5 Wormwood - 730

- 20-0 Fumitory - - - - 79-0

Stalks of tobacco, potatoes, chestnuts, chestnut husks, broom, heath, furze, tansy,

sorrel, vine leaves, beet leaves, orach, and many other plants, abound in potash salts.

In Burgundy, the well-known cendres gravelees are made by incinerating the lees of

wine pressed into cakes, and dried in the sun ; the ashes contain fully 16 per cent, of

potassa.

The purification of pearlash is founded upon the fact of its being more soluble m
water than the neutral salts which debase it. Upon any given quantity of that sub-

stance, in an iron pot, let one and a half times its weight of water be poured, and let

a gentle heat be applied for a short time. When the whole has again cooled, the

bottom will be encrusted with the salts, while a solution of nearly pure carbonate of

potash will be found floating above, which may be drawn off clear by a siphon. The
salts may be afterwards thrown upon a filter of gravel. K this lye be diluted with 6

times its bulk of water mixed with as much slaked lime as there was pearlash em-

ployed, and the mixture be boiled for an hour, the potash will become caustic, by
giving up its carbonic acid to the lime. If the clear settled lixivium be now siphoned

off, and concentrated by boiling in a covered iron pan, till it assumes the appearance

of oil, it will constitute the common caustic of the surgeon, the potassafum of the

shops. But to obtain potash chemically pure, recourse must be had to the bicar-

bonate, nitrate, or tartrate of potash, salts which, when carefully crystallised, are

exempt from anything to render the potash derived from them impure. The bicar-

bonate having been gently ignited in a silver basin, is to be dissolved in 6 times

its weight of water, and the solution is to be boiled for an hour, along with one
pound of slaked lime for every pound of the bicarbonate used. The whole must be

left to settle without contact of air. The supernatant lye is to be drawn off by
a siphon, and evaporated in an iron or silver vessel provided with a small orifice

in its close cover for the escape of the steam, till it assumes, as above, the appearance
of oil, or till it he nearly red-hot. Let the fused potash be now poured out upon a
bright plate of iron, cut into pieces as soon as it concretes, and put up immediately in

a bottle furnished with a well-ground stopper. It is hydrate of potash, being com-
posed of 1 atom of potassa 48, -I- 1 atom of water 9 = 57.

A pure carbonate of potash may be also prepared by fusing pure nitre in an
earthen crucible, and projecting charcoal into it by small bits at a time, till it ceases

to cause deflagration. Or a mixture of 10 parts of nitre and 1 of charcoal may be
deflagrated in small successive portions in a red-hot deep crucible. When a mixture
of 2 parts of tartrate of potassa, or crystals of tartar, and 1 of nitre, is deflagrated,

pure carbonate of potash remains mixed with charcoal, which by lixiviation, and
the agency of quicklime, will afford a pure hydrate. Crystals of tartar calcined
alone yield also a pure carbonate.

Caustic potash, after being fused in a silver crucible at a red heat, retains 1 prime
equivalent of water. Hence its composition in 100 parts is, potassium 70, oxygen 14,
water 16. Anhydrous potash, or the oxide free from water, can be obtained only
by the combustion of potassium in the open air. It is composed of 83 J of metal,
and 16§ of oxygen. Berzelius's numbers are, 83-05 aud 16 95.

'
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Caustic potash may be crystallised
; but in general it occurs as a white brittle sub-

stance of spec. grav. 1-708, which melts at a red heat, evaporates at a white heat,
deliquesces into a liquid in the air, and attracts carbonic acid ; is soluble in water
and alcohol, forms soft soaps with fat oils, and soapy- looking compounds with resins
and wax ; dissolves sulphur, some metallic sulphurets, as those of antimony, arsenic,

&c., as also silica, aluuiina, and certain other bases ; and decomposes animal textures,
as hair, wool, silk, horn, skin, &c. It should never be touched with the tongue or
the fingers.

The following Table exhibits the quantity of potash in 100 parts of caustic lye,

at the respective densities :
—

Sp. gr.
Pot. in

100.
Sp. gr. Pot. in 100. Sp. gr. Pot. in 100. Sp. gr. Pot. in 100. Sp. gr. Pot. in 100.

1 58 53-06 1-46 42-31 1-34 32-14 1-22 23-14 1-10 11-28
1-56 51-53 1-44 40-17 1-32 30-74 1-20 21-25 1-08 9-20

1-54 50-09 1-42 37-97 1-30 29>34 1-18 19-34 1-06 7 02
1-52 48-46 1-40 35-99 1-28 27-86 1-16 17-40 104 4-77

1-50 46-45 1-33 34-74 1-26 26-34 1-14 15-38 1-02 2-44

1-48 44-40 1-36 33-46 1-24 24-77 1-12 13-30 1-00 000

The only certain way of determining the quantity of free potash in any solid

or liquid is from the quantity of a dilute acid of known strength which it can

saturate.

The hydrate of potash or its lye often contains a notable quantity of carbonate,

the presence of which may be detected by lime water, and its amount be ascer-

tained by the loss of weight which it suffers, when a weighed portion of the lye

is poured into a weighed portion of dilute sulphuric acid poised in the scale of a

balance.

Carbonate of potash is composed of 48 parts of base, and 22 of acid, according to

most British authorities; or, in 100 parts, of 68-57 and 31-43; but according to Ber-

zelius, of 68-09 and 31-91.

Carbonate of potash, as it exists associated with carbon in calcined tartar, passes

very readily into the bicarbonate, on being moistened with water, and having a

current of carbonic acid gas passed through it. The absorption takes place so

rapidly, that the mass becomes hot, and therefore ought to be surrounded with cold

water.

We imported of pearlash and potash, in 1858, 150,432 cwts., of the computed real

value of 233,724^.

POTASH, BICARBONATE, is prepared bypassing carbonic acid through a

solution of the carbonate of potash. See Bicarbonates.

POTASH, BICHROMATE OF. See Chromates of Potash.

POTASH, BINOXALATE. Salt of wood sorrel; Salt of sorrel; Sal acetosella.

(^Sel d'oseille, Fr.)

The Oxalis acetosella is an odourless plant, but in taste it is agreeably acidulous. In

some parts ofGermany the binoxalate of potash is obtained in large quantities from this

plant by evaporating the expressed juice. Five hundred parts of the plant yield four

parts of the crystallised salt; its composition is, oxalic acid two parts, potash one

part, water two parts.

The salt sold under this name is however usually made by neutralismg one part ot

oxalic acid, with carbonate of potash, and then adding three parts more of acid to it.

This is a quadroxalate of potash.

It is sold under the name of salt of lemons, sometimes m a pure state, but more tre-

quently mixed with cream of tartar, and is used for the removal of iron stains.

POTASH BITARTRATE. Cream of tartar. This salt is a constituent ot many

vegetable juices, especially of the juice of the grape. All the salt of commerce is

obtained during the vinous fermentation; it deposits during the process of the for-

mation of alcohol, and accordingly as it is obtained from white or red wine it is known

by the name of white or red argol. The acid tartar is thus prepared in the wme-

making districts of France.
, r i,-*„-*^„f«

Argol, which occurs in crystalline cakes, and is composed of the bitartrate of

potash, tartrate of lime, and colouring matter, is boiled in water ;
and the solution

allowed to cool, by which a deposit of crystals is obtamed. ^ ^ese are cashed with

cold water, and then dissolved in boiling water, in which is diffused clay and cha -

coal, which as they fall down receive the colouring matter. The clear liquor .s

allowed to cool slowly, and crystals form.
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This salt consists of

Potash 25-00

Tartaric acid 70-21

Water 4-79

100-00

If cream of tartar is heated it is decomposed, swells up, evolves gaseous products,

and is converted into Black Flux, -which see.

The bitartrate of potash is used in many processes of manufacture.
POTASH, CARBONATE. Salt of tartar, potashes, pearlaslies. If land plants

are burnt their ashes will be found to contain a considerable quantity of the carbonate
of potash. See Potash.
POTASH, CHLORATE OF. See Chlorate of Potash.
POTASH, CITRATE OF. This salt is formed by neutralising citric acid with

carbonate of potash. Under the names of lemon and kali, effervescing lemonade, and
the like, mixtures of dry citric acid in powder and carbonate of potash, with very dry
sugar, are sold. These form very agreeable and healthful beverages.

POTASH, HYDRATE OF, CAUSTIC. (Potasse, Fr.
; Kali, Germ.) An oxide of

potassium. It may be obtained thus :— Mix a solution of 1 part of the dry car-
bonate of potash with 1 part freshly prepared dry hydrate of lime, and allow it

to stand in a closed vessel for 24 hours at a temperature of 68° to 78° F., fre-
quently shaking it. The potash salt should be dissolved in 12 to 15 parts of water;
the carbonate of lime separates in a granulated state, and the clear caustic lye may
be decanted. A weaker lye may be obtained from the residue by fresh treatment
with water.

POTASH, HYDRIODATE OF. See Potassium, Iodide o^.
POTASH, NITRATE OF, KO.NO^ Syn. Nitre, Saltpetre, Prismatic nitre.

(Nitrate de potasse, Fr.
; Salpetersaures Kali, Germ.) For the mode of purification,

see Gunpowder. This well known and useful salt is found native in various parts
of the world, more especially in tropical climates. The formation of nitre in the
earth appears to be much facilitated by warmth.

Preparation. 1. By lixiviation of earth impregnated with the salt. The earth is
heated with water in tanks or tubs with false bottoms, and after sufficient digestion
the solution is run off and evaporated to crystallisation. The nitre procured by the
first operation is exceedingly impure, and contains large quantities of chloride of
potassium, and some sulphate of potash. By repeated crystallisations the salt may
be obtained pure. If the crude product of the lixiviation contains, as is often the
case, the nitrates of lime or magnesia, they may be got rid of by the addition of carbo-
nate of potash; the earths are precipitated as carbonates, and may be filtered off
while an equivalent quantity of nitrate of potash is formed and remains in solution'
thus :— '

CaO,NO= + KO.CO^ = CaO,CO« + KO.NO^.

2. The second mode of preparing nitre which we shall consider, is from nitrate of
soda and chloride of potassium. On dissolving equivalent quantities of these two
salts m water, and salting down, double decomposition takes place. The chloride ofsodmm may be removed from the hot concentrated fluid by means of shovels while
the nitrate of potash, being much more soluble in hot than in cold water, remains in
solution, but crystalhses out on cooling. The decomposition takes place in accord-
ance with the annexed equation :

—

NaO,NO* + KCl = NaCl + KO,N05.

The above reaction is one of great interest and importance, inasmuch as it enables
us to convert Peruvian or cubic nitre, as nitrate of soda is sometimes called into thpmuch naore valuable salt, nitrate of potash. During the last war with Russia it wasfound that large quantities of chloride of potassium were exported, and found theirway mto that country. For some time no notice was taken, because the salt anneared
too harmless to be declared contraband of war. Eventually it was found that it wns
entirely used in Russia for the purpose of affording nitrate of potash, by the nrocess
described. It need scarcely be said that the gunpowder made through the medium ofour own chloride of potassium, was employed against our troops in the Crimea

3. Nitre may of course be prepared by neutralising nitric acid by means of "carbonate of potash, or the caustic alkali. The process is evidently too expensive to beemployed, except for the purpose of experimental illustration, or under other sneoinlcircumstances. "mei special

The formation of nitre in the earth of hot climates is probably in most casesto xhe decomposition of nitrogenised organic matters. The subj/ct of nitrification is
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one upon which some controversy has taken place. It is supposed by some cheiiiiiifs
that the chief source of the nitric acid is the ammonia produced during the decay of
nitrogenous matters. The presence of bases appears to have a remarkable ten-
dency to increase the production of the acid. It has been asserted that the ammonia
which is produced sutlers partial oxidation, the acid formed uniting with the undecom-
posed ammonia to form the nitrate of that alkali. On the other hand, it has been
argued that the ammonia does not suffer oxidation, but that the nitrogen produced during
the decay of organic matter conjbines, at the instant of its liberation with oxygen, to
form nitric acid, which unites with the bases present. Nitrate of ammonia, no matter
how formed, suffers double decomposition in presence of the carbonates of the alka-
line earths, the result being the production of the nitrates of lime and magnesia. It is

owing to the presence of the two latter saUs in the crude liquor obtained by lixiviating
nitrified earth, that the addition of carbonate of potash is so important, and causes so
great an increase in the produce of nitre. It has been insisted by some observers
that the presence of nitrogenous organic matters is not essential to the production of
nitre. In support of this it has been shown that large quantities of nitrates are often
found where little or no organic matters are present. This has been explained by
assuming that porous bodies have the power of absorbing water, oxygen, and nitrogen,
and producing nitric acid from them. But it is evident that other forces exist cap.
able of inducing the oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen. It has been. experimentally
demonstrated that nitric acid is produced during the discharge of atmospheric electri

city. It is also probable that ozone plays an important part in the phenomena of
nitrification. Perhaps most of the chemists who have investigated the subject, have
been too anxious to assign the formation of nitre to one particular cause, whereas the

phenomena which have been noticed by different observers are in favour of the idea
that several agencies are at work during the production of nitrates in the earth and in

artificial nitre beds.

During the time that France was fighting single-handed against the rest of Europe,
great difficulty was found in obtaining sufficient nitre for the production of the vast

amount of gunpowder necessary to enable her artillery to be effectively supplied with
ammunition. This led the French chemists to establish artificial nitre beds in various

parts of the country. The success of the process may be judged of from the fact that

they yielded 2,000 tons annually.

Chemical and physical properties.—Nitre crystallises in colourless six-sided prisms.

The crystals are anhydrous
;
large specimens when broken, however, generally show

the presence of a little moisture mechanically adhering to the interstices. If wanted

in fine powder, it must therefore be first coarsely bruised, and then dried, after which

it may be finely pulverised and sifted, without that tendency to adhere into lumps

which would otherwise be observed.

By the careful application of heat nitrate of potash may be melted without under-

going any decomposition or loss ot weight. But if the heat be raised to redness it

begins to decompose, the degree to which the change takes place depending on the

amount of heat and the time of exposure. By carefully heating for some time, a

large quantity of nitrite of potash is formed, oxygen gas being evolved. If the heat

be raised, or the exposure to a high temperature be continued, a large quantity of

nitrogen accompanies the oxygen, and the nitre becomes more and more changed,

until finally, a mixture of potash with peroxide of potassium is attained. If copper

tilings, clippings, or shreds be mixed with the nitre, the decomposition proceeds much

more readily, and Wohler has proposed to prepare pure potash by this means. At

high temperatures nitre is a potent agent of oxidation, so much so, that the diamond

itself is attacked and converted into carbonic acid, which unites with the pota.sh. It

was in this manner that Smithson Tennant first showed the diamond to consist of

pure carbon. His mode of operating was to fuse the nitre with fragments of diamond

in a tube of gold. Crystallised boron, which is said to equal if not exceed the

diamond in hardness, is not attacked by fused nitre. A very striking experinient for

the lecture table consists in pouring charcoal in powder into melted nitre retained at a

red heat over a lamp. A violent deflagration takes place, and a considerable quantity

of carbonate of potash is formed. The presence of the latter substance may be shown

as soon as the capsule has become cold, by adding an acid to its contents, when a

strong effervescence will take place. The oxidising power of nitre is made use of in

the arts in order to obtain bichromate of potash from chrome iron ore.

Nitrate of potash is sometimes used as a source of nitric acid, but nitrate of soda is

in every way more economical. This will be evident when it is considered that it

takes 101 parts of nitrate of potash to yield one equivalent of dry nitric acid (.54 parts),

whereas 85 parts of nitrate of soda yield the same amount of acid. Moreover, it

nitrate of potash be used, it is essential to employ two equivalents of sulplui.ic acia

to decompose one equivalent of the salt, for if only one were used the residue ot sul-
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phate of potash being hard, and not very readily removable by water, considerable

chances would be incurred of injuring the still; it is usual, therefore, to so adjust the

proportions that the readily soluble bisulphate should be the residue. If. on the

other band, nitrate of soda be employed, the residue in the still being sulphate of

soda, no difficulty is found in its removal.

Nitrate of potash is employed in blow-pipe experiments, in order to assist in the

production of the green reaction characteristic of the presence of manganese. It

often happens where the quantity of manganese is exceedingly small, as in rose

quartz, that the green coloration with soda or platinum foil cannot be obtained ;
if,

however, a little nitre be added, and the testing be repeated, the reaction generally

appears without any trouble.

Nitrate of potash is greatly employed in the preparation of pyrotechnic mixtures.

It ought always to be well dried and reduced to fine powder before being used.

SoluhiJily of nitre in water at various temperatures.

1 part of nitre dissolves in 13;320 parts of water at 32° 0

„ 4-000 „ 61°-0

„ 3-450 „ 64°-4

„ 1-340 „ 113°0
„ 0-424 „ 206°-6

„ 0-250 „ 212°-0

From the above table it is evident that the solubility of nitre in water increases

very rapidly with the temperature. Nitre is not unfrequently employed by the
chemist for determining the percentage of sulphur in coals. For this purpose the
coal, reduced to fine powder, is mixed with nitre and carbonate of soda, and projected
by small portions into a silver crucible, maintained at a red heat. A platinum
crucible must not be employed, as it is attacked by nitre in a state of fusion. The
sulphur in the coal is converted, by the oxidising agency of the nitre, into sulphuric
acid ; the latter can then be converted into sulphate of baryta, and the percentage of
sulphur ascertained from its weight.

Estimation of the value of nitre.—K great number of processes have been devised
for the determination of the percentage of pure nitrate of potash in samples of the
crude salt. All these processes are more or less incorrect, and a really accurate mode
of determining the value of nitre has long been felt as a want by chemists. This
want has only quite recently been supplied by Messrs. Abel and Bloxam of the
Woolwich Arsenal, who have devoted much labour and skill to the subject, the im-
portance of which, in connection with the art of war, can scarcely be over-estimated.
Before detailing the new and successful process of the latter chemists, we will take a
brief glance at the other methods commonly used for the purpose. The French pro-
cess depends upon the principle that a solution, when saturated with one salt, is still

capable of dissolving a considerable quantity of saline matter differing in its nature
from the first. If, therefore, a saturated solution of nitre be poured upon pure nitre,
no more is dissolved if the temperature remains the same as it was when the orio-inai
solution was prepared. But if, on the other hand, the saturated solution of nitre be
digested with an impure sample containing the chlorides of sodium, potassium, &c.,
the latter salts will be dissolved, and the pure nitre remaining can, after proper drain-
ing, &c., be dried and weighed. The loss of weight obviously represents the impuri-
ties removed. This process is subject to so many sources of error that the practical
details need not be entered into.

_
Another mode of valuing nitre consists in fusing the salt, and, after cooling, break-

ing the cake
:
the fineness or coarseness and general characters of the fracture are the

means whereby the greater or less value of the salt are ascertained. This process
which IS known as the Swedish or Swartz's method, is far too dependent on the indi-
vidual experience and dexterity of the operator to be of any value in the hands of the
chemist whose attention is only now and then directed to the valuation of saltpetre
Moreover, although those who are in the habit of using it possess some confidence in
Its correctness, is quite evident that it is impossible for such an operation to vjpld
results of analytical accuracy.
The Austrian method has also been used by some, but it is quite inadmissible as a

general working process. It consists in ascertaining the temperature at which the
solution crystallises.

Gossart's method consists in determininfr the value of the nitre by measuring itspower of oxidation. The latter is accomplished by finding the quantity of protoxide
of iron which it can convert into peroxide. If to an acid solution of protosulnhateof iron nitric acid or a nitrate be added, the proto is converted into a persalt at tl eexpense of a portion of the oxygen of the mtric acid, thus-—
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Kxp. Nitre talcen. Nitre found.
1 18-53 18-12
2 18-50 Result E
3 20-10 17-58
4 20-16 17-81
5 20-05 17-78
6 20-18 18-45
7 20-26 19-95
8 17-83 19 71
9 17-80 19-09

10 17-64 19-33
11 14-56 16-41

2 (FeO.SO^) + N0» + SO^ = Fi,"-0\ 3S0» + N0«.

Jn-orr*""^^^
""exceptionable, but in practice it is liable to great

M. Pelouze endeavoured to improve the above process by using such an excess ofhe protosalt ot iron that the nitre added slu.uid be able to convert only a ponlon of
It into a persa.t. The remaining protoxide was then conven ed il p^^ saU bymeans of a so u .on of permanganate of potash of known strength. The da 1 soobtamed enabled the value of the nitre to be estimated. But even this process TnJ\l
to vanations, so much so, indeed, that Messrs. Abel and BloilmiS re follow!ing results m eleven experiments made with pure nitre:—

ine loiiow

Per-centage.

99-40

2what higher.

87-46
88-33
88-67

91-42

98-48

110-55

107-20

109 50
112-70

In the above experiments the conditions were somewhat varied, but the results
showed that very shght variations in the modes of manipulating created such enor-mous differences in the values obtained, that it was quite impossible to rely on the
method.
The next process which we shall notice is that which the chemists alluded to have

finally settled upon as yielding the best results. It is that of M. Gay-Lussac It
depends on the fact that if nitrate of potash be heated with charcoal, or, in fact any
carbonaceous matters m excess, the nitrate is converted into carbonate of potash the
amount of which may be accurately estimated by means of a standard solution of sul-
phuric acid. The chlorides which may be present are unacted upon by the charcoal
and do not, therefore, influence the result; but if sulphates be present they are reduced
by the carbon to sulphides, which, in consequence of being decomposed by the sul-
phuric acid, may cause serious errors. Fortunately the amount of sulphuric acid pre-
sent in nitre is seldom sufiicient to cause any great error. Any nitrate of soda pre-
sent would come out in the final result as nitrate of potash, and thus become another
source of error; in practice this is seldom likely to occur. The original process con-
sists in weighing out 20 grammes (308-69 grains) of crude saltpetre, and mixing it

with 5 grammes (77-17 grains) of charcoal, and 80 grammes (1234-7 grains) of
chloride of sodium. The mixture is thrown little by little into a red-hot crucible,
and, when the decomposition is over, allowed to cool. The residual mass is dissolved
in water, filter.-d, and water passed through the filter until it amounts to 200 cubic cen-
timetres (12-2 cubic inches). The amount of alkali is then ascertained with a burette
and standard sulphuric acid. (See Alkalimeter.) Messrs. Abel and Bloxam have
minutely and Hboriously studied this operation, and detected its sources of difficulty
and error. Their researches have led them to employ the following modification.

Twenty grains of the sample are to be well mixed in a platinum crucible with 30
grains of finely-powdered resin, and 80 grains of pure dry common salt. The heat of
a wire gauze flame is then applied, until no more vapour is given off. The crucible is

then allowed to cool down a little, and 25 grains of chlorate of potash are added. A
gentle heat is then applied until most of the chlorate is decomposed ; the heat is then
raised to bright redness for two or three minutes. The mass should be fluid, and free

from floating charcoal. The mass, when cool, is removed to a funnel, and the
crucible, &c., washed with boiling water. The mass is then dissolved in hot water, and
the entire solution, coloured by litmus, is neutralised with the standard acid. In
the annexed table 20 grains of pure nitre were taken for each experiment;

—

Exp. Nitre found. Nitre per cent.

1. 20-00 100-00

2. 20-00 100-00

3. 19-97 99-85

4. 19-97 99-85

f.. 20-08 100-40

e. 20-08 100-40

7. 20-08 100-40
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The authors, not yet satisfied, made 53 more experiments by this method. The

mean result with pure nitre was 9 9 "7 per cent.

The mean of 25 of the above experiments was 987 per cent.

The mean of the remainder was 100'7 per cent.

Subsequent experiments showed that greater accuracy might be obtained by substi-

tuting for the resin, pure ignited finely divided graphite, prepared by Professor Brodie's

patented process. To perform the process 20 grains of the nitre are to be mixed

with 5 grains of ignited graphite and 80 grains of salt. The general process is con-

ducted in the manner described in the operation with resin. The results are very

exact, and apparently quite sufiicient for all practical purposes.—C. G. W.
POTASH, NITRITE OF, KO.NO^. When ordinary saltpetre, or nitrate of

potash, is heated with sulphuric acid, in the cold, no special reaction becomes evident,

as far as any evolution of gas is concerned ; but if, previous to the addition of the

acid, the nitre be strongly fused, it will be found, as soon as the admixture takes

place, that red fumes are evolved. This arises from the fact, that nitrate of potash,

when subjected to strong ignition, is decomposed with evolution of oxygen, the nitrate

becoming gradually converted into the nitrite of potash, thus :

—

K0,NO==KO,NO3 + 2O.

This reaction acquires great interest from the circumstance, that to its correct

explanation was owing the commencement of the fame of the illustrious Swedish
chemist Scheele. A pharmaceutist, at Upsala, having heated some saltpetre to redness

in a crucible, happened, when it became cold, to pour vinegar over it, when, to his

surprise, red fumes were evolved. Ghan was applied to for an explanation
; but,

unable to comprehend the matter, he applied to Bergmann ; but even he was as much in

the dark as Gahn. The explanation which these eminent chemists were unable to

give, was supplied by the pharmaceutist's apprentice, the young Scheele. Bergmann,
when informed by Gahn of Scheele's explanation, felt a strong desire to make his
acquaintance, and ultimately they were introduced to each other.

Nitrite of potash has acquired some importance of late years, owing to the valuable
properties, as a decomposing agent, which have been found by chemists to reside in
nitrous acid.

Preparation.—Nitrate of potash is to be fused at a red heat for a considerable time.
When cold, the contents of the crucible are to be dissolved out with boiling water,
and the nitrate of potash remaining is to be removed as far as possible by crystallisa-
tion. The nitrite of potash may be obtained from the mother liquor by evaporation
and subsequent crystallisation. It is a neutral salt, which deliquesces on exposure to
the air. If a piece of strongly-fused nitre be put, when cold, into a solution of sul-
phate of copper, a very beautiful apple-green colour is produced, of a tint which is

seldom observed except in solutions containing the nitrite of that metal.—C. G. W.
POTASH, PRUSSIATE OF. Ferrocyanide of potassium. Yellow prussiate of

potash. K^FeCy'-l-3H0.
This salt occurs in a state of great purity in commerce, and is thus manufactured

on the large scale.

Among the animal substances used for the preparation of this lixivium, blood
deserves the preference, where it can be had cheap enough. It must be evaporated
to perfect dryness, reduced to powder, and sifted. Hoofs, parings of horns, hides, old
woollen rags, and other animal olFals, are, however, generally had recourse to, as
condensing most azotised matter in the smallest bulk. Dried funguses have been
also prescribed. These animal matters may either be first carbonised in cast-iron
cylinders, and the residual charcoal may be then taken for making the ferroprussiate

;

or the dry animal matters may be directly employed. The latter process is apt to be
exceedingly offensive to the workmen and neighbourhood, from the nauseous vapours
that are exhaled in it. Eight pounds of horn (hoofs), or ten pounds of dry blood
afford upon an average one pound of charcoal. This must be mixed well with good
pearlash, (freed previously from most of the sulphate of potassa, with which it is always
contaminated,) either in the dry way, or by soaking the bruised charcoal with a
strong solution of the alkali ; the proportion being one part of carbonate of potassa
to from 1^ to two parts of charcoal, or to about eight parts of hard animal matter.
The pot for calcining the mixture of animal and alkaline matter is egg-shaped', as

represented at a, ^^r. 1478, and is considerably narrowed at the neck e, to facilitate
the closing of the mouth with a lid i. It is made of cast-iron, about two inches thick
in the belly and bottom

; this strength being requisite because the chemical action of
the materials wears the metal fast away. It should be built into the furnace in a
direction sloping downwards, (more than is shown in the figure,) and have a strongknob projecting from its bottom to support it upon the back wall, while its shoulde?
IS embraced at the arms c, c, by the brickwork in front. The interior of the furnace
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is so formed as to leave but a space of a few inches
make the flame play closely over its whole surface.

1478

round the pot. in order to
The fire-door J, and tlic

draught-hole z, of the ash-pit, are placed
in the posterior part of the furnace, in order
that the workmen may not be incommodci]
by the heat. The smoke- vent o, issues
througli the arched top h of tlie furnace, to-
wards the front, and is thence led back-
wards by a flue to the main chimney of the
factory, d is an iron or stone shelf, inserted
before the mouth of the pot, to prevent loss

in shovelling out the semi-liquid paste. The
pot may be half filled with the materials.
The calcining process is different, accord-

ing as the animal substances are fresh or
carbonised. In the first case, the pot must
remain open, to allow of diligent stirring of
its contents, with a slightly bent flat iron

bar or scoop, and of introducing more of the mixture as the intumescence subsides,
during a period of five or six hours, till the nauseous vapours cease to rise, till the
flame becomes smaller and brighter, and till a smell of ammonia be perceived. At this
time the heat should be increased, the mouth of the pot should be shut, and opened
only once every half hour, for the purpose of working the mass with the iron paddle.
When, on opening the mouth of the pot, and stirring the pasty mixture, no more flame
rises, the process is finished.

If the animal ingredients are employed in a carbonised state, the pot must be shut
as soon as its contents are brought to ignition by a briskly urged fire, and opened for a
few seconds only every quarter of an hour, during the action of stirring. At first, a
body of flame bursts forth every time that the lid is removed ; but by degrees this

ceases, and the mixture soon agglomerates, and then softens into a paste. Though the
fire be steadily kept up, the flame becomes less and less each time that the pot is

opened ; and when it ceases, the process is at au end. The operation, with a mass of
50 pounds of charcoal and 50 pounds of purified pearlash, lasts about 1 2 hours the
first time that the furnace is kindled ; but when the pot has been previously brought
to a state of ignition, it takes only 7 or 8 hours. In a well-appointed factory the

fire should be invariably maintained at the proper pitch, and the pots should be worked
with relays of operatives.

The molten mass is now to be scooped out witli an appropriate iron shovel, having
a long shank, and caused to cool in small poilions, as quickly as possible ; but not

by throwing it into water, as has sometimes been prescribed, for in this way a good
deal of the cyanogen is converted into ammonia. If it be heaped up and kept hot in

contact with air, some of the ferrocyanide is also decomposed, with diminution of

the product. The crude mass is to be then put into a pan with cold water, dissolved

by the application of a moderate heat, and filtered through cloths. The charcoal

•which remains upon the filter possesses the properties of decolouring syrups, vinegars,

&c., and of destroying smells in a pre-eminent degree. It may also serve, when mixed
with fresh animal coal, for another calcining operation.

As the iron requisite for the formation of the ferrocyanide is in general derived

from the sides of the pot, this is apt to wear out into holes, especially at its under side,

where the heat is greatest. In this event it may be taken out of the furnace,

patched up with iron-rust cement, and re-inserted with the sound side undermost.

The erosion of the pot may be obviated in some measure by mixing iron borings

or cinder with the other materials, to the amount of one or two hundredths of the

potash.

The above lixivium is not a solution of pure ferroprussiate ; it contains not a little

cyanide of potassium, which in the course of the process had not absorbed the proper

dose of iron to form a ferrocyanide ; it contains also more or less carbonate of pota.sh,

with phosphate, sulphate, hydrogenated sulphuret, muriate, and sulpho-cyanideof the

same base, as well as phosphate of lime ; substances derived partly from the impure

potash, and partly from the incinerated animal matters. Formerly that very complex

impure solution was employed directly for the precipitation of prussian blue ;
but

now, in all well regulated works, it is converted by evaporation and coohng mto

crystallised ferroprussiate of potash. The mother-water is again evaporated and

crystallised, whereby a somewhat inferior ferroprussiate is obtained. Before evapo-

rating the lye, however, it is advisable to add as much solution of green sidphate ol

iron to it as will re-dissolve the white precipitate of cyanide of iron which first falls,

and thereby convert the cyanide of potassium, which is present m the liquor, into
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ferrocyanide of potassium. The commercial prussiate of potash may be rendered

chemically pure by making its crystals effloresce in a stove, fusing them with a gentle

heat in a glass retort, dissolving the mass in water, neutralising any carbonate and

cyanide of potash that may be present with acetic acid, then precipitating the ferro-

prussiate of potash by the addition of a sufficient quantity of alcohol, and finally

crystallising the precipitated salt twice over in water. The sulphate of potash may
be decomposed by acetate of baryta, and the resulting acetate of potassa removed by
alcohol.

Berry's patent process.—Reduce charcoal into bits of the size of a walnut, soak them
with a solution of carbonate of potash in urine ; and then pour over them a solution of

nitrate or acetate of iron ; dry the whole by a moderate heat and introduce them into

the cast-iron tubes, presently to be described. The following proportions of consti-

tuents have been found to answer:—Ordinary potash, 30 parts; nitre, 10 , acetate of
iron, 15; charcoal or coke, 45 to 55 ; dried blood, 50. The materials, mixed and dried,

are put into retorts similar to those for coal gas. The animal matter, however (the
blood), is placed in separate compartments of pipes connected with the above retorts.

The pipes containing the animal matter should be brought to a red heat before any
fire is placed under the retorts.

In Jig. 1479, A B c D, is a horizontal section of a furnace constructed to receive four
elliptical iron pipes. The furnace is arched in the part A c b, in order to reverberate
the heat, and drive it back on the pipes w, w', w", w'". These pipes are placed on
the plane e f, of the ellipsoid, a a, represents the grating or bars of the furnace to be
heated with coal or coke ; ii, is the pot or retort shown in Jigs. 1480, 1481, 1482.

This pot or retort is placed in a separate compartment, as seen in Jig. 1479, which
is a vertical section, taken through Jig. 1482 at the line G, H. k, is a connecting tube,
from the retort and the elliptical pipes w.

In the section. Jig. 1480, the shape of the tube K will be better seen; also its cocks
«, and likewise its connection with the pipes w. I, is a safety valve

; *, the cover of
the pot or retort

; l, is the ash-pit ; and b, the door of the furnace
; x, is an open

space, roofed over, or a kind of shed, close to the furnace, and under it the pipes are
emptied ; m, an inclined plane behind the fire bars.
The arrows indicate the direction of the current of heat. This current traverses

the intervals left between the pipes, and ascends behind them, passing through the
aperture y, in the brickwork, which is provided with a valve or damper, for closing it,

as required. The heat passes through this aperture, and strikes against the sides of
the pot when the valve is open. Another valve /, g, must also be open to expose the
pot or retort to the direct action of the fire. The smoke escapes by a lateral passage
into a chimney n.

It must be remarked, that there is a direct communication between the chimney and
that compartment of the furnace which contains the pipes, so that the heat, reflected
from the part v, strikes on the pot or retort only when the pipes w, w' w" w'" are
sufficiently heated. ' '

'

In Jig. 1481 is represented the junction-tubes, which connect the four pipes with
their gas-burners z, z, and the cocks 7n m'. r, r. Jig. 1482, are covers, closing the pipes
and havmg holes formed in them ; these holes are shut by the stoppers e.

Whether the pipes are placed in the vertical or horizontal position, it is always
proper to be able to change the direction of the current of gas ; this is easily done by
closing, durmg one hour (if the operation is to last two hours), the cocks u, m' andopenmg those, u', m ; then the gas passes through zi', into the branch k, and enteriuff
w'", passes through v, into w", through g, into w', and through 2nd g, and w, and finally
escapes by the burner z. During the following or other hour, the cocks u' m, mustbe closed; the cocks u, m', being opened, the current then goes from u, into k w tv'w", -w'", and escapes by the burner z', where it may be ignited.

' '
'

The changing of the direction of the current dispenses, to a certain degree with the
labour required for stirring with a spatula the matters contained in the pipes • never
theless, it is necessary, from time to time, to pass an iron rod or poker amonff<;t the
substances contained m the pipes. It is for this purpose that apertures are formed so
as to be easily opened and closed.

'

The patentee remarks, that although this operation is only described with reference
to potash, for obtaining prussiate of potash, it is evident that the same process is
applicable to soda

;
and when the above-mentioned ingredients are employed sodabeing substituted for potash, the result will be prussiate of soda.

^ J ^

The process employed in the manufacture of Kalium Eisen Cyanure, by Hofl'mavrand Prukner, is as follows :—The potash must be free from sulphate, for each atom ofsulphur destroys an atom of the cyanide of potash. A very strong heat is advan-

Vr"lH ' *° ^ P'Vr- ^^I'P^t^^. is useful, when the mass
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18 too long in fusing. A rcvcrberatory furnace is recommended ; but the flame must
not beat too much upon the materials for fear of oxidising them. When the smoky

red flame ceases, it is useful to throw in from time to time small portions of uncar-

bonised animal matter, particularly where the flame first beats upon the mass, whereby

the resulting gases prevent oxidation by the air. The animal matters should not be

too much carbonised, but left somewhat brown-coloured, provided they be readily

pulverised. Of uncarbonised animal matters, the proportions may be 100 parts dried

blood, to from 28 to 30 of potash (carbonate), and from 2 to 4 of hammerschlag

(smithy scales), or iron filings. 2nd. 100 parts of horns or hoofs; from 33 to 35

potash ; 2 to 4 iron. 3rd. 100 leather, 4.5 to 48 potash ; and 2 to 4 iron. From blood,

8 to 9 per cent, of the prussiate are obtained; from horns, 9 to 10; and from leather,

5 to 6. The potash should be mixed in coarse particles, like peas, with the carbonised

animal matter, which may be best done in a revolving pot, containing cannon-balls.

Of the animal coal and potash, equal parts may be taken, except with that from leather,

which requires a few more parts potash per cent. On the average, blood and horn

coal should afford never less than 20 per cent, of prussiate, nor the leather than 8 ;

but by good treatment they may be made to yield, the first 25, and the last from lo

*°
Dr Ure, in the former editions of this Dictionary, discussed the chemical questions

involved in the manufacture of this very important salt As Ure's Dictionary oj

Chemistry, from which, originally, the article was derived, is agam m course of pubU-

cation, this subject is restored to its original place.
. „ . , i„.

POTASH RED PRUSSIATE OF. Ferridcyamde of potassmm, prepared da

passing chlorine gas through a solution of the ferrocyanide of potassmm until it ceases

to give a precipitate of prussian blue, with a persalt of iron, and no longer. Its lormuia

is K'Fe^Cv"
POTASSIUM (Eng. and Fr. ;

Kalium, Germ.) is a metal deeply interesting, not
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only from its o^ni marvellous properties, but from its having been the first link in
the chain of discovery -which conducted Sir H. Davy through many of the formerly
mysterious and untrodden labyrinths of chemistry. It is the metallic base of potash.
The easiest mode of obtaining this elementary substance is that contrived by

Brunner. Into the orifice of one of the iron bottles, as A., fig. 1483 in which mercury
is imported, adapt, by screwing, a piece of gun-barrel tube, 9 inches long; having
brazed into its side, about three inches from its outer end, a similar piece of iron tube.
Fill this retort two-thirds with a mixture of 10 parts of cream of tartar, previously
calcined in a covered crucible, and 1 of charcoal, both in powder; and lay it hori-
zontally in an air furnace, so that while the screw orifice is at the inside wall, the
extremity of the straight or nozzle tube may project a few inches beyond the brick-
work, and the tube brazed into it at right angles may descend pretty close to the
outside wall, so as to dip its lower end a quarter of an inch beneath the surface of
some rectified naphtha.contained in a copper bottle surrounded by ice-cold water. By
bringing the condenser vessel so near the furnace, the tubes along which the potassium
vapour requires to pass, run less risk of getting obstructed. The horizontal straight
end of the nozzle tube should be shut by screwing a stopcock air-tight into it. By
opening the cock momentarily, and thrusting in a hot wire, this tube may be readily
kept free, without permitting any considerable waste of potassium. The heat should
be slowly applied at first, but eventually urged to whiteness, and continued as long as
potassuretted hydrogen continues to be disengaged. The retort and the part of the
nozzle tube exposed to the fire should be covered with a good refractory lute, as
described under the article Phosphorus. The joints must be perfectly air-tight

:

and the vessel freed from every trace of mercury, by ignition, before it is charged

Tartar skilfully treated in this way will afford 3 per cent, of potassium ; and when
It IS observed to send forth green fumes, it has commenced the production of the
metaJ Instead of the construction above described, the following form of apparatusmay be employed.

• \^^^^}'^^^ represents the iron bottle, charged with the incinerated tartar; and b
IS a fire-bnck support. A piece of fire-tile should also be placed between the bottom of

1483

D

J3

I

•fr I r

1484

wall of the furnace no thicker, than what is absolutely necessary Arfonn if fi?
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tube is soldered, at d and a; the former being fitted air-tight into the end of the nozzle

of the retort, while the hitter is closed with a cork traversed by a stiff iron probe e,

which passes through a small hole in the partition b, b, under c, and is employed to

keep the tube c, clear, by its drill-shaped steel point. In one of the broad sides of

the box, D, near the top, a bit of pipe is soldered on at c, for receiving the end of a

bent glass tube of safety, which dips its other and lower end into a glass containing

naphtha, e, the bottom copper box, with naphtha, which receives pretty closely the

upper case, d, is to be immersed in a cistern of cold water, containing some lumps

of ice.

For an account of the chemical action by which potassa is reduced, see Ure's

Chemical Dictionary.

Pure potassium, as procured in Sir H. Davy's original method, by acting upon

fused potash under a film of naphtha, with the negative wire of a powerful voltaic

battery, is a soft metal, which can be cut like wax with a knife, and its newly cut

surface possesses great brilliancy. It is fluid at 120° F. At 50° it is malleable, and

has the lustre of polished silver; at 32° it is brittle, with a crystalline fracture ; and

at a heat approaching to redness, it begins to boil, is volatilised, and converted into a

green-coloured gas, which condenses into globules upon the surface of a cold body.

Its specific gravity in the purest state is 0-865 at 60°. When heated in the air, it

takes fire, and burns very vividly. It has a stronger affinity for oxygen than any other

known substance ; and is hence very difficult to preserve in the metallic state. At a

high temperature it reduces almost every oxygenised body. When thrown upon

water, it kindles, and moves about violently upon the surface, burning with a red

flame, till it be consumed; that is to say, converted into potash. When thrown upon

a cake of ice, it likewise kindles, and melts a hole in it. If a globule of it be laid

upon wet turmeric paper, it takes fire, and runs about, marking its desultory paths

with, red lines. The flame observed in these cases is owing chiefly to hydrogen, for

it is at the expense of the water that the potassium burns, potassuretted hydrogen

being formed.

POTASSIUM, IODIDE OF. Iodide of potassium is usually prepared by digest-

ing 2 parts of iodine, and 1 part of pure iron filings, in 10 parts of water, till they

have combined to form a solution of a pale green colour, which is a solution of the

iodide of iron.
. . . « v » i?

This solution is decomposed with exactly the requisite quantity of carbonate ot

potash, and iodide of potassium is held in solution, the iron salt being precipitated.

The iodide is then crystallised out. Iodide of potassium is much used in photography

to obtain the iodide of silver; and for this purpose its purity is of great importance.

The iodide of potassium of commerce frequently contains carbonate of potash, caustic

potash, and the bromide and chloride of potassium. In the Chemical Gazette, Mr.

Penny gives the following method of detecting these adulterations. His plan consists

in ascertaining the amount of a solution containing a known weight of the iodide

which is required to decompose a given quantity of bichromate of potash, dissolved

in water acidulated with hydrochloric acid. The point at which the chromic acid is

completely reduced is indicated by dipping a glass rod into the solution, and touching

a drop of a solution of protosulphate of iron and sulphocyanide of potassium placed

upon a white plate; when a red colour is no longer jJroduced the decomposition is

complete ; 10 grains of KO^CrO correspond to 33 grains of KI. For other methods,

see Ure's Chemical Dictionary.
, r • n ^m^a

POST. A north of England term for any bed of firm rock. It is generally applied

*%OTATO. ^Pommedeterre,Yv.; KartoffekGerm.) The well-known root of the

Many SethodThave at different times been tried for preserving potatoes in an un-

ch^Sab^S and always ready to be dressed into a wholesome nutr. lous dj^^^^^

but none with such success as the plan of Mr. Dojncs Edwards for which obtained

a natent in August, 1840. The potatoes, being first clean washed, are boiled lu water

or' steamed,lHUheir skins begin to crack, tben peeled freed from the^ specks and

eves and placed in an iron cylinder, tinned inside, and perforated with many holes

Te 'eighth of an inch in diameter. The potatoes are forced through these by the

n?essi?e of a piston The pulp is finally dried on well-tinned plates of copper, mo-

Seratdy SeateS by steam, into I granuJ meal. When this is mixed into a pulp wi h

hot wafer, and seasoned with milk, &c., it forms a very agreeable food-hke fresh

mashed potatoes. See Stakch. o o ^«
POTATO STARCH English arrowroot, bee stakch.

f8?S^?o%l"?;^agnrniT„tr.l of .he character of «ea.i« and serpentine. I.

is used in Germany for ornamental purposes.—H. W. 13.
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POT METAL, an inferior metal composed of lead and copper, used for making

large vessels. See Alloy.
PO TTERY, PORCELAIN. Earthenware, Stoneware. (Engl, and Fr.

;

Steingut, Porcellan, Germ.) The French call this art ceramique, from the Greek

noun Kfpajxos, an earthen pot, or burned clay. In reference to chemical constitution,

there are only two genera of baked stoneware. The first consists of a fusible earthy

mixture, along with an infusible, which when combined are susceptible of becoming

semi-vitrified and translucent in the kiln. This constitutes true porcelain or china-

ware ; which is also called hard and genuine, or tender and spurious, according to the

quality and quantity of the fusible ingredients. The tender porcelain is an earthy body
which is covered with and penetrated by a transparent glaze. The second kind con-

sists of an infusible mixture of earths, which is refractory in the kiln and continues

opaque. This is pottery, properly so called ; but it comprehends several sub-species,

which graduate into each other by imperceptible shades of difference. To this head
belong earthenware, stoneware, flint-ware, yaz/ence, delftware, iron-stone china, &c.

The glazed bricks from Babylon,—the enamelled tiles from the ruined cities of

the desert,—and the glazed coffins from those Assyrian cities of the dead discovered

by Mr. Kennet Loftus, prove, contrary to the received ideas, that the earliest attempts

to make a compact earthenware, with a painted glaze, did not originate with the

Arabians in Spain about the ninth century ; but it is certain that the art passed thence

into Majorca, in which island they were carried on with no little success. In the

14th century, these articles, and the art of imitating them, were highly prized by the

Italians, under the name of Majolica, and porcelana, from the Portuguese word for a cup.

The first manufactory of this ware possessed by them was erected at Fayenza, in the

ecclesiastical state, whence the French term fayence is derived. The body of the

ware was usually a red clay, and the glaze was opaque, being formed of the oxides
of lead and tin, along with potash and sand, which glaze was in all probability the
discovery of Luca della Robbia, which he had found " after experiments innumer-
able." Bernard Palissy, about the middle of the 16th century, manufactured the
Palissy ware,—which is remarkable for its beautiful glaze, and the imitation of plants
and animals, —at Saintes, in France ; and not long afterwards the Dutch produced a
similar article, of substantial make, under the name of Delftware, and Delft porcelain,

but destitute of those graceful forms and paintings for which the ware of Fayenza
was distinguished. Common fayence may be, therefore, regarded as a strong, well-
burned, but rather coarse-grained kind of earthenware.
The English East India Company was formed in 1600, and in 1631 they imported

China ware into England. The Dutch, however, in 1586, appear to have traded in
this true porcelain. There was naturally a desire to imitate this beautiful manu-
facture. In this Bottcher made the first advance in 1709. Bottcher was working in
the laboratory of Tschirnhaus, an alchemist, at Dresden, and it is stated that some
crucibles prepared by him assumed the character of Chinese porcelain. Bottcher
made first a red ware, but eventually, by employing white clays (Kaolin) which were
found near Schneeberg in the Erzgebirge, he made a true porcelain at Meissen.
Eventually the manufacture spread to Dresden, Munich, and other places, and the
celebrated Sevres Pottery was established.

Coarse ware was manufactured in Staffordshire as early, if not earlier, than 1500.
Dr. Shaw says, " there exist documents which imply that during many centuries con-
siderable quantities of common culinary articles were manufactured of red, brown, and
mottled pottery."

—

History of Staffordshire Potteries.
It was in 1670 that a work for making earthenware of a coarse description, coated

with a common lead glaze (butter pots), was formed at Burslem, which may be con-
sidered as the germ of the vast potteries now established Staffordshire. The
manufacture was improved about the year 1690, by two Dutchmen, the brothers Elers,
who were compelled to leave the Potteries in 1710, and it is said they settled in Chel-
sea. The introduction of the use of salt for glazing took place in 1690 at Palmer's
pottery at Bagnall. It is to the late Josiah Wedgewood that this country and the
woKld at large are mainly indebted for the great modern advancement of the ceramic
art It was he who first erected magnificent factories, where every resource of
mechanical and chemical science was made to co-operate with the arts of painting,
sculpture, and statuary, in perfecting this valuable department of the industry of
nations. So sound were his principles, so judicious his plans of procedure, and so ably
have they been prosecuted by his successors in Staffordshire, and especially by the
late Herbert Minton, that a population of upwards of 100,000 operatives now derives
a comfortable subsistence within a district formerly bleak and barren, of 8 miles longby 6 broad, which contains 250 kilns, and is significantly called The Potteries The
discovery of the Cornish China clay by Cookworthy must be considered 'as thoprimary cause which advanced the art.

n 3
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Of the Materials of Pottery, akd their Preparation.
C/ay The best clay from which the Staffordshire ware is made comes from Poolin Dorsetshire, and a second quality from near Newton ia Devonshire

; but both arewell adapted for working, being refractory in the fire, and becoming very whiJew
l
en burnt The clay is cleaned as much as possible by hand, and freed from loosel

y

adhering stones at the pits where it is dug. For the manufacture of porcelain^and of the finer kinds of earthenware, the China clay is used. See PorcklainClay. In the factory the clay is cut to pieces, and then kneaded in?o a pulp withwa er, by engines
;
instead of being broken down with pickaxes, and worked w hwater by hand-paddles, m a square pit or water-tank, an old proc;ss, called Mungi^The clay is now thrown into a cast-iron cylinder, 20 inches wide, and 4 feet high oi^into a cone 2 feet wide at top, and 6 feet deep, in whose axis an upright shaft revoi;esbearing knives as radii to the shaft. The knives are so arranged, that their flat sideshe m the plane of a spiral line ; so that by the revolution of the shaft, they not onlycu through everything in their way, but constantly press the soft contents of the

cylinder or cone obliquely downwards, on the principle of a screw. Another set ofknives stands out motionless, at right angles from the inner surface of the cylinderand projects nearly to the central shaft, having their edges looking opposite to the
line of motion of the revolving blades. Thus the two sets of slicing implements theone active, and the other passive, operate like shears in cutting the clay into small
pieces, while the active blades, by their spiral form, force the clay in its comminuted
state out at an aperture at the bottom of the cylinder or cone, whence it is conveyed
into a cylindrical vat, to be worked into a pap with water. This cylinder is tub-
shaped, being about 4 times wider than it is deep. A perpendicular shaft turns alsom the axis of this vat, bearing cross spokes one below another, of which the vertical
set on each side is connected by upright staves, giving the movable arms the appear-
ance of two or four opposite square paddle-boards revolving with the shaft. This
wooden framework, or large blunger, as it is called, turns round amidst the water and
clay lumps, so as to beat them into a fine pap, from which the stony and coarse sandy
particles separate, and subside to the bottom. Whenever the pap has acquired a
cream- consistenced uniformity, it is run off through a series of wire, lawn, and silk
sieves, of different degrees of fineness, which are kept in continual agitation backwards
and forward by a crank mechanism ; and thus all the grosser parts are completely
separated, and hindered from entering into the composition of the ware. This clay
liquor is set aside in proper cisterns, and diluted with water to a standard density.

Flints.—These are obtained in great quantities from the chalk formations.
Chert, which is a flinty substance, found in the Mountain Limestone, is also em-

ployed. These are calcined and ground.
Pelspar.

Bone.—Bone ashes, phosphate of lime, also enters into the composition of pottery.
Steatite, or Soap stone, is occasionally employed.
China stone.—A decomposed granite.

These may be regarded as the substances which enter into the body of the ware.
See Porcelain Clay.

Clay alone cannot form a proper material for pottery, on account of its great con-
tractility by heat, and the consequent cracking and splitting in the kiln of the vessels
made of it ; for which reason a siliceous substance incapable of contraction must
enter into the body of pottery. For this purpose, ground flints, called flint powder
by the potters, is universally preferred. The nodules of flint extracted from the chalk
formation are washed, heated redhot in a kiln, like that for burning lime, and thrown
in this state into water, by which treatment they lose their translucency, and become
exceedingly brittle. They are then reduced to a coarse powder in a stamping-mill or
a crushing-mill. The pieces of flint are laid on a strong grating, and pass through
its meshes whenever they are reduced by the stamps to a certain state of comminution.
This granular matter is now transferred to the proper flint-mill, which consists of a
strong cylindrical wooden tub, bottomed with flat pieces of massive chert, or horn-
stone, over which are laid large flat blocks of similar chert, that are moved round
over the others by strong iron or wooden arms projecting from an upright shaft made
to revolve in the axis of the mill-tub. Sometimes the active blocks are fixed to these

cross arms, and thus carried round over the passive blocks at the bottom. Into this

cylindrical vessel a small stream of water constantly trickles, which facilitates the

grinding motion and action of the stones, and works the flint powder and water into

a species of pap. Near the surface of the water there is a plughole in the side of the

tub, bj- which the creamy-looking flint liquor is run off from time to time, to be passed
through lawn or silk sieves, similar to those used for the clay liquor; while the par-

ticles that remain on the sieves are returned into the mill. This pap is also reduced to
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a standard density by dilution with water ; whence the weight of dry siliceous earth

present may he deduced from the measure of the liquor.
^. v

The standard clay and flint liquors are now mixed together, in such proportion by

measure, that the flint powder may bear to the dry clay the ratio of one to hve, or

occasionally one to six, according to the richness or plasticity of the clay
;
and the

liquors are intimately incorporated in a revolving churn, similar to that employed tor

making the clay-pap. This mixture is next freed from its excess of water by evapo-

ration in oblong stone troughs, called slip-kilns, bottomed with fire-tiles, under which

a furnace flue runs. The breadth of this evaporating trough varies from 2 to 6 feet

;

its length from 20 to 50; and its depth from 8 to 12 inches, or more.

By the dissipation of the water, and careful agitation of the pap, an uniform doughy

mass is obtained ;
which, being taken out of the trough, is cut into cubical lumps.

These are piled in heaps, and left in a damp cellar for a considerable time ; that is,

several months, in large manufactories. Here the dough suff'ers disintegration, pro-

moted by a kind of fermentative action, due probably to some vegetable matter in the

water and the clay ; for it becomes black, and exhales a fetid odour. The argillaceous

and siliceous particles get disintegrated also by the action of the water, in such a way that

the ware made with old paste is found to be more homogeneous, finer grained, and not

so apt to crack or to get disfigured in the baking, as the ware made with newer paste.

But this chemical comminution must be aided by mechanical operations ; the first of

which is called the potter's slapping or wedging. It consists in seizing a mass of clay in •

the hands, and, with a twist of both at once, tearing it into two pieces, or cutting it with

a wire. These are again slapped together -with force, but in a different direction from

that in which they adhered before, and then dashed down on a board. The mass is

once more torn or cut asunder at right angles, again slapped together, and so worked
repeatedly for 20 or 30 times, which ensures so complete an incorporation of the

different parts, that if the mass had been at first half black and half white clay, it

would now be of a uniform grey colour. A similar effect is produced in some large

establishments by a slicing machine, like that used for cutting down the clay lumps
as they come from the pit.

In the axis of a cast iron cylinder or cone, an upright shaft is made to revolve, from
which the spiral-shaped blades extend, with their edges placed in the direction of

rotation. The pieces of clay subjected to the action of these knives (with the reaction

of fixed ones) are minced to small morsels, which are forced pell-mell by the screw-

like pressure into an opening of the bottom of the cylinder or cone from which a

horizontal pipe about 6 inches square proceeds. The dough is made to issue through
this outlet, and is then cut into lengths of about 12 inches. These clay pillars

or prisms are thrown back into the cylinder, and subjected to the same operation

again and again, till the lumps have their particles perfectly blended together. This
process may advantageously precede their being set aside to ripen in a damp cellar.

In France the earthenware dough is not worked in such a machine; but after being
beat with wooden mallets, a practice common also in England, it is laid down on a
clean floor, and a workman is set to tread upon it with naked feet for a considerable
time, walking in a spiral direction from the centre to the circumference, and from
the circumference to the centre. In Sweden, and also in China (to judge from the
Chinese paintings which represent their manner of making porcelain), the clay is

trodden to a uniform mass by oxen. It is afterwards, in all cases, kneaded like

baker's dough, by folding back the cake upon itself, and kneading it out alternately.
Although we have abundant evidence proving to us the importance of the so-called

fermenting process, of the treading operation, and of the slapping, -we are not in
possession of any explanation, which is in the slightest degree reliable, as to any one
of the changes which may be effected in the mass by these manipulations.
The basis of the English earthenware is a clay, brought from Dorsetshire and

Devonshire, which lies at the depth of from 25 to 30 feet beneath the surface. It is

composed of about 24 parts of alumina, and 76 of silica, with other ingredients in very-
small proportions. This clay is very refractory in high heats, a property which,
joined to its whiteness when burned, renders it peculiarly valuable for pottery. It is

also the basis of all the yellow biscuit ware called cream colour, and in general of
what is called the printing body ; as also for the semi-vitrified porcelain of Wedge-
wood's invention, and of the tender porcelain.

The constituents of the stoneware are, Dorsetshire clay, the powder of calcined
flints, and of the decomposed granite called Cornish stone. The proportions are
varied by the different manufacturers. The following are those generally adopted
in one of the principal establishments of Staffordshire:—

For cream colour, Silex or ground flints - - - - 20 parts.
Clay 100 „

'

Cornish stone - o

I I 4
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Compo.^ition of the Pastefor receiving the Printing Body under Uie Glaze.

For this purpose the proportions of the flint and the felspar must be increased. The
substances are mixed separately with water into the consistence of a thick cream,
which weighs per pint, for the flints 32 ounces, and for the Cornish stone 28. The
China Clay is added to the same mixture of flint and felspar, when a finer pottery
or porcelain is required. That clay-cream weighs 24 ounces per pint. These 24
ounces in weight are reduced to one-third of their bulk by evaporation. The pint
of dry porcelain clay weighs 17 ounces, and in its first pasty state 24, as just stated.
The dry flint powder weighs 14^ ounces per pint; which when made into a cream
weighs 32 ounces. To 40 measures of Teignmouth clay-cream there are added,

13 measures of flint liquor.

12 — porcelain clay ditto.

1 — Cornish stone ditto.

The whole are well mixed by proper agitation, half dried in the troughs of the slip-

kiln, and then subjected to the machine for cutting up the clay into junks. The
above paste, when baked, is very white, hard, sonorous, and susceptible of receiving
all sorts of impressions from the paper engravings. When the silica is mixed with
the alumina in the above proportions, it forms a compact ware, and the impression
remains fixed between the biscuit and the glaze, without communicating to either any
portion of the tint of the metallic colour employed in the engraver's press. The
felspar gives strength to the biscuit, and renders it sonorous after being baked ; while
the china clay has the double advantage of imparting an agreeable whiteness and
great closeness of grain.

We must now proceed to a consideration of the manufacture. The clay being pre-

pared is submitted to the potter, who employs at the present day a wheel of the same
description as that used in the days of Moses,

Throwing is performed upon a tool called the potter's lathe. This consists of an
upright iron shaft, about the height of a common table, on the top of which is fixed,

by its centre, a horizontal disc or circular piece of wood, of an area sufficiently great

for the largest stoneware vessel to stand upon. The lower end of the shaft is pointed,

and runs in a conical step, and its collar, a little below the top-board, being truly

turned, is embraced in a socket attached to the wooden frame of the lathe. The shaft

has a pulley fixed upon it, with grooves for 3 speeds, over which an endless band
passes from a fly-wheel, by whose revolution any desired rapidity of rotation may be

given to the shaft and its top-board. This wheel, when small, may be placed along-

side, as in the turner's lathe, and then it is driven by a treadle and crank ; or when
of larger dimensions, it is turned by the arms of a labourer.

Fig. 1485 is the profile of the ordinary potter's lathe, for blocking out round

ware ; c is the table or tray ; a is the head of the lathe, with its horizontal disc ; a, b,

is the upright shaft of the head ;
d, pulleys with several grooves of difierent diameters,

fixed upon the shaft, for receiving the driving-cord or band ; k is a. bench upon which

the workman sits astride ; e, the treadle foot-board ; Hs a ledge-board, for catching

the shavings of clay which fly off from the lathe ; A is an instrument, with a slide-nut

i, for measuring the objects in the blocking out ; c is the fly-wheel with its winch-

handle r, turned by an assistant; the sole-frame is secured in its place by the heavy

stone P; / is the oblong guide-pulley, having also several grooves for convertmgtlie

vertical movement of the fly-wheel into the horizontal movement of the head of the

» is one of the intermediate forms given by the potter to the ball of clay, as it re-

volves upon the head of the lathe.
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in large potteries, the whole of the lathes, both for throwing and turning, are put in

motion hy a steam engine. The vertical spindle of the lathe has a bevel wheel on it,

which works in another bevel-toothed wheel fixed to a horizontal shaft. This shaft is

provided with a long conical wooden drum, from which a strap ascends to a similar

conical drum on the main lying shdt. The apex of the one cone corresponds to the

base of the other, which allows the strap to retain the same degree of tension, while

it is made to traverse horizontally, in order to vary the speed of the lathe at pleasure.

When the belt is at the base of the driving-cone, it works near the vortex of the

driven one, so as to give a maximum velocity to the lathe, and vice versa.

During the throwing of any article, a separate mechanism is conducted by a boy,

which makes the strap move parallel to itself along these conical drums, and nicely

regulates the speed of the lathe. When the strap runs at the middle of the cones, the

velocity of each shaft is equal. By this elegant contrivance of parallel cones reversed,

the velocity rises gradually to its maximum, and returns to its minimum or slower

motion when the workman is about to finish the article thrown. The strap is then

transferred to a pair of loose pulleys, and the lathe stops. The vessel is now cut off

at the base with a small wire ; is dried, turned on a power lathe, and polished as

above described.

The same degree of dryness which admits of the clay being turned on the lathe, also

suits for fixing on the handles and other appendages to the vessels. The parts to be

attached being previously prepared, are joined to the circular work by means of a

thin paste which the workmen call slip, and the seams are then smoothed off with

a wet sponge. They are now taken to a stove-room heated to 80° or 90° F., and
fitted up with a great many shelves. When they are fully dried, they are smoothed
over with a small bundle of hemp, if the articles be fine, and are then ready for the

kiln, which is to convert the tender clay into the hard biscuit.

At a certain stage of the drying, called the green state, the ware possesses a greater

tenacity than at any other, till it is baked. It is then taken to auother lathe, called

the turning lathe, where it is attached by a little moisture to the vertical face of a

wooden chuck, and turned nicely into its proper shape with a very sharp tool, which
also smooths it. After this it is slightly burnished with a smooth steel surface.

A great variety of pottery wares, however, cannot be fashioned on the lathe, as they
are not of a circular form. These are made by two different methods, the one called

press-work, and the other casting. The press-work is done in moulds made of Paris
plaster, the one half of the pattern being formed in the one side of the mould, and the
other half in the other side : these moulding-pieces fit accurately together. All vessels

of an oval form, and such as have flat sides, are made in this way. Handles of tea-

pots, and fluted solid rods of various shapes, are formed by pressure also
; viz., by

squeezing the dough contained in a pump-barrel through different shaped orifices at its

bottom, by working a screw applied to the piston rod. The worm-shaped dough, as it

issues, is cut to proper lengths, and bent into the desired form. Tubes may be also
made on the same pressure principle, only a tubular opening must be provided in the
bottom plate of the clay-forcing pump. The temperature of the various rooms in a
pottery is as follows :

—

Plate-makers' hothouse------ 108° Fahr.
Dish-makers' hothouse - - - - - -106.,
Printers' shop - go
Throwers' hothouse 98 „

The branches against which the temperature of the hothouse is placed, require that
heat for drying their work and getting it off their moulds. The outer shops in which
they work may be from five to ten degrees less.

The other method of fashioning earthenware articles is called casting, and is, perhaps,
the most elegant for such as have an irregular shape. This operation consists in pour-
ing the clay, in the state of pap or slip, into plaster moulds, which are kept in a
desiccated state. These moulds, as well as the pressure ones, are made in halves, which
nicely correspond together. The slip is poured in till the cavity is quite full,' and is
left in the mould for a certain time, more or less, according to the intended thickness of
the vessel. The absorbent power of the plaster soon abstracts the water, and makes the
coat of clay in contact with it quite doughy and stiff', so that the part still liquid being
poured out, a hollow shape remains, which when removed from the mould constitutes
the half of the vessel, bearing externally the exact impress of the mould. The thickness
of the clay varies with the time that the paste has stood upon the plaster. These cast
articles are dried to the green state, like the preceding, and then joined accurately
with slip. Imitations of flowers and foliage are elegantly executed in this way This
operation, which is c&lkd /urnis/iing, requires very delicate and dexterous manipula-

/
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The saggers for tlie unglazed coloured stoneware should be covered inside with a
glaze composed of 12 parts of common salt and 30 of potash, or 6 parts of potash and
14 of salt; which may be mixed with a little of the common enamel for the glazed
pottery saggers. The bottom of each sagger has some bits of flints sprinkled upon it

which become so adherent after the first firing as to form a multitude of little promi'
nences for setting the ware upon, when this does not consist of plates. It is the duly
of the workmen belonging to the glaze kiln to make the saggers during the intervals
of their work ; or if there be a relay of hands, the man who is not firing makes
the saggers.

When the ware is sufficiently dry, and in sufficient quantity to fill a kiln, the next
process is placing the various articles in the baked fire-clay vessels, which may be either
of a cylindrical or oval shape ; called gazettes, Fr.

; kapseln. Germ. These are from 6
to 8 inches deep, and from 12 to 18 inches in diameter. When packed full of the dry
ware, they are piled over each other in the kiln. The bottom of the upper sagger forms
the lid of its fellow below; and the junction of the two is luted with a ring of soft
clay applied between them. These dishes protect the ware from being suddenly and
unequally heated, and from being soiled by the smoke and vapours of the fuel. Each
pile of saggers is called a bung.

Plan of an Enolish Pottery.

A pottery should be placed by the side of a canal or navigable river, because the
articles manufactured do not well bear land carriage.

A Staffordshire pottery is usually built as a quadrangle, each side being about 100
feet long, the walls 10 feet high, and the ridge of the roof 5 feet more. The base of
the edifice consists of a bed of bricks, 18 inches high, and 16 inches thick; upon
which a mud wall in a wooden frame, called pis^, is raised. Cellars are formed in

front of the buildings, as depots for the pastes prepared in the establishment. The wall

of the yard or court is 9 feet high, and 18 inches thick.

A, Jig. 1486, is the entrance door
;
B, the porter's lodge ; c, a particular warehouse;

D, workshop of the plaster-moulder ;
e, the clay depot ; F, f, large gates, 6 feet 8

inches high
; g, the winter evaporation stove ; h, the shop for sifting the paste

liquors ; i, sheds for the paste liquor tubs ; j, paste liquor pits
; k, workshop for the

moulder of hollow ware
;

L, ditto of the dish or plate moulder; m, the plate drying-

stove
; N, workshop of the biscuit-printers

; o, ditto of the biscuit, with o', a long

window ; p, passage leading to the paste liquor pits ; Q, biscuit warehouse ; R, place

where the biscuit is cleaned as it comes out of the biscuit-kilns, s s ; t, t, enamel or

glaze kilns; tr, long passage; v, space left for supplementary workshops; x, space

appointed as a depot for the sagger fire-clay, as also for making the saggers; z, the

workshop for applying the glaze liquor to the biscuits ; a, apartment for cleaning the

glazed ware
; b, b, pumps; c, basin ; d, muffles; e, warehouse for the finished stone-

ware ; /, that of the glazed goods ; g, g, another warehouse ; h, a large space for the

smith's forge, carpenter's shop, packing room, depot of clays, saggers, &c. The
packing and loading of the goods are performed in front of the warehouse, which has

two outlets, in order to facilitate the work ; i, a passage to the court or yard ; 1, a

space for the wooden sheds for keeping hay, clay, and other miscellaneous articles ;

m, room for putting the biscuit into the saggers ; m', a long window
; n, workshop

with lathes and fly-wheels; o, drying-room ; p, room for mounting or furnishing

the pieces; q, repairing room ; r, drying room of the goods roughly turned ; s, rough

turning or blocking-out room ; t, room for beating the paste or dough ; u, counting-

house.

Pottery Kiln of Staffordshire.

Figs. 1487, 1488, 1489, 1490, 1491, represent the kihi for baking the biscuit, and

also for running the glaze, in the English potteries.

a, a, figs. 1487,1488, 1489, are the furnaces which heat the kiln; of which b, m

fig. 1487, are the upper mouths, and b' the lower ; the former being closed more or

less by the fire-tile z, shown in^^. 1491.
. /.

/is one fireplace ; for the manner of distributing the fuel in it, seej?^. 1491.

o y figs 1487 1491, are the horizontal' and vertical flues and chimneys for con-

ducting the flame and smoke. I is the laboratory, or body of the kiln; having its floor

k sloping slightly downwards from the centre to the circumference, x, y, >s the slit

of the horizontal register, leading to the chimney flue y of the furnace, being the first

regulator; x, u, is the vertical register conduit, leading to the furnace or moutli/,

being the second regulator ; v is the register slit above the furnace, and its vertica

flue leading into the body of the kiln ; u', c, sUt for regulating flue at the shoulder oi
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the kiln ; i is an arch which supports the walls of the kiln, when the furnace is under
repair; c, c, are small flues in the vault s of the laboratory. h,fig. 1488, is the
central flue, called lunette, of the laboratory.

T, T, is the conical tower or howell, strengthened with a series of iron hoops, o' is

the great chimney or litnette of the tower
; p is the door of the laboratory, bound

inside with an iron frame.

A, is the complete kiln and howell, with all its appurte-
nances.

^,fig. 1488, is the plan at the level d, d, of the floor, to
show the arrangement and distribution of all the horizontal
flues, both circular and radiating.

c,fig. 1489, is a plan at the level e, e, of the upper mouths
i, of the furnaces, to show the disposition of the fireplaces of
the vertical flues, and of the horizontal registers, or peep-
holes.

T>,Jig. 1489, is a bird's-eye view of the top of the vault

or dome s, to show the disposition of the vent-holes c, c.

E, Jig. 1490, is a detailed plan at the level c, c, of one fur-

nace and its dependencies.

F, ^^. 1491, is a transverse section, in detail, of one fur-

nace and its dependencies.

The same letters indicate the same objects in all the

figures.

Charging of the kiln.—The saggers are piled up first in

the space between each of the upright furnaces, till they

rise to the top of the flues. These contain the smaller articles. Above this level,

large fire tiles are laid, for supporting other saggers, filled with teacups, sugar-basms,

&c. In the bottom part of the pile, within the preceding, the same sorts of articles

are put ; but in the upper part all such articles are placed as require a high heat.

Four piles of small saggers, with a middle one 10 inches in height, complete the

charge. As there are 6 piles between each furnace, and as the biscuit kiln has 8 fur-

naces, a charge consequently amounts to 48 or 50 bungs, each composed of from 18

to 19 saggers. The inclination of the bungs ought always to follow the form of the

kiln, and should therefore tend towards the centre, lest the strong draught of the

furnaces should make the saggers fall against the walls of the kiln, an accident apt to

happen were these piles perpendicular. The last sagger of each bung is covered with

an unbaked one, three inches deep, in place of a round lid. The watches are small

cups, of the same biscuit as the charge, placed in saggers, four in number, above the

level of the flue-tops. They are taken hastily out of the saggers, lest they should

get smoked, and are thrown into cold water.

When the charging is completed, the firing is commenced, with coal of the best

quality. The management of the furnaces is a matter of great consequence to the

success of the process. No greater heat should be employed for some time than may

be necessary to agglutinate the particles which enter into the composition of the

paste, by evaporating all the humidity ; and the heat should never be raised so high

as to endanger the fusion of the ware, which would make it very brittle.

Whenever the mouth or door of the kiln is built up, a child prepares several fires m
the neighbourhood of the howell, while a labourer transports in a wheelbarrow a

supply of coals, and introduces into each furnace a number of lumps. These lumps

divide the furnace into two parts ; those for the upper flues being placed above, and

those for the ground flues below, which must be kept unobstructed.

The fire-mouths being charged, they are kindled to begin the baking, the regulator

tile, z. Jig. 1491, being now opened ; an hour afterwards the bricks at the bottom of

the furnace are stopped up. The fire is usually kindled at 6 o'clock in the evening,

and progressively increased till 10, when it begins to gain force, and the flame rises

half-way up the chimney. The second charge is put in at 8 o'clock, and the mo"'"^

of the furnaces are then covered with tiles ;
by which time the flame issues througtt

the vent of the tower. An hour afterwards a fresh charge is made ; the tiles z, whicij

cover the furnaces, are slipped back -, the cinders are drawn to the front, and replacea

with small coal. About half-past 11 o'clock the kiln-man examines his furnaces, to

see that their draught is properly regulated. An hour afterwards a new charge oi

coal is applied; a practice repeated hourly till 6 o'clock m the morning. At lou

moment he takes out his first watch, to see how the baking goes on. It should be at

a very pale-red heat ; but the watch of 7 o'clock should be a deeper red. He reIno^es

the tiles from those furnaces which appear to have been burning too strongij
,

c

whose flame issues by the orifices made in the shoulder of the kiln
;
ana puts
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upon those which are not hot enough. The flames glide along briskly in a regular

manner. At this period he draws out the watches every quarter of an hour aud

compares them with those reserved from a previous standard kiln
;

and it He

observes a similarity of appearance, he allows the furnaces to burn a little longer ;

then opens the mouths carefully and by slow degrees; so as to lower the heat and

finish the round. . , -j. i -i

The baking usually lasts from 40 to 42 hours ; in which time the biscuit kiln may

consume 14 tons of coals; of which four are put in the first day, seven the next day

and following night, and the four last give the strong finishing heat.

Emptying the kiln.—The kiln is allowed to cool very slowly. On taking the ware

out of the saggers, the biscuit is not subjected to friction, as in the foreign potteries,

because it is smooth enough; but is immediately transported to the place where it is

to be dipped in the glaze or enamel tub. A child makes the pieces ring, by striking

with the handle of the brush, as he dusts them, and then immerses them into the

glaze cream ; from which tub they are taken out by the euameller, and shaken in the

air. The tub usually contains no more than 4 or 5 inches depth of the glaze, to

enable the workman to pick out the articles more readily, and to lay them upon a

board, whence they are taken by a child to the glaze kiln.

Of Porcelain.

Porcelain is a kind of pottery ware whose paste is fine grained, compact, very hard,

and faintly translucid ; and whose biscuit softens slightly in the kiln. Its ordinary

whiteness cannot form a definite character, since there are porcelain pastes variously

coloured. There are two species of porcelain, very difi"erent in their nature, the

essential properties of which it is of consequence to establish ; the one is called hard,

and the other tender : important distinctions, the neglect of which has introduced great

confusion into many treatises on this elegant manufacture.

Hard porcelain is essentially composed, first, of a natural clay containing some

silica, infusible, and preserving its whiteness in a strong heat; this is almost always a

true kaolin ;
secondly, of a flux, consisting of silica and lime, composing a quartzose

felspar rock, called pe-tun-tse. The glaze of this porcelain, likewise earthy, admits of

no metallic substance or alkali.

The biscuit of the hard porcelain made at the French national manufactory of

Sevres is generally composed of a kaolin clay, and of a decomposed felspar rock ;

analogous to the china clay of Cornwall, and Cornish stone. Both of the above

French materials come from Saint Yrieux-la-perche, near Limoges.

After many experiments, the following composition has been adopted for the service

paste of the Royal manufactory of Sevres ; that is, for all the ware which is to be
glazed: silica, 59 ; alumina, 35"2

;
potash, 2-2; lime, 3"3. The conditions of such a

compound are pretty nearly fulfilled by taking from 63 to 70 of the washed kaolin or

china clay, 22 to 15 of the felspar ; nearly 10 of flint powder, and about 5 of chalk. The
glaze is composed solely of solid felspar, calcined, crushed, and then ground fine at

the mill. This rock pretty uniformly consists of silica 73, alumina 16'2, potash 8*4,

and water 0*6.

The kaolin is washed at the pit, and sent in this state to Sevres, under the name of

decanted earth. At the manufactory it is washed and elutriated with care ; and its

slip is passed through fine sieves. This forms the plastic, infusible, and opaque
ingredient to which the substance must be added which gives it a certain degree of
fusibility and semi-transparency. The felspar rock used for this purpose, should
contain neither dark mica nor iron, either as an oxide or sulphide. It is calcined to

make it crushable, under stamp-pestles driven by machinery, then ground fine in

hornstone (chert) mills. This pulverulent matter being diffused through water,
is mixed in certain proportions, regulated by its quality, with the argillaceous

slip. The mixture is deprived of the chief part of its water in shallow plaster pans
without heat ; and the resulting paste is set aside to ripen, in damp cellars, for many
months.
When wanted for use, it is placed in hemispherical pans of plaster, which absorb

the redundant moisture ; after which it is divided into small lumps, and completely
dried. It is next pulverised, moistened a little, laid on a floor, and trodden upon
by a workman marching over it with bare feet in every direction ; the parings and
fragments of soft moulded articles being intermixed, which improve the plasticity of
the whole. When sufficiently tramped, it is made up into masses of the size of a man's
head, and kept damp till required.

The dough is now in a state fit for the potter's lathe ; but it is much less plastic
than stoneware paste, and is more difficult to fashion into the various articles ; and
hence one cause of the higher price of porcelain.
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The round plates and dishes are shaped on plaster moulds ; but sometimes the paste
is laid on as a crust/ and at, others it is turned into shape on the hthe. When a crust
is to be made, a molstcnedjeheep-skin is spread on a marble table j and over this thedough is extended with a rolling pin, supported on= two guide-rules. The crust is
then transferred over the plaster mould, by lifting^ it upon the skin ; for it wants*
tenacity to bear raising by itself. When the piece is to be fashioned on the lathe J
lump of the|dough is thrown on the centre of the horizontal wooden disc, and turned
into form as' directed in treating of [stoneware, only it must be left much thicker than
in its finished state. After it dries to a certain degrecMon the plaster mould, the work-man replaces it on the lathe, by moistening it on it§ base with a wet^ponge ani_
finishes its form with an iron tool. A good workman at Sevres makes nb more' than
from 15 to 20 porcelain plates in a day ; whereas an English potter, with two boyg
makes from 1000 to 1200 plates of stoneware in the same time. The pieces, which
are not round, are shaped in plaster moulds, and finished by hand. When the
articles are very large, as wash-hand basins, salads, &c., a flat cake is spread above a
skin on the marble slab, which is then applied to the mould with the sponge, as for
plates ; and they are finished by hand.
The projecting pieces, such as handles, beaks, spouts, and ornaments, are moulded and

adjusted separately ; and are cemented to the bodies of china-ware with slip, or por-
celain dough thinned with water. In fact, the mechanical processes with porcelain
and the finer stoneware are substantially the same ; only they require more time and
greater nicety. The least defect in the fabrication, the smallest bit added, an unequal
pressure, the cracks of the moulds, although well repaired, and seemingly effaced in
the clay shape, re-appear after it is baked. The articles should be allowed to dry
very slowly

; if hurried but a little, they are liable to be spoiled. When quite dry,
they are taken to the kiln.

The kiln for hard porcelain at Sevres is a kind of tower in two flats, constructed
of fire-bricks ; and resembles, in other respects, the stoneware kiln already figured
and described. The fuel is young aspen wood, very dry, and cleft very small ; it is

put into the apertures ofthe four outside furnaces or fire-mouths, which discharge their
flame into the inside of the kiln ; each floor being closed in above, by a dome pierced
with holes. The whole is covered in by a roof with an open passage, placed at a proper
distance from the uppermost dome. There is, therefore, no chimney proper so called.

The raw pieces are put into the upper floor of the kiln ; where they receive a heat
of about the 60th degree of Wedgewood's pyrometer, and a commencement of baking,
which, without altering the shape, or causing a perceptible shrinking of their bulk,
makes them completely dry, and gives them sufficient solidity to bear handling. By
this preliminary baking, the clay loses its property of forming a paste with water ; and
the pieces become fit for receiving the glazing coat, as they may be dipped in water
without risk of breakage.
The glaze of hard porcelain is a felspar rock ; this being ground to a very fine

powder, is worked into a paste with water mingled with a little vinegar. All the

articles are dipped into this milky liquid for an instant; and as they are very porous,

they absorb the water greedily, whereby a layer of the felspar glaze is deposited on

their surface, in a nearly dry state,' as soon as they are lifted out. Glaze-pap is

afterwards applied with a hair brush to the projecting edges, or any points where it

had not taken ; and the powder is then removed from the part on which the article

is to stand, lest it should get fixed to its support in the fire. After these operations it

is replaced in the kiln, to be completely baked.

The articles are put into saggers, like those of fine stoneware ; and this operation is

one of the most delicate and expensive in the manufacture of porcelain. The
saggers are made of the plastic or potter's clay of Abondant, to which about a third

part of cement of broken saggers has been added.

As the porcelain pieces soften somewhat in the fire, they cannot be set above each

other, even were they free from glaze ; for the same reason, they cannot be baked on

tripods, several of them being in one case, as is done with stoneware. Every piece of

porcelain requires a sagger for itself. They must, moreover, be placed on a perfectly

flat surface, because in softening they would be apt to conform to the irregularities of

a rough one. When therefore any piece, a soup plate for example, is to be saggered,

there is laid on the bottom of the case a perfectly true disc or round cake of stoneware,

made of the sagger material, and it is secured in its place on three small props of a

clay-lute, consisting of potter's clay mixed with a great deal of sand. When the cake

is carefully levelled, it is moistened, and dusted over with sand, or coated with a film

of fire-clay slip, and the porcelain is carefully set on it. The sand or fire-clay

hinders it from sticking to the cake. Several small articles may be set on the same

cake, provided they do not touch one another.
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The saggers containing the pieces thus arranged, are piled up in the kiln over each

other, in the columnar form, till the whole space be occupied ;
leaving very moderate

intervals between the columns to favour the draught of the fires. The whole bemg

arranged with these precautions, and several others, too minute to be specified here,

the door of the kiln is built up with three rows of bricks, leaving merely an opening

8 inches square, through which there is access to a sagger with the nearest side cut

off. In this sagger are put fragments of porcelain intended to be withdrawn from

time to time, in order to judge of the progress of the baking. These are called time-

pieces or watches (montres). This opening into the watches is closed by a stopper of

stoneware.

The firing begins by throwing into the furnace-mouths some pretty large pieces of

white wood, and the heat is maintained for about 15 hours, gradually raising it by
the addition of a larger quantity of the wood, till at the end of that period the kiln has

a cherry-red colour within. The heat is now greatly increased by the operation termed

covering the fire. Instead of throwing billets vertically into the four furnaces, there is

placed horizontally on the openings of these furnaces, aspen wood of a sound texture,

cleft small, laid in a sloping position. The brisk and long flame which it yields dips

into the tunnels, penetrates the kiln, and circulates round the sagger-piles. The heat

augments rapidly, and, at the end of 13 or 15 hours of this firing, the interior of the

kiln is so white that the watches can hardly be distinguished. The draught, indeed,

is so rapid at this time, that one may place his hand on the slope of the wood without

feeling incommoded by the heat- Everything is consumed, no small charcoal re-

mains, smoke is no longer produced, and even the wood-ash is dissipated. It is obvious
that the kiln and the saggers must be composed of a very refractory clay, in order
to resist such a fire. The heat in the Sevres kilns mounts so high as the 134t.h

degree of Wedgewood.
At the end of 15 or 20 hours of the great fire ; that is, after from 30 to 36 hours'

firing, the porcelain is baked ; as is ascertained by taking out and examining the
watches. The kiln is suffered to cool during 3 or 4 days, and is then opened and
discharged. The sand strewed on the cakes to prevent the adhesion of the articles

to them, gets attached to their sole, and is removed by friction with a hard sandstone ;

an operation which one woman can perform for a whole kiln in less than 10 days ;

and is the last applied to hard porcelain, unless it needs to be returned into the hot
kiln to have some defects repaired.

The materials of fine porcelain are very rare ; and there would be no advantage
in making a grey-white porcelain with coarser and somewhat cheaper materials, for
the other sources of expense above detailed, and which are of most consequence,
would still exist ; while the porcelain, losing much of its brightness, would lose the
nain part of its value.

Its pap or dough, which requires tedious grinding and manipulation, is also more
diflEicult to work into shapes, in the ratio of 80 to 1, compared to fine earthenware.
Each porcelain plate requires a separate sagger ; so that 12 occupy in the kiln a space
sufficient for at least 38 earthenware plates. The temperature of a hard porcelain
kiln being very high, involves a proportionate consumption of fuel and waste of
saggers. With 40 cubic metres of wood, 12,000 earthenware plates may be completely
fired, both in the biscuit and glaze kilns ; while the same quantity of wood would
bake at most only 1000 plates of porcelain.
The process of bisque firing is as follows: the ware being finished from the hands

of the potter is brought by him upon boards to the " green-house," so called from
its being the receptacle for ware in the " green" or unfired state. It is here gradually
dried for the ovens ; when ready it is carried to the "sagger-house" in immediate
connection with the oven in which it is to be fired, and here it is placed in the
" saggers : " these are boxes made of a peculiar kind of clay (a native marl) pre-
viously fired, and infusible at the heat required for the ware, and of form suited to
the articles they are to contain. A little dry pounded flint is scattered between them
of china, and sand of earthenware to prevent adhesion. The purpose of the sagger
is to protect the ware from the flames and smoke, and also for its security from
breakage, as in the clay state it is exceedingly brittle, and when dry, or what is called
white, requires great care in the handling. A plate sagger will hold twenty plates
placed one on the other of earthenware, but china plates are fired separately in
"setters" made of their respective forms. The " setters" for china plates and dishes
answer the same purpose as the saggers, and are made of the same clay. They takem one dish or plate each, and are "reared" in the oven in "bungs" one on the
other, °

The hovels in which the ovens are built form a very peculiar and striking feature
of the pottery towns, and forcibly arrest the attention and excite the surprise of the
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stranger, resembling as they closely do a succession of gigantic beehives. They are
constructed of bricks about 40 feet in diameter, and about 35 feet high, with an
aperture at the top for the escape of the smoke. The " ovens"' are of a similar form
about 22 feet diameter, and from 18 to 21 feet high, heated by fireplaces or
" mouths," about nine in number, built externally around them. Flues in connection
with these converge under the bottom of the oven to a central opening, drawing the
flames to this point, where they enter the oven ; other flues termed " bags" pass up
the internal sides to the height of about 4 feet, thus conveying the flames to the
upper part.

When " setting in" the oven, the firemen enter by an opening in the side, carrying
the saggers with the ware placed as described ; these are piled one upon another
from bottom to top of the oven, care being taken to arrange them so that they may
receive the heat (which varies in diff"erent parts) most suited to the articles they
contain. This being continued till the oven is filled, the aperture is then bricked
up. The firing of earthenware bisque continues sixty hours, and of china forty-eight.
The quantity of coals necessary for a " bisque" oven is from 16 to 20 tons ; for a

" glost" oven from 4^ to 6 tons.

The ware is allowed to cool for two days, when it is drawn in the state technically
called " biscuit" or bisque, and is then ready for " glazing," except when required for
printing or a common style of painting, both of which processes are done on the
bisque prior to being " glazed."

Tender poreelain, or soft china-ware, is made with a vitreous frit, rendered less

fusible and opaque by an addition of wliite marl or bone-ash. The frit is, therefore,
first prepared. This, at Sevres, is a composition, made with some nitre, a little sea
salt, Alicant barilla, alum, gypsum, and much siliceous sand or ground flints. That
mixture is subjected to an incipient pasty fusion in a furnace, where it is stirred about
to blend the materials well ; and thus a very white spongy frit is obtained. It is

pulverised, and to every three parts of it, one of the white marl of Argenteuil is

added ; and when the whole are well ground, and intimately mixed, the paste of
tender porcelain is formed.

As this paste has no tenacity, it cannot bear working till a mucilage of gum or black
soap be added, which gives it a kind of plasticity, though even then it will not bear the
lathe. Hence it must be fashioned in the press, between two moulds of plaster. The
pieces are left thicker than they should be ; and when dried, are finished on the lathe

with iron tools.

In this state they are baked, without any glaze being applied; but as this porcelain

softens far more during the baking than the hard porcelain, it needs to be supported

on every side. This is done by baking on earthen moulds all such pieces as can be

treated in this way, namely, plates, saucers, &e. The pieces are reversed on these

moulds, and undergo their shrinkage without losing their form. Beneath other

articles, supports of a like paste are laid, which suffer in baking the same contraction

as the articles, and of course can serve only once. In this operation saggers are

used, in which the pieces and their supports are fired.

The kiln for the tender porcelain at Sevres is absolutely similar to that for the com-

mon stoneware; but it has two floors; and while the biscuit is baked in the lower

story, the glaze is fused in the upper one ; which causes considerable economy of

fuel The glaze of soft porcelain is a species of glass or crystal prepared on purpose.

It is composed of flint, siliceous sand, a little potash or soda, and about two-fifth parts

of lead oxide. This mixture is melted in crucibles or pots beneath the kiln. The

resulting glass is ground fine, and diffused through water mixed with a little vinegar

to the consistence of cream. All the pieces of biscuit are covered with this glazy

matter, by pouring this slip over them, since their substance is not absorbent enough

to take it on by immersion.

The pieces are encased once more each in a separate sagger, but without any sup-

ports; for the heat of the upper floor of the kiln, though adequate to melt the glaze,

is not strong enough to soften the biscuit. But as this first vitreous coat is not very

equal, a second one is applied, and the pieces are returned to the kiln for the third

time. See Stone, Artificial, for a view of this kiln.

The manufacture of soft porcelain is longer and more difiicult than that of hard ;

its biscuit is dearer, although the raw materials may be found everywhere
;
and Jt

furnishes also more refuse. Many of the pieces split asunder, receive fissures, or become

deformed in the biscuit-kiln, in spite of the supports ; and this vitreous porcelain,

moreover, is always yellower, more transparent, and incapable of bearing rapid transi-

tions of temperature, so that even the heat of boiling water frequently cracks it. U

possesses some advantages as to painting, and may be made so gaudy and brilliant in

its decorations, as to captivate the vulgar eye.
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The best English porcelain is made from a mixture of the Cornish and Devonshire

kaolin (called china clay), ground flints, ground Cornish stone, and calcined bones

in powder, or bone-ash, besides some other materials, according to the fancy of the

manufacturers. A liquid pap is made with these materials, compounded in certain

proportions, and diluted with water. The fluid part is then withdrawn by the

absorbent action of dry stucco basins or pans. The dough, brought to a proper stiflF-

ness, and perfectly worked and kneaded on the principles detailed above, is fashioned

ou the lathe, by the hands of modellers, or by pressure in moulds. The pieces are
then baked to the state of biscuit in a kiln, being enclosed, of course, in saggers.

This biscuit has the aspect of white sugar, and being very porous, must receive a
vitreous coating. The glaze consists of ground felspar or Cornish st»ne. Into this,

diffused in water, along with a little fire-powder and potash, the biscuit ware is

dipped, as already described. The pieces are then fired in the glaze-kiln, care being
taken, before putting them into their saggers, to remove the glaze powder from their
bottom parts, to prevent their adhesion to the fire-clay vessel.

Mortar body, is a paste composed of 6 parts of clay, 3 of felspar, 2 of silex, and
1 of china clay.

Ironstone China. Some of the English porcelain has been called ironstone china.
This is composed usually of 60 parts of Cornish stone, 40 of china clay, and 2 of flint
glass ; or 42 of felspar, the same quantity of clay, 10 parts of flints ground, and 8 of
flint glass.

The glaze for the first composition is made with 20 parts of felspar, 15 of flints, 6
of red lead, and 5 of soda, which are fritted together ; with 44 parts of the frit, 22
parts of flint glass, and 1 5 parts of white lead, are ground.
The glaze for the second composition is formed of 8 parts of flint glass, 36 of

felspar, 40 of white lead, and 20 of silex (ground flints).

The English manufacturers employ three sorts of compositions for the porcelain
biscuit; namely, two compositions not fritted; one of them for the ordinary table
service

;
another for the dessert service and tea dishes ; the third, which is fritted,

corresponds to the paste used in France for sculpture; and with it all delicate kinds
of ornaments are made.

Ground flints -

Calcined bones
China clay - - .

Clay ....

First composition. Second composition. Tliird composition.

75
180
40
70

66
100

96
Granite 80

Lynn sand 150
300
100

Potash 107

The glaze for the first two of the preceding compositions consists of, felspar 45
flints 9 borax 21, flint glass 20, nickel 4. After fritting that mixture, add 12 parts
ot red lead. For the third composition, which is the most fusible, the glaze must
receive 12 parts of ground flints, instead of 9 ; and there should be only 15 parts of
borax, instead of 21. ^ ^

Description of the Porcelain Mill.

1. The following figures of a felspar and flint mill {figs. 1492, 1493) are taken fromplans of apparatus lately constructed by Mr. Hall of Dartford, and erected by him in th^royal manufactory of Sevres. There are two similar sets of apparatus, wh™h maybe employed together or m succession; composed each of an elevated tub A and ofhree successive vats of reception a', and two behind it, whose top edges are' upon aower level than the bottom of the casks a, a. to allow of the liquid running out ofthem with a suflicient slope. A proper charge of kaolin is first put into the cask a
Iv" wv,

P^i^^l'y it, by the gutter adapted to the stopcock Taft^;which the mixture is agitated powerfully in every direction by hand with the stirrinTbar which IS hung within a hole in the ceiling, and has at its^pper end a smaS t°fIplate funnel to prevent dirt or rust from dropping down into the clay. The stirrermay be raised or lowered so as to touch any part of the cask. The semi-flni^ T«a!f
18 left to settle for a few minutes, and then the finer argillaceous pap isTun off by thetopcock a', placed a httle above the gritty deposit, into the zinc pi?e wh"ch convevsIt mto one of the tubs a'; but as this semi-liquid matter may still contain sIZgranular substances, it must be passed through a sieve before it is admitteSo ?herhTh^re is,^therefore, at the spot upon the tub where the zinc pipe terminiet a ^Se-'
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cloth sieve, of an extremely close texture, to receive the liquid paste. This sieve is
shaken upon its support, in order to make it discharge tlie washed argillaceous kaolm.

1493

After the clay has subsided, the water is drawn off from its surface by a zinc siphon.
The vats a' have covers, to protect their contents from dust. In the pottery factories
of England the agitation is produced by machinery instead of the hand. A vertical

shaft, with horizontal or oblique paddles, is made to revolve in the vats for this

purpose.

The small triturating mill is represented in fig. 1493. There are three similar grind-
ing-tubs on the same line. The details of the construction are shown in fig. 1494,

where it is seen to consist principally of a re-

volving millstone, b (fig. 1495), of a fast or

sleeper millstone, b', and of a vat, c, hooped with
iron, with its top raised above the upper mill-

stone. The lower block of homstone rests

upon a very firm hasis, b' ; it is surrounded im-
mediately by the strong wooden circle c, which
slopes out funnel-wise above, in order to throw
back the earthy matters as they are pushed up
by the attrition of the stones. That piece is

hollowed out, partially to admit the key c, op-

posite to which is the faucet and spigot c', for

emptying the tub. When one operation is

^^^P completed, the key c is lifted out by means of

a peg put into the holes at its top ; the spigot

is then drawn, and the thin paste is run out into vats. The upper grindstone, b
d, like the lower one, is about two feet in diameter, and must be cut in a peculiar

manner. At first there is scooped out a hollowing in the form of a sector, denoted by

defifig. 1495 ; the arc d f \s about one-sixth of the circumference, so that the

vacuity of the turning grindstone is one-sixth of its surface
;
moreover, the stone

must be channelled, in order to grind or crush the hard gritty substances. For this

purpose, a wedge-shaped groove deg, about an inch and a quarter deep, is made on its

under face, whereby the stone, as it turns in the direction indicated by the arrow,

acts with this inclined plane upon all the particles in its course, crushing them and

forcing them in between the stones, till they be triturated to an impalpable powder.

When the grindstone wears unequally on its lower surface, it is useful to trace upon

it little furrows, proceeding from the centre to the circumference, like those shown

by the dotted lines e' e". It must, moreover, be indented with rough points by the

hammer.
The turning hornstone-block is set in motion by the vertical shaft H, which is fixed

by the clamp-iron cross i to the top of the stone. When the stone is new, its thick-

ness is about 14 inches, and it is made to answer for grinding till it be reduced to

about 8 inches, by lowering the clamp i upon the shaft, so that it may continue to

keep its hold of the stone. The manner in which the grindstones are turned, is

obvious from inspection of fig. 1493, where the horizontal axis l, which receives its

impulsion from the great water-wheel, turns the prolonged shaft l', or leaves it at

rest, according as the clutch /, /' is locked or open. This second shaft hears the

three bevel wheels m, m, m. These work in three corresponding bevel wheels m m m ,

made fast respectively to the three vertical shafts of the miUstones, which pass througb

the cast-iron guide tubes m" m". These are fixed in a truly vertical position by the
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collar-bar vi", m',fig. 1494. In this figure we see at m how the strong cross-bar of

cast iron is made fast to the wooden beams which

support all the upper mechanism of the mill work.

The bearing m' is disposed in an analogous

manner ; but it is supported against two cast-iron

columns, shown at l" l", mfig. 1493. The guide

tubes m" are bored smooth for a small distance

from each of their extremities, and their in-

terjacent calibre is wider, so that the vertical

shafts touch only at two places. It is obvious, that

whenever the shaft l' is set agoing, it necessarily

turns the wheels m and m', and their guide tubes

m"; but the vertical shaft may remain either at

rest, or revolve, according to the position of the

lever click or catch k, at the top, which is made to

slide upon the shaft, and can let fall a finger into a

vertical groove cut in the surface of that shaft.

The clamp-fork of the click is thus made to catch

upon the horizontal bevel-wheel m', or to re-

lease it, according as the lever k. is lowered or

lifted up. Thus each millstone may be thrown out

of or into gear at pleasure.

These stones make upon an average 11 or 12

turns in a minute, corresponding to 3 revolutions

of the water-wheel, which moves through a space
of 3 feet 4 inches in the second, its outer circum-
ference being 66 feet. The weight of the upper stone,

with its iron mountings, is about 6 cwt. when new.
The charge of each mill in dry material is 2 cwt. ; and
the water may be estimated at from one-half to the
whole of this weight ; whence the total load may be
reckoned to be at least 3 cwt. ; the stone by displacement
of the magma, loses fully 400 pounds of its weight, and
weighs therefore in reality only 2 cwt. It is charged in

successive portions, but it is discharged all at once.
When the grinding of the siliceous or felspar matters is

nearly complete, a remarkable phenomenon occurs ; the substance precipitates to the
bottom, and assumes in a few seconds so strong a degree of cohesion, that it is hardly
possible to restore it again to the pasty or magma state ; hence if a millstone turns too
slowly, or if it be accidentally stopped for a few minutes, the upper stone gets so firmly
cemented to the under one, that it is difficult to separate them. It has been discovered,
but without knowing why, that a little vinegar added to the water of the magma almost
mfalhbly prevents that sudden stiffening of the deposit and stoppage of the stones. If
the mills come to be set fast in this way, the shafts or gearing would be certainly
broken, were not some safety provision to be made in the machinery against such
accidents. Mr. Hall's contrivance to obviate the above danger is highly ingenious
The clutch I, I', fig. 1493, is not a locking crab, fixed in the common way, upon the
shaft L ; but It IS composed, as shown mfigs. 1496, 1497, 1498, 1499, of a hoop, u, fixed
upon the shaft by means of a key, of a collar v, and
of a flat j-ing or washer x, with four
which are fitted to the

1497X, witli tour projections,
collar V by four bolts, y.

Fig. 1497 represents the collar v seen in front; that
is, by the face which carries the clutch teeth;
and fig. 1498 represents its other face, which re-
ceives the flat ring x,fig. 1499, in four notches cor-
responding to the four projections of the washer-
ring. Since the ring u is fixed upon the shaft l,
and necessarily turns with it, it has the two other
pieces at its disposal, namely the collar v, and the
washer x, because they are always connected with
it by the four bolts so as to turn with the ring m,
when the resistance they encounter upon the shaft l' is not too great, and to remain
at rest, letting the ring u turn by itself, when that resistance increases to a certain
pitch. To give this degree of friction, we need only interpose the leather washers zZjjig. 1496 ; and now, as the collar coupling-box v slides pretty freely upon the rine
w, It IS obvious that by tightening more or less the screw bolts y, these washers will

K K 2
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become as it were a lateral brake, to tighten more or less the bearing of the ring «, to
•which they are applied :

by regulating this pressure, everything may be easily adjusted.
When the resistance becomes too great, the leather washers, pressed upon one side
by the collar v, of the washer x, and rubbed upon the other side by the prominence
of the ring m, get heated to such a degree, that they are apt to become carbonised,
and require replacement.

This safety clutch may be recommended to the notice of mechanicians, as suscep-
tible of beneficial application in a variety of circumstances.

Great porcelain mill.—The large felspar and kaolin mill, made by Mr. Hall, for
Sevres, has a flat bed of hornstone, in one block, laid at the bottom of a great tub,
hooped strongly with iron. In most of the English potteries, however, that bed
consists of several flat pieces of chert or hornstone, laid level with each other. There
is as usual a spigot and faucet at the side, for drawing ofi" the liquid paste. The
whole system of the mechanism is ver y substantial, and is supported by wooden
beams.
The following is the manner of turning the upper blocks. In Jig. 1492 the main

horizontal shaft p bears

at one of its extremities

a toothed wheel, usually

mounted upon the periphery
of the great water-wheel

(^Jiy. 1500 shows this toothed

wheel by a dotted line) at its

other end ; p carries the fixed

portion p of a coupling-box,

similar to the one just de-

scribed as belonging to the

little mill. On the prolonga-

tion of p, there is a second
shaft p', which bears the

movable portion of that box,

and an upright bevel wheel
p''. Lastly, in fgs. 1492

and 1500, there is shown the vertical shaft Q, which carries at its upper end a large

horizontal cast-iron wheel q, not seen in this view, because it is sunk within the

upper surface of the turning hornstone, like the clamp d,f, in Jig. 1494. At the

lower end of the shaft Q, there is the bevel wheel q", which receives motion from the

wheel v",Jig. 1492.
. .

The shaft p always revolves with the water-wheel; but transmits its motion to the

shaft p' only when the latter is thrown into gear with the coupling-box p', by means

of its forked lever. Then the bevel wheel p' turns round with the shaft p', and com-

municates its rotation to the bevel wheel q", which transmits it to the shaft q, and to

the large cast-iron wheel, which is sunk into the upper surface of the revolving

hornstone.
. . i

The shaft q is supported and centred by a simple and solid adjustment; at its lower

part, it rests in a step R, which is supported upon a cast-iron arch q', seen in profile

in Jig. 1492 ; its base is solidly fixed by four strong bolts. Four set screws above r.

Jig. 1492, serve to set the shaft Q truly perpendicular: thus supported, and held

securely at its lower end, in the step at R,Jigs. 1492 and 1500, it is embraced near the

upper end by a brass bush or collar, composed of two pieces, which may be drawn

closer together by means of a screw. This collar is set into the summit of a great

truncated cone of cast-iron, which rises within the tub through two-thirds ot the

thickness of the hornstone bed; having its base firmly fixed by bolts to the bottom of

the tub, and having a brass collet to secure its top. The iron cone is cased in wood.

When all these pieces are well adjusted and properly screwed up, the shaft q revolves

without the least vacillation, and carries round with it the large iron wheel q', cast

in one piece, and which consists of an outer rim, three arms or radii, and a strong

central nave, made fast by a key to the top of the shaft q, and resting upon a shoulder

nicely turned to receive it. Upon each of the three arms, there are adjusted, with

bolts, three upright substantial bars of oak, which descend vertically through the body

of the revolving mill to within a small distance of the bedstone; and upon each of the

three arcs of that wheel-ring, comprised between its three strong arms, there are

adjusted, in like manner, five similar uprights, which fit into hollows cut in the

periphery of the moving stone. They ought to be cut to a level at their lower part

to suit the slope of the bottom of the tub o,Jigs. 1492 and 1500, so as to glide past it

pretty closely, without touching. , . mi. . • i,^....

The speed of this large mill is eight revolutions in the minute. The turning horn-
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stone describes a mean circumference of 141^ inches (its diameter bemg 45 inches),

and of course moves through about 100 feet per second The tub o, is 52 inches

v/ide at bottom, 56 at the surface of the sleeper block (which is 16 inches thick), and

64 at top, inside measure. It sometimes happens that the millstone throws the pasty

mixture out of the vessel, though its top is 6 inches under the lip of the tub o; an in-

convenience which can be obviated only by making the pap a little thicker; that is,

by allowing only from 25 to 30 per cent, of water ; then its density becomes nearly

equal to 2-00, while that of the millstones themselves is only 27; whence, supposing

them to weigh only 2 cwt., there would remain an effective weight of less than | cwt.

for pressing upon the bottom and grinding the granular particles. This weight

appears to be somewhat too small to do much work in a short time ; and therefore it

would be better to increase the quantity of water, and put covers of some convenient

form over the tubs. It is estimated that this mill will grind nearly 5 cwt. of hard

kaolin or felspar gravel, in 24 hours, into a proper pap.

STONEWARE.

It is with great difficulty that any satisfactory distinction can be made between the

different kinds of ware ; they slide by nice degrees into one another. Stoneware of

the ordinary kind, such as we see in jars, drain-pipes, and the variety of chemical

utensils which are made in the Lambeth potteries, is constituted of the plastic clay,

united in various proportions with some felspathic mineral, sands of different kinds,

and in some cases with cement—stone, or chalk; these mixtures being subjected to a

heat which is sufficient to produce a partial fusion of the mass,—this condition of

semi-fusion being the distinguishing character of stoneware. The finer varieties of

stoneware are made from well-selected clays, which when burnt will not have much
colour. These are united with some fluxing material, by which that condition of

semi-fusion is obtained which is necessary to the production of stoneware. The glaze

of stoneware was always a salt glaze ; it has, however, recently been the practice to

glaze with a mixture of Cornish stone, flint, &c., as for earthenware.

EAETHENWARE.

This ware is exemplified in the Majolica ware, the Fayence of the French, the

Dutch or Delf ware, and by the common varieties of pottery which are at present in

general use in this country.

All the varieties of earthenware— and they are many— consist of clay bodies,

coated with an easily-fusible glaze, containing lead or borax.

Poole clay, Devonshire clay, Cornish clay, and many of the clays from the

coal measures, and other geological formations, enter into the composition of earthen-
ware. These are combined with certain proportions of ground flint. Porous vessels

for cooling water and wine, now made extensively in many parts of this country, are
similar to the ancient Spanish cooling vessels.

The Spanish alcarazzas, or cooling vessels, are made porous, to favour the exudation
of water through them, and maintain a constantly moist evaporating surface. Lasteyrie
says, that granular sea salt is an ingredient of the paste of the Spanish alcarazzas

;

which being expelled partly by the heat of the baking, and partly by the subsequent
watery percolation, leaves the body very open. The biscuit should be charged with
a considerable portion of sand, and very moderately fired.

With what has been already said in reference to the modes of manufacture, added
to the remarks on printing, glazing, &c., which are to follow, the general principles
which obtain in the manufacture of pottery, will, we think, be sufficiently understood.

PRINTING AND PAINTING.

There are two distinct methods of printing in use for china and earthenware ; one is

transferred on the bisque, and is the method by which the ordinary printed ware is

produced, and the other is transferred on the glaze. The first is called " press
printing " and the latter " bat printing." The engraving is executed upon copper
plates, and for press printing is cut very deep to enable it to hold a sufficiency of
colour to give a firm and full transfer to the ware. The printer's shop is furnished
with a brisk stove having an iron plate on the top immediately over the fire, for the
convenience of warming the colour while being worked, also a roller press and tubs.
The printer has two female assistants called "transferers," and also a girl called a
" cutter." The copper plate is charged with colour mixed with thick boiled oil by
means of a knife and " dabber," while held on the hot stove plate for the purpose of
keeping the colour fluid; and the engraved portion being filled, the superfluous colour
is scraped off the surface of the copper by the knife, which is further cleaned bv beintr

K K 3
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n„r.« f t, ^ °I •• ^ "-^l^ired to keep the differentparts of the design from flowing into a mass or becoming confused >vhile under tJepressure of the rubber, in the process of transferring. A sheet of paper of the necesary s..e and of a pecuharly th.n texture, called "pottery tiss. e.» afU^rXllsaturated M-.th a thin solution of soap and water, is placed upon the copper plate, aJdbeing put under the action of the press, the paper is carefilly drawn off again, ( theengraving being p aced on the stove,) bringing with it the colour by which the platewas charged, constituting the pattern. This impression is given to the " cutter "whocuts away the superfluous paper about it; and if the pattern consists of a border anda centre the border is separated from the centre, as being more convenient to fit to theware when divided. It is then laid by a transferrer upon the ware and rubbed fit

"c;^ed'flTnn /"'Th?^
flannel to fix it, and afterwards with a rubber formed orolled flannel. This rubber is applied to the impression very forcibly, the friction

hSS Sri'^"'-'"
adhere firmly to the bisque surface, by which ft is partialljimbibed

;
it is then immersed in a tub of water, and the paper washed entirely awaywith a sponge, the colour, from its adhesion to the ware and being mixed with oilremaining unaffected. It is now necessary, prior to " glazing," to get rid of this oil'which IS done by submitting the ware to heat in what are called "hardening kilns''

sufiicient to destroy it and leave the colour pure. This is a necessary process, as the
glaze, being mixed with water, would be rejected by the print, while the oil remainedm the colour.

The printing under the stoneware glaze is generally performed by means of cobaltand has different shades of blue according to the quantity of colouring matter
employed. After having subjected this oxide to the processes requisite for its
purification, it is mixed with a certain quantity of ground flints and sulphate of
baryta, proportioned to the dilution of the shade. These materials are fritted and
ground; but before they are used, they must be mixed with a flux consisting of equal
parts by weight of flint glass and ground flints, which serves to fix the cofour upon
the biscuit, so that the immersion in the glaze liquor may not displace the Unes
printed on, as also to aid in fluxing the cobalt.
The " bat printing " is done upon the glaze, and the engravings are for this style

exceedingly fine, and no greater depth is required than for ordinary book engravings
ihe impression is not submitted to the heat necessary for that in the bisque and the
iiiedium of conveying it to the ware is also much purer. The copper plate is first
charged with linseed oil, and cleaned off by hand, so that the engraved portion only
retains it. A preparation of glue being run upon flat dishes about a quarter of an inch
thick, IS cut to the size required for the subject, and then pressed upon it, and being
immediately removed, draws on its surface the oil with which the engraving was
filled. The glue is then pressed upon the ware, with the oiled part next the glaze,
and being again removed, the design remains

; though, being in a pure oil, scarcely
perceptible. Colour finely ground is then dusted upon it with cotton wool, and a
sufficiency adhering to the oil leaves the impression perfect, and ready to be fired in
the enamel kilns.

The following are the processes usually practised in Staffordshire for printing under
the glaze.

The cobalt, or whatever colour is employed, should be ground upon a porphyry
slab, with a varnish prepared as follows :—A pint of linseed oil is to be boiled to the
consistence of thick honey, along with 4 ounces of rosin, half a pound of tar, and
half a pint of oil of amber. This is very tenacious, and can be used only when
liquefied by heat ; which the printer effects by spreading it upon a hot cast-iron plate.
The printing plates are made of copper, engraved with pretty deep lines in the

common way. The printer, with a leathern muUer, spreads upon the engraved plate,
previously heated, his colour, mixed up with the above oil varnish, and removes what
is superfluous with a pallet knife ; then cleans the plate with a dossil filled with bran,
tapping and wiping as if he were removing dust from it. This operation being
finished, he takes the paper intended to receive the impression, soaks it with soap-
water, and lays it moist upon the copper-plate. The soap makes the paper part more
readily from the copper, and the thick ink part more readily from the biscuit. The
copper- plate is now passed through the engraver's cylinder press, the proof leaf is

lifted off and handed to the women, who cut it into detached pieces, which they apply
to the surface of the biscuit. The paper best fitted for this purpose is made entirely
of linen rags; it is very thin, of a yellow colour, and unsized, like tissue blotting-paper.
The stoneware biscuit never receives any preparation before being imprinted, the

oil of the colour being of such a nature as to fix the figures firmly. The printed
paper is pressed and rubbed on with a roll of flannel, about an inch and a half in
diameter, and 12 or 15 inches long, bound round with twine, like a roll of tobacco.
This is used as a burnisher, one end of it being rested against the shoulder, and the
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other end being rubbed upon the paper ;
by which

-Z'^^t. -er . .ashed

'"w'hlii paSs detached, the piece of ware is dipped into a caustic alkaline lye

toYairnify th':'oil/after which it I imxnersed tje.glaze hquor jUh wh.ch he

printed figures readily adhere. This process, which is easy
}^J^^'^^'^^J^ff^

economical, is much preferable to the old plan of passing ^^e b scuit into the muffle

after it had been printed, for the purpose of fixing and volatilising the oils. When

the paper impres4n is applied to pieces of porcelam, they are heated before being

dipped' in 7e water, because, being already «emi-vitrified the paper sticks more

closely to them than to the biscuit, and can be removed only by a hard bi ush.

The impression above the glaze is done by quite a different process, which dispenses

.ith the use of the press. A quantity of fine clean glue is melted and poured hot upon

Tlari flat dish, so as to form a layer about a quarter of an inch th.ck, and of the

consfsLnce of jelly. When cold it is divided into cakes of the size of the copperplates

TifopiativV(rw;man) rubs the engraved copper-plate gently over .ith liiiseed

oil boiled thick, immediately after which she applies the cake of g ue, which she

presses down wilh a silk dossil filled with bran. The cake licks up all the oil out of

the engraved lines ; it is then cautiously lifted off, and transferred to the surface of

the glazed ware which it is intended to print. The glue cake bemg removed, the

enamel surface must be rubbed with a little cotton, whereby the metallic colours are

attached only on the lines charged with oil : the piece is then heated under the muffle.

The same cake of glue may serve for several impressions.

Ornaments and colouring.—Common stoneware is coloured by means of two kinds

of apparatus; the one caUed the blowing-pot, the other the wormmg-pot. Ihe

ornaments made in relief in France, are made hollow (intaglio) m England, by means

of a mould engraved in relief, which is passed over the article. The impression which

it produces is filled with a thick clay paste, which the workman throws on with the

blowinff-pot. This is a vessel like a tea-pot, having a spout, but it is hermetically

sealed at top with a clay plug, after being filled with the pasty liquor. The workman

by blowing in at the spout, causes the liquor to fly out through a quill pipe which goes

down through the clay plug into the liquor. The jet is made to play upon the piece

while it is being turned upon the lathe ; so that the hollows previously made m it by

the mould or stamp are filled with a paste of a colour difi'erent from that of the body.

When the piece has acquired sufficient firmness to bear working, the excess of the

paste is removed by an instrument called a tournas n, till the ornamental figure

produced by the stamp be laid bare; in which case merely the colour appears at the

bottom of the impression. By passing in this manner several layers of clay liquor of

different colours over each other with the blowing-pot, net-work and decorations of

difi'erent colours and shades are very rapidly produced.

The serpentine or snake pots, established on the same principle, are made of tm plate

in three compartments, each containing a different colour. These open at the top of

the vessel in a common orifice, terminated by small quill tubes. On inclining the

vessel, the three colours flow out at once in the same proportion at the one orifice, and

are let fall upon the piece while it is being slowly turned upon the lathe, whereby

curious serpent-like ornaments may be readily obtained. The clay liquor ought to

be in keeping with the stoneware paste. The blues succeed best when the ornaments

are made with the finer pottery mixtures given above.

White and yellow figures upon dark-coloured grounds are a good deal employed.

To produce yellow impressions upon brown stoneware, ochre is ground up with a

small quantity of antimony. The flux consists of flint glass and flints in equal weights.

The composition for white designs is made by grinding silex up with that flux, and

printing it on as for blue colours, upon brown or other coloured stoneware, which

shows off the light hues.

Metallic lustres applied to stoneware.—The metallic lustre being applied only to the

outer surface of vessels, can have no bad effect on health, whatever substances be

employed for the purpose ; and as the glaze intended to receive it is sufficiently fusible,

from the quantity of lead it contains, there is no need of adding a flux to the metallic

coating. The glaze is in this case composed of 60 parts of litharge, 36 of felspar, and

15 of flints.

The silver and platina lustres are usually laid upon a white ground, while those of

gold and copper, on account of their transparency, succeed only upon a coloured

ground. The dark-coloured stoneware is, however, preferable, as it shows off the

colours to most advantage ; and thus the shades may be varied by varying the colours

of the ornamental figures applied by the blowing-pot.

K K 4
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The gold and platina lustre is almost alwavs nnnii^i .

purpose, and coated with the abovo-de™ bed 3 Se ^ ^""''^
^"^J

"^"^^
consists of 4 parts of clay, 4 parts of flints and^l! } his paste is brown, and
and 6 parts of felspar. To make brown LurlTf i^"/""'^
a liquor is mixed up with this paste wUch ou^l ? o

" P^te
order to unite well with the other pastrand i oUo llfTf f P'^'" P'°^' i«

Preparafkm of gold lustre —DissolvTfirc. •
v.

'"^'^''^te after it is baked,
of finf gold inY88 gr^ms of^'aqut ej cUt:et;r,Vun

"

ounces of muriatic acid; add to that solut oHH! • i
""^^ of nunc acid and 3

then pour some of that compounfsolutbn into 2^^? '^'^ '
^"^^

with 10 grains of oil of turpentine The balsamK n)
'"'P'^"'' ^""^'i

a pint of linseed oil, and 2 ounces of flowPrs iTi if
P- " •

P'-'^P^red by heating
the mixture begins to boil ifL h^n .ll [ k'^*"*"":

'''"'"8 continually liU

after which it is stirred Sesh aid sSned J^o ^''r'°^ ^° ^^'^^ ^^^er
after being well mixed, are t'o be al owed to seS fo^a V.

'"^^
^""r

'"^'^'^i-ts:

mainder of the solution of gold is to be noured in 7nH I
the mass has assumed such a consistence tW^^^^
lastly, there must be added to the n xture 3^^^^^^^^^^^ ^f

^ ^' ''^"•'^ '°

ground in, the gold lustre is ready oTL
more gold must be added, and if it have nn/ « • J ^"'^'^ ^'^^^ P^'^.
tin must be used ^ sufficiently violet or purple tint, more

auuea lo u, arop Dy arop, with continual stirring with a fflasrroH V T v Zcomposed of equa parts of tar and Rnlnbnr
^"^"^ fss lod, a spirit of tar,

platina solution be too stronrnfore sn^^k of t«r T^.'=°^
".'^ ^^'^'"^'l-

it must be concentrated bylXg. ^^Ls beinTl':/^^^^^^^^
but if too weak,

TsXW ^^^^^^ -^ichXTng^u^tVt^^ 2:

pr^^re^^^Lente^s^;:^^^: :S:s^if
r^:i?;:;rKr^sr^ite
IS to be washed with cold water till it is perfectly edulcoratJd, thenlTel a^d pu5 up

It rth^tnt^n^'^'
is applied very smoothly by means of a flat camel's hairbrush

of tbl nl f '^'^''S\the muffle kUn
; but it requires a second applicadon

Wade oaf̂ ^tb l^-.^^K ^ ^'^y The articles sometime come

citt?n
' ''^ '^'^ appearance by being rubbed wS

These lustres are applied with most advantage upon chocolate and other dark

The silver must be dissolved in very dilute acid, and slowly precipitated f and themetal ic precipita e well washed. The silver is then laid (in wavy lines ?) upon heporcelain before being coloured (or if coloured, the colour must not be any p?epara!

12 1 fnS ^\f P^^t^'f^te and left for 24 hours, at the expiration ofwhich time thegold IS to be laid on and the article placed in a moderate heat. The laver of ffoldmust be very thin, and laid on with a brush over the silver before firing it : when bythe aid of a flux and a cherry-red heat, the two metals are fixed on the porcelain
'

An vo?, lustre is obtained by dissolving a bit of steel or iron in muriatic acid, mix-ing the solution with the spirit of tar. and applying it to the surface of the ware.
Aoenturine glaze —Mix a certain quantity of silver leaf with the above-described

soft glaze, grind the mixture along with some honey and boiling water, till the metalassume the appearance of fine particles of sand. The glaze being naturally of a
yellowish hue gives a golden tint to the small fragments of silver disseminatedtnrough It. Molybdena may also be applied to produce the aventurine aspect.

J/ie gramte-hhe gold lustre is produced by throwing lightlv with a brush a few
arops ot oil of turpentine upon the goods already covered with the preparation forgoia lustre. Ihese cause it to separate and appear in particles resembling the sur-
lace or granite. When marbling is to be given to stoneware, the lustres of gold,
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platina, and iron are used at once, which blending in the fusion, form veins like those

""^PMeli'and stoneioare of the Wedgewood colour.-This is a kind of semi-vitrified

ware, called dry bodies, which is not susceptible of receivmg a superficial glaze This

pottery is composed in two ways ; the first is with barytic earths, which act as fluxes

upon the clays, and form enamels : thus the Wedgewood jasper ware is made.

The white vitrifying pastes, fit for receiving all sorts of metallic colours, are com-

posed of 47 parts of sulphate of barytes, 15 of felspar, 26 of Devonshire clay, 6 of

sulphate of lime, 15 of flints, and 10 of sulphate of strontites. This composition is

capable of receiving the tints of the metallic oxides and of the ochreous metallic earths.

Manganese produces the dark purple colour; gold precipitated by tin, a rose colour;

antimony, orange ; cobalt, different shades of blue ;
copper is employed for the browns

and the dead-leaf greens; nickel gives, with potash, greenish colours.

One per cent, of oxide of cobalt is added; but one half, or even one quarter, of a

per cent, would be sufficient to produce the fine Wedgewood blue, when the nickel

and manganese constitute 3 per cent, as well as the carbonate of iron. For the

blacks of this kind, some English manufacturers mix black oxide of manganese with

the black oxide of iron, or with ochre. Nickel and umber afford
_
a fine brown.

Carbonate of iron, mixed with bole or terra di Sienna, gives a beautiful tint to the

paste; as also manganese with cobalt, or cobalt with nickel. Antimony produces a

very fine colour when combinec) with the carbonate of iron in the proportion of 2 per

cent., along with the ingredients necessary to form the above-described vitrifying

paste.

The following is another vitrifying paste, of a much softer nature than the preced-

ing :— Felspar, 30 parts; sulphate of Ume, 23 ; silex, 17; potter's clay, 15 ; kaolin

of Cornwall (china clay), 15
;
sulphate of baryta, 10.

These vitrifying pastes are very plastic, and may be worked with as much facility

as English pipe-clay. The round ware is usually turned upon the lathe. It may,

however, be moulded, as the oval pieces always are. The more delicate ornaments

are cast in hollow moulds of baked clay, by women and children, and applied with

remarkable dexterity upon the turned and moulded articles. The coloured pastes

have such an affinity for each other, that the detached ornaments may be applied not

only with a little gum water upon the convex and concave forms, but they may be

made to adhere without experiencing the least cracking or chinks. The coloured

pastes receive only one fire, unless the inner surface is to be glazed ; but a gloss is

given to the outer surface. The enamel for the interior of the black Wedgewood
ware, is composed of 6 parts of red lead, 1 of silex, and 2 ounces of manganese, when
the mixture is made in pounds' weight.

The operation called smearing, consists in giving an external lustre to the unglazed
semi-vitrified ware. The articles do not in this way receive any immersion, nor even
the aid of the brush or pencil of the artist ; but they require a second fire. The
saggers are coated with the salt glaze already described. These cases, or saggers,

communicate by reverberation the lustre so remarkable on the surface of the English
stoneware ; which one might suppose to be the result of the glaze tub, or of the brush.
Occasionally also a very fusible composition is thrown upon the inner surface of the
muffle, and 5 or 6 pieces called refractories are set in the middle of it, coated with the
same composition. The intensity of the heat converts the flux into vapour

; apart of
this is condensed upon the surfaces of the contiguous articles, so as to give them the
desired brilliancy.

Enamel colours for painting on porcelain are metallic oxides incorporated with a
fusible flux. Gold precipitated by tin furnishes the crimson, rose, and purple ; oxides
of iron and chrome produce reds ; the same oxides yield black and brown, also
obtained from manganese and cobalt; orange is from oxides of uranium, chrome,
antimony, and iron; greens from oxides of chrome and copper ; blue from oxides of
cobalt and zinc. The fluxes are borax, flint, oxides of lead, &c. They are worked
in essential oils and turpentine, and a very great disadvantage under which the artist

labours, is that the tints upon the palette are in most cases different to those they
assume when they have undergone the necessary heat, which not only brings out the
true colour, but also, by partially softening the glaze and the flux, causes the colour
to become fixed to the ware. This disadvantage will be immediately apparent in the
case where a peculiar delicacy of tint is required, as in flesh tones for instance. But
the difficulty does not end here, for as a definite heat can alone give to a colour a per-
fect hue, and as the colour is continually varying with the different stages of graduated
heat, another risk is incurred; that resulting from the liability of its receiving the
heat in a greater or less degree than is actually required, termed " over-fired " and
" short-fired." As an instance of its consequence, we cite rose colour or crimson
which when used by the painter is a dirty violet or drab ; during the process of firing
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it gradually varies with the increase of heat from a brown to a dull reddish hnt-froiu that progressively to its proper tint. But if by want ofjudL^ne'??inatteL^ot the hren.an the heat is allowed to exceed that pLt. the tiau^^^and S^^^^^^^^the colour are des royed beyond remedy, and it becomes a dull purple. On the oLrhand should the fare be too slack, the colour is presented in one of its intemeZtestages, as a ready described, but in th,s case extra heat will restore it. Nor must weforget to allude to casualties of cracking and breaking in the kilns by the heat bein^

iT^hr'^T?'
^''''?^.''^:^"/«« suddenly, a risk to which the larger articles are pecuSf

liable. Ihese vicissitudes render enamel painting in its higher branches a most un-satisfactory and disheartening study, and enhance the value of those productions wh^chare really succissful and meritorious.

^wi'^r-''"'"^',-^?''"^"'''^'''^ P^'^^^^ss, in operating on all designs to

II ^ f'^''''^''^' r.^^!^™«'y
simple, requiring principally lightness anddelicacy of hand. A coat of boiled oil adapted to the purpose being laid upon theware with a pencil, and afterwards levelled, or as it is technically termed " bossed "

until the surface is perfectly uniform ; as the deposit of more oil on one part than
another would cause a proportionate increase of colour to adhere, and consequently pro-duce a variation of tint. This being done, the colour, which is in a state of fine powder
is dusted on the oiled surface with cotton wool ; a sufficient quantity readily attaches
Useit, and the superfluity is cleared off by the same medium. If it be requisite to
preserve a panel ornament or any object white upon the ground, an additional pro-
cess is necessary, called " stencilling." The stencil (generally a mixture of rose-pink
sugar, and water) is laid on in the form desired with a pencil, so as entirely to protect
the surface of the ware from the oil, and the process of " grounding," as previously
described, ensues. It is then dried in an oven to harden the oil and colour, and
immersed in water, which penetrates to the stencil, and, softening the sugar, is then
easily washed off, carrying with it any portion of colour or oil that may be upon
It, and leaving the ware perfectly clean. It is sometimes necessary, where great
depth of colour is required, to repeat these colours several times. The " ground-
layers " do generally, and should always, work with a bandage over the mouth to
avoid inhaling the colour-dust, much of which is highly deleterious. Bossing is
the term given to the process by which the level surfaces of various colours so
extensively introduced upon decorated porcelain are effected. The " boss " is made
of soft leather.

The process of gilding is as follows:— The gold (which is prepared with quick-
silver and flux) when ready for use, appears a black dust; it is used with tur-
pentine and oils similar to the enamel colours, and like them worked with the ordinary
camels' hair pencil. It flows very freely, and is equally adapted for producing broad
massive bands and grounds, or the finest details of the most elaborate design.
To obviate the difficulty and expense of drawing the pattern on every piece of a

service, when it is at all intricate, a " pounce " is used, and the outline dusted through
with charcoal,— a method which also secures uniformity of size and shape. Women
are precluded from working at this branch of the business, though from its simplicity

and lightness it would appear so well adapted for them. Firing restores the gold to

its proper tint, which first assumes the character of "dead gold," its after brilliancy

being the result of another process termed " burnishing."
Glazing.—A good enamel is an essential element of fine stoneware ; it should

experience the same dilatation and contraction by heat and cold as the biscuit which it

covers. The English enamels contain nothing prejudicial to health, as many of the

foreign glazes do; no more lead being added to the former than is absolutely neces-

sary to convert the siliceous and aluminous matters with which it is mixed into a

perfectly neutral glass.

Three kinds of glazes are used in Staffordshire; one for the common pipe-clay or

cream-coloured ware; another for the finer pipe-clay ware to receive impressions,

called printing body; a third for the ware which is to be ornamented by painting with

the pencil.

The glaze of the first or common ware is composed of 53 parts of white lead, 16 of

Cornish stone, 36 of ground flints, and 4 of flint glass; or of 40 of white lead, 36 of

Cornish stone, 12 of flints, and 4 of flint or crystal glass. These compositions are not

fritted ; but are employed after being simply triturated with water into a thin paste.

The following is the composition of the glaze intended to cover all kinds of figures

printed in metallic colours; 26 parts of white felspar are fritted with 6 parts of soda,

2 of nitre, and 1 of borax ; to 20 pounds of this frit, 26 parts of felspar, 20 of -vvhite

lead, 6 of ground flints, 4 of chalk, 1 of oxide of tin, and a small quantity of oxioe ot

cobalt, to take off the brown cast, and give a faint azure tint, are added.

The following recipe may also be used. Frit together 20 parts of flint glass, 6 ol

flints, 2 of nitre, and 1 of borax ; add to 12 parts of that frit, 40 part* of white lead,
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36 of felspar. 8 of flints, and 6 of flint glass ; then grind the Tvhole together into an

be painted, it is covered .ith a gl- composed of

13 parts oTthe printing-colour frit, to which are added 50 parts of red lead, 40 of

white lead and 12 of flint ; the whole having been ground together.
, , , ,

The above compositions produce a very hard glaze, which cannot be scratched by

the knife, is not acted upon by vegetable acids, and does no injury to P°^S L'Jp
edible articles kept in the vessels covered with it. It preserves for an indefinite time

the glassy lustre, and is not subject to crack and exfoliate, hke most ot tbe conti-

nental stoneware made from common pipe-clay.
. . ,

In order that the saggers in which the articles are baked, after receiving the glaze,

may not absorb some of the vitrifying matter, they are themselves coated, as above

mentioned, with a glaze composed of 13 parts of common salt, and 30 parts of potash,

simply dissolved in water, and brushed over them.
, . ^,

Glaze kiln —This is usually smaller than the biscuit kiln, and contains no more than

40 or 45 bungs or columns, each composed of 16 or 17 saggers. Those of the first

buno- rest upon round tiles, and are" well luted together with a finely ground fire-clay

of only moderate cohesion ; those of the second bung are supported by an additional

tile The lower saggers contain the cream-coloured articles, in which the glaze is

softer than that which covers the blue printed ware ; this being always placed in the

intervals between the furnaces, and in the uppermost saggers of the columns. The

bottom of the kiln, where the glazed ware is not baked, is occupied by printed

biscuit ware.

Pyrometric balls of red clay, coated with a very fusible lead enamel, are employed

in the EngUsh potteries to ascertain the temperature of the glaze kilns. This enamel

is so rich, and the clay upon which it is spread is so fine-grained and compact, that

even when exposed for three hours to the briskest flame, it does not lose its lustre.

The colour of the clay alone changes, whereby the workman is enabled to judge of

the degree of heat within the kiln. At first the balls have a pale red appearance ;

but they become browner with the increase of the temperature. The balls, when of a

slightly dark-red colour, indicate the degree of baking for the hard glaze of pipe-clay

ware; but if they become dark brown, the glaze will be much too hard, being that

suited for ironstone ware
;

lastly, when they acquire an almost black hue, they show a

degree of heat suited to the formation of a glaze upon porcelain.

The glazer provides himself at each round with a stock of these ball watches, reserved

from the preceding baking, to serve as objects of comparison ; and he never slackens

the firing till he has obtained the same depth of shade, or even somewhat more ; for

it may be remarked, that the more rounds a glaze kiln has made, the browner the

balls are apt to become. A new kiln bakes a round of enamel-ware sooner than an

old one ; as also with less fuel, and at a lower temperature. The watch-balls of these

first rounds have generally not so deep a colour as if they were tried in a furnace

three or four months old. After this period, cracks begin to appear in the furnaces ;

the horizontal flues get partially obstructed, the joinings of the brickwork become
loose; in consequence of which there is a loss of heat and waste of fuel ; the baking

of the glaze takes a longer time, and the pyrometric balls assume a different shade

from what they had on being taken out of the new kiln, so that the first watches are

of no comparable use after two months. The baking of enamel is commenced at a

low temperature, and the heat is progressively increased ; when it reaches the melt-

ing point of the glaze, it must be maintained steadily, and the furnace mouths be care-

fully looked after, lest the heat should be suffered to fall. The firing is continued 14
hours, and then gradually lowered by slight additions.of fuel; after which the kiln is

allowed from 5 to 6 hours to cool.

Muffles.—The paintings and the printed figures applied to the glaze of stone-
ware and porcelain are baked in muffles

of a peculiar form. Fig. 1501 is a lateral

elevation ofone of these muffles; Jig. 1502

is a front view. The same letters denote

the same parts in the two figures.

a is the furnace; 6. the oblong muffle,

made offire-clay, surmounted with adome
pierced with three apertures, h, k, k, for

the escape of the vaporous matters of the

colours and volatile oils with which they
are ground up ; c is the chimney

;
d, d,

feed-holes, by which the fuel is intro-

duced ; e, the fire-grate ; /, the ash-pit

;

channels are left in the bottom of the
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furnace to facilitate the passage of the flame beneath the muffle - a h a \«t...^ v ,which makes a communication across the furnace in the muffle Vn« hi n Jman to ascertain what is passing within ; /, k are the IfPr .I^h u

^"^^''"g ^^e kiln

if ttiffle^Tire
'''' 5^'"^ ^^-"P'^^' andTrl^S^gT^^JS

progress"? Le 'ak n^ZtuZ'^^^^^^^^ ^
^'^ow "1

iron%late, which slidfsTo^sk and bt t^wfet^ rrnt'chatel'Soon after the fire is lighted, the flame, which commuStL iLrallv from ^^^^^^furnace to another, envelopes the muffle on all sides, and thence ri fs ^n L e^^
in tSVeV2''7^ P'^"^^ ^onowlnTcoStfo: ffZll'm which the flames from the fire-places are conveyed by parallel flues both hnri'zontal and vertical, so as to reverberate the whole of Jhe flame and belt Snonthe goods after its ascension from the flues, ffis oven is built square insi^^^

U IZt^l^'T'' ''^^"S ^"'^^ across the mSTrdS
places arbn^lM^T.'

"^'^^ covered in by two parallel arches. The fi?e!

vSb fir!
^ *T "i'P"^^'^ t« tlie partition wall: fromMhich fire-places narrow flues rise in the inner face of the wall, and distribute th?flame m a sheet equally over the whole of its surface. The other portion of thi heat

ZZ i- I ^ '^''^^^^ partition wall
; over the surface of which Sbeflame which ascends from the numerous flues in immediate contact with the wall i^equally distributed This sheet of ascending flame strikes the should of thrarcSand IS reverberated from the saggers beneath, tUl it meets the flame reverberated fromthe opposite side of the arch, and both escape at the top of the oven. The same coT

the square waUs or body of the oven; b, the partition wall; c, the fire-places or

1504
1503

furnaces with their iron boilers; rf, the mouths of the furnaces for introducing the
tuel

; / the ash-pits
; ^, the horizontal flues under the hearth of the oven ; h the

vertical flues; t, the vents in the top of the arches; and A, the entrances to the
chambers of the ovens.

Before this article is concluded it is necessary that we should notice the attempts
which have been made, with various degrees of success, to employ porcelain as
a means for multiplying the productions of high art in a cheap form. Under the
various terms of Statuary Porcelain, Parian, Carrara, &c., are produced numerous
works of art, many of which are distinguished by their beauty. As the most direct
method of illustrating the process of making these figures, let us suppose the object
under view to be a figure or group, and this we will assume to be 2 feet high in the
model. The clay, which is of the most perfect character, is mixed with flint, as in
the case of manufacturing the finest stoneware chiua, and it is used in a semi-liquid
state about the consistency of cream: this is poured iuto the moulds forming the
various parts of the subject (sometimes as many as fifty): the shrinking that occurs
before these casts can be taken out of the mould, which is caused by the absorbent
nature of the plaster of which the mould is composed, is equal to a reduction of one
inch and a half in the height. The moulds are made of plaster of Paris, which,
when properly prepared, has the property of absorbing M-ater so eflfectually that the
moisture is extracted from the clay, and the ware is enabled to leave the mould,
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or " deliver" with care and rapidity. Prior to use the plaster (gypsum) is put into

long troughs, having a fire running underneath them, by which means the water

rirawn off, and it° remains in a state of soft powder; and if its own proportion

of water be again added to it, it will immediately set into a firm compact body, which

is the case when it is mixed to form the mould. These casts are then put together

by ihe " figure-maker," the seams (consequent upon the marks caused "7 tHe sub-

divisions of the moulds) are then carefully removed, and the whole worked upon to

restore the cast to the same degree of finish as the original model. The work is then

thoroughly dried to be in a fit state for firing, as if put in the oven while damp the

sudden contraction consequent upon the great degree of heat instantaneously applied,

would be very liable to cause it to crack ; in the process it again suffers a further loss

of one inch and a half by evaporation, and it is now but 1 foot 9 inches. Again in

the "firing " of the bisque oven, its most severe- ordeal, it is diminished 3 inches, and

is then but 18 inches high, being 6 inches or one-fourth less than the original. Now
as the contraction should equally affect every portion of the details of the work, in

order to realise a faithful copy, and as added to this contingency are the risks in the

oven of being " over-fired" by which it would be melted into a mass, and of being

" short-fired," by which its surface would be imperfect, it is readily evident that

a series of difficulties present themselves which require considerable practical

experience successfully to meet. Indeed the difficulties which surround the manu-

facture of Parian, prevent its being rendered to the public at such a price as those

would desire who wish to secure the introduction, amongst the people, of all

examples which are calculated to refine their tastes. A biscuit china is, by a some-

what similar process, employed in several of the porcelain manufactories on the con-

tinent for the production of statuettes, busts, &c.,but in colour and character they are

all inferior to the English Parian. See Bricks ; Clay; Porcelain Clay ; Tiles
;

Stone, Artificial, &c.

The value of exports oi British manufacture, in 1857 was £1,492,286, and in 1858

£1,153,579.
PRECIPITATE is any matter separated in minute particles from a fluid holding

matter in solution, which subsides to the bottom of the vessel in a pulverulent form.

PRECIPITATION is the actual subsidence of a precipitate.

PRESERVED MEATS. See Meats, Preserved.
PRESS, HYDRAULIC. Though the explanation of the principles of this power-

ful machine belongs to a work upon mechanical engineering, rather than to one upon

manufactures, yet as it is often referred to in this volume, a brief description of it can-
not be unacceptable to many of our readers.

The framing consists of two stout cast-iron plates, a, b, which are strengthened by
projecting ribs, not seen in the section, yigr. 1505. The top or crown plate b, and the
base- plate a, a, are bound most firmly together by 4 cylinders of the best wrought
iron, c, c, which pass up through holes near the ends of the said plates, and are fast
wedged in them. The flat pieces e, e, are screwed to the ends of the crown and
base-plates, so as to bind the columns laterally. /, is the hollow cylinder of the
press, which, as well as the ram g, is made of cast-iron. The upper part of the
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the cylinder, and the tighter does the joint become
invention.

Upon the

1507

top of the ram, the

1508

cav tj of the cylinder is cast narrow, but is truly and smoothly rounded at thain, I, so as to fit pretty closely round a well-turned ram or piston the u^d. r n .

"."
18 left somewhat wider in the casting. A stout cun ofC, . r ^^'"^ ""^'^

middle, is put upon the ram. and serves as a valve to L,^Lr£ LI' f h''^
'^"^

perfectly water-tight by filling up the space £w en i and t^ mm 'an "^^^^^^^^
mouth of the cup is turned downwards the irrpatPr t>,« r!!j.

This was Bramah's beautiful

press-plate, or table, strengthened with projecting
ridges, rests, which is commonly called the fol
lower, because it follows the ram closely in its
descent. This plate has a half-round hole at
each of its four corners, corresponding to the
shape of the four iron columns along which it
glides in its up-and-down motions of compression
and relaxation.

/c, k,Jigs. 1505 and 1506, is the framing of a
force pump with a narrow barrel ; i is the well
for containing water to supply the pump. To
spare room in the engraving, the pump is set
close to the press, but it may be removed to any
convenient distance by lengthening the water-pipe
M, which connects the discharge of the force
pump with the inside of the cylinder of the
press. Fig. 1507 is a section of the pump and
Its valves. The pump wj, is of bronze; the
suction pipe n, has a conical valve with a long

tail
;
the solid piston or plunger p, is smaller than the barrel in which it plays, and

passes at its t^p through a stuffing-box q; r \s the pressure-valve, s is the safety-
valve, which, in fig. 1506, is seen to be loaded with a weighted lever; t is the
discharge-valve, for letting the water escape from the cylinder beneath the ram,
back into the well. See ihe winding passages in fig. 1508, u is the tube which conveys
the water from the pump into the press-cylinder. In fig. 1506, two centres of motion
for the pump-lever are shown. By shifting the bolt into the centre nearest the pump-
rod, the mechanical advantage of the workman may be doubled. Two pumps are
generally mounted in one frame for one hydraulic press : the larger to give a rapid
motion to the ram at the beginning, when the resistance is small; the smaller to give
a slower but more powerful impulsion, when the resistance is much increased. A
pressure of 500 tons may be obtained from a well-made hydraulic press with a ten-
inch ram, and a two and a one inch set of pumps. See Water Pressure Machine.
PRINCE'S METAL, or Prince Rupert's metal, is a modification of brass.
PRINTING. {Imprimerie, typographie,'Pr.

; Buchdriickerkunst, Germ.) The art of
taking impressions from types and engravings in relief.

History.—The art itself is of comparatively modern origin, only 400 years having
elapsed since the first book, properly so called, issued from the press ; but we cannot
doubt that its essence was known to the ancients. It has certainly been practised in

the East from a very early period, and in a manner similar to our own first attempts.
That a rude kind of printing was known to the Babylonians is evident from the

undecayed bricks of that city which have been found stamped with various symbolical
and hieroglyphic characters ; but, as the stamp itself was in one piece or block, it

was inapplicable to the propagation of knowledge, from its cost and tediousness of

production.

The Chinese are the only people who have continued this primitive mode of print-

ing to the present time. Their earliest attempts are stated in the chronicles to have
been made about 50 years before the Christian era ; but it was not till the reign of

the Emperor Ming-tsong (927—934 a.d.) that any great advance was made in print-

ing large numbers of comparatively cheap books. The name of the Chinese Caxton

was Tong-tao. He obtained permission of the emperor in 932 to print and circu-

late copies of the " Classical Works," as they are called, by taking impressions

from stone plates, the letters cut into them, so that the impression on the paper was

black, and the letters themselves left white. This is still the case in all Chinese

lithographic printing. Tong-tao, however, subsequently obtained the emperor's

sanction to cut in wood and print an edition of the nine " King," or classical books,

for the use of the Imperial College in Pekin. This was completed in 952 ;
and,

although intended only for the pupils of the college, it was made purchasable by

any person in the empire. The process pursued in the printing of this M ork is pre-
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ciselv the same as at the present day ; the following being the modus operandi .—The

work intended to be printed is handed to a caligraphist, who wntes the sepa-

rate pages on fine tracing paper; these are given to the engraver, who g^^s them

face downwards upon a thin plate of hard wood, called h, resembling that ol the pear

tree and he cuts away with a sharp instrument all those parts of the wood on which

nothino- is traced, leaving the transcribed characters in relief and ready tor printing.

The Chinese printer then, having no notion of the printing-press, makes use ot two

fine brushes, both held in the right hand, one of which contains mk, the other dry.

With the former he blackens the letters ; the latter he passes gently over the paper

which has been laid on them. By this means an expert workman can take a large

number of impressions in one day. As the Chinese paper is thin and transparent, it

is printed on one side only, two pages side by side, and the sheet has a black line

down the middle, as a guide to the binder, who folds it double, and fastens the open

leaves together. Various attempts have been made in the Celestial Empire to sub-

stitute movable types for the wooden blocks, but they have always terminated in a.

return to the old method.

The ancient Romans made use of metal stamps, with characters engraved in relief,

to mark their articles of trade and commerce ; and Cicero, in his "De Natura Deorum,"

has a passage from which Toland imagines the moderns have taken the hint of print-

ing. Cicero orders the types to be made of metal, and calls them forma literarmn,

the very words used by the first printers to express them. In Virgil's time, too,

brands, with letters, were used for marking cattle, &c., with the owner's name.

Landseer {Lectures on the Art of Engraving, 8vo. 1807) observes, " Had the modern

art of making paper been known to the ancients, we had probably never heard the

names of Faust and Finiguerra ; for with the same kind of stamps which the Komans
used for their pottery and packages, books might also have been printed ; and the same
engraving which adorned the shields and pateras of the more remote ages, with the

addition of paper, might have spread the rays of Greek and Etrurian intelligence

over the world of antiquity. Of the truth of this assertion I have the satisfacticm

to lay before you the most decided proofs, by exhibiting engraved Latin inscriptions,

both in cameo and intaglio, from the collection of Mr. Douce, with impressions taken

from them at Mr. Savage's letter-press

but yesterday [1805]. One of them is

an intaglio stamp, with which a Roman
oculist was used to mark his medicines;

the other, which is of metal, and in

cameo, is simply the proper name of the

tradesman by whom it has probably
been used, 'T[itus] Valagini Mauri.'"

The following impression {fig. 1509) is

a facsimile of the latter stamp :
—

Boohs before the invention of printing.—The value of books and the esteem in which
they were held before the invention of printing, were such, that notaries were em-
ployed to make the conveyance with as much care and attention as if estates were to
be transferred. It was then thought the worthy occupation of a life either to copy or
collect an amount of reading which modern improvements now present to us for a
few shillings. Galen tells us that Ptolemy Philadelphus gave the Athenians 15
talents, with exemption from all tribute, and a great convoy of provisions, for the
autographs and originals of the tragedies of ^sehylus, Sophocles, and Euripides,

Pisistratus is said to have been the first among the earliest of the Greeks who pro-
jected an immense collection of the works of the learned, and is supposed to have
been the collector of the scattered works which passed under the name of Homer "

{D'Israeli, Cur. of Lit.)

Among the Romans the bulk or goodness of a man's library was the distinguishing
mark of his excellence and wisdom. Middleton {Life of Cicero), speaking of Cicero
himself, says, " Nor was he less eager in making a collection of Greek books, and
forniinga library, by the same opportunity of Atticus's help. This was Atticus's own
passion

; who, having free access to all the Athenian libraries, was employing his slaves
in copying the works of their best writers, not only for his own use, but for sale also,
and the common profit both of the slave and the master.
The passion for the enjoyment of books has in all ages led their lovers to cover

them with the most costly and ornamental bindings. The ancients commonly
adorned them with pendent ornaments of variously coloured cloth, and the covers
were stained with scarlet or purple colour: " Hirsutus sparsis ut videare coinis"
{Ovid), and " Purpureo fulgens habitu, radiantibus uncis" {Blartial). The unci were
rollers of wood or ivory, round which the books were rolled to prevent iniury to
their fronts. Ovid and Tibullus call them corniia, from the similarity of their ends to

TVALAGl
MIMAVRJ
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i?™^'
.5",'*^^'

•J'^^^''^'^ f'"°"\ the leaves were folded together ti.around with men tape and sealed with creta Asiatica, while books were «bS" !^above. If, however, there were more epistles than one, " or if one eoistle w«l f« ^
preserved in the librarj'^ it was enclosed and turned round, and not folded : hence th^word volumen" {Arts of the Greeks and Romans). " Video quod aeas tual m.n
epistolas vis referam in volumina."

( Cicero.)
^ ^ " ^ ''"'I"®

The orders respecting books in the "Close Rolls" of the Middle Aires ar«interesting, not only as illustrating the literary taste of the age, but princ pal !because they generally contain some circumstance which shows the scarcity and va ieof the article It was not until a period considerably subsequent to the invention ,

J

printing that the cost and rarity of books ceased to obstruct the advancement oflearning and the diffusion of knowledge.
auvaucement ot

Incredible difficulties were encountered by those who undertook first to lay openthe stores of ancient learning from tlie scarcity of MSS. ; for the literary treasures ofant.qui y had suffered from the malice of men as well as from the hand of time
JSlock Books— time had row come, however, when the world's inheritance ofthe knowledge of Greece and Rome was to be secured from any further destruction

1 he art of printing books from engraved blocks of wood was no doubt invented inHolland
;
and, apart from the great interest created bj- the object for which the

block books were designed, namely, the propagation of the Scriptures (being, as itwere, the forerunner of the Reformation), they are extremely valuable as exhibiting
the tirst attempts at engraving on wood in the form of books, many of them having
pr^eded the art of printing by movable types. {Sotheby's Block Books.)
But that prints without text, or letterpress as it is termed, were in common use at

a period considerably anterior to that of the block books, there is abundant evidence
It IS related by PapiUon {Traiti Historique et Pratique de la Gravure en Bois) that
the heroic actions of Alexander the Great were engraved on wood by the two Cunio
Alexander Alberic, and his sister Isabella, and impressions printed from the blocks
&s early as 1285

;
and his statement has been supported by Ottley lEarly Hist of

Engraving upon Copper and Wood, ^c, 2 vols. 4to. 1816) and Singer {Hist, of Playinq
Cards Sfc, London, 4to. 1816). But Jackson {Hist, of Wood Engraving) takes some
trouble to prove that Papillon was excessively credulous, if not deranged. Towards
the end of the 14th century, too, playing cards were engraved and printed for the
amusement of Charles VI. King of France, who reigned from 1380 to 1421. The
print of St. Christopher carrying the infant Saviour on his back across the sea, in the
collection of Earl Spencer, bears an inscription and the date 1423 at the bottom of
the same block

; but one in the possession of Mr. J. A. G. Weigel of Leipsic is supposed
to be the work of even an earlier artist.* These circumstances, together with the fact
that the government of Venice published a decree, dated October 11, 1441, wherein the
art and mystery of making "playing cards and coloured figures printed" are stated
to have fallen into decay in consequence of the great quantity which had been made
out of that state, and which were now prohibited under pain of forfeiture and fine f,
all prove that the knowledge and practice of printing, although not applied to the
spread of knowledge and the multiplication of books, had yet an existence in Europe
long before the time to which it is usually attributed.
When the substructure had been completed, the work was pursued with the utmost

eagerness. Great numbers of books were produced, evidently in the Chinese manner
above described ; for the diversity of the characters found in block books has been a
never-ending puzzle to those who have endeavoured to ascertain the printer by com-
parison of the formation of the letters used. The workmanship of many of these
picture books was of a coarse description, without shadowing or " cross-hatching,"
tastelessly daubed over with broad colours, especially those printed for circulation

amongst the poorer classes. Those best known of this class were called Biblia

Pauperum, poor men's books, or rather books for poor preachers, and consisted of a

series of rude engravings, each occupying a page, but divided into compartments
containing pictorial illustrations of the most remarkable incidents mentioned in the

books of Moses, the Gospels, and the Apocalypse.
Invention of movable types.— Gutenberg.—About the year 1438, while the learned

Italians were eagerly deciphering their recently-discovered MSS., and slowly

circulating them from hand to hand, it fell to the lot of a few obscure Germans to

perfect the greatest discovery recorded in the annals of mankind. The notion of

printing by movable types, and thereby saving the endless labour of cutting new
blocks of letters for every page, was reserved for John Gutenberg of Mayence.
Born in that city about the beginning of the century, he settled at Strasburg about

1424, and commenced printing in the house of one Dritzehen. But having been

* A copy of Mr. Weigel's print may be seen in Sotheby's "Block Books," vol. ii. p, 161.

t This must be regarded as the earliest authentic document respecting printing.
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engaged in a lawsuit connected with Dritzehen's family, and exhausted his means,
he returned to Mentz, where he resumed his typographic employment in partnership
with a wealthy goldsmith, named John Fust or Faust. After many experiments with
his presses and movable types, Gutenberg succeeded in printing an edition of the
Vulgate, the Mentz or Mazarin Bible, so called from a copy having been discovered
in the library of Cardinal Mazarin in Paris. The work was done between the years
1450 and 1455, and was printed on vellum; but there are several paper copies in
England, France, and Germany. The partnership between Gutenberg and Fust
having been dissolved, and the former being unable to repay part of the capital
advanced by the wealthy goldsmith, the whole of the printing apparatus fell into the
hands of Fust, who " printed off a considerable number of copies of the Bible, to
imitate those which were commonly sold as MSS. ; and he undertook the sale of them
at Paris. It was his interest to conceal this discovery, and to pass off his printed
copies for MSS. But, enabled to sell his bibles at sixty crowns, while the other
scribes demanded five hundred, this raised universal astonishment; and still more
when he produced copies as fast as they were wanted, and even lowered his price.
The uniformity of the copies increased the wonder. Informations were given in to
the magistrates against him as a magician; and in searching his lodgings a great
number of copies were found. The red ink,— and Fust's red iuk is peculiarly
brilliant,— which embellished his copies, was said to be his blood ; and it was
solemnly adjudged that he was in league with the infernals. Fust at length was
obliged, to save himself from a bonfire, to reveal his art to the Parliament of Paris,
who discharged him from all prosecution in consideration of the wonderful in-
vention. {D'Israeli, Cur. of Lit.)

This Bible was printed with large cut metal types; but in 1457 a magnificent
edition of the " Psalter" appeared, printed by Fust and his assistant and son-in-law
Peter Schceffer, who had been taken into partnership. In this book the new inven-
tion was announced to the world in " a boasting colophon, though certainly not
unreasonably bold. Another edition of the 'Psalter,' one of an ecclesiastical
book, Durand s account of Uturgical offices * one of the Constitutions of Pope
Clement V., and one of a popular treatise on general science, called the Catholicon t
tiled up the interval till 1462, when the second Mentz Bible proceeded from thesame printers. This, in the opinion of some, is the earliest book in which cast metal^pes were employed

; those of the Mazarin Bible having been cut with the hand
But this is a controverted point. In 1465 Fust and Schceffer published an edition
ot Cicero s Offices, the first tribute of the new art to polite literature." (HallamEurope during the Middle Ages, vol. iu. p. 470.)

<,^auam,

After the lapse of a few years the pupils and workmen of Fust and Schceffer
dispersed into various countries by the sacking of Mentz, under the ArchbishopAdolphus, the invention was thereby publicly made known, and the art spread overaU parts of Europe. Before the year 1500, printing presses had been set up in 2'>Q
places, and a multitude of editions of the classical writers given to the worldbantander ( ' Dictionnaire Bibliographique choisi du quinzieme Steele," &c., Bruxelles"
1805, 3 vols.), in his interesting and masterly work, gives at the end of his firsivolume a chronological table of 200 places where the art was practised during the15th century, with the names of the printers and of the first productions of Iheir

Cf;. ^! ^^r^ 'T'^t '""^t ^« ''o^te^t to state that fromS hi ""l'
transplanted to Haarlem and Strasburg; from Haarlem to Rome,^

1466, by Sweynheym and Pannartz, who were the first to make use of Roman tvnes^o Paris m 1469 ;
to England in 1474 ; and to Spain in 1475; and spread so rapidly

i X ? f°v. ^T''
1469 and 1475, most towns in Germany,^Italy and the

Pnntivgin England.-YntW about the period of the Restoration, William Caxtonwas universally acknowledged to have introduced the art of printing into hircountrvm or about the year 1471. But, in 1664, a Mr. Richard Atkyns^ in a wXca Ld"The Original and Growth of Printing," &c., brought before the notice of thecurious a li tie book, printed at Oxford, bearing the datt 1468, three years before thepenod usually assigned to the labom-s of Caxton. This work took uLrLy men bvsurprise, and gave rise to the most violent discussions. It is related by AtkynTthat i
the T <^V^'^'•°""^°^^'^^^"^^^^^^"^« ^^'^'^^^d ^o desert hi empWrs in

' Tumour, an agent of King Henry VIassisted by William Caxton, who was well known in Holland as a mercE Ihtherefore ikely to throw the jealous possessors of the new art off A^WnnrHbrought him to England, where at Oxford he was set to woTk by ArchSop
! n ''.1°",?' l^'X'""'"""' Ofliciorum " of William Durand 1469

Vol III
Catholicon Janiiensis," 1460, in the King's Library.

L L
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Bourchier, ten years before the date of Caxton's first book * Rut the silence of Caxton
on a subject in which he took the utmost interest, and in which it is stated on this occasion

he was an important actor, is a strong argument against the authenticity of the story.

Indeed, M. Santander (vol. i. p. 328) does not for a moment entertain the pretensions

of Corsellis, and agrees with Dr. Conyers Middleton in considering that the date
MCCCCLXVIII. ought to liave been MCCCCLXXVIII., an X having been by
accident omitted by the compositor:—" Voila ce que Richard Atkyns imagina, et leg

moyens dont il se servit, en 1064, pour soutenir contre le corps des libraires de
Londres, que I'imprimerie itait un droit de la couronne en Angleterre. Mais le

docteur Middleton, dans sa ' Dissertation sur I'Origine de I'imprimerie en Angleterre,'

imprimde a Cambridge, en 1735, in 4°, a prove demonstrativement, que rimpression
d'Oxford, de ' I'Expositio S. Jeronimi in simbolum Apos-

1510 tolorum,' est de I'an 1478, le compositeur ayant omis un
X dans la date de la souscription (faute typographique

O ^ '^'^ ^ dont nous avons plusieurs exemples dans les impressions

C 5 O si^cle)." Amongst other examples of blunders

<5 ^ of this description, the learned doctor observes:—"But

I Q_ *^ ^ whilst I am now writing, an unexpected instance is fallen

^ ^^S? into ™y hands, to the support of my opinion ; an ' In-

^ ^ auguration Speech of the Woodwardian Professor, Mr.
t-V" ^ Mason,' just fresh from the press, with its date given ten

O ^2uCh>^^ years earlier than it should have been, by the omission

^ ^ of an X, viz. MDCCXXIV.; and the very blunder

^ ^ exemplified in the last piece printed at Cambridge, which
}^ ft> I suppose to have happened in the first from Oxford."

5i4 O oQ^ ^ Whether, however, Caxton was or was not the first

Q ^ 5^ ^ English printer, it is quite certain that he was the first^ ^ O 2 who made use of cast metal types, the works of Corsellis

"tjv O vT^ having been executed with merely wooden ones. During

51 ^ ^ a long residence abroad, he had acquired a practical know-

^^C3 ^jQ^^ ledge of the art ; and on his return to England in 1471,

set up a press at Westminster Abbey, in an old chapel f

ft> 5^ adjoining that edifice ; and was for many years engaged

7^ Mr" C> in translating and printing books on a variety of subjects.

^ ^ 2 His first work is, " Le Recueil des Histoires de Troyes " of

^ $t ^ 5^ Raoul le Fevre, chaplain to the Duchess of Burgundy ;

3 5^^ but " The Dictes and Sayinges ofthe Philosophers " is the

S l< VlC^ earliest book known to have issued from his press with

§ TT^ ?i the date and place of printing ; and we have no proof

^ ^ ^t earlier works % were printed in this

country. Indeed, it is stated in the Life of Caxton, in

^ ^ 2^ Ames's " Typ. Antiquities," p. xcv., that the French and

\S> P ^ ^ English editions of the " Histories of Troy " are justly

O • <3 ^ Jl\ " admitted to have been printed abroad."

^ ^ Cf^ id The types used in Caxtop's works, as well as in those

|ij ^ ^ of most of the early printers, were the Gothic or black-

f5 ^ Ki> ^ letter characters, said to have been invented by Ulphilas,

IglJ^ S-» "t?^ first bishop of the Moeso- Goths. A facsimile of Caxton's

«^ » Jo 2i types is here annexed,/jr. 1510, showing the formation

-Jr ^ t5> of his letters; and proving to our mind that, as compared

S --^ O ?i with the specimens we have seen of the characters used

' O V by the Oxford printer Corsellis, they have an undoubted

^ S^'^CxC claim to the greater antiquity.

4^ ^ Caxton is said to have printed 64 books ; and wasW JO followed by his pupils or assistants, Theodore Rood, John

$J ^ Lettou, William Machilinia, and Wynkyn de Worde, all

J^jSL fe> foreigners, and Thomas Hunt, an Englishman. All these

)
wi

. ^^^g worthily maintained the honour of^ their master's name ; and Wynkyn de Worde is especially

^ remarkable for his improvements and typographical ex-

cellence, and as having been the first printer in England

who introduced the Roman letter. He printed 4 1 0 works.

11- lo .< T7»nnsi<-in Sanctl Jeronimi In Simbolum Apostolorura ad

..;L^«e°n^tf^4VnnTaftL°ln^^'> ^c. .mpressa Oxonie. et «nita Anno

Domini mcccclx-viii., xvii die Deccmbms. i, to this day called a " chapel."

t From which circumstance an .assemblage of printers is to i^^^^^^

oratoris Magistri Johanni

t Viz. I. " Le recueil des Histoires de Troyes
. 2 .*,^''P°f."fhe Game and Playe of the Che^e ;

Russell," &c.; 3. " Recuyell of the Histories of Troye ,
<«.

5. The same ; and 6. " A Bol^e of the hoole Lyf of Jason

^8

0
I
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The spirit and taste of the patrons of the first printers are shown m the character

of their earliest works, religious hooks and romances constituting the greater part

of the productions of the father of English printing. But the art, although at first

countenanced by the clergy, was soon looked upon with extreme jealousy by the

church. Efforts were made towards the publication of the Word of God; but for the

first 60 or 70 years all copies of the Scriptures were printed in the Latm or some

other language, not understood by the generality of the people. A new era had,

however, arrived. The doctrines of the Reformation had proclaimed the Bible as

man's best guide and teacher, and the people yearned to possess Bibles. Wickliffe's

translation was never printed. The part of the Sacred Writings in the English lan-

guage first produced by the printing press, was the New Testament, translated by

William Tindal, assisted by Miles Coverdale, afterwards Bishop of Exeter: it was

printed at Antwerp, in 1526; but as it gave offence to Wolsey and the church, the

whole impression was bought up and burnt. The first complete English Bible printed

by authority, was Tindal's version, revised and compared with the original by
Coverdale, and afterwards examined by Cranmer, who wrote a preface for it. Of
this edition, hence called " Cranmer's Bible," 500 copies were printed by Grafton and

Whitchurch, to whom Henry VIII., in letters patent dated November 13, 1539,

granted the sole right of printing the Bible for five years. It was ordered by royal

proclamation to be set up in all churches throughout the kingdom, under a penalty of

40s. a month in every case of neglect. So great was the demand for copies of the

Scriptures in the 16th century, that we have in existence 326 editions of the English

Bible, or parts of the Bible, printed between 1526 and 1600.

The progress of the art in the first century of its existence was remarkable ; but the

earliest English printers did not attempt what the Continental ones were doing for the

ancient classics. " Down to 1540, no Greek book had appeared from an Enghsh press;

Oxford had only printed a part of Cicero's epistles; Cambridge, no ancient writer

whatever. Only three or four old Roman writers had been reprinted, at that period,

throughout England. But a great deal was done for public instruction by the course

which our early printers took ; for, as one of them says :
—

' Divers famous clerks

and learned men translated and made many noble works into our English tongue,

whereby there was much more plenty and abundance of English used than there was
in times past.' The English nobility were, probably, for more than the first half

century of English printing, the great encouragers of our press :— They required

translations and abridgments of the classics, versions of French and Italian

romances, old chronicles, and helps to devout exercises. Caxton and his successors

abundantly supplied these wants, and the impulse to most of their exertions was given
by the growing demand for literary amusement on the part of the great. Caxton,
speaking of his ' Boke Eneydos,' says — ' This present book is not for a rude
uplandish man to labour therein, nor read it; but only for a clerk and a noble
gentleman, that feeleth and understandeth in feats of arms, in love, and in noble
chivalry.' But a great change was working in Europe; the 'rude uplandish man,'
if he gave promise of talent, was sent to school. The priests strove with the laity for
the education of the people ; and not only in Protestant but in Catholic countries were
schools and universities everywhere founded. Here, again, was a new source of
emiployment for the press— A, B, C's, or Absies, Primers, Catechisms, Grammars,
Dictionaries, were multiplied in every direction. Books became, also, during this
period, the tools of professional men. There were not many works of medicine, but
a great many of law. The people, too, required instruction in the ordinances they
were called upon to obey ; and thus the statutes, mostly written in French, were trans-
lated and abridged by Rastell, our first law-printer.

" After all this rush of the press of England towards the diffusion of existing
knowledge, it began to assist in the production of new works, but in very different
directions. Much of the poetry of the 16th century, which our press spread around,
will last for ever: its controversial divinity has, in great part, perished. Each,'
however, was a natural supply, arising out of the demand of the people ; as much as
the chronicles, and romances, and grammars were a natural supply; and as the
almanacks, and mysteries, and ballads, which the people then had, were a natural
supply. Taken altogether, the activity of the press of England, during the first

period of our enquiry, was very remarkable. Ames and Herbert have recorded the
names of 350 printers in England and Scotland, or of foreign printers engaged in pro-
ducing books for England, that flourished between 1471 and 1600. The same authors
have recorded the titles of nearly 1 0,000 distinct works printed amongst us during
the same period. Many of these works, however, were only single sheets, but, on the
other hand, there are, doubtless, many not here registered. Dividing the total
number of books printed during these 130 years, we find that the average number of
distinct works produced each year was 75." (Penny Magazine.)

L h 2
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The first book in which Greek types occur is Cicero's " Offices," printed in the year
1465, in -which the characters are so imperfect that the words are with dlHicuhy
deciphered; but the first work printed wholly with Greek types is a Greek Graniniar
written by the learned Constantine Lascaris, printed in Milan by Dionysius Paravisinus

in 1476, in 4to. It went through several editions in Italy, France, and Switzerland.

One of them, that of Aldus, printed in Venice in 1495, is the first Aldirie book
printed with a date. One of the most elegant specimens of ancient Greek typo-
graphy, valued not only for its beauty, but also for its rarity and the accuracy of
its text, is the " Argonautica, Flor. ap. Junta, 1500," 4to, editio princeps.

It was not unusual for the early printers of Greek, as well as of other works, to

endeavour to imitate the characters of the MSS. of the age. In this they were more
or less successful. An exceedingly beautiful specimen of this kind of printing is the

editio princeps of Isocrates, " Orat. a Demetrio Chalcondyla, Gr. Mediol. ap. Henr.
Germanus et Sebastianus ex Pontremula," 1493, fol. The text of this edition is said

to be remarkably accurate. Fabricius considers it more so than that of the Aldine

edition of 1513.

The first Greek book printed in Rome was the works of Pindar :
" Pindari Opera,

Gr. cum Scholiis Callieggi." Rome, 1515, 4to. This is also remarkable as the first

edition with the Scholia. The first Greek work printed at Cambridge was Plato's

" Menexenus, sive Funebris Oratio, exhortatio ad Patriam amandam atque defendam.

Cantab." Greek types were not introduced into Scotland till after the middle of

the 16th century. In a 4to volume printed in Edinburgh in 1563, entitled, "The
Confutation of the Abbote of Crosraguel's Masse," there is an Epistle by the Printer

to the Reader, apologising for his want of Greek characters, which he was obliged to

supply by manuscript.

The first work printed with Roman types was Cicero's " Epistolae Familiares," by

Sweynheym and Pannartz, at Rome, in 1467. Italic type was invented by Aldus

Manutius, about 1500.

Italy has the honour also of having printed the first Hebrew Bible, at Soncino, a

small city in the Duchy of Milan, in 1488, under the superintendence of two Jewish

rabbins, named Joshua and Moses. The edition of Brescia, of 1494, was used by

Luther in making his German translation. But Hebrew types were not introduced

into England for many years after this period; for we find that in 1524, Dr. Robert

Wakefield, chaplain to Henry VIII., complains, in his " Oratio de Laudibus," &c.,

that he was obliged to omit his whole third part, as the printer (Wynkyn de Worde)

had no Hebrew types. Towards the end of the 16th century, various works were

printed in Syriac, Arabic, Persian, Armenian, and Coptic, or modern Egyptian

types; some to gratify the curiosity of the learned, and others for the liturgic uses of

the Christians in the Levant.

In the 16th century the broils consequent on the Reformation, although that event

stimulated religious inquiry, did much to impede the progress of the art in England.

But the civil wars and the gloomy religious spirit which succeeded to the pedantry

and verbal criticism of the reign of James I., and which prevailed till the Restoration,

interrupted still more the production of works calculated to cultivate the under-

standing. Indeed, we cannot but regard this period as the least favourable to the

diffusion of knowledge of any period in the history of our literature. In the British

Museum is a collection of controversial and quibbling tracts amouutmg to the

enormous number of 30,000*, while the impressions of new books printed during

these stormy times were very few. Dr. Johnson has well remarked that the nation,

from 16'>3 to 1664, was satisfied with two editions of Shakspeare's plays, which, pro-

bably, together did not amount to a thousand copies. But during this period we

must not forget the present authorised version of the Bible, translated by the forty-

seven distinguished scholars appointed by James I., and printed in 1611, which is

allowed by competent judges to be one of singular merit, and indeed the most perfect

ever produced. An unfavourable effect was also produced on our national literature,

and on the progress of the press, by the licentiousness introduced by the literary

parasites and courtezans of the Restoration. Under such a state of mental depres_

sion, Milton could obtain only 15/. for the MS. of his '^-'^''^\"
f^l^fl'l^^^

and an Act of Parliament was actually in force enacting that only t^^ntj printers

should practise their art in the whole kingdom ! Burton who 1^^^^ "earJ^^J'S
has drawn a miserable picture of the abject condition of literary "len \he° jhey baa

their hunger-starved paunches and get a meal s meat.
. . rh^r\es II..

In addition to these impediments, the Crown endeavoured, in the ^eign of Charles
^

,

to destroy the activity of the press; " and m this it had the example not onlj ot all

destroy the activity

• Tomlinson's Collection.
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mer reigns (in which nothing had heen legally published without a license), but of

the Long Parliament itself, which had laid severe restrictions upon the printing of

' scandalous and unlicensed papers.' At one time, indeed, it was ordered that no

printing should be carried on anywhere but in the City of London and the two

Universities; and all London printers were to enter into a bond of 300/. not to print

anything against the Goverument, or without the name of the author (or at least of

the licenser) on the title-page, in addition to their o-wn."—(^Eccleston's Eng. Antiquities,

p. 325.)

It has been ascertained by counting that the whole number of books printed

during the fourteen years from 1666 to 1680, was 3550, of which 947 were divinity,

420 law, and 153 physic, so that two-fifths of the whole were professional books;

397 were school-books, and 253 on subjects of geography and navigation, including

maps. Taking the average of these fourteen years, the total number of works pro-

duced yearly was 253 ; but deducting the reprints, pamphlets, single sermons, and

maps, we may fairly assume that the yearly average ofnew books was much under 100.

Of the number of copies constituting an edition we have no record ; we apprehend

it must have been small, for the price of a book, so far as we can ascertain it, was
considerable.

The period from the accession of George IIL to the close of the 18th century

is marked by the rapid increase of the demand for popular literature, rather than by
any prominent features of originality in literary production. Periodical literature

spread on every side ; newspapers, magazines, reviews, were multiplied ; and the old

system of selling books by hawkers was extended to the rural districts and small

provincial towns. Of the number-books thus produced, the quality was indifferent,

with a few exceptions ; and the cost of these works was considerable. The principle,

however, was then first developed, of extending the market, by coming into it at

regular intervals with fractions of a book, so that the humblest customer might lay

by each week in a savings'-bank of knowledge. This was an important step, which
has produced great effects, but which is even now capable of a much more universal
application than it has ever yet received. Smollet's ' History of England ' was one
of the most successful number-books ; it sold to the extent of 20,000 copies.

We may exhibit the rapid growth of the publication of new books, by examining
the catalogues of the latter part of the eighteenth century, passing over the earlier

years of the reign of George III. In the ' Modern Catalogue of Books,' from 1792
to the end of 1802, eleven years, we find that 4096 new works were published, exclu-
sive of reprints not altered in price, and also exclusive of pamphlets : deducting
one-fifth for reprints, we have an average of 372 new books per year. This is a
prodigious stride beyond the average of 93 per year of the previous period. But
we are not sure that our literature was in a more healthy condition. From some
cause or other, the selling price of books had increased, in most cases 50 per cent.,

in others, 100 per cent. The 2s. 6d duodecimo had become 4s.; the 6s. octavo,
10s. 6c?.; and the 12s. quarto, 1/. Is. It would appear from this that the exclusive
market was principally sought for new books; that the publishers of novelties did
not rely upon the increasing number of readers; and that the periodical works
constituted the principal supply of the many. The aggregate increase of the com-
merce in books must, however, have become enormous, when compared with the
previous fifty years ; and the effect was highly beneficial to the literary character.
The age of patronage was gone. (Penny Magazine.)
According to the last census, upwards of 26.000 persons are employed in printing,

and 11,000 in bookbinding.
Printing was introduced into Scotland, and begun in Edinburgh about 30 years

after Caxton had brought it into England. Mr. Watson, in his ' History of Printing,'
says that the art was introduced into Scotland from the Low Countries by the priests
who fled thither from the persecutions at home. Be this as it may, we find James IV.
granting a patent in 1507 to Walter Chapman, a merchant of Edinburgh, and Andrew
Mollar, a workman, to establish a press in that city. According to bibliographers,
the most ancient specimen of printing in Scotland extant is a collection, entitled the
• Porteus of Nobleness,' Edinburgh. In 1509, a ' Breviary of the Church of Aber-
deen' was printed at Edinburgh; and a second part in the following year. Very few
works, however, appear to have issued from the Scottish press for the next 30 years

;
but from 1541, the date from which we find James V. granting licenses to print, the
art has been pursued with success in the metropolis. At present, and from' the
beginning of the present century, it is perhaps the most distinguished craft in the
city, being conducted in all its departments of typefounding, printing, publishing, and
we may add, paper-making at the mills in the vicinity.

'
'

Printing was not known in Ireland till about the year 1551, when a book in black
letter was issued from a press in Dublin; but till the year 1700, very little printing
was executed in Ireland, and even since that period, the country has acquired little

I. I- 3
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celebrity in this department of the arts, although possessing some respectable print-
ing establishments.

The art of printing has readily taken root and flourished among the civilised
inhabitants of North America. The first printing-press established in the American
colonies was one set up at Cambridge, in Massachusetts, in the year 1638, the era of
the foundation of Harvard College of that place. It was only established by the ex-
ertions and joint contributions of different individuals in Europe and America

; and
there is no doubt that the mechanism and types were imported from England.

'

The
first work which issued from this press was the • Freeman's Call,' and the second the
' Almanac for New England,' both in 1639 ; the first book printed was the New Eng-
land version of the Psalms, an octavo volume of 300 pages. In 1676, books begau
to be printed at Boston; in 1686, printing became known in Philadelphia; and in
1693, in New York. In the year 1700 there were only four printing presses in the
colonies. Since that period, and especially since the revolution, which removed
everything like a censorship of the press, the practice of the art has undergone
enormous expansion. Among the occupations enumerated in the census of 1850
were 14,740 printers, and 3414 bookbinders. In their style of typography and book-
making, the Americans are still inferior to the English, sacrificing beauty and durabi-
lity to economy and despatch. (Chambers's Inform.)
The activity of the French press has very greatly increased since the time of the

first Napoleon. Count Daru, in 1827 (Notions Statistiques sur la Libraire), esti-

mated the number of printed sheets (exclusive of newspapers) produced by the

French press in 1816, at 66,852,883 ; and it appears that in 1836 the number of
printed sheets (exclusive of newspapers) had increased to 1 18,857,000 ; so that it may
now be fairly estimated at from 130,000,000 to 140,000,000 of sheets. The quality of
many of the works which have issued from the French press is also very superior,

such as the " Biographic Universelle," the " Art de verifier les Dates," and " Bayle's
Dictionary ;" and it is doubted whether such books could have been published in any
other country.

The German printing press is always in a state of the greatest activity ; and the

trade in books is very much facilitated by the book fairs of Leipsic, the Easter fair

especially being frequented by all the booksellers of Germany, besides those of

France, Switzerland, Denmark, Livonia, &c., in order to settle their mutual concerns
and form new connections. In 1814 began a literary deluge, which still continues to

increase. For the 5000 works which then sufficed for the annual demand, we have
BOW from 6000 to 8000. Private libraries are diminishing, and the public ones are

daily increasing.

In Austria the printing press has made rapid strides of late years. The Imperial

printing office in Vienna, under the able management of M. Auer, has become an

establishment of the highest interest. At the Exhibition of 1851, he presented to

the notice of the public a collection of the Lord's Prayer, printed with Roman type

in 608 languages and dialects, the second section of which contained 206 languages

and dialects, printed in the characters proper to the language of the respective nation.

He has collected together the following founts, many of which are, however, to be

found in the British type foundries :

—

Hieroglyphic.
Hieratic.
Demotic.
Etiiiopic and Araharic.
Hirayaritic.
Himyaritic ( ornamen-

ted).
Cabylic, American in-

script, Touaric and
Thugga.

Ancient Hebrew.
Samaritan.
Hebrew.
Raschi, or Rabbinic.
German Hebrew.
German Raschi.
Hebrew, Spanish - Le-

Tantine.
Aramaic.
Chaldee.
Palmyric.
Estrangelo.
Syriac.
Cufic
Arabic, Neschi.
Mauritanic.
Phcnician.
Phenician ( ornamen-

ted).
Punic.
Xumidian.

Etrurian.
Ancient Italian.

Runic.
Gothic.
Celtic.

Celtic (new shape).
Anglo-Saxon.
Ancient Greek.
Greek.
Coptic.
Ciryllic.

Clryllic (differently

shaped).
Russian, Servian, Wal-

lachian.
Glagolitic.

Albanian.
Albanian (differently

shaped),
liycian.
Armenian.
Georgian.
Georgian (ecclesiast.

letters).

Fersepolitan cuneiforin
letters.

Pehlvi.
Zend.
Cabool.
Feguan.
Oldest Ind. signs.

Western Grotto in-
scription.

Afoka inscription.

Inscription of Guzerat.
Dynasty of Gupta (Al-

lahabad).
Bengali.
Ahom.
Tibetan.
Fassepa.
Kutila (ten years after

Christ).
Devanagari (Sanscr.
No. 1).

Devanagari (Sanscr.

No. 2).

Kashmerian.
Sikh.
Assam inscript.

Mahratta.
Orissa.
Gujeratee.
Kaytl-Nagari.
Randscha.
Bandscliln-Mola.
Multan.
SIndhee,
Nerbudda.
Kistna.
Telinga.
Karnata. .

Tamul.
Malayalim.
Cingalese.
Maldivian.
Javanese.
Kiousa.
New Pali (No. I).

New Pali (No. 2).

Siamese.
Kambogo (with- joint

and without).
Laos.
Birmese.
Shyan.
Bugis.
Bisaya.
Batta.
Tagala.
Mongolese.
Mandschu.
Chinese.
Coreanic.
Formosan.
Japanese (Kat»kan»

No. 1).

Japanese (Katakana

No. 2).
, ^

Japanese (Firokaaa).

Tschirokiaian.
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T-vpe^.-Although most of the early printers were type-founders themselves it

does'Jot appear in^any prologue or colophon to the books pnnted ^7 Caxton

lays claim to the title of type-founder. It would appear tha he obtained his type

which is precisely of the same character as that of John Brito ?f-^ruges from that

city, or from the same founders who supplied or manufactured it for John Valdener

of Utrecht. But as the art extended the workmanship became inferior, so

that while the productions of the first printers were executed in a very superior

style, and the embellishments showed a great proficiency both m design ana

enoraving, the productions of their competitors bad all the crudeness and imper-

fecUon of a new invention; and in the 17th century it had retrograded to a very low

state. At the commencement of the 18th century, Caslon made great improvements

in types; as also, Baskerville of Birmingham, in 1750, both in types and printmg,

which were subsequently carried on by Besley, Bulmer, Clowes Corrall, Davison,

McCreery, Spottiswoode, Whittingham, and a few others in London; by the toulis,

in .Glasgow; the Ballantynes, in Edinburgh; by Bodom at Parma; by Didot in

Paris;" and by Brockhaus in Leipsic.

Newspapers, Sec—The period of the English Revolution wUl be ever memorable

in the literary history of this country for the establishment in great part ot

periodical literature. But English newspapers, properly so called, date from the

first year of the Long Parliament, the oldest that has been discovered being a quarto

pamphlet of a few leaves, entitled " The Diurnal Occurrences, or Daily Proceedings

of both houses in this great and happy Parliament, from the 3rd November, 1 640, to

the 3rd of November, 1 641 . London : printed for William Cooke, and are to be sold at

his shop at Furnival's Inn Gate, in Holborn, 1641." {Fig. 1511.) More than 100 papers

1511.

with different titles appear to have been published from this time to the death of tne

king, and upwards of 80 from that date to the Restoration. These were at first

published weekly; but, as the interest increased, twice or thrice a week ; and even,

it would seem, daily, at least for a time. Such were the " French Intelligences," the
" Dutch Spy," the " Scots Dove," &c. ; but " Mercuries " of all sorts were the

favourite title. Thus they had " Mercurius Acheronticus," " Mercurius Democritus,"
" Aulicus," " Britannicus," " Laughing Mercury," and " Mercurius Mastix," which

last faithfully lashed all the rest. The great newspaper editors of the day were

Marchmont Needham on the Presbyterian, and Sir John Birkenhead on the royalist

side. These were followed by Sir Roger I'Estrange, who has also been ranked

amongst the patriarchs of the newspaper press. Pamphlets were also issued in

prodigious numbers during those troubled times ; the average being calculated

at four or five new ones every day. (^EcclestorCs Eng. Antiq.)

In 1709, one daily paper, fifteen three times a week, and one twice a week, papers,

were published in the metropolis. In 1724 there were three daily, six weekly, and
ten three times a week papers, in London; and provincial newspapers had been
established in various places. The reign of Queen Anne also witnessed a new and

L L 4
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most successful species of literature—the issue of the " G uardian " "Spectator"and other such literary sheets, published at short intervals. The st'ronff good senLof Cave, the printer, originated the " Gentleman's Magazine," which completelv
established the principle that the patronage of men of letters is best confided to thi
people, and not the great and fashionable. This publication soon had rivals to con
tend with in the " Monthly," " European," " London," and " Critical ; " but it has'
survived them all; and a complete set of « The Gentleman " is highly prized at the
present day, and is extremely amusing and valuable.
The first newspaper published in Scotland was the " Caledonian Mercury " in 1660

under the title of " Mercurius Caledonius; " but its publication was soon after inter!
rupted. In 1750 a newspaper was, for the first time, attempted in Glasgow.
The increase of newspapers in America has been much more rapid than in this

country; m consequence partly, no doubt, of the greater increase of population in
the Union, but more probably of their freedom from taxation, and of the violence of
party contests. According to a return published some few years back, the aggre-
gate circulation of papers and other publications was about 5,000,000; and the
entire number of copies printed annually in the United States amounted to about
422,600,000 annually.

The first newspaper published in the West Indies is said to have been the
" Barbadoes Mercury." It was established in 1733, and died in 1852.
Practice of Printing.— The workmen principally employed in printing are

of two kinds : covipositors, who set up the types into lines and pages according to
the MS. or copy furnished by the author; and pressmen, who apply ink to the surface
of theybrwi of types, and take off the impressions upon paper.

Composition.— The mode of proceeding described hereafter is that which is pursued
in most of the extensive establishments in London:—The first thing to be done,
when the sizes of page, type, and paper, are determined on, is to look over the MS.,
and see that it is correctly paged. It is then handed to a clicker, or foreman of a
companionship, or certain number of compositors, each of whom has a taking of copy,
or convenient portion of MS., given to him, to be set up in type.

Printers' types are of great variety in size, amounting to forty or fifty ; the
smallest is called Brilliant, but is seldom used ; Diamond is a size larger, and Pearl
larger still, which latter type is used for printing the smallest Bibles and Prayer Books.
The following is a view of the comparative sizes used in printing books :

—

Diamond .

Pearl . .

Ruby . .

Nonpareil

.

Minion

Brevier

Bourgeois .

Longprimer

Smallpica .

Pica . .

English

Greatprimer

* To the art of printing it it acknowledged we owe the Reformation It has hecD jnstly remarked that

. To the art ofprinting it U acknowledged we owe the Reformation. It hat been jiutly re-

• To the ait of printing it is acknowledged we owe the Reformation. It has been

To the art of printing it is acknowledged we owe the Reformation. It has

. To the art of printing it is acknowledged we owe the Reformation.

, To the art of printing it is acknowledged we owe the Reform-

. To the art of printing it is acknowledged we owe the Kef

To the art of printing it is acknowledged we owe th

To the art of printing it is acknowledged we ow

To the art of printing it is acknowledged

To the art of printing it is acknowled

. To the art of printing it is ac

The larger sizes, used for printing bills posted in the streets, are usuaUy called Double

Pica, Two-line Pica, Two-line English, Five-line Pica, Ten-line Pica and soon A

complete assortment of printing types of one size is called a foun ,
and the lount

may be regulated to any weight. Type-founders have a scale, or bilh^s it is calleu.

of the proportional quantity of each letter required for a fount. The letter e as

will be seen from the following bill, is used more, and the letter z less frequently

than others :—
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Bill of Pica.—Weight 800 Pounds—Italic ^th.

a 8,500 100

b 1,600 i 100

c 3,000 6 100

d 4,400 u 100

e 12,000 a 200

f 2,500 e 200

g 1,700 i 100

h 6,400 6 100

i 8,000
A
U 100

j 400 a 100

k " 800 e 100

1 4,000 ii 100

m 3,000 0 100

n 8,000 ii 100

o 8,000 9 100

P 1,700 >
4,500

q 300 )
800

r 6,200 : 600

s 8,000 2,000

t 9,000 1,000

u 3,400 ? 200
V 1,200 ! 150

w 2,000 700
X 400 t

X

100

y 2,000 100

z 200 * 100
& 200 [

II

150
fi 500 100
s 400 § 100
fl 200 ( 300
ffl 100 t GO
fa 150 1 1,300
se 100 2 1,200

08 60 3 1,100
a 100 4 1,000
e 250 5 1,000
1 100 6 1,000
6 100 7 1,000
u 100 8 1,000
a 200 9 1,000

0
1 oArt 150

£ L 250

A 600 M 9fin

B 400 N
C 500 O onn

D 500 P ^uu

E 600 Q onyu

F 400 R
G 400 8

o *^n

TTH 400 T
T
I

o nAeUO U 1 Knlou

J 300 V 150

K "VV
OArt

T
JL X
iVl Y
\r
JN

A (\C\ Z

\J on

<E i *j

R
1 fin

400
Spaces.

s 500 Thick 18,000

1 bou iviidaie 1 o nnn

u 300 Thin 8,000

V 300 Hair 3,000WVV m c^d. o f;nn

X 180 n qd. 5,000
Y
y

300
QfiOU

Large

XCi A C\
quad.

rrji
vJQ

A
B

on

oUU
OrtA

2 em.
3 em.
4 em.

about
801b.

r\

»
E

250
300

Metal
rules.

F 200 1 em
G 200 2 em
H 200 3 em
I 400
J 150

1512

^
In setting up indexes and similar matter, the capitals mentioned would be con-

Biderably deficient. This -would also be the case yrith French and Italian works,
where accented letters are used in great numbers.
The type itself is a thin metallic bar, an inch in length, like the following engraving

{^jig. 1512), which represents the letter m; a is the /ace, h the body,
and c the nicks or notches. Whatever size of type is used, each
letter must be perfectly true in its angles, otherwise the form
could never be locked up. Besides letters, there are types for
commas, periods, quotation marks, semicolons, and all other
characters used in printing.

The types are arranged, each sort by itself, in two cases,—an
upper and lower,—in little cells or boxes. The upper case, having
ninety-eight boxes, contains the capital and small capital letters,

figures, accents, and other types not used so frequently as the
smaller letters ; and in the lower case, having fifty-four boxes, are
disposed the small letters, together with the points, spaces, quadrats, &c. The boxesm the cases are arranged in the best possible manner for facilitating the work of the
compositor, and enabling him to pick up the types rapidly,—the letters most
frequently used being placed nearest to his hand.
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Paia or Oases accordinq to the modern Method.

Upper.

A B C D E F G A B c D E G

H I K L M N 0 H I K L M K
1
O

P Q R S T V W P Q R S T V W

X Y Z CE J U X T Z JE CE J U

a e i b u a e
A
1

A
O

A
U § t

1 2 3 5 6 7 a e
V
1

V
o

V
u

II t

8 9 0 £ 9 H.S. k a e i o 6 f
*

Lower.

& L ae CE '

1

^
Thin Sp. ( ? I fl

b c d e i a f g

ff

fi

ffi

1 m n h 0 y P * w tn em

ffl

z

V u t Spaces. a r

q
Quadr.

X •

In setting up or composing, the compositor stands opposite to his cases ; and, having

receired directions respecting the size of the type, the width of the page, the author's

-wishes as to punctuation, capitals, italics, &c., places his copy or MS. before him, on

a spare part of the upper case, and holds in his left hand a small instrument called a

composing stick, usually made of iron, with a movable slide, capable, by means of a

screw, of being adjusted to the different widths required in miscellaneous prmting, as

seen in the illustration. With the right hand he picks up the types, and arranges

them one by one in his composing stick. He does not look at the face, but only

glances at the nick (Jig. 1512, e), and takes it for granted that if it come from the

1,513

Q Q Q Q Q Q

right box it must be the right letter. He secures each letter with the thumb of

the left hand, as the types are placed side by side in line from left to right; anu

when he comes to the end of his line, and finds that he has a syllable or worn

which will not fill out the measure, he has to perform a task which requires con-
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1514

siderable care and taste. This is called >s<i/?cahoH. The first j^^t^^^^^^^^^^

be at the extremities of the line ; and there must not be ^'^^P^^^f .^^'J^^^J^^^
words and crowding in others, but the distances between them must be made as

nearly as possible uniform by changing the spaces (or short blank types, not so high

as thJletters, and therefore giving no impression), and thus ^e«.«5'
^lfZ7"f.

part or whole of a word. The first line being thus justified, the compositor proceeds

with the setting up of the next, and so on with a sufficient number of lines to fill his

stick, and then lifts the handful, or mass of types, out of the stick, and places them

upon a galley, or obloug tray of wood or metal, having an edge at the lett side ana

top half an inch in height. This operation of filling and emptying the stick is

repeated till the galley is sufficiently full, or the taking of copy is finished
;
when the

matter, as it is then called, is taken away by the clicker, who divides it into the

required lengths of pages, placing head-lines, signatures, &c., and binding them

round tightly with cord. The clicker then lai/s down the pages in their proper

positions on the imposing stone,—a. flat, smooth slab of stone, or, better, of iron. The

chase, a frame of iron, divided into compartments like the

sashes of a window, is put round the pages, and the form

dressed thus :—a set of Jurniture, consisting of slips of wood

or metal, about half an inch in height, and of various thick-

nesses, is placed, some at the head, called head- sticks, some

between the pages, called gutters, and others at the sides

and feet, called side and foot-sticks. The side and foot-

sticks are larger at one end than at the other, so that small

wedges of wood, or quoins, may be driven tightly between

them and the sides of the chase, locking up the types so

firmly, that the form, as the mass is then called, may be

carried from place to place with perfect safety. A form of

eight pages of this Dictionary contains between 40,000 and

50,000 separate letters and spaces.

The sizes of books are reckoned by the number of leaves

into which a sheet of paper is folded. Thus the largest

size is broadside, or the whole size of the sheet
; folio, or

half the sheet
;
quarto, or a sheet folded into four leaves ; octavo, or the sheet folded

into eight leaves; duodecimo, or the sheet folded into twelve leaves; and so on. In

imposing, the pages are of course laid down in positions the reverse of those they
will take when printed. The following tables show the mode of imposing some of

the most common sizes :

—

Sheet of Quarto.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

3 a

.1

Sheet of Octavo.

Outer Form. Inner Form.

S a fr H

SI TI 01

16 13 14 15

B 2
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Outer Form.

91

' PRINTING.

Sheet of Twelves.

S a

01

Inner Form.

91

9"

1

1

IS

B 7

24

05

21

Outer Form.

6S

20

85

21

B 2

Sheet of Sixteen

s 1

12 11

B 6

61

22

81

23

/nner Form.

L7,

22

OS

19

L

5 a

14

91

1

B

AT

32

8

25

Bl3

iff

40

6

8

01

7

B 4

Sheet of Thirty-twos.

Outer Form.

95

41

S a

6

24

51

21

Bll

S5

26

44

09

37

81

31

S a

28

8 B

5S 8S

64 49

6 a

16

05

13

B 7

fft-

52

9S

61

(The inner form is the reverse of this.)

65

When this process of imposing is completed the ^0/°^/! "fj ^f"'/'/.''/r
impression isfaken, called the first proof.

This proof,
^'^^^

^S;' £th le he
corrector of the press, or reader, and a reac/tn^ 6oy reads the copy to h.m^^

examines the proof and marks the necessary corrections and errors t^^e^^"?^^

In correcting a proof sheet a set of symbols are used for the P»n!°«^
^""^^hey

attention of the Compositor to the several kinds of eirors to direct h.n how they

are to be amended. These marks are best shown by the /P'^^f
corrected proof from Brande's " Dictionary," the explanation of each mark being

given in the left-hand column :
—
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Where a word is to be changed from smail let-

to capitals, draw three lines under it, and write

. in the margin.
Where there is a wrong letter draw the pen

uuh that letter, and make the right one opposite

I margin.
A letter turned upside down.
I'lie substitution of a comma for another point,

)r a letter put in by mistake.

The Insertion of a hyphen.
I'o draw tlie letters of a word close together.

To take away a superfluous letter or word the

is struck through It, and a round top d made oppo-

liring trie contraction of deleatur, to expunge.
Wiiere a word has to be changed to Italic draw

ue under it, and write J^n/. in the margin; and
re a word has to be changed from Italic to Ko-
, write Rom. opposite.

When words are to be transposed three ways of

king them are shown ; but they are not usually

ihered except more than three words have their

•T l hanged.
I The transposition of letters in a word.J
To change one word for another.

;. I'he substitution of a period or a colon for any

r point. It is customary to encircle these two
Its with a line.

I. The substitution of a capital for a small letter,

i The insertion of a word, or a letter.

When a paragraph commences where it is not

niled. connect the matter by a line, and write in

margin opposite run on.
. Where a space or a quadrat stands up and ap-

,
draw a line under it and make a strong per-

i cnlar line in the margin.
When a letter of a dilTerent size to that used, or

d liferent face, appears in a word, draw a line

ei through it or under it, and write opposite wf.,

wrong fount.
I. The marks for a paragraph, when its com-
n ement has been omitted.
) When one or more words have been struck

and it is subsequently decided that they shall re-

n, make dots under them, and write the word stet

lie margin.
I. The mark for a space where it has been omitted
veen two words.

. To change a word from small letters to small

lals make two lines under the word, and write

caps, opposite. To change a word from smnll

itals to small letters make one line under the

d, and write in the margin lo. ca. for lower case
'. The mark for the apostrophe; and also the
ks for turned commas, which designate extracts,
i The manner of marking an omission, or an in-

ion, when it is too long to be written in the side

gin. When this occurs it may be written either
h>- top or the bottom of the page.
I Marks when lines or words are not straight,
he subjoined specimen, when corrected, would be
allows :

—

ANTIQUITY, like every other quality

t attracts the notice of mankind, has un-
ibtedly votaries that reverence it, not from
son, but from prejudice. Some seem to

nire indiscriminately -whatever has been

g preserved, without considering that
e has sometimes co-operated with chance

:

perhaps are more willing to honour past
n present excellence; and the mind con-
1 plates genius through the shades of age,
the eye surveys the sun through artificial

Lcity. The great contention of criticism

0 find the faults of the moderns, and the
luties of the ancients. While an author
et living, we estimate his powers by his
I'st performances ; and when he is dead,
rate them by his best.

To works, however, of which the excei-
re is not absolute and definite, but gradual
1 comparative; to works, not raised upon
nciples demonstrative and scientifick, but
x'aling wholly to observation and experi-
e, no other test can be applied than length
1 11 ration and continuance of esteem.

2
Antiquity, like every other \ca^

quality that atti^/cts the notice
^

of ;iiankind, has undoubtedly ^ g

votaries that reverence it, not -^ta/'

from reason/ but from preju-
^

dice, ^me seem to admire

injliscriminately whatever has ^
^

been long pr/served, without 4^
^

considering that time has some^^

times co-operated with chance:

all perhaps are more willing to
9

honour^resent\than/past^ ex-

cellence ; and the the mind

contemplates gen^s through /m/

the shades of age, as the eye '

10

the sun through artificial ju/r<^/^Jr

opacity^he great contention glQj SJ
of criticism is to find the faults

of the moderns,^the beauties a^nj/

Cmile an au^r is yet living*
/

^

we estimate his powers by his i6|

worst performances
; and when

he is dead (To works, however, (Ji}lak,or

ot which /the excellence is not

gradual
I

but absolute and defi- '^^

nitejand(comparative ; to works, 1/

fraised n^upon principles de-

^onstrativejaad sci ontifick, but 4kt

a^ealing /wholly to observa-
20

tipi^^and (experience, nojother //

tesjt^an bejapplied than length cajiAy

of dya^tionjand continuance of
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When the reader has read his proof it is handed to the compositor, -who unlocks

the form and makes the corrections in the types, by lifting out the wrong letters by

means of a sharp awl, or bodkin, and putting in right ones in their places. The

form is then locked up again, taken to the press, and another proof is pulled. This

is termed the revise, and is sent to the reader, with his first proof, that he may

see that all the corrections have been properly made, put queries against doubtful

matters for the author's consideration, and send it, thenceforth called a clean proof,

with the MS., to the author. When the author returns his proof and revise, and is

satisfied that the sheet is correct, the form, after having been finally read with care

for press, is taken to the press or machine to have the requisite number of impres-

sions struck off. Before this is done, however, care is taken that the matter at the

beginning of the sheet connects with that at the end of the preceding, that the pages

are correct, and that the " signatures " are in order. The signatures are generally

small capital letters placed at the foot of the first page of each sheet, commencing

with B, and omitting the j, v, and w. They are said to have been first used by John

Koelhof, at Cologne, in 1472; but they exist in an edition of Terence, printed by

Antonio Zorat, at Milan, in 1470. There is a Venetian edition of " Baldi Lectura

Super Codic," &c., printed by John de Colonia and Jo. Manthen de Gherretzem,

in 1474, in which it is evident that these printers had only just become acquainted

with the use of signatures, as these marks were not introduced till one-half of the

work had been printed. The following tables show the signatures and folios of any

given number of sheets, in 8vo, 12mo, and ISmo:—

Sheet of Octavo.

No. of
Sheets.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

Signa-
ture.

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
X
Y
Z

Folio.

1

17

33
49
65

81

97

113

129

145

161

177

193
209
225
241

257
273
289
305
321

337

No. of
Sheets.

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45

Signa-
ture.

2 A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
X
Y
Z

Folio.

353
369
385
401

417
433
449
465
481

497
513
529
545
561

577
593
609
625
641
657
673
689
705

No. of
Sheets.

Signa-
ture.

Folio.
No. of
Sheets.

Signa-
ture.

Folio.

46 3 A 721 69 4 A 1089

47 B 737 70 B 1105

48 C 753 71 C 1121

49 D 769 72 D 1137

50 E 785 73 E 1153

51 F 801 74 F 1169

52 G 817 75 G 1185

53 H 833 76 H 1201

54 I 849 77 I 1217

55 K 865 78 K 1233

56 L 881 79 L 1249

57 M 897 80 M 1265

68 N 913 81 N 1281

59 0 929 82 0 1297

60 P 945 83 P 1313

61 Q 961 84 Q 1329

62 R 977 85 R 1345

63 S 993 86 S 1361

64 T 1009 87 T 1377

65 U 1025 88 TJ 1393

66 X 1041 89 X 1409

67 Y 1057 90 Y 1425

68 Z 1073 91 Z 1441
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Sheet op Twelves.

No. of
Sheets.

Signature Folio.
No. of
Sheets.

„.

23 2 A
1 B 1 24 B
2 C 25 25 c
3 D 49 26 D
4 E 73 27 E
5 F 97 28 F
6 G 121 29 G
7 H 145 30 H
8 I 169 31 I
9 K 193 32 K

10 L 217 33 L
11 M 241 34 M
12 N 265 35 N
13 o6 O
14 P 313 37 P
15 Q 337 .38 Q
16 R 361 39 R
17 s 385 40 S
18 T 409 41 T
19 U 433 42 U
20 X 457 43 X
21 Y 481 44 Y
22 Z 505 45 Z

Folio.

529
553
577
601

625
649
673
697
721
745
769
793
817
841
865
889
913
937
961

985
1009
1033
1057

No. of
Sheets.

Signature. Folio.

46 3 A 1081
47 B 1105
48 C 1129
49 D 1153
50 E 1177
51 F 1201
52 G 1225
53 H 1249
54 I 1273
55 K 1297
56 L 1321
57 M 1345
58 N 1369
59 O 1393
60 P 1417
61 Q 1441
62 R 1465
63 S 1489
64 T 1513
65 U 1537
66 X 1561
67 Y 1585
68 Z 1609

Sheet of Eighteens,

No. of
Sheets. Signature Folio. No. of

Sheets.

I B 1

c 13 9
D 25

2 E 37
F 49 10
G 61

3 H 73
I 85 11
K 97

4 L 109
M 121 12
N 133

5 0 145
p 157 13
Q 169

6 R 181
8 193 14
T 205

7 U 217
X 229 15
Y 241

8 Z 253

Signature. Folio. No. of
Sheets.

2 A 265 16
B 277
C 289
D 301 17
E 313
F 325
G 337 18
h 349
I 361
K 373 19

385
M 397
N 409 20
O 421
P 433
Q 445 21
R 467
S 469
T 481 22
tr 493
X 505
T 517 23

529

Signature, Folio.

3 A 541
B 553
c 565
D 577
£ 589
F 601
G 613
H 625
I 637
K 649
I, 661
M 673
N 685
o 697
p 709
Q 721
R 733
8 745
T 757
u 769
X 781
Y 793
z 805
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The paper used in printing is always damped before being sent to the press, wet

paper taking the ink considerably better than dry. The warehouseman delivers the

proper quantity of paper to the wetter, which is wetted thus :—The quire of paper

is opened, its back broken, and divided into three, four, or five portions, or dips,

drawn through a trough of clean water and laid on a board, dip after dip, till a con-

venient heap is made. This is put into a screw-press, a little pressure applied, and

the next day the whole is turned and slightly pressed again, so that fresh surfaces of

the paper coming into contact, the moisture is equally diffused throughout the heap.

The paper used in printing is of three kinds: imperfect paper, consisting of 20 quires

of 24 sheets, or 480 sheets to the ream ; perfect paper (that most generally used) con-

sisting of 2 1| quires, or 516 sheets ; and news paper, consisting of 20 quires of 25 sheets

each to the ream, or 500 sheets. The stamped sheets of news paper (generally called

stamps, and the plain paper blanks) are always received and delivered by the net

number without allowing for spoilage in the press work ; but in book work it is the

practice to allow 16 sheets in each ream for " tympan sheet" and spoiled sheets. The
following table shows the quantity of perfect and imperfect paper required for one

sheet of 16 pages of a work like " Ure's Dictionary," from 12 to 10,000 copies:

—

Quantity required of

perfect paper.

Rnis.

0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0

0

2

2

3

3
4

6

8

10
12

14
16

18

20

quires.

0
1

2
3
4
5

6.

7

8

10
12

15

16

17

19

0
4
8

10
13

17

0

10
0
18

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

sheets.

15
4
6

7

8

9

12

13

14

18

22
0
3
4
6

0

6

14
18

0
4
0
18

0

18

0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0

Quantity required of
imperfect paper.

Rms.

0
0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

2
2

3

3

4

6

8

10

12

15

17

19

21

quires.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
10

12

15

16

17

19

1

5

10

12
14
18

3
13

4
15

6

9

12

15

18

1

4

7

10

sheets.

15
4
6

7

8

9

12

13

14

18

22
0

3

4

6

12

18

2

6

10

17

0
18

12

6

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

For printing 1 sheet
of 16 pages.

12 copies

25 „
50 „
75 „
100 „
125 „
150 „
175 „
200 „
250 „
300 „
350 „
375 „
400 „
450 „
500 „
600 „
700 „
750 „
800 „
900 „
1000
1250
1500
1750
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000

10,000

Total number of
copies the paper

will make.

»

»

15

28
54

79
104

129

156
181

206
258
310
360
387
412
462
516
618
722
774
826
928
1032
1290
1548
1806
2064
3096
4128
5160
6192
7224
8256
9288

10,320

Presswork-The pressman first lays the inner form on the press, and prints one
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the paper is printed, he lifts the form oflF the press, washes the ink off the face of thetype with lye, and rmses it with water. He then proceeds in a similar manner with

!mS wSfi^^Jmpi^^^^^^^ ™^ P'-^^^^^ ''°°'^°-<^

rsJI^^'t 'I'^^'
P.'"'"*^^ compositor lays it up, distributes the type, and

Etlo'n 'V'^''- '^'f'
the' work is finished; then [he titfe,

^pS^f '^^^t^^t^' ^°<i any other prefator; matter is pro-

putSlack W f
^'"^^

"'"t^'^
P""*^*^ distribution of ?he types! or

rperformed with
-^"^ compartments of the case where they belong!

fLSf i Tfi greatest rapidity. The compositor wets the whole page or

tyS to ato 'slLSr'r Z""''
''"^^"'''^ wetting caLfs the

Sp«„n/f J^v'^
together, and renders the manipulation easy He then

^nZX ^7 words between his right hand finger and thumb, and by a dexterous

^.rfn ^^^^''r^ «ff/be several letters into thtir various boies. Distributfon isperformed four times faster than composition.
^istriDution is

After the sheets have been printed on both sides, the warehouseman takps th^^

toSeTfrot^e o/SxT T ''''V numberolXtfhunguplogetner irom five or six to ten or eleven, according to the heat of the rnnm t^ipressure of business. When dry the sheets are taken down from the polesTare^^^^^knocked up, and put away in the warehouse in piles ; and when the book i?np7r I

printing each colonr .nd shaj. a^S fl°iL:teTi "l,"''''of perfectly smooth plates of tvne metal Th.„
5"">oe.metal plates, consisting

ordinary method, greft care, how«ig tlk^Tth^Lir ff^its^^^^^

tints" at the same

and give it a good soft pu J "^S wifrtiSLTo^^/^^l? T *^'ted ground"^
wood-engraving itself. This blockT« tJpn ? ^^"'^^ ^ facsimile of the
out the Whites for the cIomT shadows water St ""J"*'

^^^^g^^-er, who cuts
view to effect. The tint-block is prbtTfim and thin ^^th a
press, and the pressman must be careL in disTr^^^^^^^^^

black block is put to
fade away and blend at the given points Thiif c

^ different inks to make them
Laws affecting the Pm..-TtoSawI rela i^^^^^ ^ "ttle practice

amended by 51 Geo. III. c. 65, and 2 & 3 vS c^2 tC'the press, which is, however, amenable to the remedV nf •

censorship over

the press, Mr. H. G. Collins hts taken oui tZ tlt^Z '^i
^
l^' P^««i°g through

essential service to the pubUshing Irir^^ByTeTne h"^
are likely to prove of

canised caoutchouc, prepared with an equally elasticsSface nn°'^^'^
'° '^^^ «° ^-^1-

from any steel or copper plate, wood block stPrpntlnT^ 1
'mpression in transfer

from an original drawing if donrfn frirfi'
^^^'^f'^type, lithographic stone, or, in fact

reduce the sltme to anyRequired size Tht s effpp?.' k°'^''P^P*^^' inc ease or

~.a... in the oth^S^^ZS^^Z^S^^ ^^
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rubber to contract in its frame ; then laying the expanded or contracted copy down

upon stone, and treating it after the usual manner of lithography. This presents a

vast field for adapting the plates of any work of acknowledged merit which may have

cost some hundreds or thousands of pounds, and years to produce, to the wants of the

public in these days of cheap and well illustrated literature, by bringing out the same

works in a reduced size, which, but for this plan, no publisher would think of attempt-

ing. Many plates, also, such as portraits, public buildings, or landscapes, may be

enlarged and issued separately. This last application is particularly suitable for

maps, as any one, from the size of a school atlas, may be taken and made to serve for

large' wall maps without the cost of engraving the same. The rapidity with which

this alteration of size can be accomplished is not among the least of its recommenda-

tions ; for an engraving that would take several months in the ordinary mode may be

completed in from two to three days.

This patent offers the same facilities to a vast number of the manufactures of the

country, such as the lace trade, cotton printers, damask and moreen houses, potteries,

paper-hangings ; in fact, to all and every one who employ art or design in their calling.

It will be well to observe that the size cannot only be enlarged or diminished, as the

case may be, but the pattern cS.n be altered in form ; thus a circular design can be

made into an oval, if required. Mr. Collins, by his second patent, is enabled, after

these impressions are once upon the stone, to make them into electro blocks, thus

reducing also the cost of prmting engraved plates, which is effected in the foUowing

manner -—The impression being placed on the lithographic stone or the zmc plate—
either one or the other can be employed-acid is applied to abrase to a certam extent

the stone or metal over the unprotected portions ; when this is sufficiently deep a

mould is taken in wax, the surface of which being prepared is subjected to the electro-

tvpe process, and thus a copper block is obtained. v v i.„ „or.

Mr C has also a provisional specification for a third patent, by which he can

byth; assistance of photography, produce blocks surface printing (with^

aid of the ensraver) in the course of a few hours. The whole of these patents aie

being irought ^Impractical operation by the "Electro Printing-block Company."

See Photozincography. t, u t. r i,^ r^o^m \ Xft^r
PRINTING INK. (Encre d'imvnmerie,YT.; Buchdruckerfarbe, Gena.) Alter

reviewing the different prescriptions given by Moxon, Breton PapiUon, Lewis, those

in Nicholson's and the Messrs. Aikins' Dictionaries, m Rees' Cyclopedia, and in the

French P liter's Manual, Mr. Savage* says, that the Enclycop^d.a Britann.ca^.t^^^

only work, to his knowledge, which has given a recipe by which a P^'°tJ°g ^^,°Vf^]
be m^de that could be used, though it would be of inferior quality, as acknowledged

bvSie ed tor ; for it specifics neither the qualities of the materials, nor theirdue pro-

pLtSns The fine bla'ck ink made by Mr. Savage has he informs J^^^^.P™"^^^
by some of our first printers to be unrivalled; and has procured for him the large

medal from the Society for the Encouragement of Arts.

1 Linseed oil— Mx. S. says that the linseed oil, however long boiled, unless sei

fir ^ocannott brought intJa proper state for forming P^^^mg -k

Same may be most readily extinguished by
'^'^^'^^'''^''Zn Uffl The FrenS

Lnd flrmfc:m;ound appr'oximating to.a -t-l am^^^^^^^ hat of C^ d.
^^^^

mStS--i^;?AM?^^ z

S:mI^^S. -en the ink works

varnish, and answers for "^^king the best ink
f

^ Blac^.

5. Ivory black is too heavy to be -^^ed alone as a Pig™<^" ?
.^c lamp

may be aided with advantage by gmdmg a h^^^^
^^^^ ^

Mack, for certain purposes ; for instance, ii au g

printed so as to produce the best Pf^^^^V"^"/' „„.ian blue, added in small propor-

6. Indigo alone, or with an equal weight of prussian Diue, aa

. ,n bis work on the Preparation of Printing Ink ,
8vo. London, 1832.
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tlon, takes off the brown tone of certain lamp-black inks. Mr. Savage recommends

a little Indian red to be ground in with the indigo and prussian blue, to give a rich

tone to the black ink.

7. Balsam of capiui, mixed, by a stone and a muUer, with a due proportion of soap

and pigment, forms an extemporaneous ink, which the printer may employ very

advantageously when he wishes to execute a job in a peculiarly neat manner.

After the smoke begins to rise from the boiling oil, a bit of burning paper stuck in

the cleft end of a long stick should be applied to the surface, to set it on fire, as soon

as the vapour will burn ; and the flame should be allowed to continue (the pot being

meanwhile removed from over the fire, or the fire taken from under the pot,) till a

sample of the varnish, cooled upon a pallet-knife, draws out into strings of about half

an inch long between the fingers. To six quarts of linseed oil thus treated, six

pounds of rosin should be gradually added, as soon as the froth of the ebullition has

subsided. Whenever the rosin is dissolved, one pound and three quarters of dry

brown soap, of the best quality, cut into slices, is to be introduced cautiously, for its

water of combination causes a violent intumescence. Both the rosin and soap should

be well stirred with a spatula. The pot is to be now set upon the fire again, in order

to complete the combination of all the constituents.

Put next of well-ground indigo and prussian blue, each 2^ ounces, into an earthen
pan, sufficiently large to hold all the ink, along with 4 pounds of the best mineral
lamp black, and 3^ pounds of good vegetable lamp black ; then add the warm varnish
by slow degrees, carefully stirring, to produce a perfect incorporation of all the
ingredients. This mixture is next to be subjected to a mill, or slab and muller, till

it be levigated into a smooth unifonn paste.

One pound of a superfine printing ink may be made by the following recipe of Mr-
Savage :— Balsam of capivi, 9 oz. ; lamp black, 3 oz. ; indigo and prussian blue
together, p. seq. oz. ; Indian red, f oz. ; turpentine (yellow) soap, dry, 3 oz. This
mixture is to be ground upon a slab, with a muller, to an impalpable smoothness.
The pigments used for colouring printing inks are, carmine, lakes, vermilion, red
lead, Indian red, Venetian red, chrome yellow, chrome red or orange, burnt terra di
Sienna, gall-stone, Roman ochre, yellow ochre, verdigris, blues and yellows mixed
for greens, indigo, Prussian blue, Antwerp blue, umber, sepia, &c.
PRINTING MACHINE. ( Typographic mecanique, Fr.

; Druckmaschine, Germ.)
No improvement had been introduced in these important machines, from the in-
vantion of the art of printing, till the year 1798, a period of nearly 350 years. In
Dr. Dibdin's interesting account of printing, in the Bibliographical Decameron, may
be seen representations of the early printing-presses, which exactly resemble the
wooden presses in use a few years back.
For the first essential modification of the old press, the world is indebted to the

late Earl Stanhope. His press is formed of iron, without any wood; the table upon
which the form of types is laid, as well as the platen or surface which immediately
gives the impression, is of cast-iron, made perfectly level ; the platen being large
enough to print a whole sheet at one pull. The compression is applied by a beautiful
combination of levers, which give motion to the screw, cause the platen to descend
with progressively increasing force till it reaches the type, when the power approaches
the maximum

; upon the infinite lever principle, the power being applied to straighten
an obtuse-angled jointed lever. This press, however, like all its flat-faced predecessors,
does not act by a continuous, but a reciprocating motion; nor does it much exceed
the old presses in productiveness, since it can turn off only 250 impressions per hour

;

but it is capable of producing much finer presswork than any steam or hand machine
yet invented, for this reason :— the best work requires the best ink, which is stiff, and
requires a longer time in distributing over and beating into the form of types than
the thin, oily, and consequently browner ink required by the rapidly moving machine.
It IS a remarkable fact that the Penny Magazine was printed at the hand press
although the editor assured his readers that the cylindrical form of machine was
capable of printing the finest impressions from woodcuts. The machine, however,
has the advantage of uniformity of colour in inking throughout a whole impression!
The iron platen of the Stanhope press was supposed at one time to wear out types
much sooner than the old wooden one, but experience does not warrant us in
supporting this statement.
The first person who publicly projected a self-acting printing-press, was Mr

William Nicholson, the able editor of the Philosophical Journal, who obtained a
patent in 1790, 1, for imposing types upon a cylindrical surface (see fig. 1515)-
2, for applying the ink upon the surface of the types, &c., by causing the surface
of a cylinder smeared with the colouring-matter to roll over them; or else causing
the types to apply themselves to the cylinder. For the purpose of spreading the
ink evenly over this cylinder, he proposed to apply three or more distributing rollers

M M 2
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Kicholson's for

arched type.

Nicholson's for

coinmon type.

lonrntudinallY asainst the inking-cylinder, so that they might he turned hy the motion

oTthrhttter 3 *' I perform," he says, " all my impressions by the acUon of a cyhnder

iinJ,'iLl surface ; that is, I cause the paper to pass hetween two cylinders, one

of .£h has the^J^^^^^ types' attached to it, and forming part of its surface; and

1 Sr is faced with cloth, and serves to press the paper so as to take off an

mJession of the colour previously applied; or otherwise I cause the form of types
impression oi me i

previously coloured, to pass in close and

successive contact with the paper wrapped

^^^1 round a cylinder with woollen." See figt.

^^ftrl 1515, and 1516.*
^^^^ The first operative printing machine was

^<^tN ^«<f^ undoubtedly contrived by, and constructed

( ) ^ nnder the direction of, M. Kiinig, a clock-

V_y ^ JtMmm W/////////M _ maker from Saxony, who, so early as the

year 1804, was occupied in improving print-

ing-presses. Having failed to interest the

continental printers in his views, he came to

London soon after that period, and sub-

aiuMc^vr- -• mitted his plans to Mr. T. Bensley and

Mr. G. Woodfall, well known printers, and to Mr. R. Taylor, late one of the editors

of the Philosophical Magazine.
accict^nt T?auer a German mechanic.

These gentlemen afforded Mr. Koxu^^ ,
liberal pecuniary support. In 1811, oDtaineu y

signature H of the New
common hand-press by .^^ea- power and 30oo eop^s o^

^^^^^^ ^^^^
Annual ^^^-^^Xm^ then d h sS to the use of a cylinder for com-
to renounce the scheme. He t^en turnea

succeeded, sometime

frica bo? from ^tich it was extruded by meaps of a powerful

*Sr„fe;Ul,singro..e|te—

,lde or tlie .l.<«t. dently involved a ^ , ; ( ^ working trim,

difflcdt to manage, and some.,n.es
"XLions raS frfm the .!n,e form, aW'-

jd^trcyss^v^v^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

subsequent improvement, no less t^^an 18U0.
^^i^e for printing both sides of

Mr? Konig's next feat was the construction of a macbine^
^
P
^^^^

B^^^^^^^^

verse of the forms. This resembled

two single machines, placed with their

cylinders towards each other, at a dis-

?a'nce of two or three feet ; the shee w^
conveyed from one paper cyhndei to

anoSer, as before, by means of tapes

;

the track of the sheet, exactly resemb^d

K.nlg.s douhle, for hoth s.es o. tne the S laid hon.ontaUy,^^^^^^^^^

and the sheet was turned over or reversed - the course of i^ pas age.

^

A^^^
^

=e^",rhf^a; lSl\n:;ng^SiTe l^de by Mr. K.nig for prmting

upon both sides. Seefg. 1518. . jous to this date been busily

Messrs. Donkin and Bacon had
,
^"'^.^y^^^'^

'a 1813, obtained a patent for an

engaged with printing machines, and haa inati
, apparatus ; the diagonal

* The black pans in these little diagrams 15.5 15.0 ,
d.cate

J-^^/,J^.^ur lines, the plates

lines, the cy.inJers upon which tlie paper
J""'^° heet of paper,

or types ; and the arrows show the track puisuea oy u.^
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1519

apparatus, in which the types were placed upon the sides of a revolving prism ; the ink
was applied by a roller, which rose and fell with the eccentricities of the prismatic
surface, and the sheet was wrapped upon another prism fashioned so as to coincide with
the eccentricities of the type prism. One such machine was erected for the Uni-
versity of Cambridge. (See ^5-. 1519.) It was a beautiful specimen of ingenious
contrivance and good workmanship. Though it was found to be too complicated for
common operatives, and defective in the mechanism of the
inking process; yet it exhibited for the first time the elastic
inking rollers, composed of glue combined with treacle, which
alone constitute one of the finest inventions of modem typo-
graphy.

In the year 1815, Mr. Cowper turned his mind to the
subject of printing machines, and in co-operation with his
partner, Mr. Applegath, carried them to an unlooked-for degree
of perfection. In 1815, Mr. Cowper obtained a patent for
curving stereotype plates, for the purpose of fixing them on a
cylinder. Several machines so mounted, capable of printing

"

upon both sides, are at work at the present day. See Jigs. 1520,
machines, Mr. ^^^q

'
'

Cowper places

two paper cylin-

ders side by side,

and against each
ofthem a cylinder
for holding the
plates ; each of
these four cylinders is about two feet in diameter.

Oonkin and Bacon's
for type.

1000 sheets per hour
and 1521. In these

1521

Cowper's single, for curved
stereotype.

Cowper's double, for both sides of tlie
slieet.

type-plate cylinder fo^^^^^^^^^

placed
;
they are kept m their position by a frame at each end of the said cvSderand the axles of the rollers rest in vertical slots of the frame, whereby havinrDerfecifreedom of motion they act by their gravity alone, and require no adystment^The frame which supports the inking rollers, called the waving-frame is a tachedby hmges to the general framework of the machine ; the edge ofVe SeotvDe nlate

?7o nn.'
'""^ waviug-frame, caiingTt to vSe^tS

nnl.^
'consequently to carry the inking rollers with it, so as to I ve them anunceasing traverse movement. These rollers distribute the ink over three fourths

iron
;
m its revolution it gets covered with a thin film ^fiJt ^'^f.^^^^ °^ ^ P'^te of

been performed upon aTexteSiJ^cvlinr?rS^ f'^^'"- °" ^^^'^
and Applegath cons?ruLd rmach&nr n^^^

Cowper
includingL inking ^^at^^^^^^^ ^^-t from t/pe.

from the one paper cylinder to the other, by means of drums andtapes It IS highly creditable to the scientific judgment o? these

S bw'' f ^^Z'T^'^^^'^' printing machine^ they dSpensed
fii ^ ''^'i T^'"^

^""''^^^ ^° apparatusfwhen MrBensley requested them to apply their improvements to it

T,nr5^*i, f"^^"'^ advantages of these machines, and which havenot hitherto been equalled, are the uniform distribution of ?he inkthe equality as well as delicacy with which it is laid upon the Wsthe diminution in its expenditure, amounting to one half upon a Svenquantity of letterpress, and the facility with which the whole^me"

now o"^2"'"'^°^'
i°king-roller and distriburng table

fZT.ZrZ'^'rZ'lU^^^^^^^^^^ E-ope and Americf,Se

1522

invention of Mr CnvJ^^r''\Zr'^'""'"" -a '^^^'T-''
America, is the tabKd rolle?f

for.L»Uh to the common pre», mi, .„c tSl"^ ""^ "> "PPl.' "forthS;fi; ru
'"..»^uiues, over me balls used clortUwith to the common press, and most successfully.

M M 3
See/gr. 1522.
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To construct a printing machine which shall throw off two sides at a time with

exact register, that is, with the second side placed precisely upon the back of the first,

is a very difficult problem, which was practically solved by Messrs. Applegath and

Applegalli and Cowper's single. Applegath and Cowper's double.

Cowper. It is comparatively easy to make a machine which shall print the one side

of a sheet of paper first, and then the other side, by the removal of one form, and

the introduction of another ; and thus far did Mr. Kouig advance, A correct register

requires the sheet, after it has received its first impression from one cylinder, to travel

round the peripheries of the cylinders and drums, at such a rate as to meet the types

of the second side at the exact point which will ensure this side falling with geometrical

nicety upon the back of the first. For this purpose, the cylinders and drums must

revolve at the very same speed as the carriage underneath ; hence the least mcor-

rectness in the workmanship will produce such defective typography as will not be

endured in book-printing at the present day, though it may be tolerated m newspapers.

An equable distribution of the ink is of no less importance to beautiful letterpress.

^'^ThfmachintfJepresented in^^s. 1525, 1526, 1527, are different forms of those

which have been patented by Messrs. Applegath and Cowper. That shown lilts'*-

1525 1527 prints both sides of the sheet during its passage, and is capable of throw-

ine off nearly 1000 finished sheets per hour. The moistened quires of blank paper

beine piled upon a table, a, the boy, who stands on the adjoining platform, takes up

one sheet after another, and lays them upon the feeder b, which has several linen

eirths passing across its surface, and round a puUey at each end of the feeder
;
so

that whenever the pulleys begin to revolve, the motion of the girths carries forward

the sheet, and delivers it over the entering roller e, where it is embraced between two

series of endless tapes, that pass round a series of tension rollers. These tapes are so

placed as to fall partly between, and partly exterior to, the pages of the printing

;

whereby they remain in close contact with the sheet of paper on both of its sides during

ils progress through the machine. The paper is thus conducted from the first printing

cvUndfr F, to the fecond cylinder g, without having the truth of its register impaired

so that the coincidence of the two pages is perfect. These two great cylinders, or

drums, are made of cast iron, turned perfectly
"PJ° „^,^tSr?i^^^^^^^^^^^^

clothed in these parts, corresponding to the tyP^f'l^P^^^ '^'JS'S^ rest

cloth, called blankets by the pressmen, --^^^Ij/j^.^f" ^Slse bearinglor plummer
in brass bearings of the strong framing of the

"J^^^^^.^v/set s^^^^^^^^ The drums h
blocks, are susceptible of any degree /^J"^5°^twy '^nlX
and I are made of wood ;

they serve to conduct the sheet evenly trom tne v

cylinder to the other. „ , ontprinir drum K, proceeds
One series of tapes commences at the ^H'per part oMl e cntm - P

^^^^
in contact with the right-hand side and under suifacc ot tiic pi

g 3
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passes next over the carrier-drum h, and under the carrier-drum i ; then en-
compassing the left-hand side and under portion of the printing drum g, it passes

in contact with the small tension rollers a b c d fin ^^')7 cr^A flr,„n \ T

TWh .^^"^^ commrnct'm;';!ti? ;e seri s^^'^^^Sitl'The other series maybe supposed to commence at the rollS?- it hat Z ;

laid at a certain distoee apaZip" he Ion™
tliere is a flat metallic plate o?inkinV t»Mr?J ft ' ^•'"'T^ ^ "'ich
earriage, bearing its two forms of t™ and ,J'„

°
'"I!? """""o"

and forwards, from one cnTof fK,Ll « """='5 backwards
attached to tliefraL-work id ta hslCir^fh^ '^S

'° '>"'=''• "P™ ""ers
sheet of paper clasped brfhe tapes . f"°^'

IJe types into contact y,Hh the
alternate movemennfThe caSrr™^^^^^^^ ''"H'PS cylinders. This

opposite Sides of a racrSr^t^ '^tL^^^.^^^^^

and is so nicely adjusted, that a sinlirffrSn^f f£ ^- ' incomparable machine,
one side of a sheet T^o shnflar sfts ?f inkino- ^niT'°* ""^^ '"^^^ Printing
end of the machine, adapted! in"!ts oVnfZT "e" TheT '

'n°°^
'^'^

the ductor roller, as it draws out the supply ofTnk has a .}^t%Tl ""^^^^^

municated to it by a catffut cord L ' . rotatory motion com-
of the shaft of the^printfnlly ntrt'VSL'^^^^^ V^fej upon the end
ground edge, is adjusted by set screws, fo as rSnd nen.l"-

' ^ '''^'S^'-
ductor roller. This plate has an unriffht wil w ^ ^ ''""^^^^ t^e
of trough or ™agaziL, rea^to imfm ^ ^^rt
revolves over the table/ AnotlLr rol er crvered whh '° ^«
called the vibrating roller is mad^ to trXJi 1. /

composition (see SM«m),
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revolve and to traverse at the same time ; by which compound movement they are

enabled to efface all inequality in the surface of the varnish, or to effect a perfect
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to pass under the 3 or 4 proper inking rollers n,^^'. 1526, imparts to them an uniform

film of ink, to be immediately transferred by them to the types. Hence each time

that the forms make a complete traverse to and fro, which is requisite for the

printing of every sheet, they are touched no less than eight times by the inking

rollers. Both the distributing and inking rollers turn in slots, -which permit them to

rise and fall so as to bear with their whole weight upon the inking table and the form,

whereby they never stand in need of any adjustment by screws, but are always ready
for work when dropped into their respective places.

Motion is given to the whole sytem of apparatus by a strap from a steam engine
going round a pulley placed at the end of the axle at the back of the frame.
The operation of printing is performed as follows :—See Jig. 1527.
The sheets being carefully laid, one by one, upon the linen girths, at the feeder b,

the rollers c and d are made to move, by means of a segment wheel, through a por-
tion of a revolution. This movement carries on the sheet of paper sufficiently to
introduce it between the two series of endless tapes at the point where they meet each
other upon the entering drum e. As soon as the sheet is fairly embraced between
the tapes, the rollers c and d are drawn back, by the operation of a weight, to their
original position, so as to be ready to introduce another sheet into the machine. The
sheet advancing between the endless tapes, applies itself to the blanket upon the
printing cylinder F, and as it revolves meets the first form of types, and receives their
impression ; after being thus printed on one side, it is carried over h and under i, to
the blanket upon the printing cylinder g, where it is placed in an inverted position

;

the printed side being now in contact with the blanket, and the white side being out-
wards, meets the second form of types at the proper instant, so as to receive the
second impression, and get completely printed. The perfect sheet, on arriving at the
point t, where the two series of tapes separate, is tossed out by centrifugal force into
the hands of a boy.
The diagram, fig. 1528, shows the arrangement of the tapes, agreeably to the pre-

ceding description ; the feeder b, with
the rollers c and d, is seen to have an 1528
independent endless girth.

The diagram, fig. 1529, explains the
structure of a machine contrived by
Messrs. Applegath and Cowper for
printing The Times newspaper ; but
which is now superseded by Mr. Apple-
gath's Vertical Printing Machine. Here
there are four places to lay on the sheets,
and four to take them oflf ; consequently,
the assistance of eight lads is required.

p,;p, p, p, are the four pUes ofpaper
; f, f, f, p, are the four feeding-boards

;
e, e, e,e, are

—--11) ®®© I fl^

p K p
1^ i ^ ^JLiL B ®ffl®#—

Iy

T

i

the four entering drums, upon which the sheets are introduced between the tapes t,t,tt
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wh^ce they are conducted to the four printing cylinders, 1, 2, 3, 4 ; t is the form of
type ; i, i, are two iuking tables, of which one is placed at each end of the form. The
inking apparatus is similar to that above described, with the addition of two central ink-
ing rollers u, which likewise receive their ink from the inking tables. The printing
cylinders 1, 2, 3, 4, are made to rise and fall about half an inch ; the first and third
simultaneously, as also the second and fourth. The form of type, in passing from a to

B, prints sheets at 1 and 3; in returning from b to a, it prints sheets at 4 and 2 ; while
the cylinder alternately falls to give the impression, and rises to permit the form to pass
untouched.
Each of the lines marked /, consists of two endless tapes, which run in contact

in the parts shown, but separate at the entering drums e, and at the taking-off parts

o, 0, 0, o. The return of the tapes to the entering drum is omitted in the diagram, to

avoid confusion of the lines.

The sheets of paper being laid upon their respective feeding-boards, with the fore

edges just in contact with the entering drum, a small roller, called the drop-down
roller, falls at proper intervals, down upon the edges of the sheets ; the drum and the

roller being then removed, instantly carry on the sheet, between the tapes t, down-
wards to the printing cylinder, and thence upwards to o, o, o, o, where the tapes are

parted, and the sheet falls into the hands of the attendant boy.

This invention fully answered the purpose of 77te Times until the immense demand
upon its powers rendered it necessary to provide a machine which could work off

from 12,000 to 15,000 copies of the paper per hour.

Mr. Applegath, to whom the world is indebted for the invention of the printing

machine capable of doing this large duty, decided on abandoning the reciprocating

motion of the type form, arranging the apparatus so as to render the motion continuous.

This necessarily involved circular motion, and accordingly he resolved upon attaching

the columns of type to the sides of a large drum or cylinder, placed with its axis ver-

tical, instead of the horizontal frame which had been hitherto used. A large central

drum is erected, capable of being turned round its axis. Upon the sides of this drum
are placed vertically the columns of type. These columns, strictly speaking, form the

sides of a polygon, the centre of which coincides with the axis of the drum, but the

breadth of the columns is so small compared with the diameter of the drum, that

their surfaces depart very little from the regular cylindrical form. On another part

of this drum is fixed the inking table. The circumference of this drum in The

Times printing machine measures 200 inches, and it is consequently 64 inches in

diameter.

The general form and arrangement of the machine are represented ^jr. 1530, where

I) is the great central drum which carries the type and inking tables.

This drum is surrounded by eight cylinders, R, R, &c., also placed with their axes

vertical, upon which the paper is carried by tapes in the usual manner. Each of these

cylinders is connected with the drum by toothed wheels, in such a manner that their

surfaces respectively must necessarily move at exactly the same velocity as the surface

of the drum. And if we imagine the drum thus in contact with these eight cylinders

to be put in motion, and to make a complete revolution, the type form will be pressed

successively against each of the eight cylinders, and if the type were previously inked,

and each of the eight cylinders supplied with paper, eight sheets of paper would be

printed in one revolution of the drum.

It remains, therefore, to explain, first, how the type is eight times inked m each

revolution ; and secondly, how each of the eight cylinders is supplied with paper to

receive their impression.

Beside the eight paper cvlinders are placed eight sets of inking rollers ; near these

are placed two ductor rollers. These ductor rollers receive a coating of ink from

reservoirs placed above them. As the inking table attached to the reyolvmg drum

passes each of these ductor rollers, it receives from them a coating of ink. It next

encounters the inking rollers, to which it delivers this coating. The types next, by

the continued revolution of the drum, encounter these inking roUers, and receive from

them a coating of ink, after which they meet the paper cylinders, upon which they are

impressed, and the printing is completed.

Thus in a single revolution of the great central drum the mkmg table receives a

supply eight times successively from the ductor rollers, and delivers over that supply

eight times successively to the inking rollers, which, in their turn, deliver it eight

times successively to the faces of the type, from which it is conveyed finally to the

eight sheets of paper held upon the eight cylinders by the tapes.

Let us now explain how the eight cylinders are supplied with paper. Over each

of them is erected a sloping desk, h, h, &c., upon which a stock of unprinled paper is

deposited. Beside this desk stands the " layer on," who pushes forward the paper,

sheet by sheet, towards the fingers of the machine.
. , .• ^ t^„o„

These fingers, seizing upon it, first draw it down in a vertical direction between
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tapes in the eight vertical frames until its vertical edges correspond wilh the positipn

of the form of type on the printing cylinder. Arrived at this position its vertical

motion is stopped by a self-acting apparatus provided in the machine, and it begins to

move horizontally, and it is thus carried towards the printing cylinder by the tapes.

As it passes round this cylinder it is impressed upon the type, and printed. It is then

carried back horizontally by similar tapes on the other side of the frame, until it

arrives at another desk, where the " taker off " awaits it. The fingers of the machine

are there disengaged from it, and the "taker off" receives it, and disposes it

upon the desk. This movement goes on without interruption ; the moment that one

sheet descends from the hands of the " layer on," and being carried vertically down-

1530

wards begins to move horizontally, space is left for another, which he immediately
supplies, and in this manner he delivers to the machine at the average rate of two
sheets every five seconds ; and the same delivery taking place at each of the eight
cylinders, there are 16 sheets delivered and printed every five seconds.

It is found that by this machine in ordinary work between 10,000 and 11,000 per
hour can be printed ; but with very expert men to deliver the sheets, a still greater
speed can be attained. Indeed, the velocity is limited, not by any conditions affecting
the machine, but by the power of the men to deliver the sheets to it.

In case of any misdelivery a sheet is spoiled, and, consequently, the effective per-
formance of the machine is impaired. If, however, a still greater speed of printing
were required, the same description of machine, without changing its principle, would
be sufficient for the exigency; it would be necessary that the types should be sur-
rounded with a greater number of printing cylinders.

It may be right to observe, that these surrounding cylinders and rollers, in the case
of The Times machine, are not uniformly distributed round the great central dnmi •

they are so arranged as to leave on one side of that drum an open space equal to thewidth of the type form. This is necessary in order to give access to the type form soas to adjust It.

Ope of the practical difficulties which Mr. Applegath had to encounter in the
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solution of the problem, which he has so successfully effected, arose from the shock

produced to the machinery by reversing the motion of the horizontal frame, which in

the old machine carried the type form and inking table, a moving mass which weighed

a ton t This frame had a motion of 88 inches in each direction, and it was found that

such a weight could not be driven through such a space with safety at a greater rate

thau about 45 strokes per minute, which limited its maximum producing power to 5000

sheets per hour.

Another difficulty in the construction of this vast piece of machmery, was so to

regulate the self-acting mechanism that the impression of the type form should always

be made in the centre of the page, and so that the space upon the paper occupied by

the printed matter on one side may coincide exactly with that occupied by the printed

matter on the other side.

The type form fixed on the central drum moves at the rate of 70 inches per second,

and the paper is moved in contact with it of course at exactly the same rate. Now, if

by any error in the delivery or motion of a sheet of paper, it arrive at the printing

cylinder l-70th part of a second too soon or too late, the relative position of the

columns will vary by l-70th part of 70 inches—that is to say, by one inch. In that

case the edge of the printed matter on one side would be an inch nearer to the edge

of the paper than on the other side. This is an incident which rarely happens, but

when it does, a sheet, of course, is spoiled. The waste, however, from that cause is

considerably less in the present vertical machine than in the former less powerful

horizontal one. . , ,

The vertical position of the inking rollers is more conducive to the goodness ol tne

work— for the type and engraving are only touched on their extreme surface— than

the horizontal machine, where the inking rollers act by gravity ; also any dust shaken

out of the paper, which formerly was deposited upon the mkmg rollers, now falls upon

the floor. With this machine 50,000 impressions have been taken without stopping

to brush the form or table.
_ . , , « , . t„-* j

The principle of this vertical cylinder machine is capable of almost unlimited

^^An^ American machine, the invention of R. Hoe and Company, of New York, has

within the last two years (1860) been introduced to this country. Machines of this

description have been made for The Times, and other newspaper offices, by Mr.

Whitworth of Manchester. The following is Mr. Hoe's description of this machine

A horizontal cylinder of about 4^ feet in diameter is mounted on a shaft, with

appropriate bearings; about one-fourth of the circumference of this cylinder consti- -

tZs the bed of the press, which is adapted to receive the form of types-the remainder

is used as a cylindrical distributing table. The diameter of the cyhnder ,s less than

that of the form of types, in order that the distributing portion of it may pass the

impression cylinders without touching. The ink is contained m a

beneath the laree cylinder, from which it is taken by a ductor roller, and transferred

bra^tratgTtriLlng ;oller to the cylindrical distribution table ;
fo-tam

^^^^
receives a slow and continuous rotary motion, to carry up the ink from the fountam.

The large cylinder being put in motion, the form of types thereon is, in succession

carried t^eight corresponding horizontal impression cylinders, arranged at proper

Sances around it, which give%he impression of eight
«l^-^%'°*7„tTrorrwhich

impression cylinder. For each impression cylinder there are two
^^^f^^^^l^'^^^'^^^

vibrate on the distributing surface while taking a supply of ink, and at the proper

Jme pass OTer the form, when they again fall to the dist;ibut.ng stirface Eac^ page

is locked up upon a detached segment of the large cylinder, called by the compositors

a
'

tur le," and'this constitutes ?he bed and chase. The col"tnn -les^ run paralle

with the shafts of the cylinder, so as to bind to types near the top. Ihese ^edge

ThSed column mles are held down to the bed or " turtle " by tongues, Projecting at

nte^rvals Sg tSeir length, and sliding in rebated S'-oo^es cut cross-wise in the f^ce

of thrbed the space in the grooves between the column rules being filled ^^it*; sliding

Icks of mml, 'a'urately fi'tted, the outer surface level
-J^^^^^^jf^^^J,^^^^^^^^

the ends next the column rules being cut away underneath to receive a P^ecUon

on the sides of the tongues and screws at the end and side of each page to locK tnem

together, the types are as secure on this cylinder as
^.^^f

^In T/le Timls office there are two of those machines °n^^^

^Le^s an hiSf, and it

cylinder machine, which s regularly employed o pnnt 16 000 sh^ee.s an
^ ^^^^.^^

^!:^e:^:.oJZX^ -Sng-o^n ^e^^r^^es of the paper,

with a platen and vertical pressure,
Y'^^. '^^^^•^'^^°S„' Ja^b

being printed. Convinced of the superiority of
t^'V'^^;i^wooL ^JsSd by h^^^^^

pared with that of cylindrical pressure, Mr. Andrew Spottiswoode, assisted Dy mscn
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engineer, Mr. Brown, succeeded, after many experiments, in perfecting a machine

which combines the excellence of the hand press with more than four times its speed,

and a uniformity in colour which can never he attained by inking by hand. The
main point of the invention is the endless screw or drum which takes the carriage

and type under the platen, and after the impression is taken returns it to its original

position.

PRINTING AND NUMBERING CARDS.— It will be remembered that in the

early days of railway travelling, the ticket system then in vogue at the various

stations was a positive nuisance ; as every ticket before it was delivered to a passenger
had to be stamped, and torn out of a book,— thus causing the loss of considerable

time to travellers when many passengers were congregated. The first to remedy this

was Mr. Edmondson, who constructed an ingenious apparatus for printing the tickets

with consecutive numbers, and also dating the same. This gave great facilities for
checking the accounts of the station clerks ; but owing to the imperfect manner of
inking, consequent on the construction of the apparatus, the friction to which the
tickets were exposed, before they were delivered up, in a great manner obliterated the
printing, and occasionally rendered them quite illegible. By Messrs. Church and
Goddard's machine for printing, numbering, cutting, counting, and packing railway
tickets, this difficulty is removed, and great speed is attained in manufacturing the
tickets, as the several operations are simultaneously performed. Pasteboard cut into
strips by means of rollers is fed into the machine, by being laid in a trough, and
brought under the prongs of a fork (working with an intermitting movement), which
pushes the strips successively forward between the first pair of a series of guide or
carrying rollers. There are four pairs of rollers, placed so as to conduct the strip
through the machine in a horizontal line; and an intermittent movement is given
them for the purpose of carrying the strips forward a short distance at intervals.
The standards of the machine carry, at the top, a block termed the " platten," as it

acts the part of the press-head in the common printing machine,—portions of it
projecting downwards between the upper rollers of the first and second, and second
and third pairs of carrying rollers, nearly to the horizontal plane, in which the paste-
board lies, so as to sustain it at those points while it receives the pressure of the
printing types and numbering discs, hereafter referred to. The types to designate the
nature of the ticket, as " Birmingham, First Class," are secured in a " chase," upon a
metal plate or table, which also carries the numbering discs for imprinting the figures
npon the cards

; and the table by a cam action is alternately raised, to bring the types
and numbering discs in contact with the pasteboard, and then lowered into a suitable
position, to admit of an inking roller moving over the types and numbering discs and
applying ink thereto. The table likewise carries at one end a knife, which acts in
conjunction with a knife-edge, projecting downwards from the fixed head of the
machine, and thereby gives the cross-cut to the strips between the third and fourth
pairs of carrying rollers,— thus severing each into a given number of tickets The
strip of pasteboard which is fed into the machine stops on arriving at the second pair
of carrying rollers

;
and, on the ascent of the printing table, the types print on that

portion which is between the first and second pairs of rollers. The strip then passes
on to the third pair of rollers, where it stops; and, on the table again ascending thenumbering discs imprint the proper number upon the pasteboard between the second
a.nd third pairs

;
the type, in the meanwhile, printing what is to be the next followinff

ticket. On the next ascent of the table, the strip has advanced to the fourth pair of
rollers

;
and the knives being now brought into contact, the printed and numbered

portion of the strip is severed. The now completed ticket is lastly delivered by the
fourth pair of rollers into a hollow guide piece, and conducted to a box below provided
with a piston, which, to facihtate the packing of the tickets in the box, can be adjusted
to any height to receive the tickets as they fall. To avoid the necessity of havine tocount the tickets after they are taken from the receiving box, a counting apparatus
connected with the working parts of the machine, is made to strike a bell on the
completion of every hundred or more tickets, so as to warn the attendant to removethem from the box. The inking apparatus is assimilated in character to self-actine
inkers in ordinary printing presses ; and the numbering discs are worked in a mannelvery similar to those for paging books.

"launer

A simple arrangement of apparatus for printing and numbering cards has beenintroduced by Messrs. Harrild and Sons. The types are fixed in a metal frame whichalso carries the numbering discs. This frame is mounted on a rocking shaft and isfurnished with a handle, whereby it is rocked to bring down the types and discs uponhe card to produce the impression. When the frame is raised again, ?he unTtsTscs moved forward one figure, and the types are inked by a small roller, which takes ssupply of ink from an inking table, that forms the top of the frame

and •T''"?"* °u
'"^ente'l ^ machine for printing and numbering ticketsand also indicating the number printed. The types Ld numbering discs ar! carried
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by a horizontal rotating shaft, upon-whicli, near each end thereof, is a metal disc ; and

upon the periphery of these discs a metal frame is affixed, which carries the types and

numbering discs, and corresponds in curvature with the edge of the discs. The types

for printing the inscription upon the ticket are arranged at right angles to the length

of the shaft, which position admits of some lines of the inscription being printed in

one colour, and the remainder in another colour. In the type frame a slot or opening

is formed lengthwise of the shaft; and behind this opening are three numbering discs,

and three discs for indicating the quantity of tickets numbered,— all standing in the

same row. The numbering discs are made with raised figures, which project through

the slot, in order to print the number upon the ticket ; and on the peripheries of the

registering discs (which move simultaneously with their corresponding numbering

discs), the figures are engraved. The tickets to be printed and numbered are placed

in a rectangular box or receiver, having at the bottom a flat sliding piece, which has

a reciprocating motion for the purpose of pushing the lowest ticket out of the box,

through an opening in the front side thereof, beneath an elastic pressing-roller of India-

rubber; the type-frame (with the types and figures properly inked), is at the same

time brought, by the rotation of its shaft, into contact with the ticket beneath the

pressing roller, and as it continues its motion, it causes the ticket to move forward

beneath the pressing roller, and to be properly printed and numbered. The ticket

then falls from the machine; and the type-frame, carried on by the revolution of the

shaft brings that number on the registering discs which corresponds with the number

printed on the ticket, under a small opening in the case, covered with glass; whereby

the number of tickets printed will be indicated.

PRINTING, NATURE. See Nature Printing.

PRINTING ROLLERS. Elastic inking rollers were introduced by Messrs.

Donkin and Bacon. They are made of a mixture of glue and treacle, or of glue and

honey; the American honey, it is said, being preferred. 1 pound of good glue is

softened by soaking in cold water for twelve hours, and then it is united, by means ot

heat, with about 2 pounds of ordinary treacle. See Printing.

Messrs Hoe and Co. give the following directions for making and preserving

composition rollers : —For cylinder-press rollers. Cooper's No. 1 x glue is sufficient

for ordinary purposes, and will be found to make as durable rollers as higher priced

^%kce the glue in a bucket or pan, and cover it ^^h water; let it stand half an

hour, or until about half penetrated with water (care should be used not to let it soak

too long), then pour it off, and let it remain until it is soft Put it m the kettle and

cook S u^til it is thoroughly melted. If too thick, add a Uttle water until it becomes

of proper consistency. The molasses may then be added, and well mixed ^ith the

glue by frequent stirring. When properly prepared, the composition does not requ re

bomnJmore than an hour. Too much boiling candies the molasses, and the roller

consefuently will be found to lose its suction much sooner In proportioning he

mSal mJch depends upon the weather and temperature of the place in which the

Srs ar^to be Led. 8 pounds of glue to 1 gallon
^^^^^'l^^X^^f'S^^

syrup, is a very good proportion for summer, and 4 pounds of glue to 1 gallon ot

"°S-p'rJrXs may be made of Cooper's No. l| (one and a quarter) glue, using

mSrllZses, as they Jre not subject to so much hard
"^Xt'^f SThVSte^

and do not require to be as strong; for the "^^^^^f^l^tW ZVa^^^^^
is the roller. Before pouring a roller, the mould should be perfectly clean, and well

oiled with a swab, but not to excess.
, ^ . , . , „„, j v„ o^av with

Rollers should not be washed immediately after use, but should be P^tJ^^^J'tJ

the ink on them, as it protects the surface from the action of the ain When washed

and exposed to the atmosphere for any length of ^i^ne, they become dry aM^^^^^

They should be washed about half an hour before using .t^^™'
^^^f

°'SSp?LVne"" P-^-*^ «^ decomposition of

^7RO?EmE ^Th?nam? given to a somewhat hypothetical substance obtained by

digTnfalSinou^LTr: fn weak caustic V^^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^

E Millon iComptes Eendus) proposes ^s.a test for the so-caUe^^^^^

^hen dihited

that a solution o? mercury in an equal ^^'S^t of concen^^^^^^^^^^^^^

°f
-Si ^^jpi^^rfc

with some water, be added to a solution of the anima "
f^f

'°
f j o^ly of

acid. When th; mercurial solution is added m solutions containing only

nitrogenous matter, a more or less intense red colour is proaucea.
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PROTOGINE (protos, &Tst— gi?iomai, formed). A granite composed of felspar,

quartz, and talc. This term is nearly restricted to the French geologists.

PROVING MACHINE. The drawing shows a useful machine for testmg the

quality and power of India-ruhber springs, designed by Mr. George Spencer, of the

firm of Geo. Spencer and Co., and used by them for that purpose, and referred to from

Caodtchodc. Fig. 1531 shows an elevation, partly in section, of the machine ; fig.

1532

.—. u
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w
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1532 a plan of the same. A is a strong cast-iron frame, supported by two cast-iron

standards, b ; c is a sliding piston, working in a hole cast in the end of frame A, one
end of which impinges against the short arm of a strong cast-iron lever, D, forming
one of a system of compound levers as shown, having fulcrums at f and /, and pro-
vided with a Salter's balance, g, to register the power exerted by the spring.
At the other end of frame. A, a brass nut, o, is placed in a hole in the frame,

through which a square-threaded screw, s, works by means of the handle, h, or by
a long lever of wrought iron, according to the power of spring to be tested.
The spring to be tested is placed between the two sliding guide plates, n, n', and

a wrought-iron bolt passed through the plates, n, n', and spring, z, and passing into
the hollow piston, c, for the purpose of keeping the spring in correct position, and
receiving in its hollow head, m, the end of the screw, s. The action may be thus
described:—The handle, h, being turned, the screw, s, advances and pushes on the
plate, by means of the bolt-head, m. The other plate, n, rests against the piston,
c, and is pressed against it by the intervening spring, z. The leverage, d, is so
arranged that 1 lb. on the dial is equal to 2 cwt. on the spring, or, in other words, is

1 in 224. Springs of a force of 20 tons can be tested by this machine safely. (See
Caoutchouc.)
PROVISIONS, CURING OF. See Meats, Preserved ; Putrefaction.
PRUSSIAN BLUE. (Berliner-blau, Germ.) This is a chemical compound of

iron and cyanogen. See Cyanogen. When organic matters abounding in nitrogen,
such as dried blood, horns, hair, skins, or hoofs of animals, are triturated along with
potash in a strongly ignited iron pot, a dark grey mass is obtained, that affords to
water the liquor originally called lixivium sanguinis, or blood lye. This solution
yields crystals, known in commerce as the prussiate of potash. (See Potash, prus-
siATE.) If to this salt solutions of iron be added, prussian blue is formed.

'

If the
iron be but partially oxidised in the salt employed, it will afford a precipitate, at first
pale blue, which turns dark blue in the air. If, however, the salt employed contains
fully oxidised iron (peroxide of iron) the precipitate is at once a dark blue. The
white cyanide of iron (the prussiate of the pure protoxide) when exposed to the air
in a moist condition, becomes, as above stated, dark blue

; yet the new combination
formed in this case through absorption of oxygen, is essentially dififerent from that
resultmg from the precipitation by the peroxide of iron, since it contains an excess
of the peroxide in addition to the usual two cyanides of iron. It has been therefore
called prussian blue, and, from its dissolving in pure -wnter, soluble prussian blue

Both kmds of prussian blue agree in being void of taste and smell, in attracting
numidity from the air when they are artificially dried, and being decomposed at aheat above 348° F. The neutral or insoluble prussian blue is not affected by alcohol •

ine basic, when dissolved in water, is not precipitated by that liquid. Neither is
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acted upon by dilute acids ; but they form with concentrated sulphuric acid a white

pasty mass, from which they are again reproduced by the action of cold water. They

are decomposed by strong sulphuric acid at a boiling heat, and by strong nitric acid

at common temperatures ; but they are hardly affected by the muriatic. They

become green with chlorine, but resume their blue colour when treated with dis-

oxidising reagents. When prussian blue is digested in warm water along with potash,

soda or lime, peroxide of iron is separated, and a ferroprussiate of potash, soda, or

lime'remains in solution. If the prussian blue has been previously purified by boiling

in dilute muriatic acid, and washing with water, it will afford by this treatment a

solution of ferrocyanodide of potassium, from which by evaporation this salt may be

obtained in its purest crystalline state. When the powdered prussian blue is diffused

in boiling water, and digested with red oxide of mercury, it parts with all its oxide

of iron, and forms a solution of bi-cyanodide, improperly called prussiate of mercury ;

consisting of 79-33 mercury, and 20 67 cyanogen ; or upon the hydrogen equivalent

scale, of 200 mercury, and 52 =(26 x 2).

The precipitation ofprussian blue.— Green sulphate of iron is always employed by

the manufacturer, on account of its cheapness, for mixing with solution of the ferro-

prussiate, in forming prussian blue, though the red sulphate, nitrate, or muriate of

iron would afford a much richer blue pigment. Whatever salt of iron be preferred

should be carefully freed from any cupreous impregnation, as this would give the

pure blue a dirty brownish cast. The green sulphate of iron is the most advantageous

precipitant, on account of its affording protoxide, to convert into ferrocyanide any

cyanide of potassium that may happen to be present in the uncrystallised lixivium.

The carbonate of potash in that lixivium might be saturated with sulphuric acid

before adding the solution of sulphate of iron; but it is more commonly done by

adding a certain portion of alum, in which case alumina faUs along with the prus-

sian blue; and though it renders it somewhat paler, yet it proportionally increases its

weight ; whilst the acid of the alum saturates the carbonate of potash, and prevents

its throwing down iron-oxide, to degrade by its brown-red tmt the tone of the blue.

For every pound of pearlash used in the calcination, from two to three pounds of

alum are employed in the precipitation. When a rich blue is wished for, the free

alkali in the prussian lye may be partly saturated with sulphuric acid, before adding

the mingled solutions of copperas and alum. One part of the sulphate of iron is

generally aUowed for 15 or 20 parts of dried blood, and 2 or 3 of horn-shavings or

hoofs But the proportion will depend very much upon the manipulations ;
which,

if skilfully conducted, will produce more of the cyanides of iron, and require more

copperas to neutralise them. The mixed solutions of alum and copperas should be

progressively added to the lye as long as they produce any precipitate. This is not

at first a fine blue, but a greenish grey, in consequence of the admixture of some

white cyanide of iron ; it becomes gradually blue by the absorption of oxygen from

the air, which is favoured by agitation of the liquor. Whenever the colour seems

to be as beautiful as it is likely to become, the liqour is to be run off by a spigot or

cock from the bottom of the precipitation vats, into flat cisterns, to settle. The clear

supernatant fluid, which is chiefly a solution of sulphate of potash is then drawn off

by a siphon; more water is run on with agitation to wash it, which after settling is

again drawn of ; and whenever the washings become tasteless, the sediment ,s thrown

u|on filter siev;s, and exposed to dry, first in the air of a stove, but finally npon

slabs of chalk or Paris plaster. But for several purposes, prussian blue may be best

employed in the fresh ?asty state, as it then spreads more evenly over paper and

A^o^^ofart'de is known by the following tests : it feels light in the hand, adheres

to fhe Lgue, has a dark lively blue colour, and gives a smooth deep trace
;

it should

n^tServesce with acids, as when adulterated with chalk ; nor become pasty wi h bod-

rnff water as when adul erated with starch. The Paris blue, prepared without alum,

wi^h a p?ro"iIe salt of iron, displays, when rubbed a copper-red
1^^^^^^^^

md|g.

Prussian blue degraded in its colour by an admixture of free oxide of iron, maj De

iWoved by'dfS dilute sulphuric or muriatic acid, washing, and dry
mg^

ir relative richness in the real ferroprussiate of iron may be estimated by he

quant ^of potash or soda which a given quantity of it requires to destroy its blue

'Sulphuretted hydrogen passed through prussian blue diffused

while prussic acid is eliminated, sulphur is thrown down and the sesqu.cj a^

iron is converted into the single cyanide. Iron tin operate in the sa

When Prussian blue is made with two atoms of ferrocyanide of potassium

one, it becomes soluble in water.
. /-..^^^^ „nTVTTVfi

For the mode of applying this pigment m <ly«'"e'
^f^^^^^^JhJ ^ „ "^''^

A process for prussian blue, winch Reserves no .ce as the h.st
^

interesting compound has been made to any extent indepenaenuy u
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was introduced by Mr. Lewis Thompson, who received a medal from the Society of
Arts, m 1837, for this invention. He observed that in the common way of manufac-
turing prussiate of potash, the quantity of nitrogen furnished by a given weight of
animal matter is not large, and seldom exceeds 8 per cent. ; and of this small quantity,
at least one half appears to be dissipated during the ignition. It occurred to him that
the atmosphere might be economically made to supply the requisite nitrogen, if
caused to act m favourable circumstances upon a mixture of carbon and potash. He
found the following to answer. Take of pearlash and coke, each 2 parts ; iron turn-
ings, 1 part; grind them together into a coarse powder; place this in an open
crucible, and expose the whole for half an hour to a full red heat in an open fire, with
occasional stirring of the mixture. During this process, little jets of purple flame
will be observed to rise from the surface of the materials. When these cease, the
crucible must be removed and allowed to cool. The mass is to be lixiviated ; the
lixivium, which IS a solution of ferrocyanide of potassium, with excess of potash is
to be treated in the usual way, and the black matter set aside for a fresh operationwith a fresh dose of pearlash. Mr. Thompson states that one pound of pearlash
containing 45 per cent, of alkali, yielded 1355 grains of pure prussian blue, orterrocyanide of iron ; or about 3 ounces avoirdupois.
PRUSSIAN BROWN. A fine deep brown colour obtained by adding the veUow

^""^b't^cot
f^^^(fe'-'-oprussiate-) to a solution of sulphate of copper.

i'tiUbblC ACID. See Hydrocyanic Acid
PSILOMELANE. An ore of Manganese, which see

JSe^^Z^ S?e"lKr or

PUMICE-STONE (Pierre-ponce, Fr.
; Bimstein, Germ.) is a spongy vitreous

irTTo-9ll tC.T^Zf""l *° mass a mean sp.grav. of 0 914
;
though brittle, it is hard enough to scratch glass and most metalsIts colour ,s usually greyish white

; but it is sometimes bluish! greenish reddTsh or

^n^fTK^. f-J^es
without addition at the blowpipe into a wh'itrenamll S^^^ing to Klaproth, it is composed of silica 77-5- alumJnc 17.fi !>"-^ \p • „

^vith the remains of a species of fresSfil cno,-? a p ^ ^-
^""^ crowded

beauty of the marble is the JLult of^hT-^^^^^
(Paludma carinifera), and the

included shells. These latter'are of a mlf n
P'^^"^''^ 1^

in the Sussex marble, and fhe Seienc'e ""ttTe oTth'e'SS 'Y' "''^^ "^^'^^

of distinguishing between the two marbles
^" ^^'^ ""^^"^

als^^h-e^t^Tstrar^^^^^^^^^
of which there are examnles in the TpmnL^nu

the Gothic churches of this country,

Winchester and SalXry Cal^ieSral^Tc "''^ ^^^^-i-^ter Abbey,'

ec*si:sS;utpo'^;"t is nt'^ S'^r"'' '^^^ of Purbeck,but, except for
other marbles'witrreyjd to clr-H Tb"""""''

^'^^'"'^ °' ^'^^-'-'y to

PURPLE OF CASSIUS, Gold purple {Pourpre de Cas,iu. Pr r lA
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produces with one part of crystallised chloride of gold (all heing in solution") a beau
titul purple-coloured precipitate. An excess of the piotosalt of tin gives a yellow blueor green cast; an excess of the persalt gives a red and violet cast; an excess in the
gold salt occasions, with heat (but not otherwise), a change from the violet and
chestnut-brown precipitate into red. According to Fuchs, a solution of the sesquioxide
of tm in muriatic acid, or of the sesquichloride in water, serves the same purposewhen dropped into a very dilute solution of gold.

'

Buisson prepares gold-purple in the following way. He dissolves, first, 1 gramme
ot the best tin in a sufficient quantity of muriatic acid, taking care that the solution

" . , ' q \ ' "1 u.iiiv, ntiu, auu D oi inuriauc, observing
to make the solution neutral. This solution of gold being diluted with 3A litres of
water (about 3 quarts), the solution of the perchloride of tin is to be added at once
and afterwards that of the protochloride, drop by drop, till the precipitate thereby
formed acquires the wished-for tone ; after which it should be edulcorated by washing
as quickly as possible.

°

Frick gives the following prescription :— Let tin be set to dissolve in very dilate
aqua regia without heat, till the fluid becomes faintly opalescent, when the metal must
be taken out, and weighed. The liquor is to be diluted largely with water, and a
definite weight of a dilute solution of gold and dilute sulphuric acid is to be
simultaneously stirred into the nitro-muriate of tin. The quantity of solution of gold
to be poured into the tin liquor must be such, that the gold in the one is to the tin in
the other in the ratio of 36 to 10.

Gold-purple becomes brighter when it is dry, but appears still as a dirty-brown
powder. Hydrochloric acid takes the tin out of the fresh-made precipitate, and leaves
the gold either in the state of metal or of a blue powder. At a temperature between
212° and 300° Fahr., mercury dissolves out all the gold from the ordinary purple
of Cassius.

Relative to the constitution of gold purple, two views are entertained : according
to the first, the gold is associated in the metallic state along with the oxide of tin

;

according to the second, the gold exists as a purple oxide along with the sesquioxide
or peroxide of tin. Its composition is differently reported by different chemists. The
constituents, according to—

, „ . ,
Gold. Tin oxide.

Uberkampf, m the purple precipitate are - - 39*82 60-18

„ violet ditto - - . 20-68 79-42
Berzelius 30-725 69 275
Buisson 30-19 69-81
Gay-Lussac 30-89 69-11
Fuchs 17-87 82-13

If to a mixture of protochloride of tin, and perchloride of iron, a properly diluted
solution of gold be added, a very beautiful purple precipitate of Cassius will imme-
diately fall, while the iron will be left in the liquid in the state of a protochloride.
The purple thus prepared keeps in the air for a long time without alteration. Mercury
does not take from it the smallest trace of gold.— Fuchs' Journalfur Chemie, t. xv.

Purple of Cassius is best made according to the French Pharmacopoeia, by dissolving
10 parts of acid chloride of gold in 2000 parts of distilled water

;
preparing in another

vessel a solution of 10 parts of pure tin in 20 of muriatic acid, which is diluted with
1 000 of water, and adding this by degrees to the gold solution as long as a precipitate
is formed. The precipitate is allowed to subside, and is to be washed by means of
decantation : it is then filtered and dried at a very gentle heat.

PURPLE OF MOLLUSCA. A viscid fluid, secreted by the Buccinum lappillus,

and some other shell-fish. The Tyrian dye of the Greeks, and Imperial Purple of the

Romans, was in all probability obtained from the same source,— the mollusca of the

Mediterranean Sea. See Murexide.
'

PURPLE DYES. The purple dyes now obtained by more or less complex
processes from coal tar, are so incomparably superior to any others, both in brilliancy

and permanence, that their production has opened up a new era in dyeing and calico-

printing. The process of Mr. Perkin, the discoverer of aniline purple, is simple in

principle, but the operations, from the production of the coal tar to the formation of

the pure purple, are so numerous, and require to be conducted on such a large scale,

that the successful manufacture involves the necessity for large capital and consider-

able chemical skill. Mr. Perkin's process involves the following operations:

—

1. Production of benzole from coal tar by fractional distillation.

2, Conversion of benzole into nitro-benzole by the action of nitric acid.
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3. Conversion of nitro-benzole into aniline.

4. Production of neutral sulphate of aniline.

5. Decomposition of sulphate of aniline by bichromate ot potasn.

6. Washing with water of the precipitate by bichromate of potash.

7. Drying of the washed precipitate.
• •+ *

8. Extraction of the brown impurity contained in the precipitate.

9. Extraction of the purple colouring matter.

An outline of the process contained in Mr. Perkin's specification wiU be found in

the article Aniline. , . „ , i

Numerous patents have been taken out for the production of colours more or less

resembling Perkin's purple. J. T. Beale and J. N. K.rkham employ bleaching

powder as the oxidising medium. They take a saturated solution of aniline m water,

and add to it acetic acid and bleaching powder until the desired tmt is acquired. They

then use the fluid so procured for dyeing. It is obvious that some process of con-

centration must be employed to enable so weak a fluid to be employed m calico-

printing. Upon the latter point the patent process does not enter at sufficient length

to enable us to judge of the practicability of producing colours of the great strength

required for printing on with albumen. Messrs. Beale and Kirliham, by modifying

the nature of the salt and the state of concentration of the fluids employed, obtain

various shades of colour from blue to lilac.

Mr. R. D. Kay, in his patent of the 7th May, 1859, treats acetate, sulphate, or

hydrochlorate of aniline, with peroxide of manganese, peroxide of lead, or chloride of

lime. ^ , . 1 e
Mr. David S. Price, in his patent of the 25th of May, 1859, claims the use of

peroxide or sesquioxide of manganese, and also peroxide of lead, as his agent of

oxidation. By varying the quantities of his ingredients he obtains three colours, viz.,

violine, purpurine, and roseine.
. . .

C. H. G. "Williams patents the green manganate of potash as the oxidising agent.

By this means a part of the aniline is converted into a brilliant red dye of great

beauty, and another part into an equally brilliant purple. The two colours are

separated by taking advantage of the fact that the purple is precipitated by a solution

of the reagent, whereas the red colour remains in solution, and can be concentrated

by evaporation.

In dyeing and printing with these colours it is necessary with vegetable fabrics to

use mordants, but animal fabrics absorb the colours with great avidity without the

use of any mordant.

For cottons, perchloride of tin, followed by sumach, or stannate of soda and

sumach, are the best mordants. Mr. Perkin recommends tartaric acid to be added to

the bath in dyeing ; but in practice this recommendation is not generally followed.

For printing, the purple is mixed with albumen; and after printing with the

mixture the colour is fixed by steaming. Sometimes a mordant is printed on, and

the pattern is obtained by passing the mordanted cloth through a bath of the colour.

The purple may be rendered of a bluer and very lovely tint bv adding to the mixture

of dye and albumen a little carmine of indigo ; Prussian blue is also sometimes used

for the same purpose. In selecting patterns to be printed in purple, it must not be

forgotten that the beauty of the tint is greatly enhanced by the proximity of blacks

properly arranged.

Very fine purples, but decidedly inferior to Mr. Perkin's colour, are now pre-

pared from litmus ; they are also tolerably permanent. They are, nevertheless, liable

to the drawback of becoming red in contact with strong acids. Strange to say,

however, the orchU purples when properly made resist very well the action of weak
acids. The colour-producing acids are obtained by treating the lichens with an
alkaline base, which forms a soluble salt. The filtered liquid on treatment with an

acid gives an abundant precipitate. It is this latter which, by proper treatment,

yields the " French purple." The following is an outline of the process contained in

a patent granted to William Spence (being a French communication), dated 1st

May, 1858.

The precipitate obtained as above is moistened with sufficient ammonia to dissolve

it On boiling, the solution becomes orange yellow ; it is then exposed to the air at

ordinary temperatures, until it becomes red. The fluid is then heated in very shallow

vessels to a temperature between 100° and 140° Fahr., until it becomes of a violet

colour, which is unalterable by weak acids, and which will dye permanent colours on
silk or wool, without the aid of mordants.

This purple colour can be thrown down from the liquid by saturation with an
acid. The precipitate, after being filtered off and properly dried, is in a fit condition
for dyeing or printing,

N N 2
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Like Perkin's purple, various shades may be obtained by using the orchil numlpm combination with carmine of indigo for violets, and carthamus, or cochineal for

PUllPURIC ACID is an acid obtained by treating uric or lithic acid with dilutenunc acid. It has a ftne purple colour. See Muuexide

CoHn fo'exi^tTn^'m^^dder""''
'^^'^"'"'"^ ^""^^P^^' ^"PP''-^ -d

PUTREFACTION, and its Prevention. iFaiilniss, Germ.) Putrefaction is thespontaneous decomposition of albumenoid or protein and gelatine compounds, whenexposed to a limited amount of air. It is the decomposition of bodies containing
nitrogen, called by some persons azot.sed bodies, although they are produced onlfby lite, are the principal means of producing life, and more fitly called z«o<7e«*

Ihese bodies decompose at any temperature between 32° and 140° Fahrenheit
(0

_60o C). Their decomposition begins by the action of the oxvgen of the air.
so that a partial oxidation and a gradual disruption are simultaneous The result of
this is a number of liquid and gaseous compounds

; carbonic acid, hydrogen, nitrogen
ammonia sulphuretted hydrogen, phosphuretted hydrogen, carburetted hydrogen
acetic acid and lactic, also butyric and valeric acids are formed. But these are not^ll'
as there are compounds arising from putrefaction which have, even in small quantities'
a destructive action on animal life far beyond any of the substances mentioned.

'

Some ot these are extremely offensive, and produce nausea as the first symptom
;

the further symptoms are those of general prostration, or of fevers in great variety
and eruptions equally varied, with a frequently fatal termination. In the case of a
diseased person or animal, all contact is most dangerous within four or five hours after
death, the disease still ruling the peculiar action of the tissues and fluids. But the
result of putrefaction is most shown after a few days, and after ten to fourteen days it
seems less violent. If pent up, the poisons may retain their virulence for months or
years ; nor do we know how many diseases may be imprisoned in graves very
closely fitted. If air be absolutely excluded, putrefaction ceases, and the result is a
preservation of the substance in some circumstances,—perhaps in all. If air be
excluded for a time and the substance dried, a return to the light, air, and moisture
is not known to reproduce the same state of decomposition that would have taken place
at first. The act of drying has caused chemical union to take place more according
to that of unorganised substances, and the peculiar organic and complicated molecules
that produce the poisons are destroyed. If the slow decomposition takes place
undisturbed for many years, the entrance of oxygen being extremely diflScult, as in
coffins carefully closed or deeply buried, then the organic matter is removed so com-
pletely and carefully that the ashes which remain are undisturbed, and keep the
position in which they remained during life. It is in this way that men have been
able to see the faces of the ancient kings of France, as well as of many other per-
sonages, and may yet see some of the undisturbed and complete bodies of the Chaldees.
It is most probable that in these the air has oxidised them, as oxygen must have had
access to remove so much matter. Only a light dust remains, and the slightest motion
either of removal or of the atmosphere would cause it to fall. As oxidation began
the process of putrefaction, so when it is finished oxidation completes the destruction
of the material. It is probable that the ashes are mixed with a little humus or
humate of ammonia. The result differs little from complete combustion with fire.

All organised substances are decomposed in the atmosphere. When they do not
contain nitrogen, they are converted, like wood, sugar, starch, &c., into humus, or a
lower compound of carbon and hydrogen, or into humic or ulmic acids. Ulmic acid,

obtained from sugar by action of acids, contains (according to Mulder) carbon, 40;
hydrogen. 14 ; oxygen, 12. From turf, carbon, 40

; hydrogen, 14; oxygen, 12 +
4 aq. Humin contains, carbon, 40 ; hydrogen, 14

; oxygen, 12. Humic acid, carbon,

40 ;
hydrogen, 14; oxygen, 12+3 aq. Here the decomposition is signalised by a

great diminution of hydrogen and oxygen,—a nearer approach to mere carbon.

When nitrogrnous bodies decompose, part of their nitrogen remains as ammonia, and
a humate of ammonia is formed. Mulder traces it in the following manner. It is

to be remarked that there is no proof of the existence of protein as a substance, but

allowing it to represent the part of the albumenoids containing carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, and oxygen, we have,

C. H. N. O.

1 equiv. protein + 0^=40 ."^l .5 16

= 1 equiv. humic acid =40 16 0 15

1 „ water =01 1

'j „ ammonia = 0 15 5 0

40 .12 5 16
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Before arriving at this stage of decomposition, the various forms of volatile sub-

stances already mentioned are given off. It has beeyfrequently asked why such

decompositions go forward
;
why does not the substance remain undecomposed ?

The very complex molecules of highly organised bodies readily lose their vital condi-

tion, and become simply chemical compounds, such as we may be able to form according

to laws comparatively well understood. But compounds such as albumen seem to

contain many compounds united together ; or, in other words, there are many axes

through which the affinity acts. These may bear an analogy to the several axes of

crystals. When the force of one predominates, and the elements combine in a simple
form, say of two molecules or atoms, then the breaking up of the compound as a
whole must begin. In order to begin this motion, the substances must be in a
condition in which the particles and atoms can move readily. This condition appears
to be found when there is water present of a moderate warmth. If the temperature
be below 60° Fahr. the decomposition is hindered by the cold, but it is not quite

prevented at any temperature above freezing. If the temperature be above 100°
Fahr. it is not certain that true putrefaction goes forward, and a much higher
temperature entirely prevents it. If substances of the class which putrefy are much
heated, they lose their peculiar constitution and readily yield to the ordinary chemical
affinities, the action of heat rapidly destroying the balance of their forces. Cold, on
the other hand, does not destroy, but preserves the relation of the substances un-
altered. If left to themselves, organised substances in moderate temperature with
moisture would even without air lose their peculiar condition. Some change of tem-
perature or in the electric state of the atmosphere would in time cause a want of perfect
balance of power

; nay, it is even possible that some force existing in the substances
themselves is capable of gaining the upper hand by the aid of time. In ordinary cases,
however, the balance is disturbed by oxygen, as we know from very early times, by the
action of air on organic substances. But Gay-Lussac made this remarkably clear by a
beautiful and unexpected experiment, wherein he showed that the juice of grapes re-
mained without fermentation until he allowed a single bubble of air to enter, when the
fermentation, once begun, continued. Liebig explained this by saying, with La Place
and Berthollet, that "a molecule set in motion by any power can impart its own
motion to another molecule with which it may be in contact." This is an analogy
drawn from mechanics, but only an analogy. The molecule will not, in the condi-
tions found in Gay-Lussac's experiment, set in motion the molecules of silica or lime.
Chemical action is not the same as mechanical, although, somewhere, the borders of the
two touch. The use of a chemical form of explanation makes the matter much clearer.
Suppose a particle of oxygen to touch the matter ready to ferment or putrefy, an oxide
IS formed. The oxygen has taken the place of another atom, which is now left to
follow its affinities, and the whole relations of the mass are gradually changed. If the
mass were neutral, having no sign of + or— before it, oxygen at once by its action
changes one sign to + . The sign changed to plus, or the atom containing it, converts
the one next it to minus, and so the chemical action is continued through the mass.
Berzelms used the word catalysis for the breaking up of a substance without any
strong chemical affinities. The word means simply loosening out, or breaking up, and
18 well adapted for the purpose, although much misapplied. Putrefaction maybe
said then to be an albumenoid in a state of catalysis. This catalys is is begun by the air
disturbing the equilibrium of the compound. A change of electric condition will disturb
the equilibrium m the air, and it will assist the first attacks of the oxygen. This
action ot electricity is popularly known by the changes so common in milk and
beer during thunderstorms. As oxygen begins the action, so does it bring it to a
conclusion and completely destroy all decomposing matter. The same thing mustno doubt be said of Ozone in a still higher degree. Now, many things may destroy
this equilibrium. We see then the reason why to many substances and so many
conditK.ns act so as to alter the putrefiable substance. This equilibrium may be
destroyed by the use of a strong acid, causing strong chemical affinities to upset all
the delicately balanced forces in the organic substance ; the same thing may be doneby alkalies and by many salts that act in an antiseptic manner. But if a condition
or a substance be found merely to keep the putrefactive mass in a state in which it
will not putrefy, the agent is exactly opposed to catalysis. It is a colytic or restraining
agent. See Disinfectant. ^

When resin and fat are present, they are not readily oxidised. The firstmay be retained for an unknown time ; the second remains long in bodies whenan the rest has been removed. It has been found in catacombs in Paris in large

wax")
adipocere, meaning wax of fat {adeps, fat ; and cera.

If the explanation given be correct, it is at once seen why a body in a state of
N N 3
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putrefaction communicates its own condition to another. The loss of equilibrium
has already taken place, and cannot stop till the material is consumed, unless more
powerful forces arrive. Liebig says that " no other explanation can be given than
that a body in the act of combination or decomposition enables another body with
which it is in contact to enter the same state." It is not intended here to oppose,
but rather to take another step in this theory. On the same principles both the dis-

organised and the organised matters carried about by the air will promote decom-
position : both will break up the structure, but by different methods. The dis-

organised will act as shown ; the organised will act by growing and by eliminating
compounds, such as funguses, which will break down the equilibrium of the mass.
If air be passed into the juice of grapes through red-hot tubes, it does not ferment
for a long lime, nor does it produce mould or infusoria. The animal and vegetable
assistance to decomposition is removed. Flesh under these conditions keeps some
weeks. Ozone is also destroyed by heat, and would leave only ordinary oxygen to

act. Schrceder and V. Dusch even found that flesh would keep in air filtered through
cotton, and in similar air no infusoria or mould occurred. Milk recently boiled and
flesh warmed on a sand-bath without being steeped in water decayed equally in filtered

and unfiltered air, still without vegetable or animal life.

In the case of the grape juice, one bubble of air begins fermentation which continues,

but we are not sure that putrefaction can be so continued ; it seems to require a more
frequent stimulus. Certain products of putrefaction have been mentioned, but in

reality the word putrefaction includes many modes of decomposition. There are

compounds formed that destroy life more rapidly than any substance whose con-

stitution is known, and these seem to be the more destructive according as the matter

from which they are derived is from animals in a higher scale of being,—from man,

for example. This idea is in accordance with all we know of the compounds of

organised life. For effects, see Sanitary Economy. Sometimes a peculiar ferment

is formed, which produces a similar condition in living bodies, constituting a great

variety of diseases, according to its special nature and the condition of the body

attacked. As we have seen, some fermentations and putrefactions begin entirely by

the action of air, and some by the assistance of liquids or solids, such as yeast

;

so we find some diseases propagated by infection conveyed through the air, and some

only by contact. In cases where air acts, it is to be understood that the organic sub-

stances are conveyed in it. We find by this means that both the contagionists and

noncontagionists are correct ; but it is to decide, as men are now endeavouring to do,

in what diseases one or the other prevails.

As in the decomposition of flesh into humate of ammonia and ashes many deadly

exhalations are given off', so in the decomposition of analogous substances in the

earth putrefaction causes the rise of miasma. When there is an abundant supply of

air, the ammonia is converted into nitric acid ; when there is an abundant supply of

vegetation, the nitric acid is reconverted into ammonia, as Kuhlman has shown, and

as agriculture, by its love of nitrates, has long demonstrated. The humus and humate

of ammonia spoken of form the chief portion of what we call vegetable mould. Acetic

acid and other acids are also found in one if not in every layer of the soil ; and the

acids and ammonia are in a constant struggle for the mastery. The soil is slightly

acid. A sour soil is not uncommon.

1. Conditions of the Prevention of Totkefaction.

The circumstances by which putrefaction is counteracted, are 1, the chemical

change of the azotised juices ; 2, the abstraction of water ; 3, the lowering of the

temperature ; and 4, the exclusion of oxygen. The methods actually in use may be

called salting, smoking, drying, exclusion of air, and parboiling.

1. The chemical change of the azotised juices.— The substance which m dead animal

matter is first attacked with putridity, and which serves to communicate it to the solid

fibrous parts, is albumen, as it exists combined with more or less water in all the animal

fluids and soft parts. In those vegetables also which putrefy, it is the albumen probably

which first suffers decomposition; and hence those plants which contain most of that

proximate principle are most apt to become putrid, and most resemble m this respect

animal substances. The albumen, when dissolved in water, very readily putrefies in a

moderately warm air; but when coagulated, it seems as little liable to putridity as fibrin

itself. By this change it throws off the superfluous water, becomes solid, and may then

be easily dried. Hence those means which by coagulation make the albumen insoluble,

or form with it a new compound, which does not dissolve in water, but which resists

putrefaction, are powerful antiseptics. Whenever the albumen is coagulated, the

uncombined water may be easily evaporated, and the residuary solid matter may DC

readily dried in the air, so as to he rendered unsusceptible of decomposition.
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Some acids combine with the albumen, without separating it from its solution ; such

is the efifect of vinegar, citric acid, tartaric acid, &c.

Tannin combines with the albuminous and gelatinous parts of animals, and forms

insoluble compounds, which resist putrefaction ; on which fact the art of tanning is

founded.

Alcohol, oil of turpentine, and some other volatile oils, likewise coagulate albumen,

and thereby protect it from putrescence. The most remarkable operation of this kind is

exhibited by wood vinegar, chiefly in consequence of the kreasote contained in it,

according to the discovery of Reichenbach. This peculiar substance has so decided

a power of coagulating albumen, that even the minute portion of it present ia

pyroligneous vinegar assists in preserving animal parts from putrefaction, when they

are simply soaked in it. Thus, also, flesh is cured by wood smoke. Distilled wood

tar likewise protects animal matter from change, by the kreasote it contains. The
ordinary pyroligneous acid sometimes contains 5 per cent, of kreasote.

The metallic salts operate still more effectually as antiseptics, because they form with

albumen still more intimate combinations. Under this head we class the green and

red sulphates of iron, chloride of zinc, the acetate of lead, and corrosive sublimate ; the

latter, however, from its poisonous qualities, can be employed only on special occasions.

Nitrate of silver, though equally noxious to life, is so antiseptic that a solution

containing only jj^ of the salt is capable of preserving animal matters from corruption.

2. Abstraction of water.— Even in those cases where no separation of the albumen

takes place in a coagulated form, or as a solid precipitate, by the operation of a substance

foreign to the animal juices, putrefaction cannot go on, any more than other kinds of

fermentation, in bodies wholly or in a great measure deprived of their water, as the

albumen itself runs much more slowly into putrefaction, when less water is contained

in it ; and in the desiccated state, it is as little susceptible of alteration as any other dry
vegetable or animal matter. Hence, the proper drying of an animal substance becomes
a universal preventive of putrescence. In this way fruits, herbs, cabbages, fish, and
flesh may be preserved from corruption. If the air be not cold and dry enough to

cause the evaporation of the fluids before putrescence begins, the organic substance

must be dried by artificial means, such as by being exposed in thin slices in properly

constructed air-stoves. At a temperature under 140° F., the albumen dries up without

coagulation, and may then be redissolved in cold water, with its valuable properties

unaltered. Mere desiccation, indeed, can hardly ever be employed upon flesh.

Culinary salt is generally had recourse to, either alone or with the addition of

saltpetre or sugar. These alkaline salts abstract water in their solution, and, conse-
quently, concentrate the aqueous solution of the albumen

; whence, by converting the
simple watery fluid into salt water, which is in general less favourable to the fer-

mentation of animal matter than pure water, and by expelling the air, and probably by
chemical combinations, they counteract putridity. On this account, salted meat may
be dried in the air much more speedily and safely than fresh meat. The drying is

promoted by heating the meat merely to such a degree as to consolidate the albumen,
and eliminate the superfluous water.

Alcohol operates similarly, in abstracting the water essential to the putrefaction of
animal substances, taking it not only from the liquid albumen, but counteracting its

decomposition, when mixed among the animal solids. Sugar acts in the same way,
fixing in an unchangeable syrup the water which would otherwise be accessory to the
fermentation of the organic bodies. The preserves of fruit and vegetable juices are
made upon this principle. When animal substances are rubbed with charcoal powder
or sand, perfectly dry, and are afterwards freely exposed to the air, they become
deprived of their moisture, and will keep for a long time.

3. Defect of warmth.—As a certain degree of heat is requisite for the vinous
fermentation, so is it for the putrefactive. If in a damp atmosphere, or in one saturated
with moisture, if the temperature stand at from 70° to 80° F., the putrefaction goes
on most rapidly ; but it proceeds languidly at a few degrees above freezing, and is

suspended altogether at that point. The elephants found in the polar ices are
proofs of the preservative influence of low temperature. In temperate climates, ice-
houses serve the purpose of keeping meat fresh and sweet for any length of
time.

4. Abstraction of oxygen gas.—As the putrefactive decomposition of a body first

commences with the absorption of oxygen from the atmosphere, so it may be
retarded by the exclusion of this gas. It is not, however, enough to remove the
aerial oxygen from the surface of the body, but we must expel all the oxygen that
may be difi'used among the vessels and other solids, as this portion suffices in general
to excite putrefaction, if other circu'ustances be favourable. The expulsion is most
readily accomplished by a boiling or lower heat, which, by expanding the air
evolves it in a great measure. Milk, soup, solution of gelatine, &c., may be kept
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long in a fresh state, if they be subjected in an air-tight vessel every other day to a
boiling heat. Oxygenation may be prevented in several ways : by burning sulphur
or phosphorus in the air of the meat receiver; by filling this with compressed
carbonic acid; or with oils, fats, syrups, &c., and then sealing it hermetically.

Charcoal powder recently calcined is efficacious in preserving meat, as it not only
excludes air from the bodies surrounded by it, but intercepts the oxygen by con-
densing it, and causing it to combine with putrefying substances. When butcher-

meat is enclosed in a vessel filled with sulphurous acid, it absorbs the gas, and
remains for a considerable time proof against corruption. The same result is obtained
if the vessel be filled with ammoniacal gas. At the end of 76 days such meat has
still a fresh look, and may be safely dried in the atmosphere.

2. Peculiar Antiseptic Peocesses.

Upon the preceding principles and experiments depend the several processes

employed for protecting substances from putrescence and corruption. Here we must

distinguish between those bodies which may be preserved by any media suitable to

the purpose, as anatomical preparations or objects of natural history, and those

bodies which, being intended for food, can be cured only by wholesome and agreeable

means.
Preservation of specimens ofanimals Many methods have been planned to preserve

animals : all of them dependent on substances mentioned under Disinfectants.

Charles Waterton uses corrosive sublimate dissolved in alcohol. The skin of the

animal being separated, is dipped into the solution and dried. The inside of the

animal is always removed, the bones scraped clean and dipped, the feathers or hairs

touched by the solution or the whole immersed in it. Sometimes alcohol of 60 to 70 per

cent, is used, or alcohol of 30 per cent, with kreasote dissolved in it. Sulphurous

acid will not suit when there are colours, but sulphites of the alkalies have been

injected into the veins and arteries with good result ; as also sulphurous acid and

kreasote. Peron preserved fishes for specimens on shipboard by floating them in

an alcoholic liquor by corks, thus preventing them from being pressed. He first washed

them iu sea-water, vinegar, and camphor spirits: he corked the vessels with tallowed

corks. Dufresne wrapped each in a cloth with tow between the specimens, and all in

alcoholic liquids. Louis Vernet used arsenic, 1 lb. in 40 gallons of water. Sulphate

of zinc was proposed for embalming by Comte de Fontainemoreau, sometinaes addmg

alcohol. Wood is preserved by Kyan's process, corrosive sublimate being used

;

also by Bethel's process, the use of heavy oil of tar ; and manures are preserved by

carbonites by McDougall. Injection of the arteries and veins by chloride of zmc,

chloride of arsenic, and chloride of aluminum, sulphate of zinc, and sulphates, corrosive

sublimate, &c., have all been tried, and are more or less satisfactory. Peppers and

spices of all kinds have been used in stuffing and embalming, and may all be made

to act when care is employed and abundance used. Girolamo Segato dried bodies so

hard that he made a table of 2 14 pieces of human flesh from different parts of the body.

He is said also to have made members preserve their elasticity for an indefinite time.

Some remarkable specimens of this kind are said to exist, and have received the honour

of sanctity. Waterton made skins preserve their flexibility for some days by the use of

corrosive sublimate and slow drying. Dr. Ure says, « for preserving anmial bodies in an

embalmed form, mummy-like, a solution of chloride of mercury and wood vinegar are

most efficacious. As there is danger in manipulating with that mercurial salt, and as

in the present state ofour knowledge of kreasote, we have it m our power to make a

suitable strong solution of this substance in vinegar or spirit of wine, I am led to

suppose that it will become the basis of most antiseptic preparations for the future.

Curing of Provisions.

Flesh, §-c.—The ordinary means employed for preserving butcher meat are, drying,

smoking, salting, and pickling or souring

D,.yjW_The best mode of operating is as follows :- The flesh must be cut into

slice! from 2 to 6 ounces in weight, immersed in boiling water for 5 or 6 minutes, and

hen laid on open trclHs-work in a 'drying-stove, at a temperature kept steadily abou

S F with a constant stream of warm dry air. That the boiling water may not

k'ipate the soluble animal matters, very little of it should be
-^^^ ^^^^^^^^^J^

the meat to be immersed by portions in succession, ^^^^reby it wdl speed ly bc^^^^^^^^^

a rich soup, fresh water being added only as ^^^P«f,^t'°° J^^.'^^'^/"'
to the water,

tageous to add a little salt, and some spices, especially
^""''^^^^^^^^'l'^^^^^

After the parboiling of the flesh has been completed, the
J'^JJ'Ki it

to a gelatinous consistence, in order to fit it for forming a varnish to meat after U

is dried, which may be completely efl-ectcd withm two days in the oven. Uy tms
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process two-thirds of the weight is lost. The perfectly dry flesh must be plunged,

piece by piece, in the fatty gelatinous matter liquefied by a gentle heat; then placed

once more in the stove, to dry the layer of varnish. This operation may be repeated

two or three times, in order to render the coat sufficiently uniform and thick. Butcher's

meat dried in this way keeps for a year, affords, when cooked, a dish similar to that

of fresh meat, and is therefore much preferable to salted provisions. The drying

may be facilitated, so that larger lumps of flesh may be used, if they be imbued with

some common salt immediately after the parboiling process, by stratifying them with

salt, and leaving them in a proper pickling-tub for 12 hours before they are transfer-

red to the stove. The first method, however, aflbrds the more agreeable article.

Baron Cha. Wetterstedt encloses meat in corn or potato flour, then dries it on shelves

at 120° F. Graefer, in 1780, parboiled and then dried. Some have proposed to hang
the substances up and to allow no air to approach without passing it first through

chloride of calcium to dry it. Milk is often preserved by drying to a powder.

Smoking.— This process consists in exposing meat previously salted, or merely
nibbed over with salt, to wood smoke in an apartment so distant from the fire as not

to be imduly heated by it, and into which the smoke is admitted by flues at the bottom
of the side walls. Here the meat combines with the empyreumatic acid of the smoke,

and gets dried at the same time. The quality of the wood has an influence upon the

smell and taste of the smoke-dried meat ; smoke from beech wood and oak being

preferable to that from fir and larch. Smoke from the twigs and berries of juniper,

from rosemary, peppermint, &c., imparts somewhat of the aromatic flavour of these

plants. A slow smoking with a slender fire is preferable to a rapid and powerful
one, as it allows the empyreumatic principles time to penetrate into the interior sub-

stance, without drying the outside too much. To prevent soot from attaching itself

to the provisions, the} may be wrapped in cloth, or rubbed over with bran, which
may be easily removed at the end of the operation.

The process of smoking depends upon the action of the wood acid, or the
kreasote volatilised with it, which operates upon the flesh. The same change may be
produced in a much shorter time by immersing the meat for a few hours in pyrolig-
neous acid, then hanging it out in a dry air, -which, though moderately warm, makes
it fit for keeping, without any taint of putrescence. After a few days' exposure, it

loses the empyreumatic smell, and then resembles thoroughly smoked provisions.
The meat dried in this way is in general somewhat harder than by the application of
smoke, and therefore softens less when cooked, a difference to be ascribed to the more
sudden and concentrated operation of the wood vinegar, which effects in a few hours
what would require smoking for several weeks. By the judicious employment of
pyroligneous acid or kreasote alone diluted to successive degrees, we might probably
succeed in imitating perfectly the effect of smoke in curing provisions.

_

Salting.—The meat should be rubbed well with common salt, containing about one-
sixteenth of saltpetre, and one thirty- secondth of sugar, till every crevice has been
impregnated with it ; then sprinkled over with salt, laid down for 24 or 48 hours, and,
lastly, subjected to pressure. It must next be sprinkled anew with salt, packed into
proper vessels, and covered with the brine obtained in the act of pressing, rendered
stronger by boiling down. For household purposes it is suflBcient to rub the meat
well with good salt, to put it into vessels, and load it with heavy weights, in order to
squeeze out as much pickle as will cover its surface. If this cannot be had, a pickle
must be poured on it, composed of 4 pounds of salt, 1 pound of sugar, and 2 oz. of
saltpetre dissolved in 2 gallons of water.
M. Fitch patented the use of a liquid containing 2 cwt. of common salt to the pro-

duct of distillation of 2 cwt. of wood, adding sugar, treacle, and saltpetre. Some
people drive the salt in by force of pressure, some by centrifugal motion.

Milk has been preserved by the use of carbonate of soda, preventing acidity. Alum
has been patented, for shellfish especially.

E. Masson injects the veins and arteries of carcases with a solution containing 10

k

oz. of common salt and 3^ of nitre in 2| pints of water. D. R. Long injects anti-
putrescent and flavouring substances, such as salt, saltpetre, spices, and vinegar. J.
Murdoch injected cloride of aluminum, a very powerful agent, common salt, and nitre.
Brooman communicates a proposal to use, first, sulphurous gas, and then coat thick
with a substance keeping out the air. Chloride of lime has also been used in
chambers holding meat, and sulphur has been burnt and nitrous gas has been evolved
in similar places.

Preserving with vinegar, sugar, ^fc—Vinegar dissolves or coagulates the albumen ofnesh, and thereby counteracts its putrescence. The meat should be washed driedand then laid m strong vinegar. Or it may be boiled in the vinegar, allowed 'to coolin It, and then set aside with it in a cold cellar, where it will keep sound for severil
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Fresh meat may be kept for some months in water deprived of its air. If we
strew on the bottom of a vessel a mixture of iron filiugs and flowers of sulphur, and
pour over them some water which has been boiled, so as to expel its air, meat im-
mersed in it will keep a long time, if the water be covered with a layer of oil, from
half an inch to an inch thick. Meat will also keep fresh for a considerable period
when surrounded with oil, or fat of any kind, so purified as not to turn rancid of itself

especially if the meat be previously boiled. This process is called potting, and is

applied successfully to fish, fowls, &c.
Prechtl says that living fish may be preserved 14 days without water, by stopping

their mouths with crumbs of bread steeped in brandy, pouring a little brandy into

them, and packing them in this torpid state in straw. When put into fresh water,
they come alive again after a few hours!

—

Prechtl, Encyclop. Technohijische, art.

Faulniss Abhaltung.

Meat may also be preserved by boiling in its own gravy, or embedding in fat

(Plowden's patent, 1807), or in animal jelly.

Egys.—These ought to be taken new laid. The essential point towards their

preservation is the exclusion of the atmospheric oxygen, as their shells are porous,

and permit the external air to pass inwards, and to excite putrefaction in the albumen.
There is also some oxygen always in the air cell of the eggs, which ought to be
expelled or rendered inoperative, which may be done by plunging them for 5 miuutes
in water heated to 140° F. The eggs must be then taken out, wiped dry, besmeared
with some oil (not apt to turn rancid) or other unctuous matter, packed into a vessel

with their narrow ends uppermost, and covered with sawdust, fine sand, or powdered
charcoal. Eggs coated with gum arable, and packed in charcoal, will keep fresh for

a year. Lime water, or rather milk of lime, is an excellent vehicle for keeping eggs

in, as Dr. Ure verified by long experience. Some persons coagulate the albumen
partially, and also expel the air by boiling the eggs for two minutes, and find the

method successful. S. Carson's patent says, that after this 1 minute in hot water

cooks the egg. "When eggs are intended for hatching, they should be kept in a cool

cellar ; for example, in a chamber adjoining an ice-house. Eggs exposed, in the

holes of perforated shelves, to a constant current of air lose about f of a grain of

their weight daily, and become concentrated in their albuminous part, so as to be

little liable to putrefy. This is an extremely simple and clean method, but requires a

good deal of space. Each egg requires a hole in the shelf for itself. For long sea

voyages, the surest means of preserving eggs is to dry up the albumen and yolk, by
first triturating them into a homogeneous paste, then evaporating this in an air-stove

or a water-bath heated to 125°, and putting up the dried mass in vessels wiich may
be made air-tight. When used, it should be dissolved in three parts of cold or tepid

water.

Mixed modes, Sfc.—The excellent process for preserving all kinds of butcher meat,

fish, and poultry, first contrived by M. Appert in France, and afterwards successfully

practised upon the great commercial scale by Messrs. Donkin and Gamble, for

keeping beef, salmon, soups, &c., perfectly fresh and sweet for exportation from this

country, as also turtle for importation hither from the West Indies, deserves a brief

description.

Let the substance to be preserved be first parboiled, or rather somewhat more, the

bones of the meat being previously removed. Put the meat into a tin cylinder, fill

up the vessel with seasoned rich soup, and then solder on the lid, pierced with a smiUl

hole. When this has been done, let the tin vessel thus prepared be placed in brine

and heated to the boiling point, to complete the remainder of the cooking of the

meat. The hole of the lid is now to be closed perfectly by soldering, whilst the air

is rarefied. The vessel is then allowed to cool, and from the diminution of the

volume, in consequence of the reduction of temperature, both ends of the cylinder

are pressed inwards, and become concave. The tin cases, thus hermetically sealed,

are exposed in a test-chamber, for at least a month to a temperature above what they

are ever likely to encounter; from 90° to 110° of Fahrenheit. If the process has

failed, putrefaction takes place, and gas is evolved, which, in process of time, will

cause both ends of the case to bulge, so as to render them convex, instead of concave.

But the contents of those cases which stand the test will infallibly keep perfectly

sweet and good in any climate, and for any number of years. If there be any taint

about the meat when put up, it inevitably ferments, and is detected in the proving

process. „ , , n p
This preservative process is founded upon the fact, that the small quantity ot

oxygen contained within the vessel gets into a state of combination, in consequence

of the high temperature to which the animal substances are exposed, and upon tiie

chemical principle, that free oxygen is necessary as a ferment to commence or give

birth to the process of putrefaction.
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Gunter effects the plan more rapidly by sealing the tin case whilst steam is blowing

off lettinff the solder fall upon the open hole, and at once closing it,

Alexander Cockburn, in 1763, cured salmon with spi^««- ^'^/ar, sd^^^^^^^^

mace, and pepper. The use of a vacuum in preservmg meat is old— betore 1810,

when two patents were taken for a mode of doing it.

A layer of oil is also used for preserving milk from the air.
_ ^ i i

Mr. R. "Warrington uses oils not subject to oxidation and glycerine or treacle, also

ffvpsum ; he stops the vessels with gutta percha or caoutchouc.
^ „ , ^ ^, ,

Fat is preserved by melting gently and putting in bladders (Palmer). Charcoal

powder has also been used to preserve it. A coating of collodion to keep out the air

has been patented. , xi, • ^ _
Grain, fruit, §-c.—Grain of all kinds, as wheat, barley, rye, &c., and their flour,

may be preserved for an indefinite length of time, if they be kiln-dried, put up in

vessels or chambers free from damp, and excluded from the air. Well dried gram is

not liable to the depredations of insects. Granaries are sometimes heated with warm

To preserve fruits in a fresh state, various plans are adopted. Pears, apples,

plums, &c., should be gathered in a sound state, altogether exempt from bruises, and

plucked in dry weather before they are fully ripe. One mode of preservation is

to expose them in an airy place to dry a little for eight or ten days, and then lay

them in dry sawdust or chopped straw, spead upon shelves in a cool apartment, so as

not to touch each other. Another method consists in surrounding them with fine dry

sand in a vessel which should be made air-tight, and kept in a cool place. Some

persons coat the fruit, including the stalks, with melted wax; others lay l,he apples,

&c., upon wicker-work shelves in a vaulted chamber, and smoke them daily during

four or five days with vine branches or juniper wood. Apples thus treated and after-

wards stratified with dry sawdust, without touching each other, will keep fresh for a

whole year.

The drying of garden fruits in the air, or by a kiln, is a well-known method of

preservation. Apples and pears of large size should be cut into thin slices. From

five to six measures of fresh apples, and from six to seven of pears, afford in general

one measure of dry fruit (biffins). Dried plums, grapes, and currants are a common
article of commerce, coming from Greece, Spain, and the Mediterranean.

Herbs, cabbages, &c., may be kept a long time in a cool cellar, provided they are

covered with dry sand. Such vegetables are in general preserved for the purposes of

food by means of drying, salting, pickling with vinegar, or beating up with sugar.

Cabbages should be scalded in hot water previously to drying ; and all such plants,

when dried, should be compactly pressed together, and kept in air-tight vessels.

Tuberous and other roots are better kept in an airy place, where they may dry a

little without being exposed to the winter's frost.

A partial drying is given to various vegetable juices by evaporating them to the

consistence of a syrup, called a rob, in which so much of the water is dissipated as to

prevent them from running into fermentation. The fruits must be crushed and
squeezed in bags to expel the juices, which must then be inspissated either over the

naked fire, or on a water or steam bath, in the air or in vacuo. Sometimes a small

proportion of spice is added, which tends to prevent mouldiness. Such extracts may
be conveniently mixed with sugar into what are called conserves, preserves, and jelly.

Salting is employed for certain fruits, as small cucumbers or gherkins, capers, olives,

&c. Even for peas such a method is had recourse to for preserving them a certain time.

They must be scalded in hot water, put up in bottles, and covered with saturated brine

having a film of oil on its surface, to exclude the agency of the atmospheric air.

Before being used they must be soaked for a short time in warm water, to extract the

salt. The most important article of diet of this class is the saur kraut, sour herb or

cabbage, of the northern nations of Europe, which is prepared simply by salting;

a little vinegar being formed spontaneously by fermentation. The cabbage must be

cut into small pieces, stratified in a cask along with salt, to which juniper berries and
caraway seeds may be added, and packed as hard as possible by means of a wooden
rammer. The cabbage is then covered with a lid, on which a heavy weight is laid.

A fermentation commences, while a quantity of juice exudes and floats on the surface,

which causes the cabbage to become more compact, and a sour smell is perceived
towards the end of the fermentation. In this condition the cask is transported into a
cool cellar, where it is allowed to stand for use during the year ; and indeed, where,
if well made and packed, it may be kept for several years.

Potatoes and other vegetables, as carrots and turnips, are preserved by cutting out
the eyes or germinating parts (Roberts's patent, 1825). Grain and vegetables are also
preserved in air-tight vessels. Potatoes have been much used dried

; they are driven
through small holes and thus broken, and then dried. They do not seem to retain
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n pood fliivour. The seeds of plants have been preserved hy covering them with a
solution of sulphate of zinc, copper, &c. E. Acres cools the air passing into air-

tight reservoirs containing grain, and into the space hetween the mill-stones when in

action.

This article may be concluded with some observations upon the means of preserving
water fresh on sea voyages. Some waters kept in wooden casks, undergo a kind of
putrefaction, contract a disagreeable sulphurous smell, and become undrinkable.
The origin of this impurity lies in the animal and vegetable juices which the water
originally contained in the source from which it was drawn, or from the cask, or
insects, &c. These matters easily occasion, with a sufficient warmth, fermentation in

the stagnant water, and thereby cause the evolution of offensive gases. It would ap-
pear that the gypsum of hard waters is decomposed, and gives up its sulphur, which
aggravates the disagreeable odour; for waters containing sulphate of lime, are more
apt to take this putrid taint, than those which contain merely carbonate of lime.

As the corrupted water has become unfit for use merely in consequence of the
admixture of these foreign matters—for water in itself is not liable to corruption—so

it may be purified again by their separation. This purification may be accomplished
most easily by passing the water through charcoal powder, or through the powder of

calcined bone-black. The carbon takes away not only the finely diffused corrupt

particles, but also the gaseous impurities. By adding to the water a very little

sulphuric acid, about 30 drops to 4 pounds, Lowitz says that two-thirds of the charcoal

may be saved. An occasionally useful agent for the purification of foul water is to be

found in alum. A dram of pounded alum should be dissolved with agitation in a

gallon of water, and then left to operate quietly for 24 hours. A sediment falls to

the bottom, while the water becomes clear above, and may be poured off. The alum
combines here with the substances dissolved in the water, as it does with the stuffs in

the dyeing copper. In order to decompose any alum which may remain in solution,

the equivalent quantity of crystals of carbonate of soda may be added to it

The red sulphate of iron acts in the same way as alum. A few drops of its solution

are sufficient to purge a pound of foul water. Foul water may be purified by driving

atmospheric air through it with bellows, or by agitating it in contact with fresh air,

so that all its particles are exposed to oxygen. Thus we can explain the iufluence of

streams and winds in counteracting the corruption of water exposed to them.

Chlorine acts still more energetically than the air in purifying water. A little aqueous

chlorine added to foul water, or the transmission of a little gaseous chlorine through

it, cleanses it immediately, but chlorine and chlorides should be avoided in water,

the chlorides of the earths formed, being unpleasant to the taste and hurtful to

metals.

Water-casks ought to be charred inside, whereby no fermentable stuff will be

extracted from the wood. British ships, however, are now commonly provided with

iron tanks. Iron itself has been proposed as a purifier of water. Sea watfr can be

purified only by distillation first and animal charcoal afterwards. The addition of

chemical agents should be resorted to only when unavoidable.— R. A. S.

PUTTY POWDER. Oxide of tin, or more frequently oxide of tin and lead, in

various proportions. The usual process is to oxidise the metal in a rectangular box.

This is surrounded by the fire and kept at a red heat ; the contents are constantly

stirred, so that fresh portions of the metal are exposed to the heated air. The process

is complete when all the metal has disappeared, and the oxide glows with incan-

descence. It is then removed with ladles and spread over the bottom of large iron

pans to cool. The hard lumps of oxide are selected from the mass, ground dry, and

carefully sifted through fine lawn sieves.
_ _

For the use of the optician the tin is precipitated from its solution m nitro-muriatic

acid, by liquid ammonia, both the solutions being very largely diluted. The oxide of tin

is then well washed, and dried by pressure in a screw-press ; when dry the mass is

finely powdered, and afterwards exposed in a crucible to a tolerably high temperature,

1600 Fahr. See Tin.
, , . , r • v

PYRITES A term formerly applied to the yellow sulphide of iron, because it

struck fire with steel. It is in strictness still confined to this mineral; but where

sulphur is in combination with copper, cobalt, nickel, and some other metals, they,

provided they assume an especial colour, are called pyrites.

Pyrites, Iron pyrites, mundic, is found in almost every formation. Its composition

is, iron, 45*75
;
sulphur, 54-25.

, v • Tf„

Pyrrhotine, Magnetic iron pyrites, is found m many of the Cornish mines, its

composition is, iron, 59-72; sulphur, 40-22.
_ /. » „„mnH.

Marcasite, White iron pyrites. This is but a variety in form of the first named,

they are identical in composition.
. „^_,„,„„

Copper Pyrites iChalcopyrite of Dana), Yellow copper pyrites. Ihe common
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copper ore of Cornwall. It appears to be a double sulphide of copper and iron. Its

composition being, sulphur, 34-9
;
copper, 34-6

;
iron, 30-5,

Tin Pyrites, Sulphide of tin ; Bell-metal ore. This mineral is found in many of

the Cornish mines. Its composition is usually, sulphur, SO'O; tin, 27-2; copper, 29-7;

iron, 13*1.

The term is occasionally applied to the other minerals named above. Combinations

with arsenic arc sometimes termed Arsenical Pyrites—as the

Leucopyrite (Dana), which is an arsenical iron composed of arsenic, 78'2
; iron, 27'2.

Mispickel is a compound of arsenic, 46"0; sulphur, 19 '6; iron, 34.

These ores are used largely in the manufacture of oil of vitriol. See Sdlphuric
Acid.
The production of iron pyrites in the United Kingdon in 1858 was as follows:

Tons. Cwts. Qrs. Value.

£ s. d.

Cornwall - - - - 10,549 1 0 9,923 14 9

Devonshire - - - - 274 10 0 97 U 9

Cumberland - . _ 1,319 0 0 762 12 7
Northumberland and Durham 3,570 0 0 1,500 0 0
Yorkshire - - - - 4,110 0 0 1,837 0 0
Lancashire - - - 4,000 0 0 1,800 0 0
North Wales - - - 620 0 0 407 0 0
South Wales- - - - 9,790 18 0 2,100 0 0
Ireland - - . _ 73,030 0 0 58,696 0 0

100,263 9 0 £77,123 19 1

Enormous quantities of iron pyrites exist in Spain, and are now being brought to

this country. These sulphur ores contain a small quantity of copper, which increases
their value.

Iron pyrites, mundic, is a mineral which is largely employed in the manufacture
of copperas and of sulphuric acid. The pyrites (" brasses "') of the coal measures are
used in the preparation of copperas. Mr. Kirwan in his " Antiquated Mineralogy,"
which is, however, very full of information, gives us the following passage, which
shows that the changes which take place in the sulphur ores (Martial pyrites'), had
been well studied by him.

_

" Vitriol is formed in these stones by exposing them a long time to the action of the
air and moisture, or by torrefaction in open air, and subsequent exposure to its action,
which operation in some cases must be often repeated, according to the proportion of
sulphur, and the nature of the earth ; the calcareous pyrites are those in which it is
most easily formed, and they effloresce the soonest. Good pyrites, properly treated,
yield about two-thirds of their weight of vitriol." See Sulphuric Acid.

In the chemical works of Yorkshire the " coal brasses " are exposed in thin beds
which are often turned over to the action of the air. The sulphur is converted by the
oxygen of the air into sulphuric acid, which combines with the iron, forming sulphate
of iron, copperas, which is dissolved out and crystallised. The same result may be
obtamed more quickly by roasting the sulphur ores.
PYRIDINE, C'offN. A volatile base homologous with picoline, latidine, collidine

and parvohne. It was discovered by Anderson in bone oil. It is also contained iu
Dorset shale, naphtha, coal naphtha, and in crude chinoline —C G WPYRO ACETIC SPIRIT. See Acktic Acid.

"^J^P^"^^^^*^
ACID. If gallic acid is carefully heated to about 400° it is

totally decomposed into carbonic acid and pyrogallic acid (C'H^O* = CH^O' + C^O)
which sublimes in brilliant white plates ; it is easily soluble in ether, alcohol and
water; it reacts feebly acid; it fuses at 240°, and sublimes at 400°. If a solution
containmg peroxide of iron be added to a solution of pyrogallic acid, a black colour
IS struck, but the iron is rapidly reduced to a state of protoxide, and the liquor
assumes a rich red Unt.—Kane. ^

Dr. Stenhouse has fully investigated the formation of gallic and of pyrogallic acid-
to his papers on this subject those interested are referred. Pyrogallic acid has of lateyears been largely employed in Photography, which see. See Gall NutsPYROLIGNEOUS ACID. See Acetic Acid.

-vJv^T^""^,*"^
represented in figs. 1533 and 1534 is a convenient modification of thatexhibited under acetic acid, for producing pyroligneous acid. Fig. 1533 shows thelurnace in a horizontal section drawn through the middle of the flue which \e-uU to

533 't^- /f ^ ^^'"'^^^ '^'^'^ '° dotted line .,. 0 %l'533. The chest a is constructed with cast-iron plates bolted together, and hi a
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heated from the subjacent grate c, upon which the fuel is laid, through the fire-door d.

The flame ascends spirally through the flues e e, round the chest, -which terminate in

the chimney/. An iron pipe g conveys the vapours and gaseous products from the

iron chest to the condenser. This consists of a series of pipes laid zigzag over each

other, -which rests upon a frame-work of wood. The condensing tubes are enclosed in

larger pipes ii; a stream of cold -water being caused to circulate in the interstitial

spaces between them. The water passes down from a trough k, through a conducting

tube I, enters the lowest cylindrical case at m, flows thence along the series of jackets

i, i, i, being transmitted from the one row to the next above it, by the junction tubes

0, o, o, till at p it runs off in a boiling-hot state. The vapours proceeding down-wards

in an' opposite direction to the cooling stream of water, get condensed into the liquid

state and pass off at q, through a discharge pipe, into the first close receiver r, while

the combustible gases flow off through the tube *, which is provided with a stopcock

to regulate the magnitude of their flame under the chest. As soon as the distillation

is fully set agoing, the stopcock upon the gas-pipe is opened ; and after it is finished,

it must be shut. The fire should be supplied with fuel at first, but after some time

the gas generated keeps up the distilling heat. The charcoal is allowed to cool during

5 or 6 hours and is then taken out through an aperture in the back of the chest,

which corresponds to the opening u. Jig. 1533, in the brickwork of the furnace.

About 60 per cent, of charcoal may be obtained from 1000 feet of fir-wood, with a

consumption of as much brush-wood for fuel.

A new mode of distilling wood and producing this acid has been introduced by

Mr W H Bowers, of Manchester. In the rectangular retort which is used there are

two revolving drums, one at each end. On these drums are endless chams; on these

chains there is formed a flat surface by means of bars laid across. A hopper supplies

this surface with the sawdust or other material to be heated. The surface is some-

what inclined. A very small engine is used to set the endless chain in motion. The

sawdust is carried from the upper end of the retort to the lower, during which time

it is exposed to heat and becomes distilled. At the lower end, as it is turning over the

•
drum it falls in a carbonised state into water. The vapours are carried away by

pipeT as in the usual method, and the water joint at the lower part of the retor

prevent Lny escape in that direction, whilst the thickness of the mass of s.wdus

TaSng into^the retort readily prevents any from passing out there
^^'^

Jhat

one retort can do the work of five of those made on Halliday s plan with the screw^

Two of them produce with slow motion 2500 gallons of acid i°
f '•„^,^';^

motion may be increased at will, and heat regulated accordmgly. There are scrapers
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to prevent charcoal clogging the bars forming the inclined plane, and the apparatus

does not require to be stopped for any purpose of cleansing. It feeds and discharges

continuously, from month to month.

Sawdust, wood turnings, small chips, spent dye wood, and tanners' bark, peat, and

such like ligneous, and carbonaceous substances, are distilled, and the carbon discharged

as shown.
It is believed also that the distillation is effected more rapidly, and the gases more

directly removed by this method, than by any other.

Fig. 1535 is a longitudinal section taken through the middle of the retort or

rectangular vessel a, a,a ; b, b are the revolving drams on which the endless chain e, e, e,

revolves ; f,f are cross-bars or scrapers
; g, g, are tubes to convey the gases, one from

the lower and one from the higher point of the moving plane ; h is a hopper filled

with sawdust and other material to be distilled; the supply is regulated by two
small cog-wheels i,i

; j, the fire-place
; k, k, the flues; ni is a cistern showing the level

of the water and the carbon falling into it, the lower part of the retort dipping
into it.

PYROTECHNY. {Feux d'artifice, Fr. ; Feurwerke, Germ.) The composition of
luminous devices with explosive combustibles is a modern art resulting from the dis-

covery of gunpowder. The finest inventions of this kind are due to the celebrated
Ruggieri, father and son, who executed in Rome and Paris, and the principal capitals
of Europe, the most beautiful and brilliant fire-works that were ever seen. The fol-
lowing description of some of their processes will probably prove interesting:

—

The three prime materials of this art are, nitre, sulphur, and charcoal, with filings
of iron, steel, copper, zinc, and resin, camphor, lycopodium, &c. Gunpowder is used
either in grain, half crushed, or finely ground, for different purposes. The longer
the iron filings, the brighter red and white sparks they give; those being preferred
which are made with a very coarse file, and quite free from rust. Steel filings and
cast-iron borings contain carbon, and afford a more brilliant fire, with wavy
radiations. Copper filings give a greenish tint to flame; those of zinc a fine blue
colour; the sulphuret of antimony gives a less greenish blue than zinc, but with
much smoke ; amber affords a yellow fire, as well as colophony, and common salt;
but the last must be very dry. Lampblack produces a very red colour with gun-
powder, and a pink with nitre in excess.

Golden showers are formed with lampblack and nitre; yellow micaceous sand is also
employed for the same purpose. All the copper salts tinge the flame green ; those of
strontian a red colour; and barytes and its salts also impart a peculiar green.
Lycopodium bums with a rose colour and a magnificent flame ; but it is principally
employed in theatres to represent lightning, or to charge the torch of a fury.

Fire-works are divided into three classes : 1, those to be set off upon the ground
;

2, those which are shot up into the air ; and 3, those which act upon or under
water.

Composition for jets offire; gunpowder, 16 parts
; charcoal, 3 parts.

Brilliant revolving-wheel ; for a tube less than f of an inch : gunpowder, 1 6 ; steel
"lings, 3. When more than ^: gunpowder, 16

;
filings, 4.

Chinese or jasmine fire ; when less than | of an inch: gunpowder, If.; nitre, 8 •
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charcoal (fine), 3
;
snlpluir, 3; pounded cast-iron borings (small), 10. When wider

than f : gunpowder, 16 ;
nitre, 12; charcoal, 3 ;

'suiphur, 3; coarse borings, 12.

A fixed brillhint; less than ^ in diameter: gunpowder, IG ; steel filings, 4 ; or gun-
powder, 16, and finely-pounded borings, 6.

Fixed suns are composed of a certain numl)er of jets of fire distributed circularlv,

like the spokes of a wheel. All the fusees take fire at once through channels charged
with quick matches. Glories are large suns with several rows of fusees. Fans are
portions of a sun, being sectors of a circle. Patte d'oie is a fan with only three jets.

The mosaic represents a surface covered with diamond-shaped compartments,
formed by two series of parallel lines crossing each other. This effect is produced by
placing at each point of intersection, four jets of fire, which run into the adjoining
ones. The intervals between the jets must be associated with the discharge of others,

so as to keep up a succession of fire in the spaces.

Cascades imitate sheets or jets of water. The Chinese fire is best adapted to such
decorations.

Fixed stars. The bottom of a rocket is to be stuffed with clay, the vacant space
is to be filled with the following composition, and the mouth covered with pasteboard,

which must be pierced into the preparation, with five holes, for the escape of the

luminous rays, which represent a star.

Ordinary. Brighter. Coloured.

Nitre - . - - 16 12 0

Sulphur - ... 4 6 6

Gunpowder meal - - 4 12 16

Antimony - - - 2 1 2

Lances are long rockets of small diameter, made with cartridge paper. Those
which burn quickest should be the longest. They are composed as follows:

—

White lances : nitre, 1 6 ; sulphur, 8 ;
gunpowder, 4 parts.

Bluest white lances: nitre, 16
;
sulphur, 8 ;

antimony, 4 parts.

Blue lances: nitre, 16 ; antimony, 8 parts.

Yellow lances : nitre, 1 6 ; sulphur, 8 ;
gunpowder, 1 6 ;

amber, 8 parts.

Yellower lances: nitre, 16; sulphur, 4; gunpowder, 16; colophony, 3 ;
amber, 4

parts.

Greenish lances : nitre, 16; sulphur, 6 ;
antimony, 6; verdigris, 6 parts.

Pink lances: nitre, 16; gunpowder, 3; lampblack, 1.

Cordage is represented by imbuing soft ropes with a mixture of nitre, 2 ;
sulphur,

16 ;
antimony, 1 ; resin of juniper, 1 part.

The Bengal flames consist of nitre, 7 ;
sulphur, 2 ;

antimony, 1. This mixture is

pressed strongly into earthen porringers, with some bits of quick match strewed over

the surface.

Revolving suns arc wheels upon whose circumference rockets of different styles are

fixed, and which communicate by conduits, so that one is lighted up in succession

after another. The composition of their common fire is, for sizes below f of an inch

:

gunpowder meal, 16: charcoal, not too fine, 3. For larger sizes: gunpowder, 20;

charcoal, not too fine, 4. For fiery radiations : gunpowder, 16 ;
yellow micaceous

sand, 2 or 3. For mixed radiations : gunpowder, 16 : pitcoal, 1 ;
yellow sand, 1 or 2.

The waving or double Catherine wheels, are two suns turning upon the same axis in

opposite directions. The fusees are fixed obliquely and not tangentially to their

peripheries. The wheel spokes are charged with a great number of fusees ;
two of

the four wings revolve in one direction, and the other two in the opposite; but always

in a vertical plane,
i.

• * i

The girandoles, caprices, spirals, and some others have on the contrary a horizontal

rotation. The fire-worker may diversify their effects greatly by the arrangenoent and

colour of the jets of flame. Let us take for an example the globe of light. Imagine

a large sphere turning freely upon its axis, along with a hollow hemisphere, which

revolves also upon a vertical axis passing through its under pole. If the two pieces be

covered with coloured lances or cordage, a fixed luminous globe will be formed, but

if horizontal fusees be added upon the hemisphere, and vertical fusees upon the

sphere, the first will have a relative horizontal movement, the second a vertical

movement, which, being combined with the first, will cause it to describe a species of

curve, whose effect will be an agreeable contrast with the regular movement of the

hemisphere. Upon the surface of a revolving sun, smaller suns might be placed, to

revolve like satellites round their primaries.
. , . „ v,,*

Ruggieri exhibited a luminous serpent pursuing with a rapid wmdmg pace a but-

terfly which flew continually before it. This extraordinary effect was Pro*^"^?^^ m
the following way. Upon the summits of an octagon he fixed eight equal wneeis

turning freely upon then- axles, in the vertical plane of the octagon. An endie-s
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chain passed round their circumference, going from the interior to the exterior, cover-

ing the outside s,emi-circumference of the first, the inside of the second, and so in

succession ; whence arose the appearance of a great festooned circular line. The
chain, like that of a watch, carried upon a portion of its length, a sort of scales

pierced with holes for receiving coloured lances, in order to represent a fiery serpent.

At a little distance there was a butterfly constructed with white lances. The piece

was kindled commonly by other fire-works, which seemed to end tlieir play, by pro-
jecting the serpent from the bosom of the flames. The motion was communicated to

the chain by one of the wheels, which received it like a clock from the action of a
weight. This remarkable curious mechanism was called by the artists a salamander.

The rockets which rise into the air with a prodigious velocity, are among the most
common, but not least interesting fire-works. When employed profusely they form
those rich volleys of fire which are the crowning ornaments of a public fete. The car-
tridge is similar to that of the other jets, except in regard to its length, and the neces-
sity of pasting it strongly, and planing it well ; but it is charged in a different manner.
As the sky-rockets must fly off with rapidity, their composition should be such as to
kindle instantly throughout their length, and extricate a vast volume of elastic fluids.

To effect this purpose, a small cylindric space is left vacant round the axis ; that is,

the central line is tubular. The fire-workers call this space the soul of the rocket
(ome de la fus€e). On account of its somewhat conical form, hollow rods, adjustable
to different sizes of broaches or skewers, are required in packing the charge ; which
must be done while the cartridge is sustained by its outside mould, or copper cylinder.
The composition of sky-rockets is as follows :—

•

When the bore is - 1 of an inch ; f tol;

Nitre - - . .

Charcoal -

Sulphur - - .

16

7

4

16

8

4

16

2

4

Brilliant Fire.

Nitre -

Charcoal -

Sulphur -

Fine steel filings -

16

6

4
3

16

7

4
4

16

8
4
5

Chinese Fire.

Nitre - - - .

Charcoal - . .

Sulphur -

Fine borings of cast iron

16

4

3

3 coarser

16

5

3

4 mixed

16

6

4
5

The cartridge being charged as above described, thepot must be adjusted to it with
the garniture

; that is, the serpents, the crackers, the stars, the showers of fire &cIhe pot IS a tube of pasteboard wider than the body of the rocket, and about one-
third of its length. After being strangled at the bottom like the mouth of a phial it
IS attached to the end of the fusee by means of twine and paste. These are afterwardscovered with paper. The garniture is introduced by the neck, and a paper plu- islaid over It The whole is enclosed within a tube of pasteboard terminating "n acone, which IS firmly pasted to the pot. The quick-match is now finally inserted intothe so«? of the rocket The rod attached to the end of the sky-rockets to dTrect tSflight, IS made of willow or any other light wood. M. Ruggieri replaced the rod bv

8traighte7°^'
containing explosive materials, and thereby made them fly further and

The garnitures of the sky-rocket pots are the following:
1. Stars are small round, or cubic solids, made with one of the followinff comno-sitions, and soaked in spirits. White stars : nitre, 16; sulphur, CZZ^Z^^Others more vivid consist of nitre, 16 ; sulphur, 7 ; gunpowder 4

E^^vov/^er, 6.

btars for golden showers: nitre, 16; sulphur, 10; charcoal, 4 ; gunpowder Ifi-

fhPi! ff''""'* f^ ^'^^l
"'^^^ ^''^ 0^ t^o cards

; their bore beine 1g«

t sma Tb
'"'•^^"^ ^^^"^^ ^"'^ ^^-^^ tb'ree cards the°Sj/S

Vox,. III. 0 0
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The petards are cartridges filled with gunpowder and strangled.

The saxo7is are cartridges clayed at each end, charged with the brilliant turning

fire and perforated with one or two holes at the extremity of the same diameter.

The cracker is a round or square box of pasteboard, filled with granulated gun-

powder, and hooped all round with twine.

Roman candles are fusees which throw out very bright stars in succession. With

the composition (as under) imbued with spirits and gum-water, small cylindric masses

are made pierced with a hole in their centre. These bodies, when kindled and pro-

iected into the air, form the stars. There is first put into the cartridge a charge of

fine gunpowder of the size of the star ; above this charge a star is placed ;
then a

charge of composition for the Roman candles.

The stars, when less than f of an inch, consist of nitre, 16; sulphur,?; gunpowder,

5. When larger, of nitre, 16; sulphur, 8 ;
gunpowder, 8.

, ^ . ,

Roman candles, nitre, 16; charcoal 6; sulphur, 3. When above f of an inch, nitre,

1 6 ; charcoal, 8 ;
sulphur, 6.

. i , £
The qirandes, or bouquets, are those beautiful pieces which usually conclude a fire-

work exhibition ; when a multitude of jets seem to emblazon the sky in every direc

tion and then fall in golden showers. This effect is produced by distributing a

number of cases open at top, each containing 140 sky-rockets, communicating with

one another by quick-match strings planted among them, The several cases com-

municate with each other hj conduits, whereby they take fire simultaneously, and

^"Tt".:r>i:oSl?e- prepared like the rest ; but they must be floated either by

wooden bowls, or by discs and hollow cartridges fitted to them.

bL fire for lands may be made with nitre. 16 ;
antimony, 8 ; very fine ^>nc fi ings

4 Chinese paste for the stars of Roman candles, bombs, &c. :-Sulphur, 16 ;
nitre, 4;

gunpowder meal, 12 ;
camphor, 1 ; linseed oil, 1 ; the mixture bemg moistened with

The feu qriqois of Ruggieri, the son :-Nitre, 4, sulphur, 2 ;
naphtha, 1.

iSeVedS composition is made by fixing 40 parts of nitrate of strontia, 13 of

flowers of sulphur, 5%f chlorate of potash, and 4 f P^"f/ .^^^^^l^f^T' ^^l.tur •

White fire is produced by igniting a mixture of ^S par s of nitre 13, sulphur^

n sulphuret of antimony ; or, 24 mtre, 7 sulphur, 2 realgar ? " mt^ 24 sui

pbur, 1 charcoal; or, finally, 100 of gunpowder meal; and 25 of cast-iron fane

^"ibfblue fire composition is, 4 parts of gunpowder meal ; 2 of nitre
;
sulphur and

'-^iTtr^Lh 1.S v^f^^^^^::^
bf—':roa oTv^So^w^^^^^^^^^^ fu-ing nitric acid, and

then thrown into the air, a flash ot .intensely cmoure g f

the copper salt a fine blue, iue «° .fi.fij,. of barium, strontium, or

experiments by mix ug ^a^m solutions »f
°f Slorati of potassium.

K'fia^^dTrrpMM|Sed «e of p..as.m^ ana

by barium, strontium, and other salts.
rv,poc,ire temperatures which are too

"^PYROMETER. An instrument ^"^Pl;/^"^ *°
^^^^^ been constructed

high to be determined by any thermometer. Some pyrora^^^^
^

of bars of metal; the rates of expansion °f
^^"^^^

J^',^^^^^^^^
The

therefore, any high degree of heat ^^^^^^^^W Tu^^^^^^ instru-

pyrometer of Wedgwood has been much employed
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^

ment. It consists of two slightly convergent P^ff^/^^^J^PVthe convergence is

Tmall cylinder of clay is set ; the latter
thich the cylinder has

therefore increased. Its amount bemg measured, the heat to wn c

been exposed can be calculated.

A good pyrometer is an instrument much ™ea. Bohemia,

PYROPE, Bohemian Garnet, ^rom the moun am on^^^^^^

imbedded in trap tufa. It occurs also at Toblitz, in saxony, i
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PYROPHORUS. The generic name of any chemical preparation which inflames

spontaneously on exposure to the air. The sulphide of potassium is a good example
of this when it is prepared with lampblack, in the place of charcoal.

PYROXANTHINE. A substance detected in pyroxylic spirit by Mr. Scanlan.

He thus describes this compound :
—

If potash water be added to raw wood-spirit (jpyroligneous), as long as it throws
down anything, a precipitate is produced, which is pyroxanthine, mixed with tarry

matter. The precipitate is to be collected on a filter cloth, and submitted to

a strong pressure between folds of blotting-paper ; it is next to be washed with cold
alcohol, spec. grav. 0 840, in order to free it from any adhering tarry matter ; when
the pyroxyline is left nearly pure. If it be dissolved in boiling alcohol, or hot oil

of turpentine, it crystallises regularly on cooling, in right square prisms, of a fine

yellow colour, that look opaque to the naked eye, but when examined under the micro-
scope, have the transparency and colour of ferroprussiate of potash. Its turpentine
solution affords crystals of a splendid orange-red colour, having the appearance of
minute plates, whose form is not discernible by the naked eye, but when examined
by the microscope, they are seen to be thin right rectangular prisms. The orange-
red colour is only the effect of aggregation ; for when ground to powder, these
crystals become yellow ; and under the microscope, the difference in colour between
the two is very slight. Its melting-point is 318° F. It sublimes at 300° in free air;
heated in a close tube in a bath of mercury, it emits vapour at 400°

; it then begins
to decompose, and is totally decomposed at 500°. Sulphuric acid decomposes it,

producing a beautiful blue colour, which passes into crimson, as the the acid attracts
water from the atmosphere, and it totally disappears on plentiful dilution with water,
leaving carbon of a dirty brown colour. Its alcoholic or turpentine solution imparts a
permanent yellow dye to vegetable or animal matter.

Pyroxanthine consists, according to the analysis of Drs. Apjohn and Gregory, of
carbon, 75-275; hydrogen, 5-609

; oxygen, 19-116, in 100 parts.
PYROXILIC SPIRIT. Syn. Pyroligneous spirit, Pyroligneous ether. Wood-spirit,

Wood-naphtha, Methylic alcohol. Hydrate of methyle, Hydrated oxide of methyle
C=H^O==C'ffO,HO. Density of strongest wood-spirit at 32° 0-8179. Density
at 68°, 0-798. Density of vapour, 1-12 = 4 volumes. Boiling-point, 150° F.

Wood-spirit was first recognised as a distinct substance by Taylor, in 1812 Its
^o^e^er, was unknown until the appearance of the important research ofMM. Dumas and Peligot, in 1835.

Pyroxilic spirit is obtained from the liquid products of the distillation of wood by
taking advantage of its superior volatility. The crude wood-vinegar, if distilled per
se, yields up to a certain point highly impure and weak spirit. It is, however free
from ammonia and alkaloids. If, on the other hand, the vinegar is first neutralisedby lime or soda previous to the distillation of the spirit, it is rendered more free from
acetate of methyle and some other impurities, but it then contains alkaloids andammonia. At times the quantity of the latter substance present is so large that the
spirit smokes strongly on the approach of a rod dipped in hydrochloric or acetic acidIn order to apply this test it is obvious that the hydrochloric acid must be diluted until
It does not fume by itself. By repeated rectifications over lime or chalk, rejecting
the latter portions, the wood-spirit may be obtained colourless, and of a strength

'° 'P'"^" g^^^^V ^^^S from o lJS

Inasmuch as wood-spirit boils at a temperature far less than the point of ebullitionof the impurities ordinarily found in it, it may always be greatly improved in solventpower, appearance, and odour, by mere rectification on the waier bath or in a rect?fymg still. But, nevertheless, a certain quantity of the more volatile impuritiesalways accompany the methyhc alcohol, being carried over with its vapour. A~the foreign bodies may be mentioned the hydrocarbons of the benzole series Thesfmay be entirely removed by mixing the crude spirit with three or four times its

J TV '^y^T''^""' '^T
''""^'''^ ^°««l^ble an<r rise to theTurfac:of the fluid. By means of a separator the lower layer may be removed and after

vZZt;:LT£''''''''' " ' temperature^as possible, the sjrit^'afb"

chWi^^^'V'"
7?°^-«P'''it q^i^e pure it is generally recommended to mix it withchloride of calcium, and again rectify on a steam or water bath. By opera nT nthis manner, the methyhc alcohol combines with the chloride of calciL foSc.^compound not decomposable at the temperature of the water bath S' Irnn^lu^

present therefore distil away, leaving in'the still a compound of pure meX cEolwith chloride of calcium. But this latter compound possesses little .tnhnir imay be decomposed by the mere addition of wat'er, whicTHSatefL sS^^ I'tt
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then to be distilled away from the salt, and after one or two rectifications over quick-

lime will be quite pure.

It is highly important that wood-spirit should be of considerable purity if required

for the purpose of dissolving the gums. It is true, that as far as its use for dissolving

shellac is concerned, there is no need for extreme purity, as shellac will dissolve

in most specimens of wood-spirit. But it is not in this case the mere solvent power

that is required; for if a solution of shellac in impure wood-spirit be employed by

hatters, the vapour evolved is so irritating to the eyes that the workmen are unable to

proceed. If the spirit has the property of fuming on the approach of a rod dipped

in acetic or hydrochloric acids, it may be taken for granted that it will be incapable

of dissolving gum sandarach. This arises from the fact that such spirit has been

distilled from an alkaline base, such as lime or soda, and contains alkaloids, ammonia,

and various other impurities which destroy its solvent power. The alkaline reaction

may be destroyed and the spirit rendered fit for use by adding 2 or 3 per cent, of

sulphuric acid and tnen distilling. The alkaloids and many other impurities will

then be retained, and the spirit may either be used at once or still further purified

by dilution with water and subsequent rectification. It is possible to combine the

two processes at one operation, by diluting the spirit with four times its bulk of water,

and adding just enough oil of vitriol to the diluted liquid to give it a faint acid

reaction to litmus paper. It is absolutely essential to the success of this process

that the mixture of spirit water and acid be perfectly well mixed.

A wood-spirit which refuses to dissolve sandarach may often be rendered a good

solvent by adding from 5 to 7 per cent, of acetone. See Acetone.

"When wood-spirit is required in a state of extreme purity for the purpose of

research it may be obtained by distilling oxalate of methyle with water. Oxalate of

methyle, or methyle oxalic ether may be obtained by distilling equal parts of

sulphuric acid, oxalic acid, and wood-spirit. The distillate when evaporated very

gently yields crystals of the compound in question. As it does not volatUise below

322° F the retort containing the materials for its preparation requires to be pretty

strongly heated to bring the ether over. It may be purified by sublimation from

oxide of lead.
. . , , -a

Pure methylic alcohol is a colourless transparent liquid, neutral, very mflanimable,

burning with a blue flame like common alcohol. It has a very nauseous flavour,

and is fiery in the mouth. It dissolves in any proportion in water, alcohol, or

ether, and is a good solvent for fatty bodies and certain resins. It is miscible with

W?od-spMt may be detected, according to Dr. Ure, even when greatly diluted

with alcohol, by the brown colour which it assumes in presence of solid caustic

^oiash Even ^hen alcohol contains only 2 per cent, of wood-spirit U acquire

a yellow tint in 10 minutes on addition of powdered caustic potash. In halt an tiour

(JitL Which it appears to ha™ sometimes been coBfonnded m med.cme), hy the

Son "rsatoraled solMion of chloride of calcium, which readtly mixes with the

sTom'':S/;r- '"^'e ar.s, as it is .-raiiy ch»^^^^^^^^^

SrJv under the title of " methylated spirit." See Methylated Spibit.

%\:teoretlattnstitution'^^ methVic alcohol ^-^--^
^/^^^^^^^^^^

by various chemists, /he radicaWheory regards it as the hydrated oxide of

rtSte Mefitt'grff L\Xie se^^ ^:kT^i^^'^;
/^,,c rm« 9TTO But the most convenient method of viewing it 'S, pernaps, oy

S ?he'^;a?e?-type':'and considering it as two equivalents of water in which one

atom of hydrogen is replaced by methyle, thus :

—

This method of regarding it has the advantage
o^-^oTm'^y^^n^hTs—

!

and simple definition of alcohols
^'^'ij^f^^^^;,J^^^^^^ W^ogen fs replaced by an

be defined as two atoms of water in which one atom ot nya
g^ y

^^^^^

electro-positive radical, while an ether is to J^P^" ",^;,^e radical,

which both atoms of hydrogen are [«Pl^<^^^„^y
^^Ji'^f^owder yields chloroform, but

Methylic alcohol, treated with solution of
^^^^^.^^^"If vinic alcohol. In

the resulting product is not so fine as P-ei^^jl f^°^^^t^^^
„^

fact, methylic alcohol is seldom or never found m commerce 01 S.I f
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enable good chloroform to be prepared by the action of chloride of lime. Moreover
it should be mentioned that so acrid and pungent are the products of the action of
chlorine on the bodies accompanying crude wood-spirit, that great danger would be
incurred in using a chloroform containing even minute traces of them. The following
equation represents the action of the chlorine of the bleaching powder on wood-spirit:

—

C-H^O^ + 4C1= C=HCP + 2H0 + HCl.

Wood spirit. Chloroform.

Specific

Gravity.
Real Spirit
per cent.

•3136 1 nn*nn

•8216 ijO \J\J

•3256 Qfi'l 1i/D 1 1

•8320

•8384 92^22
•8418 90-90
•8470 89^30
•8514 87'72

•8564 86"20
•8596 84^75

•8642 83-33

•8674 82-00
•8712 80^64
•8742 79^36
•8784 78^13
•8820 77-00
•8842 75-76

•8876 74-63

•8918 73-53
•8930 72-46
•8950 71-43
•8934 70-42
•9008 69-44

Oyer Excise
proof.

64-10

61-10
58-00

55^50

52^50

49-70

47-40

44^60
42-20

39-90

37-10

35-00

32-70

30-00

27^90

26-00

24^30

22^20

20^60

18 •SO
16-30

15-30

Specific
Gravity.

-9032

•9060

•9070

•9116

-9154

•9184

-9218

•9242

•9266

•9296

•9344

•9386

•9414

•9448

•9484

-9518

•9540

•9564

•9584

•9600

•9620

Real Spirit

per cent.

68 •SO
67-56

66-66
65-00

63-30

61-73

60-24

58-82

57-73
56-18

63^70
51-54

50-00

47-62

46-00

43-48

41-66
40-00

38-46

37-11

35-71

Over or under
proof.

13-10

11-40

9-30

7^10

4^20

2^10

Under proof.
0^60

2^50

4^00

7-00

11-00

15-30

17-80

20-80
25-10

28-80

31-90
34-20
35-60
38-10

40-60

JI^L n
.^^^ percentages of pure wood-spirit of the specificgravity 0-8136 m various mixtures. The temperature at which the experimentsmust be made to correspond with the above table being 60° F

«=J^perimencs

Accordmg to M. Devilie, the above table is not absolutely correct the spirit usedby Dr. Ure not bemg entirely free from water. M. Deville'I numbers are as foUows:
Specific gravity. Percentage of

0-8070 .... wood-spirit.

0-8371 - ... I " *
"

0-8619 .... - - - 90

0-8873

0-9072 .... - - - - 70

0-9232 - .- .I'*'"^^
0-9429 -

0^9576 - - . . I " "
"

0^9709 "---30
0^9751 " - - - 20

09857 - - . . - - - 10
- 5

Wood-spirit unites with chloride of calcium with such enero-v th^f ^-h. v •^ .mto ebullition. The product of the union il sXLntTv IL£ t T'^ ^'l^^'''
considerably above the boiling-point of water/;i hourgi^ off the al^^^^^^^^^ Ct'"*

PYRRm ^^?8mi°°r^
the names given to gun-cotton.

It ™ee^ch£%!;u^erbT^^^^^^ '1t7vano^ ^^g-
property of dyeing fir-wood\d encS wThyir^^^^^^^^^ 17^^"'S^tr ^'^"^^^^ orvegetSeralSs^SnU'Xle'nar^

0 o 3
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Q.

QUANNET, THE. A kind of file. It is especially used for scraping zinc plates

for the process denominated anastatic printing.

QUARTATION is the alloying of one part of gold that is to be refined along

with three parts of silver, so that the gold shall constitute one quarter of the whole,

and thereby have its particles too far separated to be able to protect the other metals

originally associated with it, such as silver, copper, lead, tin, palladium, &c., from

the action of the nitric or sulphuric acid employed in the subsequent parting process.

See Rkfining.
QUARTZ. Flint, Silex. Pure silica in the insoluble state. Quartz includes as

sub-species, Amethyst, Rock-crystal, Rose-quartz, Prase or Chrysoprase, and several

varieties of chalcedony, as Cat's-eye, Plasma, Chrysoprase, Onyx, Sardonyx, Sfc.

Lustre vitreous, inclining sometimes to resinous ;
colours, very various ; fracture

conchoidal ; hardness, 7 ;
specific gravity, 2-69.

QUASSIA is the wood of the root of the Quassia excelsa, a tree which grows in

Surinam, the East Indies, &c. It affords to water an intensely bitter decoction, which

is occasionally used in medicine, and was formerly substituted by some brewers for

hops, but is now prohibited under severe penalties. It afibrds a safe and ef&cacious

fly-water, or poison for flies.

QUEEN'S WARE. See Pottery,

QUEEN'S YELLOW. Turbith's mineral; the yellow subsulphate of mercury.

QUERCITRON is the bark of the Quercus nigra, or yellow oak, a tree which

grows in North America. The colouring principle of this yellow dye-stuff has been

called Quercitrin, by its discoverer Chevreul. It forms small pale yellow spangles,

like those of Aurum musivum ; has a faint acid reaction, is pretty soluble in alcohol,

hardly in ether, and little in water. Solution of alum developes from it, by degrees,

a beautiful yellow dye. See Calico-peinting and Yellow Dye.

QUICKLIME. See Lime.

QUICKSILVER. See Mercury.
QUILL. See Feathers.

, • i. v i a
QUINIDINE is one of the alkaloids obtamed from the cmchona barks, and is

found in most of them. The quantity, however, varies with the quality of the bark
;

Cinchona calisaya, or yellow bark, which is the most prized, contaming guznine, with

but little if any quinidine, whUe some of the Loxa barks contain quinidine, and oome

cinchonine, and little or no quinine; such are the H.O. Crown barks.

Quinidine was discovered in 1833 by MM.Henry and Delandre. It has the same

composition as quinine, C^ff^N^O*, but is nevertheless a distinct alkaloid.

It is obtained from the barks containing it in the same manner as quinine from the

(luinine-yielding barks; and owing to the employment of the inferior barks m the

manufacture of this latter alkaloid or its sulphate, some quinidine is always present

S 5 but from the greater solubility of the salts of quinidine, they principally remain

in the mother liquors, from which the sulphate of quinine has crystallised.

Van HeSningJn iGerhardt's Chemie Organique^, gives the following description

of ouinidine—« When crystaUised from its ethereal solution, it yields crystals, which

are oblique rhombic prisms, perfectly transparent, but which effloresce in the air,

becoSropIque. They contain 4 atoms = 10 8 per cent, of water of crystaUisat.on.

It fu^es ft 320^° F., and, on cooling, becomes a resinoid mass. It requires for solution

1 500 oar s of cold water, 7.50 parS of boUing-water, 45 parts of cold absolute alcohol,

parts of hot ordinary alcohol, and 90 parts of cold ether." Gerhardt states also

that Us solution yields with cWorine and ammonia the same green colour as quinine

¥he alcoSc solution of quinidine turns the plane of polarisation strongly to the right,

"
v'^'t"tL?Pe\eir'a7il'n^^^^ point with Van Heijningen, I deter-

:re1fYhe'pureS'^SidteX^ prepared... The results are as follows.

water at fiO° F 750 parts ^mlmg* .y
^^^^^^^^

and 60 parts of cold ether, liy tnc spon|dULuu» cv
, onaaue by exposure

it yielded clear crystals, possessmg a brilliant l"/tre
.^^j^^ t/eated with

to the air. They contained 4 atoms of water
''\''^yf^^^'!f'^-^ quinTne does under

chlorine and then ammonia, it yielded the same green colour as quinine a
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the same circumstances. It crystallises readily from water, alcohol, or ether, when
the hot saturated solutions are allowed to cool. By the application of heat it first

fuses, and, by raising the heat, decomposes, yielding an odour of bitter almonds.

Quinidiue, like quinine and cinchonine, forms two kinds of salts ; the one neutral,

the other acid.

The neutral sulphate, C^H^N^O^HSO* + 10 aq., very much resembles sulphate of

quinine. It crystallises in long, silky, shining, acicular crystals, but which are some-
what more downy than the sulphate of quinine. It requires for solution 350 parts of

water at 50° F., and 32 parts of absolute alcohol. At 266° F. it loses 15-6 per cent,

of water of crystallisation = 6 atoms. Its solution is fluorescent, like that of quinine.

The acid or bisulphate, C<''H*^N20S2HSO' + 12 aq. This salt is obtained by-

adding sulphuric acid to the neutral sulphate, and crystallising. It consists of an
asbestos-like mass of fine acicular crystals, which are very soluble in water.

Quinidine may in some degree be distinguished from quinine by the difference of
solubility of the neutral oxalates ; that of quinine being but little soluble in water,
while that of quinidine is very soluble.—H. K. B.

QUININE. This alkaloid is found, together with four other alkaloids, in the
cinchona barks, of which there are numerous varieties, some containing principally

quinine, as the Calisaya or yellow bark, which is the most valuable of all the barks
on that account ; others containing principally quinidine and cinchonine, with but
little quinine.

Quinine is the principal of these alkaloids, and is now manufactured on a very
large scale for medicinal purposes, it being a valuable tonic and febrifuge.

It was usually prepared from the C. calisaya, but, owing to the scarcity and high
price of this bark, several of the inferior barks have been employed in its manu-
facture, and on that account the quinine of commerce frequently contains some of the
other alkaloids. The sulphate is the only salt of quinine which is manufactured for
commercial purposes, and is generally known, though improperly, as " Disulphate of
quinine."

The following is the process most generally followed in the manufacture of this
salt. The coarsely-powdered bark is digested with hot dilute sulphuric or hydro-
chloric acid for one or two hours ; the liquor is strained off, and the bark treated
with a fresh portion of still more dilute acid for the same time. This process may be
repeated a third time, but the liquor then obtained, containing so little quinine, is

used for a fresh portion of bark. The liquors from the first and second digestion are
strained and mixed, and are then mixed with lime, magnesia, or carbonate of soda,
until the liquid acquires a slight alkaline reaction, which may be known by its

turning red litmus paper blue. Owing to the solubility of quinine, to a certain
extent, in milk of lime and chloride of calcium, carbonate of soda is the best to be
used for this purpose. A precipitate is formed, which is separated from the super-
natant liquid by straining through a cloth. This dark-coloured mass, which contains
the alkaloids, colouring matter, some lime, and some sulphate of lime,—these latter, of
course, only when both lime and sulphuric acid have been used in the process,—is
treated with boiling ordinary alcohol, which dissolves the alkaloids and colouring
matter. This solution is filtered, and the greater part of the alcohol removed by
distillation, when a brown viscid mass remains; this is treated with dilute sulphuric
acid, till the solution remains slightly acid ; this solution is then digested with animal
charcoal, filtered, evaporated, and allowed to cool, when the sulphate of quinine
crystallises out, together with some sulphate of quinidine or cinchonine, according to
the barks which have been employed

; but, owing to the greater solubility of these
latter salts than the sulphate of quinine, they principally remain in the mother
liquors. When pure animal charcoal has not been used, the sulphate of quinine is
likely to be contaminated with some sulphate of lime, formed by the action of the
sulphuric acid on the lime in the animal charcoal ; and in this process also some
qumine is likely to be precipitated by the lime and lost in the animal charcoal.

In order to separate the sulphate of quinine thus obtained from the sulphates of
qumidine and cinchonine, advantage is taken of the greater solubility of the two
latter salts, as above mentioned, and by several crystallisations the sulphate of quinine
may be obtained nearly free from these salts. The quantity of sulphate of quinine
obtamed from each pound of bark of course varies with the bark used. Some of the
best calisaya bark will yield half an ounce of the sulphate from every pound of bark,
while many other barks which are used in the manufacture of sulphate of quinine
no not yield a quarter of an ounce.
A process has been patented by Mr. Edward Herring for the manufacture of

sulphate of quinine without the use of alcohol, and it yields the article known as
hospital sulphate of quinine at the first crystallisation and without the use of animal
cnarcoal. The following is the outline of the process :—

o o 4
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The powdered bark is boiled in solution of caustic alkali (soda preferred), which
removes the useless extractive gummy matters and colouring matter. After being
well boiled, the bark is washed and pressed. This process of boiling with alkali,

&c., may be repeated, if necessary, and the bark, after being well washed and pressed,
having become decolourised, is boiled with dilute sulphuric acid, being kept con-
stantly stirred whilst boiling. After the separation of the liquid, the bark is boiled
with a second portion of dilute acid, and sometimes with a third ; but the liquid from
the last boiling is kept to be used for a fresh portion of bark. The first and second
portions are mixed, strained, and treated with soda, which precipitates the alkaloids;
the precipitate is washed and pressed, and then digested with dilute sulphuric acid,
which dissolves the alkaloids ; this solution is evaporated and allowed to cool, when
the sulphate of quinine crystallises out, accompanied with some sulphates of quinidine
and cinchonine, if the bark employed contained these latter alkaloids in any quantity.
The sulphate of quinine thus obtained is dried, and forms the unbleached or hospital
quinine. When the sulphate of quinine is required quite pure, this is treated with
pure animal charcoal, and subjected to two or three further crystallisations.

It will be seen that the principal points in this process are the extraction of the
colouring matter by the caustic alkali and the use of pure animal charcoal in

producing the perfectly white sulphate, which prevents completely the admixture of
sulphate of lime with the sulphate of quinine.

This process yields from 80 to 90 per cent, of the quinine contained in the bark
employed; and to obtain the remaining 10 or 20 per cent, the blood-red solutions

formed by boiling the bark with the caustic alkali are treated with dilute hydrochloric

acid in excess, which retains in solution any alkaloids that are present. This solution

is strained and mixed with lime. The precipitate thus formed is collected, pressed,

dried, and powdered.

It is then digested with benzol, or any solvent which is not a solvent of lime. These
various tinctures or preparations are well agitated with dilute sulphuric acid, which
extracts the quinine, &c.; when allowed to settle, the benzol, oil of turpentine^ ov lard,

whichever has been used, rises to the surface. The acid liquid is then siphoned

and evaporated, and the sulphate of quinine obtained from it is purified by two or

three crystallisations, when it yields a salt equal to that obtained by the first process,

viz. the unbleached or hospital sulphate of quinine.

The sulphate of quinine of commerce is the neutral sulphate, and has the follow-

ing composition

:

2C"H"N20*,2HSO« + 14 aq.

When pure it occurs as white spangles, or slender needles, which are slightly flexible,

and possess a pearly lustre and an intensely bitter taste. It effloresces in the air, and

loses about 12 atoms of water {Baup). It requires for solution, 740 parts of cold

water and 30 parts of boiling water, 60 parts of alcohol at ordinary temperatures, and

much less of boiling alcohol.

Its solution in acidulated water turns the plane of polarisation strongly to the left,

and presents a blue tint, which is due to a peculiar refraction of the rays of light on

the first surface of the solution, and is termed fluorescence by Professor Stokes, who,

as well as Sir John Herschel, has examined the cause of it, the latter referrmg it

to epipolic dispersion.
, . , .

Heated to 212° F., sulphate of quinine becomes lummous, which is augmented by

friction, and the rubbed body is found to be charged with vitreous electricity,

sensible to the electroscope. It fuses easily, and in that state resembles fused wax

;

at a higher temperature it assumes a red colour, and at length becomes charred.

When a solution of quinine is treated with chlorine and ammonia, it yields a bright

green solution, very characteristic of quinine.
, . , . . or.

Besides the neutral sulphate, there exists an acid sulphate, or bisulphate, ot the

following composition :

^ ,^^0.

It is formed by dissolving the neutral sulphate in dilute sulphuric acid, evaporating

and crystallising. It crystallises in rectangular prisms, or silky needles It is much

more soluble in water than the neutral sulphate, requiring only 11 parts of water at

ordinary temperatures to dissolve it. The solution reddens blue litmus paper

It fuses in its water of crystallisation, and at 212° F loses 24-6 per cent of water

(iLiebiy and Baup). With sulphate of sesquioxide of iron, it forms a double salt,

which crystallises in octahedra resembling those of alum.
_ ^;„„vpr*>d

An interesting compound of iodine and bisu phate of qumine has been discoW
by Dr. Herapath, which crystallises in large plates and by ^^ ed light presents an

emerald green colour and a metallic lustre, but by transmitted light appears alni^^^^

colouriess The point of interest in this compound is, that its crystals have the same
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effect upon a ray of light as plates of lourmaline, and have even been used instead of

this latter substance.

Its compositioa is : C'">H=<N20SI=,2HSO< + 10 aq.

It may be obtained by dissolving the bisulphate of quinine in concentrated acetic

acid, and adding to the heated liquid an alcoholic solution of iodine, drop by drop.

After standing a few hours, the salt is deposited in large flat rectangular plates.
_

Adulteration of sulphate of quinine.—Owing to the high price of sulphate of quinine,

it is often adulterated with various substances, as alkaline and earthy salts, boracic

acid, sugar, starch, mannite margaric acid, salicine, sulphates of cinchonine and

quinidine ; the two latter substances will be found in most of the commercial sulphate

of quinine, and are not looked upon as fraudulent mixtures when present only in

small quantities, arising then from the imperfect purification of the sulphate of

quinine. Sometimes, however, sulphate of cinchonine is present in large quantities,

and this is effected by briskly stirring the solution from which the sulphate of quinine

is crystallising, when, although under other circumstances the sulphate of cinchonine

would remain in solution, it will by this agitation be deposited in a pulverulent form,

together with the sulphate of quinine. No doubt this fraud has been practised to a
considerable extent.

The inorganic substances may be easily detected by incinerating some of the

suspected salt, when they -will be left as ash. When some of the suspected sample is

dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid, the margaric acid would remain undissolved ; if we
then add to the solution a slight excess of baryta water, the sulphuric acid and quinine

will be precipitated; the excess of baryta is preciptated by carbonic acid, the solution

is then boiled and filtered, when the sugar, mannite, and salicine remain in solution,

and may be detected afterwards. The presence of salicine may be detected directly

in sulphate of quinine by the addition of sulphuric acid, when it becomes red if

salicine be present. Starch is detected by solution of iodine, "with which it forms a
deep blue compound. Boracic acid is dissolved by alcohol, and is recognised by the

green tinge given to the flame of the ignited alcohoL For the discovery of cinchonine,

several processes have been proposed. The one most generally adopted, and perhaps
the best, is that known as Liebig's process, which depends on the difference of
solubility, in ether, of quinine and cinchonine. It consists in putting into a test tube
10 grains of the sulphate of quinine with 120 grains of ether, then adding 10 or 20
drops of caustic ammonia ; it is then briskly shaken. If the sulphate of quinine
under examination contains no cinchonine, we obtain two layers of liquids, the one of
water containing sulphate of ammonia, and the other ether holding the quinine in
solution ; if the salt contained cinchonine,- this would remain suspended at the surface
of the watery layer. The same process -will detect quinidine also when present in
quantities exceeding 10 per cent, of the sulphate of quinine ; but the great distinction
between quinine and quinidine is their deportment with oxalate of ammonia, this
re-agent causing in a solution of sulphate of quinine, a precipitate of oxalate of
quinine, whereas the oxalate of quinidine, being very soluble in water, no precipitate
is formed by the addition of oxalate of ammonia to a solution of its salt.

Determination of the quantity of quinine in samples of cinchona barks.

In commerce the value of a cinchona bark depends on the quantity of crystallisable
quinine which it will yield ; it is therefore not sufficient to determine the amount of
quinine which it contains, as the whole of this may not be convertible into crystallisable
sulphates. In order to be accurate not less than a pound of bark should be used and
even then the result is often from ^th to ^th less than can be obtained on the large
scale, where the loss in the process is much less in proportion (Pereira).

Several processes have been employed for determining the quantities of alkaloids in
cinchona barks.

Perhaps as good a process as any is, to exhaust a known quantity of bark by
boiling with dilute acid ; the solution is filtered, and the residue washed, the washings
being added to the other liquid ; it is then digested with pure animal charcoal, the
solution again filtered, and the alkaloids precipitated by carbonate of soda

; they are
then collected, dried, and digested with ether to separate the quinine ; after the
evaporation ot the ethereal solution, the quinine is dissolved in dilute sulphuric
acid, the solution is evaporated, exactly neutralised by ammonia, and allowed to cool
when the sulphate of quinine crystallises, which is collected, dried, and weighed •

the quantity of the mother liquor being, of course, a cold saturated solution of
sulphate of quinine, and knowing the solubility of sulphate of quinine in water
the quantity remaining in the solution may be determined and added to the former
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R.

RAFFAELLE WARE. A fine kind of Majolica ware. This pottery was made

in the city of Urhino, and the designs for many of the pieces were " furnished by the

scliohirs of Raffaelle from the original drawings of their great master," and hence

the name. (Murryatt.) See Pottery.

RAGS. The fragments and shreds of linen, cotton, or woollen fabrics. Linen and

cotton rags are collected from all quarters for the purpose of making paper pulp.

The quantity imported annually is seldom less than 11,000 tons. Woollen rags of

every kind are worked up into mu7igo and shoddy. (See these terms.) Coarse cloths and

drug"-ets are made of them ; and the fine dust of woollen rags is used in preparing the

beautiful flock papers with which our rooms are decorated. They are also used

largely for manure. All the early broccoli which are brought to the London market

from the western part of Cornwall, are dressed with woollen rags in preference to

any other manure.

Rags and other materials for making paper and other purposes, imported in 1858.

Tons. Computed real value.

£

Rags, woollen 2,994 27,740

Ditto, pulp of ' ^ ^
From Russia J'^fiS 35 549

.

''29 SBremen - - - - cr^oq

. . . . 508 12 954
Tuscany - - - - '

Papal.States
sioOS

Austrian Italy ... ^^lo ,

British East Indies - - - - - 3 751

Australia - - -

Other parts ^ ^"'^^'^

11,379 £246,133

RAG STONE. A variety of hone slate used for sharpening steel instruments

•TMem iDcreased in a remarkable maoner. Tbis is, however rather a subjeet for a

.r?aS™ meehamcal engineering, than for a Dictionary of Mannfac.ures. A short

Mr" Stosbaw pSed an in,provemen. in the form of ha«n>ered iron

rairSiS ironf pre^^^^^^

»°'urT»r^be* JhTincr^S^bfhre'a^^^ their cos. hecan^e so grea., as to

^r^nSrrSlart "sC S'Klt-iron ones of the mos. approved

character.
^^^^ 1538

Fig. 1536 shows a side view of this kind of rail , fig. 1537, a plan, and^i,. 1538, a

section of the same rail cut through the middle.
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These rails are made by passing bars of iron, when red hot, through rollers with

indentations or grooves in their peripheries, corresponding to the intended shape of

the rails ; the rails thus fonned present the same surface to the bearing of the wheels,

and their depths being regulated according to the distance from the point of bearing,

they also present the strongest form of section with the least material. See Rolling
Mills.

Malleable iron rails are now always employed. An objection has been urged against

these rails on the ground that the weight on the wheels rolling on them expanded
their upper surface, and caused it to separate in thin laminae. In many of our large

stations rails may be frequently seen in this state; layer after layer breaking off, but
this may be regarded rather as an example of defective manufacture than anything
else. It is true. Professor Tyndal has referred to those laminating rails, as examples
in proof of his hypothesis, that lamination is always due to, and is always produced
by, mechanical pressure upon a body which has freedom to move laterally. Careful
examination, however, convinces the writer that whenever lamination of the rail

becomes evident, it can be traced to the imperfect welding together of the bars of
which the rail is formed.
The weight of railway bars varies according to section and length. There are

some of 40 pounds per yard, and some of 80 pounds, almost every railway company
employing bars of different weight. Beside flat rails, which are occasionally still

used, we have bridge rails employed, which have the form of a reversed U- These
have sometimes parallel sides, or, as in dovetail rails, the sides are contracted. The
n-rails are more easily manufactured than the I-rails, the difficulty of filing the
flanges not being so great as in the latter rail.

1539 1540

Fe^. 1539 represents the old rail, and ^^r. 1540, Mr. W. H. Barlow's patent raU
which IS made to form its own continuous bearing. In section this rail somewhat
resembles an inverted V, -with its ends considerably turned outwards. This portion
forms the surface by which the rail bears upon the ballasting, the apex of the A beina:
formed with flanges in the ordinary form of rails ; and the rail, therefore, beds
throughout on the ballast. It can be very easily packed up and adjusted when out of
place, and all the fittings of sleepers, chairs, and keys, are done away with, nothing
being required besides the rails themselves, except a cross or tie-rod at the joints to

14"^ ^^T^^
distance asunder, so as to keep the gauge of the line.KAKE VEIN, in Mining. A vein cutting indifferently through aU the strata-

^i^l
some circumstances they are known as gash veins and slip veins.

KAISINS are grapes allowed to ripen and dry upon the vine. The best cometrom the south of Europe, as from Roqueviare, in Provence, Calabria, Spain, and
Portugal. Fine raisms are also imported from Smyrna, Damascus, and Egypt Sweet
fleshy grapes are selected for maturing into raisins, and such as grow upon thesunny slopes of hills sheltered from the north winds. The bunches are pruned andthe vine is stripped of its leaves, when the fruit has become ripe; the sun 'thenbeaming full upon the grapes completes their saccharification, and expels the
superfluous water. These are muscatels or blooms. The raisins called lexias, areplucked, cleansed and dipped for a few seconds in a boiling lye of woodashes and

r;-'
or 130 of Beaume's areometer. The wrinkled fruit is lastly

15 days
exposed in the sun upon hurdles of basket-work during 14 or

whTch' frrilftf'°
•

^'%t^,««^ «f th« so caUed; being the plumpest bunches,

through ^ ^ ^^^^ ^^1^ cut

vinrt^x^^htwn adS'"'" ''''^"^ '"^'^ ''"""^ "^'^^ ^

Corinthian raisins or currants are obtained from a remarkably small variety of
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grape, called tbe black corinth. They are now grown in Zante, Cephalonia, and
Patras.

Our mparts, in 1858, were as follows ;

—

Imports of Raisins and Currants, ISSS.

Computed real value.

Raisins. Cwtg. £
Run in « -> 9R7 79';

Two Sicilies 1,833 3,583
Austrian Ttnlv - -

56,941 1 OQ 9Qn
Svrin fiTif! P;\lpRl"inp • 9 77S

United States 1,402 2,803
\JI 1 lil 6ll L£tl » — 1 4.7Q 1 (\M

1 0Q1

Other parts - - - 2,366 3,296

357 485 ^521 847

CORBANTS. Cwts.

Hamburg - - - 1,856 2,220

Holland . - - 3,458 3,459

Austrian Italy 24,494 28,640

Greece - - - 455,136 607,369

Turkey Proper - 3,426 3,402

United States 3,132 3,843

Ionian Islands 89,458 114,862

Other parts 1,420 1,400

582,380 £756,195

RAM, HYDRAULIC. Originally invented by Montgolfier, in France, and

patented by him in 1797.

This machine, which is self-acting, is composed of an air-vessel and 3 valves, 2 for

the water and 1 for keeping up the supply of air. Upon pressing down the valve in

the conducting tube, which opens downwards, the water escapes from it, until this

momentum is sufficient to overcome the weight, when the valve immediately rises

and closes the aperture. The water, having then no other outlet than the mner

valve, rushes through it by its general force, compressing the air in the air vessel

until equilibrium takes place, when the air reacts by its expansive force, closing the

inner valve, which retains the water above it, and driving it up the ascending tube.

By this reaction the water is forced back along the conducting pipe, producing a

partial vacuum beneath the outer valve, which immediately falls by its own weight.

The water thus escapes until it has acquired sufficient force to close this, when the

action proceeds as before. It is best adapted for raising moderate quantities of water,

as for household or farming purposes.
, , „ „ -.uru >t

RAPE SEED Brassica campestris oleifera. Summer Rape, Wild, Aavew, or

Colza This and the winter rape {B. napus) are the only sorts cultivated to any

extent in Britain for the manufacture of oil, and growers generally agree that the

former of these is to be preferred from its yielding a greater quantity of seed, in the

proportion of 955 to 700. {Lawson.) See Colza.

RAPE SEED OIL. See Oils.
, . , . .„ •

RASPS AND FILES. File-making is a manufacture which is still in a great

measure confined to Sheffield. It is remarkable that hitherto no machine has been

constructed capable of producing files which rival those cut by the human hand

MaSe-made mes have not the "bite" which hand-cut files have: this is accounted

for by°he peculiar facilities of the human wrist to accommodate itself to the particular

auKle suitable to produce the proper " cut." Small files are made out of the best cast

S those of akrger size from ordinary steel ; flat files are forged on an ordinary

s udv- Xr forms on bolsters, with the indentature corresponding to the shape

eqlW being thereon impressed, a chisel wider than the Wank to cut -u^^^^^^^^^

the only instrument to form the teeth; it is moved by the hand with the greatest

nicety After cutting, and previous to hardening the file

-^^^f f/^^^^
substance, such as ale-grounds, in which salt has been

^'^^"'^"'^^^^^^JJ^^^^J^^l
teeth from the direct action of the fire ; it is then immersed perpendicularlym water,

cleaned and finished.
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The manufacture of rasps and files does not belong to this work. Those interested

in it will find an elaborate description of all the varieties of files, and of their

manufacture, in Turning and Mechanical Manipulation, by Holtzapffel; aud in

Mamifactures in Metal, vol. i., Iron and Steel, revised by Robert Hunt.

RASP, MECHANICAL, is the name given by the French to au important machine

much used for mashing beet-roots. See Sugar.
RATAFIA is the generic name, in France, of liqueurs compounded with alcohol,

sugar, and the odoriferous or flavouring principles of vegetables. Bruised cherries with

their stones are infused in spirit of wine to make the ratafia of Grenoble de Teyssere.

The liquor being boiled and filtered, is flavoured, when cold with spirit of noyeau,

made by distilling water oft' the bruised bitter kernels of apricots, and mixing it with

alcohol. Syrup of bay laurel and galango are also added. See Liqueurs.

RATTANS. The stems of the Calamus rotang, of C. rudentum, and various species

of palms. They are used for caning chairs, as a substitute for whalebone, for walk-

ingsticks, and many other purposes. We imported m 1858, 18,625,368 Rattan Canes,

valued at 38,960/.

RAZORS. The manufacture of razors differs from the manufacture of the finer

varieties of cutting instruments, only in the degree of care which is required to

produce a perfect instrument.

Two workmen are always engaged in razor-making. The rod of steel of which
they are made is about half an inch in breadth, and of sufiBcient thickness to form the

back. The stake upon which they are forged is rounded on both sides of the tops,

which is instrumental in thinning the edge, and much facilitates the operation of
grinding. The blades are then hardened and tempered in the ordinary way, with the

exception that they are placed on their back on an iron plate, and the moment they
assume a straw colour of a deep shade they are removed.

The grinding follows, on a stone revolving in water ; then glazing on a wooden disc.

The fine polish is given by a wooden wheel, having its circumference covered with
buff' leather, which is covered with crocus. The ornamentation of the blade by etching
with acid and gilding, if such is required, is the last process. See Manufactures in

Metal, as revised by Robert Hunt, and Mechanical Manipulation by Holtzapffel.

RAZOR HONE. In the manufacturing of the razor, for the first process of setting,

the Charnley Forest stone is used, but the principal part of the setting is accomplished
almost invariably on the German hone. Various kinds of hones are, however, sold
under this name, and they are of course of very various qualities. See Hones.
RAZOR-STROP. " Perhaps for the razor-strop a fine smooth surface of calf-

skin, with the grained or hair side outwards, is best. It should be pasted or glued
down flat on a slip of wood, and for the dressing almost any extremely fine powder
may be used— such as impalpably fine emery, crocus, natural and artificial specular
iron, black lead, or the charcoal of wheat straw ; * * * combinations of these
and other fine powders, mixed with a little grease and wax, have been with more or
less mystery applied to the razor-strop. The choice appears nearly immaterial,
provided the powders are exceedingly fine, and they are but sparingly used.

" One side of the strop is generally charged with composition ; on the other side the
leather is left in the natural state, and the finishing stroke is in general given on the
plain side." {Holtzapffel.) The razor-strop requires to be kept very clean, and it

should be very sparingly used.

REALGAR, Red sulphide of arsenic. (^Arsenic rouge sulfure, Fr. ; Rothes
Schwefelarsenik, Germ.) This ore occurs in primitive mountains, associated some-
times with native arsenic, imder the form of veins, efflorescences, very rarely
crystalline

; as also in volcanic districts ; for example, Solfaterra near Naples ; or
sublimed in the shape of stalactites, in the rents and craters of Etna, Vesuvius, and other
volcanoes. Specific gravity varies from 3-3 to 3-6. It has a fine scarlet colour in
mass, but orange red in powder, whereby it is distinguishable from cinnabar. It is
soft, sectile, readily scratched by the nail ; its fracture is vitreous and conchoidal.
It volatilises easily before the blow-pipe, emitting the garlic smell of arsenic, along
with that of sulphurous acid. It consists of 70 parts of arsenic and 30 parts of
sulphur. It is employed sometimes as a pigment

Nearly all the commercial realgar is an artificial product, prepared by submitting
arsenical pyrites to distillation, or arsenious acid and sulphur in due proportions. It
is an energetic poison, more so than the native realgar, from the fact of its containing
tree arsenious acid. The principal use of realgar is for fireworks, white Indian fire;
often used as a signal light ; contains 7 parts sulphur, 2 parts realgar, and 24 parts

RECTIFICATION is a second distillation of alcoholic liquors, to free themtrom whatever impurities may have passed over in the first. See Alcohol and
^Distillation.
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REDDLE, OR RED CHALK. One of the ores of iron having an earthy texture
and conchoidal fracture. It is found more or less mixed with earthy matter, and is

need for marking sheep in some of the western counties. A fine variety occurs not
far from Rotherham, and is employed in grinding spectacle lenses in Sheffield, and
Mr. Greg informs us that it is found at Wastwater in Cumberland.
RED LEAD, a pigment formed by exposing litharge to the action of the air at a

temperature of about 560°, by which it absorbs oxygen, and is converted into red
lead. See Lead.
RED LIQUOR, -when prepared by the dyer or printer, is a liquid compound of

acetate of alumina, having in it a little sulphate of alumina and potash, and is

prepared by dissolving 8 pounds of alum in boiling water, and adding to this a solution
of G pounds of acetate of lead, and stirring the whole well together. Sulphate of
lead is formed and deposited as a heavy mass at the bottom of the liquid. The clear
supernatant liquid is red liquor.

lied liquor of commerce is a crude acetate of alumina, prepared from pyroligneous
acid (which see, and Calico Printing). Looking upon the composition of this com-
mercial article, and supposing that alumina was the only intermediate fixing agent,
the pyrolignite of alumina, by its easy decomposition into acetic acid and alumina,
would be tlie one preferred ; but practice has shown that a sulpho-acetate of alumina
gives the best results, and -which is composed as follows :—

SO'
2C4H303

and prepared by mixing together

453 lbs. of ammoniacal alum.

379 lbs. of acetate of lead, or 315 lbs. of pyrolignite of lead.

1132 lbs. of water.

Al^O*
1 +

or.

383 lbs. of sulphate of alumina.

379 lbs. of acetate of Ifead, or 315 lbs. of pyrolignite of lead.

1132 lbs. of water.

or,

or.

453 lbs. of alum, and a quantity of solution of pyrolignite of lime, amounting to

158 lbs.

333 lbs. of sulphate of alumina, -witb the same amount of pyrolignite of lime.

These substances are well stirred together for several hours, complete double de-

composition ensues, sulphate of lead is deposited, and sulpho-acetate of alumina

remains in solution with one equivalent of sulphate of ammonia, proceeding from

the ammoniacal alum employed, as only two equivalents of sulphuric acid are removed

from the four which alum contains.

But as sulphate of ammonia is of no use in the process of mordanting cloth, and as

it may be considered as increasing the price of the articles to the manufacturer, a very

intelligent firm had the good idea of replacing ammoniacal alum by sulphate of

alumina, thus not only rendering the liquor cheaper, but their liquor marks the same

strength as that of other manufacturers,— namely, sp. gr. 1 -085, or 1 7 Twaddle. The

red mordant D of this firm contains a larger amount of useful agents under the same

bulk of fluid.

The following analyses clearly show this point:—
Composition of Four Mordants per Gallon.

Substances.

Formula.
A1203S03,2C'>H303+NH3

S03,H0.

Formula.
Ar^032S03,C''

H303-(-NH3S03,
HO.

Formula.
A1205+S03,2C<

Alumina
Sulphuric acid
Acetic acid -

Ammonia and water

Mordant A. Mordant B. Mordant C. Mordant D.

grains.

l(i80-0

1(542 5
33G9-8
•G741

oz. fits.

3 18

6 20
7 307
1 236

grains.

1830-0
2800-0

3.i70 0
•910-0

oz. Rrs.

4 lU

6 178
8 70
2 35

grains.

1239-0

3017-0
12SI-7
•653-1

OZ. STS.

2 365
6 395
2 40G
1 215

gmins.
2164-4
1664-6

3679-2

oz. RTS.

4 416
3 3-23

8 179

Nevertheless where sulphate of alumina is used, a little ammonia, soda, or potash

may be added advantageously for certain colours, giving greater power to the

""From 'these results it is easy to perceive that the composition of red liquors varies a

great deal, and that it is of importance to our extensive calico-printing firms to inquire

more than they at present do into the composition of their red mordants, ine
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use of the hydrometer should be confined to its legitimate purpose—taking the sp.

gr.,— and banished as being a test for quality. Let this be found by the chemist,—
the calico printer should always know it— and by doing so we have no doubt

they will arrive at two ends, — viz. account better than they do for the superiority of

some prints over others, and attribute failures to the proper source, as a slight varia-

tion in the composition of a mordant •will make a great difference in the produc-

tion of a colour.

RED MARL. A geological term, designating the upper members of the new red

sandstone formation.

RED OCHRE. An earthy oxide of iron.

REDRUTHITE. A name given, very absurdly, by Brooke and Miller to the

vitreous copper of Phillips, from the circumstance that some fine varieties have been
found in the mines near Redruth, although much finer are produced by the St. Just
mines. The chalcosine of Greg and Lettsom, cuivre sulfure of Hauy, and the

Kupferglanz of Haidinger and Naumann. Thomson gives the analysis of a specimen
from the united mines in Groennass.

Copper - - 77-16
Iron 1-45

Sulphur - 20'62

RED SANDERS WOOD. A hard and heavy wood, which is imported from
Calcutta in logs. It is much used as a dyewood, and occasionally for turning.
RED WOOD. A wood used by dyers, which is obtained from the Siberian buck-

thorn, Rhamnus arythroxylon,

REED is the well-known implement of the weaver, made of parallel slips of
metal or reeds, called dents. A thorough knowledge of the adaptation of yarn of a
proper degree of fineness to any given measure of reed, constitutes one of the
principal objects of the manufacturer of cloths ; as upon this depends entirely the
appearance, and in a great degree the dnrability, of the cloth when finished. The
art of performing this properly is known by the names of examining, setting, or
skying, which are used indiscriminately, and mean exactly the same thing. The
reed consists of two parallel pieces of wood, set a few inches apart, and they are of
any given length, as a yard, a yard and a quarter, &c. The division of the yard
bemg mto halves, quarters, eighths, and sixteenths ; the breadth of a web is generally
expressed by a vulgar fraction, as \, |, §, §

; and the subdivisions by the eighths <Sv six-
teenths, or naib, as they are usually called, as

I, |, y, &c., or ja
j|, {§, &c. In Scot-

land, the splits of cane which pass between the longitudinal pieces or ribs of the reed
are expressed by hundreds, porters, and splits. The porter is 20 splits, or, ith of an
hundred. r

> > 5

In Lancashire and Cheshire a different mode is adopted, both as to the measure
and divisions of the reed. The Manchester and Bolton reeds are counted by the
number of sphts, or, as they are there called, dents, contained in 244 inches of the
reed. These dents, instead of being arranged in hundreds, porters, and splits, as in
bcotland, are calculated by what is there termed hares or Sears, each containing
20 dents, or the same number as the porter in the Scotch reeds. The Cheshire or
btockport reeds, again, receive their designation from the number of ends or threads
contamed m one inch, two ends being allowed for every dent, that being the almost
universal number in every species and description of plain cloth, according to themodern practice of weaving, and also for a great proportion of fanciful articles.
The number of threads m the warp of a web is generally ascertained with con-

siderable precision by means of a small magnifying glass, fitted into a socket of
brass, under which is drilled a small round hole in the bottom plate of the standard.The number of threads visible m this perforation ascertains the number of threads in
the standard measure of the reed. Those used in Scotland have sometimes four
perforations, over any one of which the glass may be shifted. The first perforation

ij in diameter, and is therefore well adnpted to the Stockport mode ofcounting; that IS to say, for ascertaining the number of ends or threads per inch
;he second is adapted for the Holland reed, being ,>,th part of 40 inches ; the third

is yh of 37 inches and is adapted for the now almost universal construction ofScotch reeds; and the fourth, being ^^h of 34 inches, is intended for the French

900 ti.

' /^^''y thread appearing in these respective measures, of course, represents200 threads, or 100 splits m the standard breadth; and thus the quality of thetabric may be ascertained with considerable precision, even after the cloth has

clnTrtheT?'^' "^"r^-
blLching 'ground oTd e-wort Bycounting the other way, the proportion which the woof bears to the warn is also

teS roAof^whr ^'^^^"^ manufacturer and o-pSat^weaver, both of whom are previously acquainted with the exact measure of the reed.
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Comparative table of 37-inch reeds, being the standard used throughout Europe, for
linens, with the Lancashire and Cheshire reeds, and the foreign reeds used for holland
and cambric.

Scotch. Lancashire. Cheshire. Dutch hoUand. French cambric.

600 20 34 550 653
700 24 38 650 761
800 26 44 740 870
900 30 50 832 979
1000 34 54 925 1089
1 1 f\C\
I lUO OD ou 1 A 1 /IlU 14 1 197
1200 40 64 1110 1300
1300 42 70 1202 1414
1400 46 76 1295 1464
1500 50 80 1387 1602

1600 52 86 1480 1752

1700 56 92 1571 1820
1800 58 96 1665 1958

1900 62 104 1757 2067
2000 66 110 1850 2176

In the above table, the 37-inch is placed first. It is called Scotch, not because it

either originated or is exclusively used in that country; it is the general linen reed

of all Europe ; but in Scotland it has been adopted as the regulator of her cotton

lU3,HUf Ct IXI*6s

REFINING GOLD AND SILVER. Since the object of this book is to treat

more especially of the application of scientific processes to commercial undertakings,

it -would be out of place to give a detailed account of the processes by which gold

and silver are refined, or rendered free from other metals. In the laboratory, where

chemical manipulation has reached a great way to perfection, the precious metals are

separated by nitric acid and other agents, but the processes are far too expensive and

tedious to admit of being used upon a large scale.

For the purposes of rendering gold containing foreign metals sufiBciently pure for

the operations of coining, Mr. Warrington has recently described a process by which

fused gold is treated with black oxide of copper, with a view to oxidising those

metals which render gold too brittle for manufacture into coin. Mr. Warrington

proposes to add to fused gold, which is found to be alloyed with tin, antimony, and

arsenic, 10 per cent, of its weight of the black oxide of copper, which, not being

fusible, is capable of being stirred up with the fused mass of gold, just as sand may

be stirred up with mercury, but with this great advantage, that the oxide of copper

contains oxygen, with which it parts readily to oxidise any metal having a

greater affinity for oxygen than itself. The metals, once oxidised, become lighter

than the fused metal, and mixing mechanically, or combining chemically with the

black oxide of copper, float to the surface and are removed. In the execution of

Mr. Warrington's proposition, it is imperative to use crucibles free from reducing

agents, such as carbon, and it is found that half an hour is sufficient time to allow

the contact of the oxide of copper with the fused gold.

It has been generally stated by those supposed to be acquainted with the subject,

that gold containing tin, antimony, and arsenic is so brittle as to render it wholly unfit

for coining This requires modification, for although these metals, as well as lead,

render gold so brittle that it will readily break between the fingers, yet it is not true

to say that it renders gold so brittle as to be incapable of being coined. In June and

July 1859 some brittle gold, to the extent of about 64,000 ounces, passed through

the Mint The bai's were so brittle that they broke with the slightest blow from

a hammer, but by special treatment the gold was coined into the toughest coins ever

produced. It may now be stated that if the system of manufacture be changed to

suit the requirements of the case, gold cannot be found too brittle for the purpose ot

coining. This is simply a matter of fact, but the expense of coming brittle gold is

undoubtedly very great; it is therefore wise that Mr Warnngton s plan should be

adopted for all gold containing the volatile metals or tin. Osmium-iridium does not

render gold brittle. Dr. Percy and Mr. Smith have demonstrated that all metallic

substances found in commerce contain traces of gold, which can be separated by

carefully conducted chemical processes, and it is found that silver is peculiarly liaoie
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to be in alloy with gold, and gold with silver ; hence a process of refining which shall

eflPect the separation of as little as one five-hundredth part of gold from its mass of
silver, is a matter of the utmost commercial importance.

It is with regret that it is stated that the refineries of London are conducted with
such secrecy as to render a full description of any one of them impossible, while the
ignorance which will induce the proprietors of these establishments to attempt such
quietude is much to be pitied, for, except so far as regards details of interior arrange-
ment, their processes are as well known and tmderstood as it is possible for any
manufacture to be.

In Paris (the London refiners are known to use the " French process "), the plan
adopted is founded on the fact, that at a high temperature sulphuric acid parts with
one equivalent of its oxygen to oxidise an atom of a metal, while the atom of
oxide so formed at once combines with another atom of sulphuric acid to form
a sulphate. The atom of sulphuric acid which has parted with its atom of oxygen
passes ofi^ as gaseous sulphurous acid.

If mercury be boiled with sulphuric acid (commonly called oil of vitriol), it is found
that it entirely loses its metallic existence, and assumes the form of a dense white salt.

This change takes place at the expense of the sulphuric acid, and is shown by the
following equation. For explanation sake, call mercury Hg, and sulphuric acid SO';
if now it is assumed that one part or atom of Hg be boiled with two parts or atoms of
SO', we have Hg + SO' + SO', and for elucidation we may write SO' as equal to
SO* + O ; then we have Hg + O + SO' + SO*, which, under the influence of heat,
become HgOSO' + SO*.

a white salt. gas.

If now the mind substitutes silver for mercury, and so writes Ag instead of Hg,
the whole matter will be understood. The silver is dissolved in sulphuric acid just
as sugar would be in water, and in this fact we have a valuable means of separating
it from gold. If for a moment one imagines a mass of silver alloyed with gold to
be represented by a piece of sponge filled with water and frozen, it is well known
that if the mass be warmed the ice is melted, and in the form of water filters from
the sponge, just so, if a mass of the alloy of the precious metals be boiled in
sulphuric acid, the silver is dissolved or washed away, leaving the gold in the form of
a sponge, which, as it becomes exposed to the bubbling of the acid, is detached and
falls to the bottom of the vessel in which it is boiled.

If by assay the silver to be refined is found to be very rich in gold, it is better to
fuse the mass with more silver, so as to produce a mass containing at least 3 of silver
to 1 of gold, and this alloy, in its fluid state, should be poured into cold water by
which the falling stream is suddenly chilled, and the particles become what is tech-
nically called "granulated," The stream should fall some distance (not less than
2 feet) through the air before it reaches the water, that the copper (if any be
present) may be as much as possible oxidised, with a view to saving sulphuric acid

In all cases the alloyed metals should be granulated, because the extended
surface of metal presented to the hot acid saves much time.

Silver containing less than ^ part of its weight of gold is found not to pay for
separation, but any which contains this amount or more is treated as follows --

Vessels of platinum were formerly used and were deemed indispensable but
experiment has proved that these may be safely replaced by cast-iron vessels; inboth cases the boilers or retorts are provided with tubes passing from the top intochambers which receive the acid gases and vapours.
The platinum vessels used by Mr. Mathison and subsequently by Messrs Rothschild

for many years are now out off use, but as sketches of the vessels actually used cannotbe obtained, it is deemed wise to give a sketch of the platinum vessels, which wei^^h
323-40 troy ounces, and contain, if filled to the neck, 8 gallons of water a the
retort or boiler; b, the head, provided with a tube of platinum, d, to which is
joined at the time of use a long tube of lead, c is a tube terminating on the shoulder
of the boiler, and provided with a lid, and is of service to allow of the occasional
stirring of the silver during solution, and of the addition of the small quantity of
acid at the termination of the chemical action. The vessels became much coatedwith gold, which was removed with difficulty and at great risk of attacking the
platinum. The sketches (Jigs. 1541, 1542, and 1543) are 1 in. to a foot

According to convenience and requirements, the retort or boilers may he multinliprl
as to number, but about 5 or 6 would seem to be a convenient set for onerations
Independently of the smaller prime cost of cast-iron retorts or boilers (now used inplace of platinum), there is the advantage of being able to use acid which is not fre^rom impurities, because the cost of the retorts is practically not worth considerat onIf taken in relation to the extra price which must be paid for pure acid. Beside the °e
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facts it is found that owing to some influence (is it chemical or catalytic?) which the

iron exerts less acid is required to be used in proportion to the precious metals than

-was used when platinum vessels were believed to be necessary.

1541

A charge for one boiler varies from 1130 to 1300 troy ounces
f^^^^^l^

mixed prfcious metals and is heated with
^^^^fXeli:"^^^^^^^^weight of sulphuric acid of sp. gr. 1-7047. ine neai is giauua j tpmnpnturp

vescence takes place, and it is then regulated with care,
^.l^^^^^i^^f'f ^^/'/^^^^^^^^

is raised nearly to the boiling point. As in the case of n^ercm y so « ot

silver, it is better not to rise quite to the boiling point, ^l^^./^^^P^^I .^^^^^

with he escaping sulphurous acid. According to the care

has been effected, each charge is heated from 3 to 4 ^^^'^^y^^'^ '^'^^'^^^^^
sulphurous acid ceases the operation is known to be teri^inated

^^^^^^f^'^^^J^J™^"^^
tioA shows that exactly equivalent quantities o.V^P^^'%lfre s-^lntur^^^^^^^^
copper are formed to account for the sulphuric acid la practice

'^I'^l^^^Zs^n of
frequently lost, although in all refineries it should be used for the re composition

^tSom the top of the boiler or retort is an^^^^^^^^^ ^Xiroi:
10 yards long terminating in a leaden ehjb^^^^^^^^^ t^l:SS :^:^ro..r\j the

acids accumulate with some sulphate of sijvei-, mecnamcdi y
i^^gs in this

violence of the chemical action. It is [o-^ th^^^^^ S reduced strength of

leaden chamber has a sp. gr. of from 1 3804 to 1 ^^a-i. ^
remembered

the acid from 1-7047 to this pomt
^^^-^^f ^^J^^^^^^^^ acid and water, and

that sulphuric acid is really a compound anhydrous su^^
^^^^^^

that only the anhydrous sulphuric acid
^^.^^XT ,he^^^^^^^

commenced, the

friendly part of leading it into action on the Uver the acUon^^
.

^ .g
^^.^.^^^^^

^

>vater is done with, and passes off ^^^h the sulpnurous^^a ^.^^

independently of this cause it found that sulphunc aci
, y ^^^/^j^^jj^ „g.^

water, and concentrates tself, until by ^nfj^/ *^"„^3;''?s ^ rather too far.

and when this is seen, it is at once ^nown that the
^^^^^^

^^.^^^ ^^^^^^

When the action has quite terminated, it is customary to aaa
f,^^, the

from 60 to 80 Troy ounces o fP^'J,^^ ^^^^^ fpr^seSly described), then to pour

liquor which has deposited sulphate of copper ^FC^ently
^^^^

the whole into a leaden boiler, and boil it to'^^^^.'^Y ^ •

^^.e gold is precipitated.

and allow to stand for half an/°^^'.
tri^\ SV^^^

The object in adding this amount of sulphuric acid is to loi m
^^^^^^

gold mly be enabled to settle to the bottom
;

^at^^
J^jl^s^mb^^^ and because

Luld probably cause an explosion by the hea^^^^^^^
, l.rge

sulphate of sUverisnot very soluble m Y^ter, wnue ij^^
^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

extent in hot sulphuric acid. At the end
l^fl^^^^^J^^^'^.d. with so much water

solution the silver and copper as sulphates is dec^aated and rn

^^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^^^^^

as shall reduce it to a sp. gr. of from \2080 to 1 -bUD^
^ ^^^^^^

plates are then introduced, while the s^l'^tion is kep l^ot or b^^
^^^^^^ .^^^

The silver salt is decomposed by the copper pla cs, ana i i f
^^^^^.^^

solution as sulphate of copper, so that at the
^.'^^^ "/^f whic'^ ^'"''^ "'"'^

tains the copper of the original alloy, as well as tne copp
^ ^.^.j^^,^

precipitate the silver. The silver precipitates or falls to the noito
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or spongy form, and it is commonly thought that the whole of the. silver is throwndown when a portion of the solution is not rendered turbid by a solution of chloride
ot sodium

;
but m the presence of a strongly acid solution this test is not to be relied

dwrtor?' ^^^TT'-'
in someVefineries, the solution is allowed to rest for

^s^&:i^^i-z^r'''' - '^^^-^

alloyed'to'^S fL^^l '^^^^^^ then

crvsTalsSsu n^ j
when finely divided gold, mechanically mixed with

?h?s deposit s bcil? ''^f f '"^P^"*^ «f ^«PP^^' i« f^'^'^d tlie bottom,i ms deposit IS boiled with water, and is then transferred to a vessel in which it iskept hot, and is brought into contact with suspended copper-plates by which the silver

^
rendered metallic and falling to the bottom of the vessel, m^ixes withThTgold Themixed precipitate of silver and gold is then dried, melted, and grarulated fnd treatedwi h sulphuric ac.d, as in the process already described. By tSrextra Socess thegold becomes concentrated by the removal of the silver mrl ,u P'°f^^® ^'^^

larger and more easily collected partkles men the eold tV^l'lf "^T
precipitates slowly, the following plan is sometimesTdoDterf tL l^i

^'^'^^^ .^""^

steri^rutulrbS^^lt^^^^^^^ -els by the agency of
gold may separate, and is then drawn off ekher bT. f I"
from the bottom of the vessel or bv a .inW J-

^^^""^^ ^^^^ an inch
as already detailed. ' ^ ^ ''P^°°' ^^^"^ treated with copper-plates

su/pha?^rc;pper%Td"s:£fb;'sr^ I'rf'' ^^^^^-^ ^« ^^--^

pressure the mLses Gained LLf^^^^^^
pressure; but if dried by

are therefore dried by a gentle hea^^^^^
10 per cent, of water, an5

sudden formation of steam as well V<= fJ
the breaking up of the masses, from the

Picaijly clay m which r^l^erii^^ the pot of

be^^So'SkSiic: theTo^t o7r:^orrr° T'' ^^^^^^^^ so minute as to

covered
; but he silver is founfto b^X H

^'^"^ ^'^ ^oU to be re-

weight of copper, whTch appears to he I.ft
^ .i,""?

^ ^ thousandths of its

the washings?o whichTheKr has he fsubi 'ctef
sulphate notwithstanding

wash away the last traces of sulphate of Conner TV ^'^^^'^al'y impossible to
little importance, since it amoums to but 5^1'^., If

' """"^ T'^T ''^PP^'*
of silver, yet this may be removp!! w f ^ ^ '^''PP^'' ^^^^^^ ^"h 995 parts
During the whorjrocess even f^ treatment with nitrate of potassa.

metal to be refinedfitT o be obse vedT/t ol "^^^s of
the silver

; therefore sulphate of copper iffo^ ^^T Precipitating
salt has a high commercial value af^LT i

*^°°«^<ie^^ble quantities, and as thil
and paper-hangings, as well as for nSf ? ""^^^ i° Pointing
this salt in a saleableTorm sSion i^/tt'P."?^"'''^ ^''''^^^'^ t° «ttaif
and allowed to cool, when crystals deno.^t

is therefore evaporated to a sp. gr. of 1-3804,
strongly acid soluti;ns is m letwiftf^^^^^^^ V^^^'' ^'p^^'^^^i ^^^^
redissolved in warm water, and aCed to stSdTn Lfdt "^YK"^^''

"-y^'^'^
deep, and 3 ft. wide, that he crystals mlv dpnl-? i ? ^''f^' ^ ^o°g' « ft.

large crystals, which are mo?e ?a ly effected' Tbe^^^^^^^^^^ '^T P™^"<^'^«
by CuO,SO',5HO. The mother Lorfare Pvin ! i^^^^'f

'^''PP^'' ^« represented
being in fact free sulphuriSTwirrsril aZI'/ f ^"f T'"'"^^ '° ^'^^

tion. The parts of fhe hydrauUrpresses which Zl -
'"'P^'*' ""PP^'' ^olu-

the time of pressing, are coat d w th a rompound o/ Hn T'f ''^K'^'
'^^'^ a*

mixture with antimony. Cast-iron is verv lX n^o f v
^ har<iened by

very

r p 2
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The total cost of refining silver in Paris, inclusive of the loss hy melting, is stated

to be 15 centimes for 32 Troy ounces ; but it must be understood that the loss of
silver by melting is absohitely very minute, because tlie flues are swept, and the sweep-
ings so obtained are made to yield the silver which has been volatilised, while the

pots, &c., are ground and made to yield their absorbed silver.

In the event of the mass containing much copper and little silver, it is usual to

granulate the mass and roast the granulated particles to oxidise the copper ; the oxide
of copper is then dissolved out by diluted sulphuric acid, and the remaining mass
of silver, with a smaller amount of copper, is treated in the ordinary way.

If the gold contains platinum, it is found that it is apt to retain from 4 to 5 per

cent, of silver, which must be separated by mixing the precipitated gold with about

a fourth of its weight of anhydrous sulphate of soda (which is preferred to sulphate

of potassa, on account of its greater solubility in water), and to moisten this mass
with concentrated sulphuric acid, using about 6 or 7 parts of acid to every 10 parts

of sulphate of soda. The moistened mass is then heated till sulphuric acid ceases to

distil off, and the heat is then raised till the whole mass melts ; and by extracting the

sulphate of silver and sulphate of soda the gold will be found to contain 99'40 parts

of gold in lOO'OO parts ; but if the process be repeated, the gold is obtained of a purity

of 99-90.

When the silver has been removed, the gold is fused with nitre, which oxidises

and removes the platinum ; but the potash salt formed is found to contain gold, so

that the gold and platinum are obtained from the potash salt mixed with fused nitre

by the process of cupellation, for which see Assay.—G. F. A.

REFRIGERATION OF "WORTS, &c. The simplest mode of refrigeration is

by exposing the hot liquor or wort in shallow vessels, called coolers, to the action of

the atmosphere or a current of air, sometimes accelerated by fans rotating hori-

zontally just above the surface of the liquor ; but sometimes utensils called refrigerators

are employed, and so constructed that a quantity of cold water should be brought

into contact with the heated fluid.

A simple form of refrigerator is that of the worm used by distillers; and the

reverse process is commonly used by brewers, viz. a stream of cold water passing

through pipes in a zigzag form, laid horizontally in the shallow cooler. But in every

construction of refrigerator heretofore used, the quantity of cold water necessarily

employed in the operation, greatly exceeded the quantity of the fluid cooled, which,

in some situations, where water cannot be readily obtained, was a serious impediment

and objection to the use of such apparatus.

In August, 1826, Mr. Yandall obtained a patent for an apparatus designed for

cooling worts and othev'hot fluids, Avithout exposing them to evaporation; and con-

trived a mode of constructing a refrigerator so that any quantity of wort or other

hot fluid may be cooled by an equal quantity of cool water ; the process being per-

formed with great expedition, simply by passing the two fluids through very narrow

passages, in opposite directions, so that a thin stratum of hot wort is brought into

contact over a large surface with an equally thin stratum of cold water, in such manner

that the heated water, when about to be discharged, still absorbs heat from the hottest

portion of the wort, which as it flows through the apparatus is contmually parting

with its heat to water of a lower temperature flowing in the contrary direction ;
and

however varied may be the form, the same principle should be observed.

Figs. 1544, 1545, 1546 represent difi'erent forms in which the apparatus is proposed

to be made. The two first have zigzag passages ; the third, channels runnmg m
convolute curves. These channels or passages are of very smaU capacity in thickness,

but of great length, and of any breadth that may be required, according to the quantity

of fiuid intended to be cooled or heated.
j , c < c

Fiq 1547 is the section of a portion of the apparatus shown at^^rs. 1544 and 1545

upon an enlarged scale; it is made by connecting three sheets of copper or any

other thin metallic plates together, leaving parallel spaces between each plate tor the

passage of the fluids, represented by the black lines.
, , ^, .

v;>,c «r
Thise spaces are formed by introducing between the plates thin straps, ribs, or

portions of metal, to keep them asunder, by which
."^^^^^f 77 ^^'^^^^^Jf

produced, and through these channels the fluids are intended to be passed, the cold

liquor running in one direction, and the hot in the reverse direction

Supposing that the passages for the fluids are each one-eighth of an mch thick

then ?he enfire length for the run of the fluid should be about 80 feet the breadth of

the apparatus beini made according to the quantity of fluid mtended o be passed

through it in a given time. If the channels are made a quarter of an inch thick then

their length should be extended to 160 feet; and any other dimensions m S'^il^r p o-

portions Tbut a larger channel than a quarter of an inch the patentee considers would

be objectionable. It is, however, to be observed, that the length here recommended
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1544

is under the consideration that the fluids are driven through the apparatus by some
degree of hydrostatic pressure from a head in the delivery-vats above ; but if the

fluids flow without pressure, then the lengths of the passages need not be quite so great.

In the apparatus constructed as shown in perspective at fig. 1544, and further

developed by the section, fig. 1547, cold water is to be introduced at the funnel a,

whence it passes down the pipe b, and
through a long slit or opening in the

side of 'the pipe, into the passage c, c

(seefig. 1547), between the plates, where
itflowsin ahorizontal direction through
the channel towards the discharge-pipe

d. When such a quantity of cold water
has passed through the funnel a, as shall

have filled the channel c, c, up to the

level of the top of the apparatus, the

cock e being shut, then the hot wort or

liquor intended to be cooled, may be
introduced at the funnel f, and which,
descending in the pipe g, passes in a
similar manner to the former, through
a long slit or opening in the side of the
pipe g, into the extended passage h, h

Xfig. 1547), and from thence proceeds
horizontally into the discharge-pipe i.

The two cocks e and k, being now
opened, the wort or other liquor is drawn ofi", or otherwise conducted away through
the cock k, and the water through e. If the apertures of the two cocks e and k, are
equal, and the channels equal also, it follows that the same quantity of wort, &c.,
will flow through the channel h, h, h, in a given time, as of water through the channel
c, c; and by the hot fluid passing through the apertures in contact with the side of the
channel which contains the cold fluid, the heat becomes abstracted from the former,
and communicated to the latter ; and as the hot fluid enters the apparatus at that
part which is in immediate contact with the part where the cooling fluid is discharged,
and the cold fluid enters the apparatus at that part where the wort is discharged, the
consequence is, that the wort or other hot liquor becomes cooled down towards its
exit-pipe nearly to the temperature of cold water ; and the temperature of the water,
at the reverse end of the apparatus, becomes raised nearly to that of the boiling
wort. °

It only remains to observe, that by partially closing either of the exit-cocks, the
quantity of heat abstracted from one fluid, and communicated to the other, may be
regulated

;
for instance, if the cock e of the wateivpassage be partially closed, so as to

diminish the quantity of cold water passed through the apparatus, the wort or other
hot fluid conducted through the other passages will be discharged at a higher tem-

femente'd'^
desirable, when the refrigerated liquor is to be

Fig. 1545 exhibits an apparatus precisely similar to the foregoing, but different in
Its position

;
tor instance, the zigzag channels are made in obliquely descending

planes, a is the funnel for the hot liquor, whence it descends through the pipe
into the channel c c (see^^. 1547), and ultimately is discharged through the pipe 6,

at the cock e. The cold water being introduced into the funnel /, and passingdown the pipe I, enters the zigzag channel Kh, and, rising through the apparatus,
rui^ off by the pipe g, and is discharged at the cock below.

" ^ '

The passages of this apparatus for heating and cooling fluids, maybe bent into
various con orted figures

;
and one of the most convenient forms, being very compactand easily cleaned, is that represented aty?^. 1546, which consists of only two sheets ofthm copper, soldered together at their edges, forming a continuous spiral chamber

for the passage of a thin stratum of water, and contained in a cylindrical case. The
passages here run in convolute curves, the one winding in a spiral to the centre, the
other receding from the centre.

o f ^ i-cijliv.,

f„3^f
""^^^^ ^''^ intended to be cooled, is to be introduced at the

St ^""^
P^f^^^g ^0^° Jl^e pipe b, is delivered into the open passage c, which

i the 'Y''''''' f discharged througlfthe pipe e,

L^^,^ 1
^ """"^^ apparatus at the funnel g, and proceeding

fn^nJ.
P'P-

'I'-f"'""
^'^'"•^ '^^^""^^ after traversing round throughapparatus, is in like manner discharged through the pipe k, at tht cock I. oTSl hotliquor may be passed through the closed channel, and the cold through the oLn oneor these chambers may be both of them open at top, and the apparatS covereTby a Hd

r p 3
^
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when at work, the principal design of which is to aCFord the convenience of cleaning

them more readily than could be done if they were closed ; or they may be both

closed.

1545

A similar ingenious apparatus for cooling brewers' worts, or wash for distillers,

and also for condensing spirits in place of the ordinary worm tub, is called by the in-

ventor, Mr. Wheeler, an Archimedes condenser, or refrigerator, the peculiar novelty

of which consists in forming the chambers for the passage of the fluids in spiral

channels, winding round a central tube, through which spiral channels the hot

and cold fluids are to be passed in opposite directions.
i j • „

Fin 1548 represents the external appearance of the refrigerator, enclosed in a

cylindrical case ; fig. 1549, the same, one-half of the case being removed to show the

^
1 form of the apparatus withm ; ^xi&fig. 1550,

t a section cut through the middle of the ap-

paratus perpendicularly, for the purpose of

displaying the internal figure of the spiral

channels,
, , a e

The apparatus is proposed to be made ot

sheet copper, tinned on its surface, and is

formed by cutting circular pieces of thin

copper, or segments of circles, and connect-

within, in an ascending or ^^'^^''^^1^'^,'^^^^^^ (of any diameter that may
In fias. 1549, 1550, a, a, is the central tube or stanaaia V."' ''"J ,

be foS convenient)', round which ^^-;^^^\-\^^'^^^^^^^^ t!k not ^e
sides of the outer case, to which the edges of spnal fit clos^^^^

°*^h'e hot fluid is admitted into the spiral ebamb^r
^,

throu^^^^^^ tru-pet or .iae-

mouthed tube e, at top, and is discharged at l^ottom by Jpe^^uT^ ^
iniroduced

cold water which is to be employed as the
^

through the pipe in the centre, from whence,
f^^.^^S'^^

>tselt^^^^

the cold water occupies the interior of the ^yl"^*^^;^^
^^^'^V^'Jhe top of the vessel,

passage n, between the coils of the chamber, until it ascends to tne p

and then it flows away by a spout », seen in^^. 154».

at

id then it flows away by a spout », seen i^^^f-
ton and the cold fluid

It will be perceived that the hot fluid ^s thejP ratu^^
^.kes

bottom, passing each other, by means of which an intercnange o i
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place through the plates of copper, the cooling fluid passing off at top in a heated

state, by means of the caloric vrhich it has abstracted from the hot fluid ; and the hot

1549

fluid passing off through the pipe and cock at bottom, in a very reduced state of
temperature, by reason of the caloric -which it held having been given out to the
cooling fluid.

Hodge's Patent Refrigerator for reducing the temperature of liquids.—This re-
frigerator is stated to be more effectual than anything yet offered to the public for cool-
ing brewers' worts. The worts are passed down through the tubes in^^r. 1551, and
ascend through the tubes in. Jig. 1552. These tubes are of copper, and are encased in

1551 1552

a chamber; water is let on under a head through the pipes A, sprinkling the outer
surface of the tube with a jet, keeping them moist ; at the same time a blast of cold air
2S blown mto the chambers by the fans b b impinging on the surface, carryino- away
the caloric as fast as it is transmitted. Worts can be brought down from 212° to the
desired temperature by this process cheaper and quicker than any other refrigerator •

m fact, worts may be brought down to freezing temperature.
'

REGULUS. A name introduced by the alchemists, and applied by them in the
first instance to antimony; it signifies the little king; and from the facility with which
antimony alloyed with gold, these empirical philosophers had great hopes that this
metal antimony would lead them to the discovery of the philosopher's stone. Thename is now applied to other metals in an impure state.
RENNET. The gastric juice of the stomach of the sucking calf, which beino-

extracted by infusion immediately after the death of the animal, serves to curdle milkAs the juice passes rapidly into putrefaction, the stomach must be salted after th^outer skin has been scraped off, and all the fat and useless membranes carefuUv
P P 4 ^
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removed. It is only the inner coat which is to be preserved after it is freed from any
curd or other extraneous matter in the stomach. The serum left in it should be

pressed out witli a cloth, and is then to be replaced in the stomach with a large

quantity of the best salt. The skins, or veils as they are called, are next put into a

pan and covered with a saturated solution of salt, and soaked for some hours ; but

there should be no more brine than covers the veils. They are afterwards hung up

to dry, a piece of wood being put crosswise into each to stretch them out. They
should be perfectly dried, and look like parchment. In this state they may be kept in

a dry place for any length of time, and are always ready for use.

Pieces of veil are cut off and soaked for some hours in whey or water, and the

whole is added to the warm milk for curdling it, its strength having been first tested on

a small quantity. By the rapidity with which it curdles and the form of the flakes, a

judgment is formed of its strength and the quantity required for the whole milk.

RESIN KAURI, or OOWDEE, is a new and peculiar substance, imported from

New Zealand. It oozes from the trunk of a noble tree called Dammara Australis,

or Pinus kauri, which rises sometimes to the height of 90 feet without a branch, with

a diameter of 12 feet, and furnishes a log of heart of timber of 11 feet The resin,

which is called Cowdee gum by the importers, is brought to us in pieces varying in

size from that of a nutmeg to a block of 2 or 3 cwts. The colour varies from milk-

white to amber, or even deep brown ; some pieces are transparent and colourless. In

hardness it is intermediate between copal and resin. The white milky pieces are

somewhat fragrant, like elemi. Specific gravity, 1-04 to 1-06. It is very ii.flammable,

burns all away with a clear bright flame, but does not drop. Wheu cautiously fused,

it concretes into a transparent hard tough mass, like shellac.

RESINS {Resines, Fr.; Harze, Germ.) are principles found in most vegetables,

and in almost every part of them; but the only resins which merit a particular

description, are those which occur naturally in such quantities as to be easily collected

or extracted. They are obtained chiefly in two ways, either by spontaneous exudation

from the plants, or by extraction by heat and alcohol. In the first case, the discharge

of resin in the liquid state is sometimes promoted by artificial incisions made through

the bark into the wood of the tree.

Resins possess the following general properties :— They are soluble in alcohol, m
ether and the volatile oils, and with the aid of heat, combine with the unctuous oils.

They may be combined by fusion with sulphur, and with a little phosphorus. They

are insoluble in water, and melt by the application of heat, but do not volatilise

without partial decomposition. They are almost all translucid, not often colourless,

but generally brown, occasionally red or green. Any remarkable taste or smell,

which they sometimes possess, may be ascribed to some foreign matter, commonly an

essential oil. Their specific gravity varies from 0-92 to 1-2. Their consistence is

also very variable. The greater part are hard, with a vitreous fracture, and so brittle

as to be readily pulverised in the cold. Some of them are soft, a circumstance

probably dependent upon the presence of a heterogeneous substance. The hard resms

do not conduct electricity, and they become negatively electrical by friction. When

heated they melt more or less easily into a thick viscid liquid, and concrete, on cooling,

into a smooth shining mass, of a vitreous fracture, which occasionally flies off into

pieces like Prince Rupert's drops ; especially after being quickly cooled, and scratched

with a sharp point. They take fire by contact of an ignited body, and bum with a

brio-ht flame, and the diffusion of much sooty smoke. When distilled by themselves

in close vessels, they afford carbonic acid and carburetted gases, empyreumatic oil ot a

less disagreeable smell than that emitted by other such oils, a little acidulous water,

and a very little shining charcoal. See Coal Gas. _
Resins are little acted upon by acids, except by the nitric, which converts them into

artificial tan They combine readily with the alkalies and alkaline earths, and

form what were formerly reckoned soaps; but the resins are not truly saponified
;
they

rather represent the acid constitution themselves, and, as such, saturate the sahfiable

^"^Every resin is a natural mixture of several other resins, as is the case also with

oils one principle being soluble in cold alcohol, another m hot. a third in ether, a

fou;th in oil of turpentii,a fifth in naphtha, &c. The soft resins, which retain a

cerSin por ion of volatii; oil, constitute what are cal ed balsams Certain other

balsams contain benzoic acid. The solid resins are, amber, amm6 benzom, colophony

Jctmmon rosin), copal, dammara, dragon^s blood, elemi, guamc, lac, resin of jalap,

labdanum, mastic, sundarach, storax, tahamahac.

A memoir upon the resins has been published by M. Guibourt, from which the

H.j,nen.a .errucL ;
it is

f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^appearance outside; nearly colourless, oi ot a ia\>uy jrcnun ,
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in the cold, and almost as hard as amber, which it much resembles, but from which it

may be distinguished, 1st, by its melting and kindling at a candle-flame, and running
down in drops, while amber bums and swells up without flowing ; 2ndly, this hard
copal when blown out and still hot, exhales a smell like balsam copaiva or capivi;

while amber exhales an unpleasant bituminous odour; Srdly, when moistened by
alcohol of 85 per cent., copal becomes sticky, and shows after drying a glazed opaque
surface, while amber is not affected by alcohol ; 4thly, the copal affords no succinic
acid, as amber does, on distillation.

Ether, boiling hot, dissolves 39-17 per cent, of copal.
Essence (spirits) of turpentine does not dissolve any of the copal, but it penetrates

and combines with it at a heat of 212° Fahr.
2. Resin of courbaril of Rio Janeiro, the English gum-anime, and the semi-hard

copal of the French. It is characterised by forming, in alcohol, a bulky, tenacious,
elastic mass. It occurs in rounded tears, has a very pale glassy aspect, transparent
within, covered with a thin white powder, which becomes glutinous with alcohol.
Another variety is soft, and dissolves, for the most part, in alcohol ; and a third
resembles the oriental copal so much as to indicate that they may both be produced
from the same tree. 100 parts of the oriental and the occidental anime yield
respectively the following residua :

—
With alcohol. With ether. With essence.

Oriental - - - 6571 60-83 71
Occidental - - 43-53 27*50 75-76

The hard and soft copals possess the remarkable property in common of becomin<T
soluble in alcohol, after being oxygenated in the air.

"

3. Dammar puti, or dammar batu.— This resin, soft at first, becomes eventually like
amber, and as hard. It is little soluble in alcohol and ether, but more so in essence
of turpentine.

4. Aromatic dammar.— This resin occurs in large orbicular masses. It is pretty
soluble m alcohol. Only small samples have hitherto been obtained. Of 100 parts
3 are msoluble in alcohol, none in ether, and 93 in essence of turpentine. M Guibourt
tlnnks that this resin comes from the Molucca isles. Its ready solubility in alcohol
and great hardness, render it valuable for varnish-making.

'

5. Slightly aromatic dammar leaves, after alcohol, 37 per cent.; and after ether 17
per cent. ; and after essence, 87 per cent.

_
6. Tender andfriable dammar selan. — This resin occurs in considerable quantitym commerce (at Paris). It is in round or oblong tears, vitreous, nearly colourlessand transparent withm, dull whitish on the surfaces. It exhales an agreeable odour

of ohbanum, or mastic, when it is heated. It crackles with the heat of the hand like
roll sulphur It becomes fluid in boiling water, but brittle when cooled again' Itsparkles and burns at the flame of a candle ; but this being the effect of a volatile oilthe combustion soon ceases. '

RESINS, MINERAL Petroleum, bitumen, asphalte, amber, and other mineralhydrocarbons are so called.
^""ci^i

RETORT. Retorts may be of various shapes, and made of very different ma-
terials, according to the requirements. Some are of glass; others of clay. They

K^n^ h\ r\°^?' are employed to effect the decompositioJ

tt f \ '
sometimes alone, and sometimes aided bythe action of other substances. They vary in shape ; but generally may be regardedas consisting of a bulb and a beak. For producing coal gas. theJe are manvmodifications, varying in dimension and shape with the caprice of the constructor

^
They may be divided into three general classes -

length.
'""'"'^ *° ^ diameter, and from 6 to 9 feet in

bee'ntse^bVreVh^rerCom ^"-^^"-^ «^ ^^'^^

^yll'^JZm'^^^^^^ been introduced

SoSf^'^''^''''^^ FURNACE. See Metallukgt. Coppkh, Ikok, and

REVOLVERS. See Rifles and Revolvers.
RHINE WINES. See Wine.
RHODIUM. A metal discovered by Dr. Wollaston in 1803 in the ovpplatinum. It is contained to the amount of three per cent Jn tt^ ZJ- .

Antioquia in Columbia, near Barbacoas; t occurs In^the Ural orfan^I^^^^^^^gold m Mexico. The palladium havingbeen preci;Uated from t"; muriSoIuTionot the platinum ore previously saturated with soda bv the ovWl« «f
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evaporated to dryness, to expel the hydrocyanic acid, and convert the metallic salts

into chlorides. The dry mass is to he reduced to a very fine powder, and waslied

with alcohol of specific gravity 0-837. This solvent takes possession of the double

chlorides which the sodium forms with the platinum, iridium, copper, and mercury,

and does not dissolve the double chloride of rhodium and sodium, but leaves it m the

form of a powder of a fine dark-red colour. This salt being washed with alcohol,

and then exposed to a very strong heat, affords the rhodium. But a better mode of

reducing the metal upon the small scale consists in heating the double chloride gently

in a glass tube, while a stream of hydrogen passes over it, and then to wash away

the chloride of sodium with water.

Rhodium resembles platinum in appearance. According to Wollaston, the specific

eravity of rhodium is 11. It is insoluble by itself in any acid ;
but when an alloy of

it with certain metiils, as platinum, copper, bismuth, or lead, is treated with aqua

reiria the rhodium dissolves with the other metals ; but when alloyed with gold

or silver it will not dissolve along with them. It may, however, be rendered

very soluble by mixing it in the state of a fine powder with chloride of potassium or

sodium, and heating the mixture to a dull red-heat, m a stream of chlorine gas. It

thus forms a triple salt, very soluble in water. The solutions of rhodium are of a

beautiful rose colour, whence its name. Its chief use at present is for making the

unalterable nibs of the so-named rhodium pens.

The fo lowing remarks from a recent paper by Deville and Debray " On scnne pro

perties of the so-called platinum metals," are full of interest. These chemists prepare

?hodium by fusing platinum residues with an equal weight of lead and twice its weight

of li rr 'J. When the crucible has attained a bright red heat, and he litharge is

thoroughly liquid, the crucible is shaken once or twice, and is then allowed to cool

s oX The button of lead, which contains all the metals in the residue less oxidisable

thal lead is treated with nitric acid, diluted with an equal volume of water, which

Srovefbe deT tie lead the copper aM the palladium The insoluble Pow^er which

remains is mixed with five times its weight of binoxide of barium, weighed exactly

and is heated to redness in a clay crucible for one or two hours. After_ this it

L fir t U-eated with water, and then with aqua regia to remove Je
osmic acid

When the liquor has lost all smell, sufficient sulphuric acid is added to exactly

nrecinitate thS baryta. It is then boiled, filtered, and evaporated, first adding to it a

fi^tle nUHc acidS then a great excess of sal ammoniac. The evaporation is carried

Ifdrvness at 2120 and the Residuum is washed with a concentrated solution of sal-

obtain it perfectly pure it
.^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ most of the

alloy is treated with
^-^^^f^^^^^^^^^ Tuoy of rhodium and zinc in

zinc, but ^^^-^'^ tL solution is treated with

X::^:^^^^^:^^^Ktle smphur. by Which

means rhodium is procured absolutely pure. ^.

formation. The alloy h
»''«''jy.,'f

,

'
°°

a^^^
acid, but in contact »ith a,r and the o" Ĵh" '

''X ,he doable infinence of the air

rracrihe^-^rrhi'*;:
f^^.....,

"'ttSB^V,,,). species of Pla-^^^^

t^^^J! W=nCt?rfuVLy.bnba.b, and i. only
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procured by the Russians, at Kiachta, fi-om the Chinese. Several species of rhubarb

are cultivated in this country, for the agreeable acidity of their stems.

Imports of rhubarb, 1858.
Computed real value,

lbs. £
Russia 6,789 4,073
Hamburg ... - 8,325 4,957

China 252,970 28,797
United States . . - 20,860 2,320
Other parts - - - . 3,896 1,624

292,840 41,771

RHUS. The SUMACH, which see.

RIBBON MANUFACTURE. This differs in no particular respect from the
manufacture of woven fabrics in similar materials. See Silk, and Weaving.
RICE. {Oryza sativa, Linn.) This plant, originally a native of Asia, is now

extensively cultivated In India, China, the islands of the Eastern Archipelago, in

the West Indies, Central America, and the souftiern of the United States. Roxburgh
informs us that there are above forty different varities. Carolina and Patna rice are
the kinds most esteemed in this country. Braconnot (^Ann. Chim. Pkys.) has given
the following analyses of two varieties of rice:—

Carolina Rice. Piedmont Rice.
Starch 85-07 83-80
Woody fibre - - - . 4-80 4-80
Gluten 3-60 3*60
Tallowy oil - - - - 0-13 0-25
Sugar (uncrystallisable) - - 0*29 0-25
Gum 0-71 0-10

The inorganic constituents being, as estimated from the ash of the grain, as
follows :

—
Potash - . - 18-48
Soda --- 10-67
Lime 1-27
Magnesia 11-69
Oxide of iron 0-45
Phosphoric acid - - - - - - - 53-36
Chlorine - o-27
Silica 3.35

Rice is used as food by a hundred millions of the inhabitants of the earth, and it is
employed as an agreeable and nutritive diet in various forms by ourselves.
Our imports of rice were, in 1858, as follow:—

XT i I. • , 1
Computed real value.

Not rough or m the husks - - cwts. 3,665,765 £1,652,505
Rough and in the husks - • - quarters 25,877 23,727
^teal cwts. 14,298 7,277
Dust for feeding cattle - - „ 1 1,950 3,737

RICE CLEANING. Various machines have been contrived for effecting this
purpose, of which that invented by Mr. Melvil Wilson, may be regarded as a eood
example. It consists of an oblong hollow cylinder, laid in an inclined position
having a great many teeth stuck in its internal surface, and a central shaft also'
furnished with teeth. By the rapid revolution of the shaft, its teeth are carried
across the intervals of those of the cylinder with the effect of parting the grains
of rice, and detaching whatever husks or impurities may adhere to them A hopper
is set above to receive the rice, and conduct it down into the cleansing cylinder

About 80 teeth are supposed to be set in the cylinder, projecting so as to "reachvery nearly the central shaft
; in which there is a corresponding number of teeth

that pass freely between the former. '

T. ^4^^
PAPER. A name given to the membrane of the bread-fruit tree, on whichthe Hindoos paint flowers, &c.

RICE STARCH. See Starch.

• ^ir.^^^-
I^"'^^"^ Ordnance and Revolvers.—Under the head of Fire-Armsm addition to the general description of the manufacture of the ordinary musket
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barrel and the twisted barrel, with that of gun-locks of various kinds, there is an

account of the mode adopted for rifling barrels, and of the methods in use at the

Royal Manufactory at Enfield. Beyond this, the carabine a tige, the niinie rifle,

with the needle musket, or zundnadelgewher of the Prussians, were severally

noticed ; and some information given respecting the more recent Enfield rifle. So

many and so important have been the improvements which have been introduced that it

is necessary to return, somewhat more fully, to the consideration of this subject. Fire-

arms arc rifled to give rotation to the projectile round its axis of progression, in order

to insure a regular and steady flight. The only practical method of doing this,

hitherto adopted, has been to make the barrel of a fire-arm of such a shape in its

interior, that the projectile, while being propelled from the breach to the muzzle, may

receive a rotatory, combined with a forward, motion.

Enfield Rifle.— The dimensions, &c., of the long Enfield is given in the article

already referred to. The barrel of the short Enfield is only 2 ft. 9 in. in length.

The material for the barrels of the arms made at the Government works is

brought to the factory in slabs, half an inch thick, and 12 in. long, by 4 in. broad.

These slabs of iron are carefully forged, to ensure the crossing of the fibres of the

iron. They are heated, and first bent into a tubular form ; the yare then heated

again, and, while white hot, passed between iron rollers, which weld the joming down

the middle, and at the same time lengtW the tube nearly three mches. This heatmg

is several times repeated, and the processes of rolling continued until the barrel ^sumes

the form of a rod, about 4 ft. long, having a bore down the centre, about a t ot an

inch in diameter. « u-
The muzzles are then cut off, the "butts" made up, and the process of welding on

the nipple lump is begun. This operation requires much care, and it is executed

with great quickness and skill by the trained workmen. The barrels pass from the

smithy to the boring department. The barrels are arranged horizontally, and the

first-sized borer is drawn upwards from the breech to the muzzle. The second boring

is effected with rapidity ; but the third slowly ; and after the fourth boring the barrel

is finished to within the of an inch of its proper diameter. The outside is

ground down to its service size, and the barrel is straightened ;
it is then tested by a

Iroof-charge of 1 oz. of powder and 1 ball. The next step is to fit the n.pple-screw,

Se, and breech-pin. The barrel is then bored for the fifth time and it passes to

the finishing shop. In rifling the Enfield, each groove is cut separately, the bit being

draw^ from the muzzle to the breech. The depth of the riflmg is (V5 at the 'nozzle

and 0-13 at the breech, and the width of each grove is of an inch After rifling

the barrel is a-ain proved, with half an ounce of powder and a single ball It is then

sighted trimm°ed off, milled, levelled, browned, gauged, and at last, finished so per-

Sly, that the steel gauge of -577 of an inch passes freely through, while that of -580

"The'ly^tmSng by grooves is the plan which has been generally employed, and
1 he system ot § y?^^^^^ ^.^^ different numbers of groves, some of varying

depths, being deeper at the breech, and with different turns ;
some in-

creasing towards the nfuzzle, have been tried, and thought advantageous

at various times. The Enfield rifle has three grooves with a pitch of

6 ft. 6 in, so that the bullet receives half a turn round i s axis while

moving hrough the barrel, the length of which is 3 ft. 3 m. The

bullet fs cylindfo-conchoidal ; it is wrapped in paper, and made of such

a diameteJas to pass easily down the barrel. It requires very pure lead

torw^fitsbeingproperVexpanded or "upset"^^^^^^^^^^^

is driven partly against the original portions of the bore, caUed the lands,

and iartly in tbe form of raised ribs, is forced into the grooves, whose

^Jilvl gives the required rotation. The infield bimet is shown

i^ the annexed figure. It is conical in shape and has ^t^^ac^ ^nd

recessed for the insertion of a box -wood plug. Ihis plug, anven

forward at the first shock of the explosion of gunP-d- expands the

Ipnd until it fills the grooves at the breech. (,tig. Ibbi.)

iCoriL costof a finished Enfield rifle is stated to beabout£2 5* ;

_ and from T5OO to 1,800 rifles per week are at present made at the

n^.^Bme'^Ti^^^^^^ and the principles on which it is constructed, can-
Whitworth s Hifle.— inis nre ui

,

a
n „rpat extent the words of the inventor :

not be better described than by
f«P;'"g^^°

fJ"^ So^f the barrel is hexagonal.

In the system of rifling which 1 have a^^P^c?'
"'^J

, ^ grooves, consists

and instead of consisting partly of °«":<^ff^'"^'^"J''"te Lxae^^^^^^
of effective rifling surfaces. The angular ^o'-"^"

fj^",^/^^^ a hexagonal barrel,

as shown in section, fig.
1554 which shows a cyhndnca^ bullet a_he

^.^^^^

The hexagonal bullet, which is preferred to the cjUnancai one,
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may be used, is shoM-n in fig. 1555. Supposing, however, that a bullet of a cylindrical

shape is fired, -when it begins to expand it is driven into the recesses of the hexagon.

as 1554

I

„„ shown in fig. 1 554. It thus adapts itself to the curves of

the spiral, and the inclined sides of the hexagon ofiFering no
direct resistance expansion is easily effected. With all ex-

panding bullefs proper powder must be used. In many cases

this kind of bullet has failed, owing to the use of a slowly-

igniting powder, which is desirable for a hard metal projec-

tile, as it causes less strain upon the piece ; but is unsuitable

with a soft metal expanding projectile, for which a quickly
igniting powder is absolutely requisite to ensure a complete
expansion, which will fill the bore: unless this is done the

gases rush past the bullet, between it and the barrel, and the

latter becomes foul, the bullet is distorted, and the shooting must be bad. If the pro-
jectile be made of the same hexagonal shape externally, as the bore of the barrel
internally, that is with a mechanical fit, metals of all degrees of hard- 1535
ness, from lead, or lead and tin, up to hardened steel, may be era-

ployed, and slowly-igniting powder, like that of the service, may be
used. As we have already stated, the Enfield rifle has one turn in

6 ft. 6 in. ; that is, the bullet rotates once on its axis, in passing over
this space. This moderate degree of rotation, according to Mr. Whit-
worth, only admits of short projectiles being used, as long ones turn
over on issuing from the barrel

;
and, at long ranges, the short ones

become unsteady. With the hexagonal barrel much quicker turns
are used; and "I can fire projectiles of any required length, as, with
the quickest that may be desirable, they do not ' strip.' I made a
short barrel, with one turn in the inch (simply to try the effect of an
extreme velocity of rotation) and found that I could fire from it me-
chanically-fitting projectiles, made of an alloy of lead and tin ; and
with a charge of 35 grains of powder they penetrated through 7 inches
of elm planks."

" For an ordinary military barrel 39 inches long, I proposed a •45-

inch bore, with one turn in 20 inches, which is, in my opinion, the best
for this length. The rotation is sufficient, with a bullet of the requisite
specific gravity, for a range of 2,000 yards. The gun responds to
every increase of charge, by giving better elevation, from the service charge of 70
grains up to 120 grains; this latter charge is the largest that can be effectually con-
sumed, and the recoil then becomes more than the shoulder can conveniently bear
with the weight of the service musket."
The advocates of the slow turn of one in 6 ft. 6 in., consider that a quick turn

causes so much friction as to impede the progress of the ball to an injurious, and
sometimes dangerous, degree, and to produce loss of elevation and range ; but' Mr
Whitworth's experiments show the contrary to be the case. The effect of too quick
a turn, as to friction, is felt in the greatest degree when the projectile has attained its
highest velocity in the barrel, that is at the muzzle, and is felt in the least degree
when the projectile is beginning to move, at the breech. The great strain put upon a
gun at the instant of explosion is due, not to the resistance of friction, but to the vis
inertia of the projectile which has to be overcome. In a long barrel with an ex-
tremely quick turn, the resistance offered to the progress of the projectile as it is
urged forward becomes very great at the muzzle, and although moderate charges
give good results, the rifle will not respond to increased charges by giving better

elevation"
^^"^^ ^""^ shorter, an increase of charge then improves the

Rifled Ordnance. See Artillery. Whitworth's system of rifling is equallv
applicable to ordnance of all sizes the principle of construction is simple, and the
extent of bearing afforded by the rifling surfaces provides amply for the wear of the
interior of the gun; any requisite allowance for windage may be made at the sametime that the projectile is kept concentric with the bore. We have not space toenter on any examination of the rifled ordnance manufactured by Mr Whitworthwhich IS m prmciple the same as the rifle which we have briefly described Theex raordinary results obtained in the trials of Whitworth's guns have been so reraark-

nf tLo -^1 ^ "^"^"^
''"o""^

^'"'"""y ^PP^^" important to preserve a statementof these trials, as made at Southport, which were witnessed by many of the mosteminent authorities.
^

th?Zr^^'"'l "u*
giving tables of all the experiments made

; we havetherefore, chosen those which give the best and most interesting results. We havein each table given the distance of every shot fired in the series of group furniing the
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particular experiment. In some cases average distances are calculated from the ascer-

tained centre of the group of shots fired, and are taken longitudinally and laterally.

This is in fact, applying to the horizontal area in which the shots fell the same prin-

ciples on which the'" figure of merit" is determined on the vertical targets at the

Hvthe School of Musketry. This method of calculation is the most accurate, for, as

the gun was always laid for the line of tire, and no alteration was made in its direction

during the firing of a particular group, a certain amount of deviation would be given

to all the shots by the wind. Therefore, the closer the shots lay, the better was the

shooting, without regard to the general deviation from the line of fire, which might

be greater or less according to the direction and force of the wind.

Table of Experiments,

3-PooNDEB Gun, 9 shots fired at an

elevation of 3°, charge T\ oz., Feb. 22.

Range
in

yards.

1552
1568
1573
1575
1577
1588
1589
1593
1607

Deviation
from line

of fire in

yards.

1
•2

2
3
1

3
1

0

0
1

Average longitudinal

deviation, 11^ yards;

average lateral devi-

ation, § yard; mea-
sured from the centre

of 9 shots fired.

3-PouNDER Gdn, 10 shots, at an eleva-

tion of 10°. charge 7^ oz., Feb. 23.

3865
3888
3871
3913
3831
3816
3717
3850
3763
3905

Q2
^3

10

13

12

13

12

11

8

Average longitudinal

deviation, 48 yards

;

average lateral de-

viation 9- 7 yard from

the centre of the

group.

3-PoDNDER Gun, 11 shots, at 20° eleva-

tion, charge 8 oz., Feb. 23.

Average longitudinal

deviation, 33 yards

;

average lateral de-

viation 4 yards ;

taken from the cen-

tre of group.

6650 22 right

6614 21 „
6655 24 „
6702 17 „
6646 17 „
6704 17 „
6690 19 »
6581 19 „
6692 18 „
6645 7 „
6712 7

3-PouNDER Gun, 5 shots at 35° eleva-

tion, charge 8^ oz., on Feb. 16.

Range
in

yards.

Deviation
from line

of fire in

yards.

9453 52 right

9503 72 „
9611 89 „
9C45 31 „
9688 35 „

Average longitudinal

deviation, 81 yards

;

average lateral de-

viation 19 yardsfrom

centre of the group.

12-PouNDEB Gun, 10 shots, at 5°

elevation, charge 1^ lb.

2354
2352
2351

2348
2347
2343
2337
2334
2304
2288

2§ right
9'

3 „
2 „

4 „
9'

3 left

2 right

5 „
2 „

Average longitudinal

deviation 16 yards;

average lateral de-

viation from centre

of group, 1 yard.

12-PouNDER Gun, 4 shots at 7° eleva-

tion, charge 1^ lb., Feb. 21.

3098
3078
3107
3107 0

left

right

Greatest difi^erence in

range, 29 yards

;

greatest difiference in

width,
~

1§ yard.

80-PouNDER Gun, 4 shots, at 7° eleva-

tion, charge 14 lb.

3482
3487
3498
3503

6J right

64

4§

Greatest difference in

range, 2 1 yards

:

greatest difference in

width, 1§ yard.

After .hi. digression return agd. "fe Rifles * P'oto^^^^^

qualified to judge of the matter on
out the s„,.11

-if2s?ritro^rL^rsi4:fi^^
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fired with an ordinary charge of powder, and the leaden plug being expanded by the

explosion remained in the' barrel, the gases generated by the gunpowder all passing

out through the touch-hole. With such strength great durability must of necessity

co-exist, unless the quick turn of the rifling should tend to its rapid deterioration.

But this is not the case, Mr. Longridge's elaborate investigations having proved that

the amount of the force expended upon the rifling of the Whitworth rifle scarcely

exceeds two per cent, of the total force of the powder.
Perhaps the most remarkable testimony which has been borne to the merits of

this rifle is that of General Hay, the director of musketry instruction at Hythe.
After admitting the superiority of the Whitworth to the Enfield in point of accuracy,
General Hay said there was a peculiarity about the Whitworth small-bore rifles

which no other similar arms had yet produced,—they not only gave greater accuracy
of firing, but treble power of penetration. For special purposes, any description of
bullet could be used, from lead to steel. The Whitworth rifle, with a bullet one-
tenth of tin, penetrated 35 planks, whereas the Enfield rifle, with which a soft bullet
was necessary, only penetrated 12 planks. He had found that at a range of 800 yards,
the velocity added to the hardened bullet gave a power of penetration in the pro-
portion of 17 to 4 in favour of the Whitworth rifle. This enormous penetration is

of the highest importance in a military weapon, in firing through gabions, sandbags,
and other artificial defences. Mr. Bidder, President of the Institution of Civil En-
gineers, says, the Whitworth small-bore rifle, fired with common sporting powder,
would never foul so as to render loading difficult. He had himself fired 100 rounds
one day, 60 rounds the next, then 40 rounds, and so on, and left the gun without being
cleaned for ten days, when it fired as well as it did on the first day. The words of
Mr. Whitworth as to the application of his principle to the Enfield weapon must be
quoted in answer to the objections of cost, &c., urged against it. " With regard to the
cost of my rifled musket, which has been stated to be an impediment in the way of
Its adoption for the service, I may state that there would be no difficulty in adapting
the machmery and plant already in operation at Enfield, or any requisite portion of
It, for making rifles on my system. The change would not cause an increase in the
manufacturing expenses

; and, supposing the quality of the workmanship and the
materials to remain the same, the advantages arising from the use of my bore and
turn, and hard metal projectiles, would double the efficiency of the rifle without
increasing the cost."

Amongst arms requiring some notice from us, the more remarkable, as involving
some excellence in construction, or peculiarity in principle, are the following:—
LoUs Repeating Rifle.—Thm weapon is constructed mainly on the principle which

was introduced by Colonel Colt, in his "revolvers," to be noticed presenlly. The
Secretary of War of the United States reports as follows on this arm, which is shown
in fig 1556, and m section /^r. 1557. Fig. 1558 is a vertical section of the revolving
barrels, and^jr. 1559 the wiping rod.

^

" The only conclusive test of the excellence of the arms for army purposes is to befound in the trial of them by troops in actual service. Colonel Colt's arms haveundergone this test and the result will be found, in some measure, by reports ofGeneral Harney and Captain Marcy, who used them in Florida, against the Indians.These reports relate only to the /-(^e, but are clear and satisfactory! * * * * a
board of officers recently assembled to consider the best mode of arming our cavalry,made a report, showing the present appreciation of the arm by officers of the armystanding deservedly high for their services, experience, and intelligence."

In Its interna construction this rifle diff-ers in some respects from the pistols

rnilA''7^'°^ V"'
^"^^^ ^^^^^ the breech cylinde^ to revolveinstead of actmg against ratchet teeth, and on the cylinder itself, works in teeth cut onthe circumference of the cylinder end of the base-pin, in such a manner,That heW

ly^!^ ^tu^" ''''^^^ ^'^^ ^"^^^-i by a small mortise in the cylinder-and the stop-bo t gears into corresponding notches, also cut in the end of the base-pinand thus locks It when required. This is an improvement in the arrangement of theseweapons, and by a simple arrangement, the small spring catch, which,"w means of acircular grove in the front end of the base-pin, keeps i1 in pkce, is mmediatelv re^leased by pressing on a small stud, and the cylinder can be instamaneSy ??movedor replaced. Instead of the pin. which, in the pistol, is used to let the hammer downon ^hen carrying it, a small recess is cut between each nipple, in the cylTnde^ Sfmto which the hammer fits when let down, and makes security doubly secure
'

alsl provfded' ^rlfl"" T"" 'T. ^'^V-^ '
'''' "'^^"^'•^

'^^'-'i"^' usuan? mployed is

fr^n^- If • u "Sbt IS adjustable to suit long or varyinji ranires and tW
wTth I'^l

^^^'^""^'^ I'ead sight, which consists of a^ mall steel needfewith a httle head upon it, like the head of an ordinary nin iSpd in \
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cover the mark aimed at; and this sight affords great accuracy in shooting. The
wipmg rod, which occupies the position usually allotted to the ramrod, in muzzle
loaders, is mgeniously constructed so as to admit of being lengthened. In its interior,
which IS hollow, slides a slight steel rod, in the end of which a screw thread is cut

;

on drawing out the rod, a turn or so of the hand in one direction, enables this steel
rod to be drawn out to a length, as nearly as possible that of the outer case, and a
tew turns in the contrary direction, fastens it firmly in its place ; thus enabling it to
be used with as much facility as if it were solid. When done with, the reversal of
the former motions enable the rod to be returned to its original dimensions, and it
can then be returned to its place. This weapon has a real business-like serviceable
appearance, and its weight varies, according to the length of the barrel, from 8 lb. to
10 lb. each, with five and six shots.
Colonel Colt has introduced a new shot gun, which is adapted for being loaded alter-

nately with shot and ball. This is adapted for colonists, enabling him to use the gun
as an ordinary sporting weapon for birds, &c., or for more deadly purposes. The ball for
Colts rifle is shown by figs. 1561, 1562.

Lancaster's Elliptic Rifle. — So called, although the Elliptical rifle is very old.The bore m this rifle is slightly oblate; the twist found, by experience, to be most
advantageous is one turn in 52 inches, the approved diameter of the bore -498 inches
the length of the barrel being 32 inches. An eccentricity of '01 inch in half an inch
IS found sufficient to make the bullet spin on its axis to the extreme verge of its flight.The length of the bullet^ found to answer best with these rifles is 2i diameterf inlength, with a windage of four or five thousandths of an inch.

lofS"" -^"fj""'*
Tiifie.-\s, the ordinary mode of grooving rifles, sharp angles are

na stlTe Xr' T"""
"
'f"

" ^ore'left in thefr ori^!nal state after the process of grooving has been completed). These create ereatfriction with the projectile, both in loading and discharging. Major Nuthal renfovel

?s"rie?i7cX^^ " ^^^'^^ " '"^^ S,takirg hem
The eve fLZ 1^1'"°'''^^"'^'^^^' ^^."-^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^ beautiful appearance to

JntoYach other.
''"""'^"^^^ ^""^ ^^'^ ^hich the lands and grooves blend

not'adTit o/o^nodcTn^ ''^^ ""'^^ ^^^^^

the^ScbletXSl^';' ^''^ introduced, and they prove so satisfactory that

1563

hoit\tUreT t:t lo^rof ir oi-deiit^ s v^"'^pasped under the right arm, the cftch is reLefan^tXob^^^^^^^^^^
IS drawn to the right, and almost simultaneously pushed forward Tb^firmly connected w th the breech end of thp h/rroi u , .

/he lever being
slipped forward in the stock, to the ex^enfofaW hree'^nthe's Y'^^

"
cone, provided on either side with inclined planes formine a seSnJnt

^
ock.ng tightly into slots at the breech end of the barrel Tht^ -^^^^^ ^f<^-^^^, and
into the open space at the extremity ofTe cone the ever Ts dpnr.?F \ ^.T?^^ward, and then pushed into its place The barrel

<^epressed pulled back-
together, and Ji. they are i^i;ir;;sitbn\h^7un cann^^^^^^^^^

Vo... HI.
^ Q
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Prince's cartridge is an ingenious invention; it can be used either with a muzzle or

with a breech-loader. The cartridge is made of gun-paper, produced in the manner

described for making gun-cotton. The spark fires this with the powder, and if the

paper is pure there is no ash left from its combustion. Mr. Prince is bringing out

a new breech-loading rifle which is simpler than any yet produced. His practical ex-

perience in such mutters, extending over more than a quarter of a century, combined

with the success he has already attained, causes any fresh arm emanating from him

to be regarded with considerable attention. The breech is opened by a half turn of a

lever, and closed by a corresponding movement. Either common ammtmition or a

flask'can be used in loading. The barrel is a fixture; a chamber being attached

to the breach end, so that existing muzzle loaders may be readily converted. For

cavalry a simple addition is made to the arm, so that the caps are placed on the nipple

in the act of loading. ^ . , . , . .1.1, ^ c a
Terrt/s Breech-loading Rifle differs from Prince's m having the barrel fixed.

There is an opening at the base of the breech, which being lifted by a lever discloses

a receptacle for the cartridge.
, , . . , i t, v,

Mr Westley Richards, Mr. James Leetch, and some others have introduced breech-

loadin.^ rifles. Of the former, Colonel Wilford says :
" The weapon manufactured by

Mr. Westley Richards is a perfect wonder. I saw a^ small carhme, weighing only

5* lbs., fire better at 800 yards than the long Enfield."
r . e

In the rifle by Leetch the opening for the admission of the charge is in iront ot

the chamber; consequently the shooter has all the security that the solidity of the

breech can import. , , „ , , ^ /? n.en
Revolvers or Repeating Pistols.— The fame attached to Colt s revolvers, flf-^^^O

renders them so well known as to require but little introduction necessary. Although

the invention of revolvers of course cannot be ascribed to Colonel Colt, their adaptation

to modern requirements, and their general use, are undoubtedly due to his extreme

energy, perseverance, and skill, and to him, therefore, every credit ought to be given.

This make is now extensively used in the United States, and indeed in almost every

corner of the world, and seem not to lose favour anywhere. In Turkey, Egypt,

Brazil, Peru, Spain, Holland, Prussia, Russia, Italy, and Chih, as well as the United

States and our own country, they have been and are extensively used nnd approved

;

and we are given to understand that 40,000 of them have been supplied to our au-

thoriaes and have been served out and used in the Baltic m the Crimea, m China,

and n India, with the utmost efi-ect. The shooting with Colt's arms is highly satis-

J^ctory W th Colt's revolver you can make first-rate shooting, and be perfectly

.nH^fied with its action. As a proof that it is not liable to get out of repair, we need

onlfstltr ha the American B?ard of Ordnance had a holster pistol fired 1200 times

and^ belt pill 1500 times, without the slightest derangement The penetration of

the first naSed was through 7 inches of board, and of the second through 6 inches.

T^ barrd isTifle-bored. The lever ramrod renders wadding or patch unnecessary

and secSes the charge against moisture, or becoming loose by rough handhng or hard

ndinr The hamm when at full cock, forms the sight by which to take aim, and

iSilv rafsedTt ful cock by the thumb, with one hand.
_
It has been tested by long

and actua exper ence, that Colt's arrangement is superior to those weapons in

which the hammei is I'aised by pulling the trigger, which, m addition to the great

*^Vv.''^' „,»r,t« nf the revolving chamber and hammer are ingeniously arranged
The

^.°l''^'''%^l^i;,^ToZ^ six cylindrical cells for holding the powder
and combined, itie pieecn, coiiiaiii ^ j ^ ^^^^
and ball, moves one sixth ot a revdu 'on at

^^^^^^X^lTcJ^^^^ being cut ex-

chamber and the barrel ^re m a direct line The base ot^t^^^^

temally into a circular ratchet of six
^^^^'^.f^^^.

^^^^^T^^^^^^^^ the cylinder

attached to the hammer); as the ^^^"^'^
l'^'^^ 'l'^^ ^fiS is falling

is made to revolve, and to revolve in ""^
'^''-'^^^^^^/g^J for the Purpose ; when the

all so similar in principle that they need not be described.
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RINMAN'S GREEN. Oxide of cobalt and oxide of zinc.
RIVETING MACHINE of Fairbairn. The invention of the riveting machine

originated in a turn-out of the boiler-makers in the employ of that engineer about
fifteen years ago. On that occasion, the attempt was m ade to rivet two plates
together by compressing the red-hot rivet in the ordinary punching-press. The
success of this experiment immediately led to the construction of the original
machme, m which the movable die was forced upon the rivet by a powerful lever
acted upon by a cam. A short experience proved the original machine inadequate
to the numerous requirements of the boiler-maker's trade, and the present form wastherefore adopted about twelve years since.
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contact with a cold rivet, or any other hard substance during the process. Its con-

struction also allows the workmen to rivet angle iron along the edges, and to finish

the corners of boilers, tanks, and cisterns; and the stem being now made 4 feet 6

inches high, it renders the machine more extensive in its application, and allows of

its riveting the fire-box of a locomotive boiler or any other work within the given

*^^In addition to these parts, it has a broad moving slide, c, in which are three dies

corresponding with others in the wrought iron stem. By using the centre die, every

description of flat and circular work can be riveted, and by selecting those on the

sides, it will rivet the corners, and thus complete vessels of almost every shape. This

machine is in a portable form, and can be moved off rails with care to suit the article

suspended from the shears.
.

The introduction of the knee-joint gives to the dies a variable motion and causes

the greatest force to be exerted at a proper time, viz. at the closing of the joint and

finishing of the head of the rivet. ^ . , . • . .

In other respects the machine operates as before, effecting by an almost instanta-

neous pressure what is performed in the ordinary mode by a long series of impacts.

The machine fixes in the firmest manner and completes eight rivets of 4 inch diame-

ter in a minute, with the attendance of two men and boys to the plates and rivets-,

whereas the average work that can be done by two riveters, with one holder on

and a bov, is 40 |-inch rivets per hour; the quantity done in the two cases being in

the proportion of 40 to 480, or as 1 to 12, exclusive of the saving of one man s labour

The cvlinder of an ordinary locomotive engine boiler 8 feet 6 inches long and 3 feet

diameter can be riveted and the plates fitted completely by the machine in 4 hours

;

whilst to execute the same work by hand would require with an extra man twenty

hours The work produced by the machine is likewise of a superior kind to that

made in the ordinary manner ; the rivets being found stronger, and the j^oders more

See from leakage, and more perfect in every respect. The riveting is done without

noTse, and thus i^ almost entirely removed the constant deafening clamour of the

'tiAN
'
TheTame'of a common leather used for book-binding, and for slippers.

It is prepared from sheep-skin by tanning with sumach. See Leather

ROCCELL A, from the Italian rocca, a rock ; a genus of lichens. See Archil.

Sock A ferm used, generally, in South Staffordshire by quarrymen and mmers to

denote any hard sandstone.
.

ROCK CRYSTAL. A very fine variety of quartz.

ROCKETS. See Pyrotechny.

rSe^TONE: The femliiar English name for oolite, from its being composed of

''""^ofl^FtsELl^^ See Printing Ro™s.
.

RotLING MILLS Thes/ u^^^^^ aids to many of our metallugical processes

^nrranuS^Hn" into bars, plates, &c.," that much attention was

directed to the value of the rolling mill.

^^^^

Fig. 1965 is a front view of a pair of rollers, fJ^^nfd'V^^
connection with the puddling furnace. They are about 4 feet long, ai
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1566

parts, the largest being about 20 inches in diameter. That portion of the upper roller
under which the metal is first passed, is cut in a deep and irregular manner, resembling
that chiselling in stone called moveque work, that it may the more easily get hold of
and compress the metal when almost in a fluid state. The plate is next passed under
the cross-cut portion of the roller, and successively through the flat sections. The
lower roller, it will be observed, is formed wi*h raised collars at intervals, to keep the
metal m its proper course. The rollers are connected by cog-wheels placed upon
their axes; upon the lowermost of these, works also the wheel by means of which
the revolution is communicated. The cheeks are of cast-iron, very massive, that theymay bear the violent usage to which they are subjected.
We cannot go into the numerous purposes to which rolling mills of this kind are

applied
; a few may however be mentioned.
^'^''^'''^

1' ^'Sht rods, either for the use of thewire-drawers or of nail-makers, is carried out by means of two large steel rollerschanneUed circularly, as in 1566. These are ^ »
louert,,

so placed that the cutters or raised parts of one
roller, which are exactly turned for that purpose,
shall work in corresponding channels of the
other roller, thus forming what may be called
revolving shears, for the principle is that of
clipping; so that a sheet of metal on being
passed through this machinery, is separated into
slips agreeing in size with the divisions of the
rollers.

RoUing mills have been patented for rolling
tubes for gas and other purposes. See Tubes.
For the manufacture of rails, rolling mills are also employed. Jig. 1567 representing a rolling mill as constructed for

f ^ ^
J J- '^^oi repre

rolling Birkinshaw's rails. The open spaces
along the middle of the figure, and which
owe their figure to the moulding on the
periphery of the rollers, indicate the form
assumed by the iron rail as it is passed
successively from the larger to the smaller
apertures, till it is finished at the last.
For a further description, and for the

arrangement of rolling mills and slitters, see
Iron, Vol. II. p. 591. Beyond these few
notices the character of this Dictionary
wi 1 not admit of our going; the reader

ir^^'s::i:^£-s^:s^ ^-^"^^^^ - of

tarfvi'JyIn'icSraMy inS^^ "^T^ ^^^^^ ^' ^y^-lic mor-
the 'same' gleral eTar ter ar so d

"
Llk^air^;,?' ^--^^P^3

-ally possessing

argillaceous lime It is tK^mllt rnf ; . \ .
hydraulic cements, it is an

of lime with much SZ^na-Ln^ntT^^^^
from a dark brown stone-a 'carbonate

and mixed with a cert'rpropor^on of' andl"'
'''^P^" ^'^'^ -'--<i

1567

makes a very beautifulTemen i^, . T ^u.^ P"'"*^"^' ^""^ ^^1'^'°^ again
;

entirely unkLwn to tl^e E^mans^^
''"'^ '''''' Preparation was

Ja^i^.^'i sstthitTndturrb^tLr^¥hf ^^^-^p--*
of iron mixed with earthy matter

^ ^ colouring matter is oxide

ror^3Satfs''};ts?l.e!St^^^^^ ^ b1 'f^'
'^'''^'-'^ ^^^'^^'^^

not being liable to damage in caSe i? J ^ ^""'^''^ ^'""s, and
required? It can be eaHy anDliedTv' If ^ f ^""^^ "^^ally
;;eigliing only about S^^^^^^^^^^ lightnesf.

It i::is.';h TurhoM^^^^ -^
at the joinings, and closely nail 4 th^^^^^ ZttT^T''''^'''''^ ''''' '^^^^^

(I'eated in a shovel and throvvrwhpn W iU^ ?' ^'^^ twopenny fine cl-ut nails,
apart, but copper nails IreTr^-fli ^ P'"^""' """^^'^ ^^"^^ 1^ inches

QQ 3
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The whole roof must have a good coating of coal-tar and lime, (about two gallons

of the former to six pounds of the latter), well boiled together, kept consiantly

stirring while boiling, and put on hot with a common tar mop, and while it is soft

some coarse sharp sand may be sifted over it. The coating must be renewed every

fourth or fifih year, or more or less frequently according to the climate. 1 he gutters

should be made of two folds, one over the other, cemented together with the boiling

mixture.
ROOFING SLATE. St-e Slate.

KOl'E-MAKING. The fibres of hemp which compose a rope seldom exceed in

length three feet and a half, at an average. They must, therefore, be twined to-

gether so as to unite them into one ; and this union is effected by the mutual circum-

torsion of the two fibres. If the compression thereby produced be too great, the

strength of the fibres at the points where they join will be diminished
;
so that it

becomes a matter of great consequence to give them only such a degree of twist as is

essential to their union.
^i.

The first part of the process of rope-making by hand, is that of spmnmg the ya^ns

or threads, which is done in a manner analogous to that of ordmary spinning. The

spinner carries a bundle of dressed hemp round his waist; the two ends of the bundle

being assembled in front. Having drawn out a proper number of fibres with his

hand, he twists them with his fingers, and fixing this twisted part to the hook of a

whirl, which is driven by a wheel put in motion by an assistant, he walks backwards

down the rope-walk, the twisted part always serving to draw out more fibres from the

bundle round his waist, as in the flax spinning-wheel. The spmner takes care that

these fibres are equally supplied, and that they always enter the twisted parts by their

ends and never by their middle. As soon as he has reached the termination of the

walk, a second spinner takes the yarn off the whirl, and gives it to another person to

put upon a reel, while he himself attaches his own hemp to the whirl hook, and pro-

ceeds down the walk. When the person at the reel begins to turn, the first spinner, who

£s comTted his yarn, holds it firmly at the end, and advances slowly up the walk,

while Se reel is turning, keeping it equally tight aU the way, til he reaches the reel

^here he waits till thetcond spinner takes his yarn off the whn; hook and joins it

rthe end of that of the first spinner, in order that it may follow on the reel.

The next part of the process is that of warping the yarns, or stretching them all

to one length, which is about 200 fixthoms in full-length rope-grounds, and also in put-

;:?oVetaS is the tarring of the yarn. Sometimes the yarns

are made o wind off one reel, and? having passed through a vesse of hot tar are

wound uponlnother, the superfluous tar being removed by ?V' to K
throSh a hole surrounded with spongy oakum •, but the ordinary method is to tar it in

skeins 01 hanks which are drawn by a capstan with a uniform motion through the

tr Znl Yam for cables requires more tar than for hawser-laid ropes
;
and for

posL xwu ui ixiuic J
individual varn, and thus forms wliat is

?aUeTSnr Tree' s r nd stm^tUs' four? bride's a central one, are then

which is effected "^^..''"S
twists of the strands round

other three,
''^^'}%''''?'%f^f^^^^^^^ separately at their opposite ends

Jthem, by their tWt^e contrary way, in the

process of combmation.
cable-laid and the hawser-laid. The former

Large ropes
f namelr^^^^^^^^^

^^<^^ of these consisting of

are composed of nme strands namely, tnree gre^ ^ number
three smaller secondary strand^ which ^ is made up of

of primitive yarns. ^ ^"^.^
d Ided amS A /<a«-..r-

333 yarns, or threads, equally divided
^Vh onn,losed of a number of primitive

Za./rope consists of only three
.^e'x^^^^^^^^^ eight Fnches in

.

yarns, proportioned ^ ^he s ze of the rop^^^
Thirty

circumference, it may have 414 yarns equal y u
_i„iiteen fathoLT^ cf rope cable

fathoms of yarn are reckoned equivalent
'^"f ^'I'^'^g^iich to two inches and

laid, and to twenty fathoms hawser-laid. Ropes of from one incu to two mc
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a half in circumference are usually hawser-laid ; of from three to ten inches, are
either hawser or cable-laid; but when more than ten inches, they are always cable-laid.

Every hand-spinner in the dockyard is required to spin, out of the hest hemp, six
threads, each 160 fathoms long, for a quarter of a day's work. A hawl of yarn, in
the warping process, contains 336 threads.
The following are Captain Huddart's improved principles of the rope manufac-

ture :
—

"1. To keep the yarns separate from each other, and to draw them from hobbins re-
volving upon skewers, so as to maintain the twist while the strand, or primary cord,
is forming.

2. To pass them through a register, which divides them by circular shells of holes
;

the number in each concave shell being conformable to the distance from the centre
of the strand, and the angle which the yarns make with a line parallel to it, and which
gives them a proper position to enter.

3. To employ a tube for compressing the strand, and preserving the cylindrical
figure of its surface.

4. To use a gauge for determining the angle which the yarns in the outside shell
make with a line parallel to the centre of the strand, when registering

; because, accord-
ing to the angle made by the yarns in this shell, the relative lengths of all the yarns
in the strand will be determined,

5. To harden up the strand, and thereby increase the angle in the outside shell

;

which compensates for the stretching of the yarns, and the compression of the
strands.

AH improvements in the manufacture of cordage at present in use either in her
Miijesty's yards or in private rope -grounds, owe their superiority over the old method
of making cordage to Captain Huddart's invention of the register plate and tube.

Captain Huddart invented and took a patent for a machine, which, by registering
the strand at a short length from the tube, and winding it up as made, preserved an
uniformity of twist, or angle of formation, from end to end of the rope, which cannot
be accomplished by the method of forming the strands down the ground, where the
twist IS communicated from one end to the other of an elastic body upwards of 300
yards m length. This registering-machine was constructed with such correctness,
that when some were afterwards required, no alteration could be made with advan-
tage.

A number of yarns cannot be put together in a cold state, without considerable
vacancies, into which water may gain admission; Captain Huddart, therefore, formed

pn!JT." T''''^
immediately as they came from the tar-kettle, which he wasenabled to do by his registering-machine, and the result was most satisfactory. Thiscombination of yarns was found by experiment to be 14 per cent, stronger ^han the

^ri/nTT
u constituted a body of hemp and tar impe!-vious to water, and hadgreat advantage over any other cordage, particularly for shrouds, as, after they were

Itr^fll pffS t

^-l^^^-i'/^d Properly set up, the/ had scarcely ^ny tendency ostretch, effectually secured the mast, and enabled the ship to carry the greatest /ress

o.lLZ^'^T-
^g^^ually to obtain correctness in the formation of cables and largecordage. Captain Huddart constructed a laying machine, which has carried his

ZZTJ- '""V'-^f^^S to the greatest perffction, and which! foundedTn trueSo™r calculations, is ^ne of the noblest

Mr mtt Bv Tk.?T^^' improvement of the steam-en^ne by

necessary and are S ^t"'' ''T^' I''''''
^'^r^e of twist only Ihich I

equally
H""eu eiasucity, and all parts of the rope are made to bear

CaJSifS=^^S?t;^^~ — -^^"^ -P- on

Fig. 1568 exhibits a side elevation of the tackle-board and bobbin-frame at the head

. ^ Ji irJdL^ = 1568
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1569

of the ropery, and also of the carriage or rope-niachine in the act of hauling out and
twisting the sti'ands.

Fig. 1569 is a front elevation of the carriage.

Fiy. 1570 is a yarn-guide, or board, or plate, with perforated holes for the yams to

pass tlirough before entering the nipper.

Fkjs. 1571 and 1572, are side and front views of the nipper for pressing the rope-

yarns.

(/ is the frame for containing the yarn bobbins. The yams are brought from the

frame, and pass through a yarn-guide at b. c is a small roller, under which the rope-

yarns pass ; they are then brought over the reel d, and through another yarn-guide

e, after which they enter the nippers at v, and are drawn out. and formed into strands

by the carriage. The roller aiid reel may be made to traverse up and down, so as to

regulate the motion of the yarns.

The carriage runs on a railway, /,/, is the frame of the carriage
; g,g, are the

small wheels on which it is supported ;
k, k, is an endless rope reaching from the head

to the bottom of the railway, and is driven by a steam-

engine ; m, m, is a wheel with gubs at the back of it, over

which the endless rope passes, and gives motion to the

machinery of the carriage, n is the ground rope for taking

out the carriage, as will be afterwards described. On
the shaft of m, m, are two bevel wheels, 3, 3, with a shifting

catch between them ; these bevel wheels are loose upon

the shaft, but when the catch is put into either of them,

this last then keeps motion with the shaft, while the other

runs loose. One of these wheels serves to communicate

the twist to the strand in drawing out ; the other gives the

n opposite or after turn to the rope in closing. 4, 4, is a lever

- u for shifting the catch accordingly. 5 is a third bevel wheel,

which receives its motion from either of the other two, and communicates the same to

the two spur wheels 6, 6, by means of the shaft x. These can be shifted at pleasure

;

so that by applying wheels of a greater or less number of
^^'^0 teeth above and beneath, the twist given to the strands can

be increased or diminished accordingly. The upper ofthese

two communicates motion, by means of the shaft o, to

another spur wheel 8, which working in the three pinions

above, 9, 9, gives the twist to the strand hooks. The

carriage is drawn out in the following manner: — On the

end of the shaft of m, m, is the pinion 3, which, working in the large wheel n, gives

motion to the ground-rope shaft upon its axis. In the centre of this shaft is a curved

nulley or drum t, round which the ground-rope takes one turn. This rope is fixed at

the head and foot of the ropery, so that when the machinery of the carriage is set

aeoin<r by the endless rope k, k, and gives motion to the ground-rope shaft, as above

described, the carriage will necessarily move along the raUway ;
and the speed may

be regulated either by the diameter of the circle formed by the gubs on the wheel

m m or by the number of teeth in the pinion 3. At t, is a small roller merely for

nreventing the ground-rope from coming up among the machmery.^ At the head

of the railway, and under the tackle-board, is a wheel and pinion z with a crank for

tightening the ground-rope. The fixed machinery at the head for hardening or

tempering the itrands, is similar to that on the carriage, with the exception of the

ground-rope gear, which is unnecessary. The motion is communicated by another

endkss rope, (or short band, as it is called, to distinguish it from the other,) which

nasses over ffubs at the back of the wheel 1,1.
. ,

^ When the strands are drawn out by the carriage to the requisite length, the spur

wheels 3 R are put out of gear. The strands are cut at the tack e-board, and fixed

o the hooks 1,11; after which they are hardened or tempered being twisted at both

ends When this operation is finished, three strands are united on the large hook h,

the ton put in, and the rope finished in the usual way.
•

,

In preparing the hemp for spinning an ordinary thread or rope-yarn, it is only

heckled over a^large keg or clearer, until the fibres are straightened and separated, so

as to run freely in the spinning. In this case the hemp is not stripped of the tow, or

canned un esJit is designed to spin beneath the usual grist, which is about 20 yarns for

SeSd of a 3-inch st?ap-laid ?ope. The spinning is still performed by hand, being

found not only to be more economical, but also to make a smoother thread than has

ve^ ten cSed by machinery. Various ways have been tried for preparing he

virns for ari'ng Tha? which seems now to be most generally in use is, to warp h

.

a upon hc ftretch as they arc spun. This is accomplished by having a wheel at

1572 1571
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the foot, as well as the head of the walk, so that the men are able to spin both up and
down, and also to splice their threads at both ends. By this means they are formed
into a haul, resembling the warp of a common web, and a little turn is hove into the
iiaul, to preserve it from getting foul in the tarring. The advantages of warpine-trom the spinners, as above, instead of winding on winches, as formerly, are, 1st, thesaving of this last operation altogether; 2ndly, the complete check which the foreman

favonSe to tT, f"'"""''''.'"IP""*'""
'"^^y ^° ^^e yarn, it is found

roZTn fhfw? ''T-'
*° ^^'"^^ " ^« P^«s under a reel or

h.n^ . • ""i ^'."l^
^'^'^^ i°«t^a<i «f coiling the yarn in byhand. The tar is then pressed from the yarn, by means of a sliding nipper with alever over the upper part, and to the end of which the necessary weSL is sus^eTided

sTran"S rn?"T f'^'
ordinary ropes is something less fhln a fif L K^^^^^^

tS the oiZ itv^o^f
necessarily subjected to a greater press in the laying of

S tbe ropfwheflafd "° "'"''^ ' "^^''^"^ ^"j^^S appe^araLe
.

For a long period the manner of laying the yarns into ropes was bv stretching, th^

drawing out and fori^nfth?strSs
^'"'"^ '''''' ^iveu by the carriage in

4' I573T0 JS?r™nt rr '''''' ^^f«re the laying top

^, is a strong uplhTi^r^^^^^^ 'T'^'^' ^'"P^^^^'l this^uVose
hearing at it°s ujpe'r end the fc^^^^^^^ beam N%,'and
great bobbins or reels round which the thrppci/ " °' f'

^'"^ three
-ound. These are drawn up by tbe /otat oS Tf the tSff'",'' T'"

^^"^^"-^

proceed over the three guide PulleysTK 1 tow^iH^t/ 1pass through the tube o, to be woundi 'fS
^^^^ top m, and finally

three bobbins h, h, h, do not revrve IbEhl Lf^-r''^ ^'^"^'^ °f the
each bobbin revoi;es%ound i2 own sSrwh^^^^N, and a conical step at its bottom. S th;eebotbfn.tp ,

^

degrees apart, and each receives a rotttorv r^^!- ^ ^ ^^^"^^ angle of 120
wheel n, which is driven b7?L common ^ ,

"P"" 'V^^' toolhed spur
three secondary cords has a proper drree of ?S "^7-

T^'^'-^-
^^"^ ^^^^^ «^ the

the cable is laid, by getting a suUaWeTegree J tJf ^^^^le
the revolution of the frame or caJe g g Sd fLn • ? ''PP^'"^ direction, from
and the other over o. The reel dW ?>, c i 7 Pu''°.*'' the pulley e
that in common with its frame, an? that Snon It.'n^' '"''J"' ^' ^' ^ovemems

!

endless band round the pulley e upon one of t f^l P'°^."'f ^^^^""^ of the
centre of rotation. The Julley f is driven bv the bev^l""'^,/^'

P"""^ ^' ^^^^^ its
the under spur wheel c. l, in J iSs ^s tL
bears the three guide pulleys % \tl ^^^Z ^'^9- 1575, which
•show the worm or endless scre^ ofi;^57rworHnr? TT^"^ ^°^b'° ^o
wheels, upon the ends of the two feed rollers i i ZhTI ^""^ snail-toothed
upri-ht shafts of j, j, receive their ,noM-^„ L ' '

,T
'^''^^ *° ^"rn them. The

Instead of these pulle^s anTtl e othrsTE' W^^^^
""'^^ '^^'^^ bottom!

^.th advantage, not being liable to slb iik^ Slt-^^u ^'''^ substituted

<f
the great reel is made^wle thctngj ofthe bS^^'^'^-

"^^^anism. The axis
latter moving from right to left nnrl wl n • ,

order to allow of the

:f
!.niforniy as it iftiS! Ti.rtJavSse Sianir^ff " ""^ -ble

•^'•^'•spicuity, suppressed in the figure.
'""banisra of this part is, for the sake of
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Mr William Norvell, of Newcastle, obtained a patent for an improvement adapted

to the ordinary machines employed for twisting hempen yarns into strands, aflFordmg

it is said a simpler and more eligible mode of accomphshmg that object, and also of

laying the strands together, than has been hitherto effected by machmery

His improvements consist, first, in the application of three or more tubes, two of

^vhich are shown in fig. 1576, placed in inclined positions, so as to receive the strands

immediately above the press-block a, a, and nearly m a line with a, the point of

closing or laying the rope. bS and B^ are opposite side views ; B% an edge view

;

from slipping, as shown in the section B .
The s^^^^J^'^ j./ .^j^ ; k. e, is a

riirwU^Sr^:^Z^^ -= crowS o? centre wheel, and

working into a smaller wheel g
^J^^^^j^^' ^^aUther bevel wheeU", fixed upon

fixed upon the same axis with G, and
y^^L*''"-

'

j to the same axis with j, at

forward over the pulley c.
introduction of change wheels M, m, m, m,

Thirdly, the invention consists m the
'^f f^^nd before the rope .s

fig.
1576,'for putting the forehard Fope st in o each st^^^^^^^

^.^^ ^.^^^^

laid ; this is effected by small spindles on axles % i-

each tube b.
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Upon the lower end of each spindle the bevel wheels n, n, are attached, and driven

by other bevel wheels o, o, fixed immediately above each press-block a, a. On the

top end of each spindle or axle 4, 4, is attached one of the change wheels, working
into the other change wheel fixed upon the bottom end of each of the tubes, whereby
the forehard or proper twist in the strands for all sizes of ropes, is at once attained,

by simply changing the sizes of those two last described wheels, which can be
very readily etfected, from the manner in which they are attached to the tubes b, b,

and 4, 4.

From the angular position of the tubes towards the centre, the strands are nearly
in contact at their upper ends, where the rope is laid, immediately below which the
forehard or proper twist is given to the strands.

dirpnfw I^' T

^PP^^'^^t'o^ Of a press-block, p, of metal, in two parts, placed

Pn iSnf'-f
^^^"Pder end is bell-mouthed; to prevent the rope from being chafed in

weiS 5' 5 ?.Hn'r' ^"^k" ^""''"".^ ^^P^' '^P^" ^«P« by two levers andweights 5, 5, acting upon the press-block, so as to adjust any trifling irregularitv in

nd brthe'sald t^'^V T^' "'^^^ P^'^'^^^' g-s sToothnLs!

fomard throu-^l thf
weights a proper tension to the rope, as it is drawn

«t nnl " press-block. By the application of this block, ropes may bemade at once properly stretched, rendering them decidedly preferable and extremel^advantageous particularly for shipping, inclined planes, minxes, &c
^^^^'-^^^Y

The preceding description includes the whole of Mr. Norve I's improvements • thp

nuZTf, T7' ?
' "^r^r b'-'^fly ^^^'^"b^d follows^- -Twhed orpulley c, is fixed independently of the machine, over which the rope oaSes to thpdrawmg motion represented at the side; d, d, s a grooved wheel fouJd whichrope is passed, and pressed into the groove by means of th^ ever and wdth?. .

wfT" finding sheaf /, to prevent the^rope from sl^pp ig AfteT g ropeleaves the said sheaf, it is coiled away at pleasure.
9, g, are?wo change wheels forvarying he speed of the grooved wheel d, d, to answer he various sLes of roPes- /IS a spiral wheel, driven bv the screw A, fixed upon the axle / ™ It ^hJ^^ V 7
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hand ropes; u, figs. 1576, 1577, show a bevelled pinion, driving the mam crown

wheel V v which wheel carries and gives motion to the drums b, r ; w, w, is a fixed

or sun wheel, which gives a reverse motion to the drums, as they revolve round the

same by means of the intervening wheels x, x,x, whereby the reverse or retrograding

motion is produced, and which gives to the strands the right twist. The various

retrograding motion or right twist for all sizes and descriptions of ropes, may be

obtained by changing the diameters of the pinions on the under ends of the

drum spindles ; the carriages of the intervening wheels x, x, x, being made to slide

round the ring2,z: w,w, is the framework of the machine and drawing motion;

T, T, T, are the bobbins containing the yarns ; their number is varied to correspond

with the different sizes of the machines.

Messrs. Chapman of Newcastle, having observed that rope yarn is ^^kened by

passing through the tar-kettle, that tarred cordage loses its st'-e^fh progressive y in

cold climates, and so rapidly in hot climates as to be scarcely fi\,f«''J^,^^.,"'J'';'f

years, discovered that the deterioration was due to the reaction of
'^"^^.f^^

acid of the tar. They accordingly proposed the following ^^^^
1. Boiling the tar with water, in order to remove these wo ^oluW^,

'^^^^^^^^

2. Concentrating the washed tar by heat, till it beconies pitchy, then restoring

the plasticity which it thereby loses, by the addition of tallow, or animal or expressed

The same engineers patented a method of making a belt or flat ^'.^^^ f
two, th^e^

or more strand^s of shroud or hawser-laid rope P^f
^id^J sjde « as to

band of any desired breadth, which may be used for hois mg the Nibbles and corves m

mine-shafts, without any risk of its losing twist by
^"^f ^/J^^JT^^fXp to

laid with the twist of the one strand directed to the right

the left, and that of the yarns the opposite way to the f^^"^^ ^7J^f^^^^^
flatness is secured to the band. This paralle ^'f'^f^Sej^^ fJ^p The pateuLs
also to be stronger than when they are all twisted into cyhnder^

transversely, in

at the same time contrived a mechanism for piercing
^^^f/^f^^^Sr^fom^d of

order to brace them firmly together with twine. ^1^^ "-opes are u^ua y

hawsers with three strands, softly l^,^d'/^^\^°°^^'°;j^33

ropes compose a cordage four and a half inches
^''.«f<^'/°^i,i^°Xs round which

thick, being the ordinary dimensions of the grooves in the whim-puUeys

they pass.

Itelative Strength of Cordage, shroud-laid.

Size. Warm Register.

Tons. Cwt. Qrs. Lbs.

3 inches bore - - 3 17 16

4

5 5

6 17 16

8 13 2 8

5 10 14 1 4

^2
6

12

14

19

15

2

2

4
24

6i 18 o 10

7
21

7i
24
27

0

1

16

26

Cold Register.

3

4
5

7

9

11

13

15

17

20

23

Cwt.

5

9

17

5

3

1

3

9

18

11

8

Qrs.

3

2

Lbs.

16

21

4
1

4
25

8

9

8

9

8

Common Staple.

Tons. Cwt. Qrs. Lbs

2 9 1 24

3 6 1 27

4 5 3 /

5 1 2 6

6 9 2 8

7 12 22

8 17 1 20

9 16 3 14

11 4 1 21

12 8 3 . 6

13 2 3 12

ihe aoove siaieuiem. i= -"v. .-^—
ROPE, WIRE. See WiBE RoPK.
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ROSALIC ACID, discovered by Runge, more fully examined by Hugo Muller;
obtained by exhausting the crude carbonate of lime with a dilute boiling solution of
carbonate of ammonia : evaporating to dryness, ammonia is evolved and a dark
resinous body separates, which is the crude rosalic acid. The crude acid thus
obtained was purified by conversion into a lime salt, and liberation of the acid agam
by acetic acid.

It is a dark green amorphous substance, possessing in a high degree the greenish
lustre of cantharides. It is transparent with a fine red tint; very thin films appear
of a deep orange colour in reflected light, and of a golden metallic lustre.—H. M. W.ROSETTA WOOD. An East Indian wood of a lively red orange colour,' and
handsomely veined with darker marks. It is occasionally used in fine cabinet
work.

ROSEWOOD. This well-known wood, which has long been fashionable for
drawing-room and library furniture, is a native of the Brazils, the East Indies the
Canary Islands, and some parts of Africa. The best rosewood comes from Eio de
Janeiro.

" Rosewood is a term as generally applied as iron wood, and to as great a variety
of plants in ditferent countries, sometimes from the colour, and sometimes from the
smell of the woods. The rosewood of Bahia and Rio Janeiro, called also Jacaranda

- is so named, according to Prince Maximilian as quoted by Dr. Lindley, because
'

when fresh it has a faint but agreeable smell of roses, and is produced by a mimosa in
the forests of Brazil. Mr. G. Loddiges informs me it is the Mimosa jacaranda "—
Holtzapfftl.

Rosewood is imported in large slabs, or the halves of trees, some of these logs pro-
ducing as much as £150 when cut into veneers. We imported in 1858 152<f tons-
computed real value of which was £21,222. ' '

ROSIN, or common resin. The residue of the process for obtaining oil of tur-
pentme. While liquid it is run into metallic receivers coated with whiting to prevent
adhesion, and from these laded into casks. See Turpi2ntine. ^ if

When the distillation is not carried too far, the product is called ye/foit; rosin it then
contains a little water. The heat being continued the water is expelled and iran',-
parent rosin is the result.

If the process be continued up to a point short of producing the decomposition ofthe rosm, it acquires a deep colour, and becomes brown or black rosin, sometimes
cal ed colophony. ' --""jca

Rosin is insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol, ether, and the volatile oils Tt

ToX'teopl!'' '''' '^'^"^"^ '""'''''"'"^

Rosin is employed in c6mmon varnishes; it is united with tallow in the preparation ofcommon cand es It has been proposed to employ rosin as a source from which easmight be obtained. The experiments made were not, however, of so successful a kfndas to warrant the general adoption of the process.
uccebsrui a Kma

Rosin imported in 1858 ;

—

Computed
real value.

£Hamburgh - - . SJi - - - q , rq
Belgium - . . 2820 - - - \'lf,
France - - - . 9 „o - - . I'ogg
United States - - - 682 45'> - . qrifiivr
Other parts - - . '

7 . . 4

701,430 £314,715

T^<P.nTc *

distillation rosin separates into rosin oil and tar. (See Tau ^This oU IS a mixture of four carbides of hydrogen: •

C"H?; C'-H'^ C^'-'H'" ; and C=»m
The rosin oil, which distils over at about 300 F., is sometimes uspd in ti,«

iS^Vn4 ^ composition of some printing inks.

sSS^SafiK.^^^^^^^^^^ - South
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RUM.

Philips the rotten-stone of Ashford in Derbyshire consists of carbon, 10; alumina,

86-0 • silica 4-0 Rotten-stone is nearly peculiar to this country, being found princi-

pally in Derbyshire, near Bakewell, and in Carmarthenshire and Breconshire, South

It is thoufihtby geologists to be derived in Derbyshire from the siliceous limestone,

" the lime being decomposed, and the silex remaining as a light earthy mass." This

does not however, agree with the above analysis, in -which alumina occupies so large

a nroportion. The total annual produce of the country is under 300 tons.

ROUGE. (Fard, Fr.) A cosmetic employed to brighten a lady s complexion, See

^"rOUGE, JEWELLERS'. An oxide of iron prepared -with much care. See

^
ROYAlTBl^UE^'li^/eu du Boi, Fr.) A fine deep blue prepared from cobalt, and

used for enamel and porcelain painting.
. „ , i i

RUBBLE. A local term used by quarrymen and miners for loose angular gravel,

or a slightly compacted brecciated sandstone.— H. W. B.

RUBIACINE. See Madder.
RUBIAN. See Maddkr. , , . c • ^

RUBICELLE. The name given to yellow or orange-red varieties ot spmeL-

H. W. B.
RTTBTRETINE. See Madder.

RUBY. A beautiful and favourite gem; it is known, according to its various

V^el, or Spinel ruby, which is of a light or dark red. and if held near

ihP^Pve a rose-red colour. Its hardness is 8 ;
specific gravity, 3 523. Its iunda-

!r?Kr?<f the hexahedron, but it occurs crystallised in many secondary forms :

oxide otiion 15,lime, U70. va^
^^^^^ ^^^^ and opaque; on

S'ouS peaTtlt™; r.ra,Ls. co.oar..ss.b„.

.ss::^'s;or«

aLg .i,h .r„e -Pf Pf^'1JS^eV
iron ore, in Ceylon. Blue '"J" f A,„„,.te i. met iritli also in the diluvial

Sv-eden, embedded fa e™'f ''X""!,!^^^^^ rpinel are highly prized

sands of Ceylon. Clear and finely colonrea
J-^J'"/ j^^j

P^^.^,
4 i, is

SidTor"tntaif i*\7:tLtd ff the ^a^e .eight. M. Brard ha,

seen one at Paris which weighed 215
f . „f t„„ „ violet.

Babsruty. ^"'t ?: '^^i r ^^^^^^

sapphire is l"'^'' 7^^;, Jr goS^ spinel is a compound of

diimond, and is set v,ith > "°PP"J'„^^^^^^ 28 magnesia and 72 alnmina,

Shtgh'^tSSsTnllh^S:^^^^^^^^^

tained from BccKWHEAT, which see
the West Indies from the fer-

RUM is a variety of ardent spirits, ^ stiiiea in ^ ^-1^^^^ ^ith water

mented skimmings of the sugar Reaches "iixed w^th n^
^^.^^ ^^^^

to the proper degree. A sugar plantation m Jamau:^
manufacture of its rum

Lgsheads of sugar, of f
16 cwt. each '•equx e for t^^^

two copper stills; one of 1000 6^^^°"%^°^^^^^^^^^^^ It ^Iso requires two cisterns,

low wines, with corresponding ^'J'lJ'^'^f^'TLmev distillations, called dundor

one of 3000 gallons for the lees or spent
^^^^Zgs of the clarifiers and teaches of

iquasi redundar, Span.), another
^^J^^^^^^mfnting cisterns or tuns,

the sugar-house ;
along with twelve, or more, termenu g



RUM.

luoiasses, /liu gallons or sKimmings (
= lau or molasses in sweetc

of -water; so that there may he in the liquid nearly 12 per ucui,. ui sunu sugar.
Another proportion, often used, is 100 gallons of molasses, 200 gallons of lees, ;]00
gallons of skimmings, and 400 of water; the mixture containing, therefore, 15 per
cent, of sw-eets. These two formulas prescribe so much spent wash, according to Dr.
Ure's opinion, as would be apt to communicate an unpleasant flavour to the spirits. Both
the fermenting and flavouring principles reside chiefly in the fresh cane juice, and in
the skimmings of the clarifier

; because, after the syrup has been boiled, they are in
a great measure dissipated. Dr. Ure has made many experiments upon fermentation
and distillation from West India molasses, and always found the spirits to be perfectly
exempt from any rum flavour.

The fermentation goes on most uniformly in very large masses, and requires
from 9 to 15 days to complete; the difference of time depending upon the strength
of the wort, the condition of its fermentable stuff, and the state of the weather.
The progress of the attenuation of the wash should be examined from day to day
with a hydrometer. When it has reached nearly to its maximum, the wash should be
as soon as possible transferred by pumps into the still, and worked off by a properly
regulated heat; for if allowed to stand over, it will deteriorate by acetification. Dr
Higgin's plan, of suspending a basket full of limestone in the wash-tuns, to counteract
the acidity, has not been found to be of much use. It would be better to cover up
the wash from the contact of atmospheric air, and to add perhaps a very little sulphite
of hme to it, hoth of which means would tend to arrest the acetous fermentation
But one of the best precautions against the wash becoming sour, is to preserve theutmost cleanliness among all the vessels in the distillery. They should be scalded at
the end of every round with boiling water and quicklime.
About 115 gallons of proof runfare usually obtained from 1200 gallons of washI he proportion which the product of rum bears to that of sugar, in very rich moist

plantations, is rated, by Edwards, at 82 gallons of the former to 16 cwt of the latterbut the more usual ratio is 200 gallons of rum to 3 hogsheads of sugar. But thisI>roportion will necessarily vary with the value of rum and molasses in the marketsince whichever fetches the most remunerating price, will be brouuht forward in thegreatest quantity In one considerable estate in the island of Grenada, 92 gallons ofrum were made for every hogshead (16 cwts.) of sugar.
^

by'JhTquaSimTor^^d''
^^^^^^^^'^"^ ""'^^^^^^

Hum imported during the 10 years form 1848.

Gallons. CoU™.
1848 - - . 6,858,981 1853
ifilo

i«53 - - . 4,206,248

\IZ '
' - - - 8,625,907

18o2 - - . 5,490,224 1857 -
6,515,683

Hum imported in 1858.

From Cuba
.

- - - ^'"^'XlT'
„ Porto Rico - - 50 233
" St. Croix - - 2o',li37

„ Dutch Guiana - - 74,466
„ Mauritius- - . 235^170
„ British East Indies - 241.402
„ British West Indies - 3,579,171
,. British Guiana - - 3,030,432
„ Other ports - - 71,793

7,311,219

Colonial rum is imported into England at 8.. 2d. per gallon since 19th July ISW
» ^'^"'^^"^ f ^2^- „ 2 -St April, 1855
^ Ireland j l'- » 21st „ „

Foreign rum ^.fl'n, " " ^^''^ " 2R58.

„ 18th March, 1846.
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Rum Shrub is imported at the same rate of duties.
RUSH. A common plant, extensively employed in the manufacture of mats basket'

&c. The pith of the rush is used in making rushlights. Bulrushes are a different
plant. These are used for polishing wood, and also by coopers. The Dutch rush is
also much used for polishing metals and stone.

RUSSIAN LEATHER. See Leather, Russian.
RUST is the orange-yellow coat of peroxide which forms upon the surface of iron

exposed to moist air. Oil, paint, varnish, plumbago, grease, or indeed any body
which will shield the metal from the moist air, may be employed, according to cir-
cumstances, to prevent the rusting of iron utensils.

Iron under all ordinary circumstances effects the decomposition of water, abstracting
the oxygen, and combining with it. The rusting of iron is one of the many instruc-
tive examples of chemical affinity which are constantly occurring around us.RUTHENIUM. After osmium, ruthenium is the most refractory metal we are
acquainted with. It requires a very extreme heat to melt the smallest quantity
When melting there is formed the oxide of ruthenium (RuO^) which is volatilised
and which smells something like osmic acid. When removed from the flame
ruthenium is blackish-brown on the surface, and is brittle and hard like iridium. It
IS only distinctly separated from this last metal by its density, which is obviously half
that of indium. The purest ruthenium obtained weighs from 11 to 11-4.
To prepare the metal mix the osmide in fine powder with 3 parts of binoxide of

barium and 1 part of nitrate of baryta, and heat them to redness in a clay crucible for
an hour. The black friable mass which remains is powdered with great care and
introduced into a flask in which has been previously mixed 20 parts of water and 10
parts of ordinary muriatic acid. The flask must be placed in cold water to avoid
the elevation of temperature which would ensue from the violent reaction which
takes place. This operation should be conducted under a good chimney to avoid the
escape of the osmic acid vapour into the laboratory.
When this reaction is finished I part nitric acid is added, and then 2 parts ordinary

strong sulphuric acid. The flask is now well shaken, and the sulphate of baryta is

allowed to deposit. The supernatant liquid is then poured off, the precipitate is

washed by decantation, and the liquid and the washings are distilled together in a
tubulated retort, until about a fourth of their volume of a liquid very rich in osmic
acid has passed over. The red liquor which is left in the retort is evaporated to a
small volume, 2 or 3 parts of sal-ammoniac in small pieces are added, and a small
quantity of nitric acid. The whole is now evaporated to dryness at the temperature
of boiling water. A crystalline violet-black precipitate remains in the capsule, which
is treated with a small quantity of water partly saturated with sal-ammoniac, and wash
with the same solution until it is no longer coloured. The insoluble salt left (chloro-
iridiate of ammonia containing ruthenium) is heated by degrees to redness in a
porcelain crucible. The mixture of iridium and ruthenium thus obtained is fused in

a silver crucible with an equal weight of hydrated potash and twice its weight of
nitre, and when cold the rutheniate of potash is dissolved out with cold water; the

solution, which is yellow, is decomposed by means of carbonic or nitric acid, and the
precipitated oxide of ruthenium is strongly calcined in a charcoal crucible. The
ruthenium is then reduced in the apparatus before described. Iridium and ruthenium
present many analogies; their coloured reactions are the same, and the oxide of
iridium dissolves in a mixture of nitre and potash.

Ruthenium forms with zinc an alloy which will burn in the air ; it crystallises in

hexagonal prisms. With tin there is formed an alloy RuSn^, which crystallises in

cubes as beautiful in their form and lustre as crystallised bismuth.

—

Deville and
Debray on the platinum metals.

RUTILE. Native oxide of titanium, coloured by iron. It is used in porcelain

painting to produce a yellow colour.

RYE {Seigle, Fr. ;
Roggen, Germ.) is a cereal grain, supposed to be a native of Crete.

It appears to have been used at a very early period by man. The culture of rye is

confined to the temperate zones. Rye consists, according to the analysis of Einhof, of

24-2 of husk, 65-6 of flour, and 10-2 of water, in 100 part-s. This chemist found in

100 parts of the flour, 61-07 of starch, 9-48 of gluten, 3-28 of vegetable albumen, 3-28

of uncrystallisable sugar, 11-09 of gum, 6-38 of vegetable fibre, and the loss was 5-62,

including a vegetable acid not yet investigated. Some phosphate of lime and magnesia

are also present.

Rye is sometimes used as a source, when fermented, of obtaining spirituous liquors.

The straw has been long used and celebrated for the manufacture of straw

plait.

RYE, ERGOT OF. (Secale cornutum.) The grain rye is subject to a disease
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(.pemcrffa c/a..-.) commonlj kno.n as which causes the grain to turn black.

It is used medicinally. See Pereira's Materia Medica.

S.

SABOTIERE. The apparatus for making ices, called sabotiSre, is composed

of t^o nrincipal parts-a pail which is indented towards the top and covered
;
and the

sabS or Sner^^^^ is inserted in a pai on which it

Ssts bvl pro ectiL border or rim ; this vessel is closed at the bottom like a cup, and

open afthe t?p to7dm?t the creams' to be iced. It is closed at the top by a cover

Cshed with a handle and a hook, which fastens it to the rim of the vessel. This

araratus works as follows:-The free^^ing mixture is turned into the pa. 1, and the

cfeanTs ?o be Iced into the inner vessel ; its cover is then fastened by the hook, and

the vessel is set into the pail among the freezing liquid ; then taking the whole by the

handle of the sabotiere, an alternate motion of rotation is given to it for about a quarter

of an hour, when the cream is sufficiently frozen. The cover is opened from time to

time and the mixture well stirred with a spoon adapted for the purpose The freez-

ing mixture must be renewed every 15 or 20 minutes. See Freezing Mixture.
_

SACCHAROMETER is the name of a hydrometer, adapted by its scale to point

out the proportion of sugar, or the saccharine matter of malt, contained in a solution

of any specific gravity. Brewers, distillers, and the Excise, sometimes denote by the

term gravity the excess of weight of 1000 parts of a liquid by volume above the

weight of a like volume of distilled water, so that if the specific gravity be 1045, 1070,

1090 &c : the gravity is said to be 45, 70, or 90 ; at others, they thereby denote the

weight of saccharine matter in a barrel (36 gallons) of worts ; and again, they denote

the excess in weight of a barrel of worts over a barrel of water, equal to 36 gallons,

or 360 pounds. This and the first statement are identical, only 1000 is the standard

iu the first case, and 360 in the second.
, , .i.

The saccharometer used by the Excise, and by the trade, is that constructed by the

late Mr. R. B. Bate, well known for the accuracy of his philosophical and mathematical

instruments. The tables published by him for ascertaining the value of wort or wash,

and low wines, are preceded by explicit directions for their use. " The instrument

is composed of brass ; the ball or float being a circular spindle, in the opposite ends

of which are fixed a stem and a loop. The stem bears a scale of divisions numbered

downwards from the first to 30 ; these divisions, which are laid down in an original

manner, observing a diminishing progression according to true principles ;
therefore

each division correctly indicates the one-thousandth part of the specific gravity of

water ; and further, by the alteration made in the bulk of the saccharometer at every

change of poise, each of the same divisions continues to indicate correctly the said

one-thousandth part throughout."

The following table shows the quantities of sugar contained in syrups of the annexed

specific gravities. It was the result of experiments carefully made by Dr. Ure.

Experimental Spec. Gravity
of Solution at 60° F.

Sugar in 100- by
Weight.

Experimental Spec. Gravity
of Solution at 60° F.

Sugar in 100" by
Weight.

1-3260 66-666 1-1045 25-000

1-2310 50-000 1-0905 21-740

1-1777 40-000 1-0820 20-000

1-4400 33-333 1-0635 16-666

1-1340 31-250 1-0500 12-500

1-1250 29-412 1-0395 10 000

1-1110 26-316

N.B. The column in the next table, marked extract by weight, is Mr. Bate's ;

it may be compared with this short table, and also with the table of malt infusions in

the Dictionary. See Beer ; Malt -, Fermentation.

If the decimal part of the number denoting the specific gravity of syrup be mul-
tiplied by 26, the product will denote very nearly the quantity of sugar per gallon in

pounds at the given specific gravity.

Vol. III. R R
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Table exhibiting the Quantity of Sugar, in Pounds Avoirdupois, which is containedOne Gallon oj Syrup, at successive Degrees of Density, at 60° p_

lbs. per
UiiUun.

by
Wclglu
In lOU.

Gravity.
ll)8* per
Gullunf

U UUUU UUUU 1^077 2.01 !i7
n.no ^ 1 UUxo 1.078 2-0465
{) UO 1 u UUOl 1-079 2-0734
U Oo UU/ / I'OHO 2-1006
A* 1 non UlUfi 1'081 2-1275
n- 1 07U 1 6/0 1'082 2-1543
n* 1 f^QnU l-Jou u 1 oo 1083 2-1811
0'1785 0179 1 084 2-2080
0**2040 UJiH 1 -085 2-2359
0*2295 *0230 1-0H6 2-26-27
0*2550 0255 1-087 2-2894
0*2805 -0280 1-088 2-3IG1
0"30o0 -03(16 1-089 2-3438
0"3315 •0331 1-090 2-3710
0-3f>70 0356 1 091 2^3987
0 3825 •0381 1-092 2-4-256
0'4180 •0406 I'(I93 2-4524

-0431 1^094 2-4792
0'4590 •0456 1^095 2-5061
0'484.'S •0481 1'096 2-5329
0'5100 •0506 1-097 2-5598
0'5351 •0531 1-098 2-5866
0'5602 •0555 1-099 2^6130
0"5853 •0580 1-100 2-6404
0"6I04 "0605 MOl 2-6663
0 6355 •0629 1'102 2-6921
0 6606 •0654 •103 2 7188
06857 •0678 1-104 2-7446
0'7108 •0703 1-105 2-7704
0'7359 •0727 1-106 2-7961
0'7610 •0752 1-107 2-8227
0'78G1 •0776 M08 2 8485
0-8II2 •0800 1-109 2-87-10
0'8363 •0825 1-110 2-9001
0'8614 •0849 1-111 2-9263
0*8866 •0873 1-112 2-9522
0"9I49 -0897 1-113 2-9780
0'9449 -0921 1-114 3 0045
0 9768 "0945 M15 3-0304
1 '0090 -0969 M16 3 0563
l-0)00 -C993 1-117 3-0821
10(i53 •1017 1 118 3-1080
1-0906 •1041 1-119 3-1343
I"l 159 •1065 1-120 31610
1-1412 •1089 1 121 31871
1-1665 •1113 M22 3-2130
1-1918 •1136 1 123 32399
1*2171 •1160 M24 3-2658
1"2424 •1 184 1-125 3-2916
1-2687 •1207 1-126 3-3174
1-2940 •1231 1-127 3-3431
I -3206 •1254 1-128 3-3690
1-3472 •

1 273 1-129 3-3949
1-3738 •1301 1-130 3-4211
1-4004 •1325 1-131 3-4490
1-4270 •1348 1-132 3-4769
1'4536 •1372 1-133 3-5048
1 -4802 •1395 1-134 3-5326
I 5068 •1418 1135 3-5605
1'5334 •1441 1 136 3-5882
1-5600 •1464 1-137 3-6160
1'5870 •1487 1-138 3-6437
1-6142 •1510 1-139 3-6716
1-6414 •1533 1-140 3-7000
1-6688 •1556 1141 3-7281
1-6959 •1579 1-112 3-7A62
1-7228 •1602 1-143 3-7840
1-7496 •16-25 M44 3 8119
1-7764 -1647 M45 3-8.398

1-8033 •1670 1-146 3-8677
1-8300 .1693 1-147 3-89.55

1-8571 •1716 1-148 3-9235
1-8843 -1738 1149 3 9516
19116 •1761 1-150 3-9801
1-9385 •1783 1 151 4-0070
1-9653 •1806 1-152 4-0342
1-9928 •1828 1*153 4-0611

Extract
by

Weijiht
in 100.

SperiHc
Gravity.

lbs. per
Gallon.

1851 1-154 4-0880
-1873 1-155 4-1148
•1H96 M56 4-1319
•1918 M57 4-1588
•1941 1'158 4-1857
•1963 1-159 4-2128
-1985 1-160 4-2502
•2007 1161 4-2771
•20-29 1-162 4 3040
•2051 1-163 43309
-2073 I-IG4 4 3578
•2096 1165
•2117 1^166 4-41 1 .5

2139 1-167 4-4383
2161 1-168 4-4652
•2183 1-169
•2205 ri70
•2227 1-171 4--5460
•2249 1-172 4*6722
••2'270 1'173 4-5983
2-i92 1-174 4 '6242
•2314 1175 4'6.'>05

•2335 1-176 4*6764
•2357 1-177 4-7023
•2378 1-178 4-7281
•2400 ri79 4-7539
•2421 1180 4-7802
•2443 1-181 4-8051
•2464 1-182 4 '8303
•2486 ri83 4-8554
•2507 1-184 4-88O2
•2529 1-185 4"9051
•2550 1-186 4-9300
-2571 1-187 4-9552
•2.593 1-188 4 9803
•2614 1-189 5-0054
•26:^5 1-190 5-0304
•2656 1-191 5-0.5(i3

•2R77 i-192
•2698 1-193 5*1080
2719 1 194 0 lot I

-2740 1-195 5 1602
•2761 1 196 5' 1863
-2782 1-197 g 2 1 '24

•2803 1*198 5-2.'i81

•2824 ri99 5-2639
•2845 1 -200 5-2901
•2865 1'201 5-3 1 60
•2886 J '202 5*3422
•2907 I'2n3 5*3681
•2927 1-204. 5-3941
•2948 I -205 5*4203
•2969 1-206 5*4462
•2989 1'207 5*4720
•3010 1-208 5*4979
•3030 1-209 5*5239
•3051 1-210 V5.5nfi

•3071 1-21

1

•3092 1-212 0 UU/ 1

-3112 0 DoDU
'3132 0 ounl
OlOO 1 Zl O 0 0^4z
Oils 1 -9 IP D t£oo

5*7522
-3214 1-218 5*7814
•3234 r219 5*8108
•3254 1-220 5*8401
•3274 1-221 6-8680
-3-294 1-222 5*8962
3314 1-223 5-9242
•3334 1-224 69523
-3354 1-225 6-9801

•3374 1-226 6*0081
•3394 1-227 6-0361

1 228 6-0642
1-229 6*0925
1-230 6*1205

Specific
Gravity.

1.231

1 -232

1*233

1*2:(4

1-2:15

1-236

1-2:17

1-238

1-2:19

1-240

1-241

1-242

1 243
1-244

1 245
1-246

1-247

1-248
1-249

1 250
1-251

1-252

1 2.53

1-254

P2.55
1-2.56

1-257

1-258
1-259

1-260
1-261

1-262
1-263
1-264

1 265
1-266

1-267
1-268

1-269

1-270

1-271

1-272

1 273
1-274

1-275

1-276

P277
1-278

1 -2;9

1-280

1-281

1-282

1-283

1-284
1-285

1-286

1-287

1-288

1-289

1-290

1 291
1-292

1-293
1-294

1-295
1-296
1-297
1-298
1-299
1-300

lb«. per
Gallon.

6-1474
6-1743
6-2012
(!• 2-280

0-2551

6-2K22

6 3093
6-33'.2

6-36:il

6-3903
6-41.52

6-4401
6-46.50

6-4902
6-5153

6.5402
6-5651

6-5903
6-61.52

6-6402

6-G68I
6-6960

67240
67621
6-7800

6 8081
6-8362
6-8643
6-8921
6-9201
6- 95 10
6-9822
70133
7-0444
7-0761
7- 1060
7-1369
7-1678

7-I9S8
7-2300
7-2601
7-2;i(i2

7-3204

7 3.506

7-3807

7-4109
7^4409
7-4708
7-5007
7--5.307

7-5600
7-5891
7-6180
7-6409
7-67.'.8

7-7048
7-7331
7-76-20

7-7910
7-8201

7-8482
7-8763

7 9042
7-9321

7-9600
7-9879
801 58
80448
8-0719
8-1001

SAFETY CAGE. In all onr collieries the men descend to their labour and are
raised from the depth of the mine by the -winding machinery. This maybe described
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in general terms as a stage travelling in guides fixed to t^^.f foJeat and colse!
rapidity >vith Avhich these stages are moved up or down is very F^at^nd conse

qSy, if anything occurs to engage the attention of the man m charge ot the

winding-engine, the stage with its living load is either landed with injurious violence

at the bottom of the pit, or it is carried over the pulley, and thus the lives of the men
are sacrificed. The above drawing, fig. 1578, shows an ingenious contrivance for

obviating the blow which arises from reaching the bottom at too great a speed, e e, are

platforms placed on Indian-rubber springs (see Caoutchouc) b b, on the landing at

the bottom of the pit ; d, is one of the cages which has descended, the other being

supposed to be at the surface. The elasticity of these springs certainly serves to

protect the men from the violence of the concussion in the event of the rope breaking,

or if from any other cause they suddenly reach the bottom.

Many safety cages, so called, have been invented, the principles of which are to

allow them to travel freely on their guides, so long as the rope by which they are

suspended remains entire ; but, in the event of its breaking, the arms, levers, or

catches seize the guide-rods, and thus suddenly stop the cage. Experience has not

satisfactorily confirmed the value of these arrangements.

A simple arrangement for a safety cage was published by Mr. Andrew Smith, in 1852.

According to Mr. Smith's invention, the drawing rope is connected with the chain-

work supporting the cage by a strong elastic tube, which gives the cage an easy motion

until an accident takes place. Immediately the rope breaks, the weight of the cage

forces the end of a lever against the guide-rods, which extend from top to bottom of

the shaft. The following description may render the invention more intelligible :

—

A horizontal bar is provided with a slot at each end, through which the guide rods

pass ; at the inner end of each slot is a pin, which forms the fulcrum of a lever, the

shorter arm of which is towards the guide-rod. While the machinery is working
properly, each lever forms as it were a link of the chain by which the cage is sus-

pended ; the bar and the connecting levers forming about an equilateral triangle. To
the extremity of the longer arm of the lever are connected the rods by which the cage
itself is suspended ; these rods cross each other, and the cage is hooked upon the end.
It will readily be understood that, while all is in order, the short arms of the lever

RR 2
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are hekl hack from the guide-rods, and the slot of the cross-har is sufBcientlv larce toadmit the rise and fall of the cage without impediment; hut upon the hreakage of
the rope the long arms of ihe levers are depressed, and the short arms forced as
stated, agamst the guide-rods, preventing the further fall of the cage. The cost of the
contrivance is comparatively trifling, which is another recommendation to its useAmong the more prominent patented inventions are those of Mr. F Emerv of
Cobridge StalTordshire, of Messrs. White and Grant of Glasgow, and of Mr. Fou-
drincr. Messrs. White and Grant's cage is simple and inexpensive, no rack-work
being required upon the guide-rods, and the suspending power depending upon the
simple turnmg ot an eccentric, which is only kept from revolving by the tension of
the suspending rope or chain. An eccentric is placed on each side of each guide-rod
and while the tension is sufficient, the narrow parts of the eccentrics being towards
the rods, there is just room for the guide-rod to pass between them. The breakage
of the rope, however, releases the eccentrics, and in their attempt to revolve they
grip the guide-rods and prevent the descent of the cage.

Again, a variety of contrivances have been introduced to release the cage from the
rope or chain in the event of its being drawn up to the pulley : some of these have
been adopted with apparent advantage. Humane care, however, whatever may be the
mechanical appliances adopted, is necessary to ensure safety.
SAFETY FUSE. A woven cylinder containing gunpowder, empbved in blasting

rocks, especially in our mines. The safety fuse is also prepared for blasting under
water.

SAFETY LAMP. The dangerous nature of the accumulation of fire-damp
renders it necessary that some means should be employed to produce light, under
such circumstances that the risks of explosion are greatly reduced.
The contrivance of a steel mill was long known, and it aftbrded a tolerable gleam,

with which the miners were obliged to content themselves in hazardous atmospheres.

The steel mill consisted of a small frame of iron, mounted with a wheel and pinion,

which gave rapid rotation to a disk of hard steel placed upright, to whose edge a

piece of flint is applied. The use of this machine entailed on the miner the expense
of an attendant, called the miller, who gave him light. Nor was the light altogether

safe, for occasionally the ignited shower of steel particles attained to a sufficient heat

to inflame the fire-damp.

At length the attention of the scientific world was powerfully attracted to the

means of lighting the miner with safety, by an awful catastrophe which happened at

Felling Colliery, near Newcastle, on the 25th May, 1812. This mine was working

with great vigour, under a well-regulated system of ventilation, set in action by a

furnace and air-tube, placed over a rise-pit in elevated ground. The depth of

.winning was above 100 fathoms ; 25 acres of coal had been excavated, and one pit

was yielding at the rate of 1700 tons per week. At 11 o'clock in the forenoon the

night shift of miners was relieved by the day shift; 121 persons were in the mine, at

their several stations, when, at half- past 11, the gas fired, with a most awful explosion,

which alarmed all the neighbouring villages. The subterraneous fire broke forth

with two heavy discharges from the dip-pit, and these were instantly followed by one

from the rise-pit. A slight trembling, as from an earthquake, was felt for about half

a mile round the colliery, and the noise of the explosion, though dull, was heard at

from 3 to 4 miles' distance. Immense quantities of dust and small coal accompanied

these blasts, and rose high into the air, in the form of an inverted cone. The heaviest

part of the ejected matter, such as corves, wood, and small coal, fell near the pits

;

but the dust borne away by a strong west wind fell in a continuous shower a mile and

a half from the pit. In the adjoining village of Heworth it caused a darkness like

that of early twilight, covering the roads where it fell so thickly that the footsteps of

passengers were imprinted in it. The heads of both shaft-frames were blown off,

their sides set on fire, and their pulleys shattered to pieces. The coal-dust ejected

from the rise-pit into the horizontal part of the ventilating tube, was about 3 inches

thick, and speedily burnt to a cinder ;
pieces of burning coal, driven off^ the solid

stratum of the mine, were also blown out of this shaft. Of the 121 persons in the

mine at the time of the explosion, only 32 were drawn up ihe pit alive, 3 ot wliom

died a few hours after the accident. Thus no less than 92 valuable lives were

instantaneously destroyed by this pestilential fire-damp The scene of distress among

the relatives at the pit mouth was indescribably sorrowful.
, •

i,
•

Dr W. Reid Clanny, of Sunderland, was the first to contrive a lamp which might

burn in explosive air without communicating flame to the gas m /^ich it was

plunged. This he eff-ected, in 1813, by means of an air-tight lamp, with a glass tront,

the flame of which was supported by blowing fresh air from a small Pf
«f ^^''""^

through a stratum of water in the bottom of the lamp, while the heated air pas.sed
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out through water by a recurved tubn at top. By this means the air within the lamp

was completely insulated from the surrounding atmosphere. This lamp was the first

ever taken into a body of inflammable air in a coal-mine, at the exploding point,

without setting fire to the gas around it. Dr. Clanny made another lamp upon an

improved plan, by introducing into it the steam of water generated in a small, vessel

at the top of tlie lamp, heated by the flame. The chief objection to these lamps is

their inconvenience in use.

Various other schemes of safe-lamps were offered to the miner by ingenious mecha-
nicians, but they have been all superseded by the admirable invention of Sir H. Davy,
founded on his fine researches upon flame. The lamp of Davy was instantly tried

and approved of by Mr. Buddie and the principal mining engineers of the Newcastle
district. A perfect security of accident is therefore afforded to the miner in the use

of a lamp which transmits its light, and is fed with air, through a cylinder of wire
gauze ; and this invention has the advantage of requiring no machinery, no philoso-

phical knowledge to direct its use, and is made at a very cheap rate.

In the course of a long and laborious investigation on the properties of the fire-

damp, and the nature and communication of flame. Sir H. Davy ascertained that the

explosions of inflammable gases were incapable of being passed through long narrow
metallic tubes ; and that this principle of security was still obtained by diminishing
their length and diameter at the same time, and likewise diminishing their length,

and increasing their number, so that a great number of small apertures would
not pass an explosion, when their depth was equal to their diameter. This fact led
him to trials upon sieves made of wire-gauze, or metallic plates perforated with
numerous small holes ; and he found it was impossible to pass explosions through
them.
The apertures in the gauze should never be more than l-20th of an inch square. Tn

the working models sent by Sir H. to the mines, there were 748 apertures in the
square inch, and the wire was about the 40th of an inch diameter. The cage or
cylinder of wire gauze should be made by double joinings, the gauze being folded
over in such a manner as to leave no apertures. It should not be more than two inches
in diameter

; or in large cylinders the combustion of the fire-damp renders the top
inconveniently hot ; and a double top is always a proper precaution, fixed at a distance
of about half an inch above the first top.

The principles upon which these lamps are constructed, dependent as they are upon
some of the most refined researches of science, must be briefly described. Flame is
gaseous matter in a state of combustion, that is, it is under all the ordinary circum-
stances carburetted hydrogen gas in active combination with oxygen. During the
intense chemical action there is a great increase of volume, carbonic acid and water
vapour escaping. Fire-damp is light carburetted hydrogen or marsh gas. This is
formed by the changes which are going on in the carbonaceous compounds of which
our fossil fuel is constituted, and is condensed in the coal.
A few of the analyses which have been published by different chemists will show

the composition of the fire-damp of our coal mines.

Carburetted
Hydrogen. Light Air. Nitrogen. Oxygen, Carbonic

Acid.
Name of
Chemist.

Wallsend,Ben-\
sham seam J

Jarrow, Ben-

1

sham seam j
Killingworth -

Gateshead - -

77-50

83-10

66-30

94-20
23-35

21-10

14.20

6-52

4-50

0-40

1-30

1-30

2- 10

4-03

Playfair.

Ditto,

Richardson,
Graham.

The theories which have been devised by chemists to explain the formation of fire-
damp have not been consistent with themselves, nor have they satisfied the conditions
under which the gas is found in " fiery seams,"

Mr. Tennant, in his Researches on Flume, first noticed that burning gases would not
pass through tubes of a certain diameter. Dr. Paris says, Davy was not aware of
Tennant's researches. Be this as it may, he greatly extended the inquiry.
The first full account of Davy's beautiful researches was published in the Philuso-

phical Transactions for 1816, his memoir being entitled " An account of an invention
for giving light in explosive mixtures of fire-damp in coal mines, by consuming the
fire-damp," In January 1817, the principle was announced in a paper on "Some

11 K 3
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new experiments and observations on the combustion of gaseous mixtures, with an
account of a method of preserving a continued light in mixtures of inflammable gases
and air without flame."

The lamp of D&vy, fig. 1579, consists therefore of a common oil lamp, surmounted
with a covered cylinder of wire gauze, for transmitting light to
the miner without endangering the kindling of the atmosphere
of fire-damp which may surround him.
The gauze cylinder should be fastened to the lamp by a screw,

b, fig. 1580, of four or five turns, and fitted to the screw by a
tight ring. All joinings in the lamp should be made with hard
solder ; as the security depends upon the circumstance, that no
aperture exists in the apparatus larger than in the wire-gauze.
The parts of the lamp are,

1. The brass cistern a, d, fig. 1580, which contains the oil.

It is pierced at one side of the centre with a vertical narrow tube,
nearly filled with a wire which is recurved above, at the level of
the burner, to trim the wick, by acting on the lower end of the
wire e with the fingers. It is called the safety-trimmer.

2. The rim b is the screw neck for fixing on the gauze
cylinder, in which the wire- gauze cover is fixed, and which is

J 5gQ fastened to the cistern by a screw
^ fitted to b.

3. An aperture c for supplying
oil. It is fitted with a screw or a
cork, and communicates with the
bottom of the cistern by a tube

at f. A central aperture for the
wick.

4. The wire-gauze cylinder,

fig. 1579, which should not have
less than 625 apertures to fhe

square inch.

5. The second top, f of an inch above the first, surmounted by a brass or copper

plate, to which the ring of su pension may be fixed. It is covered with a wire cap

in the figure.

6. Four or six thick vertical wires, g' g' g' g', joining the cistern below with the top

plate, and serving as protecting pillars round the cage. </ is a screw -pin to fix the

cover, so that it shall not become loosened by accident or carelessness. The oil-

cistern ^ijf. 1580 is drawn upon a larger scale than fig. 1579, to show its minuter parts.

When tbe wire-gauze safety-lamp is lighted and introduced into an atmosphere

gradually mixed with fire-damp, the first eflfect of the fire-damp is to increase the

length and size of the flame. When the inflammable gas forms so much as 1-1 2th of

the volume of the air, the cylinder becomes filled with a feeble blue flame, while the

flame of the wick appears burning brightly within the blue flame. The light of the

wick augments till the fire-damp increases to l-6th or l-5th, when it is lost in the

flame of the fire-damp, which in this case fills the cylinder with a pretty strong light.

As long as any explosive mixture of gas exists in contact with the lamp, so long it

will give light; and when it is extinguished, which happens whenever the foul air

constitutes so much as l-3rd of the volume of the atmosphere, the air is no longer

proper for respiration ; for though animal life will continue where flame is extin-

guished, yet it is always with suffering. By fixing a coil of platinum wire above the

wick, io-nition may be maintained in the metal when the lamp itself is extinguished

;

and from this ignited wire the wick may be again rekindled, on carrying it into a less

inflammable atmosphere. This, however, is rarely employed.

The late Mr. John Buddie, one of the most experienced of coal miners, writes as

follows, in the Journal of Science, on the general use of the safety lamp: " We have

frequently used the lamps where the explosive mixture was so high as to heat the wire-

gauze red-hot ; but on examining a lamp whi'ch has been in constant use for three

months, and occasionally subjected to this degree of heat, I cannot perceive that the

gauze cylinder of iron wire is at all impaired. 1 have not, however, thought it

prudent, in our present state of experience, to persist in using the lamps under such

circumstances, because I have observed, that in such situations the particles of coal

dust floating in the air, fire at the gas burning within the cylinder, and fly off m small

luminous sparks. This appearance, I must confess, alarmed me m the first mstance,

but experience soon proved that it was not dangerous.
" Besides the facilities afforded l)y this invention to the workmg of coal-mines

abounding in fire-damp, it has enabled the directors and superintendents to ascertam.
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with the utmost precision and expedition, both the presence, the quantity, and correct

situation of the gas. Instead of creeping inch by inch with a candle, as is usual, along

the galleries of a mine suspected to contain fire-damp, in order to ascertain its presence,

we walk firmly on with the safety-lamps, and, with the utmost confidence, prove the

actual state of the mine. By observing attentively the several appearances upon the

flame of the lamp, in an examination of this kind, the cause of accidents which

happened to the most experienced and cautious miners is completely developed ;
and

this has hitherto been in a great measure matter of mere conjecture.

" It is not necessary that I should enlarge upon the national advantages which

must necessarily result from an invention calculated to prolong our supply of mineral

coal, because I think them obvious to evei-y reflecting mind ; but I cannot conclude

without expressing my highest sentiments of admiration for those talents which have

developed the properties, and controlled the power, of one of the most dangerous

elements which human enterprise has hitherto had to encounter." The two first

safety lamps used in a colliery are preserved in the Museum of Practical Geology.

The action of the wire-gauze has been supposed to depend upon a cooling process,

but many experiments tried by the editor of the present work tends to convince him
that the cooling hypothesis will not explain the phenomenon. He conceives the

impermeability of wire-gauze to flame to be due to a repulsive power establisbed

between the hot metal and the ignited gas, similar in character, although dilfering in

condition, to that which prevails between water and a white-hot metal. The gas

undergoing combustion and the metal appear to repel each other in a similar

manner. Frequently, from the intensity of the explosion going on within the lamp,

the iron wires of the gauze will become red-hot,—so hot, indeed, that, as Mr. Buddie
says, coal dust would be ignited by it, and yet the flame would not pass through.

Previously to the introduction of the " Davy," as it is commonly called. Dr. C'lanny

in 1813 proposed a lamp, the flame of which was carefully guarded from the external

atmosphere, air being supplied by means of a bellows, and made to pass through a

vessel containing oil. George Stephenson, proceeding not improbably upon the data
furnished by Mr. Tennant, as Davy, notwithstanding Dr. Paris's statement, may have
done, with that peculiar aptitude in mechanical design which ever characterised that

remarkable man, at once, and without any knowledge of the researches of the chemist,
devised a lamp by which air was admitted to the flame through " apertures of wire-
gauze." This lamp is said by Mr. Brandling to have been tried in " the Killing-

worth pits on Saturday, October 21st, 1815." The result, however, of a very careful

examination of the question as between George Stephenson and Humphry Davy by
a meeting of coal-owners was, on the 11th October, 1816, a decision that the merits
of discovering a real safety lamp belonged to Davy ; and on the 13th of September,
1817, a service of plate was pi'esented by the coal-owners at Newcastle, " as a testi-

mony of their gratitude for the services you have rendered to them and to humanity."
It is to be regretted that the repose which is ever so necessary to the prf)gress of
science, and the discovery of truth, should be invaded by the influences of jealousy
and assailed by the shafts of malevolence. Two mighty minds, gifted beyond their
brethren, discover a principle. One of these minds, as a mechanic, gives his idea a
visible expression in a mechanical manner, and he is not completely successful ; the
other, trained as an analyst, seeks out the laws of action involved ; dives further into
the mysteries of nature ; and when he develops his idea to the world, it is a success.
These two giants in intellect should have been friends at heart ; they were both
equally discoverers, and their names shine as "beacons to the abodes where the
Eternals are."

Numerous modifications of the Davy safety lamp have been from time to time
introduced. A few of the more important must be named: —

1. George Stephenson modified his original plan. His modified lamp consisted of
a wire gauze cylinder about 2| inches diameter, and about 6 inches high, with a
glass shield inside. The air for combustion was admitted through a series of per-
forations in the bottom, and a metal chimney, full of small holes, is fixed inside on
the top of the glass cylinder.

2. Mr. Smith, of Newcastle, improved this by covering all the perforations in the
metal with wire gauze.

3. Newman, to meet the objection that strong currents of air, or of gas, could be
forced through the gauze, made a lamp with a double wire gauze, commencing from
nearly the top of the flame of the lamp, leaving the lower portion with one gauzo
only

; there was no obstruction to the light, and it has not been found possible to
light a gas flame by the Newman double gauze lamp, whereas this may be done by
suddenly driving the flame through the single gauze of the Davy.

4. Upton and Roberts, 1581. Their lamp consists of a wire gauze-cylinder
5i inches long and inch in diameter, which is attached to the cylinder in the

II R 4
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into a space protected by a double shield of closely compressed wire-gauze. A cone
ot sheet metal stands above this shield and conducts the air directly upon the wick.

5. Martm s lamp was, m many respects, similar to Upton and Roberts's, but so
as soon as an explosive mixture was

constructed that the flame was extinguished
within the glass cylinder.

6. Dumesnil sought to increase the quantity of light, at the same time as he
protected the flame against any rapid current. The glass shield surrounding the
flame is of carefully annealed glass, and is protected from mechanical injury by
curved metal bars; a chimney of sheet metal being above the glass, and all the air
being compelled to pass through apertures rendered safe by the use of wire gauze.
_

7. Dr. Clanny, who had for so many years directed his attention to safety-lamps,
introduced a new lamp, with an impervious metal shield, having glass and lenses
in Its sides, only open at the highest part of the gauze cylinder for about lA inches.
Thus there is no admission of air to the lamp, or of the products of combustion from
the lamp, except over the top of the shield. This in many respects resembles
Mueseler's lamp, to be next described.

8. Mueseler's lamp is shown in section, ^^r. 1582. The cistern opening for the wick,
&c., are precisely the same as we find them in the " Davy." A glass shield occupies
about two-fifths of the entire height, the lower edge resting in an annular recess on
the upper surface of the cistern. A conical tube of metal carries off the products of
combustion. Upon the bars which protect the glass rests the gauze cylindei
above it. When this lamp is brought into an explosive mixture the flame is first

lengthened and then extinguished. It unfortunately happens that by turning the
lamp on one side the flame is often put out, and in the mines of Liege boys are
employed to relight the extinguished lamps. It is, however, stated that not leec
than 12,000 of these lamps are in daily use in Belgium.

9. Combe's and Boty's are modifications of the preceding.
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10. Parish's lamp, one hy Dr. Fyfe, and some others by Mr. Hewitson and by Mr.

Biram, involve tbe use of talc in the place of gas.
.

1 1. Eloin's lamp consists of a cylinder fixed upon the upper surface of the cistern

and the glass shield, which is pierced with several holes covered with wire gauze,

through which the air enters. As in Upton and Roberts's lamp, a cone assists the com-

bustion. A copper chimney is connected with the base, pierced in the upper end with

small holes, through which the products of combustion escape. The light is improved

by means of a reflector, which slides upon the bars, by which the glass is protected.

12. Dr. Glover, Mr. Cail, and Mr. T. Y. Hall have recently introduced lamps

which are so similar to those already named that they need not be described.

13. Mackworth's safety lamp. This safety lamp was contrived by one of the

Government Inspectors of coal mines, to meet the objections raised in resisting the

general introduction of the Davy lamp into fire-damp mines. The objections

were the small light given by the Davy, which is an inconvenience in working high

seams of coal, or in picking out the shale and pyrites from the small coal of dirty

seams. 2ndly, that the Davy was not safe in a rapid current of air and gas, and that

glass lamps were not safe in places where the glass might become cracked, besides

being heavy to carry ;
and, 3rdly, that the ordinary

locks of Davy lamps could be easily picked and
opened by the workmen to obtain more light, and light

their pipes. The lamp differs from other glass lamps
in having a thick outer glass, a a. Jig. 1583, and a

thin inner chimney, b b. The air enters to the flame,

as shown by the arrows, through three wire gauzes

;

1st, the cylindrical gauze, c ; then through the gauze
D, which supports the brass cover e, of the glass

chimney b ; and, 3rdly, through the conical wire gauze
F, which, with its frame, acts as a support to the glass

chimney B. This conical frame throws the air on to

the flame g, so as to produce a more perfect combus-
tion and a whiter light. A wire gauze may be placed
on the top of the cover e, but it is unnecessary, as

the products of combustion passing through the con-
tracted aperture, prevent any explosion passing up
into the cylindrical gauze c.

The objects sought to be obtained in this lamp are,

the production of from twice to three times the light
of the Davy, by a more perfect combustion of oil,

throwing the light more up and down, as shown by
the lines H, Hj. The reflector, j, placed between the
glasses, where it is untarnished by smoke, adds to the
light. This lamp burns with a steady flame, in cur-
rents of air which extinguish other lamps. It is l^- lb.

heavier than a Davy, and 1|- lb. lighter than a
Mueseler or a Clanny lamp. The outside glass does
not get so hot as in the two latter lamps, which renders
the glass liable to be cracked by cold water ; and if the
outside glass is broken by a blow or otherwise, there
is still a perfect safety lamp inside. The mode of
locking or riveting the lamp detects any attempt of
the workman to tamper with it. The lead rivet k, is

clinched by nippers, leaving a die-mark on the lead.
This lamp can be locked and unlocked in a shorter
time than other locks, which is an object when several
hundred lamps have to be given out every morning to workmen.
Some other lamps have been brought forward, the chief object being to prevent

the lamp being opened by the miner, one of the most ingenious being the miners'
safety lamp, invented by Mr. W. P. Struve, of Swansea.
The sketch on next page will convey a better notion of it than any written de-

scription, and it is only needful to add, that although the diameter of the gauze
cylinder at its base is considerably more than that of the Davy, yet owing to the
oil-box being placed within the gauze cylinder, instead of below it, and thus occupying
a considerable portion of the internal space, the cubical contents of the cylinder
does not exceed that of an ordinary Davy. The greater amount of cooling surface
near the flame, and the less obstructed admission of air thus obtained, renders it

practicable and perfectly safe to use a larger wick than in the Davy, wliilst the com-
bustion of the oil is much more perfect, and the smoke very considerably dinii-
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mshed. The light emitted from this lamp has been carefully ascertained to be equal
to that from three Davys, and owing to the conical form of the
cylinder and the shape of the oil-box, it diffuses the light bothupwards and downwards, as well as in every other direction with
less shadow than any other lamp that has been offered to the
miner. From the more perfect combustion, the consumption of
oil in this lamp but slightly exceeds that of the Davy, whilst iu
simplicity of construction gives great facilities for keeping it in
order and for repairs. It barely weighs H lb. We learn that
tnis lamp has been extensively introduced into many of the fierv
colheries in South Wales.

Standard.

Illuminating Power of Lamps,

A wax candle, 6 to the lb.

Average number of
lamps required to
equal wax-candle

standard.

- 8-00

- 18-50

- 24-50

4-25

3-50

- 2-75

- 2-50

- 2-00

Davy's lamp, with gauze
Stephenson's lamp - - - .

Upton and Roberts's - - .

Dr. Clanny's (glass) ...
Mueseler's (glass) . - - .

Parish's lamp, with gauze
Davy's lamp, without gauze -

Common miner's candle, 30 to the lb.

SAFFLOWER. This dye-stuff has been fully described
under Cabthamus.
SAFFLOWER DYEING. See Calico Feinting.
SAFFRON. (Saffran, Fr. and Germ.) The leaves of the

saffron crocus. Hay saffron is the only kind now found in the
shops

—

cake saffron rarely containing any of that flower.
Hay saffron consists of the stigmas with part of the style of

the flowers, which have been very carefully dried. Spanish saffron is the best which
is imported. It is stated that 4,320 flowers are required to produce an ounce of safiron.
True cake saffron, no longer to be found, was a filamentous cake, composed of the
stigmata of the flowers of the Crocus sativus. It is now, however, generally the leaves
of the safflower (carthamus tinctorius). True saffron contains a yellow matter called
polychro'ite, because of its being susceptible of numerous changes of colour. This is

obtained by evaporating the watery infusion of saffron to the consistence of an extract,
digesting the extract with alcohol, and concentrating the alcoholic solution. The
polychro'ite remains in the^orm of a brilliant mass, of a scarlet red colour, transparent,

and of the consistence of honey. It has no smell, with the bitter pungent taste of
saiffron. It is slightly soluble in water ; and if it be stove-dried it deliquesces speedily

in the air. According to M. Henry pere, polychroiite consists of 80 parts of colouring
matter, combined with 20 parts of a volatile oil, which cannot be separated by
distillation till the colouring matter has been combined with an alkali. Light blanches
the reddish-yellow of saffron, even when it is contained in a full phial well corked.

Polychro'ite, when combined with fat oils, and subjected to dry distillation, affords

ammonia, which shows that azote is one of its constituents. Sulphuric acid colours

the solution of polychro'ite, indigo blue, with a lilac cast ; nitric acid turns it green, of

various shades, according to the state of dilution. Protochloride (muriate) of tin

produces a reddish precipitate.

Saffron is employed in cookery. It is also used to colour confectionery articles,

liqueurs, varnishes, and especially cakes in the west of England. It was formerly

used to such an extent in Cornwall, that that one county consumed more saffron

than all the rest of England.

SiVGO {sagou, Fr. and Germ.) is a species of starch, extracted from the pith of

the sago palm, a tree which grows to the height of 30 feet in the Moluccas and the

Philippines. The tree is cut down, cleft lengthways, and deprived of its pith, which

being washed with water upon a sieve, the starchy matter comes out, and soon forms

a deposit. This is dried to the consistence of dough, pressed through a metal sieve to

corn it (which is called pearling), and then dried over a fire with agitation in a shallow

copper pan. Sago is sometimes imported in the pulverulent state, in which it can be

distinguished from arrow-root only by microscopic examination of its particles.

Tliese are uniform and spherical, not unequal and ovoid, like those of arrow-root.

In this state it is known as sago meal. A factitious sago is prepared iu France

and Germany with potash starch.

SAL AMMONIAC. See Ammonium Chloride.
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SALANGANA. See Swallow and ALOiE.

SALAMSTONE. A variety of corundum of little value.
„ , ^ ,. •

SALEP or SALOUP, is the name of the dried tuherous roots of the Orchis, im-

ported from Persia and Asia Minor, which are the product of a great many species

of the plant, but especially of the Orchis mascula. Salep occurs in commerce in small

oval grains, of a whitish-yellow colour, at times semi-transparent, of a horny aspect

very hard, with a faint peculiar smell, and a taste like that of gum tragacanth, but

slightly saline. These are composed almost entirely of starchy matter, well adapted

for making a thick pap with water or milk, and are hence in great repute in the

Levant, as restorers of the animal forces. Semolina is sometimes sold under this name.

SALIC JNE is a substance, which may be obtained in white pearly crystals from

the bark of the white willow {Salix alba), of the aspen tree {Salix helix), as also of

some other willows. It has a very bitter taste. It has been employed for the

purpose of adulterating the sulphate of quinine. Its composition is C^°H"0'*,

quinine being C^*H"N-0*. The presence of nitrogen in the latter renders the salicine

essentially different in its chemical as in its medicinal relations.

SAL MARINE. Common salt (chloride of sodium).

SAL MARTIS. Protosulphate of iron.

SAL MIRABILE. Sulphate of soda.

SAL PRUNELLA is fused nitre cast into cakes or balls.

SAL VOLATILE is carbonate of ammonia.

SALT, EPSOM, is sulphate of magnesia.

SALT, FUSIBLE. Phosphate of ammonia.

SALT, GLAUBER'S. Sulphate of soda.

SALT, GLAZER'S. Sulphate of potash.

SALT, MICROCOSMIC, is the triple phosphate of soda and ammonia.
SALT OF AMBER is succinic acid.

SALT OF LEMERY. Sulphate of potash.

SALT OF LEMONS is citric acid and binoxalate of potash.

SALT OF SATURN is acetate of lead.

SALT OF SODA is carbonate of soda.

SALT OF SORREL is binoxalate of potassa.

SALT OF TARTAR is carbonate of potassa.

SALT OF TIN. Protochloride of tin.

SALT OF VITRIOL is sulphate of zinc.

SALT PERLATE is phosphate of soda.

SALTPETRE is nitre, or nitrate of potassa, which see.

SALT, ROCK, SEA, or CULINARY. These terms are used to designate dif-

ferent forms of a substance which is composed, chemically speaking, of single
equivalents of sodium and chlorine, or of 39-4 parts of sodium and 60*6 of chlorine in
100 parts by weight: it is known also by the names of chloride of sodium and
muriate of soda. (Chlorure de sodium; Hydrochlorate de Sonde, Fr.

; Chlornatrium,
Germ.)

Chloride of sodium generally occurs crystallised in the cube, and occasionally in
other forms belonging to the regular system ; among these varieties, the octahedron,
the cubo-octahedron, the dodecahedron, have been observed; but there is another
which at first sight appears singular, and deserves notice on account of its frequent
occurrence. It is called the funnel or hopper-shaped crystal; and is a hollow,
rectangular pyramid, forming on the surface of a saline solution in the course of its
evaporation: it appears to commence with the formation of a small floating cube,
to the edges of the upper face of which lines of other little cubes attach themselves
by the edges of their lower faces. By a repetition of this proceeding, the sides of a
hollow pyramid are formed, the apex of which, the single cubical crystal, is down-
ward : the crystal sinks by degrees as the aggregation goes on above, until a
pyramidal boat of considerable size is constructed.
The crystals of chloride of sodium are anhydrous, but generally contain a little

water entangled in their interstices, the expansion of which causes them to decrepitate
when heated. This salt is fusible at a red heat, and at a white heat volatilises. Its
crystals are white, frequently perfectly transparent, of a specific gravity of 2-13, and
a hardness of 2*5. A remarkable feature in this salt is, that its solubility in water
increases but .slightly as the temperature of the latter is raised, for, according to the
experiments of M, Gay-Lussac, 100 parts of water dissolve

35-81 parts of the salt, at a temperature of 57-0° Fahr,
35-88 „ „ 62-5° „
37-14 „ „ 140-00 „
40-38 „ „ 229-5° „
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Tliis must be understood to apply only to the pure substance, for the presence of
other salts frequently increases its solubility.

Chloride of sodium, when perfectly colourless and transparent, is also perfectly
diiitherraanous, i.e., it allows the rays of heat to pass through its substance almost
without perceptible interception. It stands first among solid bodies in this respect,
all others absorbing a very considerable portion of the heat which passes through
them, and some almost the whole:

Of 100 rays of heat Clear rock salt transmits

„ Muddy ditto

Plate glass

Clear ice -

92
65
24
0

The source of heat in these experiments was red-hot platinum.
Chloride of sodium occurs in nature chiefly in two forms, either as rock-salt,

forming extensive deposits, or disseminated in minute quantiiy through the mass of
the strata which form the earth's crust. Water penetrating the layers of rock-salt,
and exerting there a solvent action, gives rise to the brine springs which are found
in various countries ; whilst streams and rivers dissolving the same substance out of
the strata through which they flow, carry it down to the sea, wbei-e, from its great
solubility, it has gone on gradually increasing, and now constitutes the principal
saline ingredient in the waters of the ocean.

Even in mass, i.e., as Rock-salt {Salgemme, F. ; Steinsaltz, Gvvm.), this substance
possesses a crystalline structure derived from the cube, which is its primitive form.

It has generally a foliated texture, and a distinct cleavage, but it has also sometimes
a fibrous structure. Its lustre is vitreous, and its streak white. It is not so brittle

as nitre; its hardness =2*5, which is nearly that of alum; a little harder than
gypsum, but softer than calcareous spar. Its specific gravity varies between 2-1 and
2*257. It is white, occasionally colourless, and perfectly transparent, but usually of
a yellow or red, and more rarely of a blue or purple tinge. A few analyses will

show the general purity of this substance.

Chloride of sodium -

„ calcium -

,, magnesium
Sulphate of soda

„ lime

,, magnesia
Carbonate of magnesia
Alumina and sesqui-
oxide of iron -

Clay - - - -

Water -

Wieliczka
white.

10000

100-00

Vic
red.

99-80

•20

100 00

Virmnia,

99-55

trace

•45

100-00

Hall,
Tyrol.

99-43
•25

-12

•20

100-00

Algeria.

99-30

•50

•20

100 00

Cheshire.

98-30

•05

i65

100-00

Marennes
red.

96-78

•68

1-09

•85

100-00

Vic
Rrey.

90-3

2-0

5-0

2-0

•7

100-00

The principal impurities occurring in rock salt are sulphate of lime, oxide of iron

and clay, but the chlorides of potassium, calcium, and magnesium, the sulphates of

soda and magnesia, and bituminous matters, are sometimes found in it ; and occasion-

ally shells, and insect and infusorial remains, exist enclosed in the mass. To the

presence of infusoria, indeed, is attributed the red or green colour with which some

varieties are tinted, which, upon analysis, are found to be absolutely pure chloride of

sodium, as in the case of the second specimen quoted in the above table. Carburetted

hydrogen gas in a state of strong compression is met with in some varieties, and

these when dissolved in water emit a peculiar crackling sound, caused by the

expansion and escape of the confined gas.

The geological position of rock salt is very variable ; it is found in all sednnentary

formations, from the transition to the tertiary, and is generally interstratified with

gypsum, and associated with beds of clay. When the latter is present m large

quantity, the term "saliferous clay" is applied to the deposit. The great British

deposits of this substance in Cheshire and Worcestershire are found m the new red

sandstone. At Northwich, in the Vale of the Weaver, the rock salt consi.sts ot

two beds which are not less than 100 feet thick, and are supposed to constitute large

insulated masses, about a mile and a half long, and nearly 1300 yard^ broad. 1 here

are other deposits of rock salt in the same valley, but of inferior importance, l ne

uppermost bed occurs at 75 feet beneath the surface, and is covered with many lajers

of indurated red, blue, and brown clay, interstratified more or less with gypsum, ana

interspersed with argillaceous mail. The second bed of rock-salt hes 31^ lect Ueiow
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the first, being separated from it by layers ot indurated clay, y'?/';^'^,' °^^°^^-ff
*

running between them. The lowest bed of salt was excavated to a depth of 1 0

feet, several years ago. Ma«y of the German deposits of rock-salt occur m their

hunter sandstdn, which is the representative of our new red sandstone and is so called

because its colours vary from red to salmon and chocolatie. In the Austuan Alps

salt is found in oolitic limestone; at Cardonna, in Spain, in the greensand
;
and the

famous mines of Wieliczka, in Galicia (excavated at a depth of 860 teet, in a laj er

500 miles long, 20 broad, and 1200 feet deep), occur in tertiary strata, liut in

addition to these concealed deposits, this substance presents itself m vast masses upon

many parts of the earth's surface: in the high lands of Asia and Africa are otten

extensive wastes, the soil of which is covered and impregnated with salt, which has

never been enclosed by superimposed deposits; near Lake Oroomiah, in the N.W. ot.

Persia, it forms hills and extended plains; it abounds in the neighbourhood of the

Caspian Sea, and penetrates the entire soil of the steppes of the south of Russia.

The beds of rock salt are sometimes so thick, as at Wieliczka and Northwich, that

they have not yet been bored through, although mined for many centuries; but in

ordinary cases the thickness of the layers varies from an inch or two to ten or fifteen

yards. When the strata are thin, they are usually numerous, and throughout a

certain extent parallel, but when explored at several points such enlargements and

diminutions are observed, as to destroy this appearance of parallelism.

It h as been remarked that the plants which generally grow on the sea-shore, such

as the Triglochinum maritimum, the Salicornia, the Salsola kali, the Aster trifoUum, or

farewell to summer, the Glaux maritima. See, occur also in the neighbourhood of salt

mines and salt springs, even of those which are most deeply buried beneath the

surface. It is also generally found that the interior of salt mines is extremely dry,

so that the dust produced, in the workings becomes an annoyance to the miners,

though in other respects the excavations are not insalubrious.

Much discussion has been raised concerning the origin of these rock-salt deposits

;

some asserting that they were the result of igneous agency, and others that they have

been in every case deposited from solution in water. The great argument in favour of

the former view appears to rest upon the fact that chloride of sodium and hydrochloric

acid gas are among the substances erupted by volcanoes ; whilst on the other hand it

is urged that the specimens of erupted chloride of sodium which have been analysed

always differ much from rock salt, since they contain a large amount of chloride of

potassium; and in addition to this, the frequent occurrence of bodies such as bitumen
and organic remains, and of cavities containing liquids, and in some .ca,ses gases, in

almost all varieties of rock salt, -are held to furnish indisputable proof- of the deposi-

tion of this substance froni its aqueous solution. The occurrence of sandstone pseu-

domorphs in the cubical form of rock salt, also favours this opinion; and so also does
the general character of these deposits

;
they are usually lenticular, or irregularly

shaped beds, having a great horizontal extension, and but rarely occur in the form
of dikes, or masses filling vertical fissures, which is the usual form assumed by a
molten mass projected upwards from the interior of the earth. The method of its

formation was, according to those who hold the aqueous theory, somewhat as follows :

—

A sea, such as the Mediterranean, is, by an elevation of the land at Gibraltar, cut off

from communication with the ocean,—the rate of evaporation from its surface is

greater than the supply of water by rain and rivers, consequently the amount of salts

which it holds dissolved, increases ; now chloride of sodium is the principal saline
constituent of sea water, and Bischof's experiments have shown that when a solution
of this salt is allowed to be at rest, the particles of salt sink, so that the lower
layers soon become more saturated than the upper ; concentration is then supposed to
go on until at the undisturbed bottom of this inland sea a saturated solution of chloride
of sodium exists, from which masses of rock salt are slowly deposited. Its great
purity is accounted for by the fact, that the other salts existing in sea water are either
far less or far more soluble than chloride of sodium ; thus the carbonate and sulphate
of lime would be almost wholly precipitated before the solution became sufficiently
concentrated to deposit rock salt, whilst at that degree of concentration the sulphate
and chloride of magnesium would still remain for the most part in solution.
The principal European mines of rock salt are those of Wieliczka, in Galicia,

excavated at a depth of 860 feet below the soil ; at Hall, in the Tyrol, and along the
mountain range through Aussee, in Styria, Ebensee, Ischl, and Halstadt, in Upper
Austria; Hallein in Salzburg, 3300 feet above the sea level, and Reichenthal in
Havaria; in Hungary, at Marmoros ; in Transylvania and Wallachia; at Vic and
pieuze in France ; at Bex, in Switzerland ; in the Valley of Cardonna, and elsewhere,
in Spain; and in the region around Northwich, in Cheshire, in our own country.
Soine of these deposits, as at Wieliczka and Northwich, are almost pure chloride of
sodium

; others, again, as many of the Austrian beds, are only saliferous clay ; whilst
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others, as at Arbonne in Savoy, elevated 7200 feet above the level of the sea and in
the region of perpetual snow, are masses of saccharoid gypsum and anhydrite which
are imbued with chloride of sodium, and which become quite light and porous when
the salt has been removed by water.

The natural transition from the consideration of these strata of rock salt is to those
brine springs which generally accompany them, and which have frequently first
called attention to the deposits below. It has been noticed that salt springs issue in
general, from the upper portion of the saliferous strata ; cases, however, occur in
which the brmes are not accompanied by rock salt, and in which, therefore their
whole saline contents must be derived from the ordinary constituents of the strata
Thus, in England, besides the strong brines of the new red sandstone, we have salt
springs issuing from the carboniferous rocks. The purest and most saturated brines
are, however, found to be those which can be traced to rock salt beds, and in the
foremost rank of these stand the English springs of the Northwich, Middlewich, and
Sandbach districts in Cheshire; of Droitwich and Stoke, in Worcestershire; and of
Weston and Shirleywich, in Staffordshire ; and the continental brines of Wiirtemberg
and Prussian Saxony. The following is the composition of these saturated brines.

Solid contents in 100 parts of brine.

Eholahd. WuBTBHBKRa. Pkussiait
Saxoky.

Cheshire. Worcestershire.

Marston. HTieclock. Droitwich. Stoke. Friedrichshall, Hall. Arteijj.

Chloride of sodium
,, potassium

Bromide of sodium
Iodide of sodium
Chloride of magnesium
Sulphate of potassa .

„ soda -

„ magnesia -

„ lime -

Carbonate of soda
„ magnesia
„ manganese
„ lime

Phosphate of lime

„ sesquioxide
of iron -

Alumina - - .

.25'222

•Oil

trace

trace
•146

•391

•036

•107

trace

trace

trace
trace

25-333

•020

trace
•171

trace

•418

•107

trace
•052

trace

trace
trace

22-452

trace
trace

trace
•390

•387
•115

•034

trace

trace

trace

25-492

trace
trace

trace
•594

•261

•016

•034

trace

trace

trace

25-563

•005

•023
•437

•010

25-717

•038

•171

•002

25^267

•119

•421

•291

•400

Solid contents 25-913 26^101 23-378 26-397 26-038 25-928 26-498

Compared with these may be some weaker and less pure brines, which rise from

other geological formations. The brines in the United States come for the most part

from Silurian sandstones, but those in the Alleghany Mountains spring from the

coal ; and the weak salt springs of Nauheim and Homburg, which can only be called

brines because chloride of sodium is their largest constituent, rise from transition

strata.

Solid contents in 100 parts of brine.

America. Hesse.

New York.
Salina.

Alleghany
Mountains. Nauheim.

Homburg.
Kaiserquelle.

Chloride of sodium

„ potassium -

„ barium

„ calcium

„ magnesium
Bromide of potassium -

„ magnesium
Sulphate of lime -

Carbonate of lime

„ iron

Silicate of soda -

13-239

-083

•046

•569

-014

-002

3-200

-038

•568

•293

trace

2-7302 -

-2655

-0097

-0047

-1277

•0015

•0006

1-6000

-0027

-1300

•0018

•1024

•0096

-0031

Solid contents - 13 953 4-099 31399 1-8496
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These weak salt springs are supposed to have no connection with beds of rock

salt, but to obtain their chloride of sodium, in common with the other salts which they

contain, from the strata which they permeate. The singular brines of the Alkghany

Mountains must obviously pass through strata containing little if any soluble sulphate,

otherwise their chloride of barium would be separated as insoluble sulphate of baryta

;

and all indeed may be regarded as coming more under the head of ordinary mineral

waters, which happen to contain rather a large quantity of chloride of sodium.
_

The next source of chloride of sodium which demands notice is found in the inland

seas, salt lakes, pools, and marshes, which have their several localities obviously

independent of peculiar geological formations. They appear to owe their origin to

two causes, being due, firstly, to the formation of lakes upon, and the passage of rivers

through, some of the surface deposits of salt already alluded to ; and, secondly, by the

cutting off of a portion of the ocean by the elevation of the land, and the consequent

formation of an inland lake. To the former cause are probably due the existence of

the Lake Oroomiah in the N.W. of Persia, the numerous brine pools of Southern

Russia, and the Great Salt Lake of N. America. The Lake Oroomiah is 82 miles

long by 24 wide, and elevated 4000 feet above the level of the sea ; it is surrounded,

especially on the east and north, by some of the most remarkable surface deposits of

rook salt in the world, and through these salt streams are continually flowing into the

lake. The Russian brine pools are situated in the salt-impregnated steppe between

the rivei'P Tlral and Wolga, and doubtless derive their saline constituents from thence.

The Great Salt Lake is a saturated solution of almost pure chloride of sodium, but

whence the salt is derived appears at present to be but a matter of conjecture. To
the second cause the origin of the Dead Sea is frequently attributed ; its surface is

about 1300 feet below that of the Mediterranean, and it is thought to have lost a
column of water of that height by evaporation. The Crimean lakes also have pro-
bably originated thus.

Bischof has shown that in proportion as chloride of magnesium increases in a
solution, it renders chloride of sodium and sulphate of lime more and more insoluble;

he is therefore of opinion that at the bottom of the Dead Sea, and similar lakes, an
impure rock-salt deposit, interstratified also with mud, is forming, similar to the
saliferous clays or clayey marls which are frequently met with on the continent.
The three following analyses exhibit the peculiarities of two classes of salt lakes:

Lake Oroomiah, formed by the solution of pure rock salt, contains but little magnesia salt,

whilst the Crimean Lake and the Dead Sea, produced probably by the evaporation of sea
water, show how the very soluble salts of magnesia increase as the water concentrates.

Solid contents in 100 parts of water.

Dead Sea.
Lake

Oroomiah.

Siwasch,
or Putrid Sea,

Crimea.

Chloride of sodium - - - - 6-578 19-05 14-20— potassium - - . 1-398

— calcium - - - - 2-894 •04— magnesium - - - 10-543 -52 1-93— aluminum - - . •018

Bromide of magnesium - - - •251

Sulphide of calcium- ... trace.
Sulphate of lime - •088 -18— magnesia ... -80 1-21
Organic matter - trace. trace.

Solid contents - - - . 21-770 20-55 17-38

Finally, to compare with the above results, the composition of the sea may Ix;
given: numerous analyses have been made of the water taken at widely distant points,
and at different depths, and the difference in composition has been small. The water
of some partially enclosed seas, as the Baltic and Black Seas, into which numerous
rivers pour, is below the average concentration, and that of others again, as the
Mediterranean, is above that point. The deep sea water is also more concentrated
than that at the surface, as Von Bibra has shown that the Pacific Ocean, in 25° 11' S.and 93° 24' W. contains 3-47 of saline matter in 100 parts, at a depth of 11 feef'
whilst at a depth of 420 feet it contains 3-52. Bischof's experiments, before alluded
to, would lead to this supposition. The following analyses are by Von Bibra excenttae last, which is by Laurent :—
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Solid contents in 100 parts of sea-water.

English
Channel.

Pacific

Ocean.
' Atlantic

Ocean.
Mediter-
ranean.

Chloride of sodium - - .

— potassium
— magnesium

Bromide of sodium - - -

Sulphate of lime ...
— magnesia

Carbonate of lime -

— magnesia

2-595

•067

-280

•111

•225

2-587

•116

•359

-162

-204

2-789

-154

•233

•155

•184

2-719
•001

•613

•015

•701

•001

•019

Solid contents - - . 3-278 3-467 3-567 4-069

The average specific gravity of sea water is from 1-029, to 1 -030.
Culinary salt is prepared from each of the four sources above mentioned; it but

rarely happens that rock salt is sufficiently pure for immediate use, and when
employed, as in some places on the continent, and formerly in Cheshire, it is dissolved
in water, the insoluble impurities allowed to subside, aud the solution treated as a
concentrated brine. From its other sources, salt is obtained by evaporation, and this
is effected in two ways; 1. Entirely by the application of artificial heat; 2. By
natural evaporation preceding the application of artificial heat.
The first method is employed invariably in this country, and also on the continent

when the brines contain more than 16 or 20 per cent, of chloride of sodium, the cost
of fuel at different places of course regulating the application of this method. The
manufacture of salt at Droitwich in Worcestershire, is said to have existed in the
time of the Romans, and in Cheshire, the " Wiches " were very productive in the
reign of Edward the Confessor; some time elapsed before the method of evaporation
was devised, and the original mode of obtaining the salt was by pouring the brine
upon the burning branches of oak and hazel, from the ashes of which the deposited
salt was afterwards collected. The process of evaporation was first conducted in

small leaden vessels, which were afterwards exchanged for iron ones, having a surface

of about a square yard, and a depth of six inches ; the size of these pans increased
but slowly, for only a century since the largest pans at Northwich were but 90 feet

long by 10 broad. The pans now in use in Cheshire, Worcestershire, and Staffordshire

have a length of 60 or 70 feet, with a width of from 20 to 25, and a depth of about
1 8 inches ;

they are made of stout iron plates riveted together, are supported on
brickwork, and have from one to three furnaces placed at one end, the flues ofwhich
are in immediate contact with the bottom of the pan. In the works of Messrs. Kay
of Winsford, the brine is heated to its boiling point in a small iron reservoir, and
from thence caused to circulate through a series of brick-lined channels until it is

again, by a simple arrangement, pumped into the first iron vessel, and heated afresh.

The brine is generally raised by steam power, and its supply appears inexhaustible.

The shafts are lined with wooden or iron casings to prevent the admixture of fresh-

water springs with the brine ; the depth of the borings is in Cheshire usually from

210 to 250 feet, but at Stoke, in Worcestershire, a shaft of 225 feet was constructed,

but no satisfactory supply of brine obtained until a further boring of 348 feet was

made. At Droitwich the borings are only to a depth of 175 feet, and so abundant is

the supply of brine, that if the pumps cease working, it speedily rises to within nine

feet of the surface, and if left unremoved soon overflows. The freedom of the brine

from dilution by fresh-water springs is from time to time tested by the hydrometer.

From the pumps the brine is directly conveyed by means of pipes to reservoirs, from

which, as the evaporation proceeds, it is admitted into the pans. As the water is

vaporised, the salt is deposited and falls to the bottom of the pan; it is then drawn to

the sides by the workmen, until a heap is accumulated, and from this portions are

ladled out into rectangular wooden boxes with perforated bottoms, allowed to drain

and solidify, removed from the boxes, and placed in the drying room ; the salt of

coarser grain is simply drained roughly in baskets and dried. The grain of the salt,

i.e. its occurrence in larger or smaller crystals, is entirely the effect of temperature;

the fine grained or table salt is produced by rapid heating, and is formed at that end

of the pan next the fit-e-place ; the coarse or bay-salt is formed by the slow evapora-

tion which goes on at the other end ; whilst an intermediate variety, common salt,

is produced in the middle. A pan may somctunes be slowly evaporated for the

express purpose of obtaining bay-salt.
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In the preparation of salt various substances have been added to the brine with a

view of iniproving the quality of the product: these have been chiefly bodies containing

albuminous matters, Avhich, coagulating upon the application of heat, entangle all solid

impurities and carry them to the surface; blood, white of egg, glue, and calves feet

have thus been extensively used. There is also another class of substances employed

1or a different purpose. AVhen a concentrated solution of any saline matter is evaporated,

much annoyance is caused by a layer of the solid salt forming on the surface of the

liquid and impeding evaporation: this is called a "pellicle"; to obviate this, and

to avoid the loss of labour entailed by constant stirring, oils, butter, or resm, have been

added to the brine. The effect of the latter is said to be perfectly magical, the intro-

duction of a very few grains being amply sufficient to clear the largest pan, and to

prevent any recurrence of the " setting over."

When it is required to prepare salt from the weak brines which are of common
occurrence in France and Germany, the second method is resorted to, and the

brine is concentrated by natural evaporation previous to the application of artificial

heat: this concentration was formerly effected by distributing the brine over flat

inclined wooden surfaces, but it is now brought about by allowing the brine to trickle

in a continuous stream through walls of thorns exposed to the sun and wind. This,

which is called the method of graduation, is employed, among other places, at

Moutiers in France, and at Nauheim, Diirrenberg, Rodenberg, and Schonebeck, in

Germany. The weak brine is pumped into an immense cistern on the top of a tower,

and is thence allowed to flow down the surface of bundles of thorns built up in

regular walls between parallel wooden frames. At Salza, near Schonebeck, the

graduation-house is 5817 feet long, the thorn walls are from 33 to 52 feet high, in

different parts, and present a total surface of 25,000 square feet. Under the thorns,

a great brine cistern, made of strong wooden planks, is placed to receive the perpetual

shower of water. Upon the ridge of the graduation-house there is a long spout,

perforated on each side with numerous holes, and furnished with spigots or stopcocks

for distributing the brine either over the surface of the thorns or down through their

mass; the latter method affording larger evaporation. The graduation-house should
be built lengthwise in the direction of the prevailing wind, with its ends open. An
experience of many years at Ralza and Diirrenberg, has shown that in the former
place graduation can go on 258, and in the latter 207 days, on an average in the
year; the best season being from May till August. At Diirrenberg, 3,596,561 cubic
feet of water are evaporated annually. According to the weakness of the brine, it

must be the more frequently pumped up, and made to flow down over the thorns in
different compartments of the building, called the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd graduation.
A deposit of gypsum incrusts the twigs, which requires them to be renewed at the
end of a certain time. Figs. 1585, and 1586, represent the graduation-house of the
salt-works at Diirrenberg. a, a, a, are low stone pillars for supporting the brine-

1585 1586
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cistern h, called the soole-schiff. c, c, are the inner, d, d, the outer walls of thorns-
the first have perpendicular sides, the last sloping. The spars e, f, which support the
thorns, are longer than the interval between two thorn walls from fto n Ha 15 8fi
Vol. III. S S
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whereby they are readily fastened by their tenons and mortises. The spars are laid

at a slope of 2 inches in the foot, as shown by the line It, i. Tlie bundh?s of thorns
are each \\ fooi thick, from 5 to 7 feet long, and are piled up in the following way:—
Guide-bars are first placed in the line A, /, to define the outer surface of the thorn
wall, the undermost spars wi, n, are fastened upon them, and the thorns are evenly
spread after the willow-withs of the bundles have been cut. Over the top of the
thorn walls are laid, through the whole length of the graduation-house, the brine
spouts 0, o, which are secured to the upper beams; and at both sides of these spouts

are the drop-spouts p, p, for discharging the brine by the spigots a, s, as shown upon a

larger scale in Jig. 1587. The drop-spouts are 6 feet long, have on each side small
notches, 5 inches apart, and are each supplied by a spigot. The space above the

ridge of the graduation-house is covered with boards, supported at their ends b/
binding-beams, q. r, r, show the tenons of the thorn-spars. Over the soole-schiff b,

inclined planes of boards are laid for conducting downwards the innumerable showers.

The brine, which contains at first 7*692 per cent, of salt, indicates after the first

shower, 11-473; after the second, 16-108; and after the third, 22. The brine thus

concentrated to such a degree as to be fit for boiling, is kept in great reservoirs, of

which the eight at Salza, near Schonebeck, have a capacity of 2,421,720 cubic feet,

and are furnished with pipes leading to the sheet-iron salt-pans. The capacity of

these is very different at different works. At Schonebeck there are 22, the smallest

having a square surface of 400 feet, the largest of 1250, and are enclosed within

walls, to prevent their being affected by the cold external air. They are covered with

a funnel-formed or pyramidal trunk of deals, ending in a square chimney to carry off

the steam.

The graduation range should be divided lengthwise into several sections; the first

to receive the water of the spring, the lake, or the sea; the second, the water from

the first shower-receiver ; the third, the water from the second receiver ; and so on.

The pumps are usually placed in the middle of the building, and lift the brine from

the several receivers below into the alternate elevated cisterns. The square wooden

spouts of distribution may be conveniently furnished with a slide-board attached to

each of their sides, to serve as a general valve for opening or shutting many trickling

orifices at once. The rate of evaporation at Moutiers is exhibited by the followmg

table:—

Number of Showers. Total Surface of the Fagots.
Sperific Gravity
of the Brine.

Water
evaporated.

1-010 0 000

1 and 2 - - -

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 -

10 - - - -

5158 square feet -

2720 . - - -

550 -

1-023

1-072

1-140

0-540

0-333

0-062

Total evaporation - - - -

Water remaining in the brine at the density of 1-140

0-935

0-065

Water assigned at the density of 1-010 - 1-000

From the above table it appears that no less than 10 falls of the brme have been

required to bring the water from the specific gravity rOlO to 1-140, or 18° Beaume.

The evaporation is found to proceed at nearly the same rate with the weaker water,

and with the stronger, within the above limits. When it arrives at a density of from

1-140 to 1-16, it is run off into the settling cisterns. M. Berthier calculates, that upon

an average in ordinary weather, at Moutiers, 60 kilogrammes of water (13 gallons

imp.) are evaporated from the fagots, in the course of 24 hours, for every square foot

of their surface. Without the aid of currents of air artificially warmed. s"ch an

amount of evaporation could not be reckoned upon in this country. In the schlotfing

or throwing down of the sediment, a little bullock's blood previously beaten up with

some cold brine, promotes the clarification. When the brine acquires,^ by br.sk

ebullition, the density of 1-200, it should be run off from the preparation to the

finishing or salting pans. The boilers constructed at Kosenhe.m, m Bavaria, eva-

pS ate 3^ pounds%f water for every pound of wood burnt: this is reckoned a

favourable result; but some of the boilers described under Evaporation would throw

off much more.
. w •* r,«no/.o ond ihp

Figs. 1588, 1589, 1590, represent the construction of a salt-pan, ft>rnace and the

salt store-room of the works at Diirrenberg; fig. 1590, being the ground plan j?^. 1589

the longitudinal section, andfg. 1 588, the transverse section, o, is the hre-grate, wnica
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slopes upwards to the back part, and is 31^ inches distant from the bottom of the pan.

The ratio of the surface of the grate to that of the bottom of the pan is as 1 to 59-5;

tluit of tlie air-hole into the ash-pit, as 1 to

306. The bed under the pan is laid with ^
1588

bricks, smoothly plastei ed over from i to ^
c, in fig. 1588. Upon this bed the pillars d, 0
d, &c., are built in a radiated direction, ^
being 6 inches broad at the bottom, and
tapering to 1^-inch at top. The pan is so

laid that its bottom has a fall towards the
middle of 2i inches: see e, /, y?^'. 1589.

The fire diffuses itself in all directions

under the pan, proceeds thence through several holes, g, g, g, into flues A, /(, h, which
run round three sides of the pan; the burnt air then passes through i, fig. 1590,
under other pans, from which it is collected in the chimneys h, k, to be conducted
into the drying-room. At I, I, there is a transverse flue, through which by means of
dampers, the fire-draught may be conducted into an extra chimney m. From the
flues k, k, four square iron pipes n, n, issue and conduct the burnt air into the main
chimneys in the opposite wall.

The bottoms of the several flues have a gradual ascent above the level of the fire-

grate. A special chimney o, rises above ihe ash-pit, to carry off the smoke which
may chance to regurgitate in certain states of the wind, p, p, are iron pipes laid
upon each side of the ash-pit (_secfigs. 1588, and 1589), into which cold air is admitted

1589

by the flue g, r, where, becoming heated, it is conducted through iron pipes s, andthence escapes at t, mto the stove-room. Upon both sides of the hot flues in fhe stove-room, hurdle-frames u, u, are laid, each of which contains 1 1 baskets, and every basketexcept the undermost, holds 60 pounds of salt, spread in a layer 2 inches thick'
V, V, show the pipes by which the pan is supplied with graduated brine.

Description of the Sleam-trunh, in fig. \ 591.

thlltTltV^"" ""'Vr "^"S^* "P°" in holes of

nno^ ft h!i
beams b, b, are supported. The pillars c, c, are sustainedupon the bearers t/, d. At e, a deep quadrangular groove is made in the beams forfixing down the four boards which form the bottom of tlie steam-way. In this grooveany condensed water from the steam collects, and is carried off by a pipe f, to preventU falling back mto the pan. Upon the three sides of the pan not in cLiact wi^h thejali, there are three rows of boards hinged upon planks b b. Behind the upper onea board ,s hung on at g, upon which the boiled salt is laid to drain. t£ two oAe,'

s s 2
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rows of boards are hooked on so as to cover the pan, as shown at h. Whenever the

salt is sufficiently drained, the upper shelves are placed in a horizontal position ; the salt

- - '" is put into small baskets and carried into

the stove-room, i, A, is the steam- trunk ;

/, m, is a tunnel for carrying oS the steam

from the middle of the pan, when this

is uncovered by lifting the boards.

In proportion as the brine becomes

concentrated by evaporation, more is

added from the settling reservoir of the

graduation-house, till finally small crys-

tals appear on the surface. No more

weak brine is now added, but the charge

is worked off, care being taken to remove

the scum as it appears. In some places

the first pan is called a schlot-pan, in

which the concentration is carried only

so far as to cause the deposition of the

sludge, from which the saline solution is

run into another pan, and gently eva-

porated to produce the precipitation of

the fine salt. This salt should be con-

tinually raked towards the cooler and

more elevated sides of the pan, and then lifted out with cullender-shovels into large

conical baskets, arranged in wooden frames round the border of the pan, so that

the drainage may flow back into the boiling liquor. The dramed salt is transferred

to the hurdles or baskets in the stove-room, which ought to be kept at a temperature

of from 120° to 130° Fahr. The salt is then stowed away m the warehouse.

In summer the saturated boiling brine is crystallised by passing it over vertical

ropes ; for which purpose 100.000 metres (110,000 yards) are mounted in an apartment

70 metres (77 yards) long. When the salt has formed a crust upon the ropes about

2? ^ches thick^it is broken ofi", allowed to fall upon the clean floor of the apartment

and then gathei'ed up. The salting of a charge, which would take five or six da s

Tn the paf, is completed in this way in seventeen hours, and the salt is remarkably

pure, but the mother-waters are more abundant. .

^
The mother-water contains a large quantity of chloride of magnesium, a ong with

chloride of sodium and sulphate of niagnesia. Since the last t-^^^l^.^Xr^l^^^^^^^^

compose each other at a low temperature, and are l,ransformed ^IXd the mother
which crystallises, and chloride of magnesium, which remains dissolved, the mother-

water may with this view be exposed in tanks to the frost durmg winter when t

S LXersuccessive crystalline deposits, the last being nearly pure s^^^f^ofs^^

The chloride of magnesium, or bittern, not only deteriorates saU^ery
j^^^^^

but occasions a considerable loss of weight. It ™ay, however be
f^J^^le

ously be removed, and converted into chloride of
f
d.um by the foU^^^^^^^

exoedient- Let quicklime be introduced in equivalent quanti y to the cnioncte ot

ma'gn ium pretnl double decomposition will take place,
^ttfe^Jm tCS't

tion" of magnesia, and the formation of chloride of ^^l^^"""
/^^''f

T^^^^^^^

upon the sSlphate of soda in the mother-water, producing
^^^P^^^^tlSfsepar^^^^^^^^^

<>f sodium the former of which, being sparingly soluble, is almost entuely separaiea.

In tZ; countr™ as Portugal and the coasts of the Mediterranean, wliere sea water

is 'uL^as^r sourc'e'f salt,'a peculiar method of -t-al evaporation i^^

in what are called " Salt Gardens." Large shallow basins

very smooth and is formed of clay, are excavated along l^/

ictW A lare-e reservoir, of from two to six feet in depth, commumcaung witu

quently flows 400 or 500 yards before it reaches theextiemityo^^^^^^^ 7

The various divisions are distmgu.shed by a
.

should be exposed to the north, north-east, or
^"J/?* ^'"J^';, reservoirs, where a

In the month of March the water of sea is let into these^ r^^^^^^^^^^ ,

vast surface is exposed to evaporation from the first clearmg rescrvo

are refilled as their contents decrease. The salt
^^i'^f °

ude forms on
crystallising when the water begins to grow red ;

soon after tms, a pt
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the surface, wliich breaks and falls to the bottom. Sometimes the salt is allowed to

subside in the first compartment ; but generally, the strong brine is made to pass on

to the others, -where a larger surfiice is exposed to the air; in either case, the salt as

it forms is raked out, and left upon the borders to drain and dry. To get rid of the

chloride of magnesium, which is one of the principal impurities of this kind of salt, it is

frequently heaped up under sheds, where it is just protected from the rain, and the

chloride of magnesium being a very deliquescent salt, attracts moisture from the air

and drains away. The salt thus obtained partakes of the colour of the bottom oa
which it is formed, and is hence white, red, or grey.

The following table shows the composition of several varieties of culinary salt:

—

Analyses ofseveral varieties of culinary salt; composition in 100 parts.

Konigs-
Cheshire Lymington Scotch born, St. Male. Moutiers.
stoved. cat. salt. common. West- sea-salt.

phalia. des cordes. boilers.

Chloride of so-

dium - 98-250 98-8 93-55 95-90 96^00 97-17 93-59
— magne -

sium - •075 •5 2-80 •30 •25 •61

— calcium •025 •27

Sulphate of soda 2^00 5-55
— magne -

sia •5 1-75 •45 •58 -25

— lime 1-550 .1 1-50 MO 2-35

Clay and inso-

luble matter -

99-90 99-9 99^60 97^27 99-10 10000 100-00

The specific gravity of a saturated solution of large-grained cubical salt, is 1-L962
at 60° F. 100 parts of this brine contain 25-5 of salt (100 Water + 34 2 Salt.)

From mutual penetration 100 volumes of the aqueous and saline constituents form
rather less than 96 of the solution.

In Great Britain the rock-salt mines and principal brine springs are in Cheshire
;

and the chief part of the Cheshire salt, both fossil (rock) and manufactured, is sent
by the river Weaver to Liverpool, a very small proportion of it being conveyed
elsewhere, by canal or land carriage.

There are brine springs in Staffordshire, from which Hull is furnished with white
salt, and the Worcestershire salt chiefly supplies the London Market.

According to M. Clement Desormes, engineer and chief aclionnaire of the great
salt works of Dieuze, in France, the internal consumption of that kingdom is rather
more than 200,000 tons per annum, being at the rate of 6^ kilogrammes for each
individual of a population estimated at .•32,000,000. As the retail price of salt in
France is ten sous per kilogramme (of 2^ lbs. avoirdupois), while in this country it
is not more than two sous (one penny), its consumption per head will be much
greater with us

; and taking into account the immense quantity of salted provisions
that are used, it may be reckoned at 22 lbs.—A. B. N.

The Salt produce of the United Kingdom in 1857, was as follows :—

Cheshire—White salt carried by Weaver Navigation
Rock salt „ „ . .

Salt carried by rail from Winsford and Northwich -

Worcestershire.—Stoke and Droitwich
Ireland.—Duncone, near Carrickfergus - - - - .

Of this we exported

Tons.

647,437
65,773

525,000
195,500

27,335

1,461,045

651,766
Hunt's Mineral Statistics.

SALTS. It is not possible, even were it advisable, to introduce into this work any
discussion on the subject of the chemical compounds whick are included under thename of salts. Within the range of science there are not many terms to which more
varied meanings have been given.

s s 3
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It may be sufficient to state here that, at present, salts are generally grouped as

follows:

—

1 . Those formed by the union of simple bodies, as chlorine and sodium, iodine and
iron, or the like.

2. Those formed by the union of substances already compound, as sulphuric acid

(sulphur and oxygen), with soda (sodium and oxygen), &c., or, in the case of many
of the salts formed from the organic acids exhibiting a yet more complex con-

stitution.

Salts may be either neutral, or such as do not exhibit any acid or alkaline pro-

perties, or acid, i.e. those in which there is an excess of acid in its liydrated form,

or those in which dry acid is in excess ; and basic sails, in which there is present more
than one equivalent of base for each equivalent of acid. For a further account of salts

see EQCiVAiiENTS, Halogenk, the several metals and alkalies, and consult Ure's

Chemical Dictionary.

SALT, SEDATIVE, is boraclc acid.

SALT WATER, DISTILLATION OF. See Water.
SAND (Eng. and Germ ; Sable, Fr.) is the name given to any mineral substance

in a hard granular or pulverulent form, whether strewed upon the surface of the

ground, found in strata at a certain depth, forming the beds of rivers, or the shores

of the sea. The siliceous sands seem to be either original crystalline formations, like

the sand of Neuilly, in 6-sided prisms, terminated by two 6-sided pyramids, or the

debris of granitic, schistose, quartzose, or other primary crystalline rocks, and are

abundantly distributed over the globe; as in the immense plains known under the

names of "deserts, steppes, landes, &c., which, in Africa,' Asia, Europe, and America,

are entirely covered with loose sterile sand. Valuable metallic ores, those of gold,

platinum, tin, iron, titanium, often occur in the form of sand, or mixed with that

earthy substance. Pure siliceous sands are very valuable for the manufacture of

glass, for ameliorating dense clay soils, for moulding, and many other purposes.

Specimens of the finer kinds of sand, from the Isle of Wight, and the neighbour-

hood of Lynn, are remarkably white and beautiful. Ryegate also furnishes pure

siliceous sand. By far the finest samples of sand ever seen in this country were in the

American department of the Great Exhibition of 18.51, and did not fail to attract the

notice of those interested in such matters. This sand was totally free from iron

and every other source of contamination. It was as white as snow, and so far as the

making of glass is concerned, no sand is equal to it : considerable quantities have been

imported since that period. The principal sources of sand for the manufacture of

glass are Charlton, Hastings, Derbyshire, Alum Bay, Yarmouth. Isle of Wight,

Keigate, Limerick. Cork, Landudno, and Hartwell, near Aylesbury. These sands have

all more or less of the yellow topaz hue, indicating oxide of iron, and which imparts

to all glass the green tinge so very perceptible in the common window variety. To

remove this oxide of iron from sand, has never yet, we believe, been attempted

;

though if we may judsie by the trouble taken to modify its influence m the manu-

facture of glass, an effectual process of the kind would be a lucrative discovery.

When sand containing oxide of iron is mixed with a little charcoal and subjected at a

red heat to the action of chlorine gas, the whole of the iron is volatilised as chloride

of iron, and the silica remains pure as soon as the excess of charcoal is burnt off:

this experiment seems to suggest the possibility of purifying the glass-makers sand,

by the employment of the waste muriatic acid. Even at ordinary temperatures, the

solution of oxide of iron by this means might be hoped for; but there can be no

practical objection to the use of a reasonable amount of heat for such a purpose, if

found necessary. .

The sand from Alum Bay, in the Isle of Wight, is composed of

Silica -. - .

Alumina, with trace of oxide of iron and magnesia - 2-

Moisture -
1^

100-

The French, or Fontainebleau sand, now used in glass-making very extensively, is—

Silica - - -
.

Alumina and trace of iron ^ '

Moisture - -- -- -- -

100-

SANDAL or RED SAUNDERS WOOD iSantal, Yv.; Sandelhoh Gerra.), is the

wood of the Pterocarpus santalinus.n tree which grows in Ceylon, and on the coast of

Coromandel. The old wood is
i
referred by dyers. Its colourmg matter is ot a
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resinous nature ; and is therefore quite soluble in alcohol, essential oils, and alkaline

lyes ; but sparingly in boiling water, and hardly, if at all, in cold water. The colour-

ing matter which is obtained by evaporating the alcoholic infusion o dryness, has

been called santaline; it is a red resin, which is fusible at 212° F. It may also be

obtained by digesting the rasped sandal wood in water of ammonia, and afterwards

saturating the ammonia with an acid. The santaline falls, and the supernatant liquor,

which is yellow by transmitted, appears blue by reflected light. Its spirituous solu-

tion affords a fine purple precipitate with the protochloride of tin, and a violet one

with the salts of lead. Santaline is very soluble in acetic acid, and the solution forms

permanent stains upon the skin.
.

Sandal wood is used in India, along with one-tenth of sapan wood (the Casalpinia

sapan of Japan, Java, Siam, Celebes, and the Philippine isles;, principally for dyeing

silk and cotton. Trommsdorf dyed wool, cotton, and linen a carmine hue by dipping

them alternately in an alkaline solution of the sandal wood, and in an acidulous bath.

Bancroft obtained a fast and brilliant reddish-yellow, by preparing wool with an alum

and tartar bath, and then passing it through a boiling bath of sandal wood and sumach.

According to Togler, wool, silk, cotton, and linen mordanted with a salt of tin,

and dipped in a cold alcoholic tincture of the wood, became of a superb ponceau-red

colour. With alum they took a scarlet-red ; with sulphate of iron a deep violet or

brown-red. Unfortunately, those dyes do not resist the influence of light.

SANDERS WOOD. See Sandal Wood.
SANDARACH, or JUNIPER RESIN, is a peculiar resinous substance, the

product of the Thiiya articuLata, a small tree of the coniferous family, which grows

in the northern parts of Africa, especially round Mount Atlas. It is imported from

Mogadore.
The resin comes to us in pale yellow, transparent, brittle, small tears, of a spherical

or cylindrical shape. It has a faint aromatic smell, does not soften, but breaks between

the teeth, fuses readily with heat, and has a specific gravity of from 1*05 to 109. It

contains three different resins ; one soluble in spirits of wine, somewhat resembling

pinic acid (see Turpentine) ; one not soluble in that menstruum ; and a third, soluble

only in alcohol of 90 per cent. It is used as pounce-powder for strewing over paper

erasures, as incense, and in varnishes.

Sandarach is softer and less brilliant than shell-lac, but much lighter in colour ; it

is therefore used for making a pale varnish for light coloured woods. See Varnishes.
SANITARY ECONOMY. This term is used to express and to include everything

which is done or can be done towards the preservation of health, but in its rnore

restricted and usual sen.se it is the method of preserving the health of communities.

It therefore interests the largest communities, such as nations, and the smallest, such as

families, whilst of necessity the interest of the individual is not forgotten ; and there

is a point at which it merges into medicine or medical economy. It is sometimes
called sanitary science, but it is not well to be very lavish of the word science, which,
although originally only knowledge, is now better confined to cases in which nature

herself has pointed out a definite system of laws. Now all the facts brought into

prominence by sanitary economy are more or less connected with some science the
laws of which are investigated in other relations ; but so wonderfully does nature
act, that isolated facts from all the sciences frequently come out and form a series so
connected, that for a time the judgment is in favour of believing that they may be so
arranged as to form a true science ; and in some cases this is an open question. Many
sciences, perhaps every science, assists in the art of true sanitary economy. Its

necessity has arisen from that class of misfortunes to which man has been subject
affecting his health; or, as some would say, from certain defects of nature which
man is required to supplement. Many of these defects are told in a long series
of the greatest miseries; some in a long series of more limited but constant sorrows;
and others have been sufficiently small to be considered rather as annoyances. In
" Bascombe's History of Epidemic Pestilences" we may read of many hundreds that
have attacked man in every known country, and, we may almost add, in everj' age.
In the East we have frequent mention of plagues.

Plagues have frequently followed the track of great, and especially of defeated
armies, as well as taken refuge in beleaguered cities.

Hecker's " Epidemics of the Middle Ages " shows few years in which some part of
the world has not been suffering under an epidemic. In our own times cholera has
long been known to be seldom quite extinct. As an instance of the mode in which
these epidemics travel, let us follow the track of cholera. It first appeared at Jessore,
on the Delta of the Ganges, reached Jaulnah and Java, and the Burmese Empire
in 1818; Bombay, in August of the same year, Arracan and Malacca: in 1819,
Penang in Sumatra, Siam, Ceylon, Mauritius, and Bourbon; in 1820, in Tonqiiin.
Cambogia, Cochin-Chiua, South China, Philippines; in 1821, Java, Bantam, Ma-

ss 4
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dura, Borneo, &c., Muscat in Arabia, and Persian shores ; in 1822-23-24, Tonquin,
Pekin, Central and North China, Moluccas, Amboyna, Macassar, Assam ; iu 1822-
23, Persia, Mesopotamia, Jiidaja; in 1823, Astrachan, part of Russia; in 18"27,

Chinese Tartary — in all these countries committing ravages hitherto unheard of.

In 1830 it went back to Russia, to Poland, Moldavia, and Austria. In 1831 it

appeared in Riga and Dantzic, Petersburg, Berlin, Vienna, Sunderland, Leith, and
Calais; in 1832, in London; 1834, Spain, the Mediterranean, and North America.
In Arabia, one-ihird in the chief towns died ; in Persia, one-sixth ; in Mesopotamia,
one-fourth; in a province of Caucasus, 1(),0()0 died out of 16,000; in a province of
Russia, 31,000 out of 54,000. Plagues are, therefore, siill capable of exercising
a fatal influence equal to that of the most ancient times. In European towns generally
the greatest number of deaths was fpund to be in the districts least provided with
means of cleanliness. It was found among the poor and ill-fed, among the dark
races, and the grades of lowest constitutional power. (^Co/jlund's Dictionnry : —
Pestilence.') It is also to be remarked, that in all the places where cholera was most
violent, civilisation had not attained its European maximum. Cholera is an attack of
the chemical forces on the vital forces ; vital force even in the form of moral confi-

dence repels it to a great extent, as it does other infectious diseases
; but, for the same

reason, fatigue and depression of mind hasten the action. The ordinary chemical
forces act in the viscera instead of the chemico-vital. The lungs are gorged with
blood, unable to send it away oxidised ; the gall increases because carbon is not burnt,

and urea is not secreted as tliere is no normal decomposition of the food. Vital force

therefore fails, and a kind of putrefaction or fermenting action begins. This is only

one instance of the many evils that have followed man. This is not the place to

speak of black death, sweating sickness, and the other diseases, down to milder

influenzas, which are continually infesting some of our race.

Diseases of this kind are believed to be caused by decomposing matter ;
they seem

to rise from foetid cities or foetid land. Deltas have been chiefly blamed; that of the

Ganges for cholera, that of the Nile for plague, that of the Mississippi for yellow

fever. Although from this view diseases would be considered as under the power of

mankind to suppress, their cause seems too widely difl'used to place them mider the

direct control of limited communities, much less of individuals.

About 1350 the whole world was thrown into violent commotion. The change

may be said to have begun in 1333, when floods, earthquakes, and sinking mountains

are spoken of as occurring in China. Plague and parching drought covered much of

the East : Cyprus was nearly destroyed. In that island the earth opened and sent out

a foetid vapour which killed many. A mist, thick and putrid, came to Italy from the

East. Earthquakes occurred all along the Mediterranean. Noxious vapours and

chasms seem to have extended hundreds of miles. {Hecher.) Diseases from these

causes are of course out of our control.

Another natural source of disease is the existence of marsh land, producing

malaria. Malaria may also be produced from woody land and moist land, especially

if there be many impurities. Deltas, or low lands, at the mouths of rivers, land

flooded either by salt or by fresh water, especially if alternately by one and the other,

not forgetting the great alluvial deposits, which are kept moist in hot climates.

Numerous as are the cases of malaria where it is difficult to see the cause, the con-

nection of the marslies with some febrile diseases is beyond any question. The

fevers from this source seem in their worst states to pass into yellow fever. This

class of fevers is not epidemic, and does not travel far from its source. There are of

course many cases of its being carried by the winds to a great distance, and the

distance seems to depend on the amount of marshy land, or, in other words, on

the extent of the poison produced. If little exist, it is dispersed before the wmd

Conditions of the weather may cause vegetation to putrefy instead of growing.

In 1690, a striking example of this occurred at Modena, although other examples niight

be taken much nearer if there were not such multitudes of opinions upon them. Four

or five years of unusual dryness had occurred ; fruit was abundant, however, and

health satisfactory. A wet winter came, cloudy and calm, without cold. This state

continued through summer, with much rain. The numerous and noisy grasshoppers

of Italy almost ceased, and frogs, that belong to a country of marshes, took their place.

The corn had ceased to grow, and its place was supplied by fishes, so abundant was

the water on the land; whilst also organic matter was driven into the streams in

unusual quantities. Vegetation was attacked with rubigo,—2. rusty withered appear-

ance,—which increased in spite of all precaution; beginning with the mulberry, it

attacked the corn, and then the legumens, and especially the beans, i his extended

over the higher spots as well as the lower. It was melancholy to look on the fields,

which, instead of being green and healthy, were everywhere black and so.-ty.

" The very animals returned the food which they h.ad eaten Ihe sUeep and
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the silkworms perished The hees made their honey with timidity The

wLrs became 'corrupt, and fevers attacked the inhabitants
^^^-f

^f ^^^f/:L7^^^^^^
such as lived on the wet lands. This state produced intermittent fevers. -Be,n.

AgaS,'";here are causes purely artificial arising from the state of our towns in

manufacturing districts. • n r „ /.i^coW
It has been proved that diseases may be produced artificially of a kind closely

resembling the great world epidemics. When persons live closely crowded together

health gradually begins to fail, and loathsome diseases rapidly grow. Ihese diseases

vary immeasurably, and the variation seems to be as great as the modes of decompo-

sition of animal matter. After a time these diseases attain virulence sufacient to be

infectious or contagious through the atmosphere.

These various conditions are not perfectly understood, but even the statement ot

our ascertained knowledge has been most widely misunderstood by the public, and

sometimes even by professional men, many of whom, if they have conceived the

matter clearly, have not expressed it well.
_ _ _ -, , .

There are at least three principal methods by which the air is rendered impure.

1st By noxious gases, dust, and ashes, produced by geological, atmospheric, or

artificial causes, sulphurous gas, carbonic acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, and perhaps

many others. 2. Epidemic or travelling causes to all appearance reproducing

themselves as they advance, as in plague and cholera. Similar diseases produced by

artificial or neglected accumulations of filth. 3. Malaria, or diseases caused by the dis-

turbed or badly-regulated relation between the soil and the atmospheric conditions,

whether from natural or artificial causes. It would be diflScult to include all the various

evils arising from too much heat, cold, &c. &c. ;
knowing these things, we are able to a

considerable extent to guide ourselves. When the disease or nuisance is caused by

processes of manufacture the law sanctions interference. The judicious management

of this branch of the subject is of the greatest importance to the community.

There are also causes of disease relating more to the condition of the atmosphere ;

for example, from the prolongation of a current of air or wind from one particular

district, without due mixture ; and from conditions of moisture, and of electricity.

Sanitary economy devises a method of avoiding the diseases spoken of. As to

the first, those produced by geological phenomena, our chief protection lies in the

choice of place: this remark may also apply to those diseases produced by atmospheric

stagnation and electrical condition. All we can do is to choose places which are

known to be free from disturbances or irregularities ; when such occur, we are then

able only to remove or to suffer. Such diseases are but little understood. When the

disease is epidemic, some trace its origin to causes which may be termed cosmic. One
may be an excess of the decomposing agent, or by conditions of the atmosphere unfa-

vourable to the continuation or tenacity of delicate chemical compounds. Take, as

illustration, milk during a thunderstorm ; this action is probably caused by a very rapid

oxidation, which oxidation begins the phenomena of putrefaction. To bring such an

analogy to explain the condition generally of organic matter, is legitimate, and we may
cither suppose the action to begin in living animals themselves, or on substances exter-

nal to them. The belief may be said to be established by a long host of great observers,

that putrefying matter produces diseases under certain not very well known conditions,

and that it reacts unfavourably on the health in every condition, and as a cause of

instant death in concentrated forms. In Cairo, where houses are crowded with the

living, and whei'e the dead are buried with slight covering, underneath the living, there

seems to be a periodic clearing out of the population by plague, reducing the number
until there be enough of air to allow of healthy life. In our own prisons at one time the

same thing occurred, and in many of the prisons of the world imprisonment is death;
such as in Turkey, China, and places not civilised by modern sanitary knowledge.
Prisons in Europe, also, might readily be mentioned as most unwholesome; and prisons

and workhouses in England itself, where the greatest care must be taken to prevent
want of cleanliness, as it produces an immediate result in disease. This is merely on a
small scale what takes place on a great scale in nature. It is similar to what we every
day see. that man lays hold of some of the facts of nature, and under his hand they
act by the same laws as they do in their cosmic manifestations. So in his diseases, man
produces them hy causing circumstances so to concur that the laws of nature act under
his hand as they do when he has not interfered. Sanitary inquirers have ultimately
been compelled to attribute many of the greatest effects on health to decomposition of
organic matter. Almost all ages have referred to putrefaction or fermentation as an
evil. The words have been used synonymously. For various opinions on this subject
see DisiNFKCTioN and Putrefaction. M. Place, in 1721, says X\i^X in putrefaction
a body worlis another to conformity with itself. This is believed to be the case in
many disesises. One erroneous opinion is very common. Gases which might be
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prepared in the chemist's laboratory have been blamed as the causes of iufectioug
diseases. Sulphuretted liydrogeu and carbonic acid are spoken of as if they were
infectious, and productive of fevers. Permanent chemical compounds, gaseous or
otherwise, are not capable of acting as infections. The idea of infection given is that
of a body in a state of activity, Jiut any gas, the atmospheric n.ixture excepted, is

capable sooner or later of causing death. A true gas diffuses itself in ihe air, and is

rapidly removed from any spot; to render a place long unwholesome the gas must be
continuously generated at the spot. The movements of plagues are not similar to any-
thing we know of gases; on the contrary, we know that gases could not move in the
manner that cholera and plague do. Sulphuretted hydrogen is not miasma, it is

poisonous ; it may destroy the constitution and produce diseases which may be deadly
enough, but the sources of it are resorted to by invalids; this would never be the case
were it a miasm. It has occasionally an internal beneficial action, and although in using
it a little be taken into the lungs, this momentary breathing is not found prejudicial;
but an amount of cholera infection, such as we could perceive by the nose as readily as
sulphuretted hydrogen, would no doubt be a most deadly dose : we probably know of
no such amount. The same may be said of carbonic acid and other gases. Some
persons are capable of smelling the miasms of certain places—no doubt very fine

senses could detect them wherever they existed; but generally bad air may injure very
important organs without any effect being perceived by the senses until the evil has
become very great. The chemical action is not one that the senses fully observe.
Fermentation and putrefaction exhaust their powers after a short time, and cease

;

so do infections, but not so pure gases, which act only by combining. The fer-

menting substances lose their power not by combination so much as a change of
condition, a transformation of their particles. All these actions, similar to fermenta-
tion, are connected with moist bodies : dried bodies cannot ferment, putrefy, or infect.

Infection, like fermentation, is most violent at an early stage, gradually spending its

strength, and frequently changing a portion of the substance into analogous forms.

It has been argued that putrefaction cannot produce disease ; but there are no facts

in nature better established than the production of disease by the presence of dead
animals or vegetables, especially the first. The production of fever by crowding
hospitals, barracks, and ships, is as easy as the formation of many other artificial

organic actions, although no exact form of fever can be produced at will ; cases

depending no doubt on time, place, climate, and constitution. The knowledge of

these facts concerning zymotic diseases leads to this conclusion; in order to avoid

the evil effects of decaying matter, it is necessary to have all our surroundings as

clean as possible. Sanitary economy resolves itself at last chiefly into cleanliness.

Individuals may learn personal cleanliness, but to render a town or a county clean

many difficult arrangements are needed. Impurities arise from the conditions of

animal life. Lite is generated by the activities of certain substances which compose

animals. When the activity is over the substances are dead and unpleasant, and they

pass into their former condition through a number of stages. In some of these stages the

substances are gaseous, some liquid, some solid; we may add, some in the state of vapour.

Some of these substances are exhalations, some excretions. Exhalations come from

the surface of the whole body, but from the lungs principally. The lungs give out air

with about 4, 6, and even 8 per cent, of carbonic acid in it, and the amount respired is

about 380 cubic feet in 24 hours, about 31 cubic inches per respiration, and 15

respirations per minute. The amount of air proposed as the supply for an individual

varies greatly. Dr. Reid gave 30 cubic feet per minute = 1800 feet per hour, and even

3600. Liebig supposes 216 feet per hour. Dr. Reid gave more than was considered

agreeable. Brennan supposes about 600, and calculates the following for every room

per minute and per individual, the air being at 64°, and dew point at .50°.

For supply to the lungs ----- 0"83 feet

To carry off insensible perspiration . - - 10-2 „

For each common-sized candle - - - - 0-25 „

If heated air is used for warming

—

For each square foot of glass in the window - I'O „

Each window to make up for leakage - - - 8'5 „

Each door for the same - - - - - 5'2 „

Each 200 square feet of wall and ceiling - - 1 „

Allowing this to be excessive, the advantage of pure air is still to be urged, and

it is desired most by the healthiest specimens of men.
_ _ /• j *

In speaking of the impure gases of the air, carbonic acid is generally referred to.

This carbonic acid has been considered to be the great cause of disease m crowded

localities, but the conclusion is contrary to our knowledge of the effects of carbonic
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acid when pure. There can be little doubt that there is a considerable amount of

organic matter in the air of crowded places, and to that organic matter must be attri-

buted most of the evil. It may be true that 1 per cent, of carbonic acid may be

observed by the senses, but ttiis is generally tried with carbonic acid given out from the

lungs. In the case of a prison in Germany, 2 per cent, of carbonic acid was found

in the air. Skin diseases appeared rapidly, and deaths were excessive. But we do

not know the action of the pure gas ; there must have been a large amount ot

corrupt matter in air which contained 2 per cent, of carbonic acid escaped trom

persons. It shows also great general filth. Amounts of organic matter, which are

wonderfully less than even an hundredth of a per cent., are known to make the

air unhealthy. In Manchester it seems to be the sulphurous acid which is chiefly

felt, and that when it is less than one in a million, although it rises up in some places

close to chimneys to 1, and even 4, in 100,000.

It is not intended here to give statistics of disease, but it will be right to refer to the

enormous amount of disease amongst miners in Cornwall. The depths being great,

above 1800 feet in some, and the temperature rising to about 100°, the difficulty of

working is extremely great. Candles are burnt, and the air has become so deteriorated

that it contained less than 18 per cent, of oxygen. The amount of carbonic acid had

not risen above 0'085 per cent., which is not very high. Mr. R. Q. Couch, Sir J . Forbes,

and Mr. Mackworth, have successively reported on this subject and given some interest-

ing details. Mr. Roberton, of Manchester, remarks on the great cleanliness of the

women ; but they do not enter the mines, and their lives are longer. Consumption

destroys the men rapidly in many of the deep mines.*

Exhalations from the skin are abundant, both acid and oleaginous.

Dr. Vogel found organic matter in the air of his class-rooms after a lecture. Dr.

Angus Smith has shown that the exhalations may be traced on the walls of crowded

rooms, which become coated with organic matter; and he adds that the furniture be-

comes coated with a similar substance, which must be continually removed. Thus
furniture and walls which are never touched in time become impure, and give out nox-

ious exhalations when these substances begin to decompose. Again, these substances

are caught in our clothes and are retained there in a decided manner, on account of a

peculiar faculty of retention in the fibre. This necessitates constant washing. Long
custom has shown, that when retained by the cloth, a certain amount of it becomes
innocent ; that is, different fibres have the power of retaining matter so firmly that it

is imperceptible and incapable of acting on the air. Wool has this faculty to a great

extent ; linen and cotton to a less extent. For this reason wool can be worn longer

next the skin, remaining in reality clean. Clothes that are to be kept in good condi-

tion, if made of wool, as men's coats, cannot be washed : for this reason the custom
has gradually been formed of wearing under clothing, which absorbs condensible

substances especially, and is then washed, keeping the exterior clothing for a long
time clean. As porous substances have an oxidising power, it is probable, that if not
too much organic matter is supplied, the exterior clothing, well aired, may be kept abso-
lutely clean, not merely by our ordinary practice of brushing and dusting, but also by
oxidation, in the same way as Dr. Stenhouse has shown oxidation to take place in pores
of charcoal. The instant removal of the breath and other exhalations is of great import-
ance. This properly comes under the head of warming and ventilating. Walter Brennan,
C.E., in his " History of Warming and Ventilating," gives a remarkable amount of in-

formation. There have been many mistakes as to the effect of overcrowding ; its evils

have actually been denied. The facts are very decided. Isolated houses may be
crowded so much as to produce diseases, or they may be so badly ventilated without
crowding as to have the same result. In this way persons in the country may have all

the disadvantages of a crowded town. Again, a town-house well ventilated may have
many of the advantages of the country, because, although the air is not of the purest,
it may never be allowed to sink below the average purity of the external air. Indeed,
freedom from disease is obtained in towns better in all cases than where there is a mala-
rious atmosphere outside the town; this, of course, is well known; and at the same
time diseases from putrefaction, caused by want of space and cleanliness, are cured by
leaving a town. Persons slightly exposed to the odour of water-closets in towns are
frequently subjected to disease, the unoxidised air poisoning them, whilst persons
working in the open air escape, although labouring amongst the excreta themselves.
Again, persons living in the house are exposed to the excreta a day or two old, whilst
in the case of nightmen, it has frequently passed its worst stage when they approach it!

The stage giving off sulphuretted hydrogen is by no means the worst, perhaps one of the
most innocent of the unpleasant stages, unless this gas be very strong, when it is fatal.
But even in the minutest quantity this gas is hurtful to persons continuously exposed.

* " Miner's consumption." as the disease wliicli destroys the miner is named, prevails also in the leadmines of the northern coui.ti<!s. wliicli are usually shallow.—
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The mode of removing excreta is an important point. Most inquirers have
decided against leaving theni in a town, and against allowing them near a house. These
conclusions are especially valuable for town houses. We have in some towns whole
streets of middens behind the houses, and the air behind is always inferior to the front

air. The process of carting refuse is also a great evil in a town. No plan removes
filth so rapidly as that with water. Many people object to it, because we have not
yet learnt to make good sewers. Sewers should be tight. The Board of liealth

introduced small and rapid streams in the sewers, objecting to the canal-like sewers,

which are as bad as cesspools, on account of the enormous amount of deposit in them,
and are reservoirs of foul air from the amount of putrefaction going on within them.
Many persons, not seeing this evil, have desired again to return to the no-plan of
middens, not seeing -what a deplorable result has been attained in Paris, -where although

using air-tight vessels to remove the refuse, they render most of the houses redolent

of night-soil. The towns treated on the rapid removal system are models of cleanli-

ness, and we do not doubt the speedy increase of the plan, especially as carried out by
Robert Rawlinson, C.E. It must be confessed, however, that the great objection to

the plan is one which is not to be despised. There is too much water used ; if the

water flows into the streams they are spoiled, and it is scarcely possible to put it on

land. This difficulty must be met, or the plan so admirable for towns will be found

destructive to countries. There is one way of meeting it, that is, by making the

liquid denser, and so having it so strong as to be a valuable manure. By a double

system of drainage this might be effected, the rain water going in a separate sewer.

F. O. Glassford proposes a water-closet which shall hold the excreta till they are

mixed up to a thickish liquid with water; he then removes it by pipes to certain

reservoirs, and makes solid manure from it by sulphuric acid and evaporation, a plan

which he has found to answer. Dr. Joule proposes large iron tanks for each block of

houses, to be emptied daily, and disinfected on being emptied. All such plans must

be inferior to the cleanliness caused by abundant water. We must learn to remove

our filth from our towns, or they will be as unwholesome as they once were. Nothing

but abundant water can make the largest city in the world (London) the healthiest of

large cities.

The assertion of the Board of Health is that combined works, comprising a water-

pipe for the service of each house, a sink, a drain, and a waste-pipe, and a soil pan or

water-closet apparatus, may be laid down and maintained in action at a cost not

exceeding on the average three halfpence per week, or less than half the average

expense of cleansing the cesspool for any single tenement. This seems borne out by

the example of several towns under the care of engineers penetrated with the spirit

which dictated the changes. To the above amount has been added water supply,

which has increased the sum to threepence per week,
_

Sewers must certainly not leak, or they must be disinfected, Dr, Angus Smith

proposed long ago that they should be disinfected nearly from their sources. In

other words, disinfectants should flow through all the great sewers, and so brmg

them to the rivers in a state where putrefaction is impossible. The advantage of this

would be great. When Mr. McDougall was showing his plan of disinfecting

sewers to the Board of Works, the smell of the substance he used when he tried it m
excess was perceived in the houses along the line of the sewer, showing clearly that

the present sewers allow their filthy smells to go into the air of houses. He com-

pletely destroyed the sewer smell. To prevent bad air in sewers, some persons, and

amongst others some in the Board of Health, have proposed ventilation, and have

thus polluted towns with the air which, after all, may be better where it was. lo

obviate this, they sometimes filter the air through charcoal before allowing it to

escape No plan will succeed but that which, by preventing putrefaction, prevents

entirely the formation of foul air. At present all the lines of sewers are unclean

;

they may all be cleaned by antiputrescent substances. If every family used them,

even the smallest drains would be disinfected with universal benefit.
_
Of course the

Thames would cease to putrefy if the larger sewers were all treated in this way.

When the excretions are allowed to accumulate in a town behmd the houses, as m
Leeds and many other large manufacturing towns, they must of course be periodically

removed, as the amount of impure vapour is very much in proportion to the surface

exposed. There is little improvement caused by slightly diminishmg the solid

contents. When removed, it must be taken cither to deposits m the town, as a

Manchester, or deposits out of the town, as at Pans. It cannot, except in sm^l

towns, be removed directly to the land, as the demand is not regular. In both cases

the removal is a great grievance, and the places of deposit f^""^f'^'"Vr^moved
near Paris, at Bondy, where a great district becomes uninhab.table. /t^^™^^^

by water, either the streams must be polluted, or sewers must be carried alo g

stVeams very far. If the sewer matter is first disinfected in the sewers, it

without disturbing any one ; and if not so much diluted with surface matter as at
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present, it might be piit at once on the land, without any one knowing by the smell

that it differed from pure water.

Since Edwin Chadwick, C.B., and Dr. Southwood Smith, whether under the name

of the Board of Health, or Sanitary Commissioners, or other name, stimulated the

country to sanitary purposes, the supply of water and every other progress relatm;,'

to health has undergone a great change. Professor Clark first showed the advantages

of soft water; and, wherever it can be obtained, it is now used in towns. Every

town which can obtain it has now a supply of water; and the supply in many is con-

stant. The loss of labour to a family where water is obliged to be carried from a

well is sometimes equal to that of one person for at least one third of a day. And
even with this loss there is an insufficient supply, which adds to the inconveniences

of a household, and the loss of comfort and of health. As towns enlarge, and as

houses become higher, the necessity for a supply being introduced into houses

increases. In Glasgow there is a supply from Loch Katrine, 34 miles distant. The
supply in Scotch houses must be taken to the highest storey of the houses, on account

of the system of living in flats, and because in the large towns almost every family

has a water-closet and a bath.

The cleaning of the surface of streets is another important point in sanitary

economy. Abundance of water for this purpose would be a great advantage ; but

the plan is not introduced here. The Whitworth sweeping machine was a good
cleanser, but it was very heavy, and the cartage became expensive. Hand sweeping
is still resorted to. If disinfecting agents were put into the water-carts which watered
the streets, the putrefaction going on there in great abundance would be arrested, and
the disinfected matter would flow into the sewers, which would then be free from
impure air, and would run into the river in a state that would not corrupt. This was
also proposed, in addition to the method alluded to of disinfecting sewers, and by the

same persons. After the towns and their immediate neighbourhoods have been
purified, it is needful to purify the land. The great sources of malaria are not
known ; but it is abundantly known that badly-drained land, especially at a high
temperature, is productive of malaria; and that even at a moderate temperature
malaria causes intermittent attacks. Drainage has greatly removed ague from this

country ; it has cleared the land ; and the atmosphere has become brighter, because
the dried land has not produced so many fogs as that which was cold and wet. The
clearing of swamps was a labour of Hercules, no less valuable now. The agricultural
or money value of land has, at the same time, greatly increased.

Towns.— It has been shown that a death-rale of 22 per thousand yearly prevails in
England, but that in large manufacturing towns it rises to 34, and in certain parts of
them even to 45, whilst in small and healthy places it is as low as 17, and in some
cases even less so. The loss of life is great, and the loss of property also. A great
object of sanitary reformers has been to show that to improve health has been to
improve property. There can be no doubt of it. Disease causes much loss of time
and labour, and diminishes the power of a country in which it exists. We may very
fairly calculate from the amount of deaths the amount of disease. To improve our
health is to improve our happiness and our wealth, as well as our capacities for both.
Although in some country places malaria may cause illness, and ignorance may in
various ways induce most unwholesome habits, there is less fear of disease on an average
far from a town, because of the tendency of persons to live out of doors, breathing pure
air, for in most places it is pure. In towns we are not only apt to be more shut up,
and to have less exercise, but we are exposed to all the impurities which arise from
the neighbourhood of multitudes, as well as from the vapours and gases from manu-
factures. Many chemists have found it difficult to tell the difference between town
and country air, and have denied any difference ; but it is now proved abundantly.
The very rain of towns where much coal is burnt is so acid, that a drop falling on
litmus renders it red. Blood shaken with the air of towns takes a different shade
from that shaken with pure air. The air of Manchester contains about 0-0000934 of
sulphurous acid, partly sulphuric, into which the first changes. Dr. Angus Smith has
shown a method of measuring the amount of impurity in the air by means of a very
dilute solution of permanganate of potash. His results are obtained by filling a bottle
with the air of the place, merely by pumping the air out and allowing the air around
to enter. A little permauganate is poured into the bottle, and it is decolorised •

more is added until the colour remains. By this means comparative amounts of
oxidisable matter are readily measured. A pigstye required 109 measures ; air from
the centre of Manchester air, on an average 58 ; air over the Thames, when the

^ ^...v.v....v, v,.i.M,, TTueu smijiiurous aciu and sulphuretted

n™f"^r*" ''''^T
instantaneous

:
when organic matters only arepresent, the result is obtained more slowly. The difference between town and
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country air is remarkable. The author hopes to make the experiment suitable for
daily use in hospitals. The bottle used contains about 100 cubic; the .solution of
permanganate is graduated by a standard solution of oxalic acid, of which 1000 grains
contain 1 of anhydrous oxalic acid. 5 grains of this solution decompose 600 grains
of the solution of permanganate.

To prevent impurities in the air of towns is extremely difficult. Manufactures
must not be crippled

; certain noxious operations are not allowed, and complaints well
substantiated against any offensive works compel their removal. The method of
absorbing noxious gases of some kinds is now becoming usual. The coke towers for
absorbing muriatic acid began a great change in this respect. They have been used
for sulphuric acid itself, nitrous fumes, sulphurous acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, &c.
In manufacturing towns there is little sulphuretted hydrogen— it is decomposed
rapidly by the sulphurous acid. A mode of absorbing this latter acid from coal
smoke would be a great blessing to all. But this would not remove all the evil; coals
send out black soot in such abundance that the whole of a town is darkened, every-
thing clean is made impure, and the people find that cleaning is a hopeless task.
This might readily be burnt, but even then we have other difficulties. Ashes rise up
in great amount, and fall down again in a perpetual shower of dust. It is these solid
matters as well as the gases which render our towns unwholesome. If the smoke
could be washed it would remove all these evils, but the loss of a draught to the
fire is then a consequence not yet practically overcome. When coals are burnt with
abundance of lime, no sulphur is given off, but the use of this cannot become general.
We are very much in want of a more economical and wholesome method of obtaining
from coals the power which is in them,

Mr. Spence of Manchester, proposes to connect all the furnaces of the city with
the sewers, and thereby to burn the gases and to ventilate the sewers at the same
time. He believes that one chimney will ventilate readily 50.0 houses, including the
house drains and sewers also.

The following advantages to be derived from the drainage of suburban land have
been mentioned by the Board of Health: — 1. The removal of that excess of
moisture which prevents the permeation of the soil by air, and obstructs the free

assimilation of nom-ishing matter by the plants. 2. Facilitating the absorption of
manure by the soil, and so diminishing its loss by surface evaporation, and being
washed away by heavy rains. 3. Preventing the lowering of the temperature and
the chilling of the vegetation, which diminishes the effect of solar warmth, not on the

surface only, but at the depth occupied by the roots of plants, 4. Removing
obstructions to the free working of the land, arising from the surface being at certain

times, from excess of moisture, too soft to be worked upon, and liable to be poched

by cattle. 5. Preventing injuries to cattle or stock, cori'esponding to the effects

produced on human beings by marsh miasm, chills and colds, inducing a general low

state of health, and in extreme cases the rot or typhus. 6. Diminishing damp at

the foundations of houses, cattle sheds, and farm steadings, which cause their decay

and dilapidation, as well as discomfort and disease to inmates and cattle.

The Boai-d of Health, in its excessive desire to remove all refuse by water, has

often exaggerated the evils of every other aid to cleanliness. Water is unquestionably

the best, but it cannot always be obtained. In some climates it is not to be found in

abundance, and in some weather it is only to be had by the use of heat. 'SVhen the

cold is great there is no fear of putrefaction or putrid gases ; in warm places, or even

in temperate, the use of disinfectants before removing the putrid matter is nmch to be

desired. The Board of Health has not feared to send putrid matter into a river,

believing it better there than in the town ; it desires the water to be put instantly on

the land, and to be disinfected by the land. It is well known that the process of doing

this is often offensive. It is also known that large quantities of this matter cannot be

disposed of at all times. It has been said that if the liquid were diminished by the

rain-fall, it might be manageable. There is another method of diminishing its amount.

At Carlisle it was found that the water was almost pure at certain hours of the day,

and at all hours of the night. By allowmg the more impure only to run into the

sewers, the quantity not only becomes manageable, but the quality becomes more

valuable. This is an important point, but one which will probably be less apparent

in such a place as London, where the changes occurring from hour to hour cannot be

so great as in smaller places. In Carlisle the sewage is deodorised and used on the

meadows, and a great problem seems there and elsewhere to have begun its solution.

Sanitary economy has proceeded chiefly under the impression that the pollution ot

the air is the evil most to be dreaded. That this idea is correct there are very many

proofs ; but that there are numerous other evils affecting our large tovras, it is unwise

to deny. Polluted air causes damp and close cellars, and unventilated garrets and

other rooms, to be unwholesome, as well as all rooms without proper openings, without
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chimneys, and without opening sashes to the windows. In a word polluted air rises

from close places and dirty places; want of light, too, is an evil under which all

living creatures suffer. Great and crowded towns are subject most to all these evils,

but in them also the habits of the people come into consideration. In many ol the

manufacturing towns the people obtain much larger wages than in the country places,

but their houses are badly furnished, and their clothes, for every-day at least, are

extremely filthy, whilst their love of pleasure is excessive. It is commonly supposed

that the love of pleasure exists among the rich, but it is unquestionably one of the

greatest evils oppressing the poor in all large towns, because their cultivation of mmd
has not kept pace with their knowledge of the external appliances of civilisation.

A deficient intellectual and moral condition are the great causes both of poverty

and bad health, for both go together in almost exact proportions. It must never be

expected that pure air alone can make men healthy. The mind, as well as the body,

must be freed from irregularities. Abundant wages, which are equal to facilities of

health, have rendered our working classes inferior in some cases, both in body and in

mind, because they have not had education to resist indulgence. These classes will

often contrast badly with a poor but cleanly rural population, calm in mind, without

a desire for excitement. The subject is here only slightly touched, it needs a volume :

sanitary economy, or the method by which man best adapts his place of abode to the

conditions of external nature, must ever be a study of the most absorbing interest.—
R. A. S.

SAPAN WOOD, or EAST INDIAN DYE WOOD, or BUCKUM WOOD, is a

species of the Ccesalpinia genus, to which Brazil wood belongs. It is so called by the

French, because it comes to them from Japan, which they corruptly pronounce Sapan,

It is imported in pieces like the Brazil wood, to which it is far inferior for dyeing.

The decoction under the name of sapan liquor is used in calico printing for red

colours. In general, sapan wood is too unsound to be employed for turning.

SAP GREEN. The juice of the berries of the Rliamnus catharticus, or common
buckthorn.

SAPPHIRE. The Sapphire, Ruby, Oriental Amethyst, Oriental Emerald, and
Oriental Topaz, are gems next in value and hardness to diamond ; and they all con-

sist of nearly pure alumina or clay, with a minute portion of iron as the colouring

matter. The following analyses show the affinity in composition of the most precious

bodies with others in little relative estimation.

Sapphire. Corundum Stone. Emery.

Alumina or clay 98-5 89-.50 86-0

Silica - . - 0-0 5-50 30
Oxide of iron - 1-0 1-25 4-0

Lime ... 0-5 0-00 0-0

100-0 96-25 93-0

Salamstone is a variety which consists of small transparent crystals, generally six-

sided prisms, of pale reddish and bluish colours. The corundum of Battagammana
is frequently found in large six-sided prisms : it is commonly of a brown colour,

whence it is called by the natives curundu galU, cinnamon stone. The hair-brown and
reddish-brown crystals are called adamantine spar. Sapphire and salamstone are
chiefly met with in secondary repositories, as in the sand of rivers, &c., accompanied
by crystals and grains of octahedral iron-ore and of several species of gems. Corundum
is found in imbedded crystals in a rock, consisting of indianite. Adamantine spar
occurs in a sort of granite.

The finest varieties of sapphire come from Pegu, where they occur in the Capelan
mountains near Syrian. Some have been found also at Hohenstein in Saxony, Bilin
in Bohemia, Puy in France, and in several other countries. The red variety, the
ruby, is most highly valued. Its colour is between a bright scarlet and crimson. A
perfect ruby above carats is more valuable than a diamond of the same weight. If
it weigh I carat, it is worth 10 guineas ; 2 carats, 40 guineas ; 3 carats, 150 guineas;
6 carats, above 1000 guineas. A deep coloured ruby, exceeding 20 carats in weio'ht
is generally called a carbuncle; of which 108 were said to be in the throne of the
Great Mogul, weighing from 100 to 200 carats each ; but this statement is probably
incorrect. The largest oriental ruby known to be in the world, was brought from
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China to Prince Gargarin, governor of Siberia. It came afterwards into the pos-
session of Prince Menzikoff, aod constitutes now a jewel in the imperial crown of
Russia.

A good blue sapphire of 10 carats is valued at .50 guineas. If it weighs 20 carats,
its value is 200 guineas; but under 10 carats, the price may be estimated by multiply-
ing the square of its weight in carats into half a guinea; thus, one of four carats
would be worth 4^ x AG. =8 guineas. It has been .said tiiat the blue sapphire is supe-
rior in hardness to the red, but tliis is probably a mistake arising from confounding
the corundum ruby with the spinelle ruby. A sapphire of a barbel blue colour, weigh-
ing 6 carats, was disposed of in i'aris by public sale, for 70/. sterling ; and another
of an indigo blue, weighing 6 carats and 3 grains, brought 60/.; both of which sums
much exceed what the preceding rule assigns, from which we may perceive how far
fancy may go in such matters. The sapphire of Brazil is merely a blue tourmaline,
as its specific gravity and inferior hardness show. White sapphires are sometimes so
pure, that when properly cut and polished they have been passed for diamonds.
The yellow and green sapphires are much prized under the names of oriental topaz

and emerald. The specimens which exhibit all these colours associated in one stone
are highly valued, as they prove the mineralogical identity of these varieties.

Besides these shades of colour, sapphires often emit a beautiful play of colours, or
chatoiement, when held in dilfercnt positions relative to the eye or incident light ; and
some likewise present star-like radiations, whence they are called star-stones or
asterias; sending forth 6 or even 12 rays, that change their place with the position of

the stone. This property, so remarkable in certain blue sapphires, is not however
peculiar to these gems. It seems to belong to transparent minerals which have a

rhomboid for their nucleus, and arises from the combination of certain circumstances
in their cutting and structure. Lapidaries often expose the light-blue variety of

sapphire to the action of fire, in order to render it white and more brilliant; but with

regard to those found at Expailly in France, fire deepens their colour.

SARD. A variety of chalcedony of a dark reddish-brown colour, almost ap-

proaching to black by reflected light, and very deep red, inclining to blood-red, by
transmitted light. It is found under the same conditions as cornelian, but is rarer

and more highly esteemed, and therefore fetches a higher price. The name is

derived either from Sarx {Greek, flesh), in allusion to its colour, or from Sardis in

Lydia, whence it is said to have been first brought. It should be remarked, however,

that the sard presents, in its interior and in the middle of its ground, concentric

zones, or small nebulosities, which are not to be seen in the red cornelian, properly so

called. The ancients certainly knew our sard, since they have left us a great many
of them engraved, but they seem to have associated under the title sarda both the

sardoine of the French, and our cornelians and chalcedonies. Pliny says that the

sarda came from the neighbourhood of a city of that name in Lydia, and from the

environs of Babylon. Among the engraved sai'ds which exist in the collection of

antiques in the Bibliotheque Royale of Paris, there is an Apollo remarkable for its

fine colour and great size. When the stone forms a part of the agate-onyx, it is

called sardonyx. For further details upon Gems, and the art of cutting and engraving

them, see Lapidary.—H. W. B.

SARDONYX. A variety of onyx, composed of alternate layers of sard and white

chalcedony.—H. W. B.

SATIN (Eng., Fr. and Germ.) is the name of a silk stuff, first imported from

China, which is distinguishable by its very smooth, polished, and glossy surface. It is

woven upon a loom with at least five-leaved healds or heddles, and as many corre-

sponding treddles. These are so mounted as to rise and fall four at a time, raising and

depressing alternately four yarns of the warp, across the whole of which the weft is

thrown by the shuttle, so as to produce a uniform smooth texture, instead of the

chequered work resulting from intermediate decussations, as in common webs. Satins

are woven with the glossy or right side undermost, because the four-fifths of the

warp, which are always left there during the action of the healds, serve to support

the shuttle in its race. Were they woven in the reverse way, the scanty fifth part of

the warp threads could either not support, or would be too much worn by the shutUe.

See Textile Fabrics. « i. j u- r,

SATURATION is the term employed to express the condition of a body whicn

has taken its full dose or chemical proportion of any other substance with which it

can combine : as water with a salt, or an acid with an alkali. See Ure's
-^^'f'"'""':^

of Chemistry for a development of the principles and peculiarities attending tms

process.

SATURN, EXTRACT OF. The old name of the acetate of lead. , , .

SAWS. Saws are formed from plates of sheet steel, and are toothed, not by nana,
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but by means of a press and tools. Circular saws have the advantage of being divided

in their teeth very accurately by means of a division plate; this prevents irregularity

of size, and imparts smoothness and uniformity of action. The larger sizes of circular

saws are made in segments and connected together by means of dove-tails. All saws

are hardened and tempered in oil ; their irregularities are removed by hammering on

blocks, and they are equalised by grinding. The several forms of teeth do not, as the

casual observer may imagine, depend upon taste, but are those best fitted for cutting

through the particular section, quality, or hardness of the material to be cut. The
" set" of the saw consists in inclining the teeth at the particular angle known to be the

best to facilitate the exit of the sawdust, and thereby allow the saw to operate more
freely. Iron bars, shaftings, &c., are cut to length by a steel circular saw, in its soft

state, the iron to be cut being presented to the saw red-hot ; the saw rotates at a pro-

digious rate, and is kept in cutting condition, or cool, by its lower edge being immersed
in water. A bar, two inches in diameter, is cut through in a few seconds. Consult
Hohzappfel on this subject.

SCAGLIOLA is merely ornamental plaster-work, produced by applying a pap
made of finely-ground calcined gypsum, mixed with a weak solution of Flanders glue,

upon any figure formed of laths nailed together, or occasionally upon brickwork, and
bestudding its surface, while soft, with splinters (^scagliole) of spar, marble, granite,

bits of concrete-coloured gj'psum, or veins of clay, in a semi-fluid state. The sub-
stances employed to colour the spots and patches are the several ochres, boles, teria

di Sienna, chrome yellow, &c. The surface, if it be that of a column, is turned smooth
upon a lathe, polished with stones of different fineness, and finished with some plaster-
pap, to give it lustre. Pilasters and other flat surfaces are smoothed by a carpenter's
plane, with the chisel finely serrated, and afterwards poli.shed with plaster by friction.

The glue is the cause of the gloss, but makes the surface apt to be injured by moisture,
or even damp air. See Stone, Artificial.
SCARLET DYE. {Teinture en eca7-late,'FT.; Scharlachfarberei, Germ.) Scarlet is

usually given at two successive operations. The boilers (see Dyeing) are made of
block tin, but their bottoms are formed occasionally of copper.

1. The bouillon or the colouring hath.— For 100 pounds of cloth, put into the water,
when it is little more than lukewarm, 6 pounds of argal, and stir it well. When the
water becomes too hot for the hand, throw into it with agitation, 1 pound of cochineal
in fine powder. An instant afterwards, pour in .5 pounds of the clear mordant (see
Mordant), stir the whole thoroughly as soon as the bath begins to boil, introduce the
cloth, and wince it briskly for two or three rotations, and then more slowly. At the
end of a two-hours' boil, the cloth is to be taken out, allowed to become perfectly cool,
and well washed at the river, or winced in a current of pure water.

2. The rougie, or finishing di/e.— The bouillon bath is emptied and replaced with
water for the rougie. When it is on the point of boiling, 5j pounds of cochineal in
fine powder are to be thrown in, and mixed with care; when the crust, which forms
upon the surface, opens of itself in several places, 14 pounds of solution of tin
(muriate of tin) are to be added. Should the liquor be likely to boil over the edges of
the kettle, a little cold water is to be added. When the bath has become uniform, the
cloth IS to be put m, taking care to wince it briskly for two or three turns ; then to
boil It bodily for an hour, thrusting it under the liquor with a rod whenever it rises to
the surface. It is lastly taken out, aired, washed at the river, and dried.
Below will be found the tables of the composition of the bouillon and the rougie.
M. Lenormand states that he has made experiments of verification upon all the

formulae of the tollowmg tables, and declares his conviction that the finest tint may
be obtained by taking the bouillon of Scheffer, and the rougie No. 4 of Poerner.

Tables of the Composition of the Bouillon and Bougie for 100 pounds of Cloth or Wool
Composition of the Bouillon.

Names of the Authors. Starch. Cream of
Tartar. Cochineal. Solution of

Tin.
Common

Salt.

Berthollet

Hellot -

Scheffer -

Poerner -

lb. oz.

0 0
0 0
9 0

0 0

lb. oz.

6 0
12 8

9 6

10 15

lb. oz.

8 0
18 6

12 4
0 0

lb. oz.

5 0
12 8

9 6

10 15

lb. oz.

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
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Composition of the Rougie.

Names of the Authors. starch.
Croam of
Tartar.

Cochineal.
Solution of

Tin.
Common

Salt.

lb. oz. lb. oz. lb. oz. Ib. oz.

BerthoUet 0 0 0 0 5 8 14 0 0 0

Hellot - 3 2 0 0 7 4 12 8 0 0
Scheffer 3 2 3 2 5 7^ 4 11 0 0

0 0 1 8 G 4 6 4 0 0

Poerner -

^
0 0 0 0 6 4 12 8 0 0
0 0 1 8 6 4 6 4 12 8

M. Robiquet has given the following prescription for making a printing scarlet, for

well-whitened woollen cloth. Boil a pound of pulverised cochineal in 4 pints of

water down to 2 pints, and pass the decoction through a sieve. Repeat the boiling

three times upon the residuum, mix the 8 pints of decoction, thicken them properly

with 2 pounds of starch, and boil into a paste. Let it cool down to 104° F., then

add 4 ounces of the solution of tin, and 2 ounces of ordinary muriate of tin. When
a ponceau red is wanted, 2 ounces of pounded turmeric should be added.

A solution of chlorate of potassa is said to beautify scarlet cloth in a remarkable

manner. See Lac Dye, Aniline, Murexide.
SCHEELE'S GREEN is a pulverulent arsenite of copper, which may be prepared

as follows:— Form, first, an arsenite of potassa, by adding gradually 11 ounces of

arsenious acid to 2 pounds of carbonate of potassa, dissolved in 1 0 pounds of boiling

water; next, dissolve 2 pounds of crystallised sulphate of copper in 30 pounds of

water ; filter each solution, then pour the first progressively into the second, as long as

it produces a rich grass-green precipitate. This being thrown upon a filter-cloth, and

edulcorated with warm water, will afford 1 pound 6 ounces of this beautiful pigment.

It consists of. oxide of copper 28-51, and of arsenious acid 71-46. This green is

applied by an analogous double decomposition to cloth. See Calico-printing.

Much discussion has arisen relative to the use of this salt in paper-hangings, it having

been supposed by many persons to have produced ill effects on those exposed to the

atmosphere of such rooms. Under Arsenic, this question has been discussed. The
editor was then under an impression that Dr. Alfred S. Taylor supposed the arsenite

of copper to escape from the paper by volatilisation. Dr. Taylor writes to correct this,

—it is his impression that dust is mechanically removed ; and from his own experience

he advances no further than this.

SCHMELZE. A kind of glass prepared In Bohemia, chiefly for the purpose of

receiving the red colour imparted by the oxide of gold. See Glass.

SCHWEINFURTH GREEN is a more beautiful and velvety pigment than the

Scheele's green. It was discovered inl814, by MM.Rusz and Sattler, at Schweinfurth,

and remained for many years a profitable secret in their hands. M. Liebig having

made its composition known in 1822, it has been since prepared in a great many

colour-works. Braconnot published, about the same time, another process for manu-

facturing the same pigment. Its preparation is very simple, but its formation is

accompanied with some interesting circumstances. On mixing equal parts of acetate

of copper and arsenious acid, each in a boiling concentrated solution, a bulky olive-

green precipitate is immediately produced; while much acetic acid is set free. The

powder thus obtained, appears to be a compound of arsenious acid and oxide of copper,

in a peculiar state; since when decomposed by sixlphuric acid, no acetic odour is

exhaled. Its colour is not changed by drying, by exposure to air, or by being heated

in water. But, if it be boiled in the acidulous liquor from which it was precipitated,

it soon changes its colour, as well as its state of aggregation, and forms a new deposit

in the form of a dense granular beautiful green powder. As fine a colour is produced

by ebullition during five or six minutes, as is obtained at the end of several hours by

mixing the two boiling solutions, and allowing the whole to cool together. In the

latter case, the precipitate, which is slight and flocky at first, becomes denser by

degrees ; it next betrays green spots, which progressively increase, till the mass g rows

altogether of a crystalline constitution, and of a still more beautiful tint than it

formed by ebullition.
. ,. , /v .t, • -t^tc.

When cold water is added to the mixed solutions immediately after the precipitate

takes place, the development of the colour is retarded, with the effect of making it

much finer. The best mode of procedure is to add to the blended solutions their

own bulk of cold water, and to fill a globe up to the neck with the mixture, m order

to prevent the formation of any such peUicle on the surface, as might by tailing to tne
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bottom, excite premature crystallisation. Thus the reaction continues during two or

three days with the happiest effect. The difference of tint produced by these

variations arises merely from the different sizes of the crystalline particles :
for when

the several powders are levigated upon a porphyry slab to the same degree, tliey have

the same shade. Schweinfurth green, according to M. Ehrmann's researches, in the

31st Bulletin de la Socktde Industrielle Mulhausen, consists of, oxide of copper 31-666,

arsenious acid 58 699, acetic acid 10-294. Kastner has given the following prescrip-

tion for making this pigment;— for 8 parts of arsenious acid, talce from 9 to 10 of

verdigris; diffuse the latter through water at 120° F., and pass the pap through a sieve;

then mix it with the arsenical solution, and set the mixture aside, till the reaction of

the ingredients shall produce the wished-ior shade of colour. If a yellowish tint be

desired, more arsenic must be used. By digesting Scheele's green in acetic acid, a
variety of Schweinfurth green may be obtained.

Both of the above colours are rank poisons. The first was detected a few years

ago, as the colouring matter of some Parisian bonbons, by the conseil de salubriti;

since which the confectioners were prohibited from using it by the French govern-
ment. The Prussian government have also enacted a law against the use of the

arsenical greens in paper-hangings,

SCOPARINE. C^^H^-O-" (?). A base found by Stenhous in the broom plant,

Spnrtium scoparium.

SCOURING. This art is that which is employed for removing grease spots, &c.,
from clothes and furniture, which require skill beyond that of the laundry. It is

divided into two distinct branches, viz. French and English cleaning. We will first

give an outline of English cleaning, although the other (French) has no more to do
with the French than the English, except in name; and that is kept because many
people would not fancy the things were done properly if done by an English process.

Gentlemen's clothes, such as trowsers, coats, &c., are treated in the following
manner. They are stretched on a board, and the spots of grease, &c., first taken out
by rubbing the spots well with a brush and cold strong soap liquor; they are then done
all over with the same, but the grease spots are done first, because they require more
rubbing, of course, than the other parts, and when all the substance was wet they
would not be so easily distinguished. After treatment with the strong soap liquor,
the soap is worked by a weaker soap liquor ; the articles are then well washed off
with warm water, and treated with ammonia (if black), solution of common salt, or
dilute acid, according to circumstances. They are then drained, beaten out with a little
size, pressed and dried.

Ladies' articles of dress, as shawls, and woollen dresses.—The spots are first removed
by rubbing them on the board with very strong soap liquor; they are then put into
a strong soap liquor, and well worked about in it; then taken out and treated with a
weaker soap liquor, to work out the soap, &c.; rinsed with warm and cold water
alternately

;
treated with solution of common salt or very weak acid, to maintain the

colours. They are starched, if necessary, and ironed. Woollen dresses that are taken
to pieces are calendered instead of ironing.

Silk dresses, &c., are always taken to pieces, and each piece done separately, and
as quickly as possible. If there are any spots of grease, they are taken out first, as
above mentioned. Each piece, after the spots are removed, is immediately placed in
a strong soap liquor, and well worked about in it, and then into a thinner soap liquor-
well washed out with cold water, and treated with solution of common salt, or very
weak acid, or both, as required; each piece is then neatly folded and wrung separately
again folded smoothly and placed in dry sheets, and pressed, so as to remove all
dampness from them

; they are then put into a frame, a little size or sugar and water
used to stiffen and glaze

; lastly, dried while on the frame by a charcoal fire
Furniture, as curtains, &c.—These things are put into a tub, with a strong cold

soap liquor, and well punched about with a large wooden punch made on purpose- anda great deal depends upon this being properly done. They are then treated in thesame manner in a weaker soap liquor, well rinsed with water, treated with common
salt or weak acid, as required, wrung out, and dried. Woollen furniture will generallv
require to be treated several times with the first strong soap liquor, to remove the
dirt, but for cotton furniture once will be generally sufficient.

Carpets.— These are well beaten, then laid down on the floor of the dye-house and
well scrubbed with strong cold soap liquor, by means of a long-handled brush orbroom

;
then treated with a weaker soap liquor; well rinsed with water, by throwine

pails of water over them, and still rubbing with the brush; treated with water toyrhrch a very small quantity of sulphuric add has been added, to retain the coloilrs-rinsed again, hung up to drain, and then hung up in a warm room to dry
'

A great pomt in this kind of cleaning is to use *<ro«9 coW soap ZjWs • and thiscannot be done with ordinary soaps, as they congeal when cold, and on this account
T T 2
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1592

Field's soap is the principal soap which is used, because it is made from oil and does

not congeal, and I rather expect is made from the o/em obtained in the manufacture

of composite candles.

French cleaninij is what is called dry cleaning. In this process the articles are put

into camphine and worked about in it, drained, sheeted, and dried. The camphine

dissolves the grease, &c.*, and does not injure the colours ; but when things are very

dirty, it does not clean so efPectually as the English method. It is, however, the only

process that can be employed in some cases, as in cleaning kid gloves.—H. K. B.

SCREWS. The elementary idea of the form of the screw is obtained by regarding

it as a continuous circular wedge ; and it is readily modelled by wrapping a wedge-

formed piece of paper around a cylinder ; the edge of the paper then represents the

line of the screw.

The use of the screw is well known to all ; and the system of cutting a rod of iron

or steel into a screw scarcely requires any description. The manipulatory details and

the tools used in their manufacture are admirably and most fully described in Holt-

zapffel's Turning and Mechanical Manipulation.

SEAL ENGRAVING. The art of engraving gems is one of extreme nicety. The

stone having received its desired form from the lapidary, the engraver fixes it by

cement to the end of a wooden handle, and then draws the outline of his subject, with a

brass needle or a diamond, upon its smooth surface.

Fiq. 1592 represents the whole of the seal engraver's lathe. It consists of a table

on which is fixed the mill, a small hori-

zontal cylinder of steel, into one of whose

extremities the tool is inserted, and which

is made to revolve by the usual fly-wheel,

driven by a treddle. The tools that may be

fitted to the mill-cylinder are the following :

fig. 1593 a hollow cylinder, for describing

circles, and for boring ; fig. 1 594 a knobbed

tool, or rod terminated by a small ball

;

fig. 1595 a stem terminated with a cutting

disc, whose edge may be either rounded,

square, or sharp; being in the last case

called a saw.

Having fixed the tool best adapted to his

style of work in the mill, the artist applies

to its cutting point, or edge, some diamond

powder, mixed up with olive oil ; and turn-

ing the wheel, he holds the stone against

the tool, so as to produce the wished-for

delineation and erosion. A similar appa-

ratus is used for engraving on glass.

In order to give the highest degree of

polish to the engraving, tools of boxwood,

pewter, or copper, bedaubed with moistened

tripolior rotten-stone, and lasriy, a brush, are fastened to the mill. These are jorked

like the above steel instruments. Modern engravings on precious stones have not m

eeneral the same fine polish as the ancient.
, . i- -i-f^f^^

Several varieties of machine have been of late years introduced to facilitate the

processes of engraving gems. Many of them involve the P^^^agraph, so that a
^^^^^

mav be engraved by the machine at once, either larger or smaller than the original

from whSTt is copied. Most of these engraving machines are upon the prmciples

described under Carving by Machinery.

ilti:iWl"^"Ai^"lKS SXUer..) The Hindoos from

time immemorial have possessed the resin lac, and were long accustome^^^^^^^ use it for

sealing manuscripts before it was known in Europe. It was first ^P^J^^^^™ JP;

Easulto Venice, and then into Spain; in which country sealmg-wax became the

object of a considerable commerce, under the name
"J.

Span'sJ-^a'c
separated

If shell-lac be compounded into sealing-wax, yf^.^^^^^^^^^ better and less

by fusion from the palest qualities of stick er seed lac, it «
^'^Z^™ ^^^^'^g^^^fj^'"^

brittle article than when the shell-lac is fused a second time
can be made in

rightly prepared in the East Indies, deserves a preference oj^''
J^J^^f

other countries, where the lac is not indigenous bhellac can be
^^^^^l^J" -^^^

decree however to a plastic and tenacious state by melting t with a very smai^l^

Sfurp;Se The palest shell-lac is to be selected for bright-coloured seahng-wax.

the dark kind being reserved for black.

1593 1594 1595
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The following proportions may be followed for making red sealing-wax :—Take 4

ounces of shell-lac, 1 ounce of Venice turpentine, and 3 ounces of Tcrmilion. Melt

the lac in a copper pan suspended over a clear charcoal fire, then pour the turpentme

slowly into it, and soon afterwards add the vermilion, stirring briskly all the time of

the mixture with a rod in either hand. In forming the round sticks of sealing-wax, a

certain portion of the mass should be weighed while it is ductile, divided into the

desired number of pieces, and then rolled out upon a warm marble slab, by means of

a smooth wooden block, like that used by apothecaries for rolling a mass of pills.

The oval sticks of sealing-wax are cast in moulds, with the above compound in a state

of fusion. The marks of the lines of junction of the mould-box maybe afterwards

removed by holding the sticks over a clear fire, or passing them over a blue gas-flame.

Marbled sealing-wax is made by mixing two, three, or more coloured kinds of it,

while they are in a semi-fluid state. From the viscidity of the several masses, their

incorporation is left incomplete, so as to produce the appearance of marbling. Gold
sealing-wax is made simply by stirring gold-coloured mica spangles into the melted

resins. Wax may be scented by introducing a little essential oil, essence of musk,
or other perfume. If 1 part of balsam of Peru be melted along with 99 parts of the

sealing-wax composition, an agreeable fragrance will be exhaled in the act of sealing

with it. Either lamp black or ivory black serves for the colouring matter of black

wax. Sealing-wax is often adulterated with rosin ; in which case it runs into thin

drops at the flame of a candle.

The following proportions are stated to form good sealing-wax :
—

Hed No. 1.— 4 oz. Venetian turpentine, 6 oz. shell-lac, f oz. colophony, l| oz.

cinnabar, &c,
^ed No. 2. — 4 oz. turpentine, 5J oz. shell-lac, \^ oz. colophony, 1^ oz, cinnabar,

magnesia to colour.

Fine Black — 4|- oz. Venetian turpentine, 9 oz. shell-lac, J oz. colophony, lamp-
black mixed with oil of turpentine as much as is required.

Black — 4 oz. Venetian turpentine, 8 oz. shell-lac, 3 oz. colophony, lamp-black,
and oil of turpentine.

Yellow — 2 oz. Venetian turpentine, 4 oz. shell-lac, 1^ oz. colophony, | oz. king's
yellow.

Dark Brown — 4 oz. Venetian turpentine, 7^ oz. shell -lac, 1| oz. brown English
earth (ochre).

Light Brown — 4 oz. Venetian turpentine, 7^ oz. shell-lac, 1 oz. brown earth, ^ oz.
cinnabar.

Dark Blue — 3 oz. Venetian turpentine, 7 oz. fine shell-lac, 1 oz. colophony, 1 oz.
mineral blue.

Green — 2 oz. Venetian turpentine, 4 oz. shell-lac, 1^ oz. colophony, | oz. king's
yellow, ^ oz. mountain blue.

Gold — 4 oz. Venetian turpentine, 8 oz. shell-lac, 14 sheets of genuine leaf gold, ^
oz. bronze, ^ oz. magnesia with oil of turpentine.
SEA WATER. The following has been given as the average composition of

sea-water in 100 parts:

—

Chloride of sodium - - - - - - 2-50
Chloride of magnesium------ 0'35
Sulphate of magnesia 0"58
Carbonates of lime and of magnesia - - - 0'02
Sulphate of lime O'Ol

Dr. John Davy informs us that carbonate of lime is chiefly found in sea-water
near the coast. Dr. George Wilson proved the existence of fluorine in the waters of
the German Ocean, and Foret Lammr obtained it from sea-water collected near
Copenhagen

;
Malaguti and Durocher have detected silver in sea-salt, and Mr. Field

has shown that the copper sheathing of ships separates silver, in the process of time,
from the waters of the ocean.
Lead and copper have also been detected in sea-water, and in the ashes of some

marine plants. These metals are said to exist in the sea-water in the form of
chlorides, and to arise from the native sulphides of the metals by the action of the
chlorine in the water (?). See Water, Distiixed; Waters, Mineral.
SECRETAGE. A process in which mercury or some of its salts is employed to

impart to the fur of animals the property of felting, which they did not previously
possess. See Fur ; Mercury.
SEGGAR, or SAGGER, is the cylindric or oval case of fire-clay, in which fine

stoneware is enclosed while being baked in the kiln.
SEF.ENITE. Hydrated sulphate of lime. See Alabaster and Gypsum.
SELENIUM, from ^t\-fivr], the moon, is a peculiar principle, discovered by Berze-

liu8, in 1817. It occurs sparingly in combination with several metals, as lead, cobalt
T T 3
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copper, and quicksilver, in the IIarz,atTilkero<le; with copper and nWver (Eu/tairite)

in Sweden, with tellurium and hismuth in Norway, with tellurium and gold in

Siebenbiirgen, in several copper and iron pyrites, and with sulphur in the volcanic

products of the iiipari Islands. Selenium has been found likewise in a red sediment
which forms upon the bottoms of the lead chambers in which oil of vitriol has been
made from a peculiar pyrites, or pyt itous sulphur. The extraction of selenium from
that deposit is a very complex process.

Selenium, after being fused and slowly cooled, appears of a bluish-grey colour, with

a glistening surface ; but it is a reddish brown, and of metallic lustre when quickly

cooled. It is brittle, not very hard, and has little tendency to assume the crys-

talline state. Selenium is dark-red in powder, and transparent, with a ruby cast,

in thin scales. Its specific gravity is 4-30. It softens at the temperature of 176° F..

is of a pasty consistency at 212°, becomes liquid at a somewhat higher heat, forming
in close vessels dark-yellow vapours, which condense into black drops ; but in the air

the fumes have a cinnabar-red colour. See Ore's Dictionary of Chemistry.

SELTZER WATER. See Soda-water, and Wateks, Mineral.
SEMOULE. The name given in France to denote the large hard grains of wheat

flour retained in the bolting machine after the fine flour has been passed through its

meshes. The best semoule is obtained from the wheat of the southern parts of

Europe. With the semoule the fine white Parisian bread called yruau is baked.

Skilful millers contrive to produce a great proportion of semoule from the large-

grained wheat of Naples and Odessa.

Granular preparations of wheat deprived of bran are known in this country as

semolina, soujee, and manna-croup.

SENEGAL GUM. This gum is produced from the Acacia Senegal, a tree or

shrub found in Arabia and the interior of Africa. See Acacia.

SEPIA is a pigment prepared from a black juice secreted by certain glands of the

cuttle-fish, which the animal ejects to darken the water when it is pursued. One part

of it is capable of making 1000 parts of water nearly opaque. All the varieties of

this moUusca secrete the same juice ; but the Sepia officinalis, the Sepia ioligo, and

the Sepia tunicata, are chiefly sought after for making the pigment. The first, which

occurs abundantly in the Mediterranean, affords most colour; the sac contammg

it being extracted, the juice is to be dried as quickly as possible, because it runs

rapidly into putrefaction. Though insoluble in water, it is extremely diffusible

through it, and is very slowly deposited. Caustic alkalies dissolve the sepia, and turn it

brown ; but in proportion as the alkali becomes carbonated by exposure to air, the sepia

falls to the bottom of the vessel. Chlorine blanches it slowly. It consists of carbon

in an extremely divided state, along with albumine, gelatine, and phosphate of lime.

The dried native sepia is prepared for the painter, by first triturating it with a little

caustic lye, then adding more lye, boiling the liquid for half an hour, filtering, next

saturating the alkali with an acid, separating the precipitate, washing it with water,

and finally drying it with a gentle heat. The pigment is of a brown colour, and a

fine grain.
, , , , tt i /.u •/

SEPTARIA (from septum, a division), called anciently ludus Helmontti (the quoits

of Van Helmont, from their form), are calcareous concretions intersected by veins of

calc spar, which, when calcined and ground to powder, form an excellent hydraulic

cement. See Mortar, Hydraulic. They are calcareous mudstones, which appear

to have accumulated around decomposing animal and vegetable matter; and the veins

of calc spar are the result of a subsequent infiltration of water holdmg lime in solu-

tion into the cracks which were caused by the shrinking of the mass, durmg tue

process of solidification. „„„„i
From the regular arrangement of these cracks, which generally assume pentagonal

forms, resembling in appearance the divisions in the shell of a tortoise, septaria have

received the common name of turtle- stones or fossil tortoises. The turtle-stones

found in the Oxford Clay at Weymouth, when cut into slabs and pohshed fom very

handsome tables. The number of veins of calc spar, upon which their beauty

depends, renders these turtle-stones unfit for forming an hydraulic cement ^ conse-

quence of their furnishing too great a quantity of lime
^^J^" '^'"f;J^'LP'^^d off

for furnishing cement are dredged in large quantities m Chichester harbour, and ot^

the coast of Hampshire, and are also procured from "''^'•^^''^l^'Sheppy and severa

Dther places. A stratum of septarian stone, forming the Broad Bench on the coast

of Dorsetshire, affords an excellent cement, and is largely quarried.--H. W.
||-

SERPENTINE, is a mineral of the magnesian family, being a hydrated"e «

magnesia, composed of silicate 43 64, magnesia 43-35 water ^^ O^ =
'^j!-

^J*' in
is chiefly green, seldom of a uniform tint, but generally of several shades arranged in

dotted, striped, and clouded delineations. For this reason ,t has received tj^^e ^ne o'

serpentine (or ophiolite, from ophis, a serpent, and lithos, stone), from the tanciea
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resemblance which it bears to the skin of a serpent, both in colour and in Its spotted

or mottled arrangement. Specific gravity, 2-5 to 2-6. It is slightly unctuous to the

touch, scctilo, and tough ; and therefore easily cut into ornamental forms. It has

been divided into precious or noble serpentine, comprising the purer translucent and
massive varieties, with a rich olive-green colour, and common serpentine, or the opaque
varieties, forming extensive rock masses, like those of the Lizard in Cornwall,

of Anglesea, Portsoy in Banffshire, Unst and Fetlar in Shetland, and Zoblitz ia

Saxony.
Serpentine, though so soft as to be scratched by calcareous spar, and to be turned

in the lathe, takes a good polish, and forms a very beautiful ornamental stone. At
Zoblitz it has long been manufactured into a variety of articles, which find their way
all over Germany; and within the last few years works have been established in

Cornwall, where, by means of powerful machinery, it is made into columns, vases,

chimney-pieces, and other ornamental articles. The serpentine of Portsoy is also a
very beautiful stone, and was formerly exported for manufacturing into similar
objects. The Cornish Serpentine and Steatite were also sent to Bristol in consider-
able quantities, where they were formerly, but are no longer, used in the manufacture of
carbonate of magnesia. Serpentine is used with advantage for the backs of grates,
the lining of stoves and furnaces, and the bottoms of bakers' ovens.— H. W. B.
SESAMUM OIL, or TEEL OIL. See Oils.
SEWING MACHINES. The history of these ingenious inventions has been so

well told by Professor Willis, in his report on the machinery for woven fabrics of the
Paris Exhibition, that we do not hesitate to borrow from it.

At the Paris Exhibition in 1854, fourteen exhibitors came provided with sewing
machines. They were of different characters, and have been divided by Mr. Willis
into four classes.

Under the first class came the machines in which the needle is passed completely
through the stuff, as in hand working: "It is so natural, in the first attempts to make
an automatic imitation of handiwork, that the imitation shall be a slavish one, that we
need not be surprised to find the earlier machines contrived to grasp a common
needle, push it through the stuff, and pull it out on the other side."
Thomas Stone and James Henderson, and some others, patented machines of this

kind, which proved abortive. M. Heilmann exhibited an embroidering machine in
1834, in which " 150, more or less, of needles are made to work simultaneously, and
embroider each the same flower or device upon a piece of stuff or silk stretched in a
frame and guided by a pentagraph." See Embroidering Machine. Several em-
broidering machines have been from time to time introduced.
The second class of sewing machine was that known as the chain-stitch, or

" crochet." This is wrought by a so-called crochet needle, which terminates with a
hook; the needle is grasped by the opposite end, and the hook pushed through the
stuff, so as to catch hold of a thread below, and, being then withdrawn, brings with
It a small loop of the thread ; the hook of the needle retaining this loop is then re-
passed through the stuff at a short distance in advance of the former passage, catches
a new loop, and is again withdrawn, bringing with it the second loop, which thus
passes through the first. Such a series is called chain-stitch, and may be used either
to connect two pieces together, or as an embroidery stitch, for which it is well
adapted by its ornamental and braid-like appearance. M. Thimonnier patented in
183U the first machme of this character. M. Magnin was associated with Thimonnierm 1848 m a patent for improvements, and in 1851 it was exhibited in London.

In 1849 Morey and Johnson patented a sewing machine iu this country, in which a
needle with an eye near the point, perpendicular to the cloth, was combined with ahooked mstrument parallel to the cloth, for effecting the same purpose as the crochet
needle. Mr. Smger improved on this, and he introduced a contrivance by which
his machine forms a kind of knot at every eighth stitch.
The third class of sewing machines is wrought by two threads, and, as the stitch

produced by them is known in America as the vmil-bag stiich, it may be presumed itwas employed by the makers of that article before the introduction of the machine
In the usual mechanical arrangement for its production, a vertical needle, having the
eye very near the point, is constantly supplied with thread from a bobbin, and is
carried by a bar, which is capable of an up-and-down motion. The cloth being
placed below the needle, the latter descends, pierces it, and forms below it a small
loop, with the thread carried down by its eye. A small shuttle, which has a horizontalmotion beneath the cloth, is now caused to pass through this loop, carrying with it itsown thread. The needle rises, but the loop is retained by the shuttle thread TheCloth being next advanced through the space of a stitch, the needle descends again

resuSsSS " ""^.t '^^'^ ^r'; ^'^T '^P'"*"*^ ^^1°°^ «f the seam, it'results that the upper thread sends down a loop through such needle hole, and that
T T 4
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the lower thread passes through all these loops, and thus secures the work. The first

machine for producing this stitch was invented by Walter Hind, of New York, in

1834. Several patents for producing this stitch have been obtained. Howe's patent
was one of the most practical. Mr. Thomas of London became the possessor of

Howe's patent. This was improved; and a new patent obtained in June, 1840,
which was modified in December of that year. This machine has been extensively
used. This invention, says the patentee, consists in certain novel arrangements of
machinery, whereby fabrics of various textures may be sewn together in such a
manner as to produce a firm and lasting seam. By this invention a shuttle, when the
point of the needle has entered the cloth or other fabric under operation and formed
a loop of thread, passes through that loop and leaves a thread on the face of the cloth,

by which means the needle when it is withdrawn from the cloth, instead of drawing
buck the thread with it, leaves a tightened loop on the opposite side of the cloth to

that at which it entered. The fabric then passing forward to the distance of the

length of the stitch required is again pierced with the needle, and a stitch is in like

manner produced. A drawing of this machine is shown in fig. 1596, which will be

understood from the following description.

1596

1. The needle. Place the needle in the slide a, with its flat side towards the shuttle,

and the grooved side in front. Turn the wheel of the machine round till the line g on

the gun-metal slide is level with the line g on the iron cheek. Place the eye of

the needle level with the top of the shuttle box, and screw the needle fast.

2. If the eye is above the box when the marks correspond, the needle is too high

;

if the eye cannot be seen, the needle is too low.

The needle should pass down the centre of the hole in the shuttle box ; but if it

does not, it can be made to do so by bending.

4. The needle thread runs from the top of the reel, through the nngs b, c, and

through the eye of the needle.

5. The shuttle. It is necessary that the first coil of cotton be wound closely on the

bobbin, or it will be difficult to make it lie side by side like that on ordinary reels.

The reels should not be filled above the brass, and the cotton or silk should be free

from knots, which sometimes pull the wire out of the shuttle.

6 The thread must run from the under side of the bobbin, round the wire and out

through holes, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. If the thread is not tight enough, miss No. 3 and

let it come out through Nos. 4 or 5, or it may be drawn through five holes. Put

the shuttle in the box, turn the wheel round once, then pull the end of the needle

thread and draw up the shuttle thread through the hole m the plate. Place the

cloth under the mover, and the machine is ready for work. The proper time for

turning the work to sew a corner, &c., is when the spring at the top is lifted oft.

7. The length of stitch is regulated by the screw e at back of machine.

8. The tightness of the needle thread is regulated by the screw F.

9. The tightness of the shuttle thead is regulated by passing the thread througn

more or less holes. ... i » j v
U. The quantity of thread pulled off the reel for each stitch is regulated by tue
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position of the piece of brass b. The lower the hole at its end the greater the quan-

tity pulled o£F: -when the cloth is thick, more thread is used, and the end of the brass

B should be lowered ; when thin, raised. It should be in such a position that the

trumpet c is drawn nearly down to the pin on the slide when the shuttle passes

through the loop.

A patent was obtained by John Thomas Jones, of Glasgow, m February,

1859, for a sewing machine presenting many novelties and iraprovements. Mr.

Jones's patent well explains his machine, we therefore transfer his description to our

pages.

"The machine consists, under one modification, of an open frame, having a platform

top upon which the sewing or stitching operations are carried on. Beneath this plat-

form, and near one end of it, is a short transverse horizontal first motion shaft running

in bearings in the framing and carrying a long crank, a connecting rod from which is

jointed at its opposite end, directly to the shuttle driver or slide piece, working in a

horizontal guide recess beneath the opposite or front end of the platform or table.

The first motion shaft has also another and shorter crank upon it, the stud pin of which
is connected to the pin of the longer crank by an overhanging link piece, provision

being made for the adjustment of the relative positions of the two cranks as regards

their sequence of revolution. It is this shorter crank which actuates the needle move-
ment, the pin being entered into a differentially slotted or operated cam piece, forming
the pendent lower end of a bent lever, working on a stud centre, in the interior of the

overhead bracket or pillar arm of the framing. The centre on which this lever works
is in the horizontal part of the overhead bracket arm, and its opposite or free working
end has a rectangular slot in it to embrace a rectangular block of metal working
freely upon a lateral centre stud upon the vertical needle-carrying bar. In this way
the needle has imparted to it a differential reciprocatory vertical movement, the

peculiar connection of the needle bar with the actuating lever having the effect of
marking the needle in the most accurate manner, and preventing jarring and wear.
These are the whole of the primary movements for working the stitches, which may
be of various kinds, as made up from the combined action of the needle and shuttle,

or thread-carrier ; the form of the slotted piece or operated cam in the end of the
needle lever, being variable to suit any required peculiarity of needle movement, the
main elements of which are a direct up-and-down motion without a stop or rest, until

at the termination of the down stroke, when a short rise takes place, succeeded by a
rest to allow of the due looping and stitching of the thread. The feed of the fabric to
be sewed is effected by the operation of a short vertical lever piece with a cranked
and slotted lower end, where it is set on a fixed stud in the framing. This feed lever
has a roughened or toothed upper end, the teeth or asperities being set or inclined in
the direction of the fabric's traverse. After each stitching action, the feed lever being
lowered just beneath the operating level, is raised up so as to press firmly against the
under side of the fabric, and nip it between the stationary spring pressed above.
This elevation of the roughened face is effected by the traverse of the shuttle-
carrier, which at its back stroke comes against the inclined tail of a short horizontal
lever set on a stud in the framing, and having its opposite bent end bearing against
the lower end of the feed lever, at the part where it is carried by its slot.upon the
holding stud. At the commencement of the return of the shuttle, an inclined piece
upon the shuttle carrier bears against a lateral stud upon one end of a short rocking
or oscillatory shaft set in bearings in the framing, the other end of the shaft having a
lever arm bearing against the side of the feed lever. In this way the feed lever is tra-
versed forward in its elevated position, carrying forward the fabric for the succeeding
stitch. The adjustment of the spring presser is effected bv an upper screw in the end of
the bracket arm ofthe framing, the lower end ofthe screw bearing upon a lateral pressing
piece which rests or abuts on the top end of a flattened helical spring upon the presser
bar. The latter can be set up clear out of work by means of a small cam lever set on a
stud m the stationary guide of the presser bar, the cam bearing against a lateral stud in
the bar, so that by setting the lever up or down, the cam is correspondingly turned,
and the lever set up or down, as required. The actual pressing or resisting foot of the
bar IS a bent piece of metal screwed on to the bar, and being thus removable to allow
of various forms of feet guides, or presser surface pieces, being put on to suit varieties
of forms of stitching.

This machine, or a modification of it, is available for working a duplex, or other
stitching action without involving further modification of the prime movers. In
working a duplex arrangement, two needles and two shuttles are used, each needle
and shuttle working independently, so as to allow of sewing in two different and in-
dependent lines with one set of actuating parts. To aid the shuttle action there is
attached to its side a flat curved blade spring, one end of which is free, but hookedmto a hole in the body of the shuttle. Thus, as the shuttle traverses forward the
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sewing thread is drawn beneath the hooked end portion of the spring,- so as to be

nipped against the shuttle. The thread is thus held, and the proper loop is secured

at the part immediately outside the nipped portion. With this arrangement the

needle can never work on the wrong side of the shuttle thread. Provision is also

made for securing an independent shuttle thread controller. This is a nipper or

retainer worked from any convenient part of the mechanism, but entirely independent

of the shuttle movement. This may be arranged in various ways, the object being

the variable and efficient control or retention of the thread, without interfering in

any way with the fixed and determined action of the shuttle. Instead of fixing a

horizontal shuttle race, or guide track, in the framing, the shuttle driver is itself

made the race or carrier, so as to secure both offices in one detail or arrangement.

A hook or finger, actuated by any convenient part of the movement, is also used

for retaining the needle thread for any desired time after being passed through the

fabric; this facilitates the movement or action of the needle bar. The shuttle race,

when one is used, is made quite independent of the machine, so that it can be changed

at any time to suit various sized shuttles by merely slipping in or taking out the part

Thie portion of the framing carrying the shuttle race is cast in one piece with the

main body of the platform, but the table or plate on which the stitching takes place

is a loose piece slotted down the m-iddle for the working movements, and fitted into

its position by pins cast upon it, and entered into corresponding recesses in the main

base.

There exists a fourth class of sewing machines, which produce more complex

stitches than the preceding. These are formed by sewing two threads, which mutually

interlace each other in chain stitch, so as to avoid the unravelling to which the

simple chain stitch is subject, and also are intended to meet an objection which is

urged against the shuttle stitch machines, on the ground that, as the shuttle must be

small to enable it to pass through the loop formed by the needle thread, so the bob-

bin carried by the shuttle can only obtain a moderate length of thread. Thus the

operation is stopped at short intervals to supply fresh bobbins to the shuttle. Several

patents have been obtained for compound chain stitch machines: two in America, in

1851 and 1852, by Grover and Baker ; another in 1852 by Avery ; and another by

M. Journaux Le Blond.
t

'

i i

Mr. Willis, in concluding his report, very justly remarks, " In Englantl, as in

France, all the most promising American patents have been repatented, and the use of

the machine appears to be slowly and gradually extending itself. The sewing ma-

chine is doubtless yet in its infancy ; but it has acquired so prominent a position, and

shown itself to be so useful, as to deserve the time and attention of able mechanists.

Its imperfections will therefore be, if possible, gradually removed, and it may take ite

place in the series of manufacturing mechanism as a most useful agent.

SHAFT in mininq, signifies a perpendicular or slightly inclined pit. See Mining.

SHAGREEN. (^Chagrin, Fr. and Germ.) The true oriental shagreen is essen-

tially different from all modifications of leather and parchment. It approaches tbe

latter somewhat, indeed, in its nature, since it consists of a dried skin not combined

with any tanning or foreign matter whatever. Its distinguishing characteristic is

having the grain or hair side covered over with small rough round specks or

^"^It i^ireptred from the skins of horses, wild asses, and camels; of strips cut along

the chine, from the neck towards the tail, apparently because this stronger and

Sfcker portion of the skin is best adapted to the operations about to be described

These fillets are to be steeped in water till the epidermis becomes loose, and the Jairs

easilv come away by the roots; after which they are to be stretched upon a board,

S dreS w7th the currier's fleshing-knife. They must be kept contmually moist,

and extenders cords^^^^^^^^^ to their edges, wifh the flesh side uppermost upon

The board Each strip now resembles a wet bladder, and is to be stretched m an

o^ptn'TquL wo?de?f?ame by means of strings tied to its edges, tm it be as smo^^^

and tense as a drum-head. For this purpose it must be moistened and extended irom

*The gr'iVortaiS the moist strip of skin must next be sprinkled over with

a kiSd of sec^d called which are to be ^'-^^ into its surface^^^^^^^^^^^^

The Els exposed to dry in the shade, with t^e seeds indented nto^.ts
^

u^^^^^^

after which it is freed from them by shaking u, and J'^^.'^^mg
upon its other s

a stick. The outside will be then horny, and pitted with small hollows corresponouig

to the shape and number of ihe seeds.
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In order to make the next process intelligible, we must advert to another analogous

and well-known operation. When we make impressions in fine-grained dry wood

with steel punches or letters of any kind, then plane away the wood till we come to

the level of the bottom of these impressions, afterwards steep the wood in water, the

condensed or punched points will swell above the surface, and place the letters in

relief. Snuff-boxes have been sometimes marked with prominent figures in this way.

Now shagreen is treated in a similar manner.

The strip of skin is stretched in an inclined plane, with its upper edge attached to

hooks and its under one loaded with weights, in which position it is thinned off with a

proper semi-luna knife, but not so much as to touch the bottom of the seed-pits or

depressions. By maceration in water, the skin is then made to swell, and the pits

become prominent over the surface which had been shaved. The swelling is com-
pleted by steeping the strips in a warm solution of soda, after which they are cleansed

by the action of salt brine, and then dyed.

In the East the following processes are pursued. Entirely white shagreen is

obtained by imbuing the skin with a solution of alum, covering it with the dough
made with Turkey wheat, and after a time washing this away with a solution of alum.

The strips are now rubbed with grease or suet, to diminish their rigidity, then worked
carefully in hot water, curried with a blunt knife, and afterwards dried. They are

dyed red with decoction of cochineal or kermes, and green with fine copper filings

and sal ammoniac, the solution of this salt being first applied, then the filings being
strewed upon the skin, which must be rolled up and loaded with weights for some
time; blue is given with indigo, quicklime, soda, and honey; and black, with galls

and copperas.

Shagreen is also prepared from the skin of the shark.

SHALE, or SLATE-CLAY, is an important stratiform member of the coal-
measures. See Coal.
SHAMOY, or CHAMOIS LEATHER. See Leather.
SHAWL MANUFACTURE. Shawls were originally, and still continue to be

woven in the centre of India, from the fine silky wool of the Thibet goat ; and the
most precious of them still come from Cashmere. The wool is beautifully rich and
soft to the touch, and is superior to the finest continental lamb's wool. It is also
divisible into qualities. In the admirable report on this subject, in the Jurors' Reports
of the Great Exhibition, it is remarked:— "The source from which this article has
sprung is well known to be the ancient and beautiful fabric of the valley of Kashmir,
where the excellence of the raw material stands to this day unrivalled, although its

manufacture has been, and still is, carefully prosecuted in many parts of the world.
The great beauty of the eastern tissue, considering the rudeness of the means of
machinery employed, as compared with those which are now available to the European
manufacturer, is a marvel in the eyes of the most experienced." The manufacture of
shawls was first begun in this country, at Norwich, by Mr. Barrow and Alderman
Watson, in 1784. They copied the Indian style, but the process was very slow, and
the result consequently costly. Mr. John Harvey, of Norwich, followed up the
enterprise with Piedmont silk warp and fine worsted shoot; but the designs were
darned by hand. It was not until ] 805 that a shawl was produced entirely by the
.loom at Norwich. In Paisley and Edinburgh the manufacture was introduced about
the same time. At Paisley the manufacture is still continued, especially the manu-
facture of shawls ofthe Indian pattern, from real Kashmir wool. In 1802, a manufacture
of shaws was commenced in Paris, and this led Jacquard to the invention of his loom
(see Jacquard Loom), with which now all kinds of shawls are woven. For the mode
of manufacture, the respective articles. Silk, Textixe Fabrics, and Weaving will
be sufficiently descriptive.

The varieties of shawls produced may be grouped as follows:
Woven shawls of India, or of Indian style, made in Europe.
Bar6ye shawls, made of wool, an imitation of shawls made in the Pyrenees bv the

peasantry of a place so called. ^ , j
-^^

Crape shawls, made of silk, in imitation of the Chinese fabrics.
Grenadines, made of silk of a peculiar twist.

_
Levantines and Albanians, made of silk and spun silk, to resemble the scarves wornm the Levant and Albania.
Chenille shawls

; a novel application of silk, frequently combined with cotton.
Chine shawls; a printed warp before weaving.
Woollen shawls

; ordinary kinds.
Tartan plaids. The manufacture of those appears to be very ancient In 1570an ancient Scottish manuscript gives a list of the colours of the plaids worn bv thedifferent clans. In 1747, the weaving of this distinctive dress was prohibited by Actof Parliament, and the grey shepherd-s mauds were made instead. In 1782 this Act
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•was repealed; but tartans did not become fashionable until the visit of George IV. to

Scotland, in 1822 ; after which, the Stirling fancy plaids began to be made. In 1828,

clan tartan shawls became fashionable, and the Galashiels weavers took up the trade.

Paisley commenced to weave these shawls about eighteen years since, and it has since

then extended to many other parts, both at home and in other countries.

SHEATHING OF SHIPS. For this purpose many different metals and metallic

alloys have been lately proposed. From a train of researches made by Dr. Ure for

an eminent copper company, a few years ago, upon various specimens of sheathing

which had been exposed upon ships during many voyages, it appeared that copper

containing a minute, but definite proportion of tin, was by far the most durable.

The process of coppering vessels, which has of late years been generally adopted

in order to protect their bottoms from the injurious effects of insects in hot countries,

and prevent the adherence of barnacles, &c., which greatly impede the progress of the

vessels, had been open to many objections; for not only was the prime cost of the

material very great, but the expense of rolling it into sheets, and the frequent renewal

of parts which had been injured during the voyage, made this copper covermg a

serious item in the expenses attendant upon fitting out ships.

In order to make this application of copper still more general. Sir Humphry Davy

turned his attention to the subject, and endeavoured to devise some method of counter-

acting the rapid oxidation which took place on its exposure to the sea water, as it was

rare for the copper bottom of a ship to last longer than five or six years. Experiment

proved to Sir H. Davy that if a portion of zinc were applied to the copper it would

by its electrical relations prevent the process of oxidation m the copper. A vessel

sheathed with copper and zinc plates was accordingly sent a voyage to a distant part of

the world, from whence it returned with its copper perfectly uninjured by the salt water,

but in as foul a state as if there had been no sheathing upon the bottom of the vessel.

The presence of the zinc had prevented the oxidation of the copper which was

necessary to resist the marine deposit. The problem, therefore, still remained to be

solved, whether any metallic composition could be found for the sheathing of ships

capable of preventing the bottom from fouling, and at the same time resisting the

process of oxidation.^ To the solution of this problem Mr. M^^^^'. ^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^f"

roUer at Birmingham, directed his attention, and commenced a series of e^Per^ents

whicb resulted in his taking out a patent in 1832. This invention slowly, but

Tteadny attracted the notice !f the shipping interest of the
--^^^J'

^"'l^,^^^

^
that in 1834, in the port of London, twenty ships were sheathed

JI^PJ'/^^

by Muntz-s patent process. The number gradually mcreased, until m 1843 there

were in the same port 257 vessels sheathed with the new composition The im-

proved metll sheathing was a mixture of copper and zinc, which was cheaper than

IZt ZTeeX worled, and lasted longer than the pure meta In the fpecificauon

nf Mr Muntz's oatent the nature of his invention is thus described
:
— i take tnat

auaUtv of copper known to the trade by the appellation of ' best selected copper,' and

?ha oua itv of zincTnown in England as ' foreign zinc,' and melt them together in the

prefer the alloy to consist of about 60 per cent, of copper to 40 percent.

li!frr"7»f»L' S^TSn Alston Moor aod .he Norther, .nines. A

-siV!sr-^sr;rZf.:T-er^^^

they have been removed. In this manner '"'-""y
"^^"^^^^".J^^u^^ rock, consisting of

SIENITE, or SYENITE, is a granular aggregated compounu
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felspar and hornblende, sometimes mixed -with a little quartz and mica. It takes its

name from the city of Syene, in the Thebaid, near the cataracts of the Nile, where

this rock abounds. It is an excellent building-stone, and was imported in large

quantities from Egypt by the Romans, for the architectural and statuary decorations

of their capital. Hornblende is the characteristic ingredient, and serves to distin-

quish sienite from granite, with which it has been sometimes confounded; though
the felspar, which is red, is the more abundant constituent. The Egyptian
Sienite, containing but little hornblende, with a good deal of quartz and mica,

approaches most nearly to granite. It is equally metalliferous with porphyry ; in

the island of Cyprus, it is rich in copper ; and in Hungary, it contains many valuable

gold and silver mines. Sienite forms a considerable part of the Criffle, a hill in

Galloway. The so called granites of Leicestershire more nearly approach sienites.

A careful study of the rocks of the Grooby, Markham, and Bardon Hill quarries, will

show a gradual change of the granitic rock through sienite, into a green stone por-
phyry. This stone is extensively used in the metropolis and other large towns for
" pitching " and paving.

SIENNA. Clay coloured by the peroxide of iron and manganese. It is known as
raw and burnt Sienna, according to the treatment it has received. It is a good
artists' colour.

SILESIAN LINENS. See Flax and Linen.
SILEX. Quartz, pure flint.

SILICA. SILICIC ACID. SiOl This substance exists nearly pure in rock
crystal, chalcedony, opal, agate, and many other minerals; and it is an important
constituent of a very large class.

It may be obtained perfectly pure by precipitation from any of its combinations.
Silicic acid forms a class of salts termed silicates, which are generally formed by
fusing silicic acid with the bases. Those silicates in which the acid predominates are
insoluble in water, and constitute the different varieties of glass. See Glass.

If soluble silica is ignited it is no longer soluble. This and several other pecu-
liarities prove that silica exists in two states.—See <7re's Dictionary of Chemistry.
Some curious natural deposits of silica are found in nature. Way has lately

discovered at Farnham large deposits of silica, in the condition in which it is
readily soluble in hot solutions of caustic potash, or soda. These beds are
situated at the base of the chalk formations, between the Upper Green Sand
and the Gault Clay. Mr. Way proposes to employ those beds as a convenient
source of silicate of lime for agricultural purposes. He found that a mixture of
slaked lime with the powdered rock, when made into a thin paste and left for some
weeks, is entirely converted into silicate of lime. The action is promoted by the
presence of 2 or 3 per cent, of carbonate of soda; the latter appearing to act as the
carrier between the silica and the lime. Similar deposits had been previously found
by Sauvage in the Department des Ardennes.

Siliceous deposits are often formed from warm springs. In the Island of Terceira
a deposit of this kind contains 77-05 of silicic acid. The hot springs of New Zealand
deposit a crust containing 75 of silica ; and some springs in the Azores leave precipi-
tated a stratum containing 67'6 of silica.

The Dinnas sand, Glamorganshire, is remarkable. Some samples are actually pure
sihca, and most of it gives 91-95 of silicic acid; the sand of Penderyn, in the same
county, givmg 94-05 silica. A similar deposit is found near Landudno, in North
Wales. See Stone, Artificial.
SILICATES. Compounds of silicic acid (silica, oxide of silicon or silicium),

with earthy, alkaline, or metallic bases. In mineralogical arrangements these have
been divided into anhydrous silicates, which include, as Dana classifies them the
augite section the garnet section, the mica section, the felspar section, and some
others

;
and the hydrous sihcates, which include the talc section, the serpentine section

the chlorite section, the calamine section, the dutholite, and others
'

An interesting paper on hydraulic cements has been submitted to the Academy of
Sciences by M. F. Kuhlmann, showing the advantage that may be derived from thecombination of silicates with mortars and cements in general, and especially with
those that are intended to resist the action of sea water. It is well known that the
hrst effect of water on cements is that of forming hydrates; after which a gradual
contraction takes place, producing a degree of hardness, which increases in pronor-

lir"" ""^^^ VT,'"''''""'!
^^"''^ '^^^^ sile'^ or alumina in the cementNow M. Kuhlmann has observed that if alumina or its silicate, or else magnesiaMThether caustic or carbonated, be kneaded into a paste with a solution of sililte ofpotash or soda the compounds resulting therefrom will bear a perfect resemblance tothe natural silicates, such as felspar, talcose slate, magnesite, &c., and wT byrepose and slow contraction, become hard and semi-transient resisting in a high
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degree the erosive effects of water. If slaked lime be added to the said compounds
they acquire the properties of hydraulic cements. M. Vicat, junr., having shown that

calcined magnesia added to a cement would resist the action of sulphate of magnesia,

M. Kuhlmann has endeavoured to turn this observation to account, by mixing cal-

cined dolomites (which contain magnesia) with mortar, containing the alkaline

silicates. This composition he finds very advantageous, since most of the salts con-

tained in sea water must contribute towards the preservation of such cements. In

fact, the chloride of magnesium, as well as the sulphate of magnesia, will be decom-
posed and form a layer of silicate of magnesia on the surface of the cement ; in the

same manner, the sulphate of lime must, being in contact with the silicate of potash

or soda, form a silicate of lime ; and all these silicates strongly resist the action of

sea water. As for sea salt, which is a chloride of sodium, M. Kuhlmann proves that,

in the proportion in which it exists in sea water, it will slowly decompose the silicate

of potash contained in the cement and leave the silex free. The compositions pro-

posed have therefore the singular property, not only of resisting the action of

sea water, but of actually becoming more insoluble the longer they are in contact

with it. A cement composed of 30 parts of rich lime, 50 of sand, 15 of un-

calcined clay, and 5 of powdered silicate of potash, is recommended by M. Kuhlmann
as having all the requisite hydraulic properties, especially for cisterns intended for

spring water. In marine constructions care should be taken to add an excess of

silicate to those portions of cement which are exposed to the immediate contact of

the sea.

SILICATISATION. The process of impregnating bodies with silica. See Stone,

Artificial ; and Stone, Preserving.
SILICON, or SILICIUM. The base of silica or flint. It was first obtained by

Berzelius in 1823. Silicon is obtained by heating the double fluoride of potassium

and silicon with sufiicient potassium to combine with the whole of the fluorine, and

afterwards washing the mass with cold water, until no alkaline reaction is observable,

then boiling with water to decompose any of the double fluoride which may not have

been acted upon, and finally washing the silicon perfectly with hot water.

Silicon is a dark brown powder, heavier than water, infusible before the blowpipe,

non-volatile, increasing in density when considerably heated. Silicon, boron, and

carbon exhibit great similarity.

SILK MANUFACTURE. {Fabrique de soie, Fr.; Seidenfabrih, Germ.) This

may be divided into two branches: 1. the production of raw silk ; 2. its filature and

preparation in the mill, for the purposes of the weaver. The threads, as spun by the

silk-worm, and wound up in its cocoon, are all twins, in consequence of the twin

orifice in the nose of the insect through which they are projected. These two

threads are laid parallel to each other, and are glued more or less evenly together by

a kind of glossy varnish, which also envelopes them, constituting nearly 25 per cent,

of their weight. Each ultimate filament measures about 5^ of an inch in average

fine silk, and the pair measures of course fully^ of an inch. In the raw silk, as

imported from Italy, France, China, &c., several of these twin filaments are slightly

twisted and agglutinated to form one thread, called single.

The specific gravity of silk is 1 300, water being 1 000, It is by far the most tena-

cious or the strongest of all textile fibres, a thread of it of a certain diameter being

nearly three times stronger than a thread of flax, and twice stronger than hemp.

Some varieties of silk are perfectly white, but the general colour in the native state is

a golden yellow. v *

The production of silk was unknown in Europe till the sixth century, when two

monks, who brought some eggs of the silkworm from China or India to Constanti-

nople, were encouraged to breed the insect, and cultivate its cocoons, by the Emperor

Justinian Several silk manufactures were in consequence established m Athens,

Thebes, and Corinth, not only for rearing the worm upon mulberry-leaves, but for

unwinding its cocoons, for twisting their filaments into stronger threads, and weaving

these into robes. The Venetians having then and long afterwards intimate conimer-

cial relations with the Greek empire, supplied the whole of western Europe with silk

goods, and derived great riches from the trade.
t>„i„,.,^„ „„a

About 1130, Roger II., king of Sicily, set up a silk manufacture at Palermo, and

another in Calabria, conducted by artisans whom he had seized and carried off as

prisoners of war in his expedition to the Holy Land. From these ^^"'^"t^.^'/'^^,^^^^!^

industry soon spread throughout Italy. It seems to have been
'"f

°duced into S am

at a very early period, by the Moors, particularly in Murca Cordova, ^^^1

The last town, indeed, possess_es a flourishing sdk trade when it wasjaken^ ^ter^

dinand in the

Milan, commenced,
began successfully to produce

n, indeed, possesses a flourishing silk trade when it was taken Dy r er-

15th cenlury. The French having b.en supplied with yorkn^eu from

^nced, in 1521, the silk manufacture ; but it was not 1.
1
1564 that they

fully to prodi^ce the silk itself, when Traucat, a working-gardener at
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Nismes, formed the first nursery of white mulberry -trees, and with such success, that

in a few years he was enabled to propagate them over many of the southern provinces

of France. Prior to this time, some French noblemen on their return from the con-

quest of Naples, had introduced a few silkworms with the mulberry into Dauphiny
;

but the business had not prospered in their hands. The mulberry plantations were

greatly encouraged by Henry IV. ; and since then they have been the source of most

beneficial employment to the French people. James I. was most solicitous to intro-

duce the breeding of silkworms into England, and in a speech from the throne he

earnestly recommended his subjects to plant mulberry-trees; but he totally failed in

the project This country does not seem to be well adapted for. this species of

husbandry, on account of the great prevalence of blighting east winds during the

months of April and May, when the worms require a plentiful supply of mulberry-

leaves. The manufacture of silk goods, however, made great progress during that

king's peaceful and pompous reign. In 1629 it had become so considerable in London
that the silk-throwsters of the city and suburbs were formed into a public corporation.

So early as 1661 they employed 40,000 persons. The revocation of the edict of

Nantes, in 1685, contributed in a remarkable manner to the increase of the English
silk trade, by the influx of a large colony of skilful French weavers, who settled in

Spitalfields. The great silk-throwing mill mounted at Derby, in 1719, also served to

promote the extension of this branch of manufacture; for soon afterwards, in the year
1730, the English silk goods bore a higher price in Italy than those made by the

Italians, according to the testimony of Keysler.

The silkworm, called by entomologists Phalcena bombyx mori, is, like its kindred
species, subject to four metamorphoses. The egg, fostered by the genial warmth of
spring, sends forth a caterpillar, which, in its progressive enlargement, casts its skin

either three or four times, according to the variety of the insect. Having acquired its

full size in the course of 25 or 30 days, and ceasing to eat during the remainder
of its life, it begins to discharge a viscid secretion, in the form of pulpy twin
filaments, from its nose, which harden in the air. These threads are instinctively

coiled into an ovoid nest round itself, called a cocoon, which serves as a defence
against living enemies and changes of temperature. Here it soon changes into the
chrysalis or nymph state, in which it lies swaddled, as it were, for about 15 or 20
days. Then it bursts its cearments, and comes forth furnished with appropriate
wings, antennae, and feet, for living in its new element, the atmosphere. The male and
the female moths couple together at this time, and terminate their union by a speedy
death, their whole existence being limited to two months. The cocoons are com-
pletly formed in the course of three or four days ; the finest being reserved as seed
worms. From these cocoons, after an interval of 18 or 20 days, the moth makes its

appearance, perforating its tomb by knocking with its head against one end of the
cocoon, after softening it with saliva, and thus rendering the filaments more easily
torn asunder by its claws. Such moths or aurelias are collected and placed upon a
piece of soft cloth, where they couple and lay their eggs.
The eggs, or grains as they are usually termed, are enveloped in a liquid which

causes them to adhere to the piece of cloth or paper on which the female lays them.
From this glue they are readily freed, by dipping them in cold water, and wiping
them dry. They are best preserved in the ovum state at a temperature of about 55'= F.
If the heat of spring advances rapidly in April, it must not be suffered to act on the
eggs, otherwise it might hatch the caterpillars long before the mulberry has sent forth
Its leaves to nourish them. Another reason for keeping back their incubation is, that
they may be hatched together in large broods, and not by small numbers in succes-
sion. The eggs are made up into small packets, of an ounce, or somewhat more,
which in the south of France are generally attached to the girdles of the women
during the day, and placed under their pillows at night. They are, of course care-
fully examined from time to time. In large establishments, they are placed in an
appropriate stove-room, where they are exposed to a temperature gradually increased
till It reaches the 86th degree of Fahrenheit's scale, which temperature it must not
exceed. Aided by this heat, nature completes her mysterious work of incubation in
eight or ten days. The teeming eggs are now covered with a sheet of paper pierced
with numerous holes, about one-twelfth of an inch in diameter. Through these
apertures the new-hatched worms creep upwards instinctively, to get at the tender
mulberry leaves strewed over the paper.
The nursery where the worms are reared, is called by the French a magnaniere ; it

ought to be a well-aired chamber, free from damp, excess of cold or heat, rats and
other vermin. It should be ventilated occasionally, to purify the atmosphere from
the noisome emanations produced by the excrements of the caterpillars and the decayed
leaves. The scaffolding of the wicker-work shelves should be substantial ; and thev
should be from 15 to 18 inches apart. A separate small apartment should be allotted
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to the sickly worms. Immediately before each moulting, the appetite of the worms
begins to flag ; it ceases altogether at that period of cutaneous metamorphosLs, but
revives speedily after the skin is fairly cast, because the internal parts of the animal
are thereby allowed freely to develope themselves. At the end of the second age,
the worms are half an inch long ; and should then be transferred from the small room
in which they were first hatched, into the proper apartment where they are to be
brought to maturity and set to spin their balls. On occasion of changing their abode,
they must be well cleansed from the litter, laid upon beds of fresh leaves, and supplied
with an abundance of food every six hours in succession. In shifting their bed, a
piece of network being laid over the wicker plates, and covered with leaves, the
worms will creep up over them; when they may be transferred in a body upon the

net. The litter, as well as the sickly worms, may thus be readily removed, without
handling a single healthy one. After the third age, they may be fed with entire leaves;

because they are now exceedingly voracious, and must not be subsequently stinted in

their diet. The exposure of chloride of lime, spread thin upon plates, to the air of the

magnaniere, has been found useful in counteracting the tendency which sometimes
appears of an epidemic disease among the silkworms, from the fetid exhalations of

the dead and dying.

When they have ceased to eat, either in the fourth or fifth age, according to the

variety of the bombyx, and when they display the spinning instinct by crawling up

among the twigs of heath, &c., they are not long in beginning to construct their

cocoons, by throwing the thread in ditferent directions, so as to form the floss,

filoselle, or outer open network, which constitutes the bourre or silk for carding and

spinning.

The cocoons destined for filature, must not be allowed to remain for many days

with the worms alive within them ; for should the chrysalis have leisure to grow

mature or come out, the filaments at one end would be cut through, and thus lose

almost all their value. It is therefore necessary to extinguish the life of the animal

by heat, which is done either by exposing the cocoons for a few days to sunshine, by

placing them in a hot oven, or in the steam of boiling water. A heat of 202° F. is

sufiicient for effecting this purpose, and it may be best administered by plunging tin

cases filled with the cocoons into water heated to that pitch,

80 pounds French (88 Eng.) of cocoons, are the average produce from one ounce

of eggs, or 100 from an ounce and a quarter; but M. Folzer of ALsace obtained

no less than 16.5 pounds. The silk obtained from a cocoon is from 750 to 1150 feet

long. The varnish by which the coils are glued slightly together, is soluble in warm

water. ...
The silk husbandry, as it may be called, is completed in France withm six weeks

from the end of AprH, and thus affords the most rapid of agricultural returns,

requiring merely the advance of a little capital for the purchase of the leaf. In buymg

up cocoons, and in the filature, indeed, capital may be often laid out to great advan-

tao-e. The most hazardous period in the process of breeding the worms, is at the

third and fourth moulting ; for upon the sixth day of the third age, and the seventh day

of the fourth, they in general eat nothing at all. On the first day of the fourth age,

the worms proceeding from one ounce of eggs will, according to Bonafons, consume

upon an average twenty-three pounds and a quarter of mulberry leaves; on the first

of the fifth age, they will consume forty-two pounds ; on the sixth day of the same

age, they acquire their maximum voracity, devouring no less than 223 pounds. l<rom

this date their appetite continually decreases, till on the tenth day of this age they

consume onlv fifty-six pounds. The space which they occupy upon the wicker

tables, being at their birth only nine feet square, becomes eventually 239 teet. in

general, the more food they consume the more silk will they produce.
^ -

^

A mulberry-tree is valued, in Provence, at from 6rf. to lOrf.; it is planted out of the

nursery at four years of age ; it is begun to be stripped in the fifth year, and affords

an increasing crop of leaves till the twentieth. It yields from 1 ^wt. to 30 cwt. ot

leaves, according to its magnitude and mode of cultivation. One ounce of silkworm

eggs is worth in France about 2 J francs ; it requires for its due development into

cocoons about 15 cwt. of mulberry leaves, which cost upon an average 3 francs per

cwt. in a favourable season. One ounce of eggs is calculated as I have said to pro

duce from 80 to 100 pounds of cocoons, of the value of 1 fr. 25 centimes V^^ Vo.nA

or 125 francs in the whole. About 8 pounds of reeled raw silk, worth 18 trancsa

pound, are obtained from these 100 pounds of cocoons.

There are three denominations of raw silk; viz., ^^S^}^^'''^^ i^''''''^^^''llZlS^
and floss. Organzine serves for the warp of the best silk ^^up, ami

^ ^/f^^^^^^^^^^

'

twisted; tram is made usually from inferior silk, and is very ^I'ftly twisted ." order

that it ^ay spread more, and cover better in the weft; floss, or
^"^^^^^^^'^^ ^ame

shorter broken silk, which is carded and spun like cotton. Organzme ana trame
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may contain from 3 to 30 twin filaments of the worm ; the former possesses a double

twist, the component filaments being first twisted in one direction, and the compound
thread in the opposite ; the latter receives merely a slender single twist. Each twin

filament gradually diminishes in thickness and strength, from the surface of the

cocoon, where the animal begins its work in a state of vigour, to the centre, where it

finishes it, in a state of debility and exhaustion; because it can receive no food from
the moment of its beginning to spin by spouting forth its silky substance. The
winder is attentive to this progressive attenuation, and introduces the commencement
of some cocoons to compensate for the termination of others. The quality of raw
silk depends, therefore, very much upon the skill and care bestowed upon its filature.

The quality of the raw silk is determined by first winding off 400 ells of it, equal

to 475 metres, round a drum one ell in circumference, and then weighing that

length. The weight is expressed in grains, 24 of which constitute one denier ; 24
deniers constitute one ounce ; and 1 6 ounces make one pound, poids de marc. This is

the Lyons rule for valuing silk. The weight of a thread of raw silk 400 ells long,

is two grains and a half, when five twin filaments have been reeled and associated
together.

Raw silk is so absorbent of moisture, that it may be increased ten per cent, in

weight by this means. This property has led to falsifications ; which are detected
by enclosing weighed portions of the suspected silk in a wire-cloth cage, and exposing
it to a stove-heat of about 78° F. for 24 hours, with a current of air. The loss of
weight which it thereby undergoes, demonstrates the amount of the fraud. There is

an office in Lyons called the Condition, where this assay is made, and by the report of
which the silk is bought and sold. The law of France requires, that all the silk
tried by the Condition must be worked up into fabrics in that country.

Switzerland.
_
There are silk-stuff factories in the canton of Bale : but the trade of

this town lies in the manufacture of silk ribbons. In this and the neighbouring
canton of Bale -Champagne there are about 4,000 looms, which give emplo3-ment
to 16,000 workmen as weavers, dyers, &c. Manual labour is extremely cheap,
enabling the manufacturer to sell at a very low rate. The principal part of the
manufacturers of this canton employ their own capital, and have not to surmount
those difficulties and disadvantages inseparable from the employment of borrowed
capital. The medium annual produce of the manufactures of Bale is about 20,000,000
of francs, part of \yhich is imported into most European countries, America, and the
colonies. The principal articles of manufacture are plain taffeta, ribbons, plain
satm, and figured ribbons : in all these articles, Bale mantains an incontestable
superiority.

_
The silk trade in Switzerland has grown and prospered without the aid of protec-

tive duties, and it is a remarkable fact that the difficulties occasioned by the high
prohibitive customs, instead of being prejudicial, have been of advantage, by increas-
ing the active genius and emulation of the manufacturers, and inducing them to seek
more distant and more favourable outlets for their goods. The morality, activity,
and commercial knowledge of the Swiss may be considered the basis of their successm this most important branch of trade.
The production of silk is conducted on the most important scale in the Lombardo-

V enetian btates
; next m order of importance comes the Tyrol : the same business

IS also carried on in the military frontier, Gorz and Gradiska, and also in Tstriii and
ineste, in Dalmatia and south of Hungary. Trials have likewise been made in Lower

annually
Carniola. The productions of cocoons amount on an average

{nwf' : : to 250,000 cwt.

The tToi - - : : : : :. : 'fziThe other provinces
12000

Or, in round numbers, 500,000 cwt.
'

" ^90,000 cwt.

The cocoons are prepared at the reeling establishment into raw silk. From theresu t of inquiries, It would appear that Lombardy comprises 3,060 reeling establish-

''^l^-^'l
^P'-l^P^^P'*^' without taking into calculatk n ?he sma ferestablishments, which are not included in this enumeration. The entire Droduotinnamounts to 2,512,000 Vienna lbs.; and since 12 lbs; of cocoons ylSHW awMlk there are required for this aggregate of raw silk 300,400 cwt. of cocoons tZquantity of cocoons required in excess of the qu.autity produced an exce« n. i

no,OOO^cwt., is covered by the production of tie Ven^.^an ^^^vinTestS^^^

Vol. nr. U U
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Within the province of Venice, the reeling establishments are pretty numerous,
but of less extent. The nearest approximation in reference to this matter is

obtained by taking the extent of the production at one-half of that in Lombardy.
The remainder of the cocoons produced in the province undergo further preparation

in Lombardy, and partly in the Tyrol also, -whilst a portion of those obtained in

Gorz and Gradiska, as well as in Istria, are prepared in Venetian reeling establish-

ments.
The number and the performance of the reeling machines in the Tyrol are accurately

known. In the year 1848 South Tyrol contained 559 of such reeling establishments.

These employed 13,000 hands, and turned out 265,700 lbs. of raw silk from 31,900
Vienna cwt. of cocoons. The supply of cocoons required beyond that furnished by
the production of the country was drawn from the Venetian provinces.

The reeling establishments in the remaining provinces produce conjointly from
10,000 cwt. of cocoons 75,000 Vienna lbs. of raw silk.

The whole production of raw silk obtained in the Austrian monarchy is about

4,108,700, and the waste about 716,400 lbs. The number of working hands em-
ployed in the reeling establishments is not less than 160,000 (or if their term of

occupation be reduced to 270 days in the year, 30,000 only). Besides the products

already enumerated, about 900 cwt. of cocoons are annually imported into Lombardy,
principally from Switzerland and the neighbouring Italian States, and are prepared

in the Lombardy reeling establishments. The quantity of silk produced is thus in-

creased to an aggregate of 4,116,200 lbs.

The raw silk undergoes further preparation in the throwing mills, but the whole

mass of the production is not thus worked up within the monarchy, for the exports

of raw silk are found considerably to exceed the imports. On an average of the

five years 1843 to 1847, the annual imports with Austria were 110,000 Vienna lbs.

of raw silk (through Venice, Switzerland, and the adjacent Italian States), whilst

70,000 lbs. of this commodity were exported, for the most part to Switzerland, the

adjacent, states of Italy, and Southern Germany. Hence it results that a balance of

raw silk, amounting to 589.000 lbs., have been taken off by foreign consumption, and

that the other 3,518,800 Vienna lbs. are retained by the Austrian monarchy, and

more than two-thirds thereof are worked up in Lombardy. In 1817, that province

reckoned 500 throwing mills, with 1,239,000 spindles ; and of these 702,100 were for

spinning, and 507,209 for twisting. In the throwing mills themselves, 12,000 hands

were employed (namely. 4,400 men, 5,500 women, and 2.100 children), and, moreover,

there were occupied 31,800 female winders. The production yielded was 989,000

Vienna lbs. of tram, and 1,189,700 lbs. of thrown silk; for this aggregate of

production 2,256,200 lbs. of raw silk were used. The floss silk was to the weight of

76,000 lbs.
. . . c

The working of the throwing mills of Venice produced, m proportion to those ot

Lombardy, almost similar results to those above indicated in reference to the reeling

establishments ;
only the production of tram greatly preponderates. The number of

persons employed in the throwing mills, both within and without doors, were 20,000;

their production was above 960,000 Vienna lbs., and the consumption of raw silk by

the conversion into this quantity was 1,009,000 lbs., giving waste (floss) to the amount

°^There'are^'(1851) in the Tyrol 55 throwing mills, with 125,047 spindles; 85,583

of which latter are for spinning, and 39,464 for twisting. In these mills .500

men and 1,200 women and children are employed. The production there, including

that of the smaller throwing mills, which give occupation to 500 workmen, amount

to 220,400 Vienna lbs. of thrown silk, for which 231,400 Vienna lbs. of raw silk

have to be worked up, „ ,. ^ .,

Of the remainder of the raw silk (23,200 lbs.) about 14,000 lbs. are distributed

through the other southern provinces, and the remaining 9,200 lbs. appropriated to

'^^

ThiS^ w? find a resulting total of production equal to 3,374,000 Vienna lbs. of

^^In'^he Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, for January, 1837, there are two

very valuable papers upon silkworms; the first, upon those of Assam, by Mr. Ihomas

Hugon' stationed at Nowgong ; the second, by Dr^Heifer, upon those wh,ch are

indigenous to India. Besides the Bombyx mori, the Doctor enumerates the following

even species, formerly unknown 1. The wild silkworm of the antral prov nces

a moth not larger than the Bombyx mori 2. The Jorec silkworm of Assam

religiosa, which spins a cocoon of a fine filament, with much lustre. " hves upon

the pipul tree {Ficus religiosa), which abounds m India and ought therefore to oe

turned to account in breeding this valuable moth. 3. Saturma
"^''^f

habits the Cassia mountains in Silhet and Dacca, where its large cocoons are spun
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into sillt. 4. A still larger Saturnia, one of the greatest moths in existence, measur-

ing ten inches from the one end of the wing to the other ; observed by Mr. Grant,

in Chirra Punjee. 5. Saturnia paphia, or the Tusseh silkworm, is the most common
of the native species, and furnishes the cloth usually worn by Europeans in India.

It has not hitherto been domesticated, but millions of its cocoons are annually collected

in the jungles, and brought to the silk factories near Calcutta and Bhagelpur. It

feeds most commonly on the hair-tree (Zizi/pkusjujuba), but it prefers the Termina-
lia alata, or Assam tree, and the JBombax heptaphyllum. It is called Kontkuri movga,
in Assam. 6. Another Saturnia, from the neighbourhood of Comercolly. 7. Sa-
turnia Assamensis, with a cocoon of yellow-brown colour, different from all others,

called mooga, in Assam
;
which, although it can be reared in houses, thrives best in

the open air upon trees, of which seven different kinds afford it food. The Mazan-
koory mooga, which feeds on the Adakoory tree, produces a fine silk, which is nearly
•white, and fetches 50 per cent, more than the fawn-coloured. The trees of the first

year's growth produce by far the most valuable cocoons. The mooga which inhabits
the soom-tree, is found principally in the forests of the plains, and in the villages.

The tree grows to a large size, and yields three crops of leaves in the year. The
silk is of a light fawn colour, and ranks next in value to the Mazankoory. There
are generally five breeds of mooga worms in the year

; 1, in January and February
;

2, in May and June
; 3, in June and July

; 4, in August and September
; 5, in

October ; the first and last being the most valuable.
The Assamese select for breeding, such cocoons only as have been begun to be

formed in the largest number on the same day, usually the second or third after the
commencement ; those which contain males being distinguishable by a more pointed
end. They are put in a closed basket suspended from the roof ; the moths, as they
come forth, having room to move about, after a day, the females (known only by
their large body) are taken out, and tied to small wisps of thatching-straw, selected
always from over the hearth, its darkened colour being thought more acceptable to
the insect. If out of a batch, there should be but few males, the wisps with the
females tied to them are exposed outside at night ; and the males thrown away in the
neighbourhood find their way to them. These wisps are hung upon a string tied
across the roof, to keep them from vermin. The eggs laid after the first three days
are said to produce weak worms. The wisps are taken out morning and evening,
and exposed to the sunshine, and in ten days after being laid, a few of them are
hatched. The wisps being then hung up to the tree, the young worms find their way
to the leaves. The ants, whose bite is fatal to the worm in its early stages are de-
stroyed by rubbing the trunk of the tree with molasses, and tying dead fish and
toads to It, to attract these rapacious insects in large numbers, when they are destroyed
with fire

;
a process which needs to be repeated several times. The ground under

the trees IS also well cleared, to render it easy to pick up and replace the worms
which fall down. They are prevented from coming to the ground by tyino- fresh
plantam-leaves round the trunk, over whose slippery surface they cannot craw! ; and
they are transferred from exhausted trees to fresh ones, on bamboo platters tied tolong poles. The worms require to be constantly watched and protected from the de-
predations of both day and night birds, as well as rats and other vermin. During theirmoultmgs, they remain on the branches; but when about beginning to spin thev

fnT.i°J" v.^ l"^'''
'^"PP^'^ plantain-leaves, are there collected

L r.Jf • '7 ? put under bunches of dry leaves, suspended fromhe roof, into which the worms crawl, and form their cocoons -several being clus-tered together
:

this accident, due to the practice of crowding the worms tofeSerwhich is most injudicious, rendering it impossible to wind off their silk in continuousthreads as in the filatures of Italy. France, and even Bengal, the irkTsTSorespun like flax, instead of being unwound in single filaments After four Lys the

f,2Zr:Ttri ll'ffA^i^- the rest are uncoiled fcotaduration of a breed varies from 60 to 70 days;' divided i'nto the fdlowrng periods'-
Four moultings, with one day's illness attending each - . onFrom fourth moulting to beginning of cocoon - . . I \n
In the cocoon 20, as a moth 6, hatching of eggs 10 - . '35

66
On being tapped with the finger, the body renders a hollow sound ; the oualitv ofwhich shows whether they have come down for want of leaves on the tiL nr

their having ceased feeding. '
°° ^"^ ^^^om

As the chrysalis is not soon killed by exposure to the snn fha
on stages, covered up with leaves, and Jx posed to tthoTAT^rZ T ""hunder them

:
they are next boiled for aboi/an hour in a solution of the %7..l'nZl
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from incinerated rice-stalks ; then taken out, and laid on cloth folded over them

to keep them warm. The floss being removed by hand, they are then thrown into

a basin of hot -water to be unwound ; which is done iu a very rude and wasteful

way.
The plantations for the mooga silkworm in Lower Assam, amount to 5000 acres,

besides what the forests contain ; and yield 1500 maunds of 84 lbs. each per annum.

Upper Assam is more productive.

The cocoon of the Koutkuri mooga is of the size of a fowl's egg. It is a wild species,

and affords filaments much valued for fishing-lines. See Silkworm Gdt.

8. The Arrindy, or Eria worm, and moth, is reared over a great part of Hin-

dustan, but entirely within doors. It is fed principally on the Hera, or Palma

christi leaves, and gives sometimes 12 broods of spun silk in the course of a year.

It affords a fibre which looks rough at first ; but when woven becomes soft and silky,

after repeated washings. The poorest people are clothed with stuff made of it, which

is so durable as to descend from mother to daughter. The cocoons are put in a

closed basket, and hung up in the house, out of reach of rais and insects. When the

moths come forth, they are allowed to' move about in the basket for twenty-four hours;

after which the females are tied to long reeds or canes, twenty or twenty-five to each,

and these are hung up in the house. The eggs laid the first three days, amount-

ing to about 200, alone are kept ; they are tied up in a cloth, and suspended to the

roof till a few begin to hatch. These eggs are white, and of the size of tumip-seed.

When a few of the worms are hatched, the cloths are put on small bamboo platters

hung up in the house, in which they are fed with tender leaves. After the second

moulting, they are removed to bunches of leaves suspended above the ground, beneath

which a mat is laid to receive them when they fall. When they cease to feed, they

are thrown into baskets full of dry leaves, among wliich they form their cocoons,

two or three being often joined together. Upon this injudicious practice I have

already animadverted.
, , , -n i ^

9. The Saturnia trifenestrata, has a yellow cocoon of a remarkable silky lustre, it

lives on the sonm-tree in Assam, but seems not to he much used.

The mechanism of the silk filature, as lately improved in France, is very ingenious.

Fias 1597 and 1598 exhibit it in plan and longitudinal view, a is an oblong copper

basin containing water heated by a stove or by steam. It is usually divided by

transverse partitions into several compartments, containing 20 cocoons of which

there are five in one group, as shown in the figure, b.b, are wires with hooks or

eyelets at their ends, through which the filaments run, apart, and are kept from

ravelling, c, c, the points where the filaments cross and rub each other, on purpose

to clean their surfaces, d is a spiral groove, working upon a pin pomt, to give the

traverse motion alternately to right and left, whereby the thread is spread evenly

over Se Turface of the reel e. fff, are the pulleys, which by means of cords transmit

the rotatory movement of the cylinder d to the reel e ^^Sn
for liehteLg or slackening th^^^^^^^^

^trge fitture ISs^fsuaCa se^s of

ruct'-rLrarr-abr^aifss^^L
may, by means of the tumbler lever, be stopped at pleasure The reeier

to remove any slight adhesions, by the application of a brush in the progress

work.
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The expense of reeUng the excellent Cevennes silk is only 3 francs and 50 centimes

per Alais pound; from 4 to 5 cocoons going to one thread. That pound is 92 hun-
dredths of our avoirdupois pound. In Italy, the cost of reeling silk is much higher,

being 7 Italian livres per pound, -when 3 to 4 cocoons go to the formation of one
thread ; and 6 livres when there are from 4 to 5 cocoons. The first of these raw
silks will have a litre of 20 to 24 deniers ; the last, of 24 to 28. If 5 to 6 cocoons go
to one thread, the titre will be from 26 to 32 deniers, according to the quality of the
cocoons. The Italian livre is worth 7^d. English. The woman employed at the
kettle receives one livre and five sous per day ; and the girl who turns the reel gets
thirteen sous a day ; both receiving board and lodging in addition. In June, July,
and August, they work 16 hours a day, and then they wind a rubo or ten pounds
weight of cocoons, which yield from l-5th to 1-Gth of silk, when the quality of good.
The whole expenses amount to from 6 to 7 livres upon every ten pounds of cocoons

;

which is about 2s. 8c?. per English pound of raw silk.

The raw silk, as imported into this country in hanks from the filatures, requires to
be regularly wound upon bobbins, doubled, twisted, and reeled in our silk mills.
These processes are called throwing silk, and their proprietors are called silk ihroivsters

;

terms probably derived from the appearance of swinging or tossing which the silk
threads exhibit during their rapid movements among the machinery of the mills.

It was in Manchester that throw ing-mills received the greatest improvement upon
the ancient Italian plan, which had been originally introduced into this country by
Sir Thomas Lombe, and erected at Derby. That improvement is chiefly due to the
eminent factory engineers, Messrs. Fairbairn and Lillie, who transferred to silk the
elegant mechanism of the throstle, so well known in the cotton trade. Still, throughout
the silk districts of France the throwing mills are generally small, not many of them
turning off more than 1000 pounds of organzine per annum, and not involving .500u/.
of capital.

_
The average price of throwing organzine in that country, where the

throwster is not answerable for loss, is 7 francs ; of throwing trame, from 4 fr. to 5 fr.
(per kilogramme ?) Where the throwster is accountable for loss, the price is from*
10 fr. to 11 fr. for organzine, and from 6 to 7 for trame. In Italy, throwing adds
3x. 9d. to the price of raw silk, upon an average. 1 should imagine, from the perfec-
tion and speed of the silk-throwing machinery in this counlry, as about to be described,
that the cost of converting a pound of raw silk either into organzine or trame must be
considerably under any of the above sums.

1599

SILK-THUOWING MILL.

The first process to which the silk is subjected, is winding the skeins
off upon bobbins. The mechanism which effects this winding off and <

ir V n

!, as imported,
on, is techni-
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cally called the engine, or swift. The bobbins to which the silk is transferred, are

wooden cylinders, of such thickness as may not injure the silk by sudden flexure, and
which may also receive a great length of thread without having their diameter

materially increased, or their surface velocity changed. Fi(j. 1599 is an end view of

the silk-throwing machine, or engine, in which the two large hexagonal reels, called

swifts, are seen in section, as well as the table between them, to which the bobbins

and impelling mechanism are attached. The skeins are put upon these reels, from
which the silk is gradually unwound by the traction of the revolving bobbins. One
principal object of attention, is to distribute the thread over the length of the bobbin-

cylinder in a spiral or oblique direction, so that the end of the slender semi-transparent

thread may be readily found when it breaks. As the bobbins revolve with uniform

velocity, they would soon wind on too fast, were their diameters so small at first as to

become greatly thicker when they are tilled. They are therefore made large, are

not covered thick, but are frequently changed. The motion is communicated to that

end of the engine shown in the figure.

The wooden table a, shown here in cross section, is sometimes of great length,

extending 20 feet, or more, according to the size of the apartment. Upon this the

skeins are laid out. It is supported by the two strong slanting legs B, b, to which the

bearings of the light reel c are made fast. These reels are called swifts, apparently

by the same etymological casuistry as lucus a non lucendo; for they turn with reluctant

and irregular slowness ; yet they do their work much quicker than any of the old

apparatus, and in this respect may deserve their name. At every eighth or tenth leg

there is a projecting horizontal piece d, which carries at its end another horizontal

bar a, called the knee rail, at right angles to the former. This protects the slender

reels or swifts from the knees of the operatives.

These swifts have a strong wooden shaft b, with an iron axis passing longitudinally

through it, round which they revolve, in brass bearings fixed near to the middle of

the legs B. Upon the middle of the shaft b, a loose ring is hung, shown under c, in

fig. 1 600 to which a light weight d, is suspended, for imparting friction to the reel,

and thus preventing it from turning round, unless it be drawn with a gentle force,

such as the traction of the thread in the act of winding upon the bobbin.

F4g. 1600 is a front view of the engine. b,b, are the legs, placed at their appro-

priate distances (scale 1^ inch to the foot) ; c, c, are the swifts. By companng figs.

1599 and 1600 the structure of the swifts will be fully understood. From the wooden

shaft b, six slender wooden (or iron) spokes e, e, proceed, at equal angles to each other;

E

JX
which are bound together by a cord/, near their

fr^^^^.f^V'JLtLTr'^^^^
of which cord, the silk thread is wound in a hexagonal form

;
dt.et^«

to the circumferential cord.s, by sliding them otit from the centre. Sltndoi wooacn roa
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E IS

ich are

1601

are set between each pair of spokes, to stay them, and to keep the cord tight,

one of the two horizontal shafts, placed upon each side of the engine, to whicii am
affixed a number of light iron pulleys g,g (shown on a double scale mfig. 1601). These

serve, by friction, to drive the bobbins which rest upon their peripheries.

To the table A,^gr. 1599, are screwed the light cast-iron slot bearings, i, i, wherein

the horizontal spindles or skewers rest, upon which the bobbins revolve. The spindles

(see F, Jig. 1603) carry

upon one end a little

wooden pulley h, whereby
they press and revolve

upon the larger driving

pulleys g, of the shaft e.

These pulleys are called

stars by our workmen.
The other ends of the

spindles, or skewers, are

cut into screws, for attach-

ing the swivel nuts i {fig. 1603), by which the bobbins K, K, are made fast to their
respective spindles. Besides the slots, above described, in which the spindles rest when
their friction pulleys,

_^

1602

h, are in contact with

the moving stars g,

there is another set

of slots in the bear-

ings, into which the

ends of the spindles

may be occasionally

laid, so as to be above
the line of contact of

the rubbing peri-

phery of the star g,
in case the thread of
any bobbin breaks.
Whenever the girl has mended the thread, she replaces the bobbin-spindle in its
deeper slot bearmgs, thereby bringing its pulley once more into contact with the star
and causmg it to revolve.
G is a long ruler or bar of wood, which is supported upon every eighth or twelfth

leg B, B. ( t he figure bemg, for convenience of the page, contracted in length, shows
It at every sixth leg.) To the edge of that bar the smooth glass rods are made
fast, oyer which the threads glide from the swifts, in their way to the bobbins, h istne guide bar, which has a slow traverse or see!=aw motion, sliding in slots at the ton
ot the legs B, where they support the bars G. Upon the guide bar h, the guide pieces
/, I, are made fast. These consist of two narrow, thin, upright plates of iron, placed
endwise together, their contiguous edges being smooth, parallel, and capable ofapproximation to any degree by a screw, so as to increase or diminish at pleasure theordinary width of the vertical slit that separates them. Through this slit the silkthread must pass, and, if rough or knotty, will be either cleaned or broken : in thelatter case, it is neatly mended by the attendant girl.

" e
,
in tne

nf tir™°V °' P'^""'" °^ ^"^^"^ given as follows. Upon the endof the machine, represented in ^9. 1599, there
F " ena

are attached to the shafts e {fig. I6OO) the
bevel wheels — j « —

1
• ^ .

1 and 2, which are set in motion
bevel wheels 3 and 4, respectively.

1604 i

r

1605

by the

These latter wheels are fixed upon the shaft
m, fig. 1599; m is moved by the main steam
shaft which runs parallel to it, and at the
same height through the length of the engine
apartment, so as to drive the whole range of
the machines. 5 is a loose wheel or pulley
upon the shaft wi, working in gear with a -

1 -
1

wheel upon the steam shaft, and which maybe connected by the clutch n throueh thehand lever or geanng rod oC/;^.. 1599 and I6O0), when theLgbe is to be seraUvork
^ive thftr

""^
'^'^ ^'^'^^ '^'^ ^'"d ^heel 7. is dr ven, n order to

in an eccentric hole of the same boss, another stud,
u u

revolves, upon
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which the little wheel s, is fixed. This wheel s is in gear with a pinion cut upon the

end of the fixed stud p; and upon it is screwed the little crank t, whose collar is

connected by two rods u (Jigs. 1599 and 1600), to a cross-piece v, which unites the

two arms lo, that are fixed upon the guide bar h, on both sides of the machine. By
the revolution of wheel 7, the wheel s will cause the pinion of the fixed stud p to turn

round. If that wheel bear to the pinion the proportion of 4 to 1, then the wheel s will

make, at each revolution of the vrheel 7, one-fourth of a revolution
; whereby the crank

t will also rotate through one fourth of a turn, so as to be brought nearer to the centre

of the stud, and to draw the guide bar so much less to one side of its mean position.

At the next revolution of wheel 7, the crank t will move through another quadrant,

and come still nearer to the central position, drawing the guide bars still less aside, and
therefore causing the bobbins to wind on more thread in their middle than towards

their ends. The contrary efi"ect would ensue, were the guide bars moved by a single or

simple crank. After four revolutions of the wheel 7, the crank / will stand once more
as shown in fig. 1 60.5, having moved the bar h through the whole extent of its traverse.

The bobbins, when filled, have the appearance represented in fig. 1606; the thread

having been laid on them all the time in diagonal lines, so as never to coincide with

each other.

Doubling is the next operation of the silk throwster. In this process, the threads of

two or three of the bobbins, filled as above, are wound together in contact upon a

single bobbin. An ingenious device is here employed to stop the winding-on the

moment that one of these parallel threads happens to break. Instead of the swifts or

reels, a creel is here mounted for receiving the bobbins from the former machine, two

or three being placed in one line over each other, according as the threads are to be

doubled or trebled. Though this machine is in many respects like the engine, it has

some additional parts, whereby the bobbins are set at rest, as above mentioned, when

one of the doubling threads gets broken.

Fig. 1607 is an end view, from which it will be perceived that the machine is, like

the preceding, a double one, with two working sides.

Fig. 1608 is a front view of a considerable portion of the machine.

Fig. 1 609 shows part of a cross section, to explain minutely the mode of winding

upon a single bobbin.

Fig. 1611 istheplanof the parts shown in /sr. 1609; these two figures bemg drawn

to double the scale otfigs. 1607 and 1608.

A, A, figs. 1607 and 1608 are the end frames, connected at their tops by a wooden

stretcher, or bar-beam, a, which extends through the whole length of the machine ;

this bar is shown also in figs. 1609 and 1611.

B, B, are the creels upon each side of the machine, or bobbin bearers, resting upon

wooden beams or boards, made fast to the arms or brackets c, about the middle of the

D, D, are two horizontal iron shafts, which pervade the whole machine, and carry a

series of light movable pulleys, called stars, c,c (figs. 1609, 1611),_which serve to drive

the bobbins, E, E, whose fixed pulleys rest upon their peripheries, and are therefore
— . .-• Snivel nuts, e, e, upon

spindles, as in the silk

engine. Besides the

small friction pulley

or boss, d, seen best in

fig.
by which

they rest upon the

star pulleys c, c, a little

ratchet wheel/, is at-

tached to the other

end of each bobbin.

This is also shown by

itself at /, in fig.
1610.

The spindles with

their bobbins revolve

in two slot-bearings f,

F, fig. 1611, screwed

to the bar-beam a,

which is supported by

two or three interme-

diate upright frames,

such as a'. The slot-

bearings F, have also

a second slot, in which

turned simply by friction. These bobbins are screwed by
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the spindle with the bobbin is laid at rest, out of contact of the star wheel, -while its

broken thread is being mended, g is the guide bar (to which the cleaner slit pieces jr,

<7, are attached), for making the thread traverse to the right and the left for its
proper distribution over the surface of the bobbin. The guide bar of the doubling
machine IS moved with a slower traverse than in the engine

; otherwise, in consequence
ot the difierent obliquities of the paths, the single threads would be readily broken
h h,is a pair of smooth rods of iron or brass, placed parallel to each of the two sides
ot the machine, and made fast to the standards h, h, which are screwed to brackets
projecting from the frames a, a'. Over these rods the silk threads glide, in their
passage to the guide wires g, g, and the bobbins E, e.

I, I, IS the lever board upon each side of the machine, upon which the slight brass
bearings or fulcrums i, i one for each bobbin in the creel, are made fast. This board
he^vs ihe balance-lever k, I, with the fallers n, n, n, which act as dexterous fingers; andstop the bobbin from windmg-on the instant a thread may chance to break. The levers
fc,l, swing upon a fine wire axis, which passes through their props i, i, their arms beine

aJnff/r*"]f '^r"" ^'^S heavier than thfarm /t, naturally rests upon the & i. c

ridge bar m, of the lever board 1609
^

I. n, n, n, are three wires,
"

resting at one of their ends
upon the axis of the fulcrum
i, i, and having each of their
other hooked ends suspended
by one of the silk threads, as
it passes over the front steel
rod h, and under h'. These
faller wires, or stop fingers, are
guided truly in their up-and-
down motions with the thread,
by a cleaner-plate o, having
a vertical slit in its middle.
ITetice, whenever any thread
happens to break, in" its way
to a windiijg-on bobbin e, the ^
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1611

•where pulley d touches the star wheel c, into the right-hand upper slot of repose, she
must now shift it into its slot of rotation.

The motions are given to the douhling
machine in a very simple way. Upon
the end of the frame, represented./?^. 1607,

the shafts d, d, hear two spur wheels 1

and 2, which work into each other. To
the wheel 1, is attached the bevel wheel

3, driven by another bevel wheel 4 (fig.

1608), fixed to a shaft that extends the

whole length of the apartment, and
serves, therefore to drive a whole range

of machines. The wheel 4 may be put

in gear with the shaft, by a clutch and
gear-handle, as in the silk engine, and

tliereby it drives two shafts, by the one

transmitting its movement to the other.

The traverse motion of the guide bar

G, is effected as follows:—Upon one of

the shafts d there is a bevel wheel .5, driving the bevel wheel 6, upon the top of the

upright shaft p (fig. 1608, to the right of the middle); whence the motion is trans-

mitted to the horizontal shaft q, below, by means of the bevel wheels 7 and 8. Upon

this shaft a, there is a heart-wheel r, working against a roller which is fixed to the end

of the lever s, whose fulcrum is at t, fig. 1607. The other end of the lever is con-

nected by two rods (shown by dotted lines in^i^. 1608) to a brass piece which joins

the arms M ( fig. 1 608), of the guide bars g. To the same cross piece a cord is attached,

which goes over a roller v, and suspends a weight w by means of which the lever s,

is pressed into contact with the heart-wheel r. The fulcrum ^, of the lever*, is a

shaft which is turned somewhat eccentric, and has a very slow rotatory motion.

Thus the guide bar, after each traverse, necessarily wmds the silk m variable lines

to the side of the preceding threads. „ „ . tt v • * i

The motion is given to this shaft in the following way.
_

Upon the horizontal shaft

a th4e^s a bevefwheel g (figs. 1607 and 1608). which drives the wheel 10 upon the

shSt a: on whose upper end, the worm y works in the wheel 11, made fast to the

safd eccentric shaft < ; round which the lever s, swings or oscillates, causing the guide

bars to traverse.
spinning silk-mm.—The ma-

chine which twists the silk threads,

either in their single or doubled state,

is called the spinning mill. When the

raw singles are first twisted in one

direction, next doubled, and then

twisted together in the opposite

direction, an exceedingly wiry,

compact thread, is produced, called

organzine. In the spinning mill,

either the singles or the doubled

silk, while being unwound from one

set of bobbins, and wound upon

another set, is subjected to a regular

twisting operation ; in which process

the thread is conducted as usual

through guides, and coiled diagonally

upon the bobbins by a proper me-

chanism, . ,

Fig. 1612 exhibits an end view ot

the spinning mill; in which four

working lines are shown; two tiers

upon each side, one above the other.

Some spinning mills have three

working tiers upon each side; but

as the highest tier must be reachea

by a ladder or platform, this con-

struction is considered by many to

be injudicious. .

FiQ. 1613, is a front view, where,

as in the former figure, the two

working lines are shown.

1612
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Fiy. 1C14, is a cross section of a part of the machine, to illustrate the construction

and play of the working parts; figs. 1620, 1621, are other views of^^. 1614.

Fig. 1615, shows a single part of the machine, by which the bobbins are made to

revolve.

Figs. 1615, and 1617, show a different mode of giving the traverse to the guide
bars, than that represented in fig. 1614.

Figs. 1618, and 1619, show the shape of the full bobbins, produced by the action of
these two ditferent traverse motions.

The upper part of the machine being exactly the same as the under part, it will be
sufficient to explain the construction and operation of one of them.

A, A, are the end upright frames or standards, between which are two or three
intermediate standards, according to the length of the machine. They are all
connected at their sides by beams b and c, which extend tbe whole length of the
machines, d, d, are the spindles, whose top bearings a, a, are made fast to the beams
B, and their bottoms turn in hard brass steps, fixed to the bar c. These two bars
together are called by the workmen the spindle box. The standards A, a, are bound
with cross bars n, n.

_

c c, are the wharves or whorls, turned by a band from 'the horizontal tin cylinderm the hnesof E, E,fig. 1613, lying in the middle line between the two parallel rows of
spmc les D, D. F F are the bobbins containing the untwisted double silk, which are
simply pressed down upon the taper end of the spindles, d, d are little flyers, or
forked wings of wire, attached to washers of wood, which revolve loose upon the tops
of the said bobbins f, and round the spindles. One of the wings is sometimes bent
upwards, to serve as a guide to the silk, as shown by dotted lines infig. 1614 e e are
pieces of wood pressed upon the tops of the spindles, to prevent the flyers from startin"-
off by the centrifugal force, o arc horizontal shafts bearing a number of little spurwheels// ii are slot bearings, similar to those of the doubling.machine which are
fixed to the end and middle frames. In these slots, the light square cast-iron shafts or
spindles g,ftg. 1602, are laid, on whose end the spur wheel h is cast; and when the
shaft g lies in the front slot of its bearing, it is in gear with the wheel f, upon the

j^^lR12
^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

'^^ ^»

Upon these little cast-iron shafts or spindles g,fig. 1616, the bobbins or blocks i, arethrust, for receiving by winding-on the twisted or spun silk. These blocks are madeof u large diameter, m order that the silk fibres may not be too much bent; and"hey
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are but slightly filled at each successive charge, lest, by increasing their diameter

too much, they sbouUl produce too rapid an increase in the rate of winding,
with proportional diminution in the twist, and
risk of stretching or tearing the silk. They
are therefore the more frequently changed, k, k,

are the guide bars, with the guides i, i, through
which the silk passes, being drawn by the re-

volving bobbins I, and delivered or laid on by the

flyers d, d, from the rotatory twisting-bobbins

F. The operation of the machine is therefore

simple, and the motions are given to the parts

in a manner equally so.

Upon the shaft of the tin cylinder or drum,
exterior to the frame, the usual fast and loose

pulleys or riggers, l, l', are mounted, for driving

the whole machine. These riggers are often

called steam-pulleys by the workmen, from
their being connected by bauds with the steam-

driven shaft of the factory. In order to allow

the riggers upon the shafts of the upper and the

under drums to be driven from the same pulley

upon the main shaft, the axis of the under drum
is prolonged at L, l', and supported at its end,

directly from the floor, by an upright bearing.

Upon the shafts of the tin cylinders there is also

a fly-wheel m, to equalise the motion. Upon the.

other ends of these shafts, namely, at the end

of the spinning-mill, represented m jig. 1612, the

pinions 1, are fixed, which drive the wheels 3,

by means of the intermediate or carrier wheel,

2, called also the plate wheel, from its being

hollowed somewhat like a trencher. 1 is called

the change-pinion, because it is changed for

another of a different size and different number

of teeth, when a change in the velocity of

wheels 2 and 3 is to be made. To allow a

greater or smaller pinion to be applied at 1, the

wheel 2 is mounted upon a stud k, which is

movable in a slot concentric with the axis of the

wheel 3. This slot is a branch from the cross

bar N The smaller the change-pinion is, the nearer will the stud k approach to the

vertical line joining the centres of wheels 1 and 3; and the more slowly will the plate

wheel 2 be driven. To the spur wheel 3, a bevel wheel 4, is fixed, with which the

other also revolves loose upon a stud. The bevel wheel 5, upon the shaft /, is driven

by the bevel wheel 4; and it communicates motion, by the bevel wheels 6 and 7, to

each of the horizontal shafts g, g, extending along the upper and under tiers of the

machine. At the left-hand side of the top part o{fg. 1613, the two wheels 6 and 7

are omitted, on purpose to show the bearings of the shaft G, as also the slot-bearmgs

for carrying the shafts or skewers of the bobbins.

If it be desired to communicate twist in the opposite direction to that which would

be eiven by the actual arrangement of the wheels, it is necessary merely to transpose
o the carrier wheel 2, rrom

its present position on the

right hand of pinion I, to

the left of it, and to drive

the tin cylinder by a

crossed or close strap, in-

stead of a straight or open

one.
.

The traverse motion ot

the guide is given here m
a similar way to that of the

engine (fig. 1599). Near

one of the middle or cross-

frames of the machuie (see

Jig. 1614), the wheel ./; m

of the block-shafts, drives also a spur ^vl.eel

bevel wheel n, in gear with tDegear with a spur wheel h, upon one

that revolves upon a stud, to which v Vx el is fixed a
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hevel wheel o. To wheel o, the same mechanism is attached as was described under

fi/s. 1612, and 1613, and which is here marked with the same letters.

'I'o the crank-knob r,Jig. 1614, a rod x, is attached, which moves or traverses the

guide-bar belonging to that part of the machine: to each machine one such apparatus

is fitted. In Jiys. 1615, and 1617, another mode of traversing the guide-bar is shown,
which is generally used for the coarser qualities of silk. Near to one of the middle
frames, one of the wheels f, in gear with the spur-wheel m, and the bevel-wheel n,

both revolving on one stud, gives motion also to the wheel o, fixed upon a shaft

a', at whose other end the elliptical wheel b' is fixed, which drives a second
elliptical wheel c', in such a way that the larger diameter
in gear with the smaller diameter of the other ; the teeth being
so cut as to take into each other in all positions. The crank-
piece d' is screwed upon the face of the wheel c', at such a
distance from its centre as may be necessary to give the de-

sired length of traverse motion to the guide-bar, for laying
the silk spirally upon the blocks. The purpose of the elliptical

wheel is to modify the simple crank motion, whic h would wind on more silk at the
ends of the bobbins than in their middle, and to effect an equality of winding on over

1620

II 1

the whole surface

of the blocks. In

fig. 1620, the el-

liptical wheels are
shown in front,

to illustrate their

mode ofoperating
upon each other.

Fig. 1618, is a
block filled by the
motion of the eccentric. Jig. 1614; and fg. 1619, is a block filled by the elliptical
mechanism. As the length of the motions of the bar in the latter construction

remains the same during the whole operation, the sillc, as it is

wound on the blocKs, will slide over the edges, and thereby
produce the flat ends of the barrel in fig. 1618. The conical
ends of the block (fig. 1619) are produced by the continually
shortened motions of the guide-bar, as the stud approaches in
its sun-and-planet I'otation, nearer to the general centre.

Figs. 1620, 1621, are two different views of the differential
mechanism described under ^z^-. 1614.

The bent wire
X, fig. 1614, is

called the guide
iron. It is at-

tached at one end
to the pivot of

the sun-and-planet wheel-work t, s, o, and at the other to the guide- bar fif, fig.
1613. The silk threads pass through the guides, as already explained. By the
motion communicated to the guide-bar {guider), the diamond-pattern is produced, as
shown in 1618.

Thk Silk Automatic Reel.

In this machine, the silk is unwound from the blocks of the throwing-mill, and
formed into hanks for the market. The blocks being of a large size, would be
productive of much friction, if made to revolve upon skewers thrust through them,
and would cause frequent breakage of the silk. They are, therefore, set with their
axes upright upon a board, and the silk is drawn from their surface, just as the weft
is from a cop in the shuttle. On this account the previous winding-on must be exe-
cuted in a very regular manner; and preferably as represented mfig. 1618.

Fig. 1622, is a front view of the reel; little more than one half of it being shown.
Fig. 1 623, is an end view. Hei-e the steam-pulleys are omitted, for fear of obstruct-

mg the view of the more essential parts, a, a, are the two end framings, connected
by mahogany stretchers, which form the table b, for receiving the bobbins c, c, which
are sometimes weighted at top with a lump of lead to prevent their tumbling, d is
the reel consisting of four long laths of wood, which are fixed upon iron frames
attached to an octagonal wooden shaft. The arm which sustains one of these laths is
capable of bemg bent inwards by loosening a tightening hook, so as to permit the
hanks, when finished, to be taken off, as in every common reel.
The machine consists of two equal parts coupled together at a, to facilitate the
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removal of the silk from either half of the reel; the attendant first lifting the one part

and then the other, e, is the guide bar, which by a traverse motion causes the silk

i> 1622

3 1

to be -wound on in a cross direction, h and c, are the wire guides, and d are little

levers lying upon the cloth-covered guide bar e. The silk in its way from the block

to the reel, passes under these levers, by which it is cleaned from loose fibres.

On the other end of the shaft of the reel, the spur-wheel 1 is fixed, which derives

motion from wheel 2, attached to the shaft of the steam pulley f. Upon the same

shaft there is a bevel-wheel 3, which impels the wheel 4 upon the shaft e; to whose

end a plate is attached, to which the crank/ is screwed, in such a way as to give the

proper length of traverse motion to the guide

bar E, connected to that crank or eccentric

stud by the jointed rod g. Upon the shaft of the

steam-pulleys F, there is a worm or endless screw,

to the left of/,^s'- 1622, which works in a wheel

5, attached to the short upright shaft h {fig. 1 623).

At the end of h, there is another worm, which

works in a wheel, 6; at whose circumference

there is a stud, i, which strikes once at every

revolution against an arm attached to a bell,

seen to the left, g; thus announcing to the reel-

tenter that a measured length of silk has been

wound upon her reel, e, is a rod or handle, by

which the fork I, with the strap, may be moved

upon the fast or loose pulley, so as to set on or

arrest the motion at pleasure.
_

Throwsters submit their silk to scouring and

steaming processes. They soak the han^s, as

imported, in lukewarm soap-water m a tub; but

the bobbins of the twisted single silk from the

spinning mill are enclosed within a wooden chest

and exposed to the opening action of steam tor

about ien minutes. They are then inamersed m

a cistern of warm water, from which they aic

transferred to the doubling frame.

The wages of the work-people m the sUK-

throwing mills of Italy are about one li^alf ot

their wages in Manchester ; but this difference
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Chester ; and of about 100 in the mills of Derby. The power employed in the other

silk mills of England and Scotland has not been recorded.

There is a peculiar kind of silk called mai about, containing generally three threads,

' made from the white Novi raw silk. From its whiteness, it takes the most lively and

delicate colours without the discharge of its gum. After being made into tram by
the single twist upon the spinning mill, it is reeled into hanks, and sent to the dyer

without further preparation. After being dyed, the throwster re-winds and re-twists

I it upon the spinning mill, in order to give it the whipcord hardness which constitutes

I the peculiar feature of marabout. The cost of the raw Novi silk is 19s. 6cf. a pound

;

of throwing it into tram, 2s. 6c?.; of dyeing, 2s.; of re-winding and re-twisting, after

it has been dyed, about 5s. ; of waste, 2s., or 10 per cent.; the total of which sum is

31.?.; being the price of one pound of marabout in 1832.

Dr. Ure published in the former editions of this Dictionary a chemical examination
of some Indian silks ; this inquiry brought out some curious facts, showing that the

silks had been impregnated with earthy and other matters in India ; but as possibly

the conditions leading to this inquiry have entirely passed away, the statement is not
preserved.

At present the United Kingdom draws its supply of the raw material for manufac-

I

tare principally from the East Indies ; and France, Italy, Turkey, and China, also
supply a considerable amount. Ten years since, the annual imports for home con-
sumption amounted to the large sum of 4,734,755 lbs.

In 1857, the enormous quantity of 12,077,931 lbs. of silk in its several conditions
of raw, -waste, and thrown, was imported into this country. The manufacture em-
ploys upwards of 33,000 individuals, and is carried on in above 300 silk factories.

The following represents the condition of our Import and Export trade in silk of
five years, commencing with 1854:

—

Imports.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857. 1858.

Silk, Raw
— Thrown -

— Manufactures of

Europe

:

Broad stuffs -

Ribbons

11)8.

7,535,407

1,021,832

273,830

398,719

lbs.

6,618,862

929,897

276,326

353,771

lbs.

7,383,672

853,015

270,097

463,780

Ihs.

12,077,931

640,936

231,895

375,890

lbs.

6,277,576

358,269

309,925

383,619

— Of India, con-
sisting of ban-
dannas, co-

rahs, choppas,
Tussore cloths,

romals, and
taffeties

Pieces.

496,459
Pieces.

480,675
Pieces.

601,461
Pieces.

370,225
Pieces.

207,081

Computed Real Value of the above Imports.

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857. 1858.

Silk, Raw
— Thrown -

— Manufactures of

Europe

:

Broad stuffs -

Ribbons
— Manufactures of

India, as above

£
5,321,432

1,132,925

491,334

1,136,140

306,237

£
4,584,733

908,571

509,183

975,003

313,285

£
7.289,730

1,206,415

500,577

1,229,793

401,645

£
13,143,839

1,084,728

425,024
963,269

265,314

£
5,661,387

449,189

553,330

986,531

132,652
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Exports.

Declared Heal Value of Silk and British Sil/i Manufactures Exported,

1854. 1855. 1856. 1857. 1858.

£ £ £ £ £
Silk, Thrown - 185,220 209,936 907,480 769,897 563,002— Twist or yarn - 280,596 231,815 295,919 316,722 227,399
Silk manufactures

:

Stuffs and ribbons of

silk only 035,93 L 499,810 773,389 803,502 602,578
Other kinds 590,633 582,782 985,268 999,708 703,321

Total of silk manu-
factures 1,692,380 1,524,343 2,962,056 . 2,889,829 2,096,300

Details of Silk Imports in 1858.

Indian,— Knubs, husks, and waste

Raw - - - -

Thrown - - -

Trame - - -

Organzine or crape -

Thrown, dyed -

Millinery - - -

Dresses - - - -

India corahs, &c.

China crape shawls -

China damask -

Pongees - - - -

Pongee handkerchiefs

Of Europe,—Broad stuffs

Gauze or crape -

Velvet - - -

With foundation of cotton

Sundry articles

Ribbons -

Fancy silk net

Tulle - - - -

Plush - - -

Black plush for hats

Parasols and umbrellas

Damask of silk and wool

cwts.

lbs.

- number

pieces

lbs.

yards

pieces

lbs.

number
lbs.

16,765

6,277,576
11,205

16,591

310,561

20,216

7,307

576
207,081

23,917

9,926

2,948

13,476

277,163
8,348

23,765
650

4,981

383,619

5,725

121

1,913

134,107

2,135

21,024

Sundry manufuctures entered at value

Details of British Silk Manufactures Exported in 1858

Computed real value.

£
219,115

5,661,387

11,275

20,895

382,156

33,762

10,079

2,880

132,665

62,328

2,729

3,970

12,099

554,157
26,220

72,121

842

11,084

986,533

15,266

323
2,940

93,137
534

7,359

189,795

Silk only.

Stuffs and ribbons -

Lace _ - - -

Stockings _ - -

Hosiery, entered at value -

Fringes, &c. „
Sewing silk -

Silk and cotton stuffs -

„ stockings

„ hosiery at value

„ fringes „

Silk and worsted stuffs -

„ stockings -

„ hosiery at value

„ millinery

dresses

number
yards
doz. pair

lbs.

doz. pair

lbs.

doz. pair

number

Computed rpal value

£

490,079 602,578

620.739 28,606

4,383 6,315
- 21,264
- 259.449

19,674 15,516

249,400 116,436

158 160

4,566
- 156,882

224,452 90,991

127 ISO
2,9.56

381 634

23 115
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Indian and European manufactures are not included in these exports.

SILKWORM GUT, for angling, is made as follows:—Select a number of the best

1624

? \ \

J.

and largest silkworms, just when they

are beginning to spin ; which is known
by their refusing to eat, and having a

fine silk thread hanging from their

mouths. Immerse them in strong vi-

negar, and cover them closely for twelve

hours, if the weather be warm, but two

or three hours longer, if it be cool.

When taken out, and pulled asunder,

two transparent guts will be observed,

of a yellow green colour, as thick as a

small straw, bent double. The rest of

the entrails resembles boiled spinage,

and therefore can occasion no mistake

as to the silk-gut. If this be soft, or

break upon stretching it, it is a proof

that the worm has not been long enough
under the influence of the vinegar. When the gut is fit to draw out, the one end of

it is to be dipped into the vinegar, and the other end is to be stretched gently to the

proper length. When thus drawn out, it must be kept extended on a thin piece

of board, by putting its extremities into slits in the end of the wood, or fastening them
to pins, and then exposed in the sun to dry. Thus genuine silk-gut is made in Spain.

From the manner in which it is dried, the ends are always more or less compressed
or attenuated. Fig. 1624, a, is the silkworm

;
h, the worm torn asunder ; c, c, the guts ;

d, d, a board slit at the ends, with the gut to dry
; /,/, boards with wooden pegs, for

the same purpose.

SIIiVER (Argent, Fr. ; Silber, Germ.) was formerly called a perfect metal, because
heat alone revived its oxide, and because it could pass unchanged through trials

by fire, which apparently destroyed most other metals. The distinctions, perfect, im-
perfect, and noble, are now justly rejected. The bodies of this class are all equal in
metallic nature, each being endowed merely with different relations to other forms
of matter, which serve to characterise it, and to give it a peculiar value.
When pure and planished, silver is the brightest of the metals. Its specific gravity

in the ingot is 10'47
;
but, when condensed under the hammer or in the coining press,

it becomes 10-6. It melts at a bright red heat, at a temperature estimated by some as
equal to 1280° Fahr., and by others to 22° Wedgewood. It is exceedingly malleablfe
and ductile ; affording leaves not more than jooooo °^ an inch thick, and wire far finer
than a human hair.

By Sickingen's experiments, its tenacity is, to that of gold and platinum, as the
number 19, 15, and 26^; so that it has an intermediate strength between these two
metals. Pure atmospheric air does not affect silver, but that of houses impregnated
with sulphuretted hydrogen, soon tarnishes it with a film of brown sulphide. It is
distinguished chemically from gold and platinum by its ready solubility in nitric acid,
and from almost all other metals, by its saline solutions affording a curdy precipitate
with a most minute quantity of sea salt or any soluble chloride.

Silver occurs in nature under many forms:

—

1. Native silver possesses most of the above properties
; yet, on account of its being

more or less alloyed with other metals, it differs a little in malleability, lustre,
density, &c. It sometimes occurs crystallised in wedge-form octahedrons, in cubes'
and cubo-octahedrons. At other times it is found in dendritic shapes, or arbor-
escences, resultmg from minute crystals implanted upon each other. But more usually
It presents itself in small grains without determinable form, or in amorphous masses
of various magnitude.
The gangues (mineral matrices) of native silver are so numerous, that it may be

said to occur m all kinds of rock. At one time it appears as if filtered into their
fissures, at another as having vegetated on their surface, and at a third, as if impasted
in their substance. Such varieties are met with principally in the mines of Peru
_
The native metal is found in almost all the silver mines now worked; but especially

in those of Kongsberg in Norway, in carbonate and fluate of lime, &c.; at Schlanaoii-
berg in Siberia, in a sulphate of bartya ; at Allemont, in a ferruginous clay &c
The metals most usually associated with silver in the native alloy, are gold Conner

arsenic, and iron. At Andreasberg and Guadalcanal it is alloyed with about five

cdour*'
'^^^ auriferous native silver is the rarest ; it has a brass-yellow

2. Antimovial silver.— This rare ore is yellowish blue; destitute of malleability;X XVol. hi.
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and very britlU'; spec. grav. 9 5. It melts before the blowpipe, and aiFords white

fumes of oxide of antimony : being readily distinguished from arsenical iron and arsenical

cobalt by its lamellar fracture. It consists of from 76 to 84 of silver, and from 24 to

16 of antimony.

3. Mixed unliinonial silocr.— At the blowpipe it emits a strong garlic smell. Its

constituents are, silver 16, iron 44, arsenic 35, antimony 4. It occurs at Andreasberg.

4. Sulphide of silver.— This is an opaque substance, of a dark-grey or leaden hue
;

slightly malleable, and easily cut with a knife, when it betrays a metallic lustre. The
silver is easily separated by the blowpipe. It consists of 13 of sulphur to 89 of silver,

by experiment ; 13 to 87 are the theoretic proportions. Its spec. grav. is C-9. It

occurs crystallised in most silver mines, but especially in those of Freyberg, Joa-

chimsthal in Bohemia, Schemnitz, in Hungary, and Mexico.

5. Red sulphide of silver ; silver glance.— Its spec. grav. is 57. It contains from 84

to 86 of silver.

6. Sulphide of silver with bismuth Its constituents are, lead 35, bismuth 27,

silver 15, sulphur 16, with a little iron and copper. It is rare.

7. Antimoniated sulphide of silver, the red silver of many mineralogists, is an ore

remarkable for its lustre, colour, and the variety of its forms. It is friable, easily

scraped by the knife, and affords a powder of a lively crimson red. Its colour in mass

is brilliant red, dark red, or even metallic reddish-black. It crystallises in a variety

of forms. Its constituents are,— silver from 56 to 62; antimony from 16 to 20;

sulphur from 11 to 14; and oxygen from 8 to 10. It is found in almost all silver

mines ; but principally in those of Freyberg, Saint Marie aux Mines, and Guadalcanal.

8. Black sulphide of silver, is blackish, brittle, cellular, affording globules of silver

at the blowpipe. It "is found only in certain mines, at Allemont, Freyberg; more

abundantly in the silver mines of Peru and Mexico. The Spaniards call it negnllo.

9. Chloride of silver, or horn silver.— In consequence of its semi-transparent aspect,

its yellowish or greenish colour, and such softness that it may be cut with the nail,

this ore has been compared to horn, and may be easily recognised. It melts at the

flame of a candle, and may be reduced when heated along with iron or black flux, which

are distinctive characters. It is seldom crystallised ; but occurs chiefly in irregular

forms, sometimes covering the native silver with a thick crust, as m Peru and Mexico,

its density is only 4-74. It is found in considerable quantities at North Dolcoath m

^^Chloride of silver sometimes contains 60 or 70 per cent, of clay; and is then called

butter-milk ore by the German miners. The blowpipe causes globules of silver to

sweat out of it. This ore is rather rare. It occurs in the mines of Potosi, of Anna-

berg, Freyberg, Allemont, Schlangenberg, in Siberia, &c.
i

•

10. Carbonate of silver, a species little known, has been found hitherto only m the

mine of S. Wenceslas near Wolfache.
, ^ » » „f

Large quantities of silver are annually obtained in Europe by the treatment of

areentiferous galena, but the New Continent, which produces for the mos part ores

SSing but^a smdl proportion of lead, is estimated to furnish twelve times more

''T^e^foUowi'ng description of the extraction and treatment of ^Iver ores in Mexico

is chiefly derived from a paper published by Mr. J. Phillips, in the year 1846:-

The states of Mexico in which silver mines have been worked to the greatest

extent are those of Mexico, Guanaxuato, Zacatecas, Guadalajara San Luis Potos.

Soaca, Valladolid, and Sonora. The three first, however, have always held, and at

'"tS? prtdpal mTnernearest to the capital are those of Pachnca, Attotonilco el

Chico, and Zl del Monte, situated about 60 miles due north; the last named at an

elevation of 9,300 feet above the level of the sea.
, • „„j „;f^ nf

Farther north, bearing somewhat to the westward, are the mines and city of

Guanatato a'Lut 240 m!les from the capital, ^000 feet a^^^^^^^^^^^^ sea eveh and t U

fe-oJ^^Ksri^^^rsrs: is: Tss-a

Tn'Thfl^tS^ntaT'del Monte and Zacatecas the silver veins are very

east and west, while the cross veins run north and south t*^^. ^'P^,
"VJJg^e. does

the former, being to the south, and of the latter to the west
JJ^^^^J^^^^^^^^^

not hold good in the neighbouring mines ot Pachuca, where the veins cross

at an acute angle.
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\t Zacatecas, Frosiiillo, and Plateros the surface of the ground may be seen

iatersected by innumerable veins, most of them producing silver m more or less

abundance. There is, however, both in Zacatecas and Real del Monte, one leadmg

vein larc-er and more productive than the others. That most famous m Zacatecas

is called^he Veta Grande, and that in Real del Monte is known by the name of the

Biscaina. „ , , ^ ^ j
In the district of Guanaxuato the case is different, for there we do not find a

large number of veins, as in the others, but the riches are concentrated m one enor-

mous vein which traverses the country for upwards of eight miles.

This is the largest known vein in Mexico, attaining in some places, a width of 50

varas, or 150 feet. All the principal mines of Guanaxuato are upon this vein,

producing eight or nine millions of dollars annually.

The silver veins of Mexico are found in primitive and transition rocks. Thus

the Vela Madre of Guanaxuato passes through clay-siate, containing beds of syenite

and porphyry. It is thrown out of its course, or dislocated by the conglomerate hill

of Sirena, but is again met with on the other side where the mine of El Cedro was

opened by the Anglo-Mexican Company.
The veins of Zacatecas occur in greenstone and clay-slate, and are most pro-

ductive in the former of those rocks. Those of Fresnillo and Plateros are met with

in a similar formation.

At Real del Monte, Pachuca, and Attotonilco el Chico, all tbe veins are found

passing through porphyry of various tints, but chiefly grey and green porphyry.

The formerly rich mine of El Doctor occurred in Alpine limestone, of which

that district is chiefly composed.

The mines of Bolaiios occur in amygdaloid and porphyry, in connection with

a channel of steatite or soapstone. There is only one principal vein, as in Gua-
naxuato,

There are several varieties of silver ores, or ores containing silver, obtained

from the Mexican mines ; the principal of which are the sulphide of silver, chloride

of silver, ruby silver, native silver, argentiferous pyrites and argentiferous galena.

Ruby and native silver, argentiferous pyrites, and galena have been found in

Guanaxuato. Zacatecas is rich in the three first of these classes ; the mine of

Gallega, in this district, yielded a very large quantity of magnificent specimens of

ruby silver. The greater proportion of the ore from the mines of San Clemente and
San Nicholas is argentiferous pyrites, with native silver ; the latter mine especially

has recently produced some extraordinary specimens of native silver, weighing 25lbs.

each. Zimapan produces a considerable quantity of argentiferous galena. This
variety, in fact, occurs, though sparingly, in most of the other raining districts.

Chloride of silver has been found at Fresnillo, and is still found at Catorce, where the
ores also contain bromide of silver.

The several varieties, however, bear but a small proportion to the great mass of
the silver ores of Mexico, which consists of a grey snlphide, generally more or less

combined with other metals, and disseminated in minute particles throughout the
matrix, in most instances composed of quartz, or in intimate connection with it. By
far the largest portion then of the precious metal is obtained in every mining district
of Mexico from the sulphide.

In some mines which have been explored to a great depth, and which are much
troubled with water, as in Real del Monte, Bolafios, and Fresnillo, steam-engines
have been introduced, and so long as an adequate power is applied, maintain the
drainage of the mines without difficulty.

We now proceed to state some of the peculiar features observable in the working of
the mines of Mexico, confining our attention to the mines of Guanaxuato, Zacatecas
(including Fresnillo), and Real del Monte. The mines of Guanaxuato are situated
upon one vein of great length and width. It should be understood that this vein,
like all mineral veins, is not productive of silver ore throughout its whole extent, but
the ore occurs in branches and bunches, leaving intermediate spaces of dead or unpro-
ductive ground ; and as an ordinary mine level seldom exceeds 6 feet in width, it is
clear that a level like this would not explore a vein of such dimensions as that of
Guanaxuato, while the expense of cross cutting, as miners term it, would require more
capital than the owners of the mine are willing to risk, or able, in many instances to
spare. Hence, there sprung up in Guanaxuato a system of working well adapted to
the circumstances noticed, and being based upon the principle that the hope of reward
acts as a stimulus to exertion, has been attended with the best effects, and led to the
discovery of some of the richest deposits of ore.

This system is called that of the "buscones" or seekers, who are the working
mmers. These men, at their own risk, work in the mines under certain restrictions"
and following up such indications as may appear to them favourable, oftentimes meet

XX 2
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produce of the ore he breaks; and it may be reaaily conceived that it He snould lall

in with a rich deposit, his gains would he very large: thus, instances have been

known where a man has obtained, in this way, 1000 or 1500 dollars in a month.

The owners of the mine, however, have the option of taking away such a

discovery out of the hands of the miner, after a short notice, and working it on their

own account, or, as it is termed, hacienda account, when they pay the miners a dollar

per day each, without any share of the ore. To do this, however, the mine must

be rich, and as it is, a very large portion of the ore in Guanaxuato is raised by the

buscones, who divide the produce equally with the owners.

The ore being broken and separated as much as possible from the rocky parta

underground, is tied up in the "botas" of bullocks' hides, which are drawn to the

surface by the malacates, in the same manner as the water. In some of the

Guanaxuato mines, labourers are employed to take the ore to the surface, and these

will carry on their backs from 2 to 3 cwt., and perform several journeys in a day

from the bottom of a mine 400 or 500 yards in depth. At the mine of Mellado

there is a very excellent double tramroad, on an inclined plane of timber, upon

which the ore is drawn up in waggons to a height of 200 varas from the bottom

of the mine, where the diagonal joins the perpendicular shaft at about the

same depth from surface: each carriage will contain 160 arrobas of 25 lbs. The

power applied is that of a malacate working underground; and here at 200 yards

from the surface, and shut out from the light of day, one is surprised to behold

a storehouse and stabling, with all the necessary appurtenances for thirty-six horses,

employed in moving the machine above mentioned, nine horses working at a time.

Having brought the ore to the surface, it is conveyed to the mine yard, and

placed in separate heaps, under the eye of the buscon or miner, who prepares it for

sale At a stated time the auctioneer appears, accompanied by a clerk; he walks

round to the heaps of ore in succession, and sells them in the following manner:—
Standing before the heap of ore to which he invites attention, those who come to

purchase come forward and whisper into his ear the price they severally offer. When

all have done, he declares aloud the name of the highest bidder, and the price, which

are entered in a book by the clerk; and the same process is followed throughout until

all the ore is sold. „ , , • ^ * j *u

In Zacatecas the mines have not been found productive at so great a depth

as those of Guanaxuato; and the veins being smaller and the deposits of ore more

within reach of an ordinary level, there are not the same reasons for holding out

similar inducements to the working miner to seek for ore at his own risk. Hence,

most of the works of trial in the Zacatecas mines are carried on by the proprietors,

and the miner is paid according to the quantity of ore he raises, this varying from

9 reals to 2^ dollars, or 4s. 6cZ. to 10.. per carga of 300 lbs., as circumstances may

render necessary. Even in this district, however, it has lately been deemed expedient

S introduce the system of Guanaxuato into some of the mines. The instances

known to me are those of the mines of San Clemente and San Nicolas' where the

effect has been to increase the produce; but there is a peculiarity about these

particular veins which renders such a system beneficial ; they are very changeable

Sen separated into narrow branches, or showing mere threads of ore, and frequently

fain Sen nga^d yielding very rich bunches; besides which they are so cut up by

crTcourses that more thaf ordinary encouragement is needful to carry on works of

""^

Th? nractice In the Real del Monte differs from both the others, but assimilates

a Se towa ds tie Guanaxuato system, inasmuch as the miner has a share of the ore

cX pSo This partido system has prevailed from a very early period, and has

^^VrmTho^f^rt the establishments maintained

for'^.ttT:?;™^ '::z^'^z^^^'f^^t^t^

smeUing works with those

%rtrnrg placed in heaps in the yard is broken by hammers into pieces of

* The parlido or miner's sliare is at present oue third of the ore
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1625

moderate size, and carefully picked ; the richer parts being set aside for smelting, and

the poorer for amalgamation.
In the smelting process, the ore after being crushed, is mixed with slag or remains

from former smeitings, litharge or oxide of lead, and a little iron ore and lime.

These are put into the furnace with charcoal, and the silver is brought down with the

lead, the two metals being afterwards separated in refining furnaces. The German
high furnace is usually employed, although the Castilian furnace described in the

article on lead-smelting, would probably be found preferable.

Jt is estictiated that about an eighth part of the silver produced in Mexico is ob-
tained by smelting ; but as only the richest ores are subjected to this process, oa
account of the expense, which is from £15 to £20 per ton, except in a district like

Zimapan, where lead ore is abundant, the proportion which the quantity of ore
smelted bears when compared with that reduced by amalgamation must be very
small indeed.

The process of amalgamation, to which attention is now more particularly directed,

depends upon the great affinity of quicksilver for silver. In order, however, to make
this known property available, certain operations are requisite, to reduce the silver

contained in the ore to such a state that the quicksilver will readily combine with it.

After the breaking and dressing by hand the ore is crushed, either by crushing
rollers or more generally by stamps, called in Mexico, 7nolinos. The stamps are
similar in principle to those used in the tin mines of Cornwall, but not so powerful,
and are worked either by water-power or by mules. As the ore is crushed, it falls

through small holes of about the size of peas, perforated in strong hides stretched in
a slope on either side of the machine placed over a pit which receives the fine ore,
from whence it is conveyed to the atrasbes or grinding mills.

These stamping-mills are sometimes driven by a small breast water-wheel, of five
feet diameter, and one foot broad. Fig. 1625 will give a sufficient idea of their con-
struction. The long horizontal shaft, fixed on the axis of the wheel, is furnished with
5 or 6 cams placed at different situations round the shaft, so as to act in succession
on the projecting teeth of the
upright rods or pestles. Each of
these weighs 200 pounds, and
works in a corresponding oblong
mortar of stone or wood.

The arrastre or tahona, as it

is called in the northern districts,

is exceedingly simple, but for so
rude a machine is very effective.

Baron Humboldt, in alluding to
it, says that he never saw ore so
finely pulverised as he saw it in
Mexico. In Guanaxuato, where
there is much gold in the ore, this
is particularly observable.
The arrastre consists in the

first place of a strong wooden post
moving on a spindle in a beam
above it, and resting on an iron pivot beneath, turning in an iron socket on the top of

^ ^^-^ ^--^ - the ..^j. of

These arrastres are usually arranged in rows in a large gallery or shed, as will be

Salgado.
''''' ^^^'^ the gallery of the HacieS of

A machine has been introduced at Real del Monte which has superseded the nlHMexican arrastres. This machine is similar in principle to someTf tt grind.n^m.ils of tins country, and to the trapiche of Peru' It consists ortwTlS
P . ,?>, J f stones faced with iron, and moving over iron bottoms, the ore beiSc.ushed and ground with water between the two metal surfaces. The machine 5turned by twe ve mules in the twenty-four hours, four mules working T a t"meand he quantity ground to a fine slime is sixty quintals, or about ten tiniesThequan ;ty ground by a common arrastre; and there is reason to bel eve that he

The ore being brought into a finely-divided state, is allowed to run out th.arrastre into shallow tanks or reservoii4, where it remains exnosed to f .n V?
larger ponion of the water has evaporated, when t has he anrearan^. nP V"^''/and in this state the process is proceeded ;itli.

appea.ance of thick mud
;

X X 3
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The "lama," as it is called, or slime, is now laid out on the patio, or amalgamation

floor (which is in some places boarded, and in others paved with flat stones), in large

masses called tortus, forty to fifty feet in diameter, and about a foot thick, consisting

frequently of sixty to seventy tons of ore ; and so extensive are the floors that a

large number of these tortas are seen in progress at the same time. Thus, at the

Hacienda de Regla, the patio, which is boarded and carefully caulked, to render it

water-tight, is capable of containing ten of these tortas, of about sixty tons each and

fifty feet in diameter. The Hacienda de Barrera, in Guanaxuato, will hold eighteen

tortas of seventy to seventy-five tons each. The Hacienda Sauceda at Zacatecas will

contain twenty-four tortas of sixty tons each ; and the patio floor of the Hacienda

Nueva, at Fresnillo, is still larger, being 180 varas in length by as many in width,

and capable of containing sixty-four tortas of seventy tons each 1

1G2G

Having laid out the masses of ore in the patio, the operations
''^^^f

? f PJ?^"^;^

the chemical changes commence. The first ingredient mtroduced is salt, which is

put ?nto the torta in the proportion of fifty lbs. to every^ ^^j^^fJ,7^^^^^^^
different districts), and a number of mules are made to tread it,

^^^^^^^ "^^^^^

dissolved in the water, and intimately blended with the mass ^° f^/^^J^^^^^^^
another ingredient is introduced, called in Mexico magi.t^al

J'^' ^^^^^l'^^^.o
pyrites or lulphide of copper and iron pulverised and ^^1"^^/;J^^^f^^^^^''^ oVSre
^sulphate. About twenty-five lbs. of this -agistra are ^ddedjo^^^^^^^^ of ore

in the torta, and the mules are again put in and
f^^f "1^^ iff^'^'Xrets are

Chemical action now commences: the salt, magistral and metam^^^^^^

decomposed, and new combinations are in Progress
J,^

^^^^ f'^^^^^ it

being spread over the torta in very small particles,
ff^f^^te^

throfiah a coarse cloth. The quantity reqmred is six times the estimatea weig

S^s^^r cTShied L the ore^or thrL lbs. for e-ry :.arc of eigM o.

The quicksilver being spread over the s^rf^^ybe^^f
j calleS the repL, and is

tread the whole until it is well mixed. This treaflmg ca
the azOT«e»-o or

repeated every other day, or less often, according to the judgment ot tne oy

superintendent, until the operation is completed.
azognero is most

But it is in the progress of the operation ^^at the skill ot the^

required, because he must attend to certain signs
«%'^PPf^^"'''Xther as it regards

selv.s to him, and upon which depend the succes of 1"
S''''''

the produce of silver or the economy of f ^^^'^^^^fJ'^^^^^^
which he

For this purpose he has a small quantity ot the torta put on one siue, p
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operates before adding materials to the torta itself; this is called a jrj^a, or guide.

In order to ascertain how the chemical action in the lorta proceeds, he collects a

small quantity of the slime and washes it in a small bowl, and by the signs presented

by the quicksilver and amalgam he, from his practical knowledge of the subject, is

able to judge as to the state of the torta; whether it requires more magistral or

quicksilver ; or whether it has had too much magistral, in which case it is hot, and a

little lime must be put in to decompose the excess of bichloride of copper. This

simple plan is termed the tentadara, by which in fact the azoguero is guided

throughout the amalgamation process.

When at length he finds that quicksilver is no longer absorbed, the operation is

considered complete, and the torta rendida, or ready to be washed, and sometimes

lime is added to stop further action. A large quantity of quicksilver is then thrown

in, and is called el bono, or bath, which combining with the amalgam, causes it to

separate the more readily from the slime in the washing. The time required to com-
plete the process varies from ten to thirty days ; but in some places is often consider-

ably more, according to climate and the nature of the ore.

The amalgam has now to be separated from the mass, which is done at Real del

Monte by washing it in a large square vat, in which several men keep constantly

stirring it with their feet, while at the same time a stream of water is made to pass

through. By this means the lighter particles of the mud flow out into canals

furnished with basins, called apuros, to catch all stray amalgam and quicksilver, and
the great body of the amalgam remains at the bottom of thevat.

In Guanaxuato, the process of washing is more perfect. They have three circular

vats called tinas, in which the ore is stirred by means of long wooden teeth fixed in

cross bars attached to a vertical shaft, the whole turned by a simple machine, worked
by mules. The slime has to pass through the third vat before being carried entirely

away, so that a very small portion indeed of the amalgam escapes. The process
of washing is somewhat similar in Zacatecas, but there they use but one tina

or vat."

The amalgam is carried in bowls into the asogueria, where it is subjected to strain-

ing through the strong canvas bottom of a leathern bag. The hard mass left in the
bag is moulded into wedge-shaped masses of 30 lbs., which are arranged in the burn-
ing house (/iy. 1627 ), to the number of 11, upon a solid copper stand, called baso,
having a round hole in its centre.

Over this row of wedges several 1627 m 1628

others are built ; and the whole pile

is called pina. Each circular range
is firmly bound round -with a rope.

The base is placed over a pipe which
leads to a small tank of water for con-
densing the quicksilver; a cylindrical

space being left in the middle of the
pina, to give free egress to the mercu-
rial vapours.

Mr. J. C. Bo-wring, -who has had many years' experience in the reduction of the
ores of silver, both in Peru and Mexico, and has devoted much time and attention to
an examination of the subject, disputes the theory of the amalgamation process hitherto
received.

In reference to this subject, he remarks:

—

" The theory of the chemical decompositions which take place in the Mexican
amalgamation process has hitherto been supposed to be, that the bichloride of copper
which is formed by the contact of magistral and common salt, abandons its chlorine
to the silver, the sulphur of which combines with the copper, and the chloride of
silver is decomposed by the mercury with which the precious metal becomes amalga-
mated. The following considerations, however, will disprove this theory :—

" I. Ores containing silver combined only with chlorine, are considered by
Mexican miners as those most difficult of reduction, and the loss of mercury caused
by them is at least treble that experienced in those which contain only sulphurets,
and the process is mucli more tedious. To practical men also the appearance of the
amalgams proceeding from these different combinations of silver, when assays are
taken out of the tortas, are a convincing proof that the theories of their reduction
cannot possibly be similar, for in the chloride the quicksilver is instantly attacked,
and its globules are very difficult to be united by friction, on account of their being
covered with a thin coating of protochloride (calomel), whereas, when operating upon
sulphurets, the mercury is always bright (except at the very beginning of the process),
and does not separate into globules, unless, indeed, too large a quantity of magistral

x X 4
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has been used, when the appearance becomes similar, though iu a slighter degree, to

that when chloride of silver has been reduced.
" Various plans have been imagined to diminish or even entirely to do away with

the loss of mercury, on the hypothesis that chloride of silver is formed, and in ores

containing this native combination, as those of the district of Catorce, great advantages

are derived by boiling them in copper vessels, as by the contact of this metal the

chloride is decomposed before the mercury is added, thus rendering the loss of this

scarcely appreciable. Upon this class of ores many of the plans proposed by European

chemists have been successfully tried, but all have invariably failed when sulphides

of silver have been attempted to be reduced by them.
" 2. Although the experiments of M. Boussingault prove that a strong solution of

the bichloride of copper mixed with one of salt, placed in contact with sulphide of

silver, form, after some lapse of time, chloride of silver and sulphide of copper, still

iu practice this cannot be the case, for in many instances a solution of less than one

ounce of sulphate of copper is required in seventy pounds of water, and even in the

ores most difficult of reduction the quantity is rarely more than eight ounces. Num-
berless experiments have been made in Mexico to bring this principle into practice,

but after leaving the ore for two months exposed to the action of a solution of bichloride

of copper in one of salt, a trace even of chloride of silver is rarely to be found ; and

then, on adding the mercury, the process lasts as long as in ordinary cases, when it is

put in before the sulphate of copper. From the constant failure of these trials it is

evident that the theory on which they are founded must be fallacious.

" The presence of mercury being thus necessary, not merely as the means of col-

lecting the particles of silver disseminated through the ore, but also as a chemical

agent, the action of bichloride of copper upon it must be considered. By this action,

which takes place instantaneously, a protochloride of both metals is formed, and that

of the copper by absorbing oxygen from the atmosphere becomes converted into an

oxychloride, which by giving up its oxygen to the sulphur combined with the silver,

leaves this in a metallic state, and free to amalgamate with the mercury. This is

proved by boiling native sulphuret of silver with oxychloride of copper in a solution

of common salt, when metallic silver will be obtained ; or as a more practical experi-

ment, by mixing some rich ore with these materials and mercury at the ordmary

temperature ; in about an hour the whole of the silver will have become amalgamated,

when on separating all the soluble salts by filtration, on the addition of chloride of

barium, sulphate of barytes will be precipitated, equivalent m quantity to that of the

sulphur which has been acidified ; it will thus be made evident that the sulphuric acid

can only have been formed by the decomposition of the sulphuret of silver, and could

not have existed if this metal had become combined with chlorine according to the

old theory of the process.
, . „ ., * v

" The action of oxychloride of copper in the reduction of silver ores seems to be

continuous, and its theory thus offers some analogy to that of the nianufacture of

sulphuric acid; by giving up its oxygen to the sulphur previously combined with the

silver the oxychloride of copper is converted into a protochloride, and this into a

bichloride by the action of the chlorine which is evolved by the decomposition of the

salt when attacked by the sulphuric acid that has been formed. This bichloride is

again decomposed by the mercury, and first a proto and then an oxychloride of copper

is formed; the sulphur of the silver becomes acidified, and the action is contmued

in the same manner until the whole of the metal is amalgamated.
_ ... .

" The imperfections in the Mexican amalgamation process arise chiefly from the

small quantity of oxychloride of copper that can be employed ;
for by using oo large

a proportion of the sulphate the mercury becomes ^ensib y attacked and when its

surface is not perfectly clean it will not take up the particles of silver. The use ot

alt rtie tortLhas Jwaysbee^ to be to dissolve
}^^.fll^l,^fZ

formed during the process, but its real ob ect is to assist, first, in the formation of the

oxychloride o^f copper, and to dissolve it afterwards, thus rendenng it more fit to act

"'l^SteKrpefcT^^^^ called capellina, is now hoisted up, and carefully lowered

kbx,&ei;

aS n ght AfJr the heat%as been applied 20 hours, ^he bricks and a.hes
-^^^^^

moved, the luting broken, and the capeUina foisted up The burned si^r^^^^^^^^^

found in a hard mass, which is broken up, weighed, and carried to the castmg no

to be formed into bars. . ^„_f„„. ntrt in the process

It will be observed that quicksilver performs a ^^''y ^P"^'^?! P'\*h,"re Kthis
of amalgamation, the silver being through its agency collected ftom the ore

.
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is only done at an enormous loss of its own bulk, occasioned in part mechanically

from its minute subdivision through such an immense mass of matter, but principally

from the chemical action upon it during the reducing process. The consumption of

quicksilver varies in different districts, according to the nature of the ores, the climate,

and the practical skill attained by the operator.

In some places and on some ore the loss of quicksilver is as low as ten ounces for

every marc of silver produced, w hile in others it exceeds 20 ounces ; the average

loss may, however, be taken to be a pound of quicksilver for every halfpound of silver

extracted.

Gay Lussac, Boussingault, Karsten, and several other chemists of note have offered

solutions of the amalgamation enigma of Mexico and Peru. The following seems
to be the most probable rationale of the successive steps of the process:

The addition of the magistral (powder of the roasted copper pyrites), is not for the

purpose of disengaging hydrochloric acid from the sea salt {sallierrd), as has been
supposed, since nothing of the kind actually takes place

;
but, by reciprocal or com-

pound affinity, it serves to form chloride of copper, and chloride of iron, upon the

one hand, and sulphate of soda, upon the other. Were sulphuric acid to be used
instead of the magistral, as certain novices have prescribed, it would certainly prove
injurious, by causing muriatic acid to exhale. Since the ores contain only at times
oxide of silver, but always a great abundance of oxide of iron, the acid would partly

carry off both, but leave the chloride of silver in a freer state. A magistral, such as

sulphate of iron, which is not in a condition to generate the chlorides, will not suit

the present purpose ; only such metallic sulphates are useful as are ready to be trans-

formed into chlorides by the saltierra. This is peculiarly the case with sulphate of
copper. Its deuto-chloride gives up chlorine to the silver, becomes in consequence a
protochloride, while fhe chloride of silver, thus formed, is revived, and amalgamated
with the quicksilver present, by electro-chemical agency which is excited by the
saline menstruum

; just as the voltaic pile of copper and silver is rendered active by
a solution of sea salt. A 'portion of chloride of mercury will be simultaneously
formed, to be decomposed in its turn by the sulphate of silver resulting from the
mutual action of the acidified pyrites, and the silver or its oxide in the ore. An
addition of quicklime counteracts the injurious effect of too much magistral, by de-
composing the resulting sulphate of copper. Quicksilver, when introduced in too great
quantities, is apt to cool the mass too much, and thereby enfeebles the operation of
the deuto-chloride of copper upon the silver.

There is a method of extracting silver from its ores by what is called imbibition. This
is exceedingly simple, consisting in depriving, as far as possible, the silver of its

gangue, then melting it with about its own weight of lead. The alloy thus procured,
contains the silver, which is separated by cupellation, &c., as described under ores of
lead. In this way the silver is obtained at Kongsberg in Norway.

'l"he amalgamation works at Halsbriicke, near Freyberg, for the treatment of silver
ores by mercury, have been justly admired as a model of convenience and regularity;
and we will extend this subject with a sketch of their general distribution.

Fig. 1629 presents a vertical section of this great usine or hiittenwerk, subdivided

1629

into four main departments. The first, a, b, is devoted to the preparation and roast-
mg of the matters mtendcd for amalgamation. The second, b, c, is occupied with
two successive sittings and the milling. The third, c, d, includes the amalgamation
apartment above, and the wash-house of the residuums below. And in the fourth,
D, E, IS placed the distilling apparatus, where the amalgam is finally delivered

Thus, from one extremity of this building to the other, the workshops follow in
the order of the processes; and the whole, over a length of 180 feet, seems to be a
natural laboratory, through which the materials pass, as it were of themselves, from
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their crude to their refined condition
; so skilfully economised and methodical are tlic

labours of the workmen
;
such are the regularity, precision, concert, and faciliiv

which pervade this long series of combinations, carriages, movements, and metamor-
phoses of matter.

Here we distinguish the following objects :

—

1. In division A, B
;
a, a, is the magazine of salt

;
b, h, is the hall of preparation of

the ores
;
on the floor of which they are sorted, interstratified, and mixed with salt-

c, c, are the roasting furnaces; in each of which we see, 1, the fireplace- 2 3 the
rcverberatory hearth, divided into two portions, one a little higher than the' otherand more distant from the fireplace, called the drier. The materials to be calcined
lall into it through a chimney, 6. The other part, 2, of the hearth is the calcining
area. Above the furnace are chambers of sublimation, 4, 5, for condensing any vola-
tile matters which may escape by the opening 7. e is the main chimney.

2. In the division b, c, we have d, the floor for the coarse sifting ; beneath that
for the fine sieves; from which the matters fall into the hopper, whence they pass
down to g, the mill-house, in which they are ground to flour, exactly as in a com-
mill, and are afterwards bolted through sieves, p,/, is the wheel machinery of the
mill.

3. The compartment c, d, is the amalgamation house, properly speaking, where the
casks are seen in their places. The washing of the residuums is efi"ected in the shop
/, below, k, k, is the compartment of revolving casks.

3. In the division i>, e, the distillation process is carried on. There are four
similar furnaces, represented in different states, for the sake of illustration. The
wooden drawer is seen below, supporting the cast-iron basin, in which the tripod with
its candelabra for bearing the amalgam saucers is placed, g- is a store chamber.

At B, are placed the pulleys and windlass for raising the roasted ore, to be sifted
and ground ; as also for raising the milled flour, to be transported to the amalgama-
tion casks. At D, the crane stands for raising the iron bells that cover the amal-
gamation candelabra.

Details of the Amalgamation Process, as practised at Halsbriicke.—All ores which
contain more than 7 lbs. of lead, or 1 lb. of copper, per cent., are excluded from this
reviving operation (anquichveifahren) ; because the lead would render the amalgam
very impure, and the copper would be wasted. They are sorted for the amalgama-
tion, in such away that the mixture of the poorer and richer ores may contain 7^, or,

at most, 8 loths (of \ oz. each) of silver per 100 lbs. The most usual constituents of
the ores are, sulphur, silver, antimonial silver (speissglanzsilber), bismuth, sulphides
of arsenic, of copper, iron, lead (nickel, cobalt), zinc, with several earthy minerals.
It is essential that the ores to be amalgamated shall contain a certain proportion of
sulphur, in order that they may decompose enough sea salt in the roasting to disen-

gage as much chlorine as to convert all the silver present into chloride. With this

view, ores poor in sulphur are mixed with those that are richer, to make up a deter-

minate average. The ore-post is laid upon the bed-Jloor, in a rectangular heap, about
17 ells long, and 4 J ells broad (13 yards and 3^) ; and upon that layer the requisite

quantity of salt is let down from the floor above, through a wooden funnel ; AO cwts.

of salt being allotted to 400 cwts. of ore. The heap being made up with alternate

strata to the desired magnitude, must be then well mixed, and formed into small •

bings, called roast-posts, weighing each from 3| to 4^ cwts. The annual consump- g

tion of salt at Halsbriicke is 6000 cwts., and is supplied by the Prussian salt-works,

Roasting of the Amalgamation Ores.— The furnaces appropriated to the roasting of

the ore-posts are of a reverberatory class, provided with soot chambers. They are

built alongside the bed-floor, and connected with it by a brick tunnel. The prepared

ground ore (erxmehl) is spread out upon the hearth, and dried with incessant turnings

over ; then the fire is raised so as to kindle the sulphur, and keep the ore red hot for

one or two hours
;
during which time, dense white-grey vapours of arsenic, antimony,

and water, are exhaled. The desulphuration next begins, with the appearance of a

blue flame. This continues for three hours, during which the ignition is kept up;

and the mass is diligently turned over, in order to present new surfaces, and prevent

caking. Whenever sulphurous acid ceases to be formed, the finishing calcination is

to be commenced with increased firing ; the object being now to decompose the sea

salt by means of the metallic sulphates that have been generated, and to convert them

into chlorides, with the simultaneous production of sulphate of soda. The stirring is

to be continued till the proofs taken from the hearth no longer betray the smell of

sulphurous, but only of hydrochloric acid gas. This roasting stage commonly lasts

three quarters of an hour, 13 or 14 furnaces are worked at the same time at Hals-

briicke ; and each turns out in a week upon an average 5 tons. Out of the nicM

chambers of soot vaults of the furnaces, from 96 to 100 cwts. of ore dust are obtained,

containing 32 marcs (16 lbs.) of silver. This dust is to be treated like unroasted ore.
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The fuel of the first fire is piteoal ; of the finishing one, fir-wood. Of the former

115i cubic feet, and of the latter, 294^, are, upon an average, consumed for every

100 cwts. of ore.

During the last roasting, the ore increases in bulk by one fourth, becomes m con-

sequence a lighter powder, and of a brown colour. When this process is completed,

the ore is raked out upon the stone pavement, allowed to cool, then screened in close

sieve-boxes, in order to separate the finer powder from the lumps. These are to be

bruised, mixed with sea salt, and subjected to another calcination. The finer powder

alone is taken to the millstones, of which there are 14 pairs in the establishment. The
stones are of granite, and make from 100 to 120 revolutions per minute. The roasted

ore, after it has passed through the bolter of the mill, must be as impalpable as the

finest flour.

The Amalgamation.— This (the verquichen) is performed in 20 horizontal casks,

arranged in 4 rows, each turning upon a shaft which passes through its axis; and all

driven by the water-wheel shown in the middle offig. 1629. The casks are 2 feet

10 inches long, 2 feet 8 inches wide, inside measure, and are provided with iron

ends. The staves are 3^ inches thick, and are bound together with iron hoops. They
have a double bung-hole, one formed within the other, secured by an iron plug

fastened with screws. They are filled by means of a wooden spout terminated by a

canvas hose; through which 10 cwts. of the bolted ore-flour {erzmehl) are intro-

duced after 3 cwts. of water have been poured in. To this mixture, from f to | of a

cwt. of pieces of iron, l| inch square, and g thick are added. When these pieces get

dissolved, they are replaced by others. The casks being two thirds full, are set to

revolve for 1^ or 2 hours, till the ore-powder and water become a uniform pap

;

when 5 cwts. of quicksilver are poured into each of them. The casks being again

made tight, are put in gear with the driving machinery, and kept constantly re-

volving for 14 or 16 hours, at the rate of 20 or 22 turns per minute. During this

time they are twice stopped and opened, in order to see whether the pap be of the
proper consistence ; for if too thick, the globules of quicksilver do not readily

combine with the particles of ore ; and if too thin, they fall and rest at the bottom.
In the first case, some water must be added ; in the second, ore. During the
rotation, the temperature rises, so that even in winter it sometimes stands so high as
104° F.

The chemical changes which occur in the casks are the following:— The metallic
chlorides present in the roasted ore are decomposed by the iron, whence results

chloride of iron, whilst the deutochloride of copper is reduced partly to protochloride,
and partly to metallic copper, which throw down metallic silver. The mercury
dissolves the silver, copper, lead, antimony, in a complex amalgam. If the iron is

not present in sufficient quantity, or if it has not been worked with the ore long
enough to convert the copper deutochloride into a protochloride, previously to the
addition of the mercury, more or less of the last metal will be wasted by its con-
version into protochloride (calomel). The water holds in solution sulphate of soda,
undecomposed sea salt, with chlorides of iron, manganese, &c.
As soon as the revivification is complete, the casks must be filled with water, set to

revolve slowly (about 6 or 8 times in the minute), by which in the course of an hour,
or an hour and a half at most, a great part of the amalgam will have collected at the
bottom; and in consequence of the dilution, the portion of horn silver held in solu-
tion by the sea salt will fall down and be decomposed. Into the small plug in the
ceutre of the bung, a tube with a stopcock is now to be inserted, to discharge the
amalgam into its appropriate chamber. The cock must be stopped whenever the
brown muddy residuum begins to flow. The main bung being then opened, the
remaining contents of the casks are emptied into the wash-tun, while the pieces of
iron are kept back. The residuary ore is found to be deprived of its silver to within
32 1^ of an ounce per cwt. The emptying of all the casks, and charging them
again, takes 2 hours; and the whole process is finished within 18 or 20 hours;
namely, 1 hour for charging, 14 to 16 hours for amalgamating; 1^ hour for
diluting;- 1 hour for emptying. In 14 days, 3200 cwts. of ore are amalgamated.
For working 100 cwts. of ore, 14^ lbs. of iron are required; and for every pound of
silver obtained, 3 ounces of mercury are consumed. •

Trials have been made to conduct the amalgamation process in iron casks, heated
to 150" or 160° Fahrenheit, over a fire ; but though the desilvering was more com-
plete, the loss of mercury was so much greater as to more than counterbalance that
advantage.

Treatment of the Amalgam.— It is first received in a moist canvas bag, through
which the thin uncombined quicksilver spontaneously passes. The ba"^ is then tiedup and subjected to pressure. Out of 20 casks, from 3 to 3^ cwts. of solid amaleant
are thus procured, which usually consist of 1 part of an alloy, containing silver of 12
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or 13 loths (in IG), and 6 parts of quicksilver. The foreign metals in that alloy are
copper, lead, gold, antimony, cobalt, nickel, bismuth, zinc, arsenic, and iron. The
filtered quicksilver contains moreover 2 to 3 loths of silver in the cwt.

Fig. 1630 represents the apparatus for distilling the amalgam in the Ilalsbriicke

works; marked m in Jig, 1629. a is the wooden drawer, sliding in grooves upon the
basis <7 ; n is an open basin or box of cast iron, laid in the wooden drawer

; y is a
kind of iron candelabra, supported upon four feet, and set in the basin n ; under d
are five dishes or plates, of wrought iron, with a hole in the centre of each, by which

they are fitted upon the stem of the candelabra, 3 inches apart,
each plate being successively smaller than the one below it. 3
indicates a cast-iron bell, furnished with a wrought-iron
frame and hook, for raising it by means of a pulley and cord.

s is a sheet-iron door for closing

the stove, whenever the bell has
been set in its place.

The box, a, and the basin, b,

above it, are filled with water, which
must be continually renewed,

through a pipe in the side of the

wooden box, so that the iron basin

- may be kept always submersed and
cool. The drawer a, being properly

placed, and the plates under d being charged with balls of amalgam (weighing altogether

3 cwts.), the bell 3 is to be let down into the water, as aty, and rested upon the lower

part of the candelabra. Upon the ledge 1, which defines the bottom of the fireplace, a

circular plate of iron is laid, having a hole in its middle for the bell to pass through.

Upon this plate chips of fir-wood are kindled, then the door s, which is lined with

clay, is closed and luted tight The fuel is now placed in the vacant space k, round

the upper part of the bell. The fire must be fed in most gradually, first with turf,

then with charcoal ; whenever the bell gets red, the mercury volatilises, and con-

denses in globules into the bottom of the basin b. At the end of 8 hours, should no

more drops of mercury be heard to fall into the water, the fire is stopped. When the

bell has become cool, it is lifted off; the plates are removed from the candelabra d

;

and this being taken out, the drawer a is slid away from the furnace. The mercury

is drained, dried, and sent again into the amalgamation works. The silver is fused

and refined by cupellation.

From 3 cwts. of amalgam, distilled under the bell, from 95 to 100 marcs {h lbs.) ot

teller silver (dish silver) are procured, containing from 10 to 13^ parts of fine silver

out of 16 ; one fifth part of the metal being copper. The teller silver is refined in

quantities of 160 or 170 marcs, in black-lead crucibles filled within two inches of

their brims, and submitted to brisk ignition. The molten mass exhales some vapours,

and throws up a liquid slag, which being skimmed off, the surface is to be strewed

over with charcoal powder, and covered with a lid. The heat having been briskly

urged for a short time, the charcoal is then removed along with any fresh slag

that may have risen, in order to observe whether the vapours have ceased. If not,

fresh charcoal must be again applied, the crucible must be covered, and the heat in-

creased, till fumes are no longer produced, and the surface of the silver becomes

tranquil. Finally, the alloy, which contains a little gold, and much copper, being

now from 11 to 13 lothig (that is, holding from 11 to 13 parts of fine silver m 16

parts), is cast into iron moulds, in ingots of 60 marcs. The loss of ^e.ght b^

evaporation and skimming of the slag amounts to 2 per cent. ;
the loss m silver is

mconsiderabk.^
the furnace (tiegelofen) is collected in a large ^7^^°^^*^°° ^^^^"^JI

of the chimney, and affords from 40 to 50 marcs of silver per cwt. The slags and oW

crucibles are eround and sent to the small amalgamation mill.

'
The earthy^residuum of the amalgamation casks being submitted to a second amal-

tramation affords out of 100 cwts. about 2 lbs. of coarse silver This is first tusea

flon^ rth ™or four per cent, of a mixture of potash and calcined qu.cksaiz

( m^^uretirhate of sCda),'and then refined. The -P--\-V
^^^^^^^

out of the tanks in which the contents of the casks ^'"'^

,f^^^^ "/Vo„ and
chiefly of sulphate of soda, along with some common

f f'P^ff^ deposU
manginese, and a little phosphate, arseniate, and fluate of soda. .T^^ earthy depos

contains from ^ to & of a loth of silver per cwt, but no economical method of

tracting this small quantity has yet been contrived.
p^,

The most extensive amalgamation works in Europe
^^.f^^I" yJ^^ife^^tucS^

Raguel, in which are treated the ores obtained from the °»nes of ll.enacieu

situated in the province of Guadalajura, Spain. In that establishment tho ores
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chiefly washed in revolving calciners, and are subsequently treated in barrels, of

which sixty are employed. ,

Instead of treating silver ore by the aid of mercury, they are sometimes opera ed

on by a saturated solution of common salt. This process depends on the tact that

chloride of silver is soluble in boiling and saturated solutions of this menstruum, and

asrain deposited on cooling and dilution.
.

Argentiferous or rich lead is treated in Germany by the cupellation furnace

represented in 1631, 1632, 1633, and 1634. These figures exhibit the cupellation

furnace of the principal smelting work in the Harz, where the following parts must

be distinguished; {Jig. 1633) 1, masonry of the foundation; 2, flues for the escape of

moisture; 3, stone covers of the flues; 4, bed of hard-rammed scoriae; 5, bricks set

on edge, to form the permanent area of the furnace ; 6, the sole, formed of wood

ashesrwashed, dried, and beaten down ; k, dome of iron plate, movable by a crane,

and susceptible of being lined two inches thick with loam ; n, n, tuyeres for two

bellows, s, having valves suspended before their orifices to break and spread the

blast ; q, door for introducing into the furnace the charge of lead, equal to 84 quintals

1632

at a time ; s,fig. 1632, two bellows, like those of a smith's forge; y, door of the fire-

place, through which billets of wood are thrown on the grate
; x, small aperture or

1633door, for giving issue to the frothy

scum of the cupellation, and the

litharge ; z, basin of safety, usually

covered with a stone slab, over
which the litharge falls: in case of

accident the basin is laid open to

admit the rich lead.

The following is the mode of

conducting the cupellation: — Be-
fore putting the lead into the fur-

nace, a floor is made in it of ashes

beat carefully down (see fig. 1 633 )

;

and there is left in the centre of this floor a circular space, somewhat lower than the
rest of the hearth, where the silver ought to gather at the end of the operation. The
cupel is fully 6 feet in diameter.

In forming the floor of a cupel, 35 cubic feet of washed wood ashes, usually got
from the soap works, are em-
ployed. The preparation of the

floor requires two and a half hours' ,^^^P
work ; and when it is completed,

and the movable dome of iron

plate has been lined with loam,

84 quintals (cwt.) of lead are laid

on the floor, 42 quintals being
placed in the part of the furnace
farthest from the bellows, and 42
near to the fire bridge ; to these,

scoriae containing lead and silver

are added, in order to lose no-
thing. The movable lid is now
luted on the furnace, and heat is

slowly applied in.the fireplace by burning fagots of fir-wood ; this is gradually raised
Section fig. 1 633, is in the line c, d, fig. 1 634.
At the end of three hours, the whole lead being melted, the instant is watched for
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when no more ebullition can be perceived on the surface of the bath or melted metal

,

then, but not sooner, the bellows are set a-piaying on the surface at the rate of four or

five strokes per minute, to favour the oxidation.

In five hours, reckoned from the commencement of the process, the fire is smartly

raised ; M'hen a greyish froth (^abstric/i) is made to issue from the small aperture x, of

the furnace. This is found to be a brittle mixture of oxidised metals and im-

purities. The workman now glides the rake over tlie surface of the bath, so as to

draw the froth out of the furnace ; and as it issues, powdered charcoal is stre-wcd upon

it at the aperture x, to cause its coagulation. The froth skimming lasts for about an

hour and a half.

After this time the litharge begins to form, and it is also let off by the small opening

X, its issue being aided by a hook. In proportion as the floor of the furnace gets

impregnated with litharge, the workman digs in it a gutter for the escape of the liquid

litharge: it falls in front of the small aperture, and concretes in stalactitic forms.

By means of the two movable valves suspended before the tuyeres n, n ( fig. 1634),

the workman can direct the blast as he wishes over the surface of the metal. The
wind should be made to cause a slight curl on the liquid, so as to produce circular

undulations, and gradually propel a portion of the litharge generated towards the

edges of the cupel, and allow this to retain its shape till the end of the operation.

The stream of air should drive the greater part of the litharge towards the small

opening .r, where the workman deepens the outlet for it, in proportion as the level of

the metallic bath descends. Litharge is thus obtained during about twelve hours;

after -which period the cake of silver begins to take shape in the centre of the cupel.

Towards the end of the operation, -when no more than 4 additional quintals of

litharge can be looked for, and -when it forms solely in the neighbourhood of the silver

cake in the middle of the floor, great care must be taken to set apart the latter

portions, because they contain silver. About this period the fire is increased, and the

workman places before the little opening x, a brick, to serve as a mound against the

efflux of litharge. The use of this brick is,— 1, to hinder the escape of the silver it

case of any accident ; for example, should an explosion take place in the furnace

;

2, to reserve a magazine of litharge, should that still circulating round the silver cake

be suddenly absorbed by the cupel, for in this dilemma the litharge must be raked

back on the silver; 3, to prevent the escape of the water that must be thrown on the

silver at the end of the process.

When the argentiferous litharge, collected in the above small magazme, is to be

removed, it is let out in the form of a jet, by the dexterous use of the iron hook.

Lastly, after twenty hours, the silver cake is seen to be well formed, and nearly

circular. The moment for stopping the fire and the bellows is indicated by the sudden

disappearance of the coloured particles of oxide of lead, which, in the latter moments

of oxidation, undulate with extreme rapidity over the slightly convex surface of the

silver bath, moving from the centre to the circumference. The phenomenon of their

total disappearance is called the lightning, or brightening. Whenever this occurs, the

plate of silver being perfectly clean, there is introduced into the furnace by the door

q, a wooden spout, along which water, previously heated, is carefully poured on

tli6 silver

The cupellation of 84 quintals of argentiferous lead takes in general eighteen or

twenty hours. The promptitude of the operation depends on the degree of purity ot

the leads employed, and on the address of the operator, with whom also lies the

economy of fuel. A good workman completes the cupellation of 84 quintals with

300 billets, each equivalent to a cubic foot and ^V^s of wood (Harz measure); others

consume 400 billets, or more. In general, the cupellation of 100 quintals of lead,

executed at the rate of 84 quintal charges, occasions a consumption of 790 cubic teet

of resinous wood billets.

The products of the charge are as follows :
—

<,n rr^arr^

1 Silver, holding in 1 00 marcs, 7 marcs and 3 loths of alloy - 24 to 30 marcs.

2. Pure litharge, containing from 88 to 90 per cent, of lead - 50 „ bO qumiais.

3. Impure litharge, holding a little silver - - - ' ^ " 2
4. Skimmings of the cupellation ot"
5. Floor of the furnace impregnated with litharge - - ^- „

Note.— The marc is 7 oz. 2 dwts. 4 gr. English troy; and the loth is half an ounce.

16 Ijths make a marc. 100 lOs. Cologne are equal to 103 lbs. avoirdupois; and tne

above quintal contains 116 Cologne lbs.

The loss of lead inevitable by this operation is estimated at 4 '"/O^^J' 'j^

been diminished as much as possible in the Frankenscharn ^"'-^^jf/^/^^^^^t^iS
leading the smoke into long flues, where the lead fumes are condensed into a metaiu
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soot. The silver cake receives a final purification at the Mint, in a cupel on a

snuiller scale. j v iu
From numerous experiments in the great way, it has been found that not more than

100 quintals of lead can be profitably cupelled at one operation, however large the

furnace, and however powerful and multiplied the bellows and tuyeres may be
;
for

the loss on either the lead or the silver, or on both, would be increased. In one

attempt, no less than 500 quintals were acted on, in a furnace with two fire-places,

and four escapes for the litharge ; but the silver remained disseminated through the

lead, and the lightning could not be brought on. The chief object in view was

economy of fuel.

Reduction of the litharge.— This is sometimes executed in a slag-hearth, with the

aid of wood charcoal.

The following is the train of operations by which the cupriferous galena schlich, or

ground ore is reduced in the district of Clausthal, into lead, copper, and silver. The
works of Frankenscharn have a front fully 400 feet long.

Fig. 1635 exhibits the plan and elevation of these smelting-works, near Clausthal,

in the Harz, for lead ores containing copper and silver, -where about 84,000 cwts. of

Silver-smelting Works of Frankenscharn, near Clausthal.

schlich (each of 123 Cologne pounds) are treated every year. This quantity Is the
produce of 30 distinct mines, as also of nearly as many stamp and preparation works.
All these different schlichs, which belong to so many different joint-stock companies'
are mixed and worked together in the same series of metallurgic operations- the
resulting mixture being considered as one and the same ore belonging to a single
undertaking; but in virtue of the order which prevails in this royal establishment
the nghts of each of the companies, and consequently of each shareholder, are equit-
ably regulated. A vigorous control is exercised between the mines and the
stamps, as also between the stamps and the smelting-houses ; while the cost of the
metallurgic operations is placed under the officers of the crown, and distriljuted upon
just prmciples, among the several mines, according to the quantities of metal furnishedby each.

The following is the series of operations:

—

1. The fusion of the schlich ;

2, the roasting of the matts
under a shed, and their treat-
ment by four successive re-
meltings; 3, the treatment of
the resulting black copper; 4,
the liquation; 5, the reliquation
(ressuage)

; 6, the refining of
the copper iJI, the cupellation of
the silver; 8, the reduction of
the litharge into lead. The 5th
and 6 th processes are carried on
at the smelting works of Al
tenau.

"pJe^fiSebL^!ii^ ^'
"i*'',^"^

impelling stream of water at i) ; thepper ngure bemg the elevation ; the lower, the plan of the works.
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a, is a melting furnace, with a cylinder hellows behind it ; b, c, d, furnaces similar

to the preceding, with wooden helliiws, such as^^r. 1636 ; e, is a furnace for the same

purpose, with three tuycires, and a cylinder bellows ; /, the large furnace of fusion, also

with three tuyeres ; g, a furnace with seven tuyeres, now seldom used; h, low furnaces,

like the English slag-hearths (/trumtnufen), employed for working the last nuittes
; h,

slag-hearths for reducing the litharge; wi, the area of the liquation
;

n, n, cupellaiion

furnaces.

X, y, a floor which separates the principal smelting-houses into two stories ; the

materials destined for charging the furnaces being deposited in beds upon the upper

floor, to which they are carried by means of two inclined planes, terraced in front of

the range of buildings.

Here 89,600 quintals of schlich are annually smelted, which furnish—
Marketable lead 20,907 quintals.

Marketable litharge, containing 90 per cent, of lead - 7,555

Silver, about - -- -- -- - 67

Copper (finally purified in the works of Altenau) - 35

Total product 28,564

This weight amounts to one twenty-fifth of the weight of ore raised for the service

of the establishment. Eight parts of ore furnish, on an average, about one of schlich.

The bellows are constructed wholly of wood, without any leather ; an improvement

made by a bishop of Bamberg, about the year 1620. After receiving different modi-

fications, they were adopted, towards 1730, in almost all the smelting-works of the

continent, except in a few places, as Carniola, where local circumstances permitted a

water blowing-machine to be erected. These pyramidal shaped bellows, composed of

movabk wooden boxes, have, however, many imperfections : their size must often be in-

conveniently large, in order to furnish an adequate stream of air ;
they do not drive

into the furnace all the air which they contain; they require frequent repairs; and,

working with great friction, they waste much mechanical power.

Fiq 1637 represents such wooden bellows, consisting of two chests or boxes, fitted

into ekch other; the upper or moving one being called the/:/, the lower or fixed one

the seat (gite). In the bottom

of the gite, there is an orifice

furnished with a clack-valve d,

opening inwards when the Jly

is raised, and shutting when it

falls. In order that the air in-

eluded in the capacity of the

two chests may have no other

outlet than the nose-pipe rn, the

upper portion of the gite is

provided at its four sides with

small square slips ofwood c, c, c,

which are pressed against the

sides of the fy by strong springs of iron wire b, b b, J^Jle ^^^^T^lauSTaTr^^
the gite by means of small square pieces of ^^oi

^^J^^lt lh:^^^
ir«<j /- ^ and adjusted upon rec-

riF^^-^^^li^^^li;i;^;5tZ^ tangular stems, called6«-
nitZn:X:U-L+-^-W-V^-S^-Xi^rjnn cheltes they are attached,

at their lower ends, to the

upright sides of thejfiVe g.

p is the driving-shaft of

a water-wheel, which, by

means ofcams or tappets,

depresses the fly, while

the counterweight Q,.n?'

1622, raises it again.

Figs. 1638 to 1641

represent the moder-

ately high (^deniihauts,

^or half-blast) furnaces

^ employed in the works

of the Lower Harz, neat

Coslar, for smelting the silvery lead ore extracted from the mine of Rammekberg.
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Fig. 1638 is the front elevation of the twin furnaces, built in one body of masonry

;

Jiff. 1639 is a plan taken at the level of the tuyeres.

Figs. 1640 and 1641 exhibit two vertical sections ; the former in the line A, b, the

latter in the line c, x>, offig. 1639. In these four figures the following objects may be

distinguished:

—

a, b, c, d, a balcony or platform, which leads to the place of charging n; e,f,

wooden stairs, by which the workmen charging mount from the ground p, q, of the

works, to the platform ; g, h, brickwork of the furnaces ; r, /<, wall of the smelting-

works, against which they are supported; I, upper basin of reception, hollowed out of

the brasque (or bed of ground charcoal and clay) 6 ; m, arch of the tuyere v, by
which each furnace receives the blast of two bellows ; n, place of charging, which
takes place through the up-
per orifice n, o, of the basin
n, 0, V, t, of the furnace : t,

gutter, seen in

formed of slates

together with

1639

a sloping

fig. 1640,

cemented
clay.

In figs.

slags ; 6, a brasque, composed of
which forms the sole of the fur-

1640 and 1641,
z, is the brickwork of the
foundations

; vi, conduits
for the exhalation of mois-
ture

; 4, a layer of slags, ^
rammed above; 5, a bed of clay, rammed above the
one part of clay, and two parts of ground charcoal
nace.

The refinery furnace, or treibheerd, of
Frederickshiitte, near Tarnowitz,in Upper
Silesia, is represented in figs. 1642 and
1643. a, is the bottom, made of slag or
cinders

; b, the foundation, of fire-bricks

;

c, the body of the hearth pi'oper, composed
of a mixture of 7 parts of dolomite, and 1

of fire-clay, in bulk
; d, the grate of the

air furnace; e, the fire-bridge; /, the
dome or cap, made of iron plate strength-
ened with bars, and lined with clay-lute,
to protect the metal from burning

; g, the
door of the fireplace; h, the ash-pit; i,

the tap-hole
; k, k, the flue, which is

divided by partitions into several chan-
nels

; I, the chimney
; m, a damper-plate

for regulating the draught; n, a back
valve, for admitting air to cool the furnace,
and brushes to sweep the flues; o, tiij/ere

of copper, which by means of an iron
wedge may be sloped more or less to-
wards the hearth; p, the schnepper, a
round piece of sheet iron, hung before
the eye of the tuyere, to break and spread
the blast

; q, outlet for the glassy litharge.
Lime-marl has been found to answer

weU for making the body of the hearth-

fomed'L^^wL^j?''^^^ ^'"'^^J combining with it. A basin-shaped hollow is

L mSe Jl« f>, I, '.rr tlie Vroc^^s ; and a gutter

S-f 1 fif , J!.^'"'* 9latte or fluid litharge.
^

secS- fit\ HIT.
P'"?^^* eliquation hearth of Neustadt. Fig. 1644 is a cross

bv tw^w^k/. alongitudinal section. It is formed

iron nl \ *
^l'-

^''SK v^^ced from ^ to 1 foot apart, sloped off at top with

Xs^f /'iSoirn -^'f'
<^^^^<^^ ^aigerscharten, or refining

Fewest nd;tS OA ^"^r'ul
'"'^ ""^^'^ to leave at thi

ouTTy^the hea i^tll. f
7'^^ ^een them, through which the lead, as it sweats

thl .Jin ;
" ''^^P^'^'^

to fall into the space between the two walls c, called

tmi:7Z'%iT^^^^ «^ this channel slopes down towards tS
thP Inn^ ?;

M^efied metal may run off into a crucible or pot. Upon one ofthe^long s.des, and each of the shorter ones, of the hearth the walls rf, are raised
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The openings are then shut ^ith a sheet or cast iron plate e, which, by meaas of a

chain, pulley, and counter-weight, may be easily raised and lowered, /is a passage

'^F^rTetrf and frs'reprlt the refining furnaces of Frederickshiitte, near Tar-

1643

;c th^ fire-door ; b, the grate; c, the door for introducing the silver; d,

T""'"'
'

hlV te ? rSting npon a couple of iron rods, e, e, which are let at their end

the movable ^est, nesting npo ^ ^^^j^ ^^^^ to necessary ; but this is

into the brickwork, ibey lowe
^^^.^^^ ^^^^j^

done in order to be able to place «u^fac«

f
t

y^^ ^.^^

placing tilf A i',,^^^^^^^^^ the fineness of is/loths (half o
• r^A^r. \t- n the flue, leading to a cnimney lo leei, mgi^. —

-

cwt 3 cubic feet \ji p^--^^*** — - - * .

however, be here stated that a method of desilverismg oy
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has been some-what recently introduced into some of the metallurgic establishments
of the country.

Parkes's processfor desilverising lead.—This invention is de-
pendent on the property possessed by metallic zinc of uniting
with the silver contained in argentiferous lead, and forming
with it an alloy which can be readily skimmed from the sur-
face of the metallic bath. In an establishment where the
process is employed, the lead treated does not usually contain
more than from 10 to 15 oz. per ton, and is frequently
obtained by the reduction of litharge resulting from testing off lead of a hieher
produce. °

1645

Six or seven tons of the lead to be desilverised are first melted in a large cast-ironpot, close to which IS fixed a smaller one for fusing the zinc. The melted lead 1 thenskmimed and a sample taken for assay.
meuea leaa is ttien

1647

Some zmc is also melted in the smaller pot above referred to, and added to theead m the proportion of from 1| to 2 pounds to each ounce of sii;er contained in the

StZ'T^-?^^ *Vl"^ '"^'"'^ to two hours The fire isafterwards withdrawn and the metal allowed to rest until a scum rises on the surface

it£ a iS=i-teirMt^^£Sisi^,r« r-sK tJLi;:s^rb^s^^^ purpos^^ -ii-?

»Xa'a:9;f|f„e^^^^^^^^^

The further treatment of the alloy of zinc and silver consists in moUin^ •
i.lead; and as soon as a sufficient quantity of the mixture h^Wn .^f • !i

^'^^
by cupellations in the usual way.^ The^advanLffrstated to S ^l^^'^^
process consists in the concentration of the silvefin a smaU ouantrfew operations. The loss of lead by this process

^ Y 2
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The Produce of Silver from the Lead Ores of the United Kingdom.

Counties. 1854.
'

1855. 1856. 1857. 1858.

Durham and Northumberland

Cumberland -

Yorkshire - - - -

Cornwall - - - -

Devonshire -

Total of England -

oz.

78,577

42,020

176,675

119,288

oz.

75,435

62,879
273

211,348

89,908

OZ,

79,924

51,931

302
248,436

77,456

OZ.

74,091

43,460
445

224,277

50,262

oz.

7o,zJo

43,721

1,657

223,189

3,000

1,295

53.366

416,824 439,983 481,909 417,343 426,974

Caermarthen -

Radnorshire -

Cardiganshire - - -

Flintshire - - - -

Denbighshire -

Caernarvonshire - - -

Total of Wales -

32,418

28,588
1,455

- -

28,079

25,823
1,180

-

38,751
19,340

1,034

35,097
1.3,297

2,206

o o c o0,iSDO

304
41,100

18,797

3,176

1,341

439

66,051 57,521 62,357 58,097 71,593

Scotland - - f- 5,426 4,947 5,282 4,206 .4,882

Ireland - - - - 18,096 7,252 3,700 3,071 14,361

Isle of Man 52,262 51,597 60,382 48,016 46,985

Total United Kingdom -

Estimated value -

558,659 561,906 614,180 530,866 569,345

£
140,664

£
140,476

£
153,470

£
132,716

£
142,336

Silver bullion received and purchased by the Royal Mint in each of the years 1855,

1856, 1857.—

1855. 1856. 18.57.

oz.

Silver bullion purchased - 721,037-198 U96,002^727 ^42,656^011

Market price per ounce - 59Hto66rf. 59^^. to 66d. 614^. to 62gd.

Value - - - 197.101Z. 16.. 4d. 437.29 iZ. 7.. 7d. 397,44lZ. 0.. 9d.

Silver coined at the Royal Mint in each of the years 1855. 1856, 1857 :

1855. 1856.

oz. oz-

1857.
oz.

T7,
• "^02 188-000 800,640-000 607,680-000~ ; iir IK «

?SeWes- /e:r£
Maundy money 720-000 ^^OQ^*^

710,949-000 1,681,920-000 1,357.200-000
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Value,

£
Florins - 83,101
Shillings - 68,424
Sixpences - 28,227
Groats - 10,767
Threepences- 4,791
Maundy money 198

£195,510 19

». a. £ s. d. £ s. d.
14 0 220,176 0 0 167,112 0 0
19 0 158,400 0 0 128,106 0 0
2 0 69,498 0 0 55,836 0 0
7 0 1,584 0 0

17 6 12,672 0 0 21,978 0 0
0 0 198 0 0 198 0 0

19 6 £462,528 0 0 £373,230 0 0

Silver Ore imported 1858.

„ Declared value.
Tons. £

5,030
From New Granada - - 10

Chili - - . . 3,106 . . : i78;957
Peru .... . . . 15324
Austraba - - - 369 - - - 5 950
Honduras - 60 . - - 2*310
British Settlements

'

Other parts - 75 . . . j 073

3,949 £209,154

Silver Coin and Bullion Imported in 1858:—

Quantities.

Total
Value.Countries from which imported. British Coin.

Foreign Coin
and

Bullion.
Total.

Hanse Towns ....
Holland
Belgium - - . . .

France - - - . .

Portugal
Spain .....
Gibraltar . - . . _

Malta - - . .

"

Turkey - - . .

Egypt .... I

West Coast of Africa
China - - . . .

Australia. - . . .

British Columbia - . .

Mexico, South America and"1
West Indies - - - J

United States - - . .

Other countries ...

oz.

936
400

7,060

3,936

120

4,740
26,192

20,155

4,136

518

33,497

41,046
14,373

oz.

664,542

22,138
2,095,415

7,619,038

1,340,679

116,962

252,590

1,200

1,560

12,931

319,986

6,033

11,368,242

1,161,274

156,790

oz.

665,478
22,538

2,102,475

7,619,038

1,344,615

117,082

257,330
26,192

21,355

5,696

13,449

319,986

6,033

11,401,739

1,202,320

171,163

£
180,130

6,132

556,347
2,079,204

338.295

29,568
64,866

6,700

5,486

1,470

3,372
86,252

1,526

2,986,659

309,308

44,749

r Quantities— 02;,

Total -

^
L Value - - £

157,109 25,139,380 25,296,489

40,223 6,659,841
6,700,064

T I 3
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The folio-wing table showing the quantities of gold and silver produce, by M
Michael Chevalier, is of historic interest.

•California . - . .

United States ...
Mexico :—In 1846, by the gold washings, 980 lbs.

fine gold.
In 1846, by operation of parting, 3,920 lbs. fine
gold.

New Grenada:— In 1846, by the English Co-
lombian Gold Company, 343 lbs. fine gold

In 1850, by the English Marmato Gold Com.
pany. 576 lbs. fine gold, and 350 lbs. fine silver.

Peru ....
Bolivia ....
Chili, in 1850, by the English Copiapo Company,
about 13 lbs. fine gold and 7,000 lbs. fine silvi

* Brazil :— In 1846, by the English St. John d'el
Rey Gold Company, 1425 lbs. gold, containing
20 per cent, silver.

1850, by ditto, 2,517 lbs. gold containing 20 per
cent, silver.

1846, by the English Imperial Brazilian Gold
Company, 314 lbs. gold, containing about 14
per cent, silver.

1850, by ditto, 379 lbs. gold, containing about 14
per cent, silver.

1846, by the English National Brazilian Gold
Company, 89 lbs. gold, containing about 14 per
cent, silver.

1850, by ditto, 120 lbs. gold, containing about 14
per cent, silver.

Total North and South America

Bussia :— 1846, by private mines in the

Ural - -

Public ditto
Private, Siberia
Public ditto

8,125 lbs.

5,672 lbs.

57,235 lbs.

2,555 lbs.

73,587 lbs.

^ 9 per cent. )

alloy. J

Norway (Konigsberg silver mines)

'

North Germany (Hartz Mountains)
Saxony - . . . .

Austria, in 1866, by private mines, about 4,100 lbs.
pure gold, and 34,400 lbs. pure silver. By go-
vernment mines, about 1,400 lbs. pure gold, and
51,200 lbs. pure silver . . .

Piedmont
Spain - . . . .

United Kingdom - - -

*Africa . . _ - .

•Borneo _ - . . .

*Ava . - . - .

*IVIalacca - - . . .

•Sumatra - - - - .

Annan or Tonquin ....
Various countries - - . .

Total of Europe, Africa, and Asia
Total of North and South America

Grand Total ....

1846. 1850.

Pure Gold. Pure Silver. Pvure Gold. Pure silver.

Lbs. Troy.

4,625

Lbs. Troy.

565

Lbs. Troy.

235,409
2,263

Lbs. Troy.

18,814

3,166

4,900 1,047,582 7,509 1,631,313

4,954 13,009 4,954 13,000

1,888

1,184

;303,207
139,452

1,888

1,184
303,207
139,452

2,666 90,009 2,856 90,009

5,096 607 5,668 675

25,503 1,594,431 261,731 2,199,644

66,985 50,858 81,919 52,053

7* 9,802
41,825
C0,606

7" 10,790
41,825
60,606

5,549
350
49

4,ono

'

6,000
1,961

1,420
1,250
600

2,000

85,653
2,256

68,953
33,330

320
480
1.57

113
100

16,200

10,000

5,663
350
49

4,000
6,000

1,961

1,420
1,250
600

1,000

86,961

2i256
133,397
48,484

320
480
157
113
100

16,200
10,000

89,171

25,503
384,653

1,594,431

104,219

261,731
463,742

2,199,644

114,674 1,979,081 365,950 2,603,386

In 1801 the quantity of pure gold produced in America was 46,331 lbs.; in Europe and Northern

J^'witSoO/.
Japan), 4,916 lbs,; total produce, 511247 lbs.=55,910 Ibl. British sUndard

In 1846, the quantity of pure gold produced in America was 2.5,.503 lbs.; in Europe Africa and Asia

Sdlt84V77^. T°^'
^"'•^ "^'•= '25.>08 lbs! BrS 'standard

In 1850, the quantity of pure gold produced in America was 261,731 lbs. ; in Europe Africa and Asia

iold=!y;654;322/
'^^^

' P'"*^"'"' lb8.=399!^47 lbs! BHtish standard

* Those countries marked thus (•) have no silver mines at work ; the silver stated is estimated a.having existed in the native gold, to the average amount of 8 per cent.
estimated ag

Y Y 4
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SILVER, ASSAY FOR. Estimation of silver contained in lead ores. Many
varieties of lead ore contain silver, and it is consequently necessary, in order to judge
of their commercial value, to ascertain the exact amount of this metal which they
afford. This is effected by the process of Ciipellation: an operation founded on the

fact that when an alloy of lead and silver is exposed to a current of air, when in a

state of fusion, the silver neither gives off perceptible vapours nor becomes sensibly

oxidised, whilst the lead rapidly absorbs oxygen and becomes converted into a fusible

oxide.

In order therefore to separate the silver that may be present in buttons resulting

from ordinary lead assays, it is only necessary to expose them on some suitable

porous medium, to such a temperature as will rapidly oxidise the lead. The litharge

produced is absorbed by the porous body on which the assay is supported, and nothing

but a small button of silver ultimately remains on the test. These supports or cupels

are made of bone-ash, slightly moistened with a little water, and consolidated by
being pressed into a mould. The furnace employed for this purpose is described in

the article Assay; as is also the muffle or D-shaped retort in which the cupels are

heated.

As soon as the muffle has become red hot, six or eight cupels that have been drying

in the mouth of the opening are introduced by means of proper tongs, and the bottom

of the muffle is covered with a thin layer of bone-ash, in order to prevent its being

attacked in case of any portion of litharge coming in contact with it during the

progress of the subsequent operations. The open end of the muffle is now closed by

means of a proper door, and the cupels are thus rapidly heated to the temperature of

the muffle itself. When this has been effected the door is removed, and into each of

the cupels is introduced by the aid of slender steel tongs a button of the lead to be

assayed. The mouth of the muffle is again closed during a few minutes to facilitate

the fusion of the alloy, and on its removal each of the cupels will be found to contain

a bright metallic globule, in which state the assay is said to be uncovered. The lead

is now quickly converted into litharge, which is absorbed by the cupel as fast as it is

produced, whilst at the same time there arises a white vapour that fills the muffle and

is gradually carried off by the door and through the openings in the sides and end.

A circular stain is at the same time formed around the globule of metal, which

gradually extends and penetrates into the substance of the cupel. When nearly the

whole of the lead has thus been removed, the remaining bead of alloy appears to

become agitated by a rapid motion, which seems to make it revolve with great

rapidity. At this stage the motion will be observed suddenly to cease, and the button,

after having for an instant emitted a bright flash of light, becomes immovable. This

is called the brightening of the assay, and a button of silver now remains on the cupel.

If the cupel were now abruptly removed from the muffle, the metallic globule

would be liable to vegetate, by which a portion of the metal might be thrown off, and

a certain amount of loss be thereby entailed. To prevent this, the cupel in which the

assay has brightened should be immediately covered by another, kept red-hot for

that purpose. The two are now gradually withdrawn together, and, after havmg suffi-

ciently cooled, the upper cupel is removed, and the globule of silver detached and

weighed. „ , 3 x *

From the fact that silver becomes sensibly volatile at very elevated temperatures,

it becomes necessary to make cupellations of this metal at the lowest possible

heat at which they can be effected. The temperature best fitted for this opera-

tion is obtained when the muffle is at a full red heat, and the vapours which arise

from the assays curl gradually away, and are finally removed by the draught

When the muffle is heated to whiteness, and the vapours rise to the top of the arch,

the heat is too great: and when, on the contrary, the fumes lie over the bottom, and

the sides of the openings in the muffle begin to darken, either a little more fuel must

be added or the draught increased,
, . • , • a

If an assay has been properly conducted, the button of silver obtained is round,

bright, and smooth on its upper surface, and beneath should be crystalhne and of a

dead-white colour ; it is easily removed from the cupel, and readily freed fiom

litharge. The globule is now laid hold of by a pair of fine pliers and flattened on a

small steel anvil, by which the oxide of lead which may have attached itself to it

becomes pulverised,Ld is removed by rubbing with a small hard
;
Jhe Aat^^^^^^^^

disc is then examined, in order to be sure that it is perfectly clean, and afterwards

weighed in a balance capable of turning with one-thousandth ot a grain.

The fuel employed consists of hard coke broken into small pieces.
. .

When the ores Jf lead, in addition to silver, contain gold, the button remaining on

the cupel is an alloy of these metals.
. . „..;_,„,-j

For commercial purposes, the silver contained in any given ore or alloy is estimated
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in ounces, pennyweights, and grains, one ton of ore or alloy being usually taken as

the standard of unity.

Table showing the weight of silver to the ton of ore or alloy corresponding to the weight in

grains obtainedfrom 400 grains of the substance operated on.

If 400 grains give
fine metal,

One ton win yield
If 400 grains give

fine metal.
One ton will yield

Grains. oz. dwt gr. Grains. oz. dwt. gr.

•001 0 1 15 •600 49 0 0
•002 0 3 6 •700 57 3 8
•003 0 4 21 •800 65 6 16
•004 0 6 12 •900 73 10 0
•005 0 8 4 rooo 81 13 8
•006 0 9 19 r5oo 122 10 0
•007 0 11 10 2-000 163 a 16
•008 0 13 1 2-500 204 3 8
•009 0 14 16 3-000 245 0 0
•010 0 16 8 3-500 285 16 16
•020 1 12 16 4-000 326 13 8
•030 2 9 0 4-500 367 10 0
•040 3 5 8 5-000 408 6 16
•050 4 1 16 5-500 449 3 8
•060 4 18 0 6-000 490 0 0
070 5 14 8 6-500 530 16 16
•080 6 10 16 7-000 571 13 8
•090 7 7 0 7-500 612 10 0
•100 8 3 8 8-000 653 6 16
•200 16 6 16 8-500 694 3 8
•300 24 10 0 9 000 735 0 0
•400 32 13 8 9-500 - 775 16 6
•500 40 16 16 10-000 816 13 8

Assay of silver ores not containing lead. — In the assay of ores belonging to this
class, it is usual to obtain the silver they afford in the form of an alloy with lead

;and this is subsequently passed to the cupel in the ordinary way.
Ores of silver in which the metals exist in the form of oxides are commonly fused

with a mixture of litharge, red lead, and powdered charcoal, by which an alloy of
lead is obtained, which is afterwards treated by cupellation. The amount of litharge
employed must be varied according to circumstances, as the resulting button should
not be too small, since in that case a portion of the silver might be lost in the slao-

;

nor too large, as the cupellation would then occupy a long time, and a loss through
volatilisation be the result.

In most cases, if 400 grains of ore be operated on, a button of 200 grains will be a
convenient weight for cupellation ; this may be obtained by the addition of 400 grains
of litharge, and from 7 to 8 grains of pulverised charcoal. This is to be well mixed

•with 200 grains of carbonate of soda, and introduced into an earthen crucible of
which it should not fill more than one-half the capacity. This is covered by a layer
ot borax and fused in the assay furnace, taking care to remove it from the fire as soon
as a perfectly liquid slag has been obtained, since the unreduced litharge might other-
wise cut through the crucible and spoil the assay. When cold, the pot is broken, and
the button cupelled in the ordinary way.

In this, and all other similar experiments, it is necessary to ascertain the propor-
tion of silver contained in the lead obtained from the litharge used, in order tomake the requisite deduction from the results obtained. When fine litharce isemployed the resulting lead contains so small an amount of silver, that for manvcommercial purposes it may be disregarded.
When other minerals than oxides are to be examined, the addition of charcoalbecomes in many cases unnecessary, since litharge readily attacks all the sulphides

arsenio-sulphides, &c., and oxidises many of their constituents, whilst a proportionate
quantity of metallic lead is set free. The slags thus formed contain Ihe^excess of

f "^t'-^J^^d is cupelled. The proportion of oxide oflead to be added to ores of this description varies in accordance with the amounts ofoxidisable substances present; but it must always be added in excess in order toprevent any chance of loss of silver from the action of sulphides in the slagsIhe only objection to this method of assay is the large quantity of lead produced
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for cupellation,— since iron pyrites afford by the reduction of the litharge 8^ parts of
lead, whilst sulphide of antimony and grey copper ore yield from 6 to 7 parts. This
inconvenience may be obviated by the previous oxidation of the mineral, either by
roasting, or by the aid of nitre, by the judicious employment of which buttons of

almost any required weight may be obtained.

Should this reagent be employed in excess, it would cause the oxidation of all the

metallic and combustible substances present, not even excepting the silver.

When, however, the mixture contains at the same time a large excess of litharge

and the quantity of nitre added is not sufBcient to decompose the whole of the

sulphides, a reaction takes place between the undecomposed sulphide and the oxide of

lead added, which gives rise to the formation of metallic lead, and this combining
with the silver, affords a button of alloy, which may be treated by cupellation.

The quantity of nitre to be used for this purpose will depend on the nature and
richness of the ores under examination ; but it must be remembered that 2^ parts of

nitre will decompose and completely oxidise pure iron pyrites, whilst 1^ and |rds of

its weight are in the case of sulphide of antimony and galena respectively sufficient.

In cases when the excess of sulphur present is very great, a partial roasting of

the ore is preferable to the addition of a large quantity of nitre.

Instead of operating according to any of the processes above described, it is some-

times found advantageous to expel the whole of the arsenic and sulphur, by a careful

roasting, and then to fuse the residue with a mixture of litharge, carbonate of soda

and borax, taking care to add a sufficient amount of some reducing flux to obtain a

button of convenient size.

When in addition to silver the mineral operated on contains gold, the button obtained

by cupellation will consist of a mixture of these metals, which may be separated

by the aid of nitric acid. See Assay.

Scorification.—Instead of operations as above described, silver ores are sometimes

treated by scorification. In that case, they are mixed with granulated lead and

exposed in small refractory saucers to a strong heat in an ordinary muffle furnace.

After a sufficient amount of the lead has become oxidised, and the resulting litharge

has formed a fusible slag with the gangue of the ore, the metallic lead is poured into

a suitable mould, and afterwards subjected to cupellation. When the granulated lead

employed for this purpose contains silver, due allowance for its presence must be

made in the result obtained. ^ n,.

Simple process for the reduction of silver to a metallic state by means of sugar.— Ihe

silver of coin is first reduced to the state of chloride, and the weight of the alloy thus

ascertained ; the chloride, after having been w ell washed and freed from copper, is to be

put into a stoppered wide-necked bottle; a quantity of refined sugar, or sugar-candy,

is then added, equal in weight to the alloy. This is mixed with an equal volume of

a solution, composed of 60 grammes of good hydrate of potash, and 150 grammes of

distilled water, which will yield solution of potash of 25° Beaume, or thereabouts

:

after closing the bottle the mixture is to be agitated, and then left for 24 hours,

shaking it occasionally, to favour the reaction. After this period has elapsed, it is to

be washed several times, until the last washings, filtered, are not affected by nitrate

of silver, a test which should be preceded by that of red litmus paper, which ought

not to become blue, or show any change whatever. This done, the contents of he

bottle are to be transferred to a porcelain capsule, by the help of a little distiUea

water, then, after being allowed to deposit, the excess of hquid is poured oil, and tne

silver dried in a stove. , r -i

By these means we obtain that to which Dr. Ure gave the name of grey st ye,.

This silver consists of some bright spangles, which become
^^^^^^'^'^'^f.^'^f^'Z'

It does not contain any imparities, with the exception of a small q;>entity of oxide

and a few atoms of chloride of silver. This latter produces a shght turbidity in the

liquor, when dissolved in perfectly pure nitric acid, and diluted
^f^^f^f/^^^f

J/.^'^

This turbidity does not, however, prevent the fonnation P^^-^ °ff^ f a sniaU
the chloride being only in suspension in the liquid, it is sufficient to filter t on a small

portion of well washed asbestos, in order to obtain an J^°«^J««t^°°f
^^^^^'^^^^^J -J^

Eitrate of silver will not contain any trace of other metals as

reduction of the chloride of silver, and by the reduction of this salt the siWer is com

pletely separated from the iron and copper which the so ution ^^.S^* contain Ihus

Sie nitric acid of commerce may be employed, without inconvenience, for dissolvmg

%telrey silver almost always contains a small quantity of oxide
;

^bis is easUj

Terified^by the addition of ammonia, which, after digestion on the
"^f ^l/^/J^^^^J^^

produces a slight turbidity on adding nitric acid, which is caused by the ^epara^^on ot

the dissolved chloride of silver; the turbidity is then
^"^'•^^^.f,^^,^

' vi^^^^^
of a smaU quantity of chloride of sodium to the nitrate of ammonia previously
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formed; thus, then, is the oxide of silver dissolved in the liquor in the state of

ammoniacal nitrate, which is precipitated in the form of insoluhle chloride.

Oxide of silver not being an impurity in the uses to which pure silver is applied in

laboratories, we may consider the grey silver obtained in the manner ahove described

as more pure and with less loss than any of those prepared up to the present time, by
the reduction of chloride of silver ; and without the necessity of melting, a troublesome

operation, and one of much inconvenience in a laboratory.

SILVER, BROMIDE OF (AgBr), is occasionally found native. If a soluble

bromide is added to a solution of nitrate of silver, a precipitate of bromide of silver is

formed of a very pale yellow colour. This salt changes readily under the action of

the solar rays, and for photographic purposes possesses many very important pro-

perties, of which photographers have not availed themselves. This is mainly owing
to the neglect of scientific investigation amongst the body of photographic artists,

which is exceedingly to be regretted.

SILVER, CHLORIDE OF, is obtained by adding hydrochloric acid, or any
soluble chloride, to a solution of nitrate of silver. A curdy precipitate falls, quite

insoluble in water, which being dried and heated to dull redness, fuses into a semi-
transparent grey mass, called, from its appearance, horn-silver. Chloride of silver

dissolves readily in water of ammonia, and crystallises in proportion as the ammonia
evaporates. It is not decomposed by a red heat, even when mixed with calcined
charcoal ; but when hydrogen or steam is passed over the fused chloride, hydrochloric
acid exhales, and silver remains. When fused along with potassa (or its carbonate),
the silver is also revived; while oxygen (or also carbonic acid) gas is liberated, and
chloride of potassium is formed. Alkaline solutions do not decompose chloride of
silver. When this compound is exposed to light, it suffers a partial decomposition,
hydrochloric acid being disengaged.
The best way of reducing the chloride of silver, says Mohr, is to mix it with one-

third of its weight of colophony (black rosin), and to heat the mixture moderately
in a crucible till the flame ceases to have a greenish-blue colour; then suddenly to
increase the fire, so as to melt the metal into an ingot.

The subchloride may be directly formed by pouring a solution of deuto-chloride
of copper or iron upon silver leaf. The metal is speedily changed into black
spangles, which, being immediately washed and dried, constitute subchloride of
silver. If the contact of the solutions be prolonged, chloride would be formed.
SILVER HYPOSULPHITE OF. This salt is formed in the process of fixing

photographic pictures with hyposulphite of soda (which see). Solutions of the hyposul-
phite of soda, potash, or lime, which are bitter salts, dissolve chloride of silver into
liquids possessing a remarkable sweetness.
SILVER, IODIDE OF. (Agl.) This compound of iodine and silver, which is

obtamed when a solution of an iodide is added to nitrate of silver, is a pale yellow
powder. It is also found native, but not in large quantities. This silver salt is
remarkable, like some other metallic compounds, for changing its colour alternately
with heat and cold. If a sheet of white paper be washed over with a solution of
nitrate of silver, and afterwards with a somewhat dilute solution of iodide of potas-
siuna, it will immediately assume the pale yellow tint of the cold silver iodide On
placing the paper before the fire, it will change colour from a pale primrose to a gaudy
brilliant yellow, Uke the sun-flower ; and on being cooled, it will again resume the
primrose hue. These alternations may be repeated indefinitely, like those with the
salts of cobalt, provided too great a heat be not applied. The pressure of a finger
upon the hot yellow paper makes a white spot, by cooling it quickly. Iodide of silverwhen pure, is very slowly darkened when exposed to sunshine ; but if in combination
with any organic compound it changes colour with much rapidity. From this nro-
perty it furnishes one of the most valuable of our photographic agents. (SeePhotography.) It is the active material in the calotype,^ the collodion, theDaguerreotype, and other processes.

uuiuu,

SILVER, NITRATE OF. (AgNO«.) This salt was known to Geber, and waschiefly used m medicine
;
but smce the discovery of photography, this salt has beenmade on a very large scale. It is found in commerce in two different forms, vfzcrys allised, and m sticks, the former being more general ; in sticks it is called « lunar

^Tr:J!^V.l
"'"^

- J-*^" T^T- P^'^P^'".^'^ ^'^S^^tmg metallic silver wiih

forms red vapours of hyponitric acid

^3Ag^ + 4HN0'' = SAg.NO" + NO^ + 4HO.

Silver. Nitric acid. Nitrate of silver. Bin^e of Wutcr.
nitrogen.
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The clear solution is evaporated, cither to the crystallising point or to dryness—if for
caustic—fused and cast into sticks. If ordinary standard silver be used, the solution
•will contain some nitrate of copper ; in this case it must be evaporated to dryness,
and gradually heated till all the nitrate of copper is decomposed, which may be known
by taking a little of the salt, dissolving in water, and adding excess of ammonia; when,
if copper be still present, the solution will have a blue tint. When all the copper is

thus rendered insoluble, the fused mass is dissolved in distilled water, evaporated
and crystallised. When pure, nitrate of silver is white; the crystals are transparent,
colourless, hexangular tables, or right rhombic prisms, very soluble in water, requiring
only their own weight of cold water and half that quantity of boiling water for solu-
tion ; they are also readily soluble in hot alcohol, but the greater portion is again
deposited on cooling. Nitrate of silver possesses a strongly metallic and bitter taste.

It is not deliquescent, and when free from organic matter is not decomposed by light

(^Scanlan). The dark colour of the outside of the ordinary sticks of the shops is caused
by the decomposition of the nitrate by the paper in which they are wrapped, as the

presence of organic matter reduces the silver to the metallic state. Nitrate of silver

is frequently adulterated to a considerable extent, principally with nitrate of potash,

but sometimes with other nitrates. The price at which it is sometimes sold is proof

enough that it is largely adulterated ; for instance, it may sometimes be bought for

3s. an ounce ; at that price it does not pay for the silver alone that should be in it : we
will prove this. Every ounce (437*5 grains) of pure nitrate of silver contains 278

grains of pure silver, and this itself, without taking notice of nitric acid and time of

preparation, is worth 3s. 2d. This clearly proves there must be considerable adultera-

tion ; but although the adulterating substances do not interfere generally with the

photographic processes, it is certain that no advantage can be gained by buying it at

so low a price. The way to detect the adulteration is to precipitate the silver by
hydrochloric acid, and evaporate the filtered liquid to dryness, when, if the salt is pure,

there will be no residue.

As many, who use much nitrate of silver in photography, &c., throw away the

residues, and hence in course of time waste much silver, it will not be out of place

here to show how it may be saved and made again into nitrate of silver fit for use.

If the papers, on which there is silver, are preserved, the silver can be obtained by

merely burning them, and may be fused in a porcelain crucible into one lump. In

the case of the nitrate of silver baths, when too weak for further use, the silver may
be precipitated in the form of chloride, by adding hydrochloric acid. The chloride

of silver thus obtained may be easily reduced to the metallic state. 1st, by digesting

the moist chloride with metallic zinc and dilute sulphuric acid ; the hydrogen which is

thus liberated reduces the silver to the metallic state, which remains in the form of

a black powder, and when well washed with water may be dissolved in nitric acid,

evaporated and crystallised. 2nd, by digesting it by the aid of heat with a caustic

alkali and tartaric acid, when it will also be reduced to metallic silver, and will remain

as a black powder, which may be treated as above. 3rd, by collecting the precipitated

chloride of sUver on a filter, washing well with water, and drying; the dry chloride

is then mixed with four or five times its weight of a mixture of carbonate of potash

and carbonate of soda, and subjected to a white heat in a porcelain crucible
;
the

silver will be reduced to the metallic state, and will be found as a metaUic button at

the bottom of the crucible when cold, and may be easily detached and washed
;
and

is then fit to dissolve in nitric acid, &c.— H. K. B.
, a r\\

SILVER OXIDE OF. There are two oxides of silver; the protoxide {AgU),

and the peroxide AgO^. 1. The first is obtained by adding solution of caustic

potassa, or lime-water, to a solution of nitrate of silver.
_
The precipitate has a

brownish-grey colour, which darkens when dried, and contams no combined water.

Its specific gravity is 7-143. On exposure to the sun it gives out a certain quantity

of oxygen, and becomes a black powder. This oxide is an energetic base
;
being

slightly soluble in pure water, reacting like the alkalies upon reddened litmus paper,

and displacing, from their combinations with the alkalies, a portion of the acids

w iUi which ifforms insoluble compounds. It is insoluble m caustic lyes of

notassa or soda. By combination with caustic ammoma, it forms fulminating silver.

See FULMINATING sLvEit. The second, or peroxide, is formed when a very dilute

solution of nitrate of silver is decomposed by the voltaic current; dark grey lustrous

needles of the peroxide of silver are formed around the positive pole.

SILVER, SULPHATE OF. may be prepared by bo.l.ng ^ulph^ric acid upon me

metal. See Refining of Gold and Silver. It dissolves '° 88
P^^f

^J.^^^^^^^
water, but the greater part of the salt crysta l .ses m small

°f^^f

,

cools. It consists of 1 18 parts of oxide, combmed with 40 parts of dry ac.<l

SILVER, SULPHIDE OF, which exists native, may be read'ly preparea oy

fusing its constituents together; and it forms spontaneously upon the surface
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silver exposed to the air of inhabited places. The tarnish may be easily removed
by rubbing the metal with a solution of cameleon viineral, prepared by calcining per-

oxide of manganese with nitre. Sulphide of silver is a powerful sulpho-base ; since

though it be heated to redness in close vessels, it retains the volatile sulphides, whose
combinations with the alkalies are decomposed at that temperature. It consists of
87-04 of silver, and 12-96 of sulphur.

SILVER LEAF is made in precisely the same way as gold leaf. See Gold
Beating.
SILVERING is the art of covering the surfaces of bodies with a thin film of

silver. When silver leaf is to be applied, the methods prescribed for gold leaf are
suitable. Among the metals, copper or brass are those on which the silverer most
commonly operates. Iron is seldom silvered ; but the processes for both metals are
essentially the same. The white alloy of nickel is now often plated.
The principal steps of this operation are the following :

—

1. The smoothing down the sharp edges, and polishing the surface of the copper

;

called emorfiler by the French artists.

2. The annealing ; or, making the piece to be silvered red hot, and then plunging
it in a very dilute nitric acid, till it be bright and clean.

3. Pumicing
; or, clearing up the surface with pumice-stone and water.

4. The warming, to such a degree merely as, when it touches water, it may make
a slight hissing sound; in which state it is dipped in the very weak aquafortis,
whereby it acquires minute insensible asperities, sufficient to retain the silver leaves
that are to be applied.

5. The hatching. When these small asperities are inadequate for giving due solidity
to the silvering, the plane surfaces must be hatched all over with a graving tool ; but
the chased surfaces need not be touched.

6. The blueing, consists in heating the piece till its copper or brass colour changes
to blue. In heating, they are placed in hot tools made of iron, called mandrins in
France.

7. The charging, the workman's term for silvering. This operation consists in
placing the sUver leaves on the heated piece, and fixing them to its surface by
burnishers of steel, of various forms. The workman begins by applying the leaves
double. Should any part darken in the heating, it must be cleared up by the scratch-
brush.

The silverer always works two pieces at once ; so that he may heat the one, while
burnishmg the other. After applying two silver leaves, he must heat up the piece
to the same degree, as at first, and he then fixes on with the burnisher four addi-

tiTo A?r'i°
''^"^

V
'/"'^ °° charging in the same way, 4 or 6 leaves at a

VA ^^ ^P?!^^^.' ^^^'^ another, 30, 40, 50, or 60 leaves, according to the

Sr7« ni ^,
^1? •

He then burnishes down with great pressure and
address, till he has given the surface a uniform silvery aspect

Silvering by the precipitated chloride of silver The white curd obtained by addinga solution of common salt to one of nitrate of silver is to be well washed and dried

^ ponder is to be mixed with 3 parts of good pearlash, 1 of washedwhiting, and one and a half of sea-salt. After cleaning the surface of the brass it'

s

to be rubbed with a bit of soft leather, or cork moistened with water, and dipped inthe above powder. After the silvering, it should be thoroughly washed with waterdned, and immediately varnished. Some use a mixture of 1 part of the silvernre

-

cipitate, with 10 of cream of tartar, and this mixture also answers very weU
^

mixtur? of 7n=rrr?'"i^ ''^^f
^'^^ ^"''ti""' moistened state, amixture of 1 part of silver powder precipitated by copper, 2 parts of cream of tartarand as much common salt.

^
The piece must be immediately washedTSpid wate^^

tZ\TX ^^^fl'^^d'*h^° 5° slightly warm pure water, and finally wiped d^ry brfore
•• ^ ^'^'^^^^^T^E, and Electrotypis

pf ary oeiore

The inferior kmds of plated buttons get their silver coating in the following way—
2 ounces of chloride of silver are mixed up with I ounce of corrosive suSate

3 pounds of common salt, and 3 pounds of sulphate of zinc, with watei- fnto a paste'The buttons being cleaned, are smeared over with that mixtnrp «nH I f
moderate degree of heat, which is eventually raileTnear yTredn^^
the mercury from the amalgam formed by the reaction of the horn s ^e^and Scorrosive sublimate. The copper button thus acquires a silverv Lf«n!\!^L •

brightened by clearing and burnishing. ^ ^
Rnr^f^^^''iM'^''^'^'*^ ^7

applying a coat of parchment size, or spirit varnish to th<.surface, and then the silver leaf, with pressure.
varnisn, to the

^{J;VERiNG OF GLASS. See MiimoRs.

of coppe^r.^
' "^^'^oloured brass, composed of 3 oz. zinc to 1 lb.
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SINAMINE. CIFN'^. An alkaloid, produced by the action of the oxides of

mercury or lead, on thiosinamine.—C. G. W.
SINAPINE. C-H-'^NO'". A base existing (in the state of hydrosulphocyanate) in

white mustard.—C. G. W.
SINGEING. In the article Bleaching, Vol. I. page 325, the modern and most

approved singeing apparatus is described. The old furnace for singeing cotton goods is

represented in longitudinal section, ^<7. 1649, and in a transverse one in fig. 1650. a is

the fire-door ; b, the grate : c, the ashpit ; d, a flue, 6 inches broad, and 2^ high, over

•which a hollow semi-cylindrical mass of cast iron e, is laid, 1 inch thick at the sides,

and 2^ thick at the top curvature. The flame passes along the fire flue d, into a

side opening/, in the chimney. The goods are swept swiftly over this ignited piece

of iron, with considerable friction, by mean of a wooden roller, and a swing frame

for raising them at any moment out of contact.

In some shops, semi-cylinders of copper, three-quarters of an inch thick, have been

substituted for those of iron, in singeing goods prior to bleaching them. The former

last three months, and do 1,500 pieces with one ton of coal; while the latter, which

are an inch and a half thick, wear out in a week, and do no more than from 500 to

600 pieces with the same weight of fuel.
, „ „ . , , , e

In the early part of the year 1818, Mr. Samuel Hall mtroduced the plan for

removing the downy fibres of the cotton thread from the interstices of bobbinet

lace or muslins, by singeing the lace with the fiame of a gas-burner. And in 1823

he modified this process by causing a strong current of air to draw the flame of the

gas through the interstices of the lace, as it passes over the burner, by means of an

1651

aperture in a tube placed immediately above the row of gas-jets, which tube commn-

its llZ'ZlZi^^Soi the apparatus complete, and— ^n
^.^^^^^

it S-t- ! t a, is a gas.pipe, -PP'f̂ .^/^^X^^^^^
several small ones extend upwards to the long

""'^'^f/' . ^i^jp through which,

zontal tube, perforated with many small holes m "PP"^ materisd

as jets, the gas passes; and when it is ignited, the bobbinet lace, or otner
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intended to be singed, is extended and drawn rapidly over the flame, by means of

rollers, wliich are not shown in the figure.

The simple burning of the gas, even with a draught chimney, is found not to be at

all times efficacious. There is »now introduced a hollow tube c, c, with a slit or

opening, immediately over the row of burners ; and this tube, by means of the

pipes d, d, d, communicates with the pipe e, e, e, which leads to the exhausting

apparatus.

This exhausting apparatus consists of two tanks,/ and g, neaj^ filled with water,

and two inverted boxes or vessels, h and i, which are suspended by rods to the

vibrating beam /* ; each of the boxes is furnished with a valve opening upwards ;

/, /, are pipes extending from the horizontal part of the pipe e, up into the boxes or

vessels h and i, which pipes have valves at their tops, also opening upward. When
the vessel h descends, the water in the tank forces out the air contained within the

vessel at the valve vi ; but when that vessel rises again, the valve in being closed, the
air is drawn from the pipe e, through the pipe /. The same takes place in the vessel

i, from which the air in its descent is expelled through the valve n, and in its ascent
draws the air through the pipe 1, from the pipe e. By these means, a partial exhaus-
tion is effected in the pipe e, e, and the tube c, c; to supply which, the air rushes
with considerable force through the long opening of the tube c, c, and carries with it

the flame of the gas-burners. The bobbinet lace, or other goods, being now drawn
over the flame between the burner 6, b, and the exhausted tube c, c, by means of
rollers, as above said, the flame of the gas is forced through the interstices of the
fabric, and all the fine filaments and loose fibres of the thread are burnt ofi', without
damaging the substance of the goods.

To adjust the draught from the gas-burners, there are stop-cocks introduced into
several of the pipes d ; and to regulate the action of the exhausting apparatus, an air
vessel o is suspended by a cord or chain passing over pulleys, and balanced by a
weight p. There is also a scraper introduced into the tube c, which is made, by
any convenient contrivance, to revolve and slide backwards and forwards, for the
purpose of removing any light matter that may arise from the goods singed, and
which would otherwise obstruct the air passage. Two of these draught tubes c
may be adapted and united to the exhausting apparatus, when a double row of
burners is employed, and the inclination of the flame may be directed upwards,
downwards, or sideways, according to the position of the slit in the draught tube, by
which means any description of goods may, if required, be singed on both sides
at one operation.

SIZE. A solution of gelatinous matter, usually made from skin, employed for the
purpose of giving adhesiveness to certain substances, which could not be otherwise
secured to surfaces. See Gelatine and Glue.
SIZING OF PAPER. See Paper.
SKIN. (Peau, Fr.

; Haul, Germ.) The external membrane of animal bodies con-
sists of three layers : 1, the epidermis, scarf-skin {Oberhaut, Germ.); 2, the vascular
organ, or papillary body, which performs the secretions

; and 3, the true skin
(Lederhaut, Germ.), of which leather is made. The skin proper, or dermoid sub-
stance, IS a tissue of innumerable very delicate fibres, crossing each other in every
possible direction, with small orifices between them, which are larger on its internal
than on its external surface. The conical channels thus produced are not straight but
oblique, and filled with cellular membrane

; they receive vessels and nerves which
pass out through the skin (cutis vera), and are distributed upon the secretory oreanIhe fibrous texture of the skin is composed of the same animal matter as the
serous membranes, the cartilages, and the cellular tissue; the whole possessing the

ll?rlL r ""'V ^at^'-' being, thereby, converfed into glue.See Glce, Leather, Tan, and Fdrs. The skins of animals are imported for thepreparation of furs, for use, and ornament, and for the manufacture of leather,

br^ch of trlde?^'^*^™^°*
importations in 1858 show the importance of this

Skins, Furs, Pelts and Tails, undressed

:

Number. Computed
R„„„ real value.™ 13,885 £15,349
g^^^^f 108,315 34,336
b^°°<^y 218,279 3,638

13,016

10,057

2,131

Goat (Mndrmerf; - - . - 568!854 fio'lAR

J?eer 98,779
Ei-'fine 201,334
J'tch 21,308

- • - - 0)1,731
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Skins, Fdrs, Pelts and Tails, undressed {continued):

Number.

Goat (tanned or tawed) - - - 672,516
Kid («n the hair, undressed) - - 23,627

Do. (dressed) .... 445,873
Do. (di/ed) 4^155

Lamb (in the wool, undressed) - - 1,269,663
Do. (tanr^d or tawed) - - . 10 949
Do. (di/ed) l|004
Do. {^dressed in oil) - - - . 33,802

Lynx (undressed) - - - . 30,014
Marten (do.) .... 163',928

Martens' tails - - - - _ 3,450
Minx 123,'387

Musquash - - - . . 971,387
Nutria 856,130
Otter 17,791
Raccoon 437,499
Sable 869
Seal (in the hair) - - - . 719,926
Shee-p (in the wool) - - - - 1,494,562

Do. (tanned or tawed) - - - 899,741
Do. (dressed in oil)- . _ . 55,173

Squirrel or Calabar - - - - 105,750

SLAG (Laitier, Fr. ; Sehlacke, Germ.) is the vitreous mass -which covers the
fused metal in the smelting-hearths. In the iron-works it is commonly called cinder.

Slags consist, in general, of bi-silicates of lime and magnesia, along with the oxides
of iron and other metals

;
being analogous in composition, and having the same

crystalline form as the mineral pyroxene.

The following, selected from the analyses of Percy and Forbes, show the composi-
tion of iron furnace slags :

—

Silica - . . . 28-32 42-06 39-52 29-60

Alumina - - - - 24-24 12-93 15-11 41-28

Lime . - _ - 40-12 32-53 32-52 0-47

Magnesia - - - - 2-79 1-06 3.49 0-35

Protoxide of manganese 0-07 2-26 2-89 1-13

Protoxide of iron 0-27 4-94 2-02 48-43

Sesquioxide of iron 17-11

Potash with traces of soda - 0-64 2-69 1-06

Sulphate of lime 0-26

Sulphide of calcium - 3-38 1-03 2-15

Phosphoric acid 0-31 1-34

Sulphide of iron 1-61

Loss 0-19 1-24

100-09 100-00 100-00 101-32

Of the last of these, Dr. Percy remarks:

—

" An immense quantity of iron slag, far richer than many iron ores, is annually

thrown away, and it may be that the presence of phosphoric acid in sensible quantity

is one of the causes which prevents the re-smelting of this slag to advantage. The

fact has not yet suflBciently attracted the attention of those engaged in the manufac-

ture of iron. The discovery of a method of extracting economically good iron from

these rich slags would be of great advantage to the country, and could not fail amply

to reward its author."

—

Report of the Sixteenth Meeting of the British Association, 1847.

SLATES. (Ardoises, Fr. ; Schiefern, Germ.) The substances belonging to thw

class may be distributed into the following species :

—

1. Mica-schist, occasionally used for 5. Drawing slate, or black chalk,

covering houses- 6. Adhesive slate.

2. Roofing slate. 7. Bituminous shale.

3. Whet slate. 8. Slate-clay.

4. Polishing slate.

1. Mica-schist, improperly called Mica-slate.— This is a mountain rock of vast

C mputed
real value.

£57,065
900

60,947
605

73,081

719
81

2,254

16,619

83,580
86

24,793
37,347

32,997

23,711

63,219

1,.520

274,658
117.113

29,268

4,137

1,980
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continuity and extent, of a schistose texture, composed of the minerals mica and quartz,
the mica being generally predominant.

2. Roofing slate. — This substance is closely connected with mica ; so (hat uninter-
rupted transitions may be found between these rocks in many mountain chains. It

is a simple schistose mass, of a bluish-grey or greyish-black colour, of various shades,
and a shining, somewhat pearly internal lustre on the faces, but of a dead colour in
the cross fracture.

This slate is extensively distributed in Great Britain. It skirts the Highlands of
Scotland, from Loch Lomond by Callender, Comrie, and Dunkeld

; resting on, and
gradually passing into mica-slate throughout the whole of that territory. Roofing-
slate occurs on the western side of England, in the counties of Cornwall and Devon

;

in various parts of North Wales and Anglesea ; in the north-east parfs of Yorkshire,
near Ingleton, and in Swaledale ; as also in the counties of Cumberland and Westmor-
land. It is likewise met with in the counties of Wicklow and other mountainous
districts of Ireland.

All the best beds of roofing-slate improve in quality as they lie deeper under the
surface

; near to which, indeed, they have little value. This variety of slate is found
in the Cambrian, Silurian, and Devonian formations.
A good roofing-slate should split readily into thin even laminae ; it should not be

absorbent of water either on its face or endwise, a property evinced by its not increasing
perceptibly in weight after immersing in water; and it should be sound, compact, and
not apt to disintegrate in the air. The slate raised at Eisdale, on the west coast of
Argyleshire, is very durable. The slates of Penrhyn and other quarries in North
Wales, are very celebrated; those of Delabole in Cornwall are also well known and
much esteemed.

Cleaving and dressing of the slates.— The splitter begins by dividing the block, cut
lengthwise, to a proper size, which he rests on end, and steadies between hi? knees.
He uses a mallet and a chisel, which he introduces into the stone in a direction
parallel to the folia. By this means he reduces it into several manageable pieces, and
he gives to each the requisite length, by cutting cross grooves on the flat face,' and
then striking the slab with the chisel. It is afterwards split into thinner sections by
finer chisels dexterously applied to the edges. The slab is then dressed to the proper
shape, by being laid on a block of wood, and having its projecting parts at the ends
and sides cut off with a species of hatchet or chopping-knife. It deserves to be
noticed that blocks of slate may lose their property of divisibility into thin laminse
This happens from long exposure to the air, after they have been quarried The
workmen say, then, that they have lost their waters, For this reason, the number of
splitters ought to be always proportionate to the number of block-hewers Frost
renders the blocks more fissile

; but a supervening thaw renders them quite refractoryA new frost restores the faculty of splitting, though not to the same degree ; and theworkmen therefore avail themselves of it without delay. A succession of frosts andthaws renders the quarried blocks quite intractable.
3. Whet slate, or Turkey hojie, is a slaty rock, containing a great proportion of

quartz, m which the component particles, the same as in clay-slate and mica-slate but
in dilferent proportions, are so very small as to be indiscernible.

'

4. rolishing slate. Colour, cream-yellow, in alternate stripes
; massive

; compositionimpalpable
;
principal fracture, slaty, thin and straight

; cross fracture, fine earthv •

feels fine, but meagre; adheres little, if at all, to the tongue ; is very soft, passing into
friable; specific gravity in the dry state, 1-6; when imbued with moisture 1-9 It
IS supposed to have been formed from the ashes of burnt coal. It is found at Planitz-near Zwickau, and at Kutschlin near Bilin in Bohemia.

5 Drawing slate, or black chalk has a greyish black colour ; is very soft, sectile
<'asily broken and adheres slightly to the tongue; spec. grav. 2-11. The streak kghstenmg. It occurs in beds in primitive and transition clay-slate

; also in secondarylormat.ons, as m the coal-measures of most countries. It is used in crayon drawin/
Its trace upon paper ,s regular and black. The best kinds are found in Spain, Itaw!

island ofTshy
^^'^ ^" Caernarvonshire and in the

6. Adhe.9ive slate has a light gretnish-gray colour, is easily broken or exfoliatedhas a shining streak, adheres strongly to the tongue, and absorbs water rapidly, withthe emission of air-bubbles and a crackling sound. ^ ^'

7. Bituminous shale is a species of soft, sectile slate-clay, much impregnated withbitumen, which occurs in the coal-measures. See Kimmeridge Shale
8. blale-ckn/ has a grey or greyish-yellow colour ; is massive, with a dull Himmering lustre from sj^angles of mica interspersed. Its slaty fracture approaches nttimes o earthy

;
fragments, tabular

;
soft, sectile, and very frangible

; specTcTray ty

Vox III ' ''""'z J
^'^^^ immersed for some Se £
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water. It is found as an alternating bed in the coal-measures. When breathed upon,

it emits a strong argillaceous odour. When free from lime and iron, it forms an

excellent material for making refractory fire-bricks, being an infusible compound of

alumina and silica ; one of the best examples of which is the schist known by the

name of Stourbridge clay. See Clay.

SLIDES. A miner's term for a dislocation of the strata, which is evidenced by the

sliding of one portion of the rock over the other. These slides are often, but not

always, filled with a softer matter than the rock, a clay in a greater or less state of

induration.

SLIKENSIDES. The name given to smooth striated surfaces of rocks or of mineral

lodes, indicating the grinding action of the movement of heavy masses. Many polished

surfaces are called sUkensides to which the term is evidently inapplicable.

SLOKE. The common name for laver. See AixjiE.

SMALT. See Cobalt.
SMELTING. The processes for obtaining the metals from the ores. These are

described under the respective heads. See Copper, Iuon, Lead, Metallurgy,
SiLVKR, Tin, Zinc, &c.

SMOKE, prevention of, or consumption of.

Smoke is the more volatile portions of coal, passing off, charged with finely divided

carbon, at a comparatively low temperature.

If the black smoke, which escapes from a furnace when a quantity of cold coals is

thrown in upon an incandescent mass, can be made to pass over another portion of

coal in active combustion, this carbon is consumed, i. e. combined with atmospheric

oxygen, and converted into carbonic oxide, which burns, producing carbonic acid

;

and eventually escapes as colourless vapour.

One great cause, and perhaps the greatest cause of the annoyance of smoke in large

towns is the carelessness of the man supplying fuel to the fire. Where coal is abun-

dant the stoker usually piles an unnecessary quantity of fuel upon his fire, and this

has the effect of reducing the heat, and of producing dense volumes of black smoke.

Where coal is scarce and dear, as in Cornwall, careful stoking leads to an almost

entire absence of smoke. A small quantity of coal is placed in front of the fire at a

time, here it undergoes a coking process, the volatile carbon passing over the heated

coal 'is burnt, and no visible smoke escapes. When the coal is thoroughly coked it is

shovelled in over the fire, and a fresh portion of coal is placed in front, to undergo

the same process.
.

Among the fifty several inventions which have been patented for effectmg this

purpose, with regard to steam boilers and other large furnaces, very few are sufiiciently

economical or effective. The first person who investigated this subject in a truly

philosophical manner was Mr. Charles Wye Williams, managing director of the

Dublin and Liverpool Steam Navigation Company, and he also has had the merit of

constructing many furnaces, both for marine and land steam-engines, which thoroughly

prevent the production of smoke, Avith increased energy of combustion, and a more or

less considerable saving of fuel, according to the care of the stoker. The specific

invention, for which he obtained a patent in 1840, consists in the introduction of a

proper quantity of atmospheric air to the bridges and flame-beds of the furnaces,

through a greater number of small orifices, connected with a common pipe or canal,

whose area can be increased or diminished according as the circumstances of complete

combustion may require, by means of an external valve. The operation of the air

thus passed in small jets into the half-burned carburetted hydrogen gases over the

fires is their perfect combustion, the development of aU the heat which they can

produce, and the entire prevention of smoke. One of the many ingenious methods

m which Mr. Williams has carried out the principles of what he justly calls his

Argand furnace, is represented at Jig. 1652, where a is the ash-pit of a steam-boiler

furnace ; b is the mouth of a tube which admits the external air into the chamber or

iron box of distribution, c, placed immediately beyond the fire-bridge, g, and betore

the diffusion or mixing chamber,/. The front of the box is perforat^ed either with

round or oblong orifices, as shown in the two small figures e, e beneath ^jf. 165^
;

a,

is the fire-door which may have its fire-brick lining also perforated. In some cases,

the fire-door projects in front, and it, as well as the sides and arched top of the tire-

place, are constructed of perforated fire-tiles, enclosed in common brickwork, w n

an intermediate space, into which the air may be admitted in regula ed quantny

through a movable valve in the door. Fire-places of this latter construction perfoim

admirably, without smoke, with an economy of one-seventh of the coals VS"^llj con

sumed in producing a like amount of steam from an ordinary furnace ;
h is the steam

^°vTry ample evidence was presented in a late session to the Smoke P£e^.<f ^^"""^^

mittee of the House of Commons of the successful application of Mr. Williams s patent
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invention to many furnaces of the largest dimensions, more especially by Mr. Henry
Hoiildsworth, of Manchester, who, mounting in the first flue a pyrometrical rod, which
acted on an external dial index, succeeded in observing evea-y variation of tempera-
ture produced by varying the introduction of the air-jets into the mass of ignited gases

SOAP IS a chemical compound, manufactured on a very extensive scale formincr

Oils and fats consist chiefly of olelne and stearine as in tnllnw j
vegetable fats; of margarine, which occurs in anfmarfats in S tJ'in nV
vegetable oils

;
of palmitine, which is found in pS oil and sTon^lh Z "H''immediate principles, according to the nature of thTfats and nil^^ i 7. ""l'

maker. Natural fatty substances, however are never excln 5^ '°'P
these principles, but are, on the contrary, cLposedTsevera^^^^^^^^
portions, oleine alone being a constant constituent inllfof them

^'"^ ™'
^Natural or neutral fats and oils, chemicallv considered arp vonii^ o u

cal ea glycerydes,» that i. ,o .ay,' a,e combiSn oTfdds' oS^sSartTarl"'

.,tefS:tf So'^gTytry^^^ "«> gljceryle, i, a
Ofewe IS a combination of oleic acid with nvidp nf n.i„„^ i i • .

oleate of oxide of glyceryle.
gljoeryle, and is, therefore, an

Margarine is a combination of marffarie nr-irl or,^ 1 ^ ,

therefore, a margarate of oxide of glycervTe and so on with fl,

fyeeryle, and is.

fats and oils.
^ yceryie, and so on with the other constituents of

Glycerine is a combination of oxide of elvcervlp with wn*p,. „v,- •

plays the part of an acid to form a hydrateVf'L^d: If glyle yl^ Syce'ri'nef
wh r.V""^""

^"'^ ("^'"^'y- stearine, margarine L or thp S^^vh.ch they constitute) are treated by solutions of Caustic aSiVs .noh L ,soda, their constituents react upon each other and PnmKi^o -lA. P"*^^^^ O''

and provided too great an excess of airalfhas ^ofbeen used The fat oi'oif l' "Ithe alkaline solution into a syrupy liquid which on ^onh'n;' T ?^ dissolves m
-Inch is nothing else than In a%\s ^oTution of soap L^d'lk^^^^^^^^^which the treatment has set free

P glycerine,

The following equation, in which, for the. sake of simplicity, one of these principles
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only, stcarine and soda dissolved in water, are taken as examples, will clearly illustrate

this interesting reaction :
—

Stearine.

Stearate of oxide of glyceryle + soda + water

= stearate of soda + hydrate of oxide of glyceryle
^.. ,

' V ,
/

hard soap. glycerine.

In the same way :
—

Oleine.

Oleate of oxide of glyceryle + soda + water

= oleate of soda + hydrate of oxide of glyceryle
\ ^ ' y~ ^ —-—

'

hard soap. glycerine,

and so on all the immediate principles of which the fat or oil employed is composed,

splitting, that is to say, separating from this oxide of glyceryle to form a stearate.

oleate, margarate, palmitate, &c., of soda or of potash, and glycerine (hydrate of

oxide of glyceryle).
• , . t ^i, a ^ t>

Soaps made with soda are hard ; those made with potash are soft ; the degree of

hardness being so much greater as the melting point of the fats employed in their

manufacture is higher, hence the more oleine a fatty matter contains, the softer the

soap made with it will be, and vice versa. The softest soap, therefore, would be that

made altogether with oleine (oleic acid) and potash (oleate of potash)
;
the hardest

would be that made with stearine and soda (stearate of soda).
, , •,

The fats or oils employed for the manufacture of soaps, are tallow, suet, palm oi

,

cocoa-nut oil, kitchen fat, bone grease, horse oil or fat lard, butter tram oil, seal oil

and other fish oils, rape oil, poppy oil, linseed and hempseed oil, o^l, m of

almonds, sesame, and ground nut oil, and resin. This last substance, though

ve^Y soluble in Alkaline menstrua, is not, however, susceptible, like fats, of being

transformed into an acid, and will not, of course, saponify or form a proper soap by

itself The more caustic the alkali the less consistence has the resinous compound which

s made with it The employ of caustic alkalies, however, is not necessary with it,

s n^e it I solves readily in 'aqueous solutions of carbonated alkahes, but even with

carbonate of Ida it forms only a viscid mass, owing to its great affinity for water, so

thit even after having been ariificially dried in an oven, and thus rendered to a great

exfent hard [he mafs deliquesces again spontaneously by exposure, and returns to

the soft sSie. The drying oils, such as those of Unseed and poppy, produce the

w'e sa?d Aat by boiling fats or oils with an aqueous solution of POtash or of soda

a solution of soa7was produced. The object of the soap-maker is to obtain the soap

fhus nroducenJ a solid form, which is done by boilmg the soapy mass so as to

Ivanorate the excess of water o such a point that the soap may separate from the
evapoi ate tne excess oi

surface thereof n a melted state, or by an

which on that account are called drying
l P^J'^^JL^^^^ than that made with

which dry the soonest by
^^^^.^'^^^'Jlf^^^^^^ of the

oils which, like olive oi
, tW^^^^^^ 'T'

air. The admixture of rape oil has, tnerewre, "le
England tallow

of hardness of the soap, and, therefore,
f

Fomoting i s

^^^^^^^ kno^n

is used instead of olive oil, the soap resulting from its

'^^^^^^^ .^^^^^ ^-^h which

under the name of curdsoap, and
-.^.^^J^^^^^rx; ^tXr" m^^^^^^ ^hich until a

it dissolves in water. The small white °'

^^JJi;i„''"3tand of bedrooms in hotels,

few years ago were generally met with
^J^,^^^^'^ each in turn

and ihich for an indefinite penod passed °°
^'^.^^/J^Y^^^^^^ in water, to coa*

unsuccessfully attempting, by various devices
^"\Xd°rcerTdn proportions to tailed,

it into a lather, is curd soap. Rape or I'^f.^^
m added m cert^^^ p P

would modify this extreme hardness and ^ ffi^^l'

practice to quaUfy the tallow with cocoa-nut oil, an oil, wUicn, co
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the property of absorbing incredible quantities of water, so that the soap into the
nianutacture of which it has entered lathers immediately. Cocoa-nut oil, however

.
acquires by saponification a most disagreeable odour (due to the formation of caprylicacid; which It imparts to all the soaps in the manufacture of which it enters, an odourwhich persists in spite of any perfume which may be added to mask it.

.nrinffi
o°e-fifth of resin with tallow, in the process of

curd Ln hardness and considerably increases the solubility of

T
^°fP'

^"'l t^'s, in fact, constitutes the best yellow soap.

fatsemDlovtnn^itr"' ™Tf' ^t':*^/"
proportion as the melting point of the

stance7techn1oTlW .^^^^^^ """^ °" ^^''^ fa«y sub-

XT;ouldLrd 7?^ ^°°n';
'"'^ ^^t- f^t. horse oil, &c.,

too soft nn^ S-^ ^'r^'
^^'h s°^P ^^'^<^^ they yield being

me to iiink r.t i^'^

°'
^^^^^^^^^f

,^^^7 too rapidly in the washing-tub: This ledme to think, that if a means could be devised of artificially hardening soao a largerc ass of oleaginous and fatty substances could be rendered availaWe ft any ra S to I

Srtrs'oan" botr t'\'''''tT ""'VT' ^"'^ extend^g theVcSu ce^

cLanes material 'nnH ^r *^ ""^^^""^ '° P'^*^""" ^ useful soap from the

ecoSL" prru^'ts'"'
'''''''' ^^"^^ ^o^-ercial value into Leful and

quSti^^'S^meUed '.i'^!^?
""''^ ^ ^^e introduction of a smallE ably anftharth. «°^P the purpose

woKave bppi «nf^
in recrystalhsmg, imparted to the soap, which other-

in the tub The usp of f 'f
desirable hardness, and prevented i^s being wasted

Me manufacture of hard soan Tho faf
countries of Eurone is um/X f.T^ i • ,

' ^^is soap, m the northern

ferent species of grek e rsanonifipJh^ J,"
'""^''^ I>if-

among oils the nZf .tl! ^'^^ diflFerent degrees of facility;

fats, faUol
: bone greVse a^d C^^^^^ ' «olid'

the practic^ of the Unh'^d T^Jnl/ ' -'^ """'^ ^^''^^ saponified. According to

the formation of rpan o" harfsoa?'a'Sd?dr '7'"
''"-'S^^^

required to complete
if it contains resin.^ FrC 12 o 13 cwt i?'

^''^ ^""^ '^"'^"^ impurities,

good soap. Several vearTaffo in
^^"^ estimated to produce one ton of

tith potash lyel and^the 3\L s^^^^
"^^^ ^° ^e saponified

cess, into hard soap W t^e iS, nf
converted, in the course of the pro-

sufficient quantity to fbriish I
"•""'^'^ weak kelp lyes, iu

ash upon the neSrS salL Bat X"T\'^''^^'V ""^^ the reaction of the pot-
as well as improved Tua ky of the cS IT "1 ^^'f5' diminished price,

in soap-works ^ ^ '^'^'"^^ ^ave led to their general adoption

whItlstmtdVLt i?"'Trtht ;ZoTe"^^'^ ^ -
alluded to. is stratified with a quantitrof T'^ '^"^"^'^^ ^""^^ above
wrought-iron, or cylindrical cas^nn J.t fcently-burnt. or quick- lime, in tanks of
deep, the lowest layer beinl of IV ^° ^ feet wide and from 4 to 5 feet
false bottom, perforS wifhto^ fr pirf^

These vats have frequently a •

the plug-hole; placed at The bottom of 1 T''" ^^^^'^ o^^r
course, closed generally byfwoofennlL W ""^''^ P>"g-h«l« of
until the tanks are full, and the whol. ;/;n P°"''^ "P°° the whole mass
The plug being then'witM™te^s^^^^^^^^^
into a reservoir placed beneath, aftS wSob tlf 1

" '^"'^ic soda flows down
and this operation is repeated five I ? ^ ^^rP^^'^^^' ^^^^^
entirely extracted; the various linuorl

times until, in fact, the soda is almos
after infiltration through thTSdsT ml if

^ '^^"^tic state,

reservoirs, distinguished from eact other b;S^^^^^
^^^tinci

and so on; the last being, of course, the weakes?
^eco.c^ nmn.n^.

abour'oS gaifons^oT ?h™ wrake'st'wSch' T'''
'''' ^^^^^^^^^ degrees of strength,

pumped into the soap pan or boS o^cLer\l ^^°"t l-O'^O^ i

'

of cast iron, and abSut 1 ton of tallowTadded r^?"^''
^^-^^

ebullition of about four hours, U wiU bl found tht^S /' '^'F f ' 'f'^
^^'^^ ^ g^'^tle

or, ,n technical language tha it iTl /W f!i!^ ^-^ ^'^^ ^^"^ 1°^* its causticity,
by taking a portion' of^'he mL n a tl'wel wh n it win br"r'^''7i'^'

^'^^^^

z z 3
observed that the liquid
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separates at once from the soapy mass, which it leaves in streaks on the trowel. The

lyes thus used at first, if composed of pure soda, would contain about 4 per cent, of

alkali but from the presence of neutro-saline matter they seldom contain as much as

2 per cent.; in fact, a gallon may be estimated to contain not more than 2 ounces, so

that 200 gallons contain 25 lbs. of real soda. The fire being withdrawn, the whole is

now allowed to cool and remain at rest for about one hour, until the lye, now deprived

of its alkali, and, therefore, called spent lye, settles to the bottom of the copper. This

spent lyo contains a portion of glycerine derived from the fat or tallow, together with

the sulphate of soda and common salt of the soda ash, and is pumped off by means

of an iron pump, which is lowered down into the lower pan of the soap copper,

a practice which might be advantageously replaced by opening a cock which might

he placed at the bottom of the copper, but which is retained as a remnant of that

abominable system of excise which did not permit the spent lyes to be otherwise

witlidvawn, as the excise laws forbade any cock or aperture being placed or made at the

bottom of soap coppers. This constitutes what is called an operation. A second

similar charge of lye is now introduced into the pan along with a fresh quantity of

tallow or of grease, and a similar boiling process is again repeated. Three or four

such boilings may be practised in the course of a day by an active soap-boiler, with

lyes of gradually increasing strength. Next day the same routine is renewed with

stronger lyes, and so progressively until towards the sixth day the lye may have the

density of ri60, when a period arrives at which it will be found that the whole of the

tallow or fat is completely saponified, that is to say, has combined with its full equi-

valent of soda. This point is well known to the workmen by the consistence of the

compound; in effect it is sufi&eient to take a portion of the mass on a trowel, and

to squeeze a little of the mass between the forefinger and thumb; if not quite and

thoroughly finished it will still have a greasy feeling, but if done it will on cooling

readily separate from the skin in hard scales— neither has it the taste peculiar to

grease A more certain mode, however, especially for those who have not acquired

sufficient practice, is to decompose a portion of the saponified or partly saponified

mass with an acid, and to ascertain whether the grease is whoUi/ soluble in btnlmg

spirits of wine, for if it is not thus wholly soluble, the saponification is imperfect.

The addition of common salt for the separation of the spent lyes is essential to the

proper granulation and separation of the soap, for otherwise the tallow and the lye

would unite into a uniform emulsion, from which it would be very difficult after-

wards to separate the spent lye; but as soap is quite insoluble in a solution of common

salt the partly saponified mass is thus brought to float on the surface, so that the

spent lye precipitates to the bottom, whence, as we said, it is pumped off.

Assuming, however, that a perfect result has been secured, the soap has now to be

brought to t marketable condition, and for this purpose it is boiled with a quantity of

weak lye or water. As soon as combination has taken place, a quantity of very

Tt^ong lyel added, until an incipient separation begins to show itself The heat
J

now increased, and the boiling continued for a considerable time the mass being

we^ented from boiling over fhe vessel by workmen armed with shovels, who dash

fhe soap to an? fro, sols to break the froth upon the surface and favour evaporation

At firs? the soap s divided into an innumerable number of small globules each

separS Ind Snct from its fellow; but as the boiling goes on, those gradua ly nio

toJSher into larger and larger globules, till at last the soap is seen to assume a pasty

coSstence aid fo unite in one uniform mass, through which the steam from below

sZlv forces its way in a series of bursts or little explosions The process is now
' Sd and a that^-emains to be done is to shut down the lid of the copper, hav ng

contain of ... 61.0 parts
Grease . . 6-2 „
Soda _ _ 32-8 „
"Water - , - -

100
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or consist of

Grease acid i atom =315
Soda 1 atom = 32
Water 17 atoms = 153

Resin soap has a more variable composition, but when not adulterated with water
should contain about as follows :

—
Grease and resin - -60
Soda - .- -- ..._6
"Water - -- -- -- -.34

100
Manufactwe of mottled soap.— Soda which contains sulphurets is preferred for

making the mottled or marbled soap, whereas the desulphuretted soda makes the best
white curd soap. Mottling is usually given in the London soap-works, by introducing-
into the nearly finished soap in the pan a certain quantity of the strong lye of crude
soda, through the rose spout of a watering-can. The dense sulphuretted liquor, in
descending through the pasty mass, causes the marbled appearance. In France a
small quantity of solution of sulphate of iron is added during the boiling of the soap,
or rather with the first service of the lyes. The alkali seizes the acid of the sulphate,'
and sets the protoxide of iron free to mingle with the paste, to absorb more or less
oxygen, and to produce thereby a variety of tints. A portion of oxide combines also
with the stearine to form a metallic soap. When the oxide passes into the red state, it
gives the tint called manteau Isabelle. As soon as the moitler has broken the paste,
and made it pervious in all directions, he ceases to push his rake from right to left'
but only plunges it perpendicularly till he reaches the lye ; then he raises it suddenlym a vertical line, making it act like the stroke of a piston in a pump, whereby he lifts
some of the lye, and spreads it over the surface of the paste. In its subsequent
descent through the numerous fissures and channels on its way to the bottom of the
pan, the coloured lye impregnates the soapy particles in various forms and decrees
whence a varied marbling results.

'

The best and most esteemed soap on the Continent is that known under the name
of Marseilles soap, and it differs from the English mottled soap by a different disposi-
tion of the mottling, which in that soap is granitic instead of being streaky It has
also an agreeable odour, somewhat resembling that of the violet, whereas the English
mottled soap, generally made of very coarse kitchen and bone fat, has an odour which
reminds one of the fat employed. The best English mottled soap in which tallow isemployed has no unpleasant smell, and if bleached palm oil has been used it acquiresan agreeable odour, analogous to that of the Marseilles soap, which is made of olive
oil alone or mixed with rape or other grain or seed oil, which, however, seldomexceeds 10 per cent, for otherwise it would not have the due proportion of blue tothe white which IS characteristic of soap made of genuine olive oil, the mottlinffbecommg more closely granular when an undue proportion of grain has been used aSign of depreciation which the dealers are perfectly well acquainted with, and of whi'chthey at once avail themselves, to compel the maker to reduce his price

observTtLr-'^-''^"'^'
Traitede chimie gdn^ale, give the following reliable

« The best olive oil for the use of the soap maker is Provence oil • that of Aivcomes next; it is cheaper, but a same weight of it yields less soap than the other andthe latter has then a slight lemon yellow tinge. The oil from CaSre conta£ kssmargarine, and yields a softer soap.
v^aiauie ooniams less

u T'^^,^'"'^^
of soda ash are used in Marseilles, the soft soda (sonde douce) and tbpsal ed soda (sonde sa ee), which contains a large quantity of common saft

^

lo prepare the lye, the soft soda previouslv reduced into smnll i,„v,^o j
with 12 per cent, of slaked lime, and shovelled urrnto tanksTf rli^^

is mixed

2 cubic yards' capacity, called bar.nien., andterhtstfofoVtL~li^ i'aSgives lyes of various degrees of strength.
^^^^

f>,rJ^K^^-!."ff ^^°'f
^''^ treatment, or empStage of the oil, which isthen submitted to a second and third treatment with a lye marking 1 5° or

™
theobject of which is to close the grains of the emulsive mass in nroPP.l of cn^l„-«

tion Cserrer Tempatage). The operation requires about LTnty-fourTours DurSl thltime of that operation a workman is constantly agitating the boiling mSu e^ol t^!
01 and lye by means of a long rake or crutch, called %ble. The m^Se islenerally practised in lai-ge conical tanks of masonry terminated at bottom by a copperpan and capable of containing 12 or 13 tons of made soap, and the operation m-oceeds so much the more rapidly, as the soda lye emnloved cor^tW w ^
salt, wherefore soft soda lyeJ(.oJrfe .Zouce) ninst b^use7aKbegbnlnyS^~^The next operation is that called relargage, the object of which is fo seplrate the

z z 4
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livrge quantity of water which has been used to facilitate the empalage. This separa-

tion of the water, or rchrymje, is effected by means of salted soda (tliat is to say, of

soda ash, containing a good deal of common salt), of which as much is dissolved

in water as will make a lye marking 20° or 25°. This salted lye is then gradually

poured by a workman on the surface of the saponifying goods in the copper, while

another workman is diffusing it in the mass by stirring the whole with a rake or

crutch.
" The immediate effect of the salt thus added is to separate from the soapy mass the

water in which it was dissolved, and which gave it a homogeneous and syrupy

appearance, and to coagulate it, the soap being thereby curded or coagulated, and

converted into a multitude of granules floating among the excess of water in wliicli

they were dissolved, and which the salt has separated. The whole being then left at

rest for two or three hours, in order to give the grains of soap time to rise and agglome-

rate at the surface, a workman proceeds to the cpinage, an operation which consists in

withdrawing the liquid portion by removing a wooden plug placed at the lower part

of the boiler."

In this country the cpinage is generally performed by means of an iron pump
plunging through the soap down to the pan at the bottom of the copper.

This spe?it lye, in well-conducted factories, retains but little alkali, and is gene-

rally thrown away; but as it contains a rather large quantity of salt, which, in France,

is an expensive article, it might be, and is sometimes, kept and used for preparing

fresh lyes.

After the first epinage, the soap is treated twice again with salt lye, followed of

course by two epmuges; but as the salt lye used in these two operations is not exhausted,

it is always kept for preparing fresh lyes.

The cleansing, that is to say, the removing of the soap into the frames,.takes place

on the third day, at which time the operation called madrage is performed. For

that purpose a plank is thrown across the boiler or copper, and two or three men

standing on it, and therefore over the soapy mass in the copper, proceed to stir it up

for two or three hours, by means of long crutches, which they alternately move up and

down through it, the object being to keep the grains of soap well diffused through the

liquid, weak lyes marking only 8° or 10°, or ordinary water, as the case may be,

being sprinkled from time to time into the mass, until the grains of soap have reab-

sorbed a sufficient quantity of water and have swollen to such a size as to have a specific

gravity very little greater than that of the liquid among which they float about. A
fkilful workman knows by the appearance of the soap grains whether he should

use alkaline lyes or simply water, and this is indeed a most important point in the

manufacture of Marseilles soap, for upon it the success of the operation depends in a

commercial point of view, that is to say, all things being equal m other respects, a

profit or loss on the batch of soap made will ensue. In effect, if too much water has

been added the soap will lose either the whole, or too great a portion of its mottling.

that is to say, the result will be either a dingy white curd, or a soap in which the

white portions will predominate to too great an extent over the blue streaks, a circum-

stance which so far deteriorates the market value, the buyer shrewdly suspecting then

that he would pay for water the price of soap.
_

If, on the contrary, a sufficien quan-

tity of water has not been added, the soap grams remammg hard and dry, will form

more or less friable, thereby causing also a deterioration of price, the buyer knowing

that such soap, by crumbling into small pieces every time he has to cut it with his

knife in selling il to his customers, will considerably reduce his profit, or perhaps

Tn t^liest say, by employing the best Gallipoli oil for the pur-

pose of producing Marseilles soap of first quality, 100 cwt. of olive oil yield 1/5
cwt^of

mottled soap ;
by using mixtures of olive and rape or other seed oils the yield of soap is

Seed to f70, or evfn less ; in either case the yield is reduced by 5 or 6 per cent,

when old or fermented is employed instead of new good oil.

The manufacturing expenses are calculated at Marseilles ^t the rate of l,f 2oc.

(nearly
^3° and lOd.) per 100 kilogrammes of fatty matter employed, which require

72 kilogrammes of soda for their saponification.

MottfedToap has a marbled, or streaky appearance, that is to say,
l^J'^^^^f^

cv. 7.ni,.,,r and resemblinc granite in their disposition or arrangement, l ie

Le anJ numbe; onhes vt^s or ^speckles, and the proportion which they bear to the

whUe groun™ of the soap, depend not only on the more or less rapid cooling of the

Toap aSerTt has been cleanseS, that is, transferred from the J^P^yo ^h^ ^r^ne
J'?^

also on the quality and kind of the fat, grease, or oil e.npbyed and on^^^^^^''^^
^

which it has been treated in the copper. A soap which 1^^,

,

boiled at the last stage of the manufacture is always
^^"^•-^'••^/^J^^^Xmino f^^^^^

of the streaks or veins of mottled soap is due to the presence of an alumino tenugi
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nous soap interposed in the mass, and frequently also to that of sulphuret of iron,

which is produced by the reaction of the alkaline sulphurets contained in the soda lye

upon the iron, derived from the soda ash itself, and from the iron pans and other

utensils employed in the manufacture, or which is even purposely introduced in the

state of solution of protosulphate of iron. This introduction, however, is never re-

sorted to, I believe, in this country. The veins or streaks disappear from the surface

to the centre by keeping, because the iron becomes gradually peroxidised. A well-

manufactured mottled soap cannot contain more than 33, 34, or at most 36 per cent,

of water, whereas genuine curd soap contains 45, and yellow soap at least 52 per

cent, of water, and sometimes considerably more than that. It is evident, in effect,

that the mottling being due to the presence of sulphuret of iron held in the state partly

of demisolution and of suspension, the addition of water would cause the colouring sub-

stances to subside, and a white, unicoloured, or fitted soap would be the result. This
addition of water, technically called Jilting, is made when the object of the manufac-
turer is to obtain a unicoloured soap, whether it be curd or yellow soap. Aiterfitting,
the soap contains, therefore, an additional quantity of water, which sometimes amounts
to 55 per cent.: the interest of the consumer would, therefore, clearly be to buy
mottled soap in preference to yellow or white soap; the mottling, when not artificially

imitated, being a sure criterion of genuineness ; for the addition of water, or of any
other substance, would, as was just said, infallibly destroy the mottling. To yellow or
curd soap, on the contrary, incredible quantities of water may be added. I have known
five pails of water (15 gallons) added to a frame (10 cwt.) of already fitted soap, so that
the soap, by this treatment, contained upwards of 60 per cent, of water, to which
common salt had previously been added. The proportion of water in fitted soap has
also been augmented, in some instances, by boiling the soap in high pressure boilers
before cleansing. As cocoa-nut oil has the property of absorbing one-third more water,
when made into soap, than any other material, hs consumption by the soap maker has,
within the last fifteen or twenty years, augmented to an extraordinary extent

; and,
moreover, the patent taken in 1857 by Messrs. Blake and Maxwell, of Liverpool, for
the invention of Mr. Kottula, which we shall describe presently, has, I believe, in-
creased the demand for that species of oil in a notable degree. We said that the
mottling, inasmuch as it was indicative of genuineness, was the more economical
soap to buy

; unfortunately, mottled soap has the drawback of not being so readily
soluble as yellow soap, and the goods washed with it are more diflacult to rinse; but
the process patented by Messrs. Blake and Maxwell enabling the manufacturer to
manufacture with cocoa-nut oil a soap to which the mottling is artificially imparted,
by means of ultramarine, black or brown oxide of manganese, in such a perfect
manner as almost to defy detection, mottling has thus ceased to be a safe outward sign
of genuineness, as far as regards the article which it pretends to represent. That
description of soap, however, has specific qualities ; it is almost perfectly neutral, and
It will not bear more than a definite proportion of water; so that, although it contains
more of that liquid than ordinary mottled soap,—more than a certain fixed quantity
cannot be forced into it ; so that it also forms a standard soap, like the ordinary
mottled, although that standard is different from, and inferior to, the latter. The
process in question is briefly as follows :—Take 80 cwt. of palm oil, made into soap
in the usual way, with two changes of lye, grained with strong lye, or lye in the
usual manner, but so that the lye leaves the cnrd perfectly free ; pump the spent
lye away, and add 32 cwt. of cocoa-nut oil, 60 cwt. of lye, at 20° of Beaume's
areometer, and then gradually 14 cwt. of lye, at 14° Beaume. Boil until the whole
mass IS well saponified. Put now from 6 to 7 lbs. of ultramarine in water, or weak
lye, stir the whole well, and pour it into the soap through the rose of a watering-pot •

boil the whole for about half an hour, or an hour, and cleanse it in the ordinary
wooden frames, or in iron frames surrounded by matting, or other covering so that
the soap may not cool too rapidly : the above proportions will yield 212 cwt of soan
with a beautiful blue mottle. " ^'

Manufacture of yellow or rosin soap.— We have already said that rosin though
not capable of forming a soap with soda, readily dissolves in that alkali, either in the
caustic or in the carbonated state, with which it forms a kind of soapy mass of a
viscid or treacly nature ; hence fat of some kind, in considerable proportion must beused along with the rosin, the minimum being equal parts; and then the soap is farirom being good. As alkaline matter cannot be neutralised by rosin, it preserves its
pecii lar acrimony in a soap poor in fat, and is ready to act too powerfully uponwoollen and all other animal fibres to which it is applied. It is said that rancid tallow
serves to mask the strong odour of rosin in soap, more than any oil or other speciesot tat. l<rom what we have just said, it is obviously needless to make the rosin usedor yellow soaps pass through all the stages of the saponifying process ; nor wouldthis indeed be proper, as a portion of the rosin would be carrtd away, and wasS
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with the spent lyes. The best mode of proceeding, therefore, is first of all to make
the hard soap in Ihe iisual manner, and at the last service or charge of lye, namely,

Avhen this ceases 'to be absorbed, and preserves in the boiling-pan its endre causticity,

to add the proportion of rosin intended for the soap. In order to Tfacilitate the

solution of \hii rosin in the soap, it should be reduced to coarse powder, and well incor-

porated by feiirring with the rake. The proportion of rosin is usually from one-third

to one-fourth the weight of the tallow. The boil/must be kept up for some time

with an excess of caustic lye ; and when the paste Is found, on^cooling a sample of it

to acquire a solid consistence, and when diffused in a little water, not to leave' a

resinous varnish on the skin, we may consider the soap to be finished. The maker
next proceeds to drawjoff the the superfluous lyes, and to purify the paste. For this

purpose, a quantity of lyes at 80° B. being\poured in, the mass is heated, worked well

with a rake, then allowed to settle, and drdined of its lyes.V A second service of lyes

at 4° B., is now introduced, and finally one at 2° ; after ^ach of which there is tlw

'

usual agitation and period of repose. The pan being now skimmed, and the scum or

fob removed for another operation, the soap is laded off' by hand-pails into its frame-

moulds. A little palm oil is occasionally employed in the manufacture of yellow soap, in

order to correct the flavour of the rosin and brighten the colour. This soap, w hen

well made, ought to be of a fine wax-yellow hue, be transparent upon the edges of

the bars, dissolve readily in water, and afford even with hard pump-water, an

excellent lather.

The frame-moulds for hard soap are composed of strong wooden bars, made into the

form of a parallelogram, which are piled over each other, and bound together by

screwed iron rods that pass through them. A square well is thus formed, which in

large soap factories is sometimes 10 feet deep, and capable of containing a couple of

tons of soap. For plain yellow or curd soaps iron frames are now used instead of

wooden ones in almost every factory.

Mr. Sheridan some time since obtained a patent for combining silicate of soda with

hard soap, by triturating them together in the hot and pasty state with a crutch in an

iron pan. In this way from 10 to 30 per cent, of the silicate may.be introduced.

Such soap possesses very powerful detergent qualities, but it is apt to feel hard and be

somewhat gritty in use. The silicated soda is prepared by boiling ground flints in a

strong caustic lye, till the specific gravity of the compound rises to nearly double the

density of water. It then contains about 35 grains of silica, and 46 of soda-hydrate,

in 100 grains.*

Hard soap, after remaining two days in the frames, is at first divided horizontally

into parallel tablets 3 or 4 inches thick, by a brass wire; and these tablets are again

cut vertically into oblong nearly square bars, called wedges in Scotland.

The soap-pans used in the United Kingdom are made of cast iron, and in three

separate pieces joined together by iron-rust cement. The follo-wing is their general

form : The two upper frustra of cones are called curbs ; the third, or undermost, is

the pan to which alone the heat is applied, and which, if it gets cracked in the course

of boiling, may easily be lifted up within the conical pieces, by attaching chains or

cords for raising it, without disturbing the masonry in which the curbs are firmly set.

The surface of the hemispheral pan at the bottom, is in general about one-tenth part

of the surface of the conical sides.
, j

The white ordinary tallow soap of the London manufacturers, called curd soap,

consists by my experiments, of fat, 52; soda, 6 ; water, 42; = 100. Nine-tenths of

the fat, at least, is tallow.
^ , r ^ ^i,

•

Dr. Normandy has examined several other soaps, and have found their composition

somewhat different.
'

The foreign Castile soap of the apothe-

cary has a specific gravity of r0705, and

consists of

—

Soda ----- 9

Oily fat - - - - 76-5

Water and colouring matter - 14-5

100-0

English imitation of Castile soap, sp.

gr. 0-9669, consists of

—

Soda . - - - - 10-5

Pasty-consistenced fat - - 75-2

Water, with a little colouring

matter - - - - 14-3

100-0

A perfumer's white soap was found to

consist of

—

Soda ^9

Fatty matter - - -75
Water 1^

100

• By my own experiments upon the liquid silicate made at Mr. Glbbs's excellent soap factory.
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Glasgow white soap

—

Soda ----- 6-4

Tallow . - - - 60-0

Water - - - - 33-6

100-0

Glasgow brown rosin soap—
Soda 6-5

Fat and rosin - - - 70-0

Water - 23-5

100-0

A London cocoa-nut oil soap was found
to consist of

—

Soda 4-5

Cocoa-nut lard - - - 22 0
Water 73-5

100-0

This remarkable soap was sufficiently

solid ; but it dissolved in hot water with
extreme facility. It is called marine soap,

because it washes linen with sea water.

A poppy-nut-oil hard soap consisted

of—
Soda 7

Oil 76
Water 17

100*

The soap known in France by the name
of soap in tables, consists, according to

M. Thenard's analysis, of

—

Soda 4-6

Fatty matter - - - 50-2

Water - - - _ 45-2

100

M. D'Arcet states the analysis of Mar-
seilles soap at—

Soda - - - _ ^ 6
Oil 60
Water - - - _ _ 34

100

With respect to the manufacture of sulphated soap, the process is as follows:
To every ton of soap made in the usual way and ready to be cleansed and crys-

tallised, add sulphate of soda (Glauber salt) in the proportion of about 1 cwt. or more
according to the quality of the goods employed. The Glauber salt should first be
dissolved by turning steam into it, or in a steam pan, in its own water of crystal-
lisation

;
it is .then added to the finished soap, and the whole must be crutched until

the mass has become so stiff that it cannot be crutched any longer. In the evidence
before the Privy Council, in the month of July, 1855, this process was found by their
lordships of such public value that the patent right was extended for three years

This process, however, has been superseded by another which Dr. Normandv
patented in the month of August, 1855. In effect it had been found that whereas
sulphate of soda is more soluble in lukewarm than in either cold or boiling water the
temperature of the weather in summer time interfered with or altogether prevented
the formation of the crystals, and that as the crystals of this salt contain ten equi-
valents of water the maker of sulphated soap was put to the trouble and expense ofthe carriage of this to him useless water of crystallisation.

_
Sqft soap.—The manufacture of soft soap differs greatly from that of hard soan • as

in this case, nothing is separated from the mixture in the boiler; and the -ilknliemployed is potash, and not soda. The mode of obtaining a caustic lye of potash isexactly the same as with soda, except that the weak lyes are used in place of waterfor a subsequent operation, and not pumped up into the boiler. The materialsemployed as fats are mixtures of the vegetable and animal oils, as rape, and the fish
0.1 called " Southern." For the best kinds of soft soap, a little tallow ts added tothese, which produces a peculiar kmd of mottling or crystallisation in the soap thatconfers additional value upon it. These oils or fats are merely boiled witK the slronlcaustic potash-lye, until thorough combination has taken place, and sTmuch of th^water of the lye is evai.>rated that, when a portion of the soap s poured^Jon a coldlab and allowed to rest for a few minutes, it assumes the consistence of soft butter Assoon as this happens, the whole is run out into little casks, where it cools ; it is thus sent

^nn ?
""'.

if'-
^

v'°''"f
"'""^^ arrangement can be traced in so ;ariable a com?pound

;
and hence its analysis presents no point of interest. The employment of softsoap IS daily b^ecoming more and more limited. Soft soap usuaUy contSTs ^nder I

Potash - I I
" " "

Water - - . . [ I

but its composition differs greatly.
The principal difference between soaps with base of ^^odn nn,! c^ot^o -.i.

of potash, depends upon their mode of combination with Ztev TheZmT \^''ka large quantity of it. and become solid; they are rhemrcal%dra^l'°

• Dr. Normandy's experiments. See Fats, Oils, and Stearine.
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experience a much feebler cohesive attraction; but they retain much more water in a

state of mere mixture.

Three parts of fat afford, in general, fully fave parts of soda soap, well dried in the

open air; but three parts of fat or oil will afford from six to seven parts of potash

soap of moderate consistence. This feebler cohesive force renders it apt to delifjuesce,

especially if there be a small excess of the alkali. It is therefore impossible to separate

it from the lyes; and the washing or relargof/e, practised on the hard-soap process is

inadmissible in the soft. Perhaps, however, this concentration or abstraction of water

might be eifected by using dense lyes of nmriate of potash. Those of muriate

or sulphate of soda change the potash into a soda soap, by double decomposition.

From its superior solubility, more alkaline reaction, and lower price, potash soap is

preferred for many purposes, and especially for scouring woollen yarns and stuffs.

Soft soaps are usually made in this country with whale, seal, olive, and linseed oils,

and a certain quantity of tallow ; on the continent, with the oils of hempseed, sesame,

rapeseed, linseed, poppy-seed, and colza ; or with mixtures of several of these oils.

When tallow is added, as in Great Britain, the object is to produce white and some-

what solid grains of stearic soap in the transparent mass, called figging, because the

soap then resembles the granular texture of the fig.

The potash Ives should be made perfectly caustic, and of at least two different

strengths; the weakest being of sp. gr. I'OS ; and the strongest, 1-20, or even 1-25.

Bein° made from the potashes of commerce, which contain seldom more than CO per

centTand often less, of real alkali, the lyes correspond in specific gravity to double their

alkaline strength ; that is to say, a solution of pure potash ot the same density would

be fully twice as strong. The following is the process followed by respectable manufac-

turers of soft soap (savon vert, being naturally or artificially green) upon the continent.

A portion of the oil being poured into the pan, and heated to nearly the boiling point

of water, a certain quantity of the weaker lye is introduced; the fire being kept up

so as to bring the mixture to a boiling state. Then some more oil and lye are added

alternately, till the whole quantity of oil destined for the pan is introduced. Ihe

ebullition is kept up in the gentlest manner possible, and some stronger lye is oc-

casionally added, till the workman judges the saponification to be perfect. The

boiling becomes progressively less tumultuous, the frothy mass subsides the paste grows

transifarent, and it gradually thickens. The operation is considered to be finished

when the paste ceases to affect the tongue with an acrid pungency when all milkiness

Ind opacify disappear, and when a little of the soap placed to cool upon a glass-plate

"Tp'cltfXno-;?^^^^^^^ be remarked in the cooling, which affords a good

criferfon of the quality of the soap. When there is fornied around the little patch, an

onaaue zone a fraction of an inch broad, this is supposed to mdicate complete saponifi-

cation and ca led the strength ; when it is absent, the soap is said to want its slreyt^

men this zone soon vanishes after being distinctly seen, the soap is said to have/a/.e

sVreneth When it occurs in the best form, the soap is perfect, and may be secured m

that ftate by removing the fire, and then adding some good soap of a previous round

to cool it down, and prevent further change by evaporation.
_

°tE:'-:;pS'S/ a'jno b n "l^^^l^Z^l'L, ..U h.?e . yellow colour, instead

o/f.rgT?'^o°»ua in request on
.^^^^^^

""GiTd'soft soap of London n-anufacture yielded u> »e-potash 8-5, -.oil and .allow

'u™ oil (Galllpoli) soft soap from ditto, oont.ined-potash with a good deal of

"'tstilMti' frrCte^sTfrfallins woollen cloth, called »»»

consisted ot-pol.sh U-5, + fat.(solid) 6|' + "«'" f,;''|; "J

^

The following is a common process in Scotland, by « men b"^ '
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273 gallons of whale or cod oil, and 4 cwt. of tallow, are put into the soap-pan, with

250 gallons of lye from American potash, of such alkaline strength that 1 gallon con-

tains C600 grains of real potash. Heat being applied to the bottom pan, the mixture

froths up very much as it approaches the boiling temperature, but is prevented from

boiling over by being beat down on the surface, within the iron curb or crib which

surmounts the cauldron. Should it soon subside into a doughy-looking paste, we may
infer that the lye has been too strong. Its proper appearance is that of a thin glue.

We should now introduce about 42 gallons of a stronger lye, equivalent to 8700 gr. of

potash per gallon ; and after a short interval, an additional 42 gallons; and thus suc-

cessively till nearly 600 such gallons have been added in the whole. After suitable

boiling to saponify the fats, the proper quality of soap will be obtained, amounting in

quantity to 100 firkins of 64 pounds each, from the above quantity of materials.

It is generally supposed, and I believe it to be true, from my own numerous
experiments upon the subject, that it is a more difficult and delicate operation to make
a fine soft soap of glassy transparency, interspersed with the figged granulations of

stearate of potash, than to make hard soap of any kind.

Soft soap is made in Belgium as follows: — For a boil of 18 or 20 tons of 100
kilogrammes each, there is employed for the lyes, 1500 pounds of American potashes,

and 500 to 600 pounds of quicklime.

The lye is prepared cold in cisterns of hewn stone, of which there are usually five in

a range. The first contains the materials nearly exhausted of their alkali ; and the
last the potash in its entire state. The lye run off from the first is transferred into

the second ; and that of the second into the third ; and so on to the fifth.

In conducting. the empatage of the soap, they put into the pan, on the eve of the
boiling-day, six aimes (one ohm = 30 gallons imperial) of oil of colza, in summer, but
a mixture of that oil with linseed oil in winter, along -with two aimes of potash lye at
13° B., and leave the mixture without heat during eight hours. After applying the
fire, they continue to boil gently till the materials cease to swell up with the heat

;

after which lye of 16° or 17° must be introduced successively, in quantities of one
quarter of an aime after another, till from 2 to 4 aimes be used. The boil is finished
by pouring some lye of 20° B., so that the whole quantity may amount to 9| aimes.

It is considered that the operation will be successful, if from the time of kindling
the fire till the finish of the boil, only five hours elapse. In order to prevent the soap
from boiling over, a wheel is kept revolving in the pan. The operator considers the
soap to be finished, when it can no longer be drawn out into threads between the finger
and thumb. He determines if it contains an excess of alkali, by taking a sample out
during the boil, which he puts into a tin dish ; when, if it gets covered with a skin, he
pours fresh oil into the pan, and continues the boil till the soap is perfect. No wonder
the Belgian soap is bad, amid such groping in the dark, without one ray of science!

Besides water, soap is often adulterated by gelatine, forming a soap sometimes
called " bone soap," which is made by adding to the soap a solution of disintegrated
bones, sinews, skins, hoofs, sprats, and other cheap fish in strong caustic soda; also by
dextrine, potato starch, pumice stone, silica, plaster, clay, salt, chalk, carbonate of
soda, &c.. and by fats of another or inferior kind than those from which they are
represented to have been made. These impurities or superadded materials and their
amount may be ascertained in the following manner

:

Estimation of the quantity of water:— Take about lOOQ grains of the soap under
examination, cut into small and thin slices, not only from the outside, which is always
dryer, but from the interior of the sample, so that the whole may represent a fair
average

;
mix the mass well together, and of this weigh accurately 100 grains; place

It m an oven heated to a temperature of 212° Fahr., until it is quite dry, weighing' it
occasionally until no loss or diminution of weight is observed, the difference between
the original and the last weight, the loss, indicates, of course, the proportion of water
1 he loss of water m mottled soap and in soft soap should not be more than 30 to 35
per cent.; in white or yellow soap from 36 to at most 50 per cent.

If the soap is sulphatcd, the amount of sulphate employed may be determined by
taking 200 grains of the sample, dissolving it in a capsule with boiling water, adding
to the boiling solution as much hydrochloric acid as is necessary to render the liquid
strongly acid, and therefore to decompose the soap entirely, throwing the whole in a
filter previously wetted with water, adding to the filtrate an excess of chloride of
baruim, washing thoroughly the white precipitate so produced, igniting and weighinff
It; every grain of sulphate of barytes thus obtained represents 1-467 grain of crvs-
tallised sulphate of soda. ^

If the soap contains clay, chalk, silica, dextrine, fecula, pumice stone, ochre plaster
salt, gelatine, &c., dissolve 100 grains of the suspected soap in alcohol, with the help
of a gentle heat

; the alcohol will dissolve the soap and leave all these im pm-ities inan insoluble state. Good mottled soap should not leave more than 1 per cent of
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insoluble matter, and white or yellow soap still less. All soap to which earthy or

siliceous matter has been added is opaque instead of transparent at the edges, as is the

case with all genuine or fitted and sulphated soap. The drier the soap, the more
transparent it is.

Bone soap, or glue soap, is recognised by its unpleasant odour of glue and its dark

colour, its want of transparency at the edges; that made with the fat of the intestines

of animals has a disgusting odour oifaces.

When uncombined silica has been added to soap, its presence may be readily

detected by dissolving the suspected soap in alcohol, as before, when the silica will be

left in an insoluble state ; but if the silica is in the state of silicate of soda or of

potash, it is necessary to proceed as follows:— dissolve a given weight of the

suspected soap in boiling water, and decompose it by the gradual addition of moderately

dilute hydrochloric acid, until the liquor is strongly acid; boil the whole for one or

two minutes longer and allow it to cool in order that the fatty acids having separated

and become hard, may be removed. Evaporate the acid liquor to perfect dryness, arti

the perfectly dry mass treated with boiling water will leave an insoluble residue

which may be identified as silica by its grittiness, which is recognised by rubbing it in

the capsule with a glass rod. This white residue should then be collected on a filter,

washed, dried, ignited, and weighed.

The proportion of alkali (potash or soda) may be easily determined by an alkali-

metrical assay as follows:

—

Take 100 grains of the soap under examination, and dissolve them in about 2000

grains of boiling water ; should any insoluble matter be left, decant carefully the

superincumbent solution and test it with dilute sulphuric acid of the proper strength,

exactly as described in the article on alkalimetry.

The proportion of alkali contained in soap may also be ascertained by incinerating

a given weight of soap in an iron or platinum spoon, crucible, or capsule, treating the

residue with water, filtering and submitting the filtrate to an alkalimetrical assay.

This method, however, cannot be resorted towhen the soap contains sulphates of alkalies,

because the ignition would convert such salts, or a portion thereof, into carbonates of

alkali, which by saturating a portion of the test-sulphuric acid would give an inac-

curate result.
. , , . c

The proportion of oil or fat in soap is ascertamed by addmg 100 grams ot pure

white wax free from water to the soap solution, after supersaturation with an acid,

and heating the whole until the wax has become perfectly liquid, and has become

perfectly incorporated with the oil or fat which has separated by the treatment with

^n acid The whole is then allowed to cool, and the waxy cake obtained is removed,

heated in a weighed crucible or capsule to a temperature of about 220 Fahr. in

order to expel all the water, after which the whole is weighed ;
the increase above

100 grains (the original weight of the wax) indicates, of course, the quantity of grease,

fat, or oil contained in the soap. This addition of wax is necessary only when the

fatty matter of the soap is too liquid to solidify well in cooling. Good soap ordinarily

contains from 6 to 8 per cent, of soda ; from 60 to 70 per cent, of fatty acids and losm,

and from 30 to 35 per cent, of water. .

The nature of the fat of which a given sample of soap has been made is more

difficult to detect, yet by saturating the aqueous solution of the mass under examma-

don with an acidfcollecting the fatty acids which then float on he surface, and

observing their point of fusion, the operator at any rate will be thus enabled to

Lcertai^Vhether the soap under examination is identical with the sample from which

it Xhave been purchased, and whether it was made from tallow, or from oil, &c

Wr7he fatty acids which have been isolated and collected by decomposmg the

soap with an acid, as already described, are heated in a small capsule the odour

evolved il of?en characteristic, or at least generally gives a c ue to the nature of the

fets or oils from ..hich the soap has been made. This odour is often sufficien
t y per-

Sr^ I -;"^sS=-nd

=

sdutn ont soap by hydrochloric acid, «^-l<i,^-«''[;f
J^^^^^

are

Soft soaps, as we said, are
^^^^''^^'^''''^fJZA ,^^ contain a

solutions of a potash soap, m a ley of potash, and t^^y
/"t^^^^^^^^ of water; they

great excess of alkali, and a more or less f"^jj^^^^^^" Pjy^rghxerine ;hich
contain also a certain quantity of chlorides, of sulphates, and all me gijct
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the saponifying process has set free. Soft soap in this country is generally used for
fulling, and for cleansing and scouring woollen stuffs. In Belgium, Holland, and
Germany it is used also for washing linen, which thereby acquires an almost intoler-
able odour of fish oil, which no amount of perfume can mask, fish oil being generally
employed in the manufacture of that description of soap. The most esteemed soft
soap, however, is that made from hempseed oil, which imparts to the soap a greenish
colour, but this much prized colour is generally or very often artificially given to the
soap made of other oil, which soap has a yellow colour, by means of a little indigo
finely pulverised and previously boiled for some time in water.—A. N.
SOAP-BARK. Several months ago, a peculiar bark was introduced into the

European trade, and recommended to be employed instead of soap for washing and
cleaning prmted goods, woollens, and silks, and especiaUy for the delicate colours of
ladies dresses, &c.

This soap-bark is externally black coloured, but internally the liber consists of
concentric layers of yellowish white. The bark is remarkable for its density as it
sinks in water. The cause of this is the great quantity of mineral substances in its
ashes, there being 13-935 per cent, of the internal parts, dried at low temperature
and 18-50 per cent, when dried at a 100° C. The ashes consist largely of carbonate
of lime, which forms 2-60 per cent, of the 13-935, and appears as small crystalline
needles, isolated or m groups, in the cells of the liber, not only between its concentric
rings but in every part of it. They glitter in the sun, resembling, under the microscope,
the arragonite form of the crystallised carbonate of lime.
The soap-wort {Lychnis, our Saponaria) is everywhere sold in the shops for

scouring and cleanmg dresses Several of the family of the caryophyllaceous plants
{Dianthus, Lychnis, Gypsophda, Silene) are remarkable for this property in a greateror less degree By recent chemical means there has been extracted from these roots
the Sapomne {ov Struthiine), a special substance, and to this, notwithstanding the very

Trl nnri ^ , T^.
"'"^ The soap-wort of the Levant

sh^wls^ /rll ' '"^/^^yf ^il
the East for washing and cleaning silks and

tL plln I n ^-ff^^r
"^^'i/'^ Mediterranean districts of France Ind Spain;the French called it kerbe aux-foulons (the fuller's plant). The Saponaire or Savonmere of the French, is the root of a kind of Lychnif

^aponau e, or Savon-

The vegetable seap principle, or saponine, was found by Henry and Boutron

of sSceois'nW; ^^^.Q-^" QuiUalis a trel of thfSilyot Sspiiseaceous plants, a native of Huanuco, in Peru. Ferdinand Lebeuf made

XXXI. p. 652) for Its richness in saponine, and recommended it for pharmaceutical use

in^t?e'te^s?a^e\v^^h.'V''
w'^' of the metal sodium, and can only be obtained

from the anhydrous oxide but - ll
™^°"facture of soap, is not prepared

by the nieansTSydrate ofle .^^^^^^^
^'''^^'^'^ ^'^^^--'e oUod^

carbonate of lime thurforn Jd i« .p '

i^l
^^^"^ required in the solid state, the

poured off and evaXted o divnen *i
supernatant liquid is

just as hydrate of potash ^ ^"'"'^ ^ ^'^^^^ cast into sticks,

fer^nt^^i^^^J^^ «^-al soda (NaO) in the solutions of dif-

Spec,
gi-av.

Soda
per cent.

Spec,
grav.

Soda
per cent.

Spec,
grav.

Soda
per cent.

Spec,
grav.

Soda
per cent.

1-00

1-02

1-04

1-06

1-08

1-00

0-00

2-07

4-02
5-89
7-69

9-43

1-12

1-14

1-16

M8
1-20

11-10
12-81
14-73

16-73

18-71

1-22

1-24

l-2fi

1-28

1-30

20-66

22-58

24-47

26-33

28-16

1-32

1-34

1-35

1-36

1-38

29-96

31-67
32-40
33'08

34-41

H. K. B.
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SODA ALUM. See Alum.
SODA, BIBORATE. See Boracic Acid, and Bohax.

For the other salts of soda which are not used in the arts, &c., see Ure'a Chemical

Dictionary.

SODA, BISULPHATE. (NaSO\HSO^) This is obtained in the same manner

as bisulphate of potash, with whicii it corresponds.

SODA, CARBONATE OF {Kohlensaurcs natron, Germ.), is the soda of com-

merce in various states, either crystallised, in lumps, or in a crude powder called

soda-ash. It exists in small quantities in certain mineral waters
; as, for example, in

those of Seltzer, Seydschutz, Carlsbad, and the -volcanic springs of Iceland, especially

the Geyser ; it frequently occurs as an efflorescence in slender needles upon damp
walls, being produced by the action of the lime upon the sea salt present in the mortar.

The mineral soda is the sesquicarbonate, to be afterwards described.

Of manufactured soda, the variety most anciently known is barilla, the incinerated

ash of the Salsola-soda. This plant is cultivated with great care by the Spaniards,

especially in the vicinity of Alicant. The seed is sown in light low soils, which are

embanked towards the sea shore, and furnished with sluices, for admitting an occasional

overflow of salt water. When the plants are ripe, the crop is cut down and dried ; the

seeds are rubbed out and preserved; the rest of the plant is burnt in rude furnaces, at

a temperature just sufficient to cause the ashes to enter into a state of semi-fusion, so as

to concrete on cooling into cellular masses comparatively compact. The most valuable

variety of this article is called sweet barilla. It has a greyish-blue colour, and becomes

covered with a saline efflorescence when exposed for some time to the air. It is hard

and difficult to break ; when applied to the tongue, it excites a pungent alkaline taste.

Another method of manufacturing crude soda, is by burning sea-weed into kelp.

Formerly, very large revenues were derived by the proprietors of the shores of the

Scottish islands and Highlands, from the incineration of sea-weeds by their tenants,

who usually paid their rents in kelp ; but since the tax has been taken off salt, and

the manufacture of a crude soda from it has been generally established, the price of

kelp has fallen low, its principal use being now to obtain iodine. See Iodine.

The crystals of soda carbonate, as well as the soda-ash of British commerce are

now made altogether by the decomposition of sea salt.

Soda Manufacture.

The manufacture divides itself into three branches:—! . The conversion of sea salt,

or chloride of sodium, into sulphate of soda. 2. The decomposition of this sulphate

into crude soda, called black balls by the workmen. 3. The purification of these balls,

either into a dry white soda-ash or into crystals.
, . ,

,

1 Preparation of Sulphate of soda. The decomposition of the common salt (chloride

of sodium) by sulphuric acid is effected in furnaces of which fig. 1653 is a drawmg,

applied to the outside, enormous volumes of hydrochloric
.^liifed with

pass off by the flue, to the condensmg
'^^.^^l^^^^J'^^^^^^^

fragments of broken coke or stone, over which a
9°"''""°"' furnace and

to trickle slowly from h h. A steady current of air is drav^n through
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condensing towers, by connecting the first tower with the second, as represented at
5r, and the second tower with the main chimney, k, of the works. In the first bed
of the furnace, about half of the common salt is decomposed, leaving a mixture of
bisulphate of soda and common salt, which requires a greater heat for the expulsion
ot this latter portion of hydrochloric acid; for this purpose it is pushed through a
door into the roaster, or second division, b, of the furnace
The reaction in the first bed of the furnace is represented as follows :—

2NaCl + oirSO' = NaSO'HSO^ + HCl + NaCl.

Common salt. Sulphuric acid.

NaSO' HSO^
^ ^ '

liisulpliate of
soda.

Hydroihloric
acid.

Common salt.

By the higher temperature obtained in this second part of the furnace, the bisul-phate ot soda reacts on the undecomposed chloride of sodium, yielding neutral
sulphate of soda and a fresh quantity of hydrochloric acid

NaSO', HSO^
V

,
/

Bisulphate of soda.

NaCl

Common salt.

2(NaSO0 HCl.

Sulphate of
soda.

Hydrochloric

The hydrochloric acid gas, as it is liberated from b, passes off throuffh"" the flue d

ZLZ /° ^'o^densing towers. Heat is applied to the outside of Weroaster B
;
the smoke, c, circulatmg in separate flues around the chamber, in the direc-

tion indicated by the arrows, but never coming into contact with the salt cake in b
_

By the kindness of J. L. Bell, Esq., of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, we are enabled togive the process used at present in that district. It differs but little from that abovedescnbed, with the exception that in the decomposition of the mixture of bisulphate

lltir TT""!'"-^'' 'I
P°^'''°'^ °f f^™^<=^' the smoke and pro-ducts of combus ion from the fire, are allowed to come in contact with the mateiS

fi VV .l. l'^-f'^""^
acid which is then given off is carried to condLsirg towersfilled wi h bricks over which water is continually slowly running and the dShydrochloric acid, thus obtained, is used for the liberation of carbonTc add in themanufacture of bicarbonate of soda. The first part of the furnace is ^circular metal

s:;;ed^?tVl^rx;-'^ '--^^~ with^sii::^™^^
The next step in the manufacture is the decomposition of the sulphate of soda into

eSS'in thff'T'
^-^s^^-ent conversion' into carbonate o soda This

nl^vp 1 K
"^^^^er. The dry sulphate of soda, obtained by the processabove described, is mixed with small coal and chalk, or limestone in about the fol

then subjected to heat in a reverbera- |
1 r——r-— 1654

tory furnacc/^r*. 1654, 16.55, 1656.
In the section fy. 1655, there are

two hearths in one furnace, the one
elevated above the level of the other
by the thickness of a brick, or about
three inches, a is the preparatory
shelf, where the mixture to be de-
composed is first laid in order to be
thoroughly heated, so that when trans-
ferred to the lower or decomposing
hearth, b, it may not essentially chill
It, and throw back the operation, c is
the fire bridge, and d is the grate. In
the horizontal section, or ground plan,
ng. 1656, we see an opening in the front
corresponding to each hearth. This
IS a door, as shown in the side view
or elevation of the furnace, Jig. 1654

;and each door is shut by an iron
square frame filled with a fire-tile or
bricks, and suspended by a chain over
a pulley fixed in any convenient place.
S>ee Coal, coking of. The work-
nian, on pushing up the door lightly,
makes it rise, because there is a
counterweight

Vol.. Ill

at the other end of

3 A
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each chain, which balances the weight of the frame and bricks. In the ground plan,

only one smoke-flue is shown ; and this construction is preferred by many manu-

facturers ; but others choose to have two flues, one from each shoulder, as at a, h
;

which two flues afterwards unite in one vertical chimney, from 25 to 40 feet high;

because the draught of a soda furnace must be very sharp. Having sufficiently ex-

plained the construction of this improved furnace, we shall now proceed to describe

the mode of making soda with it.

The quantity of this mixture required for a charge depends, cf course, on the size

of the furnace. This charge must be shovelled in upon the hearth, a, or shelf of pre-

paration (^(/. 1655); and whenever it has become hot (the furnace having been

previously brought to bright ignition), it is to be transferred to the decomposing

hearth or laboratory, b, by an iron tool, shaped exactly like an oar, called the

spreader. This tool has the flattened part from 2 to 3 feet long, and the round part,

for laying hold of and working by, from 6 to 7 feet long. Two other tools are used

;

one, a rake, bent down with a garden hoe at the end ; and another, a small shovel,

consisting of a long iron rod terminated like a piece of iron plate, about 6 inches long,

4 broad, sharpened and tipped with steel, for cleaning the bottom of the hearth from

adhering cakes or crusts. Whenever the charge is shoved by the sliding motion of

the oar down upon the working hearth, a fresh charge should be thrown into the

preparation shelf, and evenly spread over its surface.

The hot and partially carbonised charge being also evenly spread upon the hearth,

B is to be left untouched for about ten minutes, during which time it becomes ignited,

and begins to fuse upon the surface. A view may be taken of it through a peep-hole

in the door which should be shut immediately, in order to prevent the reduction of

the temperature. When the mass is seen to be in a state of incipient fusion, the

-workman takes the oar and turns it over breadth by breadth in regular layers,

till he has reversed the position of the whole mass, placing on the surface the particles

which were formerly in contact with the hearth. Having done this he immediately

shuts the door, and lets the whole get another decomposing heat. After five or six

minutes jets of flame begin to issue from various parts of the pasty consistenced

mass isTow is the time to incorporate the materials together, turning and spreading

bv the oar gathering them together by the rake, and then distributing them on the

reverse part of the hearth ; that is, the oar should transfer to the part next the

fire-brido-e the portion of the mass lying next the shelf, and vice versa. Ihe dex-

terous management of this transposition characterises a good soda-furnacer. A little

practice and instruction will render this operation easy to a robust clever workman.

After this transposition, incorporation, and spreading, the door may be shut again for

a few minutes, to raise the heat for the finishing off. Lastly, the rake must be dex-

terously employed to mix, shift, spread, and incorporate. The jets, called can<i/es,

are very numerous, and bright at first ; and whenever they begin to fade the mass

must be raked out into cast-iron moulds, placed under the door of the laboratory to

''"on? Scrbei^rthus worked off, the other, which has laid undisturbed on the

shelf is to be shoved down from a to B, and spread equally upon it, in order to be

treated as above described. A third batch is then to be placed on the shelf.
_

The product thus obtained is called «' black balls," .vhich, of course, vary in their

composition. The following is the composition, according to Richardson, of the

Newcastle " black balls " from the balling furnaces :—

Carbonate of soda 9-89, hydrate of soda 25-64 sulphide of calcium 35-57, carbomtejf

lime 15-67, sulphate ofsodaS'M, chloride of sodium 0-60, sulphide of iron 1 22, silicate

ofmaanesia 0-88, carbon 4-28, sand 0-44, and water 2-1,

.

•^¥he p.mci;,a/ changes which take place in this process may be represented by the

following equations.

NaSO* + 40 = NaS + 4CO

then— ^
NaS + CaCO=' = NaCO' + ^CaS

Su,^of ^ C— S..r^,ideof

In the first place, the sulphate of soda is deoxidised
^y.fXitl^i^^^^^^^^^^^

of sulphide of sodium and carbonic ox.de, which latter takes fiie and f^^^^^^

above mentioned; in the next place, the sulphide f ""'/^"IS^o^^^^^
(chalk) decompose each other, forming carbonate f?^^/"^,^^^ the h.:.t

and from the fact of some of the chalk bemg converted into
^''"^^^/^J^^j^i^; cal-

of the furnace, there is also formed by it some caustic srda
;
the sulphide
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cium itself is only sparingly soluble in water, but is rendered still less so by the excess
of lime which is present, forming with it an oxysulphide, which is much less soluble
than the sulphide of calcium alone.

This black ball, or bull alkali, is then treated with warm water to extract the soluble
matters. This is effected in tlie district of Newcastle-on-Tyne in vessels 8 or 10 feet
square and 5 or 6 feet deep, furnished with false bottoms; the first waters are strong
enough for boiling down, for getting yellow salt, as it is termed ; the after washings,
which are weaker, are used for fresh quantities of " ball alkali." Care must be taken
not to use the water too hot, as the oxysulphide of calcium would be decomposed, and
the liquor thus take up much sulphide of calcium.
An apparatus used in some places for lixiviating the black ball is shown in the

accompanying drawing, ^zt/. 1657, taken from Dr. Miller's " Elements of Chemistry."
Its object IS to extract the largest quantity of soluble matter with the smallest quantity
ot water. The black ball is i)laced in perforated sheet-iron vessels, h n, which can be

^ ^ 1657

rnrnuUels T K
^^^."^^er hxiviatmg vessels also made of iron, by means of the cordsand pulleys, i, k. When a charge is received from the furnace, it is introduced into thelowest vessels G, where it is submitted to the dissolving action of a liquid alreadyhighly charged with alkali from digestion upon the black ash containedTo the anks

? X; 'itt^u'bmST ''"v^'^l^*^ '""''f '"^^ -to tie Lnk
!;I f I

sut'mitted to a weaker liquid, and so on, successively. The alkali at

mufed ?f'thrr-'' "r ^rP^rl^^.-^-^^^d' and the residue is ^succe slely u^^^^

r.lr !u •

^'^^ ^* ^^°gt^' i° ^. it is acted on by watei- onlvsupplied from the cistern, When fresh water is admitted from m to the ton of th^e'vessel, A as it is specifically lighter than the saline solution, H^ies upon its Lrfatand gradually displaces the solution from a, throu-h the bent tubP Xut tit .
'

takes its place
;
the liquid thus displaced frU it, afts in IH e mSjer upfn that co^

W nf
^ '""^ displacement proceeds simultaneously through each sJccessiv^

o the ev'apTrS'^ans^'^h
concentrated lye flows o/from ofand L t;anS Id

T?;p^.^^ -fais:\- ro^t„srscalcium, together with the other insoluble portions and is of no valnp- 1^1?. '

i .
to an immense extent in large soda works,'and is thus a sou,4 ^ ti^oyVur^M^nv
"Pdfri:n'rsu^ptr£ -"'--^ - - -e itfoftJ^

without much success hitherto.

_
The solution obtained by thus lixi-

viating the ball soda, contains prin-
cipally carbonate of soda and hydrate
of soda, as well as some sulphide and
chloride of sodium, and a little sul-
phate of soda. It is allowed to settle

;

then the clear liquor is drawn off into
evaporating vessels. These may be
of two kinds. The surface-evapora-

1658
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ting furnace, shown mfg. 1658, is a very admirable invention for economising vessels,

time, and fuel. The grate a, and fire-place, are se|)arated from the evaporating labo-

ratory D, by a double fire-bridge n, c, having an interstitial space in the middle, to

arrest the communication of a melting or igniting heat towards the lead-lined

cistern u. This cistern may be 8, 10, or 20 feet long, according to the magnitude

of the soda-work, and 4 feet or more wide. Its depth should be about 4 feet. It

consists of sheet lead, of about 6 pounds weight to the square foot, and it is lined with

one layer of bricks, set in Roman or hydraulic cement, both along the bottom and up

the sides and ends. The lead comes up to the top of a, and the liquor, or lye, may hi;

filled in to nearly that height. Things being thus arranged, a fire is kindled upon the

grate A ; the flame and hot air sweep along the surface of the liquor, raise its tem-

peratui'e there rapidly to the boiling point, and carry off the watery parts in vapour

up the chimney e, which should be 15 or 20 feet high, to command a good draught.

But, indeed, it will be most economical to build one high capacious chimney stalk, as

is now done at Glasgow, Manchester, and Newcastle, and to lead the flues of the

several furnaces above described into it. In this evaporating furnace the heavier and

stronger lye goes to the bottom, as well as the impurities, where they remain undis-

turbed. Whenever the liquor has attained to the density of 1-3, or thereby, it is

pumped up into evaporating cast-iron pans, of a flattened somewhat hemispherical

shape, and evaporated to dryness while being diligently stirred with an iron rake and

iron scraper.

This alkali gets partially carbonated by the above surface-evaporating furnace, and

is an excellent article.

Wlaen pure carbonate is wanted, that dry mass must be mixed with its own bulk of

ground coal, sawdust or charcoal, and thrown into a reverberatory furnace, like Jig.

1640, but Avith the sole all upon one level. Here it must be exposed to a heat not

exceeding 650° or 700° F. ; that is, a little above the melting heat of lead ; the only

object being to volatilise the sulphur present in the mass, and carbonate the alkali.

Now, it has been found, that if the heat be raised to distinct redness, the sulphur will

not go off, but will continue in intimate union with the soda. This process is called

calking, and the furnace is called a calker furnace. It may be 6 or 8 feet long, and

4 or 5%et broad in the hearth, and requires only one door in its side, with a hanging

iron frame filled with a fire-tile or bricks, as above described.

This carbonating process may be performed upon several cwts. of the impure soda

mixed with sawdust, at a time. It takes three or four hours to finish the desulphur-

atiou ; and it must be carefully turned over by the oar and the rake, in order to burn

the coal into carbonic acid, and to present the carbonic acid to the particles of caustic

soda diffused through the mass, so that it may combine with them.

When the blue flames cease, and the saline matters become white, m the midst of

the coaly matter, the batch may be considered as completed. It is raked out, and

when cooled lixiviated in great iron cisterns with false ^ottoms, covered with mats.

The watery solution being drawn off clear by a plug-hole, is evaporated either to

drvness in hemispherical cast-iron pans, as above described, or only to such a

streneth that it shows a pellicle upon its surface, when it may be run off mto crystal-

lising cisterns of cast-iron, or lead-lined wooden cisterns. The above dry carbonate

is the best article for the glass manufacture.

Instead of this last process of roasting with sawdust, Gossage decomposes the

sulphide of sodium present in the lye obtained from the ball soda by means of the

hvdrated oxide of some metal, as of lead, thus formmg sulphide of lead, and hydrate

of soda- this is then converted into carbonate by passing a stream of carbonic acid

throush it The precipitated sulphide of lead is decomposed by hydrochloric acid,

thus generating sulphuretted hydrogen, which is burnt and converted >^to ^ulphuj'°

acid the lead is then converted again into hydrated oxide by means ot lime. This

process saves the trouble, time, and fuel used in evaporating to dryness twice as in

Va^i'uraVen'S'have been made to obtain processes which shall supersede the pro-

cess above described, of manufacturing carbonate of soda from common salt, but none

appear lo have been successful to any great extent. We shall here mention some of

^^^'Snlnhate of iron bein- a cheap article, has been heated with common salt

instead Kng surphuVic Lid, sulphLe of soda is formed, and the chloride of ii-on,

be ng vola^nrpasses away. The latter part of the process -"^^ --^j;-^^^^^ ^
that above described. 2. By roasting iron or copper P^i '^s firmly

-^'^^
J

sodium, sulphate of soda has been obtained and it has
^^^"/^""JX^ffi'l^f^h are

means ^Iso to extract the metal from ores ot copper or tin ^'t!^

''^J; "^"-J'.^i^^^^^^^

otherwise too poor to work. Mr. Tilghman effects the decompos^^^^^^^^^

"l^-S tated

sodium by steam at a high temperature, m the presence «^
,f'^T'to a cuS of

alumina is made up into balls with chloride of sodium, and exposed to a current
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steam in a reverberatory furnace strongly heated. Hydrochloric acid is expelled and
the alumina unites with the soda.

NaCl + Al-'O' + HO = NaO.APO' + HCl.

Chloride of sodium. Alumina. Steam. Aluminaie of soda. Hydrocliloric acid.

When cold, this compound of alumina and soda is decomposed by a current of
carbonic acid, and tlie carbonate of soda is dissolved, and thus separated from the
alumina, which may be again used. Another process is that patented by MM.
Schloesing and Holland, which is as follows : they dissolve the chloride of sodium in
water, and then pass ammonia into it, and afterwards carbonic acid ; bicarbonate of
ammonia is first produced, and then double decomposition takes place ; chloride of
ammonium is formed, and the more sparingly soluble bicarbonate of soda is precipi-
tated in crystalline grains ; it is then separated from the liquid and pressed, to free it
as much as possible from the chloride.

NaCl + NgCO^HCQ* = NaCo\HCO' + NH'CI.

Chloride of sodium. Bicarbonate of ammonia. Bicarbonate of soda. ChloridTofammoniura.
This bicarbonate of soda is converted into the monocarbonate by heat, and the
carbonic acid thus evolved is used again ; the solution, from which the bicarbonate
has separated, is boiled to drive off any ammonia that it may contain, as carbonate of
ammonia, which is collected ; the solution is then boiled with lime, which liberates
the ammonia from the chloride of ammonium, and thus little loss is sustained the
same ammonia serving continually, within certain limits, because, of course some
ammonia escapes and is unavoidably lost.

'

There are three carbonates of soda commonly known, viz., monocarbonecte, sesoui-
carbonate, and bicarbonate. ^

Monocarbonate. NaCO' + lOHO. This is the salt which is obtained in the ordinary
soda manufacture. In the crystalline state, it generally contains ten equivalents ofwater of crystallisation, sixty-three per cent., but has been obtained with only eieht
fi ve, and even one equivalent of water. It eflBoresces in a dry atmosphere, at the sametmie absorbing carbonic acid. It is very soluble in water, requiring only twice itsweight of water at 60° for solution, and even melts in its own water of crystallisationwhen heated, and eventually by increase of temperature becomes anhydrous It isgenerally found in commerce in large crystals, which belong to the oblique prismaticsystem. I is strongly alkahne, and acts on the skin, dissolving the outside cuTic e

iLwnT^^ ^ '° f ™^°'^^^^ture of soap, glass, &c., and is generally too wellknown to require much description. ^

The soda trade made great progress in 1859, as compared with the two precedins-years. In 1857, 1,538,988 cwts. were exported, of the value of 760 tI^/ and "f
1858, 1,618,289 cwts., of the value of 813,727/. ; whilst last year the quantitv w ^2,0:i7,609 cwts., and the value 1,024,283/. ^ quantity was

Sesquicarbonate. 2NaC0^HC0l This salt is frequently found native, and is de-scribed under Natron (which see).
'

Bicarbonate. NaCO^HCO«. This salt is found in some mineral waters as thoseof Carlsbad and Seltzer
;
and is obtained from the waters of Vichy in llrge quantkresIt IS prepared by saturating the monocarbonate with carbonic acid fbr ^h "hpurpose several methods are employed. ' wnicii

\. Bij passing carbonic acid into a solution of the monocarbonate. A cold saturatedso ution of the monocarbonate of soda is made, and carbonic acid, obtaLd bv theaction of hydrochloric acid on marble or chalk, is passed into it the bicmbonateforms and precipitates to a great extent, and is then collected nrP«pH f«much of the adhering liquid as possible A fresh portion of fhe r^l T""^"
dissolved in the mothir ijjuor, an'd.the Passage :foaZS:By this method a pure bicarbonate is obtained, but the process is costlv

is Inf^nTl^£~'^"T^^^^^^^^ This

shelves, slightly inclinL to allow the to^'rill'^oSra'.frS box^lontLt:;;per ora ed false bottom; carbonic acid is passed into this box under pressure whfchatter ,s scarcely necessary, since the monocarbonate so rapidly absorbr £
bra";'«Vheat

"^'^ taCout'lnd' drS

S'an^^, ^^Hi^tcS;
ts:ii

:trtion"*rm\rhir"'^ ^ou^cU^ntuki'tav^Jiri
I his is the most economical process, but does not vidrl i T,«,.p„„ti

3 A 3
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in it being a little chloride of sodium and sulpliate of goda, found in the original

monocarbonate from which it was made, and even these are to a great extent dissolved

and carried ofl'by tlie water of crystallisation as it escapes.

3. Its formation by the action of bicarbonate of ammonia has been already described.

Bicarbonate of soda crystallises in rectangular four-sided prisms, which require

about ten parts of cold water to dissolve them, and if the solution be boiled, it loses

carbonic acid, becoming first sesquicarbonate, and ultimately monocarbonate. As
usually met with in commerce this salt is a white powder. Its taste is slightly

alkaline. It is largely used in medicine, for making seidlitz powders, &c., but the

salt generally found in the shops is only a sesquicarbonate, or a mixture of bicar-

bonate and sesquicarbonate.— II. K. B.

SODA FELSPAll. Usually called albite ; in which soda takes the place of potash.

See Felspar.
SODA HYPOCHLORITE. (Na,C10^) This is obtained in the same manner as

hypochlorite of lime, or by decomposing a solution of this latter by carbonate of soda.

Its uses are the same as the hypochlorite of lime.

SODA HYPOSULPHATE. Sec Hyposulphate of Soda.

SODA, HYPOSULPHITE. This is now largely prepared for photographic

purposes. See Hyposulphite of Soda.

SODA, NITRATE OF. (NaO,NO^) Syn. cubic nitre; Chile, sallpetre. (Nitrate de

sonde, Fr. ;
Wiirfelsalpeter, Germ.) This important salt is found native in immense

quantities in Chili and Peru. It is, in some parts, found in beds of several feet

in thickness. As found in nature it is tolerably pure, the principal impurities being

chlorine, sulphuric acid, and lime. The following analyses may be quoted as

representing the composition of various samples :
—

Wittstein. Lecanu. Hofstetter.

Nitrate of soda - - 99-633 96-698 94 291

Chloride of calcium - — — 1-990

Chloride of sodium - 0-367 1-302 —
Sulphate of potash - — — 0-239

Nitrate of potash - — — 0-426

Nitrate of magnesia - — — O'SSS

"Water . . - — 2-000 1-993

Insoluble matters - - — — 0-203

100000 100-000 100000

It is evident that nitrate of soda can be formed artificially by saturating nitric acid

with soda or its carbonate, and evaporating the solution until the salt crystallises.

Nitrate of soda is extensively and economically employed as a source of nitnc acid.

It is also used for the purpose of being converted by double decomposition with

chloride of potassium into nitrate of potash. See Nitkate of Potash. It is era-

ployed in great quantities as a manure.

In analysing a sample of the salt, it should be dissolved in boiling distilled water ;

any insoluble matters are to be removed by the filter, and after being washed and

dried may be weighed. To the clear filtrate acidulated with pure nitric acid, nitrate

of silver is to be added; the precipitate of chloride of silver when weighed with

proper precautious will enable the amount of chloride of sodium to be calculated. For

this purpose we say; as one equivalent of chloride of silver is to one equivalent

of chloride of sodium, so is the quantity of chloride of silver obtained to the quantity

of chloride of sodium in the specimen taken. In another portion of the salt, tne

solution being prepared as before, the sulphuric acid may be determmed by precipi-

tation with chloride of barium; and, in a third, the lime and magnesia are to

be determined by precipitation, the first with oxalate of ammonia, and the latter

in the filtrate from the oxalate of lime, by means of phosphate of soda and ammonia^

The water may be determined by drying a known weight of the salt in the water batn

until it ceases to diminish in weight.
. „ „f

A good sample of nitrate of soda should not contam more than two per cent, or

chloride of sodium. The nitric acid may be determined by the process described

under Nitrate of Potash.
_ j „ fl,.o.«T.rlcs

Nitrate of soda is not applicable for the preparation <>f g^^PO^^^^"^.

partly in consequence of its tendency to attract moisture
^J^V /, ^^^T'^^LK

owing to the fact that mixtures made in imitation of gunpowder, but havmg °i r^^^^^^^

soda in place of nitrate of potash, explode far less powerfally than gunpowder itselt.

Solubility of Nitrate of Soda in Water.

One part of the salt dissolves in

—

V58 at a temperature of 21°2 Fahr.

1-25 „ „
32-0
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1-36 at a temperature of 66°-0

1*12 82-4

077 „ „ 116-6

046 „ „ 246-2

The above table is not perfectly satisfactory, and the solubility of nitrate of soda in

water at different temperatures requires reinvestigation.

The term cubic nitre applied to this salt is incorrect ; the crystals, it is true, appear

cubic at a rough glance, but they are in fact, rhombohedra, of which .the angles aro

not very far removed from those of a cube.—C. G. W.
SODA, NITRITE OF. (NaO,NOl) This salt is not unfrequently employed as a

source of nitrous acid, especially in researches on the volatile organic bases. Nitrite

of soda possesses some advantages over nitrite of potash, owing to the comparative

ease with which it is prepared. In the process for preparing nitrite of potash a
considerable quantity of the salt is entirely decomposed into the caustic state, the

resulting product being strongly alkaline, and therefore deliquescent. But with the

soda salt it is easy to produce a very pure nitrite by mere fusion, without any par-

ticular dexterity in controlling the temperature. The fused salt, like the correspond-

ing potash compound, gives a rich and brilliant apple-green coloration when dropped
into a solution of a salt of copper. Messrs. Perkin and Church have ascertained that

nitrite of soda, as prepared by simple fusion of nitrate of soda at a low red heat

decomposes acetate of aniline with extreme facility, yielding (probably among other

products) a crystalline body to which at present they have not assigned any formula,

but which evidently contains an oxide of nitrogen in the place of one of the atoms of
hydrogen previously existing in the parent alkaloid. Nitrosonaphthaline may also

be prepared by an analogous process from the hydrochlorate of naphthylamine.
These bodies, despite their extreme difference in properties, still belong in the

most unmistakable manner to the ammonia type. The product from naphthylamine
may therefore be written C^"!!'")

H ^N
NO-

J

The nitrite of soda is especially adapted for the preparation of nitrite of silver.

For this purpose it is only necessary to add to the soda salt dissolved in distilled

water, nitrate of silver, when the nitrite of silver is immediately precipitated. In
order to obtain the salt chemically pure, it is merely requisite, after slight washing,
to recrystallise the salt from boiling distilled water.—C. G. W.
SODA, SULPHATE OF. (Na,SOS + lOHO.) This salt is obtained as a residue

in several chemical processes, as in the manufacture of hydrochloric and nitric acids,
&c., but owing to the enormous quantity used in the manufacture of carbonate of
soda, it is made purposely as described above. It is generally known as Glauber's salt,

and has been found native near Madrid, nearly pure, deposited at the bottom of some
saline lakes, in anhydrous octohedra, called Thenardite, and also combined with sul-
phate of lime, as glauberite.

It crystallises in oblique rhombic prisms, which belong to the oblique prismatic
system (Pereira). Its taste is saline, and bitterish. It is very eiflorescent,
and loses the whole of its ten equivalents of water by mere exposure to the atmo-
sphere, at common temperatures {Miller}.

There is a peculiarity in the solubility of this salt in water ; its solubility gradually
increases with rise of temperature, as most other salts, till at 91° F. water takes up
about half its weight of the anhydrous salt. Beyond 91° F. by raising the temper-
ature to the boiling point, one-sixth of the salt previously dissolved is deposited in
the form of anhydrous acute rhombic prisms, which are asain dissolved as the liquid
cools to 91° F.

^

Another peculiarity of this salt is, that a boiling saturated solution of it, if closed
hermetically, may be kept for months without crystallising, but the moment air is
admitted, the whole becomes a semi -solid mass, and the temperature rises.

Sulphate of soda is used sometimes in medicine and for forming freezing mixtures
which see.—H. K. B.

'

SODA, SULPHITE. (Na,SO' + lOHO). This salt is prepared largely for re-
moving the last traces of chlorine from the bleached pulp obtained in the manufacture
of paper, and is hence called anlichlore.

It is prepared by passing sulphurous acid gas through a solution of carbonate of
soda, or on the large scale, by passing sulphurous acid gas, obtained by burning
sulphur in the air, over crystals of carbonate of soda. It crystallises in oblique
prisms, and is efflorescent like the sulphate of soda, which it much resembles. Its
taste is sulphurous, and it possesses a slight alkaline reaction.
A bisulphite of soda also exists, which forms irregular opaque crystals. H. K B

3 A4
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SODA WATER. A solution of soda charged -with carbonic acid: for this

purpose the following improved apparatus by J. Tyler & Sons, has been introduced.

Fig. 1(559, front view of the soda-water machine. i'Va. 1660, end view of the same.
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SODIUM. (Na.) This metal -was discovered by Sir H. Davy, almost immediately
after potassium, and by the same means, viz., by exposing a piece of moistened
hydrate of soda to the action of a powerful voltaic battery, the alkali being placed
between a pair of platinum plates connected with the battery.

By this process only very small quantities could be obtained, and processes have
since been devised which provide it in almost any quantity, and since the demand
for sodium in the manufacture of aluminium by Wohler's process, principally by (lie

exertions of M. St. Clair Deville, the cost of it has been considerably diminished.
The process now adopted is the same as that for obtaining potassium; an intimate,
mixture of carbonate of soda and charcoal is made by igniting in a covered crucible
a salt of soda containing an organic acid, as the acetate of soda, &c., or by melting
ordinary carbonate of soda in its water of crystallisation and mixing with it, while
liquid, finely divided charcoal, and evaporating to dryness ; this mixture is mixed with
some lumps of charcoal and placed in a retort, which is generally made of malleable
iron, but owing to the difficulty of getting these sufSciently large, earthenware or fire-
clay retorts have been used with success, and sometimes these are lined with or
contain a trough of malleable iron. These retorts are so placed in a furnace that they
are uniformly kept at a heat approaching to whiteness.

Mr. Beatson (^Pharmaceutical Journal, vol. xv. p. 226), made an improvement in the
process by which it can be carried on continuously for a week or fortnight. If the
proportion of charcoal and soda be well regulated, the retort becomes nearly empty at
the end of the process. In Mr. Beatson's process, as soon as one charge is worked off
the receiver is removed, and a fresh charge is introduced through the same tube as
serves to convey the sodium to the receiver, by means of a semicircular scoop, so that
the retort is kept at a constant temperature, and hence little loss of time. The receiver
contains rock-naphtha, and is surrounded by cold water. The manufacture of sodium,
when properly conducted, is much easier and more certain than that of potassium;
one advantage is, that the sodium does not unite with carbonic oxide to form the
explosive compound, and the conducting tube is not so likely to be choked. The
sodium which comes over is, however, mixed with some impurities, croconates, &c., and
jn order to separate the metal from these, Mr. Beatson melted the sodium under
mineral naphtha, in a cylinder, into which is fitted a piston, worked by a screw
or hydraulic press, and when this is forced down the metal forms in a mass above it
while the impurities remain at the bottom of the cylinder.

'

The principal reaction which takes place in the retort, is the reduction of the soda
by the charcoal, which is thus converted into carbonic oxide, which escapes through
an aperture in the receiver made on purpose.

NaO + C = Na + CO.

Soda. Charcoal. Sodium. Carbonic oxide.

_
Sodium is a silver-white metal, very much resembling potassium in every respect-

It IS so soft at ordinary temperatures that it may be easily cut with a knife or pressedbetween the finger and thumb ; it melts at 194° R, and oxidises rapidly in the airthough not so rapidly as potassium. Its sp. gr. is 0-972. When placed upon thesurtace of cold water it decomposes it with violence, but does not ignite the hvdroffenwhich IS liberated, unless the motion of the sodium be restrained, when the cooling
effect is much less. When a few drops of water are added to sodium the hydrogen
liberated immediately inflames, and such is also the case if it be put on hot water-wheu burning it produces a yellow flame, and yields a solution of soda. Theequivalent of sodium is ?3.

iJ^^^,^ '"I'TJ'^f ^° d'ff^^^e^t oxides are produced, viz

!n.F[.^ f
(NaO), and another whose composition is uncertain, perhaps binoxTde(NaOp or eroxide (NaO^). These oxides also very much resemble the con-esponding oxide of potassium. The principal use of sodium is, as before stated in the

a™;".!! R ra"' ''"^^'^ ^ coisiderable Extent- See

SODIUM. CHLORIDE OF. See Salt.

nlfn?<^^f^tP^" ^ P°^^°°«^s alkaloid of doubtful constitution, contained in various
p ants of the spec.es Solarvum, as 5. nigrum, S. dulcamara, and in the potato (Stuberosum) It is remarkable that in the shoots of potatoes which have sprouted

iermTnated norm.n """Tl' '^^"^ - shoots which havegeminated normally. Solanine requires reinvestigation.

fming pomt ,s low or high. One process is called by its Lentor M de ilS ?a.<«j»,.... became it ,akc. placeV .he fusion of £ Tdg"s oM^e
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themselves, wiihout interposing another metallic alloy, as a bond of union. See
Autogenous Soldering.
SOLDERS. Alloys which are employed for the purpose of joining together metals

are so called. They are of various kinds, being generally distinguished into hard and
soft. Upon the authority of HoUzappfel, the following receipts for solder are given,

and these have been adopted, because, after a long and particular inquiry in the

workshops, we learn that these are regarded as very superior to any others recom-

mended.
Pewterers' Solder, (a) 2 Bismuth, 4 lead, 3 tin. (b) 1 Bismuth, 1 lead, 2 tin.

Soft Speller Solder. Equal parts of copper and zinc.

Course Plumbers' Solder, (a) 1 tin, 3 leaxi, melts at about 500 F. (i) 2 tm, 1 lead,

melts at about 360 F.

Spelter Solder. 12 oz. of zinc, to 16 oz. of copper.

(For brass work the metals are generally mixed in equal proportions as above.

For copper and iron the last given are usually employed).

The following table of solders has been constructed by the late Mr. HoUzappfel,

from a table of a much more extended character, published by Mons. H. Gaulthier

de Claubry.

Alloys and their Melting Heats. Fluxes.

1 1 Tin 25 Lead - 558°Fahr. A Borax
2 1 „ 10 »>

541 B Sal ammoniac
3 1 „ 5 »5

511 C Chloride of zinc

4 1 „ 3 »>
482 D Common resin

5* 1 » 2 »5
441 E Venice turpentine

6 1 » 1 H 370 F Tallow

7 ii^2 » 1 334 G Gallipoli oil

8 2 „ 1 » 340
Modes of Applxing Heat.

9 3 „ 1 356 a Naked fire

10 4 „ 1

»>

365 b Hollow furnace or muffle

1

1

5 „ 1

n
378 c Immersion in melted solder

12 f? 1

)?

381 d Melted solder poured on

13 4 Lead 4 Tin 1 Bismuth 320 e Heated iron not tinned

14 3 „ •3 „ 1 310 / Heated copper tool tinned

15 2 „ 2 „ 1 292 g Blowpipe flame

16 1 » 1 1 254 h Flame alone, generally al-

cohol

17 2 „
3 „

1 „ 2 „ 236 i Stream of heated air

18 5 „ 3 202

SOOT (Noir defumee, Suie, Fr.; Russ, Flatterrus, Germ.) is the pulverulent char-

coal condensed from the smoke of wood or coal fuel. A watery mfusion of the former

is said to be antiseptic, probably from its containing some creosote.

The soot of coal contains some sulphate and carbonate of ammonia, along witt

bituminous matter. o a

SORBIC ACID is the same with malic acid. See Malic Acid.

SOVEREIGN. The sovereign is the standard of value m Great Britain, and its

weight is determined by the law that twenty pounds troy weight of standard gold

shall be coined into 934^ sovereigns. To obtain the exact weight of one sovere.g^

reduce the pounds to grains and divide by the number of coins. A sojere.gn is tht^

found to weigh 123-2744783306581059 grams, and as \t is usual to deliver the cmn

to the bank in journey weights of 701 sovereigns, each journey should weigh if it be

standard work 180-032102728731942215 ounces, and a mil ion sovereigns should

weigh 256821-8298555377 troy ounces, in round numbers about r86 18 tons.-tr.
•

^
SOY is a liquid condiment, or sauce, imported chiefly fjom China It Prepared

with a species of white haricots, wheat flour, common salt, and ^f^r J^'^^f^S
tions respectively of 50, 60, 50, and 250 pounds The haricots are w hed^^^^

in water till they become so soft as to yield to the fingers They are t^^"
J^' ^

flat dish to cool, and kneaded along with the flour, a little of tl;^^

-y^Jj^^^^ an
decoction being added from time to time. This dough

°«''*Xamboo-) a^d wbea
inch and a half thick upon the flat vessels (made of thin staves of bamboo) ^nd w

it becomes hot and mouldy, in two or three days, the cover is raised upon bits ot

» No. 5, is the Plumbers' scaled soUer, which is assayed and then stamped by an officer of th.

Plumber's Company.
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to give free access of air. If a rancid odour is exhaled, and the mass grows green,

the process goes on well ; but if it grows black, it must be more freely exposed to the

air. As soon as all the surface is covered with green mouldiness, which usually

happens in eight or ten days, the cover is removed, and the matter is placed in the

sunshine for several days. When it has become as hard as a stone, it is cut into

small fragments, thrown into an earthen vessel, and covered with the 250 pounds of

water having the salt dissolved in it. The whole is stirred together, and the height
at which the water stands is noted. The vessel being placed in the sun, its contents
are stirred up every morning and evening; and a cover is applied at night to keep it

warm and exclude rain. The more powerful the sun the sooner the soy will be
completed ; but it generally requires two or three of the hottest summer months. As
the mass diminishes by evaporation, well water is added ; and the digestion is con-
tinued till the salt water has dissolved the whole of the flour and the haricots ; after
which the vessel is left in the sun for a few days, as the good quality of the soy
depends on the completeness of the solution, which is promoted by regular stirring.
When it has at length assumed an oily appearance, it is poured into bags, and strained.
The clear black liquid is the soy, ready for use. It is not boiled, but it is put up into
bottles, which must be carefully corked. Genuine soy was made in this way at
Canton, by Michael de Grubbens. See Memoirs of Academy of Sciences of Stockholm
for 1803.

SPANISH BLACK. A black obtained by the charring of cork.
SPAR, HEAVY or PONDEROUS. Sulphate of baryta. See Baryta.
SPARRY IRON ORE, or SPATHIC IRON. (Syn. Chdybite, Siderite, Siderose,

Brown Spar, Sec.) Spathose iron ore has been largely worked on the Brendon Hills,
in Somersetshire, and it is also found on Exmoor, and in small quantities at the iron
mines on the north coast of Cornwall. There are numerous other localities in which
very fine specimens occur. It is found to be a very valuable ore in the manufacture
of iron for steel. See Iron.
SPARTEINE. An organic base discovered by Stenhouse in common broom,

Spartium scoparium. Its formula is probably C'^H"N.— C. G. W.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY designates the relative weight of different bodies under

the same bulk; thus a cubic foot of water weighs 1000 ounces of avoirdupois; a cubic
foot of coal, 1350; a cubic foot of cast iron, 7280 ; a cubic foot of silver, 10,400 • and
a cubic foot of pure gold, 19,200; numbers which represent the specific gravities of
the respective substances, compared to water, = 1-000. See Gravity, SpecificSPECULUM METAL. The metal employed in the mirrors of reflecting
telescopes The Earl of Rosse, who has been eminently successful in the production
and pubhshmg of large specida, says, in his paper published in the Transactions of (he
lioyal bociety, Tm and copper, the materials employed by Newton in the first reflectinff
telescope, are preferable to any other with which I am acquainted, the best proportions

to 5I9 oTtiV'
*° ^ "^^'^ (Turner's, numbers), in fact 126-4 parts of copper

Mr. Ross remarks that when the alloy for speculum metal is perfect, it should bewhite, glassy and flaky. Copper in excess unparts a reddish tinge, and when tin is inexcess the fracture is granulated and less white. Mr. Ross pours the melted tiu into

lAff PF^'' T^^"x!'
^"'^^^^ temperature at which a mixture by stirring can

Jeme^slfin th?r..'.f°"'V^f ^" ^°°>Pl^'^ the combinftion,

aslon fc, thp °'V^M !^
V"""? P''"'°S the furnace almos

medbtdy ^ri^r'to pourfn'^'*
"""'^ "^""'^ ^ ^^^'^^ '^^^^ ^he pot im-

..inu^f
^" ^ '^^"^PO"."'! of nickel, arsenic, and sulphur, containing small quantities of

r^lS": XnzZLUVtS " ^°«°" °f

SPELTER or SPELTRUM. See Zinc

Jll^mt?f^^^'' ^'^'r 1° certain species of the cacMoi whale
L^ l

^/^^^'^^^^^P/'"^"*. tursio, microps, and orthodon, as also the Dehhtnus

st™te\i ThetnT?r'*'-°^^ ^ peculiar substant^.,Sed
!fl^f ,1 ! ' principal part from whence it is obtained. In the rieht

and take out the liquid contents (oil and"permacet^) by a buckS
'

calTy caneTtSl' «S'"'T ^^•^^"^ ^.^^^^^h the case and nostril, and which is techni-

infiL?-^ r^u
also contains spermaceti, with which and oil its tissue sinfiltrated. The spermaceti from the case is carefully boiled alone an 1 ;^eparate casks, when it is called "head matter." Thfs "S

Srwlrtt"'- P"''P°f^ the spemacetTffom' the' o f't tcooled, when the spermaceti congeals, and is separated by being thrown into laro-P fiLrbags, when the oil filters through, leaving the sperm^aceti VeSrthe solfd th"
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obtained is subjected to compression in hair bags, placed in an hydraulic press. It

is then melted in water, and the impurities skimmed olF. Then it is remelted in a
weak solution of potash to remove the last particles of oil, washed in water, and fused

in a tub by the agency of steam, laded into tin pans, and allowed slowly to cool, when
it forms a white semi-transparent brittle lamellar crystalline mass. Commercial sper-

maceti usually contains a minute portion of sperm oil, which may be removed by
boiling with alcohol; the spermaceti dissolves and again separates on cooling ; in order

to obtain it perfectly pure, this process must be repeated until the alcohol separates uo

more oil.

When absolutely pure, spermaceti is a white laminated substance, without taste, and
ahnost odourless, and in this state it is called ceiine. Hy the addition of a few drops

of alcohol or almond oil, it may be powdered. At 60° its sp. gr. is 0-943. It melts

at 120° and at 670°, may be sublimed unchanged. It is insoluble in water, slightly

soluble in alcohol, and much more so in ether ; it is also soluble in the fatty and

volatile oils, and if the solution be saturated when hot, the greater part of the

spermaceti separates on cooling.

Spermaceti is only saponified with difficulty, in which process it is separated into

two distinct substances, one, C^'-H*'0^, belonging to the series of alcohols, is called

cetylic {elhalic) alcohol, and the other cetylic (ethalic) acid, C^'IF-O*; the first is

a crystallisable fat, whose melting point is nearly the same as that of spermaceti itself,

but it is much more soluble in alcohol; it is readily sublimed without decomposition.

Cetylic acid stands to cetylic alcohol in the same relation as acetic acid to ordinary

alcohol, and may be actually procured from it by oxidation. It resembles in many

respects margaric acid. By oxidation by nitric acid spermaceti yields a large quantity

of succinic acid.

Spermaceti is composed of C«^H»'0' = C52H''0,C'2ff'0'. It is cetylate of oxide of

cetyl, and represents in the cetyl series the acetic ether of the common alcohol series.

— H. K. B.

SPHENE. A compound of titanate and silicate of lime. See Titanium,

SPHEROIDAL STATE. The name given by Boutigny to the condition assumed

by water when projected into red hot vessels. Under this condition the tem-

perature never rises to the boiling point. See Boutigny's Memoirs on this curious

subject.

SPINDLE-TREE OIL. See Oils.

SPINEL or SPINELLE. See Rubv.

SPINNING. The greatest improvement hitherto made in forming textile fabrics,

since the era of Arkwright, is due to Mr. G. Bodmer of Manchester. By his patent

inventions the several organs of a spinning factory are united in one self-acting and

self supplying body—a system most truly automatic. His most comprehensive patent

was obtained in 1824, and was prolonged by the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council, for 7 years after the period of 14 years was expired. It contained the first

development of a plan by which fibres of cotton, tiax, &c., were lapped and unlapped

through all the operations of cleaning and blowing, carding, drawing, roving, and

spinning ; in the latter, however, only as far as the operation of feeding is concerned.

The patent of 1824 was the beginning ; the result of which was the several patents

for improvements in 1835, 1837, 1838, and 1842.

Patent o/1835.

By a machine generally called a Devil or Opener (" Wolf," in German) which

insists of a feeding-plate set with teeth and a roller covered with spikes (seey«?.
consists fecding-plat
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1661), the cotton is cleared from its heaviest dirt and opened. Tliis machine delivers

the cotton into a room or on to a travelling cloth, from which it is taken, weighed in

certain portions, and spread upon cloth in equal portions; this is then rolled up, and

placed behind the first blower.

The first blower has a feeding-plate like fig. 1662 without teeth, and over this plate

the cotton is delivered to the operation of the common beaters, from which it is

received into a narrow compartment of 4| or 5 inches broad, and wound, by means of

his lap-machines, upon rollers in beautifully level and well-cleaned laps. Eight of

these narrow laps are then placed behind a second blower, of a similar construction to

the first. Instead of the common beater, however, a drum with toothed straight edges

still more equal than the preceding ones, and eight of these laps are then placed
beliind the carding engines. It was only by applying his lap-machine, patented in

1842, that he succeeded in forming small laps on the blower ; without this he could
not perform the doffing of the laps without stopping the wire-cloth, and in doing this,

an irregular lap would be formed because of the accumulating of the falling cotton in
one place while the wire-cloth was standing.

Carding Engine.—The patent of 1824 showed a mode of coupling a number of
carding engines, the product of which was delivered upon an endless belt or a trough,
and at the end of this trough was wound upon a roller.

VVhen a set of cards work together, any interruption or stoppage of a single carding
engine causes a defect in the produce of the whole lap. Interruptions occurred several
times a day by the stripping of the main cylinder, and during this operation the
missing band or sliver was supplied out of a can, being the produce of a single carding
engine working into cans (a spare card). The more objectionable defect was, however,
the difference of the product of the carding engine after the main cylinder had been
stripped

; the band or sliver from it will be thin and light, until the cards of the main
cylinder are again sufficiently filled with cotton, when the band will again assume its
proper thickness. Another irregularity was caused by the stripping of the flats or top
cards, but was not so fatal as the first one. These defects were, of course, a serious
drawback in his system of working, the latter of which he provided against in his
first patent by stripping the top cards by mechanism ; the former, however, was only
conquered by his invention of the self-strippers for the main cylinders ; thus the
cardmg engine may now work from Monday morning till Saturday night without in-
terruption, the cylinders requiring only to be brushed out every evening ; the con-
sequence is, that much time is gained, and a very equal, clean, and clear product is
obtained. Old carding engines to which he applied his feeders (see fig. 1664) and
main cylinder-clearers produce much superior work, and increase the production from
18 to 24 per cent.

The main cylinder clearer consists of a very light cast iron cylinder, upou which
five, six, or more sets of wire brushes are fixed, which are caused to travel to and fro
across the main cylinder; the surface or periphery of the brushes overrunning the
surface or periphery of the main cylinder by 8 or 10 per cent., the brushes thus
liftmg the cotton out of the teeth of the cards of the main cylinder, and causine the
dirt and lumps to fall.

^

As the brushes are not above a quarter-inch in breadth and travel to and fro, it is
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oloar that no irreffularity can take place in the fleece which conies from the doffer;

iTLm P than l-fotl. part of the breadth of the cylinder being acted upon at the same

arms and rims

I

rdVXl trebrushe^s ; are caused to travel is simple and sohd

cylinders for the carding engines are made of cast n-on, the two sets of a

1666
1GG4

1665

J
1

ri

—

Patents of 1838 and 1842.

are cast in the same piece ; when complete they weigh 50 lbs. less than those made of

new lap -f-— J^^/l^^; tSl gfijS;^^
only to turn a crank when

^^^f"
*

^^^^^^^^ eut and no waste is made,

emfty roller put in its place, the band
^^f ^"^^^^^^^ and the improvements

I)Jawing Fra«e.-The drawmg frame of
182^^^^^^^ ^^^^

patented in 1835, and others again m 842^
/^.^larding engine lap-machine are put

France, and generally m use upon

upon delivering rollers, behind a set o/^rawing ro ,

a belt or trough, and again formed
^^^^^P'.i^'^^^^Vo^ini' and the next again into

The next operation formed the laps
lfl.2'J^^\llZn lhern, as infringed upon by

smaller untwisted rovings, or rovmgs™
^^.^ ^^^^^^^^ patent of 1835 he put a

Dyer. The false twist was ^^ther objectionable and ,n h^
PJ^^^^.^^ ^wist in them,

number of rovings on the same bobbm -'^^^^^^ that place in which the

This does very well ; there is however a WUe odjc
before spinning,

twist changes from right to left

^^'^^XTJS T^t^e^^^^^^^ ^""-^

In his patent of 1838, andf^-^'f^f'^ ^^J^,"^ °4rts two laps into one rovmg, and

hand twist to the drawing trame when he convert
J^^^^^ ^-^.^ ^ separate

forms a roller or bobbin of 14 inches -^^a^etei ana
^^^^ ^

,^

and twisted rovings wound ^PO°/.V,i^'fnf in it (see fig. 1668), the tube turns in the

bv tubes in two directions, so that it remains in it^see /«y j,

cannot be formed under pressure. ^.^^ ^j^js machine and two

Coil Frame.—The bobbins 1667) are Pjaceu
^^^.^^^^ into one

Pn£ ft-ora the bobbin are passed through the diaw ng ™ f cotton has passed

mti t'T sUver or roving in the f« ^-^'^^ ^̂'^^^^^^^^^

Ihroughthe drawing rollers (see 1669) and calenQer
^ ,.

tbP tube B and the finger, c ; the spmdle with it^ d'sc, ^ i
^^^^^

'on as to'kke up the cotton which P-^f/J^ - by one, and as the i^Uers A

SyL,'and the coil is thus built fro- bdow ;
it - '^bou^.,^,^.

Mr. Bodmer has several

inches high when compressed, and contains id .
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modes of forming these coils, but one only is shown here. These col'.r are placed

behind the twist coil frames in half cans or partly open ones or troughs, or behind a

1663

1667

Patents of 1835, 1838, and 1842.

wmding machine, where they are wound upon rollers side by side, like the lap or
bobbin shown in the drawing frame, and placed behind the twist coil frame in this state.

Twist Coil Frame.—This frame forms rovings into coils similar to those above ex-
plained, with this difference, that the rovings are fine, say, from 1 to 10 hanks per
pound, and regularly twisted ; their diameter varies from 2^ to 5 inches. The same
machines produce rovings more or less fine, but the diameter of the coils does not
diff'er. The diflFerence of this machine from that above described consists in the
dimensions of their parts, and in its having the spindle, g, and the lid or top, f,
revolving, as well as the tube, b, (See Jig. 1670.) In this machine the motion of the
spindle, b, is uniform : the spindle, g, however, is connected by the bevel wheels, ii

ai^d I, with a differential motion at the end of the frame, with which the motion of the
finger, c, corresponds. The skew wheels, K and L, are connected with the drawing
rollers, A. The speed of the tube, B, and the spindle, g, are so proportioned, that
while the spindle, g, performs one revolution, and therefore puts one twist into the
roving, the tube, b, also performs one revolution, missing so much as will be required
to pass through the slot in the cap or disc, d, and lay on it as much of the roving as
proceeds from the rollers. A, and in which one twist is contained. Of course the
twist of these rovings can be adapted to their fineness and varied; but it is evident
that, on account of the regularity of the machine and its simplicity of movement, the
rovings can never be stretched, and much less twist can be put into them than can be
put in the common fly frames. These coils are put behind the spinning machines on
shelves or m small cans, open in front ; or they are wound from 24 to 72 ends upon
bobbins, and placed upon unlap rollers behind the spinning frames.

Coiling Machine for Carding Engines and Draiving Frames.—These are simple
machines, which may he applied to carding engines or drawing frames of any descrip-
tion.

_
rhey form large coils, 9 inches in diameter and 22 inches long, when on the

machine. There are two spindles (see a,Jig.U71)on each machine, for the purpose
of dofiing without stopping the drawing frame and carding engines. When one coil
IS filled, the finger, h, is just brought over to the other spindle, so that the full coil is
stopped and the new one begins to be formed without the slightest interruption of the
machine. ^

Mr. B. forms coils in various ways, also in cans; but this description is sufficient toshow the application of this mode of winding up bands or rovings. Several of the
above-described machines are adapted with equal success to wool and flax. In his
patents of 18.3.5, 1837, and 1838, he shows several modes of applying his system to
cotton and other machinery. He winds directly from the carding engines the slivers
separate.y upon long bobbins, and he gives them twist in two directions, for the pur-
pose of uniting the fibres to some extent, so that they may not only come oft' the bobbins
without sticking to one another, but also that they may draw smoother. He also

hlZ
a machine, by wliich several rovings, say 4 or more, are put upon the samebobbin with conical ends; tihese bobbins are placed behind the mules or throstles, andare unwound by a belt or strap running parallel with the fluted rollers of the spinningmachine as seen in fg. 1672. The belt or band, a, is worked in a similar way totha?

s,! fl^
'

H
' ^°™^''- P"''"*' ""^ "P«» and revolve upon thetrsurface, exactly according to the speed of the belt. It is quite evident that the whole
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set of rovings must be unwound exactly at the same speed, and that no stretchmg can

ttike place. He can put real and reversed twist in these rovings as well as false twist

only. The most important feature in the roving machine is a metal plate, m ^hicha

slot is formed through which the rovings pass ; this slot is seen m fgs. 1673, 1674,

and 1675. The cotton when coming from the drawmg rollers is passed through tne

twisters, c, and through the slot in the plate, d. Thus he is enabled to Put any con-

venient number of neatly formed and perfectly separate coils upon the wooden barrel

or bobbin. The bobbin formed upon these machines is represented in fg. ^6/6, ana

the conical ends are formed by a mechanism, by which the twisters, c. are caused ro

approach a little more to one another, after each layer of rovings has been coilea

round the barrel: the section of the bobbin is, therefore, like that shown in^?^. 16, b.

He makes use of exactly the same arrangement, viz. a finger travelling along a sioi

in a plate, for the purpose of forming the coils, which has been already described.

Rovings wound upon bobbins by means of tubes revolving in /.'•ec ion are

certainly not so fit for spinning as rovings into which a small
f^^^f^ "^^^f

The tube by which a twist is put in on one side and taken out at the
o
Jer curl or

ruffles the cotton, and causes it to spread out as it Passes between the
J '"J'f

rovings with a little permanent twist in them are held together m the process ot
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drawing and thus produce smooth yarn. To remedy the evil above described, when
untwisted rovmgs are used, he causes the spouts or guides, through which the rovings

'
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71
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1674

A A 1675

iJ
I I

'
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Patent of 1835
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pass into or between the drawing rollers, to revolve slowly first in one, and then in
the other direction, and thus puts a certain quantity of twist into the r'ovings while
they are being prepared for spinning. Two modes of performing this operation are
clearly described in his patent of 1835.

There is a little defect in the working of the rovings with reversed twist when too
much or too little twist is put in them, or when the winding machine is not kept iu
good order. This defect proceeds from the change in the twist of the roving seen at
jL,fiy. 1677 ;

in this place the twist is not like that at b, and it would, in some parte

1677

of the yarn, be detected under circumstances just described. In cases where double
rovings are used, the twisters are so arranged as to put the twist in the rovings,
as shown in Jig. 1678; in this case the reversing place of one roving meets the twisted
place of the other, and the fault is completely rectified.

1678

The preceding description gives an idea of Mr. Bodmer's admirable system of pre-

paring and spinning cotton, wool, flax, &c., and of the several processes ; it would be
superfluous to describe the several machines, or the details of the same, as exhibited

in his patents.

In his patent of 1838, he specifies a self-actor, namely a machine in itself, which
can be attached to 2, 3, or even 4 mules of almost any convenient number of spindles.

The mules are previously stripped of all their mechanism, except the rollers and their

wheels, the carriage and spindles ; all the other movements ordinarily combined with

the mule are contained in the machine, which is placed between a set of mules, as

seen in fig. 1679 ; a and b, the self-actors, to each of which 3 mules are yoked, and
which are connected by bands and

1679
shafts with the self-actor, or rather

partly self-actor. A girl of fifteen

or sixteen years old stands at x

between a and b, and never leaves

her place except, perhaps, for aiding

in doffing or in banding the spindles.

The gearing of the room acts by

means of straps upon the machines

a and b, and from these machines

all the movements are given to the

six mules, namely, the motion of

the rollers, the spindles, the draw-

ing out of the carriage, the after

draft, &c. When the carriages are

to be put up, the girl takes hold of

two levers of the machine a, and by

moving them in certain proportions,

acts upon two cones and pulleys,

and thus causes, in the most easy

and certain manner, the carriages

to run in and the yarn to be wound

on the spindles. The first machine

Mr. B. made for this purpose was

completely self-acting, but he found

very soon that the mechanism was

more complicated and apt to go out

of order than that of the above-

described machine ; and as it is

necessary to have a girl of a certain age to watch over the piecers ^r a certairi num-

ber of mules, he preferred the simplified machine ;
placing the girl "ear tnese

machTnerfrom whence the whole set of mules attached to the san.e ^e ove,- ook^d^

as the creels behind the mules are not wanted m his system, this
•I"P«J\";^"^^^

sight of the girl would be removed. He schemed these machines for the purpose

2
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altering, at a trifling expense, the common mules into self-actors ; the)' are equally-

good for any numbers of yarn.

Bastard Frame.—In his patent of 1838 and 1842, we find the description of a very
simple bastard frame, namely, a throstle with mule spindles, forming cops, as seen in

Jiy. 1680, and wound so hard that they can be handled about without any danger of

1680 spoiling them ; in the same dimensions they contain one- third
more yarn than the best cops of self-actors. The machine is

extremely simple ; but owing to some circumstances in the con-
struction of the winders and plates, he has not been able to spin

• XT
advantageously upon large machines above No- 20's. He has

spun on It No. 56, and most beautiful yarn. The quantity this machinery produces
IS nearly one third more than the best self-actor, on an equal number of spindles, and

4

1681a

Patents of 1838 and 1842,

wft/th" m" dS' The winSin? h
'"^^^^ i« ^ copping motion connected

sASiT ^rASMoTlA^^T."^'^'^^
'''' y t'hrspinSes

It shouW stKcUv t- ^
fi' ""r' T^^^^ S'"^" ^ol'^^io'^ of ammonia.

SPIRIT OF S A^^^^ «Pi"t o°ly-

SrTRTT«? OF wS' "y^'-o'^^lo/'c or muriatic acid,
hi IKl 1 S OF WINE. Alcohol (which see')

natSe ^PP'^''"^ conclusive as to its anima'

3 B 2
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usually imbedded siliceous or calcareous spicula. Sponges are mostly marine two
or three species only being found in fresh water. They are fixed by a kind of root,

by which they hold firmly any surface upon which they once fix themselves. Sponges
may be propagated by division, but more usually by gemmules, which detach them-
selves from the parent body, and float about until they find a fitting resting-place,

where they fix themselves and grow. The sponges of commerce are obtained from
the Mediterranean— Smyrna being the principal mart. They are collected by divers,

many of whom have been trained to the work from their infancy. Sponges are
treated with muriatic (hydrochloric) acid to remove the lime.

SPOON MANUFACTURE. See Stamping of Metals.
SPRUCE BEER is prepared as follows:— Essence of spruce, half a pint; pimento

and ginger bruised, of each 4 ounces
;
hops, from 4 to 5 ounces

;
water, 3 gallons.

Boil for ten minutes, then strain and add 1 1 gallons of warm wafer, a pint of yeast,

and 6 pints of molasses. Mix and allow the mixture to ferment for twenty hours.

SPRUCE, ESSENCE OF, is prepared by boiling the young tops of the Abiet
nigra, or black spruce, in water, and concentrating the decoction by evaporation.

STAINED GLASS. Under Glass, a general account of the processes for

colouring glass has been given ; for the manufacture, however, of stained glass for

windows, some special details have been reserved for this place. When certain

metallic oxides or chlorides, ground up with proper fluxes, are painted upon glass,

their colours fuse into its surface at a moderate heat and make durable pictures, which

are frequently employed in ornamenting the windows of churches, as well as of other

public and private buildings. The colours of stained glass are all transparent, and

are therefore to be viewed only by transmitted light. Many metallic pigments, which

afford a fine effect when applied cold on canvas or paper, are so changed by vitreous

fusion as to be quite inapplicable to painting in stained glass.

The glass proper for receiving these vitrifying pigments should be colourless, uni-

form, and difficult of fusion ; for which reason crown glass, made with little alkali,

or with kelp, is preferred. When the design is too large to be contained on a single

pane, several are fitted together and fixed in a bed of soft cement while painting, and

then taken asunder to be separately subjected to the fire. In arranging the glass

pieces, care must be taken to distribute the joinings, so that the lead frame-work may
interfere as little as with the effect.

A design must be drawn upon paper, and placed beneath the plate of glass ; though

the artist cannot regulate his tints directly by his pallet, but by specimens of the

colours producible from his pallet pigments after they are fired. The upper side of the

glass being sponged over with gum-water, afl'ords, when dry, a surface proper for

receiving the colours, without the risk of their running irregularly, as they would be

apt to do, on the slippery glass. The artist first draws on the plate with a fine pencil

all the traces which mark the great outlines and shades of the figures. This is usually

done in black, or at least, some strong colour, such as brown, blue, green, or red. In

laying on these the painter is guided by the same principles as the engraver, when he

produces the effect of light and shade by dots, lines, or hatches; and he emplojs that

colour to produce the shades, which will harmonise best with the colour which is to be

afterwards applied ; but for the deeper shades, black is in general used. When this is

finished, the whole picture will be represented in lines or hatches similar to an engraving

finished up to the highest effect possible; and afterwards, when it is dry, the vitrifying

colours are laid on by means of larger hair pencils ; their selection being regulated

by the burnt specimen tints. When he finds it necessary to lay two colours adjoining,

which are apt to run together in the kiln, he must apply one of them to the back ot

the glass. But the few principal colours to be presently mentioned, are all fast colours

which do not run, except the yellow, which must therefore be laid on the opposite side.

After colouring, the artist proceeds to bring out the lighter effects by taking off the

colour in the proper place, with a goose quill cut like a pen without a slit, tij

working this upon the glass, he removes the colour from the parts where the ligiiB

should be the strongest ; such as the hair, eyes, the reflection of bright surfaces, and

light parts of draperies. The blank pen may be employed either to make the lignts

bv lines, or hatches and dots, as is most suitable to the subject
'

Bv the metallic preparations now laid upon it, the glass is made ready for being

fired, in order to fix and bring out the proper colours. The furnace or kil" l'^"

adapted for this purpose, is similar to that used by cnamellers. See Enamel, ana tne

Glaze-kiln, under Potterv. It consists of a muffle or arch of fire-clay or potter>

,

set over a fire-place, and so surrounded by flues, as to receive a very <=of'^^f^f

'

within, in the most equable and regular manner; otherwise some parts
f'J.J'

will be melted ; while, on others, the superficial film of colours will ^"

The mouth of the muflSe, and the entry for introducing fuel to the
fr*^' ^^^"jVufHe.

opposite sides, to prevent as much as possible the admission of dust into the mutiie,
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whose mouth should be closed -with double folding-doors of iron, furnished with small
peep-holes, to allow the artist to watch the progress of the staining', and to withdraw
small trial slips of glass, painted with the principal tints used in the picture.
The muffle must be made of very refractory fire-clay, flat at its bottom, and only 5

or 6 inches high, with such an arched top as may make the roof strong, and so close
on all sides as to exclude entirely the smoke and flame. On the bottom of the muffle
a smooth bed of sifted lime, freed from water, about half an inch thick, must be pre-
pared for receiving the pane of glass. Sometimes several plates of glass are laid over
each other with a layer of dry pulverulent lime between each. The fire is now
lighted, and most gradually raised, lest the glass should be broken ; and after it has
attained to its full heat, it must be kept for three or four hours, more or less, according
to the indications of the trial slips ; the yellow colour being principally watched, as it
is found to be the best criterion of the state of the others. When the colours are
properly burnt in, the fire is suff'ered to die away slowly, so as to anneal the glass.

Staiiced-glass Pigments.

Flesh colour.— Take an ounce of red lead, two ounces of red enamel (Venetian glass
enamel, from alum and copperas calcined together), grind them to fine powder, and
work this up with spirits (alcohol) upon a hard stone. When slightly baked' this
produces a fine flesh colour.

'

Black colour. —Take 14^ ounces of smithv scales of iron, mix them with two
ounces of white glass (crystal), an ounce of antimony, and half an ounce of manganese-
pound and grind these ingredients together with strong vinegar. A brilliant blackmay also be obtained by a mixture of cobalt blue with the oxides of manganese and
iron. Another black is made from three parts of crystal glass, two parts of oxide of
copper, and one of (glass of) antimony worked up together, as above
Brown colour. ~ An ounce of white glass or enamel, half an ounce of good man-

ganese; ground together. ^

Bed, rose, and brown colours are made from peroxide of iron, prepared by nitric
acid. I he flux consists of borax, sand, and minium in small quantity
Bed colour may be likewise obtained from one ounce of red chalk pounded mixed

with two ounces of white hard enamel, and a little peroxide of copperA red m^y also be composed of rust of iron, glass of antimony, yellow glass of leadsuch as IS used by potters (or litharge), each in equal quantity • to which a little sul-phuret of silver is added. This composition, well ground, produces a very fine redcolour on glass. When pi-otoxide of copper is used to stain glass, it assumed a brightred or green colour, according as the glass is more or less heated in the furnace, The

STeroxidT'^"''
*° "'''"^^ protoxide, the latter having the copper in the state

Bistres and broton reds may be obtained by mixtures of manganese, orange oxideof copper, and the oxide o iron caJled umber, in different proportions' They mustbe previously fused with vitreous solvents.
•"ey mus,[

nnrfrKr^""''"" JT-'"'"'''^
°^ ^"^'^ ^" t^o 0"°ces of minium

Tn . w?S
"^-^ fl^ ' ""f

'^'"^ ^ P°^<i^^' ^l^ich is to be enclosedm a well luted crucible, and heated strongly in an air furnace for an hour. When temixture IS cold, grind it in a brass mortar. Green may, however, be advanta~I vproduced by a yellow on one side, and a blue on the other. Oxide 0^^^ hasbeen also employed to stain glass green.
i-urome nas

A Jine yellow colour.- Take fine silver laminated thin, dissolve in nitric acid dilutewith abundance of water, and precipitate with solution of sea salt. K th'rchloHde

Jound^d' 'VhfL^ro^IkrS ^If
"''^"^^ «^ pipe-clay well burl;l"and

^n^rS^^^ZZ:Z':^:r^Ss^'^ ^^^^ Powde. for when
Another yellow can be made by mixing sulphide of silver with glass of antimonvand yellow ochre previously calcined to a red-brown tint. Work al these no^der^

Inf ilT,;
"°

'""l
^'^^ ?am.-nrmelt d wUh "^.iiTphi

afford' rjeSow ""' ' '''^ ^^'^ ^f^™'^^ <i powde"
A pale yellow may be made with the powder resultine from bras.! <!iiln>i,„. ot,.i i

O™,,, coW.- Take 1 part of silver powdef.L preeipita.ed f™mTc ^
„r K " ''rT ?' '"^y"' " "ith ™« part of™ d Shre and 1 at

3 B 3
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In the Philosophical Magazine, of December, 1836, the anonymous author of an

ingenious essay, " On the Art of Glass-painting, " says, that if a large proportion of

ochre has been employed with the silver, the stain is yellow ; if a small proportion, it

is orange-coloured ; and by repeated exposure to the fire, without any additional

colouring-matter, the orange may be converted into red: but this conversion requires

a nice management of the heat. Artists often make use of panes coloured throughout

their substance in the glass-house pots, because the perfect transparency of such glass

gives a brilliancy of effect, which enamel painting, always more or less opaque, cannot

rival. It was to a glass of this kind that the old glass-painters owed their splendid

red. This is, in fact, the only point in which the modern and ancient processes

differ ; and this is the only part of the art which was ever really lost. Instead of

blowing plates of solid red, the old glass-makers (like those of Bohemia for some time

back), used to y/as/i a thin layer of brilliant red over a substratum of colourless glass;

by gathering a lump of the latter upon the end of their iron rod in one pot, covering

with a layer of the former in another pot, then blowing out the two together into a

globe or cylinder, to be opened into circular tables, or into rectangular plates. The

elegant art of tinging glass red by protoxide of copper, and flashing it on common

crown glass, has become general within these few years.

That gold melted with flint glass stains it purple was originally discovered and

practised, as a profitable secret, by Kunckel. Gold has been recently used at Birming-

ham for giving a beautiful rose-colour to scent bottles. The proportion of gold should

be very small, and the heat very great, to produce a good effect. The glass must

contain either the oxide of lead, bismuth, zinc, or antimony ; for crown glass will take

no colour from gold. Glass combined with this metal, when removed from the cru-

cible is o-enerally of a pale rose colour
;
nay, sometimes is as colourless as water, and

does not" assume its ruby colour till it has been exposed to a low red heat, either

nnder a muffle, or at the lamp. This operation must be nicely regulated ;
because a

slight excess of fire destroys the colour, leaving the glass of a dingy brown, but whh

a green transparency like that of gold leaf. It is metalhc gold which gives the

colour; and, indeed, the oxide is too easily reduced, not to be converted into the

metal by the intense heat which is necessarily required.

Coloured transparent glass is applied as enamel in silver and gold bijouterie pre-

viously bright-cut in the metal with the graver or rose-engine. The cuts, reflecting

the rays of light from their numerous surfaces, exhibit through the glass, richly

stained with gold, silver, copper, cobalt, &c., a gorgeous play of prismatic colours,

varied with every change of aspect. When the enamel is to be pamted on, it should

be made opak^cent by oxide of arsenic, in order to produce the most agreeable effect.

The blues of vitrified colours are all obtained from the oxide of cobalt. Cobalt ore

Csulphide) being well roasted at a dull red heat, to dissipate all the sulphur and

arsenic is dissolved, in somewhat dilute nitric acid, and after the addition of much

water to the saturated solution, the oxide is precipitated by carbonate of soda, then

washed upon a filter and dried. The powder is to be mixed with thrice its weight of

saltoetre - the mixture is to be deflagrated in a crucible, by applying a red hot cinder

to if then exposed to the heat of i|nition, washed and dried. Three parts of tias

oxide are to be mixed with a flux, consisting of white sand, borax, nitre, and a litUe

chalk subjected to fusion for an hour, and then ground down into an enamel powder

for us'e Blues of any shade or intensity may be obtained from the above, by mixing

^he i^au'tlful greenS-yellow, of which colour so many ornamental glass vessels have,

been lately imported from Germany, is made in Bohemia by the following process. Ore

of uraSum, Uran-ochre, or Uran-glimmer, in fine powder, being roasted and dissolved

in nitrii acid, the filtered solution is to be freed from any lead present m it by Ae

caut ous addi ion of dilute sulphuric acid. The clear green solution is to be evaporated

to diyness and the mass ignited till it becomes yellow. One part of this oxide i to

be mfxed ^ith 3 or more parts of a flux, consisting of 4 parts of red lead and 1
of

^-C^o^r^^ecT^^^^
flowers of fu phur • put the milture into a crucible and fuse. Pour out the fl uid mass;

!bln coolS and wash well with water, to remove the sulphuret of potash and to

We the beautiful green oxide of chrome. This is to be collected upon a filter, dried.

iubbe?down along wt^^ thrice its weight of a flux, consisting of * Parts of red lea

and 1 pan of ground flints fused into a transparent glass; the whole is now to be

uiiu 1 pail/ "

melted and
jtkSed\^ack o'Sfof manganese, 1 of zaffre, 10 parts of

wbuf^a;; po^Vd^d andl^f red lead, mixed, ^^^^^^^^ f^^^J^l^^l^
(Cassius's purple precipitate) with chloralver, ^'^^^'^

J/'^ehed to^^^^^

weight of a flux, consisting of ground quartz, borax, and red lead, all meitea tog
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Or solution of tin being dropped into a large quantity of -water, solution of nitrate of silver

may be first added, and then solution of gold in aqua regia, in proper proportions.

The precipitate to be mixed with flux and fused.

STAMI'ING OF METALS. The following ingenious machine for manufactur-

ing metal spoons, forks, and other articles, was made the subject of a patent by Jona-

than Hayne, of Clerkenwell, in May 1833. He employs a stamping-machine with

dies, in which the hammer is raised to a height between guides, and is let fall by a

trigger. He prefers fixing the protuberant, or relief portion of the dye, to the sta-

tionary block, or bed of the stamping-machine, and the counterpart or intaglio, to

the falling hammer or ram.
The peculiar feature of improvement in this manufacture consists in producing the

opoon, ladle, or fork perfect at one blow in the stamping-machine, and requiring no

further manipulation of shaping, by simply trimming off the barb or fin, and polishing

the surface to render the article perfect and finished.

Heretofore, in employing a stamping-machine, or fly-press, for manufacturing

spoons, ladles, and forks, it has been the practice to give the impression to the handles,

and to the bowls or prongs, by distinct operations of different dies, and after having
so partially produced the pattern upon the article, the handles had to be bent and
formed by the operations of filling and hammering.
By his improved form of dies, which, having curved surfaces and bevelled edges,

allow of no parts of the faces of the die and counter-die to come in contact, he is

enabled to produce considerable elevations of pattern and form, and to bring up the

article perfect at one blow, with only a slight barb, or fin, upon its edge.

In the accompanying drawings, fig. 1682 is the lower or bed die for producing a
spoon, seen edgewise; Jig. 1G83 is the face of the upper, or counter-die, corresponding

;

1683

1682

fig. 1 084 is a section, taken through
the middle of the pair of dies,

showing the space in which the

metal is pressed to form the spoon.

To manufacture spoons, ladles,

or forks, according to his im-
proved process, he first forges

oiit the ingot into flat pieces, of
the shape and dimensions of the
die of the intended article ; and
if a spoon or ladle is to be made,
gives a slight degree of concavity
to the bowl part

; but, if neces-
sary, bends the back, in order
that it may lie more steadily and
bend more accurately, upon the
lower die ; if a fork, he cuts or
otherwise removes portions of
the metal at those parts which
will intervene between the prongs;
and, having thus produced the
rude embryo of the intended ar-
ticle, scrapes its entire surface
clean and free from oxidation-
scale, or fire strain, when it is

ready to be introduced into the
stamping-machine.

3 u 4
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He now fixes the lower die in the bed of the stamping-machine, shown at a, a, in the
elevations 1685 and 1686, and fixes, in the hammer i, the upper or counter-die
c, accurately adjusting them botii, so that tliey may correspond exjictly when brought
together. He then phices the rudely-formed article above described upon the lower
die, and having drawn u]) the hammer to a suflBcient elevation, by a windlass and rope
or other ordinary means, lets go the trigger, and allows the hammer, with tlie counter-
die to fall upon the under die, on which the article is placed ; Avhen by the blow thug
given to the metal, the true and perfect figure and pattern of the spoon, ladle, or fork
is produced, and which, as before said, will only require the removal of the slight
edging of barb, or fin, with polishing, to finish it.

On striking the blow, in the operation of stamping the article, the hammer will
recoil and fly up some distance, and if allowed to fall again with reiterated blows,
would injure both the article and the dies ; therefore, to avoid this inconvenience!
he causes the hammer on recoiling to be caught by a pair of palls locked into racks
on the face of the standards, seen in the figures ; the hammer b, of the stamping-
machine, is seen raised and suspended by a rope attached to a pair of jointed hooks or
holders, d, d, the lower ends of which pass into eyes, e, e, extending from the top of
the hammer. When the lever or trigger, t, is drawn forward, as in Jig. 1686, the two
inclined planes, jr, g, on the axle, h, press the two legs of the holders, d, d, inward, and
cause their hooks or lower ends to be withdrawn from the eyes, e, e, when the hammer
instantly falls, and brings the dies together: such is the ordinary construction of the
stamping-machine.
On the hammer falling from a considerable elevation, the violence of the blow

causes it to recoil and bound upwards, as before mentioned; it therefore becomes
necessary to catch the hammer when it has rebounded, in order to prevent the dies
coming again together ; this is done by the following mechanism: —
Two latch levers, i, i, are connected by joints to the upper part of the hammer,

and two pall levers, k, k, turning upon pins, are mounted in the bridge, I, afllxed to

the hammer. Two springs, vi, m, act against the lower arms of these levers, and
press them outwards, for the purpose of throwing the palls at the lower ends of the
levers into the teeth of the ratchet racks, n, n, fixed on the sides of the upright
standards.

Previously to raising the hammer, the upper ends of the pall levers, k, are drawn
back, and the latches, i, being brought down upon them, as in Jig. 1685, the levers, k,

are confined, and their palls prevented from striking into the slide racks ; but as the

hammer falls, the ends of the latches, i, strike upon the fingers, o, o, fixing to the side

standards, and liberate the palls, the lower ends of which, when the hammer rebounds,

after stamping, catch into the teeth of the racks, as in Jig. 1686, and thereby prevent

the hammer from again descending.

STANNATE AND STANNITE OF POTASH AND SODA. Stannates and
stannites of alkalies arc valuable mordants in calico printing, and are prepared by the

patented plan of Messrs. Greenwood, Church, and Barnes, as follows:— For the stan-

nate of soda: 22 lbs. of caustic soda are first put into an iron crucible, heated to

a low red heat, till the hydrate be produced; to which 8 lbs. of nitrate of soda and

4 lbs. of common salt are introduced. When the mixture is at a fluxing heat, 10 lbs.

of feathered block tin are added, and it is stirred with an iron rod. The mass now
becomes dark coloured and pasty, and ammonia is given off (the tin decomposing

the water of the hydrated soda and part of the nitrate of soda). The stirring is con

tinued, as well as the heat, till deflagration takes place, and the mass becomes red hot

and pasty. This product is stannate of soda. It may be purified by solution and

crystallisation.

Stannite of soda is made by putting 4 lbs. of common salt, 13j lbs. of caustic

soda, and 4 lbs. of feathered block tin into a hot iron crucible over a fire, and stirring

and boiling to dryness, and as long as ammonia is given ofi". What remains is stan-

nite of soda.

To produce the tin preparing liquor, 3 lbs. of stannate of soda are dissolved m
1 gallon of boiling water, and 3 gallons or more of cold water, to bring it to the

required strength. The stannite of soda is treated in the same way.

The process of Mr. James Young is much more recent, and presents a very

beautiful application of science. Instead of reducing metallic tin from the ore, and

oxidating the metal again to form the stannic acid at the expense of nitric acid, Mr.

Young takes the native peroxide of tin itself, and fuses it with soda. The iron and

other foreign metals present in the ore are insoluble in the alkali, so that by solution

of the fused mass in water, a pure stannate of soda is obtained at once. It is crys-

tallised by evaporation, and obtained in efflorescent crystals containing nine equiva-

lents of water.

STARCH {Amidon, Fecule, Fr.; Starke, Germ.) is a white pulverulent substance,
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composed of microscopic spheroids, -which are hags containing the amylaceous
matter. It exists in a great many different plants, and varies in the form and size of

its microscopic particles. As found in some plants, it consists of spherical particles

Tii'jj
of an inch in diameter ; and in others of ovoid particles, gjg or of an inch,

it occurs— 1. In the seeds of all the acotyledonous plants, among which are the

several species of corn, and those of other graminea. 2. In the round perennial tap

roots, which shoot up an annual stem ; in the tuberose roots, such as potatoes, the

Convolvulus batatas and edulis, the Helianlhus tuherosus, the Jatropha manihot, &c.,

which contain a great quantity of it 3. In the stems of several monocotyledonous
plants, especially of the palm tribe, whence sago comes ; hut it is very rarely found
in the stems and branches of the dicotyledonous plants; 4. It occurs in many species
of lichen. Three kinds of starch have been distinguished by chemists; that of
wheat, that called inuline, and lichen starch. These three agree in being insoluble in
cold water, alcohol, ether, and oils, and in being convei'ted into sugar by either
dilute sulphuric acid or diastase. The main diff'erence between them consists in their
habitudes with water and iodine. The first forms with hot water a mucilaginous
solution, which constitutes, when cold, the paste of the laundress, and is tinged blue
by iodine ; the second forms a granular precipitate, when its solution in boiling-hot
water is suffered to cool, which is tinged yellow by iodine; the third aff'ords, by
cooling the concentrated solution,^ gelatinous mass, with a clear liquid floating over
it, that contains little starch. Its jelly becomes brown grey with iodine.

Ordinary starch.— This maybe extracted from the following grains:— Wheat,
rye, barley, oats, buckwheat, rice, maize, millet, spelt; from the siliquose seeds, as
peas, beans, lentiles, &c.; from tuberous and tap roots, as those of the potato, the
orchis, manioc, arrow-root, batata, &c. Diff'erent kinds of corn yield very variable
quantities of starch. Wheat diff'ers in this respect, according to the varieties of the
plant, as well as the soil, manure, season, and climate. See Bread.
Wheat partly damaged by long keeping in granaries, may be employed for the

manufacture of starch, as this constituent suff"ers less injury than the gluten ; and
it may be used either in the ground or unground state.

With unground wheat. —The wheat being sifted clean, is to he put into cisterns,
covered with soft water, and left to steep till it becomes swollen and so soft as to
be easily crushed between the fingers. It is now to be taken out, and immersed in
clear water of a temperature equal to that of malting-barley, whence it is to be trans-
ferred into bags, which are placed in a wooden chest containing some water, and
exposed to strong pressure. The water rendered milky by the starch being drawn
off by a tap, fresh water is poured in, and the pressure is repeated. Instead of
puttmg the swollen grain into bags, some prefer to grind it under vertical edge-
stones, or between a pair of horizontal rollers, and then to lay it in a cistern and
separate the starchy liquor by elutriation with successive quantities of water' well
stn-red up with it. The residuary matter in the sacks or cisterns contain much
vegetable albumen and gluten, along with the husks; when exposed to fermentation
this affords a small quantity of starch of rather inferior quality.

'

The above milky liquor, obtained by expression or elutriation, is run into laree
cisterns, where it deposits its starch in layers successively less and less dense- theuppermost containing a considerable proportion of gluten. The supernatant liquorbeing drawn off-, and freshwater poured on it, the whole must be well stirred upallowed again to settle, and the surface-liquor withdrawn. This washing shouldbe repeated as long as the water takes any perceptible colour. As the first turbidhquor contains a mixture of gluten, sugar, gum, albumen, &c., it ferments readilyand produces a certain portion of vinegar, which helps to dissolve out the rest o(the mmgled gluten, and thus to bleach the starch. It is, in fact bv the acS nf
this fermented or soured water, and repeated washing, that it is puriSd IS theast deposition and decantation, there appears on the surfaL of ^e starch a thinlayer of a slimy mixture of gluten and albumen, which being scraped oS serves fi^feeding p.gs or oxen; underneath will be found a starch of good qual ty Theayers of d.fi-erent sorts are then taken up with a wooden shovel, transfeSd intoseparate cisterns, where they are agitated with water, and passed th ough fine sievesAfter this pap ,s once more wel settled, the clear water is drawn off", thf stai diy mass
dr Wi,

' «° l'n«^cloths m wicker baskets, to drain and become partSv
and fJ! P'^'^^^ ^^i^l^ ^^-^ spread upon othercSand thoroughly desiccated in a proper drying, room, which in winter is heated WStoves. The upper surface of the starch is general y scraped to remove nnvle?matter, and the resulting powder is sold in that state. wTeS vieldsTnon t

^

Sage'Lm.™ s^oulTaa^mre^rsJuf;!-
With crushed wheat. - In this country, wheat crushed between iron rollers is laid
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to steep in as much water as will wet it thoroughly; in four or five days the mixture
ferments, soon afterwards settles, and is ready to be washed out with a quantity
of water into the proper fermenting vats. The common time allowed for the steep
is from 14 to 20 days. The next process consists in removing the stuff from the
vats into a stout round basket set across a back below a pump. One (jr two men
keep going round the basket, stirring up the stuff with strong wooden shovels, while
another keeps pumping water, till all the farina is completely washed from the bran.
Whenever the subjacent back is filled, the liquor is taken out and strained through
hair sieves into square frames or cisterns, wliere it is allowed to settle for 24 hours

;

after which the water is run off from the deposited starch by plug traps at different

levels in the side. The thin stuff, called slimes, upon the surface of the starch, is

removed by a tray of a peculiar form. Fresh water is now introduced, and the whole
being well mixed by proper agitation, is then poured upon fine silk sieves. What
passed through is allowed to settle for 24 hours ; the li(iuor being withdrawn, and
then the slimes, as before, more water is again poured in, with agitation, when the

mixture is again thrown upon the silk sieve. The milky liquor is now suffered

to rest for several days,— 4 or 5,—till the starch becomes settled pretty firmly at the

bottom of the square cistern. If the starch is to have the blue tint, called Poland,

fine smalt must be mixed in the liquor of the last sieve, in the proportion of 2 or

3 lbs. to the cwt. A considerable portion of these slimes may, by good management,
be worked up into starch by elutriation and straining.

The starch is now fit for boxing, by shovelling the cleaned deposit into wooden
chests, about 4 feet long, 12 inches broad, and 6 inches deep, perforated throughout,

and lined with thin canvas. When it is drained and dried into a compact mass, it is

turned out by inverting the chest upon a clean table, where it is broken into pieces

4 or 5 inches square, by laying a ruler underneath the cake, and giving its surface

a cut with a knife, after which the slightest pressure with the hand will make the

fracture. These pieces are set upon half-burned bricks, which by their porous capil-

larity imbibe the moisture of the starch, so that its under surface may not become

hai'd and horny. When sufficiently dried upon the bricks, it is put into a stove

(which resembles that of a sugar refinery), and left there till tolerably dry. It is

now removed to a table, when all the sides are carefully scraped with a knife; it

is next packed up in the papers in which it is sold ; these packages are returned into

the stove, and subjected to a gentle heat during some days ; a point which requires

to be skilfully regulated.

During the drying, starch splits into small prismatic columns, of considerable regu-

larity. When kept dry, it remains unaltered for a very long period. When it is

heated to a certain degree in water, the envelopes of its spheroidal particles burst,

and the/arma forms a mucilaginous emulsion, magma, or paste. WTien this apparent

solution is evaporated to dryness, a brittle, horny-looking substance is obtained, quite

different in aspect from starch, but similar in chemical habitudes. When the moist paste

is exposed for two or three months to the air in summer, the starch is converted into

sugar, to the amount of one third or one half of its weight, into gum and gelatinous

starch, called amidine by De Saussure, with occasionally a resinous matter. This

curious change goes on even in close vessels.

Starchfrom potatoes.—Trom the following table of analysis, it appears that potatoes

contain from 24 to 30 per cent, of dry substance:—

Red potato -

Germinating potatoes

Kidney potatoes

Large red potatoes -

Sweet potatoes

Peruvian potatoes -

English potatoes -

Parisian potatoes -

Starch.
Fibrous pa-
renchyma.

15-0 7-0 1-4

1.5-0 68 1-3

9-1 8 8 0-8

12 9 6-0 0-7

15-1 8-2 0-8

15-0 5-2 1-9

12 9 6-8 1-1

13-3 6-8 0-9

Veg. Albu-
men.

Gum, Sugar,
and Salts.

9-2

3-7

1-9

1-7

4-8

The potatoes are first washed in a cylindrical ge fo™^^ «f --d n
-

-

to revolve upon a horizontal axis, in a trough filled ^'^^h,^^''*'^^",',
^

axis. They are then reduced to a pulp by a rasping
'"^^^^""^'XsW

scnted in Jigs. 1687, 1C88, where a is a wooden drum covered with sheet iron, rougn
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ened outside with numerous prominences, made ^om^ punching out holes^fr^^

opposite side. It is turned by a winch fixed upon each end of tlie shaft._^

us

1687
h

\ n ni7

1688

IS enclosed in a square wooden box, to prevent the potato-mash from being scatte, ed

uhom. The hopper, i, is attached to the upper frame has its bottom concen m with

the rasp-drum, and nearly in contact with it. The pulp chest, c, is made to si de out,

so as when full to be readily replaced by another. The two slantmg boards, d, d

conduct the pulp into it. A moderate stream of water should be made to play into

the hopper upon the potatoes, to prevent the surface of the rasp from getting foul witti

fibrous matter. Two men, with one for a relay, will rasp, with such a machine, from

2i to 3 tons of potatoes in 12 hours.
_ , r,- u •

'The potato pulp must be now elutriated upon a fine wire or hair sieve, which is set

upon a frame in the mouth of a large vat, while water is made to flow upon it from a

spout with many jets. The pulp meanwhile must be stirred and kneaded by the

hand, or by a mechanical brush-agitator, till almost nothing but fibrous particles are

left upon the sieve. These, however, generally retain about 5 per cent, of starch,

which cannot be separated in this way. This parenchyma should therefore be sub-

jected to a separate rasping upon another cylinder. The water, tui-bid with starch, is

allowed to settle for some time in a back ; the supernatant liquor is then run by a

cock into a second back, and after some time into a third, whereby the whole starch

will be precipitated. The finest powder collects in the last vessel. The starch th

obtained, containing 33 per cent, of

water, may he used either in the moist

state, under the name of green fecula,

for various purposes, as for the pre-

paration of dextrine and starch syrup,

or it may be preserved under a thin

layer of water, which must be re-

newed from time fo time, to prevent

fermentation ; or lastly, it may be

taken out and dried.

Washing apparatus have been con-

trived by Laine, Dailly, Huck, Ver-

nies, Stolz, and St. Etienne. These
are contrivances for working very

large quantities of potatoes in a short

time. Huck's machine is stated to

•work 30,000 lbs. of potatoes daily,

and -in trials made with St. Etienne's

rasp and starch machinery, in Paris,

which was driven by two horses,

nearly 18 cwt. of potatoes were put

through all the requisite operations in one hour, including the pumping of the water.
The product in starch amounted to from 1 7 to 18 per cent, of the potatoes. The quicker
the process of potato-starch making the better is its quality. Volker proposed a pro-
cess of rotting the potato to separate the starch.

Mr. P. L. Simmons, in a communication to the Society of Arts, has directed atten-
tion to a great number of roots from which starch might be possibly obtained, espe-
cially the yams, eddoes, cocos (Arum esculentum). The same authority has collected
from various sources the quantity of starch contained in different tropical roots.
Sweet cassava, 27 per cent. ; biller cassava, 16 to 25 per cent. ; common yam, 24i per
cent.; arrow-root, 17 to 2 1^ per cent.

; Barbadoes yam, 18| per cent. ; tan7iia {Cala-
dium sagitte folium), \5h to 17 per cent. ; the Guinea yam, 17 per cent. ; buck yam,
14 to 16 per cent. ; sweet potato, 16i per cent.; Plantain meat, 17 per cent.
Horse chestnuts have been largely used at Nanterre, near Paris, in the manufac-

ture of starch.

In the manufacture of potato starch a considerable quantity of the product is lost,
owing to the strong affinity which the starch has for the fibre of the potato, m!
Anthon (Chemisch Central Blatt), states that the manufacturer obtains only two thirds
of the starch, the remainder being left in the pulp. He suggests that this third may
be utilised, by converting it into sugar by means of either malt or dilute sulphuric
acid. By employing 10 per cent, of the acid to the dry fibre, the saccharification is
complete in about two hours and a half ; but if only 3 or 4 per cent, of acid is used
the boiling must be continued for at least 5 hours. Ten per cent, of malt effected
the conversion in 6 hours. Mr. Calvert has given the following analysis of the
potato: —Wa^er, 74 ;

starch, 20; the remainder being fibrous, earthy, and alkaline
matter.

Starch from certain foreign plants.— \. From the pith of the sago palm. See Sago.
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2. From the roots of the Maranta arundinacea, of Jamaica, the Bahamas, and
other West India Islands, the powder called arrow-root is obtained, by a process
analogous to that for making potato starch.

3. From the roots of the manioc, which also grows in the West Indies, as well as in

Africa, the cassava is procured, by a similar process. The juice of this plant is

poisonous, from which the wholesome starch is deposited. When dried with stirring

upon hot iron plates, it agglomerates into small lumps, called tapioca
; being a gummy

fecula.

The characters of the different varieties of starch can he learnt only from micro-
scopic observation

;
by which means also their sophistication or admixture may

be readily ascertained.

Starch, from -whatever source obtained, is a white soft powder, which feels crispy,

like flowers of sulphur, when pressed between the fingers ; it is destitute of taste and
smell, unchangeable in the atmosphere, and has a specific gravity of 1*53.

For the saccharine changes which starch undergoes by the action of diastase, see

Fkumentation.
Lichenine, a species of starch obtained from Iceland moss ( Cetraria islandica), as

•well as inuline, from elecampane (^Inula helenium), are rather objects of chemical

curiosity than of manufactures.

There is a kind of starch made in order to be converted into gum for the calico-

printer. This conversion having been first made upon the great scale in this country,

has occasioned the product to be called British gum. The following is the process

pursued in a large and well-conducted establishment near Manchester:— A range of

four wooden cisterns, each about 7 or 8 feet square, and 4 feet deep, is provided.

Into each of them 2,000 gallons of water being introduced, 12| loads of flour are

stirred in. The mixture is set to ferment upon old leaven left at the bottom of the

backs, during 2 or 3 days. The contents are then stirred up, and pumped off into

3 stone cisterns, 7 feet square and 4 feet deep ; as much water being added, with

agitation, as will fill the cisterns to the brim. In the course of 24 hours the starch

forms a firm deposit at the bottom ; and the water is then siphoned off. The gluten

is next scraped from the surface, and the starch is transferred into wooden boxes

pierced with holes, which may be lined with coarse cloth, or not, at the pleasure

of the operator.

The starch, cut into cubical masses, is put into iron trays, and set to dry in a large

apartment, two stories high, heated by a horizontal cylinder of cast-iron traversed by

the flame of a furnace. The drying occupies two days. It is now ready for con-

version into gum, for which purpose it is put into oblong trays of sheet iron, and

heated to the temperature of 300° Fahr. in a cast-iron oven, which holds four of these

trays. Here it concretes into irregular semi-transparent yellow-brown lumps, which

are ground into fine flour between mill-stones, and in this state brought to the

market. In this roasted starch, the vesicles being burst, their contents become

soluble in cold water. British gum is not convertible into sugar, as starch is, by the

action of dilute sulphuric acid; nor into mucic acid, by nitric acid; but mto the

oxalic ; and it is tinged purple red by iodine. It is composed, in 100 parts, of 35-7

carbon, 6-2 hydrogen, and 58 1 oxygen; while starch is composed of, 43 5 carbon,

6-8 hydrogen, and 49-7 oxygen. See Dextrine.

Manufacture of starch from rice, S^e.— Mr. Thomas Berger, of Hackney, soaks

rice in caustic alkali, as Mr. Wickham did in 1824, at successive times, levigates it

into a cream, adds one part of oil of turpentine to 2,000 gallons of the cold mash, stirs

the mixture, filters or strains through fine lawn sieves, settles, neutralises with dilute

sulphuric acid, and adding 8 oz. of sulphate of zinc to each cwt. of starch, stirs, boxes,

and finishes as usual. ^ , • . i, w
In June 1841 Mr. W. T. Berger obtained a patent for manufacturing starch by

the agency of an alkaline salt upon rice. He prefers the carbonates of potash and

^°Mr. Orlando Jones macerates 100 lbs. of ground rice in 100 gallons of a solution

composed of 200 grains of caustic soda or potash to » gallon of water stirs

gradually till the whole is well mixed ; after 24 hours he dniws off the supernatent

liquid solution of gluten in alkali, treats the starchy deposit with a fresh quantity ot

weak caustic lye, and thus repeatedly, till the starch becomes whi e and ?ure. ihe

rice, before being ground, is steeped for sometime in a like caustic lye, drained, dried,

"
m" Jamefcdman, by his patent of December 1841, makes starch from ground

maize or Indian corn, by the agency either of the ordinary l>^^'^^^ ^^'^Xlivl^
fermenting, or of caustic or carbonated alkaline lyes. He also proposes to employ

dilute muriatic acid to purify the starchy matter from g uten, &c.
^„;,;„„__a

Starch prepared from rice or maize by alkali is said not to require bmlmg-a
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point of great importance in its use ; and, being less
^^yf

^^^nc tha_n wl^^^^

!-etains a n.ore permanent stiffness and glaze. The rough stai ch obtamed in the pro-

cess is valuable for feeding purposes, and for stiffening coarse i'^^rics.

Mr. John Hamilton, of Belfast, has a patent for submitting starch, after it has

deposited in the manufacturing process, to the action of a l^y^yauhc press, in u.tab e

bolxes, so as to press all the ^vater out of it, instead of evaporating all the mofur« i^a

artificially heated rooms, according to the usual practice ; a great saving in fuel is thus

''^iS^'.^iesg represents in section the powerful and ingenious mechanical grater, or

rasp (rape), now used in France, a a is the canal, or spout, along which the

previously well-washed potatoes descend; 6 6 is the grater, composed of a wooden
cylinder, on whose round surface circular saw rings of steel, with short sharp teeth,

are planted pretty close together. The greater the velocity of the cylinder, the

finer is the pulp. A cylinder 20 inches in diameter revolves at the rate of from 600
to 900 times a minute, and it will convert into pulp from 14 to 15 hectolitres (about

300 imperial gallons) of potatoes in an hour. Potatoes contain from 15 to 22 per cent,

of dry fecula. The pulp, after leaving the rasp, passes directly into the apparatus
for the preparation of the starch, c is a wooden hopper for receiving the falling

pulp, with a trap door, d, at bottom, e, is the cylinder-sieve of M. Etienne ; /, a

pipe ending in a rose-spout, which delivers the water requisite for washing the pulp,

and extracting the starch from it
; g g, a. diaphragm of wire cloth, with small

meshes, on which the pulp is exposed to the action of the brushes, i i, moving with
great speed, wliereby it gives out its starchy matter, which is thrown out by a side

aperture into the spout n. The fecula now falls upon a second web of fine wire
cloth, and leaves upon it merely some fragments of the parenchyma or cellular

matter of the potato, to be turned out by a side opening in the spout, n. The sifting

or straining of the starch likewise takes place through the sides of the cylinder,

which consists also of wire cloth ; it is collected into a wooden spout, m, and is

thence conducted into the tubs, o, o, to be deposited and washed, p is a mitre-
toothed wheel-work, placed on the driving-shaft, and gives motion to the upright axis
or spindle, q q, which turns the brushes, i, i.

Starch exported in 1858: — 17,925 cwts. ; declared real value, 33,812/.

STARCHING and Steam-dkying AprARATus. For a full description of these
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processes, and of the machinery for accomplishing them, see Bleaching and Calico
PltlNTlNG.

STATUARY PORCELAIN. See Pottery.
STEAM is water in its vaporiform state. Tbe varied and important applicatious

of steam as a mechanical power, would appear to render a consideration of its laws of
the utmost importance. The circumstance that our spinning and weaving machinery,
our pumping engines, our ships, our carriages, our hammers, our lathes, and our
presses, are all moved by this power, seems to demand a full consideration of steam
in a work devoted to Arts, Manufactures, and Mines, into each division of which it

enters as an important element. But the limits assigned to the entire work renders it

impossible to treat in any way commensurate with its importance this great mechanical
power. It is, therefore, thought advisable to confine attention to a few general and
-well-established principles only. For especial information on the subject the reader is

referred to W. J. Macquorn Rankine's Manual of the Steam Engine ; Tredgold on the

S/eam Engine ; De Pambour on the Theory of the Steam Engine, and on the Locomotive
Engine; Arago sMr les Machiyies a Vapeur ; Regnault's papers in the Memoires lini

Coinptes Retidus of the Academy of Sciences, &c.

Steam is a chemical compound of oxygen and hydrogen, in the proportion of 8

parts by weight of oxygen, to 1 of hydrogen. Its composition by volume is

such, that the quantity of steam which, if it were a perfect gas, would occupy 1 cubic

foot at a given pressure and temperature, contains as much oxygen as would, if

uncombined, occupy half a cubic foot, and as much hydrogen as would, if un-

combined, occupy 1 cubic foot, at the same pressure and temperature ; so that

steam, if it were a perfect gas, would occupy two thirds the space which its con-

stituents occupy -when uncombined. Hence is deduced the following composition of

the weight of 1 cubic foot of steam would have at the temperature of 32° Fahr., and

pressure of one atmosphere (or 14-7 lbs. on the square inch), if steam were a perfect

gas, and if it could exist at the pressure and temperature stated.

Datafrom the Experiments of Regnault.

Half a cubic foot of oxygen at the pressure of one atmosphere ib.

and temperature, 32° 0-044628

1 cubic foot of hydrogen 0-005592

1 cubic foot of steam in the ideal state of perfect gas, at one

atmosphere and 32° 0 050220

If steam -were a perfect gas, the weight of a cubic foot could be calculated for any

given pressure and temperature by the following formula.

Weight of a cubic foot= 0-05022 lbs. x pressure in atmosphere

—

493-°2

Temp. + 4-6 1-°2

For example, at one atmosphere of pressure, and 212°, the weight of a cubic foot of

steam would be :
—

0-05022 X =0 03679 lb.

673-°6

But steam is known not to be a perfect gas; and its actual density is greater than that

which is given by the preceding formula, though to what extent is not yet known by

direct experiment. The most probable method of indirectly determinmg the density

of steam is by computation from the latent heat of evaporation, from which it appears

that at one aLosphere and 212°, the weight of a cubic foot of steam is probably

0-0379 lb The greatest pressure under which steam can exist at a given temperature,

is called the presfure ofsaturation for steam of a given temperature. The temperature

s cal^d t\.e boiling point of water under the given temperature. The pressure of

saturation is the only pressure at which steam and liquid water can exist together in

'''TZ:~i^;\oZ^^^^^ eorrectly the method of . deternuning
J^^^^^

temneratures by certain phenomena taking place at them. Thus ice begms to melt at

a po^n whTch we call the Freezing Point, marked 32° upon the scale dev.sed by

Fa'h enhlit (see Thermometer), and we determine the Boiling
^J^^f^^^^

be 212° on the same scale, under the average atmospheric P^^^^^^

square inch; 2116-4 lbs. on the square foot ; 29-992 inches of th%column of m^ercujj^

A^t tMs latte'r point water ceases to be Z/,.aW, and becomes --P"f^^^^/^^i*:
212° all the heat which has been poured into the

.^'f^'J'j^^/fJ ^^^JdU on is

of physical condition, but the higher temperature being reached, a new couau
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established, and steam is produced- this steam then beginning to act according to

''^''T^tiblcticrof water evaporated under the ordinary atmospheric pressure is converted

into a cubic foot of steam. • i • 7

A cubic inch of toater evaporated under the atmospheric pressure gives a mechanical

force equal to ivhat would raise a ton weight 1 foot high.

These are the effects produced at 212° under the above-named pressure.

Careful experiments have determined, within very small limits of error, the

following tacts:— Steam under pressure of 35 lbs. per square inch, and at the tem-

perature of 261°, exerts a force equal to a ton weight raised one foot; under the

pressure of 15 lbs. and at the temperature of 2 IS'', it is 2,086 lbs., or about seven per

cent, less; and under 70 lbs. and at 306° it is 2,382 lbs., or nearly six and a half per

cent, more than a ton raised a foot. It is sufficient for all practical purposes to assume

that each cubic inch evaporated, whatever be the pressure, develops a gross mechanical

effort equivalent to a ton weight raised I foot.

As a given power is produced by a given rate of evaporation, to determine this

the following rules are applicable :
—

To produce the force expressed by one-horse power, the evaporation per minute

must develop a mechanical force equal to 33,000 lbs., or about 15 tons raised 1 foot

high. Fifteen cubic inches of water would accordingly produce this effect, which,

without evaporation, would be equivalent to 900 cubic inches per hour. To find,

therefore, the gross power developed by a boiler, it would be only necessary to divide

the number of cubic inches of water evaporated per hour by 900. If, therefore,

to 900 cubic inches be added the quantity of water per hour necessary to move the

engine itself, independently of its load, we shall obtain the quantity of water per hour

which must be supplied by the boiler to the engine for each horse power, and this will

be the same whatever may be the magnitude or proportions of the cylinder.

An able memoir on the pressure and density of steam was laid before the Institute

of Civil Engineers in June 1843, by Mr. Pole, C.E., which deserves confidence for

its accuracy and usefulness. He proposed a new formula for the relation between
these two mechanical quantities, applicable particularly to engines working with high
pressure steam expansively.

The relations between the elasticity, temperature, and density of steam have long
been interesting and important subjects of philosophical research. They are fully

discussed, and represented in extensive tables in Prechtl's Technological Encyclopadia,
article Ddmpfe.
The connection of the two former, namely, pressure and temperature, with each

other, has excited the greatest attention, numerous experiments having been under-
taken to ascertain the values of them at all points of the scale, and many formulae
proposed by English and foreign mathematicians, to express approximately the
relation between them.
The pressure and temperature being known, the density, or what answers the same

purpose, the relative volume, compared with the water which has produced it, may be
deduced by a combination of the laws of Boyle and Gay Lussac, and may be expressed
algebraically in terms of the pressure and temperature combined ; whence, by elimi-
nating the latter, expressions can be arrived at which will connect at once the volume
with the pressure.

But there are several difficulties in the way of this process, the equations which may
be thus obtained being too complicated for practical use; and therefore, since it is

important in calculations connected with steam and the steam engine, to find a tolerably
accurate, and at the same time simple rule, which shall give the pressure and volume
directly in terms of each other, the empirical method has been resorted to.

Three formulaj are given for this purpose by M. Navier and M. de Pambour, ex-
plaining the peculiar cases to which they are applicable, and those in which they fail

;

and Mr. Pole proposes a fourth expression, which is intended to meet a case not
provided for by either of the others, namely, for "condensing engines working with
high pressure steam expansively;" such as the Cornish, and Woulf's double, cylinder
engine. The equation is,

24250

V—65

or reciprocally, v= x 65

P being the total pressure of the steam in lbs. per square inch, and V its relative
volume, compared with that of its constituent, water.

These fornuilsD may be adopted without considerable error throughout the ranffe
generally required in such engines, viz. from about 5 lbs. to 65 lbs. per square inch.
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lbs.

1-31 per square inch.

4-12

275
0-71

0 245 per square inch.

1-42
0-35

0-00G2 ,,

Two tables are then given, showing the pressure and volumes, as calculated for every

5 lbs. pressure in this scale ;
they show a comparison of the results of the four

formulaj with each other, and the respective amount of deviation from truth in each.

The greatest error is,

—

By M. Nav lev's formula

M. de Pambour's first ditto

„ „ second ditto

The new formula

The mean error is,

—

By M. Nav lev's formula -

M. de Pambour's first ditto

„ „ second ditto

The new formula

The tables also show :— .,,.,1.1
1. That the new formula is nearer the truth than either of the others, taken

separately, in three fourths of the scale.

2 That it is nearer than all three combined in half the scale.

3. That the greatest error of the new formula, with regard to the pressures, is only

about half as ereat as that of the most correct of the other three.
, , ,

4. That the mean error is only one-fortieth of either of the others, and equal to only

about one-tenth of an ounce per square inch.

5. That the errors in the volumes are much less numerous and important with the

new formula than with either of the others.
. , . , ^ 1 *u .1,

6. It is also added, that the new expression is simpler in algebraical form than the

others ; it is more easily calculated, the constants are easier to remember, and that no

alteration of the constants in the other formulae will make them coincide so nearly

with the truth as the new one does.
. „tt^;„^A

In the application of steam power, the most economical means have been attained

in the pumping engines of Cornwall, where the steam is employed expansively. I he

following tables will show the value of the Cornish engines.

General Table of the Action of the Cornish Steam-Engines.

bO
C
'S.

S
3
1^

P 60

" S 3
too -a

E =-=

^ 5b'-3
I

Number reported -

Average load per square inch on

piston, ill lbs. - - -
"

Average number of strokes per minute

Gallons of water drawn per minute -

Average duty— being million lbs.

lifted 1 foot high by the consump-

tion of 1 cwt. of coals - - -

Actual horse-power employed -

Average consumption of coals per

horse-power per horse, in lbs.

Number reported - - - -

Number of kibbles drawn
Average depth of drawing, in fathoms

Average number of horse whim-kib-

bles, of 3 cwts. drawn the average

deptli, by consuming 1 cwt. of coals

Average duty, as above - - -

Number reported - - -. -

Average number ofstrokes per minute

Average duty, as above - -
-

Horse- power employed - -

Great Polgooth - 80-inch single
. 72 and 36-inch

Sims' combined
- 80-inch single

- 80-inch single
- .50-inch single -

- 50-inch single -

- 24 and 13-inch

Sims' combint
- 22-inch double

22-inch double

i-.s2

L

Far Consols

Fowey Consols
Par Consols -

Calliugton Mines
Trelawny
Par Consols -

Fowey Consols
Fowey Consols
Callington Mines - 22-inch double

Par Consols - - 24-incli smgle

I'owey Consols
Tamar Mines
Great Polgooth
South Caradon
Tincroft

. 18-inch double

. 30-inch single
- 26-inch double
. 2(;-inch single

. 36-inch double

Month
endlnK
'20 July.

August. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

23 24 24 24 24 24

11-9
4-8

3,773

11.4

4 8
3,980

11-5
5-3

3,772

11-8

.V2

4,031

12-5
5-3

4,373

12-7

S-fi

4,000

61-1

710-8

59-5

740-

1

67-2

725-8

63-4

787-8

64-9

S45-8

63-9

814 6

40
18

G2,608
130-4

41
18

66,163
135-6

3-5

18

65,645
131-5

4-3

68,895
129-2

4 1

19

71,135
131-7

4-1

19

74,705
130-3

49-

0

11-8

6
13-9

30-6
88-5

90-5

49-7
12-

1

6
14-0

30-3
90-1

90-3

47-8
18-2

6
14-8

28-6

54-9

86-2

51-7
16-3

6
14-9
30-

0

58-2
93-8

61-6
16-0

6
14-1

32-3

104 9
90-7

66-6

16-5

6
13-8

31-9

111-1

86-0

89-9
87-8
84-2
82-1

77-4

94 1

93-0
44-1

78-1

70-3

88-3

102-8

87-5

70-4

92-0

100-5
98-3
62-5

73-9

94-5
96-4

900
07-0

670

92-1

89-6
72-0

74-7

31-0

2.V1
20-3

17-2

16 0

29-3

26-2
19-5

18-9

16-3

28-5
25-2

18-3

16-3

38-8

21 9
20-8

27-0
24-7

24-2

27-

1

21-6

23-9

15-4

Vn-i
43-3

33 4
30-3

29-8

44-4
40-8

35-0

41-4
24-8
32-0

45-S
2<l-4

30-3

44-1

7l-7
38*6

39-2

Zh-h

44()
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Year.
Numbct of
[engines re-

porlcU.

1822

1823
1S24
1X25

1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831

1832
1833
1834
1835
1S36

1837
1838

1839
1810

1841

1842
1843

52

52
49
56
51

51

57
63
56
53
59-

56 .

52
51

61

58
61

52
54

56
49
36

Average duly.

28,900,000

28,200,000
28,300,000
32,000,000
30,500,000
32,100,000
37,000,000
41,700,000
43,300,000
43,400,000
45,000,000
46,000,000
47,800,000
47,800,000
46,600,000

47,000,000
50,000,000

55,000,000

54,000,000

54,700,000
53,800,000

60,000,000

BSST BNGINB.

Name of mine.

Wheal Abra-
ham.
Do.

Polgooth.
Do.

Wheal Vor.
Wheal Towan.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,

Wheal Vor.
Do.

Fowey Consols.
Do.

Wheal Dar-
lington.

Fowey Consols.
Wheal Dar-

lington.
Fowey Consols.
Wheal Dar-

lington.
United Mines.

Do.
Do.

Description.

Double cylin-
der.
Do.

80-in. cylinder.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

R5-in. cylinder.
Do.
Do.

Engineers.

Woolf.

Do.
Sims.
Do.

Sims & Richards
Grose.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Richards.
Do.

West.
Do.

Eustis.

West.
Eustis.

West.
Eustice.

Hocking & Loam
Do.
Do,

Highest duty.

47,200,000

5i,oro,ooo
46,000,000
5') ,000,000
50,000,000
02,200,000
87,000,000
82,000,000
77,900,000
77,700,000
91,400,000
89,500,000
97,900,000
95,800,000
95,400,000

85,000,000

78,100,000

77,800,000
81,700,000

101,900,000
107,.500,000

96,100,000

Average Duty of Cornish Steam -Engines.

1848.

January
February -

March
April
May - -

June -

July -

August
September -

October
November -

December -

No. of pumping
engines.

Quantity of coal
consumed.

27
31

28
27
27
27
26
26
25
25
26
25

Tons.

2,285

2,540

3,523

2,668

2,253

2,544
1,917

1,780

2,038

1,618

2,168

1,923

Water lifted 10
fathoms higli.

Tons.

22,000,000

25,000,000
33,000,000

25,000,000
22,000,000

24,^00,000

18,000,000

16,000,000

18,000,000

14,000,000

19,000,000

17,000,000

Average duty.*

lbs.

54,000,000

57,000,000

54,000,000

53,000;000

54,000,000

54,000,000

54,000,000

53,000,000

52,000,000
53,000,000

50,000,000

50,000,000

In an inquiry upon the incrustations of the boilers of steam vessels bv M P^„ef.
It ,s stated that 8 or 1 0 per cent, of the heat of fuel is lost afteMhe fir t few d^ys' work

^ "9 JS-siJrb:^^=s^

Stations.

Hamburg, deposit from the
surface of boiler (partly
crystallised)

Mediterranean, tubular
boiler (amorphous)

Mediterranean (amorphous
deposit) -

Sulphate of
Lime.

Carbonate
of

Magnesia.

Free
Magnesia.

Iron ,ind

Alumina. Water.

85-20 2-25 5-95 6-5

84-94 2 34 7-66 0-41 4-65

80-90 3-19 10-35 6-50 4'56

Vol. III.
3 Q
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An essential character of the sea-water incrustations is that thev are frpp fmm i>,o
deposit of calcareous carbonates. ' °

STEAM BOILERS. Space does not allow of our entering on a consideration of
this important subject. We desire however to refer our readers to Mr, W Fairbairn's
papers in the Transuclions of the Royal Sucieli/.

S TEA RIO ACID. CJ'^dysaure,'GeTm.) What we have said on stearine explains
the production of stearic acid. Chcvreul's discovery of the constitution of fats led to
the present processes for the manufacture of stearic acid. The original exper'iments
were published in 1823. And Gay-Lussac with Chevreul in 1825, took patents for
the manufacture of fatty acids. Pure stearic acid is prepared, according to its dis-
coverer, Chevreul, in the following way: -Make a soap by boiling a solution of
potash and mutton-suct in the proper equivalent proportions, dissolve one part of that
soap in six parts oi hot water, then add to the solution 40 or 50 parts of cold water
and set the whole in a place whose temperature is about 52° Fahrenheit A sub-
stance falls to the bottom, possessed of pearly lustre, consisting of the bi-ste'arate and
bi-niargarate of potash; which is to be drained and washed upon a filter The
filtered liquor is to be evaporated, and mixed with a small quantity of acid necessary
to saturate the alkali left free by the precipitation of the above bi-salts. On adding
water to it afterwards, the liquor affords a fresh quantity of bi-stearate and bi-mar-
garate. By repeating this operation with precaution, we finally arrive at a point
when the solution contains no more of these solid acids, but only the oleic. The pre-
cipitated bi- salts are to be washed and dissolved in hot alcohol, of specific gravity
0-820, of which they require about 24 times their weight. During the cooling of the
solution, the bi-stearate falls down, while the greater part of the bi-margarate, and the
remainder of the oleate, remain dissolved. By repeatedly dissolving in alcohol, and
crystallising, the hi-stearate will be obtained alone; as maybe proved by decomposing
a little of it in water at a boiling heat, with muriatic acid, letting it cool, washing the
stearic acid obtained, and exposing it to heat, when, if pure, it will not fuse in water
under the 158th degree of Fahrenheit's scale. If it melts at a lower heat, it contains
more or less marganc acid. The purified bi-stearate being decomposed by boiling in
water along with any acid, as the muriatic, the disengaged stearic acid is to be
washed by melting in water, then cooled and dried.

Stearic acid, prepared by the above process, contains combined water, from which
It cannot be freed. It is insipid and inodorous. After being melted by heat, it soli-
difies at the temperature of 158° Fahrenheit, and affects the form of white brilliant
needles grouped together. It is insoluble in water, but dissolves in all proportions in:
boiling anhydrous alcohol, and on cooling to 122°, crystallises therefrom in pearly
plates

; but if the concentrated solution be quickly cooled to 112°, it forms a crystal-
line mass. A dilute solution affords the acid crystaUised in large white brilliant
scales. It dissolves in its own weight of boiling ether of 0727, and crystallises on
cooling in beautiful scales, of changing colours. It distils over in vacuo without
alteration ; but if the retort contains a little, atmospheric air, a small portion of the
acid is decomposed during the distillation; while the greater part passes over un-
changed, but slightly tinged brown, and mixed with traces of empyreumatic oil.

When heated in the open air, and kindled, stearic acid burns like wax. By analysis
it is found to contain in 100 parts, carbon 75-6, hydrogen 12-6, and oxygen ITS,
which agrees with the formula C^^H^"0*, and makes the atomic weight of it 284,
the formula of its neutral salts being C^'^ff^NO^ Stearic acid displaces, at a boiling
heat in water, carbonic acid from its combinations with the bases; but in operating
upon an alkaline carbonate, a portion of the stearic acid is dissolved in the liquor
before the carbonic acid is expelled. The decomposition is founded upon the
principle, that the stearic acid transforms the salt into a bicarbonate, which is

decomposed by the ebullition.

Stearic acid put into a strong watery infusion of litmus has no action upon it in the

cold; but when hot, the acid combines with the alkali of the litmus, and changes its

blue colour to red ; so that it has sufficient energy to abstract from the concentrated
tincture all the alkali required for its neutralisation. ]f we dissolve bi-stearate of

potash in weak alcohol, and pour litmus water, drop by drop, into the solution, this

will become red, hecause the litmus wiil give up its alkali to a portion of the bi-stearate,

and will convert it into neutral stearate. If we now add cold water, the reddened
mixture will resume its blue tint, and will deposit bi-stearate of potash in small

spangles. In order that the alcoholic solution of the bi-stearate may redden the

litmus, the alcohol should not be very strong.

The margaric and oleic acids seem to have the same neutralising power, and the

same atomic weight.
The preceding numbers will serve to regulate the manufacture of stearic acid for

the purpose of making candles. Potash and soda were first prescribed for saponifying

fat, as may be seen in M, Gay-Lussac's patent, under the article Candle ; and were
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it not for the cost of these articles, they are undoubtedly preferable to all others in a

chemical point of view. Of late years lime has been had recourse to, with perfect

success, and has become subservient to a great improvement m candle-makmg. l^ime

was first successfully used by De Miiley in 1831. The stearme block now made by

many London houses, though containing not more than 2 or 3 per cent, ot wax, is

hardly to be distinguished from the purified produce of the bee. The first process is

to boil the fat with quicklime and water in a large tub by means of perforated steam

pipes distributed over its bottom. From the above statement we see that about 11

parts of dry lime are fully equivalent to 100 of stearine and oleine mixed: but as the

lime is in the state of hydrate, 14 parts of it will be required when it is perfectly pure;

in the ordinary state, however, as made from average good limestone, 16 parts may
be allowed. After a vigorous ebullition of 3 or 4 hours, the combination is pretty

complete. The stearate being allowed to cool to such a degree as to admit of its being

handled, becomes a concrete mass, which must be dug out with a spade, and trans-

ferred into a contiguous tub, in order to be decomposed with the equivalent quantity

of sulphuric acid diluted with water, and also heated with steam. Four parts of con-

centrated acid will be sufficient to neutralise three parts of slaked lime. The

saponified fat now liberated from the lime, which is thrown down to the bottom of

the tub in a state of sulphate, is skimmed off the surface of the watery menstruum

into a third contiguous tub, where it is washed with water and steam.

The washed mixture of stearic, margaric,and oleic acids, is next cooled in tin pans;

then shaved by large knives fixed on the face of a fly-wheel, called a tallow cutter,

preparatory to its being subjected in canvas or caya bags to the action of a powerful

hydraulic press. Here a large portion of the oleic acid is expelled, carrying with it a

little of the margaric. The pressed cakes are now subjected to the action of water and

steam once more, after which the supernatant stearic acid is run off, and cooled in

moulds. The cakes are then ground by a rotatory rasping-machine to a sort of mealy

powder, which is put into canvas bags, and subjected to the joint action of steam and

pressure in a horizontal hydraulic pregs of a peculiar construction, somewhat similar

to that which has been long used in London for pressing spermaceti. The cakes of

stearic acid thus freed completely from the margaric and oleic acids, are subjected to

a final cleansing in a tub with steam, and then melted into hemispherical masses called

blocks. When these blocks are broken, they display a highly crystalline texture,

which would render them unfit for making candles. This texture is therefore broken

down or comminuted by fusing the stearine in a plated copper pan, along with one

thousandth part of pulverised arsenious acid, after which it is ready to be cast inta

candles in appropriate moulds. See Candle.
Moinier and Boutigny introduced a process by which the production of stearic

acid has been considerably increased. Their process is thus described in Chemical

Technology, by Ronalds and Richardson:— Two tons of tallow and 900 gallons of

water are introduced into a large rectangular vat of about 270 feet capacity. The
tallow is melted by means of steam admitted through a pipe coiled round the bottom,^

and the whole kept at the boiling point for an hour, during which a current ot

sulphurous acid is forced in. At the end of this period 6 cwt. of lime, made into

milk with 350 gallons of water, are added. The mixture soon acquires consistence,

and becomes frothy and viscid. The whole is now agitated, in order to regulate the

ebullitions and prevent the sudden swelling up of the soapy materials. The pasty

appearance of the lime soap succeeds, and it then agglomerates into small nodular
masses. The admission of sulphurous acid is now stopped ; but the injection of the

steam is continued until the small masses become hard and homogeneous. The whole
period occupies eight hours, but the admission of sulphurous acid is discontinued at

the end of about three hours. The water containing the glycerine is run off through
a tube into cisterns prepared to receive it. The arrangements for producing sulphu-
rous acid, are retorts, into which are put sulphuric acid and pieces of wood

;
upon the

application of heat the sulphurous acid passes off, and is conveyed by leaden pipes into

the vessel containing the tallow. The lime soap formed is then moistened with 12 cwt.
of sulphuric acid, at 152° Fahr., diluted with 50 gallons of water. The whole is

thoroughly agitated, and the steam cautiously admitted, so as not to dilute the acid'

too much until the decomposition is general at all points. This occupies about three
hours, and in two or three hours more the sulphate of lime has collected at the bottom,
while the fatty acids are floating on the surface of the solution of the bisulphate of
lime. Several processes of washing with steam and water are necessary to ensure the
removal of the sulphate of lime, &c., and after settling for four hours, the fatty acids-

are forced through a fixed siphon into a vat, wherethey are again washed with water;
they are then siphoned at last into a trough lined with lead, on the bottom of which are
placed leaden gutters, pierced below by long pegs of wood. The fatty acids are then
placed in cloths, and subjected to pressure in the stearine cold press as desci'ibed below.

3 c 2
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It is important for the fatty aci^s to cool slowly, as thus the confused crystallisation

is prevented, and the expulsion I of the oleic acid facilitated. When the cakes are

solid thev are placed between sadlcs of horsehair, and submitted to ',a second pressure

at high temperature. The whole is covered with oilskin, and the temperature raised

to 158°-5 Fahr., when;iiressure is applied. The heat slowly falls to 113° Fahr., and

ultimately reaches 95°>to 80° Fahr. This operation lasts about an^our. The cakes of

stearic acid are sorted according to colour and transparency, anU about 20 cwt. are

then introduced intola vat constructed of wood lined with sheet iron. This is boiled

bv means of steam i^dmitted through a leadert pipe, which is afterwards employed in

heating a stove. Water acidulated is first (employed, and afterwards pure water.

When thei'materials are boiling, the whites of twenty-two eggs are introduced, and

the albumen is intimately mixed by the violent ebullition.
[
As soon as the albumen^

is coa-^ulated the whole is allowed to cool, and the stearic lacid is removed to another

apartment, where it is kept in a state of agitation to prevent the formation of crystals,

and allow the cooling to be as gradual as possible. It is now fit for candles.

The cold hydraulic press, as mounted by Messrs. Maudslay and Field, for squeezing

out the oleic acid from saponified fat, or the oleine from cocoa-nut lard, is represented

in plan in fig. 1690, in side view of pump in fig. 1691, and in elevation, fig. 1692,

where the same letters refer to like objects.

A, A, are two hydraulic presses; b, the frame ; c, the cylinder; d, the piston or

ram ;
B,the foUower ; f, the recess in the bottom to receive the oil

; g, twilled wooUen

Scale of3-20ths ofan inch to the foot.

1690

T

bags, with the material to be pressed, having a thm plate of wrought iron between

S; H, apertures for the discharge of the oil; i, cistern in which the puinp are

fixed ; K, framing for machinery to work in; L, two pumps, large and small, to
iixeu

,
a, xiai" 6 , ;r.;ont thp watpr into the cvlinders

;

1691 inject the water into the cylinders

;

M, a frame containing three double

branches; n, three branches, each

having two stopsor plugs, by which

the action of one of the pumps may

be intercepted from, or communi-

cated to, one or both of the presses;

the large pump is worked at the

beginning of the operation, and the

small one towards the end; by

these branches, one or both presses

may be discharged when the opera-

tion is finished ; o, two pipes from

the pumps to the branches ; f, pipe

to return the water from the cylin-

ders to the cisterns ; Q, pipes lead-

ing from the pumps through the

branches to the cylinders; r. coni-

cal drum, fixed upon the main shaft

Y, driven by the steam-engine of

,
the factory; s, a like conical drum

i„„ti,oi. Qtrnn to communicate the motion from R to

to work the pumps ; t, a narrow leather strap
^ ,^ „f ,he drum;

s; u, a long screw bearing a nut, which worKs aiong lue e
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V, the fork or guide for moving the strap t; ^v, w, two hanging bearings to carry the

drum 6 ; X, a pulley on the spindle of the drum s ; r, the main shaft
;

z, fly-wheel

with groove on the edge, driven by the pulley x ; on the axis of s, is a double crank,

which works the two pumps L. a is a pulley on the end of the long screw, u ; an

endless cord passes twice round this pulley, and under a pulley fixed in the weight, b;

by laying hold of both sides of this cord, and raising or lowering it, the forked guide

V, and the leather strap t, are moved backwards or forwards, by means of the nut

fixed in the guide, so as to accelerate or retard at pleasure the speed of the working
of the pumps ; c is a piece of iron, with a long slit, in which a pin, attached to the

fork V, travels, to keep it in the vertical position.

The accompanying Jig. 1693, is a view both of the exterior and the interior

1693

1

of the saponifying tun of a stearine factory; where the constituents of the tallow are
combined with quicklime, by the intervention of water and steam : a is the upright
shaft of iron, turned by the bevel wheel above, in gear with another bevel wheel on

3 c 3
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the moving shaft, not sho-wn in this figure. This upright shaft hears several arms, </,

furnished with large teeth. The tun is hound with strong hoops of iron, and its

contents are heated by means of a spiral tube laid on the bottom, perforated with

numerous holes, and connected by a pipe with a high-pressure steam-boiler.

Fig. 1694 represents a longitudinal section of the horizontal hydraulic press for

depriving stearic acid, as also spermaceti, of all their fluid oily impurities, a is the

cylinder of the press ; b, the ramor piston ; dd, iron plates previously heated, inclosing

hair and flannel bags and placed between every two cakes to facilitate the discharge of

their oily matter ; e, e, solid iron end of the press, made to resist great pressure; it is

strongly bolted to the cylinder a, so as to resist the force of the ram
; g, g, on rods for

bringing back the ram b into its place after the pressure is over, by means of counter

weights suspended to a chain, which passes over the pulleys h, h
;

i, i, a spout and a

sheet-iron pan for receiving the oily fluid.

STEARINE (from (rreap, tallow). The solid portions of fats are known by this

term, the fluid portions being called oleine (from tKaiov, oleum, oil . If melted tallow

be dissolved in about eight times its weight of ether, on cooling the oleine alone

remains dissolved, the stearine crystallises, and can be rendered absolutely pure by

washing with ether. Stearine is a solid transparent substance, easily reduced to

powder. At one time stearine was an object of manufacture ; but the production of

stearic acid has superseded it. The process employed for the production of stearine

was very simple. Tallow was melted, and by being kept quiet in the melted state all

impurities subsided and were removed. Then the fluid and transparent tallow was

allowed to cool as gradually as possible to the temperature of 100'= Fahr. During the

process of cooling the fluid mass is kept constantly agitated. At the above tempera-

ture, the stearine only becomes solid, separating from the oleine in a crystalline form,

thickening the whole into a pasty mass. This is then placed in cloths and subjected

to pressure in the hydraulic press. The oleine is absorbed by the cloths or drams

off, and the stearine is eventually obtained in a solid cake, in many respects resembling

spermaceti. Liebig and Pelouze consider stearine a salt of two bases. Water plays

the part of one, while the other is the oxide of the radical glyceryle (C^H') with 5

atoms of oxygen, which is contained in most fats, and is known in the form of a

hydrate, C"H'0^ + HO. See Glycerine. „ , . ^
STEATITE, or Soapstone {Craie de Briancon, Fr.; Spcckstein, Germ.), is a

mineral of the magnesian family, which has been grouped by Dana under the " Tale

Section " It has a greyish-white or greenish-white colour, often marked with den-

dritic delineations, and occurs massive, as also in various supposititious crystalline

forms ; it has a dull or fatty lustre ; a coarse splintery fracture, with translucent

ed^es; a shining streak; it writes feebly ; is soft, and easily cut with a kn'\; but

somewhat tough ; does not adhere to the tongue ; feels very greasy; mfusible before

the blowpipe ;
specific gravity from 2'6 to 2-8. It is found frequently m small con-

temporaneous veins that traverse Serpentine in all directions, as at Portsoy, m Shet-

land, in the limestone of Icolmkiln, in the Serpentine of Cornwall in Anglesey, m
Saxony, Bavaria (at Bayreuth), Hungary, &c. It is used in the manu acture of

poSin It makes the biscuit semi-transparent, but rather brittle, and apt to crack

with slight changes of heat. It is employed for polishing serpentine, marble, gypseous

Ilaba eland mirror glass; as the basis of cosmetic powder ; as an ingredient in

antlattrition pastes, sold under the name of Frei^ch Chalk ; the chemical compos -

t^on is smca 62-14, magnesia 32-92, water 4-94, being sometimes contam.na ed with

anSiolou^dby a'litttfe iron, manganese, or chrome; it

'^^ti 'ed'ui.li'^rre^
the inside of boots, to make the feet glide easily into them

; ^^/^'^

spots in silk and woollen clothes, it removes the stams by absorption
,

it entci-s nto

iKlposUion of certain crayons, and is used itself for making traces upon glass.
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silk, &c. The spotted steatite, cut into cameos and calcined, assnmes an onyx

aspect. Soft steatite forms excellent stoppers for the chemical apparatus used in

distilling or subliming corrosive vapours. Lamellar steatite is Talc. See Talc.

STEEL iAcier, Fr. ; StaM, Germ.) is a carburet of iron, more or less freed

from foreign matter, and may be produced by two processes opposed to each other.

First, by working pig iron, which contains 4 or 5 per cent, of carbon, in a suitable

furnace, until such carbon is reduced to that quantity required for constituting steel,

which is about 1 per cent ; the second method is to heat iron bars in contact with

charcoal, until they have absorbed that quantity of carbon which may be required.

Steel may be classed into three kinds.

1st. Natural steel which is manufactured from pig iron direct.

2nd. Cemented or converted steel, which is produced by the carbonisation of
wrought iron,

3i d. Cast steel which is produced by the fusion of either natural or cemented steel,

but principally from the latter.

The various kinds of iron which are used for the manufacture of steel are imported
principally from Sweden, Norway, and Russia ; but the high price of Swedish and other
steel iron, has for the past few years compelled the consumers to look elsewhere for a
supply of foreign made iron, whilst at the same time every encouragement has been
offered to English manufacturers so to improve their steel irons as to render them at

least suitable for the production of steel good enough for the manufacture of coach
springs and such other purposes.

The following shows the importation of Swedish iron from 1845 to 1854 :

—

Tons. Tons,
1845 18,407 1850 28,096
1846 30,840 1851 35,467
1847 28,264 1852 23,817
1848 20,438 1853 23,540
1849 26,605 18.54 24,436

The above forms an average for ten years of 26,011 tons to which must be added 8
to 10,000 tons which comes from Russia and Norway, or 35,000 tons per annum.

England now furnishes a large quantity of iron suitable for steel purposes, which
may be estimated at 20,000 tons per annum ; this iron is manufactured with great care
often with an admixture of charcoal pig iron, and various chemical reactives, which are
added at the caprice of each manufacturer, but the object of which is to discharge the
deleterious matters and to reduce the semi-metals.

It is of the highest importance that the iron used for steel purposes should be as pure
and free from foreign matters as possible ; those irons which at present enjoy the
highest reputation are those manufactured from the Dannemora ores in Sweden ; the
whole of the steel irons produced in that country are smelted from the black oxides,
containing usually 60 per cent, of metal. The present price of the first marks of

iron produced in Sweden are for © 33/., Q,32Z,, GO 30/. ; of the second marks, G 28/.,'vV

26/., £ 26/. ; there are others selling from 22/. to 16/. per ton, whilst the common
Swedish steel iron may be estimated at 14/. per ton. The Russian iron marked K T?

and I OPS is largely imported, and sells at 18/. per ton; it is produced in the Ural
district of Russia. The price of English made steel iron is on an average 11/. per
ton.

Natural or German steel is so called because it is produced direct from pig iron,
the result of the fusion of the spathose iron ores alone, or in a small degree mixed
with the brown oxide

; these ores produce a highly crystalline metal called spiegle-
eisen on account of the large crystals the metal presents. This crude iron contains 4
to 5 per cent, of carbon, and 4 to 5 per cent, of manganese, Karsten, Hassengratz,
Marcher, and Reaumur, all advocate the use of grey pig iron for the production of steel

;

indeed they distinctly state that the best qualities cannot be produced without it; they
state correctly that the object of working it in the furnace is to clear away all foreign
matters, but there can be no advantage gained by retaining the carbon, and combining
it with the iron. This theory is incorrect, although it is supported by such high
authorities; grey iron contains the maximum quantity of carbon, and consequently
remains for a longer time in a state of fluidity than iron containing less carbon

; the
metal is not only mixed up with the foreign matter it may itself contain, but'also
that with which it may become mixed in the furnace in which it is worked. This
prolonged working, which is necessary in order to bring highly carbonised metal into
a malleable state, increases the tendency to produce silicated oxides of iron

; these
mixing with the steel produced renders it red short, and destroys many good qualities
which the pig iron may have originally possessed. The semi-metals produced tend also

3 0 4
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to prevent malleability ; the use of highly carbonised white pig iron is equally

inapplicable, and causes a large consumption of charcoal, as well as waste of metal.

In Austria, where a large quantity of natural steel is produced, the fluid metal is

tapped from the blast furnace into a round hole; water is sprinkled on the surface

which chills it, and thus forms a cake about half an inch thick. This is taken from the

surface, and the operation is again performed until the whole is formed into cakes,

they are then piled edgewise in a furnace, and covered with charcoal, and heated a
full red heat for about 48 hours; by this process much of the carbon is discharged.

These cakes are then used for producing steel in the refinery. A much superior

quality is thus obtained with greater economy. It appears that the most perfect

plan for manufacturing the steel is to free the crude metal as much as possible from
its impurities whilst in a fluid state. There is a process patented by Mr. Charles

Sanderson of Sheffield, which fulfils all that is required. The crude metal is melted

on the bed of a reverberatory furnace, and any chemical re-agent is added capable

of disengaging oxygen during its decomposition. Carbonic acid or carbonic oxide

gases are produced by the union of the oxygen with the carbon contained in the

fluid iron which is thus eliminated ; the gases so produced, being unable to re-

enter the metal, either pass oS in vapour, or act upon the silicates or other earthy

compounds which the crude iron may contain, precipitating the metallic part and

allowing the earthy matter to flow away as slag: a refined metal is thus produced of

very great purity for the production of steel. The metal itself being to some extent

decarbonised, the steel is more quickly produced, which secures economy in charcoal,

time, and waste of metal, &c. ; the purity of the metal also prevents the formation

of those deleterious compounds, which, when they are incorporated with the steel

seriously injure the quality. Natural steel manufactured from this purified iron has

been found of very superior quality, and more uniform. The furnaces used for the

production of natural steel are like the refineries in wiich charcoal iron is produced.

In all countries their general construction is the same, but each has its own peculiar

mode of working. We find therefore, the German, the Styrian, the Carinthian, and

several other distinct methods, yet all producing steel from crude iron directly,

1695

1696

although pursuing different modes of operation. These diflferences arise from^^^^^^^

nature of the pig iron each country produces, and the peculiar habits of the workmen.
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These modified processes do not affect the theory of the manufacture of the steel, but

rather accommodate themselves to the peculiar character of the metal produced.

Fig. 1695 shows a ground-plan of the furnace ; 1696 an elevation ;^and./?sr. 1697

the form of the fire itself and the position of the metal within it. The fire, d, is

24 inches long and 24 inches wide
;
A, a, A are metal plates, surrounding the furnace.

Fig. 1696 shows the elevation, usually built of stone, and braced with iron bars.

The fire, g, is 16 inches deep and 24 inches wide ; before the tuyere, at B, a space is

left under the fire, to allow the damp to escape, and thus keep the bottom dry and hot.

In fig. 1695 there are two tuyeres, but only one tuyere iron, which receives both the

blast nozzles, which are so laid and directed that the currents of air cross each other,

as shown by the dotted lines ; the blast is kept as regular as possible, so that the fire

may be of one uniform lieat, whatever intensity may be required.

Fig. 1697 shows the fire itself, with the metal, charcoal, and blast. A is a bottom

of charcoal, rammed down very close and hard, b is another bottom, but not so

closely beaten down ; this bed of charcoal protects the under one, and serves also to

give out carbon to the loop of steel during its production, c is a thin stratum of

metal, which is kept in the fire to surround the loop, d shows the loop itself in

progress.

When the fire is hot, the first operation is to melt down a portion of pig iron, say

50 to 70 pounds according as the pig contains more or less carbon; the charcoal i»

pushed back from the upper part of the fire, and the blast, which is then reduced,

is allowed to play upon the surface of the metal, adding from time to time some
hammer slack, or rich cinder, the result of the previous loop. All these operations

tend to decarbonise the metal to a certain extent; the mass begins to thicken, and at

length becomes solid. The workman then draws together the charcoal and melts

down another portion of metal upon the cake; this operation renders the face of the

cake again fluid, but the operation of decarbonisation being repeated in the second
charge, it also thickens, incorporates itself with the previous cake, and the whole
becomes hard ; metal is again added until the loop is completed. During these suc-

cessive operations, the loop is never raised before the blast, as it is in making iron, but
it is drawn from the fire and hammered into a large bloom, which is cut into several
pieces, the ends being kept separated from the middle or more solid parts, which are

This operation, apparently so simple in itself, requires both skill and care ; the
workman has to judge, as the operation proceeds, of the amount of carbon which he
has retained from the pig iron ; if too much, the result is a very raw, crude, un-
treatable steel; if too little, he obtains only a steelified iron ; he has also to keep the
cinder at a proper degree of fluidity, which is modified from time to time by the
addition of quartz, old slags, &c. It is usual to keep from two to three inches of
cinder on the face of the metal, to protect it from the direct action of the blast. The
fire itself is formed of iron plates, and the two charcoal bottoms rise to within nine
inches of the tuyere, which is laid flatter than when iron is being made. This
position of the tuyere causes the fire to work more slowly, but it insures a better
result.

The quantity of blast required is about 180 cubic feet per minute. Good workmen
make 7 cwt. of steel in 17 hours. The waste of the pig iron is from 20 to 25 per cent,
and the quantity of charcoal consumed is 240 bushels per ton. The inclination of
the tuyere is 12 to 15 degrees. The flame of the fire is the best guide for the work-
men. During its working it should be a red bluish colour. When it becomes white
the fire is working too hot.

From this description of the process, it will be evident that pig iron will require a
much longer time to decarbonise than the cakes of metal which have been roasted, as
already described

; and, again, it must be evident, that a purified and decarbonised
metal, must be the best to secure a good and equal quality to the steel, since the
purified metal is more homogeneous than the crude iron.
When, therefore, care has been taken in melting down each portion of metal, and

a complete and perfect layer of steel has been obtained after each successive melting,
when the cinder has had due attention, so that it has been neither too thick nor too
thin, and the heat of the fire regulated and modified during the progressive stages of
the process, then a good result is obtained ; a fine-grained steel is produced, which
draws under the hammer, and hardens well. However good it may be, it possesses
one great defect ; it is this. During its manufacture, iron is produced along with the
steel, and becomes so intimately mixed up with it, that it injures the otherwise good
qualities of the steel ; the iron becomes, as it were, interlaced throughout the mass
and thus destroys its hardening quality. When any tool or instrument is made from'
natural steel, without it has been well refined, it will not receive a permanent cuttinff
edge

;
the iron part of .the mass, of course, not being hard, the tool cuts only upon

steel portion, the edge, therefore, very soon becomes destroyed. There is
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another defect in natural steel, but it is of lees importance. When too much carbon
has been left, tlie steel is raw and coarse, and it draws very imperfectly under the
hammer ; the articles manufactured from such steel often break in hardening

; thus it is
evident, that in producing this kind of steel, every care, skill, and attention is required
at the hands of the workman. These defects very materially aflfect the commercial
value of the steel; the irregular quality secures no guarantee to the consumer that
the tools shall be perfect, and, consequently, it is not used for the most important
purposes ; yet, when the raw steel is refined, it becomes a very useful metal, and is
largely used in Westphalia for the manufacture of hardware, scythes, and even swords
It possesses a peculiarity of retaining its steel quality after repeated heating. This
property renders it very useful for mining and many other purposes.
The raw steel, being so imperfect, is not considered so much an article of com-

merce with the manufacturer, but it is sold to the steel refiners, who submit it to a
process of welding. The raw steel bloom is drawn into bars, one or two inches
wide and half an inch thick, or less ; a number of these are put together and welded;
these bars are then thrown into water, and they are broken in smaller pieces to
examine the fracture ; those bars which are equally steelified are mixed together.
In manufacturing refined steel, the degree of hardness is selected to suit the kind of
article which it is intended to make. A bar, two to three feet long, forms the top
and bottom of the bundle, but the inside of the packet is filled with the small pieces
of selected steel. This packet is then placed in a hollow fire, and carefully covered
from time to time with pounded clay, to form a coat over the metal, and preserve it

from the oxidising influence of the blast. When it is at a full welding heat it is

placed under a hammer, and made as sound and homogeneous as possible ; it is again
cut, doubled together, and again welded. For very fine articles, the refining is in-

creased by several doublings, but this is not carried at present to so great an extent
as formerly, since cast steel is substituted, being in many cases cheaper. Although
the refined natural steel is very largely consumed in Germany, and also in Austria,

yet a considerable quantity is exported to South America, the United States, and to

Mexico. The Levant trade takes a large portion, and is supplied from the Styrian

and Carinthian forges. This is shipped from Trieste ; it is sold in boxes and bundles.

That in boxes is marked No. 00, up to 4. The 00 is the smallest, being about
I

in.

square ; number 4 is about J in.
; 0, 1, 2 and 3, being the intermediate sizes. It is

broken in small pieces, about 3 to 7 inches long. In bundles of 100 lbs. the steel is

drawn to various sizes, and is so packed. A large portion is sent to the East Indies,

and also to the United States.

The average price of that sold in boxes is 20Z. to 24Z. per ton ; in bundles, 1 7?. to 20?.;

and the raw steel, as sold to the refiners, 15/. to 18/. per ton ; whilst the refined steel

increases in price according to the number of times it has been refined.

Natural steel being expensive many attempts were made in Westphalia to produce

a kind of steel by puddling pig iron in a peculiar manner ; a patent was taken out in

England by Mr. Riepe, and a considerable quantity of this steel is produced. In

Mr. Riepe's description of this process he says :

—

" I employ the puddling furnace in the same way as for making wrought iron. I

introduce a charge of about 280 lbs. of pig iron, and raise the temperature to redness.

As soon as the metal begins to fuse and trickle down in a fluid state, the damper is to

be partially closed in order to temper the heat. From 12 to 16 shovelfuls of iron

cinder discharged from the rolls or squeezing machine are added, and the whole is

to be uniformly melted down. The mass is then to be puddled with the addition of a

little black oxide of manganese, common salt, and dry clay, previously ground to-

gether. After this mixture has acted for some minutes, the damper is to be fully

opened, when about forty pounds of pig iron is to be put into the furnace, near the

fire bridge, upon elevated beds of cinder prepared for that purpose. When this pig

iron begins to trickle down, and the mass on the bottom of the surface begins to boil

and throw out from the surface the well-known blue jets of flame, the said pig iron is

raked into the boiling mass, and the whole is then well mixed together. The mass

soon begins to swell up, and the small grains begin to form in it and break through

the melted cinder on the surface. As soon as these grains appear, the damper is to be

three-quarters shut, and the process closely inspected while the mass is being puddled

to and fro beneath the covering layer of cinder. During the whole of this process the

heat should not be raised above cherry redness, or the welding heat of shear steel.

The blue jets of flame gradually disappear, while the formation of grains continues,

which grains very soon begin to fuse together, so that the mass becomes waxy, and

has the above mentioned cherry redness. If these precautions are not observed, the

mass would pass more or less into iron, and no uniform steel product could be obtainea

As soon as the mass is finished so far, the fire is stirred to keep the necessary heat tor

the succeeding operation—the damper is to be entirely shut, and part of the mass is

collected into a baU, the remainder always being kept covered with cinder slack, mis
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iaU is brought under the hammer, and then worked into bars. The same process is

continued untU the whole is worked into bars. When I use pig iron «iade from

sparry iron ore, or mixtures of it with other pig iron, I add only about 20 lbs. of the

former pig iron at the later period of the process, instead of about 40 lbs. When i

employ Welsh or pig iron of that description, I throw 10 lbs. of best plastic clay, m a

dry granulated state, before the beginning of the process, on the bottom of the fur-

nace. I add at the later period of the process, about 40 lbs. of pig iron^ as before

described, but strew over it clay in the same proportion as just mentioned."

This steel is very useful for ships' plates, being very strong and rigid, and thus re-

quiring less weight of metal ; it may also eventually be used for rails and a great

variety of purposes, for which at present strong charcoal or scrap iron is used. Its

present price is about 25/. in plates, and 16/. in bars.

The Paal process may be considered as an improvement upon natural steel, the

object being as far as possible to carbonise the iron fibres which this kind of steel

always contains. The process is based upon the old one of Vanaccio ; it consists in

plunging iron into a bath of melted metal. The carbon of the metal combines with

the iron, and in a very short time converts it into steel. This process was carried

further by Vanaccio, who contrived to add wrought iron to the metal until he had

decarbonised it sufficiently ; this was found to produce a steel, but unfit for general

use. That produced by plunging iron into metal was found to be very hard steel on

the outside, but iron within ; while that produced by adding iron to the metal was

found too brittle to be drawn. The Paal method, however, is a decided improvement

in the manufacture of refined natural steel. The packets, as already described in the

refinement of natural steel, are welded and drawn to a bar ; whilst hot they are

plunged into a bath of metal for a few minutes, by which the iron contained in the

raw steel becomes carbonised, and thus a more regular steel is obtained than that

produced by the common process. The operation requires great care, for if the bars

of steel be left in the metal too long they are more or less destroyed, or perhaps

entirely melted. It commands a little higher price in the market, and is chiefly con-

sumed by the home manufacturers, excepting a portion which is exported to Russia.

The foregoing kinds of steel may be classed under the first head of natural steel,

being manufactured from the crude iron direct.

The next process is the production of steel by introducing carbon into malleable

iron which is the reverse of the process already described. The iron to be converted

is placed in a furnace, stratified with carbonaceous matter, anfl on heat being applied

the iron absorbs the carbon, and a new compound is thus formed.

When this process was discovered is not known ; at a very early period charcoal

was found to harden iron, and to give it a better and more permanent cutting

,edge. It seems probable that from hardening small objects, bars of iron were
afterwards submitted to the same process. To Reaumur certainly belongs the
merit of first bringing the process of conversion to any degree of perfection. His
work contains a vast amount of information upon the the theory of cementation ; and
although his investigations are not borne out by the practice of the present day, yet
the first principles laid down by him are now the guide of the converter. Our fur-
naces are much larger than those used by Reaumur, and they are built so as to produce
a more uniform and economical result. The furnace of cementation in which bar
iron is converted into blistered steel is represented in Jigs. 1698, 1699, 1700.

It is rectangular, and covered in by a semicircular arch, in the centre of which
there is a circular hole left, 12 inches diameter, which is opened when the furnace is

cooling. It contains two chests called " pots," c, c, made either of fire-stone or fire-

bricks ; each "pot" is 3 feet wide, 3 feet deep, and 12 feet long. One is placed on
one side, and the other, on the contrary side of the fire-grate, a b, which occupies the
whole length of the furnace, and is 13 to 14 feet long; the grate is 15 to 16 inches
.broad, and the bars rest from 10 to 12 inches below the inferior plane or bottom level •

of the " pots ;
" the height of the arch at the centre is 5^ feet above the top of the

" pots," the bottoms of which are nearly level with the ground, so that the bars of iron
do not need lifting so high when charging them into the furnace. The flame rises
between the two " pots

;

" it passes also below and around them, through the horizontal
and vertical flues, d, and issues from the furnace through the six small chimneys, h, into
a large conical space which is built around the whole furnace, 30 to 40 feet high, open
at the top. This cone increases the draft of the furnace, and carries away the smoke.
There are three openings in the front of the arch

; two, T,_fig. 1700, above the pots
serve to admit and remove the bars

; they are about 8 inches square ; in each a piece
of iron is placed upon which the bars slide in and out of the furnace. The workman
enters by the middle opening, p, to arrange the bars, which he lays flat in the pots and
spread as layer of charcoal, ground small, between each layer ; the bars are laid near
each other, excepting those next to the side of the pot, which are placed an inch
from it

; the last stratum of iron is covered with a thick layer of charcoal, and the
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whole is carefully covered with loamy earth 4 to 5 inches thick. The iron ig

gradually heated, in about 4 days has become fully heated through, and the furnace

has then attained its maximum heat, vrhich is maintained for 2 or 3 days until the

first test bar is drawn out ; the heat is afterwards regulated, according to the degree

1699

of hardness which may be required. The iron is converted in 8 days if for soft steel,

and in 9 to 11 days if for harder purposes.

1700

Conversion usually commences in 60 to 70 hours after the furnace is lighted. The

pores of the iron being opened by heat, the carbon is gradually absorbed by the ma

of the bar, but the carbonisation or conversion is effected, as it were, m '^y^"'
. ,

explain the theory in the clearest manner, suppose a bar to be composed ot a nun

of laminse—the combination of the carbon with the iron is first effected on tne s

face, and gradually extends from one lamina to another, until the whole is carpo"^^j^

To effect this complete carbonisation the iron requires to be kept at a consiac c

uniform heat for a length of time. Thin bars of iron are much
.'^^^""l^'J bs

than thick ones. Reaumur states, in his experiments, that if a bar of iron 3 i o

of an inch thick is converted in 6 hours, a bar 7-16ths of an inch ^""'d requ.

36 hours to attain the same degree of hardness. The
""^^fj^^

. fca^
cessiveli/, the first lamina or surface of a bar combining with a portion of tne
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^ith ^vhich it is In contact, gives a portion of the carbon

same time taking up a fresh quantity of carhon from the charcoal
;
these successive

corbiSons ale^con^inued un'til the Uole t^

it is evident that from the exterior to the centre the dose of carbon becomes p opor-

tionately less. Steel so produced cannot be said to be perfect ;
it possesses™; ^ef^^^^^

the defect of natural steel, being more carbonised on the surface than at the centi e o^^

the bar. From this theory we perceive that steel made by cementation is difterent

in its character from that produced directly from crude metal. ^^9°°^^^^;°°/^^^

carbon is made successively to penetrate to the centre of the bar, whilst m the pro-

duction of natural steel, the molecules of metal which compose the mass are per se

charged with a certain percentage of carbon necessary for their steelification ;
not

imbibed, but obtained by the decarbonis^tion of the crude iron down to a point requi-

site to produce steel. . • ^ x ^i.

During the process of cementation, the introduction of the carbon disintegrates the

molecules of the metal, and in the harder steel produces a distinct crystallisation of a

white silvery colour. Wherever the iron is unsound or imperfectly manufactured,

the surface of the steel becomes covered with blisters thrown up by the dilation of

the metal and introduction of carbon between those laminae which are imperfectly

welded. Reaumur and others have attributed this phenomena to the presence of sul-

phur, various salts, or zinc, which dilate the metal ; but this is incorrect, because we

find that a bar of cast steel which is homogeneous and perfectly free from internal

imperfections never blisters, for although it receives the highest dose of carbon in the

furnace, yet the surface is perfectly smooth. From this it is evident that the blisters

are occasioned by imperfections in the iron. Iron increases, both in length and

weight, during conversion. Hard iron increases less than soft. The augmentation

in weight may be said to be ^g, and in length fig, on an average.

The operation of conversion is extremely simple in its manipulation, nevertheless,

it requires great care, and a long as well as a varied experience, to enable a manager

to produce every kind or temper required by consumers. Considerable knowledge is

required to ascertain the nature of the irons to be converted, because all irons do not

convert equally well under the same circumstances ; some require a different treat-

ment from others, and, again, one iron may require to be converted at a different

degree of heat from another. The furnace must have continual care, and be kept

air-tight, so that the steel, when carbonised, may not again become oxidised. It is

known amongst steel-makers, that if iron be brought in contact with carbon, and if

heat be applied, it will become steel. This is the knowledge gleaned up by workmen,

and also by too many owners of converting furnaces. The inconvenience arising

from a want of care and knowledge of the peculiar state of the iron during its conver-

sion, sometimes occasions great disappointment and loss. The success usually attained

by workmen may, however, be attributable to an everyday attention to one object,

thus gaining their knowledge from experience alone. The conversion or carbonisa-

tion of the iron, is the foundation of steel making, and, as such, may be considered as

the first step in its manufacture. Before bar steel is used for manufacturing purposes,

it has to be heated, and hammered or rolled. Its principal uses are for files, agricul-

tural implements, spades, shovels, wire, &c., and in very large quantities for coach-

springs.

Bar steel is also used for manufacturing shear steel. It is heated, drawn to lengths

3 feet long, then subjected to a welding heat, and some six or eight bars are welded

together, precisely as described in the refinement of natural steel; this is called single

shear. It is further refined by doubling the bar, and submitting it to a second welding

and hammering ; the result is a clearer and more homogeneous steel. During the

last seven years' the manufacture of this steel has been limited, mechanics preferring

a soft cast steel, which is much superior, whfen properly manufactured, and which can

be very easily welded to iron.

The price of bar steel varies according to the price of the iron from which it is

made, but, as a general average, its price in commerce may be taken at bl per ton

beyond the price of the iron from which it is made. Bar steel produced from the

better irons is usually dearer than the commoner kind, on account of their scarcity.

Shear steel in ordinary size sells at 60/. per ton net.

Coach-spring steel from foreign iron, 22/. „
Coach -spring steel fi'om English iron, 18/. „
These may be taken as approximate prices in 1859-60.

Both natural, puddled, and converted steel have great defects in temper, clearness,

and uniformity, and are unfit for most useful purposes. To obviate these defects,

these steels are broken in pieces and melted in a crucible, thus freeing them from
any deleterious matter they might contain ; equality in texture and degree of
hardness is tiius obtained, whilst the steel is also capable of receiving a clear and
beautiful polish.
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The process of melting bar steel, and thus producing cast steel, was first practically

carried on by Mr. Huntsman of Attercliffe ; the process itself is very simple. Fiy. 1 7oi
shows a cross section of the furnace universally used.

The furnace A, is square, lined with fire-stone 12 inches by 22 wide, and 36 inches

deep from the grate bar to the under side of the cover n. c is a crucible, of which
two are placed in one " melting hole." » is the flue into the chimney, e, wliieh ig

about 40 feet high, lined with fire-brick. There is an air flue which is used to regulate

the draught at F. o is the ashpit, and h the cellar which is arched over.

The steel is broken in pieces and charged into the crucible, which is placed on a
stand and provided with a cover ; coke is used as a fuel, and an intense heat is

obtained. The crucible is charged three times during the day, and is then burnt
through ; the first charge is usually 36 lbs., which requires from three to four hours

to melt it ; the second charge is about 32 lbs., which is melted in about three hours;

the last charge is 28 to 30 lbs., which does not require more than two to two and a

half hours to become perfectly melted. The consumption of coke averages 3^ tons

per ton of cast steel. When the steel is completely fluid the crucible is drawn from

the furnace, and the steel poured into a cast-iron mould, the result is an mgot, which

is subsequently rolled or hammered according to the want of the consumer.

Although the melting of cast steel is a simple process, yet, on the other hand,

tbe manufacture of cast steel suitable for the various wants of those who consume it

requires an extensive knowledge ; a person who is capable of successfully conducting

a manufactory, must make himself master of the treatment to which the steel in

manufactures will be submitted by every person who consumes it. Cast steel is not

only made of many degrees of hardness, but it is also made of different qualities
;

a

steel maker has, therefore, to combine a very intimate knowledge of the exact intrinsic

quality of the iron he uses, or that produced by a mixture of two or three Kinas

together; he has to secure as complete and as equal a degree ?f carbonisation as

possible, which can only be attained by possessing a perfect practical and theoret cai

knowledge of the process of converting; he has to know that the steel he uses is

equal in hardness, in which without much practice he may easily be fee™, ne

must give his own instruction for its being carefully melted, and he ^^^^t
^J.^'/,*?

fracture by breaking off the end of each ingot, and exercise his judgment yhft"^'.

not propeTcare has^een taken ; besides all this knowledge and
'^f^^^-flf^^^^

has to adapt the capabiUties of his steel to the wants^ni regmrements o^^^ ^onsamer

There are a vast variety of defects in steel as usually manufactured
;

^^^J^/^.f
far greater number of instances in which steel ^s no f«f L 'nSa^ured for

the article for which it was expressly made. Cast ff P^^yJ^ XnSe crack

Dlaning boring, or turning tools ; its defects may be, that the tools ^ 1"^°
.^^^^^/^.-t.

Fn the process^of hardening, or that the tool whilst exceedingly strong in one part,

will be found in another part utterly useless.
„,-^A„rpA nnnarentlv perfect,

Cast steel may be wanted for the engraver. It may ^%P'" ,?,PP^Xn
t^^^ plate

and with a clea/surface, but may be so improperly
^'^^"^^^H wllfsofTnlaces The

has been engraved and has to be hardened, it is foimd covered with soft places.
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trial is even greater when the engraving is transferred by pressure to another plate.

It is, therefore, evident that a steel maker must not only attend to the intrinsic quality

of his steel, but he has to use his judgment as regards the degree of hardness and

tenacity which it should possess, so as to adapt it to the peculiar requisites of ita

employment.

The manufacture of cast steel is open to great temptations, which may be termed-

fraudulent. Swedish iron, as I have already stated, varies in price according to its

usefulness for steel purposes ; cast steel may, therefore, be manufactured from a metal

selling at 20/. per ton, whilst the price charged for it to the consumer presumes it to

have been made from a metal worth 30/. per ton. The exterior of the bar is perfect,-

the fracture appears to the eye satisfactory, and its intrinsic value is only discovered

when it is put to the test; thus, whilst a steel maker has to exercise his knowledge,
judgment, and care, he has a moral duty to perform, by giving to his customer
a metal of the intrinsic value he professes it to be, and for which he makes his charge.

In manufacturing the commoner description of steel, particularly cast steel made
from English iron, black oxide of manganese is added to the steel in the crucible,

and acts as a detergent. The oxygen unites with a portion of the carbon in the steel,

forming carbonic oxide gas, which acts upon the imperfectly metallic portions of
the steel used, and liberates the metal whilst the deleterious matter is taken up and
forms a slag with the manganese. There has been a great controversy regarding the
invention which originated with Mr. Heath. This substance is not generally used
when the Dannemora irons are melted, as they are very pure, and the addition of an
oxide partially destroys the temper of the steel. The Indian steel, or wootz, is also a
cast steel.

Indian steel, or wootz.— The wootz ore consists of the magnetic oxide of iron, united
with quartz, in proportions which do not seem to differ much, being generally about 42
of quartz and .58 of magnetic oxide. Its grains are of various size, down to a sandy
texture. The natives prepare it for smelting by pounding the ore. and winnowing away
the stony matrix, a task at which the Hindoo females are very dexterous. The manner
in which iron ore is smelted and converted into wootz or Indian steel, by the natives at
the present day, is probably the very same that was practised by them at the time of the
invasion of Alexander ; and it is a uniform process, from the Himalaya mountains to^

Cape Comorin. The furnace or bloomery in which the ore is smelted is from 4 to 5
feet high ; it is somewhat pear-shaped, being about 2 feet wide at bottom, and 1 foot at
top; it is built entirely of clay, so that a couple of men can finish its erection in a few
hours, and have it ready for use the next day. There is an opening in front about a foot
or more in height, which is built up with clay at the commencement, and broken down
at the end of each smelting operation. The bellows are usually made of a goat's skin,
which has been stripped from the animal without ripping open the part covering the
belly. The apertures at the legs are tied up, and a nozzle of bamboo is fastened in
the openmg formed by the neck. The orifice of the tail is enlarged and distended by
two slips of bamboo. These are grasped in the hand, and kept close together in
making the stroke for the blast ; in the returning stroke they are separated to admit
the air. By working a bellows of this kind with each hand, making alternate strokes,
a pretty uniform blast is produced. The bamboo nozzles of the bellows are inserted
mto tubes of clay, which pass into the furnace at the bottom corners of the temporary
wall m front. The furnace is filled with charcoal, and a lighted coal being introduced
before the nozzles, the mass in the interior is soon kindled. As soon as this is
accomplished, a small portion of the ore, previously moistened with water, to prevent it
trom running through the charcoal, but without any flux whatever, is laid on the top
of the coals, and covered with charcoal to fill up the furnace

In this manner ore and fuel are supplied ; and the bellows are urged for 3 or 4 hours,when the process is stopped
; and the temporary wall in front being broken down, thebloom is removed by a pair of tongs from the bottom of the furnace It is then bekten

with a wooden mallet, to separate as much of the scoria as possible from it, and, while
still red hot, It is cut through the middle, but not separated, in order merely to show
the qua ity of the interior of the mass. In this state it is sold to the blacksmiths,who make it into bar iron. The proportion of such iron made by the natives from 100
parts of ore is about 15 parts. In converting the iron into steel, the natives cut it into
pieces to enable it to pack better in the crucible, which is formed of refractory clavmixed with a large quantity of charred husk of rice. It is seldom charged with morethan a pound of iron, which is put in with a proper weight of dried wood chopped
small, and both are covered with one or two green leaves; the proportions being ingenera 10 parts of iron to 1 of wood and leaves. The mouth of the crucible is thenpopped with a handful of tempered clay, rammed in very closely, to exclude the air

ovirrSfT'', p->^'^"\^-riculata, and the leaf that of the Asclepias ^^ aor the Convolvulus laurtfohus. As soon as the clay plugs of the crucibles are dry]
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1702

from twenty to twenty-four of them are built up in the form of an arch, in a small blast

furnace; they are kept covered with charcoal, and subjected to heat urged by a bl:ist

for about two hours and a half, when the process is considered to be complete. The
crucibles being now taken out of the furnace and allowed to cool, are broken, and the

steel is found in the form of a cake, rounded by the bottom of a crucible. When the

fusion has been perfect, the top of the cake is covered with sti iaj, radiating from the

centre, and is free from holes and rough projections ; but if the fusion has been im-

perfect, the surface of the cake has a honeycomb appearance, with projecting lumps

of malleable iron. On an average, four out of five cakes are more or less defective.

These imperfections have been tried to be corrected in London by remelting the

cakes, and running them into ingots ; but it is obvious that when the cakes consist

partially of malleable iron and of unreduced oxide, simple fusion cannot convert them

into good steel. When care is taken, however, to select only such cakes as are

perfect, to remelt them thoroughly, and tilt them carefully into rods, an article has

been produced which possesses all the requisites of fine steel in an eminent degree.

In the Supplement to the Encyclopedia Britannica, article Cutlery, the late Mr. Stoddart,

of the Strand, a very competent judge, has declared "that for the purposes of fine

cutlery, it is infinitely superior to the best English cast steel."

The natives prepare the cakes for being drawn into bars by annealing them for

several hours in a small charcoal furnace, actuated by bellows ; the current of air

being made to play upon the cakes while turned over before it ; whereby a portion of

the combined carbon is probably dissipated, and the steel is softened ; without which

operation the cakes would break in the attempt to draw them. They are drawn by a

hammer of a few pounds weight.

Fig. 1702 represents the mould for making the crucibles: each manufacturer makes

his own ; M, m, is a solid block of wood let into the floor, having a hole which admits

a round piece of iron fixed in the centre of the plug p. The

material of which the crucible is made consists of 22 lbs.

of fire-clay got from Stannington near Shefiield, from the

neighbourhood of Burton-on-Trent, or Stourbridge; 2 lbs.

of the old crucible after it has been used, ground to

powder, and about § lb. of ground coke. These quantities

are sufficient for one crucible of the ordinary size. This

composition is trodden for 8 or 10 hours on a metal floor;

it is then cut into pieces of 26 to 28 lbs. ; each piece is

rolled round nearly to the size of the mould into which it

is introduced, and the plug p is driven down with a mallet;

the mould is furnished with a movable bottom : when the

pot is made the mould is lifted up by the two handles, and

fixing the bottom on a post, the mould falls, and leaves

the crucible upon it. Converted bars, and also cast steel

in ingots, are reduced to bars, rods, and sheets by hammering or rolling; when forged

they are heated in a small furnace urged by blast, and drawn to bars under hammers

of 7 to 9 cwt., giving 100 to 120 strokes per minute.

When small rods are required they are " tilted," that is, they are heated and

drawn under hammers of 3 or 4 cwt., striking 200 to 250 blows per mmute. \>hen

steel is rolled the machinery used is of the same construction as that required tor

rolling iron, excepting that the rollers are usually hard on the surface. Hardening

and tempering steel is a delicate operation; small articles of cutlery are usually

hardened by first heating them to a red heat and plunging them m water, saws ana

such articles are when heated plunged into oil. All articles are tempered by careful y

heating them when hardened, and the degree of temper is indicated by a change m

the colour of the surface, which is first straw coloured, then blue, and deep blue
:
colour

is thus made the most delicate test for the degree of temper given
:

after
^"^^^J^^^

steel is found to expand a little. Alloys of steel have been very carefully "^^d^ by
fff

Stoddart and Faraday, but no alloy has at present been found to give ^"7 ^^dU.on to

the intrinsic quality of steel; the empiric titles of " silver steel," ">^ete°nc steel,

may be regarded simply as fanciful names to recommend the article, either as a raw

material or in a manufactured state. • „ :* ;ntn

articles called " run steel " are made by melting P
f
™ ^^^^^ P^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

moulds of sand in which the required article has been moulded: they a^e then PacK

in round iron pots about 12 inches diameter, and 16 to 18 '°!^hesl gh along w

haematite iron ore crushed to powder ;
these pots are Pfk^^'"f,/";Xi from the

is applied from 24 hours to several days; the oxygen a^stivicts he carbon t.m^^

metal of which the articles are made, and they become to a
^^'[""ZTAanlxT^l

so much so, that pieces a quarter of an inch thick may be bent
^

double and^^^

be drawn out imder a hammer. Forks, table knives, scissors, and many otiiei V
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articles are so made ; also a vast variety of parts of cottou and flax machinery are so
manufactured, especially those parts which are difficult to forge

.

" Damascus " or Damasked " steel " is made by melting together iron and steel, or
bars of steel of high and low degrees of carbonisation; it may also be produced by
melting hard and soft steel in separate crucibles, mixing them together whilst fluid
and immediately pouring the mixture into an ingot mould, the damask is shown by
the application of dilute acid to the surface when brightened. The analysis of a
genuine Damascus sword-blade has shown that it is not a homogeneous steel, but a
mixture of steel and iron.

During the past few years a great many processes have been patented with a
view of reducing the cost of cast steel ; Mr. Bessemer, Mr. Martieu, Mr. Mushet
and several others have suggested modes of producing a serviceable steel from thecommon pig-iron. A full description of these proposed improvements would take up
too much space, but can be examined in the " Repertory of Arts :" the whole of these
processes are purposely omitted, because a description of them would necessarilydemand some examination of their merits.

Statistical account of the manufacture of steel— The manufacture of steel inEngand IS chiefly confined to Sheffield, although it is also made at Newcastle and inStaffordshire.
_
1 he importation of Swedish iron, combined with that furnished fromEnglish materials, amounts to from 40,000 to 50,000 tons per annum; of course thisweight represents the quantity of steel manufactured of every description

I he number of furnaces in Sheffield and its neighbourhood are as follow:—

.• -r.
Cast steel Furnaces.

Converting Furnaces. or holes.
^^35 - - - - 56 - ... 5-54
1842 - - - - 97 ....
*846 - - - . 105 .... 974
1853 - - - - 160 ... . 1495

A converting furnace will produce 300 tons of steel per annum but if each nr«

iZ J-^ «TV?.° T^^^^T ^'^'""^^^^ ^^P'-^^^^t ^ inakeT4(JoJo tons ofsSa year in Sheffield alone. Again, there are 1495 melting holes- each furnace 0^10holes will melt 200 tons; this, therefore, shows a product^annuSy of 29 ™tons b^^^

J. ittis-e crtsji bieei ai45«. per ton its commercial value vanVs fmm -^t^i cn; „ ^ J
and as a large quantity of the cheaper steel is solrl IZ JlT •

P^"" ^""^

them P"^' «P"°gs is the price now paid for

The weight and value of the steel made in England may be estimated as follows

23,000 of cast steel, all qualities, at 45^ per ton - . , nJnnn
7.000 bar steel, including German, fajgot, single and doubi;shear steel, average 35/. per ton -

10,000 coach-spring steel, 19/. per ton . - I f^'^^O
'

" 190,000

40,000 Tons.

The statistics of this metal give the following results

:

470,000

France produces - . i4°qL , „ =S

Prussia „ . 't':^^ average value of 443,850

Austria „ . . » 170,824

United States - . Jn'nno '* 321,073

arise from the practical skill and scieSffic knowled^P^^^^^^ ""^^
upon its manufacture

; and the activfeneSv w£%^^^^ If 5'^" ^'"""S^^ ^^^r
suitable for every purpose in the Thl sSeTiorit n^t on.

^'"^"^^ ''^^^
turers to maintain the high position they nowEd hnt i

^ ^^'^ "^^nofac-
daily see our production expand^ n7ont to su^p rfhf' " '

manufacturers, but also for the^ontiSnt ofE^pe as^^ell^^^of America and Canada.
i-urope, as well as the United States

Vox,. III. 3 ^
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Bessemer's malleable Iron and Steei-ln the article " Iron" ^.lU be found a statement

of the process proposed by Mr. Bessemer for converUng crude pig iron into malleable

iron ^vhich ^ve believe to be a fair representation of all the facts up to the period

^hen that paper was written. Since then the process has been tried in the manufac-

ture of steel and certainly, it appears, with much more success than attended the

earlv experiments made on iron. For the purpose of placing the matter however,

otarlv before our readers, we extract a considerable portion of Mr. Henry Bessemer s

paper " On the manufacture of malleable Iron and Steel," read before the Institution

of Civil Engineers in May last.
.

» The want of success which attended some of the early experiments was errone-

ously attributed, by some persons, to the ' burning ' of the metal, and by others, to the

absence of cinder, and to the crystalline condition of cast metal. It was almost need-

less to say that neither of the causes assigned had anything to do with the failure of

the process, in those cases where failure had occurred. Chemical investigation soon

pointed out the real source of difficulty. It was found, that although the metal could

be wholly decarbonised, and the silicium be removed, the quantity of su phur and of

phosphorus was but little affected ; and as different samples were carefully analysed

Kas ascertained that red-shortness was always produced by sulphur, when present

toThe Stent of one tenth per cent., and that cold-shortness resulted from the presence

of a like quantity of phospLrus; it, therefore, became necessary to remove those
oi a iiKe q'^'^"^ ^ ^ ^ hvdroeen gas were tried, with more or less success, m
S^rVroval 5trphur%S varuTluxcl, composed chiefly of silicates of the oxide

T; J^T^nrl rn^niranese were brought in contact with the fluid metal durmg the pro-

c ss anrtte qua?titT;f p^^^^^^ -as thereby reduced. Thus, many months were

consumed n laborious and expensive experiments; consecutive steps m advance were

made and ^^any valuable facts were elicited. The successful working of some of the

rle'r qualities of pig-iron caused a total change m the process, o which the efforts

of Messrs Bessemer Ind Longsdon were directed. It was determined to import some

of Te bit Swedish pig-iron! from which steel of excellent quality was made, and

?Ld for almoSl the uses for which steel of the highest class was employed. I

^Jas then dSed to discontinue, for a time, all further experiments, and to erect steel

works at Sheffield for the express purpose of fully developing and working the new

Ztss commeSly, and thus to remove the erroneous mipressions so generaUy en-

.era! i-e^ns, to^^X^^^^^^:^:^=Vt St^l? Z
Be8sera«pTOess,topour lbe aui4 M^^^^^

blister-steel, ^.hereby

inexhaustible, beds of the purest ores nttca ior p

970,000 tons were
J^^^^^^^

annu^y, an^
t£heS e P^g ^^o- ^^^^ Workington

r^rmli rt°lstTf\he rr^n rsfeel w^s mad'e.' About 1 ton 13 cwts. of ore

Iron Woiks, tnat mosx oi luc xi
^

co.u,.g 10. P«'°°- y^eJ/—ed' hen 'orking inferior ores ,

ir^" ?ie«Sor.;fra?/a£.TdVF:res. of D^an Iron Work. .Uo

sembled the glass retort ubcu uj- u.

„i,;pV, lasted dur ng the conversion of

and was lined with ' ganister ' or
^^^'^^^^^k fand cTaply repaired, or re-

thirty or forty charges of
^^^^^^^l^"^ ^^^^^.C^p^^ r^ecdve the charge of

newed. The vessel was broug^a -t^^-^^J^^e surface of the metal As
crude iron, during which time the

i ^n its axes, so as to bring

soon as the whole charge yas run i°'/fJ^f^^V^'^T^' ss was at once brought into

the tuyeres below the level of the metal,
^^^^.^J^^f °^!f^ upwards fhrough

full activity, and twenty ^n^^ll-;!^""?^ P^^fd v ded itseKto%"Sbales, or burst

the fluid mass ;
the air, expanding

^^^^Z^.^ij oi the fluid m^etal. which again

violently "P^^j;*^^*^.^!-''^^^^ The oxygen of the air appeared, in this process,

fell back into the boding mass below. ^^^V^^^^ the iron, and at the same

first to produce the combustion of the
^.'^ ^^^J' '^^^^'^^^^t,! ;ith the oxide of

time to oxidise the silicmm, produc'ng s c;c acid. ^h ch^ u^^^^^

^^^^time
iron

a fluid

: to oxidise the silicium, producing
»«'°;'7'„;e„^^^^^^^

prodnced

;i,?s.tStt%Tde'Son:'or^ai;rstr^^^
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assisted in purifying the metal. The increase of temperature which the metal under-

went, and which seemed so disproportionate to the quantity of carbon and iron con-

sumed, was doubtless owing to the favourable circumstances under which combustion

took place. There was no intercepting material to absorb the heat generated, and to

prevent its being taken up by the metal, for heat was evolved at thousands of points,

distributed throughout the fluid, and when the metal boiled, the whole mass rose far

above its natural level, forming a sort of spongy froth, with an intensely vivid combus-
tion going on in every one of its numberless, ever-changing cavities. Thus by the

mere action of the blast, a temperature was attained, in the largest masses of metal,
in ten or twelve minutes, that whole days of exposure in the most powerful furnace
would fail to produce.

" The amount of decarbonisation of the metal was regulated, with great accuracy, by
a meter, which indicated on a dial the number of cubic feet of air that had passed
through the metal ; so that steel of any quality or temper could be obtained with the
greatest certainty. As soon as the metal had reached the desired point (as indicated
by the dial), the workmen moved the vessel, so as to pour out the fluid malleable
iron or steel into a founder's ladle, which was attached to the arm of a hydraulic
crane, so as to be brought readily over the moulds. The ladle was provided with a
fire-clay plug at the bottom, the raising of which, by a suitable lever, allowed the
fluid metal to descend in a clear vertical stream into the moulds. When the first

mould was filled, the plug valve was depressed, and the metal was prevented from flow-
ing until the casting ladle was moved over the next mould, when the raising of the plug
allowed this to be filled in a similar manner, and so on until all the moulds were filled,

" The casting of large masses of a perfectly homogeneous malleable metal into any
desired form rendered unnecessary the tedious, expensive, and uncertain operation of
welding now employed wherever large masses were required. The extreme touo-h-
ness and extensibility of the Bessemer iron was pi-oved by the bending of cold bars
of iron 3 in. square, under the hammer, into a close fold, without the smallest per-
ceptible rupture of the metal at any part ; the bar being extended on the outside of
the bend from 12 in. to 16^ in., and being compressed on the inside from 12 in. to
7^ in., making a diflPerence in length of 9^ in., between what, before bending, were
the two parallel sides of a bar 3 in. square. An iron cable, consisting of four strands
of round iron 1^ in. diameter, was so closely twisted, while cold, as to cause the
strands at the point of contact to be permanently imbedded into each other. Each
of these strands had elongated 12^ in. in a length of 4 ft., and had diminished 1-lOth
of an inch in diameter, throughout their whole length. Steel bars, 2 in. square and
2 ft. 6 in. in length, were twisted cold into a spiral, the angles of which were about
45 degrees

;
and some round steel bars, 2 in. in diameter, were bent cold under the

hammer, into the form of an ordinary horse-shoe magnet, the outside of the bend
measuring 5 in. more than the inside.

" The steel and iron boiler plates, left without shearing, and with their ends bent
over cold, aflbrded ample evidence of the extreme tenacity and toughness of the
metal

;
while the clear, even surface of railway axles and pieces of malleable iron

ordnance were examples of the perfect freedom from cracks, flaws, or hard veinswhich forms so distmguishing a characteristic of the new metal. The tensile strength
of this metal was not less remarkable, as the several samples of steel tested in theproving machine at Woolwich arsenal bore, according to the reports of Colonel
li-ardley Wilmot, R.A., a stram varymg from 150,000 lbs. to 160,900 lbs. on the squaremch, and four samples of iron boiler plate from 68,314 lbs. to 73,100 lbs • whileaccording to the published experiments of Mr. W. Fairbairn, Stafl-ordshire plates borea mean stram of 45,000 lbs.

; and Low Moor and Bowling plates a mean of 57 120 lbsper square inch. .j/,i4ujus,.

Tn'Z^r." T^w"" ^^-P^*
importance in a commercial point of viewIn the manufacture of plates for boilers and for ship building the cost of nroflnTtim,'

increased considerably with the increase of weight in theVate; for^^0'"Low Moor Iron Company demanded 22Z. per ton for plates weighing H ZTll2but if the weight exceeded 5 cwt., then the price rose from 22Z. to 37/. per ton Nowwith cast ingots, such as the one exhibited, and from which the sample plates we,^made, it was less troublesome, less expensive, and less wasteful of material, to makeplates weighing from 10 cwt. to 20 cwt, than to produce smaller ones • and In^!!^
there could be but little doubt that large plates would eventLlly be ^ade in pre^ference, and that those who wanted small plates would have to cut them from thelarge ones. A moment's reflection would, therefore, show the great econ^mvTf thenew process in this respect; and when it was remembered thai everyTvetedlobtn a plate reduced the ultimate strength of each 100 lb. to 70 lb., the Vrelt value oflong plates for girders and for ship-building would be fully appreciated

It would be interesting to those who were walx^hingthe advancement of the new
3 D 2
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process to know that it was already rapidly extending itself over Europe. The firm

of Daniel Elfstrand and Co., of Edsken, who were the pioneers in Sweden, had now

made several hundred tons of excellent steel hy the Bessemer process. Another

large manufactory had since heen started in their immediate neighbourhood, and

three other companies were also making arrangements to use the process. The

authorities in Sweden had fully investigated the whole process, and had pronounced

in favour of it. Large steel circular saw-plates were made by Mr. Goranson,

of Gefle, in Sweden, the ingot being cast direct from the fluid metal within fifteen

minutes of its leaving the blast furnace. In France the process had been for some

time carried on by the old established firm of James Jackson and Son, at their steel-

works near Bordeaux. This firm was about to manufacture puddled steel on a large

scale They had already got a puddling furnace erected and in active operation,

when their attention was directed to the Bessemer process, the apparatus for which

was put up at their works last year ; and they were now extending their field of

onerations, by putting up more powerful apparatus at the blast furnaces in the Landes.

There were also four other blast furnaces in the South of France in course of

erection, for the express purpose of carrying out the new process.

" The irons of Algeria and Saxony had produced steel of the highest quality.

«« Beleium was not much behind her neighbours; the process was now being carried

into operation at Liege, where exceUent steel had been made from, the native coke

iron • while in Sardinia preparations were also being made for working the system.

Professor MiiUer, of Vienna, and M. Dumas, from Paris, had visited Sweden, to

inspect and report on the working of the new system in that country.

That the process admitted of further improvement, and of a vast extension beyond

its present limits, the author had no doubt; but those steps in advance would, he

imagined, result chiefly from the experience gained in the daily commercial working

of the process, and would most probably be the contributions of the naany practical

men who might be engaged in carrying on the manufacture of iron and steel by this

system."
The following information is of interest :

—

Comparative tensile strength of various kinds of Iron and Steel, in lbs. per square inch.

lbs.

18,656

33,000

41,242

59,584

54,656

45,136
50,176

45,472

Templeton.
"Woolwich Arsenal.

Fairbairn.

Ordinary cast iron (which varies considerably)

may be takenat _ - - -
-

Swedish cast iron used for ordnance
" Bessemer " iron in its cast, unhammered state,

mean of 5 trials - - - -
-

Wrought Iron Plates; mean breaking weight with, and across, the fibre

lbs

Yorkshire plates ; best

ordinary - - - -

Derbyshire „ » - - -
-

Shropshire
Staffordshire

Mean of 4 trials of soft iron plates made by the

" Bessemer process " " " "
1

Boiler plates, made of very soft cast steel

(approaching in quality to iron), made by

the " Bessemer process " - -
"

Iron bars, hammered or rolled.

lbs.

English bar iron - - - "
"

68,319 Woolwich Arsenal.

1 10,000 Trials at Manchester.

Swedish „ ' ' ' '
^

" Bessemer iron, " mean of 8 trials -

maximum - - -
"

Cast steel, made by the « Bessemer process " in

its unhammered state ; mean ot 8 trials -

Shefiield cast steel -

Cast steel, made by " Krupp of Essex -

" Captain Uchatius

Cast steel', made of Nova Scotia iron by the

ordinary process - -
"

*' Bessemer steel," mean of 7 trials

„ maximum - - -
"

5.5,872

56,000

72,000

72,064
72,643

82,110

63,022

130,000

127,320
91,955

128,043
152,911
162,970

Templeton.
Rennie's Tables.

Templeton.
Woolwich ArsenaU

Rennie's Tables.

Woolwich Arsenal.
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STEMPLES. A mining term. Strong pieces of timber, driven betwixt the
sides of a vein, at short distances apart, to support the walls.
STEREOTYPE PRINTING signifies printing by fixed types, or by a cast typo-

graphic plate. This plate was formerly always, and is still sometimes, made as fol-
lows :—The form composed in ordinary types, and containing one, two, three, or more
pages, inversely as the size of the book, being laid flat upon a slab, with the letters
lookmg upwards, the faces of the types are brushed over with oil, or, preferably, with
plumbago (black lead). A heavy brass rectangular frame of three sides, with bevelled
borders adapted exactly to the size of the pages, is then laid down upon the chase*
to circumscribe three sides of its typography

; but the fourth side, which is one end
ot the rectangle, is formed by placing near the types, and over the hollows of the
chase, a single brass bar, having the same inwards-sloping bevel as the other three
sides. The complete frame resembles that of a picture, and serves to define the area
and thickness of the cast, which is made by pouring the pap of Paris plaster into its
interior space, up to a given line on its edges. The plaster mould, which soon sets
or becomes concrete, is lifted gently off the types, and immediately placed upright on
Its edge in one of the cells of a sheet-iron rack mounted within the cast-iron oven
The_ moulds are here exposed to air heated to fully 400° Fahr., and become perfectly
dry in the course of two hours. As they are now friable and porous, they require to be
dehcately handled. Each mould, containing generally two pages octavo, is laid, with
the impression downwards, upon a flat cast-iron plate, called the floating-plate

; this
plate being Itself laid on the bottom of the dipping-pan, which is a cast iron square
tray, with its upright edges sloping outwards. A cast-iron lid is applied to the din-pmg-pan and secured in its place by a screw. The pan having been heated to 400°m a cell of the oven under the mould-rack, previous to receiving the h..t mould isready to be plunged mto the bath of melted alloy contained in an Ln pot placed overa furnace and it is dipped with a slight deviation from the horizontal plane, in Zllto facilitate the escape of the air. As there is a minute space between the back o •

top surface of the mould and the lid of the dipping-pan, the liquid metal, on emeringinto the pan through the orifices in its corners, floafs up the plaster along wTth th!iron plate on which it had been laid, thence called the floating^^plate, wherebv flowsfreely in o every line of the mould, through notches cut in^ifs edgr and forms abyer or lamina upon its face, of a thickness corresponding to the depth of the boXrOnly a thin metal film ,s left upon the back of the mould The dipping pan is suslpended, plunged, and removed, by means of a powerful crane, suscept bfe'itWerticaand horizontal motions in all directions. When lifted out of thP if Jc
•

water-cistern, upon bearers so placed as to allow its bSroronly Jo touch t^^^^Thus the metal first concretes below while hv rpmair,:,,^ a •/ u •
p<-"iace.

i»p« hydrostatic pressure dur.Slbel'lIl^X° L^t tfrT^S'Ts U

kept a protbund secret by the inventor °V .
Pf^P^'-^t'o^ «f ^hich is

melted metal is poured into the mould. It flows of cou^^fn; nrfA
f^P^red the

mould, and as the liquid is rapidly suDolied Ihp ^hlf'• «n !
^°"°™

already given, some^ressure^is obtabefby t^^
in the case

mould. The mass of metal (iron) forming the Jastin^ bo/ ^ .thin plate of type metal, ensures a raniH r.V,fn;^ fH ^^ ' ° comparison with the

removed in a very shor ZT T^e\lt^oith^^^^^
'^"^

and the whole process is one of great SidtfnnV f exceedingly perfect;

being executed with great rapiditf
P^'"*^ ^^"^ exactness, and is capable of

rn.ltlr'^tZZrTl^.'^^^^^^^^^ Plates made in the
be sufficiently obvious to all ;TiX fL the securhv Xh -^''^ " ^^^^

the solid plate, there would be great risk in drfvw fhr!^ *-
«f

highratesof speed as areemp4Sn??;:i?-^;;S,\X£^^^
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quire to throw off a very large impression within a very limited time. See PaiNTiua

and Printing Machinery.
,. , ^ ^ s * • . * • . j

STEREOSCOPE (from arepeos, solid, and ffKotreiv, to see). An instrument invented

bv Professor Wheatstone, and modified by Sir David Brewster, by means of which two

iuiao-es of the same object, depicted on paper,— as those images would be depicted

uDon the retina of each eye — are resolved into an apparent solid of three dimensions.

The reflecting stereoscope of Professor Wheatstone was constructed by means of two

minors set at right angles to each other, so thatwhile the right eye observed a reflected

im ige of a picture placed on the right-hand side of the instrument, the left eye saw a

reflected image of that on the left, and, as a result, saw— not two plane pictures, but

one solid image. The refracting stereoscope, which is generally used, consists of

two semi-lenses. This is a lens which is divided in the middle, and the two halves,

with the edges towards each other, placed in a frame, at a distance from each other

corresponding with the distances of the eyes apart. For the best result, two pictures

are obtained by photography, as nearly as possible of the same character as the pic-

tures impressed respectively upon the retina of each eye These pictures, being

placed below the lenses, are resolved into one image, and that image realises all the

conditions of solidity, as in natural vision. See Hunt's Manual of Photograph;/.

STILL. See Distillation.
. ^ v t. . i

• t> i „i
STIPPLE ENGRAVING is a process which was practised by Bartolozzi, Kyiana,

and others, in imitation of chalk drawings of the human figure. S^ipple is performed

with the graver which is so managed as to produce the tints by small dots, rather than

by hies, ?s in Ihe ordinary method. It is very soft in its effect, but inferior to the

more legitimate mode of engraving. See Engraving.

STOCKING MANUFACTURE. See Hosiery.

STONE is earthy matter, condensed into so hard a state as to yield only to the blows

of a hammer, and therefore well adapted to the purposes of building. Such was the

care o?Te ancients to provide strong and durable materials for their PuWic edifK^es.

that but for the desolating hands of modern barbarians in peace and in war, most of the

emples and other public monuments of Greece and of Rome would have remained per-

f^tat the present day, uninjured by the elements during 2000 years The contrast, in

this resnect of the works of modern architects, especially in Great Britain, is very

huSin^o those who boast so loudly of social advancement ; for there is scarcely

fSc bSlding of recent date which will be in existence one thousand years hence

Sv of the mfst splendid works of modern architecture are hastening to decay, m
w ,^nv L iustlv called the very infancy of their existence. This is remark-

lb Iv t^caSSVe^dg^ and Blackfriars; the foundations of

Ifch began to perish most visibly in the very lifetime of their constructors
wnicn oegan lo i^e j

proved as to their power ot resisting the

t r'of 7ros^ bv^he me hod S practised by M. Brard, and afterwards by

MM Vicat Sudel, and CoLd, engineers of the bridges and ^gb-ays in France

tool. A large
q^^^jj^o coo^ ^e eW^^^ being heated to the bo l-

solution should be lett to cool, ine citai ^^'-"'^
susoended bv a thread m

—

in 5 days after efflorescence begins,
^^'^^''^^^J^.^^JTfT^'^^^ of the piece

by the weight of disintegrated fragments, compared to
.^^^^ f^^^^^^^J^^^ H. Smith,

in its original state, both taken equally dry In «PP"^'!'"" *°
*J;'3',3^;V P^Jlia^

one of tie commissioners for selecting the stone for the Houses of^P.
^^^^

states -"Such treatment, compared yi^h that of na ure w^^^^

materially, both in detail and result. If Glauber
^^^^^^^^^^^ 4ter in-

fluid to a crystalline state it is so littk as to ^"^PP^^^^^^^^
selected from the

creases considerably in bulk while freezing. Many expei
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Report on Stone for the New Houses of Parliament (March 1839), show that in M.
Brard's treatment the effect is in most instances opposite to that of the action of the

weather on stones which have heen exposed to its influence many years. Some of

the specimens well known to decay rapidly in a building disintegrated least of all

by Brard's process ; others of the most durable quality disintegrated more than all

the rest, under similar treatment ; consequently Brard's method of testing is not to

be depended upon, and is liable to lead to erroneous conclusions.

The most important building stones of the United Kingdom are the following :

—

Granites— produced chiefly in Cornwall, Devonshire, Leicestershire, Aberdeen-
shire, and in Wickow and Carlow.
PoKPHTRiES, SxENiTES, Elvans—obtained from Cornwall, Devonshire, Leicester-

shire, and many parts of Scotland and Ireland.

SAjnosTONES — the chief quarries of which are in Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Shrop-
shire, Surrey, &c., and in several of the Scottish counties. The Portland, Cragleith,
and other celebrated stones, belong to this class.

MiiLSTONE Gkit is found largely in Derbyshire, in Yorkshire, and indeed in
most of the coal-producing districts.

Dolomites, or Magnesian Limestones. Yorkshire, Durham, and Northumberland,
Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, produce these stones abundantly.

Oolites. The Bath Stone is a well-known example of this stone ; the stone from
the quarries of Ancaster and of Ketton being fine specimens of the class.

Limestones. These are very varied. The Purbeck marble, the Derbyshire mar-
bles, the Lias bed, the Devonian Limestone, and the well-known moimtain limestone
being examples.

Slates. These are obtained in very great abundance in North Wales, in Devon-
shire, and in Cornwall ; in some parts of Scotland and of Ireland.

Such are the principal varieties, although many others exist which are exceedingly
useful. Most of the above will be found described under their respective heads.
STONE, ARTIFICIAL, for statuary and other decorations of architecture, has

been made for several years with singular success at Berlin, by Mr. Feilner. His
materials are nearly the same with those of English pottery ; and the plastic mass
is fashioned either in moulds or by hand, being in fact a Tekra-Cotta, which
see. His kilns, which are peculiar in form, and economical in fuel, deserve to be
generally known. Figs. 1703 and 1704 represent his round kiln

; fg. 1703
being an oblique section in the line a, b, c, of^i;. 1704, which is a ground plan
in the line d. a, b, e, of fg. 1703. The inner circular space c, covered with the
elliptical arch, is filled with the figures to be baked, set upon brick supports. The
hearth is a few feet above the ground ; and there are steps before the door d, for the work-
men to mount by in charging the kiln, The fire is applied on the four sides under the
hearth. The flame of each passes along the straight flues fi,fi, and /A. In the
second annular flue g, g, as also in the third /, I, the flame of each fire is kept apart,
being separated from the adjoining by the stones h and m. In the fourth flue n, the
flames again come together, as also in o, and ascend by the middle opening. Besides
this large orifice, there are several small holes, p, p, in the hearth over the above
flues, to lead the flames from the other points into contact with the various articles.
There are also channels q, q, in the sides, enclosed by thin walls r, to promote the
equable distribution of the heat ; and these are placed right over the first fire-flues e.
The partitions r, are perforated with many holes, through which, as well as from their

tops, the flame may be directed inwards and downwards • « nm fh^ ^ <•

off the flames iuto^he upper space u, which^rtruri^left^rpt^
3 D 4
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be closed by iron damper-plates, pushed in through the slide-slits of the dome, t, t, are

peep-holes, for observing the state of ignition in the furnace; but they are most com-

monly bricked up. Fig. 1705 is a vertical section, and Jig. 1706 a plan of an ex-

cellent kiln for baking clay to a stony consistence, for the above purpose, or for burn-

ins? fire-bricks, a, is the lower ; b, the middle ; c, the upper kiln ; and d, the hood,

terminating in the chimney E. a, a, is the ash-pit; b, b, the vault for raking out the

ashes; it is covered with an iron door c. d, is the peep-hole, filled with a clay stop-

per ; e, is the fire-place ; f,f,a- vent in the middle of each arch ; g, g, flues at the

sides of the arches, situated between the two fireplaces; h, i, ft, are apertures for in-

troducing the articles to be baked ;
I, a grate for the fi.re in the uppermost kiln

; m,

the ash-pit ; n, the fire-door; o, openings through which the flames of a second fire

are thrown in. At first only the ground kiln A is fired, with cleft billets of pine-

wood, introduced at the opening e; when this is finished, the second is fired, and then

the third in like manner.
e c

Many ingenious arrangements have been made for the construction of artificial

stone. We might, of course, group under this head many varieties of clay wares and

cements. See Bricks, Mortars, and Hydraulic Cements.

1705

Amonest all the numerous plans which have been devised, few of them have

altogether succeeded ;
they have either proved too expensive m the manufacture, or

thev have not endured the test of time.
r .-^ •

i

Mr Buckwell proposed the following plans for the cons ruct.on of artificial s one^

Taking fragments of stone sufficiently large to go freely mto his mould he fills up

the i^^terstices with stones of various sizes, and then pours m a mixture of chalk and

TLmes muTor Mersey mud burnt together. This cementbemg poured into the mould

tVe wholTis rammed togetber by filling hammers, and as the mould is perfora ed

the water is forced out, and the resulting stone is so hard, when removed from the

luTd that i rTngs when struck. It will be evident to those acquamted with hydraulic

moJ Ss and the application of concrete that this is only an improved concrete. The

Tsf of production has been too great to admit of the general mtroduction of this

"SomeTpatent siliceous stone, being one of the most success^l attempts to pro-

duce a permanent stone artificially, requires a little
^^J'^J '^SLi stone in 1844,

the proceedings of a workman engaged
i°/<^"tTv^;,«°

ridges on a burr-stone, Mr. Ransome was struck apparent
J^J^''^ f

to chip away not only the soft parts of the stone but also the hard c i

^

minences which constitute the real efficient por ion of
^J'^ «f to ^ear

and heterogeneous character of the burrs usually employed, one side was apt
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a-way sooner than the other; and to bring the grinding surface to anything like a true

bearing, the harder portions of the stone had to be cut away to the level of the lower

and softer parts ; thereby occasioning not only great labour in renewing the surface,

but also a very rapid destruction of the whole material.

It at once occurred to Mr. Ransome that if he could procure a stone of perfect

homogeneous texture, the surface would wear down equally, and this objectionable

system of levelling the whole to the depth of the softer and most worn parts would

be completely obviated. Unfortunately, however, all natural stones were, from their

very nature, of unequal texture, even within the limits of the small segments usually

employed in the construction of mill-stones. Gathering up a handful of the chips

struck ofT by the tools of the workmen and pressing them together, the idea flashed

across his mind that if he could discover any means of cementing those particles

together he would be able to produce a stone of nearly uniform hardness throughout.
The most convenient material for this purpose that first suggested itself was plaster

of Paris. This idea was immediately put in execution; and, although the results at

first ofi'ered some slight prospect of success, a little subsequent experience showed the
utter fallaciousness of the hopes he had entertained concerning them. But from the
first moment that the scheme of cementing together the loose and disintegrated frag-

ments of the mill-stone entered his mind, he comprehended by anticipation the whole
of the results, which, after twelve years of assiduous application, he has succeeded in

carrying to a triumphant conclusion.

After numerous failures, it occurred to Mr. Ransome that a solution of silica as a
cementing material would be superior to any other, and he accordingly started on the
inquiry after an easy method of producing a solution of flints. Experiment proved
to the inventor that flints subjected to heat, under pressure in a boiler with a solution
of soda or potash, were dissolved.

The accompanying illustration gives a sectional view of the apparatus employed in
preparing the siliceous cement.

A is a steam boiler, capable of generating a sufficiency of steam for heating the
dissolving and evaporative vessels, and usually worked at a pressure of about 70 lb.
to the square inch, n is the upper ley-tank for dissolving the carbonate of soda. It
is supplied with steam by the pipes 1, 2, 3, communicating with the boiler.
The first operation is to reduce the ordinary soda ash of commerce to the condition

of caustic soda. For this purpose the ash is first dissolved in the tank b, the water
in which is heated by means of the perforated steam-pipe b. A quantity of quick
lime is then added, and the mixture well stirred. The soda is by this means deprived
of the carbonic acid which it contains, by the quick lime forming with it a carbonate
of lime. To ascertain when the ley is quite caustic, a small portion is taken out in a
test tube, and a few drops of hydrochloric acid added. If there is no effervescence
It may be assumed that the soda is entirely deprived of its carbonic acid, and is conse-
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quently caustic. When the lime, now converted into chalk, has suhsidcd to the

bottom of the tank, the clear supernatant ley is drawn off by the siphon 5, into the

funnel 6, leading into a closed vessel d, to prevent the carbonic acid of the atmo-

sphere combining with it, and destroying its causticity. When the ley has been drawn

off from u, the sediment remaining at the bottom of the tank is allowed to fall into

the lower tank c, by withdrawing the plug a, from the pipe bK Any undissolved

crystals of the carbonate of soda which have been entangled among the particles of

the lime are now washed out and pumped back to the upper tank B, where it forms a

portion of the next charge.

The clear caustic being contained in the closed tank d, has a further process of

depuration to undergo before it is ready to be used as a solvent for the flints. The

ordinary soda ash of commerce is always more or less adulterated with a sulphate of

soda, which although an inert substance in itself, if allowed to remain in the cement

subsequently makes its appearance in an ugly efflorescence on the surface of the finished

stone. To get rid of the sulphate, the caustic solution of soda has added to it, in the

tank D, a quantity of caustic baryta, obtained by burning the commercial carbonate

of baryta with wood charcoal. The caustic baryta seizes upon the sulphuric acid

contained in the sulphate of soda, and forms with it an insoluble sulphate of baryta,

which is precipitated on the bottom of the tank. The depurated ley is then drawn

off by the pipe d, into the lower closed tank e, and the sulphate of baryta sediment

passes off by the cock at the bottom. From e, the prepared solution of the caustic

soda is pumped into the vertical boiler or digester f. This digester, in which the

process of dissolving the flints is effected, is a cylindrical vessel, having a steam

iacket f, into which steam from the boiler a is supplied by the pipes \ ,2,y. I he

inner cylinder f, is provided with a wire basket g, reachmg the whole length of the

vessel, and serving to hold a collection of nodules of common flint. When F has

been filled with the caustic ley, and the basket with flints, the manhole at the top is

closed and well screwed down, so as to be able to resist a pressure of at least 60 lb. on

the square inch. The cock at ij is then opened, and the full pressure of steam from

the boiler passes into the jacket /, and causes the ley in f to rise to the sanae tem-

perature. The condensed steam in the jacket/ returns to the boiler by the pipe 12,

which it enters below the water line. The pressure maintained difes^er^^^

generally about 60 lb., and this is continued about 36 hours ;
at the end of which time

fhe strength of the solution is tested. The workmen employed to supernitend^t^^^^

part of tht process generally use the tongue as the most dehcate tes t^^^o^^J^^

has a decidedly caustic alkaline taste they conclude that there is still

H^J^'^^l^^'l
soda in the cement, and the boiling is allowed to contmue unt.1 the cement has a

slightly sweetish taste, which occurs when the alkali has ^^^^°™
combination with the silicic acid of the flints. A more ^^lent fic mode of test ng the

strength of the solution is to take a wine-glassful and drop a l|ttle hydrochloric acid

nto it by this means the whole of the silica in the -l-^'- ^ ^^^^^ pTel
acid combining with the soda, so as to form chloride of so^mm /fie P^^cipimea

silica presents an appearance resembling half
^ff^fj^'^'^Ztin^sS^^^

volume gives a good idea of the strength of the solution of the alkaline si cate.

When it is iudeed that the alkali has taken up as much of the siUca as it is capau e

oflo nl It the tem^^^ to which it is subjected in the digester the «toP ock
f.

in fhe s^^am pipe communicating with the jacket, is

sTucatc thr^^^^^^

&t:t=,^^^iS^c:drtf^^^^^

The cement is then boiled in the evaporating pan until it becomes ot the co

of treacle, when it is taken out. The specific g>;avity of h^^^S in making uj the

use is about 1-600. The general proportions of the materials usea in ma g f

artificial stone is about the ^ollowmg:-- ^ alkaline

10 pints of sand, 1 pmt of powdered flmt, 1 pmt ot ciay, ana y

solution of flint.
• in „ miP- mill and kneaded until they are

These ingredients are first well mixed m
^""^e^ uniform consis-

thoroughly incorporated and the whole
"^^^^^^^^Jj;^,!^;^^^^^^ a putty-

tency. When worked up with clean raw materials, the compou p

like consistence which can be moulded into any required form, and cap

ceiving very sharp and delicate ^^"Pressions
artificial stones consists in the

ThcT peculiarity which distinguishes this from «tjer a'tifaciai s
^^^^

employment of silica both as the base and the
'Z^'^Z^ T^^^^^^^^ 1""^' «^ ''''

rieties of artificial stone hitherto produced are conipounds otj-' j
bonate, or sulphate, forms the base, and m some °«

^"^/^^X^tase.
organic matters as the cement, and having inorganic matters as tne
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To produce different kinds of artificial stone, adapted to the various purposes to

which natural stones are usually applied, hoth the proportions and the character of

the ingredients are varied as circumstances require. By using the coarser description

of grits, grinding stones of all kinds can be formed, and that with an uniformity

of texture never met with in the hest natural stones. Any degree of hardness or

porosity may also be given, by varying the quantity of silicate employed and sub-

jecting it to a greater or less degree of heat.

For some descriptions of goods a portion of clay is mixed with the sand and other

ingredients, for the double purpose of enabling the material to stand up during the

process of firing in the kiln and to prevent its getting too much glazed on the surface.

The plastic nature of the compound allows of the most complex and undercut pat-

terns being moulded with greater ease than by almost any other material we are

acquainted with, ifwe except guttapercha, which, however, has the drawback of being

affected by common temperatures.

The moulds employed are generally of plaster of Paris, and are so divided as to

allow of the different pieces which cannot be withdrawn together being separately

removed from the putty-like substance with which it has been filled. In filling the

moulds the workmen use a short stick, with which they ram in the material, much in

the way in which green sand is forced into contact with the pattern in an iron foundry,

only with the difference, that the sand in this case is mixed with glutinous cement,

which enables it to retain the form impressed upon it with much greater persistency

and sharpness than is practicable with dry sand, or even loam. The casts, after

being taken from the mould, are first washed over with a diluted mixture of the sili-

cate, technically called "floating." The whole surface is then carefully examined,
and any broken or rough portions are sleeked with a tool. It should have been
mentioned that the plaster of Paris moulds, before being filled, are first painted over
with oil and then dusted with finely powdered glass to prevent them adhering to the cast.

In attempting, however, to carry out his plan, two difiiculties of a rather formidable
character presented themselves. It was found that, in the process of desiccation, the
surface of the stone parted with the moisture contained in the soluble silicate, and
became hardened into a tough impervious coating, which prevented the moisture
escaping from the interior of the mass. Any attempt to dislodge the water retained
in combination with the silicate in the interior of the stone, by raising the tempera-
ture of the whole above 212 degrees, had merely the effect of breaking this outer skin
of desiccated silicate, and rendering the surface cracked and uneven.

Instead therefore of allowing the stones to be dried in an open kiln they were
placed in a closed chamber or boiler, surrounded with a steam-jacket, by which the
temperature of the interior chamber could be regulated. In order that no superficial
evaporation should take place while the stones were being raised to the temperature
of the steam in the jacket, a small jet of steam was allowed to flow into the chamber,
and condense among and on the surface of the goods ; until, as the temperature of the
interior of the stones rose to 212° and upwards, they became enveloped in an atmo-
sphere of steam, which effectually prevented any hardening of the surface. The
minute vents or spiracles formed by the steam as it was generated in the interior of
the masses, remained open, when the vapour contained in the closed chamber was
allowed slowly to escape, and afforded a means of egress to any moisture which
might still be retained among the particles of sand and cement. The whole of the
moisture contained in the silicate of soda having been thus vaporised before it left
the stone, an opportunity was afforded it by opening a communication with the exter-
nal atmosphere, to pass off, leaving the interior of the stone perfectly dry. Simple as
this arrangement may seem, we will venture to say that not one of our readers has
hit upon the expedient through his own cogitations on the subject.
The process, in effect, consists in stewing the stones in a closed vessel, and when

all the moisture which they contain is converted into vapour, allowing it to escape, so
that no one part of the mass can be dried before another. By this means Mr, Ran-
some was enabled to desiccate his artificial stone without any risk of the cracking or
warping which had hitherto been the result of his attempts to harden them by expo-
sure in an open stove.

_
After being thoroughly dried they are taken to the kiln, but, instead ofbeing placed

in segrjars or boxes of clay, as is usually done in the potter's kiln, the goods are first
bedded up with dry sand, to prevent any risk of their bending or losing their shape
while burning. Flat slabs of fire clay are then used to separate the various pieces
laterally, and similar slabs are placed over them to form a shelf, on which another
tier of goods is placed. The temperature of the kiln is very gradually raised for the
first twenty-four hours ; the intensity is then augmented until at the end of forty-eight
hours a bright red heat is attained, when the kiln is allowed to cool gradually for fouror five days, when the goods are ready to be taken out.
The purposes to which this artificial stone is now applied arc of the most miscella-
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Tieous description, comprising groundstones, whetstones for sharpening scythes, gothic

foliage and mouldings for ecclesiastical decorations, tombstones and monumental

tablets, chimneypieces, fountains, garden stands for flowers, statuary, &c.

From being composed almost entirely of pure siliceous matter, it is not acted upon

by acids, and^is apparently quite insoluble, even in boiling water.

By proportioning the amount of cement, and varying the character of the sand

which enters into the composition of the stone, it can be made porous or non-porous,

as mav be desired. The average absorbent power is less than that of the Bolsover

Moor Dolomite used in the erection of the Houses of Parliament, and a little more

than that of the Cragleight Sandstone.

DippENHAi,L Silica Works, Farnham, Surrey.

The manufactory which bears this name was built for the production of artificial

stone, from a material only recently discovered, and never before employed for this

purpose : soluble silica. By this term is meant that kind of silica which is found to be

readily dissolved by boiling in open vessels with solutions of caustic potash or sodaj

thus distinguished from the silica of flint, which is only soluble in such solutions at a

temperature of about 300° Fahr. in a steam-tight boiler ; and from that of quartz or

sand which is altogether insoluble. Up to the period when this discovery was made,

silica had been only known to exist naturally in the two latter forms, and the former

was merely a chemical product, derived from one of them by artificial means. Ihig

was at any rate the case in England ; but it is right to state that a somewhat similar

deposit was mentioned by M. Sauvage, a French chemist, before the researches were

made to which this paper relates, as existing in the Department des Ardennes. This

information, however, has not been turned to any practical account; and therefore

a short history of the English discovery may not be uninteresting, as the latter has

introduced to the world a new material applicable to a great variety of Purposes.

About ten years ago the late Mr. Paine, of Farnham, proposed to the Chemical

Committee of the Royal Agricultural Society of England that a complete analysis

should be made of all the soils of the kingdom, for the purpose of aseertaming their

value as natural manures. He undertook, for his own share, the strata of the chalk

IrZtinn • nrid liis thorough geological knowledge, aided by the chemical science of

Sssor Way, IhU coSiS cliexnist to the Royal Agricultural Society, enabled

'"someVfTe'retus'^^^ Sj^nt investigation were communicated to the public by

Mess^ Paine and Way, in thi 12th volunfe of the Journal of the Royal Agricul ural

Socfetv' in a paSer enl led « On the Strata of the Chalk Formation.' The solubleS dero^tT^hus described: -"Immediately above the gault, with the upper

member of ihich it insensibly intermingles, lies a soft white-brown rock havmg the

memDer oi ^"i^"
limp^tone It is verv remarkable on account of its low specific

as follows : — Per cent.

Combined water and a little organic matter - - - 4-15

Soluble in dilute acids, 57-10
_ _ ^^.^g

Silicic acid (silica)
none.

Carbonic acid " " " " "
1 . - trace.

Sulphuric acid
ditto.

Phosphoric acid
none.'

"

Chlorine - o-26
Lime - """"""...•07
Magnesia """""II- - -79.
Potash-""""" I I . - -43

Soda - -
" " I - - 6-12

Protoxide and peroxide ot iron - - ^ _ .3-15
Alumina

Insoluble in acids, 38-75 ^ _ _ _ 2-91

Lime """'" "_-- - traces.

Magnesia - 1'.51

Potash .---GO
Soda ---:,""_.- 14-20

Alumina with a little oxide ot iron - - _

Silicic acid and sand - - " "

100-00"
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At the end of the paper It is remarked that a careful study of this rock may throw

! light upon the composition of soils.

The same authors contributed another article to the 14th volume of the " Journal,"

on "the Silica Strata of the Lower Chalk," in which they state that "when the

former paper was published, they were not unaware that this stratum contained

a large proportion of silica in the form which chemists call " soluble ;" but that

they wished, before making public their discovery, to ascertain whether it existed

in sufficient quantity to render it available for ag-ricultural use." They then detail the

result of their researches during the intervening two years, as far as they concern

agriculture, mentioning all the localities in which this stratum may be found in

England, and the various ways of employing it beneficially as a manure. They
allude to the fact that it will be found useful in its application to the arts, and
conclude with these remarks on its probable formation ;

" It is not infusorial, for

with the exception of a few foraminifera, no traces of animal life can be observed in

the rock by microscopical examination. It cannot have been subjected to heat of

any intensity, or it would have been rendered insoluble in alkalies. It is plainly the

result of aqueous decomposition ; and it seems very reasonable to suppose that silicate

of lime in solution derived from the older rocks may have met with carbonic acid

produced either by vegetable and animal decay, or by volcanic agency, and at one
and the same time carbonate of lime and gelatinous or soluble silica would have been
formed. It should be remembered that we find these beds in immediate contact

with the chalk ; we find chalk without silica, silica without chalk, and in other cases,

both intimately blended. There is therefore good reason for supposing that these pro-
ductions have been in some way connected."

While these investigations were going on, it was also found that the new material
was useful in a variety of ways quite distinct from agriculture. Mr. Way's experi-
ments led to the conviction that it would be serviceable in sugar refining, in soap-
making, in making animal charcoal, as a deodoriser, and above all, in the production
of artificial stone.

The two investigators chiefly turned their attention to this latter branch of the
subject ; and in 1852 they took out a patent for " Improvements in the Manufacture
of Burned and Fired Ware. " In their specification they lay claim to the production
of a superior class of burned goods by using the " soluble silica," with such admixtures
of ordinary clay or lime as may be required. By these means they propose to make
any kind of artificial stone, more or less resembling natural stone ; blocks or slabs,
excellent building bricks of any colour, and good fire bricks. They do not claim
any novelty in moulding or burning, except that they consider that in some cases,
articles might be burned to a slight degree of hardness, then finished up by the use of
tools, and afterwards reburned to any hardness that might be required.

Mr. Paine's many other duties for some time prevented his carrying this patent
into effect; but at last, feeling it to be incumbent on him to make public so impor-
tant a discovery, in spite of failing health and ai'duous occupation he commenced
building the " Dippenhall Silica Factory " in 1856. Unhappily he was not able to
give his personal attention to the manufacture, so that it never had the benefit of his
experience and scientific knowledge, and his death in 1858 put an end to his dis-
coveries.

The factory has therefore been carried on from the first under serious disadvan-
tages; but enough has been done to prove that its founder was not mistaken in the
importance which he attributed to the invention. It is at present managed in a very
simple manner. The material is carefully ground, either wet or dry, according to
the purpose for which it is required, and mixed with clays or chalk when necessary.
The bricks, vases, and other articles are moulded in the ordinary way, and burned in
round kilns. The building bricks, vases, and terra-cotta wares of all descriptions
are generally acknowledged to be superior to anything of the same kind hitherto
produced, both in appearance, finish, and durability. There are at present practical
difficulties in the manufacture of large blocks of stone, which do not seem to have
been contemplated by the projectors

; and the fire bricks cannot yet be called superior
to the Stourbridge manufacture, as was confidently expected. They are perfectly
infusible under any amount of heat, but they are friable, and cannot bear a sudden
change of temperature. Still, when it is remembered that the works have been
carried on without any assistance from without, these difficulties only serve as in-
centives to further endeavours

; and the present proprietor is convinced that all
that IS required to overcome them, and to raise the reputation of the " Dippenhall
Silica Works " to the height to which their originator expected it to attain, is a man
ot equal scientific attainment, to resume the labours which were so nrematurelv
arrested.— C. P.

i-icuiaiuiLi/

STONE COAL. Anthracite, which see.
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STONE, PRESERVATION OF. The attention of the scientific world has for

some time past been directed to the importance of providing a means for protecting

the stone of our public buildings from the ravages of time and the injurious effects of

the polluted atmospheres of our manufacturing and populous districts.

The principal cause of the ruinous decay which is so apparent in the national

edifices, churches, mansions, &c., of this country, is generally admitted to be the

absorption of water charged with carbonic or other acid gases, which by its chemical

action either decomposes the lime or argillaceous matter forming the combining

medium uniting the several siliceous or other particles of which the stone is composed,

or mechanically disintegrates those particles by the alternate expansion and contrac-

tion caused by variations of temperature.

Many processes have from time to time been suggested, and several patents secured,

for filling up the pores of the stone, and thus preventing the admission of these dele-

terious agents, but they have been mostly if not entirely composed of oleaginous or

gummy substances or compounds, which, although possessing for a time certain pre-

servative properties, become decomposed themselves upon exposure, and constantly

require to be renewed ; whilst fi'om the nature of these apphcations the discoloration

necessarily produced is highly objectionable.

A little reflection will be sufficient to satisfy a thoughtful mind, that in seeking for

a means of preserving the stone of our national buildings, &c., we ought not to rest

satisfied simply with the application of any organic substances, however great may be

their apparent preservative qualities for a time, but should endeavour to supply the

defects of nature with an indestructible mineral incapable of change by any atmo-

spheric influences.

The process of silicatisatlon introduced by Kuhlmann has the disadvantage of

requiring some considerable time before the atmosphere can do its work of effecting

the necessary combination between the silica applied in solution to the stone, and the

lime contained in it, and therefore when it is applied to the external parts of any

building it is liable to be washed out before solidification has been secured. Mr.

Frederick Ransome, advancing from his siliceous stone process a step further, meets

the condition by effecting a chemical change at once within the stone. Mr. Ransome

thus describes his process :

—

" Having been led to consider the importance of preserving the stonework of our

public and private edifices from the decay resulting from the variable condition of our

climate, and other causes, I directed my attention to the existing processes proposed

for effecting such an object, and more especially to that which has been for some time

in use on the continent, in which a soluble silicate is employed, and I found that this

process, though having for its base so important and indestructible a mineral as silica,

was nevertheless very imperfect in its results. It appeared to me that one great

cause of failure arose from the fact that the silicate, being applied m a soluble lorni,

was liable to be removed from the surface by rain, or even the humidity of the atmo-

sphere, before the alkali in the silicate could absorb sufficient carbonic acid to

precipitate the silicate in an insoluble form. But another great and serious defect in

this process still existed, viz., that even were it possible to effect the precipitation of

the silicate, still it would be simply in the form of an ^PflPf^l^P^^f^'^. Pf
no cohesive properties in itself, and therefore able to afford but little, if any, re^

protection to the stone. It seemed to me, therefore, necessary not only to adopt a

process which should insure an insoluble precipitate being produced, independently o

ihe partial and uncertain action of the atmosphere, but that, to render sxich means

efficient, a much more tenacious substance than merely precipitated s^^^^a must oe

introduced; and in the course of my experiments I discovered that by the app^'

cation of a second solution, composed of chloride of calcium a ^^li^^/.^ °fJ™^^^^^^^
be produced, possessing the strongest cohesive properties, perfectly indes rucUine

by atmospheric influences. The mode of operation is simply this:-The sto^^^^

ot'her mat'erial, of which a building may be co^^posed should ^^fi^f^.^^^^^.f^ a

removal of any extraneous matter on the surface, and then brushed
,

olution of silicate of soda or potash (the specific gravity of -hi^^^^^

suit the nature of the stone or other material) ; this shou d be Allowed by a so

of chloride of calcium, applied also with a brush;
chloride

with the silica, forming silicate of lime in the pores of
^^^^^^T^^^^X^^ ^J^^oved

combines with the soda, forming chloride of sodium, or
^^^'^'^''^^Xl^^l apparent

at once by an excess of water. From the
f
^^going descript^ o^^^^^^

that this invention has not only rendered the oP^'at'on totally indep^^^

condition of the atmosphere in completing the P^cess, but the work exec
^^^^^

unaffected by any weather, even the most excessive ^^ins- l^^P^"^"^^
j 1^ the

that where once applied to the stone it is impossible to remove >t u"^^^^^^^^^^^

surface of the stone itself. I do not confine myself solely to tne soiuiio
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referred to; in some cases I prefer to use, first a solution of sulphate of alumina, and

then a solution of caustic haryta, when a precipitate of sulphate of baryta and alumina

is formed, the main object being to obtain by two or more solutions, which upon being

brought into contact mutually decompose each other and produce an indestructible

mineral precipitate in the structure and upon the surface of the stone.

The application is one of extreme simplicity, and the material used perfectly in-

destructible. The rationale of the process is thus explained: a liquid will enter any-

porous body to saturation, whilst a solid cannot go any further than the first inter-

stices next the surface. Take, then, two liquids capable of producing, by mutual
decomposition, a solid, and by the introduction of these liquids into the cells of any
porous body, a solid is produced by their mutual decomposition internally ;

ergo, if a
solid could not go in as a solid it cannot come out as a solid, and chemical decom-
position having destroyed the solvents, they will never again be in a state of solution.

The patentee has secured to himself the application of this important principle, and
.whilst we name silicate of soda and chloride of calcium as the agent under mutual
decomposition by contact for producing the chloride of sodium, and the imperishable
sUicate of lime, there are many other ingredients that are capable of producing like

results.

Several large buildings in London— the Baptist chapel in Bloomsbury, amongst
others— Glasgow, and other cities, have been treated by Mr. Ransome's process ; a
portion of the Houses of Parliament have been experimented on, and the result, so far

as the time which has passed can test its merits, leaves nothing to be desired.

STONEWARE. {Fayence, Fr. ; Steingut, Germ.) See Pottery.
STORAX, STYRAX. Liquid storax is obtained from the storax plant, Styrax

officinalis. The finest is a pellucid liquid, having the consistency and tenacity of
Venice turpentine, a brownish colour and a vanilla-like odour. The common,
which is imported from Trieste in casks, is opaque, of a grey colour, and of the con-
sistence of bird-lime. This has been frequently confounded with liquid amber. See
AsiBAR

—

Liquid.
Common storax. — Styrax calamita. This is imported in large round cakes, of a

brown or reddish-brown colour. " It appears to consist of some liquid resin mixed
with fine sawdust or bran."

—

Pereira.

Storax in the tear.— This is imported in yellowish or reddish-white tears, about the
size of peas. There are some other varieties, but these are not of sufficient importance
to be noticed here. Storax has but little use, except as a pharmaceutical article.
STOVE {Poele,Cahrifire, Fr.

; Ofen, Germ.) ; is a fireplace, more or less close, for
warming apartments. When it allows the burning coals to be seen, it is called a
stove-grate. Hitherto stoves have rarely been had recourse to in this country for
heating our sitting-rooms ; the cheerful blaze and ventilation of an open fire being
generally preferred. Some arrangements have been introduced for close stoves, in
which charcoal or coke was burnt, and which required little or no chimney. When
coke or charcoal is burned very slowly in an iron box, the carbonic acid gas which is
generated, being half as heavy again as the atmospherical air, cannot ascend in the
chimney at the temperature of 300° Fahr. ; but regurgitates into the apartment throu"-h
every pore of the stoves, and poisons the atmosphere. The large stoneware stoves'of
France and Germany are free from this vice

; because, being fed with fuel from the
outside, they cannot produce a reflux of carbonic acid into the apartment, when their
draught becomes feeble, as inevitably results from the obscurely burning stoves which
have the doors of the fireplace and ash-pit immediately above the hearth-stone

Dr. Ure says:--" I have recently performed some careful experiments upon this
subject, and find that when the fuel is burning so slowly in the stoves as not to heat
the iron surface above the 250th or 300th degree of Fahr., there is a constant
deflux of carbonic acid gas from the ash-pit into the room. This noxious ema-
nation IS most easily evinced by applying the beak of a matrass, containing a little
Goulard s extract (solution of sub-acetate of lead), to a round hole in the door of the
ash-pit of a stove in this langmd state of combustion. In a few seconds the Uquid willbecome milky, by the reception of carbonic acid gas. I shall be happy to afford
ocular demonstration of this fact to any incredulous votary of the pseudo-economical
anti-ventilation stoves now so much in vogue. There is no mode in which the healthand life of a person can be placed in more insidious jeopardy, than by sitting in aroom with its chimney closed up with such a choke-damp-vomiting stove "

That fuel may be consumed by an obscure species of combustion, with the emissionof very little heat, was clearly shown m Sir H. Davy's Researches on Flame " Thefacts detailed on insensible combustion," says he, " explain why so much more heatIS obtained from fuel when it ,s burned quickly, than slowly; and they show tha? fnall cases, the temperature of the acting bodies should be kept as high a^s posLle notonly because the general increment of heat is greater, hat likewise because those
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combinations are prevented, -vvliich, at lower temperatures, take place -without any

considerable production of heat. These facts likewise indicate the source of the great

error into which experimenters have fallen, in estimating the lieat given out ia the

combustion of charcoal ; and they indicate methods by which the temperature may be

increased, and the limits to certain methods." These conclusions are placed in a

strong practical light by the following simple experiments:—I set upon the top orifice

of a small cylindrical stove, a hemispherical copper pan, containing six pounds of

watei-, at 00° Fahr., and burned briskly under it 3^ pounds of coke in an hour ; at the

end of which time, 4^ pounds of water were boiled off. On burning the same weight

of coke slowly in the same furnace, surmounted by the same pan, in the course of 12

hours, little more than one-half the quantity of water was exhaled. Yet, in the

first case, the aerial products of combustion swept so rapidly over the bottom of the

pan, as to communicate to it not more than one-fourth of the effective heat which

might have been obtained by one of the plans described in the article Evapohation
;

while, in the second case, these products moved at least

12 times more slowly across the bottom of the pan, and

ought therefore to have been so much the more effective

in evaporation, had they possessed the same power or

quantity of heat.

Stoves when properly constructed may be employed

both safely and advantageously to heat entrance-halls

upon the ground story of a house ; but care should be

taken not to vitiate the air by passing it over ignited

surfaces, as is the case with most, of the patent stoves

now foisted upon the public. Fig. 1708 exhibits a ver-

tical section of a stove which has been recommended

for power and economy ; but it is highly objectionable

as being apt to scorch the air. The flame of the fire a,

circulates round the horizontal pipes of cast iron, 6 6,

cc,dd,ee, which receive the external air at the orifice

b, and conduct it up through the series, till it issues
_ , mv,

highly heated at k,l, and may be thence conducted wherever it is wanted, ihe

smoke escapes through the chimney n. This stove has evidently two promment

faults ;
first, it heats the air-pipes very unequally, and the undermost tar too much;

secondly, the air, by the time it has ascended through the zigzag range to the pipe e e,

will be nearly of the same temperature with it, and will therefore abstract none of its

heat. Thus the upper pipes, if there be several in the range, will be quite inoperative,

wasting their warmth upon the sooty air. • , „ j

Fid 1709 exhibits a transverse vertical section of a far more economical and

powerful stove, in which the above evils are avoided. The products of combustion

of the fire a, rise up between two
1709 T^-—;

^^^^^^^^^

(S-nncTYXXDQQQ^

OXCOi

brick walls, so as to play upon the

bed of tiles b, where, after com-

municating a moderate heat to the

series of slanting pipes whose areas

are represented by the small circles

a, a, they turn to the right and left,

and circulate round the successive

rows of pipes b, b, c, c, d, d, e, e, and

finally escape at the bottom by

the flues g, g, pursuing a somewhat

similar path to that of the burned

air among a bench of gaslight re-

torts. It is known that two-thirds

of the fuel have been saved in the

gas-works by this distribution of

the furnace. For the purpose of

heating apartments, the great ob-

ject is to supply a vast body of

genial air ;
and, therefore, merely

such a moderate fire should be kept

up in A, as will sufiice to warm
_ _

all the pipes pretty equally to the temperature of 220 ra^n
•

J^^^^ terminate at

are laid with a slight slope, are open to the an ^^^™'^e rendered very

the upper in a common mam pipe or unnel, *7^^^^° this stove to luy

hot by any intemperance of firing. 1 can
.f

f';!^

J.';.'S°'^^"^U1 cost very little;

readers. If the tubes be made of stoneware, its construction wui

OOOOOZ)

and, indeed, as they
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and they may be made of any size, and multiplied so as to carry off the whole
effective heat of the fuel, leaving merely so much of it in the burned air as to

waft it fairly up the chimney.
In conuection witii this subject Dr. Ure published in the last edition of this Diction-

ary some extracts from a paper communicated to the Royal Society on -warming
and ventilating apartments. A portion of this is still retained, as it exemplifies in a
striking manner many of the evils resulting from the want of attention to this parti-

cular subject. Dr. Ure was engaged to inquire into the condition of the Long Room
in the Custom-house, London, in which the air was so bad that illness continually
prevailed. He thus describes the facts :

—

" The symptoms of disorder experienced by the several gentlemen (about twenty
in number), whom I examined, out of a great many who were indisposed, were of a
very uniform character. The following is the result of my researches:

—

" A sense of tension or fulness of the head, with occasional flushings of the coun-
tenance, throbbing of the temples, and vertigo, followed, not unfrequently, with a con-
fusion of ideas, very disagreeable to officers occupied with important and sometimes
intricate calculations. A few are affected with unpleasant perspiration on their sides.
The whole of them complain of a remarkable coldness and languor in their extremities,
more especially the legs and feet, which has become habitual, denoting languid circu-
lation in these parts, which requires to be counteracted by the application of warm
flannels on going to bed. The pulse is, in many instances, more feeble, frequent,
sharp, and irritable than it ought to be, according to the natural constitution of the'
individuals. The sensations in the head occasionally rise to such a height, notwith-
standing the most temperate regimen of life, as to require cupping, and at other
times depletory remedies. Costiveness, though not a uniform, is yet a prevailing
symptom. °

" The sameness of the above ailments, in upwards of one hundred gentlemen at
very various periods of life, and of various temperaments, indicates clearly samenessm the cause.

« The temperature of the air in the Long Room ranged, in the three days of my
experimental inquiry, from 62° to 64° of Fahrenheit's scale ; and in the Examiner'sRoom It was about 60°, being kept somewhat lower by the occasional shutting of the
hot-air valve, which is here placed under the control of the gentlemen

; whereas that
ot the Long Room is designed to be regulated in the sunk story, by the fireman of the
stove, who seems sufficiently careful to maintain an equable temperature amidst all
the vicissitudes of our winter weather. Upon the 7th of January the temperature ofthe open air was 50°, and on the 11th it was only 35°; yet upon both days the ther-mometer in the Long Room indicated the same heat, of from 62° to 64°

" The hot air discharged from the two cylindrical stove-tunnels into the Long Roomwas at 90° upon the 7th, and at 110° upon the 11th. This air is diluted howeverand disguised by admixture with a column of cold air, before it is allowed to escane'The air, on the contrary which heats the Examiners' Room, undergoes no such mol-
lification, and comes forth at once in an ardent blast of fully 170°

; not unlike thpsimoom of the desert, as described by travellers. Had a similar nuisance, on thegreater scale, existed m the Long Room, it could not have been endured by the mer-chants and other visitors on business: but the disguise of an evil is a very differentthing from its removal. The direct air of the stove, as it enters the Examiner's Roompossesses, in an eminent degree, the disagreeable smell and flavour imparted to airby the action of red-hot iron; and, in spite of every attention on the part of the fire-

" The leading characteristic of the air in these two rooms is its dryness and disagreeable smell. In the Long Room, upon the 1 Ith, the air indicated by Daniel's

r'Ztfnftr^oist'u^r'^hft^'^"'' neaSy^a u!

ment stood 730° when H^
thermometer connected with the dark bulb of that instru-ment stood at 30 when dew began to be deposited upon it; while the thermometerin the air stood at 64°. In the court behind the Custom-house, the externafaTi beiniat 35° dew was deposited on the dark bulb of the hygrometer by a depression of33°

;
whereas in the Long Room, on the same day, a depression of 34° was reouired t«

TwrrV '^'^'T"--
'""'^ " evaporLe 0-44 nchrSho water from a cistern in the course of twenty-four hours ; and its influence on ?hecutaneous exhalents must be proportionably great.

on ine

r.hl^V'''^
iron always contains besides the metal" itself, more or less carbon, sulphurphosphorus, or even arsenic, it ,s possible that the smell of air passed over t in I'incandescent state may be owing to some of these impregnations - for a nuan i ^ nfnoxious effluvia, inappreciably small, is capable of affectmg not ^nly JhrSLvnerves, but the pulmonary organs ^ oitactorj

Vol. in.
3 g
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" The bell, or cockle, apparatus for heating the Long Room and the Examiner's

apartment in the Custom-house consists of a series of inverted, hollow, flattened py-

ramidsof cast-iron, with an oblong base, rather small in their dimensions, to do their

work sufficiently in cold weathei', when moderately heated. The inside of the pyra-

mids is exposed to the flames of coke furnaces, which heat them frequently to incan-

descence, while currents of cold air are directed to their exterior surfaces by numerous

sheet-iron channels. The incandescence of these pyramids, or bells, as they are

vulgarly called, was proved by pieces of paper taking fire when I laid them on the

summits.
_ . -

" The fetid burned odour of the stove air, and its excessive avidity for moisture, are

sufficient causes of the general indisposition produced among the gentlemen who are

permanently exposed to it in the discharge of their public duties.

" From there being nearly a vacuum, as to aqueous vapour, in the said air, while

there is nearly a plenum in the external atmosphere round about the Custom-house,

the vicissitudes of feeling in those who have occasion to go out and in frequently must

be highly detrimental to health.
. .

" It may be admitted, as a general principle, that the comfort of sedentary indivi-

duals, occupying large apartments during the winter months, cannot be adequately

secured by the mere influx of hot air from separate stove-rooms: it requires the

genial influence of radiating surfaces in the apartments themselves, such as of open

fires of pipes, or other vessels filled with hot water or steam. The clothing of our

bodies exposed to such radiation in a pure, fresh, somewhat cool and bracing air,

absorbs a much more agreeable warmth than it could acquire by being mere y im-

mersed in an atmosphere heated to 62° Fahr." Open fireplaces are, and probably will

ever remain, favourites in this country. There is no doubt that the ordmary arrange-

ment of our fireplaces is very defective. Much heat is lost— there is not an equal dif-

fusion and those sitting in the apartment are exposed to annoying drafts ot cold air.

Arranged as our buildings are, it is not easy to perceive how any very great improve-

ment could be made so long as we desire the enjoyment of an open fire, and the

luxurv of light and air.
. . •, tv tt

In the greater number of stoves proper, the objections mentioned by Dr. Ure are

obvious to every one. In the more common kinds of stove the fire is surrounded

directly by the surface to be heated, which, being placed unprotected m the room,

radiates heat and warms the air by direct contact AH such are liable to become over-

heated and then the unpleasant smell imparted to the air is highly objectionable.

Such stoves also dry the'air, and the result is that headaches ,«t^^I^^--°y'°g

sensations are produced. The common stove need not be described. Dr- ^rnot

introduced, some years since, a stove in which the arrangements were very complete

and as the combustion was regulated with much facility, they were economical The

chief feature of Arnott's stove was a mode of ad usting the amount of air supplied

to the fire A regulating valve is fitted to the aperture of the ashpit, consisting of a

Same n c ly balanced, and turning with the slightest force upon a centre
;
to this

attached a steel yard, in which are several holes for the insertion of a weight Th s

S mines exactly the size of the opening, and of course regulates the quantity of air

'X%\TJ^teslLt in these stoves there is a tendency, when the stove is not heated

above 250° or 300°, to the formation of considerable quantities of carbonic acid,

whTch finds its way into the room from the ashpit door; and when the comb-stionj

ranguid%arbonicokide is often formed, which passes away by the chminey unconsumed,

Tp'at'wm^r'ad^- of our describing the Dutch or American ^ove^^hi^^^^^^^

mainly modifications ofthe ordinary forms, which are sufficiently well ^nowm P erce s

pjTo pneumatic stove grate, shown fig. 1710, appears to meet the requ.rement of

stove of an open fire, and good ventilation, m a remarkable manner.

In the annexed sketch is delineated the operation of the Py'-«-P'^f'"^^^'^^tT'JJf"

employedTn a large room^^. 1711- The channel b, serves to supply pure air f.om a>iy

Lurce'external to'the builZg. The. amount of the supply
-^^^^if^^^::;^]!

at B and the directicm of the currents is shown by the arrows. 1 be fj^esn air is

in Us course through the stove, and ascends to the ce.lmg -here it becom- ^^^^^^^^

and then descends, passing off by the smoke flue A special tube, i>, is pro

ventilating the gas lights, as exhibited in fig. 1711.
carmine of churches is

The application of the pyro-pneuma ic stove t^^^^;^^^7°f,^°3 an abundant

extremely simple, and its effects are found highly satisfactory. tj^jt.^
J^^,,„,,

the

supply of fresh air, warmed to the desired t^^\P^^^^^"J' Jp^i^U^^^^^ It carries

influx^f an impure atmosphere from vau ts and ^^bei' sources of po^h^^^^^^^^

off the vitiated air by the smoke flue, or in cases where
^ "I?Tent to create an ample

be desirable, the warmth which it imparts to the air ,s sufficient to
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current in any shaft or ventilator that may he provided in the roof or spire of the
building.

1710

nes^ofif?firl .ncf^rr , V '"''Tl''^^ ^ ^'^^ ^'Sree, not only from the small-

S 1 securJ?nr ' f" 1^°' ^"'^ ^ff^^t f'^el consumed inIt IS secured to the uses ofwarmmg and ventilation. One element of economv cannothe too strongly insisted on, viz. the feeling of warmth and comfort (even7 it Zy

ope? fire.^'
^hich is communicated hy seeing the glow and hlaze of an

apL^u^^lfl^P'' °° exaggeration to say that with close stoves, heatingapparatus, and other arrangements, in which there is no appearance of warm?h, ^
3 JB] 2.
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much Maker temveraliire of the atmosphere is required to make it even feel as warm as in

Tat oft apXcu?heaid by an open fire. Indeed it may be fa.r y asserted that

rnn^t norsons will tolerate inconvenience and submit to expense, provided they see the

Xerfu bl"e oMhe open fire, which they are at liberty to approach at w.ll, and in

the ever varying embers of which they can conjure up visions of the past and fancies

°^<W ofX larce pyro-pnenmatic stove graves, when in full operation, is found to

be capable of heating an apartment containing 50,000 cubic feet of a.r In a very

We church, containing upwards of 175,000 cubic feet of air, and capable of accom-

modating a congregation of 1,500 persons, four of these stoves of moderate s.ze,

S-mnged in convenient positions towards the angles of the buildmg so that every

^^dividual of the congregation may see the fire, are found to be sufficien in the coldest

^Jeather, and do not Iven require to be sustained m full action, except during a few

hou s in the morning. One of these stove-grates placed in the hall or lower part of a

staiicise warms and tempers the internal climate of a large house, and gives the

Xle bilSg a plentiful supply of pure fresh air. One of the smaller grates is

Inable of warming a large room. And whether in dwelling houses, schools, churches,

or anartmentsT^^^ can readily be brought into operation at a moderate

Tosl'S witLut a^^^ (bfyond the most trifling) interference with existmg structural

" xEme' nventor has introduced what he calls the fresh air fire-lump stove grate,

whih raTbe Zs described:- This grate is formed of the purest and best fire-clay,

moulded in suitable forms, adapted to the varied arrangements that are found neces-

SJv and consists of the o^en fire-grate bars in front, surrounded at the sides and back

rv thrfire clay lumps, around which lumps an air-chamber is formed, communicating

Sth thfexSSal atmosphere, admitting air to a cavity in the lower part of the grate,

;hfcfcommunicaL wi^h the mouths of the vertical channels m^^^^^^

that surround the fire. The warmth, which is communicated to the air tt^rougn tne

Indv ortZsriumps and which, from their small conductmg power, rarely exceeds

qo°Vnd caTnev^r^be exclssive causes it to ascend through openings in the upper

^^^^^^ the^partme t ^^^^f^^tj^^

its distribution into the apartment when warmed.

STRASBURG TURPENTINE. See Abietine.

I?rIwIhIt mInUFACTURE. The mode of preparing the Tuscany or

Italian ttlw^^bypulUng the ^^^^^^^^
^^^^J^^^^

:Z;:£S^'^^~ ;=rg'urmy parties fro.

^ISSr^h^aren about a -th in t^^^-^^^^^^^^

spread out, that the dew may act upon ^t'

°|fJ',";„;^iL straw while this process is

the bleaching, it being necessary frequent^ to tu^^^^^

going on. The first process of bleaching being ?o™Pf
^^j^^^^^^ ^^^^ sorted accord-

pulled from the straw, leaving the upper part fit for i^se which is^tne^

ing to qualities ; and after being ^^^bmitted to the action of steam^ t^^^

(leaching,

exiacting its colour, then to a fum.ga^^^^^ i„

SLIS impoJ^d Z^Sa^n^Cth: dried ears of the wheat being stiU oa

^t^rcannot be bleached by a solution
"^^f^^.tkCo^

always turns the straw yellow. For f^
P^-^J^ gro^^^^^^^ having a hoop

seams papered, is to be set
'^P"g^\^^f^,V"jfton to support another ho^

nailed to its inside, about six ^'^^^^^^ ^.^^-i^';'.^^^^
successive handfuls

net stretched across it, upon which the ^tiawj to d^^^^^^^^^

loosely crossing each other. The cask having been covered wU h^^^^^^^ ^.^h,,

lid, stufi-ed with lists of cloth, a brazier of burning charcoal i

the bottom, and an iron dish eontammg piece of bnmstone^
^^^^^

brazier. The brimstone soon takes fire, and falls the casK
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whereby the straw gets bleached in the course of three or four hours. Care should bo
taken to prevent such a violent combustion oftho sulphur as might cause black burned
spots, for these cannot be afterwards removed. The straw, after being aired and
softened by spreading it upon the grass for a night, is ready to be split, preparatory
to dyeing. Blue is given by a boiling-hot solution of indigo in sulphuric acid, called
Saxon blue, diluted to the desired shade

;
yellow, by decoction of turmeric

;
red, by

boiling hanks of coarse scarlet wool in a bath of weak alum water, containing the
straw ; or directly, by cochineal, salt of tin, and tartar. Brazil wood and archil are
also employed for dyeing straw. For the other colours, see their respective titles in
this Dictionary.

STREAM-WORKS. The name given by the Cornish miners to alluvial deposits
of tin ore.

STRETCHING MACHINE. Cotton goods and other textile fabrics, either
white or printed, are prepared for the market by being stretched in a proper machine,
which lays all their warp and woof yarns in truly parallel positions. A very ingenious
and effective mechanism of this kind was made the subject of a patent by Mr. Samuel
Morand, of Manchester, in April, 1834, which serves to extend the width of calico
pieces, or of other cloths woven of cotton, wool, silk, or flax, after they have become
shrunk in the processes of bleaching, dyeing, &c. I regret that the limits of this
volume will not admit of its description. The specification of the patent is published
in Newton's Journal for December, 1835.
STRINGS (a miner's term). The name given by the Cornish miners to the small

filamentous ramifications of a metallic vein.

STRIPPING LIQUID, SILVERSMITH'S, consists of 8 parts of sulphuric acid
and 1 part of nitre,

STRONTIA (oxide of strontium), one of the alkaline earths, of which strontium, is
the metallic basis, occurs in a crystalline state, as a carbonate {strontianite), in the lead
names of Strontian, m Argyleshire— whence its name. The sulphate (celestine) is
found crystallised near Bristol, in New Red marl, and in several other parts of the
world

;
but strontian minerals are rather rare. The pure earth is prepared exactly like

baryta, from either the carbonate or the sulphate. It is a greyish-white porous mass
infusible in the furnace, not volatile, of a specific gravity between 3-0 and 4-0 • 3-930 {
(Karsten), having an alkaline reaction on vegetable colours, an acrid, burning tast'e
sharper than lime, but not so corrosive as baryta, potash, or soda. It becomes hotwhen moistened, and slakes into a white pulverulent hydrate, dissolves at 60° in 50
parts of water, and in much less at the boiling point, forming an alkaline solution,
called strontia water, which deposits crystals in four-sided tables as it cools These
contain 60-9 per cent, of water, are soluble in 52 parts of water at 60°, and in
2-4 parts of boilmg water; when heated they part with 50 per cent, of water but
retain the other parts even at a red heat. The dry earth consists of 84-6 of baseand 15-4 of oxygen. It is readily distinguished from baryta, by its inferior solubility'
and by its soluble salts giving a red tinge to flame, while those of baryta give a yellow
tmge. Fluosihcic acid precipitates the salts of the latter earth, but not those of the
former. The compounds of strontia are not poisonous, like those of baryta Theonly preparation of strontia used in the arts is the Nitrate, which see —H W Pi

Germ^TJJt'lf
•'^''^7 ^"^^

^""HT f ^^"^ ^^//.e'e'^.Ve^^^^^
Germ.) This salt is usually prepared from the sulphide of strontium, obtained bydecomposing sulphate of strontia with charcoal, by strong ignition of the mixedpowders in a crucible. This sulphide being treated with%lter, and the solutbnbeing filtered is to be neutralised with nitric acid, as indicated by the test of turmericpaper; care being taken to avoid breathing the noxious sulphu^tted hydrogen gaswhich is copiously disengaged. The neutral nitrate being properly evaporated Sd
set aside, affords colourless, transparent, slender, octahedraliystE ^t has a^^^^^^yet somewhat acrid taste; is soluble in 5 parts of cold, and intone half pa? of bo inswater Its prmcipal use is the preparation of " red fire " for pyrotechSk works andtheatrical effects. A very beautiful exhibition of red fire is obiinefbTp7epar ng agun-paper, by treating ordinary bibulous paper with nitric and sulphuL^acids andthen well washing it

;
when quite free from acid, it is to be dried, and then saturatedwith a solution of the chloride of nitrate of strontia —H W B

saturated

STRONTIUM. The metallic base of the earth strontia'; first obtained by Sir

STRUVE'S MINE VENTILATOR. The striking novelty of this ventilatorthe gigantic scale upon which it has been constructed. AltLugh in ScipTe apump of the simplest form some of the pistons have been made 20 feet inLmeterand two pumps are about bemg constructed 21 feet in diameter. See fia {712In some mines to which the machine has been applied, the rarefaction and ventila-
3 E 3
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tion has proved so strong as to prevent single doors being opened, unless protected

by supplemental doors. The circumstance of the air not bemg compressed m the

machine, admits of large valve spaces, so that there is scarcely any appreciable

resistance to the passage of the air through the machme.

The annexed drawing, fig. 1712, represents the machme m operation at the Go

1713

i HSS^^^'re^L^ron^tU of «asonry. and on six iron piilars.

I: ?rj"var'w^rfr/dr^?n1,t^eLd t'SS upr,gi,t pieces of timber. 9 incites square.

p. Cranli wheel of steam engine.

o. Piston rods.

vemor and Company's large collieries at
^--tllrTJo^^^^^

following list of licences granted to several
^f^f^f^^'Jl^^^^^^^^^^^ mining.

proof that this invention ranks high among the
"^^^^^^f

'"P'^^^^^^f^ ^bowing the air-

The sectional view explains the internid ^.o^f^^^^^T:,,'^^^^^^^^

currents ascending the upcast pit a, from the mterior of the mme imo
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The piston b, is shown immersed in water, which forms an air-tight packing.

The front or outlet valves e, are shown in the external view of the ventilator

The end of the machine is represented open in the drawing, for the convenience of
showing the inlet valves e, and of explaining the internal construction.

Mine ventilators of this construction, and of capacities varying from 20,000 to

100,000 cubic feet of air per minute, have been erected at the following colleries:—
The Eaglesbush colliery: 2 of 12 feet in diameter.
The Westminster colliery, near Wrexham : 2 of 1 7 feet in diameter.
The Mynidd-Bach-y-Glo colliery, near Swansea: 2 of 16 feet in diameter.
The Bryndu colliery, near Bridgend: 2 of 17 feet in diameter.
The Millwood colliery, near Swansea: 1 of 12 feet in diameter.
The Middle Dyffryn colliery, Aberdare, T. Powell, Esq. : 2 of 20 feet in diameter.
Cwm Avon collieries, the English Copper Company: 2 of 18 feet in diameter.
The Neath Abbey Coal Company, Neath, now erecting: 2 of 16 feet diameter.
Rhimney Valley, near Cardiff, Thomas Powell, Esq. : 2 pumps, 20 feet diameter

each.

The Risca Coal Company, Newport, Monmouthshire: 2 pumps of 20 feet diameter
each.

The Lletti Schenheir colliery, Aberdare: 2 pumps of 21 ffeet diameter each.
The air-ports, or valve-work, can be made three-fourths of the area of the pistons,

thus reducing the assistance of the air-current through the machine to a minimum.
These machines can be applied to winding shafts.
Cost of machines about 200/., for capacities of 10,000 cubic feet of air per minute
STRYCHNINE. C'^H^^N^O^. The bitter poisonous principle contained in the

different varieties of strychnos. It is usually extracted for commercial purposes from
the nux vomica bean, the seed of the 5. nux vomica. It is a well-marked alkali, and
yields a great number of crystalline salts with acids and metallic chlorides. Its true
constitution has been fully made out by the researches of Messrs. Nicholson and Abel.
Although a most valuable medicine in paralytic affections, when employed in very
small doses, it is a dangerous remedy in unskilful hands, and has been the cause of
numerous deaths arising from carelessness, without reckoning the many who have been
destroyed by it at the hands of the poisoner. Some years ago a panic was occasioned
by a rumour of its employment for the purpose of giving a bitter flavour to beer •

this has been shown to be incorrect. Still the quantities of it produced annually bv
various manufacturers could not fail to excite attention and uneasiness. As much as
1000 ounces have been known to be purchased at one time. It has been proved
however, that the chief use is for the destruction of wild animals in Australia and
other thmly peopled localities. A great number of processes have been devised for
Its preparation but, after having been subjected to the extractive operations thebean is generally found almost as bitter as before, indicating a want of economy in
the methods. Probably the best method of extraction would be to disintegrate thebeans with strong sulphuric acid (which is without action on strychnine), and then
after the addition of excess of alkali, to dissolve out the base with benzole or chlorol
form. The latter bemg distilled off would leave the strychnine nearly pure, and only
requiring crystallisation. It has been shown by John Williams, that one bean willby this process yield a considerable quantity of crystals of pure strychnine.

Ihe detection of strychnine has unhappily become a problem of only too frequentoccurrence in chemica laboratories. It is, therefore, most important that readv andaccurate methods should be known for the purpose. The following proS ss Sy berelied on
;

it is founded on that adopted by Graham and Hofmann^fSr the detection"of It when present in beer. The stomach or other organic substanoP i« tr Ko ^
small and boiled with dilute hydrochloric acid for ^ l^Z T^ln Z^ Ve ,ddfluid, after fi tration, ,s to be carefully neutralised with potash, and then digested wi h
^Tfl-^T-^rVi^^^\ separated by filtration and wTenwell drained IS to be boiled with spirit of wine. The strychnine which wUl have beenabsorbed by the charcoal will be dissolved out by the spirit. The latteris then to bPdistilled ofl on the water bath. The contents of the retort being transferred to anevaporating basin are to be exposed on the water bath until dry. The Sue is Uiento be tasted; if bitter the process may be completed, but if nobittei4ss i oSLAed i°
1 scarcely worth while to proceed, as the merest trace of strychnine is capab e of exciting the sense of extrenie bitterness. The residue is to have a slight excess of pot
^ntf '

'"""^

'S''' "P chloroform. The chloroform being separatedIS to be evaporated off The operation must be repeated if the product be coWdThe substance thus obtained is to have a little strong oil of vitrmi n^rio-q
^"^0"?ecl.

of bichromate of potash is to be rubbed on the whLeVte' t^^^^^^^
^ P'e<=!

'\'tVt^?!;^"°^' ''f
"^''^ r^P^^ ^'^'^^^ wmLcome evrd?nt.-'a G W "^^'''^

oiuccu. bee Stone, Artificial.

3 E 4
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SUBERIC ACID (from Saber, bark, hut; liorksaure. Germ.) is prepared by

digesting grated cork with nitric acid. It forms crystals, which sublime in white

vapours when heated.

It may also be obtained by boiling nitric acid with stearic, margaric, or oleic acids.

Its formula is C«IPO^UO.
SUBSALT. A salt in which the acid is insufficient to saturate the base. For a

full examination of the theory of salts see Ure's Dictionari/ of ChemiHtry.

SUBLIMATE, is any solid matter resulting from condensed vapours. See Cor-

rosive Sublimate.
SUBLIMATION, the process by which volatile matter is vaporised by heat, and

then condensed into a crystalline mass. For example, if gum benzoin is kept in a

melted state, and even a cap of paper kept above it, the benzoic acid is first volatilised

and then condensed on the paper. Sec AMMO^auM Chloride, for an example of

sublimation.

SUCCINIC ACID, Acid of Amber (Acide Succinique, Fr.; Bernsleinsiiure, Germ.),

was formerly obtained by the destructive distillation of amber, in which process it was

accompanied by an essential oil, and a little acetic acid ; it was purified by bemg

precipitated as succinate of lead, which, after being well washed, was decomposed by

the equivalent quantity of sulphuric acid ; the solution of succinic acid, thus obtauied,

was evaporated, and allowed to cool, when the succinic acid crystallised out. It

seems to exist ready formed in amber. _ . .

It is easily obtained artificially by acting on stearic or palmitic acid with nitric

acid It also occurs in the leaves of the wormwood, and in many of the resins of the

pine tribe. It may likewise be obtained by fermentation from asparagm, and from

malic acid, malate of lime yielding nearly one-third of its weight of it.

In order to produce it from malic acid, 3 lbs. of crude malate of lime are to be dif-

fused through a gallon of warm water, and four ounces of decayed cheese added to the

mixture which is to be kept at the temperature of 100° for about a week. Carbonic

acid is disengaged, whilst a mixture of crystallised carbonate and succmate of lime is

deposited, and acetate of lime remains in solution.

Malate of lime. Succinate of lime. Acetate of lime.

'3(2CaO,C«H^O«j = 2(2CaO^C«H*0») + C^SbTO + CaO,CO^ + 3C0^ + HO.

The succinate of lime is to be washed with cold water, and decomposed by hydro-

chloric acid, and the succinic acid purified by crystallisation. Sometimes there is m

this process some lactic acid, and perhaps butyric acid formed ;
butyric acid by the

action of nitric acid is converted into succinic acid.

Butyric acid. Succinic acid.

'hO,C8H'6^ + 0« = 2H0,C'H^0« + 2HO.

Succinic acid crystallises in large, regular rhombic tables, soluble in five parts of

rold and two of boiling water. It is freely soluble in alcohol, but only sparingly so

in ether It its Keen 347° and 356°, but if suddenly heated to 4550. it melts

and sub imes completely. It may be obtained anhydrous by distilhng it 1^^"^^^^^^'^^'

^horhoric acid. Its principal use is for the precipitation of the persalts of iron from

Sal sluons, when we wish to separate iron from nickel,.cobaU, and magnanese

,

for this purpose it is used in the form of succmate of ammonia.—H. K. a.

SUGAR tlJrfFr^' Zucker, Germ.) is, with some slight exception, the sweet

weeks to pfoduce a substance with the properties of grape sugar. 0"^ pint o g y

Sue in fo pints of water is added to the --ibrane, which
^-l^-^-^^l^^iC^o^

the weight of the glycerine. The time fquired is 10 to 12 week u P
^^^.^^

begins it is destroyed. The third variety is found
f^"'j!' Besides those

has been long boiled, or heated with acids ; this is called fruit sugar.
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three principal kinds, the sugar of milk, and the sugar of manna, or mannite, are

found closely allied, and may be called two other species. Allied to these is sor-

f'ine, extracted from tlie elderberry, and mosite, which occurs in the flesh of animals.

Sugar, extracted either from the cane, the beet, or the maple, is identical in its pro-

perties and composition, when refined to the same pitch of purity ; that of the beet is

said to surpass the other two in cohesive force, since larger and firmer crystals of it

are obtained from a clarified solution of equal density ; but this probably arises from
the superiority of European over tropical manufacture. Sugar melts at 320° Fahr.,
and on cooling forms a transparent substance usually called barley sugar. When
heated to between 400° and 410° Fahr, it loses two equivalents of water and becomes
brown. Sugar thus fused is no longer capable of crystallisation, and is called caramel
by the French. It is used for colouring liqueurs. Indeed, sugar is so susceptible of
change by heat, that if a colourless solution of it be exposed for some time to the tern •

perature of boiling water, it becomes brown and partially uncrystallisable. Acids exer-
cise such an injurious influence upon sugar, that after remaining in contact with it for a
little while, though they be rendered thoroughly neutral, a great part of the sugar will
refuse to crystallise. Thus, if oxalic or tartaric acid be added to sugar in solution, and
boiled, no crystals of sugar can be obtained by evaporation, even though the acids be
neutralised by chalk or carbonate of lime. By boiling cane sugar with dilute sulphu-
ric acid, and keeping it at least at 150° Fahr., it is changed into grape sugar, and
then entirely into uncrystallisable sugar. Nitric acid converts sugar into oxalic
acid. Alkaline matter is likewise most detrimental to the grain of sugar ; as is
always evinced by the large quantity of molasses formed when an excess of lime has
been used in clarifying the juice of the cane or the beet.

Manufacturers of sugar should, therefore, be particularly watchful against the for-
mation of acid from decomposition, or the introduction of any excess of alkali or
alkaline earth.

'

When one piece of lump sugar is rubbed against another in the dark, light is
emitted. °

Sugar is soluble in all proportions in water, but it takes four parts of spirits ofwine
of spec. grav. 0-8.S0, and 80 of absolute alcohol, to dissolve it, both being at a boiling
temperature. As the alcohol cools, it deposits the sugar in crystals. Caramelised and
uncrystallisable sugar dissolve readily in alcohol. Pure sugar is unchangeable in the
air, even when dissolved in a good deal of water, if the solution be kept covered, at
least m the dark; but with a very small addition of gluten, the solution soon begins
to ferment whereby the sugar is decomposed into alcohol and carbonic acid, by the
action of the air

; it then passes into acetic acid, when it may be still farther decom-
posed.

Sugar forms chemical compounds with the salifiable bases. It dissolves readily in
caustic potash lye, whereby it loses its sweet taste, and aflPords on evaporatioa a masswhich is insoluble in alcohol. When the lye is neutralised by sulphuric acid the
sugar recovers partially its sweet taste, and may be separated from the sulphate of
potash by alcohol, but it will no longer crystallise.

That sj'rup possesses the property of dissolving the alkaline earths, lime, magnesia
strontia, baryta, &c., was demonstrated long ago by Mr.Kamsay, of Glaseow Hesays that syrup is capable of dissolving half as much lime as it contains of suear •

and as much strontia as sugar. ° '

v,i^ ^-nl^
boiled with oxide of lead in excess, if the solution be filtered boiling

hot, and If the phial be corked m which it is received, white bulky flocks will fall tohe bottom in the course of 24 hours. This compound is best dried in ZZw It
18 in both cases light, tasteless, and insoluble in cold and boiling water it takes firehke German tinder (Amabou) when touched at one point with^arigni ed body andburns away, leaving small globules of lead. It dissolves in aciH.: «nH ITc^ T ^

acetate of lead, which form! with the oxide a s^bsS and set'tt^u^^^
"^'^^'^

Carbonic acid gas passed through water in which the above saccharate is diffuseddecomposes it, with precipitation of carbonate of lead. From theT^rfulac ionexercised upon sugar by acids and oxide of lead, we may see the faLT^aid danSof using these chemical reagents in sugar-refining. Sugar possesses the ^emnrl- ,f>l!property of dissolving the oxide, as weU as the su^acetal o/copTer (ver^^^^^of counteracting their poisonous operation. Orfila found thai a dose of veSi^riswhich would kill a dog m an hour or two, might be swallowed with impunitv nrovided It was mixed with a considerable quantity of sugar When a Rnl.uinr, 5' ^
IS boiled with the acetate of copper, it cises an^ abundant prTci Lte of ZtfxEfcopper; when boiled with the nitrates of mercury and silver or the chloH^P if
It reduces the respective bases to the metallic state.

cciSitrwfthtLS ^"g-^- Fi"cipal
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Cane sugar, or sucrose

Grape or starch sugar, or glucose

Fruit sugar, or fructose

Milk sugar, or lactose

Manua sugar, or mellitose

C'2H"0"
Ci2H'''0'-'',2HO

C'^H'^O'^ at 212° F.
C21H1BQ195HO

Compounds of cane sugar called sugarates.

"With soda

With potash

With lime

With baryta

With lead

With common salt

With baryta

With lime

With lead

With common salt

NaO,C"H"0'>
K0,C'2H"0"
CaO,C'2H"0"
BaO,C'2H''0»

C^^^.O'^or 2PbO,C'2H»0»

NaCl,C2^H"0«

Compounds of grape sugar, or glucose.

.H
B 20^*.6HO, orSBaO.C^^H^sQ^
Ba'

C^^^Io^SeHO, or 3CaO,C2*H«0^^

C2^5^3 0VHO,or6l
C24224024^NaCl,2HO

C-^^3 0'S4HO, or 6PbO,C2^H2'0'=»

Cane sugar is soluble in all proportions in boiling -water, and in \ of cold.

It is sparingly soluble in alcohol of 70 pc. and insoluble in absolute alcohol. The

following table, by Payen shows the quantity of sugar contained in saccharme

solutions of various specific gravity at 59° F. :

—

Parts of sugar. Parts of water.
_

100 dissolved in 50 give a syrup

100 60 »>

100 » 70 >»

100 » 80 »
100 »>

90 >»

100 n 100 n
100 n 120 »>

100 >»
140 n

100 >»
160 »>

100 » 180 »

100 >»
200 »

100 »>
250 >»

100 »»
350 »»

100 >»
450 »

100 »»
550

100 » 650 »
100 n • 750

100 »»
945

100 J»
1145

100 »>
1945 »

100 » 2445 II

100 »5
2945 >»

Specific gravity,

of 1 -345

1-322

1-297

1-281

1-266

1-257

1-222

1-200

1-187

1-176

1-170

1-147

l-lll

1-089

1-074

1-063

1055
1-045

1-030

1-022

1-018

1-015

The folio-wing table appeared in a previous

much used

edition of this work, and has been

Sugar in one hundred parts

by weight.

66-666 -

50-000 -

40-000 -

33-333 -

31-250 -

29-412 -

26-316 -

Sp. gr. at 60°.

1-3260

1-2310

1-1777

1-1400

1-1340

1-1250
1-1110

Sugar in one hundred parts

by weight.

25 000 -

21-740 -

20-000 -

16-666 -

12-500 -

10-000 -

Sp. gr. at 60".

1-1045

1-0905

1-0820

1-0685

1-0500

1-0395
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The annexed table, constructed by Neimann for the normal temperature of 63°,

with the same object, is also submitted :

—

Sugar. Water. Specific Gravity. Sugar. Water. Specific gravity.

U 1 nn 1 uuuu 64 1*1582

I
00y y 1 UUOJ 63 1*1631

C) yo 62 1*1681

Qo 0*7y /
1 .ni HA1 UlUo fil 1*1731

A4 OAat) i U14o 1*1781
eD y 0 1 ui /y 1*1832

b y* X 1 OOfJ

7 yo X 1 J OtJ

Qo y^ 1 U— y 1 *±rk 56 1*1989

y Q 1y i 1 UoZO 4.^ 55
1 n on 46 54 1*2098
1 1l i 47 53 1*2153

1 9 88 1*0456 48 52 1*2209

13 87 1*0504 49 51 1*2265

14. 86 1*0552 50 50 1*2322

15 85 1*0600 51 49 1*2378

Ifi 84 1*0647 52 48 1*2434

17 83 1*0698 53 47 1*2490

1ft 82 1 *0734 54 46 1*2540
1 Q 81 1 •f)7fi4. 55 45

J. \JOtJ\J 44 X ^ OiJO

21 70 1*0875 57 43 1 •971 4.X ^ / X '±

22 78 1*0920 58 42 1 •2770

23 77 1*0965 59 41 1 •9fi9fi

24 76 1*1010 60 40 1 •9SR9X JiOO^

25 75 1*1056 61 39 1*9Q3^X ^UOiJ

26 74 I'llOS 62 38 X ^uu^
27 73 1*1150 63 37 X tjKJtjyJ

28 72 1*1197 64 X o 1 yjD

29 71 1*1245 65 35 1-3160
30 70 1*1293 66 34 1*3215
31 69 1*1340 67 33 1*3270
32 68 1*1388 68 32 1*3324
33 67 1*1436 69 31 1*3377
34 66 1*1484 70 30 1*3430
35 65 1*1538

The specific gravity of crystallised cane sugar is 1*594. Crystallised cane sugar
seems to be the most complete type of sugar known. Its crystals are the largest and
most regular, and its taste the sweetest. These crystals are rhomboidal prisms, and
appear largest in the form of sugar candy. When boiled much or heated with acids
it would appear that a lower form of sugar resulted, namely, grape-sugar. This sugar
crystallises with diflSculty in tufts of small needles. - When the same treatment is
further continued the power to crystallise is entirely lost. It has been attempted, but
without success, to reverse these processes. The solution of this problem would be of
great value to the world, and already much time and talent have been expended upon it.

At 300° sugar loses 0*6 per cent, and remains uninjured after seven hours ; it melts
at 320°, and at this point it seems to have lost some of its sweetness, and probably a
portion of water. The same result is obtained at a lower temperature if more time
is allowed. The colour is changed to an orange-yellow at 410°: the sugar loses
three equivalents of water, becomes gradually brown, has an empyreumatic taste, and
is called caraviel. With a heat approaching to a red heat, carburetted hydrogen,
carbonic acid, acetic acid, and empyreumatic oils are produced, and carbon remains',
amounting to 25 per cent, of the original mass. This disengagement of gases occurs
with immense enlargement of volume, so that the carbonaceous residue is rendered
exceedingly porous. If these gaseous products are inflamed, which may be done at 500°
the amount of heat disengaged is very great. It is believed generally that a perfectly
pure solution of cane sugar in water will not decompose: this certainly is found to
be the case in very dense solutions, at least after the lapse of several years *, but when
weak solutions are used, decomposition is effected in the course of a few months even
though the sugar is pure, the water distilled, and the vessel remain unopened.

'
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Solutions of sugar are readily decomposed by acids as well as by acid salts of every

kind. They are decomposed also almost as readily by caustic alkaline solutions, and

by hot solutions of the carbonated fixed alkalies. Under the name alkaline solutions

must be included both baryta and lime, if heat is to be long used, but both of these

substances form compounds with sugar, the first of which will be treated of when

beet-root sugar is under consideration. The compound of sugar and lime is very

soluble in cold water, but is precipitated on heating. The amount dissolved is shown

to be a true equivalent, by the inquiries of Peligot, who has proposed an ingenious

method of ascertaining the amount of sugar in a solution by the estimation of the

lime which it will dissolve. The lime in this process is estimated alkalimetrically by

means of an acid. The following table has been constructed by M. Peligot for

calculating the results:—

Quantity of sugar
fl i >;«;nl vpil in 1 00

parts of water.
Density of syrup.

Density of syrup
when saturatetl

with lime.

100 parts of residue dried at 120°

contain

Lime. Sugar.

40-0 1-122 1-179 21-0 790
37-5 1-116 1-175 20-8 79-2

35-0 1-110 1-166 20-5 79-5

32-5 1-103 1-159 20-3 79-7

30-0 1-096 1-148 201 79-9

27-5 1-089 1-139 19-9 80-1

25-0 1-082 1128 19-8 80-2

22-5 1-075 1-116 19-3 80-7

20-0 1-068 1-104 18-8 81-2

17-5 1 060 1-092 18-7 81-3

150 1-052 1-080 18-5 81-5

12-5 1-044 1-067 18-3 81-7

100 1-036 1-053 18-1 81-9

7-5 1027 1-040 16-9 831
5-0 1-018 1-026 15-3 84-7

2-5 1-009 1-014 13-8 86-2

Su"-ar has the capacity of reducing many of the higher to lower oxides, and also

of entirely reducing the oxides of some of the metals. At the same time it effects

the oxidation of some of the commoner metals, and keeps the oxides m solution.

As an example of these actions, the hydrated peroxide of iron is reduced to protoxide,

and retained in solution, whilst the hydrated oxide of copper is reduced to the sub-

oxide and precipitated in solutions both of grape sugar and uncrystallisable sugar.

This action has been proposed as a mode of estimating the proportion of grape and

uncrystallisable sugar in saccharine solutions, as wiU be shown. Iron is readily

acted upon by grape and uncrystaUisable sugar, and is retained in solution by sugar ot

every kind. Neither iron, zinc, nor lead are thrown down from sugar solutions by

the usual alkaline reagents, bnt sulphide of ammonium separates them entirely.

Saccharimein.—We now come to the estimation of sugar, which is most simply

performed by the hydrometer, when the solutions are pure and the kind oi sugar

known. But commercially it is required to ascertain the proportions of cane sugar, un-

crystallisable sugar, water and impurities, and t^is is accomplished most successfid y

by means of the polarising saccharometer proposed by Biot and '"^proved by SoleU.

The following is a description of this beautiful instrument :
— Two tubular parts, T

and T" T'" fias. 1714 and, 1715, constitute the principal part of the saccharometer

The Tight e;fe?s «, through aNicol's prism 9, shown -P--tely,y?,.1714, at o, an^^^^^^^^^^^^

first an achromatic polarising prism p, and shown separa ely at v and afterwar^

through a plate of quartz of double rotation at p', which is also shown Q- Jhis Plate

is composed of two semi-discs cut perpend cularly to the ^^'^^
^^Y

thoueh exactly of equal thickness and equal rotating power, the one turns the ra) to

the right whife the other turns it to the left. At p", the ray passes a plate of quarts

of sinfle r^tat on and at 1 1', two wedges of quartz endued with the power of rotation.

l^JitcomrarT'dlection t; the preceding p^ate. These two wedg^^

sented in 1715 a, and are so made that by turning the milled head b, ^he sura ot t

Skness can be'increased or diminished at pleasure, while
ray t. av^^^^^^

shown by the ivory graduated scale e e', and vernier v v . *j^t7f„"r,i„ht
an analysing prism^a, and an eye-piece l. If the instrument

'^^f^'^^Ij^^;^^^
the observer will see a luminous disc, bisected by a central line (pioduced i>j
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junction of the two semi-discs of quartz) of exactly the same tint, but which tint

may be varied at pleasure, by rotating the Nicol's prism n, by means of the milled

1714

head b. If, however, we interpose between p' a.nip", the tube c,Jig. 1714, filled with
i solution of cane sugar, and the ends closed with glass, the semi-discs will be

J 'Mill,
e

Kllll
it 0

i'i'i'i'il'iVi|'ly/'^|"|li"^'|ii'i'iV.n"i

V 0

differenlly coloured. Cane sugar, possessing the power of circular polarisation,
combines with the rotating power of the half disc which turns the ray to the rieht
but tends to neutralise the half disc, whose direction is the reverse. By increasinl ordiminishing the thickness of the wedges of quartz IV, to the extent required for clun-teractmg their rotation to the right, and causing the semi-discs to reassume the samecolours, we have a means by the graduated scale e e', v v', of measuring the rotatingpower, which is exactly proportional to the amount of cane sugar, temperatures bein|equal, and no foreign substance having the power of circular polarisation being present^To apply this method, the deviation must be known which is produced by a solu-tion of sugar of known strength. For this purpose a given weight, of sugar isdissolved in such a quantity of distilled water that the%olution occupies a fivenvolume,

y. Sufficient of this solution is taken to fill a tube of. a certain^ fength^ andhe deviation suffered by the p ane of polarisation of the luminous ray passing fhrShis tube IS measured. Let this deviation be a. Let then other quantities^of sugarbe dissolved in sufficient water to give the same volmne of solution, V ; and let fhedeviations produced by these solutions in the same tube be- a' a."\"' &c thenthe quantities of sugar contained in the volume, V, of these liquids will be' repre°
sented by the products e ^.e^. .^Z, &e., respectively. If the sugar examined,
instead of being pure, is mixed with other but inactive substances, it is evident that
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these same products express the absolute weights of pure sugar contained in the

weights of substances employed in the fonnaUon of the liquids of the given volume.

V It is possible to employ proof tubes of different lengths ;
but it is then necessary

to reduce by calculation the observed deflections to those which would have been

n^ofteVLpin'^sTiaTso^^^^^^ of sugar which have to be examined are turbid or

Rtronfflv coloured When this interferes with the examination, they must be clarified

nnd rendered either quite colourless, or when this is not possible the colour must be

at least reduced. This is often effected by precipitating the colouring matter of

the svrups with subacetate of lead ; but the most accurate method is by a filter of

animal charcoal. The filtrates are then examined. When syrups contain, besides

cane sucar, other constituents which exert an action upon the plane of polarisation

the amount of cane sugar present may be determined by invertmg, by means of

hvdrochloric acid, the rotary power of the cane sugar. No other saccharine sub-

stance is, in fact, known which suffers a similar change under the same circums ances.

If, for instance, the liquid under examination contains besides cane sugar, glucose,

whose rotary action on {he plane of polarisation is in the same direction as that of

Ine sugar ; if a' be the deviation observed to be produced by the Huid, then a «

eviden ly the sum of the separate deflections of the cane sugar x, and of the glucose

r About one tenth of its volume of hydrochloric acid is added to the syrup and it

fskent for ten Sutes at a temperature of uoo_154°. The cane sugar is thereby

coSetely tranXm^^^ into noncry stall isable sngar, which turns the plane of polar.sa-

tSo the left ^^hile the rotary power of the glucose undergoes no alteration When

tZ change has been effected, the new deviation, a", of the liquid is observed. It is

nortWifferencrbetween the deviation y of the glucose and ^at of the noncrys-

Sable uear derived from the cane sugars. But the degree of dilution of the

UquXvInllen changed by the addition of the hydrochloric acid, the deviation

observed a", must be replaced by the deviation, which would have been ob-

served if the inversion could have been produced without the addition of hydrochloric

Tcir Admitting therefore that a quantity of cane sugarwhich effects a deviation, x gives

rise to a qu2y of noncrystallisable sugar which effects a deviation, r we have-

Before the inversion, x + t/= a.'

10
After the inversion, y + r x= —

turning the plane »
''-t,, '°,„ ?hrri^ the one sngar,

We then have— . . , „/
Before inversion, x — z = a'.

10 „
After inversion, z + r x = — a- .

t.-^;ra.ts»^
nower of this kind of sugar.

f<:.mr,prntnrp from +10 to +35
^
The table appended includes ^ach degree of^^^

PPntiu-rade and for qualities increasing in hundreatns, inis raufc, 5

rj ttlal purposes either in Eu,^^^^^^^^^^^
,

To note the temperature at which the observa^^ion .s^^^
a thermometer, t, is placed,

vided with a vertical branch, is employed. In tbis Mancn

The following are two f^.-P^^^lt^.^.^eplrerin t^^^ P-
1 . A solution of a saccharine s'^hstance prepared m t

portions of weight and volume ecommended and giving Det
_ _ ^.^.^.^^^

lation a notation on the left-hand part of the scale ot

And after the inversion (the temperature being + 15 ;
a noi

^ _ divisions.

the opposite direction of - - " " '

- 95 divisions.

Sum of the inversions - -
'
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2. Another liquor similarly prepared, giving before the inversion a

notation on the left of - -- -- -- -- 80 divisions.

And after the inversion, at the temperature of+ 20°, another notation

of the same direction, but only of 26 divisions.

Difference expressing the value of the inversion - 54 divisions.

The strength of the two solutions will be found thus ; for the first, by seeing

what is the figure of the column representing 15°, which is the nearest to the

sum of the inversion, 95 divisions: it will be observed that this figure is 95*5, and
that it corresponds to quality 70, shown on the same horizontal line in the last column
but one, A ; hence we conclude that the substance contained 70 per cent, of sugar.

As to the second solution, the figure nearest 54 is 53 6, in the column for the tem-

perature of+ 20°, and the strength sought will be 40% on the same line in the column
of qualities. Finally, we shall find, besides, in the last column, B, of the table, the

quantity in grammes and centigrammes of the sugar contained per litre in the solu-

tions, which is 114 gr. 45 for the first, and 65 gr, 40 fot ib£ second.

Other methods for the estimation of sugar have beeii a^pted. We have already

described Peligot's method by means of lime. When sugar is formed from starch,

its complete saccharification may be determined by the action of sulphuric acid, for

if on a strong solution of imperfectly formed grape sugar, nearly. boiling hot, one

drop of strong sulphuric acid be added, no perceptible change will ensue, but if the

acid be dropped into solutions of either cane or perfectly formed grape sugar, black,

carbonaceous particles will make their appearance. "^^i^
^

The black oxi^e of copper is not affected by being boiled ^n soi'ution of starch

sugar. \
" If a solution of grape sugar," says Trommer, " and potash, bel|reated with a solu-

tion of sulphate of copper, till the separated hydrate is re-dissolved, a precipitate of

red oxide will soon take place, at common temperatures, but it immediately ^forms if

the mixture is heated. A liquid containing fg^L^ of grape sugar, even one-millionth

part," says he, " gives a perceptible tinge (orange), if the light is let fall upon it." To

obtain such an exact result, very great nicety must be used in the dose of alkali,

which is found extremely difficult to hit. With a regulated alkaline mixture, how-

ver, an exceedingly small portion of starch sugar, is readily detected, even when

mixed with Muscovado sugar.

Fehling has reduced this to a quantitative test, and makes a solution of copper

that will keep permanently. This is seen by the following:

—

40 grammes of sulphate of copper,

160 grammes of neutral tartrate of potassa, or 200 grammes of tartrate oi soda,

dissolved and added to

700 800 cub. c. (grammes) of caustic soda, specific gravity 1-12.

This is diluted with water to 1154-5 cub. c.

Of this solution 1 cub. c. = 0 0050 grape sugar, or •

0 0047 5 cane sugar. v

Grains may be used instead of grammes, and then 1 grain =0=0050 "grape sugar,

without change of calculation.

,„Opansofg.» - - 1 ,,„.,<,.o,or.98WO.
,

90 „ starch, - - - " J ^
^

Urine may be tested with this. It should be first diluted 10 to 20 times with water;

when the test is added, it should be boiled a few seconds, when the suboxide of copper

falls Very constant results may be obtamed.
.

Caramelin is the name given by E. Maumene ^ ^^°-'?.^"Jt?n toThi^^^^^^^^
acids and alkalies, which is produced by eTfP--^-g/"f,^7'^l?/f^^^^^^^^^

its weieht of chloride of tin, and heating it to about 220° idhr. It is ^ n u, ana

bei^g instant has been pr'oposed by him to be used as a test of the presence and

^^XrslefdS; minute quantities of sugar by means of chromatic of potash.

'"S writers alluded to are these : T»^eophrastus. Dioscondes^^^^^^^

Pliny : some of them speak distinctly of canes and reeds^^ ^umboldt atter m

elaborate historical and botanical researches m ^^'^ ^ew odd has amve

conclusion that before America discovered by the bpan a^^^^^

that continent and the adjacent islands were entirely unacquainted wUn tne gu
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cunes with any of our corn plants, and with rice. The progressive diffusion of the

cine has been Ihus traced out by the partisans of its oriental ong.n. From the interior

of Asia it was transplanted first into Cyprus, and thence into Sicily, or possibly by

the Saracens directly into the latter island, in which a large quantity of sugar was

manufactured in the year 1148. Lafitau relates the donation made by William the

Second, King of Sicily, to the convent of St. Benoit, of a mill for crushing sugar canes,

alon" with all its privileges, workmen, and dependencies: which remarkable gitt beais

the date of 1 166. According to this author, the sugar cane must have been imported

into Europe at the period of the Crusades. The monk Albertus Aquensis, m the des-

ciiption which he has given of the processes employed at Acre and at InpoUto

extract sugar, says that in the Holy Land the Chri>tian soldiers being short of pro-

visions, had recourse to sugar canes, which they chewed for subsistence iowards

the year 1420, Dom Henry, Regent of Portugal, caused the sugar cane to be imported

into Madeira from Sicily. This plant succeeded perfectly in Madeira and the Canaries

;

and until the discovery of America, these islands supplied Europe with the greater

portion of the sugar which it consumed.
, -r, -i v *

The cane is said by some to have passed from the Canaries into the Brazils
;
but

by others from the coast of Angola in Africa, where the Portuguese had a sugar

colony. It was transported in 1506, from the Brazils and the Canaries, into Hispan-

iola or Hayti, where several crushing-mills were constructed in a short time. It

would appear, moreover, from the statement of Peter Martyr, in the third book of his

first Decade, written during the second expedition of Christopher Columbus, which

happened between 1493 and 1495, that even at this date the cultivation of the sugar

cane was widely spread in St. Domingo. '
• o •

Twenty-eight sugar works established by the Spaniards existed m St. Domingo m
1518. Sugar was first brought to England in 156.3, by Admiral Hawkins, and a

century later English planters were realising great wealth in Barbadoes.

It has been supposed to have been introduced into Hayti by Columbus himself, at

his first voyage, along with other productions of Spain and the Canaries, and that there-

fore its cultivation had come into considerable activity at the period of his second ex-

pedition. Towards the middle of the 17th century, the sugar cane was imported into

Barbadoes from Brazil, then into the other English West Indian possessions, into the

Spanish Islands on the coast of America, into Mexico, Peru, Chili, and, last of all,

into the French, Dutch, and Danish colonies.

The sugar cane, Arundo saccharifera, is a plant of the graminiferous family, which

varies in height from 8 to 10, or even to 20 feet. Its diameter is about an inch and

a half ; its stem is dense, brittle, and of a green hue, which verges to yellow at the

approach of maturity. It is divided by prominent annular joints of a whitish-yellow

colour. These joints are placed about 3 inches apart; and send forth leaves, which

fall off with the ripening of the plant. The leaves are 3 or 4 feet long, flat, straight,

pointed, from I to 2 inches in breadth, of a sea-green tint, striated in their length,

alternate, embracing the stem by their base. They are nuirked along their edge's

with almost imperceptible teeth. In the 1 1th or 12th month of their growth the

canes push forth at their top a sprout 7 or 8 feet in height, nearly half an inch in

diameter, smooth, and without joints, to Avhich the name arrow, is given. This is

terminated by an ample panicle, about 2 feet long, divided into several knotty ramifi-

cations, composed of very numerous flowers, of a white colour, apetalous, and

furnished with 3 stamens, the anthers of which are a little oblong. The roots of the

sugar cane are jointed and nearly cylindrical ; in diameter they are about one twelfth

of an inch ; iu their utmost length 1 foot, presenting over their surface a few shjrt

radicles.

The stem of the cane in its ripe state is heavy, very smooth, brittle, of a yellowish-

violet, reddish, or whitish colour, according to the variety. It is filled with a fibrous,

spongy, dirty-white pith, which contains very abundant sweet juice. This juice is

elaborated separately in each internodary portion, the functions of which are in this

respect independent of the portions above and below. The cane is propagated by
cuttings or joints of proper lengths, from 15 to 20 inches, in proportion to the nearness

of the joints, which are generally taken from the tops of the canes, just below the

leaves.

There are several varieties of the sugar cane. The longest known is the Creole, or

common sugar cane, which was originally introduced at Madeira. It grows freely

in every region within the tropics, on a moist soil, even at an elevation of 3000 feet

above the level of the sea. In Mexico, among the mountains of Caudina-Masca, it is

cultivated to a height of more than 500U feet. The quantity a. d quality of sugar
which it yields, is proportional to the heat of the place where it grows, provided it be
nut too moist and marshy.

Another variety is the Otaheitan cane. It was introduced into the West Indies
3 F 2
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1716

about the end of the 18th century. This variety, stronger, taller, •with longer spaces
between the joints, quicker in its growth, and much more productive in sugiir,

succeeds perfectly well in lands which seem too much impoverished to grow tlie

ordinary cane. It sends forth shoots at temperatures which chill the growth and
development of the creole plant. Its maturation does not take more than a year, and
is accomplished sometimes in nine months. From the strength of its stem, and the
woodiness of its fibres, it better resists the storms. It weighs a third more, aftbrds a
sixth more juice, and a fourth more sugar, than the common variety. It yields four
crops in the same time that the creole cane yields only three. Its juice contains
less fcculency and mucilage, whence its sugar is more easily crystallised, and of a
fairer colour.

Another variety, valuable chiefly from its hardiness, is the purple violet from Java.
It grows from eight to ten feet high. This cane is covered with a resinous film
which is difficult to grind ; but as the sugar yielded is of excellent quality, this

variety is of considerable value in bordering cane fields, protecting them from the
inroads of cattle.

There is a caste in Ceylon, called jaggeraros, who make sugar from the produce of
the Caryota urens, or Kitul tree ; and the sugar is styled jaggery.
Sugar is not usually made in Ceylon from the sugar cane ; but
either from the juice of the Kitul, from the Cocos nucifera, or the
BorassusJiabelliformis (the Palmyra tree).

Several sorts of cane are cultivated in India.

The cadjoolee (Jig. 1716) is a purple coloured cane; yields a
sweeter and richer juice than the yellow or light coloured, but in

less quantities, and is harder to press. It grows in dry lands.

When eaten raw, it is somewhat dry and pithy in the mouth, but is

esteemed very good for making sugar. It is not known to the
West India planter. The leaves rise from a point 6 feet above
the ground. An oblique and transverse section of the cane is

represented by the parts near the bottom of the figure.

The pooree is a light-coloured cane, yellow, inclining to white,

deeper yellow when ripe and on rich ground. West India planters

consider it the same sort as one of theirs. It is softer and more juicy

than the preceding, but the juice is less rich, and produces a weaker
sugar. It requires seven parts of pooree juice to make as much
goor as is produced from six of the cadjoolee. Much of this cane

is brought to the Calcutta market, and eaten raw.

The cullorah thrives in swampy lands, is light-coloured, and
grows to a great height. Its juice is more watery, and yields a

weaker sugar also than the cadjoolee.

The manufacture of sugar in Bengal is conducted by the natives

in the most primitive manner possible ; the poverty and ignorance

of the ryots or peasants being serious obstacles to the introduction

of any system different from that practised by their forefathers.

Early in June the soil is brought into a soft muddy state ; slips of

the cane, with one or two joints, are planted in rows about three

feet six inches apart, and one foot six inches asunder in the rows ; when about three

inches above ground the earth is partially loosened, and in August trenches are cut,

to drain off any superfluous moisture. From three to six canes spring from each slip.

When about three feet high the lower leaves are wrapped round the canes and the

whole from each slip supported by bamboos. The cutting commences in January or

February, the canes being then eight or ten feet high, and one to one and a half

inch thick, and are passed through a mill of the rudest construction, which will be

fully described when sugar-mills are treated of.

The juice of the date tree is collected in pots by tapping the stem, and afterwards

undergoes the same process as cane juice.

The cost of cultivating an acre of land in the neighbourhood of Calcutta may be

estimated as follows:

—

C. Rupees and pice.

To ground rent 2 8

„ ploughing 1 0

„ weeding 2 8

„ watering 1 4

„ seeds 4 8

„ cutting a 0

„ crushing 15 0

per biggah, equal per acre to about

£
0
0

0
0
1

1

E.

17

7

17

8

II

1

5

d.

6

0

6

9

6

0

0
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To pots, bags"&rr^"rp:rbiggah, equal per acre to abo^ 7 0

'

„ profit 14 14 „ ». " 5 o

By Khaur, 9 Bengal maunds per biggah at C.R. 3.8, equal

per acre to 23 cwts. 1 qr. lib. at 9s. 6rf. _ " '
,

By Molasses, 7 Bengal maunds per biggah at C.R. 10, equal
a n l^o 5 Q

per acre to 17 cwts. 3qrs. 25lbs. at is. 4rf. - - - ______ JL .

Such is the return from the rich plains of India under the wretched system carried

on by the natives. In the West Indies similar land produces a much larger q'^antity,

aSd greatly superior in quality. In the above calculations the expenses are those

payable fo? contract work, but the ryot and his family being m many cases nearly

the only labourers on their small patches of land, the wages may be considered as a

portion of their profit. The climate and soil of India are all that can be desired for

the cultivation of sugar, and land and labour being abundant and cheap no country

can hold out a better prospect of success for the prosecution of such a tnide by the

En-lish capitalist, with improved machinery, if coupled with science and industry.

S'ome Years ago returns were made to the Indian Government by the magistrates

of the various districts of Bengal and North-Western Provinces, of the estimated pro-

duct and local consumption of sugar throughout the country, which gave the follow-

ing quantities:-
Bengal Maunds. Tons.

Production per annum - - - - 18,734,909 = 693,885

Local consumption 11»778,356 = 436,223

6,956,553 257,662

The largest quantity ever exported from Calcutta was about - 70,000

Which leaves unaccounted for about 187,6G2

These returns were not considered very satisfactory ; no great reliance can, there-

fore be placed on their correctness.

The China cane is said to be extremely hardy, standing both cold and drought,

and, with abundant rain, giving out as many as thirty shoots. It resists the in-

roads of the white ants, which cannot penetrate its hard crust, whilst it is also proof

against the teeth of the jackals. It requires, however, a stronger mill for grind-

ing than the other varieties mentioned. Mr. Wi-ay asserts that the Salangore

cane is the finest in the Straits of Singapore, and perhaps in the world. He says

that he has cut five from one stool, which were of a weight of from 17 lbs. to 25 lbs.

They have been known to produce 7200 lbs. of undrained sugar per acre, equal to

5800 lbs. of dry sugar for shipping.

Dr. Livingstone says that sugar is cultivated in the Shire valley, as well as many-

parts of Africa near the Zambesi, and may be had for as little as one halfpenny per

pound. There is field enough for great enterprise in that direction. The amount

obtainable has not been investigated.

In all the colonies of the New World the sugar cane flowers, but it then sends

forth a shoot (arrow), that is, its stem elongates, and the seed-vessels prove abortive.

For this reason, the bud-joints must there be used for its propagation. It is said to

grow to seed, however, in India. This circumstance occurs with some other plants,

which, when propagated by their roots, cease to yield fertile seeds ; such as the

banana, the bread-fruit, the lily, and the tulip.

In the proper season for planting, the ground is marked out by a line into rows

4 or 6 feet asunder, in which rows the canes are planted from 2 to 5 feet apart The
series of rows is divided into pieces of land 60 or 70 feet broad, leaving spaces of

about 20 feet, for the convenience of passage, and for the admission of sun and air

between the stems. Canes are usually planted in trenches, about 6 or 8 inches deep,

made with the hand-hoe, the raised soil being heaped to one side, for covering-in the

young cane ; into the holes a negro drops the number of cuttings intended to be

inserted, the digging being performed by other negroes. The earth is then drawn
about the hillocks with the hoe. This labour has been, however, in many places

better and more cheaply performed by the plough ; a deep furrow being made, into

which the cuttings are regularly planted, and the mould then properly turned in. If

the ground is to be afterwards kept clear by the horse-hoe, the rows of canes should

be 5 feet asunder, and the hillocks 2^ feet distant, with only one cane left in ono
hillock. After some shoots appear, the sooner the horse-hoe is used the more will

the plants thrive, by keeping the weeds under, and stirring up the soil. Plant-canes

of the first growth have been known to yield, on the brick-mould of Jamaica, in very
3 r 3
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fine seasons, 2\ tons of sugar per acre. The i)roper season for planting the cane-
slips containing the buds, niundy, the top part of the cane stripped of its leaves and
the two or three upper joints, is in the interval between August and the beginning
of November. Favoured by the autumnal weather, the young plants become lux-
uriant enough to shade the ground before the dry season sets in; thereby keeping the
roots cool and moderately moist. By this arrangement the Creole canes are ripe for
the mill in the beginning of the second year, so as to enable the manager to finish his
crop early in June. It is a great error for the colonist to plant canes at an improper
season of the year, whereby his whole system of operations becomes disturbed and
in a certain degree, abortive. ' '

The -withering and fall of a leaf afford a good criterion of the maturity of the
cane joint to which it belonged; so that the last eight leafless joints of two canes
Avh-.ch are cut the same day, have exactly the same rijieness, though one of the canes be
15 and the other only 10 months old. Those, however, cut towai ds the end of the dry
season, before the rains begin to fall, produce better sugar than those cut in the rainy
season, as they are then somewhat diluted with watery juice, and require more
evaporation to form sugar. It may be reckoned a fair average product, when one
pound of sugar is obtained from one gallon (English) of juice.

liattoons (a word corrupted from rejetion.i) are the sprouts or suckers that spring
from the roots or stoles of the canes that have been previously cut for sugar. They
are commonly ripe in 12 months; but canes of the first growth are called plant-canes,
being the direct produce of the original cuttings or germs placed in the ground,
and require a longer period to bring them to maturity. The first yearly return
from the roots that are cut over, are called first rattoons; the second year's growth,
second rattoons; and so on, according to their age. Instead of stocking up his
rattoons, holing, and planting the land anew, the planter suffers the stoles to con-
tinue in the ground, and contents himself, as the cane-fields become thin and im-
poverished, with supplying the vacant places with fresh plants. By these means,
and with the aid of manure, the produce of sugar per acre, if not apparently equal
to that from plant-canes, gives perhaps in the long run as great returns to the
owner, considering the relative proportion of the labour and expense attending the
different systems.

AVhen the planted canes are ripe, they are cut close above the ground by an oblique
section, and the leaves and shoots being stripped off, they are transported in bundles
to the mill-house. If the roots be then cut off a few inches below the surface of the
soil, and covered up with fine mould, they will push forth more prolific offsets or
rattoons than when left projecting in the common way.
The amount of sugar yielded per acre is very variously stated. In fact, the yield

must vary with the different variety of canes cultivated, with the nature of the soil,

the character of the season, and, more than all, wiih the more or less perfect apparatus
used in manufacturing the sugar. The yield, from these causes, will vary from half a
ton to two and a half tons of solid sugar per acre.

The following table by M. Duprez is given. The average amount of juice from
100 lbs. of canes was :

—
1. By mills having horizontal rollers—motive power not stated

—

probably steam - - - - - - - - 61*2

2. By mills, motive power steam - - - - - - 60 '9

3. By mills, motive power wind and steam - - - . 59-3

4. By mills having vertical rollers ------ 59-2

5. By mills, motive power cattle - - - - - - 58-5

6. By mills, motive power wind - 56'4

Dr. Evans gives the products of an acre of canes in Barbadoes as:—
Extract per Extract per
too lbs. of 100 lbs. of

Weight of canes. Weight of juice. Extract. juice. canes.

30 tons 60,480 lbs. 10,886 lbs. 18-0 16-20

30 „ 47,040 „ 8,467 „ 18-0 12-6

30 „ 33,600 „ 3,500 „ 10 0 5-0

30 „ 3.'3,600 „ 7,280 „ 21-6 lO'S

An acre may be said to yield 30 tons of canes. The following table gives the

produce in juice and sugar in such a case according to Mr. Wray :
—

Pounds of Sugar.

Juice Juice /— ^
^

obtained in At 18 At 20 At 22

per cent. pounds. per cent. per cent. per cent.

70 47,040 8,468 9,408 10,348

75 .50,400 9,092 10,080 11,088

80 53,760 9,676 10,7.52 11,827
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SubtrRCt for Molasses and Skim-

mings, at 12 per cent.

Juice obtained
per cent.

70
75
80

Juice
in pounds,

47,040
50,400

53,760

At 18

percent.

705
757
806

At 20

per cent.

792
840
896

At 22

per cent.

862
924
994

807

Pounds of dry Sugar yielded by
one Acre.

At 22

per cent.

9,486

10,164

11,173

At 18

per cent.

7,763

8,335

8,871

At 20
per cent,

8,616

9,240

9,856

INIatured cane is better shown in the annexed table by Payen

:

Otaheite Cane at Maturity.

Water - *"""'"..._
CfcUulose. ligneous matter, pectin, and pectic acid

Albumen and three other nitrogenous matters - - -
-

reros?n e?een matter, yellow colouring substance, substance capable of

lTg!?eTh7oZn, 'and carmin, fatty matter, resins, essential oil, aro

matic matter and a deliquescent substance - - '„,. '

Ins7uble sdts 0 12 ; soluble 0-16: consisting of phosphates of lime and 1

^"mignesfa alumink, sulphate and oxalate of lime acetates, malate of I

lime, potassa, and soda, alkaline chlorides, and sulphates - - -J

Silica -

Centesimally.

71-04
18-00

9-56

0-55

-1

Cane only at a Third of its Development.

Water l '. '. .

Sugar
Ce'lulose and incrusted ligneous matter . - -

-

Albumen and three other nitrogenous substances - - " .

"

Starch, cerosin, green matter, yellow colouring substance, and bodies

colourable to brown and carmin - - 2

Fatty, aromatic, and hygroscopic substances, essential oil, soluble and

insoluble salts, alumina, and silica

0-37

0-28

0-20

100-00

M. Casaseca has analysed the creole cane at Havana, and found:—

Centesimally.

79-70
9-06

7-03

1-17

1-09

1-95

100-00

Water - - - -

Sugar and soluble substances

Ligneous matter

Cane entire.

- 77-0

- 12-0

- 11-0

Cane peeled.

77-8

16-2

6-0

The rind.

69-5

11-5

19-0

M Tasaseca states that the juice is richer in sugar at the base of the cane and

becomes graduS^^ toiards the top; the middle third of the cane bemg the

™fspecific gravity of cane juice varies from 1046 to 1110, but is generally found

from 1070 to 1090, being from 10° to 13° Baume.
_
It is opaque, frothy, and of a

vellowish-green colour. On boiling, a green scum rises, consisting of chlorophylle,

cellulose, ligneous fibre, and albumen, and the liquid remains of a pale yellow colour.

The green scum, as analysed by Avequin, consists of—

Cerosie—a peculiar wax -

Green matter - -
-

Albumen and ligneous fibre

Phosphate of lime -

Silica - - - -

The pure juice is composed of the following-

Water-------
Sugar - - - - -

"

Organic matter, precipitated by lead salts

Saline matter . - - -
-

Per cent.

50-0

10-0

22 7
3-3

14-0

1000

Per cent.

81-00

18-20

0-45

0-35

3 F 4

100-00
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The aslies of tlie cane, according to Dr. Stcnhoiise, yi<.'ld

Silica -

Pliosphoric acid -

Sulphuric acid

Lime - . -

Magnesia
Potassa

Soda -

Chloride of potassium
Chloride of sodium

4G-46 41-37 4G-48 50-00
8-23 4-59 8-16 6-5C
4-65 10-93 7-52 6-40
8 "91 4-1 I 0 78 5-09
4-50 G-92 15-61 1301
10-63 1599 11-93 13-69

0-57 1-33
7-41 8-96
9-21 2-13 3-95 3-92

00-00 10000 100-00 100-00

Sugar. Molasses.
19-42 36-23
14-67 12-72

10-72 11-14
6-55 2-62
0-71 1 trace of
trace J both
8-03 1-58

15-46 25-87
10-85 7-91

13-59 1-93

1-33 3-60

The following elaborate analysis of cane juice after being manufactured intosugar and molasses, and after having passed through various iron and copper vessels
IS given by Dr. Richardson : — 'coscie,

Potassa - - . _ .

Lime
Magnesia . - - . .

Oxide of iron -

Oxide of copper -

Protoxide of manganese
Chloride of potassium - . -

Chloride of sodium - . .

Sulphuric acid - . . -

Silica -

Ashes

Molasses alone were analysed by Payen, and 12 kilogrammes were found to
contain

—

Sugar - ....
Acetate of potash - . _ _

Chloride of potassium - . _

Sulphate of potash ....
Mucilaginous matter -

Phosphate of lime - . . .

Nitrogenous substances - . .

Silica

Acetate of lime - - . - -

Phosphate of copper - - - .

Water
Glucose and uncrystallisable sugar

The proportion of salts varies considerably with the soil on which the canes are
grown. It is highly important that soluble salts, especially of alkalies, should not be
added to the ground in the form of manure, for if absorbed into the cane juice, they
cannot be removed in the process of manufacture, but convert a proportion of cane
sugar (many times their own weight) into the uncrystallisable form.

Of Sugar Mills.

The first machines employed to squeeze the canes were mills similar to those
which serve to crush apples in some cider districts, or somewhat like tan-mills. In
the centre of a circular area, of about 7 or 8 feet in diameter, a vertical heavy wheel
was made to revolve on its edge, by attaching a horse to a cross beam projecting
horizontally from it and making it move in a circular path. The cane pieces were
strewed on the somewhat concave bed in the path of the wheel, and the juice
expressed flowed away through a channel or gutter in the lowest part. This machine
was tedious and unproductive. It was replaced by the vertical cylinder mill of
Gonzales de Velosa ; which has continued till modern times, with little variation of
external form, but is now generally superseded by the sugar-mill with horizontal
cylinders.

Specification of, and Observations on, the Construction and Use of the best

Horizontal Sugar-mill.

Fiy. 1719, front elevation of the entire mill. Fig. 1718, horizontal plan. Fig.

7-561-00

0209-30
0-114-60

0-085-50

0-076-30

0-052-00

0-050-00

0-023-90

0-016-20

0-000-20
1-800-00
1-561-00
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1717. end elevation. Fly. 1720, diagram, showing the d'sposmons of the feeding

and delivering rollers, feeding board, returner, and
^^^'^^''l^J^^-^f^ headstocks or

Fu,. 1717, A, A, solid foundation of masonry ; B, bed plate c c^^ h^^^^^

standU; B, main shaft (seen only in^,. 1718 ;

-^^^'Jg^^^^^blocks of main shaft d (seen only in T^i/- 1718) ;
H, driving pinion

/
shaft of engine ; i, first motion mortise wheel, driven by the pmion

,
K.secona monon

pinion, on the same shaft ; L, second motion mortise-wheel, on the main shaft
; m,

brays of wood, holding the plummer-blocks for shaft d ; n, -wrought-iron straps con-

necting the brays to the standards c, c ; o, o, regulating screws for the brays ; p,

top roller and gudgeons ; Q and B, the lower or feeding and delivering rollers
; s,

clutch for the connexion of the side of lower rollers q and r, to the main shaft

(seen only in Jig. 1718); T, T, the drain gutters of the mill-bed (seen only in Jig.

1718).
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The same letters of reference are placed respectively on the same parts of the
mill in each oijigs. 1717, 1718, and 1719.

The relative disposition of the rollers is shown in the diagram, _/?^. 1720, in which
A is the top roller; b, the feeding roller; c, the delivering roller; d, the returner;
E, tile feed board ; F, the delivering board.

The rollers are made 2;^^ inches to 2\ inches thick, and ribbed in the centre. The
feeding and delivering rollers have small flanges at their ends (as shown in Jig. 1717),
between which the top roller is placed ; these flanges prevent the pressed canes or

megass from working into the mill-bed. The feeding and top rollers are generally

fluted, and sometimes diagonally, enabling them the better to seize the canes from the

feed-board. It is, however, on the whole, considered better to flute the feeding roller

only, leaving the top and delivery rollers plane ; when the top roller is fluted, it should

be very slightly, for, after the work of a few weeks, its surface becomes sufficiently

rough to bite the canes efi'ectively. The practical disadvantage of fluting the deliver-

ing rollers, is in the grooves carrying round a portion of liquor, which is speedily

absorbed by the spongy megass, as well as in breaking the megass itself, and thus

causing great waste.
. , •, -j vi

The feed plate is now generally made of cast iron, and is placed at a considerable

inclination, to allow the canes to slip the more easily down to the rollers. The

returner is also of cast iron, serrated on the edge, to admit the free flowing of the

liquor to the mill-bed. The concave returner, formerly used, was pierced with holes

to drain off the liquor, but it had the serious disadvantage of the holes chokmg up with

the splinters of the cane, and has therefore been discarded. The delivering plate is

of cast iron, fitted close to the roller, to detach any megass that may adhere to it and

otherwise mix with the liquor.
^ p » i •„

In some cases a liquor pump, with two barrels and three adjustments of stroke, is

attached to the mill. This is worked from the gudgeon of the top roller. In action,

the liquor from the gutter of the mill-bed runs into the cistern of the pump, and is

raised by the pump to the gutter which leads to the clarifier or coppers. Such pumps

have brass barrels and copper discharging pipes, are worked with a very slow mo-

tion, and require to be carefully adjusted to the quantity of hquor to be raised

whi^h, without such precaution, is either not drawn off sufficient y q^ipk, or is

agitated ^ith air in the barrels, and delivered to the gutter in a state of fermenta-

working this mill, the feeding roller is kept about half an inch distant from the

unoer roller, but the delivering roller is placed about Jth of an inch from it.

The canes are thrown upon the feed board, and spread so that they may cross each

other as Ht le as possible' They are taken in by the feed - ^^SlfcisTe*^
sliehtlv nress them ; the liquor flows down, and, the returner guiding the canes be-

ttuV::^ and delivering rollers, they receive the final pressure -d are turned

out on the mill-floor, while the liquor runs back and falls ^^to
t'^fj"'"

in bunciet
megass, then in the state of pith, adhering to the skm of the cane, is tied up m bundles.
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ana after being exposed a shcn-t tijne to the sunj. fi;;;;!^/^^^: "l^^^Z
for fuel. By an improvement id this stage of the process, uil mi.y

themegass-housebyacavrier chain ^vorked b^ A^^^^
construction

The relative merits
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ and is more

n a much superior manner; the letuiner guiaes
vertical mill;

Ldin.^ the verdcal mill renders it nearly inapplicable to any higher power than that

of about ten horses. In situations where the moving power is a windmill, or a cattle

^'-TlleUr^m^^^^^^^ -&\y a single pair of buffaloes or oxen

/Ea 1721?going round with the lever A, which is fixed on the top of the right-band

roller. The two rollers have endless l72i

screw heads b, which are formed of

four spiral grooves and four spiral

ridges, cut in opposite directions,

which turn into one another when

the mill is working. These rollers

and their heads are of one piece,

made of the toughest and hardest

wood that can be got, and sucb as

will not impart any bad taste to the

juice. They are supported in a thick

strong wooden frame, and their dis-

tance from each other is regulated

by means of wedges, which pass

throujih mortises in the frame planks,

and a groove made in a bit of some

sort of hard wood, and press upon the
• ^ .1, i c;^->

axis of one of the rollers. The axis of the other presses against the left-hand side

of the hole in the frame boards. The cane juice runs down the rollers, and through

a hole in the lower frame-board, into a wooden conductor, which carries it into an

earthen pot. Two long-pointed stakes or piles are driven mto the earth, to keep the

mill steady, which is all the fixing it requires. The under part of the lowermost

plank of the frame rests upon the surface of the ground, which is chosen level

and very firm, that the piles may hold the faster. A hole is dug m the earth, imme-

diately below the spout of the conductor, to receive the pot.

The mill used in Burdwan and near Calcutta is simply two small wooden cylinders,

grooved, placed horizontally, close to each other, and turned by two men. one at each

end. This simple engine is said completely, but slowly, to express the juice. It is

very cheap, the prime cost not being two rupees ; and being easily moved from held

to field, it saves much labour in the carriage of the cane. Notwithstanding this

advantage, so rude a machine must leave a large proportion of the richest juice in the

It is'^curious to find in the ancient arts of Hindostan exact prototypes of the

sugar-rollers, horizontal and upright, of relatively modern invention in the New-

World.
. „ , .1 ^

The sugar-mill of Chinapatam,^(/. 1722, consists of a mortar, lever, pestle, and

regulator. The mortar is a tree about 10 feet in length, and 14 inches in diameter :

a is a plan of its upper end ; 6 is an outside view ; and c is a vertical section. It is

sunk perpendicularly into the earth, leaving one end 2 feet above the surface. The

hollow is conical, truncated downwards, and then becomes cylindrical, with a hemi-

spherical projection in its bottom, to allow the juice to run freely to the small opening

that conveys it to a spout, from which it falls into an earthen pot.
_
Round the upper

mouth of the cone is a circular cavity, which collects any of the juice that may run

over from the upper ends of the pieces of cane ; and thence a canal conveys this

juice down the outside of the mortar, to the spout. The beam d, is about 16 feet in

length, and 6 inches in thickness, being cut out from a large tree that is divided by a

fork into two arms. In the fork an excavation is made for the mortar b, round which

the beam turns horizontally. The surface of this excavation is secured by a semi-

circle of strong wood. Tho end towards the fork is quite open for changing the
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beam without trouble. On the undivided end ot the beam

1722

sits the bullock-driver
e, whose cattle are
yoked by a rope
which comes from
the end of the beam

;

and they are pre-
vented from dragging
out of the circle by
another rope, which
passes from the yoke
to the forked end of
the beam. On the
arms /, a basket is

placed, to hold the
cuttings of cane; and
between this and the

mortar sits the man
who feeds the mill.

Just as the pestle

comes round, he places the pieces of cane sloping down into the cavity of the

mortar; and after the pestle has passed, he removes those away that have been
squeezed.

The following describes the primitive rude mill and boiler used in preparing the ex-

tract of sugar cane, and which are usually let to the ryots by the day. The mill in

Dinajpur, fig. 1723, is on
the principle of a pestle

and mortar. The pestle,

however, does not beat the

canes, but is rubbed against

them, as is done in many
chemical triturations; and
the moving force is two
oxen. The mortar is ge-
nerally a tamarind tree,

one end of which is sunk
deep in the ground, to

give it firmness. The part

projecting a, may be
about 2 feet high, and a
foot and a half in diameter

;

and in the upper end a
hollow is cut, like the small

segment of a sphere. In

the centre of this, a chan-
nel descends a little way
'perpendicularly, and then

obliquely to one side of the

mortar, so that the juice as

squeezed from the cane,

runs offby means of a spout

/», into a strainer c, through which it falls into an earthen pot that stands in a hole d,

under the spout. The pestle e, is a tree about 18 feet in length, and 1 foot in dianieter,

rounded at its bottom, which rubs against the mortar, and which is secured in its

place by a button or knob that goes into the channel of the mortar. The moving

force is applied to a horizontal beam /, about 16 feet in length, which turns round

about the mortar, and is fastened to it by a bent bamboo, b. It is suspended from the

upper end of the pestle by a bamboo g, which has been cut with part of the root, m
which is formed a pivot that hangs on the upper point of the pestle. The cattle are

yoked to the horizontal beam, at about 10 feet from the mortar, move round it m
a circle and are driven by a man who sits on the beam to mcrease the weight of the

triturating power. Scarcely any machine more miserable can be conceived
;
and it

would be totally ineffectual, were not the cane cut into thin slices. This is a trouble-

some part of the operation. The grinder sits on the ground, having before him

a bamboo stake, which is driven into the earth with a deep notch formed in its upper

end. He passes the canes gradually through this notch, and at the simie time cut5

off the slices with a kind of rude chopper.
, . , j •. i. j

The boiling apparatus is somewhat better contrived, and is placed under a shed,
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,bo„s. the mm is .ithou. «.er. The fi,opl.ce considerable c^^^^ g in .he

ground, and covered with an u'on boiler p, fig. 1724. Ai one

1724

@ © O"© @ @ @ o

onenine a for throwins in fuel; and opposite to this is another opening M-hich com-

Zn cftes'!!^^h the horizontal flue, l^is is formed by two parallel mud walls r,^

Ts about 20 feet long, 2 feet high, and 18 inches distant from each other. A row ot

ele;en earthen boile.-r,\, is placed on these walls, and the interstices z., are ed with

clay!^lilch completes the furnace-flue, an opening v, being left at the end, for giving

^'Th° iuYce,™.s k'comes from the mill, is first put into the earthen boiler that is most

distint from the fire, and is gradually removed from one boiler to another until it

Reaches lie iion one where the process is completed. The fireplace is manifestly oix

[he same model as the boiler-range in the West Indies, and may possibly have sug-

ffe^ted it since the Hindostan furnace is, no doubt, of immemorial usage. The

execution of its parts is very rude and imperfect. The inspissated juice that can be

prepared in twenty-four hours by such a mill, with sixteen men and twenty oxen

Amounts to no more than 476 lbs. ; and it is only in the southern parts of the district,

where the people worli night and day, that the sugar-works are so productive. In the

northern districts, the people work only during the day, and mspissate about one-halt

the quantity of juice. The average daily make of a West India sugar-house is from

2 to 3 hogsheads, of 16 cwts. each.
, . . , . •

The Indian manufacturers of sugar purchase the above mspissated juice or goor

from the farmers, and generally prefer that of a granular honey consistence, which is

offered for sale in pots. As this, however, cannot conveniently be brought from a

distance, some of the cake kind is also employed. The boilers are of two sizes: one

adapttd for making at each operation about 10 cwt. ; the other about Sg- ine

latter is the segment of a sphere, 9 feet diameter at the mouth; the former is larger.

The boiler is sunk into a cylindrical cavity in the ground, which serves as a fireplace,

so that its edge is just above the floor of the boiling-house. The fuel is thrown m
by an aperture close to one side of the boiler, and the smoke escapes by a horizontal

chimney that passes out on the opposite side of the hut, and has a small round

aperture, about 10 feet distant fi om the wall, in order to lessen the danger from fire.

Some manufacturers have only one boiler ; others as many as four ; but each boiler

has a separate hut, in one end of which is some spare fuel ; and in the other some

bamboo stages, which support cloth strainers, that are used in the operation. This

hut is about 24 cubits long, and 10 broad ; has mud walls 6 cubits high
;
and is raised

about 1 cubit above the ground.

For each boiler, two other houses are required ;
one, in which the cane extract is

separated by straining from the molasses, is about 20 cubits long by 10 wide ;
another,

about 30 cubits long by 8 wide, is that in which, after the extract has been straine d,

boiled, and clarified, the treacle is separated from the sugar by an operation analogous

to claying.

Each sugar manufacturer has a warehouse besides, of a size proportional to the

number of his boilers.

About 960 pounds of pot extract being divided into four parts, each is put into a

bag of coarse sackcloth, hung over an equal number of wide-mouthed earthen vessels,

and is besprinkled with a little water. These drain from the bags about 240 lbs. of

a substance analogous to West Indian molasses. The remainder in the bags is a kind

of coarse muscovado sugar ; but it is far from being so well drained and freed from

molasses as that of the Antilles. The 720 lbs. of this substance are then put into a

boiler with 270 pounds of water, and the mixture is boiled briskly for 144 minutes,

when 180 additional pounds of water are added, and the boiling is continued for 48

minutes more. An alkaline solution is prepared from the ashes of the plantain tree,

strewed over straw placed in the bottom of an earthen pot perforated with holes.

Ninety pounds of water are passed through ; and 6 pounds of the clear lixivium are

added to the boiling syrup, whereby a thick scum is raised, which is removed. After

24 minutes, four and a half pounds of alkaline solution, and about two-fifths of a

pound of raw milk, are added; after which the boiling and skimming are continued

24 minutes. This must be repeated from five to seven times, until no more scum
appears. 240 pounds of water being now added, the liquor is to be poured into a

number of strainers. These are bags of coarse cotton cloth in the form cf inverted
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quandrangular pyramids, each of which is suspended from a frame of wood about 2
feet square. The operation of straining occupies about 96 minutes. The'sfrained
liquor is divided into three parts: one of these is put into a boiler, with from lialf
a pound to a pound and a halfof alkaline solution, one-twelfth of a pound of milk, and
12 pounds of water. After huving boiled for between 48 and 72 minutes, three
quarters of a pound of milk are added, and the liquor is poured, in equal portions
into four refinmg pots. These are wide at tlie mouth, and pointed at the bottom-
but are not conical, for the sides are curved. The bottom is perforated, and the stem
of a plantam leaf forms a plug for closing the aperture. The two remaining portions
of the stramed liquor are managed in exactly the same manner ; so that each refinintr
pot has Its share of each portion. When they have cooled a little, the refining pots
are removed to the curing-house, and placed on the ground for 24 hours; next day
they are placed on a frame, which suj)ports them at some distance from the groundA wide-mouthed vessel is placed under each, to receive the viscid liquor that drains
from thein. In order to draw off this more completely, moist leaves of the Valimena
spiralis are placed over the mouth of the pot, to the thickness of two inches ; after
10 or 12 days these are removed, when a crust of sugar, about half an inch in thick-
ness, is found on the surface of the boiled liquor. The crust being broken and
removed, fresh leaves are repeatedly added, until the whole sugar has formed; this
requires from 75 to 90 days. When cake extract is used, it does not require to be
strained before it be put into the boiler.

In every part of the Behar and Putna districts, several of the confectioners prepare
the coarse article called shukkur, which is entirely similar in appearance to the inferior
Jamaica sugars. They prepare it by putting some of the thin extract of sugar cane
into coarse sackcloth bags, and by laying weights on them, thev squeeze out the
molasses

; a process perfectly analogous to that contemplated in several English
patents.

Of the Manufactctre of Sugar in the West Indies.

Cane-juice varies exceedingly in richness, with the nature of the soil, the culture,
the season, and variety of the plant.

When left to itself in the colonial climates, the juice runs rnpidly into the acetous
fermentation

;
twenty minutes being, in many cases, sufficienc to bring on this de-

structive change. Hence arises the necessity of subjecting it immediately to clarifying
jjrocesses, speedy in their action. When deprived of its green fecula and glutinous
extractive, it is still subject to fermentation ; but this is now of the vinous kind. The
juice flows from the mill through a wooden gutter lined with lead, and being con-
ducted into the sugar-house, is received in a set of large pans or cauldrons, called
clarifiers. On estates which make on an average, during crop time, from 15 to 20
hogsheads of sugar a week, thi'ee clarifiers, of 400 gallons' capacity each, are
sufiicient. With pans of this dimension, the liquor may be drawn off at once by a
stopcock or siphon, without disturbing the feculencies after they subside. The
clarifiers are sometimes placed at one end, and sometimes in the middle of the house,
particularly if it possesses a double set of evaporating pans.

Whenever the stream from the mill cistern has fiilled the clarifier with fresh juice,

the fire is lighted, and the temper, or dose of slaked lime, diffused uniformly through
a little juice, is added. If an albuminous emulsion be used to promote the clarifying,

very little lime will be required; for recent cane-liquor contains no appreciable

portion of acid to be saturated. In fact, the lime and alkalies in general, when used
in small quantity, seem to coagulate the glutinous extractive matter of the juice, and
thus tend to brighten it up. But if an excess of temper be used, the gluten is taken

up again by the strong affinity which is known to exist between sugar and lime.

Excess of lime may always be corrected by a little alum-water. Where canes grow
on a calcareous marly soil, in a favourable season the saccharine matter gets so

thoroughly elaborated, and the glutinous mucilage so completely condensed, that a

clear juice and a fine sugar may be obtained without the use of lime.

As the liquor grows hot in the clarifier, a scum is thrown up, consisting of the

coagulated feculencies of the cane-juice. The fire is now gradually urged till the

temperature approaches the boiling point; to which, however, it must not be suflTered

to rise. . It is known to be sufiiciently heated, when the scum rises in blisters, which

break into white froth ; an appearance observable in about forty minutes after kindling

the fire. The damper being shut down, the fire dies out ; and after an hour's repose,

the clarified liquor is ready to be drawn off into the last and largest in the series of

evaporating pans. In the British colonies, these are merely nunibered 1, 2, 3, 4. 5,

beginning at the smallest, which hangs right over the fire, and is called the tcache;

because in it the trial of the syrup, by touch, is made. The flame and smoke proceed

in a straight line along a flue to the chimney-stalk at the other end of the furnace.
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The .rea of this flae proceods, ;Uh a .ligM
,^„7j';;f;;,l: ta ZZl^.

the bottom of the eUim„ey| so ^frf"
'

' Itet« botlon, of the flue

"time .,gar.housas .here is pla=«d iVXTe"'p"rs? o^Tet^infthe"" c'im

:[£Sf"fia^re';;=eTi^ra-^^^

kded ou7 The term striking is also applied to the act of emptying the teache

When UDon ^ne skipping of syrup in a state of incipient granulation m the cooler a

2?ond skijp^ng is pSLed, this second congeries of saccharine particles agglornerates

™H fV,P first as nuclei of crystallisation, and produces a larger gram
;
a result im-

round the fiist as n«c/« o^ c y
principle has been long known to the

cTeLt. LfdL not s"Im to fiave^een always properly considered or apprecated

''V^onrie'^^ove described cooler, the syrup is transferred into wooden chests or

boxes ipen at top, and of a rectangular shape ; also called coolers, but which are more

nSlv crvs aZers or granulatois. These are commonly six m number
;
each being

Ef i S deen 7 feet long, and 5 or 6 feet wide. When filled, such a mass is

^olle ted ^fto f^v^urTlow co^U and consequent large-grained crystallisation If

'he'e boxes be too shallow, the grain is exceedingly injured, as may be easily shown

by pou^bt some of the same syrup on a small tray ; when, on coohng, the sugar will

dS :o"SaUon"o?'^he syrup in the teache is known by the boiler, by the

appearance of a drop of the syrup pressed and then drawn into a thread between the

thumb and fore-finger. The thread eventually breaks at a certain limit of extension,

shrinking from the thumb to the suspended finger, in lengths somewhat proportional

to the inspissation of the syrup. But the appearance of granulation m the thread

must also be considered ; for a viscid and damaged syrup may give a long enough

thread and yet yield almost no crystalline grains when cooled. Tenacity and granular

aspect' must therefore be both taken into the account, and will continue to constitute

the practical guides to the negro boiler, till a less barbarous mode of concentrating

cane juice be substituted for the present naked teache, or sugar Jryimj-pan.

A viscous syrup containing much gluten and sugar, altered by lime, requires a

hiffher temperature to enable it to granulate than a pure saccharine syrup
;
and

therefore the thermometer, though a useful aid, can by no means be regarded as a

sure guide, in determining the proper instant for striking the teache.

The colonial curing-house is a capacious building, of which the earthen floor is ex-

cavated to form the molasses reservoir. This is lined with sheet lead, boards, tarras,

or other retentive cement; its bottom slopes a little, and it is partially covered by an

open massive frame of joist-work, on which the potting casks are set upright. These

are merely empty sugar hogsheads, without headings, having 8 or 10 holes bored in

their bottoms, through each of which the stalk of a plantain leaf is stuck, so as to

protrude downwards 6 or 8 inches below the level of the joists, and to rise above the

top of the cask. The act of transferring the crude concrete sugar from the crystal-

lisers into these hogsheads, is called potting. The bottom holes, and the spongy

stalks stuck in them, allow the molasses to drain slowly downwards into the sunk

cistern. In the common mode of procedure, sugar of average quality is kept from 3

to 4 weeks in the curing-house ; that which is soft grained and glutinous must remain

5 or 6 weeks. The curing-house should be close and warm, to favour the liquefac-

tion and drainage of the viscid molasses.

Out of 120 millions of pounds of raw sugar which used to be annually shipped by

the St. Dcmiingo planters, only 96 millions were landed in France, according to the

authority of Dutrone, constituting a loss by drainage in the ships of 20 per cent. The
average transport waste at present in the sugars of the British colonies cannot be esti-

mated at less than 12 per cent., or altogether upwards of 27,000 tons! What a

tremendous sacrifice of property !

Some years ago a very considerable quantity of sugar was imported into Great

Britain in the state of concentrated cane-juice, containing nearly half its weight of

granular sugar, along with more or less molasses, according to the care taken in the

boiling operations. Among more than a hundred samples analysed for the custom-

house, Dr. Ure did not perceive any traces of fermentation. Since sugar softens in

its grain at each successive solution, whatever portion of the crop may be destined
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for the refiner should upon no account be granulated in the colonies, but should be
transported to Europe in the state of a rich cane-syrup, or still better of concrete. If
the process is carefully performed, the syrup may be transferred at once into the
blowing-up cistern, and subjected to the process of refining. Were this mt-aiis
generally adopted, probably 30 per cent, would be added to the amount of honie-
niade sugar loaves corresponding to a given quantity of average cane-juice; while
30 per cent, would be taken from the amount of molasses. The saccharine 'matter
now lost by draiuage from the hogsheads in the ships, amounting to from 10 to 15
per cent., would also be saved. The produce of the cane would, on this plan,
require less labour iu the colonies, and might be exported 5 or 6 weeks earlier than
at present, because the period of drainage in the curing-house would be spared.

It does not appear that our sugar colonists have availed themselves of the proper
chemical method of counteracting that incipient fermentation of the cane-juice which
sometimes supervenes, and proves so injurious to their products. It is known that
grape-must, feebly impregnated with sulphurous acid, by running it slowly into a
cask in which a few sulphur matches have been burned, will keep without alteration
for a year ; and if boiled into a syrup within a week or ten days, it retains no
sulphurous odour. A very slight treatment would suffice for the most fermentable
cane juice; and it could be easily adopted by the use of suitable apparatus, or still

better by the use of bi-sulphite of lime, which is specially prepared for this purpose
by Alexander M'Dougall, of Manchester. Thus the acidity so prejudicial to the
saccharine granulation would be certainly prevented.

Syrup intended for forming clayed .sugar must be somewhat more concentrated in
the teache, and run off into a copper cooler, capable of receiving three or four suc-
cessive skippings. Here it is stirred to ensure uniformity of product, and is then
transferred by ladles into conical moulds, made of coarse pottery or of sheet iron,

having a small orifice at the apex, which is stopped with a plug of wood wrapped in

a leaf of maize. These conical pots stand with the base upwards. As their capacity,

when largest, is considerably less than that of the smallest potting-casks, and as the
process lasts several weeks, the claying-house requires to have very considerable
dimensions. Whenever the syrup is properly granulated, which happens usually in

about 18 or 20 hours, the plugs are removed from the apices of the cones, and each
is set on an earthen pot to receive the draining?. At the end of 24 hours the cones
are transferred over empty pots, and the molasses contained in the former ones is

either sent to the fermenting-liouse or sold. The claying now begins, which consists

in applying to the smoothed surface of the sugar at the base of the cone a plaster of

argillaceous earth, or tolerably tenacious loam in a pasty state. The water diffused

among the clay escapes from it by slow infiltration, and descending with like slow-

ness through the body of the sugar, carries along with it the residuary viscid sjTup,

which is more readily soluble than the granulated particles. Whenever the first

magma of clay has become dry, it is replaced by a second ; and this occasionally in

its turn by a third, whereby the sugar cone gets tolerably white and clean. It is

then dried in a stove, cut transversely into frusta, crushed into a coarse powder on

wooden trays, and shipped off for Europe. Clayed sugars are sorted into different

shades of colour according to the part of the cone from which they were cut. The
clayed sugar of Cuba, which is sun-dried, is called Havannah sugar, from the name
of the shipping port.

Clayed sugar can be made only from the ripest cane juice, for that which contains

much gluten would be apt to get too much burned by the ordinary process of boiling

to bear the claying operation. The syrups that run off from the second, third, and

fourth application of the clay-paste, are concentrated afresh in a small building apart,

called the refinery, and yield tolerable sugars. Their drainings go to the molasses

cistern. The cones remain for 20 days in the claying-house before the sugar is taken

out of them.
Claying is seldom had recourse to in the British plantations, on account of the

increase of labour, and diminution of weight in the produce, for which the improve-

ment in quality yields no adequate compensation. Such, however, was the esteem in

which the French consumers held clayed sugar, that it was prepared in 400 plantations

of St. Domingo alone.
.

Sugar Refining.— The raw or Muscovado sugar, as usually imported, is not m a

state of sufficient purity for use. The sugar is blended with more or less of fruit

and grape sugars, with sand and clay, with albuminous and colourmg matter, chu-fly

caramel. 'Jo separate the pure sugar, the phin formerly adopted was to add blood,

eggs, and lime-water to a solution of the raw sugar, and after applying heat, to

remove the thick scum of coagulated albumen, which also removed a considerable

portion of colouring matter. The clear liquid was concentrated, and the senii-

crystalline mass being placed in conical moulds, as much of the molasses as would
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e ™ iVo T^mnts of the moulds, and the

drain by gravitation was allowed to escape ^-'O'^
\)f V^^^ ^^S^^

^"'""^''^

jLainder was expelled by allowing -^t^J ^^f^^ ^ed into shape and dried,

through the moss of crystals. The loaves, being tnmn e

were fit for sale. - , _ ^as made into loaf. The
By this process only a small proportion

f^^^^^
,'"Sa^

method of removing the colouring
""^"^^^^So^onre syVu^ not only injured

the high temperature requis te for the fermen a urn of t^e syr p
l^,^^^-^^^^^

its colour, but converted a large proportion ot tHe sugar im

^^Ss-e defects were remedied, to a great ej^^t.J^y
.f^^/^^^^^^^^^

vacuum pan, for the concentration of syrups under diminished atmospne p

1725

and consequently at a low temperature, together with the use of filtering beds

of animal charcoal for the removal of colouring matter.
,

, . , , . a
There are three classes of sugar-refineries in this country, the chief productions <X

which are respectively—
1st. Loaf sugar.

2nd. Crystals {i. e. large, well-formed, dry white crystals of sugar).

.3rd. Crushed sugar. ..

In the former two, good West India, Havannah, Mauritius, or Java sugar are

almost exclusively used.' In the last, all classes of sugar are indiscriminately em-

VoL.111. 3 G
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ployed. The manufacture of loaf sugar is chiefly carried on in London of crvsfal
111 Bristol and Manchester ; of crushed sugar, in Liverpool, Greenock, and Glascow
Besides these places, which are the chief seats of the sugar-refining trades tl

'

branch of industry is caiTied on more or less at Plymouth, Southampton Gooll*
Sheffield, Newton (Lancashire), and Leith. The methods vary a little in diflere t
refineries, but the following description refers to the most modern and best conduct'!l
which are to be found in this country. The general arrangements of a suear ho..««
are shown in Jigs. 1725 and 1726.

Loaf Sugar. — Solution. The raw sugar is emptied from the hogsheads boxes
or mats, as the case may be, and discharged through a grating in the floor into acopper pan, about 8 feet in diameter. This dissolving pan is sometimes although

1726

incorrectly, called a defecator, it was formerly called a blow-up, from the practice of

blowing steam into it, but the practice and the name are now antiquated. Hot water

is^ added, and the solution is facilitated by the action of an agitator, or stirrer, kept

iti motion by the steam-engine. The proportions of sugar and water are regulated so

that the liquid attains a specific gravity of about 1 -250 or 29° Baume, as a higher

density than this would interfere with subsequent processes. A copper coil or

casing to the pan, heated by steam, furnishes the means of raising the liquid to a

temperature of 165°. The plan of boiling the "liquor" is becoming gradually dis-

used. If the solution is acid, sufficient lime-water is added to make it neutral. The

use of blood, which was formerly added at this stage, is in most cases dispensed with

;
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Some°n,achinery is med for crushing th^^^^^^
the requisite

aX^^!^^^^^^'^^''' "
'

The apparatus eonsists of an upright square -onor^^^^;:;;Al2lf::l
6 or 8 feet liigh,furnished with ^oors ; beneath is a ci em with a p pe^to b

carrying off the filtered liquor ; and above the
^^^^'^.^XmouSs e of the several

dste^n fhe syrup is introduced and passes thenc^^^^^^^^^
, f.^t

filters, rf, d. These consist each of a bag
.f.^J^'^^^^^

« sheath," or hot-

of each c?mpouM bag is tied round a conical brass mouth-piece

or Nozzle r^hich screws tight into a corresponding opening n

tliP hnttom of the upper cistern. From 40 to 400 bags are
the bottom

rpije li or which first passes is

STra fy urbrd ani lstTeVumpedb'^

forSSn '

The interior of the case is furnished with a pipe

£ iniecting steam, which is occasionally used for warniing the

case S 172S, shows one mode of forming the funnel-shaped

nozzles of the bags, in which they are fixed by a bayonet catch.

5^^1729 stows the same made fast by means of a screwed cap,

which is more secure. , . p ^ a

When the bags are fouled from the accumulation of clay and

a slimy substance on their inner surfaces, the filter is ""Packed

the bags withdrawn from the sheaths, and well washed m hot

water. This washing is usually performed with a dash-wheel,

or some one of the numerous kinds of washing machmes now m
use Perhaps that of Manlove and Alliott, of Nottingham is

in greatest favour. The dirty water, with the addition of a little

lime, is smartly boiled, and after some hours being allowed for

subsidence, the supernatant, clear, weak solution of sugar is re-

moved and used in the first process (solution), while the muddy

residue is placed in canvas bags and subjected to pressure, ine

residue, technically called scum, is thrown away.

Bemoval of colour.—The liquor issuing from tbe bag-filters

generally resembles in colour dark sherry wine. To render this

colourless it is passed through deep filtering-beds of granulated

burnt bones or animal charcoal. When this substance was first

introduced, beds of a.few inches in depth were considered sufiicient, but the quantity

of charcoal used per ton of sugar has steadily mcreased, and filters of no less a

depth than 50 feet are now sometimes used.
= . , ;„

Cylinders of wrought or cast iron, varying in diameter from .5 to 10 feet, and m
height from 10 to 50, having a perforated false bottom, a couple of inches above the

true one, are filled with granulated animal charcoal.

The grain yaries from the size of turnip seed to that of peas, some refiners pre-

ferring it fine, and others coarse.
, .„ , ,. , • ^

Liquor from the bag-filters is run on to the charcoal till the cylinder is perfectly

filled when the exit tap at the bottom is opened, and a stream of dense saccharine

fluid,' perfectly colourless, issues forth. The amount of sugar which the charcoal

will discolour depends upon the age and composition of the charcoal, the degree

of perfection with which the previous revivification has been performed, and the

quality, colour, and density of the liquor to be operated upon. One ton of charcoal

is sometimes used to purify two tons of sugar; and in at least one refinery, where in-

ferior sugar is operated on, two tons of charcoal serve for one ton of sugar. In most

provincial refineries about one ton of charcoal is used to one of sugar; but in London,

from the dearness of fuel and other causes, a smaller proportion of charcoal is em-

ployed. The liquor from the charcoal filter, at first colourless, becomes slightly

tinged,' and in course of time, varyhig from 24 hours to 72, the power of the charcoal

becomes exhausted, the partially decoloured syrup is passed through a fresh charcoal

filter, and the sugar is washed out from the charcoal by means of hot water. The

charcoal is ready to be removed for revivification, which process is treated of on

page 827.
3 G 2
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Concentration.—The next process in suRar-refining is the evaporatien of the
clarified syrup to the granulating or crystallising point. The more rapidly this ia
effected, and the less the heat to which it is subjected, the better and greater is the
product in sugar-loaves. No apparatus answers the refiner's double purpose of safety
and expedition so well as the vacuum -pan. '

The vacuum-pan, invented by Howard, and patented in the year 1812 is an
enclosed copper vessel, heated by steam, passing through one or more copper coils
and a steam jacket. The vapour arising from the boiling solution of sugar is con-
densed by an injection of cold water, the arrangement of which, and the maintenance

of a vacuum, closely resemble the condenser, injection, and air-pump of an ordinary
condensing steam engine.

Fig. 1730, shows the structure of a single vacuum-pan. The horizontal diameter
of the copper spheroid c c, is from 7 to 10 feet; the depth of the under hemisphere a,

is at least 2 feet from the level of the flange; and the height of the dome-cover is

from 3 to 5 feet. The two hemispheres (of which the inferior one is double, or has

a steam-jacket), are put together by bolts and screws, to preserve the joints tight

against atmospheric pressure.

The steam enters through the valve F, traversing the copper coil d, and filling the

steam-jacket, the condensed water issuing from a small pipe below, c represents the

dome of the vacuum-pan, the vapour from which passing in the direction of N,

allows any particles of sugar carried over by the violence of the ebullition to be

deposited in the receiver, M.

The vapour is condensed by jets of cold water issuing from a perforated pipe, and

the water, uncondensed vapour, and air, are removed by the action of a powerful air-

pump. L is the measure cistern, from which the successive charges are admitted

into the pan; i and k represent respectively a thermometer and a barometer, the

former being required to indicate the temperature of the boiling syrup, and the latter

the diminished atmospheric pressure within the pan. p is the discharge cock, and h,

the proof stick, is an apparatus inserted air-tight into the cover of the vacuum-pan,

and which dips down into the syrup, serving to take out a sample of it, without allowing

air to enter. It is shown in detail by figure 1735, which represents a cylindrical rod,

capable of being screwed air-tight into the pan in an oblique direction downwards.

The upper or exterior end is open ; the under, which dips into the syrup, is closed,

and has on one side a slit a (Jigs. 1732, 1735), or notch, about ^ in. wide. In this
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. u A „on!.W(^ of moving round it, through an

external tuBe, there is another forier
^f^

b
l^^-f^lll%J, ,ith the slit in the

area of 180°. An opening upon the unaer ena ,

1732
urea ui i"^' • — -

outer tube, so that both may

be made to coincide,/i^. 1731,

A. A plug d; is put m the

interior tube, but so as not to

shut it entirely. Upon the

upper end there is a projection

or pin, -which catches in a slit

of the inner tube, by which

this may be turned round at

pleasure. In the lower end

of the plug there is a hole e,

which can be placed in com-

munication with the lateral

openings in both tubes. Hence

it is possible, when the plug

»?re s
^hich°a little grease may be introduced.

reference to the

Whenever a proof
^-'l^'^'f^'^'^^i^^,'^^^^^^^

a ; when the

inner tube, as shown m fig. l^^j'.^l/^tith syrup, c must be now turned back to

cavity of the pl^S ^^^^^^^l^^ ^^/^eou^^^^^ is cut off; the

the former position, whereby aU^n^^^^^^ . , ^

Whod of using the -uum-pan vanes with the ^haracter of the pain

required to be produced. On commencing boiling tbe synxp sbo
^^^^^

discharged into the heater, it is

'^f inches from a perfect vacuum.

crystals continae increasmg m size to the end ^P^;^' V ^ concentrated

''%^\'^aTfZ?suaar-^^^^ at a temperature not exceeding 145° is

f !«Ip^hL. Ti e dissolving pan used for the first process. The object to be

Sd S the h attr is o r^^^^^^^^^^ sugar to a temperature of 180°, which has been

?ounrb; practice to be the point best adapted for hardening and completing the

tll%\Jn of the crystals, during which process the sugar is constantly stirred.

S s^gfr is th n run out through a cock in the bottom of the heater into a ladle

from wSe it is poured into moulds or cones of sheet iron strongly painted. The

SzS If tSe moulds vary, from a capacity of 10 pound loaves to that of 56 pound

ELdl-akhid of soff bro^vn sugar obtained by the concentration of the inter or

svr?DS These moulds have the orifices at their tips closed with nails inserted

hroSh pieces of cloth or indiarubber, and are set up in rows close to each other,

n an apartment adjoining the heaters. Here they are left several hours, commonly

hp wSe nkht after being filled, till their contents become solid, and they are lifted-

next mtnX i'nto an upfer flom-, kept at a temperature of about 100° by means of

stem pipes, fnd placed over gutters to receive the syrup dramings- the plugs bemg.

3 G 3
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first removed, and a steel wire, called a piercer, beini? thrn.f nn * iconcretion from the tip. The svn.p whichTows off InnntL °^ ^^^y any
syrup. It is kept separate. In the course of one orTw^H. '^f'^ ? ^^^^^^
nearly complete, son^e finely clarified syrup made frJm a filf^''/''?"

^'"'''"^g^ i«

sugar is poured to the depth of about an ^1™ rh.l T f '^"'^ --^^

having been previously rendered level and solid hl n • f
^ '^'^^<^^

trowel. The liquor, in percolating downw .rds tfn
i™" ^^"'^'^ ^ bottoming

solve none of the crysta line sugar but oJrtW.nr^ 1'^^^ ^ '^''^'"^'^'^ 'y^P' dis-

at each successive ^quoring, tfe' io' fb^t ^t^^^^^^^lo economise the quantity of "fine liouor" nsoH it ic f •
^ ^^'^ ^P*"'^-

a second liquor of an inferior aualitrbS . I
^° ^'^^ and even

dense and llmost saturated soS^ofte su^S^^^^^ "'I""' "^'^'^
"

moulds, taken promiscuously, are emmiedK tt^l .
^-^ ' ^

of the blanching operation /and when' the llVs^LlVZT "'P'"'-^''^' P'-'^^''^^^
cofo«7-. according to the lan/ruaire of rpfinLl

appear to have acquired as much
they are removfd from thTSs^'tu'n^^d'o^? l^thTa le'tl^^^^a short time upon their bases to Hiffi,J tw • .

P^' " necessary, set for
then transferred into a stove' heitpH tn 1 ^^o"

™°|sture equally through them, and

this purpose, i,„. h.s no. ,o "cce^f
""^

liquids and solids haf been adopted Tn the arK^Jf
^^Paration of

Maulove and Alliott of NotWham ^ •
^"'^ P^t^"^^^ by

ParHpr nL'"^""^'''"''^
"crystals," sometimes called centrifugal sugar all theearlier processes previous to boiling are conducted as already describedConcentraUon.-h IS found more convenient to make use of vacuum-pans of lar^e

fddftfr?'' "^f
""''^ '""''^ ^^'-^^'^g ^"'•f^^^ by the introduTtiEn of several

r f-.
««»&ht to be obtained is the formation of lar°e crystalswhich ,s effected as follows: the pan is partially filled with liquor- this^rconcen

col'entZ- "'"T 'T'^'' ^ ^^«her%ortion of liqSo '
i added" the"

Z^uZ ''°^uT^rT'^ concentration again and a-ain

-

Prevent th^'V
object being to keep the ««o//<er-%.or sufficientlyS toprevent he formation of a second crop of crystals and yet sufficiently dense to ffeedthe crystals already formed. One half the contents of the pan is discharged into

before rr ^-"'^ as a nucleus and the pan ^chargedbetore. This process is sometimes repeated several times.
i>eparatwn of crystals.— The semi-fluid mass is removed to the centrifugal

soeeS'EefoI"tV^'
least possible delay, and each machine barely attains its maxi'mumspeed before the syrup is discharged. To cleanse the surface of the crystals thev arewashed with hquor, sprinkled in the machine by means of a watering-cL a^twpints of liquor being used to each cwt.

« ,
a n.n

cr^J.fiic'.?''"''-^''
the percentage of sugar obtained from the first and each separate

crystallisation is considerably less than that obtained in the making of loaf-sugar or

^IZ T\'^''^^°^^^ ""^^'"S "crushed," though the total product does nofvarymaterially being rather more than that of the former where the product is stove

thinLi? J
^" ^^'^ "^^'''^ '"'"^ ^^"P- The drainage is diluted, filtered

tZ?,IT-
<lharcoaI, boiled, and passed through the centrifugal machines, and

results m a second quality of sugar, the crystals being smaller. The drainage from
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this is treated in a similar manner, and a tl^fj^l t"!^.'^ tmThk fs

fourth quality of crystals is also ^""^^tim^/^
"^'^^^^^^^^^ ?or ahout a week, ..heu

?=e\tfa?ot^ ^/^S'TS^lr/eS^he drainages are so.e-

process dissolve is an obstacle to tl^ei^«^*^°^^""^,"°X"m^nufacture of loaf sugar, hut
^

Crushed sugar.- This process closely resemhles thej^^^Jf^f^^^^^^"^^ the

the raw sugar used is generally of
^^-J^^XV'S^^

animal charcoal is in consequence not so perfect, the
liquoring is

calkd " g«lf°/y7P-" p-_„i„„ and colonial molasses, containing a large propor-
Treatment

^^^-'f"f'^^ JJ.tS^^^^ refiners. The Muscovado molasses
tion of crystalhsable sugar

P'^^^^^^^^^^ esteemed the best, but the

- manufacture of sugar are in-

quahty ot mi. „ treatment of molasses formerly was simple; it

^"pIlm'or Date ScGAE—Many trees of the palm tribe yield a copious supply of sweet

iui^e which when boiled down, gives a dark brown deliquescent raw sugar, called m
India Wery The wild date palm and the gommuto palm yield the largest propor-

tion of thTs^ kind of sugar, which is chemically identical, with the sugar from

he c^ne though the crudlness of the manufacture is very mjurious to it and causes

a largT^roporfion to assume the uncrystallisable condition. One twenty-fourth of all

the cane sugar extracted for useful purposes is obtamed from the palm tree.

Beet Ro?T SucAit.-The extraction of sugar from beet root, which has become an

important manufacture in several countries on the contment, especially m France and

Germany, was developed in consequence of the difficulty of obtammg colonial sugar

^XnJe during the blockade in the time of Napoleon 1. The high price of sugar

(55. per lb.) wis not the only stimulus to invention, as a prize of a million of

francs was offered by the government for the most successful method of mannfactunng

iSenous sugar. The beet is a biennial plant, native to the south of Europe There

are several varieties of this root, each fitted to its own climate and soi
;
but the white

Silesian beet is most prized where it can be grown, on account of the large amount ot

suffar in the iuice, and the comparative absence of salts ;
it is less prone to decay when

stored previous to use. The average composition of the root of the sugar beet may

be stated as follows :

—

Sugar 101 per cent.

Gluten 3

Woody fibre, &c. . - - 5

Water 81^

100

The proportion of sugar varies very much. First, it is greater in some varieties

than others ;
second, it is greater in small beets than in large ;

third, in dry climates,

especially when the climate is dry after the roots have begun to swell ;
fourth, in

light than heavy soils; fifth, in the part above than under ground; sixth, when ma-

nure has not been directly applied to the crop. The average proportion of sugar

extracted from beet is 6 per cent., though it is stated that 7^ per cent, is obtained in

some well conducted manufactories. In France and Belgium the average yield is 14

or 15 tons of beet to the acre, while ablaut Magdeburg they do not exceed 10 to 12

tons, but the latter are richer in sugar.
, . ^ „ .

During the first year of its life the root is developed to its fuU size, and secretes the

whole amount of sugar which, in the natural life of the plant, furnishes the material

for the growth and maturity of its upper part. It follows that when the plant is cuL-
^ 3 G 4
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tivated for its sugar, it is ripe for the sugar manufacturers when its first ^,o^r>.of development ,s complete. The time required for this depends upon tlfat of^hpand upon the season. Its criterion is the commencement S death in t^e ifaves Wh^'rjpe the beet roots are dug out, the mould gently shaken off and the hf-n^f «•
gether with as much of the root as shows the presence of Lf hnd, '^f^f.^"*

off, to-

light is detrimental even to the exhumed roots the lattS H^f L . a
'
'^f

quantity be small they may be covered ^th'^^e' t^vLTSch rvTbe^rcu^^^^^is nmre usual, however, to pile them in h^ans th^ ^-^ J . il- f ,
I*

of their wate;, and to protect tl em from £I
thin layer of earth. ^Phese mounds are foLSL priJklTwUr

WrLraJr^rar^^^"^^"^ " '''^ ^^^^l^V;
BoussiNGADLT gave the following analyses of French beets:—

^^Ticre grown. A ime oi lafting irom grouna^ &c.
Per cent,

of
dry matter.

Water. Sugar.
I-iRneoni
fibre and
albumen.

Pcctine?

Botanic school - A\ig. 2— Roots small- - -

Sept. 1—A root of 1100
grammes — Hlinut 1^ lb. -

Sept. 1— Root, 4C0 grammes

9 6

7-4

90-5

92-6

SO

4-2

4-5

2-5

added to the
lig. matter.

10
= about 1 lb. 2^ oz. - -

Sept. 7. —Root, 700 to 800
9-4 90-6 5-0 2-8 1-6

Young root of 0 3 grammes

Sept. 26—Root from 80 to 100

10 0 900 7-3 1-9 0-8

Garden of M.
13-7 86-3 5-9 4-4 3-4

Brogniart grammes = 3^ oz. - - .

Oct. 9— Root, 150 grammes
16'1 84-9 10-0 3-3 1-8

Vigneux - . - Sept. 23— Root, 500 grammes
14 1 859

Sept. 23— Root, 700 grammes
16-9 83-

1

11-9 3-2 1-8

Crenelle - - - Aug. 7— Root, 300 grammes
13 0 87-0 8-6 2-7. 1-7

Aug. 11— Root, 600 grammes
15-5 84-5 8 9 6-6 to preceding

Aug. 30. — Root, 1 kilo-
12-6 87-4 8 2 2-8 1-6

gramme=2 l-5th lbs. - - 13-1 86-9 8-6 3-1 1-4Beet in flower, 200 grammes
= about 4-IOths lb. - - .

Beet of two years In seed
16-5

5-5
835
94-5
84-9
93-6

9-8

00
10-6

13

3-3
2-5
31
3-6

3-4

Boville, Meurthe While beet of Silesia - - - 15 8
li»

Analysed by M.
Braconnet.

Leaves of the beet - - - . 6-4 21
-t

_
The physical characters which serve to show that a beet-root is of good quality, are

Its being firm, brittle, emitting a creaking noise when cut, and being perfectly sound
within

;
the degree of sweetness is also a good indication. The 45th degree of latitude

appears to be the southern limit of the successful growth of beet in rtferenee to the
extraction of sugar.

The first manipulations to which the beets are exposed, are intended to clear them
from the adhering earth and stones, as well as the fibrous roots and portions of the
neck. The roots are washed by a rotary movement upon a grating made like an
Archimedts' screw, formed round the axis of a squirrel-cage cylinder, which is laid
liorizontally beneath the surface of water in an oblong trough. It is turned rapidly
by means of a toothed wheel and pinion. The roots, after being sufficiently agitated
in the water, are tossed out by the rotation at the opposite end of the cylinder.
The parenchyma of the beet is a spongy mass, whose cells are filled with juice.

The cellular tissue itself, which forms usually only a twentieth or twenty-fifth of the
whole weight, consists of ligneous fibre. Compression alone, however powerful, is

inadequate to force out all the liquor which this tissue contains. To effect this object,

the roots must be subjected to the action of an instruinent which will tear and open up
the greatest possible number of these cells. Experiments have, indeed, proved, that

by the most considerable pressure, not more than 40 or 50 per cent, in juice can be
obtained from the beet ; whilst the pulp procured by the action of a grater produces
from 7.5 to 80 per cent.

The beet-root rasp is represented 1730, \7^7. a, a is the framework of the

machine; b the feed-plate, made of cast iron, divided by a ridge into two parts; c,

the hollow drum
;
d, its shaft, upon either side of whose periphery nuts are screwed

• Add 0-9 of nitre. t AdJ 1-6 nitre ; the albumen added to the sugar.
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for securing the saw blades e,e, ^hich are packed tight agaiiist each other ^7 means

01 laths of Jood i / is a pinion upon the shaft of the drum, mto vvhich the wheel g

1737

works, and which is keyed upon the shaft h; t is the driving rigger; k, pillar of

support; blocks of wood, with which the workman pushes the beet-roots against

the revolving-rasp; m, the chest for receiving the beet-pap; n, the wooden cover of

the drum, lined with sheet iron. The drum should make 500 or 600 turns in the

minute. . , . . „

A few years ago, M. Dombasle introduced a process of extractmg the juice trom

the beet without either rasping or hydraulic pressure. The beets were cut into thia

slices by a proper rotatory blade-machine ; these slices were put into a macerating

cistern, with about their own bulk of water, at a temperature of 212° Fahr. After

half an' hour's maceration, the liquor was said to have a density of 2° B., when it was

run off into a second similar cistern, upon other beet-roots ; from the second it was

let into a third, and so on to a fifth; by which time, its density having risen to 5|°,

it was ready for the process of defecation. Juice produced in this way is transparent,

and requires little lime for its purification ; but it is apt to ferment, or to have its

granulating power impaired by the watery dilution. A further obstacle to this pro-

cess is presented by the cost of fuel required for concentrating so weak a solution, and

the process has accordingly been abandoned.

By the process of M. Schutzenbach, the manufacture may be carried on during the

whole year, instead of during a few winter months. At Waghausel, near Carlsruhe,

this system is adopted. The beets having been washed, are rapidly cut up into small

pieces, and subjected to the drying heat of a coke fire for six hours. They lose from

80 to 84 per cent, of their weight ; the dried root may be kept without injury for many
months, and the sugar is extracted by infusion. At this colossal establishment, which

in 1K55 employed 3.000 people, and the buildings of which covered 12 acres of land,

there were 20 infusing vessels 12 to 14 feet deep, and 7 wide. A cwt. of raw roots

cost Id., and the dried root contained 46 to 47 per cent, of sugar ; the capital em-
ployed was eighty millions of francs.

Whether the juice is extracted from fresh or dried beets the subsequent processes

are the same. The juice, having been extracted either by infusion or by submitting

the rasped pulp to hydraulic pressure, is placed in a shallow vessel, and mixed with

as much milk of lime as renders it strongly alkaline, it is then boiled, generally by
means of a copper coil heated by high pressure steam. The excess of lime is removed
by passing a stream of carbonic acid gas through the liqaid. The gas is generally

produced by forcing a stream of air through an enclosed coke fire. The liquid is

next filtered through cloth concentrated to a specific gravity of 25° B., filtered

through animal charcoal, and treated in all respects similarly to ordinary cane sugar in

a refinery. Though the vacuum-pan is employed in most beet-root establishments,

there are some manufacturers who continue to evaporate in open vessels.

The large amount of water which has to be removed in the concentration of beet-

root syrups involves the use of so much fuel that to economise it an ingenious

apparatus has been constructed by M. Gail of Paris. The principle adopted is to use the
steam fjenerated from the ebullition of liquid in one vessel for boiling another, the
steam from which in like manner boils a third.

Maple Sugar.—The manufacture of sugar from the juice of a species of maple trees,

which grow spontaneously in many of the uncultivated parts of North America, ap-
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'i::'Cl'.Z^Tor^^^^^^^
''''' ^a^ers of New Eng.

grows upon the Ohio/ It is Vrnr o„ etS n'^^^^^^^^^^^
acres of land

;
but it is more usually interspersed aVonfolLrtrees Th.t'''posed to arrive at perfection in 40 years

oiner trees. Ihey are sup-

surrouDding maple trees Hei^ZrLJ!P T?' , "'«'">S « 'POt among

carrying the sap to the eamp; boilefs cap:ble'olLt n^^rfe t'll r^touTds

ibrsu^r/ifon^ ^^^--^ and be;^.;i^ro?Mar:*r':

gro^nr^rS^nflefr^^^^^^^^^^
penetrates no more than half an inch into the alburnum, TwiteSk t experSe
ft iATrV^'V^

greater discharge of sap takes place a't this depth ^Ln at any otherIt
1^

also advisable to perforate in the south face of the trunk.
^

^Pf^iM^*""^ '
''i'"'^

contains 2 to 3 gallons, and is made commonly of white pine is

tl? t ^'""""f^ ^- °^ '^^"^ sap ^hich flows througS Aetwo tubes inserted into the holes made with the auger ; it is collected tSer dailv

supplied. In every case it ought to be boiled within the course of two or three davsfrom flowing out of the tree, as it is liable to run quickly into fermenmt o^ if theweather become mild. The evaporation is urged by an^ active fi?^! wkh careful

tm aTar^le hT^.'^'
and the pot is continually replenished ^iTh Ire ^p.assumed a syrupy consistence. It is then allowed to cool, andpassed through a woollen cloth, to free it from impurities.

'

wul . K^^'JP «
transferred into a boiler to three-fourths of its capacity, and it is urgedwith a brisk fire till it acquires the requisite consistence for being poured into themoulds or troughs prepared to receive it. This point is ascertained, as usual by itsexhibiting a granular aspect, when a few drops are drawn out into a thread betweenthe finger and thumb If in the course of the last boiling, the liquor froth up consi-

derably, a small bit of butter or fat is thrown into it. After the molasses has beendrained from the concreted loaves, the sugar is not at all deliquescent, like equallybrown sugar from the cane. Maple sugar is in taste equally agreeable with cane

EuTope^"
sweetens as weU. When refined it is equaUy fair with the loaf sugar of

The period during which tbe trees discharge their juices is limited to about six
weeks. Towards the end of the flow, it is less abundant, less saccharine, and more
diihcult to be crystallised.

In spring, when plentiful, maple sugar seUs as low as 3d per lb. ; in winter it some-
times rises as high as 6d.

The total production of maple sugar has been estimated at 45 millions of pounds,
or the one hundred and twenty-fifth part of the whole quantity of cane sugar extracted
for the use of man. The manufacture of maple sugar diminishes yearly in propor-
tion as the native American forests are cut down.
Potato Sugar.—The manufacture of sugar from starch derived from potatoes,

from woody matter, and from rags, can be effected by treating them with sulphuric acid
and heat

; but the process, interesting though it is, is rarely if ever adopted at pre-
sent, as the sugar is inferior in quality to that obtained from the cane, and dearer in
price.

The process for making sugar from potato starch is to mix 100 gallons of boiling
water with every 112 lbs. of the fecula, and 2 lbs. of the strongest sulphuric acid.
I his mixture is boiled about 12 hours in a large vat, made of white deal, having lead
pipes laid along its bottom, which are connected with a high-pressure steam boiler.
After being thus saccharified, the acid liquid is neutralised with chalk, filtered, and
then evaporated to the density of about 1-300, at the boiling temperature, or exactly
1*342, when cooled to 60°. When syrup of this density is left in repose for some
days, it concretes altogether into crystalline tufts, and forms an apparently dry solid
of specific gravity 1-39. When this is exposed to the heat of 220O

it fuses into a
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liquid nearly as thin as water ; on cooling to 150° it takes the consistence of honey,

and at 100° Fahr. it has that of viscid varnish. It must be left a considerable time

at rest before it recovers its pristine state. When heated to 270° it boils briskly

gives off one-tenth of its weight of water, and concretes on cooling into a bright

yellow, brittle, but deliquescent mass, like barley sugar. If the syrup be concentrated

to a much greater density than 1-340, as to 1-362, or if it be left faintly acidulous, in

either case it will not granulate, but will remain either a viscid magma, or become a

concrete mass, which may indeed be pulverised, though it is so deliquescent as to be

unfit for sale as sugar.

The following table exhibits several good analyses of the potato:—

Sort. Fibrine. Starch.
Veg.
album. Gum.

Acids and
salts. "Water. Analyst.

Red potatoes 7-0 15-0 1-4 4-1 5-1 75-0 Einhof

Id. germinated 6-8 15-2 13 3-7 73-0

Potato sprouts 2-8 0-4 0-4 3-3 93-0

Kidaey potatoes °- 8-8 9-1 0-8 81-3

Large red do. 60 12-9 0-7 78-0

Sweet do. - 8-2 15-1 0-8 74-3

Potato of Peru 5 2 15-0 1-9 1-9 76-0 Lampad.

„ England - 6-8 12-9 1-1 1-7 77-5

Onion potato 8 '4 18-7 0-9 1-7 70-3

„ Voigtland - 7-1 15-4 1-2 20 74-3

„ cultivated in the

environs of Paris 6-79 13-3 0-92 3-3 1-4 73'12 Henry.

Good muscovado sugar from Jamaica fuses only when heated to 280°, it turns-

immediately dark brown, and becomes, in fact, the substance called caramel by the
French, which is used for colouring brandies, white wines, and liqueurs. Thus starch

or grape sugar is well distinguished from cane sugar, by its fusibility at a moderate-
heat, and its unalterability at a pretty high heat. Its sweetening power is only two-
fifths of that of ordinary sugar. A good criterion of incompletely formed grape sugar
is its resisting the action of sulphuric acid, while perfectly saccharified starch or cane
sugar is readily decomposed by it. If to a strong solution of imperfectly saccharified'
grape sugar, nearly boiling hot, one drop of sulphuric acid be let fall, no perceptible
change will ensue ; but if the acid be dropped into solutions of either of the other two
sugars, black carbonaceous particles will make their appearance.
The specific gravity of cane and beet root is 1-577, not 1-6065 as given by Berzelius

and others; that of starch, sugar, in crystalline tufts, is 1-39, or perhaps 1-40, as it'

varies a little with its state of dryness. At 1-342 syrup of the cane contains seventy
per cent, of sugar; at the same density syrup of starch sugar contains seventy-five
and a half per cent, of concrete matter, dried at 260° (Fahr.), and, therefore, freed
from the ten per cent, of water, which it contains in the granular state. Thus, another
distinction is obtained between the two sugars in the relative densities of their solu-
tions, at tike saccharine contents, per cent.

Animal charcoal. One of the most important considerations for a sugar refiner is
to furnish himself amply with bone charcoal of the best quality, and to devote un-
sparing attention to the process of revivification. The theory of the action of bone
charcoal upon solutions of raw sugar and other coloured liquids need not be discussed
here. It may, however, be observed, that but little is known upon the subject, and
that the behaviour of bone charcoal with respect to metallic oxides and various salts
is as remarkable as its action upon colouring matter.

After the raiu liquor has been passed continuously through a filter of bone charcoal,
the decolouring power of the charcoal becomes impaired, and finaUy lost. This power
may be more or less restored by the following means:

First, Washing with water.

Second. Fermentation,
Third. Washing with weak hydrochloric acid.
Fourth. Long exposure to air and moisture.
Fifth. Heating to redness.

The last plan being the only one which does not materially injure the charcoal andmost completely restores its power, is the course almost invariably adopted
-'

it ishowever preceded by washmg with water,
r

>
«
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I'lrst, Burning in iron pipes,

iron cooler is suspended. When the cha^cS
charcoal are maintained at a dull reTheat Z thi^.^^^ T' ^''^^d with

coolers in measured quantities at suet in V^o 'tL^tTollb:^^^^^^^^under the action of the heat Tl„> V .u- ,
" '"^"f hours

cost and simplicir;;t'dlLdvan agt" \hat c^Trl?^""^ 'f,^^burnt, the pipes near the furnace beinl more heated than fW. f
unequally

it; second, the kilns require frequenf r^plls s^me o^^^^^^
the fire; third, the amount of fuel requi?eris krl^ ^on?f tV,

destroyed by
become choked.

required is large
, fourth, the pipes are apt to

Second. Burning in fire-clay chambers.

naces. Fig, 1 738 shows a section of Mr. Chantrell's kiln through one of the fire places;

Jigs. 1738«, 1738 6, two front views of the same, c, is the fire doorj h, the furnace;
the products of combustion issue through apertures in the arched roof of the furnace,
and are compelled to take a zigzag course to the flue G, by means of horizontal floors

of tiles, each floor being open at alternate ends, b, b, are apertures for cleaning the
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the firing floor. The advantages of this system are, first, the charcoal is very equally

hnrnt ;
second, the amount of fuel required is small, not reaching ten per cent, of the

charcoal reburned ;
third, non-liability to get out of order ; the chief disadvantage is

the amount of first cost.

Third. Reburning in rotating cylinders.

This plan like the former, the subject of a patent, is used at the extensive estab-

lishment of Mr. G. Torr, London, the regularity and the excellence of the result

being considered by him a suflBcient compensation for the costliness of the process.

Fourth. Reburning by meaus of superheated steam.

This ingenious method, -were it not for the expense of the apparatus, and practical

difficulties, would supersede the previous methods. The apparatus, is the inven-

tion of MM. Laurens and Thomas of Paris. A furnace is constructed, in the flues

of which a number of cast-iron tubes connected together and ranged in order,

are placed ; the products of combustion, after maintaining the pipes at a high
temperature, impart heat likewise to the vase-shaped vessel before, entering the

chimney. A jet of steam being passed through the pipes becomes siifi&ciently super-

heated to expel the moisture from the charcoal contained in the receiver, and
subsequently to raise it to a temperature of 600° F. This is sufficient to effect de-

structive distillation of the colouring matter absorbed by the charcoal. The process

takes about eight hours ; the advantages of this method consist in the steam
coming in absolute contact with every single grain of charcoal ; the distillates are
effectually removed, and there is little or no risk of the charcoal being subjected to too
high a temperature ; but the plan is expensive and inconvenient ; and has not been
adopted in England.
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1738 i

3 ft ? ^""^ temperature, in the reburning process, are very marked;
in me best regulated refineries the decolouring power of the charcoal is frequentlyexammed and recorded, and an analysis of the charcoal is made each month.

1 ne tollowing table contains the average results of many analyses made by Dr.
vvaiiace of Glasgow, of several kinds of raw sugar as imported into Greenock and
Glasgow, and of the diflFerent products of a Greenock sugar house

West

India.

Beet. Date.
Lumps. Pieces. Bastards.

reen

Syrup.

olden

Syrup.

Molasses.
Treaclft

C3 C5

Cane sugar - 94-4 95-7 95-4 97-3 87-7 68-3 62-7 39-6 48-0 32-5
Fruit sugar - 2-2 0-3 1-8 0-5 6 0 15-0 8-0 33 -O" 18-0 37-2
Extractive and

matter
colouring

0-3 0-4 0-1 0-5 1-2 0-6 2-8 1-5 3-5

Ash - 0-2 i-6 0-2 0-2 0-8 1-5 1-0 2-5 1-4 3-4
Insoluble matter 01 1-7

Water 2-8 2-0 0-8 2-0 5-0 14-0 27-7 22-7 311 23-4

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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The following table sliows the consumption per head in the United Kingdom at ten

years intervals, and also the amount of revenue annually raised from the tax on.sugar.

Consumption of Sugar.

Lbs. vet
Head.

Prices and Rates of Duty.

Years.
Population

of
United Kgdm.

Total
Tons.

1801
1811
1821
1831
1841

16,371,554
18,548,470
21,302,392
24,319,811
27,021,949

159,916
187,092
170,612
203,812
202,899

1851 27,721,921 328,581

1859 30,000,000 450,000

22
23
18
19

17

36

33

Gazette
Avge. Price.

«. d.

59 5

39 8
33 2
23 8
39 8

25 6

27 0

Bate of
Duty.
S. d.

20 0
27 0
27 0
24 0
25 2
13 3
12 0
12 8

Total
per Cwt.
S. d.

79 5

66 8
60 2
47 8
64 1

38 9 7

37 6J
39 8

Buties p^d
on all

Descriptions.

e
3,066,163
4,652,824
4,188,997
4,660,606
5,114,390

3,979,141

6,000,000

PerHead.

d.

9
0

11

10

9

2 10

4 0

Impoi-ts into the United Kingdom from 1841 up to the end of 1859.

Sugar raw

—

Of or from British possessions -

Of or from foreign countries

Total of raw sugar -

Sugar refined and sugar candy-

1841. 1842. 1843. 1844. 1845. 1846.

Cwts.

4,057,617
261

Cwts.

3,868,334
103

Cwts.

4,028,231
76

Cwts.

4,129,345
98

Cwts.

4,779,317
77,307

Cwts.

4,617,509
602,7.39

4,057,878 3,868,437 4,028,307 4,129,443 4,856,624 5,220,248

22 37 19 6 56 18,408

Sugar raw—
Of or from British possessions -

Of or from foreign countries

Total of raw sugar -

Sugar refined and sugar candy

1847. 1848. 1849. 1850. 1851. 1852.

Cwts.

4,805,489
974,019

Cwts.

4,921,332

1,220,964

Cwts.

5,409.209
496,478

Cwts.

5,183,097
908,395

Cwts.

4,854,506

1,379,041

Cwts.

6,216,341
682,525

5,779,508 6,142,296 5,905,687 6,091,492 6,233,547 6,898,867

26,130 46,191 75,137 116,335 338,079 273,991

Sugar raw

—

Of or from British 7
possessions J

Of or from foreign ?
countries J

Total of raw sugar -

Sugar refined and 7
sugar candy S

1853. 1854. 1855. 1856. 1857. 1858. 1859.

Cwts.

5,740,854

1,531,979

Cwts.

5,589,467

2,439,291

Cwts.

4,934,343

2,319,879

Cwts.

5,695,363

2,065,877

Cwts.

5,325,975

3,064,721

Cwts.

5,323,580

3,775.300

Cuts.

5,458,380

3,552,450

7,272,833 8,028,758 7,254,222 7,761.240 8,390,696 9,098,880 9,010,800

214,756 303,649 287,520 187,211 329,122 262,460 386,820

A. F.
SUGAR OF LEAD, Y>roperly Acetate of Lead (Acetate de plomb : Sel de Saturne,

Fr. ; Essigsaures Bleioxijd, Bleixucker, Germ.), is prepared by dissolving pure litharge,
with heat, in strong vinegar, made of malt, wood, or wine, till the acid be satu-
rated. A copper boiler, rendered negatively electrical by soldering a strap of lead
within it, is the best adapted to this process on the great scale. 325 parts of finely
ground and sifted oxide of lead require 575 parts of strong acetic acid, of spec grav
1° Baume, for neutralisation, and afford 960 parts of crystallised sugar of lead
The oxide should be gradually sprinkled into the moderately hot vinegar with con-
stant stirring, to prevent adhesion to the bottom ; and when the proper 'quantity is
dissolved, the solution may be weakened with some of the washings of a preceding
process, to di ute the acetate, after which the whole should be heated to the boilin|
point, and allowed to cool slowly in order to settle. The limpid solution is to bedrawn off by a siphon concentrated by boiling to the density of 32° B., taking care
that there be always a faint excess of acid, to prevent the possibility of any basic salt
being formed, which would mterfere with the formation of regular crystals. Should

bone black*""^*

coloured, it may be whitened by filtration through granular

Stoneware vessels, with salt glaze, answer best for crystallisers. Their edces
should be smeared with candle-grease, to prevent the salt creeping over them bv
efflorescent vegetation. The crystals are to be drained, and dried in a stove-roomvery slightly heated. It deserves remark, that linen, mats, wood, and paper, imbuedwith sugar of lead, and strongly dried, readily take fire, and burn away like tinderWhen the mother waters cease to afford good crystals, they should be decomposed by
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carbonate of soda, or by lime skilfully applied when n p!,^k«t,»*^
obtained, fit for treating with fresh vinellr T^^^^^

^i" be
be employed for the extraction of pure acedc acid

of «oda may
A mam point in the preparation of sugar of lead is to « -j

much time and acid are wasted in concentrat nrtheVoU on Thif Tn''
'''^'7'"'

in colourless, transparent, four and six-sided pHsms from a mofr rlf
^^O'^talhses

solution; but from a stronger solution in smnl nTf;)! f
^'""'y

the acid has been slightlfTmpure it h^^^^^
taste, a specific gravity of 2 345 ireffloresees slitri

'- astrmgent metallic

heated above 212° F^it frmhs'uD and S^nS
with some acetic acid, fallbgl^to'a'p^owt ^L^^^ l^'s'eVslXr

'

t'^"'
-^^^^'^^'^

bonate of ead. If heated to 5Sfi° F if ic -mt;^ i r % ^ ° '"^o car-

is decomposed, disengaging acetic andVarSic ao 'h"*^
" temperature

consistin| of vWy fin'elf dfviSl'd°te?;tr^^^^^^

PbO C^H'0» + 3H0 ' ^° ^00, or

tour subacetates of lead are generally acknowledged to exist, viz. :-

Sesquibasic ditto
Oxide of lead. Acetic acid.

Bibasic acetate ------ I s -i
3 - 1

6 1

Trlbasic ditto -

Hexbasic ditto -

Sesqmbaszc acetate. 3PbO, 2C^H'0' + Aq. This is obtained by heating the neutralacetate m a capsule till the fused mass becomes white and porous ; this^ then Sis-solved m water and evaporated, when on cooling pearly lamina separate • thev aresoluble m water and alcohol, and the solution polesses an alkaline rSon ^
JJibasic acetate. This salt, when in solution, is known as Goulard's extract and isformed by boiling together a solution of the neutral acetate and an equivalen quan-

of2^bO,"cw'/lq"" '"^'^ ^ '^'•y^^U-e. and consists

Tribasic acetate 3PbO C^ff + Aq. This salt is the most stable of the subsalts.
It IS obtained in the crystallme state, by leaving to itself a cold saturated solution ofthe neutral acetate, to which one-fifth of its volume of caustic ammonia has been
added. It may also be made by digesting 7 parts of pure litharge with a solutioncontainmg 6 parts of the crystallised neutral acetate. It forms long silky needleswhich are very soluble m water, but insoluble in alcohol. Carbonic acid transmitted
through the solution precipitates the excess of oxide of lead, in the state of carbonate •

a process long since described by Thenard, for making white lead.
'

Hexbasic acetate. 6PbO, C^H'O' + Aq. This subsalt is obtained by boiling any of
the other acetates with an excess of litharge. It is a precipitate, which, when examined
by the microscope, presents a crystalline aspect. It is slightly soluble in boiling-
water, from which, in cooling, white silky needles are deposited. This salt is fre-
quently found in commercial white lead. The solutions of subacetates are rapidly
decomposed by the carbonic acid of the atmosphere.
SULPHATE OF ALUMINA AND POTASSA is alum. See Alum.
SULPHATE OF BARYTA is the mineral called Heavy-Spar. See Baryta.

Sulphate.
SULPHATE OF COPPER, Boman or Blue Vitriol (^Vitriol de Chypre, Fr.;

Kupfervitriol, Germ.), is a salt composed of sulphuric acid and oxide of copper, and
may be formed by boiling the concentrated acid upon the metal, in an iron pot. It is,

however, a natural product of many copper mines, from which it flows out in the
form of a blue water, being the result of the infiltration of water over copper pyrites,
which has become oxygenated by long exposure to the air in subterranean excavations.
The liquid is concentrated by heat in copper vessels, then set aside to crystallise.
The salt forms in oblique four -sided tables, of a fine blue colour; has a spec, gravity
of 2-104

; an acerb, disagreeable, metallic taste
; and, when swallowed, it causes violent

vomiting. It becomes of a pale dirty blue, and eflSoresces slightly, on long exposure
to the air ; when moderately heated, it loses 36 per cent, of water, and falls into a
whitish powder. It dissolves in 4 parts of water at 60°, and in 2 of boiling water,
but not in alcohol ; the solution has an acid reaction upon litmus paper. When
strongly ignited, the acid flies ofiF, and the black oxide of copper remains. The con-
stituents of crystallised sulphate of copper are— oxide, 31-80; acid, 32-14; and
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water, 36-06. Its chief employment in this country is in dyeing, and for preparing

certain green pigments. See Scheele's and Schweinfukth Gkeen. In France,

as well as in England, the fanners sprinkle a weak solution of it upon their grains

and seeds before sowing them, to prevent their being attacked by birds and insects.

See CoppKR.
SULPHATE OF IROJJ, Green vitriol, Copperas (Couperose verte, Fr.; Eiseri-

vitriol, Schwefelsaures Eisenouxydl, Germ.), is a crystalline compound of sulphuric

acid and protoxide of iron ; hence called, by chemists, the protosulphate ;
consisting

of 26-10 of base, 29 90 of acid, and 44-00 of water in 100 parts; or of 1 prime
equivalent of protoxide, 36, + 1 of acid, 40, + 7 of water, 63, = 1 39. It may be prepared

by dissolving iron to saturation in dilute sulphuric acid, evaporating the solution till

a pellicle forms upon its surface, and setting it aside to crystallise. The copperas of

commerce is made in a much cheaper way, by stratifying the pyrites found in the
coal measures ( Vitriolkies and Strahlkies of the Germans), upon a sloping puddled
platform of stone, leaving the sulphide exposed to the weather, till, by the absorption
of oxygen, it effloresces, lixiviating with water the supersulphate of iron thus formed,
saturating the excess of acid with plates of old iron, then evaporating and crystallising.

The other pyrites, which occurs often crystallised, called by the Germans Schwefelhies
or Eisenkies, must be deprived of a part of its sulphur by calcination before it acquires
the property of absorbing oxygen from the atmosphere, and thereby passing from
a bisulphide into a bisulphate. Alum schist very commonly contains vitriolkies, and
affords, after being roasted and weather-worn, a considerable quantity of copperas,
which must be carefully separated by crystallisation from the alum.

This liquor used formerly to be concentrated directly in leaden vessels ; but the
first stage of the operation is now carried on in stone canals of considerable length,
vaulted over with bricks, into which the liquor is admitted, and subjected at the
surface to the action of flame and heated air, from a furnace of the reverberatory
kind, constructed at one end, and discharging its smoke by a high chimney raised at the
other. See Soda Manufacture. Into this oblong trough, resting on dense clay,
and rendered tight in the joints by water-cement, old iron is mixed with the liquor,
to neutralise the excess of acid generated from the pyrites, as also to correct the
tendency to superoxidisement in copperas, which would injure the fine green colour
of the crystals. After due concentration and saturation in this surface evaporator,
the solution is run olF into leaden boilers, where it is brought to the proper density
for affording regular crystals, which it does by slow cooling, in stone cisterns.

Copperas forms sea-green, transparent, rhomboidal prism's, which are without smell,
but have an astringent, acerb, inky taste; they speedily become yellowish-brown in
the air, by peroxidisement of the iron, and efiioresce in a warm atmosphere; they
dissolve in 1-43 parts of water at 60°, in 0-27 at 190°, and in their own water of
crystallisation at a higher heat. This salt is extensively used in dyeing black,
especially hats, in making ink, and prussian blue, for reducing indigo in the blue vat,
in the China blue dye, for making the German oil of vitriol, and in many chemical
and medicinal preparations.

There is a persulphate and a subpersulphate of iron, but they belong to the domain
of chemistry. The first may be formed, either by dissolving with heat one part of
red oxide of iron (colcothar) in one and a- half of concentrated sulphuric acid, or by
adding some nitric acid to a boiling-hot solution of copperas, to which half as' much
sulphuric acid has been added as it already contained. It forms with galls and loo--
wood a very black ink, which is apt to become brown- black. When evaporated to
dryness, it appears as a dirty white pulverulent substance, which is soluble in alcohol
It consists, in 100 parts, of 39-42 of red oxide of iron, and 60-58 sulphuric acidSULPHATE OF LIME. See Gypsum.

P muc acia.

SULPHATE OF MAGNESIA, Epsom Salts (Sel amer, Fr.
; Bittersalz, Germ ).

See Magnesia, Sulphate.
SULPHATE OF MANGANESE is prepared on the great scale for the calico-

printers, by exposing the peroxide of the metal and pitcoal ground together and
made into a paste with sulphuric acid, to a heat of 400° F. On lixiviating the
calcined mass, a solution of the salt is obtained, which is to be evaporated and
crystallised. It forms pale amethyst-coloured prisms, which have an astringent bitter
taste, dissolve in 2h parts of water, and consist of, protoxide of manganese, 31-93-
sulphuric acid, 35-87; and water, 32-20, in 100 parts

'

SULPHATE OF MERCURY. See Mercury.
'

SULPHATE OF POTASH. See Potash.
SULPHATE OF SODA is commonly called Glauber's salt, from the name of thechemist who first prepared it. See Soua.
SULPHATE OF ZINC, called also While Vitriol, is commonly prepared in theHarz, oy wasnmg the calcined and effloresced sulphide of zinc or blende, on theVOL. m. <j j_j
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same principle as green and blue vitriol are obtained from the sulphides of iron and
copper. Pure sulphate of zinc may be made most readily by dissolving zinc in
dilute sulphuric acid, evaporating and crystallising the solution. It forms prismatic
crystals, which have an astringent, disagreeable, metallic taste

; they effloresce in adry air, dissolve m 2-3 parts of water at 60°, and consist of—oxide of zinc 28-20 •

acid, 28-18; water 43-53. Sulphate of zinc is used for preparing drying oils for
varnishes, and in the reserve or resist pastes of the calico-printer. See ZincSULPHATES are saline compounds of sulphuric acid with oxidised base's The
minutest quantity of them present in any solution may be detected by the precioitate
insoluble in nitric or muriatic acid, which they afford with nitrate or chloride ofbarium. They are mostly insoluble in alcohol
SULPHIDE OF CARBON. See Carbon, Bisulphide.
SULPHITES are a class of salts, consisting of sulphurous acid, combined in

equivalent proportions with the oxidised bases.
SULPHOSELS is the name given by Berzelius to a class of salts which are now

called sulphides.—H. K. B.
SULPHUR, Brimstone (Sau/re, Fr.; Schwefel, Germ.), is an elementary substance

of great importance. It is abundantly distributed in nature, either in the free state
or m combination with other elements. In the free state it is found in three diff'erent
forms

;
1st, as kidney-shaped lumps disseminated through layers of tertiary and con-

temporaneous formations
; 2nd, in irregular masses in chalky formations, associated

with gypsum and rock salt. It is under these circumstances that it is principally foundm the mines of Sicily, which supply nearly all the sulphur of commerce in Europe
3rd, as sublimations around the mouths of volcanoes, where it is mixed with the
ashes or gravel. The solfataras of Guadaloupe and Pouzzales supply it in this state.
The sulphur mines of Sicily, of which the principal are situated near Cattolica'

Girgenti, Licata, Caltanisetta, Caltascibetta, Centorbi, and Sommatino, supply annually
immense quantities of sulphur.

Sulphur is also found largely in nature in combination, as sulphuric acid, and with
metals forming sulphides ; these latter combinations are known as pyrites.
The process for the separation of the sulphur at the celebrated solfatara of

Pouzzales, near Naples, where the sulphur is condensed in considerable quantities
amongst the gravel collected in the circle which forms the interior of the crater, is
conducted as follows

; the mixture of sulphur and gravel is dug up and submitted to
distillation to extract the sulphur, and the gravel is returned to its original place, and
in the course of about thirty years is again so rich in sulphur as to serve for the same
process again. The distillation is eflfected in the following manner :— Ten earthen
pots, of about a yard in height, and 4^ gallons imperial in capacity, bulging in the
middle, are ranged in a furnace called a gallery; five being set on the one side, and
five on the other. These are so distributed in the body of the walls of the gallery,
that their belly projects partly without and partly within, while their top rises out of
the vault of the roof. The pots are filled with lumps of the sulphur ore of the size
of the fist; their tops are closed with earthenware lids, and from their shoulder
proceeds a pipe of about 2 inches diameter, which bends down, and enters into
another covered pot, with a hole

in its bottom, standing over a
tub filled with water. On ap-

plying heat to the gallery, the

sulphur melts, volatilises, and
runs down in a liquid state into

the tubs, where it congeals.

When one operation is finished,

the pots are re-charged, and the

process is repeated.

The sulphur thus obtained is

still more or less impure, and
in this state can only be used in

the manufacture of sulphuric

acid ; it is therefore subjected to

another process of purification,

which will now be described:—
Fiff. 1739 represents one of

the cast-iron retorts used at

Marseilles for refining sulphur,

wherein it is melted and con-
verted into vapours, which are
led into a large chamber for condensation.

mm\vm\\\m\\\\mm\\\\\\\\w^

The body, a, of the retort is an iron pot.
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3 foet in diameter outside, 22 inches deep, half an inch ^bick, which ^eig^^^^^^

and receives a charge of 8 c^t. of crude sulphur. The
P^^^^^^^^^^f' ^',5^''

bottom, whence the flame rises and plays round its sides. A ,est ^^on ^^P^^^^^^^^^

luted to the top, and covered with sand, the openmg in front is f^^y.^t^^^^^^/'aT-E.
The chamber J is 23 feet long, 11 feet wide, and 13 feet high, with walls 32 inches

th?ck In the roof at each gaSe, valves or flap-doors, e lO inches sq-^re, are placed

at the bottom of the chimney, c. The cords for openmg the valves are led ^own to he

side of the furnace. The entrance to the chamber is shut with an iron door. In the w all

opposite to the retorts, there are two apertures near the floor, for takmg out tbe sul-

phur. Each of the two retorts belonging to a chamber is charged with 7 2 or 8 cwts.

of sulphur; but one is fired first, and with a gentle heat, lest the brimstone froth

should overflow ; but when the fumes begin to rise copiously, with a stronger flame.

The distillation commences within an hour of kindling the fire, and is completed m
six hours. Three hours after putting fire to the first retort, the second is in like

manner set in operation. . . ,

When the process of distillation is resumed, after having been sometime suspended,

explosions may be apprehended, from the presence of atmospheric air
;
to obviate

the danger of which, the flap-doors must be opened every 10 minutes ;
but they should

remain closed during the setting of the retorts, and the reflux of sulphurous funics or

acid should be carried off by a draught-hood over the retorts. The distillation is

carried on without interruption during the week, the charges being repeated tour

times in the day. By the third day, the chamber acquires such a degree of heat as to

preserve the sulphur in a liquid state ; on the sixth, its temperature becoming nearly

300= F., gives the sulphur a dark hue, on which account the furnace is allowed to cool

on the Sunday. The fittest distilling temperature is about 248°. The sulphur is

drawn off through two iron pipes cast in the iron doors of the orifices on the side of

the chamber opposite to the furnace. The iron stoppers being taken out of the mouths

of the pipes, the sulphur is allowed to run along an iron spout placed over red-hot

charcoal, into the appropriate wooden moulds.

lu some places sulphur is obtained from the metallic sulphides (of iron and copper)

which contain a large excess of sulphur.

In Saxony and Bohemia, the sulphides of iron and copper are introduced into large

earthenware pipes, which traverse a furnace-gallery ; and the sulphur exhaled flows

into pipes filled with cold water on the outside of the furnace, 900 parts of sulphide

afford from 100 to 150 parts of sulphur, and a residuum of protosulphide.

Pyrites as a bi-sulphide, consisting of 45-5 parts of iron, and 54-5 of sulphur, may,

by proper chemical means, be made to give off one half of its sulphur, or about 27 pei

cent. ; but great care must be taken not to generate sulphurous acid, as is done very

wastefuUy by the Fahlun and the Goslar processes. By the latter, indeed, not more

than 1 or 2 parts of sulphur are obtained, by roasting 100 parts of the pyritous ores

of the Rammelsberg mines. In these cases, the sulphur is burned, instead of being

sublimed. The residuum of the operation, when it is well conducted, is black sulphide

of iron, which may be profitably employed for making copperas. The apparatus for

extracting sulphur from pyrites should admit no more air than is barely necessary to

promote the sublimation.

The great disadvantage in the sulphur prepared from pyrites is, that some of the

pyrites contain a large quantity of arsenic, and the sulphur thus obtained from them
generally contains sulphide of arsenic, hence the sulphuric acid made from it

would contain arsenic, and thus be unfitted for many purposes of the arts ; though a
tolerably good sulphuric acid may be made directly from the combustion of pyrites,

instead of sulphur, in the lead chambers.

The present high price of the Sicilian sulphur is a great encouragement to its ex-
traction from pyrites. It is said that the common English brimstone, such as was
extracted from the copper pyrites of the Parys mine in Anglesey, contained fully a
fifteenth of residuum, insoluble in boiling oil of turpentine, which was chiefly orpi-

ment; while the fine Sicilian sulphur, now imported in vast quantities by the manu-
facturers of oil of vitriol, contains not more than 3 per cent, of foreign matter, chiefly

earthy, but not at all arsenical.

Sulphur occurs in commerce in two different forms, viz. solid, or in powder; the

former is generally in sticks, and is called lump, roll, or stick sulphur ; and the latter

as .sublimed orjlawcrs of sulphur; and also the kind principally used in medicine, as

precipitated sulphur or milk of sulphur. These different forms are caused by the

different modes of preparation ; if the sulphur be sublimed into large chambers,
which are kept cool during the operation, the product will appear as a powder
(sublimed, orflowers of stdphur); but if the chamber be allowed to get hot, the sulphur
melts, and is run off into moulds, and forms the lump sulphur. The washing of the
sublimed sulphur is to remove any sulphurous or sulphuric acid, which it generally

3 H 2
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water; to the liltered liquid hydrochloric acid is a^rJ^A
. """V" a'ssoive in the

and precipitntes the sulphur. The sulphur this nrocS;J ""'^'^ ''"^
and when first precipitated ..ill pass thr^ff Tfil er £ ' " y^'"*^^

in solution, from th'e fact of its^ei;^so^fi^ely d vrdeJ
•""'^'^ ^''^

sulphuric acid instead of hydrochloric acid in thic J T"" '"anufacturers use
sulphur found in the shopsl genraUy iL '1 conC''^^ '^r^""''

'"""^

feels gritty between the teeth, Ld Sdes wl LT.r^!*"'^ ^''^ '"'P'"'*^ «^
Ordinary sulphur may he crvstalHne or J ''"^ direction,

two differed for':ns, and fstn'ofs^idTo^rdiro ?w' VlSl'' ^^yst^jj^^n, in

belonging to the rieht prismatic svstem whil^ -/.k • • 'l^
rhombic octohedrons.

sulphur, and may be obtabSaSSW he no T"''^^' ^^^""'^'^ '^^

of sulphur in bisulphide of earbon he se/oM for^
evaporation of a solution

belonging to the oblique prismatic' svlf,^ i.
™

'u^-^ '^^'"''ic prisms,
a crucibll and, when ^a^ryToL^ brS^gTht'rustwSt foCf^

tb^'f
^

pouring out the part which still remains liquid, wJen the par which bri. '
"r!?will remain in bng crystals These crv«f<,ic a'w

^"'^ P^'^^^nich has become solid

specific gravity; thf ocSral also in

prisms a specific eravitv of l-qR9 Th„ ^
»P*^^inc gravity ot 2-045, and the

and of voLnic cfstiS, has been asldbed'hrs ^^e mTnraZsS^JYh^^^^
«^ Sicily

realgar, and by others to iron • hnf <j+..^,v, 1 'J'^'^'^^.K^g'sts to the presence of

sulpTm;of VulLno oLVthe Lipa^^
'^'''^'^ orange-red

sulphur and selenium ^ '
^'"^ ^ "^^^'"^^ combination of

rapidly to its original state by melting and slow cooling. If Ihe teSSur^ LTilraised above 480° Fahr., the sulphur between this and^the bSin^Zfnt Fahrbecomes again perfectly liquid. When heated in contact with the^air sulphuriSand burns with a pale blue flame, generating sulphurous acid gas, wh ch is empCed
t i^ Iritr" r -^""i ' '° air, though for this pSrposet IS greatly inferior to chlorine; to kill mites, moths, and other destructive Setsm collections of zoology; and to counteract too rapid fermentation in w^ne va s &cAs the same acid gas has the property of suddenly extinguishing flame, suli;

hef<"l^nYn^i''
^

"l^"""'
^"d^s^'^^cely any taste. It is a very bad conductor ofheat and a lump of sulphur, even by the heat of the hand, will produce a cracklingsound and often break m pieces. It is a bad conductor of electricity, and by frict onbecomes s rongly charged with electricity, which is of the negative kind. Sulphur

is insoluble m water and alcohol
; but is dissolved by oil of turpentine and the

tatty oils, the best solvent of it, however, is bisulphide of carbon. In its chemical re-
lations it IS allied to oxygen, &c. It has been known from the most remote ages,and ti-om Its kindling at a moderate temperature is employed for readily procurin<r
fare, and lighting by its flame other bodies less combustible. At Paris, the preparaiioS
ot sulphur matches was once a considerable branch of industry, but they are now
principally displaced by the matches which ignite by friction.

Sulphur is also employed for cementing iron bars into stones ; for taking impressions
troin seals and cameos, for which purpose it is kept previously melted for some time
to give the casts an appearance of bronze. Its principal uses, however, are for the
manufactures of vermilion or cinnabar, gunpowder, and sulphuric acid.

There is another form in which sulphur is sometimes known, and this is what is
termed horne brimstone, or Mack sulphur. It is the dregs of the subliming pot after the
purification of sulphur, and often contains large quantities of arsenic.
The purity of sulphur may be known by its being completely volatilisable, and by

being soluble in bisulphide of carbon; any earthy impurities 'would in either case
remain behind. The presence of arsenic may be known by digestion in ammonia,
when the sulphide of arsenic would be dissolved, and may be again precipitated as a
yellow powder, by the addition of an acid.— H. K. B.
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SULPHURATION, is the process by whicli woollen, silk, and cotton goods are

exposed to the vapours of burning sulphur—sulphurous acid gas.
, . , ,

,

Sulphuring-rooms are sometimes constructed upon a great scale, in which blankets,

shawls, and woollen clothes may be suspended freely upon poles or cords. The floor

should be flagged with a sloping pavement, to favour the drainage of the water that

drops down from the moistened cloth. The iron or stoneware vessels, in which the

sulphur is burned are set in the corners of the apartment. They should be increased

in number according to the dimensions of the place, and distributed uniformly over

it. The windows and the entrance door must be made to shut hermetically close.

In the lower part of the door there should be a small opening, with a sliding shutter,

which may be raised or lowered by the mechanism of a cord passing over a pulley.

The aperture by which the sulphurous acid and azotic gases are let ofi', in

order to carry on the combustion, should be somewhat larger than the opening at the

bottom. A lofty chimney carries the noxious gases above the building, and difi'uses

them over a wide space, their ascension being promoted by means of a draught-pipe

of iron, connected with an ordinary sto-ve, provided with a valve to close its orifice

when not kindled.

When the chamber is to be used, the goods are hung up, and a small fire is made

in the draught-stove. The proper quantity of sulphur being next put into the

shallow pan, it is kindled, the entrance door is closed, as well as its shutter, while a

vent-hole near the ground is opened by drawing its cord, which passes over a pulley.

After a few minutes, when the sulphur is fully kindled, that vent-hole must be almost

entirely shut, by relaxing the cord ; when the whole apparatus is to be let alone for

a sufficient time.

The object of the preceding precautions is to prevent the sulphurous acid gas

escaping from the chamber by the seams of the principal doorway. This is secured

by closing it imperfectly, so that it may admit of the passage of somewhat more air

than can enter by the upper seams, and the smallest quantity of fresh air that can

support the combustion. The velocity of the current of air may be increased at

pleasure, by enlarging the under vent-hole a little, and quickening the fire of the

draught-stove.

Before opening the entrance door of the apartment, for the discharge of the goods,

a small fire must be lighted in the draught furnace, the vent hole must be thrown
entirely open, and the sliding shutter of the door must be slid up, gradually more and
more every quarter of an hour, and finally left wide open for a proper time. By this

means the air of the chamber will soon become respirable. See Bleaching and
Straw Hat Manufacture.
SULPHURETTED HYDROGEN, Hydrosulphuric acid. Sulphur does not unite

directly with hydrogen when in the free state, but when the sulphides of those metals

which dissolve in dilute acids with liberation of hydrogen, are treated with the same
acids, they are dissolved, and the hydrogen, as soon as liberated, unites with the sul-

phur of the sulphide, and is evolved as sulphuretted hydrogen. Sulphide of iron is the

most general substance that is used for this purpose; the action goes on without the

application of heat. The following formula represents the decomposition.

FeS + HSO* = FeSO* + HS.

This substance does not yield the gas in the pure state, so, when its purity is an
object, it is obtained by the action of hydrochloric acid on tersulphide of antimony

;

in this case the gas is only liberated by the application of heat.

SbS' + 3HC1 = SbCP + 3HS.

The sulphide of iron may easily be prepared by projecting into a red-hot crucible a
mixture of 2| parts of sulphur and 4 parts of iron filings, or borings of cast iron, and
excluding the air as much as possible ; another process is to raise a bar of iron to a
white heat, and then rub it with a lump of sulphur, over a vessel of water, the drops
of fused sulphide fall into the water.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, at ordinary temperatures, is a colourless gas, possessing a
most disgusting odour. It is liberated by many vegetable and animal substances in a
state of decay. Its density is 1*171, and it contains 1 part of hydrogen and 16 parts
of sulphur by weight. It possesses the properties of an acid, and its solution in water
reddens litmus paper.

At a temperature of .50°, and under a pressure of 17 atmospheres, it is condensed
to a highly limpid colourless liquid, of specific gravity 0-9, and when cooled to —122
solidifies, and is then a white crystalline translucent substance, heavier than the
li(iui(l. In the undiluted state this gas is very suff'ocating: the best antidote is a little

chlorine, which decomposes it immediately, liberating the sulphur :

IIS + CI = HCl + S.

3 H 3
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It IS very soluble in water, that liquid dissolving 2i times its hnlk nf .v,solu lon quickly becomes milky from the depositioS of suEr fJ^ ^ f'^.'

uniting with the hydrogen.
portion ot sulphur, the oxygen of the air

HS + O = HO + S.
The principal use of sulphuretted hvdroffen is in th^ 1oT.« * ^

of certain metals from their solutions BeS ,r^r

'p^O'-.^tory for the separation

from one vessel to another. anT^aruscd ufc'Sl/rv'M'^^^^^^^ """'J',''^?
'''' P'^"''^"'

by pouring into their holes • but I thMcit l ^J u ^ 4'^*-'"^''^ destroy rats,

as the rats themselves -H K B 'I""'^ disagreeable for the time

manufacture. It appears to hrvTbeln kn^^^^
^''^^^^'^^ ^'f'^l^ of

large quantities in^ tS mineral k^^^^ ''"^TT
the free state, and in such auaS^;

combined with bases, in some rivers in

^-haup^oUfo

^pirrrr a? a^s^six^^liS
Indtrs LTo tSe dnnt°'

^^,-!p^»-- b-omes con;erted imo sulphuricSandtal s into the dilute sulphuric acid which is placed in the bottom of the chamberwhich hereby becomes stronger, and, when of sufficient streno-thTs drawn offhandconcentrated first m leaden vessels, and finally in vessels ofpEmn The appamSsnecessary for the manufacture of sulphuric acid is

P^aimum. ine apparatus

1. Hearth on which the sulphur is burnt
2. Iron pot for the nitre.

3. Leaden chambers.
4. Steam boiler.

5. Concentrating pans (leaden).
6. Platinum or glass retorts.

The place where the sulphur is burnt is a kind of furnace, but instead of the cratethere is a stone hearth or iron plate, called the sole. The nitre poJ or nan fs Scast iron In it the nitre is decomposed by the sulphuric acid, and l l pLced in theburner when required. The leaden chamber has the form of a paiSle opined hesize varying with the amount of work required to be done. To produce 10 tons ofoil of vitnol weekly, the chamber should have a capacity of 35,?00 cubic Lt or a

Jimes, Jan. 2, 1847.) The bottom is covered to the depth of 3 or 4 inches with

TnS\ orl" 'f^'t'l'
^^.^^^ ''^^''^ '^^''""^'^ sometimes div7dedinto 3 or 4 compartments by leaden curtams placed in them, which cause the more

a. Steam boiler.
b. Section of furnace or burner.
ri and / Leaden curtains from the roof of the chamber to within six inclics of the floore. Leaden curtains rising from the floor to within six inclies of"lie rZf

These curtains serve to detain the vapours, and cause them to advance in a gradual
tlirough the chamber, so that generally the whole of the sulphurous acid isconverted mto sulphuric acid and deposited in the water at the bottom before it
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.eacbes the discharge pipes; hut as such i-^*^^^^^^^^^^^^

smaller chambers, also contaming jvater, ^PPe^f.^'J/^^.f.^rhito the air, and thus

receive the escaping gases before they are ^Uowed to pass out into tne
^^^^

prevent loss. These smaller chambers are seen in^z^. ,

Pereira's Materia Medica.
contrived by M. Gay-I-ussac, and

cnamoer. i ne
. wVii^b is transmitted from this second cascade into

r?rifvit^^^^^^^^^
contems The economy thus effected in the sulphuric acid manufacture is such that

S 100 parts of sSlphur^3 of nitrate of soda >vill sufiace, instead of 9 or 10 as usually

''Trflu"e or waste pipe serves to carry off the residual gas, which should contain

nothlnAut thrnitrogen of the atmosphere, which has been introduced

HrvTng now detailed, with sufficient minuteness, the construction of he chamber

we shall neTdescribe he mode of operating with it. There are at least two plans at

present in use for burning the sulphur continuously in the oven. In the one the

Eur is lafd on the hearfh (or rather on the flat hearth in the separate oven, above

descr bed,) and is kindled by a slight fire placed under it; ^hich fire, however, ,s

aflowed to go out after the first day, because the oven becomes by that time sufficiently

heated by the sulphur flames to carry on the subsequent combustion. Upon the hearth

an iron tripod is set, supporting, a few inches above it, a hemispherical cast-iron bowl

rbasin) charged with nitre and its decomposing proportion of strong sulphuric acid.

In the other plan, 12 parts of bruised sulphur, and 1 of nitre are inixed in a leaden

trough on the flo^r with 1 of strong sulphuric acid, and the mixture is shovelled
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Oil of Vitriol Manufactory.

a. Sulphur burner or furnace.
, . ^ , , ^ u j »i • i

h First leaden chamber. In the manufactory from which the above sketch was made this chamber

was 70 (oet long, 20 feet wide, and 20 feet high ; but the size varies considerably in differenl esta-

blishments.
c. Second 7 smaller leaden chambers.
d. Third J
c. Steam boiler.

/. Flue pipe or chimney of the furnace.

A. The'flue^or pipe conveying the residual gas from the first to the second leaden chamber,

t'.' Pipe conveying the gas, not absorbed in the first and second chamber, into the tliird.

k. Flu" or waste pipe.

/. Manhole, by which the workmen enter the cliamber when the process u not going on.

»». Pipe for witlidrawing asmuU portion of sulphuric acid from the chamber, in order to obtain its

gp. gr. by the hydrometer.
n 11 4
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through the sliding iron door upon the hot hearth Th„
s 120 feet long, 20 broad, and 16 high, 12 ewt an h^.V ^ '^'-g^'st. ^^-hich
divided into 6 charges, every fourth hour of 2 ow. i"

'^'^^''^'^ ^4 hours
{jreater eapacity, coutaining^.OO nietr;.!' Mon oTs^Inf" ''T'*""^

«^ ^--4'
I his immense production was first introduced nf ol P '"' ^"''"^''^ 24 hourT
management of M. Clement-Desonnes Thp hi, ''"'^.^^u^"^

Dieuzc, under U.e'covered at first with a tiiin stratum of su phulic actf o7" ^^'^"Ici be
hyponitric acid into oxygen and binoxide of nitroj?' k^' ^''"^h decomposes
would absorb the hyponitric ncirl v.r.

"'^'^osen
; but not with mere water Stf.

of action. The cryTaSr co fpord^^^cribel 'b f '"'"^
«P -deposited, at low temperatures in a nrnc/

p t'^Jow, is often formed and it
one inch) on the sidi of 't^i^chrb " 1' to"tT'^'.?"'"^«^ (fromTne-ha ? to
circumstance of this kind occurred, in a verv sfrS"" inoperative. Amanufacture of oil of vitriol in Russia Ind lth ^ •during 'winter, in a
extent, in Scotland. It is callerat iieHles L'Tf t« ^ ™«derate
certainly prevented, by maintaining thrinterbV I* ^^Y be

sulphurous acid gas
; through the second oTvln ^J^' oP'^n-ng he then introduced

nitrogen. While the globe lafkept cool by
S' binoxide of

acid was formed, though all the ingredientVesSkl tf Z'' '"^^Z
^''-no sulphuric

But on exposing the globe to a temperatu^of ioo° i I
Production were present,

mediately to react on each other and oil of Xl^T ^o^^^^s began im-
The introduction of steam is a mode a fnv n il^'\'°^^^

^'^^ble Je^.
increased the production of oil of vUrioT JtT, ' T^'*^^ ^^^"j' facilitated and
to mix the different gaseous moreci^mimatel^^^^^^^^^ "T''^''' "S"^^^^"' -4
each other, and thus bringthem withTn thrsph T''This IS us mechanical effect. Its chemical agenc. is stin T ''^^"'"^^^ attraction,
plying moisture at every noint of

^s^^'^J .is still more important. Bv sun-
formation of hydrous s^lphuJic acid from Ae^cU"'"'^^^ " ^^t---e's th'e
phurous, and dry sulphuri^ acids

compound of nitric, hypo-nitric. sul-

anot£r!:,:ra?optTc'Sre^
in large leaden chamber.s, but inSearofT contin^, ^

""^^ ^^^''^^^ «n
the chambers, through the fur^ce by the contT ' ''"'"'^ ^ '-^^ passes into
opened now and then^o introduce fLsh' atmo ;bSc ah- ^"'S'

'^'"'^^^^^
now generally abandoned, on account of tb^ HJffi f P"""^^^^ however,
though it afforded large products u skilfu Lndf Th'^ f^i'

. -"^-d-g it,'

of the process
:
— On the intermittent nlan nft^^f^

Allowing ,s just an outline
condensation of the nrodncf A k ' ^^"^ consumption of each charge and
expel the residuVryXogTn^t%:StM T^'Y'- ^
there were four distinct stages or neriods ^ r I f.^"'"!?^''"^

air. In this system
sion of steam, and settli^fJor anTou" 2. Admis-

method recomie^SerLe"f by SononTy r,?"' ^'^^ F'^^d, as near Paris, thi

Britain, and even in most nnwc
concentration of the acid. In Great

and interest c™p tal are the o^^^^^^ r^'-'
ti^^e, workmen's wages

for their interestii tLal to Jairthe d^Tf''"^^^^ manufacturers do not find it

1-400, or at most l -5oS as tL InSie^ in.,
' ^ ^"'^ '° chambers above

conce t,,i,, from I'L t^ ito^i^lTaS rnl^ts^; ^tt^^^^
^"'^

14 lbs. to the sQunv.W '^f
g^'ar vessels made of large sheets of lead of 12 or

resting upon a "ate ^XT ^ ^°
f

^"^'^^^ '"^^ P^°« 8 10 i^^^bes deep'
fe upon a giate made of a pretty close row of wrought-iron bars of considerable
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strength, under which the flame of a furnace plays. Where coals are very cheap,

each pan may have a separate fire ; but where they are somewhat dear, the flame,

after passing under the lowest pan of the range, which contams the strongest acid (at

about 1-600), proceeds upwards with a slight slope to heat the pans of weaker acid,

which, as it concentrates, is gradually run down by siphons to replenish the lower

pans, in proportion as their aqueous matter is dissipated. The three or four pans con-

stituting the range are thus placed in a straight line, but each at a different level,

terrace-like ; en gradins, as the French say.

When the acid has thereby acquired the density of 1-650, or 1-700 at most, it must

be removed from the leaden evaporators, because when of greater strength it would

begin to corrode them ; and it is transferred into leaden coolers, or run through a long

refrigeratory worm-pipe, surrounded by cold water. In this state it is introduced into

glass or platinum retorts, to undergo a final concentration, up to the specific gravity

of 1-842, or even occasionally 1-845. When glass retorts are used, they are set in a

long sand-bath over a gallery furnace, resting on fire-tiles, under which a powerful flame

plays ; and as the flue gradually ascends from the fireplace near to which it is most

distant from the tiles, to the remoter end, the heat acts with tolerable equality on the

first and last retort in the range. When platinum stills are employed, they are fitted

into the inside of cast-iron pots, which protect the thin bottom and sides of the precious

metal. The fire being applied directly to the iron, causes a safe, rapid, and economical

concentration of the acid. The iron pots, with their platinum interior, filled with

concentrated boiling-hot oil of vitriol, are lifted out of the fire-seat by tackle, and let

down into a cistern of cold water, to effect the speedy refrigeration of the acid, and

facilitate its transvasion into carboys packed in osier baskets lined with straw. Some-
times, however, the acid is cooled by running it slowly off through a long platinum

siphon, surrounded by another pipe filled with cold water. Fig. 1742 shows a

contrivance for this purpose.

The under stopcock a being shut, and the leg b being plunged to nearly the bottom

of the still, the worm is to be filled with concentrated cold acid through the funnel c.

If that stopcock is now shut, and a opened, the acid will flow out in such quantity as

to rarefy the small portion of air in the upper part of the pipe 6, sufficiently to make
the hot acid rise up over the bend, and set the siphon in action. The flow of the

fluid is to be so regulated by the stopcock a, that it may be greatly cooled in its

passage by the surrounding cold water in the vessel f, which, may be repl-enished by
means of the tube and funnel d, and overflow at e.

A manufacturer of acid in Scotland, who burns in each chamber 210 pounds
of sulphur in twenty-four hours, being at the rate of 420 pounds for 20,000 cubic feet

(= nearly 2,000 metres cube), has a product of

nearly 3 pounds of concentrated oil of vitriol for

every pound of sulphur and twelfth of a pound
of nitre. The advantage of this process

results, from the lower concentration of the

acid in the chambers, which favours its more
rapid production.

The platinum retort admits of from four to six

operations in a day, when it is well mounted and
managed. It has a platinum capital, furnished

with a short neck, which conducts the disengaged
vapours into a lead worm of condensation ; and
the liquid thus obtained is returned into the lead
pans. Great care must be taken to prevent any
particles of lead from getting into the platinum
vessel, since at the temperature of boiling sul-

phuric acid, the lead unites with the precious
metal, and thus causes holes in the retort. These
must be repaired by soldering on a plate of pla-
tinum with gold.

Before the separate oven or hearth for burning
the sulphur in contact with the nitre was adopted,
this combustible mixture was introduced into the
chamber itself, spread on iron trays or earthen
pans, supported above the acid on iron stands.

But this plan was very laborious and unpro-
ductive. It is no longer followed.

Sanitary motives alone induced the makers of soda to condense their waste hydro
chloric acid in the first instance

; though they now discover its worth as a menus of

1742
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interests as with physica bodies the laXfarftirr^^^^^ ^ individual
established position; Not many years a^^^^^

'"ove from any
was made from sulphur alone and altho'nti

P^"^'« "sed in this country
pyrites as an abundant indiSnoufSoiree for ThT^" ° '^'ol

attention whatever was giv^'n to this seemLlw ^^^f^f «J
this acid, yet no

however, achieved that which wisdom cof.ld n^f^
^Mss information. Folly,

of a Sicilian king compell d our rnuTcture? toT^ ^"P'^'^^
science, and seek at home that whirnr^bitTvl itn .

«f
obtaining abroad. Their eves were at « !.

P'";* '^"'^ P^-^^ented them from
saw his error: for, though the erces,iveS^^ King of Sicily

BOt only failed to 'put dLfthe'ronron ^p"
e^^^

^--^^ '^^^^
are decidedly of opinion that thi« ^ m . '

, .
informed authorities

phur, and th'at Iceland; and' n^t Sy"wirS 'h' tft '^f.7P!«y--t of sul-

fabrication of noarly all our sulnhurio Jii
I'^^^^sential element for the

drawback to the general use of ron TviSV,,?'^ "'^^ ''''y ''^'''^^^

.he existing state of scTeS' ^ °ar-ljbe h^pedTr The'lasTh^" ' '"'^

and, bearing this analogy m mind, we shall now proceed to describe the Xrit^r^process of making sulphuric acid,- adding, as we go on, a hint at the proner nkcpfor arresting the arsenious fumes, and thus produfing a pure and satisfacforv aoTdequal to that obtained from Sicilian sulphur! The furnLe employefS- rl^^^^^^^irou pyrites is very peculiar, but essentially consists of an inverted cone witf of

- the'obiir^f'r f
fi^^-^'-^^^' - P'-^P-tion to the cubical contems of 'f™- the object of this being, to prevent the surplus passage of air through the furnace'and cause the sublimed sulphur to burn only at the upper part onhV mass wherethere are two or more holes for the supply of air, duly provided withXpers toregulate the combustion above with regard to that below. Thus at starSnJ tl ^

eTpd'Snetlfofitfs' /T^""
'^^^ T''^ ^« ^^^«"^P«- ^^'"p^^^^

« andexpel one half of its sulphur; and at this stage, the upper openings of the furnace are

S nlT.
combustion of this volatilised sulphur! but so soon as theof iron has been converted into the proto-sulphidefthen the upper openings

Tr. "'°'"<^' ^« t« ^o°^Pel the whole of the air to pafs

Th^^
red-hot proto-sulphide, and thus form sulphurous acid and oxide of ifon- the latter of which is ultimately withdrawn as a wasto product. An iron pancontaining nitrate of soda, is usually placed in the common flue of a number of thesefurnaces to supply nitric oxide gas; and the whole of the volatile products are made

to pass through a considerable length of tubing, subjectod to the refrigerating effect
ot the air, so as to cool the gases prior to their introduction into the chamber of
condensation.

The subsequent processes are the same whether we use sulphur or iron pyrites,
the only difference being in the construction of the furnace for generating the sul-
phurous acid. We sliall now, therefore, proceed to consider the question of removing
trom the volatile mixture the arsenical matters which it holds in suspension ; for,
during the passage of this mixture through the refrigerating tube, above described,
the arsenious acid is really solidified ; whilst the sulphurous acid, being a perma-
nently elastic gas, suffers but a trifling contraction in its bulk. We requested
attention to the case of turbid water as a simile from whence to acquire a correct
notion of the kind of mixture passing into the condensing chamber ; and this suggests
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gravitation. For this purpose absolute
^'f^

is not necessary .
a^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^

aminiug the water running in o and out of a lake m
^PJ'^SJ^ . i^ely

foul and muddy ; hut, at its exit, is clear and
P^""^'^,f;.f^i';^'; from i pyrites

would flow, but so slowly as to deposit, like

LlpTur^SIs L o?thfs gaseous lake or arsenical precip.tator, as it might he

e S'woufd require adjustLnt according to the of the eBtrance tube and the

velocity of the current, but need not, perhaps, he more than one half ot J^ubicai

contenrof the leaden chamber, especially if the gas entered below and issued from

*^ThTcomnlicated changes which take place in the leaden chambers during the con-

.erlon of the sulphurous acid into sulphuric acid, were first traced by M. Clement

LesoJmes He showed that hyponitric acid and sulphurous acid gases when

mixed react on each other through the intervention of moisture; that there thence re-

TuSa crystalline combination of sulphuric acid.binoxide of nitrogen, and water. That

S ciystaUine compound was instantly destroyed by more water with the separation

of he sulphuric acid in a liquid state, and the disengagement of bmoxide of nitrogen;

that this gas re-constituted hyponitric acid at the expense of the atmospheric oxygen

of the leaden chamber, and thus brought matters to their primary condition f roin

this point, starting again, the particles of sulphur in the sulphurous acid hrough

the agency of water, became fully oxygenated by the hyponitric acid, and fell down

in heavy drops of sulphuric acid, while the binoxide of nitrogen derived from the

hypo-nitric acid, had again recourse to the air for its lost dose of oxygen.
_

This

beautiful interchange of the oxygenous principle was found to go on, m their ex-

periments, till either the sulphurous acid or oxygen in the air was exhausted.

They verified this proposition, with regard to what occurs m sulphuric acid

chambers, by mixing in a crystal globe the three substances, binoxide of nitrogen,

sulphurous acid, and atmospheric air. The immediate production of red vapours

indicated the transformation of the binoxide into hyponitric acid gas; and now the

introduction of a very little water caused the proper reaction, for opaque vapours

arose, which deposited white star-form crystals on the surface of the glass. The gases

were 'once more transparent and colourless; but another addition of water melted

these crystals with effervescence, when ruddy vapours appeared. In this manner the

phenomena were made to alternate, till the oxygen of the included air was expended,

or all the sulphurous acid was converted into sulphuric. The residuary gases were

found to be hyponitric acid gas, and nitrogen without sulphurous acid gas ;
while

unctuous sulphuric acid bedewed the inner surface of the globe. Hence, they justly

concluded their new theory of the manufacture of oil of vitriol to be demonstrated.

By a modification of this last process, the manufacture of sulphuric acid from

sulphur and nitre may be elegantly illustrated. Take a glass globe with an orifice

at its top large enough to take a lead stopper, through which are fixed five glass tubes

;

one in connection with a flask generating sulphurous acid from copper turnings and

sulphuric acid; the second in connection with a gasometer supplying binoxide of

nitrogen ; the third in connection with a vessel, capable of supplying a tolerable cur-

rent of steam ; the fourth connected to another gasometer supplying atmospheric air

;

and the fifth which is left open, does not project far into the globe, and serves to carry

off the residual nitrogen. By regulating the influx of the different gases and steam,

the solid white crystalline compound may he alternately formed and again decom-

posed. The bottom of the glass globe is formed like a funnel, and the sulphuric acid,

when formed, thus runs down the sides into a bottle placed beneath. Some difference

of opinion exists about the composition of the crystalline compound thus formed

sometimes in leaden chambers. It is probably a compound of sulphuric acid and

binoxide of nitrogen NO^ + 2S0^ but it is not decided if it contains water or not.

Peligot (Ann. Chim. et Phys. 3me sor. xii. 1844) states that the sulphurous acid is

oxidised incessantly and exclusively by nitric acid only, and he accounts for it in this

way. The hypo-nitric acid (NO'') by contact with water is converted into nitric acid,

and nitrous acid (2N0^ + HO = HNO" + NO"), and the nitrous acid (NO^*) is again

decomposed by mote water into nitric acid and binoxide of nitrogen 3N0' + H0 =
HN0" + 2N0''. The binoxide of nitrogen by contact with atmospheric air is again
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ranSfas^:L^^P°-°'*"°
"''^^ (NO^. O'^^NO^, .Lich goes through the sa.e

J^Z:. '"'^^^
^'^^ manufacture of sulphuric acid which require

1st. If the heat in the sulphur furnace is ton liJo-i, i .1
supply of air, some sulphur sublimes and is con£nr/- '".*''T ^ «"fficieut
falls into the sulphuric Lid at thrb^tJom of T chamber" tS'"'"'

^^^^
IS less sulphuric acid produced, but the sulnhm ip .^fn . ,

^ "^^"s- only
contains some sulphur in suspe^sSn In ?i?s J^'e l^llt h".

"
f"'"deposit the sulphur, which may be coflec ed wncL^ ^Y^^""";^^

to «tand, so as to
sulphur were not removed before concentritin<7u ',f'';'^V''"'^

^S"'" the
for evaporation, decompose he suTprri^'S temperature requisite
gas, and hence much sulphuric acTd wo" d be lolt Th, "r^^^r

"^l^'Ph'^'-""^ acid
place is represented by the following equation

^^"''i take

2HS0«
3S02 + 2H0.

Sulphunc acid. Sulphur. Sulpl^eid gas. '^^^

solid compfund%? sXhurlfad^L'd \t7xil of"/'"^"^J ^'^-^-^ the
be formed on the sidL oTthe chamber and th f"^^ ^""'d

;?;ru'nc^^g^r^ ^ --t«rr^^^^^

advantagro^'an id:: ^ur^orrht^^SLrent d"'^' ^^'^'"^

burning the sulphur sS as to b^L . ?iT,
^^^"'""^^S' constructed a furnace for

sole of the fui nace some Lallel b.r<= nf
' «'^rre°t of air. He substituted for the

boxes, bound toSthe^ b^ wifnT int °? u
^"'^ P'^"^^ ^^«t-iron pans or

jecting sulphate of iron or green vitriol to a gentle
heat, by which it is deprived of its water of crystalli-
sation

; It is then distilled in earthenware, tubular
or pear-shaped retorts, of which a large number are
placed in a gallery furnace. Fig. 1 743 the fire-place •

a Ob, chamber on each side of the fire-place for
depi-iving the green vitriol (c c) of its water.

'

To these retorts are adapted earthenware re-
ceivers, into which some ordinary sulphuric acid
IS previously placed, to condense all the anhydrous

j^-^i ! ..^ sulphuric acid which comes over. The heat is

iVr.tPrr^rTr^T^^/T?r-''t'^^'^ gi'adually, and at last the retorts are sub-jected to an intense heat, which is kept up for several hours
bome sulphurous acid gas escapes, arising from the decomposition of some of the

JST.'"'' -^Z
nothing rema^ri? theretorts but sesquioxide of iron.

^

3FeS0^ = Fe^O^ + 2SO' + SO-

Green vitriol. Oxide of iron. Anhydrous sulphuric acid. Sulpllli^^s acid.
Anhydrous sulphuric acid. This is most easily obtained by subjecting the Nord-hausen sulphuric acid to a gentle heat in a glass retort, to which is adapted a dryreceiver placed m ice. White fumes of anhydrous sulphuric acid come over and are.condensed in the receiver. Care must be taken to avoid water coming into contact

witti It, as It unites with it with some violence.

HSO^SO' = HSO^ + SO'

Nordhausen sulphuric acid. Common sulphuric acid. Anhydrous sulphuric acid.
It is best to have a receiver, which can be hermetically sealed as soon as the opera-
tion is completed.

Properties of the different Sulphuric Acids.
Anhydrous sulphuric acid. SO'. This is a white crystalline body, very much

resembling asbestos in appearance. Exposed to the air, some of it absorbs moisture,
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-.nd the rest flies off in white fumes. Dropped into crater it produces a hissing

ioL Tust "ed°Lt iron, and in large quantities e-ses explo.on t
,

mdts a

Fair., and boils at about 120° Fahr. /rhe sp. gr- of the liquid at 78 l^ahr s

Sr^f itr^a^cTs-O it cioes not present acid

^T;i:r/;?j;/trL'd'TsOS SOl This is an oily liquid, generally of a

bro'^n circSrsome organic n^atter) which gives off white ^--^
-J^^^^^^

sulphuric acid when exposed to the air. Its sp. gr. is about 1-9.

.f*J ™P°^^;y^
stoneware bottles, having a stoneware screw for a ^^'^VVeV' It is johM^^^^
solution of anhydrous sulphuric acid in ordinary oil ot vitriol, as, after being sub-

Jeted to a gentll heat, nothing remains but the latter. It often contains severa ir^^

purities. It is principally used for dissolving indigo, which it does completely

^'^lX^^ti:t^oa^.Urio, HSO. Sp.gr 1-845. This is, when

pure, a colourless, transnarent, highly acrid, and most powerfully corrosive liquid. It

is a very strong mineral acid, one drop being sufficient to communicate the power of

reddening litmus paper to a gallon of water, and produces an ulcer if placed upon

the skin It chars most organic substances. This depends upon its attraction for

water which is so great that, when exposed in an open saucer, it imbibes one-third

of its'wei°-ht from the atmosphere in twenty-four hours, and fully six times its

weight in°a few months. Hence it should be kept excluded from the air. If four

parts bv weight, of the strongest acid be suddenly mixed with one part of water,

both being at 50° Fahr., the temperature will rise to 300° Fahr.; while, on the other

hand, if four parts of ice be mixed with one of sulphuric acid, they immediately liquefy

and sink the thermometer to 4° below zero. In this last case the heat, that would

otherwise have been given off, has been employed in liquefying the ice. Upon the

mixing the acid and water they both suffer condensation, the dilute acid, thus formed,

occupying less space than the two separately, and hence the evolution of heat. This

affinity for water, which sulphuric acid possesses, is often made use of for evaporating

liquids at a low temperature. The liquid is placed in a dish over another dish con-

taining sulphuric acid, and both are placed under the receiver of an air pump.

Such is the rapidity with which the evaporation is carried on, that if a small vessel

of water be so placed it will speedily be frozen. Sulphuric is decomposed by

several substances when boiled with them ; such are most organic substances, sul-

phur, phosphorus, and several of the metals, as mercury, copper, tin, &c.

Sulphuric acid of sp. gr. 1-845, boils at about 620° Fahr., and may be distilled

unchanged. This is the best way to obtain it pure. It is a most powerful poison.

If swallowed in its concentrated state, even a small quantity, it acts so powerfully on

the throat and stomach as to cause intolerable agony and speedy death. Watery

diluents mixed with chalk or magnesia are the readiest antidotes.

Ordinary oil of vitriol generally contains some sulphate of lead, which will be

precipitated, as a white powder by dilution with water; since so much of it is made

from iron pyrites at the present day, it contains arsenic in variable quantities. The
best test for sulphuric acid, either free or combined, as soluble salts, is a salt of

barium. An extremely small quantity of sulphuric acid, or a soluble salt of it, is

thus easily detected by the greyish-white cloud of sulphates of baryta which it

occasions in the solution. 100 parts of the concentrated acid are neutralised by 143

parts of dry pure carbonate of potash, and by 110 of dry pure carbonate of soda.

The presence of saline impurities in sulphuric acid may be determined by evapo-

rating a certain quantity to dryness in a platinum capsule. If more than 2 grains of

residue remain out of 500 of acid it may be considered impure.

Of all the acids, the sulphuric is most extensively used in the arts, and is, in fact,

the primary agent for obtaining almost all the others, by disengaging them from their

saline combinations. In this way nitric, hydrochloric, tartaric, acetic, and many
other acids, are procured. It is employed in the direct formation of alum, of the

sulphates of copper, zinc, potassa, soda ; in that of sulphuric ether, of sugar by the

saccharification of starch, and in the preparation of phosphorus, &c. It serves also

for opening the pores of skins in tanning, for clearing the surfaces of metals, for

determining the nature of several salts by the acid characters that arc disengaged, &c.
According to Graham there are three hydrates of sulphuric acid besides the Nord-

hausen acid, viz.:—
Monohydrate of sulphuru: acid, oil of vitriol, of sp. gr. 1-845. HSO^ This acid is

a dense oily, colourless liquid. Boils at 620° Fahr., and freezing at — 29° Fahr.,
yielding sometimes regular six-sided prisms of a tabular form.

Binhi/drale of sulphuric acid, sometimes called Eisol (ice oil), sp. gr. r78
IISO' + HO.

In cold weather acid of this density readily freezes, and produces large, hard
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crystals, somewhat resembling crystals of carhonafn ^ a n,,
these crystals is 45° Fahr.^ If ^ density be

^ The melting point of
freezing point is lowered. The crystals haye'a spri^'of 'iT^^^

'"^^'^'''^

0/ sulphwic acid. Acid of sp. gr. 1-632 7lS0^..9Hn tu-IS obtained by evaporating a dilute acid in LcZ at 212° pfS- t^^' •

^"''^

I0?i;^St^-^£::tea^^ snlphnric acid in

Liquid.

100
99

98
97
96

95
94
93
92
91

90
89
88
87

86
85
84
83
82
81

80
79

78

77

76

75

74
73

72

71

70
69

68

67

Sp. Grav.

1-8460

1-8438

1-8415

1-8391

1-8366

1-8340

1-8288

1-8235

1-8181

1-8026

1-8070

1-7986

1-7901

1-7815

1-7728

1-7640

1-7540

1-7425

1-7315

1-7200

1-7080

1-6972

1-6860

1.6744
1-6624

1-6500

1-6415

1-6321

1-6204

1-6090

1-5975

1-5868

1-5760

1-5648

Dry.

81-54

80-72

79-90

79-09

78-28

77-46

76-65

75-83

75-02

74-20

73-39

72-57

71-75

70-94

70-12

69-31

68-49

67-68

66-86

66-05

65-23

64-42

63.60
62-78

61-97

61-15

60-34

59-52

58-71

57-89

57-08

56-26

55-45

54-63

Liquid,

66
65

64
63

62

61

60
59

58

57
56
55

54
53
52

51

50
49
48

47
46
45
44
43
42
41

40
39

38

37
36
35
34
33

Sp. Grav. Dry.

1-5503

1-5390

1-5280

1-5170

1-5066

1-4960

1-4860

1-4760

1-4660

1-4560

1-4460

1-4360

1-4265

1-4170

1-4073

1-3977

1-3884

1-3788

1-3697

1-3612

1-3530

1-3440

1-3345

1-3255

1-3165

1-3080

1-2999

1 2913
1-2826

1-2740

1-2654

1-2572

1-2490

1-2409

53-82

53-00

52-18

51-37

50-55

49-74

48-92

48-11

47-29

46-48

45-66
44-85

44-03

43-22

42-40

41-58

40-77

39-95

39-14

38-32

37-51

36-69

35-88

35-06

34-25

33-43

32-61

31-80

30-98

30-17

29-35

28-54

27-72

26.91

Liquid

32
31

30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4
3

2
1

Sp. Grav.

1-2334

1-2260

1-2184

1-2103

1-2032

1-1956

1-1876

1-1792

1-1706

1-1626

1-1549

1-1480

1-1410

1-1330

1-1246

1-1165

1-1090

1-1019

1 -0953

1-0887

1-0809

1-0743

1-0682

1-0614

1-0544

1-0477

1-0405

1-0336

0268
1-0206

1-0140

1-0074

Dry.

26-09

25-28

24-46

23-65

22-83

2201
21-20

20-38

19-57

18-75

17-94

17-12

16-31

15-49

14-68

13-86

13-05

12-23

11-41

1060
9-78

8-97

8-15

7-34

6-22

5-71

4-89

4-08

3-26

2-446

1-63

0-1584

t\!otes%Z^£^^^^^^ ''V^ Gay-Lussac. and Berzelius.
^

ic escapes trom the earth, in the gaseous form, n the vicinity of volcanoes bnf ;«

SrsTa^e'er;^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^''^ ^^^^^ thisVuVot^v^^al'^ro!

glass flJs^ -'SE^nf ""''TJ'
concentrated sulphuric acid in a

formed, ' ^ P^^-^^'P^^te of mercury and sulphurous acid are

+ = CuSO^ + SO^ + 2H0.
Copper. Sulplmric acid. Sulphate of copper. Sulpl,urous acid,

whl!f*«nL'!-P^"''^
^^'""^^ ^ ""^'^ *° any trace of sulphuric acid

if thP ''"Tl
^"^ through a tube containing chloride of calcium.

™h^or\ /'"^r^ 'i
""^^ ^^^"^ be collected over mercury in the pneumatic

offiit? iJ^that 1 qSJ''"' '
"^'^
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2. By heating charcoal, or almost any organic substance .i^^
rprro^a'cidt

pburic acid in the same apparatus as above, but in this case^
not inter-

C + 2HS0* CO^ + 2S0^ +

Ch"^al. SuliST^cid. Carbonic acid. Sulphurous acid. Water.

3 By the combustion of sulphur or iron pyrites in oxygen gas or atmospheric

air and^his is the process most generally employed on the large scale, as m the

manufacture of sulphuric acid. See Sclphuric Acid.

S + = SO^

Sulphur. Oxygen. Sulphurous acid.

Properties. At ordinary temperatures and atmospheric pressure sulphurous acid is

a colourless, transparent gas, possessing the disagreeable odour so well known to those

who have burnt a sulphur match. It is neither combustible nor a supporter of com-

bustion, and is always the product obtained by burning sulphur m air. 1* a weak

acid and is very soluble in water, that liquid at 60° Fahr. dissolving more than thirty

time's its volume of the gas ; the solution of sulphurous acid thus obtained-bleaches

some vegetable colours, as well as the gas itself, viz. those of roses and violets, &c

but in most cases the colours may be restored by treating with a weak acid or alkali.

It cannot be respired in the pure state, as it immediately causes spasm of the glottis;

but if diluted with air and then breathed, it acts as a local irritant, excitmg cough,

pain, and a sense of dryness of the mouth and throat. Its sp. gr. is 2-2
;
100 cubic

inches weighing 68-69 grains. Its solution in water may be kept any time witn-

out change, as long as air is excluded, but when air gains access to it, it is gra-

dually converted into sulphuric acid.
j ^

One volume of sulphurous acid gas contains one volume of oxygen and gth ot a vo-

lume of sulphur vapour, condensed into one volume. When a mixture of sulphurous

acid gas and aqueous vapour are passed into a vessel cooled to below 17 l^ahr., a

crystalline substance is formed which contains about 24-2 parts of acid and 75-8 parts

of water.
, , ,

At 0- Fahr., and under ordinary atmospheric pressure, sulphurous acid condenses

to a colourless, limpid liquid, of sp. gr. 1-42 (Faraday), and boils at 14° Fahr.

It dissolves bitumen (Pereira). At - 105" Fahr. it becomes a crystalline, colour-

less, transparent body. ,-^1,1,
. The only salt of sulphurous acid which is made at all largely, is the Hypo-

sulphite of soda. See Soda Hypo- Sulphite.
Uses. Sulphurous acid is often used as a bath in some kinds of skin diseases;

also in commerce for bleaching straw hats and bonnets, &c., and silks, and for fumi-

gating rooms; for these latter purposes, the sulphur is placed in a vessel in the centre

of the room, and ignited, all the apertures of the windows, &c. being previously closed.

When thus employed for bleaching, the articles are hung up in the room, which be-

comes filled with sulphurous acid, and is thus left for a certain time. Its principal

use is in the manufacture of sulphuric acid.—H. K. B.

SULPHYDROMETRY, the determination of sulphur, which see.

SUNFLOWER OIL. See Oils.

SUNN consists of the fi.bre of the Crotolaria juncea, a totally different plant from

the Cannabis saliva, from which hemp is obtained. Sunn is grown in various places

of Hindostan. The strongest, whitest, and most durable species is produced at

Comercolly.—Mc CuWocA.

SUNSTONE. A variety of felspar, of a pale yellowish colour, found in Siberia.

It is almost perfectly transparent when viewed in one direction ; but by reflected

light it appears full of minute golden spangles, owing to the presence of scales of

oxide of iron, which are disseminated through the mass.—H. W. B.

SUSSEX MARBLE. Thin bands of shelly limestone, occurring here and there

in the Weald Clay, especially in the upper part. This limestone is principally com-

posed of the remains of freshwater snails, a species of Paludina, and it has been

named Sussex marble in consequence of its great development in that county.

Although the stone is not remarkable for any particular beauty of colour, being

generally of a uniform bluish or greyish-green tint, the sections of the chambers of

the shells give it, when polished, a pleasing appearance, and it has, in consequence,

been frequently made use of in former times in the construction of tombs and
sepulchral monuments in many of our older churches.—H. W. B.

SWALLOW, ESCULENT {Hirximlo escuknta). These birds construct the edible



^^'^ TALLOW.
nests which form so considerable a nart of Ph;r,„„
the Japanese, the 5a/«,./«„« ofXe on TT""' r.ar.et of
nests are made of a particular species of 1^ .^'^'f" Archipelago, ill
rnacerates and bruises before it emp oys the ma'tS \T\

"'''^'^ ^-d.h.^h ge.at.nous cup-shaped nests ^o 'r^^^ rlTstS^U d^li^Sst
TwEEP wAlntn T//r^'^ '^=^P'°^

of refineries of silver and gofd'tlTsm"!^^^^^^^^^
^"'"^ «-^«Ping«. Potsherds &cSWORD MANUFACTURE Th i

'^'"^"1!'" P'-^'^ious metal. ^ *

Bi-ADKs.
^^lUKE. rh>s >s sufficiently described under Damaskcs

I?EN?Te!' or sTenTtE ^^^^.i^ ^/-^-/^^«'--.

of 1-300, forms a svinp rt.ch d„« 1- f ^'T:'"",'- """""faled to a densitv
Wes, Indies, a„d J, LZm aS rZ.^TotV^''- T"'""" ''"^^^
wuh en.,„e„. advantage to the pla^t/r .re'^reL" aSh

°

"vS"" '"^ar-loaves.

TABBYING or WATFRTWr- • ,^1,

inM,«toltX^^,i Ss°''1r„"rin'''' -"""--tree .hioh g,„„.
» h,tterish aromatic taste. That fromX i tod if M , °f

» melt and

indT.4teS. "^^hrSL^cTmlS^^ditS^^^^^^ T"^'^ ^^'e
in small six-sided tables. It is spleTdenrneaHT^^^^^^^^^

P'^tesimitafve, 'or crystallised
but not elastic. It yields to tTn^TslTlAv , ?"™B f

''''

"t^^"*'
A^^ible,

whitens, and then fuses into an enamd globule if • ^^^T ''lo^Pipe. it first

27 ; alumina, 1-5
; oxide of iron 3 ? wnlr

5^,^'«°s.sts of_sil,ca, 62; magnesia,
ash in it. It is found in beds of'cLt^lItp J;!* ^^T'^ Pot-
shire, Perthshire, Salzburg the Tyro? and St rn.T"?''V

^^^^deenshire, Banfl^-

for the toilette, communicf ing sotress to th^kb l/ 'i'g':^'^'^^*
^""ge

alabaster figures, and is also uld in porcelain pas";
P""^'^ *°

tabl^L^g^^e,^?-^^^^^^^^^^ n^assive, with

That o? heTx^coSsts on^^^^^^^
.s the concrete fat of quadrupeds and man.

contains some.hat rrr^ear^r te^Wsx.^^^^^^^^ ' ^^-P

liSir^TcXteraLfLtt^Sr^^^^^^ in ;s..,

1,085 660 cwts. Duty received, 18.50, 78,27ol • 1851 esVsf
^°

deautUh!''
^""^^ «^ its mod/of occurrence are fully

traHa' no^lowe^^Txrr^s to ^^^^^^^
''''' -^"PPj^ I^--- Ans-

does also a largeTade ^ of mutton tallow, and America

the^Rustkn'/nif
^""^^Tl ""^^"^ ^^'^ the more solid is the tallow ; hence

dry ftdder
'^"^ ""^'""'^

^'-^'"S fed for eight months of the year on

ouJy?o%Tmrne5lSirbr''*'
separate globules, and the object of melting ito comome all these into one mass. The rendering of tallow, as it is termed.
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consists in cutting the fat into small pieces, and placing it in a pan over a naked fire.

The heat is regulated, and the first action is the bursting of the cells
;
these pour out

their mnky contents, which become clear gradually, as the water which it contams is

'''^MecTianlcal power is sometimes applied to aid in the rendering. The fat is placed

under a mill-stone working on edge, and thus the cells are torn or crushed, and when

this is once effected, the tallow separates with great ease at a moderate temperatuie.

Dorrett employed weak sulphuric acid to act upon the tallow, by mixing this acid with

boiling water, and retaining it after the fat has been placed withm it until the se-

paration of the fatty matter is completed. Some admit steam to the melting mass, by

which a larger quantity of tallow appears to be obtained. Tallow is generally so im-

pure that it has to be clarified by the candle maker. This is effected by remeltingthe

tallow, and mixing with it some substances which render insoluble the gelatinous

matters, and precipitate the adventitious admixtures. See Candles and Fat,

Our importations of tallow in 1858 were :—
Cwts. Computed real value.

Russia ... - 1,004,563 £2,460,'.:75

Prussia ... - 8,036 21,210

Hamburg . . - - 6,021 15,«82

Belgium - - - - 6,491 16,779

France - - - - 22,664 68,659

Turkey Proper - - - 10,087 23,006

United States - - - 14,945 38,635

Uruguay - - - - 38,425 97,881

Buenos Ayres - - - 58,856 147,460

British East Indies - - 9,673 24,70-2

Australia - - - - 46,973 115,710

Other parts - - - 9,055 22,222

1,235,789 £3,042,381

The duty on tallow imported from British possessions is \d. per cwt.

On that not derived from British possessions Is. 6c?. per cwt.

TALLOW, PINEY. See Oils.

TAMPING is a term used by miners to express the filling up of the hole which
they have bored in a rock, after the gunpowder for blasting has been placed in the

bottom of the hole, with sand, the debris of the rock or other matters. This, being

beaten hard together, presents nearly as much resistance to the mechanical force of

the powder, when exploded, as the rock itself See Mines.
TANGLE. Laminaria digitata oi'LdimoYnvL'x.. See Alg^.
TANNIN, or TANNIC ACID. {Tannin, Yr.

; Gertstoff, Germ.) Under the

name tannin was formerly understood all those astringent principles which were
capable of combining with the skins of animals to form leather, of precipitating gela-

tine, of forming bluish black precipitates with the persalts of iron, and of yielding
nearly insoluble compounds with some of the organic alkalies. But it has of late

years been proved that there are several different kinds of tannic acid, most of which
possess an acid reaction.

These principles are widely diffused in the vegetable kingdom ; most of our forest
trees, as the oak, elm, pines, firs, &c. ;

pear and plum trees contain it in variable
quantities.

It is also found in some fruits. Many shrubs, as the sumach and whortleberry,
also contain it in large quantities, and on that account are largely used in dyeing
and tanning. The roots of the tormentilla and bistort are also powerfully astrin-
gent from containing it. Coffee and tea also contain a modification of this principle.
The astringent principle in all the above mentioned (except coffee) precipitate the
persalts of iron bluish black, or if a free acid be present the solution becomes
dark green. The astringent principle of many vegetables precipitate the persalts
of iron of a dark green,—such are catechu, kino, &c. Some few plants contain
another modification of this astringent principle, which precipitates the persalts of
iron of a grey colour,— such are rhatany, the common nettle, &c.
Many of these tannic acids have received names wliich refer to the plants from

which they are obtained. The most important and best known of all these is
the (jaUo-tannic acid, or that which is extracted from gall-nuts. There are also
querci-tannic acid, from the oak ; moritannic acid, or that from the fustic {morns
tinctoria'), &c.
The only one which need be described here is the gallo-tannic acid ; it is, in fact the

only one which is perfectly known. It is usually obtained from the gall-nut's which are
^'OL. III. 3 1
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exci^scences formed on the leaves of a species of oak (^quercua infecloria) bv th<.puncture of a small insect, hy the process first proposed by M. Pelouze which con
sists in exhausting the powdered gall-nuts by allowing ordinary ether to percolaJthrough them in a proper apparatus. The ether, which always contains some water
separates in the bottomf of the apparatus into two distinct layers, the under one bein^
the water containing all the tannic acid, and the upper one the ether, containing the
gallic acid and colouring matter. The solution of tannic acid is washed with Itherand evaporated gently to dryness, when the gallo-tannic acid is left as a pale buff-coloured amorphous residue. ^

Some gall-nuts contain as much as 67 percent, of gallo-tannic acid, and about 2per cent of gallu; acid (Guibourt). Gallo-tannic acid is freely soluble in water
soluble in diluted alcohol, slightly m ether. The tannic acids are all remarkablefoyhe avidity with which they absorb oxygen; the yallo-tannic acid Zo^ntgaU^
A saturated aqueous solution of gallo-tannic acid is precipitated by sulphurichydrochloric phosphoric, and some other acids. When boiled for some time with

diluted sulphuric or hydrochloric acid it is converted into sugar and gallic acid(Strecker); the latter crystallises on cooling, while the glucose remains in solution.

C54H"0^' -t- lOHO = 3(3HO CH^O') + C'^H'^O'^ 2aq.

Gallo-tannic acid. Gallic acid. Glucose.

The composition of the gallo-tannates is but imperfectly known, and it is not decided
if the aci^ be dibasic or tribasic A solution of gallo-tannic acid gives with persalts
of iron, a bluish black precipitate, which is the basis of ordinary black writing inkThe most remarkable compound of gallo-tannic acid is that which it forms with gela-
tine, which is the basis of leather. See Tanning.
By the reaction of heat gallo-tannic acid is converted into pyrogallic acid, and this

distinguishes it from the other species of tannic acid, as they do not yield pyrogaUic
acid when subjected to the same treatment.
The following formula will show the relation existing between gallo-tannic acid

gallic acid, and pyrogallic acid.
'

+ lOHO = 3(3HO' C^H'O') -i- C'^H'^O'^, 2 aq.

Gallo-tannic acid. Gallic acid. Glucose.

3H0, C»H'0' = C'^H^O" -I- 2C02

Gallic acid. Pyrogallic acid.

When powdered nut-galls are made into a paste, with water, and allowed to ferment
for some considerable time, with occasional stirring to facilitate the absorption of
oxygen, the gallo-tannic acid is almost entirely converted into galHc acid.

1 eq. tannic acid C^H^^O"") r 3 eq. gallic acid C^^fjisQso

5- = -j 4 eq. water O*
24 eq. oxygen O^^ J (^12 eq. carbonic acid C'^ O^*

The following is the method proposed by Berzelius for the purification of tannin
with sulphuric acid.

To a hot infusion of nut-galls in water, add a very small quantity of diluted sul-

phuric acid, and well shake the mixture ; a flocculent coagulum will be formed, con-
taining tannin and extractive, and which, in separating, carries with it any impurities

present, in the same manner as in clarifying with white of eggs. Pass the fluid

through a filter, and now add sulphuric acid mixed with its own weight of water, in

small quantities at a time, until the precipitate, after standing for an hour, is found
to form a semi-fluid glutinous mass. As soon as this change is found to have been
effected, decant the liquid, and mix with care concentrated sulphuric acid until no
further precipitate is formed ; a yellowish white mass is thus obtained, which is a

combination of sulphuric acid and tannin, and is insoluble in acidulated water. This

must be put on a filter ; washed with water mixed with a good deal of sulphuric acid ;

pressed between the filtering paper, and afterwards dissolved in pure water, with

which it immediately forms a pale yellow solution. To the solution thus obtained,

carbonate of lead in very fine powder is to be added in very small proportions, so as

to saturate first the excess of acid, and afterwards, by allowing it to macerate for a

short time, that portion of acid combined with the tannin. When the saturation

is complete, the colour will become of a more decided yellow. The solution must
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now be filtered, and evaporated to dryness. The evaporation ought lo be conducted

VI vacuo. The hard mass thus obtained will consist of tannin with a portion of ex-

tractive formed by the excess of the air. This mass being powdered is to be digested

wiih ether, at a temperature of 86° Fahr., until nothiiTg more is taken up by the

menstruum; the ether is then allowed to evaporate spontaneously, and the tannin

remains in the form of a transparent mass, slightly yellow, winch does not change by

contact with the air. That which remains undissolved by the ether is a brown ex-

tractive, not entirely soluble in water.
/. • r /

Berzelius also gives the following process for the purification of tannin by means oj

potash.
, n 1. e t

To a filtered infusion of nut-galls, add a concentrated solution of carbonate ot pot-

ash, so as to form a white precipitate ; but too much potash must not be added, as the

precipitate is soluble in excess of the alkali. The precipitate, placed on a filter, is to

be washed with ice-cold water, and afterwards dissolved in diluted acetic acid,

which separates a brown extractive matter, formed by the action of the air during

the previous washing. Having filtered the solution, precipitate the tannin by means

of acetate of lead, wash the precipitate, and decompose it with hydro-sulphuric acid.

The tannin will now form a colourless solution with water, and may be obtained in

hard scales on the evaporation of the water in vacuo over potassa. Any extractive

retained in this tannin may be separated by dissolving it in ether and allowing the

ether to evaporate spontaneously.

A French pharmacien has observed, that sulphuret of mercury has the property

of decolorising tannin, acting in the same way as powdered charcoal does on some

substances.

The following Table shows the quantity of extractive matter and tan in 100 parts

of the several substances :

—

>
n
P

1
.

>-> a

-^^'^

Substances.
^

i.sp
o
00

ACQ 2S
~tJ

a
CMO

White inner bark of old oak 72 21

Do. young oak - - - 77
Do. Spanish chestnut 63 30
Do. Leicester willow 79

Coloured or middle bark of

oak - • - . - 19

Do. Spanish chestnut 14

Do. Leicester willow 16
Entire bark of oak 29

Do. Spanish chestnut 21

Ditto Leicester willow 33 109
Do. elm - - - - 13 28
Do. common willow- 11 boughs, 31

Sicilian sumach - - - 78 158
Malaga sumach ... 79
Souchong tea ... 48
Green tea - - - - 41

Kombay catechu - . - 261

Bengal catechu . - - 231
Nut-galls . - . . 127 4G
Balk of oak, cut in winter - 0
Do. beech ... 31

Do. elder.... 41
Do. plum-tree ... .58

Bark of the trunk of willow .')2

Do. sycamore ... 53 IG
Bark of birch ... 54

Substances.

Bark of cherry-tree
Do. sallow - - .

Do. poplar
Do. hazel -

Do. ash ...
Do. trunk of Span, chestnut
Do. smooth oak
Do. oak, cut in spring

Root of tormentil...
Cornus sanguinea of Canada
Bark of alder ...
Do. apricot
Ho. pomegranate
Do. Cornish cherry-tree -

Do. weeping willow -

Do Bohemian olive

-

Do. tan shrub with myrtle
leaves - . . -

Do. Virginian sumach -

Do. green oak ...
Do. service.tree
Do. rose chestnut of Amer.
Do, rose chestnut -

Do. rose chestnut of Caro-
lina - . . _

Do. sumach of Carolina .
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H. K. B.

TANNING. iTanner, Fr.; Gdrherei, Germ.) This is the name given to the process
employed for converting the skins of animals into leather, and is strictly a chemical
process, it consisting in the combination of the tannic acid of the different tannin"-
materials with the gelatine of the skins. °

Many attempts have been made to quicken the tanning process, but the leather so
formed is generally of inferior quality an5 less durable

There are many astringent vegetable substances that serve for the process of tannine
but experience has shown that oak hark and vahnea will produce the finest leather

Skins are divided into three classes; hides, kips, and skins. Hides (properly so
called) are the skins of the larger animals, as the buffalo, ox horse &c
Kips are the skins of a small species of cattle which are very' abundant in the3x2
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East Indies and Russia, but by far the greater number ir^ ;mn«^f«j e , «
Indies. Small ox and cow hides are sometimes calS ki^s

^'""^

Skins (so called) are the skins of the sheep, coat and othpr small ino one would speak of a sheep's hide, or an o^x fkir^' E^h of tSe chsroV.f
Sdbe""'"'''

^^^--^ for tanning, which .7 l^t^:lT;:LiZ
Sole leather.— T.ngWsh. ox. South American, and Aiistmlinn j

the year, dryness of the hides &c '
^^^"'^'^^^g t^^e time of

arel^med!'''
f-^^'market hides are merely soaked the day before they

fhf'ti"^-
~ ^'^^^ ''^^ ^'"^t P'^^^'i J° of lime, which has served for

and n
'^'y ^^'^ Pl=^«^^ horizontally one upon he oJherand at the end of a week the.y are removed to a new milk of lime {^^^0^ fV,^'remain about ten days; during the whole of this period, whL Lc"pte f. om s^xt Jto twenty days, they are drawn, that is pulled up and down twice or tl

"^ ^e^ aweek, according to their age in the lime pit
^i- or iniee limes a

th^Zif°%ZlS' °f* ""^ ^^''^ treatment prepares

rnpnnl ^
^^^'^'^ ^ ^"'"'^^ ^°<i hair is then taken off bv

'^^'^^^^io"!' >^^7'°g bandies, called a " worker," which, moved rapidly

sToii)rtr;i;t off;'"^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^^ cbemef-j
The next process is fleslilng, which consists in the removal of the flesh which is leftadhering to the hide after flaying. It is effected on the same convex beam^yth.^^^^^^^^^of a two-handled knife similar in shape to the rubber above described, but havinTtwo

for tL"?^"'" *^'f
processes the hides are repeatedly washed, and are readyfor the tanning process, after being scudded, that is the working out of the lime fromthe pores, by rubbing the rubber rapidly up and down over the hide

lifi"v
formerly made with boards from 6 to 8 inches apart, hJiving claypudd ed between them, or else were built of stone or brick ; stone and brick are

doubtless the best, since they are far more durable, and also avoid the exudation of
from between the boards when the pits become old. A somewhat newermethod is to construct them of planks 3 inches thick, placed vertically and fastened

by an iron bolt, which runs through each plauk from the top to the bottom of the pit
iJetore describing the tanning process we will just mention the way in which the
liquors are made.
A certain quantity of bark, or other tanning material, is thrown into an empty pit

or " letch," as it is called, and the strongest liquor which can be spared from the
tanning pits is pumped over it and allowed to stand from two days to a week, and
IS then diMwn off" for the leather pits, and often the liquor which it replaces is
pumped back on the letch in the place of it. When the tan is thus partially exhausted
It is cast over into another pit, called the " spender," in which it is usually boiled with
fresh water before being thrown away. The spenders are the only letches that are
" watered up," the liquors being pumped back in rotation, a weak one on a stronger,
and so on.

Tanning process.— Butts (thick skins for sole leather) are first immersed in a weak
liquor, and are passed on from time to time into a stronger, as they become more
tanned, the strength of which varies from 5° to 65° of the common hydrometer,
which stands at 0° in distilled water. Great care must be taken that the hide is not
kept too long in the weak liquors, as they will soften it and dissolve a considerable
quantity of the gelatine of the hide ; in fact, too weak liquors soften the hide nearly
as much as the bate of pigeons' dung.
During the first few weeks the butts require to be frequently "handled," that is

taken out and put in again, the object of which is to present a fresh portion of the
liquid to the hide. There are various methods of effecting this; hitherto the one
most in use is the following :— Two men stand at opposite corners of the pit, each
with a hook attached to a long handle, and with "rising poles ;" with the latter they
elevate several hides at a time, and with the former they throw them up separately on
the top of the next pit. Latterly many tanners suspend the butts on poles placed
across the top of the pits used in the first part of the tanning process, when they
require to be handled so often

; by this means a great saving of labour is effected,

and the leather is better "coloured off," as the liquor surrounds the hide.

The next step is to " lay away" the butts. A layer of butts is formed bv strewing
some bark or valonia, as the case may be, between the butts alternately ; in new
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tanyards the pits generally hold a hundred butts. At first the layers are renewed

once a .veek, then%nce in two ^veeks, and lastly every three or lour weeks till he

butts are completely tanned. Each time a fresh layer is made the strength of the

liquor should be increased, until the maximum strength required is arrived at, and

which is regulated to suit the sort of hide being tanned.
_ . x i „

The time occupied in tanning ordinary sole leather varies from seven to twelve

months, according to the weight of the hide, &c.; buffalo hides require froni eighteen

to twenty-four months to tan. Bellies are tanned in about three months, being brst

bandied in the liquors for nine or ten weeks, and then laid away m the same manner

as the butts, for the remainder of the time. They are chiefly cut up for insole, as

they would never make a firm leather. When perfectly tanned they are hung up m
drying sheds, with their thickest part always towards the wind, and when of a

proper " temper " (dryness), they are " broken down " or rolled, then struck with a

" pin " a three-edged sharp knife, which is passed with considerable pressure over the

surface of the leat°her to take out the creases, and if wished to scrape off the bloom

or deposit from the liquors on the leather ; this is done in the north of England, and

makes the leather of a redder hue. In the west of England as much bloom as

possible is preferred.

The butts are then rolled two or three times more in order to compress the leather

and make it firm. When quite dry a little bees'-wax and turpentine is rubbed over

the grain to give a polish ; after this the leather is ready for sale. Butts are used for

sole leather, machinery straps, pumps, and many other purposes.

Upper leather.— Kips are chiefly employed for this purpose, and are imported either

dry salted, or brined, but in either case the process is the same.

The first process is to soak them in water ;
they are then submitted to the action of

stocks, similar in construction to fulling stocks, for two hours ; this is to soften them

all through alike, and to remove the hair, which is very short
;
they are next put into

milk of lime, as described imder butts. They are then fleshed in a similar manner to

butts, and afterwards immersed m a bate of pigeons', fowls', or dogs' dung for two or

three days, which softens them. It is curious that no substitute has yet been found

for these substances ; one tanner told me it cost him at least 100/. a year for pigeons'

dung. In India, bullocks' blood is used for the purpose, and answers, but the smell

from it is very offensive.

After being " grained " the kips are placed again in the stocks for twenty minutes,

and are then ready for tanning.

The usual time allowed for tanning kips is six weeks; they are first placed in the

weakest of a set of six pits, and shifted every day, except the two forward ones,

which are shifted every alternate day, having a fresh liquor. They are afterwards

placed in a warm decoction of sumach, principally for the colour which it imparts.

When properly tanned they are dried in sheds in the same manner as butts, then

oiled with some cheap oil, and again dried, and are then ready for the currier to pre-

pare for the upper leather of boots, &c., &c.

Seal skins are imported in considerable numbers, and are principally used for

women's and children's boots and shoes. Many other kinds of skins are used, but

the above are the principal ones.

Skins (propei'ly so-called). Sheep and goat skins are prepared for use in various

ways, the usual tanning substance being sumach and bark. See Leather.
The offals (bellies, &c.) are often tanned at Warrington and other places in the

north, by placing them in a barrel, two thirds filled with liquor, which is kept slowly
revolving ; by this means the skins are constantly being exposed to fresh portions of
the liquid, and saves the labour of handling.

There have been several patents for quickening the tanning process, but we shall

only mention one or two here.

The following is taken from the Bavarian Journal of Arts and Trades, and is

known as Knoderer's tanning process.

It is well known that the absence of atmospheric air greatly facilitates the process
of tanning, and in order to effect this the process must be carried on in vacuo.
The vessel, in which the tanning substance is kept, has to be made air tight, and at

the same time no metal can be used but the expensive one, copper. Iron, as well as
zinc, is affected by the tanning substance, and wood can only be used when its pores
have been stopped by some varnish which effectually prevents the passage of air into
the vessel.

The process is carried on as follows:— When the hides are taken from the wash, all

the water contained in them is expelled by a powerful press. They are then placed
in a barrel, having a rotatory motion, tdgether with the necessary amount of tanning
material, and enough water added to keep the contents of the barrel moist.
The man-hole is now closed, and the air pumped out as completely as possible

,
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this being done, the stop-coek is closed, and a piece of lenrl nJnn i w
ducting tube

;
this lead pipe communicates wifh ffank wL'^^ '^.V . •

'^''^

pf proper strength. If lui st,,p-cock is now openJd the rannit ^7:,,'?"*"^ ^.1'^
imo the barrel, and when a sufficient quantity has b^-n ad nftt.d 1l '"'^f^^
closed, and the barrel is now rotated for an hLr or h'lIP nn '

«'"P-c«cl< '8

quantity of hides contained in it. After wo or tiJfl ''^'"^'"S to the

again continued to the end of the operation
'''''

aeid is not so rapidly converted into'^If^ ^l^^^l ^'""'^

rotatory motion, as will be seen by th'e fouUlnrlLirbre^^^^3
Time required for tanninir Ti.no j l

Light cow hides - 30 3.5 - - 1aCow hides (middling) 40 45 . . {t I
Heavy cow hides - 50 60 . . o., onOx hides (light) - 50 60 - - 20 SOOx hides (first quality) 70 90 - . 35 40

At the same time a large per centagc of bark is savedA patent was taken out by E. Welsford, of Bona, Algeria, in 1859 Instead

of JhT dfff f
'"'^ r the ordinary tanning substances,

' he uses the leavesot the different trees and shrubs of the family Terebinthacea- i^ th^ pA/
tereUnlkus, Pistacea Atlantica, Pistacea lentiscus, L., abtSfcin the^^^

t^nnbg;'"'"" °^ <i^«-tion of the lelves for

A machine has been invented by Mr. S. F. Cox, of Bristol, for effecting the variousprocesses of dep.lmg, scudding, striking, smoothing, sticking, ^nd stretching which aJenow usually effected by hand. The hide or skin is carried by a cylinder 01 roHer orby a moving bed or platform which presents it gradually to a revolving Lkal bar V^^knife or rubber. The spiral consists of a right%nd left hand dS 'so™as to rub or scrape the hide, &c. from the centre towards the sides, or i may coSof a single thread of a screw, or several. ^ consist

The roller or bed which carries the hide or skin is pressed towards the revolving

tSJ or otherwise and is gradually advanced by a ratchet, sothat the whole of the hide is unifoi-mly and successively exposed to the action of therevolving spiral instruments. A treadle is employed for withdrawing the roller orbed from the revolving spiral to facilitate the adjustment of the hide.

Vegetable Substances used in TANNmo.
No two substances will produce the same quality leather, either in texture or colour

IJoubtless this is owing to a different variety of tannic acid contained in the materi-

,

though unfortunately very little is understood about it, the subject not having '.eenmuch studied. Some things contain a large proportion of tannin but do no not fill up
the pores of the hide

; gambir, for instance, tans quickly, but does not make a heavy
leather.

Oak bark (Querczis pedunculata).— This bark is preferred to all other materials for
tanning, since it produces the best leather for most purposes. The oak bark of this coun-
try IS considered superior to that of any other part of Europe. The bark season in
England is usually from the middle of April to the end of May. It is essential that
the sap should run well before the bark is stripped, as it contains most tannin when
the sap begins to run.

_
English coppice oak bark.— This bark is very similar to timber oak bark, but

is lighter and thinner, and contains more tannin, as there is not so much epidermis,
(which contains none). It is preferred for tanning light goods. Coppice bark is
stripped at the same time of year as the heavier sorts.

Belgium oak bark.— This bark is similar to the English, and is imported,
chopped into small pieces, chiefly from Antwerp ; it does not sell for so high a price
as the English, for it is said not to contain so much tannin.

Chopped bark is simply bark with the rough epidermis scraped off and then
chopped into pieces.

Cork-tree bark {Quercus suber).—This is the inner bark of the cork tree, the cork
growing on the exterior contains no tannin. It is imported from the Island of
Sardinia, Tuscany, and the coast of Africa ; the Sardinian is the best, and may easily
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be distinguished by its colour and weight, being of a pmkish hue throughout, and is

stouter and heavier than the Tuscan or African. Cork-tree bark contains a great

deal of tannin, but deposits little " bloom " on the leather.
o • v i

There are four species of oak chiefly used for tanning in America. Spanish oak

bark is thick, black, and deeply furrowed, and is preferred for coarse leather. In tlie

southern states the Spanish oak grows to the height of 80 feet with a diameter of 4

or 5 feet at the trunk, while in the north it does not exceed the height ot 30 teet.

The common red oak, abundant in Canada and in the Northern States, is very

generallv employed, though inferior in several respects to the other kinds.

The rock chestnut oak abounds in elevated districts. On some of the Alleghany

mountains it constitutes nine-tenths of the forest growth ; its bark is thick, hard, and

deeply furrowed, but only the bark of the small branches and young trees is used in

tanning.

Quercitron bark ( Quercus tinctoria), or black oak, grows through the States ;
its

bark is not very thick, but deeply furrowed, and of a deep brown colour, the leather

tanned with it is apt to tinge the stockings yellow. This tree often attains a height

of 90 feet, and a diameter of 4 or 5 feet.

There are other varieties used, but it is needless to mention them here.

Valonia, {Quercus (sgilops).—Y&\oni3. is the acorn cup of the Quercus agilops.

See Leather.
. .

Sumac of commerce is the crushed or ground leaves of Wius corriaria, and is im-

ported from Sicily. In making the usual ground sumac the larger branches or

sticks are taken out by hand ; the smaller ones do not pulverise, and are taken out by

sifting, the stem of the leaves are put under the mill a second time. In grinding the

calculation is that 333 lbs. of leaves turn out 280 lbs. of fine ground sumac.

There is naturally, or at least unavoidably, from 3 to 4 per cent, of sand or dirt in

the leaves as sent to the mills ; this can only be taken out before grinding, but if

thoroughly done would cost \s. &d. cwt. additional, which the trade will not pay.

Mimosa bark, is the bark of a tree belonging to the order Fabacece, subdivision Mi-
mosa. It is imported from Australia and Tasmania, but is also abundant in the East

Indies. Mimosa bark is difficult to grind, it is also difficult to extract the tannin ; it

deposits no bloom, and is, therefore, not much esteemed by English tanners, but is used

in the East Indies to a large extent.

Gambir, or terra japonica.—This astringent substance, sometimes called catechu, is

produced by boiling and evaporating the brown hard M ood of the acacia catechu in

water, until the inspissated juice has acquired a proper consistency ; the liquor is then

strained, and soon coagulates into a mass.

It is frequently mixed with sand and other impurities, has little smell, but a sweet

astringent taste in the mouth, and is gritty if it is perfectly pure; it will totally dis-

solve in water, and the impurities will fall to the bottom. It is chiefly used in

England as in the East Indies (whence it is imported) for tanning kips. It is mixed
with valonia and sumac.
Larch bark is used for tanning basils (sheepskins), for bookbinding, &c., principally

in Scotland, where the bark is more abundant, though it is also used in England and
Ireland.

Birch bark is used for tanning Russia leather ; it is also used by the Laplanders.

Hemlock bark {Abies Canadensis), is one of the principal barks used in America
for tanning; it makes a reddish coloured leather, and not nearly so good as oak bark
leather.

There is a large collection of tanning materials in the Museum at the Royal
Gardens at Kew, collected by Mr. W. G. Fry of Bristol, to whom we are indebted for

the practical part of this paper.—H. K. B.

TANTALUM. This is an exceedingly rare substance ; it is found in the minerals
tanlalite and yttro-tantalite. It was first discovered by Mr. Hutchett, in a mineral
brought from North America, and he called it, on that account, columbium.
Ekeberg discovered it in the Swedish minerals, and, considering it a new metal,

he called it tantalum. Dr. Wollaston, in 1809, proved that Hutchett's columbium and
Ekeberg's tantalum were both the same substance.

It has not yet been applied to any commercial purpose.— H. K. B.
TAP CINDER. Puddling furnace slag. See Iron and Slag.
TAPESTRY is an ornamental figured textile fabric of worsted or silk, for lining

the walls of apartments ; of which the most famous is that of the Gobelins Royal
Manufactory, near Paris. See the several articles of Carpets, Lace, Textile
Fabrics, Weaving.
TAPIOCA. {Manioc and Cipipa, Fr. ; Weisse Soxjo, Germ.) Tapioca is cassava

meal, which, while moist or damp, has been heated, for the purpose of drying it, on
hotplates. By this treatment the starch grains swell, mauy of them burst, and'the

3 I 4
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whole Ufrglomerates in small irregular masses or lumns The Hrvir.^ i

• , •

sulyected renders it difficult of solution. In boiliuTwater it sS L f/'
a viscous jelly-like mass. See Starch. ^ "P' ^"^^ ^"""'^^

Tapioca imported \n 1858, 9010 cwts.
TAR (COAL). A few years since Dr. Ure wrote as f.illnwc t-k.^ •

haps any waste article of our manufacturing indusU v whiH h . 7 ^ P'""-

neglected as coal-tar, and yet there can be but vet-v^".I v. ^V^*^"
so singularly

fair a field of remuneration for tL exercise of sk M ^"r'""^'
article has hitherto been, and stU^rS 4a ur^^^ contin"^''"''"^- ,

has in fact only a nomin'al price in theTarkTas is evidS b^^^

'

that it is consun.ed as fuel at many of our larcemetmno it.n f ^
i

^"T^^n^'^nce
is sold as low as at the rate of one^pennrfor 5 Sni^^'Sf,^,7^^^ 7^ "'^7^
from its real value even as fuel for it his been fm,',,^ ! f'

bowever, far

heating power of tar, as compa.ed with coke i^on a t n7''''''' ^"^'"''S^

more than two to on'e, or in ither w^^s, t^'aTlLfo Ta?^^^^^affords as much heat as half a bushel or ^2 lbs of fmnH LVJ ^^^F- , ?^
the tar contains about one pound of waler eLnded fnS ti.w ^^V'"!""^'^
combined, so as not to be separable by long stSS As we h^vfh"^ '^^r^'y
thus adulre.ated with water ?s st,ll eqLl to'more Slfn doubl t^JeighTof'gtdr^^as a heating agent, when tested upon a large workin- scale for rZnv^l^lih^-
cess.on. The high heating power ofcoal-tafought ti h.duce tbe^^^^^^^euber to use at themselves, or, where this ca.Lt be do^e, t 3Tat a S ce proportioned to us value in coke

;
thus, presuming a bushel of coke to be worK/ thena gallon of tar as fuel would be worth 2d. ; whereas, as we have seen this tar has beensold as low as 5 gallons for one penny, a most convincing proof ;f tL eisivenature of ignorance in some situations.

expensive

The consumption of tar as fuel is, however, after all, but a barbarous misannlicationof ingenuity, and far beneath the intelligence of the ag^ Thirsubstrnre wher?perly distilled, is capable of yieldingnap\tha, a fixed Si an^^^^^^^^^^
which are vastly more valuable than tar. The relative proportio^ of th^se prodio?sIS however, veiy variable, according to the kind and qualitv of the tar em^ov2Thus tar from the condenser is more valuable for its products "than the tar of the samecoal taken from the hydraulic main, and again canoei eoal tar is always superior tocommon coal-tar. In general we may estimate the available amount of the vofatileand fixed matters of coal somewhat in the following order

volatile

„ , ' Naphtha. Dead oil. Pitch.Common coal tar 3 P2 35
Ordinary cannel tar 9 60 31
Boghead cannel tar 15 67 18

Of these the naphtha is in large demand for the solution of caoutchouc, the lighting
of lamps, and other purposes. The dead oil contains paraffine, and is an excellent
lubricator for machinery

: the uses of pitch need not be enumerated. By reference to
the articles Coal-Gas, Destructive Distillation, Naphtha, and others, it will be
seen what chemistry has done with coal-tar. Every ton of coal distilled for gas yields
from 10 to 12 gallons of tar. See Tartar, Wood.
TAR, WOOD {Goudron, Fr.

; Tlier, Germ.), is the viscid, brown-black, resino-
oleaginous compound, obtained by distilling wood in close vessels, or in ovens of
a peculiar construction. Stockholm tar, Archangel tar, and American tar come into
our markets. According to Reichenbach, tar contains the peculiar proximate prin-
ciples, paraffine, eiipiov, creosote, picamar, pittacal, besides pyrogenous resin, or
pyretine, pyrogenous oil, or pyroleive, and vinegar. The resin, oil, and vinegar are
called empyreumatic, in common language.
TARE, or VETCH, a plant

—

Vicia sa«<m—which has been cultivated in this
country from the earliest times.

TARPAULIN (from Tar). Canvas imbued with tar, used to cover the hatchways
of a ship to prevent rain or sea water from entering the hold, and for numerous other
similar purposes.

TARSAS. See Trass.
TARTAR {Tartre, Fr.; Weinstein, Germ.); called also argal or argol; is the

crude bitartrate of potassa, which exists in the juice of the grape, and is deposited
from wines in their fermenting casks, being precipitated in proportion us the alcohol
is formed, in consequence of its insolubility in that liquid. There are two sorts of
argal known in commerce, the white and the red ; the former, which is of a pale-
pinkish colour, is the crust let fall by white wines ; the latter is a dark-red, from
red wines.
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The crude tartar is purified, or converted into cream of tartar, at Montpelier, by

the followinpf process: — , -^^ j ^ r u
The argal having been ground under vertical mill-stones and sifted, one part ot it

is boiled with 15 of water in conical copper kettles tinned on the inside. As soon as

it is dissolved, 3i parts of ground pipe-clay are introduced. The solution being well

stirred and then settled, is drawn off into crystallising vessels to cool
;
the crystals

found concreted on the sides and bottom are picked out, washed with water, and dried.

The mother-water is employed upon a fresh portion of argal. The crystals of the

first crop are re-dissolved, re-crystallised, and exposed upon stretched canvas to the

sun and air, to be bleached. The clay serves to abstract the colouring matter. The

crystals formed upon the surface are the whitest, whence the name cream of tartar is

derived.

Purified tartar, the bitartrate of potash, is thus obtained in hard clusters of small

colourless crystals, which, examined by a lens, are seen to be transparent four-sided

prisms. It has no smell, but a feebly acid taste ; is unchangeable in the air, has a

specific gravity of 1-953, dissolves in 16 parts of boiling water, and in 200 parts

at 60° Fahr. It is insoluble in alcohol. It consists of 24-956 potash, 70-276 tartaric

acid, and 4-768 water. See Akgol, Potash, Bitartrate.
TARTARIC ACID, (Acide tarfrique, Fr.; Weinsteinsdure, Germ.) This is pre-

pared by adding gradually to a boiling-hot solution of 100 parts of tartar, bitartrate

of potash, in a large copper boiler, 26 of chalk, carbonate of lime, made into a smooth

pap with water. A brisk effervescence ensues, from the disengagement of the car-

bonic acid of the chalk, while its base combines with the acid excess in the tartar, and

forms an insoluble precipitate of tartrate of lime. The supernatant liquor, which is a

solution of neutral tartrate of potassa, must be drawn off by a syphon, and decomposed

by a solution of chloride of calcium (muriate of lime). 28|- parts of the dry chloride

are sufficient for 100 of tartar. The tartrate of lime, from both processes, is to be

washed with water, drained, and then subjected in a leaden cistern to the action of

49 parts of sulphuric acid, previously diluted with 8 times its weight of water: 100 of

dry tartrate take 75 of oil of vitriol. This mixture, after digestion for a few days, is

converted into sulphate of lime and tartaric acid. The latter is to be separated from
the former by decantation, filtration through canvas, and elutriation of the sulphate

of lime upon the filter.

The clear acid is to be concentrated in leaden pans by a moderate heat, till it

acquires the density of 40° B. (spec. grav. 1-38), and theu it is run off, clear from
any sediment, into leaden or stoneware vessels, which are set in a dry stove-room for

it to crystallise. The crystals, being re-dissolved and re-crystallised, become colour-

less six-sided prisms. In decomposing the tartrate of lime, a very slight excess of

sulphuric acid must be employed, because pure tartaric acid would dissolve any
tartrate of lime that may escape decomposition. Bone black, previously freed from
its carbonate and phosphate of lime, by muriatic acid, is sometimes employed to bleach
the coloured solutions of the first crystals. Tartaric acid contains nearly 9 per cent, of

combined water. It is soluble in two parts of water at 60°, and in its own weight of
boiling water. In its dry state, as it exists in the tartrate of lime or lead, it consists

of 36-8 of carbon, 3 of hydrogen, and 60-2 of oxygen. It is much employed in

calico-printing, and for making sodaic powders.
In consequence of the great variation in the constituents of argol or rough tartar,

the manufacture of tartaric acid is not nearly so simple as a first glance at its .several

processes might lead an inexperienced individual to suppose. The theory of preparing
tartaric acid seems, indeed, a remarkably easy affair ; and provided the materials operated
upon were pure, or of uniform quality, no kind of manufacture could put on less the
appearance of risk or speculation. But too many know, to their cost, with what ready
facility the whole profit, and something more, of a large operation will occasionally
ooze off through a variety of unknown channels, and present a sadly defective and
truncated return of saleable produce. In fact, money is not unfrequently lost in this
manufacture by very old and experienced makers. The differences in argol arise
from the greater or smaller amount of tartrate of lime combined with the bitartrate
of potash ; these differences will, in a commercial way, amount to from 5 to 25 or even
30 per cent.; and herein resides a dlflaculty requiring more analytical skill and
chemical knowledge than is commonly found amongst practical manufacturers. We
will suppose that an argol has been purchased, containing by analysis 70 per cent, of
bitartrate of potash, but also, though unknown to the purchaser, containing 20 per
cent, of tartrate of lime. According to the process followed, this argol would be
dosed with a definite proportion of chalk or carbonate of lime, so as to produce
tartrate of lime with the extra tartaric acid of the supertartrate of potash. This
tartrate of lime, being insoluble, would fall and mingle with the 20 per cent, already
existing

; but as in practice the quantity of sulphuric acid employed for subsequent
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decoraposiUon of this tartrate of lime is proportioned tn ih.
originally employed, it follows that the tartraK lime n.t. ll ^^^'^
IS left undecomposed, and comes to be repa^dcd i sTnhnl f i^

P'"'""' ^" '^"^

of the manufacturer, who probably findsl is mo^e n.dlXtnt ncT bh
'

as he buys, and yet capable of underselling him Z oX^.argf
^^'^ "^'^ ^ ^"^^

From the above description of the nroces^ of m«n„f..„f •

the manufacturer is not'only aware^ of the .Zbs^^^^^^^^^rough tartar he buys, but has also a tolerably ^ofrecttr^ f °f
'°

risk, almost amounting to a certainty of Ipnvfn^ f
''^ quantity, he runs a

sulphate of lime; and^s thrSe/is ifj^a^^^^^^^^^
tartrate of lime in his

away from the works under one namjfa mfre refuse But^h.^'"?''consideration connected with the evanoration nf 1
^ ^" ""Portant

generally, and indeed we might say iSablv rfnn!
''^ '^'hi« i«

the solution meanwhile confa'l7a perc S'e e^^^^^^

atmospheric air,

such treatment, tartaric acid undGmoe^alo^^Z. -^ ,

sulphuric ac.d; but, under
therefore, like sugar, it oughrto g opSte7i?^ri ^

'''''''l'
^^^ar

;
and

instancf tbe g^t^sTJeS?;S^^^^IZ^^=1^°
MrtraCiry^nr^^^^^^^
weight as double that assumed, and conSders the add a^a bfbasS: '^"r^^"*him, therefore, the formula, for the crystalHsed acid ^ Snii^oTaHS' Fr^^'V''stated that crystallised tartaric acid lost by heating fir./iHO t!" ^ -^^^

names of » eiatar^anc ac^t/ and isotartaric acid to two of the results Another al;^

Re set'Tbe'w
''^1'*"

J'^
^^P?^' ^•'^^ According to MmZ and

pumic; stone Thf ^''^^""^ " ^'''^ ^'"''^'''^ ^'^^'^"^ with powdered

^nli^c^J^^^^^J
'''^ ^'^^^''^ composed of tartaric acid and oxidised bases inequivalent proportions. Some of the tartrates are employed in the arts, bitarS Spotash being used as a mordant in dyeing woollen fabrics. Tartrate of chromiuS issomeumes used m calico printing, and the tartrate of potash and tin in woolThe Stockholm tar is regarded as the best; we have a description of the modem which It IS prepared, by Dr. Clarke, in his Travels in Scandinavia.

y..^ \ .^l''''

most favourable to the process is in a forest near to a mar^h orhog because the roots of the fir, from which tar is principally extracted, are alwaysmost productive in such places. A conical cavity is then made in the ground(generally on the side of a bank or sloping hill), and the roots of the fir, togetherwith logs and billets of the same, being neatly trussed in a stack of the same conicalshape are let into the cavity. The whole is then covered with turf to prevent the
Volatile parts from being dissipated, which, by means of a heavy wooden mallet andwooden stamper, worked separately by two men, is beaten down and rendered ashrm as possible about the wood. The stack of billets is then kindled, and a slow
combustion of the fir takes place as in working charcoal. During this combustion
the tar exudes, and a cast-iron pan being at the bottom of the funnel, with a spoutwhich projects through the side of the bank, barrels are placed beneath this spout to
collect the fluid as it comes away. As fast as the barrels are filled they are bunged
and ready for immediate exportation.
Wood tar is obtained as a secondary product in the manufacture of acetic acid, in

the dry distillation of wood.
Tar imported, in 1858, 10,107 lasts.

TAWING, is the process of preparing the white skins of the sheep, doe. &c. See
Lkather.
TEA (77<e, Fr. ; Thee, Germ.). Thea, the tea plant, belongs to the natural order

of Lindley Ternstrumiacea:. Considerable discussion has taken place with reference
to this important substance, some contending that green and black tea are the pro-
ductions of two different plants, the Thea viridis producing the green tea, and the
Ihea Bohea the black tea. There is a thii-d variety, the Thea Assatnensis, or Assam
tea, Avhich appears to resemble both the others. Mr. Fortune appears to have proved
uut the green and black teas of commerce do not depend upon specific differences, but
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that in the northern t.a districts of China the black ^°<i.f f^f-^^^^^^^^

from the same species or variety, namely, the Theamridis ^hile m the Canton tea

districts both the varieties of tea are made from the 1 hca JJoliea.

The qua ty of the tea depends much on the season when the leaves are picked,

the mode in wh eh it is prepared, as well as on the district m which it grows

Greenlea, it is stated, is%o\oured by the application of an ^^'ract^ of md^^^^^^^^^

Prussian blu., and gypsum, and that the fine odour which renders the flowery

kinds remarkable is derived from the leaves of Oka fragrans, a species of camellia,

and other similar plants.
t, i ri^^,^r,i

To the black tea belongs the varieties known as BoJiea, Congou, Campoi,

Soucho7ig, Caper, and Pekoe. j
To the green tea, Ttuankai/, Hyson-skin, Hyson, Imperial, and (gunpowder.

According to Frank, black and green teas are composed as follows:—
Black. Green.

Tannin 406 34 6

Gum - ----- - 6-3 5-9

Woody fibre 44-8 51-3

Glutinous matter - - - - 6*3 5'7

Volatile matter and loss - - - 2-0 2-5

100-0 100-0

Sir Humphry Davy found more tannin in black than in green tea. This ap-

pears contrary to our experience, the astringency of green tea being much greater

than that of black tea. Mr. Brande remarks, in the Quarterly Journal of Science,

" Some years ago I examined the varieties of tea in common use, and found that the

quantity of astringent matter precipitable by gelatine is somewhat greater in green

than in black tea, though the excess is by no means so great as the comparative

flavours of the two would lead us to expect. The entire quantity of soluble matter

is also greater in green than in black tea ; but the extractive, not precipitable by

gelatine, is greater in the latter.

Brande, iu his Mavual of Pharmacy, has given a table from which the following

facts are extracted :
—

Soluble Sniuble Precipitated Insoluble.

100 parts of Tea. in water, in alcohol, by jelly. residue.

Green Hyson — Best - 41 44 31 56

„ Medium- 34 43 26 58

„ Lowest - 31 41 24 57

Black Souchong—Best - 35 36 28 ' 64

„ Medium- 37 35 28 63

„ Lowest - 35 31 23 65

The most remarkable products in tea are— 1st. Tannin. 2nd. An essential oil,

to which it owes its aroma, and which has great influence on its commercial value.

3rd. A crystalline substance, very rich in nitrogen, theine, which is also met with in

coffee (whence it is frequently termed caffeine), and which is likewise found in

Guarana, a remedy highly valued by the Brazilians.

Besides these three, M. Mulder extracted from tea eleven other substances, which

are usually met with in all leaves. The same chemist found, in the various kinds of

tea from China and Java, a little less than a half per cent, of their weight of theine.

Dr. Stenhouse, in a recent investigation, obtained from 1-37 to 0-98 theine from 100

parts of tea.

An accurate knowledge of the amount of the nitrogenous principles contained in

tea being of the utmost importance, he first determined the total amount of nitrogen

contained in the leaf, in order thus to have a safe guide when subsequently isolating

the substances between which this nitrogen is distributed.

On determining the nitrogen by M. Dumas's process, he obtained the following

numbers : —
Nitrogen in 100 parts

. tea dried at 230°.

Pekoe tea 6-58

Gunpowder tea ------- 6-15

Souchong tea 6-15

Assam tea - -- -- -- - 5-10

This amount of nitrogen is far more considerable than has been detected in any-

vegetable hitherto analysed. These first experiments prove, therefore, the existence

of from 20 to 30 per cent, of nitrogenous substances in tea, while former analyses
scarcely carry the proportion to more than three or four huudredths. He sought for

these substances successively in the products of the leaf soluble in boiling water, in
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those which do not dissolve in water, and in each of thr> «„i..f6eparaU..d either from the infusion or'from the exLus edS ^^^^'^ anight be
He first deternnned the proportion of soluble produm wl^i^u hoTfrom tea, and oj.erated upon 27 kinds of tea taS ij/

'"^ ^'''•'acts
already contained in the leaf, either from its desSion fn

the water
complete, or from having absorbed during or alws trl ''"^'"g ^^''^^

sts ;r^nt.^s
^'^^ -K^rr -t^tii^

the green than the black tea. On an a've?a|:L'?o' nn^Too ^-L'oV''^"^""^'
'°

,
Parts soluble inUry black teas - . . boiiing water.

Dry green teas 43-2

Black teas in their commercial state -
"

tl'lOreen teas do. do. . .
' *

" " - 43'4

relS :hiJh,^tn lAZZlS XllT^' eVf^'- -idue
mtrogen; if from black souchong, 4^^re^ cfn^^nilroT^^^^^^

^''^

These considerable quantities of nitroir do tW v>;i .contamed in the infusion, or solely to tKeine which ? ?V.^
''""''^^

P^'^^'P^'^^
stance hitherto noticed in it ? He first endeavonrL t ,

^
""f

^-^ nitrogenous sub-
quantitative determination of theinfis a SiSt onp^^^^^

as the
^ater, alcohol, and ether, and not being prS lter^J r^

^^'"^^''^

tion of tannin, he first ascertained whefherK other fl T'^""' T'-'^^
^''^^eP"

separated from the infusion contained any nltro 'n
^^^^^^^^^s which might bo

I he subacetate of lead throws down about half tha .^i t,tm this infusion. The precipitate whirb if f "^'l'^'®
constituents contained

to whether it is derived'/roTg?Sn or^^ con? 'l''^,
=»--'d'"g

matter, the whole of the tannif, and a P cuTiar acirwh?.h
^^'^

of a light yellow colour with the sub-acSe of lead
^'^^"^"^'^

in^li; p?rtt°o/tietS^^^^^^^^^ 77 1''"^ nitrogen; it is therefore
ing this element must be sougEt foJ

Precipitated that the substances contain-
To determine the amount of tbpi'no ivr tx^- u

caustic magnesia, andTreats tt resXVwitb 1 "T^Pr^e^ t^e infusion with
theine. On modifvin. th rn.^r./ n'"

..r.^" .^^,^5' ^^'^^ «°ly dissol ves out the
tities of theine from 100 parts of

' obtamed the following quan-

Hyson - - . . .

Another kind f 'f
^

Mixture in equal parts of gunpowder, 'hyson, im-l
penal, caper and pekoe - - - . .[

Gunpowder . _ _ _ "J

Another kind

2-56

270

accompanied the theine in the solution
^ '

^ nitrogenous substance

mothe^veand tb!i !
^ ^'°P'.'° '^'^ ^^^'^ Possible quantity of

grammes of ^Inn /^'f °^ ^" manner he obtained from 50

3-84 pTccm ° "''^^^S''^™ of crystallised theine, which is equal to
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But there remains a syrupy liquid which still contains some theme. This he

determined by means of a solution of tannin of known strength, which precipitates

it alone, and entirely, if the liquid be cold and accurately neutralised with ammonia

as the tannin is added.
^ v. • j

On adding the fresh quantity of theine, isolated by this reagent, to that obtained

as crystals, 100 parts of gunpowder tea, taken in its ordinary state, furnished 5-84

theine ; 100 parts of the same tea in its dry state gave 6-22 of this substance.
_

These numbers approach very nearly to those which should be obtained if theine

were the only nitrogenous substance contained in the infusion. There is, however,

still a deficit of 0-75 nitrogen. It is possible that the infusion contained some

ammoniacal salts, or that a small portion of the theine was decomposed during the

evaporation of the liquid : this substance being very liable to alteration, like the

compounds rich in nitrogen, which it resembles by its composition and properties.

However this be, it maybe concluded from the above experiments— 1. That

theine is the principal nitrogenous substance contained in the infusion of tea. 2. That

it exists in larger quantity than has hitherto been admitted.

The portion of tea from which boiling water extracted no more soluble principle

contained in 100 parts, dried 230°, 4*46 nitrogen for the souchong, and 4-30 for the

gunpowder. These quantities, added to those of the infusion, represent very nearly the

nitrogen ascertained by analysis to exist in the entire leaf.

On boiling for some time the exhausted leaves in water containing ^ of their

weight of potash, a brown liquid is obtained, which affords, on the addition of dilute

sulphuric or acetic acid, a considerable fiocculent and brown precipitate, which con-

tains 8'45 per cent, nitrogen; the product of another preparation gave 9 93. Alcohol

and ether remove from this precipitate about 30 per cent, of a green substance, which

appears to contain a fat acid. This product is not pure after this treatment, for it is

strongly coloured and contains pectic acid; nevertheless, that which contained 8"45

nitrogen afforded 11"35 of this element after being treated with alcohol and ether.

Although I have not obtained this substance in a state of purity, I do not hesitate to

consider it, from the general resemblance of its characters, as identical with the

caseine from milk.

It is probable that this body exists in the insoluble portion of the leaf in combina-
tion with tannin, and that the potash acts by destroying this combination. The
presence of this substance in tea is a fact the more worthy of attention as it occurs to

a very large amount, if, as is probable, the greater portion of the nitrogen in the

exhausted leaf is derived from it. On admitting, with MM. Dumas and Cahours,
16 per cent, of nitrogen in caseine, the exhausted leaves would contain no less than
28 hundredths of this principle; tea in its ordinary state would contain from 14 to 15
per cent.

Dr. Ure found it impossible to separate the whole of this caseine from the tea.

He obtained, in one experiment, from 100 parts of exhausted leaves, 35 of the
mixture above mentioned, containing from 8 to 10 per cent, nitrogen, which repre-
sent from 18 to 20 per cent, of caseine supposed pure; but the leaves, after being
treated twice with potash, still contained 2-73 per cent. This nitrogen, in the state of
caseine, would represent 5-7 per cent., so that we thus approach very close to the
amount of the nitrogen indicated by analysis.

It will be seen from these experiments, that tea contains a proportion of nitrogen
altogether exceptional ; it must, however, be remembered that the leaf is not taken
in its natural state, but that it comes to us after having been manufactured. It is

well known that, before being delivered into commerce, tea is submitted to a torre-
faction, which softens the leaf and allows of a rather considerable quantity of an
acrid and slightly corrosive juice being expressed by means of the pressure of the
hands ; the leaf is then rolled up, and dried more or less rapidly according to whether
green or black tea is to be made from it. Now it is possible that this juice contains
little or no nitrogen, and that consequently its separation would increase the amount
of nitrogen which remains in the leaf. On determining the quantity contained in
fresh leaves from some tea plant cultivated in gardens near Paris, Dr. Ure found
4-37 nitrogen, in 100 parts of the dried tea. Perhaps the difference of climate and
mode of culture may suffice to produce these variations.

Preparation of tjrccn tea. It is brought to Canton unprepared ; as Bohea, SaiisJtuvg,
and is thrown into a hemispherical iron pan, kept red-hot over a fire. The leaves are
constantly stirred till they are thoroughly heated, when they are dyed, by adding for
each pound of tea, 1 spoonful of gypsum, 1 of turmeric, and 2 or three of Prussian
blue. The leaves instantly change into a bluish green, and after being well stirred
for a few minutes, are taken out, being shrivelled by the heat. They are now sifted;
the small longish leaves fall through the first sieve, and form young Hyson ; the
roundest granular ones full through the last, and constitute Gunpowder, or Choo-cha
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The Chinese method ofmalnm Bhwh Tor, tt a
youngest and most t.n/er leivfs l/rgatl. : J .^r.tT.T ^'''^ P'^«e. the
great quantity of leaves to be collected, the peonle omrS Y""-^

""'"^ '^""'^^ '^nd aand thun,b the fine end of the branch ; h Jbou fo-TLf ^''^ forefinger
more. ,f they look tender. These are a brought to

^''1""' ««'"<--tinies even
converted into tea

; they are then nut infn o i

^^'^'^ ^''^''e they are to be
basket, having a rim all round, two fin^errhr... '"^^l"'.'"""''^'-' «P^»-worked bamboo
these baskets and then placed in a fraSHf bamto'TT '''^''^'''^
side of an Indian hut without grass, resting on posts 2 f^l/ f

" ^PP^^arance like the
angle of about 25°. The baskets with leaves a?r,,uf in .h-

^''^^^^^ ^ ith an
and are pushed up and broucht down hv ^i t '1 ^""^ ^''^"e to dry in the snn
at the end. The'leaves aTe' peSed^: d f abourt ' ^' ^^^^
turned

;
but the time required for this process denend ^ .^T^' ^"^""^ occasionally

they begin to have a slightly withered a3.rl?^ 1 " the sun. When
into the house, where th^ey a're^la ed on a^^^ J^'V^

do-n and brought
then put mto smaller baskets of the same kinTL ?i } ^ ^^"^ ^° ^tey are
People are now employed to softS theT-iw^f^n,

^°
v™"'' P'^^^d on a sLnd

tween their hands, with thennger arrth, T"; ^/ ^"""'^^ ^'^PP'^g them be-
lett ng them fall, for about fivfoften mfni^Jes Th^v ^"^'fl.

^''^"^ "P ^nd
during half an hour, and brought do^nZ ehnlel^with ?r P"' ^'^'"'^
IS done three successive times until th^ Z clapped with the hands as before. This
the beating and putting awa^ J U sJid to Jl^^^' '\ '^'^ '^-tir
flavour. After this the tea is nut inf.w ^ ^l^'^'^ <^olour and bitter
inud fireplace, so that the fl Le ea",ot ascS l^f^'

"'"^ ^''^ ^^^-^ '° ^ -^^"'^^
rator. This pan is well heated bvT straw or h f incommode the ope-
two pounds of the leaves aTe thenVut intLacJ " '^^g''^^- ^bLt
that all the leaves may get the sam'e d gree of heat J'^tfl^/ ^P^^^ - --h a manner
briskly turned with the naked hand to oreLnt « iS / ""^^"^ then
leaves become inconveniently hot to the h ind t^^^ 'T, ^'T^ ^hen the
another man with a close-wS bam WW ^"^^ ^'"'''^

that may have been left bTh nl ..! ''f '"^^^'^^ them. A few leaves
this timi a brisk fire Lpt up underX i^n'"?.f "t* ^ broom f al

manner three or four times a Lcke? of coM w.t '"'i/''"
^^^^ "^^^ i° this

and bamboo broom used to^ive it a Lni^^^^^ ^ brickbat
the pan by the brush oT^ne sfdr the pfn itSfT"^ T"' ^^''^^^ of
all hot on the bamboo basket, re' laid En a table that^r''to prevent these baskets from slinnino- nffll

that has a narrow rim on its back,
hot leaves are nowTvideHto tTIr tfrl ^"f^"^ 'JV''''-

The two pounds of

tS ni iV'' f' 'V^"^ ^P'"'^^'^ t^'^™ ^« hefore, being again turned .vith

drvinfbl^. '
""^'^ ^'.'^"'^ ^^''^'1

=
^f'^"- thev are put So the

whoIP^l ^ ' '^r'^"'?^''"^"^ ^" the centre of the" basket, and the

be t^e leasfsmir/ ''^.^T'K^''- 7^ ""'^ ""''"''y ^'-'Sn^^^^d; there'must no?

wi!
smoke, and the charcoal should be well picked

alllnTni" h^"^" ^"r'^ ""^'^ g*^'^ ^ fi"'^ '•'-''^ gl'*'-'^. ^i^d the smoke is

so -f« 1
'

f,!°^
every now and then stirred and the coals brought into the centre,

tW are
'

"''''f IT' P"' '"^oShe drying basket

farLnr.^
^^'^''^1''^ "P ^'th the fingers of both hands Ixtendcd

on t?. ""^V
"""'""^ '"^g^'"' t'^^^y are placed 3 cr 4 inches deepon tne sieve, leaving a passage in the centre for the hot air to pass. Before it is put

* By C. A. Bruce, superintendent of tea culture.
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over the fire, the drying basket receives a smart slap ^ith both hands m the act of

Uftfng it up Tvhich is done to shake down any leaves that might otherwise drop

through the sieve, or to prevent them from falling into the fire and occasionmg a smoke

^hich would affect and spoil the tea. This slap on the basket is mvanably app led

throughout the stages of the tea manufacture. There is always a large basket under-

neath to receive the small leaves that fall, which are afterwards collected, dried, and

added to the other tea; in no case are the baskets or sieves permitted to touch or re-

main on the ground, but always laid on a receiver with three legs. After the leaves

have been half dried in the drying basket, and while they are still soft, they arc taken

off the fire, and put into large open-worked baskets, and then put on the shelf, in order

that the tea may improve in colour.
.

Next day the leaves are all sorted into large, middling, and small ; sometimes there

are four sorts. All these, the Chinese informed me, become so many different kinds

of teas ; the smallest leaves they called Pha-ho, the second Pow-chong, the third

Su-chong, and the fourth, or the largest leaves, Toy-chong. After this assortment

they are again put on the sieve in the drying basket (taking great care not to mix

the sorts), and on the fire, as on the preceding day ; but now very little more than

will cover the bottom of the sieve is put in at one time, the same care of the fire is

taken as before, and the same precaution of tapping the drying basket every now and

then. The tea is taken off the fire with the nicest care, for fear of any particle of

the tea falling into it. Whenever the drying basket is taken off, it is put on the

receiver, the sieve in the drying basket taken out, the tea turned over, the sieve re-

placed, the tap given, and the basket placed again over the fire. As the tea beconaes

crisp, it is taken out and thrown into a large receiving basket, until all the quantity

on hand has become alike dried and crisp; from which basket it is again removed

into the drying basket, but now in much larger quantities. It is then piled up eight

and ten inches high on the sieve in the drying basket ; in the centre a small passage

is left for the hot air to ascend ; the fire that was before bright and clear has now
ashes thrown on it to deaden its effect, and the shakings that have been collected are

put on the top of all ; the tap is given, and the basket with the greatest care is put

over the fire. Another basket is placed over the whole, to throw back any heat that

may ascend. Now and then it is taken off, and put on the receiver ; the haads, with

the fingers wide apart, are run down the sides of the basket to the sieve, and the tea

gently turned over, the passage in the centre again made, &c., and the basket again

placed on the fire. It is from time to time examined, and when the leaves have be-

come so crisp that they break by the slighest pressure of the fingers, it is taken off,

when tbe tea is ready. All the different kinds of leaves underwent the same opera-

tion. The tea is now little by little put into boxes, and first pressed down with the

hands and then with the feet (clean stockings having been previously put on).

There is a small room inside of the tea-house, 7 cubits square and 5 high, having
bamboos laid across on tlie top to support a network of bamboo, and the sides of the

room smeared with mud to exclude the air. When there is wet weather, and the

leaves cannot be dried in the sun, they are laid out on the top of this room, on the

network, on an iron pan, the same as is used to heat the leaves; some fire is put into

it, either of grass or bamboo, so that the flame may ascend high ; the pan is put on

^
a square wooden frame, that has wooden rollers on its legs, and pushed round and
round this little room by one man, while another feeds the fire, the leaves on the top

being occasionally turned; when they are a little withered, the fire is taken away,
and the leaves brought down and manufactured into tea, in the same manner as if it

had been dried in the sun. But this is not a good plan, and never had recourse to if

it can possibly be avoided.

The observations of Liebig afford a satisfactory explanation of the cause of the
great partiality of the poor, not only for tea, but for tea of an expensive and superior
kind, lie says, " We shall never certainly be able to discover how men were first

led to the use of the hot infusion of the leaves of a certain shrub (tea), orof a decoction
of certain roasted seeds (coffee). Some cause there must be which will exphiin
how the practice has become a necessary of life to all nations. But it is still more
remarkable, that the beneficial effects of both plants on the health must be ascribed
to one and the same substance {thtiine or caffeine), the presence of which in two
vegetables, belonging to natural families, the products of different quarters of the
globe, could hardly have presented itself to the boldest imagination. Yet recent
researches have shown, in such a manner as to exclude all doubt, that thdne and
caffeine are in all respects identical." And he adds, " That we may consider these
vegetable compounds, so remarkable for their action on the brain, and the substance
of the organs of motion, as elements of food for organs as yet unknown, which are
destined to convert the blood into nervous substance, and thus recruit the energy of
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the moving and thinking faculties." Such a
and cofiFeerin a physiological a„d medial point „f view^ ' importance to tea

At a meeting of the Academy of Sciences in P-,riR inf»i., », i , i„r ^
paper on the Chemical Combinations of Tea He s aJr/lL f

' ""^'^ *
prmciples of nutrition, far exceeding in inLrfance hs W f i

? ""'""'"^''^

showed that tea is, in every respect, one of thrmorHi!-
" Properties: aud

One of his experiments on the nat lZlsqtn^^^^^^^^^
soup, was decidedly in favour of the former S.^ T,,

' ^^^^""^P^'-ed with those of

0/ Chemistry. ^ ^ tormcr.- See 1 iieine. Consult Ure's Dictionary

Our Imports of Tea have been asfollows—
lbs.

1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851

53,147,078 1852
51,056,979

54,767,142
1853
1854

55,624,946

47,774,755
1855
1856

63,459,469 1857
50,512,384 1858
71,466,421

11)5.

66,3G0,.53.5

70,735,135

85,792,0.32

83,259,657

86,200,414

64,493,989

75,432,578

thought by some to be another genus,
Airica, Dut the African teak is

We mpor^erf in 1858, from Sierra Leone, - . ^o,n, .

British East Indies. &c. - J I 3^,895 dUtt

Teasels—number imported in 1858, 14,472 432TEEL OIL. See Oils.
TEETH. Dr. Robert Dundas Thomson has published the analv<!Ps «f i.

Enamel. Ivorv -n

Organic matter . .""TTeot''- -^'So" "Te-si'"''' "^'l^^t
Phosphate of lime - 89-160 - - 82-55 - - 66-! f- l^^l T1T2Fluoride of calcium - -260 - - 1-65 - - 0-62}- - IJt
Phosphate of magnesia. ' - u

Carbonate of lime - 4-010- - 7-65- - s-fi-i i.o^
Chloride of sodium \ 5 63 -. 1-35

Cloride of potassium J " ^'^^ " - 0"15 - - 0-06

Teeth imported in 1858.

5-63 - . 1-35 - . 9.77

- 0-59

Computed
real value.

Cwts. jg.Elephant, Sea Cow, Sea Horse, or Sea Morse - - 12]279 - - 410 608
TELEGRAPHS. See Electro-Telbgkapht.
TELLURIUM One of the elementary bodies known to chemists. It is usuallyclassed amongst the metals but it presents so great an analogy to sulphur and sele^mum that many are disposed to remove it from the metallic bodies

Uw r'"'^
"^^^ originally found in Transylvanian gold ores ; and more recently

t has been found with bismuth. Tellurium has a silvery lustre, its texture is crystal-
line and brittle. From its extreme rarity, and consequent cost, it has not yet foundany application m the arts.

TENT. A portable lodge, consisting of canvas sustained by poles and stretchedhy cords, used for sheltering men, especially soldiers in camp, from the weather
lents were commonly used in the earliest periods of man's history. The patriarchal
tribes dwelt in tents. Layard describes one of the sculptured stones at Mosul as
representing Sennacherib seated on a throne, placed at the entrance of a city. Behind
the king was the royal tent supported by ropes, and an inscription, signifying "This
IS the tent of Sennacherib, King of Assyria." This was 700 years before Christ.We learn that Paul was a tent-maker, therefore in those days it was an important
calling. The armies of Rome, of the Crusades, and the hosts which have through
every age gone forth to the " shock of battles," have ever lodged in tents.
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We have no space to enter into the history of. tents or describe the vaneUes which

have been used from time to time. A few words on ten s m s u^.^^

The hospital marquee is 29 feet long and 14^ feet ^^^e and 1 5 feet h^gl^^^T

supposed to accommodate not less than eighteen or more t^^"
^^^^j/

height of each tent-pole is 13 feet 8 inches ; the length of the ndge-^^^^^^

inches; the height of the tent walls from the ground 5 f^^*
^^^^J.^,,

^"^^^

of all he material of such a tent is stated by Major Rhodes to be 652 lb

;
Of the circular single-pokd tents we have two kmds, the new cotton circular tent.

and the new pattern linen circular tent ; each tent is provided with a vertical circular
wall ; that of the cotton tent is 2 feet 6 inches in height, and that of the linen tent is

Vol. III. 3 K
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1 foot. The diameter of each tent is 12 feet 6 inches • tha l„n„fi * i.
10 feet. Such a tent accommodates sixteen men ' P°'«
Major Godfrey Rhodes lias introduced a new nn,l i ^ i .

no centre-pole. The frau,e of the tent L formel of stouT Hh? f ''I'' u"^''^'other flexible material. The ends of the ribs are intlS" .
' ^^"'^^o, or

M'ith iron sockets, and the butts arc thrust no the 'ou^J '"'if'''
^.'^^^ ^'''^

twisted rope, haying fixed loops at equal distan s^'Sf^^CaTts th^^'
'

frame-work, and secured M'ithin the tent by leather stram to T^J 7" ''''J^''
rope. The present hospital tent wlien mtohoA ground, or circular

Rhodes- hospital tent LverronC 63 SQ^^^^^^^ ^"i^^

inches ion, .eiA ./ihl-nret;;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

1745

Major Rhodes' field tent and the frame thereof. The difference, as it regards weightand convenience, m those tents introduced by Major Rhodes, is very great Weregret our space will not admit of more detail; this, however, is somewhat comprn!sated, by the ample detail to be found in a book, Tents and Tent Life, published by the

The ventilation of tents has been admirably effected by Mr. Doyle, to whom weare indebted for the information contained in the following notes on the subjectIhe old method of ventilating military tents was very defective. Ventil'atineopenings were made at the top of the tent, but no means were provided for the
admission of fresh air. The result was most unsatisfactory, as may be gathered from
the following evidence given before the Sebastopol committee: —

" The tents were very close indeed at night. When the tent was closed in wet
weather, it was often past bearing. The men became faint from heat and closeness." *

J he problem then was to let in fresh air, and produce a draft without incon-
veniencing the soldiers as they slept.

The question attracted Mr. Doyle's notice during the period of the camp at Chobham,
and It appearing to him to be one of very great importance, he undertook, with the
sanction of Lord Raglan, then Master-General of the Ordnance, to try the following
experiment.

He caused two openings to be made in the wall of a tent, about 4 feet from the ground,
and introduced the air between the wall and a piece of lining somewhat resembling a

HnVng^^
pocket, thus: a a, the wall of the tentj b, the opening to admit air; c, the

• Evidence of Sergeant Dawson, Grenadier Guard«.
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It will be seen that air so introduced would naturally take an upward direction,

and that this communicating with the openings at the top of the tent, would probably

produce the desired effect. .
1746

The following extract from the report on this experiment clj

will show the actual result :— . /
"The ventilators (Mr. Doyle's) were found of great use m / p

clearing the tent of the fetid atmosphere consequent upon a /
y

number of men sleeping in so confined a space. The men state /

that the heavy smell experienced before the tent was altered is / /

almost banished." . / /
lu subsequent experiments the number of the new openings / /

was increased from two to three, and a greater amount of ventila- 5 / ,/

tion thus obtained. The result, according to an official letter of /£)_/

thanks received on the subject, was "quite successful." The /

improvement has been since adopted into the service, and by

these very simple means one of the most fruitful causes of sickness among our

soldiers in camp finally removed.
. , .

TENT, a wine, so called from the Spanish i/nto— deep coloured— it being of a

deep red colour. It comes chiefly from Galicia, or Malaga. See Wine.

TERRA COTTA. This term means literally halted clay. It is known in the arts

as the name of the ancient vases, amphorse, paterse, lamps, statues, and bas-relievi.

Monumental vases of terra cotta have been found in the tombs, after the lapse of 2,000

years, in a fine state of preservation. The ancient terra-cotta vases are generally

painted black, on a red or buff ground; but on some there are blue, yellow, and other

colours. The style of ornamentation is much alike in all — a few narrow lines, or

fillets, with dots, meander fretwork, laurel, ivy leaf, and honeysuckle borders, adorn-

ing the rim, neck, and stand of the vases, the centre or body being covered with alle-

gorical representations of gods, men, and animals. Terra cottas of the type of the

early Greek, commonly called Etruscan vases, are found throughout the ancient Egyp-

tian cities. The art of making the Greek terra cotta seems to have become extinct

about 150 years before Christ. The modes in which the Greek works were made

have been subjects of much controversy among the learned in art. The body, or sub-

stance, appears to a potter, in a commercial point of view, of the lowest grade, as it is

common clay, very porous, and coarse-grained. By some authors it is said they

were made of clay, mixed with sand only, and by others, with clay mixed with cement.

The most probable conclusion is, that some were made of clay only, some of clay and

sand, and others (such as those of a ground and monumental character, where it was

important that the parts should be kept very true in firing), of clay mixed with

potsherds and puzzolano or other detritus of lava. The works are less baked than

modern pottery, and it is doubtful if it would stand exposure to the variations of

such a climate as England. Among the remains of Greek pottery are gigantic am-
phorae of very coarse grain, measuring as much as 8 feet in length by three feet in

diameter, and of corresponding thickness. It is said that one of these great vessels

was the tub of Diogenes. Vauquelin gives the following analysis of the Greek terra-

cotta vases :

—

Silica 53
Alumina - -- -- --15
Lime - -- -- -- -8
Oxide of iron, &c. - - - - _ 24

100

The Koman terra cottas are of an entirely different character to those just de-

scribed, and consist chiefly of cinerary urns, lamps, and paterae ; and these appear
to have been moulded ; the ornament is either incised or embossed, and odd fantas-

tic shapes prevail.

Terra-cotta works of an architectural character are constantly met with in the
buildings erected in Italy between the 12th and 17th centuries. The clay sketches
and models of Michael Angelo, and other great sculptors, were rendered in terra

cottas. Bramante employed terra cotta in decoration.

The merit of reviving in England the manufacture of terra cotta belongs to

Josiah Wedgewood, who in 1770 established large works in Staffordshire. About
1790 a pottery was established at Lambeth for the manufacture of decorative works;
and terra cotta was made for many years by a lady of the name of Coade, and after-

wards by Coade and Scaley. The chief materials used by them were the Dorset and
Devonshire clays, with fine sand, flint, and potsherds. The chief portion of the old
coats of arms above the shop fronts of London were made of this terra cotta. Be-
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tween 30 and 40 years ago, Mr. Bubb, the sculptor had a tr,.,n„fo.f e .

'"Toe^nK "V'^'^.^P-V- the IIay:narkS:;; a'l/anTp c"o"Slrk'"io explain the mode of executinf? any work in tern ontt-, u L k Y '.,

pn-^er n.eanin,. of the words .nodcJling! ZuWinf^ Ind citing

jv.^ to the consistency of thick cream ; Ud^ i^ ^e^d o^^rS^lJ , ^^li^JI^It has set It IS removed ,n sections, which, when again carefully united fornT h^

r;.; ' ^r*^^
^^^^ ^'-"^t. andT-ecelye thel^rroflhe oriU 1

When only one or two copies of a work are required, the original models are bnilt

;;;Xt^.;'^;ginTw":i.*'^^
^^^^ ---^ to aU^anrhi^^^^^^^^^^^^

i.„n^??
moulding is performed for terra-cotta works, sheets of clay are beaten on abench to the consistency of glazier's putty, and pressed by the hand^n o the mouW

xSZ^ f't?'
magnitude of the work and the weight it may have to sustaTn theh ckne s of the clay is determined and arranged, and here consists a part of the artIt would be impossible to describe, and which requires years of experience in such^oiks to produce great works and fire them iith certainty of success AtSCrystal 1 alace, Sydenham, are several large works manufactured by Mr. J. M Blash-held, who has extensive terra-cotta works at Stamford. The figure of Australia

TrtoL: n'^.'^r',\'''lr^°'
^-°t in one piece; the colos aiTritons modelled by the same artist, and other works, are examples. After themoulded article has become sufficiently dry, it is conveyed to a kiln. A slow fire is

first made and quickened until the heat is sufficient to blend and partially vitrify thematerial of which the mass is composed ; when sufficiently baked, the kiln is allowed
to cool, and the terra cotta is withdrawn.
TERRA DI SIENNA is a brown ferruginous ochre, employed in painting,

obtained from Italy. It is a hydrous sesquioxide of iron combined with traces of
arsenic; from which we may infer it is derived mainly from the decomposition of
arsenical pyrites. It is calcined before being used as a pigment, and is then known
as burnt sienna. Raw sienna is not much employed; it contains water, which the
calcined does not.

TERRA JAPONICA. See Acacia, Catechu.
Terra Japonica and Cutch imported in 1858, almost all from the British East

Indies, 1 1,205 tons. Computed real value, 204,240?.
TESTS are chemical reagents of any kind, which indicate, by special characters,

the composition of the body to which they are applied. Chemistry is based on the
application of .tests. See Ure's Chemical Dictionary.
TEXTILE FABRICS. The first business of the weaver is to adapt those parts of

his loom which move the warp, to the formation of the various kinds of ornamental
figures which the cloth is intended to exhibit. This subject is called the draught,
drawing or reading in, and the cording of looms. In every species of weaving,
whether direct or cross, the whole diflPerence of pattern or eS'ect is produced, either
by the succession in which the threads of warp are introduced into the heddles, or by
the succession in which those heddles are moved in the working. The heddles being
stretched between two shafts of wood, all the heddles connected by the same shafts
are called a leaf; and as the operation of introducing the warp into any number of
leaves is called drawing a warp, the plan of succession is called the draught. When
this operation has been performed correctlj', the next part of the weaver's business is

to connect the diff'erent leaves with the levers or treddles by which they are to be
moved, so that one or more may be raised or sunk by every treddle successively, as
may be required to produce the peculiar pattern. These connections being made by
coupling the different parts of the apparatus by cords, this operation is called the
cording. In order to direct the operator in this part of his business, especially if pre-
viously unacquainted with the particular pattern upon which he is employed, plans
are drawn upon paper, specimens of which will be found in figs. 1747, 1748, &c.
These plans are horizontal sections of a loom, the heddles being represented across
the paper at a, and the treddles under them, and crossing them at right angles at b.

^^fiU^- 1747 and 1748 they are represented as if they were distinct pieces of wood,
those across being the under shaft of each leaf of heddles, and those at the left

hand the treddles. See Weaving. In actual weaving the treddles are placed at right

angles to the heddles, the sinking cords descending perpendicularly as nearly as pos-
sible to the centre of the latter. Placing them at (lie left hand, therefore, is only for
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ready inspection, and for practical convenience. At c a few threads of warp are shown

they pLs thr^ the heddles, and the thick lines denote the leaf with which each

thread is connected. Thus, mjig. 1747, the right-

hand thread, next to «, passes through the eye of

a heddle upon the back leaf, and is disconnected

with all the other leaves ; the next thread passes

through a heddle on the second leaf ; the third,

through the third leaf; the fourth, through the

fourth leaf; and the fifth, through the fifth or

front leaf. One set of the draught being now

completed, the weaver recommences with the back

leaf, and proceeds in the same succession again to

the front. Two sets of the draught are represented

in this figure, and the same succession, it is un-

derstood by weavers (who seldom draw more

than one set), must be repeated until all the warp

is included. When they proceed to apply the

cords, the right-hand part of the plan at b, serves

as a guide. In all the plans shown by these figures, excepting one which shall be noticed,

a connection must be formed, by cording, between every leaf of heddles and every

treddle ; for all the leaves must either rise or sink. The raising motion is effected by

coupling the leaf to one end of its correspondent top lever ; the other end of this lever

is tied to the long mai-ch below, and this to the treddle. The sinking connection is

carried directly from under the leaf to the treddle. To direct a weaver which of these

connections is to be formed with each treddle, a black spot is placed when a leaf is to

be raised, where the leaf and treddle intersect each other upon the plan, and the sink-

ing connections are left blank. For example, to cord the treddle 1, to the back leaf,

put a raising cord, and to each of the other four, sinking cords ; for the treddle 2,

raise the second leaf, and sink the remaining four, and so of the rest; the spot always

denoting the leaf or leaves to be raised. The figs. 1747 and 1748 are drawn for the

purpose of rendering the general principle of this kind of plans familiar to those who
have not been previously acquainted with them ; but those who have been accustomed

to manufacture and weave ornamented cloths, never consume time by representing

either heddles or treddles as solid or distinct bodies. They content themselves with

ruling a number of lines across a piece of paper, sufi&cient to make the intervals be-

tween these lines represent the number of leaves required. Upon these intervals, they

merely mark the succession of the draught, without pi'oducing every line to resemble

a thread of warp. At the left hand, they draw as many lines across the former as will

afford an interval for each treddle : and in the squares produced by the intersec-

tions of these lines, they place the dots, spots, or ciphers which denote the raising

cords. It is also common to continue the cross lines which denote the treddle a con-

siderable length beyond the intersections, and to mark by dots, placed diagonally in

the intervals, the order or succession in which the treddles are to be pressed down in

weaving. The former of these modes has been adopted in the remaining^^s. to 1756;

but to save room, the latter has been avoided, and the succession marked by the order

of the figures under the intervals which denote the treddles.

Some explanation of the various kinds of fanciful cloths represented by these plans

may serve further to illustrate this subject, which is, perhaps, the most important of

any connected with the manufacture of cloth, and will also enable a person who
thoroughly studies them, readily to acquire a competent knowledge of the other
varieties in weaving, which are boundless. Figs. 1747 and 1748 represent the draught
and cording of the two varieties of tweeled cloth -wrought with five leaves of heddles.

The first is the regular or run tweel, which, as every leaf rises in regular succession,

while the rest are sunk, interweaves the warp and woof only at every fifth interval,

and as the succession is uniform, the cloth, when woven, presents the appearance of
parallel diagonal lines, at an angle of about 45° over the whole surface. A tweel may
have the regularity of its diagonal lines broken by applying the cording as in fig.
1748. It will be observed, that in both figures the draught of the warp is precisely
the same, and that the whole difference of the two plans consists in the order of placing
the spots denoting the raising cords, the first being regular and successive, and the
second alternate.

Figs. 1749 and 1750 are the regular and broken tweels which may be produced with
eight leaves. This properly is the tweel denominated satin in the silk manufacture,
although many webs of silk wrought with only five leaves receive that appellation.
Some of the finest Florentine silks are tweeled with sixteen leaves. When the
broken tweel of eight leaves is used, the effect is much superior to what could be
produced by a smaller number ; for in this two leaves are passed in ever) interval,

3 K 3
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1749

rr ——1

o
o

0
o

iJ

c
1

1

o

-L_ L 1

1

1

1

which gives a much nearer resemblance to plain cloth than tho ntliora r .t
•

It is preferred in weaving the finest damasL. 'iC ^^^^1^:^
differs in nothing

1750 from the others,
excepting in the
number of leaves.
The difference of
the cording in the
broken tweel will
appear by inspect-

llitrJl^ "tt^ '^"^ .^^'"P-'-'^g them with those of IE! brotn tweeUf
of five leaves ^^Thi?i,

|:fP^^«-,^^^'-,<i-"ght and cording of striped dimity of a wee
01 Hve leaves. This is the most simple species of fanciful tweeling. It consists of ten

or double the number of the common tweel.
Ihese ten leaves are moved by only five treddles, in
the same manner as a common tweel. 'i'he stripe is
formed by one set, of the leaves flushing the warp,
and the other set, the woof. The figure represents
a stripe formed by ten threads, alternately drawn
t^™"Sb each of the two sets of leaves. In this case,

and wlnt 5c fi.o cf.-
"

.
^^' 'P^ intervals will be equally broad,

^nd ^ nT ''^^ be the interval upon the other

?n tr, irr- ^'"^•^
^^'"'f

P'''"^'-^^ introduced by drawing the warp

but^mafhe Unl K^"?""' ^^'''^ the refular kind^

th. ZZ 1 V f^""^ as in fig. 1748. It will be observed thathe cording-marks of the lower or front leaves are exactly the converse of the otherset
;

tor where a raising mark is placed upon one, it is marked for sinking in the other;that is to say, the mark is omitted; and all leaves which sink in the one, are marked
toi raising in the other

; thus, one thread rises in succession in the back set, and four
1752 sink ; but in the front set, four rise, and only one

sinks. The woof, of course, passing over the four
sunk threads, and under the raised one, in the first

instance, is flushed above ; but where the reverse
takes place, as in the second, it is flushed below

:

and thus the appearance of a stripe is formed. The
analogy subsisting between striped dimity and dor-

. .
nock is so great, that before noticing the plan for

fancy dimity, it may be proper to allude to the dornock, the plan of which is repre-
sented by fi(/. \7 52. .

' r r

The draught of dornock is precisely the same in every respect with that of striped
dimity. It also consists of two sets of tweeling-heddles, whether three, four, or five
leaves are used for each set. The right-hand set of treddles is also corded exactly in
the same way, as will appear by comparing them. But as the dimity is a continued
stripe from the beginning to the end of the web, only five treddles are required to move
ten leaves. The dornock being checker-work, the weaver must possess the jiower of
reversing this at pleasure. He therefore adds five more treddles, the cording of which
is exactly the reverse of the former ; that is to say, the back leaves, in the former case,
having one leaf raised, and four sunk, have, by working with these additional treddles,
one leafsunk and four leaves raised. The front leaves are in the same manner reversed,
and the mounting is complete. So long as the weaver continues to work with either
set, a stripe will be formed, as in the dimity; but when he changes his feet from one
set to the other, the whole effect is reversed, and the checkers formed. The dornock
pattern upon the design paper,jg^. 1752, may be thus explained : let every square of
the design represent five threads upon either set of the heddles, which are said by
weavers to be once over the draught, supposing the tweel to be one of five leaves

;

draw three parallel lines, as under, to form two intervals, each representing one of the
sets ; the draught will then be as follows :—

1753

The above is exactly so much of the pattern as is there laid down, to show its ap-
pearance; but one whole range of the pattern is completed by tlie figure 1, nearest to

the right hand upon the lower interval between the lines, and the remaining figures,

nearer to the right, form the beginning of a second range or set. These are to be re-
peated in the same way across the whole warp. The lower interval represents the
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the cording of the

1755

I

3E

five front leaves the upper interval, the five back ones. The first figure 4, denotes

fh;'ti"\SsVr7to h'e^uccessively drawn upon

repeated four times. The first figure 4, in the l^^.^^^^J^
J^'/Jf;'^^^^^^^

same is to be done upon the front leaves; and each figure, by its diagonal position

Tws how often and in what succession, five threads are to be drawn upon the leaves

which the interval in which it is placed represents.
^uh ^ A 5 and even 6

Dornocks of more extensive patterns are sometimes woven with 3, 4, 5, ana even o

set^of leavL f Lt after the leases exceed 1.5 in number, t^ey both occupy an i^^^^^^^

venient space, and are very unwieldy to work. For these reasons the diapei hainess

is in almost every instance preferred.
. ^ i .^„„;„c «f rlimUv in

Fig. 1754 represents the draught and cording of a fanciful species of dimity, m
which it will be observed that the warp is not drawn directly from the back to the

front leaf, as in the former examples ; but when it ]L754

has arrived at either external leaf, the draught is^ re-

versed, and returns gradually to the other. The

same draught is frequently used in tweeling, when it

is wished that the diagonal lines should appear upon

the cloth in a zigzag direction. This plan exhibits

the draught and cording which will produce the pat-

tern upon the design-paper in J^^r. 1747 n. Were all
. , , ^ ^ jji

the sqSares produced by the intersection of the lines denoting the leaves and treddles,

where the rabed dots L placed, filled the same as on the design they would produce

the effect of exactly one fourth of that pattern. This is caused by the reversing of

the draught, which gives the other side reversed as on the design ;
and when all he

treddles, from 1 to 16, have been successively used in the working, one-half of the

pattern will become complete. The weaver then goes again over his tredd es, in the

reversed order of the numbers, from 17 to 30, when the other halt of the pattern will

be completed. From this similarity of the cording to the design, it is easy, when a

design is given, to make out the draught and cording proper to work it; and when

the cording is given, to see its effect upon the design.

Fig. 1755 represents the draught of the diaper mounting, and

front leaves which are moved by treddles. From
the plan, it will appear that five threads are included

i k -
in every mail of the harness, and that these are

drawn in single threads through the front leaves.

The cording forms an exception to the general rules,

that when one or more leaves are raised, all the rest

must be sunk ; for in this instance, one leaf rises, one

sinks, and three remain stationary. An additional mark, therefore, is used in this

plan. The dots, as formerly, denote raising cords ; the blanks, sinking cords ; and

where the cord is to be totally omitted, the cross marks x are placed.

Fiff. 1756 is the draught and cording of a spot whose two sides are similar, but re-

versed. That upon the plan forms a diamond, similar to the one drawn upon the de-

sign paper in the diagram, but smaller in size. The draught here is reversed, as in

the dimity plan, and the treading is also to be reversed, after arriving at 6, to complete

the diamond. Like it, too, the raising marks form one-fourth of the pattern. In

weaving spots, they are commonly placed at intervals, with a portion of plain cloth

between them, and "in alternate rows, the spots of one row being between those of the

other. But as intervals of plain cloth must take place, both by the warp and woof, 2

leaves are added for that purpose. The front, or ground leaf, includes every second

thread of the whole warp; the second, or plain leaf, that part which forms the inter-

vals by the warp. The remaining leaves form the spots ; the first six being allotted

to one row of spots, and the second six to the next row
;

centre between the former. The reversed draught

of the first is shown entire, and is succeeded by 12

threads of plain. One-half of the draught of the

next row is then given, which is to be completed

exactly like the first, and succeeded by 12 threads

more of plain
;
when, one set of the pattern being

finished, the same succession is to be repeated over the

whole warp. As spots are formed by inserting

woof of coarser dimensions than that which forms the fabric, every

only is allotted for the spotting. Those included in the front, or ground leaf, are re-

presented by lines, and the spot threads between them, by marks in the intervals,

as in the other plans.

The treddles necessary to work this spot are, in number, 14. Of these the two in the
centre, a, h, when pressed alternately, will produce plain cloth ; for b raises the front

3 K 4

1m

where each spot is in the

1756

-rff

TTTT

la

second thread
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leaf, which includes half of the ^varp, and sinks all the rest • ^h\U. n

thread, or oT^o rng-ioVS'^.o'";?"'

r„tr"'''^ '»» --pare:

upon the figure. ^ •'"e cording depends entirely

1758

squares be sup/osed to be beams of wnn.
P^'''

'T^'^ ^^S^*^''^- the
g.ve a precise idea of teitile fabric S beal 'T''*''^ '"'"'^^ee, they v'ill

• ^
"'^

-
beams cannot come into actual contact

as human hairs, they must still require
space. The thickness is that of one
beam and one cord; but if the cords
Jouch each other, it may then be one

possible in practical weaving tcrbiw";;^^^?^^ it is not
may therefore be assumed, that the thickness is Jn^lf T ^"'"^^ '^""^^^t- I*
the warp, added to that of one yarn of the weft nnfl

'""^^^^^"^^^^^ °f one thread of
,

^ ^"t
;
and when these are equal, the thick-

^""^ °ess of the cloth is double of that dia-
meter. Denser cloth would not be
suHjciently pliant or flexible

1"60 the loom as to retain entirely the
parallel state, without any curvature,
and the whole flexure is therefore

S 5'°^'/"Vu-'
^''''^^^ 'P"° '-^"'i flexible, somethinl very near i^may be produced. This way of making cloth is well fitted for those go?ds whfch re

tlZ I T-^
considerable warmth

; but they are sometimes the means of vlryTross

TL2^ 'T^-Tr '
'^'^ ^"'•P "^^^^ «^ ^e'-y blender threads, and the woof

dio-ltT t!^ ^^^^^ tJ^e fibrils of the £ ufi-, bein.. bu

fni"!. bp"-' ""Tt '"".^^ ^^^^'"^ great appearance of thickness andstrength may be given to the eye, when the cloth is absolutely so flimsy that it may

JractLed
'"'^ ^ ' writing-paper. Many frauds of [his kind are

T ^'T/ '^P/es^nt^tion of the position of a fabric of cloth in section,as It is in the loom before the warp has been closed upon the woof, which still appears
1761 as a straight line. This figure may use-

\-..^..^.f^_.kt a, £ A ^"^'^ illustrate the direction and ratio of'~ ^—— r-^--r-^-- contraction which must unavoidably
take place in every kind of cloth, ac-

•
- ~- ~ cording to the density of the texture,

the dimensions of the threads, and the description of the cloth. Let a, b, represent
one thread of woof completely stretched by the velocity of the shuttle in passing
between the threads of warp which are represented by the round dots, 1, 2, &c., and
those distinguished by 8, 9, &c. When these threads are closed by the operation of the
needles to form the inner texture, the first tendency will be to move in the direction
1 6, 2 b, &c., for those above, and in that of 8 a, 9 a, Sec, for those below; but the
contraction for a, b, by its deviation from a straight to a curved line, in consequence
of the compression of the warp threads lb, 2 b, &c., and 1 a, 2 a, &c., in closing, will
produce by th« action of the two powers at right angles to each other, the oblique or
diagonal direction denoted by the lines 1, 8 —2, 9, to the left, for the threads above,
and that expressed by the lines 2, 8 — P., 9, &c., to the right, for the threads below.
JNow, as the whole deviation is produced by the flexure of the thread a, b, if a is sup-
posed to be placed at the middle of the cloth, equidistant from the two extremities, or
selvages as they are called by weavers, the thread at 1 may be supposed to move really
in the direction 1 b, and all the others to approach to it in the directions represented,
whilst those to the right would approach in the same ratio, but the line of npproxima-
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1763

, . • * J i7fio rpnrescnts that common fabric used for lawns,

rsUrll'Srw&sXi^^^^^^ of .UA n.i.h„ con... . .h,

greatest strength, "or in^the g^-^^atest

^^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^
between ^jrJl 7 59 and/</. 1760. ?^^^^^^°d^A*lt^ be obvious that

^l^eaXra^e in common use, which, while they add to the power of compre sing a

great quantity of materials in a small compass, possess the additional advantage of

affordinff much facility for adding ornament to the superficies of the fabric, ine

Sft^rfdoS^^^^^ or two webs woven together, and joined by the operation.

This is chiefly used for carpets; and

its geometrical principles are entirely

the same as those of plain cloth, sup-

posing the webs to be sewed together

^a. 1763. See Carpets. ... ^ -.hca

Of the simplest kind of tweeled fabric, a section is given mfig. 1764.

The great and prominent advantage of the tweeled fabric in point of texture, arises

from the facility with which a very great quantity of materials may be put closely

together. In the figure, the warp
"^-"^

is represented by the dots in the

same straight line as in the plain

fabrics; but if we consider the y/ v
j^g_^ ^' ^

direction and ratio of contraction, '
. i^ci

upon principles similar to those laid down in the explanation given oi Jig. 176^ we

shall readily discover the very different way in which the tweeled fabric is affected.

When the dotted lines are drawn at a, b, c, d, their direction of contraction

instead of being upon every second or alternate thread, is only upon every fifth

thread, and the natural tendency would consequently be, to bring the whole into the

form represented by the lines and dotted circles at a, b, c, d. In point, then ot

thickness, from the upper to the under superficies, it is evident that the whole tabric

has increased in the ratio of neariy three to one. On the other hand, it will appear,

that four threads or cylinders being thus put together in one solid mass, might be

supposed only one thread, or like the strands of a rope before it is twisted; but,

to remedy this, the thread being shifted every time, the whole forms a body in which

much aggregate matter is compressed; but where, being less firmly united, the

accession of strength acquired by the accumulation of materials is partially counter-

acted by the want of equal firmness of junction.

The second quality of the tweeled fabric, susceptibility of receiving ornament, arises

from its capability of being inverted 1765

and one alternately intersected; but ^ z 3 4-

here the four threads marked 1 and 2 are under the woof, while those marked 3 and

4 are above.

Fig. 1 766 represents that kind of tweeled work which produces an ornamental effect,

and adds even to the strength of a fabric, in so far as accumulation of matter can be

considered in that light. The figure
" • • 17dd

represents a piece of velvet cut in

section, and of that kind which,

being woven upon a tweeled groundl,
,

is known by the name of Genoa i z 3 ^ a 6

velvet. 1st. Because, by combining a great quantity of material in a small compass,

they afford great warmth. 2nd. From the great resistance which they oppose to

external friction, they are very durable. And, 3rd. Because, from the very nature of

the texture, they afford the finest means of rich ornamental decoration.

The use of velvet cloths in cold weather is a sufficient proof of the truth of the first.

The manufacture of plush, corduroy, and other stuffs for the dress of those exposed

to the accidents of laborious employment, evinces the second ; and the ornamented

velvets and Wilton carpeting are demonstrative of the third of these positions.

In the figure, the diagonal form which both the warp and woof of cloth assume, is

very apparent from the smallness of the scale. Besides what this adds to the strength

of the cloth, the flushed part, which appears interwoven at the darkly-shaded intervals

1, 2, &c., forms, when finished, the whole covering or upper surface. The principle,

in so far as regards texture, is entirely the same as any other tweeled fabric.
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1767, -which represents corduroy or km,r'<: •

The „r,„cip,e is ,h. ..,„c, a,,,, „.o ^totXr/hll ralo^Kjo^

<f- s s
bility are much required, and of
recom niendation s.

Fkj. 1768 represents common
various purposes

The remaining figures represent
hose kmds of work which are of

1768 others, consists in the warp being
turned or twisted like a rope durin|

it bears a considerable analogy to lace Tl^inin^T ""t^'^"?'
hence

san,e direction but is alternately fronJ-riglll^;"Xfnd 4'r.:;:/?e^^^^^^^^
"'^

tersection of the woof. The fabric of gauze is always open flimsv nL .

""^
but from the turning of the warp, it possesses an un^oZokdS of sSST'.'tenacity m proportion to the quantity of material which it contfin^

ol strength and
together with the transparency of the fabric renders t nPPnnn.f :,

This quality,

mental purposes of various kinds, particularlV fT^^^^^^
loom or by the needle. In the wa?p of gauzVthefe Ses^a mSfhTrt

"
contraction during the weaving, than in any other secies of clfth /nJ fv'produced by the turning. The twisting between every^Sec ion weff.i

'

precisely to one complete revolution % both threads^ mjll::':^:^
1769 between this and every other species of

weaving, namely, that the one thread ofwarp IS always above the woof, and the

Lf=„t~- £^?tKH ° -f «eTfa^
..™atdy above and bet;ri/oStLd^oFleS ^''^ "

1770 j?4. ,4, whip for any substance inter-

j„
^^oven in cloth for ornamental
purposes when it is distinct from
the ground of the fabric. In this

^ the diflPerence is merely in the

^-epresents, superficially, what is called the mail-net, and is merelva combmation of common gauze and the whip-net in the same fabHc. Tl^Tauze hei-e'

1771 heing in the same direction as the
dotted line in the former figure, the
whole fabric is evidently a continued
succession of right-angled triangles,
of which the woof forms the basis,
the gauze part the perpendiculars.

The coa.rac.K,n here being ver, difTerea, i, ^i::i^rS^\£'^'^';S,
parts should be Stretched upon separate beams. ^ ^-t- auu Muip

In order to design ornamental figures upon cloths, the lines which are drawn fromthe top to the bottom of the paper may be supposed to represent the warp; and those

fnT"? frT' tl"-<^^ds being supposed to bencluded be ween every two lines. The paper thus forms a double scale.Ty which, in

.Vlr, '"i f,?''''' u^? ''^t^"*^
°^ P^«^'"° '^^^y determined with great pre-

cision; and the whole subsequent operations of the weaver regulated, both in moiint-

Zn^H T^'"! projector of a new pattern to judge
properly of its efi-ects, when transferred from the paper to the cloth, it will be el^sen-
tially necessary that he should bear constantly in his view the comparative scale of

or c°n
'^•'^'Sn ^'11 bear in each, regulating his ideas always by square

north^f,
measurement. Thus, in the large design, fiq. 1 772, representing a bird

pcichcd upon the branch of a tree, it will be proper, in tiie first place, to count the
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i. .1- -kjii (-r, the- pxtremitv of the tail; and to

1772

^^^'^aff^ l:...-..- .

.
Jiiiiiiiiiiiil

-=ir!:i -

II I

"-1
I ! •

' =—

"'•3'1

_-l

slderably holder than the others Th.s nu.nber .n the design js 135 ^Pa-^^ C°unting

a-rain, from the stem of the branch to the upper part of tne
of

76 spaces. Between these spaces, therefore, the ^.hole s^^Pe^'fi^'''!, "
fl^^'^J a

pattern is contained. Bv the measure of the paper, this may be easily tried with a

?a o? compasses, and ^iU be found to be nearly
-<^^f

« ^ l^'^g^J' i^J.J.^l^^^t?
in breadth. Now, if this is to be woven m a reed «o"^7'"g

^^^^^^.^^Slet^
inches, and if every interval contains five threads, s^PP°«^V^V,^ b^S ?52 inches
every two parallel lines, the length will be 6-24 inches, ^''^ the breadth 3^52

in^^^^^^

nearly ; so Aat the figure upon the cloth would be very ^^^^^^ ^J^^^^f
sions as that upon the paper; but if a 1200 reed were used, instead ot an 800, tlie

dimension would be proportionally contracteds.
tr, mount his

A correct idea being formed of the design, the weaver may
^''''Z j JhZ tles

loom according to the°pattern ; and this is done by two persons one «f w^h°ni takes

from the design instructions necessary for the other to follow in ymg
f
's ^oids

Fig. 1773 is a representation of the most simple species of table Imen, whicn is

1773

merely an imitation of checker-work of various sizes; and is known in Scotland,

where the manufacture is chiefly practised, by the name of Dornock. When a

pattern is formed upon tweeled cloth, by reversing the flushing, the two sides of he

fabric being dissimilar, one may be supposed to be represented by the black marks,

and the other by the part of the figure which is left uncoloured. For such a pattern

1774

Jililiiiii;iiiii:::iii'

, - - v
iiiiiiiiiiiilh-iipillli

1-

jiij ;::;:::!};

:::!

;ii::::|;;;li;=;=;-|!:i|

[iililiiliiiiiii^iiriii
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'"^ii^:::
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"Sdh. ~ "j*.

»s> i'SiPa'Fr-ss 's«a~'is-=".=i!.

as this, two sets of common tweeiea-neaaies, muveu m lae uruiumy nay, uy a, uuii..ii-

succession of heddles, are sufficient. The other part of Jig. 1773 is a design of that

intermediate kind of ornamental work which is called diaper, and which partakes

partly of the nature of the dornock, and partly of that .of the damask and tapestry.

The principle upon which all these descriptions of goods are woven is entirely the

same, and the only difference is in the extent of the design, and the means by which

it is executed. Fig. 1774 is a design for a border of a handkerchief or napkin,

which may be executed either in the manner of damask, or as the spotting is prac-

tised in the lighter fabrics.
^ ^ ^ .

TEXTILE FIBRES CONDENSED. Mr, John Mercer s plan of transforming

cotton and flax into fibres of a fine silky texture, while their strength and substance

are increased, excited much interest a few years since. He subjected them to the

action of caustic alkaline lye, sulphuric acid, or to solution of chloride of zinc, of
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£:pf;V;^e;V^^^^^^^^ re™a..a.,e Can,. i„
operating according to this inventionrupon cloth IT^ "T^il'^'

'^^'^ ^od. ofany vegetable fibres and bleached, is a folbws -ThT ?
.^^""^ P^'-^'^''^ «f

padding machine charged with ckustic soda n; „ r ^ ""^^ P^^^^i "''"""gh a
Twaddle's h^dronieter, at the eoinmontemn^^^ r'''\^'

60° or 7ffo of
or under); then, without being dried ufs wS-i ""'""'P^^
passed through dilute sulphuric acid nn/^ , ,

m water; and, after this it is
over and under a series of Joifers n,' a eiSrn

^^'^^'^ '^o^Jucted
potash at 40° to 50° Twaddle at thp orrLo .

'^^"^'^•"inf? caustic soda or caustic
set so as to squeeze the excS oftd:l°"'ta'3TC""/^'^, rollersSg
It IS passed over and under rollers plaJerinTSrie. of'"w ^"^
at the commencement of the ope?ation wifh w ,

^^^^'^terns, which are charged
arrives at the last cistern, nearl^H the i LaliTs h?

^
' ^^^^^ ^^en the cloth

the cloth has either gone throueh the L J^-
""'^^^^^ of it. After

.is washed in waterf passed ThSu^^ .S^T^^^^^^^^ ^t^lS^
is t^brtiSd! itT^^^^^^^^^^^^ fibrous material,
post of the water is removed by tSueeLer or hldr

"''^ thoroughly
; then

IS passed through the soda or potash so^ition 7^ hydro-extractor
; and, after this, it

Warps, either bleached or nnM.! [ i '
^'^^"''^ described.

squeezers or through a hole in a metal r ln£ . ' ^''^ P'*«''<^<i through
warps are conducted through the water c stS'°

^^^^^ ^^ ^°d then the
described. ^ ine water cisteins, "soured," and washed, as before

them)
;
and afterwards they are subiected L .1,

"^^"^ ^3 cing
washing, souring, and washing fil waS ' above-mentioned operations of

firsTb^TdTn'wSel!Z 'ZTS:^^^'^!^'' -fr'^^'"^^^' is

or a press; after which it is immersedTn The
'
"'^T hydro-extr'actor

alkali is removed by the hydrnxtractor oJ .
' solution, and the excess of

soured with dilute Lphuri and w«Ih i

P'"''
'

^'^'^ is washed in water,
removed by the hydro-extractor^r'a press

'
'""^ -

4tS=ratlt^^^^^^ —s upon cloth ma.e of
cloth will have shrunk in length and T ^

^

dimensions, but thicker and cTofS- so that W ' ^""'^ ^^t^™^!
caustic potash on cotton and oth^^l f 7, ^ u^-^™'*'^'

'^^''"^ °f ^^"^tic soda or
somewhat analogous to that whic??rr!,^ ^^^ be produced
or milling; the Sh wUl lilewit ha^^^^^^^^^^^^

P™^^«« «f f^^Uing

greater fLe being requ red to'reak ^rch fiU ifwi^f '"f
firmness

qu.. g.4tly augmented Sl^^^^S^f^ JS^ d^^^^J.^^^
THALLOGENS. See Exogenods.

tSei^'e.^ ^^'S-o^.Sf
—

-1f --^-ed in opium.

foffles, wifh trnames oltL'lZ'.li:-''''

Teas
/Hyson - - 2-5 to 3-4 Peligot.

leas - - <j Gunpowder- - 2-2 to 4-1

L Paraguay - - o-i3 Stenhouse.

Coffees -f^-l^"'"- - -2?
Rabiquel and Boutron.

[.Cayenne - - -20
"

ofloSfwiE ^^^^-5' COBALT BLUE, is prepared by digesting the oxide

nesrdilut7nl
•'.1''°'*^' '^^^P"r^i'°8:

tbe nitrate of cobalt formed, almost to drv-

usua'llv nr.? -l
7'^^

rl^*^'','
''"'^ *° ^^P^'-at^ some arseniate of iron, which

soda wlf^n
P'

. Jbe clear liquor is to be poured info a solution of phosphate of

be inHmo^-.i'"'
'".'"'"^!<^ phosphate of cobalt falls. This being well washed, is toiiimatciy mixed in its soft state with eight tim^ its weight of well-washed
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of cobalt «.ay be subs.Uu.ed. -
'f'/^^STg^^^^^^^^

b»t it m,.st be mixed witli siK.een Umes US
.Tj' °! 'f i'^S.^ i„,„ a sola.ion o.

r ^t^^^ij^x ..Led .i.,,

"'theobromine is a ohemieal priociple fouod in eocoa beans. It is extrae.ed

now er It is pu\ ifierby i^crystallisatiou. It is little soluble m water or alcohol.

^ THERMOMETER^ instrument used, as its name signifies, as a measure

heJt A descHption of this valuable instrument belongs to physies The pnnople

Spon which Tt s construeted depends upon the expansion of some fluid or solid by

S In all bodies the rate ot' expansion is uniform for equal mcrements ot heat

^Skore we may adopt any body as our heat measurer, if we determme by previous

expeiten's the rate of expansion to which it is subject, and construct a fixed scale.

ITsuallv either mercury or spirits of wine are employed.
.

S,^meTr{cal Table, b/vr. Alfred S. Taylor, F.R.S.-The accompanying ther-

momeStableof Dr.' Taylor has been copied ^r'^^^
^J^^^J?"

session o-raduated on the scales of Fahrenheit, Reaumur, and Celsius or the Centigrade.

I has be n d;signed to obviate the necessity for those perplexing calculations, so oft^^

rendered necessary by the use of different methods of graduation in England and on

Uirconthien^^^^ Jmo^st chemical works, we find, besides the
^-'f S^J^'"" 'y^^XZZ'

sion of the degrees of one scale into those of another, comparative tables, which how-

ever, convey no information beyond the bare fact of the correspondence of certain

degrees. In this table, the attempt has been made to make it convey information on

numerous interesting points, connected with temperature in relation to climatology,

physical geography, chemistry, and physiology.

1 here is another advantage which a table of this kmd must possess over those

hitherto published in works on chemistry. In the latter, the degrees on one scale

only run in arithmetical progression, while the corresponding degrees on the other

scale are necessarily given in fractional or decimal parts, and at unequal intervals.

Thus in some of the best works on chemistry, a comparative table is printed, which

is only fitted for the conversion of the Centigrade into Fahrenheit degrees, so that a

person wishing to convert the Fahrenheit into Centigrade degrees, would have to

revert to one of the old formulae of conversion. This process must also be adopted

whenever the Centigrade degrees are given in decimal parts, for all the tables yet

published in English works wrongly assume that the Centigrade degrees are always

given in whole numbers. The present table renders such calculations unnecessary,

since the value of any degree, or of any part of a degree on one scale, is immediately

found on the other, by looking at the degree in a parallel line with it. The mam
divisions will, I believe, be found perfectly accurate. In single degrees a httle

inequality may be occasionally detected ; but I have not foimd the error to be such as

to afi'ect the calculated temperature.

Although the Fahrenheit and Centigrade scales are the two which are chiefly

used in Europe, it has been thought advisable to carry out the parallel degrees of

Reaumur's scale, by dots on the drawing of the tube. This table, therefore, com-

prises in itself six distinct tables, assuming the necessity for each scale to be repre-

sented in whole degrees, with the additional advantages : 1st, that the space occupied

is smaller ; and 2nd, the value of any fractional part of a degree on one may be

at once determined on the other two scales.

It is extraordinary, considering the great advances which have been recently made

in physical science, and in the manufacture of philosophical instruments, that the

makers of thermometers should still adhere to the old and absurd practice of mark-

ing on the Falirenheit scale, the unmeaning woids Temperate, Summer-heat, Blood-

heat, Fever-heat, Spirits boil, &c., when the instrument might be easily made to

convey a large amount of information in respect to climate, as it is dependent on

temperature.
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CENTIGRADE.

Ohio. Cano^en vo.. 190
,^

i^AHRENIlEIT.

UJi I

(Plumbem' solder).

Sat.Bol. Chloride zinc boils.

•^loy<T. IL. m.

Sulpliunc acid, 1-67 boii;.

Pr. steam, 10 at.

Paranaphthalino. m.. alloy 12 t. , L. melts
Oii of oraiiees, b. 0-835. "^0.

Starch converted to dextrine.

Blast, rurp., V. M-a c„i„i .
P""- steam, 9 at.I •. T. 03 8. Sulpliunc acid 1-65 boils.

Alloy 10 T. i L. m.

Alloy 9 T. 4 L. m.
pr. steam, 8 lit.

AUoy8T.4L. n,.

Alloy 7 T. 4 L.m.
pr. steam, 7-5 at.

Alloy 1 B. 2 T. m.

pr. steam, 7 at.

Alloy 8 B. 28 L. 24 T. m.
Oil elemi, b. 0-853.

pr. steam, 6-i at.

Blast., A. "V. 137. 23.
I>r..t.«».6at. Fusible. Alloy 8B. 32 L. 36 T. m.

,AUoySB. 32L.34T. m.
'

.
Blast. A. V. 131 -IT

I^ilniinating silver explodes:
pr. steam, 5'5 at.

Bliist. A. V. 125-85.

Blast. Turp. v. 33-5.
pr. steam, 5 at.'

Blast. A. V. 120-03.

Blast. Turp. v. 30 Sat. nit. lime boils.
oulphur burns feebly.

Blast. A. v. 114-I5
^uric aeid.and

1 pt. water mi^ed'^pn'stef^i'^^^-^a^-

All
Mas'ich resin, m.

Blast. A. V. .08-3. .xfro^ffcrlii^Vretf-:
Nicotine distils,
pr. steam, 4 at,

. Blast. A. V. 102-45
""nunating gold explo-les.'
AUoySB. 161,. 14 T.m

!"2 Zinc pulverlsable.
Arsenlous acid vnl . o»i- .

Pbenlc or Mi^-^fi^^X?""
nichlor. carbon, b.d v 4-
P1-. etcam, 11 at.

^
FuImlnatlnB mercury explode.
Alloy 1ST. 4 L.m.

K ast. Turp. V. 60-8.
Alloyl3T.4L.m. Aniline boils,

aSicI'i'"?"? °' '""''accne m.
Succinic acidmeftY ^nlmnt of benzule m.
(jun cotton explodes.

.2Alloy8B.32J..24T.m.;Citrileneb.o-88

AlIovs5T.4L.,andll T 4 L m

Alloy8B.32i,. 26T. m.

Oil ^JJ?'"'"'' boils, 0-848.

3,,Ai'l^;feS'li-b.0;m Sulphide Nitrogen explodes.
" Caoutchoucine boils.
Blast. Turp. ^.47-3."

Kakodyl b.
Sat. acet. potash boils icupionb.
Alloy 6 T. 4 L. m.

-332 AUoy 8 B, 32 L. 28 T. m.
Oxalic add vol.

, elast. tuip. V. 421
Alloy 8 B. 321,. 30 T.m.

AUoySB. 321,. 40 T.m.

60-

J-l,

rui„. P""- steam, 3-5 at.CMor. cyanogen, m. ; S. G. isj.
Grape sugar to Caramel.

Elost. A. V. 90-HS.

Sat. nit. ammonia boils.

pr. steam, 3 at.

I'lmelloacld. m. , Blast. A. V. -9-91.

322 AUoy 8 B. 32 L. 38 T. m.
Naphtha boils

,
alloy 8 B.26 L. 24 T.m.. aJso 8B. 32 L. 3J

T

Prussian blue decomposed.

Alloy 8 B. 16 L. 24 T. m. I

OU of turpentine boUs 0-86
; dens. V. 47

-312 Alloy 8 B. 16 L. 22 T.mKinic acid m. 1

AUoy8B.20I,.24T.m.,oajuniperb.
Alloy 8 B. 22 L. 24 T. m.
Rect. petroleum b.

Carb. pot. sat. boUs. fAlloys 8 B. 16 L. 10 T
.

lands B. 161,. 20 T m'
-302 ETnEBmCATIONends.. latent hea^^: ^U.er vap 1

-
Alloy 8B. 16I,.8T.m., camphUene b. 86., su«arofmilkm]

-
IS'^SiSlTaSlf ^'""Phormelts.d.T. 5-3,.

Alloy 8 B. 16 L. 12 T. m.
_292A]Ioy8B. 16 L. 16 T.m.

Uypsum converted to plaster.
Sulphuric acid, 1 -52 b. •

Pyroxonthin m.
Elast. A. -v. 96-64.

Tin and bismuth, p. a;, melt; snce. acid vol

.282 J-UiKQ ICATION begins.

Dichloride sulphur b.

Cholestcrine melts.
Elast. A. V. 85-47.

-272

Oil black mustard b.; waldc add a.
Pcucyl b. 0"SC.
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FAHRENHEIT.

Chloride benzoic, m.

Phlorldzine eoUd. Alloy. 8 B. 10 L. 8 T. m. 130_
Camphoric acid v.

pr. steam, 2'5 at.

Blast. A. V. 6972.

Sebaclc acid mi Blast, alch. v. 155-2.

Sat. mux. ammonia boils.

1

Sat. acet. soda boils.

Pyromeconic acid m.
Blast. A. V. 60 05.

pr. steam, 2. at.

Cinnamioocidra.i caoutchouc melts. 120—

AlloySB. IL. 4T. m.

Sat. nit. soda boils.

Sat. chlor. strontium boils.

Blast. A. V. 51 34.

Syrup bolls 86 per cent.: chlor. calcium sat^boiK

Sat. nit. potash boils ; Blast. A. V. 47 2.
^ Alloy8B.8L.4T.m.

Chloric ether, 1,227 boils; pr. steam, 1-5 at.

Blast. A. V. 13-24.

Blaene b.i Blast, alch. v. 94-1. 110-

Phloridzmem.

Blast. A. V. 39-59.

Alloy,8B.8L.3T. m.

Oxalhydric acid, b. 1-375.

•Water of the Dead Sea boils.

a. carb. soda, chlor. of
b">XciS? m^^nitifc ^cid^ b!

Sat. chlor., calcium, boracio acid b.

Mur. acid, ri36b.

Syrup boils 52 per cent, sugar.

Chlor. aluminum boils; water boils, bar. 31 213-76.

Glauber salt sat. boils,

e i 1 pt. ice; 4 sulphuric acid; pr. steam, 1 at. 'uu-

Xsi'A v!=30 S*'i. 625.1 Water boils bar. 29 in.
jiiast. A. V

.
oMa

ciiioride nitrogen, explodes.
W.B. MADRID.

W B EL SATTRE (between Dead Sea and Akabah.)

COM.\GILIiAS. Mexican Springs.

W. B. GAVARNIE PYRENEES.
Volcanic mud; JORtJI.LO, S. AMERICA.

Oxychlorocarbonic ether a.

Blast, ether yap. 166 ;
EU=^ A^V^23;6^,:

7471 ft. el.

Syrup sat. boils.

Corrosive sublimate volatilized.

Chloride of arsenic b.

Blast. A. V. 74-79.

Margaritic acid; castor oil m.
Blast, alch. V. 166-1.

Syrup boils 89 per cent, sugar.

2G2 Sat tartrate potass boils.

Sat. nitrate potass boUs; heat borne by Sir J. Bank^and^^

Hydriodic acid boils V7; also hydrobrom. acid, 1-5.

Blast. A. V. 61-82.; pimario acid m.

Sat. acetate soda boils.

Alloy 8 B. 8 B. 6 T. m.

_252 Nitric acid 1-42 boils.

Blast, alch. V. 132-3.; dichl. carbon T.

Benzoine melts ; Hyd. acet. acid boUs (Turnerl.

Blast. A. V. 56-54.

Heavy muriatic ether b.

Blast, alch, V. 118-2.

242 Alloy 8 B. 8 L. 6 T. m.

Sulphuric" acid rso b. ;
pyrogallio acid m.

Veratrine and benzamide ™-
T-.TT,TTT,fiTT

Accumulated temp, of au-, BDINBURUll.
Acet. acid r063 boils; nit. acid 1-30 D.

Sat. mur. ammonia boils.

Syrup boils 84 per cent, sugar.

Sulphur melts, d. v. 6-65; benzome m.
Benzoic acid melts, d. v. 4-27.

Salicine m. , , t> , „t,„
Zinc malleable; heat borne by Delaroche.

Sot. chlor. sod. boils.

Sat. chlor. pot. boils.

Sat. nit. strontia boils.

Sat. phos. soda boils. „, ^ . _ „„.,
noo Mur.atic acid 1-017 b.; Blast. A. V. 36 25.
^''^ Accumulated temp, of au-, GENEVA.

Asphaltum soil; iodine melts ; elast. ether V. ?40.

Phosphorus distils.

Ela t. A. V. 33-09 Indies mercury; grape sugar m.
Osmie acid volatilized. Sulphocyanic acid b.

Water boils"l051 ft. depj, selenium melts: water boils, bar

Water boils, 328 dep.; W. B. DEAD SBA and SBA of T.

912 Water boils bar. 30.

Water boils 531 ft. elevation.
.

Water boils 1064 ft. elevation ; osimo acid melts.

Water boils 1600 ft. elevation; Reikiavik spr.

Water boils 2138 ft. elevation. .t^.tot™
Water boils 2678 ft. elevation; alloy 8 B. 6 li. 3 1. m.
Water boils 3221 ft. elevation.

Water boils 3766 ft. elevation.

AVater boils 4313 ft. elevation.

Water boils 4863 ft. elevation.

-202 Water boils 5415 ft. elevation.

Fusible metal, 8 B. 5 L. 3 T. m.
Elast. alch. vaps. 53.

"W. B. St. Gothard, 6807 ft. elevation.

i
chloral b. d. v. &.

1
-W. B. SANTA FE DE BOGOTA.

8730 ft. el.

Water bollBi CONVENT ST. BERNARD.
9/ 34 It. el.

•W. B. FARM OB ANTISANA Andes, 13,000 ft. el.

Chloric ether b. 1-24.

•W. B. source of Oxus, CBNTBAL ASIA.
(15,600 ft. elev.)

Elast. A. V. 15-15.

Geyser Springs, Iceland.
Blast. A. V. 14-2.

Heat of fluid, bees wax.

Blut. alch. yap. 30 in. S. O. 0-813.

80_

W. B. Mt. William, ATJSTRABIA, 8200 ft. el.

Water boils at Quito, 9341 ft. el. .^^-om
Sodium melts ; Trinchera springs 8. AMBKll/A.

-192 -Water boils summit of Etna, 10,955 ft. elev.

Elast. ether yap. 124-8 ; alch. vap. 43-2.

Alcohol b. 0-967, 25 per cent.

Nitric acid 1 -522 boils j alcohol b. 0-958, 30 pr. C.

Ozockerite m.

1 HI Water boils Mont Blanc summit, 15,630 ft. el.

San Germano bath, NAPLES.
Starch disrolvcs ; alch. b. 0-870, 71 per cent.

AIXLACHAPELLE.spr.max.t.
Latent heat, petroleum vap., also OU turp.

Benzole, benzine, or phene b.

Alcohol boils, 0-835, 85 per cent.

Thermal spr., I. LirCON.
Alcohol boils, 0-794, also O'SIZ, 94 per cent. tO 100.

17.2 Naphth-aliue melts.
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Fltck inclti.

Vapour Ijtttli, FINLAND, max. t.

Pcrohlor. carbon vap. 1-55.

ITclenine m.
Eluat. A. V. 9- I6i ether vap. 80-a.

Starch couvcrtcd to sugar.

Baden Baden Springs, max. t.

ElMt. A. V. 7-ls., S. G. 0-17; ether, vap. oru.

Albumen opaline

TT„ » ^,\'^^^- A- V. 6-87.
U2at of fluidity Spermaceti.

lleat of fluidity sulphur.
Vapour bath. KUSSIA.
Ulilorolorm, b. d. v. i 'i.

Nitric acid (1 -5) 6R pts. water, 12 pts. from 60'^.

Mariana springs, S. AMERICA.

Blast, ether, vap. 61 9.

BARBARY max. t.

Abietic acid m.

Ammonia 0-936 b.
Elast. A. V. -l-ii.

OASIS OF MOORZOUK, max. t.

FEZZAN, AFRICA, max. t.

Tj A /-.,vTT,T.^„ Terchlor. silicon, b.EAGNEEES DE BIGORRE,spr.
.Vmalgam 8 B. 5 L. 3 T. and 3 mercury m. 50-

Concent. sulphuric acid evaporates.

Palmitic acid ra.

BARBARY.
PAMPAS, SOUTH AMBKICA.

CENTRAL AFRICA, s. t.
, BASSORA, max. t.

PONDICHERRY max. t.

Trr^r, -r,^™ ChJoronaphtlialese m.
ILOE, EGYPT, CAPE OF GOOD HOPE, max. t.

Myrtle wax m.
SENEGAL, s. t.

BAREGE, spr.

MADRAS, CAIRO, max. t.

Ournartok spring. GREENLANt).
Amylene b, GUADALOUPE, max. t.PARIS 1793, EQUATOR, max. t.

iUANAXUATO MINES, irooft. dce^r"703?ft.''cf

3TRASRTn?rj vrv^^f?^'^^^ MINES, max. i'.sx ilAbUURG, VIENNA, max. t. *Man, min. t.

MARTINIQ^tf^i:{-
.

STOCKirOLM,max i
COrtNVVALL, 1740 ftCOPENHAGEN, WARSAW, max tEAUX BONNES, P venees.
max. t. ofSURINAM.

ROCHAT, spr.

Tc »T A V ^ . CAIRO, s. f
IS. MALTA. EGYPT m 9 t

?cliellcs,max.t. rONDICHERRY, mi t!

SchlanRcubad Spa.

^BRAZILS, m. t. : BARBAiYt"^-
1''

CEYLON, SENEGAL, BATAVIA^m t

J, MANILLA, BENARES, HAVANNAII, m' l'm. t.i ITALir, m. s. t. Date tree, VERA CRUZ,
tesian well (200 ft.). BRAZILS, JAMAICA, m tRIO JANEIRO, mit'.CANTON MACAo', rait:

Aldehyde, b : CAT^ACCAS.^CAffio: Si t

70-

172 Etliylle alcohol b.

ISIast. A. V 10-4
-162 Heat of fluidity lead.

A.bumeneoagul., acetic ether boils; I.i.^,„„

Ela.1t. A. V. 8-4

^^r^^^^^^'^A^W^ W. INDIES.
iJicrmal spr., TAJURAirANl/suoA

Plombieres 6pr.
>°-^-i 92.

MoP.'r'''^'^"wileSpa^^^'
Leuker spr. 0000 ft.el.

.142Ch oro.^rm boil.-.,
xellow wax melts.

H=::^SX-"---0-=elast...v..;.

Aries spr.

Margarie acid melts

A ''••S. G. 915.

ttL'/ii,'''<''^--'=«-pwt).

|S^i!t^r^a ^«-S, EOVPX.
,00 S;''"^kekaumenespr.

-122&tyracmem.

King's bath at Bath; laurme m.gol- ammonia boils 0-91.

cteSte-^ Vichy apr. max. t.

*Birds, IO8C , 1 11°.

Cold blooded animals die.
T(TOp. for incubation; elast. ether vap. 30 inches

*A P '^^I?,"" ""-V
""''•P'.'^^Phorus melts

-102 Ia ^' S"'"^ artificial iucub.itir,n.

*Squirrel, rat, cat, jackal, panther.
»Bat, hare, tiger, horse, ciephimt; elast. A V l-8f.Warm bath ends, vapour bith co luiYenc^*Temp. man, kite (birds).

""i-uces.

Blood heat, hedgehog, doimouse.
f lemd bath ends, warm baih begins.
lEtlier boils 0724; dens. V. 2-58.

0^ lufRTIl-S'l'lBtt^^ord-palm oil m

± allow melts.
ACKTOtJS FERRIENTATION-.

.152

VETER,«BURG. max. t.; oil nutmeesm
Kaisareych, ASIA JNIINo'r. 4,/no ft. el.Tepid bath begins, Cacao butter in.

*S^"rpc;;?^; SEAEQ&R '8-^"-' °AT,C0ATn ^MINE

EQUAToit n,"?'«','.V ^"^'V" '™t''..,Ar.OIEIlS,s. t.tyuAiOH, m. t. aV5
; »oyster, snail (Tropic!).

1 liosplionis luminous iu pure oxygen ; NAl'LES s t.Prussic acid boils,om '
rVl A V 1Frog shark, (lying-fish, scorpion (Tropics).

Insects, silk wurins batched, germination,
iji istol Spa, temp., wasp.
MEXICAN MINES, l,MO ft. deep.: SYDNEY, s. t.
t.liiw worm, cricket: PRUSSIAN MINE.S 8.tfl ft.

-, ^,^>v'T',?','.,'V?'.'!,*i"''^'^'''l'r''''. LlOOCt. deep.
,2 MONKWEARMOUTU MINE, 1 ,000 ft. deep.
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SANTA CBUZ, TENERITTE.
Aldehyd boils ; Blast. A. V. 07'1

/-.• ,, ,
<-"ttou tree

; ALGIERS m t'
"'PPf' 'and, AUSTRALIA, MAI/rA'm'

t

CAPE OE GOOD HOPE, I-UNCHAL,' S" t
Elast. A. V. O-g'iG.'

Cultivation of vine ends.ENGLAND, m. s. t. GTC,

„j^ ^ ,
Blast. A. V. 0-52.

; ROME Nrel'
m

" t'ILLE, I. (max. t. ) NISiMES, GENOA I VC<' \' ^' J"

Af 4 T
^i^J^^TES, ST. M ALO.'MALIA, w. t.j m. t. BRUSSELS

Cultivation of vine begins, PARfsfl^^N^DON: m. l' 10-

'"•'"^S^^^^J^^'IS^So^Si^f

MON?p|R^D"u',^-^i-i^?:-i^s™W'?-

l.HBISTIANIA,DRONTHEIJ«;, m!t.
PETERtiTlTTRn •„

.Hybernation of animals.ri,xj!,nsBUKG,m. t.j Etna sum. 10,955 ft el

•DriT AT, o^K^SAN, m. t.'

^ ^ ^
BEpEN,PADS,ULuifB'lTr-1^"?-V, m t.; oil5 freeze. aLTEN NfiRw aK?" Z' r

>"c.aaa.3r,at.),N.CAPELA?|SN^S^fe;^:

Earth, YAKUTSK,
J« to^2 fi. dep.'CUIMBORAZO, 18,600 ft. el.

HTMA - i^i^""^ BLANG, 15,630 ft.HIMALAYAS, 18,000 ft. el
IRKUTSK, m. t.

Siberia! m. t.

Earth YAKUTSK, 7f ft. dep.

AIR m. t. POLAR SEA.
'VA ZEMBLA, m. t., PORT ENTERPRIZE, w. t.

REAUMUR. FAHRENHEIT.

— 42

Anhyd. sulphurous acid boils.
Oil of turpentine Ceezes.

CENTIGRADE TO FAHRENHEIT
Between lec and Zero.

32(Cxl-8)

Below Zero.

Cx 1-8-32

10

^a'er boils in vacuo, *crab.

gDMA«^^ Caiel'"

. (A^vM t.'t.-
-^^'-"itreof AtV. watersofthcSca.

DEEl'MINFS PTTT!r>T>ir.
'^''I'lP-ior sick rooms.

Vuucluse iOuntuin, 360 ft el
"^eep.

LAKE OF^gEnTvaTZ%' w. t.

T Ai-T^iTTr.^ '''""''"deep; ROME w f

C.APE HORN SuRfl^^^pMOUNTAINS; mercury eva

Milk freezes • ' '^^^P' YAKUTSK, 382 ft. deen.
CARTHaGENA, SPAIN, w t

|SY||p^;--«^^^r freezes; formic acid We,.
B^o^d'iett^ern'Ail^^l'K „nft ,Llam freezes HPrr aTT- ^ ' deep.
Oil bergar^ot'fVefz^J:^ »' 5.' '0 ft. el.

Kukodyl solid.

wln^i-Cr "^^^ "-^il (oaator oU) freezes.

g^fJ'V^AKUTSK, 50 ft. dep.

-12 J^l'^SIA, m.w. t.
1 riissic acid cryst. 0-69 S O^LTEN NORVAY!w.?•
Me^cur'^y'',Veeies " ""'r.n^o^^" f'^'^'''-^-

,

Ether boilsln vacuo. ) "zEM hf'I^a' ^Q^'A
,

Carbonic acid freeze l«o S^,^^^',^ YAKU'I-fe^K.
Lowest artificial cold IS?" below lero.

FAHRENHEIT TO CENTIGRADE
Above Ice. Between Ice and Zero.

-22

1-8

Below Zero.
F+32

1-8

1-8

ABBREVIATIONS.
'.'8- m. t. mean temperature. w wintei-

. loono ""=^"'7 D. 662°. Zmom. 680^ Gnn.«,w,iV,J , ,
The same (blue^ Bono

"'• "° • Tempered steel
•
luw. Hcatofcommon Are IMio n ^"""""''Icr explodes ?ono Ai,f.-^ • I'eadm.6l2o a„i i

3 I,
Cast
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It bo seen t.at the^^^^^^t^ " "'"^

_llo to + 190 Centigrade and f om J to +
^^^^^ .^^^^^^^

It will be only necessary to t^^^^^^^^^
^^^.^ ^^^p^,,,, ,,grees. either

to illustrate. They will be
to the space aflbrded.

on the Centigrade
f "f^^^^^^^^^^

scale, may be arranged under

The •^•l^/puS G^^^^^^ Chemistry, and Physiology,

the heads ot Cl"^^atolop, Phys ca^^^^^^^^^^^^ y, J ^^^^^^^-^^^ towns, and

eitS in a?wor d, wUh ^^3.1 and minima, as well as the mean summer and

^^;«;eratur; of some of mo^^^^^^
,,,,, ..served on

th:s.^fa:eTtrg^S^^^^^^^^^^

/• ^^-7jrofdi^dr;toT;^,wi^^^^^^^^^^
summits of the principal n^ountams ot ^e OM an^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^ ,be Arctic to the

elevations attached- at the sea
J^^f >^ X^^'^eavations in

Antarctic seas, as well
t'""^ '^'^!\rthe sn^^^^^ at various depths to 12,420

2. The temperature of the oeean at the surface a
.^^^^^^^^^^^ ^tl^^tic and

feet, including the temperature of
tji^,^"^!;^;;^^^^

^t'KtmpS^^^^^^^^ " ''''''' '-''"'^

'TfltttSe" -ta of the earth at various depths, observed in some

^'t'^^S^S^^'t^^rlSSt.s^ .ells in Europe from depths

T^¥h:Tmfe?arure'of^t%eipal thermal springs and baths observed inEurope.

^^^^iS^^S^^^atSt^^^

feet depression below the level of the sea.
melting, subliming, and con-

T T'hf SS'rature for fe™».a,io„ ot «riou, W.nds, malUng, p..™fac.,on,

'rstohS pStf'tcffl^^^^ ^p-^"
*

£ X«^°-S:?o,rof ..e ™pour or a,cob„.. .U of »pe..i.e,

•T Tf/S^ratuve fc .he explosion and ignition of fni..na.ing and co.bns..*

>. T.e n,a.in,un, degrees of and aniEcia, .ea,, and n>in,n,u.

4x'!i?^r.?«:tdr'r'^a„, .an-ia, «s, .ep.i.es, «s.e. and

tepid, and .apon,- .a..s, *e ,apo.« sof K».,a

'°irrl.e„fa*oy.isJin.^^^^^^^= :n.SSs'':V?'c.i.:a.oi^^^^^ »ia?n-C«"fclv!"S:
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tZTLV^JZt ' -^^^'^^ to the foreign correspon-

a iS;?htVgh'k\:" Svlr/swi.''* TT\ P^^---^^ "^---tion during
have also%een diived from dt^expeT if"' S'""''=^^

plienomenf
temperatures, in each departmentS be found to diff ^ ^'^^ tl^«
works on Cliemistry

; and, on this noint TT ^^^'^ ^^"^ ^^''^^ Si^en in some
the greatest discrepancies win offenKuii r ^'^"^^'"k to makefnamely, tha?
to temperature, if is impossi^L here t^entei Sh^^ ^" ^^S^'-'i
I have invariably acted on the m-incinlp nf I i 5 ^^^^ causes of these discrepancies
these differed, I h^ave endealour^^Zt'.Ve at^^^^^^

authorities; an! where
penment, or where this was imposs birbrseekW ^^''^f"'^ ^^^^h by ex-A large number of observationsfmade by traveiw/? T.'^

circumstances,
some instances, owing to the omission o^r ronfustn'of tf' i«
o hers owing to the observers having omLed to rtatfJt'.V"'^-- ^ in
ployed During the researches into wh™h the comn

* thermometers they em-
occupying as it has done the occasion^ leisure o?f led me-
strongly impressed with the benefitsSh ^uld ace3 - "^°<i been
of Europe would agree to employ only one sea e with

*°
««f

if the philosophers
as to render entirely unnecessar/the Le of the '+^nV • «° ^djSsted
iHEKMOMETEK. Self-rpXricWJr, n. T. \ ^^"^~ Signs.

country proposed •totppl^Stog'rap^bf ^A'^^^* P-son who in this
reg.stermgthemovememsVthe 2cuVf^^ apply it, as a means o?
also for registering the variations in the^ llnpt J barometer, and
Jordan, at that time secretary to tL P. ™fg°etic intensity, was Mr. Thomas B
results of this gentleman's methoS Ind fhl^}

Polytechnic Society Thein the Sl:vth Annual Report oftheRo^nl r bis plans, will be foundMr. Ronalds, of the Lw 4ir^?orl^rT^^-^°'^'''^^'"''^ Societyfor 1838
photography as the means of regTsIerinfm^^^^ f•

^''-'angemem for employingMr. Brook perfected the following method Th
^''" inventions, and subsequent"?

a pair of vertical concentric cyCers su7nJi/'^''''"°^ apparatus consists ofthermometers are underneath tbp faw ^^PP^^ed on a table. The bnlb« fi?
are placed between The oppoS Sd s' of 'th^^ ""r't Pass verttallf andvertical line of light brouX l f I cylinders and two lights a Z'
thermometer, and' pL'sL'^troug^^^^^^^^ ''mn.'^^"'"^^^ - the stem of thlTbe boundary between the darkened and ^''T «^ bore affects th^ pLe^

Tl ttthe^r^^ '''^ «f the thermometf^^lr^^"'^ '""'''^'^^ the poSon

Si§^:f^r«~:s£r
on the register, as well as the teSSaturP Tr'*"'" «°"tinuo^

centric cylinders, between which thi photo"graphic paper is placed
; h, the reSter a."

wh?c\^h1c;tdet;:st°^^h?^*^^^^^^
contains the Ce piece •

T^'^'^b

carrierattachedtlE^

ttiTM^^^
apparatus is necessarily nlaced in +i
ai. .he- in ac.ua, opS^V"

aml^ for trimming the lamp\ if ,a'„,ps''are

it eitlJ^F,"'' V'.^V''^^^ so as to render

V. ui ijoiassium and iorli/ia «<•
3 L 2 of potassium, in
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visible on t^e'"b
^^^^^ near a small aptriurc " b

.^tus of the
acetic acid. A Ug^t V

^„ried by a V^'\^\^}'^JTnrTg\Js at the
fall upon a

^orf'J^J^^^i^^ falls upon a plano-«y^"^'^V Ir As the m-agnet is ever
B,agnct, ^,7Sgth from the paper on the cyUnder As ^h^ g .^.^^^

distance
^^^'^J^^^ 'l^^^^^ excursions on one or oOier s de of^Us V^^^^^

^pp,.

^^'y'°°f iShTtraces a corresponding zigzag on P^P'-'^^^ themselves inter-

year }831- " I'

^^^^ n^etallic bars of

principle, that ^j^^" \ riveted or sol-

different expan ibil ties are

dered f-.^-;- ^^^^ Use a s^^^^^ -ove-
pera ure th^-X compound bar to one

ment of flexure m i

movement may be made
side or other; ^^'"^^ ^^^^ntion of levers, &c.,

to operate, by
J^^J^f calves, stopcocks,

in any desired decree .

stove-registers, air ^em ,

regulate the t^^^'P^^^''''^ Lr7 are placed.

Jieh the
fVon7ors?eel, anl one o'f hard

Two long rider one of tee

hammered J^^, ^elng not simply to

irofrn^a^pUcationsofthisin-

strument:-- :„ o single thermostatic bar,

'^^''/'two or more bars or rulers of

consistmg of two or
^^^.^^^^

differently
expansible sou

^ ^^,^^^^rs

certain cases,
-^"J/^y^Jd or soldered to-

or rulers are firmly^rjve^t^
^^^^^

tern-
or rulers are

^^^J^'l'' ^ ^olts at a, to

^ The compound bar is fixed
f ^1,^ t

gether, face to face One end « t^h^^^c^ V
apartment

'.^
-^^ ,,,,

j
fnterior o^^^^^^regirand ^^^^^ef ^''S P^^^

^^^"'^^
perature hasto beregui > j,^hictiwii^ r

^ , „
to move down towards c, by tne

, ^ e vvhich is moved by the

is ^-i«^^- . . Pcted by a link b d, -^th a lever ^ C'^^^^
air-ventilator, or

The end b, vs connected ny <^ ^ cms ng the turning
, the lever will

One end of the

„„.r
regula«d by the co.tempcr...

Thn free ends b, c, are ot un i
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tlie widening of the points 6 c 7l t Lf ^ turned round in proportion to
Suppose that for certain purpos s^n pttma^v'r"""'''^''"^

"^'^'^ stopcock
a water.bath is required to be^n Itained Seal^^l

"^^7 ""^ ^'^'^^ ^^^^'"^^^1 art,
let the combined thermostatic bars! h ^StSr^.f

a temperature of 150° Fahr.
bath between the outer and innS^ ^ Placed in the

the inner vessel at ^; and have their ^\ ^ ,Slldinjr-rod/l.eonnPnf.^K„ ... (
)

,,==£==^-^V>*'
( W2

ei;.!;.,^ 1
; ""^ "ave tneir

atj;ff^'''''''^''^'^y--i^^^ witha lever fixed upon the turning-plufrof he stopcock
/, which intrfdScef

cold water from a cistern througha pipe m z n, into the bottom part ofthe bath. The length of the linkDiust be so adjusted that the flexure ofthe bars, when thej are at a tempe-ra u re of 150°, will open the said
cock and admit cold water to pass infothe bottom of the bath through the
P>pe I n wlxereby hot water will bedisplaced at the top of the baththrough an open overflow-pipe at a
tl ^^'^^""^ regulated on the I

i.4t:rt^t^h?^trr

ilMfeiiiifii
the strone framp f ^.'^

^ guide-rod, fixed at one end b, f ^-^''^^ '^'"'"S^t and
which mfv s Id^;' 'Th^ ^'^,^P g-cle-grooves at the s^es '

fa^tT''^ r'""
^'

of temperature
; S theLV^ ^^rr^Uons

the circular turning afr relfe?;?'^ ""T'by rack and whe^l w^li^ r.
'
*° ''evolve

Pnlley. The reS ; i t'e?^
'

'•'•'gister i, is situfted at the .i'
°'

part of the chamber and rJ ^^^V^'-P*^''
hot air. k is a ni,n!:,

^""^^^ ^'^t o'>t

runs to rai's 'o'rTowTr'aT';".'"^'^ ^ -"d
which may be situS nLr^h^c' fl '"'^"tl''apartment or hot-hou^P , •

"^'^^
into the room. ; is a mil pi^""','

'^"^

j"sting the thermostat b!
^''^^^ ^""^

scrcwatc, in ordeTthat'it^
te-nperatuVe to an" degree

'^^^^^^'^

-Pansib.e meta', is Ji^,::
, fs 'ft ^J^t ^' '^^ ^ ^-per fkT

S"2^teS£';h;-^^ ^"^P.ane
l.y increase of temperature? ^ '^"^ P^'«"e*^ «f

o jL 3

1'he more
The piano
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, . r.rr rprrister such as is used for a stove, or stove-

Fig. 1781 represents a
^''-^^^VrSr it is furnished .vith a series of spiral thermostatic

grate, or for ventilating
"IP^J^^^J^'ji^edfast at the circumference of the circle b c

^ bars, each bar
J. JJ'y.^.,„ister; and all the bars act in concert at

1783 of the fixed plate of t^e
^^S^'J „^ ,he register, by their ends being

Si:erTerbet;elte SX'f a small pinion or by being puued to the

X central part of the turning-plate by sma^^
thermostatic ap.

I
^ Fig. 1780 represents ^^t^^^y^^^r^^^er^ster, like the preceding, for

p. , , paratus applied to a circular turn ng regis
^^.^^ ^^^^

X F ventilating apartments. ™Xthe links a c, 6 c. on the opposite ends

W F to act in concert, by means of the l^^^s « ^. ' ^ ^j,^ t^,„i plate

£ P of a short lever, whidi
J ^oi^d bars a, b, are fastened

a M of the air-register. The two pans ot coi p

y |>k to the circumference of the ^^^^ S^^'Ji^h adjusting screws. Their

P « k sliding rods a d, b e, ^^^^^ a.e furm^^^^^^^
^.^J ^ ^ to the

^X^ZijW motion or flexure is ^ransmittca oy i
^pg„,„g

S turning plate about
^}Y:^^tuv% more^or less, according to the tein-™

the ventilating sectorial apertures m ^

press, whereby they ai^'.cui blanks. A cmia is e ^ J
rtman

I tail. Each strip
^^^g-^J.ron a'^andril nicely fitted to their s ze The w^o

^

them ted-hot and to ay them 0
^^^^a.faced punch, about tne

^^^^^

rn:ennd%ts^itk^H^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^y ^"^^^
siSsively to anoj^er mandn wh.eh. h^^^^

P-P";^fe',t,ek of his lathe, in

depth ; and, by ^"^'^"S
;fthis rude thimble, sticks it m the chuck ot

A second workman takes this ru
^^^.k^ the circles for the go

order to polish it within, then tuins it
^ ^.^^ ^^^^

l^'f gold leaf, ^hich

ra:!' 7, J l.„, or „ouH» in ---^

—

Thimbles are made m this count y
^Ucovered in 1828 by

See Stamping of Metai^s ^ ^.talUc has^s, discovered

THORINA, is a P""; ti^^^om the mineral thorite, of .^J^lch '^^^^^^^^^^^ and

Berzelius. It extracted fio™
^ ^^.^^

Pu^eThorina is awhite

cent., and where it is £J, in alUwelve substances,

uranium, besides ^a^^'^^^^^V^ opaline reaction on litmus^ ^^^elu^ei with borax

powder, without taste, svnell. o ^^riatic acid. It may

it is not affected by e her the
^ ^ ^^^^.^^^ ^^^^^^

into a transparent gh'i'^%;^"\,""^ A rare metal found in tne ui

THORINUM OR 'iH^/^JXin^ the oxide of th's "let^h ^.^^^

contains about .57 pe^.f^^/j^x re The doubling and t^'?t.ng oi
is

THREAD MAN IFACTURE . bobbin-net or for s -^^.^g -3,

VTCi^lr^ to it^ length. . IS tbc

shows the thread-frame m a transvers
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respective skewers, along the Mhole line of the Sine.

upright stem^fonffdn^
ft out

'''' the^ottoS tht foJf V"?'^'^"
=

/,/, are the pressine ill
.^'^^''"^ ""^"'"g t'^e fingeS thin f

^, of box.vo<fd om"; '^eend'sT ^' '"^'"^ o^'^^o'thTro^^CThprehending eighteen ihZ I from end to end nf til J ' . "PPer one
rollers of fhe SeTnnv % ^"'^'^ ^y sqnV 'JlT' •

" V'"^''^^and the middle, by thTJ^^r./
of t^e under roller, nil ' ^^^^ drawing-

r"utl;%:^rtJ;S/^^^^^^^^^^^ descends into the
proceeds obliquely doTnwardsTl""' t"> ns o^^tl ^ton"^guide-eye n. Theso J^IT '

^'^^^ "pon the hnhv °? finally
by a hijgc-joint at o Z t ^

^'"^^ ^o the end of
' ^S^'" Z^^'''''- traversing the

,

There^.r^ bobbins^^ ^1^^^ "'^^

bohbins upon the spindS^' > 3. tl ^ up.and d^n'The first of these n,o ions is nr. 7 , ,

and-down motion of the"""^ IS produced by nieanq nf *i ,

, , /
of toothed wheels, upon the ri^ht
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, , /. A.^ B«t of rollers The second motion, that of the spindles, is effected

hand of the
«^«f°/r2J the whole length of the frame, turning upon the shaft

by the drum z,
^}^^]^J'^'\Zlry movement (derived from the steam pulley) to the

V, and
,f"?X"'sSles by melns of the endless band or cord a'. Each of these

^horl b'
each side of the frame. They are kept m a

cords turns four spindles^ t J ^^.^^ tan^entially upon the circular

proper state
'^"^^yi' the bell-crank lever e'f g', and draw m a horizontal

arc d>, fixed ^hf f
trem^^^^

embraced by the cords. The third movement, or the

extreimt.es of these levers on
,

j , glide u» and down in guide-

„r the sliding
r>-;f/;,'^tiron step -Wchtars the bottom ,.»her of the

Si„t''ttSy^pB;^£i id StLTntr^raTS

length of their barrel.
corresponding wheels to the roUers, the

By adapting change pmions and
f

'P^^^^^
f degree, so as to vary the

delivery of the yarn may be
^'j^^;;'^;^^ "^^^^^^^^^ and spindles. The

degree of twist put into it by °™
""^in necessarily vary with it.

^i^tSM^ltSe^S t^^SirSm .0 to 100 felt, with hand reels,

:^rt^;s. ~s.
Stt£. Circilars. Drain t^es .c.

The clay used for making tiles is P^- -tlrfdU^^e, mted witht°nl

bricks. When the clay - too strong that is, adbes^^.^.

before passing it through the P^r^l'^^^^ „f\t,out two inches in thickness during

this is effected by spreading it out in lay
^^^ f^ l,t's frost before the

the winter, and each layer
'^f"^^tif "^^^^^^^ is sometimes effected by exposing

succeeding layer IS put over It ^bisjea^^^^^^^^^
^.^^ ^^^^ What this

the layers to sunshme, which is said ^^^'^^'.^'^ " to open the pores of the clay,

leathering does is by no means <^lear: it is sa^^^^^^^^
,s

We beliele that what really takes
P^^^f 1^'

^ that we have the clay in a

exposed, the particles break up
^^^^^^^^^^f^^^^e^^^ of tanpering. After the

more finely comminuted state The n^xt process
is passed through

day has been allowed to "mellow, or ripen ^° P^^^' '^'^/^^ is/cut into slices

rtie pu-niill and well kneaded or tempered. It is tben stun^^
^^^^ .

wrth' a%tring: during which process the^^^^^ band, or

It consists Of two iron

Z^^T.^AI -reby the Clay is pressed
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into a slab of iiniform thickness, without adhering to the cylinders. It is then carriedover a covered wheel, curved on the rim, which gives the tile the semi-cylindrical or

tt/rf -
' f^'^'^^J"^

^^"^ ^'•^ P^^i^J^-^d and finished by passingtrough three iron moulds of a horse-shoe form, as shown in the centre of the cut!while they are at the same time moistened from a water cylinder placed above them

lis, wph' ''v.'
^« ^^°t^<i' carried away by an end!

^^'^ transferred by boys to the drying shelves.
^

beinl di^ded Tnt.
' ^''""V ^'^VT^ tlie same manner,

±5y hand, the work is divided between a moulder and a rough moulder Thp Inffpr

veSt:!""'"*^
<» tumtogtUe, ha. been found very con-

^itli a sheet-iron door S 1787
' oli Af fC"? '^^J

'l'V"PP'? f"''. f"»i?l>ed
17»7, plan of the ash-pits and air channels c o c. The

1789

=n?^\^tatn!tfsLl?^-V. The grates, h h h. The ^ilfs^^to S^e^^ra^^^^^^^^^^ Sfspt^S

tha^1n\lfprIceSfng'figure? °' S^^*- "P«- a much larger scale

have'bee^nTscVerelbt^^^^ "^''^^ ^^^^ ^^^-Ples
(sometimes coToured lr'^^ciair

^ft-.natural stones

The beauty ofman7oftwtJ^ generally of baked clay.

imitation8,'wliTh7ve been ^^^^^^^
P''"'"^ ^'"^^'^'^

'iVoTii^-r^^
-c'erd~i^^^^^^^^^

for^' mode '^o; ZZr^Za'!'''''TT' ^ ^^^-^
8tone with coloured cfments Terrr'°.

'' ^/"-J'^yi^g

Srirdlrr'
emXd:tuJ w\So vt

J

oxyds. was also emptyed brMr^BSr,!? T'^^
Singer, of Vauxhall, in^Sducefa off

''''

from thin layers of clay Th?l J^ tessera;
—

—

I" 1840 Mr" Prot; 'o^' Bi^mbghir dtover2^^r!^l^«™^' and baked

-0 a compact solid substance^ftttorS; J^^^^^^
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r„, . «„^f or,r,iir^r1 to the manufacture of buttons, but -was eventually
Th,s P;«7y;^£ JPi'^'d n conjunction with Mr. Blashfield, Messrs. Wjatt.

taken up ^7
Mr Mmton ana j

perfection for making t..-sser£e.

^
xt'-new pr"'cS invented by Mr. pLser, 'avoided the difficulty altogether of

""^hirohS in the order of the potter's operations, although very simple in idea

rand a sufficient y obvious result of reflection on the difficulties attending the usual

?o^^se o? procedure), has nevertheless required a long senes of careful expenmenU

L G .A «„t tiif. mpans of renderiuK it available in practice.
'°
The plc^^vhirtll hTnd of fhe potter has exercised over his clay has been pro-

verbialCm time immemorial, but it is limited to clay in its moist or plastic state ;

ctv iiTit Towdered state is an untractable material, requiring very exact and

pots machiJeiy be substituted for the hand of the potter; xn order, by great

frssure, to obtain L requisite ^o^^^^Z"" '^^^^^^^ in the usual
In the -- process, the clajs^i-ear^ym ^

by the new process.
^r-nl^ina- articles of a smaU size, in powdered

I rsX^rotrbench or table whereon t^^^^^^^^^

tained on legs standing on the floor, b
by screw bolts; the

iron ; the base, b, standmg on the bench
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ end the boss, e,

upright standai^,
Y^-g fi" eJ^or he recep^^^^^ of the ve/tfcal screw, The

wherein the nut or box a, is ftxea juc
» ,^ ^ applied on the upper

screw, F, works through the box,
^'^f.^^'^^^^^^^ to brikg the actual handle, h,

end of the screw to frasp the handle h, in

to a suitable height for the P?.^s°°.?7?,3le h toward him, the screw, F, is turned

his right hand, and, P^^s T^^^^^

vertical. . ^^^i^^rv screw press, such as is commonly used for

Thus far the machme is
^^^."^fj^^'T ^3 purposes. The tools with which the press

cutting and compressing metals for P^^P^^^sj^t of a hollow mould, e e, formed

is furnished for the purpose f^/^'^^fj/^^e-^' the^^^^^ size of the article which is to

of steel, the exterior cavity of
f^^^l^^^^l^^^l base, B, of the frame, so as to be

be moulded. The mould, e e y.
^^^^^ plug,/, which is fastened to the lower

exactly beneath the lower end of the Pjjona^^^
^^^^^^^ .^^^ the hollow of

end of the square slider, h *e p ug,/ i^^a ^P^^^^^^^
^^^.^^ ,f the screw, F,

the mould, c e, when siiae ,
h,

^^^^^^
the plug/being yery exact y fitted to mtemr ^^.^^ ^^^^^^^

The bottom of the mould, e e is a movaDic P '

J ^ the mould, ee, durmg

the interior of the mould, but
-Jjl^i^^^^f.^^^^^^^^ the movable bottom n,

the operation of moulding the aiticle tberem
,
out

^

can be raised up by P^f J^^a st^^^^^^^ resting upon the floor

:;^efend1;^hfrJuebotLn,. that table a

' « . i__ .1 1 iirt 7t wKii his
more completely.

n, and the plug,/, quite
^ „ i .r
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isinoved laterally from the heap, along the surface of the table, t, t, towanls th,.mould ee., and gathered into the hollow of the mould with a quiet motion, so as to fiU

of;Kop,r&-%^?S^ topof^e m^ld exactly filled with th^e^^^l
hand, itt?r;s\hetVe\^^^^^^^ a gentle movement of the right
descends into the mould e e uvon,ll 7 ^ ^^'^^""^ a^'i Pl»g,/, which therebv
filled, and begins to pres^ doTthat polTr ^T'^ ^^^^^^-^th th^/;,^^ hS jeelwithout any jerk, il order to .^wTe ! 1 Tbi^ • ^itb a gentlemake Its escape

; but the pressure afte? bTvin k''
i° the loose powder totinned and augmented to a great for^p K n ^ ^^^'^ commenced gradually is 7nn

pressure of one foot on the pedal, h, o'fSe pecS i™' Tt -mTH
'"^"^^

^ vt 1
,
K, 8, and by action of the upright
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, 1 v , - «f tho tiioiild is raised upwards in the mould ee, 80 as

rod, m, the movable «'
.^V^hich

"
r^^^^^^^^ the bottom, n, and carry the

to elevate the co"y;res d natenaljh.c^^^^
^^.^^^ ^^^^

iV' ranTthlteXress^d material can be removed by the finger and

^^''r^^' .nn,nrPRsed material which is so withdrawn is a solid body, retaining the exact

J TJi^Jo?thrinterior cavity of the mould, and possessing sufficient coherence

hniig; the sagger protects me •iruciea
articles were exposed thereto without

Ci. ;.nd Jminty upon a
""Vfslbf "^t^dVoIfte .agge-. are h, .be

articles which are so dipped becomes cover d w
.
h

J
^h^^^^^S^, '^^ a second

position, and then the ^^icles are agam pu^ i^^^^^^^^^^

operation of firing m another kiln the heat ^^^^ ^^^^^^ „^^king glazed earthen-

a'glassy sux-face to
t^-^-Sicttt^by'^^^^^^^^^ gl--^--;

ware or porcelain ; but lor ^yti«:les lormea y ^-^^ articles are put

position is more usually app ied ^^*in the sagge^ i

^^^^ ^urmng,
for the first firing, and the glazing

the composition of

without any
otb<^'-^^r'°.^,osenfo tre articled n^ be such as^ill become partially

- and thereby extemal

glazing is rendered unnecessary.
drvine articles which have heen

The great ^^''^"7 "'''t ""'e t autelh r J^^^^^^^

re»£^-.^fo"St1^r^^^^^^^^^

:S^^r?hXeTt»~;st SSrL%o,ou?, and in

conditions. . . -gg declared real value, £6489.
Number of tiles exported m 1858, 7»4,/De

,
ue^-

TILTING OF STEEL See Steel
tas nearly the colour and lustre

of silver. In hardness it i^i'^. e^ediate ^^^^^^ f^^^ an inch in thickness; it

and may be laminated mto foil less
^^^^^^^

.
jt is flexible m

has an unpleasant taste exhales on action p ^^^^.^^ ^

rods or straps of considerable strength, and e^its^
^^^^ intermixed A smaU

sound, called the creaking of tin, as it

J^-^J^
P

^^^^^acteristic quality. Tin melU

quantity of lead, or other metal d^P
at higher heats. Its specific gravity is

442- Fahr., and is very fixed 3°
^f^air, it absorbs oxygen with rapidity,

7-99 When heated to redness with fiee access oi au,
ignition into a

L'd- changes first into a pulvei-uknt
B^^y^^f^^^^f^^^^^^ 100 of

yellow-white powder, called i9M«2/ of tm. xms is i y

metal + 27-2 of oxygen. t„ or,+;nnitv It is probably mentioned
"

tTu has been kSwn from the
J'^-f5^^^%^ to'have brought this

in the books of Moses; and ships of ia^sni pp ^^^^.^^^ on a

metal from islands eastward of the lersian umi.

lucrative trade in it with Spain
^^f

Co;'^^^^^^
; ^^^^ the east and from the west

The earliest navigators appear jo have taken tin
pj^^^j^ians, with whom, in

to supply the wants of Egypt and of ^^r^f^-...^collccted tin from our own islands

tLse'L^s, the maritime
^^-^f .f^ ^^^.i^^

^^^^^^^ Indian islands were another

is certain ; at the same time it ^^.^/S^'^P
^^'Y^ considerable quantities,

source from which they
^^^^.f ^^^atLt Ind Sanscrit word Kas..re ;

Z ««

« Kassiteros," says Humboldt, s ^he ancic
Swedish, is m }^YnfiZ

in German, Deii in Icelandic in English, ana
^^^^ l^^^t of the

and Javanese language Timah, a ^f "nrparent amber) to the modern

old German word Cjhe name given to t^^^^^^^

^^^^^ „,^ion to nation, ai d

' glas,' glass. The names of articles
f ^Through the intercourse wh di

become adopted into the most fi^'^'l'^'^ JWnfhe Persian Gulf, maiutamed with the

the rheenicians, by means of their factories in the 1
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;vhich they were acquainted, tSme^L khlnt H ^f^^"*
-"^ ^v.th

of the East. ^ without doubt derived from the ^a**/-

pySrsutphide o^f 1" rLnnSe, \he foSf'o?'
^"^ ^ia

sufficient abundance for metallurgic purpots T^e 7./ f ^°^°<i
nothing very remarkable. It occurs somPti^«=

-The external aspect of tin-stone has
'"antine

;
its colours are very var"ous as whL '° ' ^"^'"'^ ^da!

specific gravity, 6-9 at least/Xn\erhln '^;f'^\y^"r' ^'^^^^ ^lack

;

not melt by itself before the blowp pe^ but fs 'v5 """Kf
^^^t"^^- It does

charcoal. It is insoluble in acids If h,c
' t'^'^c^We m the smoky flame or on

fire with steel. ««^ewhat of a greasy aspect, strikes

.
alsorS rn7v\StrStS^^^a^ ^^^-^^e and mica slate •

ancient torrents: these occasionally ^Sfa iiT^^^^^^^^

and m pebbles, in the beds of
This ore has been found in but a fefcountries n f '"'""'^ n;ood-tln

ocahties are, Cornwall, Bohemia and SavZ •
^ workable quantity. Its princinal

litan, in Asia. The tin mines of th^ Mnf ^' '° ' ^""^ Malacca, Banca ai dX
grees of south latitude. 5 mLi fnll^L^Toft ^ 0th S'd fh de."vered m 1710, are said to have fura^hed /n s^m

" *° ^I^^ ^^^t of Sumatra, disc^^
quantities occur in Galicia in SnnJn

'^"''^^^^'S' "early 3.500tonsof tin ^nV.n
in the mountain chains oTth^ ?Kd tnd Vienne in Fmnce andpieces of pyramidal tin-ore from MexicfaS'^Tf^"^^^^ <^«™a°y- The co^","^^

Mount ne^C^'^^ ^'^^^ "etes o'ikt ^^/r^f"- ^^-^orativVSt

jpgr^Tsr^hniTs^^^^^^^^
^-^-'^

^
The condltioTund r th?cft ^"f market '^'^''y' «a"<^^l

t^nStTdJi^h oTr ^-^VnSh'rSLr^^ Th?"^™ ^"^^ -^-tive. At
-here trees :? ^fsctTred° '^""^ -Se birtheYn^^
the remains of deer w1 f l^"' of growth tolfthl •.°v."^"' ^^^tU'i'T,

the stanniferous beds' Z '^S^^'-^^'^ accuZk&H-^"*? skulls and
first about 50 fee of sch ich f^^" KenwoodWsurlment T''''''^'''^wood, leaves, nuts Z Inlf^ ^'"^^el; then a bed of i

« ^ \^ P''esents

of mall v„i„s
; 3, in 'ISfS'""" ?' <>' '•> "nsse, • 2 i„

.
Tiie stanniferous smjJI J.il. '

, .
' liisseminated in alli.vi.i vf '• ' ° '""ernes
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•„„ tVio Rnnoe between a principal vein and its ramm-

foot and a half thick, and o-n-s th «pce^^^^^^^^^^ P^^^^^ P^^
^^^^

cation ; but there
s'^'-^niVr^rmans term the disseminated masses, occur .n granite and

2. Stockwerks, as the
p'^j.Q^all elvan. The most remarkable of these

in he felspar porphjry, called m Coin^^^^^
The v.' orks are carried

in the.granite, is at the ^;"-"|-
^J^an t^^^^^^^^^

f*-'l«P=^- " ^^'"f ''^h
on in the open au% ui a f\'f S™'"^

1 ^^ing, composed of tourmaline, quartz, and

which is traversed by ^ S^^^* '"^^^ J the face of the light-grey granite,

r ittle tin-stone, that f«™ ^^^^^l^ including the adhering

The thickness of these little .^^ms raiely f^c^eds b
^^^^^^

Tan angi; -ith the
I,'^ ^^^rfrequent in the elvan (porphyry); of which

Stannfferous masses are "'^^^T hle example. It was worked among flattened

the mine of Trewidden is a
'^^^'^ifl^r^S',^ dip to the east-north-east at a

xnasses of elvan, fP^^-^^f ^^foecurred i^ small veins, varying .
in thickness from

considerable angle. The
f

ccurrctt
3^ „ h interrupted that it

half an inch to 8 or
S.^^^^'^^^t'JtW direction or their inclination.

was difficult to determme either hei^^^^^^^
equally distributed over the

3. The large and proper but are grouped into three

surface of Cornwall and the adjon^^g
PJ^/^°;^.^;^1^^ ^^^^^^ Truro ; 2. In the neigh-

districts ;
namely, i. la the soutn-we.. '

Dartmoor in Devonstiire.

bourhooA of St. Austell ; and 3. In the
^J^^^X.si explored. The formation most

The first group is by far the ^
though w th numerous exceptions. The

abundant in tin mines is P^^^^P^^^^^S^^^^fr^^^^^^^^^^ in Cornwall; yet they are

great tin veins are the ^^^^ ^-,''Z\o ,Z^^^^^^
systems. Their direc-

Ewr So has been found at ^ery great J«P f ,i,is. This mine was first

eoSer Dolcoath mine is a rer, '™»*fVerS a copp" f» haltacentnry,

rSasatinn,inefor . ,er,W P^^^^^^^ ,„on.e more and more

At Trevaunance mine tne xwu j existence oi tne im A-eius.

oldtst of the copper veins ;
indicating_ the

jrior^exi^^
^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^.^ ^^^^^ , the

1793

g the prior existence
-^^^^^ ^

1793, 6 marks the first sjs^e

second; and the east anu \ ^een

Some of these tin jems f^^S ; and they vary

traced over an extent of two mue ,

.^^^

in thickness from a small fraction oi
^

several feet, the average width bemgt^.^^^^

feet; though thi does not co^^
subject to con-

any ^°S^^'f„*!''and expansions. The gangue

near St. Austell. of the Pe^tewan deposi a
^^^^

.

J'i-*,. 1794 represents a vertical se
^^^.^^ ^^

^^h^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^

strea4-work Ha^y ^^^^^,^^^1 tin ore t, ^-Wch occurs Jeje ^ several

the open air, in "^7^, g^/ata R, Before getting at
^'^^^ ^

l^.^ntaining m

a mass by a fine loam ; 5, coa. se sea sai
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marine mud, filled with shells. Below these the deposit of tin-stone occurs, including
fragnients of various size, of clay slate, flinty slate, quartz, iron ore, jasper : in a wori
ot ail the rocks and gangues to be met

to
_l_

IS
_L_

with in the surrounding territory,
with the exception of granite. Among
these fragments there occurred, in
rounded particles, a coarse quartzose
sand, and the tin-stone, commonly
in small grains and crystals. Be-
neath the bed t, is the clay slate
called killas (a, x, y), which supports
all the deposits of more recent forma-
tion.

The system of mining employed
in stream-works is very simple. The
successive beds, whose thickness is shown in the figure, are visihly cut out into stepsor platforms. By a level or gallery of efflux k, the waters flow into the bottom ofthe well /, m, which contains the drainage pumps; and these are put in action by amachine moved by a water-wheel. The extraction of the ore is effected by an^n^chned plane cut out of one of the sides of the excavation, at an angle of about 45degrees. At the lower end of this sloping pathway there is a place of LadingTand

^LSn ^^theVath^^^^^^^
""'"'^''^^ "'^"^ '^^^^

oui^?t'hfWlp'
from Stream tin, the former being worked by the miner

Tn^,
the;ode,-requires peculiar care in its mechanical preparation or dressing onaccount of the presence of foreign metals, from which, as we have stated, stSam' tin

n.„\V tSl^ tl^^ ™ost part extremely dispersed through the gangue it

so as to be cleaned of almost every matter not chemically combined. ^ '

reluro to Swansea and Neath loaded with copper ore^ ' ^

accompanied with wolfram oonnpr li^
dissemmated m minute particles, and

niolybLnum,and bKmuth?havirgan/u
Py^tes, oligiste, sulphide of

occupies the heart of the auartf ^1.^ ^.^ k •
'P^^°^'°^' and felspar. The ore

latter as to seem to LitS U • Jhercri^ ^^^^ f^^ f dispersed among the
ambiguous. In 1620 the^ mine was woiked bv t!"' ^ '^lmost irregular manner wherebv ft ZL ^ V ^'^'^ependent companies, in a
a dreadful downfall of the roofs Th?f

*° ^ ^'^'^ «f 170 fathoms by
when the pious miners were at church ^^T.'^ T f

Providentially^
by the curved line b,b,b, T 66 fethom. bnt

^^y^^' "^^rked
depth of 95 fathomsWw that curve and 35 tbn '""ff"° *° ^
ings, represented at the bottom of the sh^t Id^t r' i'^'^ ^"''k-
shaded black in the figure. There are two J. V P""^'' excavated are
B, and another under^the shaft c ; whic,rat the'' levlls'^' r'^''

^^^^^
munication, but not at 6, 7. There is a r rP.t Ic T I ^ ^""^ ^'"^ corn-
are by no means in one vertical plane b it t n

* ^- ^he deposits
from each other, a is the descending shaft n Z^'T^'^''^^

horizontal distance
of which there is a water-wheerri^ anoZV r.^^'^^^^^^ «^o»th
means of a water-wheel, a aS c aW fumiS with kIIT''^^ '^f'

'"'"^'^ ^^'^ hy
Placed in an accessory shaft b, ""d^ril ^t^i^^t'^-'.^'J^^^^^^^^^^
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1795

w!vtpr hv means of nn hvflrnnlic wheel at d; f, is the gallery or drift for admitting

The wktcJ whieh drives tlie wheels This falls 300 feet and ought to he applied to u

water-Dressure engine, instead of the paddles of a wheel. At d is the gallery of d.s-
wattr-prtssurc engme,

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^

tilate the mine, being cut to the day, through 9:56

toises of syenitic porphyry and gneiss, j is a great

vaulted excavation. The mine has 13 stages of

galleries, of which 11 serve for extracting the ore
;

1 is the mill-course; the rest are marked with

the numbers 2,3,4, &c.; each having besides a

characteristic German name. The rare mineral

called topaz pycnite is found in this mine, above 10,

between the shafts c and D.

The only rule observed in taking ore from this

mine has been to work as much out of each of these

levels as is possible, without endangering the super-

incumbent or collateral galleries; on which ac-

count many pillars are constructed to support the

roofs. The mine yields annually 1600 quintals

(Leipsic) of tin, being four-fifths of the whole fur-

nished by the district of Altenberg ; to produce

which, 400,000 quintals of ore are raised. 1000 parts

of the rock yield 8 of concentrated schlich, equi-

valent to only 4 of metal : being only 1 in 250

parts.
. , .

The smelting-works belong m general to mdi-

viduals who purchase at the cheapest rate the ores

from the mining proprietors. The ores are ap-

praised according to their contents in metal and

its fineness; conditions which they determme by

the following mode of assay. When a certain

number of bags of ore, of nearly the same quality,

are brought to the works, a small sample is taken

from each bag, and the whole are well blended.

Two ounces of this average ore are mixed with

about 4 per cent, of ground coal, put into an open

earthen crucible, and heated in an air furnace (in

area about 10 inches square) till reduction takes place. As the furnace is very hot

when the cruiible is iJtrodiced, the assay is finished in about ^ q^^J^-^^^f •^^^[^

?he metal thus revived is poured into a mould, and what remams in the crucible is

of a reverberatory furnace fired with coal.
blowing-house,

the former being a longitudinal section the latter ae~
/'^...^ridge; d, the door

through which Pitcoal IS laid upon g.ate
^^.^^

^ ^^.^ ^3 ^ofk^d upon the

for introducing the ore; c, the floor inroufcii «
which is opened

hearth /; tie stoke-hole;
-^^^'^^^^^^ ^ Te ercape of ^he fumes up tbe

at the discharge of the waste schlich, to secure the tree ^^«^P^
^^ and. the sole

chimney; i, i, air channels, for admitting
^«}^^''^""^Yn?urv by the intensity of the

of the hearlh with the view of protecting '^ZlZiXVls-, I, the flue; «<,the

heat above. A, k, are basins into which the melted tm is drawn on
,

,
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chimney from 35 to 50 feet high. The roasted and washed schUch is mixed wsmall coal or culm, along with a little
mixea w

8

v-i»iiu, ttiuug wiui a jiiue
Slaked lime, or fluor spar, as a flux

;

each charge of ore amounts to from
15 to 24 cwt, and contains from 60 to
70 per cent, of metal.

Fig. 1798 represents in a vertical
section through the tuyere, and fig.
1799, in a horizontal section, in the
dotted Une x, x, of fig. 1798, the fur-
nace employed for smelting tin at the
Erzegebirge mines in Saxony, a, are
the furnace pillars, of gneiss

; b, b, are
shrouding or casing walls; c, the
tuyere wall; d, front wall, both of
granite; as also the tuyere e. f,the
sole stone, of granite, hewn out basin-
shaped

; g, the eije, through which the
tm and slag are drawn off into the
fore-hearth h; i, the stoke-hearth

; k,
k, the light ash chambers

; /, the arch
of the tuyere

; m, m, the common flue,
which is placed under the furnace and
the hearths, and has its outlet under
the vault of the tuyere.

In the smelting furnaces at Geyer
thefollowingdimensionsarepreferred- ^sa^a^ "\irr^

reducing the ore
;
only, instead of a basin of region they

run
Vjf;^;°g.ba-n placed alongside, into which the't n?run. ihis basin is about 4 feet in diameter nnH

Formerly in Cornwall nearly
all the tin was smelted in blast

^

furnaces; these works were
called blowing-houses. The
smelting furnaces were 6 feet
high, from the bottom of the
crucible (concave hearth) to
the throat, which is placed at
the origin of a long and nar-
row chimney, interrupted by
a chamber, where the metallic
dust, carried off by the blast

'

of^^ r^^i^s^j^i^^'^
ovev;!::;::!:;^

lined with an upright cylinder of cast imn rn..T^ ^"^"^ ^he furnace wasopening m it for the blast. ThS openinTU internally with loam, with an
opposite to the charging side, receives? ^!'

""^^^^ «.°"esponds to the la eral face
single bellows, driven gy a waSr-whee^ 2Z\^ T^^"^^^^

"^^^^^^^ «f two cylinder
height above the sole of the furnlce ' Zn . f^T^'- '"^^'"^ «Pens at a mall
presents a slope, below which was tiie hemlnb? ""/^ '^'^^'on cylinder
beneath the interior space of the furaace and nSw "'^'^"'''^ reception, set pai^Iy
building there was a second basin of receDlJoS Inl""' ^^rncr of thecharge itself into the former by a slopS Stt^; T ^"^'^^ could dis!for th efining operation. Th^ese were JlSe eS^^'rl'

^^^'"^ -noth ,

,
The ,„ality of the average ground-tin .e prepared for smelting is such, that .0

X.
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parts of it yield from 12^ to 13 of metallic tin (62^ to 65 per cent.). The treatment

consists of two operations, smeU'ing and refining
t, p .i

•
.i,S operation; deoxidisation of the ore, and fusion of the tm - Before throwing the

orf Tnto the smelting furnace, it is mixed with from one-fifth to one-eighth of its

weieht of blind coal, in powder, called culm; and a little slaked lime is sometimes

TddS to render the ore more fusible. These matters are carefully blended and

damped with water, to render the charging easier and to prevent the draught from

sweeping any of it away at the commencement. From 20 to 2.5 cwt are introduced

a7a dia?ge; and the doors are immediately closed and luted, while the heat is pro-

cressively raised. Were the fire too strong at first, the tin oxide would unite with

fhe qaartz of the gangue, and form an enamel. The heat is apphed for 6 or 8 hours,

durino. which the doors are not opened; of course the materials are not stirred By

tTs time the reduction is in general finished ; the door of the furnace is removed, and

te melted mass is worked tp to complete the separation of the tin from the scoria,,

and to ascertain if the operation be in suflBcient forwardness. When the reduction

s^ems to be fin shed, the scoria, are taken out at the same door, with an iron rake,

'nd divided into thr^e sorts ; those of the first class A, which constitute at least thrce-

foarthrof the whole, are as poor as possible, and may be thrown away
;
the scoria,

of the second ckss B which Ltain some small grains of tin, are sent to the stamps ;

those of the third class c, which are last removed from the surface of the bath of tin

are set apart and re-smelted, as containing a considerable quantity of metal i-n the

Lm of grbules These scoria are in smaU quantity. The stamp slag contams

a's so'on a" tLlcS'a?e deared away, the channel is opened which leads to the

bast o? reception,Into which the tin consequently flows out. Here it isMeft for some

Srharth'e sc;ri. which may be still ™i-<i XlinTasTuS^^^^^
virtue of the difference of their specific gravities. When the tin has sumciemiy

settled it s liftod out with ladles, and poured into cast-iron moulds, in each of which

at!t of wood fs fixed, to form a'hole in the ingot, for the purpose of drawmg it out

'^^^7S.:^^e object of this operation - to separate fn>m the
^^^^^^^^

com.

- The jefl=ing of .i. consist.
f^^'-^^X' .Sa'tC

liquation, wUch, in the mtenor .s effeoiea .n a tCT^^^

^\SZ\^;^iTJl^^^^ —. of a very ferruginous

'^^es^ tin blocks are now arran^^^^^^^^^^^^ f^e^oSnSH
Jrs'ThfrT^drmtlrf^^^^^ ^^^^^ presently pointed

ne>.n,p.op..-Nowbe^^^^^^^^

~eK l^^^ et\^dtnS
brililing up to its surface a ^P^^^J^ S ost whoHj of the oxides of tin

parts to fall to the bottom. 1 hat trotn compost j furnace.

Ld foreign metals is successively
f'^^f^^f^^^^^^^^ ^ood is lifted out.

When it is judged that the ti>| bas boiled
1^^^^ being

and the bath is allowed to settle. It
fP^J^*<-^ ,^,^1^ of the foreign metals ; and

the purest ; those of the ™}ddk
^J.f wLn the tin begins to cool, and when

the lower are much contaminated - Ae™^J£ *iot be looked for, it is lifted

a more complete separation of its "^tieient quai i

^^^^^ ^j,^^,,

nlScs a .i.pie. operation, cajled ^JX^r^lS^lii^'^i'lS'^^^
ebullition. To effect it a workman lifts some tin in « laaie.
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Ihl
^^'^^

•
^ considerable height, so as to agitate the whole mass. He continues

tSe bT'^^ThlT^'-
after which, he skims with care the surS ofme Datti Ihe tm is afterwards poured mto moulds, unless it be still impure In

^ th^f completed by keeping the tin in a fused state

Tah^ fattest o'neZT P""'' -^^A?he upper portion ofthloatn (.at least one-half) is pure enough for the market.

oJ^ot '^P^'^^^^l?
^liich the tin blocks are cast are usually made of granite TheirS metal?.^;i

^-''^ "^^^^ ^ ^^^^ three hSSwdght
Dublir> offi i f ^1°°.'' ^^I'^i'-cs them to be stamped or coined bypublic officers, before being exposed to sale.^ The purest block tin is calLd re^ed

belmtlferagaTn ^Se^"' stanniferous residuums, which have to

which contains so great a pronortion of fnl^Irrn i, . i I' 7 crystaUme fracture,

acil ToSir^l^^rZt't^^^^SVl^f -^^^ - ^^^-hloric
tion, and arseniuretted hydrogen g^^^^^^ the solu-
jet^ will deposit the usu^l gTeyX of metal c frS? °° ^t ^
a little way above the flamf ^Oth?r ^SrSjesentTn tb?'.-

^ ^^^^^^"cer held
by treating the above solution with nUric Li^ !ff cn

^"^ ^""^ to be sought for
and at last with heat and a s3 excess of ac^d ^"^^"^V'^' the cold,
supernatant liquid is to be decanted off thfperoxid2 H*\-"°.*'?°

the
with very dilute nitric acid, and both liquors lZ7n Z '

"^^'""^ ^e washed
acid excess. If, on the addition of wateJ 7n Z "^"P^^^ted to dissipate the
powder falls, it is a proof that the Sn Contains bfsmuth ^ ^^ite
ammonia, a white precipitate appears, the t?n rnnt. ^' ' ""^^""^ sulphate of
to supersaturation -ill occasioTSdd sh-ior^fl^^^^^^^^^

of ammonia added
evaporating the supernatant liquid to drvness tLpnnn.^^

is present; and on

?rete^f?^r' tunS!"s;:TSSr
portio:s:rfo?2i:n"e,TnL°rH™ T/^^ -PP-' in different pro-
see Copper. With iron. It forms in^pll'.'tuh !^^^^ f^^' 'J<^^

an account of which
of various kinds. (See Leab.) Tinlil cJed ^^.^^ftitutes pewter, and solder
surface of glass mirrors. (See GlIss.) Sate Tf

"^""^^^ the reflecting
dye on wool, and of many bright colours to thf r

^asis of the scarlel
(See Scarlet and Tin MohdS^O rclSund '

f^"^
° -'^ ""^^ cotton-dyer

crimson and purple colours to stained S lnd nw fl ^l'^
^""^^ the fine

OF Cassius. Enamel is made by fusing^ oxide of tf. i^"^''
^^^^ ^^^^^^

gass. This oxide is also an ingredienti Kh^etdn'eli?; S^^^
.^St^^^^S:^-— in corn-

Years. t^.,.
°

1750 -

1760

Tons.

1,600

1,800
1770 - - 2,000
1780 - - 1,800
1790 - - 2,000

y«i"- Tons.

1,500

1,400

,o.^ - - 3,500

1800
1810
1820

The produce of the Cornish and Devonshire n,inno
•"

"

follows
: _ i^cvonshrre mines m recent years has been as

3 M 2
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1 O A Ct1848 10,176 tons of tin ore.

1849 10,7 19 UO.

1850 - 10,383 ao>

1851 y,4oi) AnCIO,

18Sa y ,o / *+ do.

8,866 do.

1854 - 8,747 do.

1855 - 8,949 do.

1856 - 9,350 do.

1857 - 9,783 do.

1858 - 10,618 do.

producing 6,000 tons of tin.

5,947 do.

„ 5,998 do.

„ 6,177 do.

„ 6,582 do.

„ 6,920 do.

Tin of British produce ex-ported in 1858 : -
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^

Cwts. £

Unwrought - - - - 46,542 270,698

Tin plates, entered at value - - - -

Tin and pewter wares, at value - - - 38,707

Tin— Our imports in 1858 were:—
Tin ore and regulus - - - 628 tons.

Tin in blocks, ingots, bars, or slabs 59,1 15 „

TINCTORIAL MATTER. The colouring matter employed in dyeing. See

"^TlScTST^tJiruTed^ra'pothe^ to designate alcohol, in a somewhat

dilute s?a™rmp?egnated with tie active principles of either vegetable or ammal

substances.

TIN-GLASS is a name of bismuth.

eorrosi.e ™P°;». ."<',/;^; S.^S^ve1 i«S bits at a time.
.
When I'ae

^oSn^^»5 ". td ittUdTL-can. it'"- bottle, and close .bem «.h ground

Sippers- °"V^d *ms Fr uTps., of pme muriatic acid,

diet '^ilT^l'^iZ'Tbl"ed a go^od U/.n. for brightenio.

piece till the preceding be dissolved.
in 4 of a nitro-muriatic acid, pre-

pa^rS •;.?lfa:!'d1nu«d^SS ir^eUToV .ate, aud one .bi„,.secoad.b

°'S=Tb;- Poeroer.- «x .
^af-al °.!;Sc'"'l.r.1?4r^^^^

dissolve in it an ounce and
'^\?^"J^Sbons upon the lathe.

*-S-i\7S:iS3f3^^^
ISt^^^p^^^^i^d^ .uriatic acid a. oae

o,Sld"at1a?;aWi, of '.r, ilssoL L«ly, and wUh .o.e bca. 18

grains of fine Malacca tin. -u^^ Dambourney.— This bark, dried, and

' Morda., H'%'f,f:\,Y*ra* »bS"rfor llxJg .be o.ber«ise tag..-

eround, is said to oe a veij- »'

colours produced by woods, 7°*!^' ^J^^^ ^^-^^ records refer to the tin mines of

TIN PLATES. Some of the parlies msionc
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ The

Britain, and to the intelligence
j^Je, Toiodorus Siculus and Plmy,

works 'of Herodotus (450
yf^^^ ^^'^j^^fj^h's countiT, ^ than 2000 years
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BvhZ %hl!' .-f
^0,618 tons of tin ore were raised in Great

ITZ, Jn' ?n SrnVafa?? ^'f ^'^^ ^^'^'^^^'"^
'
^ «

will be obtained to «yd:n.^L^^^^ '"-^-^d ^-PPlies
the world is raised in Grea^ Brkain tI.^ c ^'''''^-^^^^f

of all the tin ore to supply
more than 2000 years since S worlc Jh^ Z "^^^ ^i^^s
ality.

^'"^ "^^^^ them and preserve their customs and natiou-

Plby%'e?er/ rtllTurfroi? £ T"^-^^
'^^^ '^^^^ '^"^^^ - early period,

covered were dipped info nae ted t n and T P™^^^'« ^*^ssels to be
copper vessels covered with n fhe ^mtl 'T'' T""^" ^'"^^^^ ^^'^
ever, much greater; and the processe. nf h ^ • '^''''u"?

"'"^ ^'^^ ^as, how-
thin, and cleaning the surface^XrLtL '^Z ^^^^^^s sufficiently

sez;ious hindrance's to th^tTe^J^^ti'^^^,:-^ '^"^ ^^^g'

the ytrt^lrS^^^^^^ P-tised in Bohen^i, and about
iieekmann states that, "in the vpnr iR7n „

^'

pense, an ingenious ma^ >3amed aXw Ya'rrenZ^tn^
t^^"'

tmning. Having acquired the nece'sarv knowW V^^'' *° ^'^'^ '^•'^ Pro'^ess of
some German workmen, and marfSured tirolatf' V if''"™''^-

*° ^^^'^^'^ ^^^h
bation. Before the company could caiTv on bu^^^^^^

""^^ ""^^'^ ^'^"'^^^^ ^PP^-o-
some distinction, having made himself acQuainTed w trv^^ " «f
a patent for this art, and the first undertSswS Ir

^ajrenton's process, obtained
which had cost them a great deal ot monev TnT .

'° ^'^^ "P ^^^^^ enterprise,
the patent which had been obSne?" Surtf.7

use whatever was made of
tare of tin plates were established ai Pontvpoo L^'tb "^'^""f^^"
such works in England which were pcrSm ^ ^ueees's

f" ''''

was not appreciated' for sonfe yeLS tilS '7"J'1
'^'^^^ ^^-^erym 785 In 1790 Henry Cort was enfaJedT M^^^

Ketley, erected Cort's rolls
mills at Cyfarthfa, and, soon after, hisfSrtaJt^i;?' ''^ C^'awshay to erect the
ure was generally adopted. The write^ronol T„ ™

" - "'"^ "^^""^^i^"

"^^'^''h P^-«'^''SS for cleanino! and tinS nt .1.
P^P"' ^ ^^^^rt re-

°^^«'J«/.Pi-«Paring the iron for thfrpurposr ' ' P^^'^' ^"^^ ^^^^^ «f the

wh^h^tSs ttS^fni^Z^^^^ ?T % -PPosed. Thepoint atby the manufacturers of artic^eSdon^:^,^^^^^^^^ ^^^-^'^^ - taken'oMh?
mon stirrups, small nails, &c. When the iron t. f ""on-as bridle bits, com-ckun and freefrom rust, and brought in eontacrtlh'^7^^^^ «^ - /'-Ature an alloy seems to be at once fSrmed nrote^tin.^ ^ ^ ^"^^ tempera-
the tm lasts. Many plans are used for tfnn n^ ^ ^^'^ oxidisation whilst
manufacturers. One of the common method, nf.r''

°f ^'^al' ^^^e, by thesmall ware, in South Staffordshire i.S manufacturers of bridle bits nnHby steeping them for suffici^nTtime' in 1 m xturl
^" '''''' ^'"'^'^^ to be tbned

ni"rtt"^o"'''V
mon hnHf\ l^-

P>''°S *^<^°i i° a partially dosel .tn
' ^^'^"^ ^'^^^ ^are they domon bottle), which contains a mixture of fn ii vessel (such as a comvessel IS then placed on a smith'fhearth dnl \ «<^blorate of ammonL X

cbfi/|th:Vir^^^^^^^^^^^ ''!S\dF f-=~un^^one manyplates with sand and water, and file off
of cleaning was tfscouTtb!dip them in the melted tin Abou^^m tT^'l

P^^-^^' *en cover witL Sn andsoaked for a week in the lees of" b?an -^l ?\P^f*'' ^"'^^ after being cold ro'lWabout ten days, to become, by fermentation « to stLd xn wSsand and water Tn ^7Rn\^:
"^^^^tation, sufficiently acid nnri ti,„.

water
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was introduced into South Wales in 1747 by Mr. John Jenkins, and his descend-

ants are still amongst the principal manufacturers in the trade. The process of

cleaning and tinning at some of the best works now is as follows
:
when the

sheet iron leaves the plate mill, and after separating the plates, and sprinkling

between each plate a little sawdust, the effect of which is to keep them separate,

the^v are then immersed, or as technically termed " pickled," in dilute sulphuric acid,

and after this placed in the annealing pot, and left in the furnace about 24 hours

;

on coming out, the plates are passed through the cold rolls; after passing the co d

rolls the plates seem to have too much the character of steel, and are not sufficiently

ductile • to remedy this they are again annealed at a low heat, washed m dilute sul-

Dhuric acid, to remove any scale of oxide of iron, and scoured with sand and water ;

the Dlates in this state require to be perfectly clean and bright, and may be left for

months immersed in pure water without rust or injury ; but a few minutes exposure

to the air rusts them. With great care to have them perfectly clean they are

taken to the stow, fig. 1800, being a section through the Ime k k of the plan Jig.

1801. Taken from right to left,

4 represents the Grease pot

5 „ the Cold pot.

6 „ the List pot.

1 represents the Tinman's pan.

2 „ the Tin pot.

3 „ the Washing or dipping pot.

The tinman's pan is full of melted grease: in this the plates are immersed, and left

there uSil allVeous moisture upon them is evaporated, and they are completely

1800
A ^ a I

1801

\

'
1

d

t XZTTf^1
1

1

1

1

1

j<.J —
t

""r
1

)

1—\n 1
it 1! * Si

to the dipping or wash pot;
^^^^^^^^^f ^^^^^^ plates are

and is divided into two compartments. In the
'^[gf^^'^f ^^ separate any

plunged, and left sufficiently l°°g
^/^Se^^^S^^^^ Ae plate

superfluous tin which may have adhered t^^^^"™*;^
'

'-^erit on both sides with a

and places it on the table marked b
P/^.^jf.^y^Vd g?^^^ to the

brush of hemp ; then to take away the marks of
J^^^^^^^' f

^f J J, always con-

surface, he dips it in the second compartment of the
^^^^^^ it removed on to the

tains the purest tin, and as it

^f,^«°?f^^^y^^^^^Jfis no^^^^^^ to the grease

first compartment, and after to t^f/^'^ P^*'^^
^^^.^e^J^i^es^ v^ skilful management

pot (No. 4): this is filled with
.^Tfie trtoS any superfluous

as to the temperature it is to be kept at The J:ue
o^ect j

^^^^.^^

tin to run off, and to prevent ^^^^^^^ °°

quicker than the iron. If this were neglected the face tne P
^^^^^^ ^

The plate is removed to the cold pot (No. 5) •
this is miea

comparatively low temperature. The use of the grease
p^^^^^^^

JN

cess adopted in practice iov anneBlms thejlloy^V^^^

used for the purpose of removing a small ^ire of tin, whicU aane
^

of the plate in all the foregoing processes. It
lf\'^^^[^^%^rl^ of an inch deep,

sufficiently high temperature, and <;?ve^f
^^^f̂ S^^^^^^ i«

In this the edges of the plates are dipped, and lelt untu ini
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then detached by a quick blow on the plate with a stick. The plates are now car^

i^ iLortV'"'' ? ^'•^^ Sre^''- I'^stly, they a^e taken to the '0^.'

^^e:^^^t::j^:r''''' ---^^--i p-^ed m bSs

th^^iMT^ °^ '^"'''''7 ^"'^ P'^'^^ are— ductility, strength, and colour. To obtain

IthVo^oZnrs'l^r'T^ t(e manufacture must be co^duS
nearinf?hP^m, L • explain to some extent the cause why
^ig n£oVSZZT^:V^^^^ 1""°^ past century have been eiS
at difforpnf V;,;!! • ^ , -

^^ tm-plate makers, and a sketch of the processes used

The proUsHf nrZ''"
Pj"'^^' ^^<=t, a history 'rthe trade

little c7an'gTfrolr7/o :ff80^^^ '''T' *° ^^^^ undergone but
modes of brino-rn- the i on frL 1 /' ^ ^he hammer, lere the
was of theexacl form of treirisS ^803 lS)4 ttV' The fineryHi ui uiejzys. 1803, 1804, but less m size than those now used.

The chaferyor hollow fire was, in fact the .t.

S"^Ltt;^j"'r;''«i''y bias,."""""""
'"^ p'o'l-d. B„,h,h.The hammeT^Vere 'V' ^ '

-Aeduce?L iTXtl^^^t^^^ r- f pig iron : this, under
shaped into a " bloom," about 2 flnnnJl 1"?^^' P'" ""^^^ the forge 1

e chafery, and under the tilt h.J:" ".f.^"'^ ^ '°«^es thick; this was the

the bars.

The

ZTT' ''^""ced to li cwt. It was' wLn"" "/ P'^
= this, under the first
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In 1807 Mr Watkin George, whose position had been established as one of the

first enffin'eers'of his time, by the erection of the great water-wheel and works at

Cvfarthfa removed to Pontypool, and undertook the remodellmg of the old works

there He clearly saw that the secret of the manufacture was to produce the largest

nossible (luantity with least possible machinery and labour. His inventions, to this end,

worked a complete change in the trade. His plans were: to first reduce the pig

h-on in a finery under coke, and then bring this "refiners' metal (so termed) mto

the charcoal finery. The charcoal finery was built as shown mjiys. 1802, 1803, and

1804: Jig. 1802 being a front elevation, fig. 1803 a horizontal, and fig. 1804 a verti-

'^'^

A^charge of 3 cwt. of iron was used in this, and as it became malleable it was

reduced under the hammer to what he termed a "stamp:" this was a piece of iron

about 1 inch thick, and of any shape horizontally. It was next broken m pieces of a

convenient size, and about 84 lbs. were "piled" on a fiat piece of tilted iron, wi h a

hindle about 4 feet long. This rough shovel, or holder, was called the portal or

thP " staff
" To re-heat this " pile " in the chafery would be a work of great cost and

dfficultyT and the brick hollow fire (as shown inV 1805, 1806, 1807 1808 809,

and 1810 tfigs. 1805 and 1806 being elevations, mi figs. 1807, 1808, 1809, and 1810.

wrii
1

^^^^ VJI//

ZL
i

a.

f -ron It is in substance the plan of using the gases produced

i;^:ZXS^^^ gases to a much greater extent

ron, and the charcoal seems to be «™P}y
^^^'X'^^^^ To as to revive the oxidised

manipulate the iron in the f^''y' ^"^^s spTnt with any intelligent workman at

metal, and thus preven waste. ^,/^™ the^ wasteful and expensive charactei of

the side of his charcoal finery would show tne w
j^on by the use of air

the so-called new schemes
cast m^o wroug ^ p ^ica

alone. The late belief in these schemes by^men^^^^^^
k-^owledge of exact

knowledge in the trade, is a direct P™«;^°*
^^^^f g^n.

science, as at present applied to the manufacture of iron.
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The pile was now placed in the hollow fire, and brought to a soft weldiu°- orwashing heat— again hammered out to " slabs," 6 inches wide and three-qua?ters
IE

i
1806

i

1

1

i

^

1

1 1

,,111 1 r^i
II 1 '1 II II 1

1__i 1 1 1 1

'

1

1

'

'

1

1

'

'

1 1 1
;i II

1 1 —rr
1 1 1 1 1

1 1
1 1

--^

®

IE

ow

1807

I
I

fire iron," or " tin bars." The result nf M,. w„,n • n>

. educe the cost and double the P^^tL^^^^^^^^^^^^

the yea?tlllX,Wrl^'^^Zl''u '^f-t of a rough and smooth side. In
trade is and ;ill be ^^^dTS^^^^^^ ^'^'^"^io^ the
Himself a maker of tin barslnd plaS L T ''"""^^
P'ate was always th.t -respondiS^I^'th'e^^^^trrr f^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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at once, having ascertained this cause, remedied the defect by hammering out the

pile, notching it, and doubling it over, so that the tilted blade of the " staff" was on

the top as well as the bottom of the pile. This was the invention of " tops and

bottoms," and the writer need not remind practical men of the immense sums made

by this discovery during the past thirty-seven years.

m 1810 Q

Another improvement since 1807, is the use of the runnmg-out fire: it is still

adopted in only a few works. This is represented by Jys. 1811, 1812, and 1813.

Fig. 1811 is a front elevation; ^3. 1812 a horizontal section ; and ^y. 1813 a vertical

section This process saves waste of heat and labour, by running the refined metal

'*S'''U?ntar?"'b:tfrX to, 6 inches by half-inch, are heated and run

throH'h roUers until they form a sheet of sufficient width ; ^his sheet -s then dou^^^^^^^^

and passed through the rolls, and this repeated untd th>s sheet is q"»f;"Pl
f

lamiLiE are then cut to size, and separated as before described. The writer asks
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careful attention to the fact, that the last part of the rolling is done when the iron is
nearly cold. These sheets are next annealed, and were formerly bent separately by

1812

i:^tltTit'k!ZTl!^.^^^^^^^^ A,and_placed in a reverber-atory furnace, so that the flame should play amongst them, and heat^ tLm to rSssi

'^P^'^^^^^^^
acid and water, for

after which, a scale of ^xide of iron J^rZ.! /'
^nd^agam heated in a furnace;

bending them again straight on a castS^^^^

the chilSToSrtis'LstTr^^^^^ fe then passed cold through
and colour of the tin pla^trdepend ufo" tv^
split, and any want of quality fn Ae irofor .r.j

^''^^^k or
A great improvement in L process of'an

manufacture, will be shown.
Morgan: the plates were piled oTa ^a„d ±"^ V° ^^^'^^^
termed an "annealing pot; " in tWs thev^^rf

"^'^^ ^ cast-iron box, now
beratory furnace for 24hnU ^^Po^ed to a dull red heat in a rever-beratory furnace for 24 ho^rs This a'/nJaW ""P?'"^ 1° ^ ^"^^ """^ ^'^^ ^° a rever-
fiff. 1814, in plan and vertical section

P"* ^^"^ its stand is represented by

yetlT;yaS -^-^ -
cwt. of refined metal is placed in thTcharcoal fini!

^^^5. About 2i
put under the hammer and " noSbled " then i^^^^^^^ V^''' i° lump,
and reduced to a bar 6 inches s lVe and ^f^^t'fi inT^^

'^"''^^
either cut or sawed off in pieces 6 nches lontr nn.l ll 6 inches long. This bar is
about 6 inches wide, 2^ inches thick and 12 SchesW In f^^^^^^^

^*^^>^-»^ ^ bar
.

u 1^ incnes long, and in this state the inventor
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culls it a " billet." This is heated ia a small balling furnace and rolled down to a

bar cue-quarter inch thick and eleven inches wide, and will be about six feet long.

1814

This is taken at once to the tin plate mill, and the process saves great expense in fuel

and machinery.
By the old method of annealing, a box of tin plates required about 13 lbs. ot tm.

This is now done with about 9 lbs. for charcoal and 8 lbs. for coke plates.

In referring to tin plates the standard for quotation is always taken as 1 C. (Com-

mon, No. 1.) This is a box containing 225 plates which should weigh exactly

112 lbs.

The following are the Marks, Weights, and Measurement of the Tin Plates now in

common use : —

Names.

Common, No'. 1 - -

Do. No. 2 -

Do. No. 3 -

Cross, No. 1 -

Two Crosses, No. 1

Three Crosses, No. 1

Four Crosses, No. 1

Common Doubles -

Cross ditto - - -

Two Cross ditto

Three Cross ditto -

Four Cross ditto

Common Small Doubles -

Cross do. do.

Two Cross do.

Three do. do.

Four do. do.

Waster's Common, No. 1

Ditto Cross, No. I -

Sizes.

Inches.

13|byl0

No. in

a box.

225

13i „

13| „ 10

16| by 12|

15 by 11

13jby 10

100

200

225

Weight of

each box.

cwt. qrs. lbs.

0

21

16

0
1 21

2 14

7

21

0 14

1 7

2

2

2
2

3

0

1

0

1

0

21

0
21

14

7

0
0
0

Marks on tlie

boxes.

1

C I

C I 1

C 1 1

X 1

XX 1

XXX" 1

XXXX 1

C D
X D
XX D
XXX D
XXXX D
C S D
X S D
XX S D
XXX S D
XXXX S D
W C 1

W X 1

One of the great items of expense in the. manufacture of b^^^^^^^^^^ before

scribed, is the cost of charcoal for the fineries. This limits at prtsuu ine p

of iron 'made by these means ; but the superior quality
wL di cte^to the

finery is always admitted. About 1850 the attention of the vi e.j as d^^^^^^^

use of a substitute for charcoal in the fineij. Careful ^ojj^t ex^^^^^^^

him to the conclusion that some coals could be charred ^^"^^^^^ ^^^J, deprived of

mechanical structure analogous to charcoal, ^""i'

^ *f the n.anufacture
sulphur might be used in the finery These experiment^ re^

^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

of a substance the writer names "
f«r^f.^"«^-.Jv^J,3°^S declared equal in every

several of the principal manufactories in ^outWal^^^^^^^^
shown at the Great

respect to charcoal. Some tin plates made by this piocusb wcic
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Exhibition in 1851 ; as also the charred coal used in the finery. (See the Juror's
Reports, Sfc.) The quality of the plates was admitted as equal to the best charcoal
The preparation of the " charred coal " is very simple. The coal is first reduced to

small, and washed by any of the ordinary means : it is then spread over the bottom
of a reyerberatory furnace to a depth of about 4 inches ; the bottom of the furnace is
first raised to a red heat. When the small coal is thrown over the bottom a great vo-lume of gases IS given off, and much ebullition takes place : this ends in the produc-
tion of a hght spongy mass which is turned over in the furnace, and drawn in aboutone hour and a half. To completely clear off the sulphur, water is now freelv
sprinkled over the mass until all smell of the sulphuretted hydrogen gas produced
ceases. The result is "charred coal." The quantities of « charred coal 'Cthertoproduced have been made on the floor of an ordinary coke oven, whilst red hot afterdrawmg the charge of coke. The following analysis of the coal from whicL this" charred coa" is made, IS extracted from the "Report on the Coals suited to theSteam Navy," by Sir H. De la Beche and Dr. Playfair :—

Abercarn Coal.

- - 81-26
g^'^^'^g^" 6-31
Nitrogen

.^^

J7f° 9-96
^"'P'^^^ 1-86

204

Some points of great practical value may be elicited from this description of the ma-nufacture of iron for tin plates. The stamp ironishiehlv crvstalline nnd fpllc tr. ^under the hammer unless cautiously bandied. The pil? Uself X; Sl^n^ ;

^

Wi^Z '1 Y''''V
^^-"g^ tL^rdlSef^es le2"f;s lit"When reduced to a sheet it is still less crystalline and more ductile ; but afLToaS

then held toge?Ky%?eWc"^
crystallised. In practice this principle is constantnLd Everv sm th Inn

""^^
practical result of what is termed " hammer hardening " ^

alloy thereof, in a nerfectlv flnirl Qt«t^ \\1 ^
P?^^ melted tin, or any suitable

suitlble material, LrtlLyt- -J^^-yhe surface of the metal free from oxidation; and sucrdipi fs to bfo'nn/' l^^^"'^

between polisTiedI^Hs (i's ^/eady fe c bed^ brfor^S ^"^^ -T^ ^'^^'^
after they are coated with\in orX aW^^^ «'ther before or
for the coating pure tin of the description\nownIs grXn^o^^^^T^^:^^^ or in part) .inc
this the following is the process adoifed^^-'lTheTor'Srof nf/b'such as has been previously rolled both on lofinn^vr /-.^ of zmc (by preference
is taken, and after cleaning its sSface hvLI 1.1 ^ ^^"^'^'^^ ^^"^ smoothness)
is dried, and then dipped or passed in\nl^ ^^^°"^ otherwise, it

or fusible alloy of tin^ It isTrnd desTrlblor^'^'^^f''^ ^''^'^^^ "^^^""^

the temperature of the m tlnetarpr^vij" to d^dipping, or passing through, as rapidly a^ L consi tent w^-th^.>,"'
"""^'^ '""^'^^^

7.mc, to prevent as much as possible tL ziic Womin/^^^^^^
thorough coating of the

recommended also that the tin or alloy of tin shouwlf^^f '\ is

perature than is necessary for its proper Lidit? Th.
be heated to a higher tem-

form of sheet, plate, or cake, canffL S'dowJ to^?^ ^ ^° ^he
should the coat ng of tin or klloy be found in.nfflr / m^^recl thickness

; and
be repeated as above describeTLrthe roll "r^solf^ to
the surface or further reducing the thicknes smoothing
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Another part of the invention consists in coating load or its alloys with tin or

allovs thereof The process is to be conducted as before described for the coating of

zinc and the surface of lead is to be perfectly clean. The lead may, like the zinc,

be dipped more than once, either before or after being reduced m thickness by

'°Lefd and its alloys may also be coated with tin or its alloys of greater fusibility

than the metal to be coated, as follows:—The cake, or other form to be coated, is to

be placed as soon after casting as may be in an iron, gun metal, or other suitable mould,

or if this cannot be conveniently done, the surfaces are to be cleansed and prepared

for the reception of the coating metal, either by previously tinning the surface, or by

aDPlvine; other suitable material to facilitate the union, as heretofore practised. At

one end of the mould is to be attached chambers, of more than sufficient capacity to

contain the quantity of metal to be used for coating, which may with advantage

form an integral part of the mould, or such chamber may surround the mould, and

bv one or nTore sluices or valves in such chamber or chambers, the melted meUil

is to be allowed to run on to the surface of the metal to be coated, when the metal is

to be coated on one side only. When it is intended to coat the metal on both sides

the vertical position will be found convenient, and the coating metal is to be formed

nto a chamber or chambers attached to the mould, and to be introduced mto the

lower nart of the mould by opening a sluice or valve, sufficient space bemg left

on eachSe of the cake or L!v forS to allow of the coating being of the required

thickness ; the sluice or valve should be of nearly the width or length of the cake

or oS f^rm^and the melted metal should be allowed to flow into the bottom of he

mould The surface of the plate or cake ought to be smooth and tnie, and the

moSd if horizontal, to be perfectly so, and if upright, quite frpendicular so as to

insure in either case an equal footing. The surface of the lead should also be clean

Sd it wUl be found advantageous to raise its temperature to a point somewhat

approaching the melting point of tin or of the aUoy employed for coating, as by this

Sns the uSon bf th! two metals is facilitated. It is recommended also, that a

romewhSTto quantity of the tin or alloy than is necessary for the coating of the

LaTor oAerTtal or alloy, should be employed, and that when the requisi e thick

ness of coating has been given, the flow of the coating metal be stopped as by this

means theS^^^^^ the surface of the tin wUl be prevented P^ss^ng through the
means tne impui

^

o„rface of the cake : the chamber or chambers should be kept at

E"fmperl?e as^ r^^^^^^^^^^^^ {he proper fluidity of the coating metal Zinc and its

by a film of redundant tin. ibougn tnis " .
^. practical chem st

distilled water, holding one part
^«?i^°™^[^'broSt out, the plate must be

ever the crystalline spangles seem to be
^^oXfor a littk cotton (taking care not to

immersed in water, washed either with a feather or a little cotton (ta g

rub off the film of tin that forms the feather ng) forthwith d"ed
^^^^^

coated with a lacquer varnish, otherwise it loses

J^jJ^f^^^Uŷ ooledby sprinkling

surface is not plunged at once m cold
^^^^j,^^^ S^^^ and small figures.

flame of a blowpipe. v.„ TClnnroth in Menachanite, in 1794.

TITANIUM is a rare metal, discovered ^/^^^^^P^^^^^^^^^^

Small cubes of a copper-red colour, and so hard as o sera ch q-artg
^^^^^^^^ ^.^^^

found in some of the blast
.^^^^fn '^^^^^^ be represented by the

thought to be titanium; they have ^^^^^t^y
.^f

°
'^ard as to scratch steel, and very

formula TiCy,3Ti''N This metal is very bnttk, so
^^^^

light, having a specific gravity of only 5 3 t

^^ ^^ .^^-^ but only when

furnace, nor dissolve, when crystallised even m mtro m^^^
quantity does not

in fine powder. According to Hassenfratz s prese^^^^^
^^^^^^ oxygenated,

impair the malleability of f
Icim^^^^^^ ^,„y j^ons,

and forms titanate of potassa. Traces of this metai miiy
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both wrought and cast. The principal ores of titanium are sphenc, common and
tohated, mtile, iserine, menachanite, and octahedrite or pyramidal titanium ore. None
of them has been hitherto applied to any use.
TOBACCO. It is said that the name tobacco was given by the Spaniards to the

plant, because it was first observed by them at Tabasco, or Tabaco, a province of
Yucatan in Mexico. Others derive the name from Tabac, an instrument used by the
natives of America m smoking this herb. In; 1560, Nicot, the French ambassador to
i-ortugal, having received some tobacco from a Flemish merchant, showed it, on hisarrival in Lisbon, to the grand prior, and, on his return to France, to Catherine of

V '^"^'^ Nicotiana by the botanists. Admiral Sir Francis

?nH w ^^l ®P^°i^^^ i° 1586, touched at Virginia,

fnto EnHt/''R^'''"' '°r^°°^^'^'
imported tobacco

hi i ^1 ^"i'
^'^^"^'i'^g to Lobel, this plant was cultivated in Britain beforethe year 1570; and was consumed by smoking in pipes by Sir Walter Raleieh andcompanions, so early as the year 1584.

^ i' ^^aiier itaieign and

Tobacco is prepared as follows :-The plants are hung up to dry during four orfive weeks; aken down out of the sheds in damp weathfr, for in diy they wouS beapt to crumble into pieces; stratified in heaps, covered up, and left^to sw^at for a

thr^""' f q-^^ityand the state of the season; durlng^hlch
t^ bS f.r^fi'

frequently, opened up, and turned over, lest the/breome
Jnnf H K t-iff'

putrefactive fermentation. This process needs to be co:^'ducted by skilful and attentive operatives. An experienced negro can form a sufficient?v

ThP fr^'^fr
temperature, by thrusting his hand down into the heap

^
The tobacco thus prepared, or often without fermentation, is sent into the Sket-

sta^'e w^H^r^ "^'I?'
"^•^^'•S" i^'-'P^^ti^^ «f officers, appointed by the

bef^r-e^hTplSe^^^^^^^^^^^^^

upon a stone pavement, waterin|each layer in succLsfon w th a 3ti^^^^^^^

of alkaline matter in the tobacco of the shop?be saturated a mUd dr°v'.?^ '^'l'"tartaric, its peculiar aroma will entirely disappear ^ ^""^ ^

pro^utraVrdreSo^r'SLlr^st ports oTT^ '

"'^^^ ^^rn.e.t..,on

of the plant, and the rest serve to vo afi s?U^^^^^^^^^^
j-ces

useful chiefly in moderating the fermentatL nnH
P"°^^P'^!- ^ salt water is

putrefactive^tage
;
just L Sfm^r'aS^

countries, to temper the fermentative action Thp
^''''^^ '° tropical

which contains some muriate of lime Lnds io keen th.^t
^^^^^"t'-^ted sea water,

preferable to pure chloride of sodium fL tb s pu^molasses with the salt saxwe and a^iprih^ ^l- ^
,
™® tobacconists m x

/..acouia snuff of Mar inique
; and othe^^^^^^

'^^^'^^^ of the
followingprescription is tlat'used b^a iS^M^:',^^^^^^^^ °'^'r"liQuonce II re. a W fln-e /..f r^""^' manutacturer :_In a solut o

rice. The
liquorice juice, a few figs are to be boirerfr a pr i^^^ ^ '^'^^'^'^ «f t^e
while hot, a few bruised anise^Ss a^t be a^/^P^'/^^^"'' *° decoction,
saturation. A little spirit ofwfne Lint noured tn V,

^o^^mon salt to
sparingly sprinkled with a waterLg po^re'^heVa^^^^^^^^^ ll'successively stratified upon the preparation fl^or

'

chi\^e^;rsrd~^^^^ .ar^e^nS slrL^f^

of the tobaccos on sale in our shops are mixtnrL nfTff "^^'"^ ^ost
smoking tobacco, for example, consists ofTpar of £T '

' '^'"'^

Virginia; and one kind of snuff consists of 80 nnrfc
°1 ^""^ meagre

Mumesfort or Warwick. The MaryS is a vcrv llh.T<^K^'°'''
P"'''

that of Virginia is in large brown fetes unctuous Sl^ f'/"/^'''
^'^^^ ^^^^<^s;

having a smell somewhat like the fi^of Saga that 0?^'' ^-^^^^^^
l.ght leaves, of an agreeable and ratLr sptj^i^^l^ft1^^^^? 0^"'jfe
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Carolina tobacco is less unctuous than the Virginian ; but in the United States it

ranks next to the Maryland. The shag tobacco is dried to the proper point upon
sheets of copper.

Tobacco is cut into what is called shag tobacco by knife-edged chopping stamps.

For grinding the tobacco leaves into snuff, conical mortars are employed, somewhat
like that used by the Hindoos for grinding sugar-canes; but the sides of the snnff-

niill have sharp ridges from the top to near the bottom.

Mr. L. W. Wright obtained a patent in August, 1827, for a tobacco-cutting machine,

which bears a close resemblance to the well-known machines with revolving knives

for cutting straw into chaff. The tobacco, after being squeezed into cakes, is placed

upon a smooth bed within a horizontal trough, and pressed by a follower and screws

to keep it compact. These cakes are progressively advanced upon the bed, or fed in,

to meet the revolving blades. The speed of the feeding-screw determines the degree

of fineness of the sections or pai'ticles into which the tobacco is cut.

Dr. Ure was employed some years ago by the Excise to analyse a quantity of

snuff, seized on suspicion of having been adulterated by the manufacturer. He found

it to be largely drugged with pearl-ashes, and to be thereby rendered very pungent,

and absorbent of moisture ; an economical method of rendering an effete article at

the same time active and aqueous.

The Editor of this work knows that the refuse leaves and roots, such as senna,

rhubarb, and the like, after their medicinal properties have been extracted in the

manufacture of infusions, extracts, and tinctures, by the druggists, are ground,

coloured with burnt sienna or yellow ochre, made pungent with ammonia, and then

sold in large quantities to the snuff manufacturers.

According to the recent analysis of Posset and Reimann, 10,000 parts of tobacco-

leaves contain 6 of the peculiar chemical principle nicotine; 1 of nicotianine ; 287 of

slightly bitter extractive ; 174 of gum, mixed with a little malic acid; 26-7 of a green

resin; 26 of vegetable albumen ; 104-8 of a substance analogous to gluten ; 51 of

malic acid; 12 of malate of ammonia; 4-8 of sulphate of potassa; 6-3 of chloride of

potassium ; 9-5 of potassa, which had been combined with maUc and nitric acids

;

16-6 of phosphate of lime; 24-2 of lime, which had been combined with maUc acid;

8'8 of silica; 496-9 of fibrous or ligneous matter ; traces of starch ; and 88-28 of water.

In Silliman's Journal, vol. vii. p. 2, a chemical examination of tobacco is given by

Dr. Covell, which shows its components to have been but imperfectly represented in

the -above German analysis. He found, 1, gum ; 2, a viscid slime, equally soluble in

water and alcohol, and precipitable from both by subacetate of lead ; 3, tannin; 4,

gallic acid; 5, chlorophyHe (leaf-green); 6, a green pulverulent matter, which dis-

solves in boiling water, but falls down again when the water cools ; 7, a yellow oil,

possessing the smell, taste, and poisonous qualities of tobacco ; 8, a large quantity of

a pale yellow resin ; 9, nicotine ; 10. a white substance, analogous to morphia, soluble

in hot, but hardly in cold, alcohol ; 11, a beautiful orange-red dye stuff, soluble only

in acids: it deflagrates in the fire, and seems to possess neutral properties ; 12, nico-

tinine. In the infusion and decoction of the leaves of tobacco, little of this sub-

stance is found ; but after they are exhausted with ether, alcohol, and water, if they

be treated with sulphuric acid, and evaporated near to dryness, crystals of sulphate

of nicotianine are obtained. Ammonia precipitates the nicotianine from the solution

in the state of a yellowish white, soft powdering matter, which may be kneaded mto

a lump and is void of taste and smell, as all its neutral saline combinations also are

:

its most characteristic property is that of forming soluble and uncrystallisable com-

pounds with vegetable acids.

Virginia leaf costs in bond Sid. per lb., the Autf is 1,100 per cent.

Ditto strips „ 5|(/. „ 700 „
Kentucky leaf ,. 3irf. „ 1,200 „
Ditto strips „ 4|d. „ 800

Havannah cigars „ »s. „ '1^ >.

Manilla cheroots „ 6s. „ 'oo >>

East India cheroots Is. „ 900 „

Negrohead and Cavendish 6rf. „ 1,800 „

Rates of duty on tobacco in foreign countries -.

—

Per English Pcr^English

Pound.

Austria—leaf tobacco - - - 3d.

Belgium ditto - - -id.
Bremen ditto, i per cent, ad valorem.

Denmark, leaves and stems - - !«•

Prussia
Saxon

Zoll-Verein ? orf
States J

'7
Bavaria
Brunswick
Wurteniberg
Frankfort on the Maine ' _ o j- • ..i

A strict royal monopoly irigie) exists in Austria Proper, France, Sardmia, the

Pound.

Other German States - - -id.
Hamburgh | per cent, ad valorem.

Holland 'i per cent, ad valorem.

Ditto, cigars - - -
'

Ionian Islands, leaf stems - - ^d.

Ditto manufactured - - •*<'•

Russia, 30 per cent, ad valorem

on foreign.

Sweden and Norway - - about Id.
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Duchies of Parma and Lucca, and the Grand Duchy of Tuscany ; and in Portue-fll

so'ld t;Sn'' 'Y- f^''' f the Church, the lice/se to manufJclurfis perld cally

fnla XTT'"'' P"<=^« °f tobacco as they please. It w U be

are ken?nn "''T'? ^"""^"^^ ^'"^'•^ the monopolies and h gh prices

rl?! .
^' " ^« *° ^"^*='t t'-^^^ tobacco, as in England

to reaVlfl 7^00^000Vs' "'t.^f
'""^ consumption in^l 842' amounted

ouandtv J d. '
Professor Schleiden gives a singular illustration of the

Soo^ooo t of
^"^^^"'^^ P^«^t.Ls annually upwards of

woXTe?d aboutlo^O^^^^^^^^ ^ ^'^^ "^^^ of vegeta^ble'materiaf

raroXe'bVth^^^ demandfor this gas madl u%\°

thJ'ohtva^l tcllL'eJ iTt^eXlri::^^^^^^ ^ T^J^^^t
^^^''^

Assyria), that the growth and usp of
Layard, M.P., the explorer of

redu^cedie resorl fo -llSi^? bevS^^^^^^^^^ cZt^'^'''''' ^•^A"^"^
,

History and Consumption of To^Scco n the T^.>r^l S I o '
'°

•
P^P^""

"

March 1853, remarfs, tha/simtSoisi; wi^The dedife'in' he^ f''''^Great Bntam, has been a corresponding increase b thete of tobacco
'^"""^

18„1 . . 27,452,262 - . 28;062:978 - . Igl
"

,ZZTsT° "'"'^ 'O

1844 to 1846 fo^'^ annually.

1847 to 1849
^''^'^^

1850 to 1852 - -
"

" ' ^'^^^

1853 to 1855 - - .. . [ j'^^3
Bales of tobacco exported fi om Bahia :^

1841 to 1843 - . .

1844 to 1846 - -
" ' ' ^^^'0 bales annually.

1847 to 1849 - . I
" ^2,270

1850 to 1852 - .
' " 13,150 „

1853 to 1855 ^^'480

^^Z^TllT^y^^^^^^^^^ T/tSrr^''" .^«^«-'"^M73 man;otes
; in 1854

the three yea'rs endinri 855 -18?3 s'g o'LV'"'^'^ ^"^^^^^^ in ton's wa , ?«;
161,863; 1855, 7,128, ?alue l54,4?0 ' '

'°''°''""'"^ '''''''' 1854, 7,270, v'alue

thrle^i;^';'!?"^*^^-- -P-tei into this country was as follows, ia the last

1859 - . 5o'fi7i " 34,110,851 „50,671,264 „ - 34 791 oki
TOBACCO-PIPES ThP •

<^4.79l,261 „

• ' -fterSs eva^omed Sr;^ ^^1!^^°"^ «ther stony
con^stence when it must be well kneaded to 1 -i^^

°f ^ <io"ghy
chiefly in the Isle of Purbeok in .

^t uniform. Pipe-elav i<! fnnll
It is distinguished byTt^'pSL "^"Ire'liro'ur^

'",^--«bire, at Abbot'

T 'I'f.''".''^^'
"^'"^ to^he large prfpoS^ '/^^ 6^^=^! .^^^besion to th^ tongueA child fashions a ball of claf froZhi b ^'T' ""^'^b it contains.

^
upon a plank, with the palms of hySdsin o dp'r f / "T ^ ^'^^^er cylinder
sticks a small lump to the end of tL nvlin^ ^J.'^^V" the stem of the nine wl
done, he lays the pieces aside ffr rda^iM::, f/r^"^ ^"^^

' -hicThaviS
tiOD as he makes these rough figures he iT-lnn

consistence. In proZ^
Vol m P'P«'"«ker^ ^ ""^'^"^^^ ^^^t" dozens on a boa^d'and
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The nine is finished by means of a folding brass or iron mould, channelled inside,

of the shape of the stem of the bowl, and carable of being opened at the two ends.

It is formed of two pieces, each hollowed out like a half-pipe, cut as it were length-

wise- and these two jaws, when brought together, constitute the exact space for making

one nine There are small pins in one side of the mould, corresponding to holes in

the other, which serve as guides for applying the two together with precision.

The workman takes a long iron wire, with its end oiled, and pushes it through the

soft clay in the direction of the stem, to form the bore, and he directs the wire by

fee ini ^ith his left hand the progress of its point. He lays the pipe in the groove

of one of the jaws of the mould, with the wire sticking in it applies the other jaw,

brines them smartly together, and unites them by a clamp or vice, which produces

the Sternd form. A lever is now brought down, which presses an o. ed stopper

Into Se bowl of the pipe while it is in the mould, forcing it sufficiently down o

Sm the cavity ; the wire being meanwhile thrust backwards and forwards so as to

pierce the Sc^ompletely through- The wire must become visible at the bottom of

Fi^^ kVwI otherwise the pipe will be imperfect. The wire is now withdrawn, the

• « r he mould o^^^^^^^ taken out, and the redundant clay removed with

i knife Ifrr^^y'rg for a day ir two, the ^ipes are scraped, polished with a piece

Jhirk wood aSf stems being bent into the desired form, they are earned o the

baking JCthTct tenable of Iring 50 gross in from 8 to 12 hours. A workman

of meers'chS r om wl^^^^^^^^ stone, of a soft greasy fef •
-^ich is

for^eTinto pSes afte^ having been softened with water. It becomes white and ha.d

'°ftobac;o-pipe kiln should diffuse an equal heat to every part of its interior, while

^
, 11 thP smoke of the fire. The crucible, or large sagger, a, a. Jigs. 1815

xt excludes the smoke ot the
_^

^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ 1

^
over the fireplace b, and enclosed within a furnace of ordmary

brickwork p B, lined with fire-bricks e, e Between th^ lining

and the cylinder, a space of about 4 inches all round is left

for tbe ciSatlon of the flame. There are 12 supports or

Ss betw en the cylinder and the furnace -^-^S
so many flues, indicated by the dotted Unes^, myi^. 1816 (the

dotted circle 'representing the cylinder). These ribs are per-

Iforated with occasional apertures, as shown m fig. 181 o, tor

ir purpose of connecting the adjoining flues ;
but the main

tbe purpose o
^g^^lng of the hollow cylinder is given

by five piers, b, b, c, formed of bricks

projecting over and beyond each other.

~^
One of these piers c, is placed at the

back of the fireplace, and the other four

at the sides b, b. These project nearly

into the centre, in order to support and

strengthen the bottom ; while the flues

pass up between them, unite at the fop ot

the cylinder in the dome L, and dis-

charge the smoke by the chimney n.

The lining F, e, e, of the chimney is

open on one side to form the door by

.hich the cylinder is charged^^-^S'::^^ iSyT^atVe^ ^^s It

high as h, fig. 1815, by
1^1^^^^^^^ while the fornace is going,

is left open, and shut merely
^f/;j"P°''fi\^,d ^emptied through the opening, the

When this is removed, the furnace can be ^I'^^J"/.^ ^j^e, which is closed in the

cylindric crucible having
\<r°'-^fP°°t°' ^^n a^^^^ The workman first spreads a

fo^Uowing ingenious way, while the fur-cys in acUon.^.^^^
^^^^^ ^ p

layer of clay round the edge of t^e^ opening- n
.^^^ ^j^^ ,i exactly like

across from one side to the othei> f
nd

Pl^^^^^^Jf/^/the cylinder, indeed, is constructed

the lath-and-plaster work of a ceiling. I'^'^J^^^^ °, ' J^^y fragments of pipe stems,

fth's manner, the bottom being ^^Xf at heCcumfer^ence^ith a layer of clay,

radiating to the centre; these are coated at the
^^^^^

A number of bowls of broken pipes
^J^/^f^hTcylinder. The ribs round the out-

ments are placed upright to form the sides of
^^^J the dome l; by

side, which form the flues,
^'"^J^^^JJe ^deTery strong, and yet so thin as to

which means the cylindric case .^T
e't„ ^

require little clay in the building, a
"'"f^^J^*^

"'^^^^^^'^ -J the figure, with their bowls

asunder. The pipes are arranged within, as snowu

1816
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resting against the circumference, and their ends supported on circular pieces of clav

:J T u
^'"'"^ P"''P"««- Six small ribs are made to proiec^inwards all round the crucible, at the proper heights to support the different VanSP'Pe\without havmg so many resting on each other as to endanger their bein?

TroSt r'ooo'Jn:?'^^^
By this mode of distribution, the furnace £y conLn 5^

! ^T-; ^'""^'^^ o"" lioiirs
; the fire being gradually

TODDyT''^ 'L""'"'^"" " P'^*^ P^'-^'^"^ '^^^ the chimney Sp
^

lODDY Sum Mee-ra, sweet juice. The proprietors of coco-nut plantations inthe peninsula ot India, and in the Island of Ceylon, instead of coIlecC a Sou ofnuts, frequently reap the produce of the trees by extracting swS Tuice from theflower-stalk. When the flowering branch is half shot, the todZdrlwers W he

ahonf ?f f P^r^- '•^P'^^*^^ ^^^y for ten or twelve day! andabout the end of that period a portion of the flower-stalk is cut nff Thl ^^^^'f^^

from benzole—C. G. W.
respects to tbose by which anihne is produced

in''t?e'^^Stive'SillatlL"w'^htTeli/o^^^^^^ ^--^.^ P-<^-^d
decomposition of toluylic acid by barvt^^f 1 I- I *

produced by the
contains it in large quantity ForKLf f

emperature. Coal naphtha
C. G. W.

Iiiantity. *or its physical properties, see Carbo-Hydrides.-

../I^^:^.i%r\e';^^^^^^^^^ .the stem of the M,ro.r,lon
benzoic acid. Having an agreeable odour k^.L r

*^«™P?««d of resin, oil, and
a place in the Materia Medica ' ' ^"^^times used in perfumery. It has
TOMBAC. White copper. See Alloy

varTe'^Tn ditremSic's'.^!
°' ^'^^^^^'"^ statute, or 2240 lbs. It

South Wales, from 2400 lbs. to 2618 lbs
Ayrshire, from 2464 lbs. to 2520 lbs.
North Staffordshire, coal, 2400 lbs.

Do. do, stone, 2520 lbs.
Copper ores are sold by the ton of 21 cwt. of 1 12 lbs or a-f^o lh=In Newcastle the eases are by the ton nf aaWv. u r

cwt. 2 qrs. 17 lbs. statute. ^ ^6 gallons each =48 tons, 11
TONKA BEAN. The fruit of th« n- , • j

volatile oil (st..optene), called?ilt£tyTheS ^
^T^*-^*^

^''y^'^"'-
tion with alcohol, which dissolves the .tP.rl^f

^ '^ench. It is extracted by diges-
agreeable smell, and a warm ta te It is fu ^Tt ^So'fT l'''

'''^
higher heats.

lusiDie at 122° Fahrenheit, and volatile at

Jr^Slne o^fhrpllesse^fd^ted Tr'^hfar^ ^ '^'''V
1^°--

crysfallised quartz is calcined b^ molrrate heat Wh"'^
°^*^^*h P"'-^

brown immediately into cold water, Thich bSs iMntn ^f"™
^-^^^ ^^"^ ^t is

larger pieces are broken into smaller and tbJ^K.i T- """^^^rless pieces. The
'nadc of quartz. Here the pieceTorcii^ed nuitafe .r'" ^

"''^^ 'tself
Next fluor spar, free from all impurities^fs STpW^m^^firrte
or-H-r."-- -- or t..e Coeo.„.,t T.e. B. „e„. Ma.,..,. E... I.epu., r„,ector

.T N O
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powder Artificial teeth are composed of two parts, called the body and enamel.

The bodv of the tooth is made first, the enamel is added last.

The next step is to mix together nearly equal parts, by weight, of the powdered

Rn-,,- ind ouartz This mixture is again ground to a greater fineness. Certain metallic

oxides as of tin, are now added to it, for the purpose of producing an appropriate

Sour,' and water and china clay to make it plastic and give it consistence. I his

mixture resembles soft paste, which is transferred to the hands of fema es, who are

rnJaeed in filling moulds with it, or otherwise working upon it. After the paste has

been moulded into proper shape, two small platina rivets are inserted near the base of

eich tooth, for the purpose of fastening it (by the dentist), to a plate m the mou h.

Thev ai-e now transferred to a furnace, where they are "cured," as U is technically

civlled- that is, half baked or hardened. The teeth are now ready to receive the

enamel which is done by women ; it consists of spar and quartz which has been

tround Dulverised, and reduced to the state of a soft paste, which is evenly spread

Te^tJ^Cf baked body of the tooth by means of a delicate brush The tee.h must

be next subjected to an intense heat. They are put mto ovens, lined with platma and

ieatefby a furnace, in which the necessary heat is obtained. The baking process is

sitnerintended by a workman, who occasionally removes a tooth to ascertain whether

SLe wUhin have been sufiiciently baked. This is indicated by the appearance of the

tooth When they are done, the teeth are placed in jars ready for use An experi-

ment tests the hardness of these artificial teeth. One of them taken indiscnmmate y

out Urn a jar ful is driven without breaking into a fine board, until it is even with

^^VS?Al''TteTndamental form is a scalene 4-sided pyramid ; but the secondary

forms have a prismatic character, and are frequently observed in oblique 4-sided

Ss acuminated by 4 planes. The lateral planes of the prism are longitudinally

striaTed FrSe conchoidal, uneven ; lustre vitreous ; colours, white, yellow, green

generally of pale shades. Hardness 8 ;
spec. grav. 3 .5. Prisn,at,c topaz

^^^^^^
Ct p feet crvsi^^^ been foun'd in Siberia, of green, blue, ^d white
Most peiteci c^ys-w s y

Uralian and Altai mountains, as also m Kamtschatka;
colours,f°|

-f.^r^^i^^^^^^ crystals, and pebble forms of bright

in Brazil, where they S^nf'^^^V ^^^^^ in pale straw-yellow regular crj'Stals.

heat, the Saxon toP^^J,""'''. , ^ ^re then sometunes mistaken for spinel e,

r"T.b ''however Aey^e somewhat inferior in hardness. Topaz is also dis-

to which, fiowe^^.*^' °
„ nmnertv Tavernier mentions a topaz,

tinguishable by ^^^^^^^^^^ carats, and cost 20.000/^

in the P";jf Museum of Natural History at P-s -hich

w:ighT4 oince" 2 gr'os!' Topazes are not scarce enough to be much valued by the

?bTiriirorpiatero7tS"rrU^
separated from the bony parts by

Pi^^^^^one'eSh to^ne 5^^^^^^ incb, ac-

astinder. They vary in
'^^^''^'^^'ZZ ttt^^^^^^ fvom^^ to 25 pounds. The

cording to the ^S-J^t^isIhl sheT 1 his s^^^^^^^^ -ay be softened by the heat

larger the animal, the better is tne sneii.
^^^^^ moulds, it

of boiling water; and
^{'^-^^^'^'f^^J^^^ in cold water, the shell

may be bent into any shape. The moulds Jeing mt p o
^r filings of

becomes fixed in the form ^P^y^^^^^ '
^^^S^ compression between

tortoise-shell be subjected ""jj"J.'^X^^
moulds immersed in boiling

^X^tnU^two piecel of scale is easily effected,

or device may be produced, ^/^e soldering ot two p e
^^^^^^

by placing their edges together, f, ^^^^ ^^'^of hot iron pincers, made some-

squeezing them strongly between the long °
^^^^^l be strong, thick,

what like a hairdresser's curling-tongs, i ne pince
. ^, t,e

Tnd just hot enough to brown V-P^Y^^^^y^^^^^^^^^^ pressure. But

soldered also by the heat of boiling water «PP*'^d a^ong
^^^^^^ ^^^^

in whatever way this process is attempted, the surfaces lo
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IZL^r""^^' 'T''
^""^

f]'''°'
'^^'^ foulness, even the touch of a finger, orbie^thing upon them, would prevent their coalescence. See PIorn

^

and nnrfW h
"manufactured into various objects, partly by cutting out the shapes

soft K dfnn^LSt hnf
'^'^^ When the shell has become

?ease ± hot water, and the edges are in the cleanest possible state without

~7.7e.n^^^^^^^^^ ^^'^ P^-^ged into cold

foot, just as a shoemaker fixes hi° Cf Srl.li ^ "^'T °f f '*"^P ^^'^'^ ^"^^^ the

partel while flat, by an fnge^ t;ehir JithTw: 1'T/°''
tortoise-shell are

obliquely, so that each cut produces Te tooth Sp. R
^^^'^.^^-^^^ed cutters placed

Trans. Soc. Arts vol. xlix.Vt~e ^ptve'd^bfC ^S^^^frames for eye glasses, spectacles, &c. the apertures f/r th^r.^
^' "^^ing the

out to the circular form 'with a tool somethfngTke I carpLfe^rLnT^^^^ v^"'crown saw ,n the lathe. The discs so cut oS >ve:e';Lrt^;i:;\5?a^;ir;t:;'s ,5

J818

1819

1823
1.-^20

1821

boxes, &c. This required a dIpop r,f cT,„it i

a piece one third of Jhe size wrnow suffice a7t^^^^^^^^
hutong narrow piece is cut out, and two sUts are

^^'^ ^-l
"^''"'""^

P''"'^^- A
then warmed the apertures are pulled open and

''.""''^ ^ ^h^ «hell is
appropriate shape; as niustratedVio/'^82'o l8^ ^°f^"P^° ^ '"P^^ driblet of theedge of the glass is cut with a small chTnl^r ; '^22. The groove for the

b- s.- -

—

^^S^:;^^^r^^-f
edgeblock

<7, and the whole press is then lowered 1 tr'^''? round
sion for about half an hour, it is transfern-d to iT I v.°'''°f

^^^^''^ ^^'^^ ™mer-down, so as to bend the shell into the sliape of « - '
"""^ ^ ^ ^"ti'-oly

cuttmg or injuring the material; and the nress k iK
'^"^^'''/s at i825, withoutsame processes are repeated with the die rwhiS^ ^ ^^^^''-t-'ough
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See
pressure with the die e, and a device may be given by the engraved die/.

Holtzapffel's Turning and Mechanical Manipulation, vol i. p. 129.

Tortmse or Turtle shell m/JorW in 1850, 43,085 lbs. .. ,
TOUCH-NEEDLES, and TOUCH-STONE, are means of ascertammg the quality

of cold trinkets. See Assay.
. . u . •

v,i i

The touch-needles are bars of known composition, and the touch-stone is black

basalt ;
according to the streak made by the article to be tested, as compared with

that made by the needles, its quality is inferred.

TOW. See Flax. ^ , ^ x c ^
TRAGA.CANTH, GUM. {Gomme adracante, Fr.; Traganth, Germ.) bee Gdm.

TRASS OR TARRAS. A German term for a tertiary earth— probably volcanic,

^hich occupies wide areas in the Eifel district of the Rhine. Its basis appears to be

pumice stone, mixed with fragments of basalt and calcined slate. When powdered it

is used like the pozzolano of Italy— as an hydraulic cement.

TRAVERTIN. A white concretionary limestone deposited from springs holding

lime in solution. Travertin is compact. Tufa is a porous body.

TREACLE is the viscid brown uncrystallisable syrup which drams from the sugar-

refining moulds. Its spec. grav. is generally 1-4, and it contains upon an average

75 per cent, of solid matter, by Dr. Ure's experiments.
.i, ,

TRIPOLI (Terre pourrie, Fr.; Tripel, Germ.) is a mmeral of an earthy fracfire, a

yellowish-grey or white colour, composition impalpably fine, meagre to the touch,

does not adhere to the tongue, and burns white.

M Ehrenberg has shown that these friable homogeneous rocks, which consist

ait endieW silica, are actually composed of the exuviae or rather the skeletons

T^tlo^a lanimalcula) of the family of Barcillari^, and
g'^^^^^^^^^^'r^/":

Gonphonen,aUc. They are recognised with

their analogies with living species may be readily traced; and m
^^^^J

^^''.'^^^^^

no appreciable differences between the living and the petrified. Th« spec.es are dis

HnSed bv the number of partitions or transverse Imes upon their bodies The

M^Gerhari. magnesia has

TROMPE. The name given in Germany to the water-blowing engine. See

NoTthaJptonshire and elsewhere but
^^-f„^

^ ^ wS and ofhJ; purposes has

TUBES. The manufacture «f
^^"VlfRuSelfo^vXesSSVpa^^^^ P''^'^^^^

become one of extreme importance. Mr. V^"^,^^^^^^^
plate iron, previously

^hich has been carried out on a very ^.^^^^
f;'^"J^^^J^

P^X
as may be desirable,

rolled to a proper thickness, is ^1^* ^^^"/"^ ,f'f^J^ uhe intended to be formed,

and in breadth corresponding with the w'^^
^^^^^^^^^

bring

The sides of the metal are then bent up withW m^the^usual^^
y,^^^ ^^^^.^^^

together. The iron thus bent is

then placed in an air or blast fur-

nace, and brought to a weldmg

heat, in which state it is withdrawn

and placed under the hammer.

Fiq 1826, A, is the anril having a

block or bolster, with a groove

suited to and correspondmg with a

imilar groove b. in the face of the

block, c is a wheel with projecting

„p„„ ,bc iro„.sh„d en,, of .h. ham„„ ^'Jl^J^^ J, .L wcUliug is

111 this process the tube is repeatedly iR.itca .vnu
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complete £rom end to end, A mandril may be inserted or not during this operation.
When the edges of iron have been thus thoroughly united, the tube is again heated
in a furnace, and then passed through
a pair of grooved rollers similar to
those used in the production of rods,

Jig, 1827. Suppose a tube d, to be
passing through these rollers, of
which ^^r. 1828, represents a cross
section, immediately upon its being
delivered from the groove it re-
ceives an egg-shape core of metal
fixed upon the extremity of the rod e, over which the tube sliding on its progressthe mside and <,uts,de are perfected together. Mr. Cort patented a similaf processfor the manufacture of gun barrels.

piooess

bvi^nTr "'PP^'' of rolled metal, which is cut to the requiredb.eadth by means of revolving discs : in the large sizes of tubes the metal is Jn\Swcurved ,n Us length by means of a pair of rolls; when in this condition it is passedthrough a steel hole or a die, a plug being held in such a position as allows the metalo pass between it and the interior of the hole. Oil is used to lubricatl the m^tabthe motion IS communicated by power, the drawing apparatus being a pJr of h .ienippers, which holds the brass, and is attached to a chai^ and revolvfs round a wind!lass or cylinder. The tube in its unsoldered state is annealed, boS rourd aintervals of a few mches with iron wire, and solder and borax appl ed Zng the seamThe operation of soldering is completed by passing the tube fhrough an air stovT

of tht M ? " ""''T''"
^^^^^ ^"I'i^r' unites the two edges

aL .f^
' fT ' ^* immersed in a solution of snlphunc

^rpv'in ci ' '''.^ •^P'^f ^'^'^ e^t'-a solder havinrbeen

fs c^m^Se^" ' " '™ ^^''^"-^^ ^ " ^"^'^^'^g Pl-^«'" -l^en th^S
i.^^f^'f^^'^'^A v'

"^"'^ indicates, are drawn upon a very accuratelyturned steel mandri
; by this means the internal diameter is renderedTmS th^

*^^--p-' «yrrng:s!'sra7p4!

ove';'a mTdrir
''''""''^

''^"^^^'"S '^^^ ^^^'^"S^ ^ "^«"lar orifice

&.a^^^rw^^^

eStfed"''
"'^^""^ P-"-° " ' hthtf is'n^;

tubular structures. The whole oiiPRtion i« !^ ^ ? . ,

apphcations of iron to

himself in his AccoiToJttcons Zion T^R f^
settled by Mr. Fairbairn

Bri^e, that beyond quotilg his'Jrrd: ^{thSgtrbrsa^":^.^^^^^^

estiSish^hrflcTt^^tt^tSif.J^^^^^^
of tjiis correspondence w.l

that Mr. Stephenson's on^ "arcoL^'^L grL^^su^^
perseverance

and that the elaborate series of exneriment. wh^lf T r ^ Tl execution,

lowing, the third quotation, shows exactly what was Mr P^.itw ' " A^'^'^' ^o^"
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comnlish it
• and it was uUinmtely arranged that the Buhj.-ct should he investigated

exDeriinentallv to determine not only the value of Mr. Sicphenson h oriymal conception,

but that of any other tubular form of bridge whifh might present itself in the pro-

secution of niv researcheP
''— Fai^bahn, p. 3.

, , , ^

With the other matters in dispute we have little to do ; a most careful study of Mr.

Fairbairn's own work shows:

—

1st. That Mr. Robert Stephenson conceived the idea of a tubular bridge through

which railway trains should pass.
^ r xt

2nd That Mr William Fairbairn carried out the preliminary experiments for Mr.

Robert Stephenson, and determined that the use of chains as supporting the tube

niieht be done away with entirely.
. {

3rd That Mr Eaton Hodgkinson also made experiments and calculations tor

determining the strength of tubular constru^ions. A careful study of the work

ali-eadv Quoted by Mr. Fairbairn, and " The Britannia and Conway Tubular

Bridalr hy Edwin Clark, will place the above three engineers each one m

hil moper, and each one in a most honourable position. They have built for them-

se ves an ;nduring monument, which will speak to future ages of the engineering

nowers of the originating mind, and of the mechanical and mathenrtatical skill by the

i'ency of which hat grand idea became a sublime material fact. The Britannia and

Conway Bridg^^ exist, the pride of the country which possesses them, triumphs of the

consTructive arts, and immortal monuments to the men who were associated m the.r

con rivance and execution. It is to be deplored in every respect that jealousies

Td rivabTes should have arisen under circumstances where so much renown and

""Is ToutSot^fof 'the remarkable introductory experiments made in connection

^itt trese wondl sof North Wales, we must regard the equally important though

7" .
^. Z^^tlur n-irder svstem A tubular girder, as the name implies, is a

fr°;r.i ThetxTrem^^ ductih^y of wrought iron, and its great power to res.st

1R29 - —

elevation of the bridge which carries the LincolnshU-e -ilw^J.-^-JtidA^^^^^^^^

total length is 332 feet, the t- rnain span^. b^^^^^^^^
total length is 332 feet, the two main ^P-;^'^*^^^ ^;-

^ ^^^^ li of

way between the two mam girders 26 tcet, givmg j ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^

railway. The width of the centre pier
'^^^^^

^ee^ana

bearing on each land abutment of 6 ^^f*- .

f'f-^g^ecial attention in order to make the

the main girders and to
^l-.f^J^/^^/^r T^^^^^^ of each girder from end to

peculiarities of the system well ^"derstooa i y
^ „,aximum resistance

r; IV™S "lieS."etse»of X ,L„ of .he

p:»''ts. _ , rri. wt^m U framed of double thicknesses of long
^

The Bottom of the GtVrfer.-The ^^''"^^^^^^^^ described. Being subjected

rolled plates, connected together in he mann^^^^
possible, so as to

solely to a tensile stram, the material condensea
^^.^^ practicable,

assimilate that part ofthe structure to one unbrol^en so
^^^^ ig mches

would be the best distribution or form.
J^^^^n f^om the centre line of each spnn,

wide, varying in thickness according 11^'^'"^^^^.. The bottom is necessarily

whei^ the greatest amount of material is accumulatca.
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connected to the sides of the girder by long bars of heavy angle iron, firmly
riveted to both.
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uniform thickness, excepting in the immediate neighbourhood of the piers and abut-

ments, -where they are strengthened and stiffened by pillars of strong T iron, to offt.r

a due resistance to the dead weight of the girder itself. The joints are made with

external covering plates 4^ inches wide, and internal ribs of T iron, which suffice to

keep the side plates rigid, and enable them to accomplish their duty of separating

the top and bottom of the girder.

The Top of the Girder.— In this part the principal novelty and ingenuity are

observable. A single sheet of iron, like a sheet of paper, is easily put out of shape

by a compressive strain. It crumples up, and at once loses all power of resistance.

A sheet of common writing paper, which when placed on edge will merely support

itself, when rolled into a cylinder, say of 1 inch diameter, will carry a considerable

weight. In the same manner a given sectional area of plate, if placed in that simple

form in the top of the Trent girder, would crumple up with a comparatively small

weight, but when distributed according to the cellular system, as indicated by the

Millwall experiments, it offers extraordinary resistance to compression.

The value of this arrangement will be understood when it is stated that, notwith-

standing the superior tenacity of wrought iron, a well constructed tubular girder only

requires an excess of sectional area in the top over the bottom of j'^. In the Trent

girder (see fig. 1831) the top compartment is 3 feet \ inches wide, and 15 inches deep,

divided by a vertical plate into two rectangular cells, and all firmly connected by

rivets and angle iron. Those angle irons constitute important elements in its strength.

1831

:^ i \

\ \

S 1

; 1

; 1

\ \

%^ 1
<L J

--2.6-

Sincethe construction of the Trent bridge, the cost of construction of tubular girders

has been much diminished by a different arrangement of the parts of the top com-

partment, as shown in the following, fig. 1832. This form is equally powerful in its

1832

resistance. When the span of the bridge reaches 180 or 200 feeMhc top c^^^^

ment is arranged as shown in fig. 1833, and when it is """i^'-
'^Si

1 834. It will be noticed that in every case the cells are proportioned, so as to admit

of the entrance of a man for the purposes of painting or repairs.
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The Cross Beams or Supports of the Roadwaij These are generally, and oueht to
be universally, made of iron. In the Trent bridge they are made hollow or box

1833

JnfiT;
annexed ^gr. 1835. Their construction is now much simplerand equally good, thus.y?^. 1836.

-""pier

1835

7i''_

1836

^^^'e'in^. — Upon the judicious fastenings of the plates together deoendR in ,a TZ'i'^.x s\2'"a4'*' '^"^
reference to the strains which occur in
those parts. What are technically called
" lap joints/' where the ends of the plate
overlap each other, and are connected by
a single row of rivets (vide fig. 1837)
should be avoided in every part of the
structure, as they have been proved to be
weak and insufl5cient. Mr. Fairbairn

( Phil
7V<;n.9. part ii. 1852) gives the value of
snigle and double-riveted joints as 70 and
56 respectively, the solid plate being as-
sumed to be 100.

^

"Butt joints" and covering plates are
used throughout the girder, the length and
substance of these covering plates and the
number of rivets varying according to
situation. I" the top compartment the ends of tTio r,iof u • ,
to each other, so as to take their portion of [he s£^^^m^ Tf^'^ ^^^^
plied, are covered by strips of sufficient wi,l • \ moment the load is an-
on each side of the joint, ?hus, as sl'owj 7n ^ ^S^'^Th •

''-^

prevents some such efiFect as indicated in /?a 18^0 t},- i

^7,'^"Kement eflFectually
joint used, ivnd the load very great. In Z tons tlT. T''^^ ""^^^ lap
inches apart from centre to centre ^ ^ '"''''^ ^'"^ generally spaced 3
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1S38

1839

^t;j|r-'-'-'

As before mentioned, instead of simple strips covering the vertical joints of the

side plates, inside f iron bars are used to afford stiffness, and prevent the approach

of the top and bottom (vide Jig. 1840). Thus,

the rivets being spaced 3 inches, the strips give

to the external elevation of the girder the ap-

pearance of a series of panels.

In the bottom an exceedingly ingenious and

beautiful arrangement of riveting has been in-

troduced by Mr. Fairbairn. It is evident that

to join two plates together (these two plates

having to resist a force tending constantly to

separate them) a certain number of rivets or

pins are required, and according to the old

system of jointing, these rivets were placed in

single rows along the edge of the plates, being

in fact either single lap joints or single butt

joints. Suppose the plates in fig. 1841 to be

each 2 feet wide, and ^ inch thick, and that to

connect them there were wanted 16 rivets,

each 1 inch diameter: it is evident the resisting powers of the plat^es are weakened

exactly by the amount of material punched out, in this case one-third, the section

of resistance being through the line a b, and not through the line c d. But if

^LSrie rivets, inttead of being placed all parallel with the joint, are arranged as

shown in

1840
,

fig. 1842, and covered with long "covering plates" instead of " strips," it IS

1841
1842

Srisls? S^^^^otLlXx. iron's in the bottom are also jointed by long

.V 1843
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. , ' which is a view of a short length

corner pieces, as may be noticed at a 7^ d sc"^^d the tubular girder

of the bottom of the mam Trent
„lance at the following figures

bridge in its best and most generally adopted foi m ^ glance
^.^^^ ^^^^^^

(y?^s 1845, 1846) will indicate modifications of the system wnic

in some quarters. ^ rr^ i j /^.v./^rc The limits of tliis article will

The Proporlions and Strength of Tubular Ginlers.-iae am
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not admit of a lengthened examination of these interesting topics. A well proportioned
beani or girder should have such a sectional distribution of its material, that when
subjected to a transverse strain, the top should yield to compression and the bottom

1844

to extension at one and the same time ; and as nearly all materials offer unequal
resistances to the two forces, direct experiment can alone determine the exact relative
proportions of the two parts. Thus, the resisting power of cast iron to compression
IS nearly six times greater than that which it offers to extension

; but Mr. Fairbairn's
ingenious distribution of the wrought-iron plates in the "cellular top" has enabled

1845
1846

I I l U I I'—

f

l

ratTo'on2 to'u.'
''''' bottoms of tabular beams in the

spawnsVomlo'uft^'aooftet'
'""'^ ^'^^^^ g-'ier bridges of

bee'J mSdtpuLt^^^^^^
^'^^'S^

^-^er bridges has
be followed wi?h pe;fect^dLnceTnd sa'et; If it etsTe^rrf Jh'^^'l?' -T'of understating the real strength

; it is
"S^it side- that

d=depth of beam in inches;
'

I he formula always assumes a well madp nnri w^ii ^- , .

relative areas of 12 to 11 in the top an"bottom anftf l"'''"""^The constant c for the tubular gh-ders wf^ve descrlw'^Let us now find by this formula tL strenrth of on7J J
^""^ ascertained to be 80.

^hich we have described. By referencfto L ^'-idge
a=58-5, d= 144, and /=1848. ""''^ ^« observed that here

adc_58 X 144 x 80w = =_
/ 1848

= 364-6 tons
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as the -weight which a tabular girder 154 feet between the supports will carry sus-

pended from one point in tl»e centre before fracture, l^ow the actual weight of this

girder itself is under 70 tons, and it may safely be asserted that no other form of con-

struction would give so favourable a result. The centre breaking weight of one girder

being 364A tons, it -would carry 7 '29 tons equally distributed along its entire length,

and there being two main girders to the bridge, the ultimate strength of the structure

is in round numbers 1500 tons. It would be possible, by both lines of railway being

covered with heavy goods trains, to have a load on the bridge of about 250 tons at

one and the same time, and we thus see there is a margin of strength of six times the

greatest possible load. Engineers differ in opinion as to the excess of strength which

it is desirable that railway structures should possess: some are satisfied with even as

low an ultimate breaking strength as three times the load; but with a comparatively

untried material, and one moreover liable to deterioration from atmospheric influences,

the larger excess is the better.

Table showing the Proportions of Tubular Girder Bridges, from 30 to 150 Feet Span.

Span
Centre Breaking

Weight of
Bridge.

Sec. Area of

Bottom of one
Girder.

Sec. Area of
Top of one
Girder.

Depth at the
Girder in the

Middle.

feet. In.

30 0
35 0

40 0

45 0
50 0

55 0

60 0
65 0

70 0
75 0

80 0

85 0

90 0

95 0

100 0

110 0

120 0

130 0

140 0

150 0

Tons.

180
210
240
270
300
330
360
390
420
450
480
510
540
570
600
660
720
780
840
900

Inches.

14-63

17-06

19-50

21-94

24-38

26-81

29-25

31-69

34-13

36-56

39-00

41-44

43-88

46-31

48-75

53-63

58-50

63-38

68-25

73-13

Inches.

17-06

19-91

22-75

25-59

28-44

31-28

34-13

36-97

.39-81

42-67

45-50

48-34
51-19

54-03

56-88

62-56

68-25

73-94

79-63

85-31

Feet. In.

2 4
2 8

3 1

3 6

3 10

4 3

4 7

5 0

5 5

5 9

6 2

6 7

6 11

7 4

7 8

8 6

9 3

10 0

10 9

11 6

Table showing the Proportions of Tubular Girder Bridges, from 160 to 300 Feet Span.

Span.

Centre Breaking
Weight of
Bridge.

Sec. Area of

Bottom of one
Girder.

Sec. Area of

Top of one
Girder.

Depth at the
Girder in the

Middle.

Feet. In.

160 0

170 0

180 0
190 0

200 0
210 0

220 0
230 0

240 0

250 0

260 0

270 0
280 0
290 0
300 0

Tons.

960
1020
1080
1140
1200
1260
1320
1380
1440
1500

1560
1620
1680
M'iO
1800

Inches.

9000
95-63

101-25

106-88

112-50

11813
123-75

129-38

135-00

140-63

146-25

151-88

157-50

163-13

168-75

Inches.

105-00

111-56

118-13

124-69

131-25

137-81

144-38

150-94

157-50

164-06

iro-63
177-19

183-75

190-31

196-88

Feet. In.

10 8

11 4

12 0
12 8

13 4

14 0
14 8

15 4

16 0

16 8

17 4

18 0

18 8

19 4

20 0
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Explanation of the Engravings, descriptive of the Hollow Girder Bridge oner the Turn-
pike Road near Blackburn.

Fig. 1847 is an elevation or side view of the girder, each 66 ft. long, and bedded
on cast-iron base plates.

Fig. 1848 is a transverse section of the bridge, showing the sides of the cross-
beams, and the cross sections of the outside and middle girders.

Fig. 1849 is an enlarged transverse section of the outside girder, showing the at-
tachment of the cross-beams, which are riveted to the bottom of the girder, exclusive
ot two bolts a a, which extend through the bottom plates and angle iron of the girder,
and the top and bottom plates of the cross-beam.

Fig. 1850 is an enlarged view of a part of the side of the large girder, exhibiting a
transverse section of the cross-beam at b, which is made of wrought-iron, with the topand bottom plates so proportioned as to equalise its powers of resistance to the force of
compression on the top, and that of tension on the bottom. It also exhibits the mode
ot nyetmg up the joints of the side plates with the covering strip c c c, and the

InhT
obtained by the attachment of T iron in the interior of the

Fig. 1851 is a plan of the bridge, showing on one side the platform and the rails andon the other the cross-beams, wliich in this bridge are placed 6 ft. asunder ; but in

those more recently constructed, I have nlacpd tTip™ o* j- *
consider this arrangement preferable ^ * distances of only 4 ft., and
From the above description it will be seen tbnt tha •

rigid structure. With three longitudlna gfrders a bTidi of'tETsupport a load equally distributed of 760 tons Tn'd in orll / ^^^'^ description will

every species of strain, the middle girder s m^de ne^rlv ^ i.
° T^^"" '"^^ ""^^^^

on the outside. This is essential, as^twVt ins mav hp I ""^'^"'^

moment
;
in which case the middle Zder wo,?^d\p /v ?^/^' ^^'"e

double the load on the outside girders
subjected to a pressure equal to

In the construction of bridges of Inrn-oi- cr.n«
two large longitudinal girders wkh strS cX h/"^'""'''

^.'""''^"y P^^^^^
length to admit two linl of ra" ^n7Kem room'fo?? 'T ''''^

.ame time. This mode of construction is Salle to the thZ T P'-'^

greater simplicity in the structure and ftom PvlrJ effects

equally effective and secure.
' ^^^'^ appearance, renders the bridge

For the details of the structure of the Conwav nnH R^;fo„ • t. • i

reader nmst be referred to the works already qLt^^^
^"'"""'^ ^"^«^«> ^^e interested

1 UFA. A volcanic product. See Mortar, Hydraulic.
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TUFA, or TUF, is a grey deposit of calcareous carbonate from springs and
streams.

TULA METAL is an alloy of silver, copper, and lead; made at Tula in Russia.

TUNGSTEN. (Tunysldne, Fr. ; Wul/ramium, Germ.) Symbol. Ts or W. Its

name is derived from the principal mineral from vehich it is obtainable. Tungsten,
Swedish, tung, heavy, steii, stone, or Wolfram, German. This metal was discovered

by the brothers De Luyart, about 1784, shortly after the discovery of tungstic acid bv
Scheele, from whom it is sometimes called Scheelium. It is never found m the native

state, but is produced by a variety of processes. First, and most easily, by mixing
the dried and finely-powdered tungstate or bitungstate of soda with finely-divided

charcoal, such as lamp-black, placing the mixture in a crucible lined with charcoal,

covering it with charcoal in powder, and then exposing the whole to a steady red

heat for two or three hours. On removal of the crucible and cooling it, a porous mass
is found, from which the soda is removed by solution in water, and the unconsumed
carbon is separated by washing it off, the metal being left as a bright, glistening,

blackish-grey metallic powder. It may also be obtained by treating tungstic acid in a
similar manner, or by exposing the acid at a bright red heat, in an iron or glass tube,

to a current of hydrogen gas. Tungsten is one of the heaviest metals known, its

specific gravity being 17*22 to 17"6. It requires such a very high temperature for

fusion that it has never yet been obtained in mass, more commonly as a fine powder,

but sometimes in small grains. It is not magnetic. It is very hard and brittle.

Alone it has not been rendered available for any useful purpose, but it has lately been

employed for the manufacture of certain alloys. Tungsten is comparatively a rare

substance, and is remarkable for the very limited extent to which in nature it is found

to have been mineralised by combination with other substances. In none of these

does it exist as a salifiable base, but as an acid, as in wolfram, Scheelite, yttro-

tantalite, and the tungstate of lead.

The most common ore of this metal is wolfram, known also to the Cornish miner

as cal or callen, and gossan. It is most commonly found associated with tin ores,

which contain besides the black oxide of tin or cassiterite, the metallic minerals,

arsenical iron, copper, lead, and zinc sulphides ; but its peculiarly characteristic as-

sociate is the metal molybdenum, for the most part mineralised as a sulphide. This

metal is remarkable in connection with tungsten as producing isomeric compounds,

and as having both its equivalent and its specific gravity equal to about one half that

of tungsten, they being respectively as follows :—equivalents, Ts, 96, Mo, 48 ; sp. gr.

Ts, 16-22, Mo, 8-615.

Amongst miners wolfram has the reputation of being an abundant mineral, but on

close inquiry it is found to be comparatively rare, schorl, specular, and other iron ores,

and gossan being commonly mistaken for it. From its association with tin ores, it

has been until lately the source of great loss to the miner, as it was found quite im-

possible to separate it even to a moderate extent from the ore in consequence of its

specific gravity 7-1 to 7-4, being so near to that of black tin, 6 -3 to 7-0.

Pryce, in his Mineralogia Cornubiensis, 1778, says," After the tin is separated from

all other' impurities by repeated ablutions, there remains a quantity of this mineral

substance (gal), which being of equal gravity cannot be separated from the tin ore by

water, therefore it impoverishes the metal and reduces its value down to 8 or 9 parts

of metal for twenty of mineral, which without its brood, so called, might fetch twelve

for twenty." This description of tin ores containing wolfram was still applicable until

a very recent period, when a new process was invented by Mr. Robert Oxland, of

Plymouth, and by him successfully introduced at the Drake Walls Tin Mine, at Gunnis

Lake, on the banks of the Tamar, where it has been continued in operation ever smce.

At this mine, although the tin ore raised was of excellent quality, m spite of all that

could be done by the old processes, it was left associated with so much wolfram that

the ore fetched the lowest price of any mine in Cornwall.

At the time of the introduction of the process the greater portion of the ore was

sold for £42 per ton. The improvement effected by it was so great that the same sort

of ore sold for £56 per ton. The Drake Walls ores are now known as the best of the

mine ores in Cornwall.
, . v ^i. i j- *

The process is a neat illustration of the advantages obtamable by the careful direc

application of scientific principles, guided by practical experience, to the improvement

of the results obtainable by mining operations.
. , , , „^„„i^*oK.

The process consists in taking tin ores mixed with wolfram, dressed as completely

as possible by the old process, and having ascertamed by analysis the quantity ot

wolfram contained therein, then mixing therewith such a quantity of soda ash of

known va5ue as shall afford an equivalent of soda for combination with the tung^^^^^

acid of the wolfram, which is the tungstate of iron and manganese; the object of the

process being by calcination to convert the insoluble tungstate of iron and manganese
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into the soluble tungstate of soda, leaving the oxides of iron and manganese in a very
finely-divided state and of low specific gravities, so that they can be easily washed off
with water.

The mixture, in charges of five to ten cwt., is roasted in a reverberatory furnace
on a cast-jron bed of the construction shown in the annexed engravine- The nsp of
the cast-iron bed is attended with ^ xne use ot

considerable economy in the con-
sumption of fuel, and it is ad- 1852
mirably well adapted for the
calcination of the raw ores, for
the evolution of the sulphur and
arsenic contained in them, but it

is especially necessary instead of
fire-brick or tile, to avoid the
loss which would accrue from
the reaction of the soda ash on
the silica of the brick, and the
formation of soda silicate of tin
which would consequently take
place. The mixture is introduced
to the bed through a hole in the
crown of the furnace ; from a side
door it is equally distributed
over the bed, and from time to
time it is turned over by the
furnace-man until the whole mass
IS of a dull red heat, emitting a
slight hissing sound, and in an
mcipient pasty condition. In
successive quantities the charge
is then drawn through a hole in
the bed of the furnace into the
wrinkle or arch beneath, whence
It is removed to cisterns, in which
It IS lixiviated with water, and
the tungstate of soda is drawn
off m solution. The residuary
mass left in the cisterns, — the
whole of the soluble matter
having been washed out,— is
removed to the burning-house
floors, and is there dressed over
again in the usual manner the
final product of the operations •

, ,bemg very nearly pure black oxide of tin TK. r . .

" '

^ '^

sufiicientlyfor crystallisation when set asidT to
^"1'^ obtained is either evaporated

powder. The crystals of tungstat^ of ' °/ ^* dried down to
of a beautiful pearly lustre, Eg thfy,^"^?S:ri-''"' t'-anslucent!
laming The composition of the cfysSllised^nd of rt^^'l ^T"^' four-sided

follows :_ ^ ^'^"'sea and of the anhydrous tungstate of soda
IS as

Soda -

Tungstic acid
Water .

Anhydrous.
20-63

79-37

•00

Crystalline,

18-44

70-92

10-64

It has been pronosed m „a« -l

100-00 100-00

fac „re of the tangslale. of line, barrS and^?£ ""^ '"'°>''' «'"' ""M-
still more recenlly it has been foii,S i, ,

'° as pisments anfl
substance, for rendering fabric, not inSam°»w P'-eftraWe to an v X?
la°,T?''

<>™"™"g fren, the b°™ing of ladt?drcScf T'T-' ""i"" ""'S
Sntct^^?fi^LTir

"

^^XTr^^n-r.
-.P^P^O..i.,,.e,tin/:ir=^^^^^^
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tungsten, or preferably, what has been termed the native alloy of tungsten, in the

proportion of two to five per cent. The steel obtained works exceedingly well under

the hammer. It is very hard and fine grained, and for tenacity and density is

superior to any other steel made. The native alloy is obtained by exposing to strong

heat in a charcoal-lined crucible a mixture of clean powdered wolfram with fine

carbonaceous matter. A black, steel-grey metallic spongy mass is obtained resembling

metallic tungsten. The composition of the alloy is shown in the following statement

of the composition of wolfram:

—

Tungstic acid. Oxide of iron. Oxide of manganese.

Tungsten 7625 Iron 17-75 Manganese 6*00 = 100

Oxygen 19-06 Oxygen 5-07 Oxygen 1-71 = 25-84

125-84

The tungstate of soda is used in dyeing ; metallic tungsten, or native alloy, is

also used for the manufacture of packfong or Britannia metal, by alloying with

copper and tin.

By these useful applications this metal has already become a desideratum, which

only a few years since was regarded as one of the most deleterious associates of tin

ores, and the only one that was perfectly unmanageable.— R. O.

TURBINE. Numberless are the varieties, both of principle and of construction,

to be met with in the mechanisms by which motive power may be obtained from falls

of watei*. The chief modes of action of the water are, however, reducible to three, as

follows. First : The water may act directly, by its weight, on a part of the mecha-

nism which descends while loaded with water, and ascends while free from load. The

most prominent example of the application of this mode is afforded by the ordinary

bucket water-wheel. Second : The water may act by fluid pressure, and drive before

it some part of the vessel, by which it is confined. This is the mode in which the

water acts in the water-pressure-engine, analogous to the ordinary high-pressure

steam-engine. Third : The water, having been brought to its place of action, subject

to the pressure due to the height of its fall, may be allowed to issue through small

orifices with a high velocity, its inertia being one of the forces essentially involved m
the communication of the power to the mechanism. Throughout the general class of

wheels called Turbines, which is of wide extent, the water acts accordmg to some of

the variations of which this third mode is susceptible. The name Turbme is derived

from the Latin word lurbo, a top, because the wheels to which it is applied almost all

spin round a vertical axis, and so bear some considerable resemblance to the top. in

our own country, and more especially on the continent, turbines have attracted much

attention, and many forms of them have been made known by published descriptions.

Turbines for mining purposes. Although the horizontal water-wheel has been

known and employed under various forms from the highest antiqmty, and has latterly

been improved by Fourneyron, Fontaine, Jouval, and others, so as to rank -among the

most perfect of hydraulic motors, it has only recently been applied to mining uses

(pumping, loading, &c.), and where so employed its success can scarcely be said

to be yet decided? The failures may be attributed to the following causes. First:

The plan of causing the water to flow simultaneously through all the buckets,

necessitates the use of wheels of small dimensions, making a very great number of re-

vilutions per minute, and thus requiring a considerable train of mtermediate gear to

Xe the speed to the working rate. Second: The complex nature of the ring sluices

rmpToved between the guide curves and the mouths of the buckets, renders them

uncertain in Sn, and from their small dimensions liable to be easily foked by any

mechankal impuri ies in the water ; and lastly, the lubrication of the foot «p.ndle of

Se vertical wheel, revolving at very great velocity, is attended with considerable d f-

ficuUy and inconvenience, elpecially where the engine-room is at a considerable d.s-

SeVe?ow the surface of the earth, and it is requisite, as ^^^^^^^ «f P;°^^'°f

wheels to keep the machinery in action continuously for
«f

g P"'^'^^ *
™%axoa

form of wheel of which a notice is here appended, was mtroduced into the Saxon

m i^s abT.ut the year 1849 by Herr Schwamkrug, inspector of machinery at the

Zyal SineVandTmelting l/orks at Freyberg, and since ^'-^

' 1854
case m i'onceiet s wneei. xuc twuoL.«v,..v... v,- —
is the tubular axle of cast iron which carries the seating foi the arms, s.
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similar to that usually used for large water wheels; to the ends of the arms is attached
the wheel w, which is formed of two brags or shroudings of sheet iron, each 13

/ / X / X

r^^t'artLS^^^^^^ ^^k^l
of 10 feet 2 inches; these two

of the form shown in the detailed fi'urpf "^Tl ^^^et-n-on buckets
through the pressure pipe, p, in whTch ifE/^h . ' ^ •

'^"^'"^ ^^'^^ ^'i^iW^d
through a pipe of reetL^I?; secUon fshown n th ^^"^'''T ^"^°^<1
s, which contains the two guide crvS /'V
c, c' by means of the lever^rr/'rbTmVa^s ^f tbl

"""''^'^ ^'^^ ^^'^^''^^

C:.Tr:j'^° "p^-'^' asXwn1n^h:
nS 'i .

admitted into the buckets in twopara Icl streams or jets of 5f inches in breadth and

IS constructed to work under a head of 14^ f^ ^^''imakes about 130 revolutions per minute w Jif"^maximum quantity of 550 cubic feetT™7 i

In conclusion it may bo remarked fb.f .i, .

J- rom 1 12 to 148

advantage where the availaS fell of w /
-^""'^^^^ ™ay be emploved wUT,
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purpose of winding (Turhmcngdpcl), may be seen at the Museum of Practical Geology,

Jermyn Street.

For further information on this subject, vre may refer to the Polytechnischea

Central Blalt, Nos. 8 and 9, for 1849, and No. 3 for 18.50 ; to the Jahrbuch fur den

Berg- niid Hvtlenmann , iov 1850 and 1853. The subject of turbines is treated in

great detail in Wenbach's Mechanics of Machinery and Engineering. Redlenbache's

Theovie und Bun der Tnrhinen und Venlilatoren, Mannheim, 1844, is the best and
1 XT„i: _r T?

'g^ Jouval's — ^ ^—
se on Wate

vv euni s> &CI itro ^ vfi if^mtiL vfc** . V" w v«. .^."w published

letin dc la Societe d'Encouragement, for 1834, and several new forms are noticed in the

-various volumes of Armergaud's Publication Industriel.

The name of Vortex Wheel has been given to a modification of the turbine by Mr.

James Thomson of Belfast. In this machine the moving wheel is placed within a

chamber of a nearly circular form. The water is injected into the chamber tangen-

tially at the circumference, and thus it receives a rapid motion of rotation. Retaining

this motion, it passes towards the centre, where alone it is free to make its exit. The

wheel, which is placed within the chamber, and which almost entirely fills it, is

divided by thin partitions into a great number of radiating passages. Through these

passages the water must flow in its course towards the centre ; and, in doing so, it

imparts its own rotatory motion to the wheel. The whirlpool of water, acting withm

the wheel chamber, being one principal feature of this turbine, leads to the name

Vortex, as a suitable designation for the machine as a whole. ....
The vortex admits of several modes of construction ; but the two prmcipal forms

are the one adapted for high falls, and the one for low falls. The former may be

called the high-pressure vortex, and the latter the low-pressure vortex. An example

of each of these two kinds is delineated in the accompanying figures.

Fiqs 1856 and 1857 are respectively a vertical section and a plan of a "cortex

constructed for employing a very high fall near Belfast to drive a flax-mill.

A A is the water wheel. It is fixed on the upright shaft b, which conveys away the

nower to the machinery to be driven. The water wheel occupies the central part ot

the upper division of a strong cast-iron case c c. This part of the case is called the wheel

chamber D d is the lower division of the case, and is called the supply chamber. It

receives the water directly from the supply pipe, of which the lower extremity is

shown at E, and delivers it into the outer part of the upper division by four large

openings f, in the partition between the two divisions. This outer part of the upper

division is called the guide-blade chamber, from its contaming f^'^^^ guide-blades g

which direct the wate? tangentially into the wheel—J—
the water is received by the

curved radiating passages of

the wheel, which are partly to

be seen in fig. 1857, at a place

where both the cover of the

wheel chamber, and the upper

plate of the wheel, are broken

away for the purpose of ex-

posing the interior to view.

The water on reaching the

inner ends of these curved

,,,„,, passages, having already done

S its work, is allowed to make

its exit by two large central

orifices shown distinctly on the

figures at or adjacent to the

letters l l, the one leading up-

wards and the other down-

wards. Close joints between the

case and the wheel, to hinder

the escape of water otherwise than throng f^^J^^^^^^.Ii
means of two annular pieces i., l, called J°f l^^^\^lJ, ^nd nuts, so as to come

the case, and capable of bemg adjusted, ^7 "^^"^
"^t?;^. The four openings H, H,

close to the wheel without impeding its motion by f^'^^m".
^ach situated be-

fig. 1857, through which the water flows T^^^ e^^o^t^^ next, determine, by

t^een the point or edge of one guide-blade and the middle

. Tn ...e «..e.. aUo ..... ^^^^ S'^^^'^'^ ^""^^^
of simplifying tlie dr.iwings, niiU rendering tlicm

wise be.
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iheix width, the quantity of water admitted, and consequently the power of the wheel.
To render this power capable
of being varied at pleasure, ^-^r"" c 1857
the guide-blades are made
movable round gudgeons or
centres near their points; and
a spindle k, worked by a handle
in any convenient position, is

connected with the guide-
blades by means of links,
cranks, &c. (see the figures),
in such a way that when the
handle is moved, the four
entrance orifices are all en-
larged or contracted alike. The
gudgeons of the guide-blades,
seen in Jig. 1857 as small
circles near the points, are
sunk in sockets in the floor
and roof of the guide-blade

hn' ^f.r ^^^^.^"^ ^° obstruct the flow of the water m is the

fhl n'^f T'^^^ ^'^'^ i« constructed with peculiar pro™ns for oil n^

SdiCy'mtn?' K'isThr''^\'t^
under water, doe's not admTXing'di:; b?oruinary means, n is a hanging bridge which forms the fixture of the nivot

feefVn^cUro^tl^S ^^tl^^r^h' ^ fall varyi^r^S^^lo to 100

is caLulated,Tacrdanee^w^^^^ r'
^'1 ' '^''^ ''^'''^ -teei

its chamber,'is 7^8 revoSo'ns per m^^^^^^^^
"^^'^"'^ ^^^^ -'--g

^enilTslZt^^^^^^^^^ is represented in

principle as the vortex alrepdvH!; t -^^^-^ essentially the same in

case is constructed and i^ t//" '^-' ^""V' u'^f'
'^''''''^^ «f ^^ich the

chamber. In tWs tSe case is\Zlf' T^^'^ T'' guide-blade
with a free upper sSce w t ^^^'^^ ^he water flows
tanks A A, and one liThinVb^ ^.1.

'
""-^-f

'° ^^^^'^ chiefly of two
blade chamber, are situated Tn tlf

'
^he water-wheel chamber, and the guide-

that of the inner ILk and wm I
°P^"«P,ace between the bottom of the outer and

The water of the headrace rSTefnt^^^^^^^
'''''''''' ^be figures,

flows inwards over its Jdge In/
^''^ ^^'^^ ^° ^be space c c,

passes downwards by the space 1858 ^D D, between the sides of the two ^
tanks. It then passes through the
guide-blade chamber and the
water-wheel, just in the same way
as was explained in respect to the
high-pressure vortex already de-
scribed

; and in this one likewise
It makes its exit by two central
orifices, the one discharging un-

Th'.^ T^S' do'^nwards.
The part of the water which passesdownwards flows away at once tothe tail race, and that which passesupwards into the space e, with nthe innermost tank, finds a freeescape to the tail race through
boxes and other channels f and g
provided for that purpose. The
provmed lor that purpose. The 1 ^wheel IS completely submerged ^^Cj:^:
under the surface of thounder the surface of the wate??n th. -i
level at

j
v,^^. i858, although b flooS it'mn''

represented at its ordinarypower of the wheel is regulLd in a Jr^i,""^
^ °^"ch greater height Sference to the high pressure vortex '^ l^""

"'"'^ ^^""^^^y described in r»

3 n :i
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Tho foregoing descriptions are sufficient to explain the principal points in the
structural arrangeuieiits of these water-wheels.

And now a few word^ more in

respect to their principles may be
added. In these machines the

velocity of the circumference of
the wheel is made the same as the
\ (^ locity of the entering water, and
thus there is no impact between
tlie water and the wheel; but, on
the contrary, the water enters the

radiating conduits of the wheel
{rently, that is to say, with scarcely

any motion in relation to their

mouths. In order to attain the

equalisation of these velocities, it

is necessary that the circumference

of the wheel should move with the

velocity which a heavy body would
attain in falling through a vertical

space equal to half the vertical fall

of the vater, or, in other words, with the velocity due to half the fall ; and that the

orifices through which the water is injected into the wheel-chamber should be con-

jointly of such an area, that, when all the water required is flowing through them, it

also may have the velocity due to half the fall.

Thus one half only of the fall is employed in producing velocity in the water ; and,

therefore, the other half still remains, acting on the water within the wheel-chamber

at the circumference of the wheel, in the condition of fluid pressure. Now, with the

velocity already assigned to the wheel, it is found that this fluid pressure is exactly

that which is requisite to overcome the centrifugal force of the water in the wheel,

and to bring the water to a state of rest at its exit, the mechanical work due to both

halves of the fall being transferred to the wheel during the combined action of the

moving water and the moving wheel. In the foregoing statements, the effects of fluid

friction, and of some other modifying influences, are for simplicity left out of con-

sideration. „ , ^ ,

TURBITH'S MINERAL. The yellow sub-sulphate of mercury, called Queen s

yellow. .

TURF (Peat, Scotch; Tourbe, Fr.: Torf, Germ.) consists of vegetable matter,

chiefly of the moss family, in a state of partial decomposition by the action of water.

Cut, during summer, into brick-shaped pieces, and dried, it is extensively used as fuel

by the peasantry in every region where it abounds. The dense black turf, which

forms the lower stratum of a peat moss, is much contaminated with iron, sulphur,

sand &c., while the lighter turf of the upper strata, though nearly pure vegetable

matter is too bulky for transportation, and too porous for factory fuel. These defects

have been removed, several processes having been patented for converting the

lightest and poorest beds of peat-moss, or bog, into the four following products: 1. A

brown combustible solid, denser than oak; 2. A charcoal, twice as compact as that of

hard wood ; 3. A factitious coal ; and 4. A factitious coke ; each of which possesses

verv valuable properties.
, , , ^ ^ r

Mr D'Ernst, artificer of fireworks to Vauxhall, has proved, by the severe test of

coloured fires, that turf charcoal is 20 per cent, more combustible than that of oak

Mr Oldham, engineer of the Bank of England, applied it in softening his steel plates

and dies with Remarkable success. A prospect is thus opened up of turning to

admirable account the unprofitable bogs of Ireland; and of producing, from their

inexhaustible stores, a superior fuel for every purpose of arts and engineenng

?he turf is eated as fSuows : _ Immediately after being dug, it is triturated under

revolving edge-'vheels, faced with iron plates perforated all over their surface, and is

forced bf the pressure through these apertures, till it becomes a spec.es of pap which

s fSd from the greater part of its moisture by squeezing in a hydraulic press between

Jcrs of ca^a clofh! then dried, and coked in suitable ovens. (See Charcoal, and

ScoAL COKING o;.) Mr. Williams, by his patent, makes his factmous coal by in-

Li^Trtti^g Jith pitch or rosin, melted in a ^
--J^^^,^^

other fuel for case-hardening iron, tempering steel, forging hoise-shoes, ana weia. g
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gun-barrels. Since turf is partially carbonised in its native state, when it is con-
densed by the hydraulic press, and fully charred, it must evidently afford a charcoal
very superior in calorific power to the porous substance generated from wood by fire.
See Peat.
TURKEY RED, is the name given to one of the most beautiful and durable of

known dyes.
_
The art of dyeing cotton with this colour seems to have originated in

India. In his Philosophy of Permanent Colours, Bancroft has given a detailed
account of the process as practised in that country, and this process will be found to
agree m all essential particulars with that pursued by the Turkey-red dyers ot
Europe, except that in India the chaya root is employed as the dyeing material in the
place of madder. In the middle ages the art was practised in various parts of Turkey
and Oreece, especially in the neighbourhood of Adrianople, and hence this colour is
otten called Adrianople red. Even as late as the end of last century the manufacture
ot lurkey-red yarn seems to have been extensively carried on at Ambelakia and
other places m the neighbourhood of Larissa. An interesting account of the manufac-
tures aad trade of this then flourishing district, by Felix, will be found in the Annalesde Chimie, t. xxi. 1799. About the middle of last century the art of Turkev-
rert dyeing was introduced into France by means of dyers brought over from GreeceI he l-rench were also the first to dye pieces with this colour, the art havine nre-T.ously been applied merely to the dyeing of yarn. The first establishments for dyeing
this colour m Great Britain were founded and conducted by Frenchmen. At the

fanTa FiLSm -^'r
c.n in various parts of France and Switzer-land, at Llberfeld m Germany, in Lancashire, and at Glasgow.

lurkey-red dyeing is essentially distinguished from other dyeing processes by theapplication previous to dyeing of a peculiar preparation consisting of fatty mattercombined with other materials. Without the use of oil or some fatty matter ij

t aT consti;Zr''''Tf ll ^'^f
"'^'^ "'^'''^ '''^"^''^ t° form an essen-tial constituent If the colour of a piece of Turkey-red cloth be examined in themanner described above, (see Madder,) it will be found to consist o?r"d colour ne

ZfnJ"'^
fat acid combined with alumina and a little lime. The colouring matte?thus obtained IS so little contaminated with impurities as to appear on evaStZ itsalcoholic solution in yellowish-red crystalline needles. Whafpart the fat acS plavswhe^er it merely serves to give to the compound of colouring matter and alumTuathe power of resistmg the action of the powerful agents used after the onerS ofdyeing, or whether it also modifies and imparts addifional iSrre oThfcolX itself is

general terms as follows--
'^'"»'>"=''"'«'"»- Thej may however be described in

to Lome thorJuX irnpreS^^ ^«

generally applied by meanrof a mrlZl J the rase of pieces the liquid is

liquid the goods are often kft to lie fo^ ^f u^^'''
^"^"^ ''^''^ of tbis

they are then exposed on the era s to fIipT.. f ^'P-'' ^""^ ^^^^her is fine,

hung up in a hotLve. tSL procVs: S steeZAn^ .^''^''''r'
^^^Y -ust be

a number of times, until the faW JcM ^ ^, exposing to the air is repeated
During this part of "Ee process Ji^rP

^^^''^^g'^ly ^f^gnated with fatty matter,
partial decomp^osition and oSt on t^^^^ '^^/K'^^ oil "-cfergoes a
^ith the vegetable fibre, and on ihe otler hand wTtS hf ""fwhich It is subsequently brought into contact tL h t

colouring matter, with
mentation among the ingredients nmhnhS } ^

l*""^'
^"ducing a state of fer-

fatty acid and glycerinSd tSe aHca^rseVvrto"'''
decomposition of the oil into

of the fabric, and to assist in its oSt o^ on .f"''^ .
' ^"^-'"'''^ '"''^ "^''y P^^

oxidation which takes place" i somethnes so acX'^t of
bustion of the iroodsin t.h. t" III'.^.M''

/''^''^'^ produce spontaneous com-

case, which
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proves that we are still ignorant of the exact chemical nature of the change -which

takes place during the oiling process. The supposition formerly entertained, that the

effect of the oiling consisted in a so-called animalisation of the vegetable fibre, is quite

untenable. In some establishments, the goods, after being oiled and stoved, are passed

through a bath of very dilute nitric acid, and then exposed to the air before being oiled

again, the process being repeated after every oiling. The nitric acid is supposed to

contribute to the oxidation of the oil. Several years ago a patent was taken out by
Messrs. Mercer and Greenwood for preparing the oil, previous to its being applied to

the cotton, by treating it with sulphuric acid, and then with chloride of soda, but

their invention, though apparently of some importance, has not generally been adopted

by Turkey-red dyers.

After being oiled, the goods are steeped for some hours in a weak tepid solution of

carbonate of potash or soda. This operation, which is called by the French de-

graissage, serves to remove the excess of fatty acid, or that portion which has not

thoroughly combined with the vegetable fibre. The liquid thus obtained is carefully

preserved for the purpose of being mixed with the liquid used for the oiling of fresh

goods, the quality of which it serves to improve.

To this operation succeeds that of galling and mordanting. The goods, after

being washed, are passed through a warm solution of tannin, prepared by extracting

galls or sumac with boiling water and straining, after which they are impregnated

with a solution of alum, to which sometimes a little chalk or carbonate of potash is

added, or with a solution of acetate of alumina, prepared by double decomposition

from alum and acetate of lead. Sometimes the alum is dissolved in the decoction of

galls, and thus the two operations are combined into one. The goods, after being dried

in the stove, passed through hot water containing chalk, and rinsed, are now ready to

be dyed. It has been asserted that the galling is not an essential part of the process,

that it merely serves to fix the alumina of the mordant, and may be dispensed with

when acetate of alumina is used instead of alum. It is certainly difficult to conceive

how it can permanently affect the appearance of the colour, since the tannin of the galls

is undoubtedly removed from the fibre during the subsequent stages of the process.

The dyeing is performed in the usual manner. (See Madder and Calico Pkint-

TNG.) The materials employed are madder, chalk, sumac, and blood, in various rela-

tive proportions. The heat of the dye bath is gradually raised to the boiling point,

and the boiling is continued for some time. The part played by the chalk in dyemg

with madder has been explained above. (See Madder.) It was formerly supposed

that the red colouring matter of the blood contributed in producftg the desired ettect

in Turkey-red dyeing; but to the modern chemist this supposition does not appear

probable. Nevertheless, it is certain that the addition of blood is of some benefit,

though it is uncertain in what the precise effect consists. Glue is occasionally em-

ployed in the place of blood. Sometimes a second mordanting with galls and alum,

and a second dyeing, is allowed to succeed the first mordanting and dyeing.

After being dyed the goods appear of a dull brownish-red colour, and they must

therefore be subjected to the brightening process, in order to make them assume the

bright red tint required. For this purpose they are first treated with a boiling solu-

tion of soap and carbonate of potash or carbonate of soda, and then with a mixture of

soap and muriate of tin crystals. This operation is usually performed in a close vessel

under pressure. The alkalies remove the brown colouring matters and the excess ot

fat acid contained in the colour, and the tin salt probably acts by extractmg a portion

of the alumina of the mordant, and substituting in its place a quantity of oxide of tin,

which has the effect of giving the colour a more fiery tint. The last finish is given

to the colour by treating the goods with bran or with chloride ot soda.
, . ^,

The chief objects which the Turkey -red dyer seeks to attain are, 1st, to obtain the

desired effect with the least possible expenditure of time and material
;
2nd, to pro-

duce a perfect uniformity of tint in the same series of dyeings; and, 3rd to impart to h.s

goods ^ colour which, though perfectly durable, shall be fixed as much as Possib « on

fhe surface of the fabric. The last point is one of importance in the case of calicoes

dyefof this colour, since this kind of goods is much emploj-ed for the Fod»ctK>n o^^^^

neculiar style of prints, in which portions of the colour are discharged, m order either

fo reSn white or to be covered with other colours. (See Calico P«^--"^^^,«-)
,f

if the red dye is too firmly fixed, or too deeply seated, it becomes more difficult to

discharfe it In this respect the art has in modern times attamed to such a degree of

perfection that the interior of each thread of Turkey-red cotton -^'ll f
°°

Examination to be perfectly white. This is '1-'-^^
^^J^^^^^^^! ^ l\^oIe p'o^

reds from the establishment of Mr. Steiner Accrington, Lancashire, wh^^^^^^^^

ductions in this branch of the art of dyeing are also unrivalled for the brill.ancj ana

P'^i?RllEtlctS;;;l!-r.,m mema, Souchei or Safran des Mes,Fr.; Gdb-
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wurzel. Germ.) is the root of the Curcuma longa and rotunda, a plant which grows in
the East Indies, where it is much employed in dyeing yellow, as also as a condiment
in curry sauce or powder. The root is knotty, tubercular, oblong, and wrinkled;
pale-yellow without, and brown-yellow within; of a peculiar smell, a taste bitterish
and somewhat spicy. It contains a peculiar yellow principle, called curcumine, a
brown colouring-matter, a volatile oil, starch, &c. The yellow tint of turmeric is

changed to brown-red by alkalies, alkaline earths, subacetate of lead, and several
metallic oxides ; for which reason, paper stained with it is employed as a chemical
test.

Turmeric is employed by the wool-dyers for compound colours which require an
admixture of yellow, as for cheap browns and olives. As a yellow dye it is employed
only upon silk. It is a very fugitive colour. A yellow lake may be made by boiling
turmeric powder with a solution of alum, and pouring the filtered decoction upon
pounded chalk.

Turmeric imported in 1858, 2541 tons.

TURNSOLE. See Akchil and Litmus.
TURPENTINE. (Terebinihine, Fr.; Turpenthin, Germ.) The term Turpentine is

applied to a liquid or soft solid product of certain coniferous plants, and of the
Pistachia Terebinthus.

The following varieties are those which are usually found in the market :—
American or White Turpentine,

Bordeaux Turpentine.

Venice Turpentine.

Strasburg Turpentine.

Canadian Turpentine, or Canada
Balsam,

Chio Turpentine.

Frankincense.

In nearly all cases the processes of collecting are similar, A hollow is cut in the
tree yielding the turpentine, a few inches from the ground, and the bark removed for
the space of about 18 inches above it. The turpentine runs into this hollow for
several months, especially during the summer months. In general character these
turpentines have much in common, they are oleo-resins varying slightly in colour
consistency, and smell; they enter into the composition of many varnishes

Turpentine imported in 1858, 246,458 cwts.

r
TUIIPENTINE, OIL OF. This is obtained by distilling American turpentine

Cwbich has been melted and strained) with water in an ordinary copper stiU The
distilled product IS colourless, limpid, very fluid, and possessed of a very peculiar
smell. Its specific gravity, when pure, is 0-870 ; that of the oil commonly sold inLondon IS 0-875. It always reddens litmus paper, from containing a little succinic

Ti f *° Oppermann, the oil which has been repeatedly rectified over
chloride of calcmm, consists of 84-60 carbon, 11-735 hydrogen, and 3-67 oxygen
Rectified oil of turpentme is known as spirits or essence of turpentine. When oil ofturpentme contams a little alcohol, it burns with a clear flame; but otherwise it affordsa very smoky flame. (See Camphine.) Chlorine inflames this oil; and hydrochloric
acid converts it mto a crystalline substance, like camphor. It is employed extensively
in varnishes, paints, &c., as also in medicine.

v y f^veiy

ilrZ^^S^?-^^^* .J^'s a compound of phosphate of alumina, phosphate of

r^l'^oM ^- ' ^"'^ copper, according to Berzelius.

^J.r ?Q rV"-','^"°'f'
John-alumina, 44-50, phosphoric acid, 30-90,water, 19-00, oxide of copper, 3-75, oxide of iron, 1-80; while the blue Orientaturquoise was found by Hermann to consist of alumiia, 47-457pLsphoric acid 27 34

Se,' 3-i'l'.
°' "PP"' '^^'^^ ^-^0' -anganeL, 0?0: a^d ptsphai

Turquoise occurs in the mountainous ranges of Persia, and when finely coloured it

Ihe^S raSfe^ speSens^'^
^''''^ ^^'^

Major Macdonald discovered a new locality for the turquoise in Arabia Petrea Ofthe discovery of these. Major Macdonald gives the following account _
In the year 1849 during my travels in Arabia in search of antiquities I was ledto examine a very lofty range of mountains composed of iron sandstone manT davs'journey in the desert, and whilst descending a mountain of about 6000 fceTwh bv

??o,K h/hT; ^^''^ ^^'^ time served to carry off thelatep^

l,?h ^'^^J-f
I. perceived a great many small blue objects m£edwith the other stones; on collecting them I found they were turauoi^Prnf tLT .

colour and quality. On continuin| my researches thro^ujh thfentlTrLl o^^tains, I discovered many valuable deposits of the samP FfLncf c
of moun-

pebbles, and others in the matrix! sSmes they are foZ ^l T^T' P"'-''
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the rock, and they are rolled into the ravines, and, in the winter season, mixed up by
the torrents with beds of gravel, where they are found. Another formation is, where
they appear in veins, and sometimes of such a size as to be of immense value. ' They
also occur in a soft yellow sandstone, enclosed in the centre, and of a surpassing bril-
liancy of colour. Another very carious formation is where they are combined with
innumerable small coloured quartz crystals, and which has the appearance of a mass
of sand, small pebbles, and turquoise, all firmly cemented together. This formation
is one of the most peculiar in the whole collection."

The price of turquoise has of late years much diminished, that of an Oriental gem
is generally four times higher than the occidental ; one the size of a pea is worth
about 23.V. " A good turquoise, sky blue and oval cut, five lines long, and four and a
half lines broad, was sold in France for 241 francs ; and a light blue, greenish lustre,
and oval cut, five and a half lines long, and five broad, was sold for 500 francs
whereas an occidental turquoise, four lines long, and three and a half broad, brought
only 121 francs."

—

Feuchawanger, Treatise on Gems.
The occidental turquoise, frequently called the bone turquoise, is said to be fossil

bones, or teeth, coloured with oxide of copper.

Turquoise is imitated by adding to the ammonia sulphate of copper, or oxide of
copper dissolved in ammonia, finely powdered calcined ivory. They are allowed to
remain together for about a week, at a moderate heat. The coherent mass is dried
and exposed to a gentle heat.

TUTENAG or TUTENAGUE, and NICKEL, sometimes called Chinese silver.

It is the packfong of the East Indies.

A white metal of the Chinese, frequently stated to be an alloy of copper and zinc.

It is in facta compound resembling German silver: and nickel, in combination with
zinc and copper, is found in most specimens. This name is given in commerce to the

zinc or spelter of China.

TYPE. {Caractere, Fr. ; Druckbuchstabe, Germ.) The first care of the letter-

cutter is to prepare well-tempered steel punches, upon which he draws or marks the

exact shape of the letter, with pen and ink if it be large, but with a smooth blunted

point of a needle if it be small ; and then, with a proper sized and shaped graver and
sculpter, he digs or scoops out the metal between the strokes upon the face of the

punch, leaving the marks untouched and prominent. He next works the outside with

files till it be fit for the matrix. Punches are also made by hammering down the

hollows, filing up the edges, and then hardening the soft steel. Before he proceeds

to sink and justify the matrix, he provides a mould to justify them by, of which

a good figure is shown in plate xv.. Miscellany, figs. 2, 3, of Bees's Cyclopaedia.

A matrix is a piece of brass or copper, about an inch and a half long, and thick in

proportion to the size of the letter which it is to contain. In this metal the face

of the letter intended to be cast is sunk, by striking it with the punch to a depth

of about one-eighth of an inch. The mould,^5r. 1860, in which the types are cast, is

composed of two parts. The outer part is made of wood,

the inner of steel. At the top it has a hopper-mouth a, into

which the fused type-metal is poured. The interior cavity

is as uniform as if it had been hollowed out of a single

piece of steel ; because each half, which forms two of the

four sides of the letter, is exactly fitted to the other. The
matrix is placed at the bottom of the mould, directly under

the centre of the orifice, and is held in its position by a

spring b. Every letter that is cast can be loosened from

the matrix only by removing the pressure on the spring.

A good type-foundry is always provided with several

furnaces, each surmounted with an iron pot containing

the melted alloy, of 3 parts of lead and 1 of antimony. Tnio

this pot the founder dips the very small iron ladle, to lift

merely as much metal as will cast a single letter at a time.

Having poured in the metal with his right hand, and re-

turned the ladle to the melting-pot, the founder throws up

his left hand, which holds the mould, above his head, M'ith

a sudden jerk, supporting it with his right hand. It is this

movement which forces the metal into all the interstices of

the matrix; for without it, the metal, especially in the smaller moulds, would not be

able to expel the air and reach the bottom. The pouring m the metal, the throwmg

up the mould, the unclosing it, removing the pressure of the spring, pickmg out tne

cast letter, closing the mould again, and reapplying the sprmg to be ready for a new

all performed with such astonishing rapidity and precision, that a skiltm

turn out .500 good letters m an hour, being at the rate ot one cveiy
operation, are

Workman will
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eighth part of a minute. A considerable piece of metal remains attached to the end of
the type as it quits the mould. There are nicks upon the lower edge of the types,

to enable the compositor to place them upright without looking at them.
From the table of the caster the heap of types turned out of his mould is trans-

ferred from time to time to another table, by a boy, whose business it is to break off

the superfluous metal, and this he does so rapidly as to clear from 2000 to 5000 types
in an hour ; a very remarkable despatch, since he must seize them by their edges,
and not by their feeble flat sides. From the breaking-off boy the types are taken to
the rubber, a man who sits in the centre of the workshop with a grit-stone slab on a
table before him, and having on the fore and middle finger of his right hand a piece
of tarred leather, passes each broad side of the type smartly over the stone, turning
it in the movement, and that so dexterously as to be able to rub 2000 types in
an hour.

From the rubber the types are conveyed to a boy, who with equal rapidity sets them
np in lines, in a long shallow frame, with their faces uppermost and nicks outwards.
This frame containing a full line is put into the dresser's hands, who polishes them
on each side, and turning them with their faces downwards, cuts a groove or channel in
their bottom, to make them stand steadily on end. It is essential that each letter be
perfectly symmetrical and square ; the least inequality of their length would prevent
them from making a fair impression ; and were there the least obliquity in their sides,
it would be quite impossible, when 200,000 single letters are combined, as in one side'
of The Times newspaper, that they could hold together as they require to do, when
wedged up in the chases, as securely as if that side of the type formed a solid plate
of metal. Each letter is finally tied up in lines of convenient length, the pro-
portionate numbers of each variety, small letters, points, large capitals, small capitals,
and figures, being selected, when the fount of type is ready for delivery to the
printer.

The sizes of types cast in this country vary, from the smallest, called diamond, of
which 205 lines are contained in a foot length, to those letters employed in placards,
of which a single letter may be several inches high. The names of the different
letters and their dimensions, or the number of lines which each occupies in a foot
are stated in the following table;— '

Double Pica - 41

J

Paragon - - 44^
Great Primer - 51J
English - - 64
Pica - - - 71|

Small Pica - - 83
Long Primer - 89
Bourgeois - - 102^
Brevier - - 112j

Minion - - - 128
Nonpareil - - 143
Pearl ... 173
Diamond - - 205

u.

ULTRAMARINE (Outremer, Fr.
; Ultramarins, Germ.) is a beautiful blue

pigment, obtamed from the blue mineral called lazulite {lapis lazuli) by the followine
process :— Grind the stone to fragments, rejecting all the colourless bits, calcine at a
red heat, quench m water, and then grind to an impalpable powder along with waterm a mill, or with a porphyry slab and muUer. The paste being dried, is to be rub-
bed to powder, and passed through a silk sieve. ] 00 parts of it are to be mixed with
40 of rosm, 20 of white wax, 25 of linseed oil, and 15 of Burgundy pitch, previously
melted together. This resinous compound is to be poured hot into cold water

;kneaded wel first with two spatulas, then with the hands, and then formed into oneor more small rolls. Some persons prescribe leaving these pieces in the water during
fifteen days and then kneading them m it, whereby they give out the blue pigment
apparent y because the ultramarine matter adheres less strongly than the qavquc ormerely siliceous matter of the mineral, to the resinous pastF MM. clmen anjDesormes, who were the first to divine the true nature of this pigment th nk tSat tSesoda contained in the lazulite, uniting with the oil and the rosin, forms a species ofsoap which serves to wash out the colouring matter. If it should not senaratereaddy, water heated to about 150° Fahr. shoufd be had recourse to When the waS
is sufficiently charged with blue colour, it is poured off and replaced by fresh water

^v?,.n.^ 'nlr^
of water are repeated till the whole of the colour i^extracted, (^hers knead he mixed resinous mass under a slender stream of waterwh ch runs off with the colour into a large earthen pan. The first waters afford bvrest, a deposit of the finest ultramanne; the second a somewhat inferior article andso on. Each must be washed afterwards with several more waters beforP tl !^

quire the highest quality of tone ; then dried separately, ^11^^ ^^^^^'
particles of the pitchy compound by digestion in alcohol'. ThramSer oftl Z!s
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being melted with oil, and kneaded in water containing a little soda or potash,
yields an inferior pigment, called ultramarine ashes. The best ultramarine is a splendid
blue pigment, Avhich works well with oil, and is not liable to change by time.
The blue colour of lazulite had been always ascribed to iron, till MM. Clement and

Desormes, by a most careful analysis, showed it to consist of— silica, 34
; alumina, 33

;

sulphur, 3; soda, 22; and that the iron, carbonate of lime, &c. were accidental ingre-
dients, essential neither to the mineral nor to the pigment made from it. By another
analyst the constituents are said to be— silica, 44; alumina, 35 ; and soda, 21 ; and
by a third, potassa was found instead of soda, showing shades of difference in the
composition of the stone.

ULTRAMARINE, ARTIFICIAL. Till a few years ago every attempt failed
to make ultramarine artificially. At length, in 1828, M. Guimet resolved the pro-
blem, guided by the analysis of MM. Clement and Desormes, and by an observation
of M. Tassaert, that a blue substance like ultramarine was occasionally produced on
the sandstone hearths of his reverberatory soda furnaces. M. Gmelin, of Tiibin-
gen, has published a prescription for making it ; which consists iu enclosing carefully
in a Hessian crucible a mixture of 2 parts of sulphur and 1 of dry carbonate of soda,
heating them gradually to redness until the mass fuses, and then sprinkling into it by
degrees another mixture, of silicate of soda, and aluminate of soda ; the first contain-

ing 72 parts of silica, and the second 70 parts of alumina. The crucible must be ex-
posed after this for an hour to the fire. The ultramarine will be formed by this

time ; only it contains a little sulphur, which can be separated by means of water.

M. Persoz, professor of chemistry at Strasbourg, has likewise succeeded in making
an ultramarine, of perhaps still better quality than that of M. Guimet. Lastly, M.
Robiquet has announced, that it is easy to form ultramarine by heating to redness a

proper mixture of kaolin (China clay), sulphur, and carbonate of soda. It would
therefore 'appear, from the preceding details, that ultramarine may be regarded as a

compound of silicate of alumina, silicate of soda, with sulphide of sodium, and that

to the reaction of the last constituent upon the former its colour is due.

The price of the finest ultramarine was formerly as high as five guineas the ounce;

since the mode of making it artificially has been discovered, however, its price has

fallen to a few shillings the pound, and even to a little more than one shilling whole-

sale, for a fair article. The chief French manufactories of ultramarine are situated in

Paris, and the two largest ones in Germany are those of Meissen in Saxony and of

Nuremberg in Franconia. Two kinds of ultramarine occur in commerce, the blue and

the green, which are true ultramarines ; that is, sulphur compounds.

Both native and artificial ultramarine have been examined very carefully by

several eminent chemists. The following are a few specimens of these analyses,

and others equally discordant might easily be added :

—

Lapis Lazuli, by Clement and
Desormes.

Soda 23-2

Alumina 248
Silica 35-8

Sulphur --------31
Carbonate of lime - - - - - - 3'1

Parisian artificial ultramarine,'

by C. G. Gmelin.

Soda and potash ------ 12*863

Lime 1*546

Alumina 22-000

Silica 47-306

Sulphuric acid 4-679

Resin, sulphur, and loss----- 12-218

Analysis of Ultramarine, by Warrentrap. By Eisner.

Lapis Lazuli. Artificial from
Meissen. Blue. Green.

Potash 1"75

Soda - - 9 09 - - 21-47 - • - 40-0 - - 25 5

Alumina - - 31-07 - - 23 30 - - - 29-5 - - 30 0

Silica - - 42-50 - - 45-00 - - - 40 0 - - 39 9

Sulphur - - 0-95 - - 1-68 - - - 40 - - 4 6

Lime - - 3-52 - - 002

Iron - - 0-86 - - 1-06 - - - 1 0 - -
09

Chlorine - - 0-42

Sulphuric acid - 5-89 - - 3-83 - - - J-4 - -
u •*

Water - - 0-12
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Br, Eisner published a very elaborate paper upon ultramarine in the 23rd number
of Erdmann's Journal. The first part of Dr. Eisner's paper is historical, and contains
an account of the accidental discovery of artificial ultramarine by Tassaert and
Kuhlman in 1814, and of the labours of subsequent chemists. He then gives a de-
tailed account of his own experiments, -which have been very numerous, and from
these he deduces the followina: conclusions:— 1st, that the presence of about 1 per
cent of iron is indispensable to the production of ultramarine ; he supposes the iron to
be in a state of sulphuret

; 2nd, that the green ultramarine is first formed, and that
as the heat is increased, it passes by degrees into the blue. The cause of this change
is, he affirms, that part of the sodium absorbs oxygen from the atmosphere, as the
operation is conducted in only partially closed vessels, and combines with the silica,
while the rest of the sodium passes into a higher degree of sulphuration. Green
ultramarine, therefore, contains simple sulphurets, and blue polysulphurets.

Dr. Eisner's paper does not, however, furnish any details by which ultramarine
could be manufactured successfully on the great scale. The process of Robiquet
published nearly ten years ago, is the best which scientific chemists possess, though
undoubtedly the manufacturers have greatly improved upon it. Robiquefs process
consists m heating to low redness a mixture of one part of porcelain clay, one and a
half sulphur, and one and a half parts anhydrous carbonate of soda, either in an
earthenware retort or covered crucible, so long as vapours are given off When
opened, the crucible usually contains a spongy mass of a deep blue colour, containing
more or less ultramarine mixed with the excess of sulphur employed, and some unal-
tered clay and soda. The soluble matter is removed by -washing, and the ultrama-
rine separated from the other impurities by levigation. It is to be regretted, how-
ever, that the results of Robiquefs process are by no means uniform; one time it
yields a good deal of ultramarine of excellent quality, and perhaps, at the very next
repetition of the process in circumstances apparently simUar, very little ultramarine
is obtained, and that of an inferior quality.

_
Ultramarine imported in 1858—it is not stated in the returns whether real or artifi-

""'^I^tJV^^
^".^^ -^'^^^ ^^"^^- 14'562 cwt. Declared value, 77,268/.UMBER. A mechanical mixture of limnite (brown hematite) and hydrated oxideof manganese and clay. It occurs in beds with brown jasper in the island of Cyprus

It IS used by painters as a brown colour, raw or burnt.

17^^]?^^^''?%^.*^^ fff^
metals, and was first discovered by Klaproth in

nfWo w '"^"f^.^lf
ll^d pecMWe, which was, previous to this, mistaken for an ore

tinfp tST i
^""^ discovered by Herschel about the sametime. The ores of uranium are few; the principal are, pechblende (pitchblendTlbrownish or velvet-b ack mineral, containing about 79 to 87 per cenrorprotoxSe ofuran.um, with sdica, lead, iron, and some other impurities. It occurs ^vei^S oresof lead and silver m Saxony, and with tin in Cornwall. Uranite, a phosphate of copner

Cor.w^n"'"^"'^"'!-^ ^« ^^-^"^ «f g'-^^t beauty Lar^CallingZ^ nCornwall. Samarshte, urano-tantalite, oxide of uranium with niobic and tunestSacids. Johannite, uran vitriol, sulphate of uranium.
tungstic

in ^ti! "^T^
itself can only be obtained by the intervention of potassium or sodiumin the same manner as magnesium. It is described as a black coherent nZ'der,or a white malleable metal, according to the state of aggregaL not ox^^

r^^^Lrii^er-" of the-i^Mr;gt?;hS'^

sis^^i^«^

has been used, no iron dissolves rthen th;Toiuirof iL^^^^^^^
"'"^''^l

^ith sulphuretted hydrogen, whi^h separates thet./- oftl fiu
saturated

uranium, which should contain a 1 ttL free iitricl filtration the solution of
subsalts, is evaporated, and the nitrate of T.^^^^^^^^^^^ ertiallis^dTut whio?'™''""« °fby recrystallisation, and lastly by dissolving t in S i

' punfied
Whe„ .he iron i. <ii..o.,cd wVi.'r'S V.V;^U"«£'V[K^^
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treated with an excess of carbonate of ammonia, which precipitates the iron, leaving
the uranium in solution, when, on expelling the carbonate of ammonia by boiling, the
oxide of uranium precipitates, and may be collected and dried, and from this all' the
other compounds may be prepared.

Pitchblende is sometimes more impure, and contains copper, nickel, cobalt, and
zinc, as well as lead and iron, which makes the separation of the uranium more
tedious.

The only application of uranium is to enamel- painting and glass staining ; the prot-
oxide giving a fine black colour, probably by absorbing oxygen and becoming black
oxide, and the sesquioxide a delicate yellow.

Uranium has been found in a German blue pigment used by paper-hanging manu-
facturers. It contained both copper and uranium ; but it is not known for what purpose
it is mixed with the copper, if to improve the colour or not, or if present previously
in the mineral from which the pigment was made.—H. K. B
URAO. See Natron.
UREA. This is one of the principal constituents of urine, being always present

in it, but in variable quantities ; the average quantity in healthy urine is about 14 or
15 parts in 1000 of urine, but of course this varies from several circumstances, as
in disease, drinking a large quantity of liquid, &c. The urine passed the first in the
morning gives a fair estimate of the quantity of urea yielded by the urine of an
individual. It seems to be the principal form in which the waste nitrogenous com-
pounds of the body are eliminated from the system. It is very prone to decomposition
when in contact with albumen, mucus, or any fermentable matter; and this is the
cause of urine, which, when first passed, is generally slightly acid, becoming alkaline,
and a precipitate being formed ; the change being much more rapid in hot than in
cold weather, the mucus, &c. beginning to ferment sooner. The urea is decomposed
into carbonate of ammonia, water being at the same time assimilated.

C^H^NW + 4H0 = 2(NHSC0')'
'

, . .-^ »
,

'

Urea. "Water. Carbonate of ammonia.

The carbonate ofammonia neutralises the acid which keeps the phosphates in solu-

tion, and hence the precipitate-

In some diseases the quantity of urea in the urine amounts to 30 parts, and even
more, in the 1000 parts of urine.

It is interesting as being the first organic base which was made artificially. It

was found that cyanate of ammonia, which has exactly the same ultimate composition

as urea, when dissolved in water and boiled for some time, became completely changed,
neither cyanic acid nor ammonia being detected by the ordinary test in the solution,

and that it had in fact been converted by a molecular change into urea.

Cyanate of ammonia. Urea.

Its presence in the urine is detected thus : evaporate a portion of the urine over a

water bath to about one-fourth of its bulk, and when cold add half its volume of pure

nitric acid, when after a little time abundant crystals of nitrate of urea will be formed.

The quantity of urea in any sample of urine may easily be estimated by a process

invented by Liebig. It consists in treating the urine with a standard solution

of pernitrate of mercury. A copious white precipitate is formed, with liberation

of nitric acid. As this acid prevents the further action of the nitrate, the urine is

previously treated with a solution of two vols, of saturated baryta water, and one vol.

of saturated solution of nitrate of baryta, which precipitates the phosphates, and the

excess of baryta neutralises the nitric acid as soon as it is liberated. The addition of

the nitrate of mercury is continued until the last portion added causes a yellow binoxide

ofmercury instead of a white precipitate. The quantity of urea present in a given

sample of urine may thus be readily deduced from the quantity of the nitrate required

to precipitate it completely, the solution of nitrate of mercury being so arranged that

every 100 grains of it shall be equal to one grain of urea.

It is also to be noticed that no precipitate is formed in the presence of common

salt ; that therefore has to be also removed by addition of nitrate of silver before

using the nitrate of mercury. By an ingenious application of this fact, the quantity

of common salt in any sample of urine may also be determined by the same solution

of nitrate of mercury. Urea when in solution acts as an alkali on test paper ;
it unites

with acids forming salts, the nitrate and oxalate being the least soluble of thcin.

Although urea is so easily decomposed, a pure solution of it may be kept a considerable

time unchanged H. K. B.
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V.

VACUUM PAN. For a description of it, see Sugar.
VALUE. Two methods have been adopted for ascertaining the value of our

exports
;
one by means of the official value, the other according to the declared

value. In Lowe's Present State of England (1822), there is a very succinct
and clear account of these methods, which is here extracted :—

" The official value of goods means a computation of value formed with reference
not to the prices of the current year, but to a standard, fixed so long ago as 1696
the time when the office of Inspector-General of the imports and exports was estab-
lished, and a Custom-house ledger opened to record the weight, dimensions, and
value of the merchandise that passed through the hands of the officers. One uniform
rule IS followed, year by year, in the valuation, some goods being estimated by weight
others by the dimensions, the whole without reference to the market price [Worsted
stuffs are valued at 1/. lis. 8^. the piece, according to MacGregor's Commercial
fetatistics.] This course has the advantage of exhibiting, with strict accm-acy evervmcrease or decrease in the quantity of our exports.

*' Next as to the value of these exports in the market : — In 1798 there was im-
posed a duty of 2 per cent, on our exports, the value of which was taken, not by the
official standard, but by the declaration of the exporting merchants. Such a decla
ration may be assumed as a representation of, or at least an approximation to, themarket price of merchandise, there being on the one hand no reason to appre-hend that merchants would pay a percentage on an amount beyond the market

valuSi?' °° ^'^^'^"^ '"^'^^ ^^'"^"^ ^ '"'^'^"'y ^g^i°st undue

VALONIA is a kind of acorn, imported from the Levant and the Morea forthe use of tanners, as the husk or cup contains abundance of tannin. See LeatherValonia imported m 1858, 19,572 tons.
^t^^iai^R.

r..^^I^tP^F^- "".^'^^ discovered by Sefstrom, in 1830, in a Swedish ironremarkable for its ductility, extracted from the iron mine of Jaberg, not far fromJonkopmg Its name is derived from Vanadis, a Scandinavian idol. TWs meL h^been found in the state of vanadic acid in a lead ore fromZimapan. in MexiS, Thefinery cinder of the Jaberg iron contains more vanadium than the metaHtilf It

S's r;l?7r?" '"'-, For the reduction of this acid to vanadTu^ s fsLeheus s Traite de Clnmie vol. iv. p. 644. Vanadium is white, and when its surface i.

SS" .1'
' '^^^'^ >"«lybdenum more than any othermetd It com-bines with oxygen into two oxides and an acid.

.hlh^r;t?y%t:iTeTJrit^
nutgall, forms a black liquid.

nnl^f/^^A 'A
°=^"-ow pod of the Epidendron vanilla, Linn of the

of troroL ^""^ P-"' and oSe bant:

Oaxacal"'''
^'""^ ^'^^"^e of Zentila, in the Intendancy of

The vanilla plant is cultivated in Brazil in the Wp<;t Tn,i;o<= ^..a .-l.

tropical countries, but does not produce fruit of a del ciout frnr^n •

ment from the tree itself, like the ivy and mfsS Tl^^ fT^^^.,
^^^^

1^ ;Sy ?pf'
-^^-^ ^^^y^^^"u7^st:sss^

the^aStd^rnVar T.o's^^lTo itZt^J^S ^^Tf
'''' ^ ^^'^^

an instant in boiling wate^ to blanch thpn.
5
the whole are plunged for

and exposed to the sun ?or aL hoSs NeLt dav^ev °P^° ^"^
by means of a feather or the finlr. fml .1 ^ they are ightly smeared with oil,

the valves from^eu kg As they become ^^0^-'^ with oiled cotton, to prevent

discharge a viscid liquid from ifL r^^f o
^' their upper end they

fingers,^to promote il flow The dr ed'^DS's ZTft "^"^'^ ^^^^ '^'^^

wrinkled, soft, and shrink 7nto one-fourth of th S onVin^r^'^'n^"'
.^''"^

are touched a second time with oil, but lery spar n^v^W ^V^''
'"^'^ *'^^y

they would lose much of their de icious norfm^T^ tL ^ "^^^^^

market, in small bundles of 50 or OoreLfenciosedt^^Jd
^'-^'^

cases. As it comes to us, vanilla is a caSar fru t of .1
'

'""^^"'•^

.U.I., straight, oylindrical, but son..,.,'&^^^^^
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the ends, glistening, •wrinkled, furrowed lengthwise, flexible, from 5 to 10 inches
long, and of a reddish-brown colour. It contains a pulpy parenchyma, soft, unctuous,
very brown, in which are embedded black, brilliant, very small seeds. Its smell is

ambrosial and aromatic; its taste hot, and rather sweetish. These properties seem
to depend upon an essential oil, and also upon benzoic acid, which forms eflaorescences

upon the surface of the fruit. The pulpy part possesses alone the aromatic quality ;

the pericarpium has hardly any smell.

The kind most esteemed in France is called leg vanilla; it is about 6 inches long,

from
:f

to
J
of an inch broad, narrowed at the two ends, and curved at the base

,

somewhat soft and viscid, of a dark-reddish colour, and of a most delicious flavour,

like that of balsam of Peru. It is called vanilla givries, when it is covered with
efflorescences of benzoic acid, after having been kept in a dry place, and in vessels

not hermetically closed.

The second sort, called vanilla simarona, or bastard, is a little smaller than the
preceding, of a less deep brown hue, drier, less aromatic, destitute of efflorescence.

It is said to be the produce of the wild plant, and is brought from St. Domingo.
A third sort, which comes from Brazil, is the vanillon, or large vanilla of the

French market ; the vanilla pamprona or bova of the Spaniards. Its length is from 5

to 6 inches ; its breadth from ^ to f of an inch. It is brown, soft, viscid, almost

always open, of a strong smell, but less agreeable than the leg. It is sometimes a

little spoiled by an incipient fermentation. It is cured with sugar, and enclosed in

tin-plate boxes, which contain from 20 to 60 pods.

Vanilla, as an aromatic, is much sought after by makers of chocolate, ices, and
creams

; by confectioners, perfumers, and liquorists, or distillers. It is difficultly

reduced to fine particles ; but it may be suflSciently attenuated by cutting it into small

bits, and grinding these along with sugar. The odorous principle can, for some pur-

poses, be extracted by alcohol. Berzelius says that the efflorescences are not acid.

VAPOUR (^Vapeur, Ft. ; Damp/, Germ.) is the state of elastic or aeriform

fluidity into which any substance, naturally solid or liquid at ordinary temperatures,

may be converted by the agency of heat. See Evaporation.
VAPOUR. A visible fluid floating on the atmosphere, as distinguished from a

gas which is ordinarily— unless it be coloured as chlorine gas— invisible. The
vapour of water is Steam, which see.

VAREC. The name of kelp made on the coast of Normandy.
VARNISH (Fernw, Fr. ; Firniss, Germ.) is a solution of resinous matter, which

is spread over the surface of any body, in order to give it a shining, transparent, and

hard coat, capable of resisting, in a greater or less degree, the influences of air and

moisture. Such a coat consists of the resinous parts of the solution, which remain in

a thin layer upon the surface after the liquid solvent has either evaporated away, or

has dried up. When large quantities of spirit varnish are to be made, a common

still, mounted with its capital and worm, is the vessel employed for containing the

materials, and it is placed in a steam or water bath. The capital should be provided

with a stuffing-box, through which a stirring-rod may pass down to the bottom of

the still, with a cross-piece at its lower end, and a handle or winch at its top. After

heating the bath till the alcohol boils and begins to distil, the heat ought to be lowered,

that the solution may continue to proceed in an equable manner, with as little eva-

poration of spirit as possible. The operation may be supposed to be complete when

the rod can be easily turned round. The varnish must be passed through a silk sieve

of proper fineness ; then filtered through porous paper, or allowed to clear leisurely

in stone jars. The alcohol which has come over should be added to the varnish, if

the just proportions of the resins have been introduced at first.

The building or shed wherein varnish is made, ought to be quite detached from any

buildings whatever, to avoid accidents by fire. For general purposes, a building

about 18 feet by 16 is sufficiently large for manufacturing 4000 gallons and "P^^ards

annually, provided there are other convenient buildings for the purpose of holding tne

utensils, and warehousing the necessary stock.
^ • r „

Procure a copper pan made like a common washmg-copper, which will contain trom

50 to 80 gallons, as occasion may require; when wanted, set it upon the boiling furnace

and fill it up with linseed oil within 5 inches of the brim Kindle a fire in the

furnace underneath, and manage the fire so that the oil shall gradually, but slowly,

increase in heat for the first two hours; then increase the heat to a pntle sin mer

,

and if there is any scum on the surface, skim it off with a copper /a^le, and put the

skimming away. Let the oil boil gently for three hours longer; then >°t'-«duce

a little a! a time, one quarter of an ounce of the best calcined
""^g^^^'^i^^/i^^'J

gallon of oil, occasionally stirring the oil from the bottom. When
'll^'Y^l'^^iort

in, let the oil boil rather smartly for one hour; it wil then be sufficient. Ij^J

^J^^^J
over the oil, to keep out the dust while the fire is withdrawn and extinguishca
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w^>^r^*-'""'°^^^ ^eave it till next morning; and then while it isyet hot, ladle it into the carrying-jack, or let it out through the pipe and cockT carryaway and deposit it in either a tin or leaden cistern, fo^ wooden vessels will not io/d

General Observations and PRECAUTroNs to be Observt^d in Making

is fusing, the assistantmusUoS the oil aSdSfn?
//'''^^^ S^m

to be neither too hot nor yet too cold but fn tnl^
a smart simmer

;
for it ought

if

strictly to observe, and'wirrLt; to" anouf-Xra hl^^^^^ "t^Vboth lay hold of a handle of the boilinc- not lift \t tflh,
immediately

cany it out and place it on thrash bed thTLi- ^ \
'° *° P'^te,

while the assistant puts t^ee coS^J kd^^^^^^^^^
bringing it in and placingTt on roi J a et L°^^^^^^^ P""""^-^^^^^'
until wanted. When the maker finds tWn,^ ^ ^ ^^'^ gum-pot to keep hot
it will in a few minutes be ready for he o^^^^^^

all completely fused, and that
ant is then to lift up the oiHack wTth boS h«nd« n T' u'^^^

'

"

on the handle, laying the p'out over the edS of thl not''
^^"^

calls out "oil!" The assistant is thJ f ^ ^ """"^ ^^'^ <he maker
boiling to be continued un i'^L oil and

"'^ ^''"^'^ ^^-^^'^d. and the
looks clear on the glass • the 7um Lt f""",^'^"""^

concentrated, and the mixture
assistant puts threfietdSK ^roTlTufo ^^e
into a spare tin for the third run of gum Ther. lin

P"""'°e:Jack, and three more
3^ gallons of oil. Let the maker Tut hiTViJt h.nd i/ .^''u"

^""i^g'Pot still

near fo the side, with his left hand^near he end of tht^ -l.ft the gum-pot, and deliberately lav thp pZ! } S ^""^ ^"'^ ^ fi™ grip
boiling-pot, until all its conLl ^un^fo tKolfn?r7°.'r''' '''' ^' '^^
with Its bottom turned upwards for a minute riX over fb^t 'r'

^""^'P^' ^^'d'
that whenever the maker is beginning to nonr th

^ boihng-pot. Observe,
piece of old carpet without Ses and sXVnH T"'""'

ready with a thick
boiling-pot should it catch fire duing the pourin'U^ ' n

'''''' °f ^^e
gum-pot s very hot; should the gum^-pot^ktlonlt To hT'^^^and It w.l go out of itself; but if the boi inkpot s^olL? "P^^'-ds.
let the assistant throw the piece of car. et l,^^ti ^^''^ ^"""^ tl^e pouring,
down all round the edges

; Tn a few Stes U wi [ ^I"" '^.t ^^T""^ P°^' ^^^^'^^S i

maker has emptied the gum-pot, hrthrows nfo t L r'^^'n'
"foment the

with the immediatdy wash;s it froTto^ to bottom f «V"'P^°^^^'he flat tm jack
: he wipes'the pot dry, andZ in g - ^ '""P*^"'

the furnace
;
proceeding with this run exactl v as wifb fi, f . "P°°the third run There will then be 8 gaSrsyoil and l/li'

'/"'^ afterwards with
pot, under which keep up a brisk strong fire untH « f ^'"'^ boiling-
all the surface of the contents, wherS wiU bSn to rlT Vr'^ ''''' cove?s
rises near the r vets of the handles, cLTy it ffl ?hP fir^'P'^'^' P^'''^'' ^^'^ it
8t.r It down again, and scatter in the driers bv I l^fl .

«° ash-bed.
the frothy head goes down put it udo^ tbl f

^ ^'
^ ^''P*^

'
keep stirring, and if

remainder of the driers, alwa?" carryLg out the' no?' T''^'''' the
rivets In general, if the fire be go^d all th!

^ ""''"^ ^^^'^ "«es near the
time of the last gum being poured fn is' abo,^ .i!""^

^ 5°' ""•^'^^''^^ boil from the
trme is no criterion for a^ Lg,nnerfo\dlV ^""^ ^ ^"^^ ^^"^ hours; but
weather, the quality of the oiUhe qJ^l ^'ff 'tK "''^

^'^T'^'"^Bre, &c.; therefore, about the third hour of wr ^ ' ^be heat of the
it boiling, until it feels stronfan^sTr „t bt^SX^ 7 ' «^ and keep'
.ufBciently to carry it on the ash-bed and to hl Z^ , .

^"^^""^
' " then boiled

;0
mix, which will'depend much T^he Veattr T/r •^^^'^ enougt

rosty weather to one hour in warm summer ^her ^P^^^
-'"^ ^"'^ d5y

.ave^ a su.eient quantity of turpentine .aCfi^the'^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^t^^^
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nil the time at the top or surface, as before directed, until there are 15 gallons, or five

tins of oil of turpentine introduced, which will leave it quite thick enough if the gum
is good, and has been well run ; but if tlie guin was of a weak quality, and has not

been well fused, there ought to be no more than 12 gallons of turpentine mixed, and

even that may be too much. Therefore, when 12 gallons of turpentine have been

introduced, have a flat saucer at hand, and pour into it a portion of the varnish, and

in two or three minutes it will show whether it is too thick ; if not sufficiently thin,

add a little more turpentine, and strain it off quickly. As soon as the whole is stored

away, pour in the turpentine washings with which the gum-pots have been washed,

into the boiling-pot, and with the swish quickly wash down all the varnish from the pot

sides; afterwards, with a large piece of woollen rag dipped in pumice-powder, wash
and polish every part of the inside of the boiling-pot, performing the same operation

on the ladle and stirrers; rinse them with the turpentine washings, and at last rinse

them altogether in clean turpentine, which also put to the washings ; wipe dry with a

clean soft rag the pot, ladle, stirrer, and funnels, and lay the sieve so as to be com-

pletely covered with turpentine, which will always keep it from gumming up. The
foregoing directions concerning running the gum and pouring in the oil, and also

boiling off and mixing, are, with very little difference, to be observed in the making

of all sorts of copal varnishes, except the differences of the quantities of oil, gum, &c.,

which will be found under the various descriptions by name, which will be hereafter

described.

The choice of linseed oil is of peculiar consequence to the varnish-maker. Oil

fi'om fine full-grown ripe seed, when viewed in a phial, will appear limpid, pale, and

brilliant; it is mellow and sweet to the taste, has very little smell, is specifically

lighter than impure oil, and, when clarified, dries quickly and firmly, and does not

materially change the colour of the varnish when made, but appears limpid and

brilliant.

Copal varnishesfor fine paintmgs, ^c—Fuse 8 lbs. of the very cleanest pale African

gum copal, and, when completely run fluid, pour in two gallons of hot oil, old measure;

let it boil until it will string very strong; and in about fifteen minutes, or while it is

yet very hot, pour in three erallons of turpentine, old measure, and got from the top of

a cistern. Perhaps during "the mixing a considerable quantity of the turpentine will

escape ; but the varnish will be so much the brighter, transparent, and fluid ;
and will

work freer, dry more quickly, and be very solid and durable when dry. After the

varnish has been strained, if it is found too thick, before it is quite cold heat as much

turpentine, and mix with it, as will bring it to a proper consistence.

Cabinet varnish.—Fase 7 lbs. of very fine African gum copal, and pour in half a

gallon of pale clarified oil; in three or four minutes after, if it feel stringy, take it out

of doors, or into another building where there is no fire, and mix with it three gallons

of turpentine ; afterwards strain it, and put it aside for use. This, if properly boiled,

will dry in ten minutes ; but if too strongly boiled, will not mix at all with the tur-

pentine; and sometimes, when boiled with the turpentine, will mix, and yet refuse to

incorporate with any other varnish less boiled than itself :
therefore it requires a nicety

which is only to be learned from practice. This varnish is chiefly intended for the

use of japanners, cabinet-painters, coach-painters, &c.
^ , r .t, v j

Best body copal varnish for coach-makers, ^-c.-This is mtended for the body parts

of coaches and other similar vehicles, intended for polishing.

Fuse 8 lbs. of fine African gum copal ; add two gallons of clarified oil (o d measure);

boil it very slowly for four or five hours, until quite stringy ;
mix with three gallons

and a half of turpentine ; strain off, and pour it into a cistern. As they are too slow

in drying, coach-makers, painters, and varnish-makers have introduced to two pots ot

the preceding varnish, one made as follows :

—

8 lbs. of fine pale gum animS ; I H gallons of turpentine.

2 gallons of clarified oil ; |
To be boiled four hours.

Quick drying body copal varnish, for coaches, |rc.

(2.) 8 lbs. of fine gum animc

;

2 gallons of clarified oil

;

^ lb. of white copperas

;

3^ gallons of turpentine.

Boiled as before.

(1.) 8 lbs. of the best African copal;

2 gallons of clarified oil

;

^ lb. of dried sugar of lead

;

3^ gallons of turpentine ;

Boiled till stringy, and mixed and

To be mixed and strained while hot into the other V0^^^^^o'\^-,^^^^

together will dry in six hours in winter, and in four m summer; it is very useiui

varnishing old work on dark colours, &c.
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Sesl pale carriage varnish.

(1.) 8 lbs. 2nd sorted African copal
; (1.) 8 lbs. of 2nd sorted gum anime

;

2J gallons of clarified oil.

Boiled till very stringy.

1 lb. of dried copperas

;

f lb. of litharge

;

5|- gallons of turpentine.

Strained, &c.

2^ gallons of clarified oil

;

i lb. of dried sugar of lead

;

^ lb. of litharge;

5^ gallons of turpentine.

Mix this to the first while hot.

This varnish will dry hard, if well boiled, in four hours in summer, and in six in
winter. As the name denotes, it is intended for the varnishing of the wheels, springs
and carriage parts of coaches, chaises, &c.; also, it is that description of varnish
which is generally sold to and used by house-painters, decorators, &c., as from its
drying quality and strong gloss it suits their general purposes well.

8 lbs. of 2nd sorted gum anime

;

2| gallons of fine clarified oil

;

5^ gallons of turpentine
j

i lb. of litharge

;

Second carriage varnish.

\ lb. of dried sugar of lead

;

J lb. of dried copperas.
Boiled and mixed as before.

Wainscot varnish.

8 lbs. of 2nd sorted gum anime

;

3 gallons of clarified oil

;

5- lb. of litharge

;

i lb. of dried sugar of lead.

5^ gallons of turpentine.
To be well boiled until it strings

very strong, and then mixed and
strained.

Mahogany varnish is made either with the same proportions, with a little darkergum
;
otherwise it is wamscot varnish, with a small portion of gold size

vnn ""Tf f?K
"""."'^ """P"^ varnishes.-TYye morf minutely the gum isrun, or fused, the greater the quantity, and the stronger the produce The more

Sp'/r.
the boi ing of the oil and gum together is conLued, the more flu dor free the varnish will extend on whatever it is applied to. When the mixture of niland gum is too suddenly brought to string by too Strong a heat, the vLS re 'les

TalU f,°r!..'
P™.P°J'^°"/f turpentine to thin it, whereb; its oily and gTmyquality IS reduced, which renders it less durable

; neither will it flow so well in^layb^on. The greater proportion of oil there is used in varnishes, the less thev are&
they were to be kept the proper time. Varnish made from AfriLn conra^Lrnofsesses the most elasticity and transparency Too much LtJZ l. ^v^ / ^ r

All body varnishes are intended and ouffht to lnvf> iHKc ^ i „
varnish, when the varnish is strained off and cold but ti tV,?f,?"°?

"""^ S''^"""

of turpentine required to bring it to its proper co'nSlnVp Hi^"."^ ^u"""'^
the degree of boiling the varnish has Serjne "P°°
have not been strongly boiled it reauires iSnrnlir f ' T^^""

and oil

when the gum and oil are very stron^lv h^^^
^^^^ P'^i'POSe

;
whereas,

require perhaps 3 galloS abovrr°TLo. ^ 20 gallons wil

ing the Lpemine be commenced too sool .LT^^'lT'*'
^"""^^'^y

'

^"-^

will be frequently above a gallon aJd aS oA^L"^? ^1 not sufiiciently cool, there

All carriage, wainscot, and mahogany yarnts^^rX^ ^ H r^?"'-^tion.

for each gallon when strained and^S rand shouM oL nil
^-

'

proportion of turpentine, the following pot can easSv Tli 'T'^-
""'^ ''^

boiled
;
then it will require less turpeftine to thin il

^^' 'i"'*^ strongly

Gold sizes, whether pale or dark nnaht t« y,.^^^ n i. i/.

copal to each gallon wLn iJis finthJ and fhe bmCV^ •
P''^"^ ^^^^^ g»™

pound of good gum or upwards, besiLs\reVL^it'y"oV
a^ ;^^^^^

'^^^^ "^^'^ -
Pule amber var?n.sh.—Fiise 6 pounds of finp ni^t^.i "'i^^'J"'"'"-

the gum-pot, and pour in 2 gaCr^Lt cla'rifiefoU ''^S-r"!?^'-^^^^
'^™^^'-

^-rong. Mix with 4 gallons of turpentine S wil^e Is filT. i 'I
''"'"^^ ^^^^

->rk very free, and flow well upon any work it is'^Zfl S^^^l^^
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and is the most durable of all varnishes ; it is very excellent to mix in copal varnishes
to give them a hard and durable quality. Observe; amber varnish will always
require a long time before it is ready for polishing.

Fine maslic, or picture varnish.— Put 5 pounds of fine picked gum mastic into a
new 4-gaIlon tin bottle ; get ready 2 pounds of glass, bruised as small as barley

;

wash it several times; afterwards dry it perfectly, and put it into the bottle with 2
gallons of turpentine that has settled some time

; put a piece of soft leather under the
bung

;
lay the tin on a sack upon the counter, table, or anything that stands solid

;

begin to agitate the tin, smartly rolling it backward and forward, causing the gum,
glass, and turpentine, to work as if in a barrel-churn for at least 4 hours, when the
varnish may be emptied out into anything sufficiently clean, and large enough to
hold it. If the gum is not all dissolved, return the whole into the bottle, and agitate
as before, until all the gum is dissolved; then strain it through fine thin muslin into
a clean tin bottle : leave it uncorked, so that the air can get in, but no dust ; let it

stand for 9 months at least before it is used, for the longer it is kept the tougher it

will be, and less liable to chill or bloom. To prevent mastic varnish from chilling,
boil 1 quart of river sand with 2 ounces of pearl-ashes ; afterwards wash the sand
three or four times vnth hot water, straining it each time ; put the sand on a soup-
plate to dry, in an oven ; and when it is of a good heat, pour half a pint of hot sand
into each gallon of varnish, and shake it well for 5 minutes ; it will soon settle, and
carry down the moisture of the gum and turpentine, which is the general cause of
mastic varnish chilling on paintings.

Common maslic varnish.—Put as much gum mastic, unpicked, into the gum-pot as

may be required, and to every 2^ pounds of gum pour iu 1 gallon of cold turpentine;
«et the pot over a very moderate fire, and stir it with the stirrer ; be careful, when the

steam of the turpentine rises near the mouth of the pot, lo cover it with the carpet,

and carry it out of doors, as the vapour is very apt to catch fire. A few minutes'

low heat will perfectly dissolve 8 pounds of gum, which will, with 4 gallons of

turpentine, produce, when strained, 4j gallons of varnish ; to which add, while yet
hot, 5 pints of pale turpentine varnish, which improves the body and hardness of the

mastic varnish.

Crystal varnish may be made either in the varnish-house, drawing-room, or parlour.

Procure a bottle of Canada balsam, which can be had at any druggist's ; draw out

the cork, and set the bottle of balsam at a little distance from the fire, turning it

round several times, until the heat has thinned it ; then have something that will

hold as much as double the quantity of balsam ;
carry the balsam from the fire, and,

while fluid, mix it with the same quantity of good turpentine, and shake them together

until they are well incorporated: in a few days the varnish is fit for use, particularly

if it is poured into a iialf-gallon glass or stone bottle, and kept in a gentle warmth.

This varnish is used for maps, prints, charts, drawings, paper ornaments, &c. ; and

when made upon a larger scale, requires only warming the balsam to mix with the

turpentine.

White hard spirit-of-wine varnish.—Put 5 pounds of gum sandarac into a 4-gallon

tin bottle, with 2 gallons of spirits of wine, 60 over proof, and agitate it until dissolved,

exactly as directed for the best mastic varnish, recollecting if washed glass is used

that it is convenient to dip the bottle containing the gum and spirits mto a copperful

of hot water every 10 minutes— the bottle to be immersed only 2 minutes at a time

— which will greatly assist the dissolving of the gum; but, above all, be careful to

keep a firm hold over the cork of the bottle, otherwise the rarefaction will drive the

cork out with the force of a shot, and perhaps set fire to the place. The bottle,

every time it is heated, ought to be carried away from the fire ; the cork should be

eased a little, to allow the rarefied air to escape; then driven tight, and the agitation

continued in this manner until all the gum is properly dissolved; which is easily

known by having an empty tin can to pour the varnish into until near the last, which

is to be poured into a gallon measure. If the gum is not all dissolved, return the

whole into the 4-gaUon tin, and continue the agitation until it is ready to be stramed,

when everything ought to be quite ready, and perfectly clean and dry, as oily tins,

funnels, strainers, or anything damp, or even cold weather, will chill and spoil the

varnish. After it is strained off, put into the varnish 1 quart of very pale turpentine

varnish, and shake and mix the two well together. Spirit varnishes should be kept

well corked: they are fit to use the day after being made.

Brown hard spirit varnish is made by putting into a bottle 3 poimds of gum sandarac.

w ith 2 pounds of shellac, add 2 gallons of spirits of wine, 60 over proof; proceeding

exactly as before directed for the white hard varnish, and agitating it when coin,

which requires about 4 hours' time, without any danger of fire; whereas, maKing

any spirit varnish by heat is always attended with danger. No spirit varnish ougnt

to be made either near a fire or by candle light. When this brown hard is stramcc,
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add

1 quart of turpentine varnish, and shake and mix it well; next day it is fit for

sJ^' ^ftirtLTln vrni^h^
^^^^^ Cochin-China, China, and

of S^^dSlmbo^ ' P''""'^ ground turmenc, H ounces

and 2 SonsTsS; of wl. "VrT^"'"'^ ^-"^ ^ P«""d of shellac,

pint of?u pemfn Tarni J,Te i ™f.e7
'""^ ^"'^ '

Red spirit lacker.

2 gallons of spirits of wine

;

1 pound of dragon's blood

;

3^ pounds of Spanish annotto;
3^ pounds of gum sandarac :

Pale brass lacker.

2 gallons of spirits of wine;
3 ounces of Cape aloes, cut small;
1 pound of fine pale shellac:

2
' pints of tur°p;ntln7"'" '

ounce gamboge, cut small!

Made exactly as th'e yellow gold lacker.
| before'

°' ^^^^"^ ^

Sle?rn7;oL\li^^^^^^^^^^ some paler and some
ponent ngredients Therpfor^ ff a a

^^^^ pa«icular tint of certain of the com-
dient bepWa la?k:;t/:;;^intr b^^^^^^^^

-h ingre-

^^:^tiZf:^:;^1^^::-^i^- ^^pfsTrU.s.e. on into an
increase the heat, so that the oi I mL on ly si™ fL^^^^ ""f"'^ ""u^greatest part of its moisture evaporates f any Tcum rrJ^ 1 '^'"''^^ ''"^^

and put that aside for inferior Durnoses
on the surface, skim it off,

sprinkle in, by a little at a timeK ^ ? J"''''^^'^
^^^^ gradually, and

2 lbs. of TJrk^ umbe,. a5 Zl dr eJ and 'fr.'p f^""^''
' "d

are added, theyVill cau e throi^ to tume?v • Z IT. driers
U to look opaque and thick, ropy and clammv '

nnJ ^T'*'"^ '^^'^^'^ it, causing
hardening in proper time • besides ft wilM^ ^'.v

it from drying and
bladder slin, Ld'be very^pt frSe in b i er^ aI r""^"^

^'^^ ^ P'-« «f
to the oil. keep quietly stirring the dr ers SlrVh if T"" '^"^''s added
will burn, which' will Luse th! oil to blaclen and th°i.r K

P-''*-' "^''^^"'^^ ^^^y
Let the fire be so regulated that the oil Si .ni k ,

^^^"""^ ^o'led enough,
time all the driers wfre aSed; f it thL ceasi to t°hr

'''''' ^'^"^
or no smoke, it is necessary to te t its temTerature^J^

emits little
D.p a qu.ll top in the oil every two minutes for

" L^ ^^
f^^ qnM tops or feathers.

qu.ll top will crackle or curl up qreZrnt ifso Hr '
'J

the
et the oil remain in the pot af lea from o to ol k

^''^ immediatefy, and
the driers settle much sooner when the oi is ."ft t ^ '"."^'^^ convenient, for
immediately taken out. *° ^^o' '° tlie pot than when it is

t,arn(sA.—Saudarach 9';n no,.to •

turpemine (Venice), 64; alcoholof 85 n/r "^'.^ '°
' ^l^^^i resin, 32;

The turpentine is to be added aftPr ^tll
°^ P'^'"*^ measure,

varnish, but not so hard as to tear pS shbg""" ^his is a brilliant
yurnishfor the wood fous of t j

turpentine, 6-5; alcohol, TgfpfHeTt urn' Tl'' P""-'^' °^^^tic, 12-5; Venice
ample, if the other parts' be taken in ounces '

''^ "'"'"'"^
'
"^'^^ "•^^^^^ for e^!The alcohol must be first maHo ol7 ,

lavender or camphor,1f thought fit - andT '^t
''"P^'' ^he aid of a little oil of

=loth, the mastic mu;t be infoduced Af^fr
'?'"''°," P^^^^^d through a finen

TT'^y melted in a water-bath should t L''/''?'^"'^' ^^^ice turpen "„e
«^hich these operations are carried on th? - ' ^''^ t^^mperature at

Varmshfor cabinet-makers.~Va.U FhJnZ ^k).
P"""^^ "'easure.

ent., 1000 parts by measure. The solnHnn ^^""^T' ' ^'^ohol, of QQ per
•eqiient stirring. It is always mudd/ andl eL'^''^

^ '° '^ ^''^ '^^^
With the same resins and proof snirif,

employed without being filtered
'^er their morocco leather. ^ ^ 'P'"' ^ ™ade for the bookbinders to do^ '^e varnish of Wutin, for qildedartlrh. n , •

•agon's blood, 125
;
an'n^tto! mfs ff on^aa^'^F^^;^

^^'^ P''^''^^' gamboge, ,05.
'rt by measure of alcohol of 90 per ce„t' • two? " dissolved in 1 000e dragon's blood and annotto ii, lonn n^w ' 7 fPf^'*"

tinctures must be madt.S
Should be added to theVariilfracSi^n^^^^'^t^^^^^^^^ f-perf^S^..

3 p 3^ tae Shade of golden colour wanted.

i
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For fixing engravings or lithographs upon wood, a varnish called mordant is used in

France, which differs from others chiefly in containing more Venice turpentine, to

make it sticky ; it consists of— sandarach, 250 parts; mastic in tears, 64 ;
rosin, 125 ;

Venice turpentine, 250 ;
alcohol, 1000 parts hy measure.

_

Milk of wax is a valuable varnish, which may be prepared as follows :
— Melt m a

porcelain capsule a certain quantity of white wax, and add to it, while in fusion, an

equal quantity of spirit of wine, of sp. gr. 0-830; stir the mixture, and pour it upon a

large porphyry slab. The granular mass is to be converted into a paste by the muUer,

with the addition, from time to time, of a little alcohol ; and as soon as it appears to

be smooth and homogeneous, water is to be introduced in small quantities successively,

to the amount of four times the weight of the wax. This emulsion is to be then

passed through canvass, in order to separate such particles as may be imperfectly in-

TlirS of wax, thus prepared, may be spread with a smooth brush upon the surface

of a painting, allowed to dry, and then fused by passing a hot iron (salamander) over

its surface. When cold, it is to be rubbed with a linen cloth to bring out the lustre.

It is to the unchangeable quality of an encaustic of this nature that the ancient pamt-

ings upon the walls of Herculaneum and Pompeii owe their freshness at the present

^""^Black japan is made by putting into the set-pot 48 lbs. of Naples or any other

of the foreign asphaltums (except the Egyptian). As soon as it is melted pour in 10

gallons of raw linseed oil; keep a moderate fire and fuse 8 P^^ifds of dark gum

Lime in the gum-pot; mix it with 2 gallons of hot oil, and pour it into the set^pot

Ifterwards fufe 10 pounds of dark or sea amber in the 10 gallon iron-pot; keep

stirrino- it while fusing; and whenever it appears to be overheated, and rismg too

SgHS he pot! lift it from the fire for a few minutes. When it appears completely

fufed mix ill 2 gallons of hot oil, and pour the mixture into the set- pot
;
continue the

?oi fn'gX 3 honors longer, and during that time introduce the same quantity of driers

as before directed: draw out the fire, and let it remain until morning; then boil it

untU Trois hard, as before directed: leave it to cool, and afterwards mix with

'"TeTsrunswick black.-ln an iron pot, over a slow fire,

^t'nn'Zttr''irtTt
asphaltum for at least 6 hours; and during the same time boil n another iron PO*

6 Lllons of oil which has been previously boiled. During the boiling of the 6 gallons

fnfioduce 6 pounds of litharge gradually, and boil until it feels f-f.y
^^^^^^^^/^^^^

fingers; then ladle or pour it into the pot contaimng the boihng
f
^f^^l^um- Le the

m!xt;r;boil until, upon trial, it will roll into hard pills; then let it cool, and mix it

with 25 eallons of turpentine, or until it is of a proper consistence.^

"tfrl i/L;i.--Put 48 pounds of foreign ^s^^f-ra^^^^^^^^^

-StiiMgttisf^f^^^^ i^^h^
J^^-^^TliLtr t^E;::^;^irirofc:aJLe^ and other

'''''lTap''Brunswick LlacL-F.i 28 pounds of common bl-k I>Uch -d 28 poun^

of1omm?n asphaltum made from gas tar, mto an -^.^P^^J"^ ^"^^^^^^^^ Tarly

hours, which will evaporate the
^'f^^^^^^ 'of^^^^ al ien introduce',

next morning, as soon as it boi's, put m ^
f^^^^^^^^^

gradually, I0%ounds of red lead and 10
^.^^""^'fj'^^^^ o 'turpen-

Sntil it will roll very hard. When ready f"'' "'^'^

^^n Sd ?or en|^^^ founders,

tine, or more, until of a proper consistence This
'"^J^^;^^ ^^^^^

xiected with an art so long practised as
^^^^'^^^ gT^^^^^^^ established

patent we are about to .descr.be is f^i
yi
™*;^',!^ evident that there are certam

with scientific principles.
» i„„„ v iline- the resin, lupuline, and tannic

It is awdl-known fact that, without
j^'XVaf^^ h^^^^

,cid of the hops are not readily disengaged

ay that they he a good, lomj, sharp bod to make the l>ce> Keepac

s
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The two most antiputrescent ingredients are the lupuline and tannic acid ; but
while the long boiling is going on to get these two ingredients liberated, the volatile oil,
or that which gives the softening principle, as well as the aroma, to the ales, passes off
into the atmosphere and is lost, so that the beer or ale has a nasty, rough, acrid taste,
somewhat like gentian root. The great question is, what are the constituents of wort
liquor when drawn from the mash tun, what do we want to retain, and what to get
rid of. The worts are composed of water, saccharine matter, starch in small quantity,
albumen, and gluten. The saccharine matter is the only thing we want to retain,
m-e Its proper proportion of water. The other ingredients are nitrogenous, and liable
to produce putrid fermentation.

Boiling of the worts is intended to coagulate the nitrogenous matter; two minutes
will do this at 200° Fahr. What must now be eflFected is to bring these particles of
coagulated matter mto contact with the tanning, resinous, and lupuline properties ofhop, rendenng them insoluble, which chemical change prevents, in a measure, further

precSi?ation
°

'
^ """^'^ ^^^^ "^^'"^^ '"'^ fermentation or after

There cannot be a doubt that boiling worts to a certain extent is necessary, but loneboi ing IS decidedly injurious, as there must be a decomposition of the saccharinematter going on, as well as a reglutinisation of the albumen and other compounds

tTe h^ptlVesri't
---^i-tely brought into contact with those pro^e'rties of

All these difficulties can be prevented by first making an extract of hop in a closedigester, as is represented m the enclosed drawing, /y. 1861. The most volatile pro-

be immediately changed, retaining the aVrmannH Pf^'^l'^t^f nitrogenous matter will
Hence the advantage ;f the sepiate extrct o^^^^^^^^^^^ ^"^''T P'^P'^'^^^' of the hop.

can be regulated to iL greatest See y, and ^h^^^^^^change the colour of the liquid or lose the aToma ^"^^^'^t

wh,ch,„ some brewers »onUa„,o„„,to2o'SV«"/n^^^^^^^
3 p 4
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Figs. 1861, 1 and 2 (a and a'), are two digesters, which are supplied with water to

the interior at 212° Fahr. Tliis is admitted by the water-pipe passing through the

hollow journal, and thence down the side pipe in the interior of the vessel helow the

perforated platform n'. The hops are placed between these platforms B b and b'.

Steam is let on from the steam-pipe, passing through the hollow journal, and into the

steam-jacket c, c, c, which keep up the temperature of the mass at or above 212°

Fahr., as may be deemed necessary ; at the same time no steam is allowed to escape,

hence' the whole of the aromatic properties of the hop are preserved. This is done

in two ways, first by drawing off the top of the extract through the cock e (this

added to the beer after it is cool) ; or the hop oil is distilled over by means of the hood

F, and condenser g, and is run off through the cock B.Jig. 1862. The cover is then

drawn up by the chain and counter-weight. The extract is then drawn off through

the bottom cock j, and is added to the boil. The perforated platform is removed, and

the vessel, which swings on the trunyons, is turned upside down and the spent hops

drop into a press. See Brewing.
Cooling.— The quicker worts are cooled down to the fermenting temperature after

being boiled, the better. The less it is exposed to the action of the atmosphere the

less liable it is to absorb oxygen, preventing acetous fermentation.

Rapid cooling to all brewers is of vital importance, for if wort be permitted to

come into contact with the air during the time its caloric is given off, acidity must

set in, especially in summer time.

The best method to cool worts is that which is shown and described in the drawmg

annexed, ^3. 1862.

The worts are passed through copper tfes, </.orou^AZy <mnerf. In^^^^^^^^

a current of water round these tubes, a dew et of water SP."""^'^*^
"Jj^f

oute urface, at the same time a current of cold air is

^^^^f^'^^l^^^^^^
moist surface of the tube, so that as fast as the molecules

^J.^^^/^^j^^J^^'jX" By
the water through the metal tubes, they are blown ^^^^'.^ ^'^S P'^^J Inv other, il
this process heat from liquids can be abstracted more

^-^f water used
fact, worts can be brought down to freezing

''y''-''^\f'^^'^^^fj^^^^
may be 80° to 100° Fahr. Another great advantage is, that the quantity

used is about one-half. r *

These tubes can be cleaned with a brush with perfect ease.
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\ EGETABLE ETHIOPS. A charcoal prepared by the incineration in a covered
crucible of the /mcu« vesiculosns, or common sea wrack.
VEGETABLE PARCHMENT. See Parchment, Vkgetable.

fiii^j^'^^
(J^«VoH.s Fr.; Gdtige, Germ.) are the fissures or rents in rocks, which are

failed with peculiar mineral substances, most commonly metallic ores. See Minks.
Wining, &c.
VEIN STONES, or GANGUES, are the mineral substances which accompany,

and frequently enclose, the metallic ores. See Mines, Mining, &c.VELLUM is a fine sort of Parchment, which see.
VELVET (Kc/ow;s, Fr.

; Sammet, Germ.) A peculiar fituflF,the nature of wMch isexplamed under Fustian and Textile Fabrics
VENETIAN CHALK is Steatite.
VENTILATION OF MINES. In our subterranean operations, especially where

quantities of carbonic acid are constantly being produced by respiration and combus-

ts ?h ^"Si'" /'
^,especially m our coal mines, the workmen are constantly exposedto the efflux of explosive gas-l.ght carburetted hydrogen-it becomes necessary to

surrounde"'^"'
of removing, as rapidly as possible, the air by which the miner is

The production of noxious gases renders ventilation a primary object in thesjstem of mining. The most easily managed is the carbonic acid. If an air-pipe hasbeen earned down the engine pit for the purpose of ventilation in the sinking otherp^es are connected with it and laid along the pavement, or are attached to an angleof the mine next the roof. These pipes are prolonged with the galleries, by which

X°h 1

' '^^^"^ P>P^« replaced by atmo pherfc a^,

f' riace at the nit Jio^^^
'° T'^^" ''^""'^''^ ^^'^"g^^ '"^^lumace at the pit mouth. This circulation is continued till the miners cut throughupon the second shaft, when the air-pipes become superfluous; for it i we 1 knownthat the instant such communication is made, as is represented in fig iS the lirspontaneously descends in the engine pit a, and passing along the gSry a ascend,

hro
'"'"''^ P^' ^- The air, t sinking ^^''''J^^'^^''^''^^'through A, has at first the atmospheric temperature, which in ^-^.-J!!!.winter may be at or under the freezing point of water; but its

'

temperature increases in passing down through the relativelywarmer earth, and ascends in the shaft B, warmer than the atmo-

£rf .1, ^'l""^ '^^'l"^^ '^ePt^S' ^« represented in the
figure, the current of air flows pretty uniformly in one direction.

both hpT?i ' -^^ same depth with the first, and the bottom and mouth of

f^^^^jt^JfJ!^ 'J ^« square. ^Lrii ^ ^ -
itself forms three sides of the a^r nine «nV 7 ^T-^' '^L.^LJ
air-tight, and nalkd S lal p op?of loot&lTt'" ''"^^r^ ^PP^'^^
lips of the ragglin. This mode I' very genera?'/^ '"P ^°^f'°"om of the
municatioD, and dip-head level galleriL whe?e carSS

in running galleries ofcom-
the stagnation of th'e air the mines' burn Sly " '^''^

timTs^mpdK^oug;S^^^^^^ active, the air is some-
at the pit bottom, while th^ vL"s are LTvenS ^^^^ng their tube placed
pinion worked with the hand. In othc^ cases 1^' ^,7' ^« oeity by a wheel and
smith, furnished with a wide nozzleTrP^^^I •

^'''^ *^°se of the black-
But these are merely tenTpora^rexSnrt 1'.! ' ''"'"f

^^^^
of air can be eflfected by%roSon irco-n?- 'T" ^
haustion; and hence it is betterto at^^oh thr?™" ^^'^^^^ ^« ^7
to their nozzle.

^"^'^ ^'"-P'?^ t° ^alve of the bellows than
Ventilation of collieries has been likewise effected on p cr«»ii i v

horizontal funnel to the top of air-pipes elevated a In k, i^^h attaching a
mouth. The funnel revolves on a p^ Jot and bvlts tail nJ'^^ ' Pi*
-eive the wind. At other times. -irci^^aifil'M^^^^^^^^^^
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in iron grates, either at the bottom of an upcast pit, or suspended by a chain a few
fathoms down.

Such are some of the more common methods practised in collieries of moderate depth,

where carbonic acid abounds, or where there is a total stagnation of air. But in all

great coal mines the aiirial circulation is regulated and directed by double doors, called

main or bearing doors. These are true air-valves, which intercept a current of air

moving in one direction from mixing with another moving in a different direction. Such
valves are placed on the main roads and passages of the galleries, and are essential to

a just ventilation. Their functions are represented in the annexed Jig. 1865, where
A shows the downcast shaft, in which the aerial current is made to descend ; b is the

upcast shaft, sunk towards the rise of the coal; and c the dip-head level. Were the mine
here figured to be worked without any attention to the circulation, the air would flow

down the pit a, and proceed in a direct line up the rise mine to the shaft b, in which it

would ascend. The consequence would therefore be, that all

the galleries and boards to the dip of the pit A, and those lying

on each side of the pits, would have no circulation of air;

or, in the language of the collier, would be laid dead. To
m^wj^'L

1 obviate this result, double doors are placed in three of the

l^^l
I 1 1/ galleries adjoining the pit; viz, at a and b, c and d, e and

/; all of which open inwards to the shaft A. By this plan,

as the air is not suffered to pass directly from the shaft a to

the shaft b, through the doors a and b, it would have taken the next shortest direction

by c J and ef; but the doors in these galleries prevent this course, and compel it to

proceed downwards to the dip-head level c, where it will spread or divide, one portion

pursuing a route to the right, another to the left. On arriving at the boards g and h,

it would have naturally ascended by them ; but this it cannot do by reason of the

building or stopping placed at g and h. By means of such stoppings placed in the

boards next the dip-head level, "the air can be transported to the right hand or to the

left for many miles, if necessary, providing there be a train or circle of aerial com-

munication from the pit a to the pit b. If the boards i and k are open, the air will

ascend in them, as traced out by the arrows; and after being diffused through the

workings, will again meet in a body at a, and mount the gallery to the pit b, sweeping

away with it the'deleterious air which it meets in its path. Without double doors on

each main passage, the regular circulation of the air would be constantly liable to

interruptions and derangements ;
thus, suppose the door c to be removed, and only d

to remain in the left-hand gallery, all the other doors being as represented, it is

obvious, that whenever the door d is opened, the air, finding a more direct passage in

that direction, would mount by the nearest channel /, to the shaft b, and lay dead all

the other parts of the work, stopping all circulation. As the passages on which the

doors are placed constitute the main roads by which the miners go to and from their

work and as the corves are also constantly wheeling along all the time, were a single

door, such as d, so often opened, the ventilation would be rendered precarious or

languid But the double doors obviate this inconvenience ; for both men and horses,

with the corves, in going to or from the pit bottom A, no sooner enter the door rf, than

it shuts behind them, and encloses them in the still air contained between the doors d

and c • c having prevented the air from changing its proper course while d was open.

When is again shut, the door c may be opened without inconvenience, to allow the

men and horses to pass on to the pit bottom at A ; the door d preventing any change

in the aerial circulation while the door c is open. In returning from the pit, the same

rule is observed of shutting one of the double doors before the other is opened.

If this mode of disjoining and insulating air-courses from each other be once fairly

conceived, its continuance through a working of any extent may be easily understood.

When carbonic acid gas abounds, or when the fire-danap is m very small quan-

titv the air may be conducted from the shaft to the d.p-head level, and by placing

stoppings of each room next the level, it may be carried to any distance along the

dip-head levels ; and the furthest room on each side being left open, the air is suftered

to diffuse itielf hrough the wastes, along the wall faces, and mount m the upcast pit.

Butfhould the air be!ome stagnant along the wall faces, stoppings are se up through-

out the galleries, in such a way as to direct the main body of fresh a.r along the wall

?rces fofthe workmen. v.hile a partial stream of air is allowed to pass through the

«fnnnine-s to nrevent any accumulation of foul air in the wastes.

In ver; deep and exte^^ collieries more elaborate arrangements for ventilation

arelnlroduced^ the circulation is made active by rarefyingthe air at the upcast

Tafrby means of a very large furnace placed -Jer at the bot om o t

p^^^^^^

shaft The former position is generally preferred, ^^'i^; ^"^3, ^-^T^^
placed at the top of the pit. When it surmounts a s'°R'\?

""i
J

'
"^f." bv pkcinp

he pit, the compartment intended for the upcast is made a.r-t.ght at top, by placin.
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Btrong bunions or beams across it, at any suitable distance from the mouth. On these

1866

buntons a close scaffolding of plank is laid, which is well plastered
or moated over with adhesive plastic clay. A little way below the
scaffold, a passage is previously cut, either in a sloping direction, to
connect the current of air with the furnace, or it is laid horizontally,
and then communicates with the furnace by a vertical opening. If
any obstacle prevent the scaffold from being erected within the pit,
this can be made air-tight at top, and a brick flue carried thence along
the surface to the furnace.

The furnace has a size proportional to the magnitude of the ventila-
tion, and the chimneys are either round or square, being from 50 to
100 feet high, with au inside diameter of from 5 to 9 feet at bottom,
tapering upwards to a diameter of from 2^ feet to 5 feet. Such stalks are made 9
mches thick m the body of the building, and a little thicker at bottom, where they
are lined with fire-bricks.

The plan of placing the furnace at the bottom of the pit is, however more advan-
tageous, because the shaft through which the air ascends to the furnace at the pit
mouth, IS always at the ordinary temperature; so that whenever the top furnace is
neglected, the circulation of air throughout the mine becomes languid, and dangerous to
the workmen; whereas, when the furnace is situated at the bottom of the shaft its
sides get heated, like those of a chimney, through its total length, so that though' the
heat of the furnace be accidentally allowed to decline or become extinct for a little
the circulation will still go on, the air of the upcast pit being rarefied by the heat
remaining in the sides of the shaft.

To prevent the annoyance to the onsetters at the bottom from the hot smoke thefollowing plan has been adopted, as shown in the wood-cut.^o. 1867, where a renre-sents the lower part of the upcast shaft; b, the furnace,
^

built of brick, arched at top, with its sides insulated from
the solid mass of coal which surrounds it. Between the
furnace wall and the coal beds a current of air constantly
passes towards the shaft, in order to prevent the coal
catching fire. From the end of the furnace a gallery is ^ cmcut in a rising direction ate which communicates with
the shaft at d, about 7 or 8 fathoms from the bottom of the pit. TW^S^^ndfurnace-keeper are completely disjoined from the shaft; and the pit bo tom notonly free from all incumbrances, but remains comfortably cool
_lo obviate the inconveniences from the smoke to the banksmenm landing the coals at the pit mouth, the following plan hasbeen contrived for the Newcastle collieries. Fig 1868 re
presents the mouth of the pit : a is the upcast shaft, provided
with a furnace at bottom; b, the downcast shaft, by which the
supply of atmospheric air descends; and d, the brattice carried
above the pit mouth. A little way below the settle-boards, a
gallery, c, is pushed, in communication with the surface from
the downcast shaft, over which a brick tube or chimney isbuih from 60 to 80 feet high, 7 or 8 feet diameter at bottomand 4 or 5 feet diameter at top. On the top of this chimney a deal funnd is sus-pended horizontally on a pivot, like a turn-cap. The vane f mado akn of I
the mouth of the funnel always in the same'direction the ^ nd^^ S
rather aid than check the ^Intilatlon by piI™'"

" ^'^^ ^^"^ ^^^1

The principle of ventilation being thus established tho nn-^t r.y.;.„t
colliery, and in driving all galleries whatever ! tS 5 • •' V° °P^n'°& "P a

course; on the simple but -Sy ZTeJo^^^^^^^
"^""^^^^

depends at the commencement^of tlie excavSo^^^^^^^^ ' ^^^^"^'^^^^^^ °f

heJdtgrglne'r;!tS%reTthe? I^HZt' ''^'.^^^^ « - the one

the up!ast fide o'f the pit ltd 'the' latr with""^
^-mediate y connected with

the downcast side of the pit d. The pit itself is .mmmmmmmmade completely air-tight by its division of deals
from top to bottom, called the brattice wall ; so that
no air can pass through the brattice from d toV andtS^" k •

—

currents of air is completely intercepted bv a .tnnnL K ™-T^^^ '^o
end of the first pillar of coa^I; te pillars or IsTcf.I J

^"^
-alls; and the'openings het.Jlt;Zr^:,lfl^^^^^^

called stenting
direction of the air. The headings a and b are genS.r^dc^^LTrfl^t ^^^^^^^ Z
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Btenting walls 6 or 8 yards thick, and are holed or thirled at such a distance as may
be most suitable for the state of the air. The thirlings are 5 feet wide.
When the headings are set off from the pit bottom, an aperture is left in the

brattice at the end of the pillar next the pit, through which the circulation betwixt
the upcast and downcast pits is carried on ; but whenever the workmen cut through
the first thirling No. 1, the aperture in the brattice at the pit bottom is shut; in con-
sequence of which the air is immediately drawn by the power of the upcast shaft
through that thirling as represented by the dotted arrow. Thus a direct stream of
fresh air is obviously brought close to the forehead where the mines are at work.
The two headings a and b are then advanced, and as soon as the thirling No. 2 is cut
through, a wall of brick and mortar, 4^ inches thick, is built across the thirling No.
1. This wall is termed a stopping; and being air-light, it forces the whole circula-

tion through the thirling No, 2. In this manner the air is always led forward, and
caused to circulate always by the last-made thirling next the forehead ; care being had,

that whenever a new thirling is made, the last thirling through which the air was
circulated be secured with an air-tight stopping. In the woodcut, the stoppings are

placed in the thirlings numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and of consequence the whole cir-

culation passes through the thirling No. 7, which lies nearest the foreheads of the

headings a, b. By inspecting the figure, we observe that on this very simple plan a

stream of air may be circulated to any required distance, and in any direction, how-
ever tortuous. Thus, for example, if while the double headways course a, b, is pushed
forward, other double headways courses are required to be carried on at the same
time on both sides of the first headway, the same general principles have only to be

attended to as shown in Jig. 1870, where a is the upcast and b the downcast shaft.

The air advances along the heading c, but

cannot proceed further in that direction than

the pillar rf, being obstructed by the double

doors at e. It therefore advances in the direc-

tion of the arrows to the foreheads at /, and
passing through the last thirling made there,

returns to the opposite side of the double

doors, ascends now the heading g to the fore-

J
heads at h, passes through the last-made

P thirling at that point, and descends, in the

P heading i, till it is interrupted by the double
'^'^

doors at k. The aerial current now moves

along the heading I, to the foreheads at m,

returns by the last-made thirling there, along

the heading n, and finally goes down the

heading o, and mounts by the upcast

shaft a, carrying with it all the noxious gases

which it encountered during its circuitous

journey. This woodcut is a faithful repre-

sentation of the system by which collieries of the greatest extent are worked and ven-

tilated. In some of these the air courses are from 30 to 40 miles long. Thus the

air conducted by the medium of a shaft divided by a brattice wall only a few mches

thick, after descending in the downcast in one compartment of the pit at 6 o clock m
the morning, must thence travel through a circuit of nearly 30 miles, and cannot

arrive at its reascending compartment on the other side of the brattice, or pit partition,

till 6 o'clock in the evening, supposing it to move all the time at the rate of 2j miles

per hour. Hence we see that the primum mobile of this mighty circulation, the furnace,

must be carefully looked after, since its irregularities may afifect the comfort, or even

the existence of hundreds of miners spread over these vast subterraneous labyrinth^

On the principles just laid down, it appears, that if any number of boards be set ofi^

from any side of these galleries, either in a level, dip, or rise direction, the circulation

of air may be advanced to each forehead by an ingoing and returning current.

Yet while the circulation of fresh air is thus advanced to the last-made thirling next

the foreheads /, h, and m,Jig. 1870, and moves through the th.rhng which is nearest

to the face of^^ev^ry board and room, the emission of fire-damp /"--q"!;

abundant from the coaly strata, that the miners dare not proceed ^^^^rds more than «

few feet from that aerial circulation, without hazard «/.b«ng.5<i™ed by the combus lo^

of the gas at their candles. To guard against this accident
^^^P^^^J, Ifformed of deal, about f of an inch tluck,

furnished with cross-bars for binding the

gas at

brattices are employed. These are

3 or 4 feet broad, and 10 feet long; and are
_

deals together, and a few finger-loops cut through them,
%\1'J''^^q2Zi

expeditiously, in order to place them in a proper position. .WJ'^™^^^
abounds, a store of such brattice deals should be kept ready for emergencies.
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The mode of applying these temporary brattices, or deal partitions, is shown in the
accompanying figure (1871), which shows how the air circulates freely through the
thirling d, d, before the brattices are placed. At b and c, we see two head-
ing boards or rooms, which are so full of inflammable air as to be unwork-
able. Props are now erected near the upper end of the pillar e, betwixt
the roof and pavement, about 2 feet clear of the sides of the next pillar,
leaving room for the miner to pass along between the pillar side and the
brattice. The brattices are then fastened with nails to the props, the lower
edge of the under brattice resting on the pavement, while the upper ed^^e
of the upper is in contact with the roof. By this means any variation of the
height in the bed of coal is compensated by the overlap of the brattice boards •

and as these are advanced, shifting brattices are laid close to and alongside
ot the first set. The miner next sets up additional props in the same parallel
hne with the former and slides the brattices forwards to make the air circulate close tothe forehead where he is working

; and he regulates the distance betwixt the bratticeand the forehead by the disengagement of fire-damp and the velocity of the aerial
circulation. The props are shown at d d, and the brattices at /"/ By this arrangement

Ee St Sand".!? ^T.^T"^- '"''^'l,^
^^^^^^"g forced aTongthe right-hand side of the bra tice, and, sweeping over the wall face or foreheadreturns by the back of the brattice, and passes through the thirliug a. It is preventedhowever, from returning m its former direction by the brattice planted in the JorS

Tlf, = ^.'
^'^^ '\ r"".*'

^""^ accomplishes its return close to that forehead

mrrof the'nXr' Th'^^^^^^
ventilated till another thirling is made at the upperpart of the pillar The thirling a is then closed by a brick stopping, and the brattice- boards removed forward for a similar operation

orattice

When blowers occtir in the roof, and force the strata down, so as to produce a lareevaulted excavation, the accumulated gas must be swept aw^y
; becat^se afSr fiEthat space, it would descend in an unmixed state under^he commrroof of tL coafThe manner of removing it is represented in fig. 1872, where a is the bed of coalb the blower, c the excavation left by the downfall of the / ""^^ ^^"^ °^

roof, IS a passing door, and e a brattice. By this arranee-
^''^

ment the aerial current is carried close to the roof and
constantly sweeps off or dilutes the inflammable gas of theblower, as fast as it issues. The arrows show the direction
of the current; but for which, the accumulating gas wouldbe mixed in explosive proportions with the atm?spherTc airand destroy the miners.

lo/o

There is another modification of the ventilating systemwhere the air-courses are traversed across; that is, whL one
air-course is advanced at right angles to another, and mustpass it in order to ventilate the workings on the further side
Itiis IS accomplished on the plan shown in /zo lfi7i xci.o,.^ • • ,

air-course, over which the other air cou?sft hl«'tl Vu""^!^
road with an

channel are built of bricks aiched over so t
' Pf The sides of this air-

in the roof strata as shown n the figure Tf1 ' ^""^^''^ ^^^'^^^

planks made air-tight, c^ss ng and ?rrossL mav'tr'fr'' f'/' ""l Y'^
^''^

general velocity of the air in these ventiLtin"!.!™^ ^. ^f''^''^
^'^^ ^^^'"ty- The

or about 2^ miles per h^r Ld theirTn irn^^^^^^
^ *° * ^"'^ P^^

aa-ording in area of from 25 to ^6 qiarellt S^t"' '"'^
''T ' '''' ^'^^^''^

The hydraulic air-pump, deserves to be nn;i-5
^^^^ Mine Ventilator.

trivances forventilatingmine7Si?u arlv whin ^"""^i^^^
^^"O'^s ingenious con-

a is a large wooden tub, nearlV filled with Z^^ moderate extent.
,

ventilating pipe b passes' d'owL' into thT ecIsseT^ Y^^^^^^^^ "'Tt '°"r Iof b there is a valve e, opening upwards Ovlr A
' ^P''" *«P ^

inverted in a, having a valve aL nil- .
, '

gasometer vessel is

is depressed by anyVovrnrfo ce
^^^^ ^^^i^ ^^s^el

through rf; andwh^ iUs raisei if 5- ^"'v ""'^ ^"^''^ ^^PeUed
the pipe b, and thus ^^w air of tb'

^t"°«Pterical pressure in

cannot'return on accoJn? o tTe va ve at bTf T g^^?"^*-' -hich
sphere through d at the next descenl ' '

^^^'''''^ *e atmo-

the''E:rr?nT;tt'l"sctdr^S'Srd^ ^"/^^^^ ^-t of
stables, next among the work^^^^^^ '^""^^

-itb whatever mixtures i^mT; h^ve :cSt'nit5:\ T'
^"^'^^^

then passes through the furnace with alf tb. tfl J° ^'^''^"^ wastes. It
the upcast shaft, fnd is dispersed" nto^L atmo^^^^^^^ --nds
0^ a.r, to be presently described, was inverdTy Mr. ^^ISiT^iS^CT"'^
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In ventilating the very thick coal of Staffordshire, though there is much inflammal)lc
air, less care is needed than in the north of England collieries, as the workings are
very roomy, and the air courses of comparative!}' small extent. The air is conducted
down one shaft, carried along the main roads, and distributed into the sides of work.
A narrow gallery, termed the air-head, is carried in the upper part of the coal, in the
rib walls, along one or more of the sides. Lateral openings, named spouts, are led
from the air-head gallery into the side of work; and the circulating stream, mixed
with the gas in the workings, enters by these spouts, and returns by the air-head to
the upcast pit.

The means adopted in the South Staffordshire coal mines, which have veins vary-
ing from 25 to 30 feet in thickness, are well worthy of consideration ; since a solid
mass of that magnitude must be peculiarly difficult to drain of its imprisoned gas. In
excavating such coal large masses must be detached, and pockets or hollows must be
formed, which are immediately filled with carburetted hydrogen ; whilst a thin vein,
for which a level roof can be generally secured, can be kept tolerably free from such
accumulations.

Carburetted hydrogen gas, which produces these dreadful explosions, is not explosive
until it is united with a certain proportion of ordinary air, say seven to nine times its

volume; when this mixture has taken place, it arrives at what is termed its " firing"
or explosive point ; and in that state, if it come in contact with the flame of a candle,
it will instantly explode, with similar rapidity and violence to gunpowder. A con-
siderable volume of this gas is set at liberty in all the thick coal mines, when worked
in the usual manner, and as often as fresh masses of coal are cut through. Some coal
mines supply a much greater quantity of gas than others, and these are commonly
called " fiery mines ;

" but in nearly all coal mines a sufficient quantity is extricated to

produce the most direful consequences, if it be not neutralised, or its escape duly pro-
vided for.

The general mode is that of diluting the gas with a quantity of atmospheric air

;

and a current of air, equal to thirty times the volume of gas yielded by the coal, is

the bare limit of safety : that is to say, thirty cubic feet of common air must circulate

through the mine in the space of time that the coal will give out one cubic foot of

gas ; but the quantity of air should very far exceed this, where this mode of venti-

lation is practised, for a copious supply of fresh air is needful for the numerous
workmen, horses, and candles employed in the pit.

Many mechanical plans have been recommended to increase the current of air through
the mines ; in some, force pumps, and in others, exhaust pumps, have been proposed,

to produce an artificial current of air throughout the workings. These plans, theoreti-

cally, may be very correct, but, it is to be observed, that the current of air must be

constantly maintained; and, in the practical application, the engine that works these

pumps, or other mechanical means, may get out of order, and thereby endanger the

lives of all the miners.

We should therefore avail ourselves, as far as possible, of the natural powers that

are at our command ; and, in this instance, the extreme levity of the gas from which

we wish to rid the mines, supplies us, to a considerable extent, with the remedy re-

quired. But cases may arise where other auxiliaries may he temporarily required,

from accidental misplacements of the level of the mine. Under these circumstances,

it may be necessary to employ heat, to rarefy the upcast current of air, to make it

specifically lighter than the downcast ; or mechanical means to force air in, or to

extract air from the mines, may be required. Where artificial heat is made use of, a

well constructed furnace is the most secure method. If mechanical means should be-

come necessary, Mr. Struve's exhausting cylinders, or Mr. Nasmyth's fan, supply

powerful and effective apparatus.

According to the ordinary system adopted in the collieries of the South Staffordshire

district, two shafts are sunk, near together, about 7 to 7^ feet in diameter, each to the

hottom of the coal, say about 180 yards depth, the two shafts commencing at the same

level, and terminating at the same level. One of these becomes the " downcast pit

'

down which the air descends, and the other the " upcast pit " up which the air ascends,

when a communication is made between them at the bottom ; but the only determming

causes for the motion of the air being accidental, it is unknown beforehand what

direction the current will take, and which will become the downcast pit. It is always

found that a current of air does take place without any other means being employed

;

but the determining power is so faint, that, issuing from the upcast pit with such

trifling velocity, it is liable to he deranged by the action of the wind, or by atmospheric

changes ; and it sometimes happens that the air becomes quiescent, or an unsteady

column, alternately ascending and descending the same shaft; and then, m nuners

language, the pits " fight," and the air will neither ascend nor descend with regularity

in one direction.
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When the two pits are sunk down through the stratum of coal 30 ft. in thickness, a
" gate-road " or horse-way is next driven in the hottom of the coal, from 8 to 9 ft, high,

and about the same width, commencing from the bottom of the downcast pit.

At the same time (or rather before, as it should always precede the gate-road), an

air-head is driven about the middle of the coal, or 15 feet high from the "floor " or

bottom of the coal, commencing from the downcast pit. The gate-road and air-head

are then driven in parallel lines, at the same level upon which they commence, for

the distance of 100 to 500 yards, or more, according to the quantity of coal intended

to be cleared by the pits.

A series of " spouts " or openings are driven upwards from the gate-road into the

air-head, at intervals of 10 or 15 yards (as the coal may give out more or less gas),

to carry oS the gas, and produce a current of air for the workmen,— each spout

being closed up when a new one is made in advance. The excavation of the whole
thickness of the stratum of coal, 30 feet thick, is then proceeded with, by opening right

and left from the end of the gate-road, and excavating a " side of work," which forms
a rectangular cavity, say about 90 yards long by 50 yards wide, or about an acre, the

whole of the coal being taken away as far as practicable, excepting the pillars of
coal (generally 10 yards square and 10 yards distant from each other) which are left

to support the superincumbent strata.

The air descending the downcast pit, and travelling along the gate-road into the
workings, ascends to the air-head, and traversing that, ascends the upcast pit, carry-
ing with it the gas and impure vapours, as far as such imperfect and interrupted
means will effect, and delivering them into the open air.

By this plan we ventilate the mine, until the lower 15 feet of the coal is excavated;
but where the whole thickness of the coal above the air-head has been removed, by
undergoing the coal from the bottom, and dropping it down in large masses, the
upper portion of the cavity, being above the level of the air-head, forms a reservoir
for gas, which gradually accumulates, and has no means of escape,— a reservoir of
the capacity of some hundred thousand of cubic feet, which maybe wholly or in part
occupied by gas. An accidental change in the direction of the current of air would
turn the course of the air along the air-head into this reservoir of gas, and from
thence into the gate-road, and render an explosion very probable. After the coal is

extracted, a solid wall or " rib " of coal, from 6 to 10 yards thick, which is commonly
termed a " fire-rib," is left all round the chamber, separating it from the next work-
ings

; and the entrance from the gate-road is securely walled up, to exclude the air,
and prevent spontaneous combustion, which would otherwise, in a short period, take
place. "When an explosion occurs, it is generally followed by a second, or more, as
portions of the gas become successively charged with the due proportions of air ; and
the liability to these terrible explosions will always remain in mines thus worked, till,

by some efficient means, the gas can be allowed a continuous escape, and a current of
air can be ensured to move always in one direction, with sufficient power to overcome
all extraneous disturbing forces, either of the wind or any atmospheric changes.
. ^^fig- 1875 the system adopted and carried into operation by Benjamin Gibbons
IS shown. One pit a, is sunk, instead of two; and in the side of the shaft a smaller

1876

Shaft 6 .s cut, to form an "air-chimney," and is afterwards separated from the mainshaft; th,s air-chiraney ,s circular, and maybe made about fhree feet dTameteMnside, or more, as may be required. The air-chimney is bricked at tL Tamp fi,lwith the shaft,- the circular brickwork of each forming a mrtiLn of L^^
ness and secure strength, from the two arches abutting a|ain?t a h otherThe gate-road c, is driven from the shaft at the bottom of the coal, as in liie ordinary
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plan; but the air-head d is driven from the air-chimney -within 2 feet of the top of the
coal, or higher if practicable, and runs into the vertical air-chimney. The gate road
and air-head are carried forward in a parallel direction to the extent of the work as
before described in the ordinary system

; and " spouU " or openings, e, are driven
upwards to connect them, at about every 15 yards— every spout being bricked up
close, in succession, when a fresh one is made in advance, so as to make the current
of air traverse the whole extent of the gate-road before it rises up to the air-head and
passes away to the air-chimney. These spouts can only be driven perpendicularly
upwards from the gate-road to the air-head; and each of them being about 18 feet
long in the 30 feet coal, a formidable practical difiBculty was experienced by the
author in the King's Swinford pits, where the coal being contiguous to a great fault, it

abounded in gas to so great a degree, that when a spout was carried up a very few
feet, it became so filled with gas that no man could work in it. But this difficulty
was overcome by boring upwards from the spout a hole, 4 inches in diameter, into the
air-head ; the gas then passed otf instantly, followed by a stream of air sufficient to
ventilate the gate-road, and to enable the men to work with candles in the spout with
perfect safety.

The excavation of the coal is commenced in the same manner as in the ordinary
system, by driving at right angles from the end of the gate-road, to begin a " side of
work; " and the ventilation is carried on completely and continuously from the ex-
tremity of the working, whilst the whole of the coal to the top is removed. The
whole of the gas is constantly drained off from the upper surface of the coal by the air-

head, and the numerous spouts or cross drains, which remain all open to the air-head,
by means of a small pipe-hole left in the stopping as they are successively stopped,
and which constantly drain off the gas most effectually, by piercing through and cut-
ting the horizontal layers of coal, and thus tapping the several strata at so many
different points. By this system the danger of any accumulation of gas in the cavi-
ties of the upper part of the vforkings is effectually prevented.

In the ordinary system of ventilation, it is manifest that only a very slight deter-
mining power compels the air to travel constantly in the same direction. Its current
is, at all times, weak and insufficient, and liable to be deranged by the action of the
wind, or atmospheric changes ; and it is under no command whatever. To ensure
safety a constant current of air is indispensably necessary ; it should be a current,

too, maintained by natural causes, as far as possible, and never interrupted, for the
reasons already assigned; and should be one that would not vary or fail.

To effect this, the ascending column of air must be rendered specifically lighter

than the air of the descending column, which circulates through the workings ; and
this difference of specific gravity must be maintained constantly free from disturbance

by accidental causes, and to such an extent as to produce under all circumstances

a total amount of propelling power that is found sufficient for the complete ventilation

of the mine. This is accomplished by conducting the whole of the gas in a continu-

ous ascending column, free from interruption or disturbance, up the separate air-

chimney; and this ascending power is further increased by erecting a ventilating

chimney (shown by dots in the vertical section), of a sufficient height, on the surface

of the ground, into the base of which the air-chimney is continued so as to form one

uninterrupted air flue, from the top of the ventilating chimney down to the air-head

in the seam of coal. By this means a long experience has shown that a constant

draught is established aud secured, with the occasional aids of a small furnace or

steam jet, which is amply sufficient, in all ordinary cases, to defy wind and weather,

and also to produce a current sufiiciently strong that it may be split, and such por-

tions withdrawn from the main stream of air as may be found requisite to carry on

the preparatory work to maintain the get of coal.

The air in the gate-road and workings is warmed above the temperature of the air

on the surface, in ordinary mean temperatures, by the heat of the earth, and is conse-

quently rarefied; this is aided much more than would be generally supposed, by the

heat proceeding from the numerous workmen, horses, and candles, employed in the

mine; and the current is further increased by the escape of the gases, which are

specifically lighter than the air,— the air-head forming, with the air-chimney, an un-

interrupted and continuous passage from the workings, and delivering the gas into

the ventilating chimney : thus a draught is constantly maintained sufficient for all

usual purposes.

Ventilation is nowhere exhibited to such advantage as in the coal mmes of

Northumberland and Durham, where they have carried well nigh to systematic per-

fection the plan of coursing the air through the winding galleries, origmally con-

trived about the year 1760 by Mr. James Spedding, of Workington, the ablest pitman

of his day*; who was also the inventor of the flint wheel formerly used to give light

• Mining engineers u»e the term good pitman, M admirals do good seaman, to denote a proficient in

his calling.
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to the miner when -working in dangerous situations. He converted the whole of the
passages into air-pipes, so to speak, drew the current of air from tiie downcast pittUen traversed it up and down, and round about, through the several sheaths of the'workings so that no particular gallery was left without a current of air. There is inevery coal mine an experienced corps, called wastemen, because they travel over thewaste, or the exhiuisted regions, who can tell at once, by the whistling sound which

;n'^™^ '
^-Z-

"'^^'^'^s partitions and doors, whether the ventilation

sav Ih^ '° ? •

^^'^ ^^°PP'°g« begin to sing or call, as they

l?;ther nd7.^tion T""''^T *f P°'°' «f labyrinthan line^Another indication of something being wrong, is when the doors get so heavy thathe boys in attendance upon them find them difficult to shut or ofen. The iL an
aIoud."Halloa,ti;ere is sometSg^

r.w^'"'
5P'^^'l'"g> «ysfem the whole of the return air came in one current to hisrarefymg furnace see letter c, 1877), whether it was at the expbsTve poYnt or

hnd\oh I ^"^'^ cJanger.that a torrent of watei-had to be kept in readiness, under the name of the waterfall to be let down to eS
Lit ^ "'"T"'-

explosions at that time occurred f omThe fornacesbelow, and also down through tubes from the furnaces above ground
^"^"aces

About the year 1807 Mr. Buddie had his attention intensely occunied with tbi«most important object, and then devised his plan of a divided cJrren? carrv^nJportion of the air which, descending in the downcast ph A, coursed Su4 hoclean workings, through the active furnace c, Jig. 1877, and the poSon of fh. hifrom the/o«Z workings up the dumb furnace d, till it reached a certaii llPv^L -

fii:t?oTdoJ?this"r
hadTgrlt' TeZtZT.:: Tthrst to adopt this plan, as they thought that the current of air by beinc snlit wn!,Slose Its ventdating power; but they were ere long convinced by Mr Bnddl^ Ttlcxmtrary. He divided the main current into two separale Sams at tTp h h %the p.t A as shown by darts in the figure ; the featE on sTp;esenttA^^^^^of the pit in which the course of the current of air is free frnn/pvni!! ^- ^ ^

does not contain above one-thirtieth of carbuJpttpVw ^""^^"f'?. m-'^ture, or

effect upon the flame of a can^ Lked^/arts^d^ "'f "^'Tt^heve the air, being charged to the firing pohit,t led oTto^^^^^^^^which communicates with the hot upcast shaft out breach of H,^' fl i''^"^"^^'
derives its power of draught Hv ^Jt^ht autJ'.- • u ^"^^ thence

transverse linesfand the crossS anvtirttfnf '°
•

'""PP'"^' ^'^'^

the furnace, be 'laid oSt oToTbX^r; hfco7r^e"of^ '^"^ ^^^^'^^

the pleasure of the skilful mine-viewer • so hat if h^l ,^I •

''^^''^

confine, by proper arrangements oi' hfs CnaceraH thevSd™ '^""'^^

pipe or drift, and direct it wholly through the dumb furnnnl n "'""^ S^s-
twenty years Mr. Buddie had not met with 7nv 1 i

^^'^^'ng a practice of
the sto'pjings preventing ^he col7 tr^.^on":rLVr -<ief-t in

withm his power to detach or insulate thoseTortbnVof tbp
^^°g'neer has it tlius

great exudation of gas, from the rest and imwH '"'^
n"

^^'""^ t^^^'^ is a
borrowing and lending currents so o sneak t f" '""ally making changes,
»pon the one air-courre, and'som^tiLes' ifok the X^^^ ^^7^' ^S""" "^^^'^

3s-biotr-i:=tSSJ^|f-

^

powder may be safely used, as also candle^ iSa^ X^V^a^p^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

the working extending no fur hJr thfn ^ or1 'h
p'"' saiioJi

standing, every passag^e may be conv rted into' an a/JI'ond h ^f
'^ '""T P^"^""^

of air in any direction, either to c the burnimr n,
'

i ' •^'*'^'°g ^ ^"r^ent
first pillar that is removed den^^^s thrveSil •

' the
the means of carrying the air into"he firther ^p

"""^ away
pUlars, the miners always work to wbSl tl aT^^^

the
air; so that whatever gas may be evoCl sh. k • ^^'^y- ^^'^'"st the stream of
people at work. Whet a ran^ of piJlLrs lla^bLn r™'"^? '""V''^

«^ ^''""^ the
remains of dislodging the gas fromX section of th -'"^V^'

°« P«wer
pillars are successively cnt away t^the lef? hand of ^hpT"' ""TT^ ^"-^ the
or void, is increased. This vacuity o?W is n tr , ''"V',^

"^'^ °f the goaf,
tinually discharging itself at the pobts /j f into tlu- Pif ^•^^e-'voir. eo^
off by the gas-pipe drift at the dSmb fS-i^; ^ but nSt tot "fr'^

'""'''''^

contact with flame of any description. £ next rnnl oVT-'^ '^y' *° ^''"^^ ^'-^

r.i.^s to the left of a, the coal'having^^X^^'Sl^J^:^^
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light, where the place of the pillars is marked by dotted lines. The roof in the

waste soon falls down, and gets fractured up to the next seam of coal, whicli, abound-

tipTDtCip^^

fib
.bcG

l-QD-l

inbd _
OnieadOBdidp

ing in gas, sends it down in large quantities, and keeps the goaf below continually

replenished.

Description of the Ventilating Fan at the Ahercarn Collieries.—The mode of ventila-

tion that is still generally used in the collieries of this country is the old furnace ven-

tilation, where the required current of air through the mine is maintained by the

rarefaction of the column of air in the ascending shaft, by means of a large fire kept

constantly burning at the bottom of the shaft. In Belgium and France, on the

contrary, this plan is almost superseded by the use of machinery to maintain the

current of air ; as the furnace ventilation, although possessing the important advan-

tages of great simplicity and freedom from liability to derangement from disturbing

causes, has some serious objections and deficiencies, and in some cases becomes so

imperfect a provision for ventilation as to render a better system highly desirable and

even necessary.

Mr. E. Rogers having occasion to ventilate the workings in some extensive and

very fiery coal seams recently won at Abercarn in Soutb Wales, under circumstances

where the furnace ventilation could not be applied, after carefully collecting every

accessible information as to the ventilating machines used in Great Britain and on the

Continent, came to the conclusion that a plan of machine proposed for the purpose

some years since by Mr. James Nasmyth would be the most suitable and effective.

After consultation with Mr. Nasmyth, it was resolved to test the principle and plan

by actual practice ; and the ventilating fan described was made at Patricroft by Mr.

Nasmyth, and is erected at the Abercarn Collieries.

The general arrangements of the top of the shaft and the ventilatmg fan arc shown

in figs. 1878 and 1879. Fig. 1880 is a side elevation of the fan and engine, to a larger

scale; and ^fif. 1879 a vertical section of the fan.
.

The fan a A. fig. 1879, is 13^ feet diameter, with 8 vanes, each 3 feet 6 mches

wide and 3 feet iong. It is fixed on a horizontal shaft b, 8 feet 7 mches m length

from centre to centre of the bearings, which are 9 inches long by 4^ mches diameter.

The vanes are of thin plate iron, and carried by forked wrought-iron arms secured to

a centre disc, c, fixed upon the shaft b. The fan works within a casing, d d, consisting

of two fixed sides of thin wrought plate, entirely open round tbe circum erence and

connected together by stay rods ; the sides are 3 inches clear from the edges of he

vanes, and have a circular opening 6 feet diameter in the centre of e^ch, from wh en

rectangular wrought-iron trunks, e e, are carried down for the entrance of the air, ine

bearinis for the fan shaft b being fixed in the outer sides of these runks, ^' '>^h arj

strengthened for the purpose by vertical cast-iron standards F bolted to them ana

resting upon the bottom foundation stone G.
,o-q nnrl com-

The two air trunks ee join together below the fan, as shown mfig 18- 8, com

municate with the pit n by means of a horizontal tunnel i, which enters the pit at

feet depth from the top. . . „.i,:„u u fixed

The fan is driven by a small direct-acting non-condensmg engine k, wiiuh ,s fix

upon the face of one of the vertical cast-iron standards f, and >j.co""^f;,^,^^2'":3,es

on the end of the fan shaft b. The steam cylinder is 12 inches
'^''^"l-^^fJ J^^'-'" „ „

stroke, and is worked by steam from the boilers of the winding ^°g'"?^;'*^,V'^ P'l
.s

pressure of about 13 lbs. per square inch. The eccentric v for the slide vabe
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placed jnst inside the air trunk e, and works the valve through a short weigh shaft
with a lever on the outside.

f^^r:^;\^l&elZ^^^^^^^^ divided near the
downcast Both of these are used for winding an^H ^^

"P""'* the other the
&c.,are brought up, work between guides £ed 1 .^^l^'l^v^"pumps P are placed in the downcast shaft

timbering of the pit. The

.ir vp^^hth^^^irb^^l^^^^ the top is closed hy an
?uard upon the mouth of the shaf^ Tet^Jl' o^jL fb^'^^

the ordinary
:he Cham works. This air valve r 7s l, r^ .

^
v*"

'° the centre through which
he top of the shaft, as in iri878 and hl''^

'^1' ^^8'^ « «° arriving a^
>pen,ng when the cage is again lowered Durinl T ^^t upon the
)lace IS occupied by the clote bottom of 'thpVn

^ that the valve is lifted, its
.pen.ng left at the top of the shaft^B! th s s^n^n^

-"'^ '''' rectangular
t complete provision is made for kcSino-tir^ ft Pvacticall/that
jaintammg a uniform current of air t,fe haf "^f^ T""'' '^^'^l ^"dhrough the top whilst the cage is in the act of ^ " ^ ^^^^^^^ downwards
brough the small area that^alw^s remaL oT"-"^/'

^

nd the surplus ventilating power of the f^n I to be quite immaterial
In the original construcliL a more pertc 1^1^..'"''" P'''^''^^ against t

'

nd was provided by the inclined flaps s s wh^^h? « "^''f
supposed to be requisite
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before the air valve r at the top of the shaft was opened, go as to preserve a thorough

closing of the top of the shaft. The flaps were to be opened again by a lever from

1879

, ^ J Wnwflvpr it was found on trial that the valve b
the top to allow the cage to descend H^!™^^

the other valves y^ere
at the top was amply sufficient ; and consequently, duuoug

also provided, they have never bsco put into use.

The total depth of the pit ^hM anV^etlVS^
of air is taken off, and coursed t^/o^S^ workmgs tio^ w

^^^^^ ^^^^^

got; the larger portion of the air descends, to the bottom ot tne p ,

.^^^^^^^^^ ^he

fnto many courses, to work two
fP^^^ f^S the workLgs is about 7 miles, and the

total length of road laid with plates or aih m wo^l^^^g
^i^t.^ee that is

working faces amount to nearly douWy^^J ^ passing from the downcast to the

l^^^l^^"^^^^^^ ^'^

^^^T^foflSng table gives the re^^^^^^etS^
ventilating fan by Mr. 11. S Roper,

f^.^J^f^^f.^^^Sris 45,000 and 56,000 cubic

velocities of 60 and 80 revolutions of the I" 1037 Uneal feet per minute

feet per minute, with a velocity of current of 782 ana
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respectively, or about 9 and 12 miles per hour; and the degree of vacuum or ex-
haustion in the upcast shaft is '5 and '9 inch of water respectively.

Si/nopsis of Experiments on Fan Ventilation.

Mean of twelve ex-
periments, Natural
Ventilation -

Mean of four expe-
riments, Fan Ven-
tilation - - .

Mean of five expe-
riments, Fan Ven-
tilation - - -

Height of
Barometer.

At the
Surfaci

ins.

•29-61

29-85

29-65

At the
Bottom

30-60

30-85

30-61

Temperature
by Fahrenheit's Thermometer.

Top of
Down
cast.

degs.

41-10

38- 10

41-40

Bottom
of

Down
cast.

tlegs.

51-73

50-10

50-70

Bottom

Upcastt.

degs.

55-.')6

53-93

55-10

lOyardii
from
top of
Upcast

degs.

48-00

47-30

Re'
lutions
of I^an

per
minute.

60

48-70 80

Water
gauge

-IS

-.50

•90

Velo-
city of
.'Ur in
feet per
minute.

Cubic feet

of Air
per

minute.

ft.

p. min

446-0

781-8

io;i7-o

c.ft. p. min.

24,325

4.M87

56,555

Steam
gauge

on Fan.

130

19-3

Theorelicil
Consump-

tion
of Conl

per hour.

lbs.

17-4

23'2

The speed at which the ventilating fan is usually worked is about 60 revolutions
per minute, giving a velocity at the circumference of the fan of 2.545 feet per minute;
4.5,000 cubic feet of air per minute are then drawn through the mine, nearly one third
of which ventilates the upper workings, and the rest passes through 'the lower
workings.

In these experiments the mode adopted for ascertaining the velocity of the air
currents was by calculation from the difference of pressure, as observed by means of a
carefully constructed vacuum gauge, the result being checked by the anemometer and
by the time of passage of the smoke of powder fired at fixed distances by means of
wires from a voltaic battery at the top of the shaft.
VENUS is the mythological name of copper.
VERANTINE. See Madder.
VERATRINE. C'H^N^O"'-. An alkaloid contained in white hellebore (Fem-

trum album), and in cevadilla ( Veratrum sabadilla). It is exceedingly poisonous, and
If introduced into the nostrils excites violent and prolonged sneezing. In the form
of ointment it has been found a valuable remedy in neuralgic disorders.—C. G. W.VERDIGRIS. {Vert-de-gris, Fr.

; Griinspan, Germ.) The copper used in this
manutacture is formed into round sheets, from 20 to 25 inches diameter, by one
twenty-fourth of an inch in thickness. Each sheet is then divided into oblong squares
trom 4 to 6 inches in length, by 3 broad ; and weighing about 4 ounces. They are
separately beaten upon an anvil, to smooth their surfaces, to consolidate the metal
and to free it from scales. The refuse of the grapes, after the extraction of their
juice, formerly thrown on to the dunghill, is now preserved for the purpose of making
verdigris. It is put loosely into earthen vessels, which are usually 16 inches hiffh
14 in diameter at the widest part, and about 12 at the mouth. The vessels are thencovered with lids, which are surrounded by straw mats. In this situation the materialssoon become heated, and exhale an acid odour; the fermentation beginning at thebottom of the cask, and gradually rising till it actuates the whole mass. At the endot two or three days the manufacturer removes the fermenting materials into othervessels, in order to check the process, lest putrefaction should ensue. The coppS
? S'tilT' T °- P'-^P^I'^d, by rubbing them over with a Unen cloth dipped ina solution of verdigris; and they are laid up alongside of one another to dry. If the

Sreen bv t"he fi'S''''' r wk'' r^f^'^^" '""'^ ^^^^'"^ ^l^^k, instead of

ferre^^L
oP«"-aUon. When the plates are ready, and the materials in a

ascTrta n Iwl; P^V^^ the earthen vessel for 24 hours, in order to

If Tr^l f fv T^u ' PT'"*^ P™°^^^ t° remaining part of the process.

JL^inL th \ 1

P'"'"^' P^^'^ ^"^^'•'^d ^ith an uniform green layer, conw fn ^ll'l f''°P?'I''"''^'^'''e'-^^^^^ but if, on the contrfry, liquid dJops

elude ZMhrhSf f ^"^l^"^'^^ the plates are srvelling, and con!

another dU f. .!^^^
'"''^'^ inadequate; on whidi account

iT^l u l , r K
fss before making a similar trial. When the materialsare finally found to be ready, the strata are formed in the following manner. The-

tlZ Tu %''r'."'?'
^''"'^^^ grating, fixed in the middle of a ;at, onwhose bottom a pan full of burning charcoal is placed, which heats them to sucha degree that the wonien who manage this work kre obliged to lay hold of tl cmfrequently w,th a cloth when they lift them out. They are in this stnte n„t nt^earthc-n vessels, in ai.crnate strata with the fermented nfa^c'uls, tli^tpp^riLlt and

3 Q 3
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undermost layers being composed of the expressed grapes. The vessels are covered

with their straw uiats, and left at rest. From 30 to 40 pounds of copper are put into

cue vessel.

At the end of 10, 12, 15, or 20 days the vessels are opened to ascertain, by the

materials haviiii; become white, if the operation be completed.

Detached glossy crystals will be perceived on the surface of the plates ; in which

case the grapes are thrown away, and the plates are placed upright in a corner of the

verdigris cellar, one against the other, upon pieces of wood laid on the ground. At

the end of two or three days they are moistened by dipping in a vessel of water, after

which they are replaced in their former situation, where they remain seven or eight

days, and are then subjected to momentary immersion, as before. This alternate

moistening and exposure to air is performed six or eight times, at regular intervals of

about a week. As these plates are sometimes dipped into damaged wine, the work-

men term these immersions one wine, two wines, &c.

By this treatment tbe plates swell, become green, and covered with a stratum of

verdigris, which is readily scraped off with a knife. At each operation every vessel

yields from five to six pounds of verdigris, in a. fresh or humid state ;
which is sold

to wholesale dealers, who dry it for exportation. For this purpose they knead the

paste in woodeu troughs, and then transfer it to leathern bags a foot and a half long,

and ten inches in diameter. These bags are exposed to the sun and air till the ver-

digris has attained a sufficient degree of hardness. It loses about half its M'eight m
this operation ; and it is said to be knife-proof when this instrument, plunged through

the leathern bag, cannot penetrate the loaf of verdigris.

The manufacture of verdigris at Montpellier is altogether domestic. In most

wine farm-houses there is a verdigris cellar ; and its principal operations are con-

ducted by the females of the family. They consider the forming the strata, and scrap-

ing off the verdigris, the most troublesome part. Chaptal says that this mode of

making verdigris would admit of some improvements : for example, the acetificatiou

requires a warmer temperature than what usually arises in the earthen vessels
;
and

the plates, when set aside to generate the coat of verdigris, require a different degree

of heat and moisture from that requisite for the other operations.

Verdigris is a mixture of the crystallised acetate of copper and the sub-acetate, in

varying proportions. According to Vauquelin's researches, there are three compounds

of oxide of copper and acetic acid
; 1, a subacetate, insoluble in water, but decom-

posing in that fluid, at common temperatures changing into peroxide and acetate

;

y a neutral acetate, the solution of which is not altered at common temperatures, but

is decomposed by ebullition, becoming peroxide and superacetate ; and, 3, superacetate,

NS'hich in solution is not decomposed, either at common temperatures or at the boiling

point ; and which cannot be obtained in crystals, except by slow spontaneous evapora-

tion, in air or in vacuo. The first salt, in the dry state, contains 66-51 of oxide
;
the

second, 44-44 ; and the third, 33-34.
, ,• i, j-

Mr. Phillips has given the following analyses of French and English verdigris ;

Annals of Philosophy, No. 21 :

—

French Verdigris. English Vonligris.

Acetic acid - - - - 29-3 29-62

Peroxide of copper - - - 43-5 44

Water 25-2 2,VSl

Impurity - - - - - 2-0 _0^
100-0 100-00

Distilled verdiqris, as it was long erroneously called, is merely a binacetate or super-

aceHte of coppe?, n ade by dissolving, in a copper kettle, one part of verdigris in two

ofd stiued 3gar ;
aiding the mutual action by slight heat and agitation ^^th a wooden

sLtula wS?hc liquor has taken its utmost depth of colour, it is allowed to settle

and the clear poi-tion I decanted off into well glazed earthen vessels. Fresh vmeg.

>vith a stove, and left in the same state for 15 days, ^"
f^^f

'

^/"J" '
,.t,,te of copper,

temperature. Thus are obtained very fin^ gro"l« ^ t k^n off and sen?' ntJ

clustered round the wooden rods ; on which they are diied, taken on, ana
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the market. They are distinctly rhomboidal in form, and of a lively deep blue colour.

Each cluster of crystals weighs from five to six pounds ;
and, in general, their total

weight is equal to about one-third of the verdigris employed.

The crystallised binacetate of commerce consists, by my analysis, of—acetic acid,

52 ; oxide of copper, 39 6 ; water, 8-4, in 100.

VERDITER, or BREMEN GREEN. This pigment is a light powder, like

magnesia, having a blue or bluish-green colour. The first is most esteemed. When
worked up with oil or glue, it resists the air very well ; but when touched with lime,

it is easily affected, provided it has not been long and carefully dried. A strong heat

deprives it of its lustre, and gives it a brown or blackish-green tint.

The following is, according to M. J. G. Gentele, the process of fabrication in

Bremen, Cassel, Eisenach, Minden, &c. :
—

a. 225 lbs. of sea salt, and 222 lbs. of blue vitriol, both free from iron, are mixed
in the dry state, then reduced between mill-stones with water to a thick homo-
geneous paste.

b. 225 lbs. of plates of old copper are cut by scissors into bits of an inch square,

then thrown and agitated in a wooden tub containing 2 lbs. of sulphuric acid,

diluted with a sufiicient quantity of water, for the purpose of separating the im-
purities ; they are afterwards washed with pure water in casks made to revolve upon
their axis.

c. The bits of copper being placed in oxidation-chests, along with the magma of
common salt and blue vitriol previously prepared in strata of half an inch thick, they
are left for some time to their mutual reaction. The above chests are made of oaken
planks joined without iron nails, and set aside in a cellar, or other place of moderate
temperature.

The saline mixture, which is partially converted into sulphate of soda and chloride
of copper, absorbs oxygen from the air, whereby the metallic copper passes into a
hydrated oxide, with a rapidity proportioned to the extent of the surfaces exposed to
the atmosphere. In order to increase this exposure, during the three months that the
process requires, the whole mass must be turned over once every week, with a
copper shovel, transferring it into an empty chest alongside, and then back into the
former one.

At the end of three months the corroded copper scales must be picked out, and the
saline particles separated from the slimy oxide with the help of as little water as
possible.

d. This oxidised schalm or mud is filtered, then thrown by means of a bucket con-
taining 30 pounds, in a tub, where it is carefully divided or comminuted.

e. For every six pailfuls of schalm thus thrown into the large tub, 12 pounds of
muriatic acid, at 15° Banme, are to be added; the mixture is to be stirred, and then
left at rest for twenty-four or thirty-six hours,

/ Into another tub, called the bhie back, there is to be introduced, in like manner,
for every six pailfuls of the acidified schalm, fifteen similar pailfuls of a solution of
colourless clear caustic alkali, at 19° Baume.

_
g. When the back (e) has remained long enough at rest, there is to be poured into

It a pailful of pure water for every pailful of schalm.
h. When all is thus prepared, the set of workmen who are to empty the back (e),

and those who are to stir (/), must be placed alongside of each. The first set
transfer the schalm rapidly into the latter back ; where the second set mix and agitate
It all the time requisite to convert the mass into a consistent state, and then leave it at
rest from thirty-six to forty-eight hours.
The whole mass is to be now washed ; with which view it is to be stirred about with

the aifusion of water, allowed to settle, and the supernatant liquor is drawn off. This
process is to be repeated till no more traces of potash remain among the blue The
deposit must be then thrown upon a filter, where it is to be kept moist, and exposed
freely to the air. The pigment is now squeezed in the filter-bags, cut into bits, and
dried in the atmosphere, or at a temperature not exceeding 78° Fahr. It is only after

v'?^^i^??p'?Pn^*^'T^TT?,''^*'°"
^^'^^ acquires its greatest lustre.V^KDllER, BLUE. This is a precijutate of oxide of copper with lime, madeby adding that earth, m its purest state, to the solution of nitrate of copper, obtained

in quantities by the refiners, in parting gold and silver from copper by nitric acid.The cupreous precipitate must be triturated with lime, after it is nearly dry, to brine

unskUful hands
'"''^ ""'^^^''^ ^^'sgiv'^s in

f^^'-^*^^"'^*
'rtpate of the French, though analogous, are in some respects adifferent preparation To make it, dissolve sulphate of copper in hot water, in suchproportions that the .quid may have a density of 1-3. Take 240 pound measures ofthis solution, and divide it equally into four open-headed casks ; add to eadfof these

3 Q 4
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45 pound measures of a boiling-hot solution of muriate of lime, of spec, grav.

1-317, whereby a double decomposition will ensue, with the formation of muriate of

copper and sulphate of lime, which precipitates. It is of consequence to work the

materials well together at the moment of mixture, to prevent the precipitate agglome-

rating in unequal masses. After leaving it to settle for twelve hours, a small quantity

of the clear liquor may be examined, to see whether the just proportions of the two salts

have been employed, which is done by adding either sulphate of copper or muriate of

lime. Should cither cause much precipitation, some of the other must be poured in

till the equivalent decomposition be accomplished
;
though less harm results from an

excess of sulphate of copper than of muriate of lime.

The muriate of copper is to be decanted from the subsided gypsum, which must

be drained and washed in a filter ; and these blue liquors are to be added to the

stronger; and the whole distributed as before, into four casks; composing in all 670

pound measures of a green liquor, of 1"151 spec. grav.

Meanwhile, a magma of lime is to be prepared as follows :— 100 pounds of quick-

lime are to be mixed up with 300 pounds of water, and the mixture is to be passed

through a wire-gauze sieve, to separate the stony and sandy particles, and then to be

grouud in a proper mill to an impalpable paste. About 70 or 80 pounds of this mix-

ture (the beauty of the colour is inversely as the quantity of lime) are to be distributed

in equal portions between the four casks, strongly stirring all the time with a wooden

spatula. It is then left to settle, and the limpid liquor is tested by ammonia, which

ought to occasion only a faint blue tinge ; but if the colour be deep blue, more of the

lime paste must be added. The precipitate is now to be washed by decantation, em-

ploying for this purpose the weak washings of a former operation ; and it is lastly to

be drained and washed on a cloth filter. The proportions of material prescribed

above furnish from 500 to 540 pounds of green paste.

Before making further use of this paste, the quantity of water present in it must be

determined by drying 100 or 200 grains. If it contain 27 per cent, of dry matter, 12

pouuds of it may be put into a wooden bucket (and more or less in the ratio of 12 to

27 per cent.) capable of containing 17^ pints; a pound (measure) of the lime paste is

then to be rapidly mixed into it; immediately afterwards, a pint and a quarter of a

watery solution of the pearlash of commerce, of spec. grav. 1 -1 14, previously prepared

;

and the whole mixture is to be well stirred, and immediately transferred to a colour-

mill. The quicker this is done, the more beautiful is the shade.

On the other hand two solutions must have been previously made ready, one of sal-

ammoniac (4 oz. troy dissolved in 3^ pints of water), and another of sulphate of copper

(8 oz. troy dissolved in 3^ pints of water).
_ _

When the paste has come entirely through the mill, it is to be quickly put mto a

jar, and the two preceding solutions are to be simultaneously poured into it, when a

cork is to be inserted, and the jar is to be powerfully agitated. The cork must now

be secured with a fat lute. At the end of four days this jar and three of its fellows

are to be emptied into a large hogshead nearly full of clear water, and stirred well

with a paddle. After repose, the supernatant liquid is run off, when it is filled up

again with water, and elutriated several times in succession, till the liquid no longer

tinges turmeric paper brown. The deposit may be then drained on a cloth filter.

The pigment is sold in the state of a paste ; and is used for painting, or printing

paper-hangings for the walls of apartments.

The above prescribed proportions furnish the superfine blue paste : for the second

quality, one-half more quicklime paste is used ; and for the third, double of the lime

and sal-ammoniac ; but the mode of preparation is in every case the same.

This paste may be dried into a blue powder, or into crayons for painters, by ex-

posing it on white deals to a very gentle heat in a shady place. This is called ccndrcs

hleues en pierre. . , ^ j.

VERJUICE. (Verjus, Fr. ;
Agrest, Germ.) A harsh kind of vinegar, containing

much malic acid, made from the expressed juice of the wild crab apple.

VERMICELLI, a paste of wheat flour, drawn out and dried in slender cylinders,

more or less tortuous, like worms— whence the Italian name. The flour of southern

countries is best suited for its manufacture.
_

It may be made economically by the following prescription:—
Vermicelli, or Naples, flour * " " "

f 1

White potato flour -

Boiling water - -

Total 47 lbs.

Affording 45 lbs. of dough, and 30 of dry vermicelli. With gluten, made from com-

men flour, the proportions are :
—

14

12
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Flour as above

Fresh gluten • - - " " - 10

Water ^

Total ... - 47 lbs.

Affording 30 lbs. of dry vermicelli.

VERMILION, or Cinnabar, is a compound of mercury and sulphur m the pro-

portion of 100 parts of the former to 16 of the latter, which occurs in nature as a

common ore of quicksilver, and is prepared by the chemist as a pigment, under the

name of Vermilion. It is, properly speaking, a bisulphide of mercury.
_
This artifi-

cial compound being extensively employed, on account of the beauty of its colour, in

painting, for making red sealing-wax, and other purposes, is the object of an import-

ant manufacture. When vermilion is prepared by means of sublimation, it concretes

iu masses of considerable thickness, concave on one side, convex on the other, of a

needle-form texture ; brownish-red in the lump, but when reduced to powder of a

lively red colour. On exposure to a moderate heat, it evaporates without leaving a

residuum, if it be not contaminated with red lead ; and at a higher heat, it takes fire,

and burns entirely away, with a blue flame.

Plolland long kept a monopoly of the manufacture of vermilion, from being alone

in possession of the art of giving it a fine flame colour. Meanwhile the French

chemists examined this product with great care, under an idea that the failure of

other nations to rival the Dutch arose from ignorance of its true composition
;
some,

with Berthollet, imagined that it contained a little hydrogen ; and others, with Four-

croy, believed that the mercury contained in it was oxidised ; but eventually Seguin

proved that both of these opinions were erroneous
;
having ascertained, on the one

hand, that no hydrogenous matter was given out in the decomposition of cinnabar,

and on the other that sulphur and mercury, by combining, were transformed into the

red sulphide in close vessels, without the access of any oxygen whatever. It was like-

wise supposed that the solution of the jiroblem might be found in the difference of

composition between the red and black sulphides of mercury ; and many conjectures

were made with this view, the whole of which were refuted by Seguin. He demon-
strated that a mere change of temperature was sufficient to convert the one

sulphide into the other, without occasioning any variation in the proportion of the two

elements. Cinnabar, moderately heated in a glass tube, is convertible into Ethiops,

which in its turn is changed into cinnabar by exposing the tube to a higher tempera-

ture ; and thence he was led to conclude that the difference between these two sul-

phides was owing principally to the state of the combination of the constituents. It

would seem to result from all these researches, that cinnabar is only an intimate

compound of pure sulphur and mercury, in the proportions pointed out by analysis;

and it is therefore reasonable to conclude, that in order to make fine vermilion, it

should be sufficient to effect the union of its elements at a high enough temperature,

and to exclude the influence of all foreign matters ; but, notwithstanding these dis-

coveries, the art of making good vermilion is nearly as much a mystery as ever.

The English vermUion is now most highly prized by the French manufacturers of
sealing-wax.

M. Tuckert, apothecary of the Dutch court, published, long ago, in the Annates de
Chimie, vol. iv., the best account we yet have of the manufacture of vermilion in

Holland; one which has been since verified by M. Paysse, who saw the process prac-
tised on the great scale with success.

" The estabhshment in which I saw, several times, the fabrication of sublimed sul-

phuret of mercury," says M. Tuckert, "was that of Mr. Brand, at Amsterdam, beyond
the gate of Utrecht ; it is one of the most considerable in Holland, producing annually,
from three furnaces, by means of four workmen, 48,000 lbs. of cinnabar, besides other
mercurial preparations. The following process is pursued here : —
"The Ethiops is first prepared by mixing together 150 lbs. of sulphur with 1080 lbs.

of pure mercury, and exposing this mixture to a moderate heat m a flat polished
iron pot, I foot deep, and 2i feet in diameter. It never takes fire provided the work-
man understands his business. The black sulphuret, thus prepared, is ground, to
facilitate the filling with it of snuili earthen bottles capable of holding about 24 ounces
of water; from .SO to 40 of whicii bottles are filled beforehand, to be ready when wanted.

" Three great subliming pots or vessels, made of very pure clay and sand, have
been previously coated over with a proper lute, and allowed to dry slowly. These
pots arc set upon three furnaces bound with iron hoops, and they are covered with a
kind of iron dome. The furnaces are constructed so that the flame may freely circu-
late and play upon the pots, over two-thirds of their height.

" The subliming vessels having been set iu their p'aces, a moderate fire is kindled
in the evening, which is gradually auguieuted till the pots become red. A bottle of
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the black sulpliuret is then poured into the first of the series, next into the second

and third, in succession ; but eventually, two, three, or even more, bottles may be

emptied in at once: this circumstance depends on the stronger or weaker combustion

of the sulpliuret of mercury thus projected. After its introduction, the flame rises 4

and sometimes 6 feet high; when it has diminished a little, the vessels are covered with

a plate of iron, a foot square and an inch and half thick, made to fit perfectly close.

In this manner the whole materials which have been prepared are introduced, in the

course of 3-i hours, into the three pots; being for each pot 360 pounds of mercury,

and .OO of sulphur; in all 410 pounds."

The degree of firing is judged of, from time to time, by lifting off the cover; for if

the flame rise several ifeet above the mouth of the pot, the heat is too great ; if it be

hardly visible the heat is too low ; the proper criterion being a vigorous flame playing

a few inches above the vessel. In the last of the 36 hours' process, the mass should

be dexterously stirred up every 15 or 20 minutes, to quicken the sublimation. The
subliming pots are then allowed to cool, and broken to pieces in order to collect all

the vermilion encrusted within them ; and which usually amounts to 400 lbs., being

a loss of only 60 on each vessel. The lumps are to be ground along with water be-

tween horizontal stones, elutriated, passed through sieves and dried.

The humid process of Kirchoff has of late years been so much improved, as to

furnish a vermilion quite equal in brilliancy to the Chinese. The following process

has been recommended :— Mercury is triturated for several hours with sulphur, in the

cold, till a perfect ethiops is formed ;
potash lye is then added, and the trituration is

continued for some time. The mixture is now heated in iron vessels, with constant

stirring at first, but afterwards only from time to time. The temperature must be

kept up as steadily as possible at 130° Fahr., adding fresh supplies of water as it

evaporates. When the mixture, which was black, becomes, at the end of some hoiirs,

brown-red, the greatest caution is requisite to prevent the temperature from being

raised above 114°, and to preserve the mixture quite liquid, while the compound of

sulphur and mercury should always be pulverulent. The colour becomes red, and

brightens in its hue, often with surprising rapidity. When the tint is nearly fine,

the process should be continued at a gentler heat, during some hours. Fmally, the

vermilion is to be elutriated, in order to separate any particles of runnmg mercury.

The three ingredients should be very pure. The proportion of product varies with

that of the constituents, as we see from the following results of experiments, in which

300 parts of mercury were always employed, and from 400 to 450 of water:

—

Vermilion obtained.

- 330
- 331
- 321
- 382

Sulphur.

114

115

120
150
120
100
60

Potash.

75

75
120
152

180
180
180

245
244
142

VINE BLACK,
levigating them.

VINE DISEASE.
VINEGAR. See

A black procm ed by charring the tendrils of the vme and

Oidium Tuckeri. See Wines.

Acetic Acid. The gross revenue derived from vinegar manu-

factured in England in the year 1845, amounted to 284,317Z., yielding a net revenue

of 5? 182Z The gross revenue from vinegar manufactured in the United Kmgdom,

in the same year, amoimted to 311,611/., producing a net revenue of 62,936/.

Our importation of vinegar in the year 1856 was as follows: —

From
Hanover
Hans Towns -

Holland
France -

Portugal
Spain
Other parts -

In British
vessels.

In Foroign
vessels.

Total.

Retained (or

home
consumption.

Computed
value at

ls.3d. per gall

Galls.

201
77

3,675

21,647
240
197

2,239

Galls.

955
280
676

4,638
1

39

651

Galls.

1,156

357
4,35

1

26,285
241

236
2,890

Galls.

579
243

3,240

19,482

1,067

1,180

2,653

£
72
22

272
1,642

15

15

181

28,276 7,240 35,516 28,444 £2,219
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Oar crportaHon of vinegar of British manufacture in the
f^^^^^f^^fJ.^^^^^^'^^V;;^^^

at the declared value of 28,465/.; and of foreign vinegar, 8,216 gallons, computed real

''''violet dye is produced hy a mixture of red and blue colouring-matters

^vhich are applied in succession. Silk is dyed a fugitive violet with either ajx u or

brazil ^ood; but a fine fast violet, first by a crimson with cochineal, without taUar

or tin mordant, and, after washing, it is dipped in the irnhgo vat. A hnish is some

times given with archil. A violet is also given to silk, by passing it thiougU a

solution of verdigris, then through a bath of .logwood, and, lastly, through alum

water. A more beautiful violet may be communicated by passing the alumed silk

through a bath of brazil wood, and, after washing it in the river, through a bath of

To produce violets on printed calicoes, a dilute acetate of iron is the mordant, and

the dye is madder. The mordanted goods should be well dunged.

A good process for dyeing cottons violet, is — first, to gall, with 18 or 20 pounds

of nutgalls for every 100 pounds of cotton; second, to pass the stuff, still hot, through

a mordant composed of — alum, 10 pounds ;
ii-on-liquor, at B., and sulphate of

copper, each 5 or 6 pounds ; water, from 24 to 28 gallons
;
working it well, with

alternate steeping, squeezing, airing, dipping, squeezing, and washing; third, to

madder, with its own weight of the root; and fourth, to brighten with soap. If soda

be used at the end, instead of soap, the colour called prune de monsieur will be pro-

duced ; and by varying the doses of the ingredients, a variety of violet tints may be

given.

The best violets are produced by dyeing yarn or cloth which has been prepared

with oil as for the Turkey -red process. See Madder.
For the violet pruneau, a little nitrate of iron is mixed with the alum mordant,

which makes a black ; but this is changed into violet pruneau by a madder-bath,

followed by a brii!htening with soap. See Murexide, Pdrple.

VITRIFIABLE COLOURS. See Enamels, Pastes, Pottery, and Stained

Glass.
VITRIFIABLE PIGMENTS. The art of painting with vitrifiable pigments

has not kept pace with the progress of science, and is far from having attained that

degree of perfection of which it is capable. It still presents too many difficulties to

prove a fertile field to the artist for his labours ; and its products have, for this reason,

never held that rank in art which is due to them from the indestructibility and bril-

liancy of the colours. The reason of this is attributable to the circumstance that the

production of good vitrifiable pigments is mere chance work ; and notwithstanding the

numerous papers published on the subject, is still the secret of the few. The direc-

tions given in larger works and periodicals are very incomplete and indefinite; and
even in the otherwise highly valuable Traile des Arts Ceramiqttes of Brongniart, the

chapter on the preparation of colours is far from satisfactory, and is certainly

no frank communication of the experience gathered in the Royal Manufactory of

Sevres.

The branch of painting with vitrifiable pigments which has acquired its greatest

development is the art of painting on porcelain. The glaze of hard felspar porce-

lain, owing to its difficult fusion, produces less alteration upon the tone of a colour of

the easily fusible pigments than is the case in painting upon glass, enamel, fayence,

&c. The colours for painting upon porcelain are all of them, after the firing, coloured
lead-glasses throughout ; but before this operation most of them are mere mixtures
of colourless lead-glass, the flux, and a pigment. In the so-called gold colours, purple,

violet and pink, the pigments are preparations of gold, the production of which has
hitherto been considered as especially difficult and uncertain. The following are the
processes recommended.

Light Purple. — 5 grammes of tin turnings are dissolved in boiling nitromuriatic
acid, the solution concentrated in the water bath until it solidifies on cooling. The per-
chloride of tin prepared in this manner, and which still contains a slight excess of
muriatic acid, is dissolved in a little distilled water, and mixed with 2 grammes of
solution of protochloride of tin of 1-700 sp. gr., obtained by boiling tin turnings in
excess with muriatic acid to the required degree of concentration. This mixed solu-
tion of tin is poured into a glass vessel, and gradually mixed with 10 litres of distilled

water. It must still contain just so much acid that no turbidness results from the
separation of oxide of tin ; this may be ascertained previously by taking a drop of the
concentrated solution of tin upon a glass rod, and mixing it in a watch glass with
distilled water. A clear solution of 0-5 grammes gold in nitromuriatic acid, which
must be as neutral as possible, is poured into the solution of tin diluted with 10 litres
of water, constantly agitating the whole time. The gold solution should have been
previously evaporated nearly to dryness in the water bath, then diluted with water
and filtered in the dark.

'
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On adding the gold solution, the whole rujuid acquires a deep red colour, without
however, any precipitate being formed ; this histantly separates upon the addition of
50 graninu'S of solution of ammonia. But if no precipitate should result, which may
happen if the amount of ammonia was too great in proportion to the acid contained
in the liquid, and in which case the liquid forms a deep red solution, the precipitate

immediately results upon the addition of a few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid.

It subsides very quickly. The supernatant liquid should be poured off from it as
soon as possible, and replaced 5 or 6 times successively by an equal quantity of fresh
spring water. When the precipitate

, has been thus sufficiently washed, it is collected
upon a filter: and as soon as the water has drained off completely, removed while
stHl moist with a silver spatula, and mixed intimately upon a ground plate of a glass

by means of a spatula and grinder with 20 grammes of lead glass, previously ground
very fine upon the same plate with water. The lead- glass is obtained by fusing
together 2 parts of minium with 1 part of quartz sand and I part of calcined borax.
The intimate mixture of gold-purple and lead-glass is slowly dried upon the same

glass plate upon which it had been mixed in a moderately warm room, carefully pro-

tected from dust, aud when dry, rubbed to a fine powder, and mixed with three

grammes of carbonate of silver.

In this manner we obtain 33 grammes of light purple pigments from 0*5 gramme
gold.

The above proportion of lead-glass and carbonate of silver to the gold precipitate

holds good only for a certain temperature, at which the colour must be bumt-in upon
the porcelain, and which is situated very near the fusing point of silver.

To obtain the colour with a less degree of heat, the amoimt of lead-glass added to

the gold must be greater, but that of the carbonate of silver less. The same holds

good with respect to the preparation of the purple pigment for glass painting.

The best purple may be spoiled in the baking in the muffle. When this is done at

too low a temperature, the colour remains brown and dull ; but if the right degree of

temperature has been exceeded, it appears pale and bluish. Reducing, and especially

acid, vapours, vapours of oxide of bismuth, &c., have likewise an injurious eflfect

upon it.

Dark Purple.— The clear and neutral solution of 0*5 gramme gold in nitromuriatic

acid is diluted in a glass vessel with 10 litres of distilled water, and mixed under con-

stant agitation with 7'5 grammes of the solution of protochloride of tin of 1-700 sp. gr.

jireparcd in the manner described above. The liquid is coloured of a dark brownish-

red ; but the precipitate is only deposited on the addition of a few drops of concen-

trated sulphuric acid. The supernatant liquid is poured off, and replaced fire or six

times successively with an equal amount of spring water. The precipitate, which is

sufficiently washed, is collected on a filter; and after the excess of water is drained

off, removed while still moist with a spatula, and mixed, exactly as described for the

light purple, upon a glass plate with 10 grammes of the above lead-glass, dried, then

reduced to a fine powder, and mixed with 0-5 grammes carbonate of silver ;
it fur-

nishes about 13 grammes of dark purple pigment. The stated proportion of lead-glass

and carbonate of silver to the gold is for the same temperature of firing as given for

the mixture of light purple; for a lower temperature, and also for pain'.ing upon glass,

the quantity of lead-glass must be increased and that of the silver salt diminished.

Red Violet— The gold precipitate from 0-5 gramme gold is prepared in the same

manner as for the dark purple, and whilst moist taken frrm the filter, and mixed mti-

mately upon the plate of glass with 12 grammes of a lead-glass prepared by fusmg 4

parts of minium with 2 parts of quartz sand and 1 part calcmed bor:\x ;
it is then

dried as above, and reduced to a fine powder upon a plate of glass, but without any

addition of silver. The proportion of lead-glass to gold, applies hkewise for the same

degree of temperature as in the case of the light and dark purple pigments ;
a lower

temperature requires a larger proportion of lead-glass. A slight addition of silver to

this pigment converts the red violet into a dark purple : aud when employed alone

for painting upon glass, it gives a very excellent purple.

Blue Violet— This same gold precipitate of 0-5 grammes gold is mixed, while stUl

moist, upon the glass plate with 10-.5 grammes of a lead-glass obtained by fusing 4

parts of minium with 1 of quartz sand, drying it slowly in the manner above men-

tioned, and then reducing it to a fine powder upon the glass plate. ^ Ji.«»;^%P'ej"^"'

is burAt-in at a lower temperature, a larger addition of lead-glass is required. -Th's

violet pigment is more especially adapted for mixing with blue pigments.
J

applicable to glass painting. The most important requisite in the Preparatmu ot

good purple and violet vitrifiable pigment is the very minute sta e f .fj'^'^"

^*

gold in the gold precipitate, and of the latter in the lead-glass, which is accomplished

by mixing the moist precipitate with the glass.
, •

i , ,i„. n-A

By mixing the light purple with the dark purple or with the red violet, oi tht nd
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violet .ith the darU purple In

ff-f^fJP-possible tint of purple an<i y.ole j^^'f^t^^P^^^ Z,st of the porcelains of the

fed into f rose-red colour, does not appear to have been known Di
.

l^';^^'

'

at the commencement of this century prepared the P'S^^^^^^/P;
^^^^.-f^^f^lfa 'a

manufactory of porcelain, appears, however, to have employed it his purple, as a

vJiy ieautiful rose colour may be seen upon the painted pprcelam of/^J tim^'^j^^^

Pink — One gramme of gold is dissolved in nitromunatic ac d; the solution mixea

wiS one of 50 gfammes of !lum in 20 litres of spring water ; then mixed, constantly

tating with^ 5 gramme solution of protochloride of tin of I'VOO spec, grav.,

and so much ammonia added until all the alumina is precipitated. When he Pi-eci-

pitate ^.s subsided, the supernatant liquid is poured off, and replaced about 10 times

successively by an equal amount of fresh spring water; the precipitate is then

colkcted on a filter, and dried at a gentle heat. It weighs about 13-5 grammes
;
and

to preparrSie pigment is mixed with 2-5 grammes carbonate of silver, and 70 grammes

of the same lead-glass, described under light purple (2 mmium, 1 quartz sand, 1

calcined borax), and reduced to a fine powder on the glass pla,te.

This colour is adapted only for the production of a light pink ground upon porce-

lain and must only be applied in a thin layer: when laid on in a thick layer the

gold separates in a metallic state, and no colour is produced.
. .

All the gold colours above described do not furnish, when fused alone m a crucible

red or violet glasses, as might be expected, but dirty brown or yellowish glasses, which

appear troubled from the separation of metallic gold and silver ;
this peculiar beauti-

ful tint is only developed when they are fused upon the porcelain g.aze m a layer

which must not be too thick ;
they then colour it through and through, as a piece of

porcelain painted with it shows distinctly in the fracture. If the layer exceeds a

certain thickness, the gold and silver separate in a metallic state ;
and they produce

either a liver colour, as for instance the purple and violet pigments, or no colour at aU,

as is the case with the more fusible pink pigment.

Yellow Pigments for painting upon Porcelain. — The yellow yitnfiable pigments are

lead-glasses, coloured either by antimonic acid or oxide of uranium. The antimoniate

of potash is prepared by igniting 1 part of finely powdered metallic antimony with 2

parts of nitre, in a red-hot Hessian crucible, and washing the residue with water.

The oxide of uranium is obtained in the fittest state, by heating the nitrate, until the

whole of the nitric acid is expelled.

Lemon Yellow.—8 parts antimoniate of potash, 2j parts oxide of zinc, 36 parts of

lead-glass (prepared by fusing together 5 parts minium, 2 parts of white sand, and

1 part of calcined borax), are intimately mixed, and heated to redness in a porcelain

crucible, which is placed in a Hessian crucible, until the mixture forms a paste ;
it is

then taken out with a spatula, pounded after cooling, and ground upon a plate glass.

If the pigment is fused longer than requisite for the perfect union of the ingredients,

the yellow colour is converted into a dirty grey by the destruction of the antimoniate

of lead.

Light Yellow.—4 parts antimoniate of potash, 1 part oxide of zinc, and 36 parts of

lead-glass (prepared by fusing together 8 parts of minium and 1 part of white sand),

are well mixed, fused in a Hessian crucible, and after cooling, pounded and ground.

In the preparation of this colour, long fusion is less injurious than with the preceding

one, owing to the absence of the borate of soda in the lead-glass. The colour itself is

more intensely yellow than the preceding one, and 'is extremely well adapted for

mixing with red and brown pigments; but it does not furnish such pure tints as

that when mixed with green; owing to its higher specific gravity, it flows more

freely from the brush, and may be laid on in a thicker layer, without scaling off after

the firing.

Dark Yellow, 1.—48 parts minium, 16 parts sand, 8 calcined borax, 16 antimoniate

of potash, 4 oxide of zinc, and 5 parts peroxide of iron (caput mortuum). are intimately

mixed and fused in a Hessian crucible, until the ingredients have perfectly combined,

but no longer
;
otherwise, the golden yellow colour is converted into a dirty grey, as

in the case of the lemon- yellow pigment.

Dark Yellow, 2.—20 parts minium, 2^ white sand, 4j antimoniate of potash, 1 part

peroxide of iron (caput mortuum), and 1 part oxide of zinc, are well mixed and fused

in a Hessian crucible. Long fusion is less injurious in this case than in the preceding.

Iron-red pigment may be laid on and near this dark yellow 2, without its being
destroyed, nr the harmony of the tints injuriously affected.

For landscape and figure painting, the above-mentioned yellow pigments should be
made less readily fusible, in order to paint with them upon or beneath other colours,

without any fear of what has been painted being dissolved Uy the subjacent or super-
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posed pigment. This property is given to it by the addition of Naples yellow, which
is best prepared for this purjiose by long-continued ignition of a mixture of I part
tartar-emetic, 2 parts nitrate of lead, 4 parts of dry chloride of sodium, in a Hessian
crucible, and -washing the pounded residue with water. Very useful yellow colours
are likewise obtained by mixing this Naples yellow with lead-glass

; they are, how-
ever, more expensive than those above given. A very excellent yellow for landscape
painting may be prepared, for instance, by mixing 8 parts Naples yellow and G i)art8
lead-glass (obtained by fusing 2 parts of minium with 1 of white sand and 1 of cal-
cined borax).

The yellow pigments obtained with antimony, after being burnt-in upon the
porcelain, appear under the microscope to be mixtures of a yellow transparent sub-
stance (antimoniate of lead ?), and a colourless glass, and not homogeneous yellow
glasses.

anium Yellow,— 1 part oxide of uranium, 4 parts lead-glass (prepared by fusing
8 parts minium with 1 part white sand), are intimately mixed and ground upon a
glass plate. This colour is not adapted for mixing with others, with which it produces
discordant tints. It may be shaded with dark purple or violet.

Uranium Orange.—2 parts oxide of uranium, 1 part chloride of silver, and 3 parts
bismuth glass, (prepared by fusing 4 parts of oxide of bismuth with 1 part of crystal-

lised boracic acid), are intimately mixed and ground upon a plate glass. This orange
is not adapted, any more than the yellow pigment, for being mixed with other colours.

When examined under the microscope, after being burnt-in upon porcelain, the ura-
nium pigments appear as pale yellow-coloured glasses, in which unaltered oxide of
uranium is suspended. Only a small portion, therefore, of the oxide of uranium has
dissolved in the fusing.

Green Pigments for painting upon Porcelain. Blue Green,—10 parts of the chromafe
of protoxide of mercury and 1 part of chemically pure oxide of cobiilt are ground upon
a glass plate, in order to produce as intimate a mixture as possible ,- the mixture is

then heated in a porcelain tube, open at both ends, until the whole of the mercury is

expelled. The beautiful bluish-green powder thus obtained is then transferred into

a porcelain crucible, and the lid cemented to it with glaze. The full crucible is

exposed to the highest temperature of the porcelain furnace during one firing, the

crucible carefully broken after the cooling, and the pigment washed with water, to

remove a small quantity of chromate of potash. In this manner a compound of oxide

of chromium and oxide of cobalt is obtained in nearly equivalent proportions, which
possesses the bluish-green colour of verdigris.

The blue-green pigment consists of a mixture of 1 part of the above compound of

oxide of chromium and oxide of cobalt, ^ part of oxide of zinc, and 5 parts of lead-

glass (prepared by fusing together 2 parts minium, 1 part white sand, and 1 part

calcined borax), which are mixed and ground upon the glass plate. By mixing this

blue-green with lemon-yellow, any desired intermediate tint may be produced. 1 part

of blue-green to 6 parts of lemon -yellow furnishes a beautiful grass-green.

Dark Green.—The chromate of mercury is treated separately in the same way as

the mixture of it with oxide of cobalt for the blue-green ; and 1 part of the beautiful

green oxide of chromium thus obtained is mixed with 3 parts of the same lead-glass

as given under blue-green, and ground upon the glass plate.

Green for shading.—8 parts chromate of mercury and 1 part oxide of cobalt are

intimately mixed, and exposed in a shallow dish to the strongest heat of the porcelain

furnace, during one of the bakings. In this manner a compound of oxide of chromium

and oxide of cobalt is obtained, of a greenish-black colour, which, mixed with twice

the weight of the lead-glass directed for the blue-green, furnishes a very infusible

blackish-green colour, for shading other green colours.

"When thin splinters of the green pigments of chromium, burnt-in upon porcelain,

are examined under the microscope, it is distinctly seen that particles of the oxide of

chromium, or of the oxide of chromium and cobalt, are suspended, imdissolved, in the

colourless lead-glass.

Blue Pigments for painting upon Porcelain. Dark Blue.—l part chemically pure

oxide of cobalt, 1 part oxide of zinc, 1 part lead-glass (prepared by fusing together

2 parts of minium and 1 of white sand), are well mixed and fused in a porcelam

crucible, for at least 3 hours, at a red heat: then poured out, reduced to powder, and

ground upon the glass. When this pigment cools slowly, it solidifies to a mass of

acicular crystals. Long-continued fusion, at not too high a temperature, is reipnsite

to obtain a beautiful tint ; this is best attained by fusing it, during one of the bakmgs,

in the second floor of the porcelain furnace; this is also the cheapest and best way ot

fusing the lead-glasses.
, j i r

Light Blue.—l part oxide of cobalt, 2 parts oxide of zinc, 6 parts lead-glass (pre-

pared by fusing together 2 parts of minium and I of white sand, and 1^ part lead-glass
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(prepared by fusing together 2 parts of minium, 1 part white sand, and 1 part calcined

borax), are well mixed and fused, as directed for the dark blue.

Blue for shading.—10 parts oxide of cobalt, 9 parts oxide of zinc, 25 parts of lead-

glass (obtained by fusing 2 parts of minium and 1 of white sand), and 5 parts of

lead-glass (prepared by fusing together 2 parts of minium, 1 part of white sand, and

1 part of calcined borax), are mixed and fused, as directed for the dark blue. The
colour is only used for shading, or to be applied upon or beneath the two preceding

blue pigments, for which purpose it is admirably suited, from its being very difficult

of fusion.

Sky Blue.—2 parts of dark blue, 1 part oxide of zinc, and 4 parts of lead-glass

(prepared by fusing 4 parts minium with 1 of wliite sand), are intimately mixed
and ground upon the glass plate. This pigment is employed, either alone, or mixed
with other colours, only for painting the sky in landscape.

The blue pigments described likewise appear under the microscope, after having
been burnt-in upon the porcelain, not to be homogeneous blue glasses, but mixtures
of a transparent blue substance (silicate of cobalt and zinc?) and a colourless glass.

Turquoise Blue.— 3 parts of chemically pure oxide of cobalt, and 1 part of pui'e

oxide of zinc, are dissolved together in sulphuric acid ; then an aqueous solution of
40 parts ammonia-alum added, the mixed solutions evaporated to dryness, and the
residue heated to expel the whole of the water ; then reduced to a powder, and exposed
in a crucible to an intense red heat for several hours. The colour is most beautiful,

when it has been exposed, during one firing, to the heat of the porcelain furnace. It

is a combination of nearly 4 equivs. alumina, 3 equivs. oxide of cobalt, and 1 equiv.
oxide of zinc, and is of a beautiful turquoise-blue colour. When the oxides are mixed
in other proportions than those above given, they do not furnish such beautiful
coloured compounds. To impart to it a slightly greenish tint, a little moist recently
precipitated protochromate of mercury is mixed with the above described solution of
ammonia-alum, zinc, and cobalt; with the above quantities, part of the chromate,
calculated in the dry state, suffices.

The turquoise-blue vitrifiable pigment is prepared by mixing one part of the
compound of alumina-oxide of zinc and cobalt with 2 parts of bismuth glass (prepared
by fusing 5 parts of oxide of bismuth with I part of crystallised boracic acid).
The receipt for the preparation of the turquoise-blue pigment, communicated in the

Traite des Arts Ceramiques by Brongniart, is incorrect; for a lead-glass of the com-
position there given (3 parts minium, 1 part sand, 1 part boracic acid) destroys the
turquoise-blue pigment entirely on fusion, and only a dirty bluish-grey colour is pro-
duced. On examining under the microscope the turquoise blue pigment burnt-in upon
porcelain, it appears to be a mixture of a transparent blue substance and a colourless
glass. The transparent blue substance in all probability is the above-described
compound of oxide of cobalt and alumina, which is of itself transparent under the
microscope, but the transparency of which is increased by the surrounding fused glass
of bismuth, just like the fibres of paper by oil. This is probably the case also with
the microscopic blue constituent of the other blue vitrifiable pigments, and which is
probably silicate of zinc and cobalt; for this, when prepared separately, forms a pure
blue transparent powder.

Black and grey coloursfor painting upon porcelain.—Iridium Black.—Ivi^mm, as ob-
tained in commerce from Russia in the state of a fine grey powder, is mixed with an
equal weight of calcined chloride of sodium, and heated to a faint red in a porcelain
tube, through which a current of chlorine is passed. In this manner a portion of the
iridium IS converted into the bichloride of iridium and sodium, which is dissolved out
with water from the ignited mass. The aqueous solution of the double salt is eva-
porated to dryness with carbonate of soda, and then extracted with water which
furnishes black sesquioxide of iridium. This is dried and mixed with twice its weio-ht
of ead-glass (prepared by fusing together 12 parts of minium, 3 parts of white
sand, and 1 part of calcined borax), and ground upon a plate of glass. The iridium
which remained undecomposed in the first treatment with sea-salt and chlorine is
again submitted to the same treatment. ' -

Iridium Grey —^ part of the sesquioxide of iridium, 4 parts of oxide of zinc, and 22
parts of lead-glass (prepared by fusing together 5 parts of minium, 2 parts of sandand 1 part of calcined borax) are intimately mixed and ground fine upon a plate of
glass. On microscopical examination of the iridium pigments after they have been
burnt-in upon porcelain, the sesquioxide of iridium is seen to be suspended in the
transparent fused lead-glass It is owing to the unalterability of the sesquioxide
ot_ indium that it admits of being mixed with all other vitrifiable colours without

iSgmen'ts
''^^'^ ^''^ ^^'"^^^1^ grey and black

Black from cobalt and manganese.— 2 parts of sulphate of cobalt deprived of its
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water of crystallisation, 2 i)arts of dry protosulphatc of niangaiipsc, and 5 partsof nitre,
are intimately n\ixed, and hoated to redness in a IFessiaii crucible until the whole of
tlie nitre is decomposed. The calcined mass, exhausted with boiling water, furnishes
a deep black powder, which consists of a combiuation of oxide of cobalt and oxide of
manganese. 1 part of this compound is mixed with 2| parts of lead-glass (pre])ared
by fusing together 5 parts of minium, 2 partsof sand, and 1 part calcined borax), and
ground fine upon a plate of glass.

Greyfrom cobalt and vianyancse.— 2 parts of the above compound of the oxide of
cobalt and manganese, 1 part oxide of ziuc, and 9 parts of lead-glass (prepared by
fusing together 5 parts of minium, 2 parts of sand, and 1 part of calcined borax) are
mixed and ground fine.

These black and grey pigments are far less expensive to prepare than those from
iridium, and are not inferior to them in colour ; but they do not mix so well with
other colours, and when baked several times they vary their tint somewhat, which
renders their application less certain. When these colours burnt-in upon porcelain
are examined under the microscope, it is seen that the oxide of cobalt and manganese
is not dissolved by the lead-glass, but merely suspended in it.

Besides these colours a very infusible black is used in painting, which is not acted
upon by the superposed colours in the fusion; it is the

Ground iJ/acA, which consists of 5 parts of blue violet (gold purple), 1§ part of
oxide of manganese and cobalt, and 1| part of oxide of zinc; these are intimately

mixed and ground fine upon a plate of glass.

White for covering.— 1 part minium, 1 part white sand, and 1 part crystallised

boracic acid, are well mixed, and fused in a porcelain crucible. This white enamel has
the peculiarity offorming a colourless clear glass when quickly cooled,for instance, when
poured into water

;
while, when slowly cooled, it remains perfectly white and opaque.

On heating the clear glass to its melting point, it loses its transparency, and becomes
opaque as before. This property it possesses in common with the enamels, the opacity

of which is produced by arsenic or tungstic acid
;
probably the opacity in the present

case is produced by the separation of silicate of lead, as in the white enamels by
arseniate or tungstate of potash, or by oxide of zinc. It is, however, of excessive

minuteness ; for under the microscope, even with the highest power, the glass merely
exhibits a yellowish turbidness, and no individual particles are visible.

This white serves for marking the lightest part of the pictures, where it is impos-

sible to produce them by exposing the bare surface of the white porcelain; it is also

frequently mixed in small quantity with the yellow and green pigments, to make them
cover well.

Lead Flux.—A colourless lead-glass for tonehing-up those parts of the painting

which have remained dull, and for mixing with those pigments which are not easy

of fusion, is obtained by mixing together 5 parts of minium, 2 parts of white sand,

and 1 part of calcined borax.

Red and Brown vitrijiable Pigments derivedfrom Peroxide of Iron for painting upon

Porcelain.— Yellow Red.—Anhydrous sulphate of the peroxide of iron is heated to

redness on a dish in an open muffle, and constantly stirred with an iron spatula until

the greater portion of the sulphuric acid has been expelled, and a sample mixed with

water upon a glass-plate exhibits a beautiful yellowish-red colour; after cooling, the

peroxide of iron is freed by washing with water from any undecomposed sulphate,

and dried. To prepare the pigment, 7 parts of the yellowish-red peroxide of iron are

well mixed with 24 parts of lead-glass (prepared by fusing together 12 parts of minium,

3 parts of sand, and 1 part of calcined borax), and ground fine upon a plate of glass.

Brown Red.—When the persulphate of iron is heated to redness until the whole of

the sulphuric acid is expelled, and a sample exhibits a dark red colour, the peroxide

of iron is well suited for a brownish red pigment, which is prepared in the same

manner as directed for the yellowish red.
. .

Bluish Red (Pompadoui ).— 'Whea the persulphate is heated still more strongly, it is

deprived of its loose consistence, becomes heavier, and acquires a bluish-red colour.

To hit this point exactly when the oxide of iron has assumed the desired carmme

lint is not so easy, as it changes very rapidly at these temperatures.

The pigment is prepared by mixing 2 parts of the purple-coloured peroxide of iron

with 5 parts of lead-glass, obtained by fusing together 5 parts of minium, 2 parts of

sand, and 1 part of calcined borax. j u ,^

Chestnut Brown.—This colour of various shades, even to black, is acquired by tlie

peroxide of iron, at still higher degrees of heat than required for the preparation ot

red colours; the pigments are prepared by mixing 2 parts of the chestuut-brown per-

oxide of iron with 5 parts of lead-glass, prepared by fusing together 12 parts of minium,

3 parts of sand, and 1 part of calcined borax.

Chamois.— I part of the hydrate of the peroxide of iron, prepared by precipitating
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the peroxide of iron with ammonia, is mixed with 4 parts of the lead-glass, described

in the preceding, and the mixture ground fine on a plate of glass. This colour is laid

on very thin, and serves to produce a yellowish-brown ground.

Flesh colour.— 1 part red peroxide of iron, 4 parts of dark yellow 2, and 10 parts

of lead-glass, prepared as described under chestnut-brown, are well mixed and ground
fine upon a plate of glass. This colour can also only be employed in a thin layer.

Various tints may be given to it by mixing it with a red peroxide of iron, sky-blue,

or dark yellow 2. The red of the cheeks and lips are painted upon it with Pompa-
dour red.

When the above colours are burnt-in upon porcelain, it is distinctly seen under the
microscope that the peroxide of iron is suspended unaltered in the clear lead-glass ;

at least the quantity dissolved by the fused lead-glass is so small that it is not percep-
tibly coloured.

Various Brown Pigmentsfor painting upon Porcelain.—Light Brown, 1.—6 parts of
dry protosulphate of iron, 4 parts of dry sulphate of zinc, and 13 parts of nitre are
well mixed, and heated to redness in a Hessian crucible, until the whole of the nitre
is decomposed. When cold, the crucible is broken, the residue removed, and
separated by boiling with water from soluble matters. A yellowish-brown powder
remains, which is a combination of oxide of zinc with peroxide of iron. The pig-
ment is made by mixing 2 parts of this compound with 5 parts of lead-glass, prepared
by fusing together 12 parts of minium, 3 parts of sand, ^nd 1 part of calcined borax.

Light Brown, 2.—2 parts of dry sulphate of iron, 2 parts of dry sulphate of zinc,
and 5 parts of nitre, are treated in the same manner as described for light brown 1.

The resulting compound of oxide of zinc and iron is of a lighter tint ; the pigment is

prepared from it as above.
Light Brown, 3.— 1 part of dry sulphate of iron, 2 parts of dry sulphate of zinc, and

4 parts of nitre are treated as directed for 1 and 2.

The light brown colours, after having been burnt-in upon porcelain, exhibited under
the microscope the transparent particles of the yellowish oxide of iron and zinc sus-
pended in the colourless lead-glass.

Bistre Brown, ].— 1 part dry sulphate of manganese, 8 parts of dry sulphate of zinc,
12 parts dry sulphate of iron, and 26 parts nitre, are treated as directed for light brown
1, and the resulting dark brown powder (a combination of the oxides of zinc, iron and
manganese), mixed with 2^ times its weight of lead-glass of the same composition as
tor light brown 1.

Bistre Brown, 2.— 1 part dry sulphate of manganese, 4 parts dry sulphate of iron 4
parts dry sulphate of zmc, 12 parts nitre, are treated as for bistre brown 1. The colour
IS somewhat darker.

Sepm Brown, 1.— 1 part dry sulphate of iron, 1 part dry sulphate of manganese 2
parts dry sulphate of zmc, and 5 parts nitre, are treated as directed for light brown 1and the greyish brown pigment thus obtained mixed with 2^ times its weight of lead-
glass of the above composition. 6 " '<=d,u

Sepia Brown, 2.— 1 part calcined sulphate of iron, 2 parts calcined sulphate ofmanganese, 6 parts calcined sulphate of zinc, and 10 parts nitre, are treated as for

Hrff^ w°""^-~^ P^''^ '''^P^^i^ 9^ * P^'"*^ si^lphate of zinc, 4 parts

JiLn ? '"''"'u-'^ 'i?
^""''1 of nitre, are mixed and ti4ated as directed for ifgh

Jn^r •
A

•''''^ beautiful dark reddish brown combination of the oxides of

tht pLe'd^gfoCs."
"^'^"^ lead-glasstfor

Chrome Brown.-l part of hydrated peroxide of iron is intimately mixed with 2 nartsof the chromate of the protoxide of mercury, and then heated to rednS in a dish ?nan open muffle, to expel the whole of the mercury. The dark relish broVn compo;^of the oxides of chromium and iron is mixed with 3 times its weigrriead-Sssprepared by fusing together 5 parts of minium. 2 parts of sand, andfpari of calSned

the lead-glass, and not, or merely o a mall eLenfTr, 7' suspended in

be mixed with th'e lead-glass separ^^y Tnstef/or^Sntd, C'coloirrfwod^n'

t

he pure, that is to say they would exhibit after the firing diSrent tints n /th j^thin layer; they would moreover possess a totally diffefen;tTc:;:rtte%hfburnb"f
3 Iv "
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from that which they acquire after that operation, and would thus contribute to deceive
the artist.

Gold purple is obtained, according to the process of Ladersdorff, by mixing a solu -

tion of 1 part ducat gold, in 4 parts aqua regia, with 1 drachm of tiu salt dissolved iu

4 oz. distilled water, and a solution of I drachm of gum in 3 oz. of water in the fol-

lowing proportions :

—

Distilled water ------- 3 oz.

Solution of gum arable 28 grs.

do of tin salt ------ 14 „
do of gold------ - 23 „

and adding alcohol of 0-863 spec, grav., until the liquid begins to grow turbid. The
purple is deposited and washed with spirit of 0-958. The dried precipitate has a
brownish colour, and furnishes, when all the gum has been carefully removed by
washing, a very beautiful purple after the firing.

According to Fuchs, I oz. liq.ferri muriat. oxydali. Ph. bor., is mixed with 3 oz.

of distilled water, and a solution of 1 oz. protochloride of tin in 6 oz. distilled water,

and 10 drops of muriatic acid added until the whole has acquired a greenish colour,

when a further addition of 16 oz. of distilled water is made.

On the other hand, some ducat gold is heated to boiling with pure nitric acid, until

all the gold is dissolved. An excess of acid should be avoided. 360 parts of distilled

water are added to this solution of gold; and then the above solution of iron and tin

gradually poured into it until the whole of the purple is precipitated. This precipi-

tate has likewise a brownish tint after drying, but furnishes a beautiful purple after

burning.

It has been found, however, that gold purple prepared according to the following

process is preferable, especially as regards the external appearance. A mixture of 4

parts pure nitric acid of 1-24 spec, grav., and 1 part pure muriatic acid, which is mixed

with half as much pure alcohol of 0-863, and chemically pure tin, gradually added in

small portions until no more is dissolved ; the solution must be efiiected slowly, on

which account the vessel containing the mixture should be placed in snow or cold

water. The carefully decanted solution is diluted with 80 times its weight of distilled

water, and mixed with a solution of gold, prepared according to the above directions.

The precipitate is purple-red, and remains so after drying. The tin solution for this

purpose cannot be preserved long, otherwise nitric ether is formed ; and the higher

oxidation of the tin salt no longer furnishes such beautiful precipitates with gold as

the recently prepared solution.

For mixing with the purple in order to produce a rose colour, the author does not

employ carbonate of silver, but the metal in a very minute state of division, obtained

by mixing the finest silver leaf with honey and a few drops of ether, and well grinding

it, when the honey is washed out with water. Mr. Waechter uses as a flux for the

purple colours a lead-glass, consisting of 6 parts minium, 2 parts silica, and 2 parts

calcined borax. . j j. xi. •

With respect to the chrome colours, he observes, that the expensive method tor their

preparation by means of the chromate of the protoxide of mercury is still the only one

by means of which a fine colour can be obtained.
, - ,

Cobalt colours—In purifying the cobalt for porcelain colours, the removal of the

whole of the arsenic is of less consequence than that of the iron. Cobalt ores from

various localities, Tunaberg, Saxony, and Thuringia, are treated m the following

manner The mineral is reduced to a fine powder m an iron mortar, kept for the

purpose, and mixed with i its weight of charcoal powder; then exposed m Hessian

crucibles to a red heat under a chimney with a good draught or in the open air, and

roasted as long as arsenical vapours escape, a very disagreeable operation, which lasts

several boms. The ore thus prepared is now boiled over the fire with a mixture of 4

parts nitre, and 1 part muriatic acid, 1 part of which is diluted with 3 parts of water.

This operation is repeated about 3 times, with less acid. The liqmds fe allowed to

settle, the clear portion decanted, the remamder diluted with water and filtered, and

the solution evaporated to dryness. The dry mass is mixed with some water, heated,

and separated by filtration from the residue of arseniate of iron. The green liquid,

which now contains more or less cobalt, iron, nickel, and manganese, is mixed with a

filtered solution of pearlash, until the dirty reddish precipitate ^egins to turn b^^^^^

Care and experience in this operation are requisite, "t^erwise a loss of cobaU mi^M^

result. The precipitate of arseniate and carbonate of iron, which at he s^me tin c

contains nickel and manganese, is separated by filtration and
ff

^eautif 1
hqu d

mixed with more of the solution of pearlash unt, the who e of
j^^^J^J^f,

I^^^P
tated ; the precipitate is carefully washed and dried. This hydrated oxide of cobalt
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is sufficiently pure fbr technical purposes, and answers just as well as that prepared

from oxalate of cobalt or by caustic ammonia.
For painting, the oxide of cobalt is heated in a Hessian crucible with 1 part silica,

and 1^ part oxide of zinc for two hours in a blast furnace, then reduced to a fine

powder in a porcelain mortar, and mixed with an equal weight of lead-glass.

Yellow colour.—A beautiful yellow is obtained from 2 oz. minium, ^ oz. Slib. oxydat.

alb. abl., 2 drms. oxide of zinc, 2 drms. 2 scruples calcined borax, ^ oz. silica, ^ drm.
dry carbonate of soda, and 1 scruple ferr. oxijdat, fuscum, which are well mixed, fused

in a crucible, and then ground fine.— Waechter.
VITRIOL, from vitrum, glass, is the old chemical, and still the vulgar appellation

of sulphuric acid, and of many of its compounds, which in cei'tain states have a glassy
appearance; thus : —Vitriolic acid, or oil of vitriol, is sulphuric acid ; blue vitriol, is

sulphate of copper ; green vitriol, is green sulphate of iron ; vitriol of Mars, is red
sulphate of iron ; and white vitriol, is sulphate of zinc.

VORTEX WATER- WHEEL. See Turbine.

w.

WACKE is a massive mineral, intermediate between claysalt and basalt. It is

of a greenish-grey colour ; vesicular in structure ; dull, opaque ; streak shining

;

soft, easily frangible ; spec. grav. 2-55 to 2-9 ; it fuses like basalt.

WADD is the provincial name of plumbago in Cumberland ; and also of an ore
of manganese in Derbyshire, which consists of the peroxide of that metal, associated
with nearly its own weight of oxide of iron.

WADDING (Ouate, Fr.
; Watte, Germ.) is the spongy web which serves to line

ladies' pelisses, &c. Ouate, or Wat, was the name originally given to the glossy
downy tufts found in the pods of the plant commonly called Apocyn, and by botanists
Asclepias Syriaca, which was imported from Egypt and Asia Minor for the purpose of
stuffing cushions, &c. Wadding is now made with a lap or fleece of cotton prepared
by the carding-engine (see Carding, Cotton Manufacture), which is applied to
tissue paper by a coat of size, made by boiling the cuttings of hare-skins, and adding
a little alum to the gelatinous solution. When two laps are glued with their faces
together, they form the most downy kind of wadding.
WALNUT OIL. See Oils.
WAFERS. There are two manners of manufacturing wafers : 1, with wheat

flour and water, for the ordinary kind ; and 2, with gelatine. 1. A certain quantity
of fine flour is to be diff"used through pure water, and so mixed as to leave no clotty
particles. This thin pap is then coloured with one or other of the matters to be par-
ticularly described under the second head ; and which are, vermilion, sulphate of
indigo, and gamboge. The pap is not allowed to ferment, but must be employed
immediately after it is mixed. For this purpose a tool is employed, consisting of
two plates of iron, which come together like pincers or a pair of tongs, leavino-
a certain small definite space betwixt them. These plates are first slightly heate(^
greased with butter, filled with pap, closed, and then exposed for a short time to the
heat of a charcoal fire. The iron plates being allowed to cool, on opening them, the
thm cake appears dry, solid, brittle, and about as thick as a playing-card. By means
of annular punches of different sizes, with sharp edges, the cake is cut into wafers.
2. The transparent wafers are made as follows:—

Dissolve fine glue, or isinglass, in such a quantity of water that the solution, when
cold, may be consistent. Let it be poured hot upon a plate of mirror glass (pre-
viously warmed whh steam, and slightly greased), which is fitted in a metallic frame
with edges just as high as the wafers should be thick. A second plate of glass
heated and greased, is laid on the surface, so as tb touch every point of the gelatine'
resting on the edges of the frame. By this pressure, the thin cake of gelatine ismade perfectly uniform. When the two plates of glass get cold, the gelatine becomes
sohd, and may easily be removed. It is then cut with proper punches into discs of
different sizes.

The colouring matters ought not to be of an insalubrious kind.
For red wafers, carmine is well adapted, when they are not to be transparent • but

this colour is dear, and can be used only for the finer kinds. Instead of it, a decoc-
tion of brazil wood, brightened with a little alum, may be employed.

For yellow, an infusion of saffron or turmeric has been prescribed ; but a decoction
of weld, fustic, or Persian berries, might be used.

Sulphate of indigo, partially saturated with potash, is used for the blue wafers • and
It IS mixed with yellow, for the greens. Some recommend the sulphate to be nearlv

3 R 2
'
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neutralised with chalk, and to treat the liquor with alcohol, in order to obtain the

best blue dye for wafers.

Common wafers are, however, coloured with the substances mentioned at the

beginning of the article ; and for the cheap kinds, red lead is used instead of ver-

milion, and turmeric instead of gamboge.

Three new methods of manufacturing wafers were made tlie subject of a patent by
Peter Armand Le Comte de Fontainemoreau, in April 1850 ; the chief feature of

Avhich is a layer of metal foil. In the first of the three forms described, tlie metal

slip or band is to be coated with the ordinary farinaceous paste used for making
wafers, for which purpose the slip is laid on one of the jaws of the ordinary iron

mould, then a spoonful of paste is poured on it, the mould is shut, and the paste

baked as usual. The metal band is lastly punched into wafers, either plain or

ornamental.

The second method is to stick these slips to paper with paste, then to dry and

punch them out.

By the third plan, strips of gummed paper are fixed to the slips, and a resinous

cement is put on the other side. The first two methods require moistening, the third

heating. This contrivance is susceptible of much variety of decoration.

WALNUT HUSKS, or PEELS {Brout des noix, Fr.), are much employed by

the French dyers for rooting or giving dun colours.

WANGHEES, or JAPAN CANES. A cane imported from China.
.

WARP {Chaine, Fr.; Kette, Anschweif, Zettel, Germ.) is the name of the longi-

tudinal threads or yarns, whether of cotton, linen, silk, or wool, which being decus-

sated at right angles by the woof or weft threads form a piece of cloth. The warp

yarns are parallel, and continuous from end to end of the web. See Weaving, for a

description of the warping-mill.

WASH is the fermented wort of the distiller.

WASHING COAL, M. Berard is the inventor of a very successful apparatus

for purifying small coal. He exhibited his arrangement at the Great Exhibition

of 1851, receiving the council medal. The decoration of the Legion of Honour and

a gold medal was also awarded to him at the Paris Exhibition in 1855. This appa-

ratus, to be presently described, effects, without any manual labour, the following

operations :
—

1st. The sorting the coal by throwing out the larger pieces.

2nd. Breaking the coal, which is in pieces too large to be subjected to the operation

of washing.

3rd, Continuous and perfect purification of the coal.

4th. Loading the purified coal into waggons.

5th. Loading the refuse (pyrites or schist) into waggons for removal.

The power required for the apparatus is that of from four to five horses, and the

machine can operate upon from 80 to 1 00 tons of coal in about twelve hours, if fitted

up near the colliery. The expense of the operation of purifying is stated to consist

solely in the wages of the workmen charged to conduct the labour of the machine.

The following description of the ^^s. 1881 and 1882, will render the arrangements

of M. Berard's machine readily intelligible.
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B is unloaded into a liopper, c, either by opening the bottom or by tilting it (as in

the position represented by the dotted lines b), by means of a lever. It falls afterwards

1882
A'

either on to a table or a movable grating, d, formed of frames, or of a series of
stages, of sloping perforated plates, which immediately sorts it into as many sizes
as there are perforated plates.

This grating is suspended out of perpendicular by four chains or iron rods, c c,
fixed to the framework of the staging, a. It is moved by means of a cam motion
(an arrangement ofa cam and tongue mentonnet), c', and falls back by its own weight
against the stops, which produce concussions or vibrations favourable to the clearing
out of the holes and to the descent of the materials. The motion communicated to the
grating admits of a much less inclination being given to it than would be the case if
it were fixed: the sorting is effected quicker and more perfectly, besides which the
differences of level which it is necessary to preserve are maintained.
The larger pieces rejected by the first plate reach the picking table e, where a

labourer picks out the largest stones and extraneous substances as fragments of cast-
ings, iron, &c.
The fragments which have passed through the upper plate, and are retained

by that below, descend direct to the crushers f f', situated below. Lastly, the fine
portions of the coal which have passed through the second perforated plate fall on to
a solid bottom, a', whence they are thrown, delivered direct into the pit by means of a
nxed shoot, e.

j

The 'jrushing cylinders, f f', are made with a covering of cast-iron, mounted on an
iron shaft This covenng can be easily replaced when worn out. It has on its sur-
face small grooves, which are usually placed longitudinally, parallel with the axis of
the cylinder, m order to avoid the slipping of the substances operated on. But it is
also necessary to crush fragments of slate which gain admission with the coal and
these consistmg of thin, flattened laminae, it would be necessary to bring the crusher

theTropeTsbe
^^^'^'^^d to reduce the coal which is of a more cubical form to

In order to obviate this difficulty another series of grooves are formed on the sur-faces of the crusher transversely to those already described, the intersection of thetwo producing projections m the form of quadrangular pyramids, with slShtlyrounded tops. In coming between the projections of the cmshers the fragmen of

tn is reTuired
"^^'^^^^ '•^'^^"'^-^ '^^^ ^ smltTler size

Pie^es'exceedin? fi^o'v

preliminary sifting, which has removed all thepieces exceeding 6 or 7 centimetres in size, one pair of crushers is sufficient Inhat case the gi-atmg may be dispensed with altogether by discharg ng the coafdirec°mto the pit, and returning from the sifter to the washer the pieces of foal which havenot been able to pass beyond the first perforated plate

_

The small coal resulting from the washer, or from the sifter by means of thPJigger, ,s delivered into a common pit placed under the washers ThJ puTs shanedlike an inverted quadrangu ar pyramid, the three fnr«P« r,f Ji - k • v '^^^^P^'^
another at an ang\ of 45", to Fadlltate^he descent of the rubstanle' ?T

bottoVirtrpit;itsit^^ cf '-^v'-may take place imo the TOggou ^ * ''s«barge, "bich

bymeaDsof thefiood-g."e i„ the pi,^ •
K""-"'? be diminished

which decrease in a downwaS diSo„%,Si„i?fnf/^
P...e rer the Motion „r the .natcri.."' aI pSL^'';^^^^
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disposed inclined planes for throwing on one side the product of the sifting, which
escapes through a slope made on the side of the sifter. A hottom fixed to the

classifier itself, and like it movable, receives the dust in the finest numbers, if the

sifting has been effected in the dry way, or else this bottom is immovable and fixed

to longerons which support the classifier, if the sifting take place in water, as we are

about to point out.

The classifier is suspended by two or three pairs of articulated handles turning

on axles fixed to longerons: by that means it enjoys an extreme freedom of motion
in a longitudinal direction. A rapid reciprocating motion is communicated by a
" bielle," which receives the action of a bent axle firmly established on a foundation

fixed on the principal wall of the chamber of the machine. The motion of rotation

is communicated to the axle by the disposition of an iron pinion d'angle working
into a.

The bac is formed of a rectangular chest in cast-iron, l', one part of the bottom of

which is inclined at 45°, the other lower parts remaining horizontal.

Opposite one of the lesser sides of the rectangle is placed a cylinder o, opening

into the oblong chest at about half its height. The chest l' is prolonged under the

cylinder, in order to inci'ease the stability of the system and the capacity of the

drain-well (puisard).

A cast-iron box, m m', is firmly fixed in the interior of the bac, on flanges of cast-

iron with vertical faces. This box has a slight inclination from m towards m'. It is

covered with a perforated plate, usually of copper, fastened to the frame by a number

of iron pins or bolts easy of replacement. The size of the holes varies according to

that of the matters brought into the bac.

A cast-iron door, n, traverses, openiug outward, is fixed at a slight height above the

frame, serving as a kind of partition dividing the materials in the bac, and against it a

flood-gate n', by means of which the opening beneath the cast-iron door may be

closed at pleasure.

A counter floodgate, n', is placed at the lower extremity of the frame ; in raising it

a barrier is formed of variable height, by means of which the substances between the

floodgate and counter floodgate may be arrested.

A piston, c, receives from the machine a sufficiently rapid reciprocating motion.

Everything being thus arranged, if the bac is supposed to be filled with water to

the level of the front face at n', and that the substances to be washed fill the space in

the bac between this level and the perforated plate of the frame, the piston working

upwards and downwards will press the water in the body of the cylinder, and will

force it by its incompressibility to pass through the holes in the perforated plate ; it

will establish above this plate an ascending current, which, if of sufficient power, will

raise the substances submerged.
. . .„ .

The resistance to the rise of each body will be in proportion to its specific gravity,

and the height it will be carried will follow an inverse law, supposing the fragments

to be of nearly equal sizes.

The slates which fall over the counter floodgate fall into a pocket or reservoir n,

whence they are discharged on opening a floodgate k'. Pressed by the upper column

of water, they slide with a slight admixture of water on the mclmed p ane k n ,

which can be pierced with holes ; the water escapes, and the slate only falls directly

into the waggon of discharge. . - 4. ..^

The bent axle of transmission s s, moves m a groove turning on a pivot at its ex-

tremitv The rotation of the axle communicates an oscillating motion to it.

The deposit formed in the drain-well is emptied through an opening of the flood-

gate placed at the lower part. An opening serving as a man hole is reserved for

efi-ectinginternalrepairs without the necessity of raising the frame.

All coal contains a portion of earthy matters or impurities which m the form ot

bands or scales, are generally in some degree apparent to the eye, and constitute the

ashes and clinker kft by combustion. The small coal which is sent out of mines

Tecessadfy co^Sns a stilflarger proportion,
''^"S.loo^onh^^km of

sistino- chiefly of shale and iron pyrites derived from the roof or floor of the seam ot

coll Sr from the bands of impurities interstratified with it. Generally these impurities

a?e so Incorporated with the mass of the coal that.it --t be crushed in order suffi

ciently to detach them. The pyrites, which contains nearly the
^J^J^ ^^^^^3^^

found in coal seams, is well known to be very injurious either in » heating "r smelt.^^

furnace, in the manufacture or workmg of iron, m gas-makmg, m cokmg, and otncr

"''STseams of coal already sunk to, or portions of seams i°
-^''l^'l^'^/it.^itn;

ground as unsaleable in consequence of the in^P^r'^'^^^
^\^3:/^°Tf^- c^^^^^^^^ pro

It a low price chiefly in consequence of its impurities and the defective
^^^'^^J^l

perty which they occasion. It has been estimated that an amount not tar slioit
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the quantity of coal sold is sacrificed in producing a commercial article of adequate

quality and description. The enormous consumption of coal in this country, amount-

ing to 70 milUons of tons per annum, renders the utilisation of a larger portion of

the more valuahle seams now in course of being exhausted, and the bringing into the

market of other seams, objects of national importance.

The dlflFerenees between the specific gravities of coal and its impurities, allow of

their being separated by the action of water when sufiiciently crushed. The water

process hitherto most commonly adopted is that known as " jigging," which consists in

forcing the water alternately up and down through the mass of coal. The downward
current of water in "jigging" is prejudicial, and entails a large sacrifice of the finer

particles of the best coal ; whilst the upward current, from its rapidity and irregularity,

is costly both in time and power, besides failing to effect the more perfect separation

which is obtained by a slow, continuously ascending or pulsating current, regulated

to the proportion of shale in the coal, and to the size of the particles to be acted

upon.
Mackworth's pateiit coal purifier.— In the late Mr. Herbert Mackworth's purifier,

fig. 1883, the water ascends with a velocity of an inch or two in a second. It

is sufficient to keep the particles in constant agitation, and the area of the sepa-
rator can be reduced to a small fraction of its former size. The coal is supplied
into the machine in a uniform stream, and as it is purified is raised out of the
water on to a perforated plate, and delivered by the coalsweep into a long perfo-
rated shoot, down wliich it descends into the tram or waggon placed to receive
it. The purified coal is thus obtained for coking and other purposes in a com-
paratively drier state. The shale, which has during the separation accumulated
in the shalebox, will discharge itself into another tram without stopping the machine,
if the shale valves are first closed by the valve lever before throwing open the shale
door. The pump, or agitator, is capable of throwing from 50 to 200 gallons of water
per minute, according to the size of the machine. The endless band raises or lowers
the coal from the hopper into which the coal trams are tipped.
The advantages of the machine may be thus summed up :

—

1st. The more perfect separation of the impurities. If the coal is not sufiiciently
crushed, even the fragments of coal containing shale or pyrites can be separated as
well as the shale, by regulating the velocity of the water. By increasing the speed
of the machine and the velocity of the water, the separation of the impurities may be
limited to any extent desired.

2nd. The saving of coal. This may be estimated at from &d. to Is. &d. per ton.
The ordinai-y washing processes sacrifice more than 20 per cent, in -weight, of which
more than one half is the best coal. In this machine the -water does not pass out, but
is used over and over again in a continuously circulating stream. The loss of coal
does not exceed 2 per cent., and is generally under 1 per cent.

3rd. The economy in the power required to work the machine. 1-horse power
will suffice to work a machine with pump and elevator capable of purifying 50 tons of
coal per day.

4th. The saving in manual labour.
5th. The quantity of water required is comparatively insignificant A small supply

of water is required to replace that absorbed by the wetting of the shale and coal.
6th. The coal is delivered drier than by any other existing process.
7th. The largest machine stands in an area of 9 feet square, and motion can be

given off any existing engine by a strap to a pulley making 40 revolutions per
mmute, at a height of about 12 feet above the ground. The height given to the
machme is for the purpose of passing trams underneath it to receive the purified coal
and shale as they are delivered. The machine requires no foundation, and is easily
removable.
^h. The great economy of the process in every point of view is important to—
The coke <rarfe.—Many coals when deprived of their impurities will coke which

never coked before, and the quality of every description of coke may be greatly
improved. In coals above the average in quality, it has been found that the clinker
may by water purification be reduced by four-fifths in quantity. The two principal
sources of chnker- the whitish scales of carbonate of lime and the iron pyrites-are
removed. A coke more uniform in texture and better in appearance is produced, and
ditlerent descriptions of coal may be simultaneously mixed and purified by this machine.A cost ot 3d. per ton on the coke will remove those impurities for which the con-
sumer now pays at the same rate as the coke itself. An increase in the make and
quality of the iron results from using purified coke in blast furnaces.

Persons using steam.—The amount of ash and clinker from a coal, by no means
represents the full amount of loss and waste occasioned by them. The coal is im-
perfectly burnt, and the fire bars are injured. By removing the impurities, much of

3 B 4
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the labour in attending boihr fires may be spared, and the steam kept up more regu-
larly. In steamers, aud whenever the freight of coal is heavy, these advantages are
peculiarly important.

Gas compa7iies. — Gas may be produced comparatively free from sulphur, as well as
a purer aud more valuable coke. By a small addition to the cost of the machine the
coal may be delivered in a dry state.

Smiths and workers in metal.—A coal purer than the large coal is produced. Better
work and metal and cleaner hearths are the results. Smiths are paying in several
instances nearly double the former prices for coals which have been purified. In
puddling-and other furnaces the advantages of pure coal have been well ascertained.

Patentfuel companies.—In all cases where freights are heavy and the manipulation
of the fuel costly, purity in the raw material is essential.

Collieri/ owners—Coal and shale in lieu of being thrown into the gob can be brought
out of the mine and separated for from Is. to 2s. per ton, including haulage, &c.
Crop coal, old pillars, and creeps, may be turned to account.
The spontaneous combustion in the wastes of some mines may be prevented by

bringing out the whole of the small coal and pyrites at a now remunerative price.
New coal seams may be brought into the market, to the benefit both of the producer
and consumer.

In working this machine the coal tram is tipped into the coal hopper ; it is thence
conveyed by the elevator in a continuous stream into the machine, and the purified

coal is delivered continuously into a tram whilst the shale and pyrites are delivered

in a continuous manner by the dredger, or Jacob's ladder. The workman has only to

attend to the placing of these waggons and regulating the amount of opening of the

valves which allow the shale to descend into the shale box after it is separated.

The revolving hopper allows the coal to descend gradually into the separator

where a slow current of water is driven upwards through the mass of shale and coal,

at a velocity of from 4 to 5 feet per minute, by the agitator or screw.
_
This water

passes back again by the finely perforated plate, and with the fine silt suspended

in it, is again driven upwards by the screw to undergo a repetition of the process.

The gentle agitation produced by this current separates the shale and pyrites from

the coal in the separator, the two latter descend through the valves and are taken

up by the dredger, whilst the former is pushed upwards out of the water by the

curved arm ; and as soon as the water has drained off, the coal falls on to the

shoot, which conducts it to the tram. A brush following the arm helps to keep

the holes in the perforated plate open. The valves remam constantly more or less
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open, according to the indications given by the dredger, and are regulated by the

valve lever. The Avater required to replace that absorbed by the dry coal and sha e

enters by the hopper and flows slightly inwards through the shale valves as the shale

is coming out. „ . ..

The objects said to be attained by the machine are, 1st, a more perfect separation

of the impurities than by the jigging or huddling processes ; 2nd, a saving of from

5 to 15 per cent of coal
;

3rd, economy of power and manual labour ;
4th, savmg of

water and the delivery of the coal in a drier state.

Machines have been established in Scotland, Cumberland, Derbyshire, Gloucester-

shire, and Wales, to purify from 20 to 100 tons of coal per day, at a cost not exceed-

ing 3d. per ton, and -with a loss not exceeding 2 per cent, of coal.

WATER. (Eau, Fr.; Wasser, Germ.) There is no substance, not even including

air, or oxygen itself, which is so extensively used in the operations of nature on our

globe, as well as in the workshops of men, as water. To speak of its numerous re-

lationships, even briefly, would demand too much space, and it will be needful to con-

fine ourselves strictly to a consideration of its physical conditions.

Rain is the probable source of all water. It is almost absolutely pure water if it

falls through uncontaminated air. Water is almost colourless, brilliant, without taste

or smell, and very transparent. When seen through great depths it has a slightly

blue shade of colour. It weighs 252-45 grains per cubic inch at 60° Fahr. in the air.

The specific gravity of all substances liquid and solid are taken by their relation to

water, which is called I'OOO or 1. Its boiling point at 29*92 bar. pressure is 212°

Fahr. ; it freezes at 32°, and it evaporates at all temperatures. Its boiling point at

760 metres pressure is called 100° Cent. ;
freezing point 0°. It assumes, therefore, the

gaseous, liquid, and solid states with great facility. The specific heat of -water at 32°

F. is taken as 1000. Water is taken to measure amounts of heat also. The heat

required to raise 1 gramme of water 1° Cent, is a unit of heat. The amount of heat

required to raise 1 lb. of water, one degree of Fahr., requires for its evolution the ex-

penditure of a mechanical force equal to the fall of 772 lbs. through the space of 1

foot. Or 1 gramme of water is heated 1° (Cent.) by an amount of heat represented

by the fall of 423*55 grammes through the space of 1 metre. The latent heat of

•water and the amount required to convert ice at the freezing point into water is 144°,

or 144'6 F. (80—80-34 Cent.) The refractive power of water, or its index of refrac-

tion of light, is 133-6 ; that is, the sine of the angle of incidence is to the sine of the

angle of refraction as 1-336 to 1. Refractive power increases below 39-, although

density diminishes. Water expands when heated or cooled beyond 39° Fahr., or 3-9

Centigrade; Playfair and Joule give 39-1
;
Fraukenhein, 38-95 ; Pliicker and Gessler,

38'8
;
Hope, who discovered the property, gave 39-5. Water freezes in crystals, one

form is not unlike Iceland spar, a rhomboid. Hail crystallises in six-sided pyramids,
base to base ; snow frequently with various stellar radiations.

Specific gravity of the vapour of water is 0-622 ; it is nine times heavier than
hydrogen. Water itself is 812 times heavier than the atmospheric air. Water ex-
pands by heat, bet-ween 32° and 212°, 1 in 21 -3 volumes. It expands in cooling below
32°, even if it be not allowed to crystallise. The expansion may be prevented by
using smooth vessels and preventing disturbance. It may be cooled in this way to

about 7° F. A slight agitation, or the presence of a rough substance, rapidly causes
it to shoot out crystals in all directions. The spec. gr. of ice is 0-916, it therefore

floats on water. It expands with irresistible force, bursting asunder iron vessels,

however strong, in which it may be confined, water-pipes of whatever substance,
porous stones which may have absorbed it, and vegetable cells in which it may be
enclosed. By this simple act it performs a great part in breaking up the rocks, so as
to renew the soil, and in defacing beautifully polished stones, causing an early
decay.

Water heated to 212° F, boils. Long before this period, and even in heating it only
a few degrees, it gives off bubbles, which are those of air, from -which it is never
found free in nature. At 212° the bubbles are distinctly formed of water ; in vapour
they rise to the surface. These bubbles form more readily on certain surfaces; on
metals easily, especially if they are not polished. Gay-Lussac gave the difference of
the boiling point in metal and glass as two degrees. Scrymgeour found it raised in
any kind of vessel when there was oil present. M. Marcet found it raised to 221°
when a glass flask had its inner surface coated with a thin film of shell-lac. When
water has ceased to boil in a glass or porcelain vessel, it will begin again instantly if
a metallic wire is introduced. Platinum wire is very well suited to this purpose. It is
used for other liquids also. Rough glass and porcelain vessels allow water to boil
better than smooth. Water thrown on red-hot surfaces is known not to touch the
surface. Boutigny found that it may assume this state at any temperature above
340°. When it falls to 288° it touches the surface and commences boiling. In this
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state of separation from the surface it assumes a globular form ; it seems suspended
on a iilin of steam. The condition is called the spheroidal. The boiling of water de-
pends on the pressure of the air as well as temperature, as the following shows :

Barometer, inches. Water boils at degs. Falir.
27-74 208°
28-29 209°
28-84 210°
29-41 211°
29-92 212°
30-6 213°

This change of boiling point is used to ascertain the height of mountains, 550 feet

making a difference of 1 degree. In a vacuum water will boil at 67°. In a Papin's
digester it is raised to 300 or 400 without boiling.— II. A. S.

WATERING OF STUFFS (^Moirage, Yr.) is a process to which silk and other
textile fabrics are subjected, for causing them to exhibit a variety of undulated reflec-

tions and plays of light. See Moibe.
WATER PRESSURE MACHINERY FOR MINES. Considerable attention

has been given to the construction of pressure engines by Mr. Darlington, who
was actively engaged some years since in effecting the drainage of the Alport Mines,
in Derbyshire. See fig. 1884.

The first engine erected by him had a cylinder 50 inches diameter, and a stroke of

1 0 feet ; the piston-rod passed through the bottom of the cylinder and formed a con-

tinuation with the pump-rod, whilst the valve and cataract gearing was worked by a

rod connected with the top of the piston, which gave motion to a beam and plug-rod

gearing. The column of water was 132 feet high, affording a pressure on the piston

of about 58 pounds per square inch, or more than 50 tons on its area. The water

was raised from a depth of 22 fathoms, by means of a plunger 42 inches diameter,

and in very wet seasons it discharged into the adit nearly 5000 gallons of water per

minute. Water was admitted only on the under side of the piston, and in order to

avoid violent concussion in working; two sets of valves were employed, the larger

being cylindrically shaped, 22 inches diameter; and the smaller 5 inches diameter.

In making the upstroke of the engine the cylindrical valves admitted a full flow

of water for about |ths of the stroke, and then commenced closing, but at this

stage the small valve opened, through which passed sufficient water to terminate the

stroke. In this way the flow of water in the column was gradually slackened, and

finally brought to a state of rest without imparting impact to the machinery. The
speed of the engine was regulated by sluice valves, one fixed between the engine and

the pressure column, and the other upon the discharge-pipe.

The cylindrical valves were made of brass with a thin feather-edged beat, and kept

tight by a concentric boss, projecting from the nozzle, upon which hemp packing was

laid. This was pressed down by a projection in the under surface of the valve

bonnet. The water thus acted on the exterior of the valves between the zone of

packing and the seatings, and when opened passed through the latter. Besides this

engine, others of a different construction were designed and erected by Mr. Darlington,

but the one to which he gave preference for simplicity, cheapness, and smoothness of

action, is illustrated in the following woodcut.

This engine has one main cylinder A, resting on strong cast-iron bearers B b, fixed

across the shaft. The piston-rod c, is a continuation of the pump-rod s, and works

through the cylinder bottom d. In front of the cylinder A, is a smaller one e, with

differential diameters for the admission and emission of water, and right and left are

sluice valves not shown for regulating the speed of the engine. Connected with the

second cylinder is a small 3-inch auxiliary cylinder f, provided with inlet and outlet

regulating cocks.

In starting this engine the sluice valves and regulating cocks are opened, the water

then flows from the pressure-column g, into the main cylinder a, through the nozzle

cyli-nder e, and acts under the piston ii, until the upstroke is completed. The piston

I, has a counter piston k, of larger diameter, and when relieved from pressure on its

upper surface, the water acting between them forces it upwards, m which case the

pressure is cut off from the main piston, and the AVater contained m the cylinder a, is

free to escape under the piston i, through the holes L. With the emission of water

from the main cylinder through M, the downstroke is effected. The downward dis-

placement of the pistons i and k. is performed by the auxiliary cylinder f, and p.s ons

N, o ; the pressure column is continually acting between these pistons, and by t icir

alternate displacement by the fall-bob f, and canti-arbor q The

admitted or prevented from operating on the upper surface of the piston k. i it « aur

from the top of piston ic, escapes through the aperture R. Ihe motion ot the canti-

arbor q, is effected by tappets fixed on the pump-rod s. -
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One of these engines was recently in operation at the Minera Mines, in North

Wales. The cylinder was 35 inches diameter ; stroke 10 feet, pressure column 227

1884
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feet high. Its average speed was 80 feet, and maximum speed 140 feet per minute.

The pressure of water under the piston was 98 pounds per square inch, giving a total

weight on its area of about 40 tons. This machine required no personal attendance,

the motion heing certain and continuous, as long as tlie working parts remained in

order, consequently the cost of maintaining it was of the most trifling character.

In 1803, Trevithick erected an engine at the Alport Mines which worked con-

tinuously for a period of forty-seven years, or until 1850, when the mines ceased

working. The water from the pressure-column acted on alternate sides of the main

piston, by means of two piston valves, displaced by a heavy tumbling beam, and tilted

by a projection from the pump-rod. The construction and action of this machine

will be best understood by the accompanying illustration, ^^f. 188.5.

A, main cylinder, b and c, valve pistons
; x>, chain wheel upon the axis of which is

fixed a lever not shown, in connection with a tumbling beam; e, aperture through

which water enters from pressure column
;

F, pipe in communication with main

cylinder A, and g, pipe for discharging the water admitted both above and under the

main piston h. The position of the valve pistons in the woodcut shows that the

pressure column is supposed to be flowing through the holes i, upon the piston h,

producing a down stroke, and that the water which has been introduced under this

piston in order to make the upstroke is leaving through the pipe f, holes k, and

outlet pipe g.

By referring to Hydraulic Ckanes, the principles adopted by Sir Wm. Armstrong

will be understood.

It is not necessary to repeat that part of the subject in this place, but it remains to

notice the applications made of the pressure derived from natural falls.

When the moving power consists of a natural column of water, the pressure rarely

exceeds 250 or 300 feet ; and in such

cases he has employed to produce ro-

tary motion, in preference to the

original scheme of a rotary engine,

a pair of cylinders and pistons, with

slide valves resembling in some degree

those of a high-pressure engine, but

having relief valves to prevent shock

at the return of the stroke, as shown

in fg. 982, already described. Where
the engine is single-acting, with

plungers instead of pistons, as in the

water pressure engine already de-

scribed, the relief valves are greatly

simplified, and in fact are reduced to

a single clack in connection with each

cylinder, opening against the pressure,

which is the same as the relief valve

in the valve chest of the hydrauhc

crane. The water pressure engines

erected at Mr.Beaumont's lead mines,

at Allenheads in Northumberland,

present examples of such engines ap-

plied to natural falls. They were

there introduced under the advice of

Mr. Sopwith, and are now used for

the various purposes of crushing ore,

raising materials from the mines,

pumping water, giving motion to

machinery for washing and separat-

ing ore, and driving a saw-mill and

the machinery of a workshop. In

all these cases nature, assisted by art,

has provided the power. Smallstrcams

of water, which flowed down the steep

slopes of the adjoining hills, have

been collected into reservoirs at ele-

vations of about 200 feet, and pipes

laid from tliese to thehave been

^"Another application of hydraulic

ade in situations where falls of sufficient

machinery at the same mines is now being ni
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altitude for working such engines cannot be obtained, which from its novelty deserves

special notice. For the purpose of draining an extensive mining district and searching

for new veins, a drift or level nearly six miles in length is now being executed. This

drift runs beneath the vaUey of the Allen nearly in the line of that river, and upon its

course three mining establishments are being formed. At each of these power is re-

quired for the various purposes above mentioned, and it was desired to obtain this

power without resorting to steam engines. The river Allen was the only resource,

but its descent was not sufficiently rapid to permit of its being advantageously applied

to water pressure engines. On the other hand, it abounded with falls suitable for

overshot wheels, but these could not be applied to the purposes required without pro-

vision for conveying the power to many separate places. Under these circumstances

it was determined to employ the stream through the medium of overshot wheels iu

forcing water into accumulators, and thus generating a power capable of being trans-

mitted by pipes to the numerous points where its agency was required. In this ar-

rangement intensity of pressure takes the place of magnitude of volume, and the

power derived from the stream assumes a form susceptible of unlimited distribution

and division, and capable of being utilised by small and compact machines.

A somewhat similar plan is also adopted at Portland Harbour, in connection with

the coaling establishment there forming for the use of the navy. The object in that

case is to provide power for working hydraulic cranes and hauling machines, and

more particularly for giving motion to machinery arranged by Mr. Coode, the present

engineer of the work, for putting coal into war steamers. A reservoir on the ad-

joining height affords an available head of upwards of 300 feet ; but in order to

diminish the size of the pipes, cylinders, and valves connected with the hydraulic

machinery, and also with a view of obtaining greater rapidity of action, a hydraulic

pumping engine and accumulator are interposed, for the purpose of intensifying

the pressure and diminishing the volume of water acting as the medium of trans-

mission.

Table of Pressure Engines.

Locality. Engineer.
Diameter of
Cylinder.

Length of
Stroke.

Speed
per Minute.

inches. feet.

Northumberland Westgarth 10

Ems .... unknown 13^ 4 8
Bleiberg . . - - 7 6i 100
Chemnitz - 11 8 48
Ebensee Salzburg H * 12 17
Clausthal - 16A 6 48
Alte Mordgrube, Saxony - 18 8 64
Alport Mines, Derbyshire - Trevithick (double)25 10 120

Do. - - - Fairbairn 36 5 70
Do. - - - Darlington 50 10 140
Do. - - - do. 18 7 154
Do. - - - do. 24 10 120
Do. - - - do. 2Cyl. 24 10 120

Lisburn, Wales do. each. '20 6 96
Cwmystwyth „ - do. 24 10 140
Talargoch „ - - do. 50 10 140
Minera „ - - do.

* 4
35 10 140

South Hetton Colliery Armstrong Cyl. 1- 12 200
each.

_
Allenheads - do. do. fi 18 180

WATER-PROOF CLOTH. See Caoutchouc.
WATEK, SEA— rendered fresh. (.Communicated by Dr. Normandy.) The analyses

of sea water which have been made at various times, and the results of which will be
found elsewhere, prove that that liquid contains from 3^ to 4 per cent, of saline sub-
stances, two-thirds at least of which are common salt, and also a certain quantity of
organic matters, all of which substances impart to it its well-known taste and odour
and render it unfit for drinking or other domestic purposes.

'

_
To render sea water drinkable, and thus avoid the accidents resulting from an

insufficient supply, or from an absolute want of fresh water, in sea voyages, is a
* Rotary Engines
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problem which may be said to have engnged the attention of men from the verv
moment they ventured to lose sight of the friendly shore and became navigators

;

gradually, as the enlargement of commercial operations extended the length of sea
voyages, the difliculty of preserving in a pure state the fresh water taken in store,

the necessity of putting up at stations for procuring a fresh supply of it when it is

exhausted, the great gain to be realised by being enabled to devote to the stowage of
cargo the valuable space occupied by water-tanks and water-casks, have induced
many people at various times, and for many years past, to contrive apparatus by
means of which sea water would be rendered fit to drink, or by means of which good
fresh water could be obtained therefrom.

Fresh water can be obtained from sea water in two ways; the one by distillation,

the other by passing it through a layer or column of sand, or of earth, of sufficient

thickness or length. In effect, if sea water be poured at a, in a pipe 15 feet high,
and full of clean dry sand, the water, which will at first flow at b, will be found
pretty fresh and drinkable, but as the operation is continued, the water which flows
at B soon becomes brackish; the brackishncss gradually augmenting, until, in a very
short time, the water which flows at B is actually more salted than that poured at a ;

because the latter dissolves the salt which had been first retained by the sand, which
must then be renewed, or washed with fresh water, a process evidently useless for

the purpose in question. This phenomenon, according to Berzelius, is due to the in-

terstices between the grains of sand acting as capillary tubes

;

and as, at the beginning of the operation, the effect depends more
on the attraction than on the pressure of the liquid poured in

one of the branches of the tube, the salt is partly separated

from the water which held it in solution, the latter lodging
itself into the interstices of the sand, and filling them ; if, when
the mass of the sand is completely wetted, a greater quantity of

sea water is poured upon it, the weight of the said sea water
first displaces and expels the fresh water ; but as soon as the

interstices of the sand have thus been forcibly filled up with sea

water, the water flowing at B becomes more and more salted

;

wherefore this filtration cannot yield more fresh water than can

be contained in the interstices of a column of sand of a certain

length and proportionate to the saltness of the sea water.

Howbeit, the removal of the salt from sea water, so as to ob-

tain fresh water therefrom, is, practically speaking, an impossi-

bility, except by evaporation.

At first sight one would think that it is sufficient to submit

sea water to distillation to convert it into fresh water, and that

the solution of the problem is altogether dependent upon a

still constructed so as to produce, by evaporation, a great quan-

tity of distilled water, with a consumption of fuel sufficiently

small to become practicable.

Distillation at a cheap rate is doubtless an important item,

and fuel being a cumbrous and expensive article on board ship, it

is superabundantly evident that, supposing all the apparatus

which have hitherto been contrived for the purpose to answer

equally well, that one would clearly merit the preference which would produce most

at least cost ; but there are, besides, other desiderata of a no less primary importance,

and it is from having neglected, ignored, or been unable to realise them, that all the

apparatus for obtaining fresh water from sea water, which have been from time to

time brought before the public, have hitherto, without exception, proved total

failures, or, after trial, have been quite discarded, or fulfil the object in view in a

way so imperfect or precarious, that, practically speaking, the manufacture of fresh

•water at sea, or from sea water, may be said to have been, until quite lately, an un-

accomplished feat. In order to understand the nature of the difficulties which stood

in the way of success, a few words of explanation become necessary.

When ordinary water, whether fresh or salt, is submitted to distillation, the con-

densed steam, instead of being, as might be supposed, pure, tasteless, and odourless,

yields on the contrary a liquid free from salt, it is true, but of an intolerably nauseous

and empyreumatic taste and odour which it retains for many weeks ;
it is, moreover,

insipid, flat, and vapid, owing to its want of oxygen and carbonic acid, which water

in its natural state possesses, and of which it has been deprived by the process ot

distillation. In the absence of ordinary fresh water, this distilled water, however dis-

agreeable and objecti(mable it may be, is of course of use so far as it is fresh, but the

crews invariably refuse it as long as they can obtain a supply from natural sources,

even though this may be of so bad a quality as to endanger their health or their
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lives, as evidenced by the report of The Times' Own Correspondent in reference to the

water supplied to the crews of our ships iu the Baltic during the Crimean war.

With a view to remedy the defects just alluded to, various means have from time to

time been proposed and employed; such as the addition of alum, sulphuric and othef

acids, chloride of lime, &c. ; but it is evident that chemical reagents cannot eflfectthe ob-

ject ; but if even they did, their use is always unsafe, for their continuous and daily

absorption might, and doubtless would, cause accidents of a more or less serious

nature, not to speak of the trouble and care required in making such additions.

Liebig said with both authority and reason, that, as a general rule, the use of chemicals
should never be recommended for culinary (or food) purposes, for chemicals are
seldom met with in commerce in a state of purity, and are frequently contaminated
by poisonous substances. On the other hand, the percolation through perforated
barrels or coarse sieves, porous substances, plaster, chalk, sand, &c., the pumps,
ventilators, bellows, agitators, which have been proposed to aerate the distilled water
obtained, and render it palatable, are slow in their action, of a difiBcult, inconvenient,
or impossible application ; and as to leaving the distilled water to become aerated by
the agitation imparted to it in tanks or casks by the motion of the ship, this must be
continued for a length of time, proportioned of course to the vigour of the oscillations
imparted to the ship by the violence of the waves, and the time thus required is

always considerable
;
yet in this way, and finally by pouring the water several times

from one glass to another before di-inking it, it may become fully aerated, but with-
out entirely losing its vapid and nauseous taste and odour, and in fact the report of
the cm-respondent of The Times, above alluded to, shows that this method is attended
with but indifferent success. I shall presently explain why no system or method of
aeration whatever could be attended with success, in the production of perfect fresh
water from salt water, notwithstanding the great ingenuity displayed in their endea-
vours to realise the object in view by persons who, some of them at least, though of
consummate skill as engineers or philosophers, or as men of general knowledge,
were not, it would appear, sutficiently well acquainted with the exact nature of
the difficulties which stood in the way, or were not fitted for the investigation and
conquest thereof. In reality the failures in this respect have been due to the fact that
the aeration of the distilled water, instead of being, as everybody thought, the whole
problem, is only a part of it; and we shall see, moreover, that the said aeration, to be
effective, must be practised under certain conditions, in a certain manner, and is only
a preparatory step, though an all-important one, to the final production of perfect
fresh water.

But before proceeding further, it may not be amiss to say a few words respecting
another condition in the construction of marine condensing machines, which, from not
being sufficiently taken into account, frequently puts them suddenly out of service, or
necessitates constant repairs. I am alluding to those condensers the joints of which
are made by soldering or brazmg, for the different rates of expansion and contraction
of metals by heat and by cold, during the intervals of work and of rest of the appa-
ratus, would be sure eventually to cause the soldered parts to crack and give way, an
effect which the motion of the ship would of course greatly promote. This in fact was
the cause of the accident which about thirty-five years ago put the lives of Captain
Freycinet and of his crew in fearful jeopardy. On the other hand, the electro-
chemical action which sets up between the metals of the solder and that of the con-
denser, corrodes the latter, and in either case a leak being started, the sea water pene-
trates through It into the apparatus, which may thus be at once put out of service
after a few months' working, its unsoundness thus creating the most distressing
sufferings, and puttmg the lives of all on board in imminent perih It may therefore
be most truly asserted that any fresh-water distilling apparatus, for marine purposesm any part of which solder is employed, is ipso facto defective, and ought not to be
trusted, the soldered parts being sure to give way from the causes just alluded to.
l^astly, another condition often k)st sight of (although of extreme importance), in the
endeavours which have been made to accomplish the object in question, is to obviate
or prevent the deposit of saline matter which takes place when the limit of saturationHas been attained, and which in a short time interferes, temporarily at least, and oftenpermanently, with the working of the apparatus, renders frequent repairs necessaryand m all cases eventually destroys it.

"ci-esbary,

The question which had hitherto been left unanswered, and yet which must be in-tegrally solved before success could be hoped for, is the following •_
fo obtain, with a small proportion of fuel, large quantities of fresh, inodoroussalubrious aerated water, without the help of chemical reagents, by means of a selfacting and compact apparatus capable of being worked at all hours, under all latitudes"n all weathers and conditions compatible with the existence of the ship itse f andincapable of becoming incrusted, or of otherwise going out of order
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How this complex and diflRcult problem lias been solved I will now proceed to
explain:—

It is a known property of steam that it becomes condensed into water again,
whenever it comes in contact with water at a temperature lower than itself, no matter
how high the temperature of that condensing water may be.

It is known that the sea and other natural waters are saturated with air containing
a larger proportion of oxygen and of carbonic acid than the air we breathe. In effect,

100 volumes of the air held in solution in water contain from 32 to 33 volumes of
oxygen, whereas 100 volumes of ordinary atmospheric air contain only 24 volumes of
oxygen. Again, ordinary atmospheric air contains only ,,',55 of carbonic acid, whereas
the air held in solution in water contains from 40 to 42 per cent, of carbonic acid.

The experiments which I undertook in 1849-50, with a view to determine the amount
of these gases present in water, showed me that this amount varied with the state of
purity of the water ; that whilst ordinary rain-water contains, on an average, 15 cubic
inches of oxygenised air per gallon constituted as folldws :—

Carbonic acid 6 26
Oxygen 504
Nitrogen 3-70

15-00;

sea water, owing to the various substances which it holds in solution, contains only
on an average 5 cubic inches of gases, more than one half of which is carbonic acid;

or, in other words, 1 gallon of sea water contains about two-thirds less gases than

ordinary rain water, and one half less gases than river water.

I have also ascertained that air begins to be expelled from such natural waters

when the temperature reaches about 130° Fahr. ; and we know that when the tem-
perature reaches 212° Tahr., all the air which it contained has been expelled, and it

is for this reason that distilled water contains no air.

At that time I shared the prevalent opinions of all who had interested themselves

on the subject, namely, that the flat, disagreeable, and mawkish taste and odour of

distilled water were due to its having been deprived of air, and knowing that the

various methods adopted or resorted to for aerating distilled water by forcing atmo-

spheric air into it had failed, and that the distilled water thus aerated spontaneously

or by mechanical means, retained the abominable taste and odour just alluded to, and

remained for a long time almost undrinkable, I thought that the defect was possibly

owing to the air mixed with it not being of a suitable quality, the experiments which

I have related having indeed shown that the composition of air contained naturally in

water differed essentially from atmospheric air ; and that consequently if I could re-

introduce into the distilled water the carbonic acid and oxygen of which ebullition had

deprived it, it would then become as sweet as good ordinary water. With this view

I contrived the apparatus which forms the subject of the present article.

The apparatus is represented in figs. 1887, 1888. It consists of three principal

parts, an evaporator, A, a condenser, b, and a refrigerator, c, joined so as to form one

compact and solid mass, screwed and bolted, without soldering or brazing of any

kind. The evaporator is a cylinder, partly filled with sea-water, into which a sheaf

of pipes are immersed, so that on admitting steam at a certain pressure into these pipes

it is condensed into fresh, though non-aerated water by the sea water by which the

pipes are surrounded, that sea water being thus heated and a portion of it evaporated

at the same time ; for it is one of the properties of steam to be condensed by water, no

matter how high the temperature of that water may be, if it be only inferior to that

of the steam. This non-aerated water becomes aerated, as I shall explain pre-

sently :—On board steamers, the steam is obtained directly from the boilers of the

ship; in sailing vessels it is procured from a small boiler which may, or may not be

connected with the hearth, galley, or caboose.

The steam at a pressure being, of course, hotter than ordinary boiling water, serves

to convert a portion of the water contained in the evaporator into ordinary or no-

pressure steam, which, as it reaches the pipes in the condenser, B, is resolved therein

into fresh aerated water. The manner in which it becomes aerated will be explained

presently. By thus evaporating water under slight pressure, one fire performs double

duty, and thus the first condition, that of economy, is completely fulfilled, for while,

in the usual way, 1 lb. of coal evaporates at most 6 or 7 lbs. of water, the same quan-

tity of coals, burnt under the same boiler, but in connection with my apparatus, is thus

made to evaporate 12 or 14 lbs. of water, or, in other words, from the same amount

of coals or of steam employed, the machine which I am describing will P':«Quce

double the quantity of fresh water that can be obtained by simple or ordinary aistuia-

tion; that is to say, double the quantity obtained by the ordinary condensers.
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The comparative trials made in 1859 on board H. M. ships the Sphynx, Erehus,

and Odin, at Portsmouth, before the Commissioners of the Admiralty, have most con-

clusively proved the perfect accuracy of that statement.

The steam issuing from the evaporator, and which is condensed by the water in

the condenser, imparts, of course, its heat to the sea water in it; and as this water is

admitted cold at the bottom, whilst the steam of the evaporator is admitted at the top

of the condenser, the water therein becomes hotter and hotter gradually as it ascends,

and when it finally reaches the top its temperature is about 208° Fahr.

I have already stated that water begins to part with its air at a temperature of

about 130° Fahr., therefore the greater portion of the air contained iu the water

which flows constantly and uninterruptedly through the condenser is thus separated,

and led through a pipe into the empty space left for steam-room within the evaporator,

where it mixes with the steam.

Now, as about six gallons of sea water must be discharged for every gallon of fresh

water which is condensed, and as each gallon of sea water contains, as we said before,

5 cubic inches of air, and whereas the utmost quantity of it that fresh water can

naturally absorb is 15 cubic inches per gallon, it follows that the steam in the evapo-
rator, before it is finally condensed, has been in contact with twice as much air as

water can take up, the result being a production of fresh water to the maximum of

aeration, that is, containing as much air as in pure rain water.

This aeration of the water to the maximum and with the air naturally contained

in the water in its original state, though a condition of the utmost importance, as will

be seen presently, haying, to my extreme surprise, failed in removing the detestable

odour and taste in question, it became necessary to try to discover whence came that

flavour which no means of aeration could destroy, except after a considerable length
of time, and even then never perfectly. With that view I took 25 gallons of distilled

water, possessing the characteristic empyreumatic odour and taste, and having
evaporated them slowly at a temperature much below the boiling point, I found, at

the end of six weeks, the inside of the little platinum dish into which the experiment
had finally been carried, covered with a thin oily film of a most disagreeable odour,
and upon rinsing the little dish in 25 gallons of excellent ordinary fresh water, the
latter immediately acquired the empyreumatic odour and flavour peculiar to distilled

water, which odour and flavour are evidently due to the destructive action of the
heated surface of the vessels in which the water is boiled on the organic substances
which are always floating in the air, on those indescribable particles of dust which
are seen playing or moving about in a sunbeam, and which have been dissolved or
taken up by the water before its distillation. That water has the power of absorbing
and dissolving organic matter in this way is, of course, well known, but it may be
illustrated in a very simple manner, as follows :—If water, from whatever source, be
distilled, the distillate will, of course, be fresh water, pure fresh water, but it will
have a peculiar, nauseous, and empyreumatic taste and odour, stronger in proportion
as the heat applied to evaporate it has been more elevated ; it is that smell and taste
which render it undrinkable for a while. If, when it has become sweet again by
long standing, which period may be hastened by agitation in the atmosphere; if, I
repeat it, that distilled water be then re-distilled, the distillate will be found to have
acquired again the same empyreumatic taste and odour as when it was first distilled.
How is this ?—Because it will, by standing or agitation, have re-dissolved a portion
of the air in the room in which it was kept, and along with that air it will have
absorbed whatever substances were present, dissolved or suspended in it, and those
substances by their contact with the heated surfaces of the still, yield an empyreu-
matic product, which taints the distillate. On board ships, the water which is stored
in for the use of crews in the usual way, in the course of about a fortnight becomes
putrid and almost undrinkable, because the organic matter which that water contains
IS undergoing putrefactive fermentation. But about a month or so afterwards the
water gradually becomes sweeter and sweeter, until at last it becomes drinkable
again

; because, eventually, all the organic matter which it contained becomes decom-
posed, carbonic acid and water being the result, and although the air of the ship's
hold IS none of the sweetest, such water, as just said, generally remains afterwards
perfectly good and palatable

; because, the tanks in which it is kept being covered
up. It is sheltered from fresh pollutions, and because it is now saturated with pure
air, and therefore cannot absorb that of the atmosphere.
When the natural waters supplied to our habitations are obtained from impure

sources, as is unfortunately too often the case, the evils resulting from their use maym some degree be remedied by putting in practice the recommendation which has
been sometimes made, of boiling such water previous to employing it as a bevcratre-
unfortunately the water being thereby deprived of air is, like distilled water, thoueh

VOL. Ill, 3 g ' b
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in a less degree, unpalatable and vapid and heavy; it is, in fact, of difficult digestion-
but there is something worse than that; water which has been boiled, or which has
been distilled, by reason of its containing no air, has a great tendency to absorb or to
take that of the media where it is kept, so that if distilK'd water which contains no
air be kept in a ship's hold, or in an impure and confined place, it will absorb pre-
cisely the quantity of air which it can absorb, namely, 15 cubic inches per gallon, and
if that air be loaded with organic particles or impure emanations, it will soon become
fetid and putrid. The experiments of Dr. Angus Smith have proved that if a stream
of air which has already been breathed be passed through water, the latter will retain

a peculiar albuminoid matter which undergoes putrefaction with extraordinary
rapidity ; and the water which condenses on the cold exterior surfaces of vessels in

crowded rooms possesses the same character, and acquires in a short time an offensive

odour ; now this is to a great extent the case with the water of ordinary condensers
when allowed to become spontaneously aerated on board ship. Thus water, though
distilled, if kept in tainted rooms, will soon become foul. The only condition neces-

sary for distilled water not to become putrid or offensive is to saturate it with pure
air, because in that case there is no room left for other gases to impregnate it (at

least, practically speaking, and in the ordinary conditions of domestic or of ship

economy) and to keep it in covered vessels or tanks.

Now, although aeration alone is, as I have just said, powerless to destroy the

nauseous odour of distilled water within a time practically useful, this aeration, when
effected in the manner which I have described, is of the utmost importance ; since if

even all the other conditions of the problem had been complied with—all, except that

one, the apparatus, economical and perfect though it might have been in all other

respects, would have been comparatively useless. I would strongly urge the import-

ance of aerating the fresh water in the manner which I have described— that is to say,

not with ordinary atmospheric air, but with that which was naturally contained in

the water before its distillation ; because aerating it mechanically with ordinary

atmospheric air, by simple ventilation or agitation, is far from answering the purpose

so well, for the i-easons which I have already stated. Having thus found that the

cause of the odour and taste was due to the presence of empyreumatic products, it

became evident that, -whereas the fresh water produced by my apparatus was aerated

in the same manner and to the same extent as that obtained from the very best

sources, and equal to it in every other respect, the removal of these ill-smelling and

ill-tasting principles was the last obstacle to the entire success of the operation.

Now, if a tree, for example, after having been cut down, is left exposed to the

action of the air on the spot on which it lies, we know that, in the course of time,

its exterior becomes soft and friable, and that it gradually crumbles into dust. The
tree, in that case, is said to be decaying; and, in effect, after a greater or less number

of years, it will be found to have completely disappeared ; all its combustible parts,

that is to say, all those parts which -would have been burnt off if the tree had been

set fire to, have vanished, and been volatilised, nothing being left behind but the

incombustible parts, that is to say, the earthy constituents of the tree. Whether the

tree is destroyed by actual burning or by spontaneous decay, the result is the same ;

the only difference is, that in the first case the combustion is rapid, and is energeti-

cally accomplished, with disengagement of heat and of light, in a few hours ;
in the

second case, the combustion is slow, without sensible elevation of temperature, and a

period of-thirty, or perhaps forty years may be required to accomplish it, and for the

tree to disappear completely: it is only a question of time ; whether the tree is burnt

in a fire, or allowed to decay in the air, the final result is the same ; the carbon and

hydrogen of its wood being oxidised, or burnt by the oxygen of the air, give, the

one carbonic acid, the other water, both of which disappear, and a fixed residue,

namely, ashes. But if, instead of leaving the tree whole, it be cut into pieces, into

shavings, into fragments of shavings, into shreds—then its combustion in a fire will

be completed in a few moments ; or spontaneously in a few months, as indeed is the

case with farm-yard manures, which are spread on the ground, and of which nothing

remains in the ensuing year—nothing but the incombustible part thereof—the earthy

portion, the ashes, mixed with the soil.—How is it that a corpse which, while putre-

fying, evolves a revolting odour, becomes inodorous when it is put into a hole in the

ground covered with earth, wherein it continues nevertheless to decay and to rot, so

entirely and effectually, that after a certain time nothing remains but bones, or He

earthy matter of those bones?—What has become of the muscles, of the fat, ot the

nerves, tendons, tissues of all kinds ?-Tliey have been burnt, oxidised, converted

into carbonic acid and water ; the sulphur thereof has been converted into sulphuretted

hydroge
verted
eventually burnt up by the oxyger

rbonic acid and water ; the sulphur thereof has been convertea into suipaureu.u

^en, and that again into sulphuric acid and water ; the nitrogen has been con-

'into ammonia, &c. &c. Whence it is seen, that all dead organic n.a ter is

lally burnt up by the oxygen of the air; and that this combustion, whtthei
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rapid or slo\y, is accelerated by the greater or less degree or state of division in which
it is exposed to the action of that gas.

Now, Dr. Stenhouse several years ago, I believe, found that the power which char-

coal possesses of purifying tainted air is owing to its burning in an insensible manner
the substances to which the bad odour was due ; and acting, therefore, upon this dis-

covery, I conceived that in order to burn a substance spontaneously in that manner,
it mattered not whether the oxygen of the medium into which the said substance was
placed was a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen, (atmospheric air,) or a mixture of

oxygen and water, (water aerated by my process,) since oxygen alone was the supporter

of combustion, the nitrogen having nothing to do with the burning of the substance,

any more than the water of the aerated water. And accordingly, on experimenting in

that direction, I found that charcoal has the power of destroying the empyreuma of
distilled water when such water is aerated, that is to say, when it contains free oxygen.
I found by experiments, performed on a somewhat extensive scale for many months, that

two cubic feet of charcoal are sufficient to remove entirely the empyreumatic odour
and taste of distilled water, produced at the rate of 500 gallons per diem, and that the
charcoal never wants renewing, because it does not act as a filter, but as afire grate, the
substance burnt being the empyreumatic product, and the result of the slow combustion
thereof being the ordinary products of combustion, to wit, carbonic acid and water. I

have every reason to believe, from the length of time during which several of my ap-
paratus have been in operation, both on board a large number of ships and on land,
that such a filter once made will last for ever, because the charcoal disinfects the
water, so to speak, as it does air, not by mechanical separation, but by actual, though
insensible combustion. The water as it issues from the apparatus is perfectly sweet,
tasteless, inodorous, and saturated with its proper and normal quantity of oxygenised
air and carbonic acid ; it is of sparkling clearness, and being refrigerated in traversing
the sheaf of pipes of the refrigerator, c, surrounded by cold sea water at the lower part
of the apparatus, it is fit for immediate use.

These qualities I sincerely affirm are not in the slightest degree exaggerated, and
a multitude of testimonials establish in an incontrovertible manner that such is truly
the case.

And thus is the second condition that of aeration, of digestibility, of wholesorae-
ness accomplished, whereby the fresh water produced is rendered at once not only
drinkable, but so sweet, limpid, and fresh, that it cannot be distinguished from the
very best spring water.
During the experiments or comparative trials which took place at Portsmouth in

1859 before the Committee of the Admiralty, between my apparatus and that of the
late Sir Thomas Grant, with which all H. M steam snips were then provided, a very
curious phenomenon took place, which corroborated in a startling manner the ex-
planation which I have given of the nauseous odour of ordinary distilled water. The
circumstances under which the phenomenon was produced were as follows :

On the 20th of October, 1859, steam having been got up in one of the boilers of
H. M. ship " Odin, that steam was turned in precisely equal quantity to each of the
apparatus under trial (Sir T. Grant's and mine). The first experiment was com-
pleted about 3-30 of the ensuing morning. The fire was then " banked up" for the
rest of the night

; the general steamcock supplying the steam to both apparatus was
turned off; both apparatus of course became quite cold, and the residuary steam in
the boder was used by the engineer for working his donkey-pump. Towards 12
o'clock of the ensuing day the experiments were resumed ; steam again got up for the
purpose, and an equal quantity of it turned as before into each apparatus
When, however, a boiler is not at work, or has been even a few hours without

working. Its steam room as well as the steam pipe is of course filled with common air
instead of with steam

; wherefore the steam which is at first generated in the said
boiler instead of bemg steam only, is a mixture of steam and air. Accordinelv when
steani is at first turned into my apparatus, a small cock with which the latter is

'""k-^?^*,'"
simultaneously opened for the purpose of allowing an escape for that airwhidb otherwise would to a certain extent interfere with the condensation of thesteam, and retard the boiling of the sea water in my evaporator. In conformity with

paratus (Sir T. Grant s and mine), the small cock above alluded to was opened, wherS-upen a rush of air escaped through it as usual, but I then observed for the fi.'st time
that this air escapmg from my cold apparatus (for no steam had as yet come into it)
instead of being merely atmospheric air, was an inflammable gas, which being brouohim contact with a lighted lamp burnt with a thin bluish flame, due evidently to th.presence of carburetted gases resulting from the decomposing action exercised Whe heated surfaces of the boiler, not only on the organic n.attfrs naturally co t^n^'^ID all natural waters, as discovered by the experiments which I made in lino, and to

3 s 2
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which I have already alluded, but also on the fatty matters of the packings of the

pistons, and introduced into the boiler by the feed pump, but in all probability prin-

cipally from the decomposition of the melted tallow which is generally forced into it

by means of a syringe att hue, for the purpose of preventing " priming," which in-

troduction, in my humble judgment, is not under certain circumstances altogether

free from danger.

I believe that most of the boiler explosions unsatisfactorily explained or absolutely

unaccounted for are referable to the presence of the gases above alluded to, and of

atmospheric air in such proportions as to form a detonating mixture, which is then

inflamed possibly by the unduly heated surfaces of the boiler above the water level,

but in my opinion much more probably by the electricity resulting from the friction

of the vesicular steam against the steam pipe and other surfaces. In effect it is well

known that the steam which issues from a boiler is always highly charged with

electricity, and that electric sparks several inches in length may and have been drawn
from it, especially when the boiler happens accidentally or otherwise to be isolated.

On the other hand, a mixture of these gases may be exploded when mixed with atmo-

spheric air in certain proportions varying between 1 of the former and from 6 to 16

of the latter, the maximum effect being when 1 of carburetted hydrogen is mixed

with 8 of atmospheric air. Given, therefore, the conditions of a sufficiently insulated

boiler, and a mixture therein of the above-mentioned gas and atmospheric air in

proportions ranging between one of the first, and six, seven, eight, or nine of the

second, an explosion of the boiler, of a more or less formidable nature, may take place.

I have already stated that sea water contains salt in the proportion of about 1 lb.

to 33 lbs. of water. Now when sea water is evaporated, all the steam produced

therefrom being of course fresh water, all the salt which that water contained is left

behind, that is to say, the salt previously contained in the evaporated portion is left iu

that portion which is not yet evaporated, and which is therefore more impregnated

with salt than before. If this salt be not removed, and the evaporation is continued,

it goes on accumulating, furring and incrustiug the vessel, and very soon destroys it.

This is, in fact, an inconvenience common not only to all the sea-water stills hitherto

contrived, but to the boilers of marine engines ; for no boiler is safe from incrustation

as soon as about one-half of the sea water admitted into it has been evaporated ;
that

is, as soon as the sea water has been saturated by concentration so as to contain 1 lb.

of salt in about 16 lbs. of water,
. /. , .

My apparatus is not liable to these incrustations or deposits of salt, because the

sea water circulates in it in a constant and uninterrupted manner, a discharge taking

place at the same time through cock 45 (see^^r. 1887) so as to leave the sea water m
the apparatus superabundantly diluted to hold in perfect solution the whole of its salt

;

iu fact the sea water discharged through that cock contains only about one-half per

cent, more salt than it did when it first entered the apparatus, which is a perfectly

insignificant increase. . , , j •

The different parts of the apparatus being made of sheet, riveted, galvanised iron

plates and of cast iron, connected in a substantial manner by screws and bolts, with-

out soldering or brazing of any kind or in any part, it is perfectly impossible that it

should go out of order by any accident short of those cases of force majeure which,

unfortunately, are too often the cause of the ruin or wreck of the ship itself.

I shall now give a description of the figs. 1887 and 1888, m which the same num-

bers represent the same organs. Fig. 1887 is a section on the same plane showing

the mode of action of the apparatus, without reference to the real position of its

constituent parts. Fig. 1888 is a correct front elevation of the apparatus.

1 shows the large entrance tube for the sea water: this tube is connected to a large

cock, communicating with the sea through the side or bottom of the ship - or else flanged

to a much smaller pipe connected with a pump, by means of which the appayatu

supplied with water from the sea, which thus penetrates into the refrigerator 3, through

the tube of communication 4, and thence passes round the sheaf of pipes 15, m the

said refrigerator, through another communication tube 5, into the
'^^f^lfj'^:^^

shown by the ar;ows, and up the large vertical tube 8, ^.hen<?<^;?^^^f;;Plf^,^f
J'^^^^^

pumped up flows away through the pipe 9, in the direction '"bleated b) the arrows^

The condenser, 6, being thus completely filled up with sea water o°.«P^°'"gf,«2
and

10 the sea wa er passing through pipe 11 falls into the feed and priming box 12 and

hlce through pipe 13 into the evaporator 14, filling it up to a
'^^^'^-^l^^^!^^^^^^

by opening or shutting the cock 10 so as to mamtam the sea water at the proper

level in the evaporator 14. . horiyon-
3, Refrigerator. It is a horizontal case pervaded with P'P^Vr ^^rulLs round

tali; in it. The sea water being introduced into this
^fY^^ :-Jr^l\S^^Tso

a sheaf of pipes 15, held between the caps 16, at each end of
ySoT'l 4

that the fresh wate^ which has been condensed in the pipes 23, of the evapo.ator 14,
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and in the pipes 17 of the condenser 6, is thereby cooled down to the temperature of

the sea water outside.

3 8 3
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4, large pipe connecting the pipe 1 witli the refrigerator 3.

5, large pipe connecting the refrigerator 3 with the condenser 6.

6, Condenser. It is a cylinder containing a sheaf of pipes 17, into which the

non-aerated steam from the evaporator is condensed hy the sea-water which sur-

rounds them.

7, large outlet tube, used only when the apparatus is put below the level of the

sea.

8, large upright tube, which, when the apparatus is placed on deck is turned

upwards, and is of such a length that the sea water which is forced through the

apparatus by means of the pump, or otherwise, may be raised a few feet above the

wiiole apparatus, so that there may be in the large tube 8, a column of sea water

higher than the condenser 6, in order to keep it quite full.

9, overflow pipe for the escape of the excess of sea water.

10, cock of the feed pipe.

11, feed pipe, one end of which is inserted in the condenser 6, and the other end

in the feed and priming box 12. It is through this feed pipe 11, that the sea wuter

is ied from the top of the condenser into the feed and priming box 12, by opening the

cock 10 to a suitable degree, as said before, 1.

12, feed and priming box. It is a box into which, on opening the cock 10, the

sea-water supplied from the condenser 6, by pipe 11, passes through pipe 13 into the

evaporator 14, which is thus fed with the proper quantity of sea water. This feed

box receives also any priming which might be mechanically projected by or carried

along with the steam through pipe 22. In such a case the priming is then returned

to the evaporator 14, through pipe 13.

13, feed-pipe leading to the sea-water to be evaporated into the evaporator 14.

14, evaporator. It is a cylinder containing a sheaf of pipes 23, with their caps,

24, at each end, immersed in the sea-water, part of which is to be evaporated.

15, sheaf of pipes of the refrigerator 3, for the purpose of cooling the fresh

water produced ; has already been described under No. 3.

16, caps of the refrigerator 3, so arranged that by means of the divisions reserved

in the said caps, the steam from the boiler, and that evolved from the evaporator 14,

are both made to travel to and fro through the different pipes 15 consecutively, so

as eventually to flow out in a mixed and cold state through the cock 32 into the

filter 33, and finally through the tube 34 in a perfect state.

17, sheaf of pipes placed between the two caps 18 of the condenser 6, for the

purpose of condensing the aerated steam from the evaporator 14.

18, caps covering the ends of the sheaf of pipes 17 placed in the condenser 6.

19, aerating pipe leading the air which separates from the sea water round the

pipes 17 of the condenser 6 into the steam-room or chamber of the evaporator 14.

It is by means of this aerating pipe that the fresh water condensed in the condenser

6 becomes aerated, and this aeration is accomplished as follows :
—

As the steam from the evaporator 14 enters the pipes within the condenser 6 at

the top thereof, through the pipe 21, it follows that the sea water at the top of the

condenser 6 is brought, as was already said under No. 11, to a temperature which,

at the top of the said condenser, is as high as 206° or 208° Fahr. ;
this temperature,

as we also said, No. 11, gradually diminishes from the top downwards, but at a zone

corresponding to about the point marked by No. 7, the temperature of the sea-water

round the sheaf of pipes 1 7 is reduced to about 140° Fahr. As the air naturally con-

tained in sea-water begins to separate therefrom at about 130° Fahr., that m the sea

water round the sheaf of pipes 17, between No. 7 and the top of the condenser, becora-

ino- entirely liberated, ascends, by virtue of its lighter weight, to the top of the said

condenser 6 ; it then passes through the aerating pipe 19, and is then poured into the

steam-room 37 of the evaporator 14, wherein it mixes with the secondary steam

therein produced by the evaporating pipes 23. This mixture of air and steam

passes then through pipes 22 into the feed and priming-box 12, and thence through

pipe 21 into the sheaf of pipes 17. The air being there absorbed during the con-

densation of this secondary steam, with which it was mixed, the condensed fresh

water resulting therefrom becomes thus super-aerated, and in passing subsequent ij

through the cock 39 of pipe 30 into a portion of the pipes 15 of the
-"f

f

'

it mixes there with the non-aerated fresh water, resulting from f^'"jl
boiler, which has condensed in the pipes 23 of the evaporator 14, which con-ijs.d

water flows through pipe 25 into the steam-trap 26 thence along pipes
2^^^^^^^^^

and through the cock 41, into the other portion of pipes 15 of the
'^^"g^'^J^^'^jf;

The condensed water from the pipes 23 of the evaporator 14

excess of air contained in the condensed water of the pipes 17 of the ^«"dens
.^^^^

its passage with the latter through the pipes 15 of the r< fr.gera or 3 » trave. s.n^

which tht combined waters are cooled down to the temperature of the sea v ater round
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the said sheaf of pipes in the refrigerator. And the result is, that after passing

through the filter it flows at 34 in the state of perfectly cold fresh water, thoroughly

aerated, and of matchless quality.

20, level to which the sea water rises in the aerating pipe 19.

21, pipe conducting the mixture of steam and air from the feed and priming-hox

12 into the sheaf of pipes 17 of the condenser 6.

22, pipe leading the mixture of steam and air from the evaporator 14 into the

feed and priming-box 12, where any salt water, with which it may be mixed, is

arrested and returned to the evaporator 14, through pipe 13, while the pure steam,

passing through pipe 21, is next condensed in the sheaf of pipes 17 of the con-

denser 6.

23, sheaf of pipes immersed in the sea water 36 of the evaporator 14, and in

which pipes the steam coming from the boiler through the steam-pipe 35 is condensed,

after which it flows as distilled but noji-aerated fresh water into the lower cap 24,

and thence through pipe 25 into the steam-trap 26, thence through pipes 29 and 31

and cock 41 into the sheaf of pipes 15 of the refrigerator 3.

24, upper and lower caps covering the two extremities of pipes 23 of the evapo-
rator 14, into which pipes the steam from the boiler diS'uses itself, and is condensed,

after which it flows in the state of distilled but non-aerated fresh water, through pipe

25 into the steam-trap 26, and thence through pipes 29 and 31 into the pipes 15 of the

refrigerator 3, in which it mixes with the aerated water coming through pipe 30,
and passing through pipe 32 into the filter 33, finally issues at pipe 34 in the state of
cold, matchless, aerated fresh water, immediately Jit for consumption,

25, pipe for the exit of the condensed non-aerated fresh water from the sheaf of
pipes 23, of the evaporator 14, which water, after entering the steam trap 26, issues

therefrom through pipe 29, and then enters the refrigerator as already said.

26, steam trap. It is a box containing a float 28, provided with a plunger
acting in such a way that when the box contains only steam, or a quantify of con-
densed water, not suflicient to buoy the float, it (the plunger) closes the exit pipe 29;
but as soon as the condensed water has accumulated in quantity suflicient to buoy the
float up, the plunger, of course, rising with the float, no longer obstructs the exit
pipe 29, and accordingly the condensed water may then escape as fast as it is

produced.

27, small pet cock on the top of the cover of the steam trap 26.

28, float already described (26).

29, pipe leading the condensed non-aerated water from the steam trap 26, through
pipe 31, into the pipes 15 of the refrigerator 3, in which it mixes with the aerated
fresh water from the condenser.

30, pipes leading the condensed aerated water from the pipes 17 of the condenser
6, into the pipes 15 of the refrigerator 3, in which it mixes with the non-aerated
water from the steam trap 26. This pipe is provided with two cocks, 38 and 39,
for the purpose of cleaning the condenser 6.

31, pipe leading the condensed non-aerated water from pipe 29 into the pipes 15 of
the refrigerator, in which it mixes with the aerated water from the condenser.

32, exit-pipe and cock, through which the mixed distilled waters (aerated and non-
aerated), after passing through the pipes of the refrigerator, enter the filter, 33,

33, filter for receiving the condensed water from both the evaporator and the
condenser, as they issue in a mixed and cold state from the pipes 15 of the refri-
gerator 3, through cock and pipe 32.

34, pipe for the final exit of the perfect aerated fresh water.
35, steam pipe and cock leading the steam more or less under pressure from any

description of boiler to the pipes 23 of the evaporator 14. It is connected at one
end with the steam boiler, and at the other with the upper cap 24, of the evaporating

36, sea water, to be evaporated by the steam-pipes 23, of the evaporator 14.
37, steam room, or space into which the air naturally contained in the sea water

used for condensation in the condenser 6, is poured through the aerating pipe 19, so
as to mix with the steam generated by the pipes 23 of the evaporator.

33 and 39, two cocks on pipe 30, placed between the condenser 6 and the refri-
gerator 3, for the purpose of clearing the pipes 17 of the condenser 6.

40 and 41, two cocks placed on pipe 31, for the purpose of clearing the pines 2^^
of the evaporator 14 and steam trap 26.

42, cock placed between the cap 1 6 of the refrigerator 3, and the cock 32 for the
purpose of cleaning the pipes 15 of the refrigerator 3.

'

43, glass water-gauge.

44 breathing-pipe. It is a small pipe, one end of which is in communication with
the lower cap 18 of the condensing-pipes 17, and the other end is open to the

3 s 4
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atmosphere. The object of this pipe is not only to remove pressure from the
cylinders, but liitewise to afford an exit for the excess of air generated.

45, brine cock.

46, opening reserved in the feed and priming-box.

The first thing to be done is, of course, to charge the apparatus with sea water.
This is done by establishing a communication between the apparatus and the sea
water round the ship. This is easily done by turning on the large cocks, or Kingston
valves, connected with the large orifices 2 and 7 (see the figures), whereupon the
salt water immediately fills up both the refrigerator 3 through the passage 4 and the
condenser 6 through the passage 5, up to a certain point 20 of the aerating pipe.

Opening now the cock 10 of the feed pipe 11 the sea water will pass from the con-
denser 6 into the feed and priming box 12 and thence through pipe 13 into the evapo-
rator 14, where it should be allowed to rise up to about one-third of the glass gauge, 43,
when the cock 10 should be shut up. The apparatus being thus charged with its

proper quantity of sea water ; the steam-boiler being ready to furnish the necessary
steam; and admitting, of course, that the steam pipe 35 is in communication with
the said boiler, the next thing to be done is to open the steam cock, 35, shutting at

the same time the cocks 39, 41, and 32, and opening cocks 38, 40, and 42, and like-

wise the small pet cock 27 of the steam trap 26. On opening this small pet cock
27 nothing but air will at first rush out; but, presently, steam will issue from it; it

should then be closed more and more gradually as the steam is seen issuing from it

with rapidity; and it should eventually be left almost, but not altogether, shut up, so

as to leave only room for the smallest possible wreath of steam slowly to issue from it.

As soon as the steam-cock 35 is open, the steam from the boiler will rush through

that cock into the sheaf of pipes 23 of the evaporator 14, in which pipes it will be

condensed by the sea water which surrounds them, and it will then flow in the state

of condensed non-aerated distilled water through the pipe 25 into the steam trap

26 ; lift up the float 28, and passing through pipe 29, will flow through cock 40, its

further progress being intercepted by cock 41, which is shut, as said before. As soon

as the condensed water flows out in a clear state from cock 40, shut it, and open cock

41, so that it may pass into the pipes 15 of the refrigerator 3, and out at cock 42.

In a few moments the condensed water will flow out in a clear state from that cock,

42, which should then be closed, opening at the same time cock 32, so that it may
pass into the filter 33.

But the steam within the sheaf of pipes 23 of the evaporator 14 soon brings the sea

water round them to the boiling point, and converts part of it into steam. This

pure secondary steam from the evaporator, issuing then from the priming-box 12,

passes through pipe 21 into the pipes 17 immersed in the salt water of the con-

denser 6, and being condensed in the said pipes, is allowed to flow out at the cock 38

(which has been opened at starting), as long as it is not clear. In a short time, how-

ever, it will flow out from that cock, 38, in a perfectly clear state ; when this tnkes

place shut this cock 38, and open cock 39,whereupon it will flow into the pipes 15 of

the refrigerator 3, in which pipes it will mix with that coming from the pipes 23 of

the evaporator 14, and flow with it through the said pipes 15, and thence into the filter

33 through the cock 32, the whole issuing finally from the filter 33 through pipe 34,

in the state of perfect aerated fresh water.

From this brief description of my marine fresh-water apparatus it may be seen

that a quantity of fresh water is produced always double that which can be evaporated

from any boiler whatever, and indeed by increasing the number of evaporators 1 lb.

of coals may thus be made to yield 30 or 40 lbs. of fresh water of matchless quality.

That the small volume of the apparatus, the large quantity of fresh aerated water

which it produces*, at an extremely small cost, its perfect safety, permanent order,

and the ease with which it can be disconnected and all its parts reached, not only

render it pre-eminently suited to naval purposes, but likewise to such stations or

places as are deficient in one of the first necessaries of life, salubrious fresh water, or

where it cannot be obtained at all, or only in an insufficient, precarious, or expensive

manner.—A. N.

The following letters were addressed to the Editor in reply to an inquiry made by

him as to the value of Dr. Normandy's invention.
" Government Emigration Board,

"8 Park Street, Westminster, 1st Marcli, ISGO.

" Sir -I nm directed by the EmiRration Commissioners to acknowledge the receipt of yoi.rleuer of

the fstirulHmo requesting to be furnished with any evidence they may possess as to the good or HI

elTects of the use of Or. Normandy's distilled water on board <=m.grimt sl,^,s
their emigrant

" In reply I am to acquaint you that the Commissioners have pl.iced on board several oi ' "« ^
Bhips cT Normandy's apparatus for distilling fre.h from salt water, and that the reports v.h.ch

• An apparatus 4 ft. C in. high. 5 a. long, and 2 It. wide, produces at least 2J gallons of fresh water per

hour.
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they have as yet received from their surgeons in those vessels (who are instructed to pay particular

attention to the matter) are uniformly of a favourable character — one gentleman only liavmg men-
tioned that the water had at first an insipid taste which subsequently went off. This probably arose

from some accidental circumstance in the particular machine, as freedom from insipidity is one of the

main characteristics of the water.
" I enclose, for your information, extracts from the oflScial reports made to this Board by their

surgeons a:id the colonial emigration agents, respecting the quality of the water and its effects.
" I have the honour to be, sir,

" Your obedient servant,
" Robert Hunt, Esq." " S. Walcott, Secretary."

Extractfrom the report of Dr. Duncan, Immigration Agent, on the skip " Confiance
"

dated Port Adelaide, lOth Jan. 1859:

—

" A distilling apparatus, invented by Dr. Normandy, was sent out in the ' Confiance ' to test its

efficiency.
" There are two great objections to water distilled in the ordinary manner ; the first is, that wat?r

thus obtained is without air, is unpalatable and indigestible ; the second is, that it contracts, while in

the process of distillation, an empyreumatic odour and taste ; in fact, ordinary distilled water is said to
be indigestible and nauseous.
" These two objections appear to be perfectly met by Dr. Normandy's invention ; the water

obtained by his process is perfectly palatable, well aerated, and devoid of smell.
" Durhig the passage of the ' Confiance,' nearly eleven thousand gallons of water were distilled,

and is reported by the surgeon superintendent to have been of most excellent quality, and preferred by
the emigrants to the water shipped on board in casks."

Extract from the Report of Dr. Carroll on the ship " Conway," dated Melbourne,
20th Sept. 1858 :—
" The quality of the water produced was, in my opinion, excellent, and most agreeable in taste ; and,

so far as my observation went, most wholesome ; in fact, during the hot weather I considered it quite a
luxury ; and I regretted much that the quantity produced was not greater. It was also preferred by
the passengers to ship's water."

Extract from the Report of Dr. Crane on the ship " Forest Monarch," dated
Sydney, Jan. 5th, 1859 :

—

" The condensed water was very good, excelling in clearness and purity, and much more palatable
than any water I had ever previously seen on board ship, being not unlike the rain-water so much esteemed
in the West Indies. The water, as it came from the apparatus, possessed a slight peculiar taste, which
varied in degree with the purity of the sea water employed in its production, and which disappeared on
exposure to the air. This peculiar taste I attribute partly to the excessive aeration of the condensed
water, as I have noticed a similar taste in soda-water that has been adulterated for cheapness' sake, with
common air, and partly to empyreumatic products obtained from the destructive distillation of organic
impurities contained in the sea water subjected to distillation."

Extract from the Report of Dr. Riiers on the "Morayshire," dated Calcutta, I8th
May, 1859:—
" The emigrants did not at first like the distilled water, but gradually got accustomed to it and after,

wards to prefer it to the ordinary water. Those drinking it seemed better in health than 'the people
using the other water, and more free from bowel complaints. I would, therefore, strongly recom^mend
that the water prepared from Dr. Normandy's apparatus be generally used in all ships carrying Coolies
as, in my opinion, it is not only wholesome, but perfectly free from all impurities, besides not so liable
to disorder the bowels as the common water."

Extract from the Report of Mr. James Crosby, Immigration Agent at British
Guiana, on the ship " Queen of the East," dated British Guiana, \9lh Oct. 1859 :

" I found also Dr. Normandy's admirable distilling apparatus in full operation. It is almost impossible
to speak m too favourable terms of this apparatus, capable of producing five hundred gallons a dav—with
the consumption, I think, of only eight bushels of coals-of water apparently as pure and wholesome ascould be drunk, and taken from alongside the ship, from the muddy and impure water of the Demerara

Extract of a letter from Dr. L. S. Crane, surgeon superintendent of the ship
"Devonshire," dated Coconada, 27th December, 1859:—
The " Devonshire " was dismasted in a hurricane, by which the apparatus on deck

was injured.

•' Since the water apparatus was broken, the health of the Coolies has deteriorated. After car«.fulobservation lean find no other cause for the dysentery and diarrhoea prevailing than the water thev
i'c ^''J'

^entila on is excellent, the between -decks have been kept beautifully clean and dry- thefood IS good and well cooked. Ihe rice, cargo, has been steaming to a certain extent but the dise Ao!that arise from bad air,_ low fevers and cholera, - have not made their anoearrncp Rp.irfi^^^^^^
hav^e^suffered very much more than the Coolies, and the only condition comZn to"both fs ^e'^^ter they

Extractof a letterfrom Mr. C. Chapman, surgeon superintendent of the ship "Euxine »
to S. Walcott, Esq., dated Madras, 23rd January, 1860 ^ J^uxme,

" In my opinion, the water it ( Dr. Normandy's apparatus) produces is nerfpctlv >»Aot „u i

is far preferable, and preferred by all hands, to the water in tLks or cisks!" ^ ""^ wholesome
;

WAX (Cire, Fr.; Wachs, Germ.) is the substance which forms the cells of W»
It was long supposed to be derived from the pollen of plants, swallowed by th!tinsects, and merely voided under this new form; but it has been proved hv the eSrnnents, first of Mr. Hunter, and more especially of M. Huber, to be the neon Mnrsecretion of a certain organ, which forms a part of the small sacs situated on thtSs
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of the median line of the abdomen of the bee. On raising the lower segments of the
abdomen these sacs may be observed, as also scales or spangles of wax, arranged in
pairs upon each segment. There are none, however, under the rings of the males
and the queen. Each individual has only eight wax sacs, or pouches; for the first

and the last ring are not provided with them. M. Huber satisfied himself by precise
experiments that bees, though fed with honey or sugar alone, produced nevertheU'Ss
a very considerable quantity of wax ; thus proving that they were not mere collectors
of this substance from the vegetable kingdom. The pollen of plants serves for the
nourishment of the larva;.

But wax exists also as a vegetable product, and may, in this point of view, be
regarded as a concrete fixed oil. It forms a part of the green fecula of many plants,
particularly of the cabbage ; it may be extracted from the pollen of most flowers, as
also from the skins of plums and many stone fruits. It constitutes a varnish upon
the upper surface of the leaves of many trees, and it has been observed in the juice
of the cow-tree The berries of the Myrica angustifolia, latifolia, as well as the
cei i/era, afibrd abundance of wax.

Bees' wax, as obtained by washing and melting the comb, is yellow. It has a
peculiar smell, resembling honey, and derived from it, for the cells in which no honey
has been deposited yield a scentless white wax. Wax is freed from its impurities, and
bleached, by melting it with hot water or steam, in a tinned copper or wooden vessel,

letting it settle, running oS the clear supernatant oily-looking liquid into an oblong
trough with a line of holes in its bottom, so as to distribute it upon horizontal wooden
cylinders made to revolve half immersed in cold water, and then exposing the thin

ribbons or films thus obtained to the blanching action of air, light, and moisture. For
this purpose the ribbons are laid upon long webs of canvas stretched horizontally

between standards, two feet above the surface of a sheltered field, having a free

exposure to the sunbeams. Here they are frequently turned over; then covered by

nets to prevent their being blown away by winds, and watered from time to time, like

linen upon the grass field in the old method of bleaching. Whenever the colour of

the wax seems stationary, it is collected, re-melted, and thrown again into ribbons

upon the wet cylinder, in order to expose new surfaces to the blanching operation.

By several repetitions of these processes, if the weather proves favourable, the wax
eventually loses its yellow tint entirely, and becomes fit for forming white candles.

If it be finished under rain, it will become grey on keeping, and also lose in weight.

In France, where the purification of wax is a considerable object of manufacture,

about four ounces of cream of tartar or alum are added to the water in the first

melting-copper, and the solution is incorporated with the wax by diligent manipula-

tion. The whole is left at rest for some time, and then the supernatant wax is run

oflf into a settling cistern, whence it is discharged by a stopcock or tap over th*e

wooden cylinder revolving at the surface of a large water-cistern, kept cool by pass-

ing a stream continually through it.

The bleached wax is finally melted, strained through silk sieves, and then run into

circular cavities in a moistened table, to be cast or moulded into thin disc pieces,

weighing from two to three ounces each, and three or four inches in diameter.

Neither chlorine nor even the chlorides of lime and alkalies can be employed with any

advantage to bleach wax, because they render it brittle and impair its burning quality.

Wax purified as above is white and translucent in thin segments; it has neither

taste nor smell; it has a specific gravity of from 0-960 to 0-966; it does not liquefy

till heated to 154|° Fahr. ; but it softens at 86°, becoming so plastic that it may be

moulded by the hand into any form. At 32° it is hard and brittle.

It is not a simple substance, but consists of two species of wax, which may be easily

separated by boiling alcohol. The resulting solution deposits, on cooling, the waxy

body called cerine. The undissolved wax being ouce and again treated with boiling

alcohol, finally affords from 70 to 90 per cent, of its weight of cerine. The insoluble

residuum is the myricine of Dr. John, so called because it exists in a much larger pro-

portion in the wax of the Myrica ceri/ei a. It is greatly denser than wax, being of the

same specific gravity as water; and may be distilled without decomposition, which

cerine undergoes. Professor B. C. Brodie has made an extensive series of researches

into the constitution of wax. He applies the name cerotic acid to cerine, and

represents its formula as C"H"0^. Pure myricine he considers to be represented by

C*'-H9=0''.

Wax is adulterated sometimes with starch; a fraud easily detected by oil of turpen-

tine, which dissolves the former and leaves the latter substance; and more frequently

with mutton suet. This fraud may be discovered by dry distillation; for wax does

not thereby afford, like tallow, sebacic acid (benzoic), which is known by its occa-

sioning a precipitate in a solution of acetate of lead. It is said that 2 per cent, oi

a tallow sophistication may be discovered in this way.
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Wax is sometimes adulterated with stearine, -which can be detected, according to

Lebel, even when only in 1 -20th part. It may be recognised by dissolving the speci-

mens in two parts of oil, agitating with water, and adding acetate of lead. Ihe pre-

cipitate thus obtained is said to exhibit a very high degree of solidity.

Wax Candles—Wax contains 81-75 parts of carbon in 100, which generate by

combustion 300 parts of carbonic acid gas. Now, since 125 grains of wax constitute

the average consumption of a caudle per hour, these will generate 375 grains of car-

bonic acid
;
equivalent in volume to 800 cubic inches of gas. According to the most

exact experiments on respiration, a man of ordinary size discharges from his lungs

1632 cubic inches of carbonic acid gas per hour, which is very nearly the double of

the quantity produced from the wax candle. Hence the combustion of two such

candles vitiates the air much the same as the breathing of one man. A tallow candle,

three or four in the pound, generates nearly the same quantity of carbonic acid as the

wax candle; for though tallow contains only 79 per cent, of carbon, instead of 8 1*7 5,

yet it consumes so much faster, as thereby to compensate fully for this difference.

When a tallow candle of 6 to the lb. is not snuffed, it loses in intensity, in 30

minutes, 80 hundredths, and in 39 minutes 86 hundredths ; in which dim state it

remains stationary, yet still consuming nearly the same proportion of tallow. A wax
candle attains to its greatest intensity of light when its wick has reached the greatest

length, and begins to bend out of the flame. The reason of this difference is, that

only the lower part of the wick in the tallow candle is charged with the fat, so as to

emit luminiferous vapour, while the upper part remains dry ; whereas, in the wax
candle the combustible substance being less fusible and volatile, allows a greater

length of the wick to he charged by capillary attraction, and of course to emit a longer

train of light.

Cwts.

Wax, bleached, imported in 1858 - - 1964

„ unbleached do. - - - 9679
Declared
real value.

Cwts. £
Wax exported in 1858 ... - 1485 15,672

WAX, MINERAL, or Ozocerite, is a solid, of a brown colour, of various shades,

translucent and fusible like bees' wax; slightly bituminous to the smell, of a foliated

texture. Its specific gravity varies from 0 94 to 0'97. Candles have been made of

it which give a tolerable light. It occurs at the foot of the Carpathians near Slanik,

beneath a bed of bituminous slate-clay, in masses of from 80 to 100 pounds weight.
It is associated with variegated sandstone, rock salt, and beds of coal (lignite ?). It

is analogous to hutchetine. Ozocerite has been discovered at Urpeth colliery, near
Newcastle, 60 fathoms beneath the surface.

WEAVING {Tissage, Fr.
; Weberei, Germ.) is performed by the implement called

loom in English, metier a tisser in French, and weberstuhl in German. The process of
warping must always precede weaving. Its object is to arrange all the longitudinal
threads, which are to

form the chain of the

web, alongside of each
other in one parallel

plane. Such a number
of bobbins, filled with
yarn, must therefore be
taken as will furnish the

quantity required for the

length of the intended

piece of cloth. One-
sixth of that number
of bobbins is usually
mounted at once in the
warp mill, being set

loosely in a horizontal

direction upon wire

skewers, or spindles, in

a square frame, so that

they may revolve, and
give off the yarn freely.

The warper sits at a,

fi(j. 1889, and causes the reel B to revolve, by turning round with his hand the
wheel c, with the endless rope or band d. The bobbins filled with yarn are placed in
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the frame e. There is a sliding piece at f, called the heck box, which rises and falls
by the coiling and uncoiling of the cord o, round the central shaft of the reef n By
this simple contrivance the band of warp-yarns is wound spirally from top to bottom
upon the reel, i, i, i, are wooden pins which separate the different bands. Most
warping mules are of a prismatic form, having twelve, eighteen, or more sides The
reel is commonly about six feet in diameter and seven feet in height, so as tci serve
for measuring exactly upon its periphery the total length of the warp All the
threads from the frame e pass through the heck f, which consists of a series of
finely-polished, hard-tempered steel pins, with a small hole at the upper part of each
to receive and guide one thread. The heck is divided into two parts, either of which
may be lifted by a small handle below, while their eyes are placed alternately. Hence
when one of them is raised a little, a vacuity is formed between the two bands of the
warp; but when the other is raised the vacuity is reversed. lu this way the lease is
produced at each end of the warp, and it is preserved by appropriate wooden pegs.
The lease being carefully tied up affords a guide to the weaver for inserting his
lease-rods. The warping mill is turned alternately from right to left, and from left
to right, till a sufficient number of yarns are coiled round it to form the breadth that
is wanted

;
the warper's principal care being to tie immediately every thread as it

breaks, otherwise deficiencies would be occasioned in the chain, injurious to the appear
ance of the web, or productive of much annoyance to the weaver.
The simplest and probably the most ancient of looms now to be seen in action is

that of the Hindu tanty, shown mfig. 1690. It consists of two bamboo rollers ; one
for the warp, and another for

1890 the woven cloth ; with a pair

of heddles, for parting the
warp, to permit the weft to be
drawn across between its

upper and under threads. The
shuttle is a slender rod, like a
large netting needle, rather

longer than the web is broad,

and is made use of as a batten

or lay, to strike home or con-
dense each successive thread
of weft, against the closed

fabric. The Hindu carries

this simple implement, with
his water pitcher, rice pot,

and hooka, to the foot of any
tree which can afford him a

comfortable shade; he there

digs a large hole, to receive

his legs, along with the treddles or lower part of the harness; he next extends his

warp, by fastening his two bamboo rollers at a proper distance from each other, with

pins, into the sward; he attaches the heddles to a convenient branch of the tree over-

head; inserts his great toes into two loops under the gear, to serve him for treddles ;

lastly, he sheds the warp, draws

1891 f^-.£_ through the weft, and beats it close

up to the web with his rod shuttle or

batten.

The European loom is represented

in its plainest state, as it has existed

for several centuries, in Jig. 1891. a
is the warp-beam, round which the

chain has been wound ; b represents

the flat rods, usually three in number,
which pass across between its threads,

to preserve the lease, or the plane of

decussation for the weft ; c shows the

heddles or healds, consisting of

twines looped in the middle, through

which loops the warp yarns are

drawn, one half through the front

heddle, and the other through the

back one ; by moving which, the

decussation is readily effected. The yarns then pass through the dents of the reed

under d, which is set in a movable swing-frame e, called the lathe, lay, and also
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batten, because it heats home the weft to the web. The lay is freely suspended

to a cross-bar F, attached by rulers, called the swords, to the top of the lateral

standards of the loom, so as to oscillate upon it. The weaver, sitting on the bench

G, presses down one of the treddles at H, with one of his feet, whereby he raises the

corresponding heddle, but sinks the alternate one; thus sheds the warp, by lifting and

depressing each alternate thread through a little space, and opens a pathway or

race-course for the shuttle to traverse the middle of the warp, upon its two friction

rollers m m. For this purpose, he lays hold of the picking-peg in his right hand, and

with a smart jerk of his wrist drives the fly-shuttle swiftly from one side of the loom

to the other, between the shed warp yarns. The shoot of weft being thereby left

behind from the shuttle pirn or cop, the weaver brings home, by pulling the lay

with its reed towards him by his left hand, with such force as the closeness of the

texture requires. The web, as thus woven, is wound up by turning round the cloth

beam i, furnished with a ratchet-wheel, which takes into a holding tooth. The plan of

throwing the shuttle by the picking-peg and cord, is a great improvement upon the

old way of throwing it by hand. It was contrived upwards of a century ago, by
John Kay, of Bury, in Lancashire, but then resident in Colchester, and was called

the fly-shuttle from its speed, as it enabled the weaver to make double the quantity

of narrow cloth, and much more broad cloth, in the same time.

The cloth is kept distended during the operation of weaving, by means of two
pieces of hard wood, called a templet, furnished with sharp iron points in their ends,

which take hold of the opposite selvages or lists of the web. The warp and web are

kept longitudinally stretched by a weighted cord, which passes round the warp-beam,
and which tends continually to draw back the cloth from its beam, where it is held fast

by the ratchet tooth. See Fustian, Jacquard Loom, Rked, and Textile Fabrics.
The greater part of plain weaving, and much even of the figured, is now performed

by the power loom, called metier mecanique a tisser in French. Fig. 1892, represents
the cast-iron power loom of Sharp and Roberts. A, a', are the two side uprights,
or standards, on the front of the loom, d, is the great arch of cast-iron, which binds
the two sides together, e, is the front cross-beam, terminating in the forks e, e; whose
ends are bolted to the opposite standards a, a', so as to bind the framework most firmly
together, g', is the breast beam of wood, nearly square ; its upper surface is sloped a
little towards the front, and its edge rounded off for the web to slide smoothly over it

in its progress to the cloth beam. The beam is supported at its end upon brackets,
and is secured by the bolts g', g'. h, is the cloth beam, a wooden cylinder mounted
with iron gudgeons at its ends, that on the right hand being prolonged to carry the
toothed winding wheel h'. k', is a pinion in geer with h'. h", is a ratchet wheel,
mounted upon the same shaft h'", as the pinion h'. h', is the click of the ratchet wheel
h". h'", is a long bolt fixed to the frame, serving as a shaft to the ratchet wheel h", and
the pinion h'. i, is the front heddle-leaf, and i', the back one. J, J, J*, j', jacks or
pulleys and straps for raising and depressing the leaves of the heddles. j'', is the
iron shaft which carries the jacks or system of pulleys J, J, j', j'. k, a strong wooden
ruler, connecting the front heddle with its treddle. L, i/, the front and rear marches
or treddle pieces for depressing the heddle leaves alternately, by the intervention of
the rods k, (and k', hid behind k). m, m, are the two swords (swing bars) of the lay or
batten, n, is the upper cross-bar of the lay, made of wood, and supported upon the
squares of the levers n, «', to which it is firmly bolted, n', is the lay-cap, which
is placed higher or lower, according to the breadth of the reed ; it is the part
of tlie lay which the hand-loom weaver seizes with his hand, in order to swing it
towards him. n', is the reed contained between the bar n, and the lay-cap n'. o, o,
are two rods of iron, perfectly round and straight, mounted near the ends of the
batten-bar n, which serve as guides to the drivers or peckers o, o, which impel the
shuttle. These are made of buffalo hide, and should slide freely on their guide-rods,
o', o', are tlie fronts of the shuttle-boxes; they have a slight inclination backwards;
P is the back of them. See^^^s. 1893 and 1894. o", o", are iron plates, forming the
bottoms of the shuttle-boxes, p, small pegs or pins, planted in the posterior faces p
{Jig. 1892) of the boxes, round which the levers p' turn. These levers are sunk in
the substance of the faces p, turned round pegs p, being pressed from without inwards
by the springs p'. v'',fig. 1892, (to the right of K,) is the whip or lever, (and q", its
centre of motion, corresponding to the right arm and elbow of the weaver ) which
serves to throw the shuttle by means of the pecking-cord p", attached at its other end
to the drivers o, o.

On the axis of Q" a kind of eccentric or heart wheel is mounted, to whose concave
part, the middle of the double band or strap r, being attached, receives impulsion- itstwo ends are attached to the heads of the bolts r', which carry the stirruns r" th«tmay be adjusted at any suitable height, by set screws.

8 (see the left-hand side of f,g. 1892) is the moving shaft of wrought iron, resting
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on the two ends of the frame, s' (see the right-hand side), is a toothed wheel,
mounted exteriorly to the frame, upon the end of the shaft s. b" (near a'), are two •

equal elbows in the same direction, and in the same plane, as the shaft s, opposite to

the swords m, m, of the lay.
_ • „ fi.«m th^

z, is the loose, and z', the fast pulley, or r.ggers, which receive motion from he

steam-shaft of the factory, z", a small fly wheel, to regulate the movements of the

main shaft of the loom. . ... .i,. tr«ri<lln

T, is the shaft of the eccentric tappets, cams, or wipers, which P^-^^,^ '^^
, [.^j^;^

levers alternately up and down; on its right end is mounted x', a toothed wheel in
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gear with the wheel s', of one half its diameter, t", is a cleft clamping collar, which
serves to support the shaft t.

u, is a lever which turns round the holt u, as well as the clink h". u', is the click

of traction, for turning round the cloth beam, jointed to the upper extremity of the

lever u ; its tooth u', catches in the teeth of the ratchet wheel h". m", is a long

slender rod, fixed to one of the swords of the lay m, serving to push the lower end of

the lever u, when the lay retires towards the heddle leaves.

X, is a wrought- iron shaft, extending from the one shuttle-box to the other, sup-

ported at its ends by the bearings x, x.

T, is a bearing, affixed exteriorly to the frame, against which the spring bar z rests

near its top, hut is affixed to the frame at its bottom. The spring falls into a notch
in the bar y, and is thereby held at a distance from the upright A, as long as the band
is upon the loose pulley z' ; but when the spring bar is disengaged, it falls towards a,

and carries the band upon the fast pulley z, so as to put the loom in gear with the
steam-shaft of the factory.

Weaving, by this powerful machine, consists of four operations: 1, to shed the
warp by means of the heddle leaves, actuated by the tappet wheels upon the axis q',

the rods k, k', the cross-bar e, and the eyes of the heddle leaves i, i'
; 2, to throw the

shuttle (see fig. 1891), by means of the whip lever p", the driver cord p, and the
pecker o; 3, to drive home the weft by the batten n, n'; 4, to unwind the chain from
the warp beam, and to draw it progressively forwards, and M ind the finished web
upon the cloth beam h, by the click and toothed wheel mechanism at the right-
hand side of the frame.

See Cotton, Flax, Textile Fabrics, &c.
WEAVING BY ELECTRICITY. The article weaving, and those referred to

from it, together with the article on the Jacquard loom, will render the conditions ne-
cessary to the production of figures in any textile fabric tolerably familiar. A brief
notice of a new invention for employing electricity in weaving cannot fail to be in-
teresting.

So long ago as 1852, M. Bonelli constructed an electric loom, which was exhibited
at that time in Turin, but the first trial to which the machine was submitted gave but
small hope to those who saw it that the inventor would succeed in his object. The
public trial at Turin, in 1853, in the presence of manufacturers, was not so successful
as to remove all doubts as to the merits of the novel apparatus. In the following
year it was submitted to the judgment of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, who ap-
pointed a committee to examine it, but it is believed that no report was ever made.
In 1855, a model of the loom had a place at the Universal Exhibition at Paris, but
the lateness of its arrival there prevented any official report being made in reference
to its merits. Since then, M. Bonelli has devoted much time and attention in en-
deavouring to remedy its defects and to perfect its working, so as to render it capable
of holding its place in the factory. This M, Bonelli believes he has at last accom-
plished, and he has brought over to this country not merely a model, but a loom in
complete working order, which he is prepared with confidence to submit to the
judgment of manufacturers, as a machine which, from its economy and efficiency
may be put in favourable comparison with the Jacquard loom.

In the first place, it must be understood that the special object of M. Bonelli's
machme is to do away with the necessity for the Jacquard cards used to produce the
pattern at the present time, the source of delay and very considerable cost, more
especially in patterns of any extent and variety of treatment. M. Bonelli uses an
endless band of paper, of suitable width, the surface of which is covered with tin-foilUn this metallised surface, the required pattern is drawn, or rather painted with a
brush m black varnish, rendering the parts thus covered non-conducting to a current
of electricity. 1 his band of paper, bearing the pattern, being caused to pass under a
series of thin metal teeth, each of which is in connection with a small electro-ma-net.
It will readily be conceived that as the band passes under these teeth, a current of
electricity from a galvanic battery may be made to pass through such of the teeth as
rest on the metallised or conducting portion of the band, and from such teeth, throu-h
the respective coils, surrounding small bars of soft iron, thus rendering them temporaT-vmagnets, whilst no current passes through those connected with the teeth resting onthe varnished portions. Thus, at every shift of the band, each electro-ma'net "nconnection with the teeth becomes active or remains inactive according to the varyingportion of the pattern which happens to be in contact with the teeth In a movabl!frame opposite the ends of the electro-magnets, which, it should be stated, lie in a

^WnH P K
^ '"^^ P'^tons, as M. Bonelli termsthe ends of which are respectively opposite to the ends of the electro-magnets. Spistons are capable of sliding horizontally in the frame, and pass thronob /nu!

attached to the front of it. When this fraufe is moved so Uiat th^e ^nds o?"ge
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are brought into contact with the ends of the electro-magnets they are seized by such
of them as arc in an active state, and on moving the frame forward, those are retained
while the others are carried back with it, and, by means of a simple mechanical
arrangement, become fixed in their places ; thus there is in front of the frame a plate,

with holes, which are only open where the pistons have been withdrawn, and this

plate, as will be readily understood, acts the part of the Jacquard card, and is suitable
lor receiving the steel needles which govern the hooks of the Jacquard iu connection
with the warp threads as ordinarily used.

The ordinary Jacquard cards are shown in the following wood-cut, y?^. 1895.
Instead of this arrangement, which will be understood by reference to the article

Jacquard, M. Bonelli, as we have said, instead of the cards prepares his design on
metal foil, in a resinous ink, which serves to interrupt the current, and thus effect the
object of the machine.

Figfi. 1895 and 1896 explain generally the arrangements by which the process is

effected.

A, fig. 1896, represents the plate pierced with holes, which plays the part of the card.

Each of the small pistons or rods, b, forming the armatures of the electro-magnets

c, have a small head, d, affixed to the end, exactly opposite the needles, e,fig. 1S95, of

the Jacquard, and are capable of passing freely through the holes of the plate, a, fig.

1896. At a given moment the plate is slightly lowered, which prevents the heads

of the pistons passing, and the surface of the plate then represents a plain card. The

pistons are supported on a frame, /"/, which allows them to move horizontally in tiie

direction of their length. At each stroke of the shuttle, the frame, carrying with it

the plate, a, has, by means of the treddle, a reciprocating motion backwards and for-

wards, and in its backward movement presents the ends of the pistons to one of the

poles of the electro-magnets, and, by means of certain special contrivances, contact

with the magnets is secured. When the frame, //, returns with the plate a towards

the needles of the Jacquard, the electro-magnets, which become temporarily mag-

netised by the electric current, hold back the pistons, the heads of which pass througli

the plate a, and rest behind it. On the other hand, the electro-magnets which are

not magnetised, owing to the course of the current being interrupted, permit the other

pistons to be carried back, their heads remaining outside the plate and m tront ot it

At this moment, the plate, by means of an inclined plane beneath it, is lowered

slightly, thus preventing the heads of the pistons passing through the holes, by the

edges of which they are stopped, so as to push against the needles ot the JacquarU;
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on the other hand, the lieads of the pistons which have passed within and to the back
of the plate, leave the corresponding holes of the plate free, and the needles of the

Jacquard which are opposite to them are allowed to enter.

The electro-magnets are put into circuit in the following manner: One of the ends

of the wire forming the coil of each of the magnets is joined to one common wire in

connection with one of the poles of a galvanic battery. The other end of the coil

wire of each magnet is attached to a thin metallic plate, m, having a point at its lower
extremity. All these thin metallic plates are placed side by side, with an insulating

material between them, formed like the teeth of a comb, nn. At a given time these
thin plates rest with their lower extremities on the sheet bearing the design p, which,
in the form of an endless band, is wrapped round and hangs upon the cylinder, Q, and
according as the thin metal plate rests on a metallised or on a non-conducting portion
of the design, the corresponding electro-magnet is or is not magnetised, and its corre-
sponding piston does not or does press against the needle of the Jacquard. The wire
from the other pole of the battery of course communicates with the band bearing the
design, by being attached to a piece of metal, which lies in constant contact with the
metallic edge of the band. At b is a contact-breaker, which is put in motion by the
movement of the frame. Besides this, by means of a mechanical arrangement con-
nected with the treddle, which raises or depresses the gritf frame, the band bearing
the design is carried forward at each stroke, and the rapidity with which it is made
to travel can readily be regulated, by means of gearing, at the will of the workman.
By regulating the speed of the band, and by the use of thicker or thinner weft, an
alteration in the character of the woven material may be made, whilst the same
design is produced, though in a finer or coarser material.

Such are the arrangements by which the loom will produce a damask pattern, or
one arising from the use of two colours, one in the warp and the other in the weft. I
will now shortly explain the method adopted by M. Bonelli for producing a pattern
where several colours are required.

The design is prepared on the metallised paper, so that the coloured parts are re
presented by the metallised portion of the band, but each separate colour is, by
removing a very thin strip of the foil at the margin, insulated from its neighbouring
colour. Then all the pieces of foil thus insulated, which represent one colour or
shade, are connected with each other by means of small sn ips of tinfoil, which pierce
through the paper and are fastened at the back, and are conducted to a strip of tinfoil
which runs along the edge of the band, there being as many such strips of tinfoil as
there are colours. Thus each special colour of the pattern, in all its parts, is con-
nected by a conductor with its own separate strip of tinfoil, and by bringing the wire
from the pole of the battery successively into contact with the several strips, a current
of electricity may be made to pass in succession through the several parts of the
design on the band representing the separate colours of the design. Thus, assuming
four colours, 1, 2, 3, 4, there would be four strips of tinfoil running the length of the
hand, insulated from each other, each of which would be in connection with its own
separate colour only. At any given moment, the thin plates of metal resting on the
pattern would touch it in a line which, as it passes over the width of the pattern,
would run through all, or any one or more of the colours, but the electric current
would pass only through those plates which rest on the one colour represented by the
strip with which the pole of the battery at that instant happened to be in contact.

1 he inventor claims the following as the results of his invention :

Fir.it.—The great focility with which in a very short time, and with precision,
reductions ot the pattern may be obtained on the fabric by means of the varying
velocity with which the pattern may be passed under the teeth.
Second—That without changing the mounting of the loom or the pattern, fabrics

thinner or thicker can be produced by changing the number of the weft, and making
a corresponding change in the movement of the pattern.

Third.—The loom and its mounting remaining unchanged, the design may be

dSent pattern"^

""'""tes by the substitution of another metallised paper having a

J^;in^iF;£::! ^^""^ p^^' ^^^'^

WEAVING OF HAIR CLOTH, In addition to the description of this art under

? ;«o\'^
""^

f
required of the best kind of shuttle for weaving hair

I^uj 1898 shows in plan a, and in longitudinal section b, a shuttle which difieis fromthat of the common cl(,th weaver only in not having a pirn enclosed in the bod v ofthe box-wood, but merclv nn irnn trnr, n ..tV.;^!, * .11 • I -1, . .>
""^
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the popular name of this shuttle. The workman opens this jaw hy the pressure of

his thumb upon the spring end of the trap a, introduces with the other liand one or

more hairs (according to the desorij)tion of hair cloth) into the mouth, and removing

his thumb, lets the hairs be seized by the force of the spring. The hairs having one

end thus made fast are passed across the warp by the passage of the shuttle, which is

received at the other end by the weaver's left hand, The friction rollers, x,x, are

like those of fly-shuttles, but are used merely for convenience, as the shuttle cannot

be thrown swiftly from side to side. The hand which receives the shuttle opens at

the same time the trap, in order to insert another hair, after the preceding has been

drawn through the warp on both sides and secured to the list. A child attends to

count and stretch the hairs. This assistant may, however, be dispensed with by

means of the following implement, represented in fg. 1897. c, c is the view of it

from above or the plan ; d is a side view ; e a longitudinal section, and /an oblique

section across. The chief part consists in a wooden groove, or chamfered slip of

wood, open above, and rounded on the sides. It is about twenty-one inches in length,

about as long nearly as the web is broad, therefore a little shorter than the horse hairs

inserted in it, which project about an inch bevond it at at each end. They are hei-ein

pressed down bv elastic slips, e, of indiarubber, so that the others remain, when

one or more are drawn out by the ends. The ends of the grooves are flat where the

indiarubber spring exerts its pressure, as shown by the dotted line/. The spring

is formed by cutting out a double piece from the curvature of the neck of a caoutchouc

bottle or flask, fastening the one end of the piece by a wire staple in the groove ot

the shuttle, whereby the other end, which alone can yield, presses upon the inlaid

hairs. Wire staples like f (in the section e) are passed obliquely through two places

of the eroove or gutter, to prevent the hairs from springing up m the middle ot the

shuttle? which is suitably charged with them. The workman shoves the tool across

the opened warp with the one hand, seizes with the other the requisite number of

hairs by the projecting ends, and holds tbem fast while he draws the shuttle once

more through the warp. The remaining hairs are retained in the groove by ttie

springs, and only those for the single decussation remain in the web, to be secured to

the list on either side. A. weaver with this tool can turn out a double length of cloth

of what he could do with the mouth-shuttle.
„.t,;„i,

WEFT iTrame, Fr.
;
Eintrag, Germ.) is the name of the yarns or threads ^hich

run from selvage to selvage in a web.
. . , . •

i i „„»;„^ „f
WELD, or Dyer's WE^ED(Ganrfe,Fr.; Wan, Germ.) ^^7^/ P?^"*'

"^/J,^ ^!
Britain, Italy, and various parts of Europe ; the Reseda luteola of Botauis s eld is

preferred to all other substances in giving the lively green l*^'"""

Although the quercitron bark has almost superseded it in cal.co printnig, weld is st.U

lareelv used in dyeing silk a golden yellow, and in paper staining.
• „p

WELDING {Sander, Yv.t Schwdsscn, Germ.) is the property ^vluc\ P'^^^ °f

wrought iron possess when heated to whiteness of unitmg intimately under the

hammer without any appearance of junction. See Iron.

WELLS, ARTESIAN. See Artesian Wells.

WHALEBONE {JSahine, Fr. ;
Fischheinc, Germ ) is

^"'^f^ "^^^^^ J-^^^^^^

lamina, consisting of fibres laid lengthways, found m the "i"" l'<^

^^^1^; ^as
by the fringes upon their edges, enable the animal to allow

^^J'^';
thorough ro^s of teeth (which it ^ants), from between

'Jl -P-^'^f ^;.ve
and detain the minute creatures upon which it feeds. Ihe

'J^'^^,*'^ ''j'^u^.^efore be
little lateral cohesion, as they are not transversely decussated,

^.^X^.V or Jcnl,e-
readily detached in the form of long filaments or bristles. Ihe blades, or sc^tlie
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shaped plates, are externally compact, smooth, and susceptible of a good polish. They
are connected, in a parallel series, by what is called the gum of the animal, and are
arranged along each side of its mouth, to the number of about 300. The length of
the longest blade, which is usually found near the middle of the series, is the gauge
adopted by the fishermen to designate the size of the fish. The greatest length
hitherto known has been 15 feet, but it rarely exceeds 12 or 13. The breadth, at the
root end, is from 10 to 12 inches ; and the average thickness, from four to five tenths
of an inch. The series, viewed altogether in the mouth of the whale, resemble, ia
general form, the roof of a house. They are cleansed and softened before cutting, by
boiling for two hours in a long copper.

Whalebone, as brought from Greenland, is commonly divided into portable junks
or pieces, comprising ten or twelve blades in each; but it is occasionally subdivided
into separate blades, the gum and the hairy fringes having been removed by the
sailors during the voyage. The price of whalebone fluctuates from 50/ to 150/. per
ton. The blade is cut into parallel prismatic slips, as follows : — It is clamped hori-
zontally, with its edge up and down, in the large wooden vice of a carpenter's bench,
and is then planed by the following tool, fig. 1899.. a, b, are its two handles; c, d, is
an iron plate, with a guide-notch e; f, is a semicircular knife, screwed firmly at each
end to the ends of the iron plate c d, having its cutting
edge adjusted in a plane, so much lower than the bottom
of the notch e, as the thickness of the whalebone slip is

intended to be for different thicknesses: the knife may
be set by the screws at different levels, but always in a
plane parallel to the lower guide surface of the plate c
D. The workman, taking hold of the handles A, b,
applies the notch of the tool at the end of the whalebone
blade furthest from him, and with his two hands pulls
it steadily along, so as to shave off a slice in the direction of the fibres

; being careful
to cut none of them across. These prismatic slips are then dried, and planed level
upon their other two surfaces. The fibrous matter detached in this operation, is used
mstead of hair, for stufiing mattresses.
From its flexibility, strength, elasticity, and lightness, whalebone is employed for

many purposes
;
for ribs to umbrellas or parasols ; for stiffening stays ; for the frame-

work of hats, &c. When heated by steam, or a sand bath, it softens, and may be
bent or moulded, like horn, into various shapes, which it retains if cooled under
compression. In this way, snuff-boxes, and knobs of walking-sticks, may be made
from the thicker parts of the blade. The surface is polished at first with ground

and^sifteT"^'
^"'^ ^"^^^^^"^ ^^^^ ^''y quicklime spontaneously slaked,

A patent was granted to Mr. Laurence Kortright in March, 1841, for improve-
ments in the treatment of whalebone, which consist in compressing the strips in width
to increase their thickness, so as to render the material applicable for formintr
walking-sticks, whip handles, parasol and umbrella sticks, ramrods, archery bows &cHe accomplishes this by bending the strips together, introducing them into a steam
chest, thereby softening them, and in that state compressing them into a compactmass by appropriate machinery. ^

-Although all the species of Balffina possess this substance, it is furnished in the
largest quantities, and of the finest quality, by the Balcena mysticetus, which is theobject of incessant and eager pursuit, not only for the value of this substance, but forthe immense supply of oil which is obtained from the thick layer of blubber orcu aneous fat in which the body is enveloped. The length of the largest piece ofbaleen m a whale 60 feet long, ,s frequently as much as 12 feet, and the lamin? arearranged in two series, each containing about 300 in numberWHALE OIL. See Oils.

GT.l'^.t^nA Z'i'ZT

..J^Z^tl '^'^'u-
"^"^'^r«''o« Potato starch is insoluble in cold waterinless It be triturated m thin portions in a mortar. If pure wheat flour be th^sSturated, it affords no trace of starch to iodine, as the former does, because the paniclesof wheat starch are very minute, and are sheathed in gluten

parucles

Bean flour digested with water at a heat of 68° Fahr . and trituratP,! nff^-^o
filtration a liquid which becomes milky on the addition of a litt tS'acS itsreaction on the legumine present in the beans ' ^ '

irZSI'^^'
CARRIAGES. Though this manufacture belongs most properly to atrea isc upon mechanical engmeermg, we shall endeavour to describe thVScarnage so as to enable gentlemen to judge of its make and reSte me^^^^^^^ th^external form may vary with every freak^of fashion; but the general structure of a
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vehicle, as to lightness, elegance, and strength, may be judged of from the following
figure and description.

Fig. 1900, shows the body of a chariot, hung upon an iron carriage, with iron

wheels, axletrees, and boxes ; the latter, by a simple contrivance, is close at the out-

head, by which means the oil cannot escape ; and the fastening of the wheel being at

the in-head, as will be explained afterwards, gives great security, and prevents the

possibility of the wheel being taken olf by any other carriage running against it.

Fig. 1901, shows the arm of an axletree, turned perfectly true, with two collars in

the solid, as seen at g and h. The parts from g to n are made cylindrical. At K is a
screw nail, the purpose of which will be explained in fig. 1905.

1900

Fig. 1902 is a longitudinal section of a metal nave, which also forms the busb, for

the better fitting of which to the axletree, it is bored out of the solid, and made quite

air-tight upon the pin ; and for retaining the oil it is left close at the out-head u.

Fiq 1903 represents a collet made of metal, turned perfectly true, the least diameter

of which is made the same with that part of the axletree in, fig. 1901, and its greatest

diameter the same with that of the solid collar G,fig. 1901. This collet is made with a

joint at s, and opens at p. Two grooves are represented z.t qq,q g, which ai'e seen at

the same letters in fig. 1904, as also the dovetail r, in both figures.

Fig. 1904 is an edge view of the coWet, fig. 1903.

Fiq 1905 is a longitudinal section of an axletree arm, nave, or bush, and fastening.

A B, is the arm of the axletree, bored up the centre from Bto e. c c d, the nave

1903 1904

which answers also for the bush. P 8, the collet see^?^.. 1903 and
l^J^)

P"t into ts

place ; q, q, two steel pins passing through the in-head of t^e bush, and filling up the

hooves in the collet ; w, w, a capcd hcop, sufficiently broad to cover the ends of said
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pins, and made fast to the bush by screws. This hoop, when so fastened to the bush,

prevents the possibility of the pins q, q, from getting out of their places, u, u, is a

leather washer, interposed betwixt the in-head of the bush and the larger solid collar

of the axletree, to prevent the escape of oil at the in-head, k, is a screw, the head of

which is near the letter k, in fig. 1901. This screw being undone, and oil poured into

the hole, it flows down the bore in the centre of the axletree arm, and fills the space

B, left by the arm being about 1 inch shorter than the bore of the bush, a,nd the screw,

being afterwards replaced, keeps all tight. In putting on the wheel, a little oil ought

to be put into the space betwixt the collet p, s, and the larger collar. The collet p, s,

bcing'movable round the axletree arm, and being made fast to the bush by means of

the two pins q, q, revolves along with the bush, acting against the solid collar g, of

the arm, and keeps the wheel fast to the axletree, until by removing the caped hoop

w, w, and driving out the pins q, q, the collet becomes disengaged from the bush.

The dovetail, seen upon the collet at i;fig. 1904, has a corresponding groove cut in

the bush to receive it, in consequence of which the wheel must of necessity be put on

so that the collet and pins fit exactly. These wheels very rarely require to be taken

off, and they will run a thousand miles without requiring fresh oiling.

The spokes of the wheel, made of malleable iron, are screwed into the bush or nave
at c,c, figs. 1902, 1905, all round. The felloes, composed merely of two bars of iron

bent into a circle edgeways, are put on, the one on the front, the other on the back of

the spokes, which have shoulders on both sides to support the felloes, and all three are

attached together by rivets through them. The space between the two iron rings

forming the felloes, should be filled up with light wood, the tire then put on, and
fastened to the felloes by bolts and glands clasping both felloes.

This is a carriage without a mortise or tenon, or wooden joint of any kind. It is,

at an average, one-seventh lighter than. any of those built on the ordinary construction.

The design of Mr. W. Mason's patent invention, of 1827, is to give any required

pressure to the ends of what are called mail axletrees, in order to prevent their shaking
in the boxes of the wheels. This object is effected by the introduction of leather
collars in certain parts of the box, and by a contrivance, in which the outer cap is

screwed up so as to bear against the end of the axletree with any degree of tightness,

and is held in that situation, without the possibility of turning round, or allowing the
axletree to become loose.

Fig. 1906 shows the section of the box of a wheel, with the end of the axletree
secured in it. The general form of the box, and of the axle, is the same as other mail
axles, there being recesses in the box for the reception of oil. At the end of the axle
a cap a, is inserted, with a leather collar enclosed in it, bearing against the end of the
axle, which cap, when screwed up sufficiently tight, is held in that situation by a pin
or screw passed through the cap a, into the end of the iron box ; a representation of
this end of the iron box being shown atfig.1907.

In the cap a, there is also a groove for conducting the oil to the interior of the box,
with a screw at the opening, to prevent it running out as the wheel goes round.
The particular claims of improvement are, the leather collar against the end of the

axle; the pin going through one of the holes in the end of the box, to fix it ; and the
channel for conducting the oil.

Mr. Mason's patent, of August 1830, applies also to the boxes and axles of that
construction of carriage wheels which are fitted with the so-called mail-boxes: but
part of the invention applies to other axles.

Fig. 1908 represents the nave of a wheel, with the box for the axle within it, both
shown m section longitudinally

; ^$f. 1909 is a section of the axle, taken in the same
direction; and fig. 1910 represents the screw cap and oil-box, which attaches to the
outer extremity of the axle-box. Supposing the parts were put together, that is the
axle inserted into the box, then the intention of the different parts will be perceived
The cylindrical recess a, in the box of the nave, is designed to fit the cylindrical

part of the axle b; and tlie conic il part f, of the axle, to shoulder up against a corre-
sponding conical cavity in the box, with a. washer of leather to prevent its shakinc A

;} T 3
^'
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collar d, formed by a metallic ring, fits loosely upon a cylindrical part of the axleand IS kept there by a flange or run, fixed behind the cone c. Several stvoZ iS
"'''l'"*"

part of the box- which pins, when the wheel is attached,
pass through corresponding holes in the collar d; and nuts being screwed on to theends of the pins/ behind the collar, keep the wheel securely attached to the axle Thescrew-cap 5-, is then inserted into the recess /,, at the outer part of the box. its conicalend and small tube t, passing into the recess k, in the end of the axle
The parts bemg thus connected, the oil contained within the cap y, will flow through

the small tube z, m its end, into the recess or cylindrical channel /, within the Jland will thence pass through a smal hole in the side of the axle, into the cylindrica
recess c, of the box; and then lodging in the groove and other cavities within thebox, will lubricate the axle as the wheel goes round. There is also a small groove
cut on the outside of the axle, for conducting the oil, in order that it may be more

equally distributed over the surface
and the bearings. This construction
of the box and axle, as far as the
lubrication goes, may be applied to
the axles of wheels in general ; but
that part of the invention which is

designed to give greater security in
the attachment of the wheel to the
carriage applies particularly to mail
axles.

Mr. William Mason's patent inven-
tion for wheel carriages, of August
1831, will be understood by reference
to the annexed figures. Fig. 1911
is a plan showing the four-axletree

bed a, a, of a four-wheeled carriage,

to which the axletrees b, b, are
jointed at each end; fig. 1912 is an
enlarged plan; and fig. 1913 an ele-

vation, or side view of one end of the

said fore-axletree bed, having a Co!-

linge's axletree jointed to the axletree bed, by means of the cylindrical pin or bolt e.

which passes through and turns in a cylindrical hole d, ibrmed at the end of the

axletree bed, shown in the plan view fig. 1914, and section, /zjr. 1915.
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The axletree h, is firmly united with the upper end e, of the pin or bolt c ; and to

the lower end of it, which is squared, the guide piece/, is also fitted, and secured by

the screw g, and cap or nut h, seen in fig. 1913, and in section in fig. 1916. There

are leather washers /, i, let into recesses made to receive them in the parts a, b, andy,

the intent of which is to prevent the oil from escaping that is introduced through the

cenu-al perpendicular hole seen in fig. 1916, which hole is closed by means of a

screw inserted into it. The oil is diffused, or spread over the surface of the cylinder

c. by means of a side branch leading from the bottom of the hole into a groove formed

around the cylinder, and also by means of two longitudinal gaps or cavities made
within the hole, as shown in figs. 1914 and 1915. The guide piece/, is affixed at

right angles with the axletree b, as shown in fig. 1912, and turns freely and steadily

iu the cylindrical hole d, made to receive one end of the iron fore-axletree bed a. In

like manner, the opposite fore-axletree b,fig. 1911, is jointed to the other end of the

iron fore-axletree bed. The outer ends of the guide pieces /,/, are jointed to the

splinter-bar n,fig. 1915, as follows : — Fig. 1917 is a plan, and fig 191S a section of

the joint o, in fig. 1911, shown on an enlarged scale; a cylindrical pin or bolt c, is

firmly secured in the splinter-bar, and round the lower part of the said pin or bolt

the guide piece /, turns, and is made fast in its place by the screw g, and screwed

nut h.

Oil is conveyed to the lower part of the cylindrical pin c, in a similar manner to

that already described, and two leather washers are likewise furnished, to prevent its

escape. The connecting joint at the opposite end of the splinter bar n, is constructed

in a similar manner. The futchel or socket p, p, for the pole of the carriage, must
also be jointed to the middle of the fore-axletree bed and splinter-bar, in a similar

manner. The swingletrees q, q,fig. 1911, are likewise jointed in the same way to

the splinter-bar. Fig. 1919 is a side view of these parts. The fore-wheels of the

carriage, /$r. 1911, are furnished with cast-iron boxes, as usual. The dotted lines

show the action of the pole p, p, upon the splinter-bar n, and as communicated
through the latter to the guide pieces/,/ connected with the axletrees b, b, so as to

lock the wheels r, r, as shown in that figure.

The axletree may be incased in the woodwork of the fore-bed of the carriage, as
usual, as and shown by dotted lines in the back end view thereof, fig. 1920 ; and the
framing s,fig. 1921, may be affixed firmly upon the said woodwork, in any fit and
proper manner, as well as the fore springs t, t, shown in fii/s. 192 ) and 1921, and
likewise in the side View, fig. 1922. In certain cases it may be desirable to fix the
cylindrical pin or bolt c, firmly in the splinter-bar n, in the manner shown in figs.
1923 and 1924 ; the swingletrees q, q, and guide pieces // turning above and
below upon the said pin or bolt, and secured in their places thereon by screws and
screwed nuts, oil being also supplied through holes formed in both ends of the said
pin or bolt, and leather washers provided, as in the above-described instances.

Mr. Gibbs, engineer, and Mr, Chaplin, coach -maker, obtained a patent, in 1832,
for the construction of a four wheeled carriage which shall be enabled to turn within
a small compass, by throwing the axles of all the four wheels simultaneously into

different positions. They effect this object by mounting each wheel upon a separate
jointed axle and by connecting the

free ends of the four axles by joint-

ed rods or chains, with the pole

and splinter- bar in front of the car-

riage.

To fix the ends of the spokes of
•wheels to the felloe or rim with
greater security than had been
effected by previous methods is the
object of a contrivance for which
William Howard obtained a patent
in February 1830. Fig. 1925
shows a portion of a wheel con-
structed on this new method

;
a,

is the nave, of wood ; b, b, b,

wooden spokes, inserted into the

nave in the usual way
;

c, c, is the

rim or felloe, intended to be formed
by one entire circle of wrought iron ; d, and e, e, are the shoes or blocks, of cast iron,
for receiving the ends of the spokes, which are secured by bolts to the rim on the
inner circumference. The caj) of the block d is removed for tlie purpose of showiu"'
the internal form of the block

; e,e, have their caps fixed on, as they would appear
when the spokes aie fitted iu. One of the caps or shoes is shown detached unon

3x4 ^
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a larger scale, &tfg. \92G, by which it will be perceived that the end of the spok^

1926
c ig

introduced into the shoe on the side. It is proposed that the end
of the spoke shall not reach quite to the end of the recess formed
in the block, and that it shall be made tight by a wedge driven in.
The wedge piece is to be of wood, asfitj. 1927, with a small slip
of iron within it ; and a hole is perforated in the back of the

block or shoe, for the wedge to be driven through. When this is done the ends of
the spokes become confined and tight ; and the projecting extremities of the wedges
being cut off, the caps are then attached on the face of the block, as at e, e, by pins
riveted at their ends, which secures the spokes, and renders it impossible for'them to

1927 be loosened by the vibrations as the wheel passes over the groimd. One
important use of the wedges is to correct the eccentric figure of the wheel,
which may be readily forced out in any part that may be out of the true

form, by driving the wedge up further; and this it is considered will be a verv im-
portant advantage, as the nearer a wheel can be brought to a true circle the easier it

will run upon the road. The periphery of the wheel is to be protected by a tvre,
which may be put on in pieces, and bolted through the felloe ; or it may be made in
one ring, and attached, while hot, in the usual way.

Mr. Reedhead's patent improvements in the construction of carriages are repre-
sented in the following figures. They were specified in July, 1833.

Fig. 1928 is a plan or horizontal view of the fore part of a carriage intended to
be drawn by horses, showing the fore wheels in their position when running in a
straight course -ffig. 1929 is a similar view, showing the wheels as locked, when in the

1929

act of turning ; Jig. 1930 is a front end elevation of the same ; fig. 1931 is a section

taken through the centre of the fore axletree; and fig. 1932 is a side elevation of the

general appearance of a stage coach, with the improvements appended ; a, a, are two

splinter-bars with their roller-bolts, for connecting the traces of the harness ; these

splinter-bars are attached by the bent irons 6, b to two short axletrees or axle-boxes

c, c, which carry the axles of the fore wheels d, d, and turn upon vertical pins or bolts

e, e, passed through the fore axletree/, the splinter-bars and axle-boxes being mounted
so as to move parallel to each other, the latter partaking of any motion given to the

splinter-bars by the horses in drawing the carriage forward, and thereby producing

the locking of the wheels, as shown in fig. 19i9 ; and in ordiT that the two wheels

and their axles and axle-boxes, together with the splinter-bars a, i, may move simul-
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taneously. the latter are connected by pivots to the end of the links or levers g, g, which

are attached to the arms i.i, which receive the pole of the coach by a hinge-joiut or

pin A ; the arms i. i, turning on a vertical fulcrum-pin k, passed through the main

axletree f, as the pole is moved from one side to the other.

Tlie axles o. o, are firmly fixed into the nave of the wheels, as represented in the

side view of a wheel detached, at fig. 1934, the axles being mounted so as to revolve

within their boxes in the following manner:—The axle-boxes, which answer the

purpose of short axletrees. are formed of iron, and consist of one main or bottom

plate /, seen best in figs. 1934 and 1933; upon this bottom plate is formed the chamber
m, m, carrying the two anti-friction rollers n, n, which turn on short axles passed

through the sides and partition at the upper part of the chambers. These anti-friction

1933 1932

1934

rollers bear upon the cylindrical parts of the axle o, of each wheel, and support the
weight of the coach

; p is a bearing firmly secured in the axle-box to the plate /, for
the end of the axle o to run in, the axle being confined in its proper situation by a
collar and screw-nut on its end ; e is the vertical pin or bolt before mentioned, upon
which the axle-bar turns when the wheels are locking, which bolt is enlarged within
the box, and has an eye for the axle to pass through, being firmly secured to the
plate /, and also to the sides of the box.* JFig. 1934 is a plan or horizontal view of an
axle and its box belonging to one of the fore wheels ; a piece

q is attached to the under side of the main axletree, which
supports the ends of the plates I, and thereby relieves the pins
e, e of the strain they would otherwise have to withstand. The
axles of the hind wheels are mounted upon similar plates I, I,

with bearings and chambers with anti-friction rollers ; but as
these are not required to lock, the plates 1 1 are fixed on to the
under side of the hind axletree by screw-nuts ; there are small
openings or doors, which can be removed for the purpose of un- (iC^
screwing the nuts and collars of the bearings p when the wheel
is required to be taken off the carriage, when the axle can
be withdrawn from the boxes. If it should be thought necessary,
other chambers with friction rollers may be placed on the under
side of the plate /, to bear up the end of the axles, and relieve
the bearing p. In order to stop or impede the progress of a
carriage in passing down hills, there is a grooved friction or brake
wheel t, fixed, by clamps or otherwise, on to the spokes of one of the hind wheels; u
IS a brake-band or spring, of metal, encircling the friction wheel, one end of which
band is fixed into the standard v, upon the hind axletree, and the other end connected
by a joint to the shorter end of the lever w, which has its fulcrum in the standard v ;
this lever extends up to the hind seat of the coach, as shown in fig. 1932, and is
intended to be under the command of the guard or passengers of the coach, and when
descending a hill, or on occasion of the horses running away, the longer end of the
lever is to be depressed, which will raise the shorter end, and consequently bring the
band or spring u in contact with the surface of the friction wheel, and thereby retard
US revolution, and prevent the coach travelling too fast

; or, instead of attaching the
friction brake to the hind wheel, as represented mfig. 1932, it may be adapted to the
fore wheels, and the end of the lever brought up to the side of the foot-board or under
It, and within command of the coachman, the standard which carries the fulcrum
being made to move upon a pivot, to accommodate the locking of the wheels It will
bo observed that by these improved constructions of the carriage and mode of locking
the i)ateiitcc is enabled to use much larger fore wheels than in common and that the
splmter-bars will always be in the position of right angles with the trick or way of
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the horses in drawing the carriage, by which they are much relieved, and always null
in a direct and equal manner.
The advantages of these carriages may be thus summed up :— A great diminution

of the total weight; a diminution of resistance in draught equal to about one-third-
increase of safety to the riders

; increased durability of the vehicle; absence of noise
and vibration ; absence of oscillation.

To these qualities, so desirable to all, and especially those of delicate nervous tem-
perament, may be added— greater economy, both in the first cost and maintenance.

The ivhii ling public so blindly follows fashionable caprice in the choice of a carriage,
as to have hitherto paid too little attention to this fundamental improvement ; but many
intelligent individuals have fully verified its practical reality. Having inspected various
forms of two-wheeled and four-wheeled carriages in the patentee's premises in Drury
Lane, I feel justified in recommending them as being constructed on the soundest
mechanical principles ; and have no doubt, that if reason be allowed to decide upon
their merits, they will ere long be universally preferred by all who seek for easy-
moving, safe, and comfortable vehicles.

Among the wheel carriages displayed in the Exhibition, one of the most remarkable
was the amemplon (unhlamablc), of E. Kesterton, Long Acre. It is a close double-
seated carriage, which by a simple contrivance can be converted into a light, open,
step-piece barouche, adapted for summer and winter. Fig. 1935, represents the carriage

closed, or what is termed the amempton, which can be readily converted into a step-

piece barouche. Fig. 1936, is the carriage thrown completely open, and constructed

as an ordinary open carriage, with a half head, which is raised and lowered m tne

usual manner, with a solid folding knee flap. The front portion of the amempton is

formed of a framework with circular front glasses, and furnished with doors. 1 he

door glasses and front glasses are made to rise and fall at pleasure, and are furnished

with silk spring curtains, the whole being surmounted or covered with a roof. Ihis

framework is secured to the head with a new kind of fastening ; the door glasses when

down are received into the lower part of the doors; the back, instead of being flat, is

of a curved form. r.„„o..
WHETSLATE, is a massive mineral of a greenish-grey colour; feebly glimmer-

ing
;
fracture, slaty or splintery ;

fragments tabular; translucent on the edges ,
Jeeis

raFher greasy ; and has a spec. grav. of 2-722. 'It occurs m beds, "\P'i"""^'^
.^^J

transition slates. Very fine varieties of whetslate are brought from Turkey, caiiea

honestones, which are in much esteem for sharpening steel instruments.

WHEY iPctit lait, Fr.; Molken, Germ.) is the greenish-grey liquor which txudts

from the curd of milk. Scheele states, that when a pound ot mdk is mixed witn a
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hpoonful of proof spirit, and allowed to become sour, the whey filtered off, at the end
of a month or a little more, is a good vinegar, devoid of lactic acid.

WHISKY. A spirit obtained by distillation from corn, sugar, or molasses, though
generally from the former. It is extensively manufactured and used in Scotland and
in Ireland.

WHITE LEAD, Carbonate of had, or Ceruse. (^Blanc de plomb, Fr.
;
Bleiweiss,

Germ.) This is the principal preparation of lead in general use for painting wood and
the plaster walls of apartments white. It mixes well with oil, without having its

bright colour impaired, spreads easily under the brush, and gives a uniform coat to
wood, stone, metal, &c. It is employed either alone, or with other pigments, to serve
as their basis, and to give them body. This article has been long manufactured with
nmch success at Klagenfurth in Carinthia, and its mode of preparation has been
described with precision by Marcel de Serres. The great white lead establishments
at Krems, whence, though incorrectly, the term white of Kremnilz became current,
on the continent, have been abandoned.

In Germany the manufacture of white lead is conducted as follows:—
1 . The lead mostly comes from Bleyberg ; it is very pure, and particularly free from

contamination with iron, a point essential to the beauty of its factitious carbonate. It
is melted in ordinary pots of cast iron, and cast into sheets of varying thickness, ac-
cording to the pleasure of the manufacturer. These sheets are made by pouring the
melted lead upon an iron plate placed over the boiler ; and whenever the surface of
the metal begins to consolidate, the plate is slightly sloped to one side, so as to run olf
the still liquid metal, and leave a lead sheet of a desired thinness. It is then lifted
off like a sheet of paper; and as the iron plate is cooled in water, several hundred
weight of lead can be readily cast in a day. In certain white-lead works these sheets
are one twenty-fourth of an inch thick ; in others half that thickness ; in some, one
of these sheets takes up the whole width of the conversion-box ; in others, four sheets
are employed. It is of consequence not to smooth down the faces of the leaden
sheets

;
because a rough surface presents more points of contact, and is more readily

attacked by acid vapours than a polished one.
2. These plates are now placed so as to expose an extensive surface to the acid

fumes, by folding each other over a square slip of wood. Being suspended by their
middle, like a sheet of paper, they are arranged in wooden boxes, from 4^ to 5 feet
long, 12 to 14 inches broarl, and from 9 to 11 inches deep. The boxes are very
substantially constructed

; their joints being mortised ; and whatever nails are used,
being carefully covered. Their bottom is made tight with a coat of pitch about an
mch thick. The mouths of the boxes are luted over with paper in the works where
fermenting horse-dung is employed as the means of procuring heat, to prevent the
sulphuretted and phosphuretted hydrogen from injuring the purity of the white-lead.
In Carinthia it was formerly the practice, as also in Holland, to form the lead sheets
into spiral rolls, and to place them so coiled up in the chests ; but this plan is not to
be recommended, because these rolls present obviously less surface to the action of
the vapours, are apt to fall down into the liquid at the bottom, and thus to impair the
whiteness of the lead. The lower edges of the sheets are suspended about two inches
and a half from the bottom of the box; and they must not touch either one another
or Its sides, for fear of obstructing the vapours in the first case, or of injuring the
colour in the second. Before introducing the lead, a peculiar acid liquor is put into
the box, which differs in different works. In some, the proportions are four quarts
of vinegar, with four quarts of wine-lees ; and in others a mixture is made of 20
pounds of wine lees, with 8^ pounds of vinegar, and a pound of carbonate of potash
It IS evident that in the manufactories where no carbonate of potash is employedm the mixture, and no dung for heating the boxes, it is not necessary to lute them

3 The mixture bemg poured into the boxes, and the sheets of lead suspendedwithin them they are earned into a stove-room, to receive the requisite heat formising round the lead the corrosive vapours, and thus converting it into carbonate

n^'ir^/ M ^^l^^
generally by stoves, is about 9 feet high, 30 feet long

door
^ "'^^

*° ^^''^'^^ ^° '^^^^s- I' only one

The heat should never be raised above 86° Fahr.; and it is usually kept up for 15days, m which time the operation is, for the most part, completed.
^
If the heat betoo high, and the vapours too copious, the carbonic acid escapes in a great measureand the metallic lead, less acted upon, affords a much smaller product

^^^^^r^'

When the process is well managed, as much carbonate of lead is obtained as therewas employed of metal; or, for 300 pounds of lead, 300 of ceruse areTocurcd be-
•s des a certam quantity of metal after the crusts are removed, which is returned tothe melting-pot. The mixture introduced into the boxes serves oulv on., i v
carbonate of potash has been used, the residuary matter is soW to thSt^^iS

'
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4. When the preceding operation is supposed to be complete, the sheets, being
removed from the boxes, are found to have grown a quarter of an inch thick, though
previously not above a twelfth of that thickness. A few crystals of acetate of lead
are sometimes observed on their edges. The plates are now shaken smartly, to cause
the crust of carbonate of lead formed on their surfaces to fall off. This carbonate is

put into large cisterns, and washed very clean. The cistern is of wood, most com-
monly of a square shape, and divided into from seven to nine compartments. These
are of equal capacity, but unequal height, so that the liquid may be made to over-
flow from one to the other. Thereby, if the first chest is too full, it decants its ex-
cess into the second, and so on in succession.

The water poured into the first chest passes successively into the others, a slight

agitation being meanwhile kept up, and there deposits the white lead diffused in it

proportionally, so that the deposit of the last compartment is the finest and lightest.

After this washing, the white lead receives another, in large vats, where it is always
kept under water. It is lastly lifted out in the state of a liquid paste, with wooden
spoons, and laid on drying-tables to prepare it for the market.

The white lead of the last compartment is of the first quality, and is called on the
continent silver white. It is employed in fine painting.

When white lead is mixed in equal quantities with ground sulphate of barytes, it is

known in France and Germany by the name of Venice white. Another quality,

adulterated with double its weight of sulphate of barytes, is styled Hamburgh white ;

and a fourth, having three parts of sulphate to one of white lead, gets the name of

Dutch white. When the sulphate of barytes is very white, like that of the Tyrol,

these mixtures are reckoned preferable for certain kinds of painting, as the barytes

communicates opacity to the colour, and protects the lead from being speedily dark-

ened by sulphureous smoke or vapours.

The high reputation of the white lead of Krems was by no means due to the ba-

rytes, for the first and whitest quality was mere carbonate of lead. The freedom

from silver of the lead ot Villach, a very rare circumstance, is one cause of the

superiority of its carbonate; as well as the skilful and laborious manner in which it

is washed, and separated from any adhering particle of metal or sulphide.

In England, lead is converted into carbonate in the following way:—The metal is

cast into the form of a network grating, in moulds about 20 inches long, and 8 or 9

broad. Several rows of these are placed over cylindrical glazed earthen pots, about

6 or 7 inches in diameter, containing some wood-vinegar, which are then covered

with planks and spent tan ; above these pots another range is piled, and so in suc-

cession, to a convenient height. The whole are imbedded in spent bark from the

tan-pit, brought into a fermenting state by being mixed with some bark used in a

previous process. The pots are left undisturbed under the influence of a fermenting

temperature for 8 or 9 weeks. In the course of this time the lead gratings become,

generally speaking, converted throughout into a solid carbonate, which, when re-

moved, is levigated in a proper mill, and elutriated with abundance of pure water.

The plan of inserting coils of sheet lead into earthenware pipkins containing vinegar,

and imbedding the pile of pipkins in fermenting horsedung and litter, has now

ceased to be used ; because the coil is not uniformly acted on by the acid vapours,

and the sulphuretted hydrogen evolved from the dung is apt to darken the white lead.

In the above processes, the conversion of lead into carbonate seems to be effected

by keeping the metal immersed in a warm humid atmosphere, loaded with carbonic

and acetic acids. . -r.

Another process has lately been practised to a considerable extent m trance,

though it does not afford a white lead equal in body and opacity to the products of

the preceding operations. M. Thenard first established the prmciple, and MM. J3re-

choz and Leseur contrived the arrangements of this new method, which was subse-

quently executed on a great scale by MM. Roard and Brechoz.

A subacetate of lead is formed by digesting a cold solution of uncrystallised acetate,

over litharge, with frequent agitation. It is said that 65 pounds of purified pyrolig-

neous acid, of specific gravity 1-056, require, for making a neutral acetate, 58 pounds

of litharge ; and hence, to form the subacetate, three times that quantity of base, or

174 pounds, must be used. The compound is diluted with water, as soon as it is

formed, and being decanted off quite limpid, is exposed to a current of carbonic acid

gas which, uniting with the two extra proportions of oxide of lead in the subacetate,

precipitates them in the form of a white carbonate, while the liquid becomes a faintly

acidulous acetate. The carbonic acid may be extricated from chalk,

pounds, or generated by combustion of charcoal, as at Clichy; but in the la ter case

ft inust be transmitted through a solution of acetate of lead before being adim.ted into

the subacetate, to deprive it of any particles of sulphuretted \>

J'f

precipitation of the cLrbonate of lead is completed and well settled down, th.^ superna-
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tant acetate is decanted off, and made to act on another dose of litharge. The deposit

bebg first rinsed with a little water, this washing is added to the acetate
:

after which

the white lead is thoroughly elutriated. This repetition of the process niay be mde-

finitely made; but there is always a small loss of acetate, which must be repaired,

either directly or by adding some vinegar.
_ v ,

It is customary on the continent to mould the white lead mto conical loaves, before

sending it into the market. This is done by stuffing well-drained white lead into

unglazed earthen pots, of the requisite size and shape, and drying it to a solid mass

by exposing these pots in stove-rooms. The moulds being now inverted on tables,

discharge their contents, which then receive a final desiccation; and are afterwards

put up in pale -blue paper, to set off the white colour by contrast

It has been supposed that the differences observed between the ceruse of Clichy and

the common kinds, depend on the greater compactness of the particles of the latter,

produced by their slower aggregation; as also, according to M. Robiquet, on the

former containing considerably less carbonic acid. See infra.

Mr. Ham proposed, in a patent dated June, 1826, to produce white lead with the aid

of the following apparatus, a, a, Jig. 1937, are the side-walls of a stove-room con-

structed of bricks ; b is the floor of bricks

laid in Roman cement ; c, c, are the side-

plates, between which and the walls a

quantity of refuse tanner's bark, or other

suitable vegetable matter, is to be intro-

duced. The same material is to be put

also into the lower part at d (upon a false

bottom of grating?). The tan should rise

to a considerable height, and have a series

of strips of sheet lead e, e, e, placed upon

it, which are kept apart by blocks or some

other convenient means, with a space open

at one end of the plates, for the passage

of the vapours; but above the upper

plates, boards are placed, and covered

•with tan, to confine them there. In the

lower part of the chamber, coils of steam- pipe are laid in different directions to

distribute heat; g is a. funnel-pipe, to conduct vinegar into the lower part of the vessel;

and A is a cock to draw it off, when the operation is suspended. The acid vapours
raised by the heat pass up through the spent bark, and on coming into contact with

the sheets of lead, corrode them. The quantity of acid liquor should not be in excess;

a point to be ascertained by means of the small tube i, at top, which is intended for

testing it by the tongue. A is a tube for inserting a thermometer, to watch the tem-
perature, which should not exceed 170° Fahr. We are not aware of what success

has attended this patented arrangement. The heat prescribed is far too great.

A factory was some years since erected at West Bromwich, near Bii'mingham, to

work a patent lately granted to Messrs. Gossage and Benson, for making white lead
by mixing a small quantity of acetate of lead in solution with slightly damped litharge,

contained in a long stone trough, and passing over the surface of the trough currents
of hot carbonic acid, while its contents are powerfully stirred up by a travelling-wheel
mechanism. The product is afterwards ground and elutriated, as usual. The
carbonic acid gas is produced from the combustion of coke. This factory has since
proved abortive.

Messrs. Button and Dyer obtained a patent, a few years ago, for making white lead
by transmitting a current of purified carbonic acid gas, from the combustion of coke,
through a mixture of litharge and nitrate of lead, diffused and dissolved in water,
which is kept in constant agitation and ebullition by steam introduced through a
perforated coil of pipes at the bottom of the tub. The carbonate of lead is formed
here upon the principle of Thenard's old process with the subacetate ; for the nitrate
of lead forms with the litharge a subnitrate, which is forthwith transformed into
carbonate and neutral nitrate, by the agency of the carbonic acid gas. It is known
that all sorts of ^yhite lead produced by precipitation from a liquid, are in a semi-
crystalline condition

;
appear, therefore, semi-transparent, when viewed in the

microscope ; and do not cover so well as white lead made by the process of vinegar
and tan, in which the lead has remained always solid during its transition from the
blue to the white state ; and hence consists of opaque particles.

A patent was obtained in December 1833, by John Baptiste Constantine Torassa
and others, for making white lead by agitating the granulated metal or shot, in trays
or barrels, along with water, and exposing the mixture of lead-dust and water to the
air, to be oxidised and carbonated. It is said that upwards of 100,000/. were expended
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at Chelsea, by a joint-stock company, in a factory constructed for executing the
preceding most laborious and defoclive process; which had been many years before
tried without success in Gernumy. 'I'he whole of these recent projects for preparing
white lead are inferior in economy and quality of produce to the old Dutch process,
which may be so arranged as to convert sheets of blue lead thoroughly into the best
white lead, within the space of ten weeks, at less expense of kbour than by any
other plan.

The composition of the dififerent varieties of white lead has been carefully examined
by J. Arthur Phillips.* The result of this investigation shows that those specimens,
which are obtained by precipitation from solutions of the nitrate by means of an'
alkaline carbonate, contain very variable quantities of oxide of lead, whilst in white
lead prepared by the ordinary Dutch process, the relations existing between the
amounts of carbonate and oxide, although definite, is usually very simple. The
most usual composition of the white lead of commerce is represented by the formula
2PbO.CO'^+ PbO.HO., although specimens represented by the formulaj 3PbOCO-
+ PbO.HO, and 5PbO.CO'-+ PbO.liO are also occasionally met with.
On examining the ordinary corroded leads in a finely divided state, by the aid of a

powerful microscope, no traces of a crystalline structure will be perceived, but when
precipitated specimens are subjected to a power of 300 diameters, distinct hexagonal
plates become visible. These vary from gJggth to lajjjuth of an inch in diameter, and
appear slightly yellow by transmitted light.

Mr. Thomas Richardson, of Newcastle, obtained a patent in December 1839, for a
preparation of sulphate of lead, applicable to some of the purposes to which the carbo-
nate is applied. His plan is to put 56 pounds of flake litharge into a tub, to mix it

with 1 pound of acetic acid (and water) of spec. grav. 1*046, and to agitate the
mixture till the oxide of lead becomes an acetate. But whenever this change is

partially effected, he pours into the tub, through a pipe, sulphuric acid of spec. grav.
1'.5975, at the rate of about 1 pound per minute, until a sufficient quantity of sulphuric
acid has been added to convert all the lead into a sulphate

;
being about 20 parts of

acid to 112 of the litharge. The sulphate is afterwards washed and dried in stoves

for the market, but is very inferior to ordinary white lead.

Mr. licigh, surgeon in Manchester, prepared his patent white lead by precipitating

a carbonate from a solution of the chloride of the metal by means of carbonate of

ammonia. On this process, in a commercial point of view, no remarks need be made.
A patent was granted to Mr. Hugh Lee Pattinson, in September 1841, for improve-

ments in the manufacture of white lead, &c. This invention consists in dissolving

carbonate of magnesia in water impregnated with carbonic acid gas, by acting upon
magnesian limestone, or other earthy substances containing magnesia in a soluble

form, or upon rough hydrate of magnesia in the mode hereafter described, and in

applying this solution to the manufacture of magnesia and its salts, and the precipi-

tation of carbonate of lead from any of the soluble salts of lead, but particularly the

chloride of lead; in which latter case the carbonate of lead so precipitated is tri-

turated with a solution of caustic potash or soda, by which a small quantity of chloride

of lead contained in it is converted into hydrated oxide of lead, and the whole rendered

similar in composition to the best white lead of commerce. The manner in which

these improvements are carried into effect is thus described by the patentee :— I take

magnesian limestone, which is well known to be a mixture of carbonate of lime and

carbonate of magnesia in proportions varying at different localities; and on this

account I am careful to procure it from places where the stone is rich in magnesia.

This I reduce to powder, and sift it through a sieve of forty or fifty apertures to the

linear inch. I then heat it red-hot, in an iron retort or reverberatory furnace, for two

or three hours, when the carbonic acid being expelled from the carbonate of magnesia,

but not from the carbonate of lime, I withdraw the whole from the retort or furnace,

and suffer it to cool. The magnesia contained in the limestone is now soluble in water

impregnated with carbonic acid gas, and to dissolve it I proceed as follows :— I am
provided with an iron cylinder lined with lead, which may be of any convenient size,

say 4 feet long by 2^ feet in diameter; it is furnished with a safety valve and an

agitator, which latter may be an axis in the centre of the cylinder, with arms reaching

nearly to the circumference, all made of iron and covered with lead. The cyhnder is

placed horizontally, and one extremity of this axis is supported within it by a proper

carriage, the other extremity being prolonged and passing through a stutlmg-box at

the other end of the cylinder, so that the agitator may be turned round by applymg

manual or other power to its projecting end. A pipe, leading from a force-pump, is

connected with the under side of the cylinder, through which carbonic acid gas may

be forced from a gasometer in communication with the pump, and a mercurial gauge

• Journal or the Chemical Society, vol. iv. p. 145.
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IS attached, to show at all times the amount of pressure within the cylinder, in-

dependently of the safety-valve. Into a cylinder of the size given I introduce from
100 to 120 lbs. of the calcined limestone with a quantity of pure water, nearly filling

the cylinder; I then pump in carbonic acid gas, constantly turning the agitator, and
forcing in more and more gas, till absorption ceases under a pressure of five atmospheres.

I suffer it to stand in this condition three or four hours, and then run off the contents

of the cylinder into a cistern, and allow it to settle. The clear liquor is now a solution

of carbonate of magnesia in water impregnated with carbonic acid gas, or, as I shall

hereafter call it, a solution of bicarbonate of magnesia, having a spec. grav. of about
1-028, and containing about 1600 grains of carbonate of magnesia to the imperial
gallon.

I consider it the best mode of obtaining a solution of bicarbonate of magnesia from
magnesian limestone, to operate upon the limestone after being calcined at a red-heat
in the way described ; but the process may be varied by using in the cylinder the
mixed hydrates of lime and magnesia, obtained by completely burning magnesian
limestone in a kiln, as commonly practised, and slaking it with water in the usual
manner : or, to lessen the expenditure of carbonic gas, the mixed hydrates may
be exposed to the air a few weeks till the lime has become less caustic by the absorp-
tion of carbonic acid from the atmosphere. Or the mixed hydrates may be treated
with water, as practised by some manufacturers of Epsom salts, till the lime is wholly
or principally removed ; after which the residual rough hydrate of magnesia may be
acted upon in the cylinder, as described ; or hydrate of magnesia may be prepared
for solution in the cylinder, by dissolving magnesian limestone in hydrochloric acid,
and treating the solution, or a solution of chloride of magnesium, obtained from sea-
water by salt-makers in the form of bittern, with its equivalent quantity of hydrate
of lime, or of the mixed hydrates of lime and magnesia, obtained by completely
burning magnesian limestone, slaking it as above. When I use this solution of
bicarbonate of magnesia for the purpose of preparing magnesia and its salts, I
evaporate it to dryness, by which a pure carbonate of magnesia is at once obtained,
without the necessity of using a -carbonated alkali, as in the whole process; and
from this I prepare pure magnesia by calcination in the usual manner; or, instead
of boiling to dryness, I merely heat the solution for some time to the boiling
point, by which the excess of carbonic acid is partly driven off, and pure carbonate
of magnesia is precipitated, which may then be collected, and dried in the same way
as if precipitated by a carbonated alkali. If I require sulphate of magnesia, I
neutralise the solution of bicarbonate of magnesia with sulphuric acid, boil down,
and crystallise; or I mix the solution with its equivalent quantity of sulphate of iron,
dissolved m water, heated to the boiling point, and then suffer the precipitated car-
bonate of iron to subside ; after which I decant the clear solution of sulphate of
magnesia, boil down, and crystallise as before. When using this solution of bicar-
bonate of magnesia for the purpose of preparing carbonate of lead, I make a saturated
solution ot chloride of lead in water, which at the temperature of 50° or 60° Fahr
has a specific gravity of about 1-008, and consists of 1 part of chloride of lead dis-
solved in 126 parts of water. I then mix the two solutions together, when carbonate
of lead is immediately precipitated; but in this operation I find it necessary to use
certain precautions, othewise a considerable quantity of chloride of lead is carrieddown along with the carbonate. These precautions are, first, to use an excess of the
solution of mapesia; and secondly, to mix the two solutions together as rapidly as
possible. AS to the first, when using a magnesian solution containing 1600 grsof carbonate of magnesia, per imperial gallon, with a solution of chloride of itadsaturated at 55° or 60° Fahr., 1 measure of the former to 8^ of the latter is a properproportion; in which case there is an excess of carbonate of magnesia empCed
e^Zo7or£tlV: T?'^ the'solution 'Zeneithei one or both the solutions vary in strength, the proportions in which they are to

hi 7lrf.ZTn" "^Tr'"^^
Preliminarf trials. It is not, however, necessary o

,nl to in^ ' ^'^"I'^f
^'^^y^ ^^'^^^^s °f carbonate of magnesia amount-ing to from one-cigh h to one-twelfth of the total quantity employed. If the excess

offbe
°

'"'"'"'/S^'^' °°/°j'^'-y ^ill result, except the unneLssary expendUure

rapX toSr tt T\ '° f^^'^^ precaution, of mixing the'iwo'solu ons

mfthod t™ V„ ^ ^ accomplished variously; but I have found it a goodmethod to run them m two streams, properly regulated in quantity, into a smallcistern, in which they are to be rapidly blended together by brisk s irriL before

^^'^u™
the,bottom,to a la?ge cistern ir taS "here "h^
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a quantity, is somewhat injurious to the colour and body of the white lead. Idecnm-
pose this chloride, and convert it into a hydrated oxide of lead by grinding the dry
precipitate with a solution of caustic alkali, in a mill similar to the ordinary mill
used in grinding white lead with oil, adding just so much of the lye as may be
required to convert the precipitate into a soft paste. I allow this paste to lie a
few days, after which, the chloride of lead being entirely, or almost entirely, decom-
posed, I wash out the alkaline chloride formed by the reaction, and obtain a white
lead, similar in composition to the best white lead of commerce. I prepare the
caustic alkaline lye by boiling together, in a leaden vessel, for an hour or two, \ part
by weight of dry and recently-slaked lime, 2 parts of crystallised carbonate of soda
(which, being cheaper than carbonate of potash, I prefer) and 8 parts of water. 'J'he
clear and colourless caustic lye, obtained after subsidence, will have a specific gravity
of about 1-090, and when drawn off from the sediment, must be kept in a close vessel
for use.

As we have before hinted, the manufacture of white lead by the Dutch process is

one the nature of which seems yet enveloped in considerable obscurity. So far as ap-
pearances go, the action would seem to consist

;
first, in the oxidation of metallic lead

by the atmosphere, under the influence of the vapour of acetic acid
; secondly, in the

production of acetate of lead, by the combination of the oxide of lead with the acetic
acid

; and, thirdly, in the displacement of the acetic acid from its union with the
oxide of lead, by the action of carbonic acid, and the consequent formation of white
lead. But this in no way accounts for the fact, that, when acetate of lead is decom-
posed by carbonic acid, it is carbonate of lead, and not white lead, which is formed.
Nor can we conceive how an acid like the acetic is capable of being wholly expelled
from a metallic oxide by a quantity of another acid incapable of completely saturating
the oxide. In other words, as white lead contains free or uncombined oxide of lead,

how happens it that the free acetic acid does not remain united to this? We confess

our inability to reconcile the facts of the case with the preceding hypothesis, and
therefore pass on to another, in which we will assume that acetate of lead, but not the

neutral acetate, is formed as we have already supposed. Now there are two sub-
acetates ; one composed of six atoms of oxide of lead to one atom of acetic acid ; and
the other consisting of three atoms of oxide of lead to one of acetic acid. We select,

in preference the former, as it is the one which forms naturally when acetic acid acts,

at common temperatures, on an excess of oxide of lead. The composition of this

salt is such, that, if we can conceive slow combustion to take place, or that its acetic

acid combining with the oxygen of the air is resolved into water and carbonic acid,

then the carbonic acid produced would be exactly sufiBcient to saturate four atoms of

the oxide of lead, and leave a compound of the precise composition of white lead.

On this view, the first action in a white lead stack would be the production of sex-

basic acetate of lead ; and the next would be the destruction of this by eremacausis,

and the formation of white lead.

The apparatus employed in the manufacture of white lead is extremely simple, and

consists merely of certain large enclosures or spaces, called beds, in which the stacks

are built up, together with the earthenware pots needed for holding the vinegar, and

the machinery used in casting the lead and grinding the white lead, so as to fit it for

the market. The metallic lead was formerly used in the shape of sheets or coils, which

were placed perpendicularly over the vinegar pots ; but this practice has been almost

everywhere abandoned, and at present the lead is generally cast into what are called

" crates " or " grates," and having the appearance of lattice-work ; the object being to

expose as large a surface as possible of metallic lead to the action of the vapour of the

vinegar. The beds are of considerable size
;
and, in this respect, some diversity of

opinion prevails amongst practical men ; but it seems pretty certain that no advantage

is gained when the area of a bed comes to exceed 300 square feet ; and there are many

reasons for believing, that, with beds of twice this area, the gain, in point of diminished

labour, is much more than compensated for by the reduced produce in white lead.

Nevertheless, each manufacturer seems to entertain an opinion of his own in respect

to this matter; and there are even some pretensions to secresy concerning it. In fact,

everything depends upon the construction of the bed, for it is this which regulates

the production of white lead ;
and, as a proof of the great importance connected with

this circumstance, we may here mention, that, whilst one manufacturer has produced

as much as 65 per cent, of corrosion during a long course of years, another in his im-

mediate neighbourhood has never been able to exceed 52 per cent. The beds of the

former are 16 feet square, whilst those of the latter are 19| feet square; and, in

dwelling upon the details of this operation, we shall find that theoretically, a bed may

be too large, as the above practical fact indicates.
k ^ f

In forming a stack, it is necessary to begin by laying, in the first instance, a bed ot

spent tanner's bark, 3 feet in thickness, over the surface of the bed
;
and upon this
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are placed the earthenware pots containing the vinegar. These are arranged side by-

side, and filled to about one-third of their contents with -vinegar, of a strength equal
to 6 per cent, of anhydrous acetic acid. Upon these pots are placed the crates of
lead, and over all a series of boards are arranged, which form a floor for the next
layer of spent tan. Such an arrangement as we have described is denominated " a
bed," but there is this difference between the beds, viz. that the lowest or bottom bed
has a bed of tan 3 feet in thickness, whereas but one foot only is needed in the others.
Having finished the lowest bed, 12 inches of spent tan are now placed upon the
boards, and a similar arrangement of pots, crates, and boards takes place, which con-
stitutes the second bed ; this is followed by a third, a fourth, and so on, until at last
the uppermost bed is finished; when a layer of spent tan, 30 inches in thickness, is

placed over the whole, and the operation may be said to commence. In six or eight
days the tan begins to ferment and evolve heat ; and this goes on increasing for some
weeks, when it gradually diminishes, and at the end of about three months the whole
has become cool, and the stack is fit to be taken down. When examined, the pots,
-which formerly contained vinegar, will now be found to be quite empty, or to hold a
little water merely, but no acetic acid ; the leaden crates will be discovered to have
increased sensibly in bulk, to have become coated with a thick and dense incrustation
of white lead, and in some places even to have become altogether converted into this
substance ; whilst the tan, having lost its fermentative quality, is now useless, except
as fuel.

The successive beds constituting the entire stack are next carefully removed, so as
to obtain the white lead with the least possible admixture of the tan ; and as a portion
of this substance always adheres to the crates, these are washed in a kind of wear or
trough, by which the whole of the tan is thoroughly separated. When this is seen
to be complete, the corroded part of the plate or " white lead " is detached from the
uncorroded or " bkie lead," either by means of rollers or with a mallet. The blue lead
IS -weighed, and, for the most part, remelted and again cast into crates; whilst the
white lead is first crushed, and afterwards ground in, water into a fine powder, when
it is collected by elutriation and deposition, and dried in stoves, a little below the
boilmg point of water. Formerly this grinding was performed in the dry wav and
much injury to the health of the workmen thus resulted; but during the last 30" years
the wet mode of grinding has become general, and is greatly to be preferred.
The conversion of white lead into paint is a simple mechanical operation' though

as we have before remarked, it is foUowed by chemical results ; for there can be no
doubt that the surplus oxide in the white lead combines with part of the oil employed
to form the paint, and gives rise to a true plaster or metallic soap. The proportions
of oil and white lead vary with different manufacturers ; nor does it much matterwhat these proportions are

: the principal point is to obtam a thorough intermix
ture of the two mgredients

; and this is done by grinding them together beneath
heavy stones or " runners" for several hours, at the end of which time the mixture
will be found homogeneous.

If we examine the process of white lead making with a view to discover its chemical
peculiarities, we perceive at once that it presents no salient feature to guide our in
quiry. The most probable explanation is certainlv that before given and which
supposes the pre-existence of sex-basic acetate of lead. At the same time there areno experiments which prove that this substance is capable of undergoing the slowcombustion requisite to complete the argument. But then this is precisel? the ques-tion which now calls for solution

;
and there are many analogous facts in chemistrythat warrant the kind of eremacausis or combustion here hinted at. And presumino-

this to be correct, then one atom of the sex-basic of lead and eight atoms of aZo^sphenc oxygen, would unite as in the following diagram, and produce two atomHf
wilte' S'thus

^''"^^ ^'^'^^ united to the

consists of

J sex-basic 6 oxide of lead ^2 hydrated basic

onid ^r?"" / carbonate of lead,
L of lead 3 hydrogen^\^ater X or white lead

3 oxygen

^ o^YSe^ — carbonic acid.

It remains, however, to be demonstrated, whether this kind of sub-acetate of leadand which IS readily formed by boiling acetic acid with a large excess of HtUrtpcan under tlie influence of a gentle heat, become thus converted int^white lead
^ '

Connected with this subject ,s the fabrication of an article called Uie sub clLide
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of lead, or oxyclilovide, which is now sometimes employed as a substitute for wliite

lead. The oyxchloride is so constituted, that if for two atoms of carbonate of lead in

white lead we substitute two atoms of chloride of lead, the result will be the new
compound, and which was made the subject of a patent by the late Mr. H. L. Pattin-

son, of Ne-wcastle-upon-Tyne. Now it is a very remarkable fact, and strongly

corroborative of the views which we have here advanced, that ihe new paint

"covers" equally well with the best white lead, just as its basic composition would
indicate ; and the probability is, that the oxide of lead contained in it unites to part

of the oil of the paint, forming as before a metallic soap, whilst the chloride of lead

remains interspersed in the mass, and communicates opacity and whiteness. An
observation made, we believe, iu the first instance by Dr. Ure, shows the correctness

of such a conclusion ;
for, although, when alone, the oxychloride of lead be quite

insoluble in water, yet, after admixture with oil, boiling water readily dissolves from

the mass the chloride of lead, and leaves the oxide combined with the oil. This cir-

cumstance, which can be easily demonstrated, seems also to show, that paint made
with an insoluble salt, like carbonate of lead, is preferable to one made with a soluble

salt, like the chloride.

WHITING exported in 1858:— Cwts. 1485. Declared real value, 6850/.

WICK (MecAe, Fr.; Docht, Germ.) is the spongy cord, usually made of soft

spun cotton threads, which by capillary action draws up the oil in lamps, or the

melted tallow or wax in candles, in small successive portions, to be burned. In

common wax and tallow candles, the wick is formed of parallel threads ; in the

stearine candles the wick is plaited upon the braiding machine, moistened with a very

dilute sulphuric acid, and dried, whereby as it burns it falls to one side and consumes

without requiring to be snuffed ; in the patent candles of Mr. Palmer one-tenth of

the wick is first imbued with subnitrate of bismuth ground up with oil ; the whole is

then bound round in the manner caWeA. gimping ; and of this wick, twice the length

of the intended candle is twisted double round a rod, like the cadnceus of Mercury.

This rod with its coil being inserted in the axis of the candle mould is to be enclosed

by pouring in the melted tallow; and when the tallow is set the rod is to be drawn

out at top, leaving the wick in the candle. As this candle is burned, the ends of the

double wick stand out sideways beyond the flame ; and the bismuth attached to the

cotton being acted on by the oxygen of the atmosphere causes the wick to be com-

pletely consumed, and therefore saves the trouble of snuffing it.

WINCING MACHINE is the English name of the dyer's reel, which he suspends

horizontally, by the ends of its iron axis in bearings, over the edge of his vat, so that

the line of the axis, being placed over the middle partition in the copper, will permit

the piece of cloth which is wound upon the reel to descend alternately into either

compartment of the bath, according as it is turned by hand to the right or the left

For an excellent self-acting or mechanical wince, see Dyeing.

WINE is the fermented juice of the grape. This beverage has been m use from

the earliest periods of man's history. We have, however, only space to deal with

wine in its modern relations.
^. r n

In the reign of Elizabeth the wines chiefly in use in England were those ot Oas-

cony. Burgundy, and Guienne, which with Canary, Cyprus, Grecian Malmsey,

Italian Vernage, Rhenish Tent, Malaga, and others, were "accompted of, because ot

their strength and valure." „ , . ^ c^^t,

In the time of Charles II. " the consumption of French wmes was two-fifths that

of the whole of England." The favourite wines were then Bordeaux, Burgundy, and

hermitage. Champagne, although known in England in the reign of Henry \ 111.,

did not come into use till that of Charles II.
/ e ^

The strong wines of Burgundy, the white wines of Spam (Sherris-sack or bee), and

the red wines of Portugal, first came into use about 1690 a.d. Port wine was at

first a much lighter wine than it afterwards became. Accordmg to Baron Forrester

the first port wine introduced into this country was not from the Douro, or even

shipped at Oporto. It was a wine resembling claret of Burgundy, from the MinJto,

shipped at Vienna.
. , . » ^ .„ „<• r<„^„T,^

The wine-growing countries are especially the more southern states of Europe

where the grapes, being more saccharine, afi-ord a more abundant production of

alcohol, and stronger wines, as exemplified in the best Port, Sherry, and Madeira

n ^he more temperate climates, such as the district of Burgundy the finer flavou ed

wines are produced ; and there the vines are usually g'-«7° "P°° 1""^ f'^P^'./^^S
the south, with more or less of an easterly ?r westerly direction, as on the Co e

d'Or, at a distance from marshes, forests, and rivers, ^^ose vapours might deter .oi ate

the air. The plains of this district, even when possessmg a ^'""''''^

soil, do not produce wines of so agreeable a flavour. The .^n^^^^'^^^^l^^^/^T'
becomes very manifest in countries further north, where, m consequence ot a tew
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degrees of thermometric depression, the production of generous, agreeable wine be-
comes impossible.

The land most favoiu-able to the vine is light, easily permeable to water, but some-
what retentive by its composition ; with a sandy subsoil, to allow the excess of moisture
to drain readily off. Calcareous soils produce the highly esteemed wines of the Cote
d'Or : a granitic debris forms the foundation of the lands where the Hermitage wines
are grown; siliceous soil interspersed with flints furnishes the celebrated wines of
Chateau-Neuf, Ferte, and La Gaude ; schistose districts afford also good wine, as that
called la Malgue. Thus we see that lands differing in chemical composition, but
possessed of the proper physical qualities, may produce most agreeable wines ; and so
also may lands of like chemical and physical constitution produce various kinds of
wine, according to their varied exposure. As a striking example of these effects, we
may adduce the slopes of the hills which grow the wines of Montrachet. The insulated
part towards the top furnishes the wine called Chevalier Montrachet, which is less
esteemed, and sells at a much lower price, than the delicious wine grown on the
middle height called true Montrachet. Beneath this district and in the surrounding
plains the vines afford a far inferior article called bastard Montrachet. The opposite
side of the hills produces very indifferent wine. Similar differences, in a greater or
less degree, are observable relatively to the districts which grow the Pomard, Volnay,
Beaune, Nuits, Vougeot, Chambertin, Romance, &c. Everywhere it is found that
the reverse side of the hill, the summit and the plain, although generally consisting
of like soils, afford inferior wine to the middle southern slopes. In an essay on the
soil and clunate of the province of Biscay, by Don L. de Olazabal, an analysis of the
soil of the left bank of the Nervion, in the district of Abando, is given.

Argil (silex, alumina, and oxide of iron) - - - 35-15
Broken and small flints 14-20
Carbonate of lime 40*09
Manure and vegetable soil - - - - - ]o-16

100-00

This analysis represents the general character of all the best wine growing districts-
and when the vine lands are too light or too dense they may be modified, within
certam limits, by introducing into them either argillaceous or siliceous matter. Marl
IS excellent for almost all grounds, which are not previously too calcareous, beinff
alike useful to open dense soils and to render porous ones more retentive.

For the vine, a manure supplying azotised or animal nutriment may be used with
great advantage, provided care be taken that it may not, by absorption in too crude
a state, impart any disagreeable odour to the grape, as sometimes happens to the
vines grown in the vicinity of great towns, like Paris, and near Argenteuil There
IS a compost used in France called animalised black, of which from i to i of a litre
(old English quart) serves suflBciently to fertilise the root of one vine^ when applied
every year or two years. An excess of manure, in rainy seasons especiallv, has the
eflect of rendering the grapes large and insipid.
The ground is tilled at the same time as the manure is applied, towards the month

ot March; the plants are then dressed, and the props are mserted. The weakness of
the plants renders this practice useful; but in some southern districts the stem of the
vine, when supported at a proper height acquires after a while sufficient size and
strength to stand alone. The ends of the props or poles are either dipped in tar, orcharred to prevent their rotting. The bottom of the stem must be covered overwith soil, after the spring rains have washed it down. The principal husbandry of

tl JnnTS.'
T'^' '"^

f¥'''^ °I
ploughing to destroy the weeds, and to expose

ii A ugust.
"^"""^ ^^"^ the mouths of May, June, and occasionally

The fruit of the same plant when transferred to a different soil loses its peculiar
charactonstics

;
thus one and the same vine produces Hock upon the Rhine, Bucellasm Portugal and Sercial at Madeira. It has been found that vines from GermanyFrance, Portugal, and Spain transplanted to the Cape of Good Hope and Austi alfahave in no one instance produced wine assimilating to the peculiarities of the oricnnatplant

;
and no European vine has hitherto succeeded when transplanted to the uSitcd

States, although wine is made at Cincinnati from American grapes
The finest known wines are the produce of soils tlie combinatioi and proportionsof whose mgred.ents are extremely rare and exceptional; and co-operatiL withthese hey require the agency of peculiar degrees of light, moisture, and heat." Therichest wines of France, Italy Hungary, Madeira, and Teneriffe are grown on thesues of extinct volcanoes. The district of Xeres. which has so long suppS us w^thSherry, ,s mapped out so accurately by the line of its peculiar soH that its dimensions

'

3 u 2
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are known by the acre. The vine which produces Port on the hills above the
Douro yields a totally different wine in the vicinity of the Tagus. The wine district

of the Ilhingan, between Mayence and Rudesheim, is but nine miles in length by
half as much broad. The south side of a single hill produces Johannisberg; and
Steinberg is the vineyard of a suppressed monastery. The numerous wines of Bur-
gundy and the Garonne take their names respectively from circumscribed spots.h

and so narrow and apparently so capricious are the respective limits, that a ditc

divides portions which from time immemorial have been sought with avidity, from
others which in the market will uniformly bring but one-fifth the price. The produce
of the celebrated vineyard of Lafitte, near Bordeaux, for the year 1848, was sold at

4000 ft-ancs per tun, while the wines of the immediate neighbourhood realised only
2O0 francs. The proprietor of a vineyard which is only separated from that of
Lafitte by a narrow gully, a few years since expended a large sum of money in

endeavouring, by improved cultivation, to assimilate his wines to that of Lafitte.

To some extent he improved the quality, but the wines never approached the peculiar

character of the Lafitte, while the expense incurred was so enormous that the enter-

prising proprietor was ruined. The costly Clos Vougeot grows in a farm of eighty

acres. Romanee Conti is but six and a half, and the famous Mont liacliel of the Cote

d'Or is distinguished into three classes, of which one sells at one-third less than the

other two, "yet these qualities are produced from vineyards only separated from one

another by a footpath ; they have the same aspect, and apparently the same soil, in

which the same vines are cultivated and managed in precisely the same manner."

—

(Henderson on Wines.') One small valley in Madeira alone produces the finest Malmsey.

See Sir Emerson Tennent 0?i wine, its uses and taxation. Art and horticultural science

have, he remarks, been applied to extend the limits thus circumscribed by nature,

but with such unsatisfactory results, that, as a rule, it may be stated that the higher

class wine of any known district has not been successfully reproduced beyond

it. The red wines of Portugal grown in the Alto Douro can no more be made in the

adjoining provinces of the Minho or Beira than the white wines of Spain could

be successfully imitated on the Rhine.

The vine disease.— The Oidium Tuckeri is the name given to this disease, Mr.

Tucker having first carefully observed the growth of this destructive microscopic

fungus. In connection with the cultivation of the vine, and the manufacture of wine, it

is necessary that the peculiar characteristics of this disease should be described.

It is stated that the epidemic first showed itself in a hothouse in England in 1845.

"White efflorescences were remarked, which covered the vine ; the grapes were soon

after attacked, and, hindered from swelling, the skin burst, and at last they became

rotten and fell off. In 1 847 it appeared in France ;
attacking first the hothouses, it

spread rapidly to the trellised vines, and to those cultivated near the ground. It then

invaded Spain, which it devastated ; and finally, in 1851, made its appearance in Italy.

This fungus attacks the hinder parts of the vine, and rarely the stems. The leaves

and tendrils also become more or less affected, the green colour of those parts

becoming paler, and marked with a dark yellow, as if burnt, and emitting an offensive

smell. It was fancied at first that the fungus was produced by the puncture of an

insect, and its presence was actually ascertained in the seed of the grape, and on the

hinder side of the leaf. This insect established itself on the leaves, and formed a

cobweb-like film, rising like a blister on the upper part of the leaf. The birth of it

is, however, now generally admitted to be posterior to the invasion of the oidio.

The Reports of her Majesty's Secretaries of Embassy and Legation on the Effects of

the Vine Disease on the Commerce of the Countries in which they reside, all point to

sulphur as the only reliable remedy for this disease. The most practical method of

applying sulphur to the vines was that introduced by Dr. Ashby Price. By boilmg

sulphur and lime together in water we obtain a brilliant yellow solution, which is a

sulphide of lime {the quadrisulphuret of Dr. Dallon) ; with a diluted solution of this

the vines are washed over every part. By the action of the carbonic acid of the plant

it is speedily decomposed, and over every part a thin white film of sulphur is produced,

which effectually destroys the parasite without injuring the vine. See Forrester on

the Vine Disease in the Port-wine Districts of the Alto Douro, in the Transactions oj

the Royal Society for 1854.
i, j <•

The vintage, in the temperate provinces, generally takes place about the end oi

September, and it is always deteriorated whenever the fruit is not ripe enough before

the 15th or 20th of October; for. in this case, not only is the must more acid and ess

saccharine, but the atmospherical temperature is apt to fall so low during the n»gj|'«'

as to obstruct more or less its fermentation into wine. The grapes should be plucked

in dry weather, at the interval of a few days after they are ripe; being usually

gathered in baskets, and transported to the vats in dorsels, sufficiently tight to pre\ent

the juice from running out. Whenever a layer about 14 or 15 inches thick has been
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sjiread on the bottom of the vat, the treading operation begins, which is usually

repeated after macerating the grapes for some time, when an incipient fermentation

has softened the texture of the skin and the interior cells. When the whole bruised

grapes are collected in the vat, the juice, by means of a slight fermentation, reacts,

through the acidity thus generated, upon the colouring- matter of the husks, and also

upon the tannin contained in the stones and the fruit-stalks. The process of ferment-

ation is suflEered to proceed without any other precaution, except forcing down from

time to time the pellicles and pedicles floated up by the carbonic acid to the top ; but

it would be less apt to become acetous were the mouths of the vats covered. With
this view, M. Sebille Augur introduced with success his elastic bung in the manufac-

ture of wine in the department of the Maine- et-Loire.

With whatever kind of apparatus the fermentation may have been regulated, as

soon as it ceases to be tumultuous, and the wine is not sensibly saccharine or muddy,
it must be racked off from the lees, by means of a spigot, and run into the ripening

tuns. The marc being then gently squeezed in a press, affords a tolerably clear wine,

which is distributed among the tuns in equal proportions ; but the liquor obtained by
stronger pressure is reserved for the casks of inferior wine.

In the south of France the fermentation sometimes proceeds too slowly, on account

of the must being too saccharine ; an accident which is best counteracted by main-
taining a temperature of about 65° or 68° Fahr. in the tun-room. When the must,

on the other hand, is too thin, and deficient in sugar, it must be partially concentrated

by rapid boiling before the whole can be made to ferment into a good wine. By
boiling up a part of the must for this purpose, the excess of ferment is at the same
time destroyed. Should this concentration be inconvenient, a certain proportion of

sugar must be introduced, immediately after racking it off.

The specific gravity of must varies with the richness and ripeness of the grapes
which afford it

;
being in some cases so low as 1-0627, and in others so high as r283.

This happens particularly in the south of France. In the district of the Necker in

Germany, the spec. grav. varies from 1-050 to 1-090; in Heidelberg, from 1-039 to

1 "09 1 ; but it varies much in different years.

After the fermentation is complete, the vinous part consists of water, alcohol, a
colouring-matter, a peculiar aromatic principle, a little undecomposed sugar, bitartrate
and malate of potash, tartrate of lime, mm'iate of soda, and tannin ; the latter sub-
stances being in small proportion.

It is known that a few green grapes are capable of spoiling a whole cask of wine,
and therefore they are always allowed to become completely ripe, and even sometimes
to imdergo a species of slight fermentation before being plucked, which completes the
development of the saccharine principle. At other times the grapes are gathered
whenever they are ripe, but are left for a few days on wicker-floors, to sweeten, before
being pressed.

In general the whole vintage of the day is pressed in the evening, and the resulting
must is received in separate vats. At the end usually of six or eight hours, if the
temperature be above 50° Fahr., and if the grapes have not been too cold when
plucked, a froth or scum is formed at the surface, which rapidly increases in thickness.
After it acquires such a consistence as to crack in several places, it is taken off with
a skimmer, and drained ; and the thin liquor is returned to the vat. A few hours
afterwards another coat of froth is formed, which is removed in like manner, and
sometimes a third may be produced. The regular vinous fermentation now begins,
characterised by air-bubbles rising up the sides of the staves, with a peculiar whizzing
as they break at the surface. At this period all the remaining froth should be quickly
skimmed off, and the clear subjacent must, be transferred into barrels, where it is left
to ripen by a regular fermentation.
The white wines, which might be disposed to become stringy, from a deficient

supply of tannin, may be preserved from this malady by a due addition of the foot-
stalks of ripe grapes. The tannin, while it tends to preserve the wines, renders them
also more easy to clarify, by the addition of white of egg or isinglass.
The white wines should be racked off as soon as the first frosts have made them

clear, and at the latest by the end of the February moon. By thus separating the
wme from the lees, the fermentation which takes place on the return of spring, and
which, if too brisks would destroy all its sweetness by decomposing the remaining
portion of sugar, is avoided or rendered of little consequence.
The characteristic odour possessed by all wines, in a greater or less degree, is pro-

duced by a peculiar substance, which possesses the characters of an essential oil. As
it is not volatile, it cannot be confounded with the aroma of wine. When large quan-
tities of wine are distilled, an oily substance is obtained towards the end of the
operation. This may also be procured irom the wine lees which are deposited in the
'•asks al'ter the fermentation has commenced. It forms one 40,000th part of the wine

3 u 3
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and consists of a peculiar new acid, and ether, each of which has been called the

cenanthic. The acid is analogous to the fatty acids, and the ether is liquid, but in-

soluble in water. The acid is perfectly white when pure, of the consistence of butter

at C0°, melts with a moderate heat, reddens litmus, and dissolves in caustic and car-

bonated alkalies, as well as in alcohol and ether. Ginanthic ether is colourless, has an
extremely strong smell of wine, which is almost intoxicating when inhaled, and a
powerful disagreeable taste,— Liebig and Pelouze.

Portugal.— Port wine is the produce of a single well-defined district in the north
of Portugal, extending 8 leagues west and east from the Serra do Mariio, an elevation

of 4400 feet above the level of the sea, to the Quinta da Baleira, near San Joao da
Pesqueira, and 4 leagues north and south between Villa Ileal and Lamego. The
return of the vintages in this area, known as the Alto Douro, from 1843 to 1851, show
the average production of qualities fit for use in ordinary years to be 6.3,568 pipes, in

addition to which there are 20,633 pipes of refuse, fit only for distillation; in all

84,211 pipes.

The alcoholic contents of port wine, as given by Brande, are:—
Port wine, maximum - 23 92 alcohol.

„ minimum - - - 19-82 „
Christison gives the alcoholic contents in volume as :

—
Port wine, weak - - - - - -18 alcohol.

„ average of seven kinds - - - 20 „

„ strong 21 „

Red wine of a good character is grown in the vicinity of Figueira, and sometimes,

in peculiar years, shipments have taken place from that port and from Aveiro for the

English market.

Portugal, in addition to port wine and its congeners, yields a variety of other wines

of a sound and good character; and at one time England consumed, though never

very largely, the white wines of Lisbon and Bucellas, and the red wines of the Minho
and Beira ; but the taste for them changed ; it was transferred to the drier and
stronger-bodied wines of Spain, and their importation came to an end.

Spain.—The sherries of Spain have long been favourite wines in England and the

United States. In 1840, Sir E. Tennent informs us, the consumption attained an

average of 2,500,000 gallons, and in 1854 it had risen to 2,741,230 gallons.

Pipes. Value.

1850 39,407 £811,841

1851 39,493 750,.360

1852 2,809 14,935

1853 44,943 1,283,316

Exports of wine from Spain to England,

ripes. V.ilue.

1854 42,062 £1,192,498

1855 38,835 1,149,496

1856 42,710 1,217,587

1857 42,853 1,164,861

In the United States the consumption of sherry is rapidly increasing; and this is

the case also in Russia. To meet this demand efforts have of late years been made

to introduce Sicilian Marsala.

In the Basque Provinces a light wine, called chacoli, is produced, but not in large

quantities. Mr. Lumley gives the value of the wines of this district as i£l7,072.

Alicante produced about 21,118 pipes of wine in 1857.

Valencia produced about 150,000 pipes of 100 gallons each.

Cadiz produces annually from 60,000 to 70,000 butts of new wine (Mosto) at about

£7 per butt. The sherries exported from this district are never under three to four

years old.

Barcelona is stated to produce 85,000,000 gallons.

Tarragona exports by sea about 35,000 butts, and a large portion is consumed in the

province.
, . . mi_ t> ^ v

Malaga. Many kinds of grapes are cultivated m this province. 1 he Pedro Ximen,

Doradillo, and Don Bueno are cultivated entirely for the manufacture of wine. The

Uvas de Parra or trellis vine, the Passa larga or bloom raisin grape, and the Loja,

which is shipped green for England for table use, are cultivated for exportation as

fruit Of Malaga wine the annual produce is on the average about 20,000 butts.

Three butts of Malaga wine yield one of brandy, while ten butts of French wine are

required to produce the same quantity of spirit. This brandy is used to cure the

wines.
Aranon produces a large quantity of wine, those which are most preferred being the

wines of Campo de Carinena. Many of the wine districts of Old Castile produce also

large quantities of wine.
•, •n

" At present many of the Spanish wines are not only so badly made that they wUl
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not keep for two years, but their quality is much injured from their being kept and
transported in pig-skins."

—

Correspondent of the Secretary of Legation at Madrid.
In 1857 the total exportation of Spanish wines was as follows:

—

Value.

£1,164,861") of which
663,661 y £647,467 was
114,285 J for common wine.

25,535
17,445

Pipes.

England 42,853
France 100,392
Tuscany 22,410
Sardinia 3,715
Portugal 2,351

Total 216,829 £2,602,876

Spain produces an enormous quantity of wine which is not suitable for the English
market. Mr. Porter estimated that, good, passable, and bad, it amounted to
120,000,000 gallons; but (says Sir E. Tennant) the testimony is concurrent that,
except in Andalusia and a few other minor localities, its manufacture is so imperfect,
its qualities so peculiar, and its flavour so extraordinary, from carelessness, dirt, and
other causes, that it is not presentable in the English market. Dr. Gorman, in his
evidence before the House of Commons Committee, says :—" No natm-al sherry
comes to this country ; no wine house will send it ; the article you get is a mixed
article; if they gave you the natural produce of Xeres it would not suit you; in all

probability you would say it was an inferior wine; our taste is artificial, because we
are not a wine-drinking people."

Brands gives the alcohol in sherry 18'37 the maximum, and 17-00 the miuimura,
while Christison gives the following result from his examination :

—

Sherry, weak 17 in volume.

„ average of 13 old wines - - 18 „
„ strong 20 „
„ Madre de Xeres - - - - 21 „

The Montillado of Spain is a wine which appears to depend for its character on the
soil, which is a white soil called albariza, containing 70 per cent, of carbonate of
lime, with alumina, silica, and a little magnesia. The Manzanilla is the produce of
the terrains rouges, or i-ed earths,- somewhat sandy.

Sicily, as producing the celebrated Sicilian Marsala, is perhaps next in importance.
Marsala resembles ordinary sherry in many respects ; it is, when good, a wholesome,
and, as it is technically described in the trade, a clean wine. Of Marsala, Sicily pro-
duces not less than 2,143,370 gallons. Sicily also produces red wine, but of a very
coarse quality.

Madeira and the CANARrES produce a wine, the former under the name of the
place of its production, being well known. Its consumption has never, however, been
very large. The produce of the island has rarely exceeded 25,000 pipes. In 1854
we imported 42,874 gallons.

Cape of Good Hope.—Cape ivine has never found much favour in this country.
In 1854 we imported 275,382 gallons, whereas in 1825 we obtained 670,000 gallons.
This wine is used to some extent in the manufacture of " British wines."

African port and sherry have lately been introduced to the English market ; and,
as the price has been remarkably low as compared with the Portuguese and Spanish
wines, a large demand has been created ; but there appears to be but little chance of
any of those South African wines holding a place amongst us.

Before we proceed to the more important wines of France and Germany, we must
say a few words on

The Catawba wine of the United States.—Khowt the year 1826, "the Catawba," a
native American grape, was first brought into notice by Major Adlum, who had foimd
It growing in a garden at Georgetown, near Washington. This vine, which is derived
from the wild fox grape, has gradually supplanted all others, and is now adopted,
almost universally, throughout the United States for making wine. It imparts a very
peculiar musty flavour to the wine, displeasing when first tasted to many palates ; but
this dislike is ear,ily removed by habit, and the wine is much relished in Ohio and
Missouri, where it sells readily at good prices.

Abouit. 3000 acres are cultivated as viueyards in the state of Ohio ; 500 in Kentucky •

1000 in Indiana; 500 in Missouri; 500 in Illinois; 100 in Georgia; 300 in North
Carolina, and 200 in South Carolina. It is calculated that at least 2,000 000 gallons
of wine are now raised in the United States, the value of which may be taken at a
dollar and half the gallon.

In the United Slates the wine-press is constructed much on the same principle as
the ordinary screw cider-press. It has an iron screw 3 or 4 inches in diameter in a

3 u 4
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strong, upright frame. A box platform, 6 or 7 feet aquare, of 3-inch plar.k, is wedged
into heavy timbers, and in this a box to contain the mashed grapes is placed, the box
being perforated with holes. Bands to fit loosely inside the box, and pieces of scantling
to receive the pressure, compU'te the implement. The power is applied by a strong
lever, and the juice runs out through a hole in the floor, and is led into the cellar
beneath by means of india-rubber pipes. Before being subjected to pressure, the
grapes are bruisedin a small wooden mill. When it is intended to make red wine* the
grapes mashed by this process are allowed to stand for two or three days, and are then
pressed, in order that the colouring matter in the skins may be absorbed by the grape
juice or " must." An analysis of good Catawba wine by Dr. Chapman gave :

Alcohol - - - - - - n-5
Water 88-5

1000

Large quantities of sparkling wine are made at Cincinnati, and at St. Louis, in
imitation of Champagne, and sold as sparkling Catawba.
Germany.—Bavaria, Wurtemburg, and Baden each produce wine in the utmost

abundance. Prussia and Nassau supply us with Rhenish and sparkling Moselle.
Hungary has been ever famed for Tokay and Viiis de liqueur

; Germany imports for
her own use a larger quantity of wine of all sorts than she exports to all the rest of
the world.— Tennent.

Austria.—The total average vintage in Austria is estimated at 1.58,986,000 florins

=£3,974,650, while the value of the wine production amounts only to 40,000,000
florins, or about £1,000,000 sterling.

The exportatious of wine from Austria were as follows for the years named :

—

1850 109,713 eiraers.

1851 78,840 „
1852 81,793 „
1853 94,329 „

1854 107,803 eimers.
1855' 134,921 „
1856 142,991 „
1857 210,214 „

es

The Vienna eimer is equal to 56*6052 litre, or r760 pints English measure.

The Austrian wines are on the average but of middling quality, but there are some
which can bear comparison with all but the very best Rhine, French, and Spanish

wines. Of Hungarian wine a considerable quantity is sold in England as port wine.

The principal wines of Austria are

—

" Red wines," grown at Erlan, Carlowitz, Szeksard, Buda, Adelsberg, Villau, and

St. Andre

;

" Schiller wines," a pale, reddish-coloured wine, grown at Erlan and Carlowitz;

" White wines," grown at Pesth, Steinbruch-Berg, Totfain, Moor, Teting, Voslan,

and Rust

;

" Wines of the first press," grown at Rust and Oedenburg.

France. — The chief wine-growing districts of France are Provence, Languedoc,

Roussillon, Auvergne, Bourgogne, Saintonge, and Champagne, the rich valleys of

the Gard, Herault, Garonne, Dordogne, the Loire and the Rhone, and the neighbour

ing departments as far as the Pyrenees, the Hautes Pyrenees, and the Pyreneei

Orientalcs.

The average production of wine per annum is between 40,000,000 and 42,000,000

hectolitres (of 22 0096 gallons English).

Vinuge means in French a certain, quantity of brandy added to wine m its natural

state: this being necessary to enable wines to resist the effect of removal for exportation,

the law allows the addition of 5 litres of brandy to each hectolitre of wine, provided

the alcoholic strength of the latter after the mixture does not exceed 21 per cent.;

whatever there is above this limit is liable to the scale of taxation applicable to

spirits. From experiments made with a view to prevent fraud, it has been ascertained

that wines usually furnished to private consumers do not average more than 10 or 11

per cent, of alcohol; that those in the hands of the retail dealer average 16 or 17,

while those delivered to wholesale firms contain from 22 to 24 per cent. In order to

put a stop to this system, which defrauds both the Government and the consumer, the

commissioners proposed to limit the alcoholic force of wines to 18 degrees only, and

to authorise the operation of "vinage" only in the Departments of the Pyrenees

Orientales, Aude, Herault, Gard 15ouches du Rhone, and Var.
^ •

As our Treaty of Commerce with France promises to open out a large traae in

French wines, we think the remarks of Sir Emerson Tennent, although made fave

years since, bear strongly on the probable results of the present :—
, - ,

" From Bordeaux, it is well known that little or no increase is to be lookea tor oi

claret, or of the more generous wines of the Gironde. The strong wmes ol Burgundy
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have long since ceased to be brought to England, among other causes from their m-

ability to bear the sea voyage; and even in France their use has been gradually

declining from a similar reason. They are easily injured by removal
;
and a damp

cellar, or even the agitation occasioned by the rolling of a carriage along the streets,

is sometimes sufficient to turn them sour. The produce of Champagne does not enter

into calculation ; and on the whole, the portion of France which is most relied on to

meet the newly-created demand, is the district of Roussillon, including the departments

of the Pyrenees Orientales and Herault ; whence of late years the Masdew, or

spurious port, and Picardao, for adulterating sherry, have been imported into England.

The vine on this northern side of the Pyrenees seems to participate in the character

of the vintages of Portugal and Spain on their southern aspect ; and the similarity

has suggested the attempt to obtain a place for them in the English market; but

failing to establish them in public favour, they have been gradually withdrawn from

consumption under their own name, but continue to be introduced for the purpose of

blending with other wines more familiar and popular.
" Very ample details of those endeavoui's to bring Masdew into use in this country

were given by some wine merchants of experience who were examined as witnesses

by the Committee of the House of Commons in 1852. The attempt was first made
as a substitute for port-wine, at a moment when the exports were interrupted during

the siege of Oporto in 1832 ; it was taken a little at first, but it obtained no permanent
footing, and soon ceased to sell for domestic use.

" Those who have travelled in the south of France, pleased with the abundance of its

ordinary wines, and the lowness of their cost, and amused by the novelty of drinking

them on the place of growth, frequently return with an impression iu their favour,

and a supply for future use. But whether it be that they overlook the difference

between tasting these low wines at home and under the charming climate in which
they ripen, or whether the change which they perceive in their flavour is the result of

a sea voyage, the taste proves but transient ; their guests do not approve of the new
wine ; the fancy is soon satisfied ; the adventure is not repeated ; and the traveller

relapses into his accustomed round of stronger wines.
" The evidence taken by the Committee of 1852 abounds in examples of the difficulty

before adverted to of introducing a new wine, especially of a light and thin description,

into use in the United Kingdom ; and the most striking illustrations have been drawn
from the wines of France. It was attested by some merchants of large experience
that every attempt made within the last half century to introduce a new wine of this

character into use in these countries, has been an almost total failure ; although the
experiment has been made with sound and pure wines at a cost greatly below the pre-
vailing prices of port and sherry.

" One gentleman, Mr. Gassiot, stated that in 1825, on the reduction which then took
place in the duty, he, firmly relying on the effect of that measure in leading to a
consumption of light wines, imported low-priced wines from France, Figueiras and
Colares from Portugal, Spanish red wine from Barcelona, and others from Italy and
Sicily: but the entire speculation ended in fkilure and loss.

" Mr. Maxwell, another extensive importer, stated that in 1841 his house had made
a large importation of light French wines on speculation; they were sent to Calais,
' after being a long while iu the docks, thinking that as the English would not drink
them, the French would ; but it was a total loss ; and the importers did not even get
the price of the casks.'

" Mr. Carbonell tried to bring Masdew into use, but failed ; and numerous other
examples are recorded in the evidence, each singularly unsuccessful, the taste of this
country hitherto being decidedly averse from all but wines of high flavours, full body,
and strong spirituous character."

Sir E. Tennent concludes his remarks thus : —
" Bearing in mind the very limited area within which the existence of a suitable

climate and soil permits the cultivation of those finer wines to be carried on, looking
to the comparatively small supply which is capable of being produced, and the
increasing demand, not only from the growing population of the old world, but amongst
the 23,000,000 of North American citizens, and the new communities which the dis-
covery of gold is distributing over the coasts of the Pacific, and the Continent and
Islands of Aiistra ia, it is scarcely to be hoped that the reduction of duty in England will
lead to a very large increased supply of wines at present shipped to us from France."
The following account of the principal French wines is condensed from Viscount

Chelsea's Report on the Effects of the Vine Disease. He divides France into six principal
districts.

1st. The southern, including Corsica. Roussillon, Langucdoc, and Provence.
{a.) Corsican. Corsica produces both dry and sweet wines, but in quantities too

small for exportation.
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(6.) Roussillon. These wines are produced exclusively in the Department of the
Pyrenees Orientales, which contains about 125,000 acres of vineyards. Sweet, dry,
and ordinary wines are equally abundant. Strong, rich in colour, and being generous,
they keep long, travel well, and are good for mixing with others. There are three
recognised varieties, 1st, those of Banyuls, of CoUioure, and of Port Vendres,
red wines which generally improve with age; 2nd, those of Rivesaltes; the greater
portion being ordinary wines of commerce, deep and brilliant in colour ; 200 acres alone
produce fine wines, as Muscat, Manubes, Grenache, Malvoisie, and Raneio; .3rd,

Perpignay— the wines of this district will keep an indefinite time, and are sent to
North and South America.

(c.) Languedoc. Under this name are included all the wines of the Herault, Aude,
and a part of Gard. The most important of these districts is that of Herault,
producing tAvo kinds of wine— those for conversion into spirit and ordinary wines,
which may be subdivided into red and white ordinary wines, fine red wine, white
wines, dry and sweet, and Muscats.

Aude. This district produces a red wine at Limoux, and a white wine known by
the name of Blanquette, which is nearly double the value of the preceding. Herault
is the most important wine country in the south of France; it is the largest producer
of raw spirits in Europe. The red wines of Herault are produced in the vineyards
of St. George's d'Orques ; these are generally heady.
The white wines of Picardan include both dry and sweet.

Mttscat, Froniiynan, and Lunel. The cultivation of these wines has considerably

diminished of late years
;
they have less flavour and do not keep so well as those of

Rive-saltes.

The vineyards of St. Gilles (Gard) produce a less delicate wine than those of

Roussillon, but which serves to bring up the colour of other wines.

(rf.) Provence. The wines of Provence have not the importance of those of Rous-
sillon or of Languedoc. The chief growths of the region are—

1st. In the Var, that of Gande producing a fine wine, at first highly coloured and
heady, but becoming dry with age.

2nd. That of Malgue, producing a wine which does not mature, but that bears the

sea well.

3rd. That of Bandol, an excellent wine for export, improving much with age : it

is sent to India, Brazil, and California.

In the Basses Alpes, the vineyards of Mees yield a generous wine. In the Bouches

du Rhone, Cassis produces the finest wines in the region, both red and white, much
sought after by foreigners. The sour and flat wines of Roquevaire are little appre-

ciated. The methods of cultivation are nearly the same in all the districts of the

south of France. The soil is generally dug up before the vines are planted; in Rous-

sillon only is this omitted, when the ground has been previously cultivated. In the

latter, the operation of planting is carried on in January and February; in Langue-

doc it is put off until April.

With those varieties of the vine which produce the Muscat, it is the custom to rub

off part of the buds. The vines are dressed four times during the first year, but

afterwards only twice. They commence bearing in from three to four years. The

grapes are pressed by the feet or between channelled rollers without being picked off

the bunches. The wine is slightly sprinkled with lime or plaster of Paris when it

is intended for commerce. It is allowed to ferment for ten, twenty, or even thirty

days. ,

2nd. The south-eastern region, including Gard, Vancluse, Ardeche, Drome, and

Rhone. This region embraces all the lower part of the basin of the Rhone ;
the

wines produced are generally known as wines of the Cote du Rhone.

(a.) That part of Garti which is included in this region produces, 1st, the red

wine of Tavel— very dry and improving much by age— and the red wine of Lirac.

2nd. The sweet wines of Chuselav, wines of the finest quality, and those of Orsim

and St. Geniez, of the second. The Gard also produces the ordinary wines of St.

Laurent-des-Arbres and lioqtiemaiire.

Vaucluse. The chief growths are the Chdteauneuf-du-Pape, a very celebrated

wine, and the growth of La Nerlhe, which is decreasing both in quality and quantity;

it is sent to Bordeaux and Burgundy, for the purpose of colouring other wmes. In

Vaucluse also are the vineyards of the CMteau- Vicux, of Nettes, and of Eirct.

(c.) Ardeche includes the famous vineyards of St. Peray. This white wine, when

in a state of ee"ervescence, almost equals Champagne, which, however, has more

lightness, delicacy, and softness. It is sent to p:Dgland, Germany, Belgium, ana

Holland. The best sparkling sort sells at 2 francs 50 centimes the bottle, ineie

are also the vineyards of St. Jean, Comas, and St. Joseph. The sparkling wine ot

St. Peray is produced in the same way as Champagne.
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(</.) Drdme. The Hermitage, the most famous vineyard in the Cute du Rhone,

consists of only 140 hectares. It produces red wine, white wine, and " vins de paille
"

(straw-coloured) ; the other vineyards are Larnage, Rochegude, Cruzes, and Mercurol,

all of which wines are esteemed.

(e.) Rhone. The southern part of tlie Rhone produces wines very similar to the

preceding. The best known are those of Condrieux and St. Michel.

The vineyards of the Herpiitage are managed with great care; the soil is dry to

the depth of a metre (39 inches) ; the leaves are picked off the vine, and it is dressed

and tended five times a year during the first two years ; the grapes are stripped off

the stalk's, and the fermentation lasts from fifteen to twenty days,

3rd. The eastern region is formed principally of the valley of the Saone.

(a.) Beaujolais, the Mdconnais, and the Cote Chalonnaise. These wines are delicate,

light, well-flavoured, but not highly coloured
;
they are principally consumed in the

interior of France. The principal growths are of Chenas and that of Fleury. The
Maconnais produces the highly esteemed white wine of Ponilly, a dry wine which
keeps badly, and the red wine of Roman^che. The wines of C6te Chalonnaise are

common wines, amongst which the Mercurey alone is remarkable.
(A.) Haute Bourgogne, consisting of the Cote d'Or, produces the most famous

wines in Burgundy. The white wines of the Cote d'Or most known are those of
Montrachet, very superior wines ; of Memsault, very delicate, light, and with a deli-

cious " bouquet ;" and those of Biaquy. It is the red wines, however, which give
preeminence to this district. Here grows the renowned Volnay, Pomard, Beaune,
JVuits, more spirituous than the others, and which require to be kept five or six years
in the wood; Vosne, Romande, Clos Vougert, and Chambertin.

(c.) Basse Bourgogne. The wines of Lower Burgundy are brisk, delicate, and
light, but too spirituous. The Tonnerre is fit for drinking after the third year, and
the wines of Auxerrois, which are sooner matured. In Auxerrois also are the vine-
yards of Chablis ; these white wines, so much esteemed for their lightness, are made
in the early part of October, under the name of Chablis. A large quantity of other
white wine fi-om the neighbouring vineyards finds its way into the market. The
wines of Avallonais and those of Joigny are sent into Flanders and Belgium.

((/.) Jura. The wines of this district are in general dry, heady, brisk, but with
some acidity, which arises from their bad cultivation and the unskilful mixture of
the vines, and reduces their reputation. In addition to the inferior wines the Jura
produces also rose-coloured wines (" Vins Roses ") ; these are sparkling wines, and
the luscious wine known under the name of " Vin de Garde du Chateau Chalons."
This vineyard only comprises 96 hectares. The wines produced there require to be
kept from twelve to fifteen years in the cask. All these wines are consumed where
they ai'e grown, or sent to Switzerland.

(e.) Alsace produces only common wine, with the exception of the Turchemi and
Ribeauviller.

(/•) Lorraine. The principal growths are those of Thiancourt, Pagny, and Sey.
(fir.) Champagne. The wines of the Department of the Marne, known under the

name of Champagne, have a universal reputation, and form one of the principal
products of France.

Champagne Wines are divided into four categories—
Sparkling Granot. Half Spar/ding.
Ordinary Sparkling. Tisane de Champagne.

The following are the principal growths:—
On the Mrtrne. By the Avise. On the Mountams of Rheims.
Mareuil. Avise. Bowzy.
^y- .„ Cramant. Amhonnay.
Hautvillers. Oger. Mailly.
Epernay. Mesnil. Sillery.

Romont.

The most esteemed kinds are the Sillery, Ay, Cramant, and Bowzij. In good
seasons this district does not produce less than 15,000,000 bottles of white wine.
The average produce is 7,000,000, of which 6,000,000 are sent to England, Russia,
and Germany. ° '

The methods employed in Lower Burgundy and Champagne are nearly the same
It IS not as respects the cultivation of the plant, but in the methods adopted in makinc
the wme, that the latter is remarkable. °

In the manufacture of Champagne black grapes of the first quality arc usually
employed, especially those gathered upon the vine called by the French noirien
cultivated on the best exposures. As it is important, however, to prevent the colour'
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ing matter of the skin from entering into the wine, the juice is squeezed as gently

and rapidly as possible. The liquor obtained by a second and third pressing is re-

served tor inferior wines, on account of the reddish tint which it acquires. The inarc

is then mixed with the grapes of the red-wine vats.

The above nearly colourless must is immediately poured into tuns or casks, till

about three-foui'ths of their capacity are filled, when fermentation soon begins. This
is allowed to continue for about 15 days, and then three-fourths of the casks are filled

up with wine from the rest. The casks are now closed by a bung secured with a
piece of hoop iron nailed to two contiguous staves. The casks should be made of

new wood, but not of oak ; though. old white wine casks are occasionally used.

In the month of January the clear wine is racked off, and is fined by a small quan-

tity of isinglass dissolved in old wine of the same kind. Forty days afterwards a

second fining is required. Sometimes a third may be useful, if the lees be considerable.

In the month of May the clear wine is drawn off into bottles. Viscount Chelsea

says, " The wine is bottled between April and August. Warm weather is necessary

to produce the sparkling wine. The effervescence is the result of carbonic acid gas

produced by fermentation, which being interrupted in the cask, reproduces and
developes itself in the bottles. For this a temperature of from 70° to 75° Fahr. are

required. The bottles, as soon as they are filled, which process is effected by women,
are handed over to men called ' boucheurs, ' who add a certain quantity of a mixture

of brandy and sugar candy (in the proportion of 15 to 16 per cent, for those wines

intended for the English market), taking care to leave about 2^ to 3 inches space

between the cork and the wine
;
they then introduce by a machine a moistened cork,

and pass the bottle on to other men called ' maillochers,' whose business it is to

drive the cork home with a mallet, who again transfer them to those who fasten them

with a string or wire ; sometimes this is done by a machine. It takes an hour to

bottle a tun of 88 gallons. The bottles are ranged against the cellar walls in hori-

zontal layers, each being reversed as it regards the previous layer. Eight or ten days

afterwards a deposit called ' griffe ' is found at the bottom of the bottle. This indicates

the time for removing the bottles to the second or permanent cellar ; this is the period also

when breakage commences. This loss can neither be foreseen nor prevented, and is often

dangerous; it happens mostly at the season when the vine blossoms. The bottles are

first placed in the coldest cellars and afterwards removed to warmer temperatures.

In the second winter means are taken to remove the deposit formed in the summer

;

the bottles are placed with their mouths downwards, and are shaken for twenty days,

to cause the sediment to fall into the neck. At the end of this time the bottle is

uncorked, the sediment thrown out, and a fifth part of the contents replaced bjT the

sweetened liquor, when the bottles are again corked, tied, and stacked as before."

The bottles being filled, and their corks secured by packthread and wire, they are

laid on their sides, in this month, with their mouths sloping downwards at an angle of

about 20 degrees, in order that tmy sediment may fall into the neck. At the end of

8 or 10 days the inclination of the bottles is increased, when they are slightly tapped,

and placed in a vertical position ; so that after the lees are all collected in the neck,

the cork is partially removed for an instant, to allow the sediment to be expelled by

the pressure of the gas. If the wine be still muddy in the bottles, along with a new

dose of liquor, a small quantity of fining should be added to each, and the bottles

should be placed again in the inverted position. At the end of two or three months

the sediment collected over the cork is dexterously discharged ; and if the wme be

still deficient in transparency, the same process of fining must be repeated.

Sparkling wine (vin mousseux), prepared as above described, is fit for drinkmg

usually at the end of from 18 to 30 months, according to the state of the seasons. It

is in Champagne that the lightest, most transparent, and most highly flavoured wines

have been hitherto made. The breakage of the bottles in these sparkling wmes

amounts frequently to 30 per cent., a circumstance which adds greatly to their cost

of produ^ion.^^
^ _ departments comprised in this district the

common wines alone are produced ; the white wine of PouiUy being the only

celebrated one.
xi. i, i e \ ..^^^

(5) Western Beqion. The two departments lymg on the banks of the Loire,

Indre and Loire, and Maine and Loire, possess 40,000 hectares of vineyards; the

principal growths are those of Joue, Bouryueil, louvray, and the white wine of

Janmvr. More than 2,000,000 hectolitres of wine are annually devoted m Anms

Saintonge, and Angoumis, to the distillation of brandy so well known as Cognac O

the 200T00O hectares of vineyards in the Cliarente and Charente Inferior, on 3
one

third is cultivated for home consumption or exportation, the remaining
tr;.*;:/'"f'l^^

employed in making brandy. This is divided uito two classes, that
^^^^ , .'in'

duced in the plain of Champagne in the arrondisscment of Cognac, which is again
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divided according to quality into Champagne fine and common Champagne de Bois,

and Eau de Vie de Bois, and that of Annis, produced from the vines on the banks of

tilt? river. . .

(6.) South- Western Distrkt. The Gironde and JuranQon are the only localities

of any special interest. Although the wines of the Gironde have a common origin,

they are divided in commerce into five great classes, Medoc, De Graves, Des Cotes,

Palus, and " D'Entre Deux-mer."

Medoc \s the name given to a tongue of land to the north-west of Bordeaux, and

lying between Gironde and the ocean. Of all kinds of Medoc wines, about 40,000

tuns are made annually: 4500 tuns of superior quality, 4500 tuns of fine wines,

31,000 of common wines. They are distinguished as choice ("grand vins,"or
" vins classes "), " Bourgeois, " and " Paysan."

The " grand vins " are subdivided into five classes, according to their different

degrees of delicacy and quality.

The 1st of these comprises only the three famous growths of Chateau Margaux,

Chateau Lafitte, and Chateau Latour.

Medoc wines are sent to all parts of Europe, but chiefly to England and Russia

;

the first growths are reserved for England, but are mixed before exportation with

Hermitage.
The 2nd, " Vins de Graves," produced on the plains around Bordeaux. These

wines are more powerful, more highly coloured, and more spirituous than the growths

of Medoc ; they have a different flavour, and less " bouquet." The white wines of

the district have a universal reputation. The principal growth of red wine is

CMteau-haut-Brian, which comes immediately after Chateau Margaux, Lafitte, &c.,

for richness ;
Barjac, Beaumes, and Sauterne are fine transparent white wines much

in demand abroad. Sauterne produces from 500 to 800 tuns ; Chateau Yguem is its

best growth.

The 3rd, " Vins de Cotes, " is the name given to the wines grown on the left bank
of the Garonne.
The most celebrated wine is 5"^. Emilion.

The 4th, " Vins de Pains, " grown in the moist sands of the Gironde, are very
highly coloured and spirituous, but wanting in body and briskness.

The other wines, Bergerac, " Vin de tables, " the wines of Jurangon, and the red
wines of Gaillac and " Cahors, " require only to be enumerated.

The red wines of Gaillac are high coloured, strong, and spirituous, and are

much in demand for mixing with other wines; the red wines of Cahors are used
principally for the same purpose.

Such is a somewhat concise statement of the varieties of wines known in commerce.
It is not possible to enter into all the details of the manufacture, varying as it does in

every locality,— the numerous peculiarities being due in some cases to the conditions

of the grape itself, and in others to the methods pursued with regard to the fermen-
tation and the subsequent treatment of the wine.

There are many persons who confound the " flavour " of wine with the " bouquet."
The differences are well determined by the writer on wine in the Penny Cyclopedia.
" The flavour of wine, called by the French seve, indicates the vinous power and the
aromatic savour which are felt in the act of swallowing the wine, embalming the mouth,
and continuing to be felt after the passage of the liquor. It seems to consist of the
impression made by the alcohol and the aromatic particles which are liberated and
volatilised as soon as the wine receives the warmth of the mouth and stomach. The
seve differs from the bouquet, inasmuch as the latter declares itself the moment the
wine is exposed to the air; it is no criterion of the vinous force or quantity of
alcohol present (being in fact greatest in weak wines), and influences the organ of
smell rather than of taste."

The bouquet 0? wine is a new product, and in no way dependent on the perfume of the
grape from which the wine is made. Red wines scarcely ever retain a trace of the odour
of tlie grapes ; the white muscadine wines do in some degree, especially Frontignan.

Liebig, in his Organic Chemistry, has the following remarks on the bouquet. " It is

well known that wine and fermented liquors generally contain, in addition to alcohol,
other substances which could not be detected before their fermentation, and which
must therefore have been formed during that process. The smell and taste which
distinguish wine from all other fermented liquids are known to depend upon an
ether of a volatile and highly combustible acid, which is of an oily nature, and to
which the name of CEnanthic JEther has been given." (See Chemistry of Wine, by
G. J. Mulder, edited by H. Bence Jones, M.D. r.E.S.; and Ure's Dictionary of
Chemistry. )

On the Rhine an artificial bouquet is often given to wine for fraudulent purposes,
by hanging orris-root in the casks, or by the use of aromatic herbs.
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The volatile suhstance existing in -wine which imparts to it, conjointly with
oenanthic ether, its vinous aroma, is partly alcohol. There are other odoriferous
substances developed in the course of time; these are compounds of oxide of ethyl,
amyl, or propylene, with acetic, propionic, pclargonic, butyric, caproic, caprylic or
capric acids.

Acetic ether is present in all aromatic wines, and fraudulent dealers will add acetic
ether in small quantities to their artificial compounds.

Butyric ether is much used by confectioners, who call it pine-apple oil. Caprylic ether
has a similar flavour ; these are slowly developed in some wines by time. In lire's
Dictionary of Chemistry the other chemical compounds will be fully described. For
a very clear account of the processes by which these odoriferous substances are
formed in wine. The Chemistry of Wine, by G. J. Mulder, edited by Bence Jones,
should be consulted.

Wine produced from grape juice alone is perfectly colourless or white; but as the
whole mass of the grapes is pressed together, it is impossible but that some admixture
of the components of the grape skins should occur. White wine may be prepared
from purple grapes, but if the skins are allowed to ferment, red or yellow wine
will be obtained. The Italian wine. Vino Cebedino, is about the most colourless of
wines.

The colour in wines appears to be due to the presence of extractive matter, which,
when oxidised, assumes a red or brown colour. This colouring matter has been
called apothema by Berzelius, but it is, in fact, humic acid, retaining traces of the sub-
stance from which it has been derived. Miiller supposes the humic acid of the grape
to be apocrenic acid. If wine be evaporated before fermentation, apothema will
form in it very quickly, and the colour of the wine become actually brown. Boiled
wines— so called on account of the evaporation they undergo— such as Malaga,
Tinto, &c., are thus rendered brown.

Whilst the juice of grapes ferments, the skins being present, the wine which is

in process of formation extracts tannic acid from the skins, and this gives the yellow
colour —when by oxidation it is converted into apothema— to Muscadel, Champagne,
Teneriffe, and Madeira.
What we call red wines are prepared from either black, purple, or red grapes, the

juice of which is colourless, and the skins of which are allowed to ferment. During
fermentation the weak spirit which is formed extracts not only tannic acid but blue
colouring matter from the skins. This blue colouring matter is tinged more or less

red by the tartaric acid of the wine, and may afterwards be rendered more decidedly

red by the formation of acetic acid. In the change of colour undergone by
red wine, five periods, according to Mulder, must be distinguished. As soon as

alcoholic liquid is formed during fermentation, blue colouring matter begins to be

extracted from the skins. As the small amount of blue colouring matter is brought
into contact with grape juice, which has an acid reaction, it becomes red. The
fermentation and formation of alcohol proceed, as does also the solution of blue

colouring matter, and the young wine is rather blue than red, and may be called dark

violet. This new wine now undergoes fermentation, during which a great deal of

colouring matter and red tartar, as well as apothema of tannin and albumen, is preci-

pitated. The loss of the colouring matter causes the wine to become lighter. In the

meantime the formation of acetic acid begins, and at a later period increases; the

amount of colouring matter is not thereby diminished, but the larger proportion

of acid in the liquid reddens its colour. Another period now begins, during which

the tannic acid is slowly converted into apothema, whereby red colouring matter

is again precipitated out of the liquid, for example, in Port wine; it thus gradually

diminishes, and finally, after a length of time, disappears entirely from the wine,

which then remains what is called yellow. This will explain the alterations pro-

duced by keeping wines.

According to the character of the wine, as already stated, is its power of enduring

unchanged, or of improving by age.

Weak wines of bad growths ought to be consumed within 12 or 1.5 nionths after

being manufactured ; and should be kept meanwhile in cool cellars. White wines of

middling strength ought to be kept in casks constantly full, and carefully excluded

from contact of air, and the racking off should be done as quickly as possible. As

the most of them are injured by too much fermentation, this process should be

so regulated as always to leave a little sugar undecomposed. It is useful to counter-

act the absorption of oxygen, and the consequent tendency to acidity, by burning

a sulphur match in the casks into which they are about to be run. This is done by

hooking the match to a bent wire, kindling and suspending it within the cask through

the bung-hole. Immediately on withdrawing the match, the cask should be corked,

if the wine be not ready for transfer. If the burning sulphur be cxtmgmshed on
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pluno-in"' it iuto the cask, it is a proof of the cask being unsound, and unfit for

receiving the wine; in which case it should be well cleansed, first with lime-water,

then with very dilute sulphuric acid, and lastly with boiling water.

Wine-cellars ought to be dry at bottom, floored with flags, have windows opening

to the north, be so much sunk below the level of the adjoining ground as to pos-

sess a nearly uniform temperature iu summer and winter; and be at such a distance

from a frequented highway or street as not to sufi'er vibration from the motion of

carriages.

Wines should be racked off in cool weather ; the end of February being the fittest

time for light wines. Strong wines are not racked off till they have stood a year or

eighteen months upon the lees, to promote their slow or insensible fermentation. A
siphon well managed serves better than a faucet to draw off wine clear from the

sediment. White wines, before being bottled, should be fined with isinglass ; red

wines are usually fined with whites of eggs beat up into a froth, and mixed with two

or three times their bulk of water. But some strong wines, which are a little harsh

from excess of tannin, are fined with a little sheep or bullock's blood. Occasionally

a small quantity of sweet glue is used for this purpose.

The following maladies of wines are certain accidental deteriorations, to which

remedies should be speedily applied:—
La-pousse (pushing out of the cask), is the name given to a violent fermentative

movement, which occasionally supervenes after the wine has been run off into the

casks. If these have been tightly closed, the interior pressure may increase to such

a degree as to burst the hoops, or cause the seams of the staves or ends to open. The
elastic bungs already described will prevent the bursting of the casks ; but some-

thing must be done to repress the fermentation, lest it should destroy the whole of the

sugar, and make the wine unpalatably harsh. One remedy is, to transfer the wine

into a cask previously fumigated with burning sulphur ; another is, to add to it about

1000th part of sulphite of lime ; and a third, and perhaps the safest, is to introduce

^ a lb. of mustard-seed into each barrel. At anyrate the wines should be fined when-
ever the movements are allayed, to remove the floating ferment which has been the

cause of the mischief.

Turning sour.— The production of too much acid m a wine is a proof of its con-

taining originally too little alcohol, of its being exposed too largely to the air, or to

vibrations, or to too high a temperature in the cellar. The best thing to be done in

this case is, to mix it with its bulk of a stronger wine in a less advanced state, to fine

the mixture, to bottle it, and to consume it as soon as possible, for it will never
prove a good keeping wine. This distemper in wines formerly gave rise to the very
dangerous practice of adding litharge as a sweetener

;
whereby a quantity of

acetate or sugar of lead was formed in the liquor, productive of the most deleterious

consequences to those who drank of it. In France, the regulations of police, and
the enlightened surveillance of the Council of Salubrity, have completely put down
this gross abuse. The saturation of the acid by lime and other alkaline bases has
generally a prejudicial effect, and injures more or less the vinous flavour and taste.

Jiopiness or viscidity of wines The cause of this phenomenon, which renders
wine unfit for drinking, was altogether unknown, till M. Frangois, an apothecary of
Nantes, demonstrated that it was owing to an azotised matter, analogous to gliadine
(gluten) ; and in fact it is the white wines, especially those which contain the least
tannin, which are subject to this malady. He also pointed out the proper remedy, in
the addition of tannin under a rather agreeable form, namely, the bruised berries
of the mountain-ash {sorbie?-) in a somewhat unripe state ; of which 1 lb., well
stirred in, is sufficient for a barrel. After agitation, the wine is to be left in repose
for a day or two and then racked off. The tannin by this time will have separated
the azotised matter from the liquor, and removed the ropiness. The wine is to
be fined and bottled off.

The taste of the cash, which sometimes happens to wine put into casks which had
remained long empty, is best remedied by agitating the wine for some time with
a spoonful of ohve oil. An essential oil, the chief cause of the bad taste, combines
with the fixed oil, and rises with it to the surface.
The quantity of alcohol contained in different wines has been made the subject of

elaborate experiments by Brande and Fontenelle, and several others ; but as it must
evidently vary with different seasons, the results can be received merely as approxi-
mate. The only apparatus required for this research is a small still and refrigeratory,
so well fitted up as to permit none of the spirituous vapours to be dissipated. The
distilled liquor should be received in a glass tube, graduated into 100 measures, of
such capacity as to contain the whole of the alcohol which the given measure' of
wine employed is capable of yielding. In the successive experiments, the quantity of
wine used, and of spirit distilled over, being the sanae in volume, the relative
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densities of the latter will show at once the relative strengths of the wines, A very
neat small apparatus has been contrived for the purpose of analysing wines in this

manner, by M. Gay-Lussac. It is constructed, and sold at a moderate price, by M.
Collardeau, No. 56, Rue Faubourg St Martin, Paris. The proportion given by
Brande (Table 1.), has been reduced to the standard of absolute alcohol by Fesser;
and that by Fontenelle (Table II. ), to the same standard by Schubarth, as in the
following tables. Table III. on page 1037 gives the alcoholic strength of the Rhine
wines.

Table I,

Name of the Wine. Sp. Grav.

100 Mea-tures contain
at OUO Fahr.

Name of the Wine. Sp. Grav.

100 Measures contain
at OOJ I'atir.

Alcohol of
0-8'i5.

Alisolute
Alcoiiol.

A 1 K 1 f

OH'ii.
A nsolutc
Aicoltol.

Port Wine - 21-40 19-82 1 Ullll^llal' - 1779 11-84
Do. . . - 0*07900 25 83 23-92 12-27 11-36

23- -1

9

21-75 Roussillon - U UoOUu 17-24 15-96
TWnHpipa _ _ 19-34 17-91 VJ>t[Jc iUilUcird u y/yz4 1811 16-77
Do. - 0-97333 21-42 22-61 Muscat

-

0-97913 18-25 17-00
Sherry - - - 0-97913 18-25 17-00 Constantia . 0-97770 19-75 18-29

Do. - - - 0-97700 19-83 18 37 Tinto . - - 0-98399 13-30 l-.!-.32

Bordeaux, Claret 0-97410 1-2-91 11-95 Schiraz 0-98176 15-62 4-35

Do. - 0-9709'2 16-32 15-11 Syracuse 0-98200 1.5-28 4-15

Calcavella - 0-979'20 18-10 16-76 Nice . 0-98'2C3 14-63 13-64

Lisbon... 0-97846 18-94 17-45 Tokay - . - 0 98760 9-88 9-15

Malaga - 0-98000 17 26 15 98 Raisin wine - 0-97205 2.5-77 23-86
Bucellns 0-97890 18-49 17-22 Drained grape wine 0-97925 18-11 16 77
Red Madeira 0 97899 18-40 17-04 Lachrymae Christi 19-70 18-24

Malmsey 0-98090 16-40 15-91 Currant wine 0-97696 20-55 19-03

Marsala 0-98190 15-26 14-31 Gooseberry wine - 0-985.50 11-84 10-96

Do. - 0-98000 17-26 15-98 Elder wine

)

Champagne (rose) 0 98608 11-30 10-46 Cyder ! 0-98760 9-87 9 14

Do. (white) 0-98450 12-80 11-84 Perry )

Burgundy - 0-98300 14-53 13-34 Brown stout 0-991 IG 6-80 6-.^0

Do. - 0-98.^0 11-95 11-06 Ale . . - 0-98873 8-88 8-00

White Hermitage 0-97990 17-43 16-14 Porter ... 4-20 3-89

Red do. 0-98495 12-32 11-40 Rum ... 0-93494 53-68 49-71

Hock - 0-98290 14-37 13-31 Hollands 0-93855 51-60 47-77

Do. . 0-98873 8-88 8-00 Scotch whisky 54-32 50-20

Vin de Grave 0-98450 12-80 11-84 Irish whisky 63-90 49-91

Table II.

Name of the Wine.

Roussillon ( Eastern
Pyrenees.)

Rive-saltes 18 yrs. old
Banyulls 18 .

CoUyouvre 15 .

Salces 10 -

Department of the

Aude.
Fitou and
Leucate 10 -

Lapalrae 10 -

Absolute
Alcohol.

9-156
9-223
9-080
8-580

8-568
8-790

Name of the Wine.

Sijeau 8 yrs. old

Narhonne 8 -

Lezignan 10 -

MirepeissetlO -

Carcassonne 8 »

Department of I'HS-
rault.

Nissau 9 -

Beziers 8 -

Montagnac 10 -

Meze 10 -

Absolute
Alcotiol. Name of the Wine.

Absolute
Alcohol.

8-635 Montpellier 5 yrs. old 7-413
8-379 Lunei 8 - 7-564

8-173 Frontignan 5 - 7-098

8-.589 Red Hermitage 4 5-838

7-190 White do. - 7-056

Burgundy 4 - 6-195

Grave 3 - 5-838

Champagne (sprklng.) 5-880

7-896 Do. white do. - 6-145

7-728 Do. rose 4 9-56

8-108 Bordeaux 6-186

7-812 Toulouse 5-027

From the known prices of these wines, it is obvious that the proportion of alcohol,

although one factor in determining the value of a wine, is not the only absolute one,

nor does it stand in any fixed relation to the commercial value of the wine. It is

remarkable that the finest sorts of wine contain a much greater proportion of solid

substances in solution than the inferior sorts; and that the weight of the residue, which

the Rhenish wines yield on evaporation, offers a safer criterion for determining their

commercial value than the proportion of alcohol. These solids disguise the acid, take

off the acrid taste, and at the same time impart body, mellowness, and oiliness.

Among the extractive matters of new wines are sugar, which gradually disappears by

keeping ; and also some imperfectly known gummy substances, which become brown-

ish when the wine is submitted to evaporation. The presence of these in wine appears

chiefly to be determined by the soil, and the condition and locality of the vincyara-,

and it is obvious that the qualities dependent upon these extractive matters cannot De

replaced by sugar. . ,

It is of importance that the free acid be not removed before the fermentation, because
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on its presence during this process, as well as diu'ing the storing, depend the taste
and principal qualities.

Table III.

—

Rhine Wines.

Place of Growth.

Steinberg ~ - -

Riidesheim
Marksbrunn
Gersenheim
Dirnheim - - -

Weinheim Hulberg -

Worms, Liebfrauenmilch

Bingen, Scharlaehberg

Eisler, Kleimberger -

Wiesbaden \
Neroberg J

'

Wiesloch - - _

Sort of
Grapes.

Riesling

Orleans
Rieslinor

Spec. Grav.

100 parts yielded.

Absolute
Alcohol.

Dry
Residue.

1-0025

1-0025

0-9985

0-9935
0-9925

0-9925

0-9930

f not deter- "1

|_ mined J

10-87
12-65
11-60
12-60
9-84

11-70
10- 62

12- 10

11-90

9-94

5-39

5-10

3-05

2-18

2-18

2-27

5 not deter-

1

I mined J

0-9950 10-83 2-78

0-9945 9-83 2-48

- ^ «iiii;u lb uuaesi m aiconoi. uinjai tias stated that genuine
port wmes never contam more than 12-75 per cent, of pure alcohol, and is of opinion
that those who discover more in such wines, either analysed a wine which had been
adulterated with alcohol, or were unable to determine accurately the strength of thealcohol. It IS difficult to pronounce on this opinion out of Portugal. How is it that
all who have analysed port wine have found from 17 to 21 per cent, of alcohol? Uthere no wine but such as is adulterated with alcohol exported from Portugal? anddoes port wme which is recognised as the strongest wine in the country which

JeS^aTcohoP^ ^ ^"'^ ™ ^^^'^ 13

With regard to alcoholic contents, Madeira ranks next to port wine in whichrespect they differ but little from each other. Liquor wines are as T rule stringedthan red wines. Juran9on, Lachrym^ Christi, Benicario, and Santerne, aU contfin

foT. ^J'
per cent, alcohol and more. Red French wines contain less- from Sto 14 per cent. Good Bordeaux contains 10, 11, 12 per cent. Burgundy 9 10 11& i?p?rSrlVX ^'^^^ -"'-^

' ?ent.fg^niX
Under the title of the deacidification of wines. Professor Liebig published in hisAnnalen a process for effecting that valuable object on old stored (a/'e SSalS

fnd^n 7b.° h' f
-'^ '" ^^y^' " °f the most propitlSZ £and in the best condition, contain a certain quantity of free tartaric arid nn wl^^t

presence many of their essential properties de'pend. "^tL juice of all Tonso?™contams bitartrate of potash, and that of those of the young shoots n good v£,?1!saturated with it When the must of these sorts of grape^s bec?merfSren^S the ?am^^

flon. wHh
;^;/°l'^bi% P{:<?Portionally as the alcohol increases, and a part oA fellsalong with the yeast This deposit of tartar increases during the first vears of ti^vatting; the sides of the casks becoming encrusted more and more wi h^ts crv^tatfn consequence of the continual addition of the new wine to renkcrXt nfthl^-

centration tbp InniH^ P
acid and thereby acquires, at a certain point of con-

manv of t'hi finS
of re-d.ssolvmg the deposited tartar. In the storing of

mean is pure neutral tartrate of potash Wh^n ?hf= =7u - ^ ^ ^^^

added to such a fluid as the above there resnltrth? e -
' ? ^«"^t'?*'^*^^.^°^"t'«°'

of which requires from 180 to 200 parts o^'^^^^^^^^^
tartar (one part

acid.^^eandahalfpartsofneurttraT:^^^
' 3 X
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— 19° C, 2 parts of crystalline tartar, and the wine contains now one half part of

tartar dissolved, in which there are only 0 2 parts of the original free acid. In tliis

case, 0-8 of the free acid has been withdrawn from the wine."

Wines, Biutish, are made either from infusions of dried grapes (raisins) or

from the juices of native fruits, properly fermented. These wines are called sweets in

the language of the Excise, under whose superintendence they were placed till 1834,

when the duties upon them were repealed, as onerous to the trade and unproductive to

the revenue. The raisins called Lexias are said to produce a dry flavoured wine; tlie

Denias a sweet wine ; the black Smyrnas a strong-bodied wine, and the red Smyriias

and Valencias a rich and full wine. The early spring months are the fittest time for

the wine manufacture. The masses of raisins, on being taken out of the packages,

are either beaten with mallets or crushed between rollers in order to loosen them, and

are then steeped in water in large vats, between a perforated board at bottom and

another at top. The water being after some time drawn off the swollen and softened

fruit, pressure is applied to the upper board to extract all the soluble sweet matter,

which passes down through the false bottom, and flows off by an appropriate pipe into

fermenting tuns. The residuary fruit is infused with additional water, and then

squeezed ; a process which is repeated till all the sweets are drained off, after which

the " rape " is subjected to severe pressure in a screw or hydraulic press. The wine,

in the process of the vinous fermentation, is occasionally passed through a great body

of the rape to improve its flavour, and also to modify the fermentative action; it is

afterwards set to ripen in casks, clarified by being repeatedly racked off, and fined

with isinglass.

Our importations of wines have been as follows :
—

1868.

Of British Possessions :

—

South Africa

East Indies

Australia -

Other parts

Foreign:

—

Russia - - - - -

Sweden . - - - -

Hamburg . - - - -

Holland - - - - -

France . - - - -

Portugal - - - - -

Madeira - - - - -

Spain - - - - -

Canary Islands -

Two Sicilies - - - -

Turkey Proper - - -

Channel Islands . - -

Gibraltar

Malta - - "
:

British Possessions in South Africa

British East Indies - - -

Australia . - - - -

British West Indies - - -

Other parts -

Total of Wines

Red White Total of

Wine. Wine. all kinds.

Gallons. Gallons. Gallons.

28 46 74

1,336 2,044 3,380

12 223 235

209,939 447,869 657,808*

68 9,255 9,323

5,175 2,684 7,859

28,363 160,646 189,009

8,367 105,324 113,691

345,120 277,921 623,041

1,294,035 32,574 1,326,609

4 57,262 57,266

16,056 2,444,354 2,460,410

2 6,994 6,996

1,040 183,020 184,060

15 642 657

57,571 10,096 67,667

270 7,931 8,201

275 9,136 9,411

252 466 718

1,560 16.301 17,861

619 3,224 3,843

343 12,376 12,719

12,236 22,251 34,487

1,771,371 3,362,457 5,133,828

1,981,310 3,810,326 .5,791,636t

By « an Act to amend the laws relating to the customs," it was ermined that

Jlieu of the duties and drawbacks of customs now charged
^^j^^J^^J «VtweS-

cles under mentioned, the following duties of customs shall,
«°.^°^„^.^^«^^,taVSl

ninth day of February, 1860, be charged thereon, on impor ation mto Great «r.tam

and Ireland, until the thirty-first day of December, 1860, inclusive, that is to say,

Duty on all sorts Is. lOrf. 13-20ths per B"''"" '^th August. 1853.

t Duty 5i. Od. a-lOths per gallon from the I3th May, 1840.
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Wine of or from Foreign Countries

:

the gallon

1039

£ s. d.

0 3 0
0 3 0

0 3 0

Red
White
Lees of such wine ...

With an allowance for drawback on exportation until the said thirty-first of De-
cember, 1860, inclusive, of three shillings per gallon on such wine exported or used as
ship's stores, but no drawback shall be granted on lees of wine.
On and after the 1st day of January 1861, and without any allowance for drawback

:

Wine containing less than the following rates of proof spirit, verified by Sykes's
Hydrometer ; viz.

Wine of or from foreign countries :

—

Red - - . the gallon
White - - I
Lees of such wine „

Wine the growth and produce of any
British possession :

—

Red - - - the gallon
White - - „
Lees of such wine

18 Degrees. 26 Degrees. 40 Degrees.
If imported
in bottles.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

0 1 0 0 1 6 0 2 0 0 2 0
0 1 0 0 1 6 0 2 0 0 2 0
0 1 0 0 1 6 0 2 0 0 2 0

0 1 0 0 1 6 0 2 0 0 2 0
0 1 0 0 1 6 0 2 0 0 2 0
0 1 0 0 1 6 0 2 ° 0 2 0

Provided always that the commissioners of customs may by their order from timeto time determme mto what ports in Great Britain and Ireland wine may or may ™otbe imported; and all wine imported into any port contrary thereto shaU be Sited
WmF STO^l''- '^.f

'"^'^ commissioners may see fit to direct.

1 ^'uT 1^
the deposit of crude tartar, called argal, which settles on thesides and bottoms of wine casks. See Wine

WIRE-DRAWING. (^Trefilerie, Fr.
; Braht-ziehen, Drahtzug, Germ) Whenanoblong lump of metal is forced through a series of progressively d^iminTshii-. aperturesin a steel plate, so as to assume in its cross section the form and dimensions'of thflasthole, and to be augmented m length at the expense of its thickness^t °s said to be

tTr;A'7- 7^"
^.r'.

°^ ''''^ '^"^^ draw-plate is pierced with a regular Jada

drawing thick rods of gilt silver down into stout wire, the hySic press has'binhad recourse to with advantage.
"yurauiic press nas been

'.Tf^"xf' ^
«o°yenient form of the draw-bench, where the power is an

Ji^n t^^g*':? t'^sr^r' ^^^as^::::: tZ
motion being so regulated by a 1938

3
fly-wheel, that it does not proceed
in fits and starts, and cause in-
equalities in the wire. The metal
requires to be annealed, now and
then, between successive drawings C
otherwise it would become too
hard and brittle for further exten-
sion. The reel upon which it is
wound is sometimes mounted in a
cistern of sour small beer, for the — w

with one or more perforated r'b eTsOTnhrrerorr/L^^^^^ '"'!"'• ""ei
bceause the holes Iven in the beTiTb^omeTaoi^^^^^^^ T t'""?

"
a ho,e io a ruby O OOaa of a„ ineh in .iaS-!S :;Je",?5 Suo^ S'/fi
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drawn, -which possessed at the end the very same section as at the beginning ; a result

determined by weighing portions of equal length, as also by measuring it with a mi-

crometer. The hole in an ordinary draw-plate of soft steel becomes so wide, by

drawing 14,000 fathoms of brass wire, that it requires to be narrowed before the ori-

ginal sized wire can be again obtained.

Wire, by being diminished one-half, one-third, one-fourth, &c., in diameter, is aug-

mented in length respectively four, nine, sixteen times, &c. The speed with which it

may be prudently drawn out depends upon the ductility and tenacity of the metal
;

but may be always increased the more the wire becomes attenuated, because its par-

ticles progressively assume more and more of the filamentous form, and accommodate

themselves more readily to the extending force. Iron and brass wires, of 0-3 inch in

diameter, bear drawing at the rate of from 12 to 15 inches per second ; but when of

0-025 (jL) of an inch, at the rate of from 40 to 45 inches in the same time. Finer

silver and copper wire may be extended from 60 to 70 inches per second.

By enclosing a wire of platinum within one of silver ten times thicker, and drawing

down the compound wire till it be 3J5 of an inch, a wire of platinum of jj'gj of an inch

will exist in its centre, which may be obtained apart, by dissolving the silver away in

nitric acid. This pretty experiment was first made by Dr. Wollaston.

The French draw-plates are so much esteemed, that one of the best of them used to

be sold in this country, during the late war, for its weight in silver. The holes are

formed with a steel punch; being made large on that side where the wire enters, and

diminishing with a regular taper to the other side.

WIRE ROPE. The manufacture of ropes made of wire, has, of late years, become

a most important one. Not only are ropes of this description now employed in the

most extensive coal mines of this country, and for winding generally, but they are

used for much of the standing rigging of ships, and for numerous ordmary purposes.

Perhaps the most important application of wire rope has been, however, m the con-

struction of the electric cables. See Electro-telegraphy.

The following tables show the relative values of ropes of hemp, iron, and steel.

Table I.

liovnd Wire Ropes, for inclined planes, mines, collieries, ships' standing rigging, 8fc.

Hemp. Iron.

Circum- lbs. weight Circum- lbs. weight

ference. ler fathom. ference. aer fathom.

2 1

H
1

4 n
n

2

^
5 3

2 H
H 7 2| 4

2i 4^

6 9 2g 5

5^

6| 10 OS 6

61

7 12 97 7

3 7^

7| 14 3J 8

3J 8^

8 16 3i

3i

9

10

8^ 13 31 11

Si 12

9^
10

22 3i
13

26 4

41

14

15

11 30 4i

^
16

18

12 34 41 20

Steel.

Circum- lbs. weight
ference. per fathom.

1

2

2^

2i

93

21

2^

03

3'^

1

n

2

2^

3.^

4

4i

D5

6

6^

8

9

10
12

Equivalent Strength.

Working Breaking
load. strain.

Cwts. Tons.

6 2

9 3

12 4

15 5

18 6

21 7

24 8

27 9

30 10

33 11

36 12

39 13

42 14

45 15

48 16

61 17

54 18

60 20

66 22

72 24

78 26

84 28

90 30

96 32

108 36

120 40

Round rope in pit shafts must be worked to the same load as Oat ropes.
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Table II

Flat Wire Hopes, for pits, hoists, Sfc. ^r.

1041

Hemp. Iron.

Size in lbs. weight Size in lbs. weight
inches. per fathom. inches. per fatliom.

4 X U 20 21x ^ 11
5 xH 24 21 X 13

H xli 26 93 V 5 15
53 X 1^ 28 3 X 16
6 X li 30 3^x 18
7 X l| 36 31 x 20
8- x2^ 40 22
81 x2i 45 4 X 25
9 x2l 50 *J X , 28
9^ x2i 55 4|x 32
10x2» 60 4|x 34

Steel.

Size in
inches.

2ix

2^x

2'^2

3 X

3^x
31 X

lbs. weight
per fathom.

10

11

12

13

15

16
18

20

Equivalent Strength.

Working
load.

Cwts.

44
52
60
64
72

80
88
110
112
128

136

Breaking
strain.

Tons
20
23
27

28
32
36
40
45
50
56
60

_
WOAD (^Vouede, Pastel, Fr.; Waid, Germ.; Guuldo, It. Isatis tinctoria, Unn.)

IS almost the only plant growing in the temperate zone which is known to produce
mdigo. It IS an herbaceous, biennial plant, belonging to the natural order cruciferce,
and bears yellow flowers and large flattened seed vessels, which are often streaked with
purple. The leaves, which are the only part of the plant employed in dyeing are
large, smooth, and glaucous, like cabbage leaves, but exhibit no external indicatiorf
ot the presence of any blue colouring matter, which indeed, according to modern
researches, is not contained in them ready formed. The plant called by the Romans
glastum, with which, according to Pliny, the Britons dyed their skins blue is sup-
posed to be identical with woad. Before the introduction of indigo into the dve-

?Zv.ril^'''°^''''°^'^-T'%^'T^"^'''*^^
^""^ ^y^^^S ^l-^^' ^"'i ^'^s extensively

cult vated in various districts of Europe, such as Thuringia, in Germany ; Lan-
guedoc, m France; and Piedmont, in Italy. To these districts its cultivation wasa source of great wealth. Beruni, a rich woad manufacturer of Toulouse, became

Ch" fes V i^'sSn'^Thf °' ^'^^'^^ ^ prisoneT ofCtiailes v., in Spam. The term paijs de cocaigne, denoting a land of ereat wealth

Ztu'lTV-^'v^''^'"'^^'''''
derived'from the circumstance tfatheToadballs called in French cocaignes, were manufactured chiefly in LanguedocIhe woad-leaves were not employed by the dyer in their crude state but were

roZ"r?:J^^tT^Tj
^---t-tion, for the purpose of elimina^Lg thlcolouring ma ter. The seed having been sown in winter, or early sprinir theplants were allowed to grow until the leaves were about a span long, and had astumedthe rich glaucous appearance indicative of maturity, when they were stripped or cutofl-. The croppmg was repeated several times, at intervals of five or six weeks untU

them fit for the use of the dyer Ss ^rool^
^^^^^^^

manner:-. The woad balls werrfirstb oLnrmearo?wn"f"\'° ^^"^^^'^S
triturated mass was heaped up o^a wH^n fln^f • ,T?'^^-\^^™'"^''«' the

^ith a little wine, and Xwed' to ferment or putr;fJ"""S
"^'^

r'''^
and emitted a strong ammoniacal odoura^d mScTv^oour

he mass became very hot.

process it was frequently turned over 4ith shovels nnri" • ''^S^'^'^ the
When the heat had subsided, ,he mass, which had bec^^^^^^^^ T'"''''^through sieves, and then packed in ba'rrels r ady for usT It^krd thr""*^'*^'

^''''^
pigeon's dung. ^ ^ "ad the appearance of

3x3
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In France the paste obtained by pounding the woad leaves was taken to a room

with a sloping pavement, open at one end, laid in a heap at the higher end of the

room, and allowed to ferment for a period of twenty or thirty days. The mass

swelled up and often showed cracks or fissures, which were always carefully closed

as soon as they appeared, whilst a black juice exuded and ran away in gutters con-

structed for the purpose. When the fermented heap bad become moderately dry,

it was ground again and formed into cakes, called in French coques, which were

then fully dried, and in this state brought to market. In France and Italy a second

fermentation was not generally thought essential, but when performed it was con-

ducted exactly in the manner just described.

At the present day woad is nowhere employed alone for the purpose of dyeing

blue, since it is found more economical to use indigo, and the cultivation of the plant

has therefore declined considerably, and has even become nearly extinct in districts

where it was formerly carried on extensively. By woollen dyers, however, it is still

used, but only as a means of exciting fermentation, and thus reducing the indigo blue

in their vats; indeed, the woad employed by them contains little or no blue colouring

matter. See Indigo.

Numerous attempts have been made to extract the blue colonrmg matter from

woad, in the same way that indigo is extracted from the leaves of the indigofera in

the East Indies and other countries. At the commencement of the present century,

when the price of indigo on the continent of Europe was very high, a prize of

100,000 francs was even offered by the French government for the discovery of a

method of obtaining from the Isatis tinctoria, or some other native plant, a dyemg

material, which, both in regard to price and the beauty and solidity of its colour, should

form a perfect substitute for indigo. The experiments which were made m conse-

quence served to prove that it was quite possible to obtain genume mdigo from woad

leaves but that the process could never be carried on profitably on account of the

•very small proportion of colouring matter contained in the plant. Nme parts of fresh

leaves yield only one part of the prepared material or pastel, and the latter does not

afford more than 2 per cent, of its weight of indigo. Accordmg to Chevreul, the

leaves of the Indigofera anil, even when grown in the neighbourhood of Paris, con-

tain 30 times as much indigo-blue as those of the/saiw tinctoria, and, when cu tivated

in tropical countries, the amount is probably still higher The comparatively high

price of land and labour would probably itself prove a sufficient obstacle to the suc-

cessful manufacture of indigo in most European countries, even if the yield were

equal to what it is in the tropics.
t*. v,„o

In 1808 Chevreul published the results of his analysis of woad and pastel. It has

more recently been made the subject of chemical investigation, for the purpose ot

ascertaining the state in which indigo-blue exists in plants and other orgamsms. See

T E S
^Vfi^cm PRESERVING. Mr. Bethell's invention, which is much employed, con-

sists h^ impregnating wood throughout with oil of tar and other bituminous matters

containing'^crfosote.lnd also with pyrolignite of iron, which holds more creosote

in solution than anv other watery menstruum.

The wood is ?ui in a close iron tank, like a high-pressure steam-boiler which is

then closed and filled with the tar oil or pyrolignite. The air is then exhausted by air-

pumpt and afterwards more oil or pyrolignite is forced in Vdr°staUc pu^^^^^^^^^

a nresJure equal to from 100 to 150 pounds to the inch is obtained. This Pressure is

Lpt up by tre ftlquent working of the pumps during six or seven l^ours, whereby

SloSd becomes thoroughly sSurated with the tar oi , or the pyrolignite of ron, and

-r: f^Js^rnkTfifi rofMo^^redtzs::^^:^^:^ -ds

°'The':Spt'drd'LS^^^^^^^^ coagulating the albu-n ^n the s^

tually done by this process.
-„„^pr<! it toueher, and infinitely

The atmospheric action on wood thus prepared je^iders iMougher.

stronger. A post made of beech, or even of Scotch
6/' fJ^^^l^J

™°
^\ ^,1 i,s pores

as strong as one made of the best oak ; t^if^^^tuminous m xture wi h^^^^
^^^^

are filled acting as a cement to bind the fibres together n a
^"/'^ i'^^l^ibes a

more porous the wood is, the more durable and tough it becoiutb, as
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greater quantity of ihe bituminous oil, which is proved by its increased weight. The
materials which are injected preserve iron and metals from corrosion ; and an iron

bolt driven into wood so saturated remains perfectly sound and free from rust. It also

resists the attack of insects; and it has been proved by Mr. Prichard, at Shoreham
Harbour, that the teredo navalis, or naval worm, will not touch it.

Wood thus prepared for sleepers, piles, posts, fencing, &c., is not at all aflFected by
alternate exposure to wet and dry ; it requires no painting, and after it has been ex-
posed to the air for some days it loses every unpleasant smell.

For railway sleepers it is highly useful, as the commonest Scotch fir sleeper, when
thus prepared, will last for centuries. Posts for gates or fencing, if prepared in this

manner, may be made of Scotch fir, or the cheapest wood that can be obtained, and
will not decay like oak posts, which invariably become rotten near the earth after a
few years. The processes which have been introduced for impregnating wood with
the protosulphate of iron, corrosive sublimate, chloride of lime, and similar substances,
are not much employed, although many of them have been found to be very useful as
preservative agents.

WOOF is the same as Weft.
WOOL. In reference to textile fabrics, sheep's wool is of two different sorts, the

short and the long-stapled ; each of which requires different modes of manufacture in
the preparation and spinning processes, as also in the treatment of the cloth after it is

woven, to fit it for the market. Each of these is, moreover, distinguished in commerce
by the names of fleece wools and dead wools, according as they have been shorn at
the usual annual period from the living animal, or are cut from its skin after death.
The latter are comparatively harsh, weak, and incapable of imbibing the dyeing prin-
ciples, more especially if the sheep has died of some malignant distemper. The
annular pores, leading into the tubular cavities of the filaments, seem, in this case,
to have shrunk and become obstructed. The time of year for sheep-shearing most
favourable to the quality of the wool, and the comfort of the animal, is towards the
end of June and beginning of July—the period when Lord Leicester holds his cele-
brated rural fete for that interesting purpose.
The wool of the sheep has been surprisingly improved by its domestic culture. The

motijlun (Ovis aries), the parent stock from which our sheep is undoubtedly derived,
and which is still found in a wild state upon the mountains of Sardinia, Corsica)
Barbary, Greece, and Asia Minor, has a very short and coarse fleece, more like hair
than wool. When this animal is brought under the fostering care of man, the rank
fibres gradually disappear ; while the soft wool round their roots, little conspicuous in
the wild animal, becomes singularly developed. The male most speedily under<^oes
this change, and continues ever afterwards to possess far more power in modifying
the fleece of the offspring than the female parent. The produce of a breed from a
coarse-wooUed ewe and a fine-woolled ram, is not of a mean quality between the two
but half-way nearer that of the sire. By coupling the female thus generated with
such a male as the former, another improvement of one-half will be obtained, affording
a staple three-fourths finer than that of the grandam. By proceeding inversely the
wool would be as rapidly deteriorated. It is, therefore, a matter of the first conse-
quence in wool husbandry, to exclude from the flock all coarse-fleeced rams.
Long wool IS the produce of a peculiar variety of sheep, and varies in the length of

Its fibres from 3 to 8 inches. Such wool is not carded like cotton, but combed like
flax, either by hand or appropriate machinery. Short wool is seldom longer than 3
or 4 inches

;
it is susceptible of carding and felting, by which processes the filamentsbecome first convoluted, and then densely matted together. The shorter sorts ofcombing wool are used principally for hosiery, though of late years the finer kindshave been extensively ^vorked up into merino and raousseline-de-laine fabrics. The

't!

^^^^"^stershire breed are manufactured into hard yarns, forworsted-pieces, such as waistcoats, carpets, bombazines, poplins, crapes, &c:

.rpnVrnliri I "

^''"^ '''"'^'^ ^^''^^ "^''^^ ^'^"^^^ ^ot te only shorter, but,

fhe fuUiL roop"i' T 'f^'
'^"'^ ^^'-^^'^^ ''^ °rder to fit them foi'

ntiv of^dCr
fo°^e.^°ol-sorters and wool-staplers acquire by practice great

¥he filaments r^'h^ '
''"'^ and'traction of the fin|ers.Ihe filaments of the finer qualities vary in thickness from „U to ^i,„ of an inch •

nt rva s of about' ^"1 '"•'°">.'' ^ ^^^-^ achrJifatic ^S^croscop^ ai

o"her like the ioillt^?^"
-"^

'
^ f '.T'^'"^ '"^"S^' i^^^^'i^'^'ed towards'eachother, like the joints of Eqm,etum, or rather like the scaly zones of a serpent's skinThere are four distinct qualities of wool upon every sheep • the fines beinVnnnn

Ir'T/r-JT 'I' r'^'J" ' '"'^^^^'f ^'^^ tail, inc^ud^g one t^^^^^^^bread h of the back
;

the second covers the flanks between the thighs and theshoulders
;
the third clothes the neck and the rump • and the fourth r^vtl^c

the lower part of the neck and breast down to the' feet as also ;;;,on a part o?^
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sluniklers and the thighs, to the bottom of the hind quarter. These should he torn

asunder, and sorted, immediately after the shearing.

The harshness of wools is dependent not solely upon the breed of the animal, or the

climate, but is owing to certain peculiarities in the pasture, derived from the soil. It

is known, that in sheep fed upon clialky districts, wool is apt to get coarse ; but in

those upon a rich loamy soil, it becomes soft and silky. The ardent sun of Spain

renders the tieece of the Merino breed harsher than it is in the milder climate of

Saxony. The Angora, or Angola, or Angona wool, from Agnolia, 39° 53' N. Lat.,

32° .'52' E. Long., owes its beautiful character to the place of its growth. This wool

is the same as Mohair. Smearing sheep with a mixture of tar and butter is deemed
favourable to the softness of their wool.

All wool, in its natural state, contains a quantity of a peculiar pota.sh-soap, secreted

by the animal, called in this country the yolk; which may be washed out by water

alone, with which it forms a sort of lather. It constitutes from 25 to 50 per cent, of

the wool, being most abundant in the Merino breed of sheep ; and however favour-

able to the growth of the wool on the living animal, should-be taken out soon after it

is shorn, lest it injure the fibres by fermentation, and cause them to become hard and

brittle. After being washed in water, somewhat more than lukewarm, the wool

should be well pressed, and carefully dried.

Mr. Hicks, of Huddersfield, obtained a patent some years ago for a machine for

cleaning wool from burs. It consists of 4 rotary beaters, which act in succession. The
wool having been opened and spread upon a feeding cloth is carried by it to the

drawing rollers, and is then delivered to the action of the beater, by which it is carried

along a curved grating to the feed cloth of another beater, so as to be made eventually

quite clean.

Wool was first imported into this country in 1770. The gradual increase in the

importation is shown in the following table :
—

Year. lbs. Year, lbs.

1771 - 1,829,772 1811 - 4,739,972

1781 - 2,478,332 1821 - - 16,622,567

1791 - 3,014,511 1831 - 31,652,029

1801 - 7,371,774 1841 - - 56,170,974

In the year 1800 a duty of 5s. 3rf. per cwt. was imposed upon the import, which

in 1813 was raised to 6s. 8rf. per cwt., and in 1819 to the excessive duty of 6c/. per lb.

;

in 1824 it was reduced to Sd. per lb., and in 1825 to ^d. per lb. on wool under the

value of Is. per lb., and Id. on wool above that price. The duty was removed m
1844:—
Quantities of Wool (Sheep, Lamb, and Alpaca) imported into the United Kingdom from

various Countries.

Years.

1844
Wh
1846
1847
1848
1849
IH.'iO

1851

1852
1863
1854
1855
IS.'iG

18.57

1858

Spain.

lbs.

918,853
1,074,540

1,020,476
424,408
106,638
127.559
440,751
383,150
233,413
154,146
424,300
68,750
55,090

397,238
110,510

Germany,
Tiz.

Mecklen-
berg,

Hanover,
OldenburK,

and
Hanse
Towns.

lbs.

21 ,847,684

18,484.736
15,888,705
12,673,814

14,429,161

12,750,011

9,166,731

8,219,236
12.765,253

11,584,800

11,448,518
6,128,621;

8,687,:

0,088,002

10,595,181

Other
Countries

of
Europe.

lbs.

15 313.08,

17,606,515
ll,7H3,60i

7,935,697
7,024,098
11,432,3.54

8,703,252
14,263,156
13,382,140
26,861,166
14,481.483

8,119,408

14,480,869
23,802,,520

17,926,859

British
Possessions

South
Africa.

lbs.

2,197,143
3.512,924

2,958,457
3,477,392
3,497,250
5,377,495
5,709,529
5,816,591

6,388,796
7,221,448
8,223,598
11,075.965
14,305,188

14,287,828

16,597,504

British
Possessions

in the
East

Indies.

lbs.

2,765,853
3,975,866
4,570,581

3,063,1+2
5,997,435
4,182,8.53

3,473,252
4,549..52l)

7,880,784
12,400,869
14,965.191
14,283,535
15,386,57!*

19,370,741

17,333,507

British
Settlements

Australia.

lbs.

17,602,247

24,177,317
21,789,346
26,056,815
30,034,567
35,879,171
39,018,221

41,810,117
43,197,301
47,076,01(1

47,489.650

49,142.306
.52,0.52,1.39

49,209,655
51,104,560

South
America.

lbs.

3,700,063
6,408,338
4,890,273
7,295,550
8,851,211

6,014,525
5,296,648
4,8.50,048

6,2,52,689

9,740,0:(2

6,134,334
7,106,708

8,076,317
9,.'«)6,886

10,046,381

Other
Countries.

lbs.

1,308,831

1,613,619

2,404,023
1,605,780

924,487
1,004.679

2,518,394
3,420,157
3,661,082
4,357,978
2,954,921
3,375,148
3,167,430
7,287,028
3,024,216

Total.

lbs.

65,713,761
70,813,855
65,255,462
62,592,598
70.864.847

76,708,647
74,326.778
83,311,975
93,761,458
I19,3!'6,449

106,121,995
99,300,446

II 6,21 1,392
129,749,>*98

126,738,721

Years.

1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
18.50

1851
i8.52

18.53

1854

1855
18.56

18.57

1858

wn?n T FN^KnUFACTURE. In this branch of business, a long-stapled and

firrfibrei; required to ffrm a smooth level yarn, little liable to shrink curl, or

?eiufweaving^ and finishTng the cloth. It must not be entangled by carding bu

stl^tcLd
'

li^ncs as parallel as possible by a suitable system of comhng, manual

or mechanical.
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pair of combs for each person

;

3, a comb-pot or small stove for

composed

1940

When the long -wool is brought into the worsted factory, it is first of all washed by

men with soap and water, who are paid for their labour by the piece, and are each

assisted by a boy, who receives the wool as it issues from between the drymg

squeezers (see Bleaching). The boy carries off the wool in baskets, and spreads it

evenly upon the floor of the drying-room, usually an apartment over the boilers

of the steam-engine, which is thus economically heated to the proper temperature.

The health of the boys employed in this business is not found to be at all injured.

The wool, when properly dried, is transferred to a machine called the plucker,

which is always superintended by a boy 12 or 14 years of age, being very light work.

He lays the tresses of wool pretty evenly upon the feed-apron, or table covered with

an endless moving webb of canvas, which, as it advances, delivers the ends of the

long tufts to a pair of fluted rollers, whence it is introduced into a fanning apparatus,

somewhat similar to the willow employed in the cotton manufacture, which see. The
filaments are turned out at the opposite end of this winnowing machine, straight-

ened, cleaned, and ready for the combing operation. According to the old practice of

the trade, and still, for the finer descrip- ^ ^ ^1 1939
tions of the long staple, according to the

present practice, the wool is carded by
hand. This is far more severe labour

than any subservient to machinery, and

is carried on in rooms rendered close and
hot by the number of stoves requisite to

heat the combs, and so enable them to

render- the fibres soft, flexible, and elastic.

This is a task at which only robust men
are engaged. They use three implements

; 1, a

2, a post, to which one of the combs can be fixed:

heating the teeth of the combs. Each comb is

either of two or three rows of pointed tapering steel teeth, h

fig. 1939, disposed in two or three parallel planes, eacn row
being a little longer that the preceding. They are made fast

at the roots to a wooden stock or head c, which is covered with
horn and has a handle d, fixed into it at right angles to the
lines of the teeth. The spaces between these two or three
planes of teeth is about one-third of an inch at their bottoms,
but somewhat more at their tips. The first combing, when
the fibres are most entangled, is performed with the two-row
toothed combs ; the second or finishing combing, with the
three-row toothed.

In the workshops a post is planted, fig. 1940, upright, for

resting the combs occasionally upon, during the operation.
An iron stem g, projects from it horizontally, having its end
turned up, so as to pass through a hole in the handle of the
comb. Near its point of insertion into the post, there is

another staple point, h, which enters into the hollow end of
the handle ;

which, between these two catches, is firmly
secured to the post. The stove is a very simple affair, con-
sisting merely of a flat iron plate, heated by fire or steam, and surmounted with a
similar plate, at an interval sufiicient to allow the teeth to be inserted between them
at one side, which is left open, while the space between their edges, on the other side,
is closed to confine the heat.

In combing the wool, the workman takes it up in tresses of about four ounces
each, sprinkles it with oil, and rolls it about in his hands, to render all the filaments
equally unctuous. Some harsh dry wools require one-sixteenth of their weight of oil,
others no more than a fortieth. He next attaches a heated comb to the post, with its
teeth pointed upwards, seizes one-half the tress of wool in his hands, throws it over the
teeth, Aen draws it through them, and thus repeatedly : leaving a few straight filaments
each time upon the comb. When the comb has in this way collected all the wool, it

is placed with its points inserted into the cell Of the stove, with the wool hanginn-
down outside, exposed to the influence of the heat. The other comb, just removed
in a heated state from the stove, is planted upon the post, and furnished in its turn
with the remaining two-ounce tress of wool; after which it supplants the preceding at
the stove. Having both combs now hot, he holds one of them with his left hand over
his knee, being seated upon a low stool, and seizing the other with his right hand, he
combs the wool upon the first, by introducing the teeth of one comb into the wool stuck
in the other, and drawing them through it. This manipulation is skilfully repeated till
the fibres are laid truly parallel like a flat tress of hair. It is proper to begin by comb-
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ing the tips of the tress, and to advance progressively, from the one end towards the
other, till at length the combs are worked with their teeth as closely together as is

possible, without bringing them into collision. If the workman proceeded otherwise,
he would be apt to rupture the filaments, or tear their ends entirely out of one of the
combs. The flocks lel't at the end of the process, because they are too short for the
comber to grasp them in his hand, are called noyls. They are unfit for the worsted
spinner, and are reserved for the coarse cloth manufacturer.
The wool finally drawn off from the comb, though it may form a uniform tress of

straight filaments, must yet be combed again at a somewhat lower temperature, to
prepare it perfectly for the spinning operation. From ten to twelve slivers are then
arranged in one parcel.

To relieve the workman from this laborious and not very salubrious task has been
the object of many mechanical inventions. One of these, considerably employed in
this country and in France, is the invention of the late Mr. John Collier, of Paris,
for which a patent was obtained in England, under the name of John Piatt, of Sal-

ford, in November 1827. It consists of two comb-wheels, about ten feet in diameter,
having hollow iron spokes filled with steam, in order to keep the whole apparatus at

a proper combing heat. The comb forms a circle, made fast to the periphery of the

wheel, the teeth being at right angles to the plane of the wheel. The shafts of the

two wheels are mounted in a strong frame of cast-iron; not, however, in horizontal

positions, but inclined at acute angles to the horizon, and in planes crossing each
other, so that the teeth of one circular comb sweep with a steady obliquity over the

teeth of the other, in a most ingenious manner, with the effect of combing the tresses

of wool hung upon them. The proper quantity of long wool, in its ordinary state,

is stuck in handfuls npon the wheel, revolving slowly, by a boy, seated upon the

ground at one side of the machine. Whenever the wheel is dressed, the machine is

made to revolve more rapidly, by shifting its driving-band on another pulley ; and it

is beautiful to observe the delicacy and precision with which it smoothes the tangled

tress. When the wools are set in rapid rotation, the loose ends of the fleece, by the

centrifugal force, are thrown out, in the direction of radii, upon the teeth of the

other revolving comb-wheel, so as to be drawn out and made truly straight. The
operation commences upon the tips of the tresses, where the wheels, by the oblique

posture of their shafts, are at the greatest distance apart; but as the planes slowly

approach to parallelism, the teeth enter more deeply into the wool, till they pro-

gressively comb the whole length of its fibres. The machine being then thrown out

of gear, the teeth are stripped of the tresses by the hand of the attendant; the noi/ls,

or short refuse wool, being also removed, and kept by itself.

This operation being one of simple superintendence, not of handicraft effort and skill,

like the old combing of long wool, is now performed by boys or girls of 13 and 14

years of age ; and places in a striking point of view the influence of automatic

mechanism, in so embodying dexterity and intelligence in a machine, as to render the

cheap and tractable labour of children a substitute for the high-priced and often

refractory exertions of workmen too prone to capricious combinations. The chief

precaution to be taken with this machine, is to keep the steam-joints tight, so as not

to wet the apartments, and provide due ventilation for the operatives.

The following machine, patented by James Noble, of Halifax, worsted-spinner, in

February 1834, deserves particular notice, as its mode of operation adapts it well

also for heckling flax. In Jfig. 1941, the internal structure is exhibited. The frame-

work a, a, supports the axle of a wheel, b, b, in suitable carings on each side. To

the face of this wheel is afiixed the eccentric or heart-wheel cam, c, c. On the

upper part of the periphery of this cam or heart-wheel, a lever, d, d, bears merely by

its gravity; one end of which lever is connected by a joint to the crank e. By the

rotation of the crank c, it will be perceived that the lever d, will be sliddeu to and
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fro on the upper part of the periphery of the eccentric or heart-wheel cam c, the

outer end of the lever d, carrying the upper or working comb or needle pomts/, as

it moves performing an elliptical curve, which curve will be dependent upon the

position of the heart-wheel cam c, that guides it. A movable frame, c, carries

a series of points, h, which are to constitute the lower comb or frame of needles.

Into these lower needles the rough uncombed wool is to be fed by hand, and to be

drawn out and combed straight by the movements of the upper or working comb.

As it is important, in order to prevent waste, that the ends of the wool should be

first combed out, and that the needle-points should be made to penetrate the wool

progressively, the movable frame g is in the first instance placed as far back as

possible; and the action of the lever d, during the whole operation, is so directed by

the varying positions of the cam-wheel, as to allow the uppfr comb to enter at first a

very little way only into the wool ; but as the operation of combing goes on, the

frame with the lower combs is made to advance gradually, and the relative positions

of the revolving heart cam-wheel c, being also gradually changed, the upper or

working needles are at length allowed to be drawn completely through the wool, for

the purpose of combing out straight the whole length of its fibre.

In order to give the machine the necessary movements, a train of toothed wheels

and pinions is mounted, mostly on studs attached to the side of the frame ; which

train of wheels and pinions is shown by dots in the figure, to avoid confusion. The
driving power, a horse or steam-engine, is communicated by a band to a rigger on

the short axle i ; which axle carries a pinion, taking into one of the wheels of the

train. From this wheel the crank e, that works the lever d, is driven ; and also, by

gear from the same pinion, the axle of the wheel b, carrying the eccentric or heart-

wheel cam, is also actuated, but slower than the crank-axle.

At the end of the axle of the wheel b, and cam c, a bevel pinion is afiixed, which
gears into a corresponding bevel pinion on the end of the lateral shaft k. .The re-

verse end of this shaft has a worm or endless screw /, taking into a toothed wheel m ;

and this last-mentioned toothed wheel gears into the rack at the under part of the

frame g.

It will hence be perceived, that by the movements of the train of wheels, a slow

motion is given to the frame g, by which the

lower needles carrying the wool are progressively

advanced as the operation goes on ; and also,

that by the other wheels of the train, the heart-

wheel cam is made to rotate, for the purpose of

giving such varying directions to the stroke of

the lever which slides upon its periphery, and
to the working comb, as shall cause the comb
to operate gradually upon the wool as it is

brought forward. The construction of the
frames which hold the needles, and the manner
of fixing them in the machine, present no features

of importance; it is therefore unnecessary to

describe them farther, than to say, that the
heckles are to be heated when used for comb-
ing wool. Instead of introducing the wool to

be combed into the lower needles by hand, it

is sometimes fed in, by means of an endless feed-
ing cloth, as shown in fig. 1942. This endless
cloth is distended over two rollers, which are
made to revolve, for the purpose of carrying the
cloth with the wool forward, by means of the
endless screw and pinions.

A slight variation in the machine is shown at

fiq. 1943, for the purpose of combing wool of
long fibre, which differs from the former only in
placing the combs or needle points upon a re-
volving cylinder or shaft. At the end of the
axle of this shaft, there is a toothed wheel, which
is actuated by an endless screw upon a lateral shaft. The axle of the cylinder on
which the needles are fixed, is mounted in a movable frame or carriage in order
that the points of the needles may, in the first instance, be brought to act upon
the ends of the wool only, and ultimately be so advanced as to enable the whole
length of the fibres to be drawn through. The progressive advancement of this car-
riage, with the needle cylinder, is eftected by the agency of the endless screw on the
lateral shaft before mentioned.
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Some combing-machines reduce the wool into a continuous sliver, which is ready
for the drawing-frame ; but the short slivers produced by the hand combing, must be
first joined together, by what is called planking. These slivers are rolled up by the
combers ten or twelve together, in balls called tops, each of which weighs a half
pound. At the spinning-mill these are unrolled, and the slivers are laid on a long
plank or trough, with the ends lapping over, in order to splice the long end of one
sliver into the short end of another. The long end is that which was drawn off first

from the comb, and contains the longer fibres ; the short is that which comes last

from the comb, and contains the shorter. The wool-comber lays all the slivers of
each ball the same way, and marks the long end of each by twisting up the end of the
sliver. It is a curious circumstance, that when a top or ball of slivers is unrolled and
stretched out straight, they will not separate from each other without tearing and
breaking, if the separation is begun at the short ends ; but if they are first parted at

the long ends they will readily separate.

The machine for combing long wool, for which Messrs. Donisthorpe and Rawson
obtained a patent in April 1835, has been found to work well, and therefore merits a
detailed description.

Fig. 1944 is an elevation, 1945 an end view, and fg. 1946 apian, in which
o, a, is the framing

;
b, the main shaft, bearing a pinion which drives the wheel and

shaft c, in gear with the wheel d, on the shaft e. Upon each of the wheels c and d,

there are two projections or studs /, which cause the action of the combs ^, ^, of

which h, h, are the tables or carriages. These are capable of sliding along the upper
guide rails of the framing a. Through these carriages or tables h, h, there are open-
ings or slits, shown by dotted lines, which act as guides to the holders i, i, of the

combs g, g, rendering the holders susceptible of motion at right angles to the course

pursued by the tables h. The combs are retained in the holders i, i, by means of the

lever handles j, j, which move upon inclined surfaces, and are made to press on the

surface of the heads of the combs g, g, so as to be retained in their places ; and they

are also held by studs affixed to

the holders, which pass into the

comb-heads. From the under
side of the tables, forked projec-

tions i, i, stand out, which pass

through the openings or slits

formed in the tables h, h ; these

projections are worked from side

to side by the frame k, k, which
turning on the axis or shaft I, I,

is caused to vibrate, or rock to

and fro, by the arms »i, moved
by the eccentric grove w, made
fast to the shaft e. The tables h,

are drawn inwards, by weights

suspended on cords or straps o, o,

which pass over friction pulleys

p,p; whereby the weights have

a constant tendency to draw the

combs into the centre of the ma-
chine, as soon as it is released by

the studs /, passing beyond the

projecting arms g, on the tables.

On the shaft c, a driving-tooth or catch r, is fixed, which takes into the ratchet wheel

s, and propels one of its teeth at every revolution of the shaft c. This ratchet wheel

turns on an axis at < ; to the ratchet the pulley v is made fast, to winch ^e/;ord or

band w is secured, as also to the pulley x, on the shaft rj. On the shaft there a e

two other pulleys z, having the cords or bands a, a made fast to ^em and a so to

the end of the gauge-plates b, furnished with graduated steps, agamst wh ch the tables

h, h, are drawing at each operation of the machine. ^Vl^Von^on as these gaug -

plates are raised, the nearer the carriages or.tables A w.ll be aWeJ^o^advance to^ihe

' the machine, and

additional lengths of the woolly
of 'thrrchin;Tank thurp;;S:il the combs ,, g, to lay hold of and conA

uuu.uonal lengths of the woolly fibres. The gauge-plates n, are £>ded uj bj

bars c, which pass through openings, slots, or guides, made m the frammg a, as

raichet wheel an inclined projection f is made fast, J^^i^li in the course

ation of the ratchet wheel, comes under the lever f, fixed to the liaft «> .h^^^

earings n. To this shaft the levers i and J, are also affixed ;
serving to tn ow
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will be released, and restored to positions ready for starting again. The lever j,

serves to slide the drum upon the driving shaft b, out of gear, by means of the forked

handle L, -when the machine is to be stopped, whenever it has finished combining a

certain quantity of wool. The combs which hold

the wool have a motion upwards, in order to take

the wool out of the way of the combs g, g, as these

are drawn into the centre of the machine ; while

the holding combs descend to lay the wool among
the points of the combs, g, g. For obtaining this

upward and downward motion, the combs m, m,

are placed between the frame n, and retained there

just as the combs g, g, are upon the holders i, i.

The framing n, is made fast to the bar or spindle

o, which moves vertically thi'ough openings in

the cross-head p, and the cross-framing of the

machine Q; from top of which there is a strap

passes over pulleys with a suspended weight to it;

the cross-head being supported by the two guide-

rods K, fixed to the cross-framing q. It is by the

guide-rods r, and the spindle o, that the frame n
is made to move up and down ; while the spindle

is made to rise by the studs /, as the wheels c

and d come successively under the studs s, on
the spindle o.

A quantity of wool is to be placed on each of

the combs g, g, and m, m, the machine being in the

position shown in Jig. 1946. When the main-shaft
b, is set in motion, it will drive by its pinion the

toothed wheel c, and therefrom the remaining
parts of the machine. The first effect of the
movement will be to raise the combs m, m, suffi-

ciently high to remove the wool out of the way of
the combs g, g, which will be drawn towards the
they are released by the studs/, passing the
but the distance between the

combs g, g, and the combs M,
M, will depend on the height
to which the gauge-plates b
have been raised. These plates

are raised one step at each re-

volution of the shaft c ; the
combs g, g, will therefore be
continually approaching more
nearly to the combs m, m, till

the plates b, are so much raised
as to permit the tables h to

approach the plates b, below
the lowest step or graduation,
•when the machine will continue
^ . , , .

*° work. Notwithstanding the plates b continuing
to rise, there bemg only paraUel surfaces against which the tables come, the combs
g, p, will successively come to the same position, till the inclined projection e, on the
ratchet wheel s, comes under the lever f, which will stop the machine. The wool
which has been combed, is then to be removed, and a fresh quantity introduced. It
should be remarked that the combs g, g, are continually moving from side to side
ot the machine, at the same time that they are combing out the wool. The chief
object of the invention is obviously to give the above peculiar motions to the combs
g, g, and m, m, which may be applied also to combing goat-hair.

For the purposes of the worsted manufacture, wool should be rendered inelastic to aconsiderable degree, so that its fibres may form long lines, capable of being twisted
into straight level yarn.

_
Mr. Bayliffe, of Kendal, has sought to accomplish this

object, first, by introducing into the drawing machine a rapidly revolvin- wheelm contact with the front drawing roller, by whose friction the filaments are
heated, and at the same time deprived of their curling elasticity; secondly byemploying a movable regulating roller, by which the extent of surface

centre of the machine, as soon as
projecting arms g, on the tables h;

the

^ _ _ or
. ^ -

, .

equently, the effect regulated or tempered as thequality of the wool may require; thirdly, the employment of steam in a rotatory

periphery of the wheel that the lengths of wool is to act upon, may be increased
diminished at pleasure, and, consequently, the effect regulated or tetnu^vaA «c i
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drum, or hollow wheel, in place of the wheel first described, for the purpose of
heating the wool, in the process of drawing, in order to facilitate the operation of
straightening the fibres.

These objects may be effected in

several ways ; that is, the machinery
may be variously constructed, and still

embrace the principles proposed. Fig.

1947, shows one mode: — a is the fric-

tion wheel ; b, the front drawing roller,

placed in the drawing-frame in the same
way as usual ; the larger wheel a, consti-

tuting the lower roller of the pair of
front drawing rollers; c and d are the
pair of back drawing rollers, which are

actuated by gear connected to the front

rollers, as in the ordinary construction

of drawing machines, the front rollers

moving very considerably faster than the

back rollers, and, consequently, drawing
or extending the fibres of the sliver of wool, as it passes through between them; e

is a guide-roller, bearing upon the periphery of the large wheel
; _/ is a tension

roller, which presses the fibres of the wool down upon the wheel a.

Now, supposing the back rollers c and d, to be turned with a given velocity, and
the front roller b to be driven much faster, the effect would be, that the fibres of wool

constituting the sliver, passing through the machine, would be considerably extended

between b and d, which is precisely the effect accomplished in the ordinary drawing

frame ; but the wheel a, introduced into the machine in place of the lower front

drawing roller, being made to revolve much faster than b, the sliver of wool extended

over the upper part of its periphery from b, to the tension roller/, will be subjected

to very considerable friction from the contact ; and, consequently, the natural curl of

the wool will be taken out, and its elasticity destroyed, which will enable the wool to

proceed in a connected roving down to the spindle or flyer h, where it becomes tw isted

or spun into a worsted thread.

In order to increase or diminish the extent to which the fibres of wool are spread

over the periphery of the wheel a, a regulating roller is adapted to the machine, as

shown at g, in place of the tension roller/. This regulating roller g, is mounted by

its pivots in bearings on the circular arms h, shown by dots. These circular arms turn

loosely upon the axle of the wheel a, and are raised or depressed by a rack and a

winch, not shown in the figure ; the rack taking into teeth on the periphery of the

circular arms. It will hence be perceived, that by raising the circular arms, the roller

g, will be carried backward, and the fibres of wool pressed upon the periphery of the

wheel to a greater extent. On the contrary, the depression of the circular arms will

draw the roller g, forward, and cause the wool to be acted upon by a smaller portion

of the periphery of the wheel a, and consequently subject it to less friction.

When it is desired to employ steam for the purpose of heating wool, the wheel a,

is formed as a hollow drum, and steam from a boiler, in any convenient situation, is

conveyed through the hollow axle to the interior of the drum, which, becoming heated

by that means, communicates heat also to the wool, and thereby destroys its curl and

Glflsticitv

BreakiTiq-frame.— Ilere the slivers are planked, or spliced together, the long end of

one to the short end of another; after which they are drawn out and extended by the

rollers of the breaking-frame. A sketch of this machine is given m fg. 1948 It

consists of four pairs of rollers A, b, c, d. The first pair A, receives the wool from

the inclined trough e, which is the planking-table. The slivers are unrolled parted,

and hung loosely over a pin, in reach of the attendant, who takes a sliver, and lays i

flat in thi trough, and the end is presented to the rollers A, which being in motion, will

draw the wool in ; the sliver is then conducted through the other rollers, as shown m

the figure: whenthesliver has passed half through, the end of another sliver is placed

upon the middle of the first, and they pass through together ;

^J'^
passed half through, the end of a third is applied upon the middle

fj^jf"''^lll^^^
the short slivers produced by the combmg are joined into one '•^g"'^

'^"f .^rf/J^;','^;^
The lower roller c, receives its motion from the mill, by means of a Pul'^y upon t e

end of ts axis, and a^ endless strap. The roller which is immediately over it, is bo ne

downb'ya-'he'avy weight, suspended from hooks, which are over the pivots of the

irth pai " "

turned by means of a small wheel upon
upper roller. The fourth pair of rollers d, moves with the same

^^^^^'^ .^^^'^^Sh
ans of a small wheel upon the end of the axis of the oiler c^w mcu

turns a wheel of the same size upon the axis of the roller d, by mean:, oi an inter
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mediate -wheel d, which makes hoth rollers turn the same -way round. The first and
second pairs of rollers, a and b, move only one-third as quick as c and d, in order to

dra-w out the sliver bet-ween b and c, to three times the length it was when put on the

planking-table. The slow motion of the rollers A, is given by a large wheel a, fixed

upon the axis of the roller a, and turned by the intermediate cog-wheels b c, and d;
the latter communicates between the rollers c and d. The pinions on the rollers c and
D, being only one-third the size of the wheel a. c and D turn three times as fast as A,
for b, c, and d, are only intermediate -wheels. The rollers B, turn at the same rate as
A. The upper roller c is loaded with a heavy weight, similar to the rollers a ; but the
other rollers, b and d, are no further loaded than the weight of the rollers.
The two pairs of rollers A, b, and c, d, are mounted in separate frames; and that

frame which contains the third and fourth pairs c, D, slides upon the cast-iron frame f,
which supports the machine, in order to increase or diminish the distance between the
rollers b and c. There is a screw/, by which the frame of the rollers is moved, so
as to adjust the machine according to the length of the fibre of the wool. The space
between b and c should be rather more than the length of the fibres of the wool.
The intermediate wheels b and c are supported upon pieces of iron, which are movable
on centres

;
the centre for the piece which supports the wheel b is concentric with

the axis of the roller a
; and the supporting piece for the wheel c is fitted on the centre

of the -wheel c?. By moving these pieces the intermediate wheels b and c can be
always kept in contact, although the distance between the rollers is varied at timesBy means of this breaking- frame, the perpetual sliver, which is made up by planking
the sliver together, is equalised, and drawn out three times in length, and delivered
into the can g.

_
Brawing-frame.—Three of these cans are removed to the drawing-frame, which is

similar to the breaking-frame, except that there is no planking-table e. There are
five sets ot rol ers, all fixed upon one common frame f, the breaking-frame, which we
have described, being the first. As fast as the sliver comes through one set of rollers
It is received mto a can, and then three of these cans are put together and passed
again through another set of rollers. In the whole the wool must pass through the
breaker and four drawing-frames before the roving is begun. The draught being

ToKTk T''/'
operation of drawing, and three times in the breaking, thi

ittlZ ) ''^ 3 X 4 X 4 X 4 X 4= 768 ; but to suit different sorts of wool the three lastdrawing-frames are capable of making a greater draught, even to five times,

times
pinions; accordingly the draught will be 3 x 4 x 5 x 5 x 5= 1500

The size of the sliver is diminished by these repeated drawings, because only three
s .vers are put together, and they are drawn out four times ; so that in the whole thesliver is reduced to a fourth or a ninth of its original bulk

""^ and drawing-frame which are used when the slivers are pre-pared by the combmg-machines, are differently constructed
; they have no plankinl

able, but receive three of the perpetual slivers of the combing-machine from as manvtin cans, and draw them out from ten to twelve times. In thi? case all tSur rolScontribute to he operation of drawing
: thus the second rollers b, move 2A times 2fas as the rollers a; the third rollers c move 8 times as fast as a

; and die fourUirollers e move lOJ times as fast as a. In this case the motion is give^ to the diSSen
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rollers by means of beveled -wheels, and a horizontal axis, which extends across

the ends of all the four rollers, to communicate motion from one pair of rollers to

another.

There are three of these systems of rollers, -which are all mounted on the same
frame ; and the first one through -which the wool passes is called the breaking-frame;

but it does not differ from the others, which are called drawing-frames. The slivers

•which have passed through one system of rollers are collected four or five together

and put through the drawing-rollers. In all the slivers pass through three drawings,

and the -whole extension is seldom less than 1000 times, and for some kinds of wool

much greater.

After the drawing of the slivers is finished, a pound -weight is taken, and is mea-

sured by means of a cylinder, in order to ascertain if the drawing has been properly

conducted; if the sliver does not prove of the length proposed, according to the size

of worsted which is intended to be spun, the pinions of some of the drawing-frames

are changed, to make the draught more or less, until it is found by experiment that

one pound of the sliver measures the required length.

Roving-frame.—This is provided with rollers, the same as the drawing-frames: it

takes in one or two slivers together, and draws them out four times. By this exten-

sion the sliver becomes so small that it would break with the slightest force, and it is

therefore necessary to give some twist ; this is done by a spindle and flyer. See

Roving, under Cotton Manufactdre.
Spinning-frame.—This is so much like the roving-frame that a short description

will be sufficient. The spindles are more delicate, and there are three pairs of rollers,

instead of two ; the bobbins, which are taken off from the spindles of the roving-

frame when they are quite full, are stuck upon skewers, and the roving which proceeds

from them is conducted between the rollers. The back pair turns round slowly ; the

middle pair turns about twice for once of the back rollers ; and the front pair makes

from twelve to seventeen turns for one turn of the back roller, according to the degree

of extension which is required.

The spindles must revolve very quickly in the spinning-frame, in order to give the

requisite degi-ee of twist to the worsted. The hardest twisted worsted is called tammy

warp ; and when the size of this worsted is such as to be 20 or 24 hanks to the pound

weight, the twist is about 10 turns in each inch of length. The least twist is given

to the worsted for fine hosiery, which is from 18 to 24 hanks to the pound. The

twist is from 5 to 6 turns per inch. The degree of twist is regulated by the size of

the whirls or pulleys upon the spindle, and by the wheel-work which communicates

the motion to the front rollers from the band-wheel, which turns the spindles.

It is needless to enter more minutely into the description of the spinning machmery,

because the fluted roller construction, invented by Sir Richard Arkwright, fully

described under Cotton Manufacture, is equally applicable to worsted. The

difference between the two is chiefly in the distance between the rollers, which in the

worsted-frame is capable of being increased or diminished at pleasure, according to

the length of the fibres of the wool ; and the draught or extension of the roving is

far greater than in the cotton,
, , . x. e

Reelinq —The bobbins of the spinning-frame are placed in a row upon wires betore

a lonff horizontal reel, and the threads from 20 bobbins are wound off together. The

reel is exactly a yard in circumference, and when it has wound off 80 turns it rmgs

a bell- the motion of the reel is then stopped, and a thread is passed round the 80

turns or folds which each thread has made. The reeling is then contmued till another

80 vards is wound off, which is also separated by interweaving the same thread
;
each

of these separate parcels is called a ley, and when 7 such leys are reeled it is called a

Sank, which contains .560 yards. When this quantity is reeled off, the ends of he

binding thread are tied together, to bind each hank fast, and one of tje raik of the

reel is struck to loosen the hanks, and they are drawn off at the end of the reel.

These hanks are next hung upon a hook, and twisted up hard by a stick- then

doubled and the two parts twisted together to make a firm bundle. In this state he

hanks are weighed by a small index-machine, which denotes what number of the

haSks will wei|h a pound. And they are sorted according y into different parcels

It is bv this means that the number of the worsted is ascertained as the denomination

for its^finene^s thus No. 24 means that 24 hanks each containing 560 yards will

^'^ls:iZ^:l^-Tmcr..t from that used for cotton, because the ^-k

cotton conuTns 840 yards instead of 560; but in some places the worsted hank is

°^to%^ ^"edtr'^Set, the proper number of Janks is colle^ed to

maiea'^JouiZccordingtothe number which been ascertained ;
he^.e a^^^^^^^

as a proof of the correctaess of the sorting, then tied up m bundles of one pouna eacn.
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and four of these bundles are again tied together. Then 60 such bundles are packed

up in a sheet, making a bale of 240 pounds ready for market.

Of the treatment of short woolfor the cloth manufacture.—Shovt wool resembles cotton

not a little in the structure of its filaments, and is cleaned by the willi/, as cotton is by

the ivillow, which opens up the matted fleece of the -wool-stapler, and cleans it from

accidental impurities. Sheep's wool for working into coarse goods must be passed

repeatedly through this machine, both before and after it is dyed ; the second last

time for the purpose of blending the different sorts together, and the last for imbuing

the fibres intimately with oil. The oiled wool is next subjected to a first carding opera-

tion called scribbling, whereby it is converted into a broad thin fleece or lap, as cotton

is by the breaker-cards of a cotton mill. The woollen lap is then worked by the

cards proper, which deliver it in a narrow band or sliver. By this process the wool

expands greatly in all its dimensions ; while the broken or short filaments get entan-

gled by crossing in every possible direction, which prepares them for the fulling opera-

tion. See Carding, under Cotton Manufacture.
The slabbing machine, or billy, reduces the separate rolls of cardings into a con-

tinuous slightly twisted spongy cord, which is sometimes called a roving. Fig. 1949

is a.perspective representation of the slubbing machine in most common use. a, a,

is the wooden frame ; within which is the movable carriage d, d, which runs upon
the lower side rails at a, a, on friction wheels at 1, 2, to make it move easily back-

wards and forwards from one end of the frame to the other. The carriage contains

a series of steel spindles, marked 3, 3, which receive rapid rotation from a long tin

drum F, by means of a series of cords passing round the pulley or whorl of each

spindle. This di'um, 6 inches in diameter, is covered with paper, and extends across

the whole breadth of the carriage. The spindles are set nearly upright in a frame,

and about 4 inches apart ; their under ends being pointed conically, turn in brass

sockets called steps, and are retained in their position by a small brass collet, which
embraces each spindle at about the middle of its length. The upper half of each
spindle projects above the top of the frame. The drum revolves horizontally before

the spindles, having its axis a little below the line of the whorls ; and receives

motion, by a pulley at one of its ends, from an endless band which passes round a

wheel E, like the large domestic wheel formerly used in spinning wool by hand, and
of similar dimensions. This wheel is placed upon the outside of the main frame of
the machine, and has its shafts supixirted by upright standards upon the carriage d.
It is turned by the spinner placed at q, with his right hand applied to a winch n,
which gives motion to the drum, and thereby causes the spindles to revolve with
great velocity.

Each spindle receives a soft cylinder or carding of wool, which comes through
beneath a wooden roller c, c, at the one end of the frame. This is the billy roller, somuch talked of in the controversies between the operatives and masters in the cotton
factories, as an instrument of cruel punishment to children, though no such machine

Vol. III. 3 Y
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has been used in cotton mills for half a century at least. These woollen rolls

proceed to the scries of spindles, standing in the carriage, in nearly a horizontal
plane. My the alternate advance and retreat of the carringe upon its railway, the
spindles are made to approach to, and recede from, the roller c, with the effect of
drawing mit a given length of the soft cord, with any desired degree of twist, in the
following manner:—
The carding rolls are laid down straight, side by side, upon the endless cloth,

strained in an inclined direction between two rollers, one of which is seen at n, and
the other lies behind c. One carding is allotted to a spindle ; the total number of
each in one machine being from 50 to 100. The roller c, of light wood, presses gently
with its weight upon the cardings, while they move onwards over the endless cloth,

with the running out of the spindle carriage. Immediately in front of the said roller,

there is a horizontal wooden rail or bar g, with another beneath it, placed across the

frame. The carding is conducted through between these two bars, the movable
upper one being raised to let any aliquot portion of the roll pass freely. When this

bar is again let down, it pinches the spongy carding fast ; whence this mechanism is

called the clasp. It is in fact the clove, originally used by Hargreaves in his cotton-

jenny. The movable upper rail G, is guided between sliders, and a wire 7, descends
from it to a lever c. When the spindle carriage d, d, is wheeled close home to the

billy roller, a wheel 5, lifts the end 6 of the lever, which, by the wire 7, raises the

upper bar or rail g, so as to open the clasp, and release all the card rolls. Shoidd the

carriage be now drawn a little way from the clasp bars, it would tend to pull a

con-esponding length of the cardings forward from the inclined plane b, c. There
is a small catch, which lays hold of the upper bar of the clasp g, and hinders it from
falling till the carriage has receded to a certain distance, and has thereby allowed

from 7 to 8 inches of the cardings to be taken out. A stop upon the carriage then

comes against the catch, and withdraws it ; thus allowing the upper rail to fall and
pinch the carding, while the carriage, continuing to recede, draws out or stretches

that portion of the roll which is between the clasp and the spindle points. But during

this time the wheel has been turned to keep the spindles revolving, communicating

the proper degree of twist to the cardings in proportion to their extension, so as to

prevent them from breaking.

It might be imagined that the slubbing cords would be apt to coil round the spin-

dles ; but as they proceed in a somewhat inclined direction to the clasp, they receive

merely a twisting motion, continually slipping over the points of the spindles, without

getting wound upon them. Whenever the operative or slubber has given a due

degree of twist to the rovings, he sets about winding them upon the spindles into a

conical shape, for which purpose he presses down thefaller-wire 8, with his left hand,

so as to bear it down from the points of the spindles, and place it opposite to their

middle part. He next makes the spindles revolve, while he pushes in the carriage

slowly, so as to coil the slubbing upon the spindle into a conical cop. The wire 8,

regulates the winding on of the whole series of slubbings at once, and receives its

proper angle of depression for this purpose from the horizontal rail 4, which turns

upon pivots in its ends, in brasses fixed on the standards, which rise from the

carriage d. By turning this rail on its pivots, the wire 8 may be raised or lowered

in any degree. The slubber seizes the rail 4 in his left hand, to draw the carriage

out ; but in returning it, he depresses the faller-wire, at the same time that he pushes

the carriage before him.

The cardings are so exceedingly tender, that they would readdy draw out, or even

break, if they were dragged with friction upon the endless cloth of the inclined plane.

To save this injurious traction, a contrivance is introduced for moving the apron. A.

cord is applied round the groove in the middle part of the upper roller, and after

passing over pulleys, as shown in the figure, it has a heavy weight hung at the one

end and a light weight at the other, to keep it constantly extended, whde the heavy

weight tends to turn the rollers with their endless cloth round m such a direction as

to bring forward the rovings, without putting any strain upon them. Every time

that the carriage is pushed home, the larger weight gets wound up ;
and when the

quits the lever 6, and allows the upper rail g, of the clasp to fall, and pinch the carding

fast; the wheel e, being then set in motion, makes the spindles revolve; and tie

carriage being simultaneously drawn out, extends the slubbings while under the

influence of twisting. In winding up the slubbings the operative must ta>e care to

push in the carriage, and to turn the wheel round at such rates that
«P^"f, f^X

not take up faster than the carriage moves on its railway, or he would mime tne
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slubbings. The machine requires the attendance of a cliild, to bring the cardin^s

from the card-engine, to place them npon the sloping feed-cloth, and to join the ends

of the fresh ones carefully to the ends of the others newly drawn under the roller.

Slubbings intended for warp-yarn must be more twisted than those for weft ; but each

must receive a degree of torsion relative to the quality of the wool and of the cloth

intended to be made. In general, however, no more twist should be given to the

slubbings than is indispensable for enabling them to be drawn out to the requisite

slenderness without breaking. This twist forms no pai-t of the twist of the finished

yarn, for the slubbing will be twisted in the contrary direction, when spun afterwards

in the jenny or mule.

I may here remark, that various machines have been constructed of late years for

milking continuous card-ends, and slubbings, in imitation of the carding and roving

of the Cotton Manufacture ; to which article I therefore refer my readers. The
wool slubbings are now spun into yarn, in many factories, by means of the mule.

Indeed, I have seen in France the finest yarn, for the mousseline-de-laine fa.'hrics,

beautifully spun upon the self-actor mule of Sharp and Roberts.*

Tentering.—When the cloth is returned from the fulling-mill (which see), it is

stretched upon the tenter frame, and left in the open air till dry.

In the woollen manufacture, as the cloth suifers, by the operation of the fulling-

mill, a shrinkage of its breadth to well nigh one half, it must at first be woven of

nearly double its intended width when finished. Superfine six-quarter broad cloths

must therefore be turned out of the loom twelve-quarters wide.

Burling is the name of a process, in which the dried cloth is examined minutely in

every part, freed from knots or uneven threads, and repaired by sewing any little

rents, or inserting sound yarns in the place of defective ones.

Teasling—The object of this operation is to raise up the loose filaments of the

woollen yarn into a nap upon one of the surfaces of the cloth, by scratching it either

with thistle-heads, called teasels, or with teasling-cards or brushes, made of wire. The
natural teasels are the balls which contain the seeds of the plant called Dipsacus ful-
lorum ; the scales which form the balls, project on all sides, and end in sharp elastic

points, that turn downwards like hooks. In teasling by hand, a number of these balls

are put into a small wooden frame, having crossed handles, eight or ten inches long;
- and when thus filled, form an implement not unlike a curry-comb, which is used by
two men, who seize the teasel-frame by the handles, and scrub the face of the cloth,
hung in a vertical position from two horizontal rails, made fast to the ceiling of the
workshop. First, they wet the cloth and work three times over, by strokes in the
direction of the warp, and next of that of the weft, so as to raise all the loose
fibres from the felt, and to prepare it for shearing. In large manufactories, this
dressing operation is performed by a machine called a gig-mill, which originally con-
sisted, and in most places still consists, of a cylinder bristled all over with the thistle-
heads, and made to revolve rapidly while the cloth is drawn over it in a variety of
directions. If the thistle be drawn in the line of the warp, the points act more effi-

caciously upon the weft, being perpendicular to its softer spun yarns. Inventors who
have tried to give the points a circular or oblique action between the warp and the
weft, proceed apparently upon a false principle, as if the cloth were like a plate of
metal, whose substance could be pushed in any direction, Teasling really consists in
drawing out one end of the filaments, and leaving the body of them entangled in the
cloth

; and it should sei/e and pull them perpendicularly to their length, because in
this way it acts upon the ends, which being least implicated, may be most readily
disengaged.

When the hooks of the thistles become clogged with flocks of wool, they must be
taken out of the frame or cylinder, and cleaned by children with a small comb.
Moisture, moreover, softens their points, and impairs their teasling powers ; an effect
which needs to be counterbalanced, by taking them out, and drying them from time to
time. Many contrivances have, therefore, been proposed, in which metallic teasels of an
unchangeable nature, mounted in rotatory machines, driven by power, have been sub-
stituted for the vegetable, which being required in prodigious quantities, become some-
times excessively scarce and dear in the clothing districts. In 1818, several schemes

^T^r m •
patented in France, of which those of M. Arnold- Merick, and ofMM. Taunn frcres, of Elbceuf, are described in the 16th volume of Brevets d'Inven-

tion expires. Mr. Daniell, cloth manufacturer in Wilts, renewed this invention under
another form, by making his rotatory cards with two kinds of metallic wires of un-
equal lengths; the one set, long thin, and delicate, representing the points of the
thistle

;
the other, shorter, stiffer, and blunter, being intended to stay the cloth, and to

GLt^rrta?«,"volin!''°
""""^ ^oicM and delineated in Dr. Ure's Colton Man^Tacturc of

3 y 2
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hinder the former from entering too far into it. But none of these processes have
succeeded in discarding the natural teasel from the most eminent manufactories.

The French goverriinent purchased, in 1807, the patent of Douglas, an English
mechanist, -who had, in 1802, imported into France, the best system of gig-mills then
used in the west of England. A working set of his machines having been placed in

the Conservatoire des Arts, for public inspection, they were soon introduced into most
of the French establishments, so as generally to supersede teasling {lainage) by hand.
A description of them was published in the third volume of the Brevets d'Invention.

The following is an outline of some subsequent improvements:

—

1. As it was imagined that the seesaw action of the hand operative was in some
respects more effectual than the uniform rotation of a gig-mill, this was attempted to

be imitated by an alternating movement.
2. Others conceived that the seesaw motion was not essential, but that it was advan-

tageous to make the teasels or cards act in a rectilinear direction, as in working by
hand ; this action was attempted by placing the two ends of the teasel-frame iu

grooves formed like the letter d, so that the teasel should act on the cloth only when
it came into the rectlinear part. Mr. Wells, machine-maker, of Manchester, obtained

a pafent, in 1 832, for this construction.

3. It was supposed that the teasels should not act perpendicularly to the weft, but
obliquely or circularly upon the face of the cloth. Mr. Ferrabee, of Gloucester,

patented, in 1830, a scheme of this kind, in which the teasels are mounted upon two
endless chains, which traverse from the middle of the web to the selvage or list, one to

the right, and another to the left hand, while the cloth itself passes under them with

such a velocity, that the effect, or resultant, is a diagonal action, dividing into two

equal parts the rectangle formed by the weft and warp yarns. Three patent machines

of Mr. George Oldland—the first in 1830, the second and third in 1832—all proceed

upon this principle. In the first, the teasels are mounted upon discs made to turn flat

upon the surface of the cloth; in the second, the rotating discs are pressed by cork-

screw spiral springs against the cloth, which is supported by an elastic cushion, also

pressed against the discs by springs; and in the third machine, the revolving discs

have a larger diameter, and they turn, not in a horizontal, but a vertical plane.

4. Others fancied that it would be beneficial to support the reverse side of the cloth

by flat hard surfaces, while acting upon its face with cards or teasels. Mr. Joseph

Cliseld Daniell, having stretched the cloth upon smooth level stones, teasels them by

hand.

5. Messrs. Charlesworth and Mellor obtained a patent, in 1829, for supporting the

back of the cloth with elastic surfaces, while the part was exposed to the teasling

action.

6. Elasticity has also been imparted to the teasels, in the three patent inventions of

Mr. Sevill, Mr. J. C. Daniell, and Mr. R. Atkinson.

7. It has been thought useful to separate the teasel-frames upon the drum of the

gig-mill, by simple rollers, or by rollers heated with steam, in order to obtain the

combined effect of calendering and teasling. Mr. J. C. Daniell, Mr. G. Haden, and

Mr. J. Rayner, have obtained patents for contrivances of this kind.

8. Several French schemes have been mounted for making the gig-drum act upon

the two sides of the cloth, or even to mount two drums on the same machine.

Mr. Jones, of Leeds, contrived a verv excellent method of stretching the cloth, so

as to prevent the formation of folds or wrinkles. (See Newton's Journal, vol. vni. 2nd

series, page 126.) Mr. Collier, of Paris, obtained a patent, m 1830, for a greatly im-

proved gig-mill, upon Douglas's plan, which is now much esteemed by the French

clothiers. The following figures and description exhibit one of the latest and best

teasling machines. It is the invention of M. Dubois and Co., of Louviers, and is now

doing excellent work in that celebrated seat of the cloth manufacture.

In the fulling mill, the woollen web acquires body and thickness, at the expense ot

its other dimensions ; for being thereby reduced about one-third in length, and one-

half in breadth, its surface is diminished to one-third of its size as it comes out of the

loom ; and it has, of course, increased threefold in thickness. As the filaments drawn

forth by teasling, are of very unequal lengths, they must be shorn to make them level,

and with different degrees of closeness, according to the quality of the stuff and the

appearance it is desired to have. But, in general, a single operation of each kind is

insufficient; whence, after having passed the cloth once through the g.g-mill, and once

through the shearing-machine {tondense), it is ready to receive a second 'eashng, Je t

than the first, and then to suffer a second shearing. Thus, by he al'^.r^f! f
of these processes, as often as is deemed proper, the cloth finally

for appearance. Both of these operations are very delicate, especially ^^e fi"t
.

a"d

if thiy be ill conducted, the cloth is weakened, so as to tear or ^'^^r most read^j.

On the other hand, if they be skilfully executed, the fabric becomes not onlj mo.e
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sightly, but it acquires strength and durability, because its face is changed into a soe-
cies of fur, which protects it from friction and liuinidity.

Figs. lO.'iO, 1951, represent the gig-niill in section, and in front elevation a n c d
'. B',c', d', being the strong frame of iron, cast in one piece, having its feet enlarged
httle more to the inside than to the outside, and bolted to large blocks in the stone

A
a

pavement. The two uprights are bound together below by tw"o"cross-beams a" beine
fastened with screw-bolts at the cars a", a" ; and at top, by two wrought-iron
stretcher rods d, whose ends are secured by screw-nuts at d, i>'. The drum is mounted
upon a wrought-iron shaft f, which bears at its right end (Jig. 1951), exterior to the
franie, the usual rigprs, or fast and loose pulley,^", .A which give motion to themachme by a band from the main shaft of the mill. On its right end, within the frame
the shaft f, has a bevel wiieel f', for transmitting movement to the cloth, as shaU be
aiterwards explamed. Three crown wheels o, of which one is shown iu the section
fig. 1950, are, as usual, keyed by a wedge to the shaft F. Their contour is a sinuous
band, with six semi-cylindrical hollows, separated alternately by as many portions of
the periphery. One of these three wheels is placed in the middle of the shaft f and
the other two, towards its extremities. Their size may be judged of, from inspection
otjiy. 1950. After having set them so that all their spokes or radii correspond exactly,
the 16 sides H, are made fast to the 16 portions of the periphery, which correspond in
the three wheels. These sides are made of sheet-iron, curved into a gutter form, fig
1950, but rounded off at the end, fig. 1951, and each of them is fixed to the three fel-
loes of the wheels by three bolts h. The elastic part of the plate iron allows of their
being sufficiently well adjusted, so that their flat portions furthest from the centre
may lie pretty truly on a cylindrical surface, whose axis wou'd coincide with that of
the shaft f.

Between the 16 sides there are 16 intervals, which correspond to the 16 hollowings
of each of the wheels. Into these intervals are adjusted, with proper precautions, 16
frames bearing the teasels which are to act upon the cloth. These are fitted in as
follows:—Each has the shape of a rectangle, of a length equal to that of the drum,
but their breadth only large enough to contain two thistle-heads set end to end, thus
making two rows of parallel teasels throughout the entire length (see the contour in
Jig. 19 r>Q). A portion of the frame is represented in Jig. 1952. The large side i,

against which the tops of the teasels rest, is hollowed out into a semi-cylinder, and its

opposite side is cleft throughout its whole
length, to receive the tails of the teasels,

which are seated and compressed in it. There
are, moreover, cross-bars i, which serve to

maintain the sides of the frame i, at an in-

variable distance, and to form short com-
partments for keeping the thistles compact.

The ends are fortified by stronger bars k, k, with projecting bolts to fasten the frames
between the ribs. The distance of the sides of the frame i, i', ought to be such, that
if a frame be laid upon the drum, in the interval of two ribs, the side i will rest upon
the inclined plane of one of the ribs, and the side i' upon the inclined plane of the

other (see Jig. 1950); while at the same time the bars k, of the two ends of the frame
rest upon the flat parts of the ribs themselves. This
point being secured, it is obvious, that if the ends of

the bars k be stopped, the frame will be made fast.

J But they need not be fixed in a permanent manner,

because they must be frequently removed and re-

placed. They are fastened by the c\a.m^. Jigs. 1953,

1954, which is shut at the one end, and furnished

at the other with a spring, which can be opened or

shut at pleasure. 2 and 4, in ./it/. 1951 (near the

right end of the shaft f), shows the place of the

clamp,/<7s. 1953, 1954. The bar of the right hand is first set in the clamp, by hold-

ing up its other end ; the frame is then let down into the left-hand clamp.

'J'he cloth is wound upon the lower beam q, fig. 1950 ; thence it passes in contact

with a wooden cylinder t, turning upon an axis, and proceeds to the upper beam p,

ou to which it is wound: by a contrary movement the cloth returns from the beam

P to Q, over the cylinder t; and may thus go from the one to the other as many times

as shall be requisite. In these successive circuits it is preseuted to the action of the

teasels, under certain conditions. In order to be properly teasled, it must have an

equal tension throughout its whole breadth during its traverse ; it must be brought

into more or less close contact with the drum, according to the nature of the cloth,

and the stage of the operations; sometimes being a tangent to tlie snrfiice, and some-

times embracing a greater or smaller portion of its contour, it must travel with a

lilHibljlUtlFl llll

1954
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determinate speed, dependent upon the velocity of the drum, and cakulated so as to

produce the best result: the machine itself must make the stuff pass alternately from

one winding beam to the other.
. , , /. . • i.

In fia 1951 before the front end of the machine, there is a vertical shaft l, as high

as the framework, which revolves with great facility, in the bottom step /, the middle

collet /', and top collet I", in the prolongation of the stretcher d. Upon this upright

shaft are mounted— 1, a bevel wheel l'; 2, an upper bevel pinion M, with its boss ii
;

3 a lower bevel pinion n, with its boss n'. The bevel wheel l' is keyed upon the

shaft L and communicates to it the movement of rotation which it receives from the

pinion/, with which it is in gear ; but the pinion/, which is mounted upon the shaft

F of the'drum, participates in the rotation which this shaft receives from the prime

mover, by means of the fast rigger-pulley/'. The upper pinion Ji is independent

upon the shaft L; that is to say, it may be slidden along it, up and down, without

being driven by it; but it may be turned in an indirect manner by means of six curved

teeth, projecting from its bottom, and which may be rendered active or not at pleasure;

these' curved teeth, and their intervals, correspond to similar teeth and intervals upon

the top of the boss m', which is dependent, by feathered indentations, upon the rotation

of though it can slide freely up and down upon it. When it is raised, therefore, it

comes into gear with m. The pinion n, and its boss, have a similar mode of being

thrown into and out of gear with each other. The bosses m' and n', ought always to

be moved simultaneously, in order to throw one of them into gear, and the other out

of gear. The shaft L serves to put the cloth in motion, by means of the bevel

wheels p" and q", upon the ends of the beams P and Q, which take into the pinions

M and N.

The mechanism destined to stretch the cloth is placed at the other end of the

machine, where the shafts of the beams, p, Q, are prolonged beyond the frame, and

bear at their extremities p' and q', armed each with a brake. The beam p (/(/. 1950),

turns in an opposite direction to the drum
;
consequently the cloth is wound upon p,

and unwound from Q. If, at the same time as this is going on, the handle R, of the

brake-shaft, be turned so as to clasp the brake of the pulley q' and release that of the

pulley p', it is obvious that a greater or smaller resistance will be occasioned in the

beam q, and the cloth which pulls it in unwinding, will be able to make it turn only

when it has acquired the requisite tension ; hence it will be necessary, in order to in-

crease or diminish the tension, to turn the handle r' a little more or a little less in the

direction which clasps the brake of the pulley q' ; and as the brake acts in a very

equable manner, a very equable tension will take place all the time that the cloth

takes to pass. Besides, should the diminution of the diameter of the beam q, render

the tension less efficacious in any considerable degree, the brake would need to be im-

clamped a very little, to restore the primitive tension.

When the cloth is to be returned from the beam p, to the beam q, z must be

lowered, to put the shaft l out of gear above, and in gear below ; then the cloth-beam

Q, being driven by that vertical shaft, it will turn in the same direction as the drum,
and will wind the cloth round its surface. In order that it may do so, with a suitable

tension, the pulley q' must be left free, by clasping the brake of the pulley p' so as to

oppose an adequate resistance.

The cloth is brought into more or less close contact with the drum as follows: —
There is for this purpose a wooden roller, t, against which it presses in passing from
the one winding beam to the other, and which may have its position changed rela-

tively to the drum. It is obvious, for example, that in departing from the position

represented in fig. 1950, where the cloth is nearly a tangent to the drum, if the roller

t' be raised, the cloth will cease to touch it; and if it be lowered, the cloth will, on
the contrary, embrace the drum over a greater or less portion of its periphery. For
it to produce these effects, the roller is borne at each end, by iron gudgeons, upon the
heads of an arched rack t" (/</. 1950), where it is held merely by pins. These racks
have the same curvature as the circle of the frame, against which they are adjusted by
two bolts ; and by means of slits, which these bolts traverse, tliey may be slidden up-
wards or downwards, and consequently raise or depress the roller t. But to graduate
the movements, and to render them equal in the two racks, there is a shaft u, sup-
ported by the uprights of the frame, and wliich carries, at each end, pinions ii', u",
which work into the two racks t', t": this shaft is extended in front of the frame,
upon the side of the head of the machine (y/r/. 1951), and there it carries a ratchet
wheel u, and a handle u'. The workman, therefore, requires merely to lay hold of
the handle, and turn it in the direction of the ratchet wheel, to raise the racks, and
the roller T, which they carry; or to lift the click or catch, and tura the handle in
ilie opposite direction, when he wishes to lower the roller, bo as to apply the cloth to
a larger portion of the drum.

3 Y 4
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Cloth Choppino,

Of machines for cropping or shearing woollen cloths, those of Lewis and Davis have
been very generally used.

Fig. 1955 is an end view, and Jig. 1956 is a side view, of Lewis's machine for
shearing cloth from list to list. Fig. 1957 is an end view of the carriage, with the

. rotatory cutter de
tached from the frame
of the machine, and
upon a larger scale :

a, is a cylinder of
metal, on which is

fixed a triangular

steel wire; this wire
is previously hent
round the cylinder in

the form of a screw,
as represented at o, a,

in fig. 1955, and, being
hardened, is intended
to constitute one edge
of the shear or cutter.

The axis of the cy-
lindrical cutter a,

turns in the frame b,

which, having proper adjustments, is mounted upon pivots c, in the standard of the
travelling carriage d, d; and e, is the fixed or ledger blade, attached to a bar /, which
constitutes the other edge of the cutter ; that is, the stationary blade, against which the
edges of the rotatory cutter act ; / and g, are flat springs, intended to keep the cloth
(shown by dots) up against the cutting edges. The form of these flat springs/ g, is

shown a.tfigs.1958 and 1959, as consisting of plates of thin metal cut into narrow slips

(fig. 1958), or perforated with long holes (/_9. 1959). Their object is to support the cloth.

1958 1959

1957

which is intended to pass between them, and operate as a spring bed, bearing the surface

of the cloth against the cutters, so that its pile or nap may be cropped off or shorn as

the carriage d is drawn along

the top rails of the standard

or frame of the machine k, h,

by means of cords.

The piece of cloth to be

shorn, is wound upon the beam
k, and its end is then conducted

through the machine, between

the flat springs f and g (as

=4!%^ shown in fig. \ 957), to the other

beam /, and is then made fast

;

the sides or lists of the cloth

being held and stretched by

small hooks, called habiting

hooks. The cloth being thus

placed in the machine, and

drawn tight, is held distended

by means of ratchets on the

ends of the beams A and /, and
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palls. In commencing the operation of shearing, the carriage d, must be brought

back, as in fig. 1957, so that the cutters shall be close to the list; the frame

of the cutters is raised up on its pivots as it recedes, in order to keep the cloth

from injury, but is lowered again previously to being put in action. A band or

•winch is applied to the rigger or pulley vi, which, by means of an endless cord passed

round the pulley n, at the reverse end of the axle of m, and round the other pulleys o

and and the s-nall pulleys, on the axle of the cylindrical cutter, gives the cylindrical

cutter a very rapid rotatory motion ; at the same time a worm, or endless screw, on

the axle of m and n, taking into the teeth of the large wheel r, causes that wheel to

revolve, and a small drum .<;, upon its axle, to coil up the cord, by which the carriage

d, with the cutters a and e, and the spring bed/ and g, are slowly, but progressively,

made to advance, and to carry the cutters over the face of the cloth, from list to list

;

the rapid rotation of the cutting cylinder a, producing the operation of cropping or

shearing the pile.

Upon the cutting cylinder, between the spiral blades, it is proposed to place stripes

of plush, to answer the purpose of brushes, to raise the nap or pile as the cylinder

goes around, and thereby assist in bringing the points of the wool up to the cutters.

The same contrivance is adapted to a machine for shearing the cloth lengthwise.

Fig. 1960, is a geometrical elevation of one side of Mr. Davis's machine. Fig. 1961,

a plan or horizontal representation of the same, as seen at top; and Jig. 1962, a sec-

tion taken vertically aci oss the machine near the middle, for the purpose of display-

ing the working parts more perfectly than in the two preceding figures. These
three figures represent a complete machine in working condition, the cutters being

worked by a rotatory motion, and the cloth so placed in the carriage as to be cut

from list to list, a, a, a, is a frame or standard, of wood or iron, firmly bolted

together by cross braces at the ends and in the middle. In the upper side-rails of the

standard, there is a series of axles carrying anti-friction wh(^els, b, b, b, upon which
the side-rails c, c, of the carriage or frame that bears the cloth runs, when it is pass-

ing under the cutters in the operation of shearing. The side-rails c, c, are straight

bars of iron, formed with edges v, on their under sides, which runs smoothly in the
grooves of the rollers b, b, b. These side-rails are firmly held together by the end
stretchers d, d. The sliding frame has attached to it the two lower rollers e, e, upon

which the cloth intended to be shorn is wound ; the two upper lateral rollers /,/, over
which the cloth is conducted and held up; and the two end rollers g, g, by which the
habiting rails h, h, are drawn tight.

In preparing to shear a piece of cloth, the whole length of the piece is, in the first
place tightly rolled upon one of the lower rollers e, which must be something longer
than the breadth of the cloth from list to list. The end of the piece is then raised
and passed over the top of the lateral rollers/,/; whence it is carried down to the
other roller e, and its end or farral is made fast to that roller. The hooks of the
habiting rai s h, h, are then put into the lists, and the two lower rollers e, e, with the
two end rollers^, ^ arc then turned, for the purpose of drawing up the cloth, andstrammg it tight, which tension is preserved by ratchet wheels attached to the ends
of the respective rollers, with palls dropping into their teeth. The frame carrying
the cloth IS now slidden along upon the stop standard rails by hand, so that the list
shall be brought nearly up to the cutter i, i, ready to commence the shearing ope-

iSvs
^^'''^ ^'"'"^^ ^'""'^ ^ga.\nst the edges of the

The construction of the bed will be seen by reference to the cross section fia 1902
It consists of an iron or other metal roller, h, k, turned to a truly cylindrical iigurei
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and covered witli cloth or leather, to afTord a small degree of elasticity. 'J'his roller
18 mounted upon pivots in a frame, /, /, and is supported by a smaller roller

similarly mounted, which roller m, is intended merely to prevent any bending or
depression of the central part of the upper roller or bed /i, k, so that the cloth may be
kept in close contact with the whole length of the cutting blades.

1962

In order to allow the bed k to rise and fall, for the purpose of bringing the cloth up
to the cutters to be shorn, or lowering it away from them after the operation, the frame
/, /, is made to slide up and down in the grooved standard n, n, the movable part en-
closed within the standard being shown by dots. This standard n, is situated about
the middle of the machine, crossing it immediately under the cutters, and is made
fast to the frame a, by bolfs and screws. There is a lever, o, attached to the lower
cross-rail of the standard, which turns upon a fulcrum-pin, the extremity of the

shorter arm of which lever acts under the centre of the sliding-frame, so that by the

lever o, the sliding-frame, with the bed, may be rased or lowered, and when so raised,

be held up by a spring catch J.
It being now explained by what means the bed which supports the cloth is con-

structed, and brought up, so as to keep the cloth in close contact with the cutters,

while the operation of shearing is going on ; it is necessary, in the next place, to

describe the construction of the cutters, and their mode of working ; for which pur-

pose, in addition to what is shown in the first three figures, the cutters are also repre-

sented detached, and upon a larger scale, in /ig. 1963.

In this figure is exhibited a portion of the cutters in the same situation as inf'g.

1957 ; and ahmgside of it is a section of the same, taken through it at right angles

to the former
; p, is a metallic bar or rib, somewhat of a wedge form, which is
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fostened to the top part of the standard a, a, seen best in Ah ^^^'^- T° t^''^ bar a

straight blade of steel (f, is attached by screws, the edge of which sUnds lorward even

with the centre or axis of the cylin-

drical cutter i, and forms the ledjrer ... r 19(,3

blade, or lower fixed edge of the

shears. This blade remains stationary,

and is in close contact with the pile

or nap of the cloth, when the bed Ht,

is raised, in the manner above de-

scribed •

The cutter or upper blade of the shears, is formed by insertmg two or more strips

of plate steel, r, r, in twisted directions, into grooves in the metallic cylinder i, i, the

edges of which blades r, as the cylinder i revolves, traverse along the edge of the

fixed or ledger blade r/, and by their obliquity produce a cutting action like shears;

the edges of the two blades taking hold of the piled or raised nap, as the cloth

passes under it, shaves off the superfluous ends of the wool, and leaves the face

^^Ro'tatory motion is given to the cutting cylinder i, by means of a band leading

from the wheel s, which passes round the pulley fixed on the end of the cylinder i,

the wheel s being driven by a band leading from the rotatory part of the steam-

engine, or any other first mover, and passed rouud the rigger t, fixed on the axle «.

Tension is given to this band by a tightening pulley, u, mounted on an adjustable

sliding-piece, v, which is secured to the standard by a screw ; and this trigger is

throw°n in and out of gear by a clutch-box and lever, which sets the machine going,

or stops it.
1. • 1 1

In order to give a drawing stroke to the cutter, which will cause the piece of cloth

to be shorn off with better effect, the upper cutter has a slight lateral action, pro-

duced by the axle of the cutting cylinder being made suflSciently long to allow of its

sliding laterally about an inch in its bearings ; which sliding is effected by a cam w,

fixed at one end. This cam is formed by an oblique groove, cut round the axle

(see w,fig. 1963), and a tooth, x, fixed to the frame or standard which works in it, as

the cylinder revolves. By means of this tooth, the cylinder is made to slide laterally,

a distance equal to the obliquity of the groove w, which produces the drawing stroke

of the upper shear. In order that the rotation sf the shearing cylinder may not be

obstructed by friction, the tooth x, is made of two pieces, set a little apart, so as

to afford a small degree of elasticity.

The manner of passing the cloth progressively under the cutters is as follows : —
On the axle of the wheel s, and immediately behind that wheel, there is a small rigger,

from which a band passes to a wheel y, mounted in an axle turning in bearings on the

lower side-rail of the standard a. At the reverse extremity of this axle, there is an-

other small rigger 1, from which a band passes to a wheel 2, fixed on the axle 3, which
crosses near the middle of the machine, seen m fig. 1962. Upon this axle there is a
sliding pulley 4, round which a cord is passed several times, whose extremities are

made fast to the ends of the sliding carriage d\ when, therefore, this pulley is locked
to the axle, which is done by a clutch box, the previously described movements of the
machine cause the pulley 4 to revolve, and by means of the rope passed round it, to

draw the fraine, with the cloth, slowly and progressively along under the cutters.

It remains only to point out the contrivance whereby the machinery throws itself

out of gear, and stops its operations, when the edge of the cloth or list arrives at the
cutters.

At the end of one of the habiting rails h, there is a stop affixed by a nut and screw
5, which, by the advance of the carriage, is brought up and made to press against a
lever 6 ; when an arm from this lever 6, acting under the catch 7, raises the catch up,
and allows the hand- lever 8, which is pressed upon by a strong spring, to throw the
clutch-box 10, out of gear with the wheel 8 ; whereby the evolution of the machine
instantly ceases. The lower part of the lever 6, being connected by a joint to the top
of the lever

_y, the receding of the lever 6, draws back the lower catch and allows the
sliding frame /, /, within the bed k, to descend. By now turning the lower rollers e, e,

another portion of the cloth is brought up to be shorn ; and when it is properly ha-
bited and strained, by the means above described, the carriage is slidden back, and,
the parts being all thrown into gear, the operation goes on as before.

Mr. Hirst's improvements in manufacturing woollen cloths, for which a patent was
obtained in February 1830, apply to that part of the process where a permanent lustre
is given usually by what is called roll-boiling ; that is, stewing the cloth, when tightly
wound upon a roller, in a vessel of hot water or steam. As there are many disadvan-
tages attendant upon the operation of roll-boiling, such as injuring the cloths, by over-
heating them, which weakens the fibre of the wool, and also changes some colours he
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substuuted, in place of it, a particular mode of acting upon the cloths, by occasional
or intermitted immersion in hot water, and also in cold water, wliich operations may
be performed either wiih or without pressure upon the cloth, as circumstances may re-
quire. '

The apparatus which he proposes to employ for carrying on his improved process
is shown in the accompanying drawing. Fig. 1964, is a front view of the apparatus
complete, and in working order; fig. 1965, is a section, taken transversely through the
middle of the machine, in the direction oifig. 1966 ; and fig. 1966 is an end view of
the same, a, a, o, is a vessel or tank, made of iron or wood, or any other suitable

1964

i

k k

&—

I

material : sloping at the back and front, and perpendicular at the ends. This tank
must be sufficiently large to admit of half the diameter of the cj'linder or drum h, l>, h,

being immersed into it, which drum is about four feet diameter, and about six feet

long, or something more than the width of the piece of cloth intended to be operated

upon. This cylinder or drum b, b, is constructed by combining segments of wood cut

radially on their edges, secured by screw-bolts to the rims of the iron wheels, having

arms, with an axle passing through the middle.

The cylinder or drum being thus formed, rendered smooth on its periphery, and

mounted upon its axle in the tank, the piece of cloth is wound upon it as tightly as

possible, which is done by placing it in a heap upon a stool, as at c, fig. 1965, passing

its end over and between the tension-rollers d, e, and then securing it to the drum,

the cloth is progressively drawn from the heap, between the tension-rollers, wUicn

are confined by a pall and ratchet, on to the periphery of the drum, by causing e

drum to revolve upon its axis, until the whole piece of cloth is tightly wound upou the

drum ; it is then bound round with canvas or other wrai)pcrs, to keep it secuie.
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leads from a boiler, the steam is allowed

to blow through the pipe, and discbarge

itself at the lower end, by which means

the temperature of the water is raised m
the tank to about 170° Fahr. Before

the temperature of the water has got up,

the drum is set in slow rotatory motion,

in order that the cloth may be uniformly

heated throughout; the drum malang

about one rotation per minute, ihe

cloth, by immersion in the hot water,

and passing through the cold air, in suc-

cession, for the space of about eight

hours, gets a smooth soft face, the tex-

ture not being rendered harsh, or other-

wise injured, as is frequently the case by

roll-boiling.

Uniform rotatory motion to the drum

is shown in fig. 1964, in which g is an

PTidlpss screw or worm, placed horizon-
, . , .,

tX and driven by a steam-engine or any other first mover employed in the tactory.

This endless screw takes into the teeth of, and drives, the vertical wheel A, upon

the axle of which the coupling-box i, i, is fixed, and, consequently, continually

revolves with it A.t the end of the shaft of the drum, a pair of slidmg clutches A, k,

are mounted, which, when projected forward, as shown by dots in 1964, produce

the coupling or locking of the drum-shaft to the driving wheel, by which the druna

is put in motion ; but on withdrawing the clutches k, k, from the couphng-box i, t,

as in the figure, the drum immediately stands still.
_ _ , , ,

After operating upon the cloth in the way described, by passing it through hot

water for the space of time required, the hot water is to be withdrawn by a cock at the

bottom or otherwise, and cold water introduced into the tank in its stead ;
in which

cold water the cloth is to be continued turning, in the manner above described, for the

space of twenty-four hours, which will perfectly fix the lustre that the face of the cloth

has acquired by its immersion in the hot water, and leave the pile or nap, to the touch,

in a soft silky state.
. n 7 u

In the cold-water operation he sometimes employs a heavy pressing roller which

being mounted in slots in the frame or standard, revolves with the large drum, rolling

over the back of the cloth as it goes round. This roller may be made to act upon the

cloth with any required pressure, by depressing the screws m, m, or by the employ-

ment of weighted levers, if that should be thought necessary.

Pressing is the last finish of cloth to give it a smooth level surface. The piece is

folded backwards and forwards in yard lengths, so as to form a thick package on the

board of a screw or hydraulic press. Between every fold sheets of glazed paper are

placed to prevent the contiguous surfaces of the cloth from coming into contact; and

at the end of every twenty yards, three hot iron plates are inserted between the folds,

the plates being laid side by side, so as to occupy the whole surface of the folds. Thin

sheets of iron not heated are also inserted above and below the hot plates to moderate

the heat. When the packs of cloth are properly folded, and piled in sufficient number

in the press, they are subjected to a severe compression, and left under its influence

till the plates get cold. The cloth is now taken out and folded again, so that the

creases of the former folds may come opposite to the flat faces of the paper, and be

removed by a second pressure. In finishing superfine cloths, however, a very slight

pressure is given with iron plates but moderately warmed. The satiny lustre and

smoothness given by strong compression with much heat is objectionable, as it renders

the surface apt to become spotted and disfigured by rain.

Ross's patent improvements in wool combing machinery, March 13, 1851.— The first

improvements described have relation to the machine for forming the wool into sheets

of a nearly uniform thickness, technically known as the " sheeter," and consists chiefly

in combining with the ordinary sheeting drum or cylinder rollers, designated, from

their resemblance to porcupine quills, porcupine rollers; these rollers having their

teeth or quills set in rows, and the rows of one roller gearing or taking into the spaces

between the rows of the other.

Fig. 1967 is an elevation of a sheeting machine thus constructed: — F f is the

general frame work upon which the several working parts of the machine are mounted.

A is the main or sheeting drum or cylinder, which is studded with rows of comb or
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" porcupine " teeth a, a, a, the length and fineness of which are varied according i.,
the length of the staple of the wool or other material to be operated upon. Inbteiid of

the ro-ws consisting each of a single set of teeth, two, three, or more sets, may be
combined together. The number of wires which may be placed on one line should
vary with the quality of the wool or other material. lu long staple machines, the
number may vary from four to ten or more, and in short staple machines from five
to twenty and more per inch, b, b, are two fluted feed-rollers, c, c, two porcupine
combing rollers, by which the wool is partly combed while passing from the feed
rollers to the surface of the sheeting drum ; an end elevation of the porcupine
combing rollers on an enlarged scale is given at fg. 1968. The teeth c, c, are set in
rows, and the rows of one roller take or gear into the spaces between the rows of the
other. D is a grooved guide roller for preventing the wool or other material escaping
the combing action. The wool or other material is laid by the attendant evenly upon
the upper surface of an endless web g, which works over the under feed rollers, and
a plain roller H, which is mounted in bearings on the front of the machine. The
feed-rollers gradually supply the wool thus spread upon the endless web to the two
porcupine combing rollers, where it is partly combed and separated, and being so

prepared, it is laid hold of by the teeth of the sheeting drum, by which it is still

further drawn out on account of the greater velocity with which the surface of the

sheeting drum travels. When a sufficient quantity of the wool or other material has

been thus collected on the surface of the drum, it is removed by the attendant passing

a hooked rod across the surface of the drum, and raising up one end of the sheet,

when the whole may be easily stripped off and removed, being then in a fit state for

being supplied to the comb-fiUing machine, next to be described.

A modification of this sheeting machine is represented mficia. 1969, 1970, wh

differs from it in this, that it is fed from both ends. In this modification a double
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of fopdln- rollers is employed, so that the machine may be fed from both ends.

^hS ruerrure^n-oo^ Ind'gear into porcupine combing rollers similar to those

before described, -which are followed by brush cylinders or grooved guide rollers. A
is the sheeting drum as before; b, b, the fluted feed-rollers, c, c, the porcupine

combing rollers, which gear into the fluted ones ; t>, d, are the grooved guide rollers;

F, F, are brush cylinders, which may in the case of long work be dispensed with
; g, g,

are the endless webs upon which the wool is laid. The framing and gearing by
which the several parts are put in motion are omitted in the drawings, for the pur-

pose of clearly exhibiting the more important working parts of the machine. The
arrangement of sheeting machines just described, in so far as regards the employment
of a fluted feed roller in conjunction with a porcupine combing roller, and grooved
guide roller, is more especially applicable to sheeting fine short wool, but may also

be applied with advantage to wool or other material of a longer staple. In the case

of fine short wool, the sheet may be drawn off by means of rollers, in the manner
represented in fiy. 1970. h, h, are the drawing or straightening rollers, and i the

receiving roller. During the operation of drawing the wool and winding it on the

receiving roller, the sheeting cylinder must have a motion imparted to it in the

reverse direction.

The next head of Mr. Ross's specification embraces several improvements in comb-
filling machines, which have for their common object the partial combing of the wool
while it is in the course of being filled into the combs. We select for exemplification

what the patentee regards as the best of these arrangements
; Jig. 1971 is a side

elevation of a comb filling mach ne as thus improved. A, a, is a skeleton drum,
which is composed of two rings a a, afiixed to the arms b, b, which last are mounted
upon the main shaft of the machine, which has its bearings upon the general frame
F, F ; b', are the porcupine combing rollers, and c', c- brushes by which the por-
cupine combing rollers are cleansed from the wool that collects upon them, and by
which the wool is again delivered to the combs e, e ; d, d, are the feed-rollers, and e
an endless web which runs over the lower feed-roller and the plain roller g, which is

situated at the front of the machine
; h, h, are the driving pulleys, by which the

power is applied to the machine, and i, i, i, the wheel gearing by which motion is

communicated to the different parts. The wool which has undergone the process of
sheeting in the machine first described is spread upon the endless web e, and in
passing between the feed-rollers, and between or under or over the porcupine combing
rollers, is taken hold of by the combs e, e, as they revolve, and, being drawn under
the first porcupine roller b' and the brush c', the continued revolution of the drum,
and combs causes the wool to be brought into contact with the other porcupine
combing roller b* and brush c^. As the combs get filled, the wool is thus continuously
being brought under the action of the porcupine combing rollers and brushes ; and
each new portion of the wool taken up is instantly combed out. For some purposes
the combing will be found carried so far by this operation that the wool will require
no further preparation previous to being formed into slivers in the machine just
described, and which is calculated for filling the combs and combing the wool or
other fibrous material, when the staple is some considerable length (say from 4 to 16
inches), there are two porcupine comb rollers with their brushes employed; but I do not
confine myself to that number, as in some cases a single porcupine combing roller and
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brush will be found sufficient for the purpose of facilitating the process of combing
and filling the combs ; three or more rollers and brush cylinders may be used with
advantage ; such as where the staple is short, or where the fibrous material operated
upon is very close, and separated with difficulty.

Mr. Ross next describes some improvements in the combing machine of his inven-

tion patented in 1841, and now extensively used. 'I'he following general description

will indicate with sufficient distinctness to those familiar with the machine, the nature

of the improvements.
" First, I give to the saddle combs in the said machine a compound to-and-fro

and up-and-down movement, whereby they recede from and advance towards the

comb gates, and simultaneously therewith alternately rise and fall, so that each time

the comb gates pass the saddle combs, they do so in a different plane, and thus the

position of the combs in relation to each other, as well as to the hold they take of the

wool or other material, is constantly being changed. Secondly, I employ a fan to

lash the wool in the comb gate or flying comb up against the saddlS comb, which

renders it impossible for the wool to pass by the saddle comb without being acted

upon by it. Thirdly, I attach the springs by which the gates are actuated to the

lower arms of the combing gates, instead of their being placed parallel to the upright

shaft of the machine as formerly, whereby a considerable gain in space and com-

pactness is effected ;
and, fourthly, I use breaks to prevent the sudden jerk which is

caused when the wool in the comb gate leaves its hold of the saddle comb or lucliue

plane and also to counteract the sudden recoil of the springs by which the comb

gates are pressed in when these springs are released from the grip or pressure of the

^°Mr^ Ross concludes with a description of an improved method of heating the combs

which has for its object "the economising of fuel, the better heating of the combs,

and the prevention of mistake in removing the combs before they have been a suffi-

cient time exposed to the heat."
. . . ^ ^

The body of the heating box or stove is divided by a partition into two portions,

which communicate together at the back or further end of the stove, so that the

flame and heated vapours, after having circulated under and along the sides of the

two lower comb chambers, ascend into the upper portion of the stove, where they

have to traverse along the sides and over the top of the two upper chambers,

ultimately escaping into the chimney through a pipe. The length of the heating

box, or the chambers, should be about double the ength of the combs I he cold

combs are inserted at one end, and on being put into their places push the more

heated combs towards the other end of the chambers, from which they are removed.

^'wo'oTzt^fthrindian name of Steel The Indian wootz is prepared in very

rude furnaces, in a most primitive manner, from hematite iron; charcoal being the

wmiSTED Yarns made of wool drawn out into lonsr filaments by passing it,

whl oiS, thi-ough heated combs, as described under Woox.i^.n Manckact„„^

page 104:-,. Numerous machines have been introduced for combing wool, and they
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are, for many purposes, very extensively employed ; but as far as we can learn there

has not yet been introduced a machine which is capable of producing long-fibred

wool in any respect equal to that which is prepared by hand.

Of woollen or worsted manufactures our imports have been as follows :

—

Woollen
Manufactures

Cloths of all

kinds, coat
ings, &c.

Mixed stuffs,

flannels, &c.
Worsted stufl's

Other kinds -

Total of Wool-
len Manufac-
tures -

Woollen and
worsted yarn-

1844.

2,072,594

1,824,525

4,031,704
275,310

8,204,133

958,204

1845.

2,118,292

1,834,350
3,451,105

289,1 17

7,693,310

1,066,925

1846.

1,605,258

1,741,839
2,745,666
242,339

6,335,102

908,270

1847.

1,613,048

2,321,692

2,709,639
251,650

6,896,038

1,001,364

1848.

1,322,167

1,840,038
2,342,911

228,712

5,733,828

776,975

1849.

1,814,649

2,413,625

2,827,933
286,526

7,342,723

1,090,223

1850. 1851.

2,692,492

2,882,607

2,089,042
324,549

8,588,690

1,451.642

2,572,181

2,822,961

2,679,003
303,038

8,377,183

1,481,544

Woollen
Manufactures:

1852. 1853. 1854. 1855. 1856. 1857. 1858.

Cloths of all

kinds, coat-
ings, &c.

Mixed stuffs,

flannels &c.
Worsted stuffs

Other kinds .

Total ofWool-

2,683,395

3,015,283
2,733,804
298,452

2,923,515

3,641,767
3,106,609
500,291

3,089,343

3,050,548

2,565,474
415,403

2,371,324

2,503,984
2,368,451

474,615

2,762,622

3,220,011
2,833,54

1

684,254

3,030,788

3,699,324
3,3.'5,5(i4

647,699

2,548,394

3,388,313
3,326,731
513,506

len Manufac-
tures - 8,730,934 10,172,182 9,120,759 7,718,374 9,500,423 10,703,375 9,776,944

Woollen and
worsted yarn- 1,430,140 1,456,786 1,557,612 2,026,095 2,889,642 ,2,941,800 2,966,923

WORT is the fermentable infusion of malt or grains. See Beer and Malt.
WOULFE'S APPARATUS, is a series of vessels, connected by tubes, for the

purpose of condensing gaseous products in water. See Acetic Acid j also Muriatic
Acid.

X.

XANTHINE, the name given by Kuhlmann to the yellow dyeing matter of mad-
der. See Madder.
XYLOIDINE—iVtVranu'rfme. By acting on starch with fuming nitric acid a

transparent jelly is formed, and on adding water xyloidine is precipitated as a white
granular substance. Its composition, according to Ballol, is C'H'^O'^N. See Col-
lodion ; Gun Cotton.
XYLOLE, C'°H'°, a hydrocarbon found in coal naphtha and in the oils which

separate when crude wood-spirit is mixed with water. For a table of its physical
properties see Casburetted Hydrogen.

Y.

X^^^^ ^r^^'^'"*'
Germ.) Wool, cotton, or flax, spun into thread.

I JbiAb I. bee Beer, and Fermentation.
YEAST, ARTIFICIAL. Mix 2 parts by weight of fine flour of pale barley malt,

with 1 part of wheat flour; stir 50 pounds of this mixture gradually into 100 quarts
of coid water, with a wooden spatula, till it forms a smooth pap. Put this pan
^^}^o^ '^uPP^'" °^er fi''^! stir it well till the temperature rise lo fully 155° to160° when a partial formation of sugar will take place, but this sweetening must not
be pushed too far

;
turn out the thmned paste into aflat cooler, and stir it from time

to time. As soon as the wort has fallen to 59° Fahr. transfer it to a tub, and add forevery 50 quarts of it 1 quart of good fresh beer-yeast, which wUl throw the wortVOL* Xll* 3 Z
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into brisk fermentation in the course of 12 lioiirs. This preparation will be good
yeast, fit for bakers' and brewers' uses, and will continue fresh and active for three
days. It should be occasionally stirred.

The German yeast imported into this country in large quantities, and employed by
our bakers in baking cakes, and other fancy bread, is made by putting the unterhefe
(see Beer, Bavarian) into thick sacks of linen or hempen yam, letting the liquid
pai-t, or beer, drain away; placing the drained sacks between boards, and exposing
them to a gradually increasing pressure, till a mass of a thin cheesy consistence is

obtained. This cake is broken into small pieces, which are wrapped in separate linen
cloths

I
these parcels are afterwards enclosed in waxed cloth, for exportation. The

yeast cake may also be rammed hard into a pitched cask, which is to be closed air-
tight. In this state, if kept cool, it may be preserved active for a considerable time.
When this is to be used for beer, the proportion required should be mixed with a
quantity of worts at 60° Fahr., and the mixture left for a little to work, and send up
a lively froth; when it is quite ready for adding to the cooled worts in the fermenting
back.
YEAST, PATENT. Boil 6 ounces of hops in 3 gallons of water 3 hours ; strain

it off, and let it stand 10 minutes ; then add half a peck of ground malt, stir it well up,

and cover it over ; return the hops, and put the same quantity of water to them again,

boiling them the same time as before, straining it off to the first mash ; stir it up, and
let it remain 4 hours, then strain it off, and set it to work at 90°, with 3 pints of

patent yeast ; let it stand about 20 hours ; take the scum off the top, and strain it

through a hair sieve ; it will be then fit for use. One pint is sufficient to make a
bushel of bread.

YELLOW DYE. (Teinture jaune, Fr. ; Gelbfdrben, Germ.) Annotto dyer^s-broom

( Genista tinctoria'), fustic, fustet, Persian or French berries, quercitron bark, saw-wort,

(Sei-ratula tinctoria), turmeric, weld, and willow leaves, are the principal yellow dyes

of the vegetable kingdom ; ckromate of lead, iron-oxide, nitric acid (for silk), sulphuret

of antimony, and sulphuret of arsenic, are those of the mineral kingdom. Under these

articles, as also under Calico-printing, Dyeing, and Mordants, ample instructions

will be found for communicating this colour to textile and other fibrous substances.

Alumina and oxide of tin are the most approved bases of the above vegetable dyes.

A nankin dye may be given with bablah, especially to cotton oiled preparatory to the

Turkey-red process. See Madder.
YELLOW, KING'S, is a poisonous yellow pignient. See Arsenic and Orpiment.

YTTRIA, is a rare earth, extracted from the minerals gadolinite and yttrotantalite,

being an oxide of the metal yttrium.

z.

ZAFFRE. See Cobalt. Zaffre imported in 1858, 550 cwts.

ZEA. Indian corn or maize.

ZEDOARY. {Zedoaire, Fr. ;
Zittwer, Germ.) The root of a plant imported from

Ceylon, Malabar, and Cochin-China, employed sometimes medicinally. It occurs

in wrinkled pieces, externally ash-coloured, internally brownish-red ;
possessed of a

fragrant odour, somewhat resembling camphor ; and of a pungent, aromatic, bitterish

taste. According to Morin this root contains besides an azotised substance, analogous

to the extract of beef.
. . . , , . i. i. ^ a

ZIMOME is a principle supposed by Taddei to exist m the gluten of wheat-flour.

Its identity is not recognised by later chemists.
,

ZINC is a metal of a bluish-white colour, of considerable lustre when broken, but

easilv tarnished by the air ; its fracture is hackly, and foliated with small facets,

irregularly set. It has little cohesion, and breaks in thin plates before the hammer,

unless it has been previously subjected to a process of lammation at the tempe-

rature of from 220° to 300° Fahr., by which it becomes malleable and ductile.

On this singular property a patent was taken out by Messrs Hobson and Sylvester,

of Sheffield, many years ago, for manufacturing sheet zinc for covering the roofs of

houses and sheathing ships; but the low price of copper at that time, and its superior

?enSy, rendered their patent ineffective. The specific gravity of --c yar.es from

6 9 to 7^, according to the degree of condensation to which it has been subjected It

melts under a red heat, at about the 680th or 700th degree of Fahrenheit s scale

einosed to this temperature with contact of air, the metal takes fire and burns

^fhabSnlWush white light, while afew flocculi of a woolly-looking white matter.
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rise out of the crucible and float in the air. The result of this combustion is a white

powder, formerly called flowers, but now oxide of zinc; consisting of 32-3 of metal, and

8 of oxygen, being their respective equivalents.

The principal ores of zinc are, the sulphide called blende, the silicate called calamine,

and the sparry calamine, or carbonate.

1. Blende crystallises in rhombic dodecahedrons; its fradture is highly conchoidal;

lustre, adamantine ; colours, black, brown, red, yellow, and green ;
transparent or

translucent ;
spec. gray. 4. It is a simple sulphide of the metal ; and, therefore,

consists in its pure state, of 32-3 of zinc, and 16 of sulphur. It dissolves in nitric acid,

with disengagement of sulphuretted hydrogen gas. It occurs in beds and veins, ac-

companied chiefly by galena, iron pyrites, copper pyrites, and heavy spar. There is

a radiated variety found at Przibram, remarkable for containing a large proportion of

cadmium. Blende is found in great quantities in Derbyshire and Cumberland, as also

in Cornwall and many other localities.

2. Calamine, or silicate of zinc, is divided into two species ; the prismatic or electric

calamine, and the rhomboidal
;
though they both agree in metallurgic treatment.

The first has a vitreous lustre, inclining to pearly
; colour, white, but occasionally

blue, green, yellow, or brown; spec. grav. 3 '38. It often occurs massive, and in

botroidal shapes. This species is a compound of oxide of zinc with silica and water

;

and its constituents are— oxide of zinc, 66 -37 ; silica, 26'23 ; water, 7'4, in 100 parts.

Reduced to powder, it is soluble in dilute sulphuric or nitric acid, and the solution

gelatinises on cooling. It emits a green phosphorescent light before the blowpipe.

The second species, or rhombohedral calamine, is a carbonate of zinc. Its spec. grav.

is 4*442, much denser than the preceding. It occurs in kidney- shaped, botroidal,

stalactitic, and other imitative shapes ; surface generally rough, composition columnar.
Massive, with a granular texture, sometimes impalpable

;
strongly coherent. Ac-

cording to Smithson's analysis, Derbyshire calamine consists of— oxide of zinc, 65-2;

carbonic acid, 34'8
; which coincides almost exactly with one equivalent of oxide and

one of acid, or 42 + 22 = 64.

The mineral called zinc-ore, or red oxide of zinc, is denser than either of the above,
its spec. grav. being 5-432. It is a compound of oxide of zinc 88, and oxide of iron
and manganese 12. It is found massive, of a granular texture, in large quantities, in
several localities in New Jersey. It is employed in several metallurgic processes, and
according to Mitscherlich, occurs crystallised, in six-sided prisms of a yellow colour,
in the smelting works of Kcenigshutte, in Silesia.

The ziuc ores of England, like those of France, Belgium, and Silesia, occur in two
geological localities.

The first is in veins in the carboniferous or mountain limestone. The blende and
the calamine most usually accompany the numerous veins of galena which traverse
that limestone

;
though there are many lead mines that yield no calamine

; and, on the
other hand, there are veins of calamine alone, as at Matlock, whence a considerable
quantity of this ore is obtained.

In almost every part of England where metalliferous limestone appears, there are
explorations for lead and zinc ores. The neighbourhood of Alston-moor, in Cum-
berland, of Castleton and Matlock, in Derbyshire, and the small metalliferous belt of
Flmtshire, are peculiarly marked for their mineral riches. On the north side
of the last county, calamine is mined in a rich mine of galena at Holywell, where it
presents the singular appearance of occurring only in the ramifications that the leadvem makes from east to west, and never in those from north to south ; while the
blende, abundantly present in this mine, is found indifPerently in all directions.
The second locaUty of calamine is in the magnesian limestpne formation of the

English geologists, the alpine limestone of the French, and the zechstein of the
Germans. The calamine is disseminated through it in small contemporaneous veins,
which, running m all directions, form the appearance of a network. These veins havecommonly a thickness of only a few inches ; but in certain cases they extend to 4 feet
in consequence of the union of several small ones into a single mass. There were
formerly explorations for calamine in the magnesian limestone, situated chiefly on the
flanks of the Mend.p Hills, a chain which extends in a north-west and south-east
direction, from the canal of Bristol to Frome. Calamine was chiefly worked in the
parishes of Phipham and Roborough, as also near Rickford and Broadfield-Doron
by means of a great number of small shafts. The miners paid for the privilege ofworking a tax of 1/ sterling per annum, to the Lords of the Treasury ; and they sold
the ores, mixed with a considerable quantity of carbonate of lime, at Phipham afterwashing It slightly in a sieve. Very little is at present worked in this district

o?America
"""^ ^ ""ported into this country from Spain and the United States

3 z 2
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Metallurgy of Zinc.

Boasting of Ores.—Blende, or sulphide of zinc is, previous to its treatment for

metal, carefully roasted iu a reverberatory furnace, over the bottom of which it is

spread in a layer of about four inches in thickness. A strong heat is necessary for

this purpose, and during the operation the charge is frequently stirred with a strong

iron rake, with a view of exposing fresh surfaces to the gases of the furnace. The
apparatus most commonly employed in this country for roasting sulphide of zinc

consists of a reverberatory furnace about 36 feet in length and 9 feet in width, pro-

vided with a fireplace of the usual construction. The sole or hearth of this apparatus

is divided into three distinct beds, of which that nearest the fire-bridge is 4 inches

lower than that which is next it, which is again 4 inches lower than that nearest the

chimney. In addition to the heat derived from the fire-place, the gases escaping from

the reducing furnaces are usually introduced immediately before the bridge, and a

considerable economy of fuel is thereby effected.

When the furnace has been sufficiently heated a charge of 12 cwt. of raw blende

is introduced into the division nearest the chimney and equally spread over the

bottom, care being taken to stir it from time to time by means of an iron rake, as

before described. After the expiration of about eight hours this charge is worked

on to the floor of the compartment forming the middle of the furnace, and a new
charge is introduced into the division next the chimney. About eight hours after

this charging the ore on the middle bed is worked on to the first, whilst that on the

hearth next the chimney is equally spread on the middle one and a new charge in-

troduced into the division next the stack. After the expiration of another period of

eight hours the charge on the first hearth is drawn, the ore on the middle and third

hearths moved forward, and a fourth charge introduced as before. In this way the

operation is continuous and each furnace will effect the calcination of about 36 cwt.

of ordinary blende in the course of 24 hours.

Calamine or silicate of zinc is usually prepared for smelting by calcination in a

furnace resembling an ordinary lime kiln, the heat being often supplied by means of

four fire places arranged externally, and so placed that the heated gases may be

drawn into it, and regularly distributed through the interstices existing between the

masses of ore. Calamine subjected to this treatment commonly loses abou one-

third of its weight, and is at the same time rendered so friable as easily to admit of

being reduced to fine powder by an ordinary edge -mill.

Redcction,

Belgian process.—Wke^i this method of treating zinc ore is employed the furnace

represented in fig. 1972 is commonly used.

1972 1973

\1
'/M,./'M.

1 e '

Fig. 1972 represents, on the left hand a front elevation of the furnace and on

the right a sectional elevation through the ash-p.t and fiie-place.
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fireplace, \rhilst A is the cavity into which are introduced the retorts destined for

the distillation of the metal. The products of combustion escape by the openings

G into a flue, by -which they are conducted into the calciner for the purpose of

economising the waste heat. These furnaces are either arranged in couples, back

to back, or in groups of four, for the purpose of rendering the structure more solid,

and economising heat. In the arched chamber a are placed 48 cylindrical retorts,

3 feet 6 inches in length from b to d, and 7 inches internal diameter. These are

made of refractory fire clay, well baked and supported behind by ledges of masonry
a, b,fig. 1973, whilst in front, at c d, they rest on fire-clay saddles let into an iron

framing. Short conical fire-clay pipes, 10 inches in length from d to c, are fixed in

the mouths of these retorts by means of moistened clay, and project for a short dis-

tanc e beyond the mouth of the furnace. To these are adapted thin wrought-iron
cones 18 inches in length from e to f, tapering off at the smaller extremity to

an orifice of about three quarters of an inch in diameter. The inclined position of
the retorts, the method of adjusting the pipes, and the general arrangement of the

apparatus is shown in Jig. 1973, in which r, r, r, r, represent the nozzles of thin
wrought iron. When a new furnace is first lighted the retorts are introduced with-
out being previously baked, but care must be taken that they be perfectly dry and
seasoned, and for this reason it is necessary to keep a large stock constantly on
hand, in a store-house artificially heated by means of some the flues of the establish-

ment. The heat is gradually increased during three or four days, at the end of
which period charges of ore are introduced, the clay cones are luted in their places,
and the furnace is brought into full working order. The charge of a furnace consists
of 1680 lbs. of roasted blende or calcined calamine and 840 lbs. of coal dust. The
ore and coal dust, after being finally divided and intimately mixed, is slightly damped
and subsequently introduced into the retorts by means of a semi-cylindrical scoop,
by the aid of which an experienced workman will effect the charging without spilling
the smallest quantity of the mixture.

In this country the retorts in the lower tier are usually not charged, as they are
extremely liable to be broken, and are therefore only employed to moderate the heat
of the furnace. On the Continent, however, the fire-place is frequently covered by a
hollow arch, and in that case every retort requires a charge of ore.
The mixture introduced into the retorts varies, to a certain extent, with their

position in the furnace, for in spite of every precaution to prevent inequality of
temperature, it is found impossible to heat the whole of them alike, and those next
the fire, therefore, from being the most strongly heated, are liable to work off first.
As soon as the retorts have been charged the clay cones are luted into their places,
and carbonic oxide gas, which burns with a blue flame at the mouth of the cones,
quickly makes its appearance. The quantity of this gas gradually diminishes, and as
soon as the flame assumes a greenish- white hue, and white fumes are observed to be
evolved, the sheet-iron cones are put on, and the furnace at once enters into steady
action. From time to time, as the iron cones become choked with oxide, they are
taken off and gently tapped against some hard substance, so as to remove it and
then replaced. The oxide thus collected is added to the mixture prepared for
the next charge. After the expiration of about six hours from the time of charging
the wrought iron tubes are successively removed, and the metallic zinc scraped from
the clay pipes into an iron ladle. This, when full, is skimmed, and the oxide added

I
that obtained from the nozzles, whilst the pure metal is cast into ingots, weighing

about 28 lbs. each. At the expiration of twelve hours from the time of charging the
zinc IS again tapped, amd the residue remaining in the retorts withdrawn. The retorts
are immediately re-charged, and the operation of reduction is conducted as above
aescribed.

The residues obtained from the retorts, after the first working, are passed through
a crushmg-mill, mixed with a further quantity of small coal, and again treatid
for the metal they contain. The earthen adapters or cones, when unfit for further
service, are crushed and treated as zinc ores.

In order to work these furnaces with economy, it is of the greatest importance that
they should be constantly supplied with a full number of retorts, since the amount of
fuel consumed, and the general expenses incurred for each furnace, will be the same
If the apparatus has its full complement of retorts, or if one half of them are brokenand consequently disabled.

It is therefore necessary in all zinc smelting establishments, to keep a large stockof well-seasoned retorts, which, before being introduced into the furnace, to makegood any deficiency caused by breakage, are heated to full redness in a kiln pro-v.ded for that purpose, The Jielgiau process of zinc smelting is that whi.h is atpresent most employed m this country. The principal localities in which zinc oresare treated are Swansea. Wigan, Llannelly. and Wrexham.
3 2 3
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1976

F,q. 1974, represents an elevation, and fig. 1975, a vertical section of the Silesian

furnace. The distillation is effected in a sort of muffle of haked clay, m, fig, 1975,

and figs. 1976, 1977, about 3 feet 3 inches in length,

and 20 inches in height. The front of this muffle is

pierced with two apertures. The lower_ opening, d,

serves to remove the residues remaining in the retorts

after each operation, and is closed during the process of

distillation by a small door of baked clay, firmly luted

in its place. In the upper opening is introduced a

hollow clay arm, bent at right angles, a, b, c, and which

remains open at c. An opening at b, permits of charg-

ing the retort by means of a proper scoop, and this,

during the operation, is closed by a luted clay plug.

) From six to ten of these muffles or retorts are arranged

in rows, on either side of a furnace provided with— suitable apertures for their introduction. They are

securely luted in their places and t^^^^

H^^^Lt-Sef^^^^^^^
the too rapid cooling of the

P'P^^^,"'^i^f;^'^3P^t\,^t on the grate g, situated

in the centre of the furnace. The retorts are

charged with a mixture of calamine and smal.

coal or more frequently coke-dust, since,

when coal is employed, the products of distilla-

tion are found to be liable to choke the pipe

The zinc escapes by the opening c, of the

r~r

—

T— '

I

* V '^^p adapter, and is received into the cavities o, of the

Li .J---' fc^^' T^rfurnace shown in figs. 1978, 1979, 1980, is

for re-melting the metallic zinc. Fig. 19,9, is a

front view ; fig.
1978, is a transverse section ; fig.

1980, a view from above ; a, is the fire-door ;
o,

the grate ; c, the fire-bridge ; d the flue
;

e the

chimney ; /. /. /. cast-iron "^eUing-pots wh.ch

contain each about 10 cwt. of metal. The heat
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is moderated by the successive addition of pieces of cold zinc. Tl"^ i^fi of the

fo rirsometimes coated with loaui, to prevent the iron being attacked by the zinc.

Vsor estaSishmeltsTand par'ticuLly those at Stolberg in Prussia, the retoHs

have the form d, represented/^. 1981. c is an adapter also ot fire clay
;
B a cone of

wrought iron, and a a small vessel of the same mater.al for the coUection of the

oxide, and furnished in the bottom with an aperture for the escape of the gases

^"^These are arranged on either side of a grate as represented, fig. 1982, an internal

opening serving for two retorts, and of which there are usually twelve in each fur-

nace. E is the fire-door; f grate ; o chamber in masonry of furnace ;
h diaphragm of

fire-brick supporting adapter, in the depressed part of which ihe metallic zinc is col-

lected and subsequently removed by a scraper, as in the case of the cone of the

Belgian retort. The wrought iron vessel A, is supported by a chain or wire J.

Fig. 1983 represents a longitudinal elevation of the roastisg furnace employed.

1983 J—bi r1983
f

IB

D
ID

!i=( ID
24

>

—

1

—J IIL—l

>

Old English process.—The English furnaces for smelting zinc ores are sometimes
quadrangular, sometimes round ; the latter form being preferable. They are mounted
with from 6 to 8 crucibles or pots {see fig. 1984), arched over with a cupola a, placed
under a conical chimney b, which serves to give a strong draught, and to carry olf

the smoke. In this cone there are as many doors c, c, c, as there are pots in

the furnace ; and an eqiwl number of vents d, d, d, in the cupola, through which
the smoke may escape, and the pots may be set. In the surrounding wall there

are holes for taking out the pots when they become unserviceable; after the pots

are set, these holes are bricked up. The pots are heated to ignition in a rever-
beratory furnace before being set, and are put in by means of iron tongs supported
upon two wheels, as is the case with glass-house pots, e, is the grate ; f, the door
for fuel; g, the ash-pit. The pots, h, h, h, have a hole in the centre of their

bottom, which is closed with a wooden plug, when they are set charged with
calamine, mixed with coal ; which coal prevents the mixture from falling through
the orifice, when the heat rises and consumes the plug. The sole of the hearth
i, i, upon which the crucibles stand, is perforated under each of them, so that they
can be reached from below ; to the bottom orifice of the pots, when the distillation
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begins, a long sheet-iron pipe h, is joined, which dipg at its end into a vessel / forrece.v.ng m drops the condensed vapours of the zinc. The pot is chlrgcd from
1984 ^n. ahove, through an orifice in the lid

which is left open after the firing until
the bluish colour of the flames indicates
the volatilisation of the metal, imme-
diately whereupon the whole is covered
with a fire-tile m. The iron tubes are
liable to become obstructed duriug the
distillation, and must therefore be occa-
sionally cleared by means of an iron bar.^ When the operation is terminated the

'^^ pipes must be removed, and the carbona-
4 ceous and other residual matters extracted
from the pots.

1, 2 is the level of the upper floor
;

3, 4, level of the lower ceiling of the lower
floor.

Fig. 1985 ground plan on the level
of 1, 2; only one half is here shown.

—

J. A. P.

The general consumption of Spelter
throughout the world is about 67,000
tons per annum, of which about 44,000
tons are made to take the shape of rolled
sheets, and these are estimated to be ap-

plied as follows, each quantity being somewhat below the truth

Roofing and architectural purposes
Ship sheathing - . .

Lining packing cases

-

Domestic utensils ...
Ornaments -

Miscellaneous - - - _

Tons.

23.000

3,500

2,500

12,000

1,500

1,500

44,000

Fifteen years ago the quantity used for roofing did not exceed 5,000 tons ; none
was employed for ship sheathing or lining packing cases, and stamped ornaments
in zinc date only from 1852.
From the low temperature at which zinc fuses, and from the sharpness of im-

pressions possessed by castings in this metal it is much employed on the continent for
the production of statues and statuettes. I'he uses of this metal in the preparation of
alloys has already been noticed under the head of alloys. It is also employed like
tin for coating iron, producing what is known as galvanised iron. The disenfcctant
liquor of Sir W. Burnett, is chloride of zinc, and the oxide of this metal is much em-
ployed as a pigment in place of white lead.

Zinc or Spelter imports in 1858: —

Tons.

271")

9,034 I

8 413 1
Computed real

302 J

Crude in cakes.

Denmark
Prussia

Hamburg -

Holland -

Belgium -

Other Parts

Rolled, hut not otherwise
manufactured.

Denmark -

Prussia

Belgium
Other parts

19,519

Tons,
47'

304

3,818

37

Computed real
valiip.

£128,738.

4,206
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ZINC PRINTING. Representations of the different departments of the Imperial

estSusLent etched on zinc, chemityped and printed ^..ith the comaaon prmtmg

press- a n^vr invention by Piil, for etching on zinc m a raised naanner

^
If this art be not calculated to supersede wood engraving, it

J^^/PP^'^J^'J^f
great advantage for certain purposes in the etching style, for maps, plans, drawings ot

machines. &c A zinc plate is covered with an etching ground he drawing etched

r?he usual- manner with the needle, and bitten in The is now

removed, the deep lines cleaned with acid, and then the whole plate in a warm state

covered with an easily fusible metal, with which, of course, the lines of t^e drawing

are filled up. When the metal thus laid on is cold and firm, the whole plate is planed

until the zinc appears again, and only the lines of the drawing remain filled with the

fusible metal, which is easily distinguished by its white colour from the gray of the

zinc. The whole plate is now etched several times ; the former hues of the drawing,

filled with easily fusible negative metal, are not affected by the acid, while the pure

zinc is eaten away. In this manner a drawing for printing in the copper-plate press

can be converted into one in rfelief for use in the ordinary printmg press.

ZINCING OF IRON. Iron may be conveniently coated, m the humid way, by

a solution of sulphate of zinc, or one of the double salt of chloride of zmc and sal-

ammoniac, as now used in soldering and welding. To secure success, the zmc

solution should be weak, and only a weak galvanic current should be used, otherwise

the zinc precipitated will again separate from the iron in scales. "With proper pre-

cautions the deposit may be made as thick as strong paper. The article must be well

cleansed before undergoing the operation.

ZIRCON. See Hyacinth and Lapidaet.
,

ZIRCONIA, is a rare earth, extracted from the minerals zircon and hyacinth
;

it is

an oxide of zirconium, a substance possessing externally none of the metallic cha-

racters, but resembling rather charcoal powder, which burns briskly, and almost with

explosive violence.

TIIK MNn.
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Under the article Crushing and Grindikq Machinery will be found descrip-
tions of several crushers. The wood-cut, Jig. li)86 represents a small high-pressure
engine, devised by Mr. T. B. Jordan, for driving crushing apparatus.



Science ^rt ; M (&tum\ Mtmtmt

TECTU-RES on the SCIENCE of LA^NGUAaE, delivered at the

L iVoyal Institution of Great Britain. By Max MiiLLEu, M.A., Fellow of All Souls' Colle|e,

Oxford

-D OGET'S THESAUHUS of ENGLISH WORDS and PHRASES
it Classified and Arranged to facilitate the Expression of Ideas and assist '"Literary Compo-

sition. Eleventh Edition

THE LAW of NATIONS CONSIDERED as INDEPENDENT
i POLITICAL COM.VlU?JITIE3. By Tbavehs Twiss, D.C.L. Part I. the Right and

Duties of Nations in time of Peace

«»* Part II. preparing for publication and completing the work will comprise the Right and

Duties of Nations in time of War,

TJALE-HOUR LECTURES on the HISTORY and PRACTICE
Jl of the FINE and ORNAMENTAL ARTS. By William B. Scott. With^SO^Woodcut

Illustrations

nWILT'S ENCYCLOPEDIA of ARCHITECTURE, Historical,

VJ Theoretical, and Practical. With above a Thousand Woodcut Illustrations 8vo. 42s.

nOLONIZATION and COLONIES ; a Series of Lectures delivered

Kj before the University of Oxford. By Herman Merivale, M.A. Second Edition^ with

Notes and Additions

A RAGO'S TREATISE on COMETS, reprinted from his Popular

A Astronomy, translated by Admiral Smyth, For. Sec. R.S. and Robert Grant, M.A.

With Plates and Woodcuts

nOLLIERIES and COLLIERS; a Handbook of the Law and

Vj leading Cases relating thereto. By John Coke Fowler, of the Inner

at-Law

BOURNE'S CATECHISM of the STEAM ENGINE in its

various Applications ; with Practical Information for tlie Manufacture and Management o f

Engines of every class, and 89 Woodcuts • • • •
^cp. 8vo. as.

THE ARTISAN CLUB'S TREATISE on the STEAM ENGINE,
J. as applied to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, Railways, and Agriculture. Edited by

J. Bourne, C.E. Fifth Edition, enlarged ; with 37 Plates and 546 Woodcuts 4to. 42*.

nRESY'S ENCYCLOPiEDIA of CIVIL ENGINEERING,
\J Historical, Theoretical, and Practical. New Impression; .with above Three Thousand

Wood Engravings

-HAIRBAIRN'S USEFUL INFORMATION for ENGINEERS.
X* Neto Erfi<;on of tLeFiRSTandSECOND Series; with numerous Plates of Figurrs. Woodcuts,

and Diagrams vois. crown 8vo. 10*. 6rf. «Rrb.

TIAIRBAIRN'S TREATISE on MILLS and MILLWORK.
J: Vol. I. on the Principles of Mechanism and on Prime Movers; with Plates and Woodcuts.

8vo. 1

ELEMENTS of MECHANISM. By T. M. Goobeve, M.A.,
JDj Professor of Natural Philosophy in King's College, London. With 206 Figures engraved on

Wood 1'°** 8vo. 6,v.6rf.

London: LONGMAN, GREEN, and CO. Paternoster Row.



MISS ACTON'S COOKERY-BOOK THOROUGHLY REVISED.

Newly re-vdsed and mucli enlarged Edition, with additional Plates

and Wood Engravings, in fcp. 8vo. price 7s. 6d.

MODEKN COOKEEY
POR PRIVATE FAMILIES.

Reduced to a System of easy Practice in a Series of carefully tested

Receipts, in which the Principles of Baron Liebig and other

eminent writers have been as much as possible

applied and explained.

BY ELIZA ACTON.

" "Whenever you chance to be asked out to dine,

Be exceedingly cautious— do n't take too much wine !

In your eating remember one principal point,

Whatever you do, bave your eye on the joint

!

Keep clear of side-dishes, do n't meddle with those

Which the servants in livery, or those in plain clotbes.

Poke over your shoulder and under your nose
;

Or, if you must live on the fat of the land,

And feed on fine dishes you do n't understand,

Buy a good book of Cookery ! I 've a compact one,

First-rate of the kind, just brought out by MISS ACTON

:

This will teach you their names, the ingredients they 're made of,

And which to indulge in, and wbich be afraid of

;

Or else, ten to one, between ice and Cayenne,

Tou '11 commit yourself some day, like Alured Denne."

From the Ingoldsbt Legend of a Lay of St. Bomwold,

in the INGOLDSBY Legends, 18lh Edition, 2 vols, post 8vo. Vol. l.p. 392.

Also by Miss Acton, in fcp. 8vo. price 48. 6d.

THE EN&LISH BREAD-BOOK
FOR DOMESTIC USE.

"MISS
-L'-L rlrei

ACTON'S little book is ad-

^.^ riressed chiefly to mistresses of families of

an ranks, and wm be very valuable to all those wlio

rpi^tS:^?e-Vl^r|M

acid and alkaline fermenting — ovens,

bricks, and metiU— quantities of liquid and me.-vl,

ami length of time for baking. Her book contains

nothing that is not of value on the subject, blie

compares the various European modes of making

brea™ and is emphatic on the ^vaste of bread by the

English lower orders. The Enphsh Bread-Book is

clearly and sensibly written, and should be a do-

mostia manual."
Ulobb.

London: LONGMAN, GEEEN, and CO. Paternoster Eow.










